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THE ANCIENTS AND THE NEWS,

THE supreme delight we take in be

ing racked, tortured and suspended

over chasms by the fickle tenure of a

rotten plank is one of the most unselfish

traits of human nature. For my part, I

have never been so happy as when held,

by the strong power of imagination,

right over the depths of a mediaeval

ouhliette, at the bottom of which the

roaring of the sea or of a brace of gor-

| mandizing lions was distinctly audible.

The first question asked by Paul Flem-

ming of the baron of Hohenfels, when

at Heidelberg, was one about that tra

dition of the castle according to which

Louis le Debonnaire was frightened by

an apparition of Satan and the Virgin

into delivering up his brother Frederick

to the two Black Knights representing

the Vehm-Gericht. "Ha! that is grand,"

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1873, by J. B. LrppinCOTT & Co.. in the Office of the

Librarian of Congress, at Washington.
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I

I said, inexpressibly refreshed with the

allusion to the thrilling Vehm -Gericht.

"Tell me the whole story quickly, for

 

BLICITING TRUTH.

I am curious as a child." Ah ! that

indispensable Vehmic Council — true

grammar-school in which the genius of

Radcliffe and Ainsworth was formed—

was there ever a contrivance so admira

bly adapted for pleasantly crisping the

scalp and icing the veins ! I am not

ashamed to say that even in these latter

years of mine there are certain stormy

evenings when I draw forth the coals

over the hearth, practice my geomancy,

lock out all interlopers, and invoke the

powerful Wizard of the North. He

plunges me into a dream that is the

very acme of sweet terror : a voluptuous

swimming sensation overcomes me as

my bed, in whose integrity I should else

where have perfect faith, sinks down,

down, down, fathoms deep. The damps

of dungeons are around me : around me

also are black and awful forms, from

one of which a solemn voice proceeds,

asking if I know where I am. I am

drilled in my lesson : " I believe that I

am before the Unknown or Secret Tri

bunal called the Vehm-Gericht."

"Then are you aware." answers the

judge, "that you would be safer if you

were suspended by the hair over the

abyss of Schaffhausen ?"

I enjoy it immensely, for I have

recognized the voice, slightly broken

with inward laughter, of the Wizard

himself. I know perfectly well that

he cannot afford to lose a hero in the

very middle of the second volume,

and I know, too, that he is a dear

old hypocrite of a mediaeval, with a

mask of terror and a heart of butter.

"Now, by my halidom !" says the

great Vehmic Wizard in his finest

chest tones, " mockest thou me, caitiff?

Off with him, then, to the profoundest

bastilcs of Breisach !"

And there I am, on a sheaf of fresh

theatrical straw, with a bottomless

pit in the floor, in which I can see the

subterranean scene-shifters. And my

name is not Paul Hemming, but Ar

thur Philipson, and I hear footsteps.

They come, they come, the murder

ers ! O Lady of Mercy ! and O gra

cious Heaven ! forgive my transgres

sions ! And when the footsteps ap

proach, there, robed in angelic white

muslin, is Anne of Geierstein. "Can

these things be ?" I cry fatuously; "and

has she really the powers of an element

ary spirit?" And she, taking my hand,

wafts me forth, as blissfully and easily

as would a morning dream, into the day

light.

" I knew she was coming," observes

the Wizard at

my elbow,

" and that was

the reason I

dumped you

there."

When, how

ever, I exam

ined the un

derground

portions of the

Neues Schloss

at Baden-Ba

den, I found

the relics re

maining there endued with a ferocious

realism that took away my confidence.

Sylvester Berkley in evening-dress—■

 

KNOW THYSKLF !
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for he had some people to meet at din

ner—myself in my garden-cap, and a

guide with a torch, committed ourselves

to the exploration. We had hurriedly

got over the examination of the palace

for the sake of these famous sub-con

structions. 'Tis there, they say, in the

Middle Ages sat the terrible Vigilance

Committee called Vehmic, formerly the

terror of Europe, and more recently the

cause of many a melodrama and opera.

We descended innumerable steps,

formed of slabs of rock scarcely con

nected together, and worn by the steps

of ages. Tottering or sliding under our

feet, they threatened death for the least

false balance. Relieved of this peril, we

passed through ten vaults, each more

sepulchral than the other.

A door, made of a single stone, pre

sented itself. After long efforts the stiff

portal opened—not by means of a key,

but of powerful levers which we ourselves

helped to move.

We were in the grand chamber of the

Secret Tribunal. The form of the seats

from which the judges spoke was still

visible on some of the stones that rose

out of the ground. After a silent exam

ination, followed by a procession through

numerous corridors, we were suddenly

ushered into a large hall, more forbid

ding than all the rest. Bolts of iron,

chains and rusty clamps adorned the

blackened and slimy walls. "This is

the inquisition-chamber," said the guide

solemnly, moving his torch along the

stones still spotted with blood : " here the

victims, placed on the rack, were tor

tured with the pincers, their foreheads

 

" WHEN WE SHALL MEKT AT COMPT."

compressed by a constantly narrowing

band of iron, and their feet set on a fur

nace."

I fairly choked in such an atmosphere,

and at the presence of these visible, pal

pable irons rusted with blood, a cold per

spiration stood out on my forehead. I

looked at Sylvester. Smiling, white-cra-

vatted, he was kissing the pommel of his

cane.

"You are good-natured," he said, "to

devote so much valuable emotion to such

a small affair."

"A small affair!" repeated I, pointing

to the tortures.

" In former times," he answered with

the most perfect self-possession, "when

enemies invaded the country, these big

cellars were used to fold the sheep and

oxen, as well as those less valuable beasts

of burden, the women. You see the

chains and fastenings for the cows. Up

 

ROMAN CAPTIVES UBLIVERED TO THE VANDAL.
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to this point, dear Mr. Hemming, I have

not contradicted your errors—you seem

ed to feel a need for a Vehmic Council,

and I indulged you—but now that it has

brought out the perspiration over your

temples and nose, thus including you

among the tortured, I suppress it. No

Vehmic Council ever sat here."

Even painful feelings are sometimes

not without their sweetness. I felt like

keeping mine. l observed that the mag

nitude of these terrible halls witnessed

 

that they were constructed for some awful

purpose. The guide, furnished only with

the name and definition of each room,

declined to take part in the discussion.

After having made us pass over a little

bridge, whose gaping planks allowed a

damp, tomblikc air to ascend to our nos

trils, he turned suddenly. "The oubli

ettes !" he said in his hollowest tones.

I took a stone, and let it fall through

a crack in the boards : it was ten seconds

arriving at the bottom.

I crossed my arms and looked firmly

at Sylvester. "Well ?" I said.

"A well, certainly," he answered.

I was put out at having the word thus

taken from my mouth to my disadvantage.

I asked the guide if he knew no story

of the dark old times, with the name of

some illustrious victim plunged into the

oubliette.

He confessed to knowing, of his own

memory, that formerly, a long while ago,

when he was quite young, a little dog,

that had stolen in at the heels of its

master, had disappeared between the

planks of the bridge. The animal's

name was Love. The owner was an

Englishman, and therefore very rich.

He offered enormous bribes for the body

of his dog, living or dead. With the

dog, which was got out alive, but sneez

ing, they brought up a kind of dust, half

white and half red, which evidently pro
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ceeded from human bones and weapons

reduced to rust.

I did not consider that the adventure

of the aforesaid Love was tabulable in a

class of historical events sufficiently grave

to allow me to make a weapon of it

against Sylvester.

The more I studied the character of

the latter, the more it puzzled me. With

his correctness, his measured phrases,

his politeness, he united a strange ob

stinacy and an obvious exaggeration.

As we emerged from the dungeons of the

Neues Schloss, our discussion still pro

ceeding, he combated my views with a

vivacity and a personal strenuousness

that surprised me. Here evidently was

no man, like Flemming, content to hold

his dearest opinions by a thread of fable

or sentiment. But the trait was hardly

noticed ere it was handsomely apologized

for. Berkley, his own accuser, com

plained of a temper the reverse of dip

lomatic. " My poor uncle was just so,"

he observed, "and has been known to

dance on his own chinaware like a der

vish. He tried cold tubs, and I am try

ing whey. Every one, as Socrates ob

serves, should know himself."

It appeared to me that there were

depths in Berkley which I had not sound

ed. I took his arm and returned with

him to dinner. Habituated to Baden-

Baden, the dinner was for him a con

tinual series of bows, compliments, send

ing off of brimming glasses to bowing

and complimenting people at a distance.

Of two especial friends of his, one was

a German literary gentleman, so famous

that I do not venture to mention his

name—the other a landscape-painter.

After dining, I, for my part, discovered

an acquaintance, one of the disputants

of the table at Carlsruhe. After asking

for a few points, such as whether the St.

Lawrence River did not keep its color

for a long time after running into Lake

Superior, and whether Washington Ter

ritory were not synonymous with the

District of Columbia, he gave me a

chance for a question, to hear whose an

swer my ears were throbbing. I asked,

as indifferently as possible, after Francine

Joliet.

It appeared that since my departure

Francine did nothing but sing from morn

ing till night. Exceedingly dissatisfied

with this reply, I turned to Sylvester, who

 

TBS CHAPHL OF THE POOK.

with his friends intended to drop in at

the Casino of Holland, a rendezvous for

the archaeologists and curiosity-hunters

of the country. There is at the Casino

a library of limited numbers, but com

posed exclusively of works connected

with the traditions of the grand duchy.

I found there several persons of my own

kidney, capital fellows, Germans of that

noble stomach that digests science equal

ly with beer.

The next day I counted, of course, on

returning to Paris, but the thing was not

feasible. The clothes in which I stood

would hardly bear the journey, while my

funds, though unlimited in the letter

which I carried in my pocket, were prac

tically reduced to a few coppers. To

change these conditions a little time was

absolutely necessary.

For the matter of pocket-money, how

ever, small change is perfectly useless at

Baden-Baden. Once deposited by the

train at the station of Oos, you become

a privileged subject of the proprietor.

He takes charge of your pleasures, treats

you to balls, races, hunts and concerts,

and will not let you pay so much as a

cab-driver or a washerwoman. For these,
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again, there is a formal tariff of charges,

regulated by city ordinance. Of those

wasps of the traveler's life you hear noth

ing until the day of your departure, when

they make a feeble rattle in the hotel-

clerk's bill.

The persuasions of my acquaintance,

the claims of my affairs, and, above all,

a certain assonance and sympathy l

found between this sentimental watering-

place and my feelings, prevented my

immediate departure. I therefore began

to explore the locality. I dashed through

the Black Forest like the Black Hunts-

 

THE GALLEEY OF LEGENDS.

man of Fontainebleau—in a cab, how

ever. I faithfully attended the concerts.

I took part in the promenade— easily

planted in a garden-chair. l frequented

the Conversations-Haus. I enjoyed the

Casino, with its books and its maggots.

I even condescended to visit the reading-

room of good Frau Marx, where, plunged

into all the papers and all the reviews

of the day, were noses of old club-men

from half the countries of Europe, not to

speak of the frosty ones belonging to

German school-mistresses, who pottered

round the tables in impossible bonnets.

I became reconciled to Baden-Baden,

and no longer called it a theatrical dec

oration.

At the Old Trinkhalle, where is found

the principal or father fountain, I would

watch Sylvester, armed with a little

thermometer, testing the water, which

has the singular faculty of burning the

hand, but not the lips. O simple prob

lem, but too much for a diplomatist!

Berkley drank like a dolphin, and was

probably the most superstitious believer

in all the baths.

Opposite the Old Trinkhalle is the old

drinking-gallery, now become the gen

eral shelter for all the broken statues, all

the Roman potsherds, left from the an

cient Aurelia Aquensis. There I saw a

Mercury with ass's ears, found on the

summit of the Stauffenberg, which owes

thereto its modern name of Mount Mer

cury. With Berkley I visited the Stauf

fenberg aforesaid, the Fremersberg and

many others. The old cemetery itself

received our visiting-card, though there-

is no record of tourists having gone thith

er before us. We were rewarded by the

sight of its calvary and cross, where the

Saviour appears life-sized, while behind

him, on a mountain two yards high,

perches an angel in the most innocently-

diminished perspective. At this gro

tesque monument Sylvester, to my sur

prise, crossed himself. Abstaining, for
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my part, out of respect for art, if for nothing else, 1

asked him frankly the cause of his un-English ac

tion. "My views may be peculiar," said he, "but

as I think a diplomatist is the mediator between

different nations, 1 consider that he ought to ob

serve all religious practices that are not in them

selves immoral."

We next entered a little cell decorated as a chapel.

The walls were covered with ex voto offerings, such

as little twisted arms and clubbed feet, modeled in

plaster : small paintings of many kinds, each with

the story of a miraculous cure, told of the interces

sion of the saints, more powerful here, it would

seem, than the thermal springs. In the chapel and

around the door were good simple peasants, men

and women, muttering their paternosters as they

knelt. Sylvester knelt with them, and like them

muttered a prayer.

It was after our promenade in the cemetery that

I bethought me of a mundane but agreeable resur

rection, that of my wardrobe. I dropped Berkley,

with rendezvous at the New Trinkhalle, and in the

discreet shelter of a tailor's shop caused my old

scarred habit to disappear under a neat spring sur-

coat, with some further transformations of like cha

racter. I also procured varnished shoes and a silk

en hat, so strong upon me was the influence of wa

tering-place vanity and the fear of hotel-stewards.

Making then for the Trinkhalle, 1 found in its vicin

ity a knot of my philosophic friends from the Ca

sino, together with the painter and the literary man.

Opposite the New Trinkhalle, which is not to be

confounded with the old one, rises an edifice in

the form of a classic portico, presenting a long gal

lery upheld by Corinthian pillars. On the wall be

tween each pair of columns is painted in fresco some

legend of the country, to the number of fourteen

pictures. One of these allegories the painter was

demonstrating to his friends, like a geometrical the

orem, with the aid of his cane. I joined the group.

"It is the story of young Burkhardt Keller, a noble

knight. On two different evenings he met, as he

was riding through the forest of Kuppenheim, a

lady veiled in white, who sank into the ground at

his approach. He caused the ground to be dug up

in the place where she had disappeared, and found

there the remains of a Roman altar, then the frag

ments of a statue, of which the bust alone remained

uninjured. The features were of great beauty, and

the gallant Keller would fain have had it play for

him the part of Galatea before Pygmalion. In the

same wood, at the hour of midnight, Keller met the veiled lady for the third time.

On this occasion she did not sink into the earth : leaning against the altar, she slowly

raised her veil. The face was that of the statue, but animated anfl alive. Keller

I Hh MAKItLI'. VKU.
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THE I'ACiAN ALTAE.

advanced ardently, and she opened her

arms. When they closed again upon

that perfect breast they had returned to

stone. Next day the youthful knight

 

THE CONVEETED PEE-tfAPHAELITE.

was found dead at the foot of the ruined

altar, a pool ofc blood flowing from his

I mouth. The veiled dame was one of

! the devils."

We politely applauded the artist's story,

though I think we all knew it, and I for

my part had been reading it the day be

fore in a volume found at Frau Marx's.

The literary man, however, showed no

marks of approval. " See how you have

spoiled," said he to the narrator, " a fable

bearing most pointedly on your own

artistic and vagabond profession. Now

listen to me. I have found the same

! episode in the Chronicle of Otho of

Freissingen : I shall narrate it for your

benefit, introducing a few details from

that of Gunther. A good legend deserves

a title. I shall call it ' The Unhappy

' Pre-Raphaelite.' It goes back as far as

' the twelfth century.

"In the court of the margrave Herr-

I mann, sitting contemptuously on an

overthrown saint in the chapel, might

have been seen a comely young man

biting the ends of his moustache with

vexation. ' Why has the margrave made

me his minister of the household and

of fine arts ?' he said. ' I am out of my

element here. We make nothing but

angular saints and angels in mediaeval

positions. They will call us purists, and

worship us in the future, I know very

well ; but I am a born romanticist. Win-

has the school of Delacroix not arisen,

that I might join myself to his standard ?'

"The young man's name was Keller.

He had accompanied Frederick Barba
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rossa on his first crusade, but, although

brave, he had not disemboweled a single

Saracen. ' The Oriental schools of 1840,'

said he, ' will need them all for their

Turkeries.' He brought home with him

simply a raging mania for inlaid armor

and palm-leaf shawls. You perceive,

gentlemen, a veritable Decamps of the

Middle Ages ! Although of a meek and

humble spirit, he could not attend mass

before the hideous high altar, emblazon

ed with all the jeweled hideousness of

Gothic statuary. Yet he had been in

Rome to attend the coronation of the

same emperor Frederick Barbarossa !

What attracted him at Rome were not

the processions, the pope, nor the Byzan

tine frescoes in the basilicas. ' They will

do very well for Ruskin,' he said, ' but

I wish to record myself as decidedly re

naissance.' So he used to sit on fallen

capitals and beweep the lost noses of

heathen deities.

" Returning home, his behavior was

remarked in church. Poor lover of

plastic beauty, simple line and artistic

suavity ! he was obliged to turn away his

eyes from the images of the saints.

Whatever was angular, disjointed or

grimacing affected him with nausea ;

and he used to groan when the licensed

sculptor of the court, who was also the

bellows-mender, set up a new saint with

flutes for legs and a high seraphic ex

pression.

"The margrave Hermann loved Keller

like a father, having raised him from a

simple page. As there was some danger

of his being burnt for sacrilege by the

pure-minded and devout pre-Raphaelites

around him, an aristocratic match was hit

upon. The daughter of the provost of

Kuppenheim, known for the strictness

of her Catholicism, would lead him back

to a better way and to aesthetic principles

more safe for the preservation of human

life in a pious age. When Miss Kup

penheim, however, was paraded from her

convent for his inspection, he found her

long-footed, goose-necked, violin-breast

ed and ec

static, much

like the statue

of Saint Ot

tilia; but he

consented to

visit her two

or three even

ings in guise

of a suitor.

"Just at this

period his

secretary,

knowing him

curious about

o 1 d broken

china, Ro

man cement

and such

things, came A s,
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to announce that the foresters, in uproot

ing an oak somewhere about the pleas-

aunce, had uncovered a stone vault,

built with mortar so hard that the roots

had hardly succeeded in penetrating it.

Keller caused an opening to be made,

and descended with a torch.

" He was in a Doric chapel, in the

middle of which was a statue so beauti

ful that it betrayed the chisel of Phidias.

"You know the collector Sauvageot

spent a quarter of a year in cleaning

with a needle the splendid purse-clasp

of Henri II., which was bought for three

francs as old iron. Keller undertook a

similar service for the white daughter of

 

TEEASUEES OP " LA FAVOEITE.

Phidias, in removing with the point of

his dagger each mossy film from her

marble skin. When a month had slip

ped away in this delightful labor, he

passed many further days in measuring,

analyzing and studying her soft perfec

tions, to the complete neglect of Miss

Kuppenheim.

" Now it was not so very long since

 

A DANDY SEELETON.

the soldiers of the Cross, after incessant

struggles, had obliterated paganism in

Germany. Some obstinate heathens, in

the recesses of the Black Forest, were

supposed to be still attached to their

idols. The \1rhmic tribunals were vet

daily looking out for opportunities to

drive back to the fold, with holy vio

lence, the estrays both of politics and

theology. The provost of Kuppenheim

presided at one of these tribunals. He

was heard to remark that the slight put

upon his daughter had no influence on

his legislation, but that the moral eleva

tion of pre-Raphaelitism must be pre

served.

"The temple was one day

found overthrown and the

daughter of Phidias shatter

ed. The saint-maker, possess

ing himself of one of her legs,

observed that he could make

three or four out of it for the

new group of Saint Ursula

and her virgins commanded

by Miss Kuppenheim. It is

unnecessary to add that Burk-

hardt Keller was discovered

lying among the fragments,

pierced to the heart. The dagger was

his own, but on it was perceived the seal

of the Vehmic judges : they used to

hide their hand, but they signed their

works."

We received with suitable edification
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this history of an early martyr for the

Renaissance. Sylvester Berkley emerged

from the Trinkhalle, his last drop of

whey on his lips, at the moment when

the literary gentleman was bringing in

his Vehmic judges. I took care not to I

interrupt him, but at the moment of his |

conclusion I said : " So the Vehmic trib- ,

unal has held its sessions in this region ? j

They occupied, then, the subterranean

chambers of the New Castle, since, un

der the presidency of one Kuppenhcim,

provost of Baden, they could pronounce

and execute sentence upon Burkhardt

Keller?"

I regarded Sylvester sarcastically as I

delivered this crusher. I supposed him

annihilated. Berkley considered a few

seconds; then, with a parliamentary

gesture, addressing the others rather than

myself, he poured forth a little history

of the Vehmic institution from its foun

dation by Charlemagne, so lucid, rapid,

fluent and bright that Clio in person

could not have acquitted herself better.

These courts, to believe him, had render

ed in their time a service to religion as

great as that of the Inquisition, which

he praised in passing as having saved

Spain and Italy from the bloody relig

ious wars which raged contemporane

ously in France, England and the Neth

erlands. The Vehmic judges, especially

powerful in Westphalia, had successively

fixed themselves in Frankfort, in Rastadt

and in Baden. But they had never sat

in the cellars of the Neues Schloss : he

would answer for it.

To my profound surprise, the savants

of the Casino were of his opinion, and

even the author sustained him. To such

a vacillating condition does a course of

drinking at a fashionable watering-place

bring a man's backbone !

Another picture in the Gallery of

legends helped to re-establish me after

this humiliation.

A dispute sprang up about the powers

of the natural springs taken as a bath.

Sylvester, a headlong bather and a will

ing orator, pronounced a discourse in

their favor. I opposed him, armed with

complete ignorance of the subject, and

adorning my arguments with botanical

flowers derived from my small study of

simples.

"Mr. Flemming," said Berkley, con

cealing a smile. " you, in this age when
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legends are receiving their eternal qui

etus, remain one of the faithful. For

you a story has only to be wild and im

probable to receive the most ardent sup

port. I will argue with you simply by

means of another painting in yonder gal

lery." And, borrowing the artist's cane,

he pointed to the picture of the Baldreit.

This was the name of one of the most

celebrated old hotels near Baden-Baden.

Cured at the spring, an ancient prince

of the Palatinate leaped up early one

morning, leaving his gout behind him in

the wash-basin. He ordered a horse

and pranced about the courtyard in his

joy, awakening landlord, ostlers and

servants with his din. Waving his hand

to them, the prince said : "See how soon

I can ride." But the noise was such that

"soon ride" were the only words they

could hear, and "soon ride" remained

the sign of the house. In the fresco,

animated and blithe, he leaps to the sad

dle, while the landlord thrusts his night

cap from a window, the chambermaid
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lifts her arms to Heaven, the servants

stare, the knight's "nurse curses in the

pantry, and everything is in extremity."

My answer was ready. "What is the

picture about?" I asked of Sylvester. ]

"The palatine comes to Haden with a

 

palsy, and is instantly cured. Why, then,

as the painting shows you, it is a special

miracle, a fact, without precedent. By

their surprise, amounting to terror, yon

der Boniface and servants testify that

they have never seen or heard of such a

thing. It is, then, not the habit of the

water, but the exception, that is com

memorated by the artist—"

" Herr Goetzenberger," put in the land

scape-painter.

"Mr. Goctzenberger's picture is the

only one in the gallery of which the pro

gramme conceals the date and hero's

name. The plumed hat and the yellow

boots he puts on his knight indicate the

thirteenth or fourteenth century for the

miracle. Be assured it has never hap

pened since."

I got the laughs that time, and Berkley

had an aspect decorously diabolical.

Meanwhile—such an enigma is the

heart of man—l felt less and less like

returning home. My imperious longings

to depart were strangely mitigated when

I held in my hand the key of deliverance.

With the first application l made to

Meyer on the strength of my letter of

credit I felt the swelling need of dis

porting a day or two on the strength of

my funds, away from the chains of home

and the tyranny of my faithful Charles

and Josephine. To increase the con

geniality of my surroundings, l found

myself in a perfect saturation of legend

ary romance. l could hardly put my

head out of window but a poem or a

fable was unerringly darted at me, like

the bouquets with barbed pins which are

shot at you by the flower-girls of Naples.

If I examined some faded print in a

bookseller's window, and idly wondered

who might be the hero of that triumphal

entry or civic reception, an obliging

Teutonic voice was ready at my car :

" It is the return of the margrave Lud-

wig-Wilhclm to Baden-Baden, sir, after

conquering the Turks. What do they

think of our hero in your country, sir?"

the voice would add.

" He is highly esteemed," was the

necessary reply, upon which I would fly

like a scared child to the good Frau

Marx or to the Casino of Holland for

the purpose of mending the deplorable

ignor^rce'frorn which, in company with

my good fellow-countrymen, I suffered

in regard to this particular immortal.

The snare thus laid, it was impossible

to get rid of the heroic warrior, who stuck

to me like birdlime. The library of the
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Casino informed me that he was brought

up like a girl, after the precedent of

Achilles at Scyros, his mother having

exacted solemn oaths from his tutors

that never a weapon should touch his

hands. One day the unfeminine girl

kissed her governess like a trooper, and

then leaped from the

window to box with the

porters in the court

yard. Become mar

grave of Baden, Lud

wig made twenty - six

campaigns, conduct

ed twenty-five sieges,

appeared in forty

fights, shared with

John Sobieski the glory

of delivering Vienna

from the Turks, and

died peaceably in bed.

A few hours after it

would be the tomb.

Here, having unwit

tingly strayed into the

collegiate church of

IJaden - Baden, I was

fascinated for an hour

by the allegories piled

up in honor of this

same Ludwig-Wilhelm

by Pigalle, and the

pompous Latin in

which his glories were

celebrated : Atlas Ger

manics—Imperii pro

tect™ //ostium ter

ror—Infidelium dehcl-

lator — Quoad vixit,

semper vicit, nunguam

vie Ius. O illimitable

glories of this world ! how small a part

of its geography do you really cover!

It was from the tomb of Ludwig that

I was excavated by a waiter from the

hotel, who had been sent out by Sylves

ter to search until he found me. There

was project of an excursion to Eberstein-

burg, La Favorite. Every tourist visits

the Favorite, a mile from Baden-Baden,

and it harmonized well enough with my

thoughts of the instant, for it was built in

1725 by the margravine Sibylle-Auguste,

Ludwig-Wilhelm's eccentric spouse.

In approaching the favorite residence

of Ludwig's widow, kept intact, in furni

ture and upholstery, since her death

about 1733, I assumed my behavior of

propriety : my head bent, my nose in

my hat, I prepared to enter a palace

which was in some sort a mausoleum.

 

THE CELESTIAL MASS.

What I actually found was an endless

curiosity-shop. The shelves were stuffed

with Venice glasses, Bohemian crystal,

hard-paste, soft-paste, Chinese crackle

and Limoges enamels. The glass cases

were filled with carved rock-crystal and

jade. Similar baubles were accumulated

on the walls, the cornices, the chimney-

pieces and the stoves.

Berkley, my cicerone, had told me

that I should find the portrait of my

hero Ludwig, and even under several

different types. I passed rapidly over
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the faience and majolica, searching eager

ly for that warrior ; for, in my opinion, <

there is no historical document equal to

the simple physiognomy of the individual

faithfully copied without flattery by an

artist. Lost among the memorial gim-

cracks, I failed to find a likeness of the

margrave, and consulted in despair a

multitude of miniatures representing a

whole nation of women.

Among these ladies some were in court

costume, some in mourning robes, the

majority in many different travesties,, as

of gypsies, dancers or jugglers with

pointed caps or fanciful turbans. On a

closer examination, all these faces had a

look of relationship, an air of resem

blance. I had in fact under my eyes, in

this extravagant German seraglio, a sin

gle woman, the margravine Sibylle-Au-

guste, nun, odalisque, marchioness or

witch at pleasure !

Berkley, who joined me, showed me a

series opposite, representing a good, vul

gar, burgher's face adorned with as great

a variety of costumes as its neighbor's.

This good burgher, unfortunately for

himself, was the dashing hero, the Turk-

slayer, Ludwig-Wilhelm himself!

There were seventy-two margravines,

seventy-two margraves—in all, one hun

dred and forty-four portraits from two

models. How the ghost of Ludwig must

have haunted the painter who seventy-

two times slandered him !

Was the extraordinary Sibylle a luna

tic, a poetess or a saint? We visited

next the cell of the same princess, con

structed in a corner of her park. Here,

during every Lent, she repented of her

sins for the year, sleeping on earth and

straw, causing her maids to flagellate

her with leaded thongs, and dining in

company with waxen statues of the Vir

gin and Saint Joseph. Easter arrived,

she flung her nun's cap up the chimney,

and began again those orgies prolonged

' till daylight which were the scandal of

the land.

But it is the country of lady eccentrics.

What tourist has not had pointed out to

him, but a few years back, the extraor

dinary concurrence of female celebrities

gathered around the green tables of

Baden-Baden ? A woman now playing

the violin is far from an every-day spec

tacle. A nun stroking the same instru

ment is, one would say, a still rarer sight.

Yet that was what was seen formerly at

the convent of Lichtenthal. At present

you do not see the pious fiddlers, but you

hear them still.

Soothing my homeward-yearning con

science by the assurance that I had some

very important notes to take on the history

of Ludwig-Wilhelm, I went for one last

time to the Casino of Holland. When I

observed neatly tacked upon the door

the legend, "Shut on account of Sun

day," I remembered what day it was. 1

then followed one of the prettiest Sab

bath promenades of Baden-Baden by

strolling over the pleasant walk to Licht

enthal.

The little church of the Augustine

nuns at Lichtenthal was founded in the

thirteenth century by the widow of Mar

grave Hermann V. It still retains the

fine Byzantine Madonna which once

marched to the door and offered the

keys in heavenly sarcasm to a band of

marauders. On either side of the altar

1 saw the glass cases in which are pre
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served the bones of Saint Pius and Saint

Benedict. Better-dressed skeletons are

seldom met in mortuary circles. Collars

of lace, rosettes of velvet and pearl on

each rib, on the bald ivory skulls rich

caps in plumes—they are altogether what

Victor Hugo has well called "troubadour

skeletons."

Another singularity struck me. Twen

ty minutes before the mass the candles

were blazing on the altar, and the sounds

of distant music, like heavenly viols,
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seemed to celebrate aerially a service

that was invisible to the eye. Probably

the Sisters, in their cloister, were tuning

their violins. The congregation, not yet

diluted with the throngs of curious travel

ers who attend later in the season, was

completly German, silent and absorbed.

Not far from me I recognized, seated in

his stall, one of my savants of the Casino :

he was a fine little gentleman, asthmatic

and short-stemmed. On his right was

a villager, or perhaps my friend's servant,

mumbling over his breviary. This learn

ed man had obliged me, the day before,

with a crabbed manuscript, so insuffer

ably fine that I had incontinently stuffed

it in my pocket. Now, as if there were

a system of dumb-show established be

tween us, this man of learning began to

make signs to me, pointing out the altar

and one of the skeletons, his head all

the while playing a perfect fountain of

nods. I nodded in my turn, without a

particle of comprehension, and in due

time yielded myself to the enjoyment of

the Sisters' music. After service I ap

proached to ask an explanation, but he

was encircled by a bevy of ladies. As I

passed, however, he flung me out a kind

ly ejaculation : " There, you see—it was

the invisible mass — the legend — you

know," and sent me back quite bewilder

ed to the hotel.

On my walk, however, it occurred to

me to examine the manuscript. I pass

ed the happy promenaders with my face

quite shut up in the book, of which the

writing was so close that the eyes could

decipher it only by a sort of contact.

There I found question of my warrior

Ludwig-Wilhelm ; of the fiddling nuns ;

of one of the canonized skeletons by the

altar ; of the wild penitent Sibylle-Au-

guste ; the whole playing around the per

son of a relative of the margrave's—

none other than Margrave Charles of

Carlsruhe, he who had dreamed in the

forest, and sketched that fair city as the

delineation of his dream.

This prince was in his youth extreme-
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ly wild. At the same time he was the pride of

his father, Margrave Frederick VII. of Baden-

Durlach, and so handsome and vigorous that

the historian Schoepflin says of him that "Na

ture, hesitating whether to form a Hercules or a

Cupid, made both the one and the other." He

was called to Stockholm to see if he would an

swer for husband to the queen-dowager's grand

daughter. But his conduct was so wild in Swe

den that he was not invited to prolong the visit.

He fought with Ludwig at Landau, and came

back wounded to the baths, where Sibylle-Au-

guste received him honorably and lodged him

in the Neties Schloss. Hercules-Cupid's unhap

py reputation soon began to gather around him

again like a cloud, and one day an Augustinian

nun ran pouting to the abbot Benedict and com

plained that the devil had kissed her. The

good abbot arranged that the devil should not

return, and took his measures so well that

Charles conceived against him a deep feeling of

spite.

At this time, in the general state of poverty

consequent upon war, the Church was threatened

with bankruptcy. The nuns feared being obliged

to abandon the orphans whom they were edu

cating. In such an extremity the abbot, although

eighty-seven years old, took the field and begged

from door to door, arriving finally at the New

Castle.

His young enemy, Charles, promised ten thou

sand florins on condition that he, the abbot,

should say a mass for the success of his enter

prises ; and this not once nor twice, but ten times

a year for ten years. The abbot pointed out

that such an engagement, for a nonagenarian,

would be unsuitable and impious. The young

margrave held firmly to his condition that the

mass should be performed by the abbot alone,

even should he have to return from the other

world to do it. Upon this the } ood man crossed

himself as if he were conversin g with the Fiend

in person, and retired to pursu ■ his quest else

where. Soon, however, he returned : the citi

zens were impotent, the nuns were weeping.

He signed the bond, and hurried back to the

convent with his ten thousand florins. That

very night, after so strange an excitement, he

was seized with apoplexy and died.

a roBEST dhivk. Already revenged on the ab >t, the pitiless

Charles pursued the Church. Refusing the

masses of any substitute, or even of the bishop, he instituted a suit. The princess

Sibylle-Auguste threatened him with her anger, but he was unyielding. The Sun

day arrived at length for the first of the ten annual masses. Sibylle and the nuns

1
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were in their chapel, the hour passed,

and the bishop did not appear. The

princess sent a page for him, when, to

the great surprise of the congregation,

the doors of the church rolled back of

themselves on their hinges : a man ap

peared, haggard, gasping, and staggered

toward the choir as if impelled by supe

rior force. It was Charles.

The door closed behind him, and im

mediately the church was filled with

eerie music, vibrating from harps and

violins in the upper arches. At the altar

now could be heard the holy mutter of

a man's voice—a voice that made Charles

tremble. Bending his starting eyes upon

the spot, he easily distinguished there

the shade of Benedict going through the

office as of yore, while angels swung the

censers. For the congregation it was an

invisible mass : they only saw the stirring

of the altar-laces, the book opening of

itself, the sacred wafer entering volun-

tarily into the tabernacle.

Mass over, the pale witnesses of this

miracle found Charles leaning against a

pillar of the doorway, panting. He had

wished to fly, but a superior force with

stood him at the portal.

Charles stopped his suit. The elegant

and pious Sibylle, struck with the celes

tial harmonies she had heard, and was

not quite certain of hearing again, con

ferred an endowment providing for a

choir of violins to be played on Sundays

and feasts by the nuns. Charles, or Carl-

Wilhelm, the hero of this prodigious his

tory, became very brave, but never lost

his gallantry. After the peace of Ra-

-itadt, renouncing his residence at Dur-

lach, he laid out Carlsruhe, as we have

seen, on the model of a lady's fan.

It was still early in the day, the weath

er was delicious, and I felt ashamed of

my inertia as I flung away the little

manuscript book. Sylvester Berkley had

refreshed himself at the sermon of an

Anglican divine, the first of all that flock

of curate -tourisls who would brighten

the atmosphere of Baden-Baden during

the summer—an edification which seem

ed to express itself in the enhanced white

ness and accuracy of his cravat and the

transfigured effulgence of his highlows.

Vol. XIII —1

I We arranged a drive to New Eberstein.

I on the Murg, a castle eight miles off, in

viting the artist and the literary man,

who had been sacrilegiously devoting the

morning to chess.

It was a beautiful excursion along the

bases of the hills and under the tasseled
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shadows of the Black Forest. However,

when, walking up an ascent for the ease

of the horses, I burst into exclamations

at the view, I could get no response from

the landscape-painter. He stood digging

his cane into the bark of one of those

immense trees called Hollanders, be

cause they are chosen for the Holland

marine. As I expatiated on the scene,

he gruffly said, " Humph ! Light badly

distributed, sky improbable."

Who ever knew a landscape-painter

to approve a landscape unless it were on

canvas ?

Long rafts of felled timber were slow

ly coiling their way along the Murg. It

was Birnam wood coming to Dunsinane

—the Black Forest moving in serried
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ranks down upon the Netherlands. From

far up the little stream—from the cloudy

recesses of its humid forest cradle—

come pouring the uptorn, helpless trees,

caught in its eddies, precipitated over its

 

cascades, trying with dumb fidelity to

learn the fluidity of water.

We were unable to enter the Eberstein,

it being occupied. The visitors were

disposed to complain of this disappoint-
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ment, with the exception of one, who sat

down muttering quite cheerfully under a

tree. That one was Flemming, and he

sat as contentedly as possible, crooning

ballads of Uhland and Schiller, and fill

ing his reverie with Black Knights and

ghostly battles. Was not the Grafen-

sprung, the Count's Leap, before him ?

Were not those the toiling whirlpools of

the Murg ? Was he not free to penetrate

the Eberstein at the advantage of some

i enturics in advance ?

A great poet and a great painter have

blended their genius over the fortunes

of Count Eberhardt and his family. It

will not improve the romance of the

situation to explain their ancestral tree,

but a few words will place the works of

these two immortal artists in harmony

with each other.

Schiller's ballad and Scheffer's canvas

celebrate a sister and a brother, children

of Count Eberhardt II. of Wurtemberg.

The son, a youth of promise, for yielding

the victory to some troops of the palat

inate, was reproached by his father, who

cut the tablecloth in front of his place,

signifying that the young knight had not

gained his bread. Afterward, on a day

of splendid victory, the boy was slain,

and his father retired weeping to his tent

amid the general acclaim. His name

was thereupon changed from Eberhardt

the Fighter to Eberhardt the Weeper,

and his mourning over the gallant dead

I is the subject of Scheffer's picture in the
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Luxembourg, of which a magnificent

replica by the artist is visible to my

American reader in dear old Boston

Athensum.

The sister, Lida, was forced by her

tather to marry her cousin Conrad ; but

the bride was placed upon the noble

horse Tador, which had been taken

from her own true love, Count Wolf

of Eberstein. Obeying some impulse

quite worthy of Pegasus, this steed, in

the ballad of Schiller, flies like the ,

wind with Lida to the castle on the

Murg where Wolf is hiding. He leaps

with her upon the horse, braves the

pursuers as long as possible, and then

wildly dashes with his two loves, his

horse and his affianced, over the steep

cliff into the river.

With much converse over the Ger

man ballad-form between the author

and myself, we returned to Baden-

Baden. The painter and the diplo

matist, disgusted with our frivolous

sentiment, fell to talking on the sub

ject of skimmed milk, upon which

theme they met with equal enthusiasm,

the fluid serving the one as a varnish

for his charcoal-sketches, the other as

an occasional diet.

Our horses were good, and we arrived

quite early in the afternoon. I felt like

taking advantage of the weather, and

asked the landlord how l should put in

my time. As I approached him with

this question, my vision of a stay in Ba

den-Baden was extended over several

days at least. His reply set me to pack

ing my new pantaloons and trifles as if

my life depended on it. At the moment

when I felt most assured of some settled

fixity my incomparable enthusiasm of

temper set me flying off like a projectile.

He spoke—and it was disinterested of

him—of an amusing conference going

on at Achern, a station on the road to

Kehl. The catchword of Kehl remind

ed me of Strasburg, Epernay and home.

 

SCHILLEE AND SCHEFFEE.

As for the attraction, it was a congress

of all the philharmonic and orpheonist

societies of Alsace and the grand duchy.

This Sunday night would be their grand

potpourri.

The temptation was too strong for me.

The train was just attainable. Wring

ing Sylvester's hand until the glove split,

and settling my landlord's bill, I—went

to Achern on the route to Kehl.

Edward Strahan.

[TO be CONTINUED.]
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THE TRIANON PALACES.

STANDING on the upper terrace in enamored with the magnificent pano-

the rear of the quaint old chateau rama spread out before him. He has

of Versailles, the traveler is apt to linger perhaps just finished a run over the

 

many salons and galleries of the palace, able. He cannot hope to retain any-

and his mind is a confused mass of paint- thing but a feeble, fragmentary impres-

ings, frescoes, sculptures, rare old gilded sion of all these ; but the superb land-

furniture and historical relics innumer- scape that now bursts upon him is a
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single ravishing picture where the genius

of man seems to have made Nature his

Slave of the Lamp, and he tries to grasp

it and fix it indelibly in his memory.

Looking directly west, straight through

the grounds from the centre of the ter

race, the eye meets first two oblong ba

sins bordered with twenty-four magnif

icent groups in bronze. From the centre

of each basin rise jets of water forming

fountains in the shape of a basket : a

little beyond is the Basin of Latona, pre

 

senting five circular tables in red mar

ble, rising pyramidally one above the

other, and surmounted by Latona im

ploring the vengeance of Jupiter against

the Lybians, who had refused to give

her water. The prayer is answered, and

there are the poor Lybians, some half,

some wholly, metamorphosed into frogs,

fishes, tortoises, seated on the edges of

the tables, each mouth a fountain throw

ing water on Latona from every direc

tion. On either side of the pyramid is a
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column of water thirty feet high, falling

into the basin. Beyond this is a long

ribbon of lawn (the Tapis Vert) orna

mented with vases and statues ; then

comes the Basin of Apollo, with a mag

nificent fountain of tritons, nereids, dol

phins and sea-monsters ; and then the

long arm of the Grand Canal, which is

in the shape of a cross, each arm about

two hundred feet wide. And these are

only the principal objects seen in one

straight line. Everywhere there are love

ly walks, parterres of flowers, vases, col

onnades, fountains, statues', groves and
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beautiful avenues bordered with long

lines of evergreen trees forced by the

pruning - knife to grow into fantastic

shapes.

The two Trianons are but royal sum

mer-houses in these superb gardens.

They are both located on the right of

the Grand Canal, and separated only by

a few rods of the gardens belonging to

the Grand Trianon built by Louis XIV.

in 1 67 1 for Madame de Maintenon, who

was then nearly forty years of age. The

king was three years younger. For

nearly eleven years he had been recon

structing the palace of Versailles, en

larging and beautifying the royal parks

and gardens, sometimes impressing thir

ty thousand soldiers at once into the

work, which cost France a thousand mil

lions of francs at least. The Fountain

of Apollo alone cost a million and a half.

The building of the terraces was a gigan

tic work in itself, while the water for the

fountains is all brought from the Seine,

some miles distant, and it costs from

two to four thousand dollars every time

the grands eaux are set in motion : this

was every day in the time of the Grand

Monarch, but at present only the firs!

Sunday afternoon of each month.

The resplendent court of Versailles, at

its zenith in the time of Louis XIV., with

its gorgeous costumes, display and cere

mony, failed to wholly satisfy the purely

human needs of the king, and the Tri

anon was built as an escape from the

onerous fatigues of greatness. Here, in

the company of choice favorites, the

monarch played that he was only a man,

loved and caressed for his own sake like

the simplest of his subjects. Louis XV.

was also fond of this retreat, and Louis

XVI., "with his brusque bonhomie, walk

ed through its gardens frightening the

birds with his loud laughter, and mak

ing the flowers tremble under his ele

phantine tread." Marie Antoinette, his

queen, is especially associated with the

place : she has left everywhere the " in

effable trace of the foot of the rustic god

dess." Whether as the humiliated wife,

the triumphant mother or the unpopulai
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queen, we see her always in imagination

the presiding genius of this Eden in the

gardens of Versailles, unless indeed this

picture is effaced by that of her tragic

fate.

Trianon in the twelfth century was the

name of a parish which later was ab

sorbed in the dependencies of Versailles.

In 1687 the first Trianon pavilion was

destroyed to give place to the new ca

price of^Louis XIV. Mansard furnished

the designs of the Grand Trianon, such

as it exists to-day. Like the first, it is

one story in height and in the Italian

style, but constructed of the most precious

marbles. An open peristyle unites the

two lateral portions of the building. The

balustrade surrounding the entablature

was ornamented with vases filled with

flowers, and groups of Cupids bearing

the symbols of the chase. Saint-Simon

calls the Trianon a "porcelain house for

collations," the term being doubtless

suggested by the great number of por

celain flower-vases decorating nut only

the outer walls, but the stairs, corridors

and other portions of the interior.

It seems a plausible theory that Louis

XIV. tore down the first Trianon as a

kind of penance for the many sins he

had committed there. Certainly he had

by this time become a rare devotee to

religion, "thanks to the fear of hell and

Madame de Maintenon," according to

one interpretation. It is certain that as

soon as the new Trianon was finished a

canon of Notre Dame of Paris was sol

emnly sent by the archbishop of that city

to bless the Trianon chapel and celebrate

mass there. This was three years after

Madame de Maintenon had consum

mated a secret marriage with the king,

and so made him an honest man. All

the reunions at the Grand Trianon there

after, or at least after 1 700, were models of

exemplary conduct ; and while we must

sincerely approve the change, we are

compelled to imagine the secret reflections

of the old beaux and belles of the court

when, after ceremoniously paying their

court to the king, they were dismissed

supperless at nine o'clock. The king,

prematurely old, gouty and tottering in

his gait, supped no more. He thought

only of the salvation of his soul. Ban

ished for ever were the gay feasts, the
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theatrical representations, the music and

the fireworks. The only self-indulgence

of the king was to dine at the Trianon

with Madame de Maintenon, to inhale

the odor of the tuberoses and to watch

the play of the fountains. " Very bour

geois and innocent were these last pleas

ures of the king," says Saint-Simon, who

calls those domestic evenings " magnifi

cent," when "the kin;.; yawned. Madame
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de Maintenon yawned, the duchess of

Bourgogne yawned, and even the flowers

themselves yawned." In 171 5 the king

died, being seventy - seven years old.

Twenty years before, Madame de Main-

tenon, an honorable, intelligent lady,

and sincerely devoted to the king, spoke

of the trouble she had had to amuse

"the least amusable of men;" and no

doubt as he grew older and more and

more difficult to please, she paid dearly

enough for the barren honor of being the

legal wife of the Grand Monarque.

The Trianon gardens suffered a com

plete change in the reign of Louis XV.,

who, becoming greatly interested in

botany, gave to the study and culture of

flowers and trees what time he could

' spare from his laborious and sterile secret

correspondence—"the frivolous monu

ment of a frivolous reign." He built the

Petit Trianon for Madame du Barry in

1766. It is a small building, seventy-

two feet square, decorated with fluted

columns and pilasters. In front was the

orangery, consisting of fifty large orange

trees in huge boxes standing in a semi

circle. That the king had a real passion

for flowers is clearly evident from the

way his courtiers took to flatter him on

one evening when he was to visit the

Petit Trianon : they ornamented the

whole front of the orangery with a

species of flower new or very rare in
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France before that time, arranged in

twenty-four letters, each seven and a

half feet high. These formed the words,

" Vive lf Roi Louis le Bien-Aimi," the

whole finely illuminated. The flower

was a variety of white chrysanthemum.

In the dining-room of the Petit Tria

non, in the parquetry of the floor, may

still be seen the traces of that famous

trap through which the perfectly served

tables rose noiselessly before the pam

pered Louis XV. and his carousing fa

vorites. It was a happy inspiration for

banqueters who had good reasons for

avoiding the curious eyes and blabbing

tongues of valets. From time to time

many royal visitors have been entertain

ed at the Trianon palaces as a special

mark of friendly courtesy, for they were

not intended for court display and cere

mony, but simply to escape the ennui of

court etiquette. During the last years

of Louis XV. he passed several days at

the Petit Trianon five or six times every

year, and it was there in 1774 that he

j experienced the first symptoms of the

smallpox, of which he died two weeks

later at Versailles, abandoned by all the

court, by his most petted favorites, and,

to crown his humiliation, even by Ma

dame du Barry herself.

In May of the same year Louis XVI.
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gave the Petit Trianon to Marie Antoi

nette, who was then twenty years old.

There are various pretty stories relative

to the offering and the acceptance of the

gift : one is that the king said to his wife,

whose rustic and idyllic tastes he had

noticed, "You love flowers. Very well,

I have a bouquet to offer you. It is
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the Petit Trianon." According to De

Bachaumont, when the king offered

both the Trianons to Marie Antoinette,

she replied, smiling, that she would ac

cept the Petit Trianon on condition that

he would never enter it except when in

vited. This was in harmony with the

rebellion of the ladies of the court at
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that time, who organized suppers and

amusements for themselves alone, clos

ing the doors to all male intruders, in re

venge for the constant abandonment of

their society for the attractions of hunting

and other masculine sports. On one of

these occasions two of the excluded hus

bands gained entrance by the ruse of
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transforming themselves, one into a bear

and the other into a tiger, muzzled and

held in leash by a third accomplice.

After some performances as wild beasts,

they were simultaneously seized with a

fit of ferocity, showed their teeth, rolled
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their eyes, broke their chains, and after

greatly terrifying the ladies, who ran

away in all directions, they threw off the

disguise and with victorious laughter

conducted their wives into the supper-

room. On the same day the queen, in

stead of forcing her husband to enter

her privileged retreat by stratagem, show

ed her gratitude for his gift by inviting

him to a charming dinner there. At

that dinner, Bachaumont says in his

Secret Memoirs, the Petit Trianon was

christened Le Petit Vienne. The queen,

however, soon found it prudent to deny

positively that it had been so named ;

for from this moment date the first ru

mors of her lack of patriotism for France

—the first mutterings of the thunder that

burst over Versailles a few years later.

Marie Antoinette is an attractive cha

racter in history because of her passion

for rustic and simple pleasures, her impa

tience with the forms of court etiquette,

her devotion as a mother, her tenderness

as a friend, and, at the last, her heroic

spirit in facing the scaffold. As a child

her education had been of the most care

less kind, and the books of her library

bearing her monogram show that her

literary tastes were in keeping with her

education. Sainte-Beuve believes that

she never opened a book of history in

her life. No woman could have been

less adapted for the queen of a feeble

monarch than Marie Antoinette, and

especially at a time when the country,

bankrupt and on the eve of a revolution,

required the decisive statesmanship of a

Catharine II. of Russia or of an Eliza

beth of England. While the kingdom

was in debt eight hundred million dol

lars, the revenues wholly insufficient to

pay the interest on this sum ; while the

people murmured savagely, and writers

incessantly lampooned the feebleness of

their rulers and the extravagance and

corruption of the court, — Marie Antoi

nette, reminding us of nothing so much

as a child sleeping among flowers on the

brink of a precipice, ruled her miniature

court at the Trianon, and gave her whole

time and energy to the decoration of a

boudoir or to the study of a peasant'^

part for her own theatre.

Her beauty has been much celebrated.

She was below the medium height ; had

large but not very expressive eyes ; a

high aquiline nose, of which an eye

witness said, " I can never convince my

self that the queen's nose really belongs
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to her face ;" a waist rather too plump

for ideal grace ; fine, light, ashen hair,

rolled above her forehead in a very be

coming style ; an agreeable smile, though

her under lip was rather large ; a walk

light and graceful ; a complexion of the

most dazzling freshness ; and hands and

arms of great beauty. Says another

witness, " There was always about her,

even in negligee, an air of sovereign

nobility;" but this smacks of the cour

tier's adulation. A gay little woman,

fond above all things of playing soubrette

parts on the stage, can hardly have pre

sented a very regal air.

For ten years after taking possession

of the Petit Trianon, Marie Antoinette

entered with enthusiasm into the pleas

ures of planting and building—the two

hobbies of every proprietor, from the

peasant to the king. The passion for

"English gardens" was then in full

vogue — gardens irregular, fantastic, ro

mantic. The dethronement of those

straight perspectives, those solemn quin

cunx plantations, occurred during the

same revolution in fashion that toppled

down the towering head-dresses, pow

dered wigs and monstrous straw bon

nets; and with the winding paths, arti

ficial waterfalls and grottoes came the

small chignons, natural ringlets and sim

ple kerchiefs of white lace. The queen

at this time was in the glory of her youth,

beauty, and whatever popularity she ever

succeeded in winning. At Marly and

Choisy, while her Trianon improvements

were in progress, she gave herself up to

the seductions of every innocent amuse

ment of the time. It was at Marly where

she used to drive a gig with a dexterity

and coolness that astounded the old

courtiers and delighted the new. At

Marly also she wore the Russian skating

or sleighing costume and made swift

courses over the snow.

In 1781, after eight years of marriage,

the birth of the first dauphin occurred.

The event was received with rejoicing

by the court : to Marie Antoinette it was

a triumph. As the mother of the heir to

the throne she was invested with new-

dignity and importance, and, confident

of her secure position, she resumed her

embellishment of the Trianon gardens

with redoubled enthusiasm, though Neck-

er, the minister of finance, foresaw the

threatening storm and growled over the

ever-increasing debt of the nation. The

little Swiss hamlet on the borders of the
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lake was built at this time. It lacked sonage, its school, a mill with "a wheel

nothing. It had its farm-house, its sheep- that really turned." a guard-house, a

fold, its dairy in white marble, its par- miller's house, and even a bailiff's res
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idence, besides little barns to hold the

harvests—a veritable village of the comic

opera. Yet these tiny houses were capa

ble of serving a useful purpose, for after

1785, just before the Revolution, the

queen, tired of playing with the hoe and

the rake, tired of her miniature harvests

and vintages, installed a dozen poor

families in the cottages as permanent

residents. These little houses with thatch

ed roofs and exterior staircases were made

to resemble picturesque ruins. A sink

ing support here and there, fissures in

the stone walls, moss and ivy everywhere,
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produced this effect. The prettiest cot

tage of the hamlet was the queen's.

The entrance to this was decorated with

rare shrubs in boxes and climbing flow

ers. In this was a dining-room and a

pretty boudoir. The queen's ladies, while

playing the role of peasants with their

mistress, had each a cottage. The mill

er was the king, and the schoolmaster

monsieur his brother. The farm was

not a very profitable investment, for the

cows, the hens and pigeons were, enter

tained in a style of luxury that made the

milk more costly than champagne, and

an egg worth its weight in silver. The

flowers that adorned this paradise " would

hardly have cost more had their stems

been made of gold and their petals of

bank-notes."

During the fine weather Marie An

toinette often spent a whole month at

the Trianon in the society of her sister,

the amiable Madame Elizabeth, her de

voted friend, the princess de Lamballe,

and a few other favorites. Dressed in fine

white percales, fichus of delicate gauzes

and broad - brimmed straw hats, they

promenaded the woods and gardens

without constraint on account of soiling

their dresses, ate fresh eggs at the farm,

drank milk at the dairy, fished in the

lake, or sat down in umbrageous nooks

to spin from rustic distaffs or to em

broider, while their cavaliers read or

walked about. The king and princes at

such times supped at the Trianon every

night, enjoying complete immunity from

all useless ceremony. Ladies continued

their spinnet- or piano-playing, gentle

men their backgammon, undisturbed by

the entrance of the queen. In the Bel

vedere, a charming little pavilion on a

hill overlooking all her domain, the

queen generally had her breakfast served

on an elegant table of gilded bronze.

The Belvedere had four doors opening

to the four cardinal points ; eight marble

sphinxes crouched -upon the steps lead

ing to these entrances ; and the little

bell-tower crowning the structure was

draped with climbing jasmines and cle

matis. On the lake, by which the palace
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was ordinarily approached, was an ex

quisite gondola decorated with golden

fleurs-de-lis and lined with costly silk,

while on a fairy island in the lake rose

the Temple of Love, a little rotunda of

exquisite design and finish. But even

to catalogue the objects of a queen's

caprices on this domain of a hundred

acres would be a task. It was a veri

table Eden, lacking nothing—not even

the traditional serpent, which under the

form of a figure in red stockings lurked

in the illuminated grounds and terrified

the queen by his unbidden presence on

the night of one of her greatest triumphs.

This was the dissolute Cardinal de Ro

han, who through the scandal known in

history as " the necklace affair " [l' affaire

du collier) did more than any other to

precipitate the causes that brought the

head of Marie Antoinette to the guillo

tine.

During the same year the queen's al

lowance for pocket-money must have

been generous, for her dramatic expenses

alone were over one hundred and fifty

thousand francs. This covered her an

nual subscription for boxes at two of the

principal theatres of Paris, ten thousand

francs, and the cost of the represen

tations at her Trianon theatre, of which

one item, that for flesh-colored silk stock

ings, amounted to twelve hundred francs.

The Trianon theatre was inaugurated in

1780, and on that occasion the queen

played Jenny in The King and the

Farmer, and a soubrette role in the sec

ond piece. Grimm gives us an account

of the entertainment, and though he

does not definitely praise the queen's

acting, he does not hint that it was

"royally bad," as some one else has

done. The building, capable of accom

modating over six hundred, had three

tiers of galleries, and was decorated in

white and gold. Two satyrs held back

the stage-curtains, and the central me

dallion over the front of the scene, sup

ported by nymphs, presented the portrait

of the queen. The seats were covered

with blue velvet.

The Little Trianon and its gardens,

fearfully mutilated during the Revolution,

were nobly restored by Louis Philippe

after he had converted Versailles into an

historical museum ; and such as they ap

peared in 1837 they still remain. The

palace is a white marble building em

bowered in luxuriant foliage. The orange

trees in large boxes that decorated the

front are no longer seen, but the sinister
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head of Medusa still stands guard at the

head of the marble steps. In the in

terior you see the monogram M. A. on

the gilded staircase and in the decora

tions everywhere. The principal salon

suggests a temple of Bacchus—garlands

of grapes, baskets of fruit, masks, tam

bourines, guitars and the pipe of Pan.

The caryatides supporting the mantel

piece are two goats. Everything is done

with exquisite art. The little boudoir

preceding the queen's bed room is orna

mented with delicate arabesques—cor

nucopias, smoking tripods, doves in their

nests, and every emblem of fecundity,

love and peace. The ceiling decoration

of the bed-room is a lovely garland ot

forget-me-nots. The faded furniture in

blue silk, which was there a few years

ago, still "exhaled the rare perfume of

that queen of taste," if we may believe

an enthusiastic tourist. Certainly the

room must have been lovely in its day,
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but the bed can hardly be the same as

that described by contemporaries, hidden

in clouds of delicate white lace looped

back with brilliant scarfs fringed with

pearls. A clock costing eighty thousand

francs once marked the hours for this

sybarite queen of the Trianon.

In 1788 occurred the last "comedy,

supper and illumination" at the Trianon.

The king always ate like a second Gar-

gantua, and we may suppose this repast,

the menu of which is still preserved, met

even his demands. There were four

soups, two grand and sixteen minor en

trees —, one being a roasted pig — four

hors-d'ceuvres, six roasts and eighteen

entremets. France at this time was in a

deplorable condition, the treasury ex

hausted, public credit abroad destroyed,

industry everywhere suspended, the peo-
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pie taxed unmercifully, and starving by

hundreds or lacking the necessities of

life, while the "comedy, supper and illu

mination" continued at the court, the

queen spending money enough on each

entertainment to save thousands from

the hunger that consumed them, and

the weak king, apparently unconscious

of the coming storm, perspiring over his

turning-lathe and anvil, enamored of the

high mysteries of lockmaking.

The Parliament saw the danger that

was imminent, and discussed means for

raising money. But how was this to be

effected ? The nobility and the clergy

raised a hue and cry, and demanded the

instant dismission of any minister of

finance who proposed that they should

bear their share of the heavy taxes.

Turgot, Necker, D'Ormesson and Bri-

enne were thus driven from their post

in succession. Scandals, calumnies, epi

grams, lampoons filled the air, and yet

the "governing class" would not take

warning. Revelry continued at Ver

sailles ; and while the masses could not

afford soap for their necessary cleanli

ness, royal and princely guests were en

tertained at the Trianon on such a scale

that the washing for a single day com

prised four thousand pieces. The igno

rant, long-suffering people naturally con

sidered Marie Antoinette, the foreigner,

the Autrichienne, as they insultingly

called her, the worst adviser of the king

and their most bitter enemy. When

Necker, recalled to his post, convened

the famous National Assembly in May,
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1789, they saw with indignation the tiers

itat, their own representatives, treated

with contempt by the nobility and clergy,

and for every unwise measure supported

hy the king they held the queen respon-

sible. And yet no one could be more in

nocent of any real intention to increase

the misfortunes of the people than was

Marie Antoinette. But such is the cor

rupting, belittling effect of the doctrine
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of the rights of privileged classes that no

one nurtured in it can possibly do justice

to those who by labor create the wealth

of the world. Our blood curdles with

horror at the thought of the blond head

of the princesse de Lamballe borne on a

pike before the prison windows of the

fainting queen, and so we are too apt to

forget that action and reaction are equal,

and to curse the brutal effect instead of

the brutalizing cause.

Under the auspices of the empress
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Eugenie the Little Trianon was repaired,

and in it was exposed a rich collection

of historical objects of the eighteenth

century—distinctly a Trianon museum.

Among the articles loaned by the em

press was a sample book of Marie An

toinette's dresses. Most of them are

gauzes and Indian fabrics so fanciful in

design, so brilliant and varied in color,

so light in texture, that they suggest the

wardrobe of a fairy rather than that of

a mortal woman. Another object is a

curious toilet caprice—a little flat water-

bottle, curved to fit the head, designed

to keep flowers fresh in the coiffure.

"The effect was charming," says the

baroness Oberkirch—"June on the head

in the midst of powdered snow." At

one of those fairy Trianon entertain

ments, characterized in the journal of

the phlegmatic Louis XVI. as " Comcdic,

souper el illumination" a grand duchess

wore on her head a humming-bird in

precious stones which by certain con

cealed springs was made to beat its wings

and hover over an open rose.

At the time of this writing the public

attention is specially directed to the

Grand Trianon, not as the scene of the

petits soupers of a royal court, but as the

theatre of a grave and solemn trial of a

distinguished military leader, charged

with the betrayal of his country. The

court is sitting in the long gallery which

unites the two wings. This gallery is

pierced by seven arcades on the outside,

and the roof is supported by double

Ionic columns of rose-tinted Languedoc

marble. The arcades are closed by large

glass doors, through which appear the

gardens and the avenue leading to the

Little Trianon. At one end of the gal

lery a platform and semicircular tribune

have been erected. In the centre is the

seat of the due d'Aumale, the president,

and on either side of him are the judges.

Over the president's seat is a life-sized

painting of the Crucifixion. Before the

tribune, on one side, is the prosecuting

attorney : on the other side, and facing

him, sits the prisoner in front of his

counsel, wearing the uniform that he

wore at Metz, one of the epaulettes be

ing torn by a German ball.

Marie Howland.

THE NECKLACE OK PEARLS.

HE met her in the garden,

A bright and beauteous maid,

Who, grown at once a woman,

Was not of love afraid :

She loved, and could not help it,

Her heart went out to his ;

And as he stooped to kiss her,

She rose to meet his kiss.

He kissed her in the garden,

And—was it what he' said,

Or the shadow of the roses

That made her cheeks so red ?

Her bosom rising, falling,

With new and strange delight—

The string of pearls upon it

Was not so white, so white.
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He drew her down the garden,

He would not hear her "No:"

She must go if she loved him

Who loved her, loved her so:

They must go pluck the roses

And listen to the dove :

The dove was wooing, wooing,

As he was her—for love.

He led her down the garden,

And while her arms were round

The neck she, parting, clung to,

She saw upon the ground

The string that held her necklace.

With not a pearl thereon :

The slender string was broken,

And all the pearls were gone.

Then up and down the garden

She wandered with dismay.

And wondered where her pearls were,

And how they slipt away :

They nestled in her bosom

One little hour ago,

Before they plucked the roses;

And her tears began to flow.

So round and round the garden

She went with peering eyes :

Oh is not that the necklace

That shining yonder lies ?

'Tis but a string of dew-drops

The wind has broken there,

Or the tears that she is shedding

That make her look more fair.

Still round and round the garden

She hunted high and low—

In the red hearts of the roses,

The lily's breast of snow :

The thorns they pricked her fingers:

Her fingers bled and bled,

But her heart was bleeding faster:

Oh why was she not dead ?

For she must leave the garden

And meet her mother's eye,

Who will perceive she sorrows,

And ask the reason why ;

And she must meet her father,

Who, as she hangs her head,

Will miss the priceless necklace,

And rise and strike her dead.

R. H. Stoddard.

Vol. XIII.—3
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A WIFE'S

I.

POETS, novelists and essayists have

all published it as their opinion that

the season of courtship is the happiest

time given to mortals cm earth. Per

haps something might be said against

this ; indeed, there is no doubt a good

deal might be said against it, but I am

not going to say it. Rather I shall throw

my little testimony into the same scale ;

so, there is no doubt, would Mary Som-

ers. Mary Somers is the person parts

of whose history I am going to tell.

The town of Innerpark, Mary's native

place, stood in one of the midland coun

ties of Scotland — not a mere row of

houses on each side of a road, no house

being either a match or a contrast to its

neighbor : on the contrary, the buildings

were regular, and even stately, and the

principal street broad and handsome,

with altogether a quiet dignity about it

not often seen or felt in a country town.

It also stood in a plain that was well

watered : a considerable stream, dividing

itself into two branches at a distance

above the town, joined again below it,

thus locking it in its glittering arms.

There were bowery, shadowy, winding

walks by the sides of these streams,

much frequented by the townspeople.

The children played there, and picked

up without knowing it almost all the

knowledge of natural history they ever

got ; in the leafy nooks young men and

maie'ens met during the entrancing pe

riod that has been referred to ; and the

old and middle-aged walked and mused

and moralized, recalling their youth—

that youth which comes back and joins

old age, the two linking hands lovingly

and sinking into oblivion together.

This was all very well and pleasant to

look upon in the long summer evenings

when the sun stayed till the last minute,

and when he did disappear left a linger

ing glow of glory all over the heavens,

fading and deepening into the twilight

gray, up which the gold of the moon
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glided with quiet, calm, ineffable beauty.

Ah ! those were nights for lovers. But

suppose it were March, and a dry, biting

east wind, the birds all silent, and the

trees declining to unfold their buds, the

daylight glad to get away out of a leaden

sky it is ashamed of : any respectable

elderly person compelled to take a walk

on such an evening, and passing two

people' sitting in very close proximity

among the leafless trees, would have

muttered to himself, "A pair of young

fools ! they'll get their deaths of cold."

It is extremely probable that if such an

individual had sat down there he would

have sustained serious damage, but hu

man beings in a state of pleasurable ex

citement are not so easily injured. A

glad heart not only works well, it resists

evil influences.

Mary Somers and her lover did not

know that it was east wind ; they did not

know that it was cold ; in point of fact,

they did not know much but that they

were sitting there together, and that was

in the mean time enough for them to

know. But Mary took no scaith, al

though she was a delicate-looking girl

and not accustomed to exposure, for she

was a dressmaker and spent most of her

time in a close room. She was an or

phan, without either brother or sister,

and had some two or three hundred

pounds for a fortune. Her lover, Rob

ert Bathgate, had just begun business

in a small way as a draper. He was a

good-looking youth, with fine features,

white and red complexion, glossy fair

hair, and an expression of bland good

nature that was very winning. It may

be said that Mary in her own mind

thought him the impersonation of her

idea of the apostle John. Mary herself

was dark, having black eyes and black

hair. Black eyes are often a deception,

seeming to mean far more than they do ;

but on this cold, bleak night Mary's eyes

were kindled into a deep glow above her

pale cheeks, for here was the oak to
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which she was to cling all her days, the '

strength which was to support her weak

ness. And he looked like it, he really

looked .like it, as he bent toward her, his

face full, if not of tenderness, of some

thing that could very well be taken for

it—was taken for it by an individual who

passed in the gathering darkness, passed

unnoticed by the pair; not the elderly

man who thought them very foolish to

be sitting there in such a bleak wind,

but a young man, a youth who admired

Mary, who loved her, and would have

asked her to be his wife had not the

ground been preoccupied. Supposing

this man—Adam Lander by name—had

conic first, it is very likely that Mary's

tender heart, vacant of very close ties,

would have admitted him quite readily.

We are so much creatures of circum

stances, the knowledge of which ought

to make and keep us humble ; but no

doubt Mary thought she never could

have loved any one but Robert. Nor

was the young man mentioned a prey

to fierce jealousy, of all human passions

perhaps the worst to bear. One could

have had some sympathy for him if he

had been consumed with anguish from

not only the pangs of unrequited love,

but the horror of seeing another basking

in the lady's favor. However, he was

not. His heart was a little heavy, per

haps, but he was resigned, most provok-

ingly resigned. What business had he

to be resigned ? He ought to have done

something—to have walked fast and far

to let off the steam of high-pressure

emotion, or to have written a despairing

letter or a copy of verses. Instead, he

went quietly home and to bed, calmly

and judiciously considering that since

such was the will of Providence, it must

be all for the best. Now, no one can

deny that this was an admirable frame

of mind, but oh it was tame and pro

voking ! Still, it was his nature, and,

though not heroic and all that, it might

have been very comfortable to live be

side him. It is very comfortable even to

think of him, for you don't need to let

his case weigh on your mind, and that's

a great thing in such a world of sin and

misery.

II.

Before Tuesday, the 3d of June, came,

the day on which they were married, the

little dressmaker and her lover found

many an opportunity for a saunter by

the water-side. What an April and May

that was ! It was the one April and May

in Mary's life. Nothing like this season

had ever come to her before, and noth

ing like it ever came again. She was

lost in happiness to which there was

not a drawback. Every one approved

of the marriage : even the gentry of the

town, who did not think it beneath them

to turn over such an obscure event as this,

expressed their opinion of the extreme

fitness of the thing. The pair were well

matched, and likely to be helpmeets to

each other. Eve's bower in Eden was

not dearer to her than the little rooms

above the shop were to Mary, nor were

there more heart and delight put into the

touching of it up. The accessories were

different, to be sure ; still, perhaps the

angels who sympathized in Eve's joy

sympathized in Mary's, for we have been

told by one who had insight that while

a man can sympathize with sorrow, it

takes an angel to sympathize with joy.

Mary would not have changed her own

Robert for many of Eve's Adams, and

the one was as violent a case of look-up

as the other, for, notwithstanding all the

present outcry for the equality of women,

it is every woman's instinct to look up

as long as she has the shadow of a thing

that she can possibly look up to. Poor

creature, how she takes her solitary way

out of Eden when the possibility of look

ing up ceases !

Robert Bathgate had a fine manner

for a shop, frank and fluent ; besides, he

was generally reckoned good-looking,

and so long as people have eyes that is

a pretty considerable advantage. Mary

too began by helping in the shop, and

in a different way she was equally fitted

for the business. She had not very

much to say, but she was singularly

obliging, and made friends of her cus

tomers—not pushing her wares, but gen

tly and conscientiously helping ignorant

or wavering or lazy individuals to make

up their minds as to what they wanted,
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or as to what would be best for them to

take.

After their joint work in the shop all

day, it was pleasant during the first year

or two of their married life to see this

pair turn out in the summer evenings

and repeat their courting days, or appear

to repeat them ; for, if the truth must be

told, Mary had often difficulty in getting

her husband's company in her walk—

not that he had tired of her, but a man

needs some more exciting recreation,

you know, than a saunter by the water

side with his wife, whose company he

can have whenever he likes.

It were long to tell and sad to trace

how, by imperceptible degrees, Mary be

came alive to the fact, not that her hus

band was bad or heartless, but that he

was thoughtless, and fond of amusement

—questionable amusement—to the neg

lect of his duty. She took occasion to

hint such a thing. " Nonsense !" he said.

"Neglecting my business ! Why, ifthere's

anything amiss, it's the business that's

neglecting us : I've often thought it was

a waste of time to potter on in a dull

little place like this."

" We have a very good share of busi

ness," began Mary.

"Then what are you complaining

about ?"

" I don't like you being so much from

home," she said boldly.

" But I like it. I can't stand in a shop

the whole year round. It's different with

you : you have been accustomed to that

kind of thing all your life. I can't be

cooped up: I should lose my health.

Besides," he said, relaxing into a better

humor, " you are the better shopman of

the two, and manage famously."

" I do my best, but I can't make up for

your absence : when people come in they

like to sec the head of the business."

" Well, well, I dare say. I'll try and stick

a little closer, so say no more about it."

Mary did manage, and managed well,

but there was one department which her

husband kept strictly in his own hands :

that was the money, and there was always

a scarcity of money. The small fortune

that Mary had inherited and brought with

her was all used up almost immediately

to pay for the stock in the shop, and was

given not only ungrudgingly, but with

eager thankfulness. It seemed Mr. Bath

gate had begun business on nothing—

not a very uncommon plan. Mary did

not think she had been deceived : prob

ably she had never asked how the goods

came there, or thought of the matter at

all. Could it have occurred to her to

doubt his wisdom or uprightness, or to

think that her little sum of money had

been the subject of due consideration,

and in point of fact had kicked the beam

in her favor ? A simple-minded, upright

woman herself, capable of loving to the

death, she did not know heartlessness

when she saw it, or at least till it was

forced on her attention in a remarkable

way. But she could not but be conscious

that her married life was not all she could

wish : the oneness had departed, although

there was still the appearance of it. It

had never existed, however, except in her

own imagination : there never could have

been oneness between such a pair, any

more than between light and darkness.

In a small place like Innerpark it was

not long in being known that Robert

Bathgate led rather a fast life, and every

one had his or her say about it. His

wife was to be pitied, some said, and

others said she was to be blamed. If

she had only taken some particular way

with him, he would have been quite dif

ferent ; but she was a stiff sort of wo

man, who had no plan of adapting her

self to circumstances—very good in a

shop among goods, but not the wife for

a man like Bathgate. These were peo

ple who were adepts at "reading cha

racter." Remarks of the other class

were, " Poor Mrs. Bathgate ! what a pity

she threw herself away on such a man !

—such a nice, quiet, well-doing woman !"

People will talk, and there lived very

near Mrs. Bathgate a childless widow,

with an intense curiosity regarding her

neighbors' affairs, who was not slow

to make remarks. A kindly interest,

even if it is impertinent and officious, is

tolerable, but sympathy which acts like

a blister is difficult to bear. To those

who did not know her, Mrs. Middleby

seemed a most kindly woman : it was
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only experience that taught you to expect

a sudden scratch on the face from a claw

hidden under the velvet. When first

married, Mary unsuspectingly took this

woman to her friendship ; and no won

der. The trials Mrs. Middlcby had un

dergone, the way she had all her life

sacrificed herself for everybody, the fine

ness of her feelings, were something ex

traordinary, and much sympathy Mary

expended on her: it was not till Mrs.

Middleby began to try to creep into her

confidence regarding her husband's fail

ings, and tell her what people said, and

offer her advice candid and cruel, all

under the guise of kindness and sym

pathy, that she began to understand Mrs.

Middleby and guard her communications

with her.

There had been a more than usual

scarcity of money in Mr. Bathgate's

husiness: his wife could hardly get the

small sum needed for the daily wants of

the house. She spoke of it. "Ah," said

her husband, " Mr. Lander borrowed

lome money from me, but I'll get it back

m a week or two."

" Mr. Lander !" said Mary. " I should

not have thought that he would have

needed to borrow money."

Oh," said he, with his bland open

smile, " it was not for need—it was only

lor convenience."

" It was a little strange he should come

to you."

"Well, maybe: strange things happen

sometimes, and I was glad I could ac

commodate him. One never loses any

thing by being obliging."

'That's true," said Mary; "only he

might have gone to some one who would

have felt the want of it less. I hope

you'll get it back next week : Wilson's

traveler will be round then, expecting to

get his account squared."

'Always anxious, Mary, always anx

ious," said her husband, patting her on

the shoulder pleasantly, and looking so

well and winning that Mary felt herself

hlessed.

III.

After dinner on that day Robert Bath

gate went out, and he did not come back

I at night ; but this thing had happened

before, and though Mary sat up till morn

ing waiting for him, and felt very un

happy, she had no doubt but he would

appear next day ; and when, after an

hour or two of sleep, she went down into

the shop in the morning, she merely said

Mr. Bathgate was from home, and she

was not certain when he might return.

It was a long day : any one who has kept

up an appearance of cheerful alacrity

with a heart the weight of lead will un

derstand how long. When the shutters

of the shop windows were up and her

door locked, what a relief it was to be

once more alone and not compelled to

act a part ! But then she watched and

listened and wondered, and grew sick

with apprehension, for she loved him—

how she loved him !

Before it was time next morning to go

again to the shop the postman's rap

came to the door, and he handed in a

letter from Robert : at least he was alive

and able to write. It was some seconds

before she could open it, and then she

read this :

" Dear Mary : I'm off for Australia.

I think you should do your best to carry

on the business meantime, and if I suc

ceed you can come out to me. I was

awfully tired of Innerpark, and I have

long been thinking of leaving, but only

made up my mind lately, and did not tell

you, as it was no use : you would have

opposed it. I'll write to you, and I shall

expect you to write to me.

" I am yours, etc.,

"R. Bathgate."

It was dated the previous day on board

ship at London. Mary could hardly be

lieve her eyes : at first she smiled faintly,

and thought or tried to think that it must

be a joke. That he should leave her,

and leave her in this way, possibly for

ever, was almost more than she could

bear.

There was another knock at the door,

and almost immediately Mrs. Middlcby

walked in—a sight which made Mrs.

Bathgate brace her nerves well and sud

denly. She did not mean to to be the

victim of this woman's sympathy.
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" I heard Mr. Bathgate wasn't at

home," said Mrs. Middleby in insinuat

ing tones, "and I came in; but I hope

you have not got any bad news: you

look put about. Don't let me stop you

reading your letter." Bad news, news

of any calamity, refreshed Mrs. Mid

dleby exceedingly, and she believed

herself a true daughter of consolation.

"How thankful I am that I happened to

come in ! It is such a trial to get bad

news when one is alone ! Ah ! I know

the feeling." There were very few feel

ings that Mrs. Middleby did not know.

" But my news are not bad," said Mary

with a briskness she would not have be

lieved herself capable of a few minutes

before; "only I shall be anxious for a

while. Mr. Bathgate sailed for Austra

lia yesterday, and of course I shall be

anxious till I hear of his safe arrival."

"Australia!" repeated Mrs. Middleby

in blank astonishment. " What's he go

ing to do there ?"

" Probably he does not know that him

self yet," said Mary.

"And why did he go ? I hope there's

nothing wrong here ? You should have

gone with him, Mrs. Bathgate : it's a wo

man's duty to stick by her husband.

But if he went suddenly, you might not

have had time to get ready."

Mary said never a word. She knew

her visitor well enough to know that she

was trying to elicit all the circumstances

for the gratification of her own low cu

riosity.

" Has he gone alone ?" she resumed.

"Yes."

"You're sure of that?"

"You'll excuse me, Mrs. Middleby,"

said Mary, "but it is time I was in the

shop."

And Mrs. Middleby went away to dis

cuss the particulars of Robert Bathgate's

flight—for that it was a flight she did not

doubt—with whom she might. "What

had he done ? Depend on it, a man did

not run away for nothing. There was

something at the bottom of it—nothing

good, you might be pretty sure," etc. etc.

Mary kept up bravely. She did not

think of herself : she thought of her hus

band, and she thought of him, now that

he was away, as when their love was

young: she put the latter days out of

sight, and set herself to shelter his good

name. What else had she to care for ?

Only herself.

The news of Mr. Bathgate's voyage

brought his creditors about his wife pretty

quickly, and he owed a good deal one

way and another ; but she had little fear

of being able to carry on when she got

back the sum which had been lent to

Mr. Lander. It struck her as remark

able that Mr. Lander, knowing the cir

cumstances, did not offer her the money

he had borrowed, and being very hard

pushed she went and asked him for it.

He looked very much surprised, and

said he had never borrowed any money ;

but he immediately guessed how it was,

and wished that Mrs. Bathgate had got

a better husband. Mary was dumb-

foundered : she stammered something

about surely having mistaken what Mr.

Bathgate had said, and went back to her

home with the full knowledge that her

husband had gathered together all the

money he could lay his hands on to take

with him, and had told her a lie to ac

count for the want of it. Oh the bit

terness of that moment ! And yet she

searched round for excuses for him, al

though you may think they were difficult

to find.

She hid this knowledge, so far as it

could be hidden, and asked her creditors

for time, and she would pay them all.

They knew that Mrs. Bathgate's word

was as good as her bond, and that now

that her husband was out of the way

there was little doubt she would do well,

and they agreed to all she asked.

It was good that she had something to

do, and was compelled to do it. When

people are stung to the very core of their

nature, it is an awful thing to have noth

ing to do.

She not only carried on her business

successfully, she extended it. She was

a thriving woman, but she was a woman,

and she did not forget her husband : she

only forgot his misdeeds. But for the

love that was in her heart for him she

could have judged him rightly.

He wrote to her irregularly at first, but
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by and by pretty steadily, and she had

infinite comfort in the accounts he sent

He liked the country amazingly, the

climate suited him, and he was prosper

ing in his business, of which he gave her

circumstantial details, asking her to do

the same : their interests were one, etc.

She lived on these letters—absolutely

lived on them ; and they were fluent,

plausible letters, but they would not have

been good for food had she not put the

nutriment intq them out of the riches of

her own loving nature.

IV.

The years passed, and not only had

Mrs. Bathgate paid all the debts that had

been left her, but she began to make

money, and her expenses being almost

nominal, when that process fairly set in

it went on prosperously. She was happy :

she thought she would succeed in tempt

ing her husband home if she could prove

to him that they could make a compe

tence in their native place. She was not

very romantic, but she loved her native

place, its street and its church, and its

water-side and the familiar figures of the

inhabitants, and the hills in the near

distance, gazing at which had so often

soothed her when in perplexity ; and she

had gained a good position in it. If

only she could lure her husband home

she could ask for nothing more.

She wrote with simple eloquence urging

this, but he said, " No, he could not come

back. A place like Innerpark would

stifle him : he cared nothing for it, and

had been glad every day that he had left

it ; but he cared for her. If she would

come to him, she would see there were

better as well as bonnier places in the

world than Innerpark : she would get

her mind enlarged and her sympathies

widened in a way she could have no

idea of if she sat still all her days in a

little hole like Innerpark. He was con

fident she would not regret coming, and

the sooner she embarked herself and

her money for Melbourne the better.

Her love for him was surely not very

great, or she would never hesitate," etc.

This letter was like rain on the mown

grass to Mary. Her love not great ! It

was all he knew. What, after all, was

Scotland or Innerpark, her own little

premises, which she had grown to fit as

a mollusk fits every fluting of its shell,

—what were all her associations con

nected with them compared with the

living, waking bliss of being with her

husband ?

Very shortly Mrs. Bathgate's business

was in the market, and was disposed of

by private bargain to a fellow-townsman.

Mrs. Middleby, who disapproved of

her not sticking to her husband when he

went away, equally disapproved of her

going to him now, and went about com

menting on Mrs. Bathgate's folly in giv

ing up a good business and comfortable

circumstances to go to a man of whom

she knew nothing but what he told her

himself : it was possible it might be all

right, but she had her doubts, etc. How

ever, she got no opportunity of giving her

opinion to the person most concerned.

So, bidding her many friends good

bye, and carrying the good wishes of

them all with her, Mary took her de

parture. It was something of an enter

prise for her, who was very little accus

tomed to traveling or change of any

kind, to break up all her habits, leave

her home and embark for the antipodes.

No creature but Robert Bathgate could

have tempted her to do it.

It so happened that the day she went

on board the Albatross, bound from

London for Melbourne, was the four

teenth anniversary of her marriage-day.

She remembered it well : there had been

no year in which she had forgotten it

during all the eight years of her solitude,

and now it seemed as if she were going

to celebrate a second wedding-day.

Wearied, and somewhat sick and con

fused by the noise and bustle round her,

she yet was happy : before she stepped

out of that vessel she would meet her

husband, for he was to come on board

for her as soon as they touched land.

And she had no desperately bitter part

ing to go through, as some of those

round her had—in particular a girl who

attracted her attention by the utter aban

donment of her sorrow: her very body,

was convulsed with grief, she sobbed.
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without control, and by degrees Mary

learnt that she had parted with the man

she loved, not expecting ever to see him

again. "Ah, he was so kind, and I

loved him !" she sobbed to Mary. "He

was only kind to me—only kind ; and I

loved him, and he does not know it."

Mary's heart melted for the girl : she sat

and held her hand and tried to soothe her,

till her great anguish wore itself out and

she fell asleep. They two and another

lady with a child shared the same cabin

during the voyage, and they grew very

intimate. The girl had been in England

on a visit to relatives, and was going

home to her father's house : she was a

bright, happy girl when her grief wore

off, as it did in the natural course of

things.

Mrs. Fleming, the mother of the child,

was a delicate woman going to join her

husband in Melbourne. He had been

an unsuccessful man in his native coun

try, but she seemed very secure of his

success in the land of his adoption. She

had had many struggles with adverse

fate in one shape or another, but when

they "joined papa" every difficulty was

to vanish. The child, Mary Fleming,

was a bright little human being. She

was three years old—just the time when

Nature seems to call a short halt, to give

a momentary leisure to admire the small

rounded form before it begins to shoot

out and loses its exquisite childish per

fection. Her broken speech too, trying

at every long word she heard used, and

her utter simplicity and trust, believing

everything that was said to her, and

ready to put her hand in the hand of

any living creature, unaware that such a

thing as harshness or cruelty could exist

on earth, made her wonderfully attrac

tive. Her mother being very much of

an invalid, Mrs. Bathgate took her al

most entirely in charge, and the child

crept very far into her heart. She always

called her "m'other mamma," being her

way of saying " my other mamma," and

the sound was dear to Mary.

The voyage drew to a close. It had

been a pleasant voyage, especially pleas

ant to Mrs. Bathgate. As her husband

had told her, she did find her mind en

larged and her sympathies widened and

her range of knowledge vastly increased ;

and all the time she was speeding toward

happiness : hope laughed within her.

They are over the bar, they have

touched the quay. The young girl's

father and mother are the first to come

on board, and they carry off their daugh

ter, as radiant with joy in leaving the

ship as she was steeped in grief when

she entered it. No doubt before long

she would marry some lucky antipodean,

and the little episode of her English visit

would look like a dream.

The next person Mary saw was her

husband — not changed, at least not

much ; stouter in person and fuller in

face somewhat, but with the same soft ex

pression and bland smile—heavenly she

used to think it. She stood quietly, wait

ing to see if she would be recognized.

She had dressed herself carefully that

morning, spending much more thought

and time on the business than she had

done on any occasion for the last eight

years. She had felt a keen, sharp inter

est in it. She had scanned her face

closely, and wondered if she looked

much older, or whether she was changed ;

not that personally she cared about it,

but what would Robert think ?

He walked along the deck, eyeing the

passengers. At last he saw his wife.

He came up, took her hand, and saying,

" Mary, you are here at last," drew her

to him and kissed her. She fairly broke

down and burst into tears.

"Why, what are you crying about?"

he asked. " Is there anything wrong ?"

"Oh no, but my happiness seems

more than I can bear."

"Well, that is extraordinary! Come,

we may as well go on shore. Are you

ready ? You need not mind your lug

gage : we can get that to-morrow. But

perhaps you had better bring your money

or anything valuable that you can earn-.

It may be as well to bring it as to leave

it."

Mary was ready. She had only to bid

Mrs. Fleming good-bye, and say they

would find each other out again after

they were settled. Mrs. Fleming looked

very worn and excited : her husband
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had not appeared yet. The child clasp

ed her arms round Mrs. Bathgate's neck

and kissed her. "Good-bye, m'other

mamma," she said: "'ou'll be back to

morrow day ?"

"We'll see," said Mary, and with a

pang of regret at leaving her she set the

little creature down on the deck and

walked away with her husband.

V.

They walked on for a time without

speaking, then he said, " You see we

have a fine city here—different a little

this from Innerpark."

" I liked Innerpark," she said : " I

liked it; but then, Robert, it never was

home to me after you left it. Have we

far to go to your house now ?"

He looked down at her with exactly

the smile of fourteen years before when

they wandered by the water-side in the

light of the moon, and said, "Wouldn't

you like to see the town and the fine

shops a bit first ?"

"Oh yes," she said. She saw he was

proud of the place, and she sympathized

with him. Here she was fifteen thousand

miles from Innerpark, never likely to see

it again, yet she was happy leaning on

the arm she held : she was at home.

They still walked on, having no more

complex conversation than arose from

the objects they saw on their way.

"What have you in that bag?" he

asked, looking at a small leathern bag

she held in her hand. " Is it heavy ?

could I carry it for you ?"

"It might be better," she said, giving

it to him : "my money is all in it."

"Your money! Then it's valuable:

how much is there ?"

"There's everything I have in the

world, except the money owing for the

stock and goodwill of the business, which

is to be sent by half-yearly installments.

There are six one -hundred Bank of

England notes, besides some twenty-

five sovereigns. Was it foolish to bring

it in that form ? I thought it would be

the easiest plan."

"Oh, it will do very well, but it's not

very safe carrying such a sum about :

had I not better hand it into a bank

meantime ? Here is the bank I do busi

ness with : just wait a minute here, and

I'll lodge it. I won't be three seconds.

You won't mind waiting ?"

" No, no, not at all," she said ; and

she watched him spring up the flight of

steps and disappear behind the swing

ing doors.

She kept her eyes on the door waiting

for his reappearing : he was not quite so

quick as he had said. She looked at shop

windows and at people passing, glan

cing continually at the bank, but still he

did not come out. She wondered, but

waited patiently for perhaps an hour :

then growing alarmed as to what could

be detaining him, she went into the bank.

She glanced eagerly round, but among

the persons there she did not see her

husband. She went up to one of the

clerks and asked if Mr. Bathgate was in

the bank.

"Mr. Bathgate ?"

" Yes : he is in the habit of doing busi

ness here. Mr. Robert Bathgate."

"We don't know him, ma'am."

She described his appearance, and

said that about an hour ago she saw him

enter the bank, and she knew he meant

to leave six hundred pounds. Had he

done so ? "I gave it to him for that

purpose," she said, feeling that without

such explanation they might decline

giving her the information she wanted.

The clerk said he would make inquiry.

There was a good deal of speaking in

low tones, and one after another the

bank officials raised their heads and

looked at Mar)1.

The clerk came back to her and said,

"No sum of six hundred pounds has

been lodged here within the time you

mention, and we know nothing of Mr.

Robert Bathgate: he is not one of our

customers. Probably you have mistaken

the bank," he suggested, seeing Mary's

bewildered look. Another clerk came

up and said, "A man answering your

description came in by the front door

more than an hour ago, changed some

money, and went out at the other door."

"If you have been robbed," said the

first man, "you should go to the police-

office direct."
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"I have not been robbed," she said:

"he is my husband, and there must be

some mistake. It is the more awkward

as I am a complete stranger. I only

landed from England to-day : my hus

band, who has been eight years here,

met me at the ship."

"Probably," said the man, pitying her

painful perplexity, "when he can't find

you he'll go back to the ship : you should

go there."

" Thank you," she said, and left the

place.

"He's a rogue," said the one man to

the other : " she'll never see either him

or her money again. She's sold."

Once more in the street, she stood in

the place where Robert had left her and

thought what she would do : she con

sidered he would come back there be

fore he went to the ship, and she walked

to and fro in the faith that he would re

appear. He had said that this was the

bank he dealt with, but she did not doubt

that when he went in he discovered that

it was not, and had gone the shortest

way to the right one : probably he had

been back looking for her while she was

inside the building. So she waited and

waited till the day was far spent, and it

became a necessity that she should find

her way back to the ship, for she was

weary and faint, having had no food

since morning, and not having a single

coin in her possession. She took her

way back wearied, but not at all hope

less. It could not occur to her of any

man, far less of the husband she loved

as her own soul, that he would ask her

to cross fifteen thousand miles of ocean,

meet her with a kiss, rob her of every

thing she had in the world, and leave

her standing destitute in the streets of a

strange city. No wonder that she did not

think of such a thing as this : could any

upright human being have thought of it ?

VI.

She walked slowly, keeping a constant

watch ; not that she could have walked

very quickly if she had wished to do so,

for she was getting very tired, and, either

from getting a wrong direction or mis

taking what was said to her, instead

of going toward the harbor, she went

a different road altogether, and at last

found herself in a kind of suburb. In

other circumstances she might have had

her interest and curiosity excited by the

sights of such a far country, but she was

occupied thinking what house she could

venture to apply to for shelter, and how

she could get courage to beg a night's

lodging. She passed many houses with

out being able to make up her mind :

some were too grand and big, some too

poor and dirty and disreputable. At

length she came to a door at which a

woman with a child in her arms was

standing. This woman was young,

probably not more than four or five and

twenty, and she was very good-looking,

in spite of an expression of care and

misery in her face. Mary would have

passed her by, for she was hardly like a

person to appeal to ; but the child stretch

ed out its hand to her and laughed at

the moment she was going on. She

stopped and said, " That's a pretty child."

"Oh," said the woman with bitterness,

"good looks are not what we are worst

off for here."

" He is not like you, though," said

Mary.

" No," said the woman shortly, but

there was a kind of melting in her eye

that belied her curt, hard manner, and

emboldened Mary, since she was speak

ing to her, to go on.

" Might I ask," she said, " if you would

let me rest in your house ? I have lost

my way : I am a stranger. I only land

ed from England this morning, and my

husband and I have missed each other

in the street, and he has my purse : I

expect to find him to-morrow at the ship

I came out in. Could you take me in

for the night ? I am very wearied."

" I don't know," said the woman, look

ing at her in a dispirited way : " my hus

band is not in, and he might be angry."

"Oh, surely not. I can pay you: I

can pay you well if you'll only trust me

till to-morrow. I can go no farther."

" Then come in," she said. " He need

never know you are here, for that matter :

it will not be his usual if he is in before

midnight. Are you hungry ?"
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"I don't know. I need food; I have

had nothing since morning."

" I am sorry I have little to offer you.

We are very poor. I have been married

seven years : I was only seventeen then,

and I have had a hard life since. Three

of my children have died. My husband

is a bad man, and yet he loved me once.

Oh, he loved me !" she cried impulsive

ly. " Take the baby, will you, for a little,

till I see if I can get you something to

eat ?"

Wearied as she was, Mary took the

baby and diverted herself while she di

verted it. She loved children, and they

loved her. It was a strange experience

for her who for so many years had lived

such an even, secure, busy life, to find

herself thrown wide on the world of the

antipodes listening to this communica

tive, impulsive woman from whose pov

erty she had begged a shelter. The

house consisted of two rooms, and the

furniture, if furniture it could be called,

was of the scantiest. The mistress of

the house, such as it was, kept talking :

it seemed, and no doubt was, a relief to

her to talk, and she had no difficulty in

confiding her griefs and wrongs to a

stranger.

"We had a nice house when we mar

ried," she said, looking round on the

bare squalor. " I never was accustomed

to a place like this, and he said I should

always wear silk and do nothing ; but I

have toiled and he has done nothing.

Ah," she said, interrupting her own

story, " you spoke of your husband : is

he good and kind ?"

Mary hesitated : although she tried to

make herself believe in him, and suc

ceeded very nearly, she could not just

pass on her belief to another without

reservation.

" I hope so," the woman went on :

" there are some good men in the world,

surely. If my son lives, I hope he'll be

good—that he'll never make a woman

suffer as his father has made me. Would

you hold him a minute longer ? I'll be

back immediately ;" and she disappear

ed into the other room, and came back

carrying a child of three years in her

arms. "This is Annie," she said fondly

—"my little Annie. Annie will sit up

and take some tea, will she ?"

The child had a face of a beauty almost

faultless, except that it was nearly vacant

of expression. She drank the tea held

to her mouth, turned her head round on

her mother's arm and went to sleep.

"Surely she is not well," said Mary.

" She is dying," the mother answered

quietly : " her sister went the same way

not long since. She sleeps most of the

time : it is disease of the brain, the doc

tors say. She does not seem to suffer

much ;" and she went and laid her down

again in bed.

"That is a sore trial," said Mary, feel

ing that anything she could say would

be but feeble comfort in such a case.

"No, it is not," was the answer in a

cold, hard voice. " I shall have no more

anxiety about them. Women have but

a poor lot in this world."

Mary shuddered to hear her speak in

this way. "Surely you must feel grief

for the loss of your child," she said.

" It's the keenness of the grief and

suffering that has brought me to this. I

have often wished I was dead, but I don't

die, and they die before my eyes—die for

want of everything they ought to have."

Mary lost sight of her own anxieties

in the presence of this woman, still so

young, but on whom her hard lot had

told so bitterly. "You should not de

spair," she said: "your husband may

change."

" Never !" said the woman with em

phasis. "His nature is stone : you may

kill yourself against it and never make

a dint. When I married him I thought

him perfect ;" and she laughed a laugh

not good to hear. " Well, you had better

go to bed and rest, and when you meet

your husband to-morrow you'll know

how thankful to be ;" and she showed

her guest a narrow recess in the room

they were in, across which a curtain was

drawn. "That's all the bed I can offer

you. I hope you'll sleep : my husband

won't make a noise when he comes in.

He does not drink—at least, not to ex

cess."

"That's one good thing," said Mary.

" I don't know that. A bad man who
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drinks is bad, but a bad man who docs

not drink is worse : he always knows

what he is about, and you have only

himself to blame : it would be a comfort

to blame the drink."

A strange source of comfort, Mary

thought. Wearied though she was, she

could not sleep. Her first day's adven

tures in Australia had been much more

remarkable than pleasant, but she had

no doubt she would meet her husband

at the vessel next morning, and get her

self fairly settled in her own house. How

thankful she felt that, though Robert was

thoughtless, he was not as this woman's

husband, and she determined, whatever

she did, to befriend her. Who knew

but that Robert and she might be the

means of bringing about a better state

of matters between this wretched pair ?

The woman, she felt, had the making of

a noble woman in her if only she were

in happier circumstances, and she was

too young to be thoroughly hardened by

despair. Mary was moved to tears hear

ing her softly singing her baby to sleep :

it was a grand outlet for the deep ten

derness that had been driven back into

hidden places by the cruelty of her hus

band. The singing lulled her at length

as well as the infant, and with a dreamy

idea that she was in her own house at

Innerpark, in spite of the comfortless

bed and the very strange circumstances,

she slept.

VII.

She slept, and was at Innerpark during

the first years of her married life, and

she heard her husband speaking so dis

tinctly that in an effort to answer him

she awoke and came to herself. There

was a light in the room, which shone

through her curtain, and she heard voices

speaking: she had no desire to listen,

and she closed her eyes to sleep again,

when one of the voices said, " But I tell

you I've got it," in tones that made all

her pulses stop. It was no dream as

suredly : that was her husband's voice.

She did not speak or move.

"You have long been to get it," said

Mary's hostess.

" Well, I've got it : seeing is believing,

isn't it ? Look, and you may count them,

if you like—six one-hundred notes of the

Bank of England. Did you ever see as

much money before, eh ?" and he laughed.

" Where did you get it ?"

" From England. It has been sent me

from England, and I got it to-day."

"Really?"

"Yes : do you not believe me yet ?"

" You would hardly steal it, I think. I

hope you did not steal it."

"Oh, if it's any pleasure to you to

think I stole it, by all means do so. I'm

off for Sydney to-morrow : there's a

hotel there I am in terms for, and I can

manage it now. This will set me agoing

famously. You can come after with the

children, and I'll make you the lady

you're so anxious to be."

"A hotel ?"

"Yes: have you any objections?"

" If I had, would it make any differ

ence ?"

"Who knows? I'm in a good humor

to-night."

They moved from their scats. Mary

raised herself gently, and through a hole

in her curtain saw her husband's face

with the full light of the lamp on it which

he had lifted from the table. They dis

appeared into the other room.

Mary did not faint nor scream nor

speak, nor did she spring forth and con

front this man to his face. Can love be

suddenly transmuted to hate ? But what

she felt had nothing of the keenly-cut,

proud, hard-and-fast lines of just hate :

it was more horror and loathing. Her

whole nature revolted from such cruel

depravity. As she lay she writhed in

anguish at the discovery' that the man

she had loved should be so base. It is

a terrible thing to have love killed in the

heart, and more terrible to find that when

you thought it dead it will begin to move

once more and struggle back to life in

horrid pain. She worked round to this

point, but the reviving feeling had more

in it of yearning pity than of love. As

for jealousy regarding this woman who

believed herself to be his wife, it never

once entered her mind.

But she was compelled to think what

she should do—what it would be best
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she should do. It was light; therefore

a new day had come, as new days will

come, without regard to griefs that would

fain shroud themselves in darkness, or

joys that laugh in the face of the return

ing sun. The house was still, and she

rose very quietly, and stepping to the

door of the other room, she looked in.

They were all in a deep sleep : she went

in, lifted her husband's coat, in the

breast pocket of which she had seen him

put the money : she took it. She gazed

for a moment at her husband's face.

How well and innocent he looked in

sleep ! He used to be her ideal of the

apostle John, you remember, and at this

moment there was almost a smile on

bis face, and certainly not a sign of the

hard, base nature within. She was neith

er nervous nor flurried. Somehow, she

did not care much whether he awoke or

not: she would rather that he did not.

Going back to the room she had slept in,

she took a pencil and a bit of paper

from her pocket and wrote on it, " I give

you the half. M. B." She wrapped the

paper round three of the notes and left

them on the table. Then silently she

glided from the house. Whether she

had done right or wrong,, she did not

know : she acted on impulse. Probably

if she had had time and opportunity to

reason the thing out with Archbishop

U'hately, she would not have given way

to her impulse ; but she had thought,

"What is money to me now, and they

are in starvation ? I'll give them the

half, and I'll go home." The very

thought of that word nearly upset her.

What was home ? where was home ?

The hope that had made home to her

for many a year had died a horribly

cruel death. But she was on the pub

lic road, and the world was begin

ning to stir. There had been rain in the

night, and everything was fresh and

glistening, but just at this moment she

could not see it : with a face in which

the light was quenched and with a heavy

step she kept on her way, and reached

the ship, whose friendly shelter she had

left only twenty-four hours before. In

point of feeling she had lived a century,

as it seemed to her.

VIII.

Some of the men on deck greeted her

cheerily. As she passed she met the

captain at the head of the cabin stairs.

"Ah, you are bright and early, Mrs.

Bathgate," he said. Then, seeing her

face better, he stopped.

"When do you sail again, captain?"

she asked.

"Not for some weeks."

" Is there any ship that goes sooner ?"

" That one next us, the Australia, sails

to-day."

"Thank you. Then I'll go back with

it."

He asked no questions : something

had happened, he saw, and it was neith

er want of interest nor want of curiosity

that made him hold his tongue. Some

people show interest by asking impudent

questions, some by letting you alone.

Oh, there are times when it is unutter

ably grateful to be let alone.

Mrs. Bathgate went down to the cabin,

where the stewardess was busy. "Ah,

Mrs. Bathgate, you'll be sorry to hear

the news," she said.

" Sorry !" repeated Mary in a dry, hol

low tone. It seemed to her as if she

never could be either sorry or astonished

more—as if every feeling of her nature

was exhausted.

"Yes," said the stewardess, who in the

comparative darkness had not noticed

the change in her late passenger. "Just

after you left yesterday a man came,

who had known Mrs. Fleming's hus

band, to tell her that he died six weeks

ago. She fainted, as we thought, but

she never came out of it : it was death.

The doctor said she had heart disease,

and the shock had killed her."

" Indeed !" said Mrs. Bathgate, finding

herself stirred by the story of another's

woe. "But ah," she thought, "there are

things worse to bear than death." She

sat down in silence, and the stewardess,

seeing something was wrong, did not

speak again till Mary asked, "Where is

the child !"

" Here : she is sleeping yet as sound

as a top. The body, you know, was

taken on shore, and will be buried to

day. What is to be done with the child
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no one knows yet : she hasn't a friend

here, and as few at home, I fancy."

" I am going home in the Australia :

I'll take her with me if no one else claims

her."

" It will be a charity, ma'am, and she's

very fond of you," said the woman ;

while she thought to herself, "You must

have found your husband a terribly bad

lot."

But Mary did not enlighten any one

as to the reason of her immediate return :

it was a story she could hardly have

brought herself to tell to a human being.

She went to the berth where the little

Mary Fleming was sleeping, and sat

down by her to wait till she should wake :

during the voyage she had many times

done this. Now, when the little creature

began to move and sat up bewildered,

and plunged her small fat fists into her

eyes, she looked at Mrs. Bathgate with

a sly roguish laugh, and proceeded to

business at once : " Get on my c'oes,

please, m'other mamma."

" Kiss me first," said Mary'.

She jumped up and flung her whole

little person on Mary's neck.

"You love me dearly?"

"Es, I 'ove 'ou and mamma."

"Would you like to live with me

always ?"

" Es, and mamma."

"Your mamma is away, darling, and

she would like you to live with me. I

am to take care of you."

"Till mamma comes back?"

"Yes, my darling."

" She is 'way to look for papa. Soon

back."

The two Marys had breakfast together.

The thoughts of the elder went back to

that miserable house she had left some

hours since. What kind of scene would

be enacted there ? Would Robert be

ashamed or enraged, or how would he

feel, if he could be said to have feeling ?

Would he let the ill-fated woman know

that she had the misfortune—if misfor

tune it could be called—not to be his

wife ? It was impossible to guess, and

it was far from a pleasant subject to

dwell upon, and the child trotting about

constantly diverted her attention, and

before night they sailed on their return

voyage on board the Australia. Poor

little Mary ! she did not soon forget her

mother, and there were times when her

face grew grave and she went away and

sat alone, and would be found in tears

and saying never a word. This quiet

grief of such a little creature touched

her adopted mother to the heart: it

seemed as if it were the very sympathy

she needed for herself, and in soothing

the child she found salve for her own

jagged, painful wound, and they grew

together as mother and daughter for life.

When they reached London, Man'

wrote to her successor at Innerpark. It

was a trial to her to do this : she could

not publish her husband's shame. She

merely said that circumstances were such

that she had judged it better to return

home than to remain. Of course she

did not doubt that the circumstances

would come to be known, but she at

least would keep silence on the subject.

She also said that she meant to begin

business again, and would have preferred

Innerpark, but she could not in honesty

start in opposition to him, but would try

some other town in the same district.

Did he know of any opening at present ?

She got an answer by return of post,

saying that she had arrived just in the

nick of time, as he had been offered an

advantageous post abroad, and had been

on the eve of advertising the business

for sale. She might enter on it immedi

ately, and the sooner she could come

the better, as they would then be able to

settle the affair satisfactorily. So they

went down to Innerpark.

When Mrs. Bathgate went into her

own shop again and sat down in her own

chair, she wondered if the past six months

had been a dream or a reality ; but for

the child at her feet she would almost

have made herself believe that she had

never been away—that the bright hope

that had so long lighted up the hours in

that shop still hung in the future ; but

her old friend Mrs. Middleby arrived to

convince her of the stern facts. She

said, " Mrs. Bathgate, I am so glad ! But

indeed I would need to know why you

have come back before I say I am glad
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to see you : perhaps I should say I am

sorry."

"I should not like you to be sorry on

my account," said Mary. " I came back

because I judged it best to do so."

" But why ? Did you see Mr. Bath

gate ? Was he well ?"

"I saw him, and he was quite well."

"Did he not want to come with you ?"

"No."

" It is a pity you were at so much trou

ble and expense : it would not cost you

little ?"

"No."

"And you did not think of staying

there ?"

"No."

"Well, if I had been you, when I was

there I would have stayed a while. A

child of one of the passengers? Did

you think it altogether prudent to bur

den yourself with a child ?"

"Yes, I thought it one of the very best

investments I could make."

"That will be as it turns out."

"I never doubt such a thing turning

out well."

"Well, it says a good deal for your

faith, Mrs. Bathgate, after being so sore

ly tried. I've learned never to expect

much from anything earthly."

And Mrs. Middleby went away, hav

ing a fine field on which to exercise her

small curiosity in the mystery of Mary's

hurried return and the parentage of the

child ; for of course she was far too clev

er to believe the simple truth : persons

like her always see a deeper deep, espe

cially if it is to any one's discredit.

IX.

No relative of Mary Fleming's ever

turned up to claim her, and she and her

"m'other mamma" moved on quietly

together.

Wounds must heal if people are to

live. The old lightness of heart and

step could never come back to Mrs.

Bathgate, but she had many things to

enjoy for all that, and was capable of

enjoying them, although she could never

entirely banish from her mind that scene

in which she stole her own money, and

left her husband sleeping with a smile

upon his face. Often she wondered what

had been his fate since, but she could

never bring herself to expose the story

so as to set on foot inquiries till about six

years after her return from her one re

markable voyage. She heard that her

townsman, Adam Lander (whose admi

ration for herself and judicious resigna

tion she had never either known or sus

pected), had been advised to take a voy

age for his health, and had fixed to go

to Australia. He was now a middle-

aged man in good circumstances ; and

if this had been a mere story it would

have ended by word coming home of

Robert Bathgate's death, and Mary and

Adam joining hands and living comfort

ably ever after; but one must stick to

the truth, and the truth in this instance

is a good deal less stale than such a con

clusion as that would have been. Now

Mary knew that Mr. Lander was a quiet,

discreet man, and she resolved to ask

him to seek out the man who had been

her husband, if possible. Mrs. Bathgate

was not the slim, delicate-looking girl

that Mr. Lander had fancied in his quiet

way exactly twenty years before. She

was, if anything, stout, having the color

of health in her face, and the air of a

person who is thoroughly well to do ;

but she trembled like a girl as she

unfolded her story, and the man felt

himself burn with indignation as he

heard it.

" The scoundrel ! the base scoundrel !"

nearly burst from his lips, but for her

sake he did not utter his thoughts.

"And now," she said, "Mr. Lander, I

have told you all. You would oblige

me deeply, if you should come across

them and they need help, by giving it as

you think best, and .drawing on me for

repayment."

"He does not deserve it, Mrs. Bath

gate, from you."

"We don't all get our deserts, though,

and I can't help doing it : it is to gratify

myself, so I take no credit for it."

"And that's her revenge!" thought

Mr. Lander after she was gone. "Giv

ing him half of all he stole, and wanting

to give him more ! She is a good wo

man— I was not mistaken in her— too
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good for this world. If I could help him

to a thorough flogging and a diet of

bread and water, that would gratify me.

To think of such a woman being yoked

to a miscreant like that !"

When Mr. Lander reached Melbourne

he went direct to a boarding-house to

which he had been recommended. He

did not forget Mrs. Bathgate's request,

and made inquiries in various directions

where he thought it possible he might

get information, but was not successful.

He thought of telling the story to Mrs.

Ramsgate, his landlady ; but as he had

got it, he supposed, in confidence, he

did not feel himself at liberty to do so,

although he was tempted, for Mrs. Rams

gate was a very frank, social, pleasant

woman, who gave him her own history

freely enough.

In showing him the photograph of a

boy she said, " That was my last child :

he died at three years old. I had five,

and none of them lived beyond that age.

Ah, if only one had lived, what he would

have been to me now ! My husband

was a bad man : he kept us in poverty

and wretchedness, till he was killed by

a wall falling on him as he was walking

under it. You may think me hard, Mr.

Lander, but I was not sorry for his death

—not on my own account ; and yet he

looked well," she said. "You would

never have supposed he was the man he

was, without a particle of feeling for any

one but himself. See, this is his like

ness : he gave it to me before we were

married. Handsome, is it not ?"

"Why," said Mr. Lander in surprise,

and taking it into his hand, " that's Rob

ert Bathgate !"

"You knew him ?" she exclaimed.

" Perfectly : he belonged to the town I

came from. I saw his—" Mr. Lander

was going to say, "his wife just before I

left," but he stopped abruptly on the

edge of the communication.

"Well," she said, "I have sometimes

suspected his name was not Ramsgate.

He used to get letters from a Mary Bath

gate, I know, although I only saw a bit

of one once by chance. He said she

was a married sister. Do you know her,

Mr. Lander?"

"Yes, I know Mary Bathgate."

"Was she his sister ?"

Mr. Lander hesitated.

"Was she?" she asked again. "I

suspect not."

" No, she was not."

" His wife ?" she said in a low voice.

" Yes."

"■ There is nothing I can't believe of

him," she said in the hard manner thai

the very remembrance of her life with

him brought back — " nothing. And it

was she he stole the money from, 1

know." Her face grew white and set as

she spoke. " But I'll send that money

to her — the three hundred pounds she

left us. I can do it. Oh, to think thai

she stripped herself for us—for him—for

me !" and she burst into tears.

"She did more," said Mr. Lander:

"she commissioned me to try to look

you out, and help you if you needed

help."

" I'll write to her. Ah, I'll write to her

and tell her my gratitude, and return her

money."

"You may write, but you need not

send her the money. I don't think she

would take it."

" If she does not need it herself, she

may give it to some one who does.

From her hands it is sure to do good : i:

saved me. That morning when my hus

band — or hers — rose and found the

money gone, he would not believe it.

and then he accused me of having taken

it ; and I, mad with anger, told him a

woman had asked for a night's lodging,

and that no doubt she had taken it, but

if he had come by it honestly, the police

would help him ; and I described my

visitor. He said, ' I'll get it yet,' and

he rushed out of the house. He was

brought back in two hours alive, but that

was all. He never spoke again. By that

time I had found the half of the missing

money on the table, wrapped in a paper,

with the words, ' I give you the halt.

M. B.' I thought it must have been his

sister, and I took the money and began

a boarding-house, and I have succeeded

every day since. There has been a

blessing on it. Ah, if my boy had lived!

But it was not to be, and perhaps it was
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better : he might have had his father's

nature ;" and she shuddered.

Mrs. Ramsgate wrote a long, warm

hearted letter to Mrs. Bathgate, and sent

the three hundred pounds. Mary shed

tears over the sad end of the man, the love

of whom she could not cast wholly out of

her heart, for hers was a nature loving

much and forgiving much, and they kept

up a correspondence, these two women,

and a loving interest in each other.

Mr. Lander remained in Australia and

married Mrs. Ramsgate, and his friends

at home made the sage remark that this

was a marriage " that must have been to

be," seeing he had gone so far for a

wife ; but they did not know all the par

ticulars that made it really a remark

able outcome of the chances and changes

of life.

The Author ofBiindpits" and" Quixstars."

JAPANESE FOX-MYTHS.

THE science of comparative mythol

ogy cannot approach completeness

until the lore of the far East (or the new

West) is added to the general store.

Japan and China are known to us in

commerce and by geographical carica

tures called maps, but our knowledge of

the inner life and thought of their people

is as yet exceedingly vague and uncer

tain. It is a fact highly damaging to the

vaunted complete systems of philosophy

and theology that they are founded upon

the experience, beliefs and traditions of

scarcely more than a fourth of the hu

man race. The great reservoirs of

humanity, India, China and Japan, are

understood by a very small fraction of

the self-styled "heirs of all the ages."

Faithful and unintermitted investigation,

unshackled by prejudice, is needed to

unveil the Oriental mind ; and when this

is done the Western World will find a

few things in heaven and earth as yet

undreamed of in its philosophy.

In offering a slight contribution to

comparative mythology, and to a know

ledge of the Japanese people, we cannot

do better than describe the fox-myths

which are such characteristic productions

of Japan.

The fox, to the Aryan mind, is an

animal of the genus Vulpes. It bur

rows in the earth ; it preys on young

lambs and on geese and chickens ; it is

Vol. XIII.—4

a hen-roost robber and the terror of the

poultry-yard ; it is noted for its cunning,

and is the slyest of sly animals. In

allegory the fox has his place among the

other animals that figure in our fables

and nursery-stories, and he even enjoys

the distinction of appearing as the hero

of an epic poem. But in the popular

beliefs of China and Japan his position

is altogether unique, or shared only with

the badger, which is considered to be his

next of kin. Both these animals, to

gether with the mole, are popularly be

lieved to live eight hundred or one thou

sand years. It is a curious idea that

ascribes their longevity to their living in

caves, away from the sunlight. The

tiger is belived by the vulgar Japanese

to be the king of beasts, though the

aboriginal Ainos, who still inhabit the

island of Yezo, consider the bear to be

such ; but the fox is honored as being

the wisest of all animals, and able to

outwit even the bear. Reynard (Old

German, Reinhart, "strong in counsel ")

is sometimes called by the Japanese the

sangi, "high, grand, wise counselor,"

and the following is a very popular native

story.

One day all the animals in Japai

heard that the tiger, the king of be asts,

was coming to their country to fight with

them. They were very much afraid that1

the tiger would prove too powerful for'
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the bear, so the fox was ordered to meet

the tiger, and if possible outwit him by

cunning ; failing which, the bear would

try his strength. The tiger, having

reached Japan, came to a large forest a

thousand miles in diameter. The fox

met him, and said, "How do you do,

sir ? I have heard that you are the king

of animals in foreign countries. Is it

true, great sir?" The tiger replied with

a fierce roar, "Yes, I am, and no one

can run faster than I can." "Then, will

you not run a race with me ?" said the

fox. "Yes ; but you don't suppose you can

win, do you ?" answered the tiger. They

retired to one side of the forest and began

to run. The cunning fox lightly leaped

up and laid hold of the tiger's tail. The

tiger, intent upon the race, ran until ex

hausted, when the sly fox leaped over

his head, and was declared the winner.

Of the fox's craft, slyness, desire and

ability to deceive there is believed to be

no end. The power of metamorphosis

is his at all times, and he freely avails

himself of it. Although appearing in

many characters, the ones most com

monly assumed are the alluring form of

a lovely maiden and the frightful shape

of a monstrously tall priest with a long

neck and wide mouth. The exact meth

od by which a fox metamorphoses him

self is thus given by a native authority :

When a fox wishes to change its shape

into that of a man or woman, it covers

its body all over with leaves to make

itself, a coat, and on its head it binds a

wisp of straw to make a top-knot or

queue. This being done, it turns three

doubTl somersaults without touching the

ground. When it returns to its former

position it % ill be in the shape desired.

The b. dger changes its shape in the

ime m^nnc.

Thus r morphosed, Reynard (or,

the Japantse call him, Kitsune) plays

* nost far astic and amusing, though

;, , etimes the most cruel and bloody,

* He knocks at the door at night

h '^-! °^ lurmS out children or un-

_t men to deceive or mislead them,

^^tigh should any one v ary or armed

C) ply to the knock, Kitsune disappears

\ the darkness. He lights the jack-o'-

lantern, will-o'-the-wisp or ignis fatuus

(Japanese, "fox-light"), and the weary

traveler flounders vainly through swamps

at the risk of his life. He lurks in dark

rooms, in lofts and in private places to

bewitch and ensnare the young and the

aged. He appears as a traveler on the

high-roads, rides the pack-horses, and

pays the owner in glittering coin that

afterward turns into dead leaves. He

climbs the trees and swells out his eye

until the boor, plodding homeward , thinks

it the moon, and wanders so far out of

his course that he must needs stay in the

cold swamp, amid the damps of night,

till sunrise. He invites sociable fellows

to accompany him to hotels, calls for

luscious viands, eats his fill and then

scampers off', leaving the dupes to settle

the bill. He so bewitches the staid

scholar that he wanders amid the tea-

fields "spouting" poetry, or astounds

his friends by singing lewd songs. He

leads the devotee to what seems to be a

gorgeous temple, but which, when ft- ,

victim comes to himself, he finHV

but a dung-heap beneath a roof "

He leads the lover, the night l

marriage, to the supposed nuptial couch,

but sadly the man wakes to find himself

at midnight in a graveyard, surrounded

by dead men's tombs, his'b ^rth and

his companion a tombstone.^ Even the

staid householder is lured away from

wife and home to rush into the arms of

young Beauty, but comes to his senses

to find himself rheumatic and stiff in the

lone graveyard. From a collection of

such stories gathered in various parts of

Japan we give the following as specimens.

One day a man was walking near a

piero of woods, when he met a beautiful

woman, who said to him, "I am very

much troubled because I cannot find my

way : if you will lead me home I will

give you something very nice." HH'n he

agreed to go with her. When they'had

walked about three miles thet ame to a

house, and she said, " Thi.- . , my home :

please come in." He wt0 : in and she

pressed him to eat and drink, and gave

him a handsome present in money, say

ing, " It is now very late ; so please stay

with me all night, and you can return in
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the morning." So he stayed all night,

hut when he awoke he was surprised to

find no house, and nothing but woods

all around him. Then he knew that

he had been cheated by a fox. " How

ever," he thought, " l have plenty of

money now, anyhow;" but on opening

his wallet he found nothing but dead

leaves.

A Japanese friend from one of the

southern provinces told the following

story as related to him many a time in

his boyhood by his mother. It is about

the celebrated female fox Osan :

"This fox was the most cunning and

mischievous in my province. She lived

in the forest of Jioyama more than a

hundred years ago. She was accustom

ed to wait near a certain bridge at night,

and delude any one who carried certain

kinds of food of which she was fond.

One night a man was returning from Ni-

shimi to Imadzu, carrying a basket of

fsh. and a bottle of oil. The fox trans-

jf;| herself into a beautiful woman,

(-,Jj?^) |^nd told him she had lost her

I .at if he would help her she

wo grant him any favor he might ask.

She carried his bottle of oil and basket

of fish for him, took him to her house,

and they c nt the night in feasting ; 60

that he tor^ot to return home, and slept

there until sunrise. Then, to his sorrow,

he found himself under a lone tree on a

high mountain, stiff and sore, far from

home, minus his fish and oil. Then he

knew he had been deluded by the fox

Osan."

The death of Osan is thus recounted :

One night a brave man determined to

kill the fox. He went to JioVama and

waited, smoking his pipe under ; nee.

He had not waited long before a beauti

ful woman approached him, and telling

him iMt her lantern had been taken by

a fo«, requested him to go with her to

the opposite side of the river. At first,

tempted by.,; .er beauty, he was almost

on the point f .accompanying her, but

suddenly draw iM his sword, he cut her

in two. He examined her dead body,

tut no traces of the fox appeared, and

he was horrified lest he might have been

mistaken. Going home, he passed a

sleepless night, and early next morning

he visited the spot again, but saw only

what seemed a dead woman's body.

Knowing he would have to fly the coun

try as a murderer, he obtained his feudal

lord's permission, and bidding his wife

and children farewell, prepared for flight.

However, he went once more to the scene

of the previous night's adventure, and

there, to his great relief, he saw the car

case of the huge fox Osan.

One of the favorite tricks of the foxes

is shaving the victim's head, and many

a bald-pated dupe has had his neigh

bors' laugh raised against him. In this

case the fox appears as a priest all shaven

and shorn, who saves the life of the vic

tim on condition of his becoming a dis

ciple and submitting to the tonsure. The

dupe agrees, and loses his hair to save

his head. Here is such a story: Long,

long time ago there was a poulterer who

carried capons, chickens, and sometimes

ducks, to the market in the city. An old

and cunning fox had his lair near the

road, but although he deceived other

men, he could never deceive the poul

terer, because the latter was always ac

companied by a good hunting-dog. The

fox, nettled at his lack of success, and

tantalized by the daily sight of the fat

fowls, at length hit upon the following

plan : Sending his young cub into the

road, the dog ran after it of course, and

the old fox immediately transformed

himself into a pretty woman, who said to

the seller of fowls, "Look out for your

fowls : there is a cunning fox near by."

The poulterer answered, " Oh, tl^ere is

no danger : my dog ran after th«. jeast

just now, and will surely catch ii!u

"That's very true," replies- the woman,

"but the other cubs will be. veri angry,

and will be revenged on y' , To avo

them, suppose we take the , er road . .

the city? It is much shorter, an^'

can together pray at the shrine of ,

goddess Kuannon, who will deliver,

from the foxes. J know the road, '
The poulterer, dazed by her beaui Pal

lowed her through a narrow and iasts,

path, which seemed to him a broad ai j

fine road. Arriving at a beautiful shrii (-

of Kuannon, they worshiped and prs -
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ed for deliverance from the deception of

all foxes. They then sat down to a

splendid dinner. The fox-woman said,

" If you drink some wine from this bot

tle, and eat some of the sweet cake on

this plate, you will never be deceived,"

The man ate and drank heartily. After

dinner the woman said, " Please wait a

moment ;" and then she disappeared.

After a while the fox-woman, having

changed herself into a very tall priest

with a long neck and horribly large

mouth, appeared, and in a great rage

cried out to the terrified man, " You are

a robber : you have stolen the wine and

cake belonging to the goddess Kuannon,

and you must be killed." The poor

wretch begged piteously for his life,

promising to do whatever the priest re

quired. The priest answered, "My busi

ness is to save life ; therefore I do not

wish to kill you, but if you become my

disciple I will pardon you." The poul

terer was very glad, and submitted his

head to the tonsure, after which the old

priest put him in the bath to purify his

body. When the poor bewitched poul

terer came to himself, he found all his

fowls gone, and himself lying in a ditch

of muddy water near a wretched straw

shed, a pit of manure and a flat stone

heaped with refuse. The jeers of his

neighbors at his bare head on his return

home made him feel almost worse than

when he awoke in the ditch.

Story-telling is a regular profession,

by which thousands of persons get a liv

ing in Japan. Seated on a box behind

a small reading-board or desk, with a

fan, a piece of hard wood to clap upon

the board for effect, and a tea-pot near at

hand to moisten his throat, the story

teller may be seen in many a thronged

street in Yedo, surrounded by a crowd

of eager listeners from sunrise to sun

set. Besides these professionals, neigh

bors and friends, oftener mothers or

grandmothers, versed in vulpine and

ghostly lore, and children, gather around

the brazier of coals at night and recount

many an instance well authenticated by

neighbors and listened to with open eyes.

Although the entrance of the world's

light and knowledge must cause these

I superstitions to vanish and the fox-myths

to disappear, yet they are now, and long

will be, potential in the Japanese mind.

Of course, the educated native laughs

at the fox-superstitions, and scouts the

idea of the rustic and uneducated people

being made victims of kitsun'e-tsuki, or

fox-delusion ; yet even the cultured na

tive is not always free from a tincture

of the superstitions that seemed to be

breathed with his native air. I knew a

Japanese gentleman who prided himself

on having not only the ordinary educa

tion of his countrymen, and of having

been a magistrate, but also on his know

ledge of foreign countries and personal

acquaintance with foreigners, who could

yet understand certain strange events

only on the vulpine theory. For exam

ple : A little girl in Fukui, his native

city, was able to relate the most wonder

ful things about Yedo and Osaka, and

even tell about foreign countries, though

she had never been out of her native

village and could neither read nor write.

My worthy friend believed it to be a

moral impossibility that such a phenom

enon could exist without the direct agen

cy of His Vulpine Majesty. I even knew

a student in the college of Yedo, possess

ed of the rudiments of a foreign educa

tion, who had lost nearly all his former

beliefs, but who found it impossible to

abandon the fox -theory of evil. He

could explain the maudlin and indecent

conduct of certain foreign gentlemen,

the shining exponents of modern Aryan

civilization, only upon the theory of

vulpine possession. Ignoring the effects

both of alcohol and of total depravity,

or that partial depravity of which the

catechism does not speak, commonly

called "cussedness," he declared that

the fox had surely bewitched these for

eigners ; and perhaps he still clings to

his belief, in spite of the ridicule of his

instructor, who was, after all, but a for

eign infidel and scoffer. An American

gentleman of my acquaintance in Yedo

will keep no native maids and nurses in

his family, because he has repeatedly

found them frightening the children into

obedience by threats of the coming fox,

until to these little Americans the fox be
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came as hideous a reality as the " kid

napper" or the " black man" was to those

of us who in our infantile days were ad

jured by those creatures. Even at the

present day the native newspapers give

apparently well-authenticated accounts

of men possessed of foxes.

Every Japanese, whether rustic or ur

ban, has his memory stored to repletion

with fox-stories. In the country especial

ly many localities have the sinister repu

tation of being the haunt and rendezvous

of these deceivers of mankind. Until

within a few months the fox-doctors,

charmers, sorcerers and exorcists, who

gained their subsistence by keeping alive

an old superstition, formed a numerous

class of professionals. Certain people

were supposed to be able by incantation

to bewitch a person with the fox, causing

the evil spirit of the animal to enter his

heart, and make him suffer all the lament

able disorders which our fathers once be

lieved were endured by the victims of

witchcraft. As soon as a person was dis

covered by his friends to be bewitched,

they called in the most skillful exorcist,

who came to the house and with all

gravity proceeded to drive Kitsune out.

The most efficacious remedy was to burn

the moxa under the nose of the victim.

A moxa is a pellet of dried mugwort,

and when burned its smoke has a most

intolerable odor. The fox-doctor utters

loud cries while* the smoke ascends, and

Kitsunfe, being brought to bay, flies out

into the smoke and disappears in the

form of a small round black ball, which

is his spirit. The relieved victim is con

gratulated, and the doctor receives a fee

and thanks. Be it said, to the honor

and credit of the present efficient gov

ernment of Japan, that a severe blow

has been dealt to this disgraceful super

stition by abolishing the profession of

the fox-exorcist, and forbidding him on

severe penalties to ply his trade.

People who cannot afford to pay for

the professional services of a fox-doctor

have a ready means of baffling the arts

of the enemy of their souls, which is

as potent as a horseshoe against witches.

It is said that a roasted rat will en

tice His Vulpine Majesty from one of

his victims or out of the shapes which

he assumes. Even when in the form of

a lovely woman, should a roasted rodent

be thrown down before the suspected

beauty, Kitsune forgets himself, and the

spectacle of a pretty girl on her hands

and knees devouring a rat is the result.

The moxa-smokc, however, is the stand

ard and most aristocratic remedy. Prof

iting by a knowledge of this infallible

specific, or rather by knowing its effect

on the most sensitive organ in the head,

a friend of mine, though neither a doctor

nor the son of a doctor, achieved marked

success in relieving a severe case of vul

pine possession. Returning to his house

one day, he found his man-servant rush

ing wildly about, with his loaded shot

gun in his hand, and peering in all di

rections as if in eager search of some

victim or target, and crying out, " Where

is he ? The fox ! the fox ! show me the

fox !" Approaching the excited man

cautiously, since it was hardly pleasant

to sec unskillful fingers playing nervous

ly on the delicate hair-trigger, my friend

ordered him to put the weapon away.

The man obeyed, but, still wildly excited,

informed his master that his wife, then

lying on the floor, was possessed with a

fox. He knew it by the way in which

she talked and acted, and he should

have no peace till the evil was driven

out. A brilliant idea seized my friend.

Hastening to the closet, he took out a

bottle of strong hartshorn, and uncork

ing the vial applied it to the nose of the

victim, at thp same time advising her to

take a good sniff. After a sudden tum

ble backward, and several minutes con

sumed in making facial expressions

never before witnessed by her delighted

spouse, the fox was declared exorcised.

The woman, plus watery eyes and a very

red nose, was herself again, and the new

medicine was acknowledged to be of

marvelous potency. Kitsune did not

make himself visible to give testimony,

but he doubtless had enough of it ; and

it is worthy of remark that the woman

was never again fox-stricken while the

vial of ammonia remained in the house.

Besides entering into and possessing

his victims, Kitsune spirits away young
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girls from their home into the dark for

ests ; and though sometimes only a cold

corpse or a bleached skeleton is found,

yet in general the girl comes back after

a few days to her home, and quietly re

sumes her duties. She is never able to

explain her absence, or she simply pro

nounces the word "Kitsune," when fur

ther explanation is needless. When a

child is thus lost, the distressed parents

or friends go about ringing bells, making

inquiries, and continually beseeching the

god of foxes, Inari Sama, to compel his

servant foxes to restore their beloved

child.

Inari Sama is the most popular deity

in Japan. He is the god of rice and the

patron of foxes, who obey him and do

his behests. The votaries of all the na

tive religions in Japan honor Inari Sama,

and his shrines probably outnumber all

others together. In the city of Yedo

there are tens of thousands of them.

They are found by the wayside, in the

groves, village temples and private

houses throughout the country. As rice

is the staple of food, and as foxes are the

most mysterious of creatures, the most

extravagant honors are paid to him.

His festivals are the gayest and liveliest

of all, and in Yedo the day dedicated to

Inari, the seventeenth of the first month,

is the red-letter day of the year. Votive

tablets are then hung up, processions are

held, and all kinds of merry dances, rude

music and grotesque and curious dis

plays are made to propitiate the god

and to amuse the people. Whatever the

religious beliefs of the Japanese may

be, it is certain that in practice fun and

frolic, games and sport, always form a

large part of their religious observances.

At the festivals, both in temporary

booths erected along the streets and on

huge open cars, dances by men dressed

as foxes or with a fox-mask are frequent

ly and loudly applauded. All kinds of

effigies and pictures of Kitsune are al

ways conspicuous. One of the most

popular and standard dances at house

hold entertainments is called the "fox-

dance," in which the education and

training of her cubs by the old mother-

fox are illustrated by postures, gestures

and various accessories of sticks, nooses,

cords, etc. One of the favorite games

played by two persons, and depending

on adroitness of the hands and fingers,

represents the hunter, gun and fox. The

fox can conquer or delude the hunter,

but the hunter is master of the gun, and

the gun kills the fox. But it is neces

sary to see this game in order to under

stand it.

The Inari shrines are generally small,

consisting of a little house with one

room. On the altar are strips of white

paper, and images of the fox on either

side. On the shrine and around it hang

votive pictures of Kitsune, and outside

in the yard are stone images of the old

foxes, often with a litter of young, or

with small bundles of rice in their paws.

Sometimes scores of plaster images of

the fox are ranged in the shrine. On

the votive pictures they are usually rep

resented with a sealed scroll, keys or a

jewel in their mouths or paws, indicative

of their business as messengers of the

gods.

Children and country-folk are the most

devoted admirers and worshipers of

Kitsune and Inari, though nearly all

classes of people pay him honor, and

even the great Booddhist and Shinto

temples often have one or more Inari

shrines within their grounds. The foxes

are said to be best propitiated and evil

warded off by making the shrines face

north-east. Among the lowest and most

ignorant classes the feeding of the live

fox at night with tofu (bean cheese) fried

in oil is thought to please Inari and ward

off threatened evils from his messenger

foxes.

In broad daylight, when captured by

dogs or men, the fox of flesh and blood

is not very highly respected. I have

seen farmers set their dogs on the ani

mal whose bushy tail flashed through

the standing rice. Not only are foxes

plentiful in the country, but even in that

great rus urha Yedo they are by no

means rare. They burrow in the nume

rous open spaces in the city, and I not

only know of several shot near my own

house, but have seen the native grooms

in the stable make merry over the death
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and feast upon the body of the fox which

their master had shot.

In a curious old shop in the north

eastern part of the capital, where our

Darwinian ancestors are exposed for sale,

together with roast badgers, fried eagles,

stewed bears, etc., foxes either whole or

in steaks, chops and cutlets are sold

when in season to the epicures whose

mouths water for such delicacies. The

men who most relish the cooked Kitsune

are often those who most fear the ideal

creature of their own imaginings. The

Japanese pharmacopoeia does not at pres

ent include fox livers, blood, hearts, etc.,

as of yore, though a demand for these

specifics may still exist in out-of-the-way

places and with the uninformed, who

have not lost their faith in the old

Chinese system of medicine. In China

numerous and important prescriptions

can be compounded only from the fox's

body, and his position in the materia

medica is by no means contemptible.

In Japanese literature the fox is as

standard an element as is the fairy in our

. Aryan lore. In the grave volumes of

what calls itself history and in the tiny

novelette and story-book for children

the exploits of the fox are described, his

character portrayed and his evil influence

deprecated. In comic, serious, didactic,

amorous and moral literature the foxes

appear in every guise and in every con

dition in life ; now wielding baleful pow

er, now playing harmless practical jokes,

and rarely exerting abeneficent influence.

Picture-books and the pictorial broad

sides so common in Japan represent the

seven ages of Reynard—his birth, cub-

hood, marriage, prime, old age, death

and burial, with his tomb. The fox's

courtship is a favorite subject of the

popular artists. Beginning with the gay

and festive young Kitsune, or as the

meditative student who in his walks

meets two lovely lady foxes, the melter

of his heart and her maid, it passes up

through all the stages of" stern parents,"

anxious mammas, the wedding, bridal

veils, presents and wedded bliss, to a

happy divorce or a good old age.

Again, the fox appears as a troubler

of domestic bliss. Many a story is told

of a fox transforming herself into a rare

and radiant maiden who is wooed and

won by a Japanese lover and married.

Husband and wife live happily together,

and children are born to bless their

union. Suddenly things begin to go

wrong. The husband begins to suspect

the truth, and one day is thunderstruck

at seeing his wife and all his children

turn into foxes and scamper away to

disappear in their holes among the tombs.

I have heard that there exists an illus

trated book which represents a young

man setting out on a journey and met by

a fox who appears as his tempter through

out, transforming himself into all man

ner of alluring and frightful shapes.

Through all these various forms of evil

the youth manages to pass safely, some

times by learning, sometimes by finesse,

sometimes by courage, till, becoming a

Booddhist priest, he secures victory and

rest by cutting off the fox's head. The

resemblance of all this to the general

outline of Bunyan's immortal allegory

needs no comment, and furnishes in

teresting matter for reflection. I have

sought for the book, but have not yet

succeeded in procuring it.

The conception of a flying fox, so

common in China, does not seem to ex

ist in Japan, though the nine-tailed Rey

nard is a common picture in street-shows

and in the blood-and-thunder stories so

relished by the vulgar. In the province

of Oshin the nine-tailed fox which had

golden hair and could leap as if flying

stands petrified, it is said, at the present

day. Birds which light on it are said to

fall dead.

It would be tedious to recount at length

the innumerable phases of the fox-myths

of Japan, or to measure their immense

influence upon the average Japanese

mind. Being the growth of centuries,

they will be the last to be rooted out of

the mind of the dweller on the soil of

Dai Nipon. Before the advance of light,

knowledge, and especially the Christian

religion, they must fade away, and be re

membered only as withered specimens in

the museum of comparative mythology.

Whence arose the fox-myths, and what
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is the philosophy that underlies these cu

rious phenomena of the human imagina

tion ? Why do we find the fox-myths

cropping out in China, Japan, India,

America and elsewhere ? Surely these

ascriptions of malice, enormous power

and almost supernatural cunning do not

arise from accurate observation of the

living creature himself. The first set

tlers of America tell of the prevalence

of fox-beliefs similar to those of Japan.

In India the fox has long been looked

upon as the embodiment of feminine

malice, and we doubt not that the rev

elations of comparative mythology will

show us other countries in which the

fox-myth has flourished. The origin of

the fox-myths of Japan is obviously in

China. The Anios of Yezo, evidently

the aborigines of Japan, if they have

similar ideas about the fox with the Jap

anese, are not known to lay much stress

upon them or to be influenced by them.

All evidence derived both from superfi

cial observation and critical examination

points to China as the birthplace of the

most powerful superstition in Japan.

To explain the fox-myths is not so easy

as to state their form. Yet, reasoning

from actual facts and personal experience

among the Japanese people, rather than

evolving the idea from inner conscious

ness, we should say that they were in

ventions to save thinking. All false re

ligions—though it is not for us to say

which are false and which true—may be

looked upon as " devices to explain the

incomprehensible," or, as Spencer puts

it, the unknowable—as pictured curtains

to limit the invisible, to prevent search,

and to lull curiosity with what is material

and comprehensible. The natural man

does not like to think. Curiosity he may

have—patient, profound, severe thought

he hates and shirks. He eagerly seizes

upon any myth, superstition or fable that

will satisfy his hungry curiosity and ap

pease his eager desires to know as a

child wishes to know—to receive without

reasoning. Man desires a scapegoat.

Like the little child that has bumped its

head, he wishes to beat the object that

hurt him. Does anything go wrong ?

He looks not to himself: he lays the

blame on some one else. The first man

did not eat the forbidden fruit : it was

" the woman whom Thou gavest to be

with me." Man will never acknowledge

the direct results of his own cowardice,

stupidity, ignorance or weakness. He

must have a devil, a scapegoat, a fox.

Kitsune is as necessary to the stupid

boor of Japan as was the horned and

hoofed devil to the Middle Age saint.

What would Saint Dunstan have done

without his fiend? The man who gets

drunk and wallows i n the mud, or wanders

into the graveyard and falls asleep like

Gabriel Grubb, will, like Gabriel, wake up

stiff and sore. Does he blame his own

stupidity, call himself a drunkard, and

try to reform ? Not he : he says the fox

did it. He laughs, fears, and burdens

his mind and conscience no more. Does

the young blade who, instead of manfully

conquering desire, visits the house of the

temptress, losing time, reputation, and

perhaps health, look to himself and

cleanse his ways ? Not he : bewailing

his folly to his remonstrating friend, he

yet declares that he cannot help it, for

the fox leads and deceives him. The

bumpkin who stands agape at city sights,

stumbles and drops his fish or food, which

is whisked off in a wink by the keen curs

of the street, will swear that the fox made

him fall and stole his food. The proud

and boasting superior being, outwitted by

woman's wit and finer strength, is angry,

and forthwith declares she is helped by

a fox. A hundred other such cases of

fox-delusion might be explained ration

ally by one who is neither philosopher

nor scholar. Our belief concerning the

fox-myths of Japan is that they were in

vented and still hold their ground be

cause they are a device to explain the in

comprehensible : they save thinking, and

they furnish that which all men, especi

ally fools and cowards, so much need—

a scapegoat. As to the worship of Inari

Sama, it points to a "culture-myth " based

on the introduction of rice into Japan, or

improvements in its cultivation ; but how

it came to be connected with the fox-

myths I am unable to conjecture.

William E. Griffis.
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CHESTER HARDING, THE SELF-MADE ARTIST.

WHEN a man begins life as a back

woodsman inured to the roughest

kind of labor and privation, and ends it as

a celebrated painter whose works are cher

ished in hundreds of homes in America

and Great Britain, his career cannot be de

void of interest or undeserving of record.

Such a man was Chester Harding, one

of the most eminent portrait - painters

whom America has produced, and a

connecting link between her earlier and

later artists. During the last years of his

life Mr. Harding drew up an account of

his life, which after his death was printed

for his family and friends, but has never

been published. It is an interesting

piece of autobiography, containing a

full but unpretentious narrative of in

cidents which I have often heard him

relate; and it graphically depicts that

indomitable force of character through

which he won competence and honor in

the face of adverse circumstances. From

this little work, supplemented by my own

recollections, the following sketch has

been prepared.

Chester Harding, the son of very poor

parents, was born in Conway, Massa

chusetts, on September 1, 1792. His

father wasted his energies and impover

ished his family by abortive schemes for

the discovery of perpetual motion. His

mother was a noble woman, and he in

herited her striking common sense. He

was reared as other poor boys were at

that period, with very little education,

and at the age of fourteen the family

removed to Madison county in Western

New York, then an unbroken wilderness.

They had a hard struggle for existence,

and Chester, besides helping to clear the

farm, which was covered with heavy

timber, worked with an elder brother in

making flag-bottomed chairs. During

the war with Great Britain he enlisted

for a time, and served as a drummer at

Oswego and Sackett's Harbor. After

his discharge he started forth as a ped

dler of a patent spinning-head, the right

of which he sold in Connecticut, and

toward the close of the war embarked

with a younger brother in the manufac

ture of chairs and furniture at Caledonia,

a small town in Livingston county, New

York.

At this period he fell desperately in

love, at first sight, with Miss Caroline

Woodruff, a beautiful girl of twenty.

She soon removed with her family to a

distance of fifty miles, but, drawn by her

magnetic power, he twice walked the

whole distance to urge his suit. He was

at length accepted, and the wedding-day

was fixed for February 1 5, 181 5. On the

preceding day the bride was making her

last preparations : the guests had been

invited, the wedding-cake was in the

oven, and her brother had been de

spatched to a neighboring town for the

white kid gloves and sash. Presently

the bridegroom elect drove up to the

door in a sleigh, and, after the first salu

tations had passed, announced that he

had come to be married on that day, for

the snow was melting so fast that if they

waited twenty-four hours they would not

be able to get back to Caledonia. So

they were married the day beforehand.

"And," Mrs. Harding was accustomed to

say, in allusion to her husband's habit

of quick and impulsive decision, "it has

been the day beforehand ever since."

Hardly had he married when business

troubles beset him. Proving unfortunate

in his trade, he tried tavern-keeping, and

fell into debt. His creditors became

pressing, and fearing to be thrown into

jail, he hastily and secretly bade adieu

to his wife and infant daughter, and

made his way to the head-waters of the

Alleghany, whence, when the river open

ed, he took passage on a raft and work

ed his way down to Pittsburg. Here he

managed to save a few dollars by work

ing at house-painting, and then started

for home again, walking all the way

over mountains and through thick -for

ests without a path or any guide except
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blazed trees. Fearful of arrest, he lay

concealed in his house three or four

days, and then retraced his steps with

his wife and child to the head-waters of

the Alleghany, experiencing many hard

ships on the journey. A raft, with a

shanty built upon it, floated them in a

week's time down to Pittsburg, where he

had previously rented a small tenement.

All his money, however, was now gone,

and he was almost at his wits' end to

earn daily bread. Fortunately, he was

befriended by a barber who occupied

part of the same tenement, and who,

not knowing his utter destitution, lent

him twenty dollars, which Mr. Harding,

after many efforts, summoned courage

to ask for. A chance offering in sign-

painting, he took up the trade and fol

lowed it for a year. Up to this time he

had been utterly unconscious of the

power that lay dormant within him,

never having conceived any notion of

art or seen any of its productions. The

incident to which he owed his first con

ception of what was henceforth to occupy

his life will be best related in his own

words: "About this time I fell in with a

portrait-painter by the name of Nelson

—one of the primitive sort. He had for

his sign a copy of the ' Infant Artists ' of

Sir Joshua Reynolds, with this inscrip

tion : ' Sign, Ornamental and Portrait

Painting executed on the shortest notice,

with neatness and despatch.' I saw his

portraits, and was enamored at once. I

got him to paint me and my wife, and

thought the pictures perfection. He

would not let me see him paint, nor

would he give me the least idea how the

thing was done. I took the pictures

home and pondered on them, and won

dered how it was possible for a man to

produce such wonders of art. At length

my admiration began to yield to an am

bition to do the same thing. l thought

of it by day and dreamed of it by night,

until l was stimulated to make an attempt

at painting, myself. I got a board, and

with such colors as I had for use in my

trade I began a portrait of my wife. I

made a thing that looked like her. The

moment l saw the likeness I became

frantic with delight : it was like the dis

covery of a new sense : I could think of

nothing else. From that time sign-paint

ing became odious."

Several sitters confirmed him in his

new love, but Nelson, whom he had in

vited to see his productions, discouraged

him by saying that the portrait of his

wife was no likeness at all, and that it

was of no use for him to pursue "the

trade " which he (Nelson) had been ten

years in learning. Cast down at first by

this adverse criticism, he was cheered by

the good opinion of an Irish apothecary,

who justly attributed Nelson's remarks

to sheer envy of Harding's evident su

periority. Thus encouraged, he perse

vered in the face of much trial until he

heard from a brother established in Paris,

Kentucky, that there was an opening

there for a painter ; when, winding up

his affairs in Pittsburg, he sought a new

home, and fairly commenced his career

as a professional artist.

Writing of this period, he says : " I had

never read any book but the Bible, and

could only read that with difficulty. My

wife, who had received a comparatively

good education, and had once taught

school, borrowed of one of the neighbors

The Children of the Ahhey, a popular

novel of that day. I was rather opposed

to her reading it, as I had been taught

to believe by my mother that cards and

novels were the chief instruments of the

devil in seducing mortals from the paths

of virtue. However, her desire to read

it was too strong to be overcome by any

objections I could raise, so I had to

yield ; but I insisted upon her reading

it aloud. One dark and rainy day she

commenced the reading. She read on

till bed-time, and then proposed to leave

the rest of the story until the next day;

but I was altogether too eager to hear

how the next chapter ended to consent

to that. She was persuaded to read the

next chapter, and the next, and the next.

In short, I kept her reading all night,

and gave her no rest until the novel was

finished. The first novel I ever read

myself was Roh Roy. I could only read

it understandingly by reading it aloud,

and to this day I often find myself whis

pering the words in the daily newspaper."
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At Paris Mr. Harding had opportuni

ties of enjoying cultivated society which

had been denied him at Pittsburg. Soon

after his arrival he painted the portrait

of a very popular young man, and was

so successful in the likeness that in six

months he had painted nearly one hun

dred portraits at twenty-five dollars each.

Hitherto, he writes, " I had thought little

of the profession so far as its honors were

concerned. Indeed, it had never oc

curred to me that it was more honorable

or profitable than sign-painting. I now

began to entertain more elevated ideas

of the art, and to desire some means of

improvement. Finding myself in funds

sufficient to visit Philadelphia, I did so,

and spent two months in that city, de

voting my time entirely to drawing in the

Academy and studying the best pictures,

practicing at the same time with the

brush. 1 would sometimes feel a good

deal discouraged as I looked at the

works of older artists. I saw the labor

it would cost to emulate them, working,

as I should, .under great disadvantages.

Then, again, when I had painted a pic

ture successfully, my spirits would rise,

and I would resolve that I could and

would overcome every obstacle."

On his return to Kentucky he found

that a financial crisis had occurred there

which much diminished the number of

his sitters, and after struggling on for a

few months he determined to try his for

tune farther west. He accordingly left

Paris in 1819, and finding no encourage

ment in Cincinnati, pushed on to Mis

souri, then only a Territory, and presented

one of his letters to Governor Clarke.

The governor sat to him, and the portrait

proving successful others were quickly-

engaged, and for fifteen months he was

kept hard at work. By this time he had de

veloped those characteristics which made

him so successful an artist. He excelled

as a colorist, and although his works ex

hibited occasional faults of drawing, he

not only made admirable likenesses, but

infused into his portraits the predominant

mental traits of their originals. In this

last respect Harding came nearer to Gil

bert Stuart, the greatest of American por

trait-painters, than any of his compeers.

In June of this year (1820) he made a

journey of one hundred miles for the

purpose of painting the likeness of the

venerable Daniel Boone, the most fa

mous of Western hunters and pioneers.

The old warrior was ninety years of age,

and was living in an ancient block-house

which had been built to guard against

the incursions of the Indians. There,

surrounded by a very large number of

descendants, one of his granddaughters

having eighteen children, the aged fron

tiersman lived in the most homely fash

ion, shunning as far as possible the ap

proaches of civilized life. Mr. Harding

had some difficulty in finding him, and

discovered that even near neighbors

scarcely knew by name one whose ex

ploits had made him as celebrated in

Europe as in the West, and who had

won the poetic tribute of Byron. Mr.

Harding found him engaged in cooking

a venison steak wound around the end

of a ramrod, and had some trouble in

making him comprehend the object of

his visit. When, however, this had been

made clear to him, he consented to sit.

" His memory of passing events," Mr.

Harding writes, "was much impaired,

yet he would amuse me every day by

his anecdotes of his earlier life. I asked

him one day, just after his description of

one of his long hunts, if he never got

lost, having no compass. ' No,' said he,

' I can't say as ever I was lost, but I was

bewildered once for three days.' He

was much astonished at seeing the like

ness." This exceedingly valuable and

unique painting—no other portrait of

Boone having ever been taken—is now

in the possession of Miss Ophelia King

of Springfield, Massachusetts, grand

daughter of the artist. It represents the

old warrior with white hair, his aged fea

tures still stamped with the iron will

which bore him unscathed through a

thousand perils with ferocious beasts

and savage Indians, dressed in his hunt

ing-shirt edged with fur, and wearing a

large buck -handled sheath -knife at his

girdle. It was engraved many years ago

for the National Portrait Gallery of Dis

tinguished Americans.

Having accumulated some money,
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Mr. Harding determined to visit Europe

with a view to improvement by careful

study of the old masters. He accord

ingly returned to Western New York,

where his parents were still living, and

astonished his relatives by his success,

as well as his old creditors in Caledonia

by paying off his debts in full. His ma

ternal grandfather, Mr. Smith, who, at

an advanced age, had followed his chil

dren to the West, by no means shared

the general sentiment, and took an op

portunity to remonstrate with the artist

on the mode of life he had chosen. He

considered it, he said, " little better than

swindling to charge forty dollars for one

of those effigies" and he begged Chester

to "give up this course of living, settle

down on a farm and become a respect

able man." Mr. Harding, at the earnest

solicitation of his mother, did buy a farm

on which to place his family, and in

accordance with her prudent counsels

gave up for a time his intended visit to

Europe, although his trunk was packed

and he intended leaving his family that

very day. Singularly enough, the ship

he had engaged passage in, the ill-fated

Albion, was cast away on the coast of

Ireland, and only one man survived to

tell the talc of horror.

After placing his family on the farm,

Harding started for Washington, where

he made the acquaintance of many dis

tinguished men, and painted a number

of portraits. He then passed a season

in Springfield and Northampton, and

while painting in those towns received

an earnest invitation from two Boston

gentlemen to visit that city. His reputa

tion had preceded him, and he was at

once overwhelmed with orders, painting

eighty portraits in six months. Gilbert

Stuart, who was also in Boston, found a

rival who seemed to eclipse him in popu

larity, and left him unemployed half the

winter, although Mr. Harding invariably

spoke of him as "the greatest portrait-

painter this country ever produced."

Stuart during this period would frequent

ly inquire, " How rages the Harding

fever ?" While at the height of success

in Boston, Mr. Harding's great anxiety

to visit Europe again prevailed, and

after establishing his family in North

ampton he sailed for England on August

l, 1823, and landed in Liverpool after a

passage of eighteen days.

We can scarcely call to mind any

American who met with the immediate

and brilliant success in the mother-coun

try which attended Mr. Harding. His

noble presence and fine manners, coupled

with his skill as an artist, gave him a

passport to the highest circles, and the

patronage of the duke of Sussex, the

king's brother, procured him the coun

tenance of many of the nobility. It is

gratifying to record that he was not in

the least spoilt by these attentions, but

always preserved his natural simplicity of

character and regard for the social forms

and institutions of his native country.

While in England he kept a journal

which forms a charming portion of his

autobiography. He soon became inti

mate with Leslie, Newton and other

noted artists, and he was kindly received

by Sir Thomas Lawrence, then at the

height of his fame and president of the

Royal Academy. About the beginning

of the new year (1824), he painted a

portrait of the duke of Sussex, who was

so graphically described by Haydon as

a fat man "with a star on his breast and

an asthma within it, wheezing out his

royal opinions." His Royal Highness

was very friendly, and Harding relates

with pleasant humor his experience at a

grand banquet of the Highland clans at

which the duke presided. Being placed

near the foot of one of the long tables

with several other gentlemen in black

coats, he tried to carry on some conver

sation with them, but they were very un

social until in the course of dinner the

duke's servant came to Mr. Harding and

said, "His Royal Highness will take

wine with you, sir." Mr. Harding rose

and bowed to the duke, who also half

rose and bowed, and at this mark ot

distinction the taciturn gentlemen be

came suddenly very cordial and re

spectful.

The following extract from his diary-

gives an account of his visit to Holkham

Hall, the magnificent seat of Mr. Coke,

afterward earl of Leicester, the greatest
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agriculturist in England : " Arrived at

Hoikham at ten in the evening. Rang

at the door, and was answered by a foot

man in powder, who announced me to

the next servant, and my name rang

through the long hall most awfully. One

of the head-servants then asked me if I

would go to my room or be introduced

to the family. I chose the former. Next

morning I went down to breakfast with

trembling steps. As I passed through

the long range of splendidly-furnished

apartments the echo of the shutting

doors, and even my own steps in these

large rooms, were frightful ; and what

rendered my embarrassment greater was

that 1 had never seen Mr. Coke, and had

to introduce myself. At length, how

ever, I reached the breakfast-room, and

was ushered into it. There were but a

few persons in the room, and neither

Mr. Coke nor Lady Anson was present.

They soon came in and broke the pain

ful silence I was constrained to observe.

We were soon seated at table to the

number of five-and-twenty ladies and

gentlemen, the latter in their shooting-

dresses. Here I felt a little awkward,

as the table arrangements were very dif

ferent from any I had seen. In the cen

tre of the room was placed a long table,

around which the company were seated,

and side-tables, loaded with cold meats

and cold game, were resorted to by any

one that wished for flesh or fowl. It

struck me at first as being a queer sort

of hospitality not to be asked to take this

or that, but left to help myself or go

without. Each calls for coffee, tea or

chocolate as he fancies, without being

asked which he prefers. After breakfast

I joined the shooting-party : we set off

in terrible array, with guns, dogs and

game - keepers, the older gentlemen

mounted on horseback. In the course

of the day I shot about a dozen in all—

pheasants, partridges and hares — and

was withal excessively fatigued. At six

we sat down to a sumptuous dinner. The

men with whom I had been shooting and

conversing freely all day had so changed

the ' outer man,' by throwing off their

shooting habiliments and putting on

their finery, that I hardly recognized a

single face at table. Every dish was of

silver, gold knives and forks for dessert,

and everything else on the table of cor

responding costliness. The ladies re

tired about eight, *and the gentlemen,

with a few exceptions, gathered round a

smaller table and sat until nine, and then

joined the ladies and took coffee. After

coffee some of the company retire to

their rooms ; others to side-tables to write

letters ; and such as have nothing else

to do play whist or chess or some other

game until ten, when a supper is served

up on a side-table, where the company

stand and eat or drink what they wish.

After supper one after another calls for

a bed-room candle, and goes to his room.

None stop later than eleven o'clock.

" The furniture of this house is in the

most extravagant style. Lady Anson

showed me the state rooms, bed-rooms,

etc., which are magnificent. The bed-

curtains of one of the beds cost eight

guineas a yard : the rest of the furniture

was equally costly. All the principal

rooms are hung with tapestry. I had no

idea of the wealth of an English gen

tleman until I came here. Mr. Coke

owns seventy thousand acres of produc

tive land. He is now, and always has

been, an ardent admirer of America : he

often says it is the only country where

one spark of freedom is kept alive ; and

he regrets very much not having gone

over at the termination of the Revolu

tionary struggle, that he might have seen

the brightest character that ever adorned

the page of history."

On his return to London, Mr. Harding

was gratified to find that his pictures,

sent to the exhibition at Somerset House

and hung amidst those of Lawrence,

Beechey, Jackson, Shee, Phillips and

other eminent painters, were favorably

received and criticised. Yet we find

him writing in his diary, with character

istic modesty, "My own portraits do not

look as well as I thought they would.

On going into the room I wished there

was to be another exhibition immediate

ly, that I might shun the defects in my

next that I saw so plainly in these. The

greatest advantage I shall derive from

this exhibition is the opportunity of com
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paring myself with others." Hearing

that his portrait of Mr. Owen had been

pronounced by Mr. Coke one of the two

best in the room—the other being that

of the duke of Devonshire by Lawrence

—he writes : " This pleased me much :

at the same time I knew he was not cor

rect ; but such is the insatiable desire that

man has for distinction that he is willing

to give ear to the most extravagant flat

tery, and will try hard to reconcile it to

himself, however absurd it may be."

Having painted a number of portraits,

and his reputation continually increasing,

• after a year's sojourn in England he be

gan to think seriously of sending for his

family. The duke of Sussex gave him a

letter of introduction to the duke of Ham

ilton, and he set out for Scotland, stayed

some days at Hamilton Palace, and

painted the duke's portrait. " The pal

ace," he writes, "is two hundred and six

ty-five feet long by two hundred broad.

The picture-gallery is a hundred and

thirty-five feet long, full of old cabinets

and other curious furniture." The duch

ess he describes as "pretty, witty and

sociable." She was the daughter of the

celebrated William Beckford, author of

Vathek. On Mr. Harding's second visit

to Europe, more than twenty years after

the first, the duchess had become stone

blind, but recognized him instantly on

hearing his voice. In regard to the im

pression he produced upon persons whose

training and habits were so different from

those of his own early life, we have the

testimony of N. P.Willis, who wrote, many

years afterward, in the Home Journal:

" My best authority with the duchess of

Gordon, and the brilliant ladies who form

ed the court around her, was my assured

intimacy with Harding the artist. Her

Grace's first question was of the ' prairie

nobleman,' as they described this West

ern artist, whom they considered a splen

did specimen of a most gifted man."

In November, 1824, he visited France,

and made an attentive study of the

grand collections of the Louvre and

other galleries. He found the French

artists of that period far superior in

every department but portrait-painting

to what he had been led to expect. " In

the higher walks of art," he writes, "they

stand decidedly above the English. A

slovenly finish and a contempt for the

minutiae of Nature seem to possess the

English ; while a love of the sublime

and a high finish, given even to the

most trifling object, seem the ruling pas

sion of the French." "Yet there is

often," he adds, "a want of harmony

about their pictures, as if their heads

were painted in one light, the hands and

drapery in another." Cogniet's picture

of "Marius among the Ruins of Car

thage " was the object of his special ad

miration. " It is nearer perfection than

any, either ancient or modern, that I

have seen. It has poetry in every inch

of it."

Mr. Harding passed the next year in

different parts of England and Scotland,

and in September was joined by his wife

and four children, whom he had sent for

with the view of permanently settling in

Great Britain. At this period his pros

pects were brilliant : he had the secure

friendship of many distinguished men and

of many leading members of the nobility.

But in the summer following (1826) oc

curred a most disastrous panic and finan

cial crisis, which prostrated nearly every

branch of industry. "No one wanted

pictures while this excitement lasted," he

writes, " and no one could tell when it

would end." This and other considera

tions determined him to return to America.

He accordingly finished such pictures as

he had on the easel, collected what money

was due to him, and took leave of his

many friends. Among the parting com

munications addressed to him was a son

net which bears no signature, but which

I believe to have been written by James

Sheridan Knowles, who was one of his

warmest friends and admirers :

To Chester Harding, on his Departure from

Britain for America.

Son of another shore ! we bid thee not

To linger longer in this alien land—

Alien in naught but distance—while thy thought,

Anticipating time, doth to the strand

Of thy far father-home waft thee away.

Ours be the fond farewells that say not " Stay I"

But 'tis because we love the tvorltts young'Aqftr,

Thy country, more than even we love thee.

That we do seek not to transplant a lop

From her yet budding boughs of Art's green tree
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Into our earth ; though yet we trust it drew

Some healthful nurture from our older soil.

No, Harding, no—of such she yet hath few.

Go, and enrich her with triumphant toil 1

Three years had passed since Mr.

Harding's departure for Europe, and

during that interval many changes had

occurred in Boston. Of the eighty ap

plicants on his list when he left the city,

not one returned to fulfill his engage

ment. Yet he soon had numerous sit

ters, the first being Miss Emily Marshall,

a lady of exquisite beauty, subsequently

the wife of Mr. William Otis. This was

a very happy period of his life, and he

always spoke with the utmost gratitude

of Boston for its warm appreciation of

his merits, and on account of the nume

rous friends he prized there in social

life. With Washington Allston and N.

P. Willis he was particularly intimate.

To the latter he continued always warm

ly attached, although by no means blind

to his faults ; while of Allston he never

spoke but with the greatest reverence.

Mr. Allston, indeed, was most remark

able in life, character and appearance—

less imbued, probably, with the common

place working-day world than any artist

who ever lived in America. His striking

features, enkindled with genius and the

most exquisite refinement, his long white

curling hair, and the pensive beauty of

his musing face, suggested the thought

that he had suddenly stepped into the

nineteenth century from the companion

ship of Raphael and Leonardo da Vinci.

Mr. Harding thus writes of him in his

autobiography, or, as he entitled it, " My

Egotistigraphy :" "His habits were pe

culiar in many respects. He lived alone,

dining at six o'clock, and sitting up far

into the night. He breakfasted at eleven

or twelve. He usually spent three or

four evenings, or rather nights, at my

house every week ; and I greatly enjoy

ed his conversation, which was of the

most polished and refined order, and

always instructive. I sometimes called

at his studio. It was an old barn, very

large, and as cheerless as any anchorite

could desire. He never had it swept,

and the accumulation of the dust of

many years was an inch deep. You

could see a track leading through it to

some remote corner of the room, as

plainly as in new-fallen snow. He saw

few friends in his room, lived almost in

solitude, with only his own great thoughts

to sustain him.

"Just before I sailed for Europe he had

shown me his great picture of the ' Feast

of Belshazzar.' It was then finished

with the exception of the figure of

Daniel. I thought it a wonderful picture.

I was not to speak of it to any one but

Leslie. During the three years of my

absence he did not work on it. I had a

fine large studio, and when I went to

Washington, which I did in the winter

of 1828, l gave it to Mr. Allston to finish

his picture in. But he did not unroll it.

He painted all winter, instead, on a

landscape ; and when I came home I

found he had wiped out his winter's

work, saying it was not worthy of him.

He smoked incessantly, became nervous,

and was haunted by fears that his great

picture would not come up to the stand

ard of his high reputation. One day he

went to his friend Loammi Baldwin and

said, ' I have to-day blotted out my years'

work on my " Handwriting on the Wall." '

" He had discovered some little defect

in the perspective which could not be

corrected without enlarging the figures

in the foreground. Had he painted this

picture in London, surrounded by the

best works of art, and in daily inter

course with artists of his own standing,

his picture would undoubtedly have

taken a high rank among the best works

of the old masters. As it is, it is only a

monument of wasted genius of the high

est order."

During the visit to Washington men

tioned in the foregoing extract, and on

other occasions when staying there or

at Baltimore, Mr. Harding painted a

large number of portraits of distinguished

men. One was a cabinet-size full length

of Henry Clay ; another of George Pea-

body ; and a third that of Colonel John

Eager Howard, of Revolutionary fame,

the hero of " Cowpens." The most valu

able was one of the venerable Charles

Carroll of Carrollton, the last surviving

signer of the Declaration of Independ
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ence. Other portraits painted about the

same period were those of President John

Quincy Adams, John C. Calhoun, Wil

liam Wirt, Chief-Justice Marshall and all

the other judges of the Supreme Court,

and three different portraits of John Ran

dolph "ofRoanoke;" of the last ofwhom

he writes : " I never in all my practice

had a more agreeable sitter. At the close

of the second sitting he said, ' If you have

no objection to showing your sketch, I

should like to see it. I know, if it is like,

it will be very ugly. Ah ! it is very like.' "

During his stay at the national capi

tal in the winter of 1830-31 , Mr. Harding

was present at the memorable passage

of arms between Webster and Hayne on

the subject of" Foote's Resolutions." All

who heard the scathing speech of the

fiery South Carolina Senator felt con

vinced or feared that Mr. Webster would

be unable to answer him. Harding went

that night to pay a friendly visit to the

champion of the North, and greatly to

his surprise found him in quite a playful

mood, with his own daughter Julia and

Mr. Harding's daughter, who was on a

visit to her, sitting upon his knees. Mr.

Harding said he had expected to find him

in another room, pointing to the library.

" Time enough for that in the morning,

sir," replied Mr. Webster. After the mem

orable speech of the next day Harding

asked Mr. Calhoun, who had intimated

an opinion that Hayne had annihilated

"the great champion of the North," what

he thought of it. He said simply, but

very emphatically, "Mr. Webster is a

strong man, sir—a very strong man''

In the summer of 1830, Mr. Harding

and his family had established their res

idence in Springfield, which remained

his home until his death, thirty-six years

afterward. He lost his wife in 1845, anci

in 1846 he again visited Europe, remain

ing abroad nearly a year. He renewed

his intimacy with Leslie and a number

of his old friends, and painted the por

traits of Alison the historian, Rogers the

poet, Lord Aberdeen and several other

noted men. He also astonished the

Scotch gentry by his great skill in sal

mon-fishing. He was indeed an adept

at angling, catching a salmon as readily

as he caught a likeness, and tickling a

trout as happily as a sitter. He spent

the winter immediately succeeding his

return in Washington, being fully em

ployed there with professional labors,

and sharing the intimate society of Mr.

Webster, with whom he and the Hon.

George Ashmun, and one or two other

gentlemen who "messed" together, were

in the habit of dining two or three times

a week. "These family dinners," he

writes, " were always charming. We al

ways found sumptuous fare, though not

elaborate. Often the great feature of

the feast would be chowder or dun-fish,

both of which dishes he excelled in. One

day I was admiring and praising the lat

ter, and asked him where he procured

them. He said from his friend Charles

Cutter of Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

I said that I got my fish from the same

gentleman, but they did not seem to be of

the same quality, but perhaps they were

not as skillfully cooked. Thereupon he

gave a detailed history of the fish, mode

of curing, etc. Then he entered into a

minute description of the way of cooking

it, ending with, ' Have ready good mealy

potatoes, beets, drawn butter and oil:

have it all served up hot, and then send

for Ashmun and me'

"I had a few bottles of old Scotch

whisky, such as Wilson and Scott have im

mortalized under the name of ' mountain

dew.' This beverage is always used with

hot water and sugar. I put a bottle of

this whisky into my overcoat pocket one

day when I was going to dine with Mr.

Webster ; but I thought, before present

ing it to him, I would see who was in the

drawing-room. I put the bottle on the

entry-table, walked into the drawing-

room, and, seeing none but the familiar

party, said, ' I have taken the liberty to

bring a Scotch gentleman to partake of

your hospitality to-day.' ' I am most

happy, sir,' was the reply. I walked

back to the entry and pointed to the bot

tle. ' Oh !' said he, ' that is the gentle

man that bathes in hot water.' "

Mr. Harding's opinion of Webster's

intellect and character is worth citing as

that of an observer free from any strong

political bias. " I do think him," he
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writes, " the greatest man I ever came in

contact with. He is not only full of wis

dom and delightful aneedote, but of that

sort of playful wit which startles the more

coining from the same fountain, as it

docs, with the wisest maxims that man

ever uttered. With all this eulogium he

is far from being a perfect character. He

lacks many of the essentials requisite in

the formation of the good man. He lacks

sympathy. He has the art of making

many admirers, but few friends." In

exemplification of this last trait he once

remarked to me very emphatically, "I

tell you, sir, that when politics went

wrong, and money was scarce, and the

wind was east, Daniel Webster was the

blackest man I ever saw in my life." It

was during this winter in Washington

that he painted the full-length portrait

of Webster which is in the Boston Athe

naeum, and also the one of Henry Clay

in the City Hall of Washington.

From this period Mr. Harding relin

quished the more arduous duties of his

profession. He always painted during

a portion of each year, visiting Boston,

Washington, New York, St. Louis, and

other cities, but he took the world easily,

and with the first month of spring laid

aside his maul-stick for the fishing-rod,

and was off after his favorite trout before

the ice was well out of the brooks. A

few years before his death he painted a

very fine portrait of himself with all his

former fire and strength, and had it en

graved for presentation , to his friends.

His last work, and one of his very best,

was a nearly full-length portrait of Gen

eral Sherman. This masterly picture

was painted in St. Louis, where one of

Mr. Harding's daughters was residing.

He completed it only the day before his

last journey to the East.

My acquaintance with Mr. Harding

began in 1855. In the early part of

that year I went to Springfield, and soon

determined to make it my residence. Our

homes were adjoining, and during many

a winter night, while he was repairing

his fishing -gear, and many a summer

day, as we strolled under the maples,

was I charmed by his conversational

powers and the reminiscences of his

Vol. XIII.—5

eventful life. My first interview with

him was characteristic of the man. He

was, as I have said, as ardent a sports

man, an angler especially, as he was an

artist ; so that he was always associated

in my mind with woods and waters, as

well as the studio ; and now I saw him

standing on the edge of a pond about

which two of his grandchildren were dis

porting in puris naturalihus, while he

entered into a disquisition on salmon-

trout with my friend the introducer. I

beheld a man of giant frame, noble

and commanding presence, and with a

manner indicating converse with polish

ed society, cordial without familiarity,

and dignified without hauteur. Though

slightly bent with age, he was still one

of the grandest-looking men I ever saw.

His features were very large and strong

ly marked, but handsome, and his face,

grave in repose, beamed with a very

pleasant smile when animated. His

eyes of dark gray were quick and pier

cing. In height he measured six feet

three inches in his stockings, and his

frame was so finely proportioned that its

dimensions were noticed only when he

stood beside a man of average size. His

hands and feet were so large that he was

obliged to import his gloves and to have

his boots made on lasts prepared for

him. The width between his eyes was

such that an ordinary pair of spectacles

would but half cover them. During the

later years of his life he wore a full

beard, which, as well as his hair, was

almost white, giving him a patriarchal

appearance.

On the 27th of March, 1866, he left

Springfield for Boston, on his way to

Sandwich, on Cape Cod, one of his fa

vorite fishing -grounds, apparently in

vigorous health, notwithstanding his ad

vanced age of seventy-four years. He

caught a severe cold on his journey to

Boston, and after a brief illness expired

at the Tremont House on Sunday even

ing, April 1st, before any of his children,

who had been summoned at the first ap

pearance of danger, could reach him.

" His death," writes his daughter, Mrs.

White, " was such as he had often hoped

for—sudden, painless, and before the fail-
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ure of physical or mental powers." Many

eloquent tributes were paid to his mem

ory in the community where he had so

long been admired and beloved. In

stead, however, of citing any of these, I

shall content myself with quoting some

lines, written during his lifetime, from an

unpublished letter of Washington Alls-

ton : "In most cases we should regard

as a misfortune the want of early educa

tion, which was denied Mr. Harding's

youth ; but Nature has been too liberal

to him to make any feel, however hii

own modesty may cause him to regret,

the need of it, for in forming him she

has not only made him a painter, but a

gentleman ; and you know her too well

not to know that she does her work far

better than any schools."

Osmond Tiffany.

THE WHITE DOE:

A LEGEND OF SPANISH FLORIDA—A. D. 1540-1575.

HOW sweet, above the placid Ays,*

The rainbow mists dissolve and shiver

When first the morning's early rays

In shifting colors clothe the river!

The wild hydrangeas nod and dip,

The water-lilies crowd the shallows,

The spider sails his painted ship

In archipelagoes of mallows.

The spoonbill blushes to the quill

In midleg musing in the water ; •

The trout, in parlors cool and still,

Lies hidden from the busy otter.

The jasmin bugle blows a rhyme

Across the wind and water vagrance,

As if, distilled in bowls of thyme,

An ancient love-song turned to fragrance.

And all is fair as in the days

When, slim and feathered like his arrows,

The White Doe saw, across the Ays,

The Spaniard riding down the narrows.

Old ways go out as seasons fall,

The rosary drives the Zuni feather.f

But Love's the cord that runs through all,

And holds the beads of prayer together.

Pea-blossoms blew, and trumpet-flower.

The spring was sweeting for the farmer,

* The Appalachee name of the Kissimee —some I fThe symbol of prayer in the Indian phallic «*•

authorities say Indian River— Florida. ' ship.
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When to her door, in evil hour,

The Spaniard rode in shining armor.

He wore the pine and paroquet

Embroidered on his shield and pennon :

The golden spurs were at his feel,

His bugle baldric shone in linen.

He kissed the gourd she held to him :

Their hands, their lips, were pressed together;

He crossed the ford where lilies swim,

And vanished like a drifting feather.

She heard his carol faintly float

Away across the border sedges,

And die, in many an amorous note,

Along the river's marshy edges.

A kiss ! How small, how sweet a thing !

It thrilled her like a field of clover

That feels the lips of light in spring,

And breaks in red and white all over.

She saw him, as on placid Ays

The rainbow mists dissolve and shiver

When first the morning's early rays

In shifting colors clothe the river.

He could not be a mortal born,

He came so fair, he shone so brightly ;—

His wonder-steed, his bugle horn,

His bearded lip that kissed so lighdy ;—

And so she built herself a shrine

To Phoebus and the Zuni feather,

And sang the paroquet and pine

In cooing hymns to summer weather.*

Now in those days sought bigot Spain,

From Cofachi to Carloo-Hatchee,

By curse and fagot, to restrain

The worship of the Appalachee.f

The wild knight of the paroquet

(Would God he met our good Sir Walter!),!

* The Indian feast of Ho Toya, at first com-ripen-

>ng, corresponded to the Syrian feast described by

Milton.

f'Sommation a faire aux habitaris des contrees et

provinces qui s'itendent depuis la Riviere des Palmes

« le Cap de ia Floride." First proclaimed by Pam-

philo de Narvaez in 1527, and cruelly enforced by the

adelantado d'Aviles forty years later, which gives a

date for the legend.

X The esteem in which Sir Walter Raleigh was held

by historians of Florida at that period is best shown

by an anagram affixed to " L'Histoire notable dc la

Floride, situeees Indcs Occidentales. Mise en lumiere

par Basanier, Gentilhome Francois, mathematicien,"

Paris, 1586 :

" Walter Ralegh. La vertu l'ha a ore.

En Walter cognoisant la vertu s'estre enclose,

J 'ay combine Ralegh pour y voir quelle chose

Pourroit A si beau nom convenir ; a mon gre

J'ay trouve que e'estoit : La vertu Cha d gri."
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Like levin storm and hail in wheat,

O'erthrew and scathed her simple altar.

Then kneeling at his feet she prayed :

"God-man, or God, or more than human,

Save me from shame, a simple maid,

For you are strong and I am woman."

In vain she prayed. But now to June,

By zodiac paths of stars, ascended,

I'he sun, throned high in afternoon,

Looked down the radiant deeps, offended.

As berries are of blossoms raped

By power transforming and impassioned,

To silver hoofs her hands were shaped,

And in the Doe her form was fashioned.

And as the caitiff knight drew off,

Appalled by such metempsychosis,

The sunbeams smote his metal coif,

And shaped it like the rod of Moses.

"Blind in love's warmth, accursed thing!

Your portion be to guard and follow,

Until the shifting seasons bring

A mate for her who loved Apollo."

Three hundred times the orange-bloom

Has blown its bubbled gold in juices—

Three hundred times in song's perfume

The jasmin bugles sounded truces;

And still the White Doe wears the form

And nature of her timid fashion—

The rattlesnake still sounds alarm.

And all who see her burn with passion.*

But when her lover shall appear,

Once more will rise the Zuni feather,

The corn grow fuller in the ear,

And red and white shall live together;

And brighter yet above the Ays

The rainbow mists dissolve and shiver,

And richer still the morning rays

In shifting colors clothe the river.

Will Wallace Harney.

* '' To hunt the White Doe " is a proverbial phrase

applied to any infatuated pursuit. The Doe once

seen, its chase becomes a passion, as is believed

among the Florida hunters. I leave to naturalists

the question whether a milk-white doc was ever seen

native in America.
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A PRINCESS OF THULE.

BY WILLIAM BLACK, AUTHOR OF "THE STRANGE ADVENTURES OF A PHAETON."

CHAPTER XXV.

THE VOYAGE OF THE PHIF.BE.

IT was a cold morning in January, and

up here among the Jura hills the clouds

had melted into a small and chilling rain

that fell ceaselessly. The great " Paps

of Jura" were hidden in the mist; even

the valleys near at hand were vague and

dismal in the pale fog; and the Sound

of Islay, lying below, and the far sea be

yond, were gradually growing indistin

guishable. In a rude little sheiling, built

on one of the plateaus of rock, Frank

Lavender sat alone, listening to the plash

ing of the rain without. A rifle that he

had just carefully dried lay across his

knees. A brace of deer-hounds had

stretched out their paws on the earthen

floor, and had put their long noses be

tween their paws to produce a little

warmth. It was indeed a cold and damp

morning, and the little hut was pervaded

with a smell of wet wood and also of

peat-ashes, for one of the gillies had

tried to light a fire, but the peats had

gone out.

It was Lavender who had let the fire

go out. He had forgotten it. He was

thinking of other things—of a song,

mostly, that Sheila used to sing, and

lines of it went hither and thither through

his brain as he recalled the sound of her

voice :

Haste to thy barque,

Coastwise steer not :

Sail wide of Mull,

Jura near not !

arewell, she said,

Her last pang subduing,

Brave Mac Intyre,

Costly thy wooing 1

There came into the sheiling a little,

wiry old keeper, with shaggy gray hair

and keen black eyes. " Cosh bless me !"

he said petulantly as he wrung the rain

out of his bonnet, "you hef let the peats

go out, Mr. Lavender, and who will tell

when the rain will go off?"

" It can't last long, Neil. It came on

too suddenly for that. I thought we were

going to get one fine day when we start

ed this morning, but you don't often

manage that here, Neil."

" Indeed no, sir," said Neil, who was

not a native of Jura, and was as eager

as any one to abuse the weather prevail

ing there : " it is a ferry bad place for the

weather. If the Almichty were to tek

the sun away a' tagethcr, it would be

days and weeks and days before you

would find it oot. But it iss a good thing,

sir, you will get the one stag before the

mist came down ; and he is not a stag,

mirover, but a fine big hart, and a royal,

too, and I hef not seen many finer in the

Jura hills. Oh yes, sir, when he wass

crossing the burn I made out his points

ferry well, and I wass saying to myself,

' Now, if Mr. Lavender will get this one,

it will be a grand day this day, and it

will make up for many a wet day among

the hills.' "

"They haven't come back with the

pony yet ?" Lavender asked, laying down

his gun and going to the door of the hut.

"Oh no," Neil said, following him.

" It iss a long way to get the powny, and

maybe they will stop at Mr. MacDou-

gall's to hef a dram. And Mr. Mac-

Dougall was saying to me yesterday that

the ferry next time you wass shoot a

royal, he would hef the horns dressed

and the head stuffed to make you a pres

ent, for he is ferry proud of the picture

of Miss Margaret ; and he will say to me

many's sa time that I wass to gif you the

ferry best shooting, and not to be afraid

of disturbing sa deer when you had a

mind to go out. And I am not sure, sir,

we will not get another stag to tek down

with us yet, if the wind would carry away

the mist, for the rain that is nearly off

now ; and as you are ferry wet, sir,

already, it is no matter if we go down

through the glen and cross the water to

get the side of Ben Bheulah."

" That is true enough, Neil, and I fancy
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the clouds are beginning to lift. And

there they come with the pony."

Neil directed his glass toward a small

group that appeared to be coming up the

side of the valley below them, and that

was still at some considerable distance.

"Cosh bless me!" he cried, "what is

that? There iss two strangers—oh yes

indeed, and mirover—and there is one

of them on the pony."

Lavender's heart leaped within him.

If they were strangers, they were coming

to see him, and how long was it since he

had seen the face of any one of his old

friends and companions ? It seemed to

him years.

" Is it a man or a woman on the pony,

Neil ?" he asked hurriedly, with some

wild fancy flashing through his brain.

" Give me the glass."

"Oh, it is a man," said Neil, handing

over the glass. " What would a woman be

doing up sa hills on a morning like this ?"

The small party below came up' out

of the gray mist, and Lavender in the

distance heard a long view-halloo.

"Cott tam them !" said Neil at a ven

ture. "There is not a deer on Benan

Cabrach that will not hear them."

" But if these strangers are coming to

see me, I fear we must leave the deer

alone, Neil."

"Ferry well, sir, ferry well, sir: it is a

bad day whatever, and it is not many

strangers will come to Jura. I suppose

they hef come to Port Ascaig, and taken

the ferry across the sound."

" I am going to meet them on chance,"

Lavender said ; and he set off along the

side of the deep valley, leaving Neil with

the dogs and the rifles.

" Hillo, Johnny !" he cried in amaze

ment when he came upon the advancing

group. " And you too, Mosenberg ! By

Jove, how did you ever get here ?"

There was an abundance of hand

shaking and incoherent questions when

young Mosenberg jumped down on the

wet heather and the three friends had

actually met. Lavender scarcely knew

what to say, these two faces were so

strange, and yet so familiar—their ap

pearance there was so unexpected, his

pleasure so great.

| " I can't believe my eyes yet, Johnny.

Why did you bring him here ? Don't

you know what you'll have to put up

with in this place ? Well, this does do a

fellow's heart good ! I am awfully pleased

to see you, and it is very kind of you."

"But I am very cold," the handsome

Jew-boy said, swinging his arms and

stamping his feet. "Wet boats, wet

carts, wet roads, wet saddles, and every

where cold, cold, cold—"

"And he won't drink whisky ; so what

is he to expect?" Johnny Eyre said.

" Come along up to a little hut here,"

Lavender said, "and we'll try to get a

fire lit. And I have some brandy there."

" And you have plenty of water to mix

with it," said the boy, looking mournfully

around. " Very good. Let us have the

fire and the warm drink ; and then—

You know the story of the music that

was frozen in the trumpet, and that all

came out when it was thawed at a fire ?

When we get warm we have very great

news to tell you—oh, very great news

indeed."

" I don't want any news—I want your

company. Come along, like good fel

lows, and leave the news for afterward.

The men are going on with a pony to

fetch a stag that has been shot: they

won't be back for an hour, I suppose, at

the soonest. This is the sheiling up here

where the brandy is secreted. Now, Neil,

help us to get up a blaze. If any of you

have newspapers, letters or anything that

will set a few sticks on fire—"

" I have a box of wax matches," John

ny said, "and I know how to light a

peat-fire better than any man in the

country."

He was not very successful at first, for

the peats were a trifle damp ; but in the

end he conquered, and a very fair blaze

was produced, although the smoke that

filled the sheiling had nearly blinded

Mosenberg's eyes. Then Lavender pro

duced a small tin pot and a solitary tum

bler, and they boiled some water and lit

their pipes, and made themselves seats

of peat round the fire. All the while a

brisk conversation was going on, some

portions of which astonished Lavender

considerably.
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For months back, indeed, he had al

most cut himself off from the civilized

world. His address was known to one

or two persons, and sometimes they sent

him a letter ; but he was a bad correspond

ent. The news of his aunt's death did

not reach him till a fortnight after the

funeral, and then it was by a singular

chance that he noticed it in the columns

of an old newspaper. " That is the only

thing I regret about coming away," he

was saying to these two friends of his.

" I should like to have seen the old wo

man before she died : she was very kind

to me."

" Well," said Johnny Eyre, with a shake

of the head, " that is all very well ; but a

mere outsider like myself—you see, it

looks to mc a little unnatural that she

should go and leave her money to a mere

friend, and not to her own relations."

"l am very glad she did," Lavender

said. " I had as good as asked her to

do it long before. And Ted Ingram

will make a better use of it than I ever

did."

"It is all very well for you to say so

now, after all this fuss about those two

pictures ; but suppose she had left you

to starve ?"

"Never mind suppositions," Lavender

said, to get rid of the subject. "Tell

me, Mosenberg, how is that overture of

yours getting on ?"

"It is nearly finished," said the lad

with a flush of pleasure, "and I have

shown it in rough to two or three good

friends, and—shall I tell you ?—it may

be performed at the Crystal Palace. But

that is a chance. And the fate of it, that

is also a chance. But you—you have

succeeded all at once, and brilliantly,

and all the world is talking of you ; and

yet you go away among mountains, and

live in the cold and wet, and you might

as well be dead."

"What an ungrateful boy it is !" Lav

ender cried. "Here you have a com

fortable fire, and hot brandy-and-water,

and biscuits, and cigars if you wish ; and

you talk about people wishing to leave

these things and die ! Don't you know

that in half an hour's time you will see

that pony come back with a deer—a royal

hart—slung across it ? and won't you be

proud when MacDougall takes you out

and gives you a chance of driving home

such a prize ? Then you will carry the

horns back to London, and you will have

them put up, and you will discourse to

your friends of the span and the pearls

of the antlers and the crockets. To

night after supper you will see the horns

and the head brought into the room, and

if you fancy that you yourself shot the

stag, you will see that this life among the

hills has its compensations."

"It is a very cold life," the lad said,

passing his hands over the fire.

" That is because you won't drink any

thing," said Johnny Eyre, against whom

no such charge could be brought. " And

don't you know that the drinking of

whisky is a provision invented by Na

ture to guard human beings like you and

me from cold and wet ? You are flying

in the face of Providence if you don't

drink whisky among the Scotch hills."

"And have you people to talk to?"

said Mosenberg, looking at Lavender

with a vague wonder, for he could not

understand why any man should choose

such a life.

"Not many."

"What do you do on the long even

ings when you are by yourself?"

"Well, it isn't very cheerful, but it

does a man good service sometimes to

be alone for a time : it lets him find him

self out."

"You ought to be up in London, to

hear all the praise of the people about

your two pictures. Every one is talking

of them : the newspapers, too. Have

you seen the newspapers ?"

"One or two. But all I know of these

two pictures is derived from offers for

warded me by the secretary at the ex

hibition-rooms. I was surprised when I

got them at first. But never mind them.

Tell me more about the people one used

to know. What about Ingram now ?

Has he cut the Board of Trade ? Does

he drive in the Park ? Is he still in his

rooms in Sloane street ?"

"Then you have had no letters from

him ?" Mosenberg said with some sur

prise.
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"No. Probably he does not know

where I am. In any case—"

" But he is going to be married !" Mo-

senberg cried. " You did not know that ?

And to Mrs. Lorraine."

"You don't say so ? Why, he used to

hate her ; but that was before he knew

her. To Mrs. Lorraine ?"

"Yes. And it is amusing. She is so

proud of him. And if he speaks at the

table, she will turn away from you, as if

you were not worth listening to, and

have all her attention for him. And

whatever is his opinion, she will defend

that, and you must not disagree with her.

Oh, it is very amusing !" and the lad

laughed and shook back his curls.

" It is an odd thing," Lavender said ;

"but many a time, long before Ingram

ever saw Mrs. Lorraine, I used to im

agine these two married. I knew she

was just the sort of clever, independent,

clear-headed woman to see Ingram's

strong points, and rate them at their

proper value. But I never expected

anything of the sort, of course ; for I had

always a notion that some day or other

he would be led into marrying some

pretty, gentle and soft-headed young

thing, whom he would have to take

through life in a protecting sort of way,

and who would never be a real compan

ion for him. So he is to marry Mrs.

Lorraine, after all ? Well, he won't be

come a man of fashion, despite all his

money. He is sure to start a yacht, for

one thing. And they will travel a deal.

} suppose I must write and congratulate

him."

" I met them on the day I went to see

your picture," Mosenberg said. "Mrs.

Lorraine was looking at it a long time,

and at last she came back and said,

' The sea in that picture makes me feel

cold.' That was a compliment, was it

not ? Only you cannot get a good view

very often, for the people will not stand

back from the pictures. But every one

asks why you did not keep these two

over for the Academy."

" I shall have other two for the Acad

emy, I hope."

"Commissions?" Johnny asked with a

practical air.

"No. I have had some offers, but I

prefer to leave the thing open. But you

have not told me how you got here yet,"

Lavender added, continually breaking

away from the subject of the pictures.

" In the Phcebe," Eyre said.

" Is she in the bay ?"

" Oh no. We had to leave her at Port

Ellen to get a few small repairs done,

and Mosenberg and I came on by road

to Port Ascaig. Mind you, she was quite

small enough to come round the Mull at

this time of year."

" I should think so. What's your

crew ?"

"Two men and a lad, besides Mosen

berg and myself ; and I can tell you we

had our hands full sometimes."

"You've given up open boats with

stone ballast now," Lavender said with

a laugh.

" Rather. But it was no laughing mat

ter," Eyre added, with a sudden gravity

coming over his face. " It was the nar

rowest squeak I ever had, and I don't

know now how I clung on to that place

till the day broke. When I came to my

self and called out for you, I never ex

pected to hear you answer; and in the

darkness, by Jove ! your voice sounded

like the voice of a ghost. How you

managed to drag me so far up that sea

weed I can't imagine ; and then the dip

ping down and under the boat— !"

" It was that dip down that saved

me," Lavender said. " It brought me

to, and made me scramble like a rat

up the other side as soon as I felt my

hands on the rock again. It was a nar

row squeak, as you say, Johnny. Do

you remember how black the place look

ed when the first light began to show in

the sky ? and how we kept each other

awake by calling ? and how you called

' Hurrah !' when we heard Donald ? and

how strange it was to find ourselves so

near the mouth of the harbor, after all ?

During the night I fancied we must have

been thrown on Battle Island, you know."

" I do not like to hear about that,"

young Mosenberg said. "And always,

if the wind came on strong or if the

skies grew black, Eyre would tell me all

the story over again when we were in
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this boat coming down by Arran and

Cantyre. Let us go out and sec if they

come with the deer. Has the rain stop

ped ?"

At this moment, indeed, sounds of the

approaching party were heard, and when

Lavender and his friends went to the

door the pony, with the deer slung on to

him, was just coming up. It was a suf

ficiently picturesque sight—the rude little

shelling with its peat-fire, the brown and

wiry gillies, the slain deer roped on to

the pony, and all around the wild mag

nificence of hill and valley clothed in

moving mists. The rain had indeed

cleared off, but these pale white fogs still

clung around the mountains and render

ed the valleys vague and shadowy. Lav

ender informed Neil that he would make

no further effort that day : he gave the

men a glass of whisky all round, and

then, with his friends, he proceeded to

make his way down to the small white

cottage fronting the Sound of Islay which

had been his home for months back.

Just before setting off, however, he

managed to take young Mosenberg aside

for a moment. " I suppose," he said,

with his eyes cast down—" I suppose you

heard something from Ingram of—of

Sheila?"

" Yes," said the lad, rather bashfully,

" Ingram had heard from her. She was

still in Lewis."

" And well ?"

"I think so—-yes," said Mosenberg;

and then he added, with some hesitation,

" I should like to speak to you about it

when we have the opportunity. There

were some things that Mr. Ingram said

—I am sure he would like you to know

them."

"There was no message to me ?" Lav

ender asked in a low voice.

" From her ? No. But it was the

opinion of Mr. Ingram—"

"Oh, never mind that, Mosenberg,"

said the other, turning away wearily.

" I suppose you won't find it too fatiguing

to walk from here back ? It will warm

you, you know, and the old woman down

there will get you something to eat. You

may make it luncheon or dinner, as you

like, for it will be nearly two by the time

you get down. Then you can go for a

prowl round the coast : if it docs not rain

I shall be working as long as there is

daylight. Then we can have a dinner

and supper combined in the evening.

You will get venison and whisky."

" Don't you ever have anything else ?"

"Oh yes. The venison will be in

honor of you : I generally have mutton

and whisky."

" I-ook here, Lavender," the lad said,

with considerable confusion, "the fact is,

Eyre and I—we brought you a few things

in the Phoebe—a little wine, you know,

and some such things. To-morrow, if

you could get a messenger to go down

to Port Ellen— But no, I suppose we

must go and work the boat up the sound."

" If you do that, I must go with you,"

Lavender said, " for the chances are that

your skipper doesn't know the currents

in the sound ; and they are rather peculiar,

I can tell you. So Johnny and you have

brought me some wine ? I wish we had

it now, to celebrate your arrival, for I

am afraid I can offer you nothing but

whisky."

The old Highland woman who had

charge of the odd little cottage in which

Lavender lived was put into a state of

violent consternation by the arrival of

these two strangers; but as Lavender

said he would sleep on a couple of chairs

and give his bed to Mosenberg and the

sofa to Eyre, and as Mosenberg declared

that the house was a marvel of neatness

and comfort, and as Johnny assured her

that he had frequently slept in a her

ring-barrel, she grew gradually pacified.

There was a little difficulty about plates

and knives and forks at luncheon, which

consisted of cold mutton and two bottles

of ale that had somehow been overlook

ed ; but all these minor inconveniences

were soon smoothed over, and then Lav

ender, carrying his canvas under his

arm and a portable easel over his shoul

der, went down to the shore, bade his

companions good-bye for a couple of

hours, and left them to explore the wind

ing and rocky coast of Jura.

In the evening they had dinner in a

small parlor which was pretty well filled

with a chest of drawers, a sofa and a
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series of large canvases. There was a

peat-fire burning in the grate and two

candles on the table, but the small room

did not get oppressively hot, for each

time the door was opened a draught of

cold sea-air rushed in from the passage,

sometimes blowing out one of the can

dles, but always sweetening the atmo

sphere. Then Johnny had some fine

tobacco with him, and Mosenberg had

brought Lavender a present of a meer

schaum pipe, and presently a small ket

tle of hot water was put in requisition,

and the friends drew round the fire.

"Well, it is good of you to come and

see a fellow like this," Lavender said

with a very apparent and hearty grati

tude in his face : " I can scarcely believe

my eyes that it is true. And can you

make any stay, Johnny ? Have you

brought your colors with you ?"

"Oh no, I don't mean to work," John

ny said. " I have always had a fancy

for a mid-winter cruise. It's a harden

ing sort of thing, you know. You soon

get used to it, don't you, Mosenberg ?"

And Johnny grinned.

" Not yet—I may afterward," said the

lad. " But at present this is more com

fortable than being on deck at night

when it rains and you know not where

you arc going."

"But that was only your own per

versity. You might just as well have

stopped in the cabin, and played that

cornopean, and made yourself warm and

comfortable. Really, Lavender, it's very

good fun, and if you only watch for

decent weather you can go anywhere.

Fancy our coming round the Mull with

the Phoebe yesterday ! And we had

quite a pleasant trip across to Islay."

"And where do you propose to go

after leaving Jura ?" Lavender asked.

"Well, you know, the main object of

our cruise was to come and see you.

But if you care to come with us for a few

days, we will go wherever you like."

" If you are going farther north, I must

go with you," Lavender said, " for you

are bound to drown yourself some day,

Johnny, if some one doesn't take care

of you."

There was no deep design in this

project of Johnny's, but he had had a

vague impression that Lavender might

like to go north, if only to have a passing

glimpse at the island he used to know.

"One of my fellows is well acquainted

with the Hebrides," he said. " If you

don't think it too much of a risk, I should

like it myself, for those northern islands

must look uncommonly wild and savage

in winter, and one likes to have new ex

periences. Fancy, Mosenberg, what ma

terial you will get for your next piece : it

will be full of storms and seas and thun

der. You know how the wind whistles

through the overture to the Diamants tii

la Couronne."

" It will whistle through us," said the

boy with an anticipatory shiver, " but I

do not mind the wind if it is not wet. It

is the wet that makes a boat so disagree

able. Everything is so cold and clam

my : you can touch nothing, and when

you put your head up in the morning,

pah ! a dash of rain and mist and salt

water altogether gives you a shock."

"What made you come round the

Mull, Johnny, instead of cutting through

the Crinan ?" Lavender asked of his

friend.

"Well," said the youth modestly,

"nothing except that two or three men

said we couldn't do it."

" I thought so," Lavender said. " And

I see I must go with you, Johnny. You

must play no more of these tricks. You

must watch your time, and run her quiet

ly up the Sound of Jura to Crinan ; and

watch again, and get her up to Oban ;

and watch again, and get her up to Loch

Sligachan. Then you may consider. It

is quite possible you may have fine, clear

weather if there is a moderate north-east

wind blowing—"

"A north-east wind !" Mosenberg cried.

"Yes," Lavender replied confidently,

for he had not forgotten what Sheila

used to teach him : " that is your only

chance. If you have been living in fog

and rain for a fortnight, you will never

forget your gratitude to a north-easter

when it suddenly sets in to lift the clouds

and show you a bit of blue sky. But it

may knock us about a bit in crossing the

Minch."
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" We have come round the Mull, and

we can go anywhere," Johnny said. " I'd

back the Phoebe to take you safely to the

'West Indies : wouldn't you, Mosenberg ?"

" Oh no," the boy said. " I would back

her to take you, not to take me."

Two or three days thereafter the Phcebe

was brought up the sound from Port El

len, and such things as were meant as a

present to Lavender were landed. Then

the three friends embarked, for the weath

er had cleared considerably, and there

was indeed, when they set out, a pale,

wintry sunshine gleaming on the sea

and on the white deck and spars of the

handsome little cutter which Johnny com

manded. The Phcebe was certainly a

great improvement on the crank craft in

which he used to adventure his life on

Loch Fyne : she was big enough, indeed,

to give plenty of work to everybody on

board of her, and when once she had

got into harbor and things put to rights,

her chief state-room proved a jolly and

comfortable little place enough. They

had some pleasant evenings in this way

after the work of the day was over, when

the swinging lamps shone down on the

table that was furnished with glasses,

bottles, cigars and cards. Johnny was

very proud of being in command and

af his exploit in doubling the Mull. He

ivas continually consulting charts and

-ompasses, and going on deck to com

municate his last opinion to his skipper.

Mosenberg, too, was getting better ac

customed to the hardships of yachting,

and learning how to secure a fair amount

of comfort. Lavender never said that

he wished to go near Lewis, but there

was a sort of tacit understanding that

their voyage should tend in that direction.

They had a little rough weather on

reaching Skye, and in consequence re

mained in harbor a couple of days. At

the end of that time a happy opportunity

presented itself of cutting across the Lit

tle Minch—the Great Minch was con

sidered a trifle risky—to Loch Maddy in

North Uist. They were now in the West

ern Islands, and strange indeed was the

appearance which the bleak region pre

sented at this time of the year—the lone

ly coasts, the multitudes of wild fowl, the I

half-savage, wondering inhabitants, the

treeless wastes and desolate rocks. What

these remote and melancholy islands

might have looked like in fog and

misty rain could only be imagined, how

ever, for, fortunately, the longed - for

north-easter had set in, and there were

wan glimmerings of sunshine across the

sea and the solitary shores. They re

mained in Loch Maddy but a single day,

and then, still favored by a brisk north

east breeze, made their way through the

Sound of Harris and got to leeward of

the conjoint island of Harris and Lewis.

There, indeed, were the great mountains

which Lavender had seen many a time

from the north, and now they were close

at hand, and dark and forbidding. The

days were brief at this time, and they

were glad to put into Loch Resort, which

Lavender had once seen in company with

old Mackenzie when they had come into

the neighborhood on a salmon-fishing

excursion.

The Phcebe was at her anchorage, the

clatter on deck over, and Johnny came

below to see what sort of repast could be

got for the evening. It was not a very

grand meal, but he said, " I propose that

we have a bottle of champagne to cele

brate our arrival at the island of Lewis.

Did you ever see anything more success

fully done ? And now, if this wind con

tinues, we can creep up to-morrow to

Loch Roag, Lavender, if you would like

to have a look at it."

For a moment the color forsook Lav

ender's face. " No, thank you, Johnny,"

he was about to say, when his friend in

terrupted him : " Look here, Lavender :

I know you would like to see the place,

and you can do it easily without being

seen. No one knows me. When we

anchor in the bay, I suppose Mr. Mac

kenzie—as is the hospitable and praise

worthy custom in these parts—will send

a message to the yacht and ask us to

dine with him. I, at any rate, can go up

and call on him, and make excuses for

you ; and then I could tell you, you

know—" Johnny hesitated.

" Would you do that for me, Johnny ?"

Lavender said. " Well, you are a good

fellow!"
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"Oh," Johnny said lightly, "it's a

capital adventure for me; and perhaps

I could ask Mackenzie—Mr. Mackenzie :

I beg your pardon—to let me have two

or three clay pipes, for this brier-root is

rapidly going to the devil."

" He will give you anything he has in

the house : you never saw such a hos

pitable fellow, Johnny. But you must

take great care what you do."

"You trust to me. In the mean time

let's see what Pate knows about Loch

Roag."

Johnny called down his skipper, a

bluff, short, red-faced man, who present

ly appeared, his cap in his hand.

"Will you have a glass of champagne,

Pate?"

"Oh ay, sir," he said, not very eagerly.

"Would you rather have a glass of

whisky ?"

"Well, sir," Pate said, in accents that

showed that his Highland pronunciation

had been corrupted by many years' resi

dence in Greenock, " I was thinkin' the

whisky was a wee thing better for ye on

a cauld nicht."

" Here you are, then ! Now, tell me,

do you know Loch Roag ?"

"Oh ay, fine. Many's the time I hiv

been in to Borvabost."

"But," said Lavender, "do you know

the loch itself? Do you know the bay

on which Mackenzie's house stands?"

"Weel, I'm no sae sure aboot that,

sir. But if ye want to gang there, we

can pick up some bit body at Borvabost

that will tak' us round."

"Well," Lavender said, "I think I can

tell you how to go. I know the channel

is quite simple—there are no rocks about

—and once you are round the point you

will see your anchorage."

"It's twa or three years since I was

there, sir," Pate remarked as he put the

glass back on the table : " I mind there

was a daft auld man there that played

the pipes."

" That was old John the Piper," Lav

ender said. "Don't you remember Mr.

Mackenzie, whom they call the King of

Borva ?"

"Weel, sir, I never saw him, but I

was aware he was in the place. I have

never been up here afore wi' a party o

gentlemen, and he wasna coming down

to see the like o' us."

With what a strange feeling Lavender

beheld, the following afternoon, the open

ing to the great loch that he knew so

well ! He recognized the various rocky

promontories, the Gaelic names of which

Sheila had translated for him. Down

there in the south were the great heights

of Suainabhal and Cracabhal and Mea-

lasabhal. Right in front was the sweep

of Borvabost Bay, and its huts and itl

small garden patches ; and up beyond it

was the hill on which Sheila used to si.

in the evening to watch the sun go dowr

behind the Atlantic. It was like ente:

ing again a world with which he had

once been familiar, and in which he had

left behind a peaceful happiness he had

sought in vain elsewhere. Somehow, ai

the yacht dipped to the waves and slow

ly made her way into the loch, it seemd

to him that he was coming home—tha

he was returning to the old and quia

joys he had experienced there—that ai

the past time that had darkened his lit

was now to be removed. But when, s

last, he saw Mackenzie's house high u;

there over the tiny bay, a strange thrii

of excitement passed through him, ans

that was followed by a cold feeling c

despair, which he did not seek to removt

He stood on the companion, his hea,

only being visible, and directed Pat

until the Phcebe had arrived at her moor

ings, and then he went below. He ha.

looked wistfully for a time up to th

square, dark house, with its scarlet cop

ings, in the vague hope of seeing sora

figure he knew ; but now, sick at heai

and fearing that Mackenzie might mak

him out with a glass, he sat down in th

state-room, alone and silent and mise

able.

He was startled by the sound of oar

and got up and listened. Mosenber

came down and said, "Mr. Mackenr

has sent a tall, thin man—do you kno

him ?—to see who we are, and whethi

we will go up to his house."

"What did Eyre say?"

" I don't know. I suppose he is going

Then Johnny himself came beloi
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He was a sensitive young fellow, and at

this moment he was very confused, ex

cited, and nervous. " Lavender," he said,

stammering somewhat, " I am going up

now to Mackenzie's house. You know

whom I shall see : shall I take any mes

sage—if I see a chance—if your name

is mentioned—a hint, you know—"

"Tell her—" Lavender said, with a

sudden pallor of determination in his

face ; but he stopped, and said abruptly,

"Never mind, Johnny: don't say any

thing about me."

"Not to-night, anyway," Johnny said

to himself as he drew on his best blue

jacket with its shining brass buttons, and

went up the companion to see if the

small boat was ready.

Johnny had had a good deal of knock

ing about the Western Highlands, and

was familiar with the frank and ready

hospitality which the local lairds—more

particularly in the remote islands, where

a stranger brought recent newspapers

and a breath of the outer world with

him—granted to all comers who bore

with them the credentials of owning a

yacht. But never before had he gone

up to a strange house with such pertur

bation of spirit. He had been so anx

ious, too, that he had left no time for

preparation. When he started up the

hill he could see, in the gathering dusk,

I that the tall keeper had just entered the

house, and when he arrived there he

found absolutely nobody about the place.

In ordinary circumstances he would

simply have walked in and called some

one from the kitchen. But he now felt

himself somewhat of a spy, and was not

, a little afraid of meeting the handsome

Mrs. Lavender of whom he had heard

so much. There was no light in the

passage, but there was a bright-red gloom

in one of the windows, and almost in

advertently he glanced in there. What

was this strange picture he saw ? The

red flame of the fire showed him the

grand figures on the walls of Sheila's

dining-room, and lit up the white table-

cover and the crystal in the middle of

the apartment. A beautiful young girl,

clad in a tight blue dress, had just risen

from beside the fire to light two candles

that were on the table ; and then she

went back to her scat and took up her

sewing, but not to sew. For Johnny saw

her gently kneel down beside a little

bassinet that was a mass of wonderful

pink and white, and he supposed the

door in the passage was open, for he

could hear a low voice humming some

lullaby-song sung by the young mother

to her child. He went back a step, be

wildered by what he had seen. Could

he fly down to the shore, and bring Lav

ender up to look at this picture through

the window, and beg of him to go in

and throw himself on her forgiveness

and mercy ? He had not time to think

twice. At this moment Mairi appeared

in the dusky passage, looking a little

scared, although she did not drop the

plates she carried : "Oh, sir, and are you

the gentleman that has come in the yacht ?

And Mr. Mackenzie, he is up stairs just

now, but he will be down ferry soon ;

and will you come in and speak to Miss

Sheila ?"

" Miss Sheila /" he repeated to him

self with amazement ; and the next mo

ment he found himself before this beau

tiful young girl, apologizing to her, stam

mering, and wishing that he had never

undertaken such a task, while he knew

that all the time she was calmly regard

ing him with her large, calm and gentle

eyes, and that there was no trace of em

barrassment in her manner.

" Will you take a seat by the fire until

papa comes down ?" she said. "We are

very glad to have any one come to see

us : we do not have many visitors in the

winter."

" But I am afraid," he stammered : " I

am putting you to trouble ;" and he

glanced at the swinging pink and white

couch.

"Oh no," Sheila said with a smile, "I

was just about to send my little boy to

bed."

She lifted the sleeping child and rolled

it in some enormous covering of white

and silken-haired fur, and gave the small

bundle to Mairi to carry to Scarlett.

"Stop a bit!" Johnny called out to

Mairi ; and the girl started and looked

round, whereupon he said to Sheila, with
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much blushing, " Isn't there a supersti

tion about an infant waking to find silver

in its hand ? I am sure you wouldn't

mind my—"

" He cannot hold anything yet," Sheila

said with a smile.

" Then, Mairi, you must put this below

his pillow : is not that the same thing for

luck ?" he said, addressing the young

Highland girl as if he had known her

all his life ; and Mairi went away proud

and pleased to have this precious bundle

to carry, and talking to it with a thousand

soft and endearing phrases in her native

tongue.

Mackenzie came in and found the two

talking together. " How do you do, sir ?"

he said with a grave courtesy. " You are

ferry welcome to the island, and if there

is anything you want for the boat you

will hef it from us. She is a little thing

to hef come so far."

" She's not very big," Johnny said, "but

she's a thorough good sailor ; and then

we watch our time, you know. But I

don't think we shall go farther north

than Lewis."

" Hef you no friends on board with

you ?" Mackenzie asked.

"Oh yes," Johnny answered — "two.

But we did not wish to invade your house

in a body. To-morrrow—"

"To-morrow!" said Mackenzie impa

tiently: "no, but to-night!—Duncan,

come here ! Duncan, go down to the

boat that has just come in and tell the

gentlemen—"

" I beg your pardon, sir," Johnny cried,

"but my two friends are regularly done

up, tired : they were just going to turn

in when I left the yacht. To-morrow,

now, you will see them."

"Oh, ferry well, ferry well," said Mac

kenzie, who had hoped to have a big

dinner - party for Sheila's amusement.

" In any way, you will stop and hef some

dinner? It is just ready—oh yes—and

it is not a ferry fine dinner, but it will be

different from your cabin for you to sit

ashore."

"Well, if you will excuse me—" John

ny was about to say, for he was so full

of the news that he had to tell that he

would have sacrificed twenty dinners to

get off at this moment. But Mr. Mac

kenzie would take no denial. An ad

ditional cover was laid for the stranger,

and Johnny sat down to stare at Sheila

in a furtive way, and to talk to her father

about everything that was happening in

the great world.

"And what now is this," said Mac

kenzie with a lofty and careless air—

" what is this I see in the papers abou:

pictures painted by a gentleman called

Lavender ? I hef a great interest in these

exhibitions: perhaps you hef seen the

pictures ?"

Johnny blushed very red, but he hid

his face over his plate, and presently he

answered, without daring to look at Sheila.

" I should think I have seen them ! Why,

if you care for coast-landscapes, I can

tell you you never saw such thorough

good work all your life ! Why every

body's talking of them : you never heard

of a man making such a name for him

self in so short a time."

He ventured to look up. There was

a strange, proud light in the girl's face,

and the effect of it on this bearer of good

tidings was to make him launch into such

praises of these pictures as considerably

astonished old Mackenzie. As for Sheila,

she was proud and happy, but not sur

prised. She had known it all along.

She had waited for it patiently, and i:

had come at last, although she was not

to share in his triumph.

" I know some people who know him,"

said Johnny, who had taken two or three-

glasses of Mackenzie's sherry and felt

bold ; " and what a shame it is he should

go away from all his friends and almost

cease to have any communication with

them ! And then, of all the places in the

world to spend a winter in, Jura is about

the very—"

"Jura!" said Sheila quickly, and he

fancied that her face paled somewhat.

" I believe so," he said : " somewhere

on the western coast, you know, over the

Sound of Islay."

Sheila was obviously very much agi

tated, but her father said in a careless

way, " Oh yes, Jura is not a ferry good

place in the winter. And the west side,

you said ? Ay, there are not many houses
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on the west side : it is not a ferry good

place to live in. But it will be ferry cheap,

whatever."

" I don't think that is the reason of his

living there," said Johnny with a laugh.

"But," Mackenzie urged, rather anx

iously, " you wass not saying he would

get much for these pictures ? Oh no,

who will give much money for pictures

of rocks and sea-weed ? Oh no !"

"Oh, won't they, though?" Johnny

cried. " They give a good deal more for

that sort of picture now than for the old-

fashioned cottage-scenes, with a young

lady dressed in a drugget petticoat and

a pink jacket sitting peeling potatoes.

Don't you make any mistake about that.

The public are beginning to learn what

real good work is, and, by Jove ! don't

they pay for it, too ? Lavender got eight

hundred pounds for the smaller of the

two pictures I told you about."

Johnny Eyre was beginning to forget

that the knowledge he was showing of

Frank Lavender's affairs was suspicious

ly minute.

"Oh no, sir," Mackenzie said with a

frown. " It is all nonsense the stories

that you hear. I hef had great experi

ence of these exhibitions. I hef been to

London several times, and every time I

wass in the exhibitions."

" But I should know something of it,

too, for I am an artist myself."

" And do you get eight hundred pounds

for a small picture ?" Mackenzie asked

severely.

"Well, no," Johnny said with a laugh.

" But then I am a duffer."

After dinner Sheila left the room :

Johnny fancied he knew where she was

going. He pulled in a chair to the fire,

lit his pipe, and said he would have but

one glass of toddy, which Mackenzie

proceeded to make for him. And then

he said to the old King of Borva, " I beg

your pardon, sir, but will you allow me

to suggest that that young girl who was

in here before dinner should not call your

daughter Miss Sheila before strangers ?"

"Oh, it is very foolish," said Mac

kenzie, " but it is an old habit, and they

will not stop it. And Duncan, he is

worse than any one."

" Duncan, I suppose, is the tall fellow

who waited at dinner?"

" Oh ay, that is Duncan."

Johnny's ingenious bit of stratagem had

failed. He wanted to have old Mackenzie

call his daughter Mrs. Lavender, so that

he might have had occasion to open the

question and plead for his friend. But

the old man resolutely ignored the re

lationship between Lavender and his

daughter so far as this stranger was con

cerned, and so Johnny had to go away

partly disappointed.

But another opportunity might occur,

and in the mean time was not he carry

ing rare news down to the Phoebe ? He

had lingered too long in the house, but

now he made up for lost time, and once

or twice nearly missed his footing in run

ning down the steep path. He had to

find the small boat for himself, and go

out on the slippery stones and sea-weed

to get into her. Then he pulled away

from the shore, his oars striking white

fire into the dark water, the water gurg

ling at the bow. Then he got into the

shadow of the black hull of the yacht,

and Pate was there to lower the little

gangway.

When Johnny stepped on deck he

paused, in considerable doubt as to what

he should do. He wished to have a

word with Lavender alone : how could

he go down with such a message as he

had to deliver to a couple of fellows

probably smoking and playing chess ?

"Pate," he said, "tell Mr. Lavender I

want him to come on deck for a minute."

"He's by himsel', sir," Pate said.

" He's been fitting by himsel' for the

last hour. The young gentleman's lain

doon."

Johnny'went down into the little cab

in. Lavender, who had neither book

nor cigar, nor any other sign of occupa

tion near him, seemed in his painful

anxiety almost incapable of asking the

question that rose to his lips. "Have

you seen her, Johnny ?" he said at length,

with his face looking strangely care

worn.

Johnny was an impressionable young

fellow. There were tears running freely

down his cheeks as he said, " Yes I have,
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Lavender, and she was rocking a child

in a cradle."

CHAPTER XXVI.

REDINTEGRATIO AMORIS.

That same night Sheila dreamed a

strange dream, and it seemed to her that

an angel of God came to her and stood

before her, and looked at her with his

shining face and his sad eyes. And he

said, "Are you a woman, and yet slow

to forgive ? Are you a mother, and have

you no love for the father of your child ?"

It seemed to her that she could not an

swer. She fell on her knees before him,

and covered her face with her hands and

wept. And when she raised her eyes

again the angel was gone, and in his

place Ingram was there, stretching out

his hand to her and bidding her rise and

be comforted. Yet he, too, spoke in the

same reproachful tones, and said, "What

would become of us all, Sheila, if none

of our actions were to be condoned by

time and repentance ? What would be

come of us if we could not say, at some

particular point of our lives, to the by

gone time that we had left it, with all its

errors and blunders and follies, behind

us, and would, with the help of God,

start clear on a new sort of life ? What

would it be if there were no forgetfulness

for any of us—no kindly veil to come

down and shut out the memory of what

we have done—if the staring record were

to be kept for ever before our eyes ?

And you are a woman, Sheila : it should

be easy for you to forgive and to encour

age, and to hope for better things of the

man you love. Has he not suffered

enough ? Have you no word for him ?"

The sound of her sobbing in the night

time brought her father to the door. He

tapped at the door, and said, " What is

the matter, Sheila ?"

She awoke with a slight cry, and he

went into the room and found her in a

strangely troubled state, her hands out

stretched to him, her eyes wet and wild :

" Papa, I have been very cruel. I am

not fit to live any more. There is no

woman in the world would have done

what I have done."

"Sheila," he said, "you hef been dream

ing again about all that folly and non.

sense. Lie down, like a good lass.

You will wake the boy if you do not lie

down and go to sleep; and to-morrow

we will pay a visit to the yacht that hass

come in, and you will ask the gentlemen

to look at the Maighdean-mhara."

"Papa," she said, "to-morrow I warit

you to take me to Jura."

" To Jura, Sheila ? You cannot go to

Jura. You cannot leave the baby with

Mairi, Sheila."

"I will take him with me," she said.

"Oh, it is not possible at all, Sheila.

But I will go to Jura—oh yes, I will go

to Jura. Indeed, I was thinking last

night that I would go to Jura."

"Oh no, you must not go," she cried.

"You would speak harshly—and he is

very proud—and we should never see

each other again. Papa, I know you

will do this for me—you will let me go."

" It is foolish of you, Sheila," her father

said, " to think that I do not know how

to arrange such a thing without making

a quarrel of it. But you will see all

about it in the morning. Just now yoa

will lie down, like a good lass, and go to

sleep. So good-night, Sheila, and do

not think of it any more till the morning."

She thought of it all through the night,

however. She thought of her sailing

away down through the cold wintry seas

to search that lonely coast. Would thi

gray dawn break with snow, or would

the kindly heavens lend her some fail-

sunlight as she set forth on her loneli

quest ? And all the night through she

accused herself of being hard of heart

and blamed herself, indeed, for all thai

had happened in the bygone time. Jusi

as the day was coming in she fell asleep

and she dreamed that she went to the

angel whom she had seen before, anc

knelt down at his feet and repeated ir

some vague way the promises she hac

made on her marriage morning. With

her head bent down she said that sht

would live and die a true wife if onh

another chance were given her. Tht

angel answered nothing, but he smilei

with his sad eyes and put his hand for s

moment on her head, and then disap
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,eared. When she woke Mairi was in

ihe room silently stealing away the child,

md the white daylight was clear in the

windows.

She dressed with trembling hands, and

yet there was a faint suffused sensf of

joy in her heart. She wondered if her

father would keep to his promise of the

night before, or whether it had been

made to get her to rest. In any case

she knew that he could not refuse her

much ; and had not he himself said that

he had intended going away down to

Jura?

" Sheila, you are not looking well this

morning," her father said : "it is foolish

of you to lie awake and think of such

things. And as for what you wass say

ing about Jura, how can you go to Jura ?

We hef no boat big enough for that. I

could go—oh yes, / could go—but the

boat I would get at Stornoway you could

not go in at all, Sheila ; and as for the

baby—"

"But then, papa," she said, "did not

the gentleman who was here last night

say they were going back by Jura ? And

it is a big yacht, and he has only two

friends on board. He might take us

down."

"You cannot ask a stranger, Sheila.

Besides, the boat is too small a one for

this time of the year. I should not like

to see you go in her, Sheila."

"I have no fear," the girl said.

"No fear !" her father said impatiently.

" No, of course you hef no fear : that is

the mischief. You will tek no care of

yourself whatever."

"When is the young gendeman coming

up this morning ?"

"Oh, he will not come up again till I

go down. Will you go down to the boat,

Sheila, and go on board of her ?"

Sheila assented, and some half hour

thereafter she stood at the door, clad in

her tight-fitting blue serge, with the hat

and sea-gull's wing over her splendid

masses of hair. It was an angry-looking

morning enough: rags of gray cloud

were being hurried past the shoulders of

Suainabhal ; a heavy surf was beating

on the shore.

"There is going to be rain, Sheila,"

Vol. XIII.—6

her father said, smelling the moisture

in the keen air. "Will you hef your

waterproof?"

"Oh no," she said, "if I am to meet

strangers, I cannot wear a waterproof."

The sharp wind had brought back the

color to her cheeks, and there was some

gladness in her eyes. She knew she

might have a fight for it before she could

persuade her father to set sail in this

strange boat ; but she never doubted for

a moment, recollecting the gentle face

and modest manner of the youthful own

er, that he would be really glad to do

her a service, and she knew that her

father's opposition would give way.

"Shall we take Bras, papa?"

"No, no," her father said: "we will

hef to go in a small boat. I hope you

will not get wet, Sheila : there is a good

breeze on the water this morning."

" I think they are much safer in here

than going round the islands just at

present," Sheila said.

"Ay, you are right there, Sheila," her

father said, looking at the direction of

the wind. "They got in in ferry good

time. And they may hef to stay here

for a while before they can face the sea

again."

"And we shall become very great

friends with them, papa, and they will

be glad to take us to Jura," she said

with a smile, for she knew there was not

much of the hospitality of Borvabost be

stowed with ulterior motives.

They went down the steep path to the

bay, where the Phoebe was lurching and

heaving in the rough swell, her bowsprit

sometimes nearly catching the crest of

a wave. No one was on deck. How

were they to get on board ?

"They can't hear you in this wind,"

Sheila said. " We will have to haul

down our own boat."

And that, indeed, they had to do, ,

though the work of getting the little

thing down the beach was not very ardu-'

ous for a man of Mackenzie's build.

" I am going to pull you out to, the

yacht, papa," Sheila said.

" Indeed you will do no such thing-,'"

her father said indignantly. " As if you

wass a fisherman's lass, and the gentle-
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men never wass seeing you before ! Sit

clown in the stern, Sheila, and hold on

ferry tight, for it is a rough water for

this little boat."

They had almost got out indeed to the

yacht before any one was aware of their

approach, but Pate appeared in time to

seize the rope that Mackenzie flung him,

and with a little scrambling they were

at last safely on board. The noise of

their arrival, however, startled Johnny

Eyre, who was lying on his back smoking

a pipe after breakfast. He jumped up

and said to Mosenberg, who was his only

companion, " Hillo ! here's this old gen

tleman come on board. He knows you.

What's to be done ?"

" Done ?" said the boy, with a mo

ment's hesitation ; and then a flush of

decision sprang into his face: "Ask him

to come down. Yes, I will speak to him,

and tell him that Lavender is on the isl

and. Perhaps he meant to go into the

house: who knows? If he did not, let

us make him."

"All right!" said Johnny: "let's go a

buster."

Then he called up the companion to

Pate to send the gentleman below, while

he flung a few things aside to make the

place more presentable. Johnny had

been engaged a few minutes before in

sewing a button on a woolen shirt, and

that article of attire does not look well

beside a breakfast-table.

His visitors began to descend the nar

row wqpden steps, and presently Mac

kenzie was heard to say, "Tck great

care, Sheila : the brass is ferry slippery."

"Oh, thunder '" Johnny said, looking

at Mosenberg.

"Good-morning, Mr. Eyre," said the

old King of Borva, stooping to get into

the cabin: "it is a rough day you are

getting. Sheila, mind your head till you

have passed the door."

Mackenzie came forward to shake

hands, and in doing so caught sight of

Mosenberg. The whole truth flashed

upon him in a moment, and he instan

taneously turned to Sheila and said quick

ly, "Sheila, go up on deck for a moment."

But she, too, had seen the lad, and she

came forward, with a pale face, but with

a perfectly self-possessed mann.

said, " How do you do ? It is a s

your coming to the island, but yo -

used to talk of it."

" Yes," he stammered as he

hands with her and her father, " . i,

wished to come here. What a will

it is ! And have you lived here, Mr

Lavender, all the time since you le

London ?"

" Yes, I have."

Mackenzie was getting very uneas;

Every moment he expected Lavende

would enter this confined little cabin

and was this the place for these two t

meet, before a lot of acquaintances ?

"Sheila," he said, "it is too close fo

you here, and I am going to have a pip

with the gentlemen. Now if you was

a good lass you would go ashore again

and go up to the house, and say to Mail

that we will all come for luncheon at on

o'clock, and she must get some fish u;

from Borvabost. Mr. Eyre, he will seru

a man ashore with you in his own boal

that is bigger than mine, and you wil

show him the creek to put into. Nov

go away, like a good lass, and we wil

be up ferry soon—oh yes, we will be uj

directly at the house."

" I am sure," Sheila said to Johnn;

Eyre, "we can make you more comfort

able up at the house than you are here

although it is a nice little cabin." Ant

then she turned to Mosenberg and said

"And we have a great many things tt

talk about."

"Could she suspect?" Johnny askec

himself as he escorted her to the boat anc

pulled her in himself to the shore. Hei

face was pale and her manner a trifle

formal, otherwise she showed no sign.

He watched her go along the stones till

she reached the path : then he pulled out

to the Phccbe again, and went down be

low to entertain his host of the previous

evening.

Sheila walked slowly up the rude little

path, taking little heed of the blustering

wind and the hurrying clouds. Her eyes

were bent down, her face was pale.

When she got to the top of the hill she

looked, in a blank sort of way, all round

the bleak moorland, but probably she
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P not expect to see any one there.

icn she walked, with rather an uncer-

, .in step, into the house. She looked

into the room, the door of which stood

open. Her husband sat there, with his

arms outstretched on the table and his

head buried in his hands. He did not

hear her approach, her footfall was so

light, and it was with the same silent

step she went into the room and knelt

down beside him and put her hands and

face on his knee, and said simply, " I beg

for your forgiveness."

He started up and looked at her as

though she were some spirit, and his own

face was haggard and strange. " Sheila,"

he said in a low voice, laying his hand

gently on her head, " it is I who ought

to be there, and you know it. But I

cannot meet your eyes. I am not going

to ask for your forgiveness just yet : I

have no right to expect it. All I want is

this : if you will let me come and see you

just as before we were married, and if

you will give me a chance of winning

your consent over again, we can at least

be friends until then. But why do you

cry, Sheila ? You have nothing to re

proach yourself with."

She rose and regarded him for a mo

ment with her streaming eyes, and then,

moved by the passionate entreaty of her

face, and forgetting altogether the sepa

ration and time of trial he had proposed,

he caught her to his bosom and kissed

' her forehead, and talked soothingly and

caressingly to her as if she were a child.

"I cry," she said, "because I am hap

py—because I believe all that time is

over—because I think you will be kind

to me. And I will try to be a good wife

to you, and you will forgive me all that

l have done."

" You are heaping coals of fire on my

head, Sheila," he said humbly. "You

know I have nothing to forgive. As for

you, I tell you I have no right to expect

your forgiveness yet. But I think you

will find out by and by that my repent

ance is not a mere momentary thing. I

have had a long time to think over what

has happened, and what I lost when I

lost you, Sheila."

"But you have found me again," the

girl said, pale a little, and glad to sit

down on the nearest couch, while she

held his hand and drew him toward her.

"And now I must ask you for one thing."

He was sitting beside her : he feared

no longer to meet the look of those earn

est, meek, affectionate eyes.

"This is it," she said. "If we are to

be together—not what we were, but some

thing quite different from that—will you

promise me never to say one word about

what is past—to shut it out altogether—,

to forget it ?"

"I cannot, Sheila," he said. "Am I

to have no chance of telling you how

well I know how cruel I was to you—

how sorry I am for it ?"

"No," she said firmly. "If you have

some things to regret, so have I ; and

what is the use of competing with each

other as to which has the most forgive

ness to ask for ? Frank dear, you will

do this for me ? You will premise never

to speak one word about thpt time ?"

How earnest the beautiful, sad face

was ! He could not withstand the en

treaty of the piteous eyes. He said to

her, abashed by the great love that she

showed, and hopeless of making other

reparation than obedience to her gener

ous wish, " Let it be so, Sheila. I will

never speak a word about it. You will

see otherwise than in words whether I

forget what is passed, and your goodness

in letting it go. But, Sheila," he added,

with downcast face, "Johnny- Eyre was

here last night : he told me—" He had to

say no more. She took his hand and led

him gently and silently out of the room.

Meanwhile the old King of Borva had

been spending a somewhat anxious time

down in the cabin of the Phcebe. Many

and many a day had he been planning

a method by which he might secure a

meeting between Sheila and her husband,

and now it had all come about without

his aid, and in a manner which rendered

him unable to take any precautions. He

did not know but that some awkward

accident might destroy all the chances

of the affair. He knew that Lavender

was on the island. He had frankly ask

ed young Mosenberg as soon as Sheila

had left the yacht.
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" Oh yes," the lad said, " he went away

into the island early this morning. I

begged of him to go to your house : he

did not answer. But I am sure he will.

I know he will."

"My Kott!" Mackenzie said, "and he

has been wandering about the island all

the morning, and he will be very faint

and hungry, and a man is neffer in a

good temper then for making up a quar

rel. If I had known the last night, I

could hef had dinner with you all here,

and we should hef given him a good

glass of whisky, and then it wass a good

time to tek him up to the house."

" Oh, you may depend on it, Mr. Mac

kenzie," Johnny Eyre said, "that Lav

ender needs no stimulus of that sort to

make him desire a reconciliation. No,

I should think not. He has done noth

ing but brood over this affair since ever

he left London ; and I should not be

surprised if you scarcely knew him, he

is so altered, You would fancy he had

lived ten years in the time."

"Ay, ay," Mackenzie said, not listen

ing very attentively, and evidently think

ing more ofwhat might be happening else

where ; " but I was thinking, gentlemen,

it wass time for us to go ashore and go

up to the house, and hef something to

eat."

"I thought you said one o'clock for

luncheon, sir," young Mosenberg said.

"One o'clock!" Mackenzie repeated

impatiently. "Who the teffle can wait

till one o'clock if you hef been walking

about an island since the daylight with

nothing to eat or drink."

Mr. Mackenzie forgot that it was not

Lavender he had asked to lunch.

"Oh yes," he said, "Sheila hass had

plenty of time to send down to Borva-

bost for some fish ; and by the time you

get up to the house you will see that it

is ready."

"Very well," Johnny said, "we can go

up to the house, anyway."

He went up the companion, and he

had scarcely got his head above the level

of the bulwarks when he called back,

" I say, Mr. Mackenzie, here is Lavender

on the shore, and your daughter is with

him. Do they want to come on board.

do you think ? Or do they want us to go

ashore ?"

Mackenzie uttered a few phrases in

Gaelic, and got up on deck instantly.

There, sure enough was Sheila, with her

hand on her husband's arm, and they

were both looking toward the yacht.

The wind was blowing too strong for

them to call. Mackenzie wanted him

self to pull in for them, but this was

overruled, and Pate was despatched.

An awkward pause ensued. The three

standing on deck were sorely perplexed

as to the forthcoming interview, and as to

what they should do. Were they to re

joice over a reconciliation, or ignore the

fact altogether and simply treat Sheila

as Mrs. Lavender ? Her father, indeed,

fearing that Sheila would be strangely

excited, and would probably burst into

tears, wondered what he could get to

scold her about.

Fortunately, an incident partly ludi

crous broke the awkwardness of their

arrival. The getting on deck was a

matter of some little difficulty : in the

scuffle Sheila's small hat with its snow-

white feather got unloosed somehow, and

the next minute it was whirled away by

the wind into the sea. Pate could not

be sent after it just at the moment, and

it was rapidly drifting away to leeward,

when Johnny Eyre, with a laugh and a

"Here goes !" plunged in after the white

feather that was dipping and rising in the

waves like a sea-gull. Sheila uttered a

slight cry and caught her husband's arm.

But there was not much danger. John

ny was an expert swimmer, and in a few

minutes he was seen to be making his

way backward with one arm, while in

the other hand he held Sheila's hat.

Then Pate had by this time got the small

boat round to leeward, and very shortly

after Johnny, dripping like a Newfound

land dog, came on deck and presented

the hat to Sheila, amidst a vast deal of

laughter.

"I am so sorry," she said; "but you

must change your clothes quickly : I

hope you will have no harm from it."

"Not I," he said, "but my beautiful

white decks have got rather into a mess.

I am glad .you saw them while they
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were dry, Mrs. Lavender. Now I am I

going below to make myself a swell, for

we're all going to have luncheon on

shore, ain't we ?"

Johnny went below very well pleased

with himself. He had called her Mrs.

Lavender without wincing. He had got

over all the awkwardness of a second

introduction by the happy notion of

plunging after the hat. He had to con

fess, however, that the temperature of

the sea was not just that he would have

preferred for a morning bath.

By and by he made his appearance in

his best suit of blue and brass buttons,

and asked Mrs. Lavender if she would

now come down and see the cabin.

"I think you want a good glass of

whisky," old Mackenzie said as they all

went below : " the water it is ferry cold

just now."

"Yes," Johnny said blushing, "we

shall all celebrate the capture of the

hat."

It was the capture of the hat, then,

that was to be celebrated by this friendly

ceremony. Perhaps it was, but there

was no mirth now on Sheila's face.

"And you will drink first, Sheila," her

father said almost solemnly, "and you

will drink to your husband's health."

Sheila took the glass of raw whisky

in her hand, and looked round timidly.

"I cannot drink this, papa," she said.

" If you will let me—"

" You will drink that glass to your hus

band's health, Sheila," old Mackenzie

said with unusual severity.

"She shall do nothing of the sort if

she doesn't like it !" Johnny Eyre cried

suddenly, not caring whether it was the

wrath of old Mackenzie or of the devil

that he was braving ; and forthwith he

took the glass out of Sheila's hand and

threw the whisky on the floor. Then he

pulled out a champagne bottle from a

basket and said, "This is what Mrs. Lav

ender will drink."

Mackenzie looked staggered for a mo-

' ment : he had never been so braved be-

lore. But he was not in a quarrelsome

mood on such an occasion ; so he burst

into a loud laugh and cried, " Well, did

ever any man see the like o' that ? Good

whisky—ferry good whisky—-and flung

on the floor as if it was water, and as if

there wass no one in the boat that would

hef drunk it ! But no matter, Mr. Eyre,

no matter : the lass will drink whatever

you give her, for she's a good lass ; and

if we hef all to drink champagne, that is

no matter too, but there is a man or two

up on deck that would not like to know

the whisky was spoiled."

"Oh," Johnny said, "there is still a

drop left for them. And this is what you

must drink, Mrs. Lavender."

Lavender had sat down in a corner of

the cabin, his eyes averted. When he

heard Sheila's name mentioned he look

ed up, and she came forward to him.

She said in her simple way, " I drink this

to you, my dear husband ;" and at the

same moment the old King of Borva

came forward and held out his hand,

and said, "Yes, and by Kott, I drink to

your health, too, with ferry good will !"

Lavender started to his feet : "Wait a

bit, Mr. Mackenzie. I have got some

thing to say to you before you ought to

shake my hand."

But Sheila interposed quickly. She

put her hand on his arm and looked

into his face. " You will keep your prom

ise to me," she said ; and that was an

end of the matter. The two men shook

hands : there was nothing said between

them, then or again, of what was over

and gone.

They had a pleasant enough luncheon

together up in that quaint room with the

Tyrolese pictures on the wall, and Dun

can for once respected old Mackenzie's

threats as to what would happen if he

called Sheila anything but Mrs. Laven

der before these strangers. For some

time Lavender sat almost silent, and an

swered Sheila, who continuously talked

to him, in little else than monosyllables.

But he looked at her a great deal, some

times in a wistful sort of way, as if he

were trying to recall the various fancies

her face used to produce in his imag

ination.

" Why do you look at me so ?" she said

to him in an undertone.

"Because I have made a new friend,"

he said.
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But when Mackenzie began to talk of

the wonders of the island and the seas

around it, and to beg the young yachts

men to prolong their stay, Lavender

joined with a will in that conversation,

and added his entreaties.

" Then you are going to stay ?" Johnny

Eyre said, looking up.

"Oh yes," he answered, as if the al

ternative of going back with them had

not presented itself to him. "For one

thing, I have got to look out for a place

where I can build a house. That is what

I mean to do with my savings just at

present ; and if you would come with

me, Johnny, and have a prowl round the

island to find aut some pretty little bay

with a good anchorage in it—for you

know I am going to steal that Maigh-

dean-mhara from Mr. Mackenzie—then

we can begin and make ourselves archi

tects, and plan out the place that is to

be. And then some day—"

Mackenzie had been sitting in mute

astonishment, but he suddenly broke in

upon his son-in-law: "On this island?

No, by Kott, you will not do that ! On

this island ? And with all the people at

Stornoway ? Hoots, no ! that will neffer

do. Sheila she hass no one to speak to

on this island, as a young lass should hef ;

and you, what would you do yourself in

the bad weather ? But there is Storno

way. Oh yes, that is a fine big place,

and many people you will get to know

there, and you will hef the newspapers

and the letters at once ; and there will

be always boats there that you can go

to Oban, to Greenock, to Glasgow—any

where in the world—whenever you hef

a mind to do that ; and then when you

go to London, as you will hef to go

many times, there will be plenty there to

look after your house when it is shut up,

and keep the rain out, and the paint and

the paper good, more as could be done

on this island. Oh this island !—how

would you live on this island ?"

The old King of Borva spoke quite

impatiently and contemptuously of the

place. You would have thought his life

on this island was a species of penal

servitude, and that he dwelt in his soli

tary house only to think with a vain long

ing of the glories and delights of Storno

way. Lavender knew well what prompted

these scornful comments on Borva. The

old man was afraid that the island would

really be too dull for Sheila and her hus

band, and that, whereas the easy com

promise of Stornoway might be practi

cable, to set up house in Borva might lead

them to abandon the North altogether.

"From what I have heard of it from

Mr. Lavender," Johnny said with a laugh,

" I don't think this island such a dread

ful place ; and I'm hanged if I have

found it so, so far."

"But you will know nothing about it

—nothing whateffer," said Mackenzie

petulantly. "You do not know the bad

weather, when you cannot go down the

loch to Callernish, and you might hef to

go to London just then."

"Well, I suppose London could wait,"

Johnny said.

Mackenzie began to get angry with this

young man. "You hef not been to Stor

noway," he said severely.

"No, I haven't," Johnny replied with

much coolness, " and I don't hanker after

it. I get plenty of town life in London ;

and when I come up to the sea and the

islands, I'd rather pitch my tent with you,

sir, than live in Stornoway."

" Oh, but you don't know, Johnny, how-

fine a place Stornoway is," Lavender

said hastily, for he saw the old man was

beginning to get vexed. " Stornoway is

a beautiful little town, and it is on the

sea, too."

"And it hass fine houses, and ferry

many people, and ferry good society

whatever," Mackenzie added with somt

touch of indignation.

" But you see, this is how it stands, Mr

Mackenzie," Lavender put in humbly

" We should have to go to London froiv

time to time, and we should then gei

quite enough of city life, and you migh

find an occasional trip with us not a bac

thing. But up here I should have to looV

on my house as a sort of workshop. Now

with all respect to Stornoway, you mus

admit that the coast about here is a little

more picturesque. Besides, there's an

other thing. It would be rather mon

difficult at Stornoway to take a rod or ;
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gun out of a morning. Then there would

be callers, bothering you at your work.

Then Sheila would have far less liberty

in going about by herself."

"Eighthly and tenthly, you've made

up your mind to have a house here,"

cried Johnny Eyre with a loud laugh.

" Sheila says she would like to have a

billiard-room," her husband continued.

"Where could you get that in Storno-

way ?"

"And you must have a large room for

a piano, to sing in and play in," the young

Jew-boy said, looking at Sheila.

" I should think a one-storied house,

with a large verandah, would be the best

sort of thing," Lavender said, "both for

the sun and the rain ; and then one

could have one's easel outside, you know.

Suppose we all go for a walk round the

shore by and by : there is too m uch of a

breeze to take the Phcebe down the loch."

So the King of Borva was quietly

overruled, and his dominions invaded in

spite of himself. Sheila could not go

out with the gentlemen just then : she

was to follow in about an hour's time.

Meanwhile they buttoned their coats,

pulled down their caps tight, and set out

to face the gray skies and the wintry wind.

Just as they were passing away from the

house, Mackenzie, who was walking in

front with Lavender, said in a cautious

sort of way, "You will want a deal of

money to build this house you wass

speaking about, for it will hef to be all

stone and iron, and ferry strong what

ever, or else it will be a plague to you

from the one year to the next with the

rain getting in."

"Oh yes," Lavender said, "it will have

to be done well once for all ; and what

with rooms big enough to paint in and

play billiards in, and also a bed-room or

two for friends who may come to stay

with us, it will be an expensive business.

But I have been very lucky, Mr. Mac

kenzie. It isn't the money I have, but

the commissions I am offered, that war

rant my going in for this house. I'll tell

you about all these things afterward. In

the mean time I shall have twenty-four

hundred pounds, or thereabouts, in a

couple of months."

" But you hef more than that now,"

Mackenzie said gravely. " This is what

I wass going to tell you. The money

that your aunt left, that is yours, every

penny of it—oh yes, every penny and

every farthing of it is yours, sure enough.

For it wass Mr. Ingram hass told me all

about it ; and the old lady, she wanted

him to take care of the money for Sheila ;

but what was the good of the money to

Sheila ? My lass, she will hef plenty of

money of her own ; and I wanted to hef

nothing to do with what Mr. Ingram said ;

but it wass all no use, and there iss the

money now for you and for Sheila, every

penny and every farthing of it."

Mackenzie ended by talking in an in

jured way, as if this business had serious

ly increased his troubles.

"But you know," Lavender said with

amazement—"you know as well as I do

that this money was definitely left to In

gram, and—you may believe me or not

—I was precious glad of it when I heard

it. Of course it would have been of

more use to him if he had not been about

to marry this American lady."

" Oh, you hef heard that, then ?" Mac

kenzie said.

"Mosenberg brought me the news.

But are you quite sure about this affair ?

Don't you think this is merely a trick

of Ingram's to enable him to give the

money to Sheila ? That would be very

like him. I know him of old."

"Well, I cannot help it if a man will

tell lies," said Mackenzie. "But that is

what he says is true. And he will not

touch the money—indeed, he will hef

plenty, as you say. But there it is for

Sheila and you, and you will be able to

build whatever house you like. And if

you was thinking of having a bigger

boat than the Maighdean-mhara—" the

old man suggested.

Lavender jumped at that notion direct

ly. " What if we could get a yacht big

enough to cruise anywhere in the sum

mer months?" he said. "We might

bring a party of people all the way from

the Thames to Loch Roag, and cast an

chor opposite Sheila's house. Fancy In

gram and his wife coming up like that

in the autumn ; and I know you could
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go over to Sir James and get us some

shooting."

Mackenzie laughed grimly : "We will

see—we will see about that. I think

there will be no great difficulty about

getting a deer or two for you ; and as for

the salmon, there will be one or two left

in the White Water. Oh yes, we will

hef a little shooting and a little fishing

for any of your friends. And as for the

boat, it will be ferry difficult to get a

good big boat for such a purpose without

you wass planning and building one

yourself ; and that will be better, I think,

for the yachts now-a-days they are all

built for the racing, and you will hef a

boat fifty tons, sixty tons, seventy tons,

that hass no room in her below, but is

nothing but a big heap of canvas and

spars. But if you wass wanting a good,

steady boat, with good cabins below for

the leddies, and a good saloon that you

could hef your dinner in all at once,

then you will maybe come down with

me to a shipbuilder I know in Glasgow

—oh, he is a ferry good man—and we

will see what can be done. There is a

gentleman now in Dunoon—and they

say he is a ferry great artist too—and he

hass a schooner of sixty tons that I hef

been in myself, and it wass just like a

steamer below for the comfort of it. And

when the boat is ready, I will get you

ferry good sailors for her, that will know

every bit of the coast from Loch-Indaal

to the Butt of Lewis, and I will see that

they are ferry cheap for you, for I hef

plenty of work for them in the winter.

But I wass no saying yet," the old man

added, " that you were right about com

ing to live in Borva. Stornoway is a

good place to live in ; and it is a fine

harbor for repairs, if the boat was want

ing repairs."

"If she were, couldn't we send her

round to Stornoway ?"

" But the people in Stornoway—it iss

the people in Stornoway," said Macken

zie, who was not going to give in with

out a grumble.

Well, they did not fix on a site for the

house that afternoon. Sheila did not

make her appearance. Lavender kept

continually turning and Jooking over the

long undulations of rock and moorland ;

and at length he said, " Look here, John

ny, would you mind going on by your

selves ? I think I shall walk back to the

house."

" What is keeping that foolish girl ?"

her father said impatiently. " It is some

thing about the dinner now, as if any

one wass particular about a dinner in an

island like this, where you can expect

nothing. But at Stornoway — oh yes,

they hef many things there."

"But I want you to come and dine

with us on board the Phoebe to-night,

sir," Johnny said. "It will be rather a

lark, mind you : we make up a tight fit

in that cabin. I wonder if Mrs. Laven

der would venture : do you think she

would, sir ?"

"Oh no, not this evening, anyway,"

said her father, " for I know she will ex

pect you all to be up at the house this

evening ; and what would be the use of

tumbling about in the bay when you can

be in a house. But it is ferry kind of

you. Oh yes, to-morrow night, then, we

will go down to the boat, but this night

I know Sheila will be ferry sorry if you

do not come to the house."

"Well, let's go back now," Johnny

said, "and if we've time we might go

down for our guns and have a try along

the shore for an hour or so before the

daylight goes. Fancy that chance at

those wild-duck !"

"Oh, but that is nothing," Mackenzie

said. "To-morrow you will come with

me up to the loch, and there you will

hef some shooting ; and in many other

places I will show you you will hef plenty

of shooting."

They had just got back to the house

when they found Sheila coming out.

She had, as her father supposed, been

detained by her preparations for enter

taining their guests; but now she was

free until dinner-time, and so the whole

party went down to the shore to pay a

visit to the Phoebe and let Mackenzie

have a look at the guns on board. Then

they went up to the house and found the

tall and grim keeper with the baby in his

arms, while Scarlett and Mairi were put

ting the finishing touches on the gleam
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ing white table and its show of steel and

crystal.

How strange it was to Sheila to sit at

dinner there, and listen to her husband

talking of boating and fishing and what

not as he used to sit and talk in the old

en time to her father, on the summer

evenings, on the high rocks over Borva-

bost! The interval between that time

and this seemed to go clean out of her

mind. And yet there must have been

some interval, for he was looking older

and sterner and much rougher about the

face now, after being buffeted about by

wind and rain and sun during that long

and solitary . stay in Jura. But it was

very like the old times when they went

into the little drawing-room, and when

Mairi brought in the hot water and the

whisky, the tobacco and the long pipes,

when the old King of Borva sat himself

down in his great chair by the table, and

when Lavender came to Sheila and asked

her if he should get out her music and

open the piano for her.

"Madam," young Mosenberg said to

her, "it is a long time since I heard one

of your strange Gaelic songs."

"Perhaps you never heard this one,"

Sheila said, and she began to sing the

plaintive "Farewell to Glenshalloch."

Many a time, indeed, of late had she

sung its simple and pathetic air as a sort

of lullaby, perhaps because it was gentle,

monotonous and melancholy, perhaps

because there were lines here and there

that she liked. Many a time had she

sung—

Sleep sound, my sweet babe, there is naught to alarm

thee,

The sons of the valley no power have to harm thee.

I'll sing thee to rest in the balloch untrodden,

With a coronach sad for the slain of Culloden.

But long before she had reached the

end of it her father's patience gave way,

and he said, " Sheila, we will hef no more

of those teffles of songs ! We will hef

a good song; and there is more than

one of the gentlemen can sing a good

song, and we do not wish to be always

crying over the sorrows of other people.

Now be a good lass, Sheila, and sing us

a good cheerful song."

And Sheila, with great good-nature,

suddenly struck a different key, and sang,

with a spirit that delighted the old man,

The standard on the braes o' Mar

Is up and streaming rarely ;

The gathering pipe on Lochnagar

Is sounding lang and clearly ;

The Highlandmen, from hill and glen,

In martial hue, with bonnets blue,

Wi' belted plaids and burnished blades,

Are coming late and early 1

" Now, that is a better kind of song—

that is a teffle of a good song," Macken

zie cried, keeping time to the music with

his right foot, as if he were a piper play

ing in front of his regiment. "Wass

there anything like that in your country,

Mr. Mosenberg?"

" I don't know, sir," said the lad meek

ly, " but if you like I will sing you one or

two of our soldiers' songs. They have

plenty of fire in them, I think."

Certainly, Mackenzie had plenty of

brilliant and cheerful and stirring music

that evening, but that which pleased him

most, doubtless, was to see, as all the

world could see, the happiness of his

good lass. Sheila, proud and glad, with

a light on her face that had not been

there for many a day, wanted to do

everything at once to please and amuse

her guests, and most of all to wait upon

her husband ; and Lavender was so

abashed by her sweet service and her

simple ways that he could show his grat

itude only by some furtive and kindly

touch of the hand as Sheila passed. It

seemed to him she had never looked so

beautiful, and never, indeed, since they

left Stornoway together had he heard

her quiet low laugh so full of enjoyment.

What had he done, he asked himself, to

deserve her confidence ? for it was the

hope in her proud and gentle eyes that

gave that radiant brightness to her face.

He did not know. He could not answer.

Perhaps the forgiveness she had so free

ly and frankly tendered, and the confi

dence she now so clearly showed in him,

sprang from no judgment or argument,

but were only the natural fruit of an

abounding and generous love. More

than once that night he wished that

Sheila could read the next half dozen

years as though in some prophetic scroll,

that he might show her how he would
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endeavor to prove himself, if not worthy

—for he could scarcely hope that—at

least conscious of her great and unselfish

affection, and as grateful for it as a man

could be.

They pushed their enjoyment to such

a late hour of the night that when they

discovered what time it was,' Mackenzie

would not allow one of them to venture

out into the dark to find the path down

to the yacht, and Duncan and Scarlett

were forthwith called on to provide the

belated guests with some more or less

haphazard sleeping accommodation.

"Mr. Mackenzie," said Johnny, "I

don't mind a bit if I sleep on the floor.

I've just had the jolliest night I ever

spent in my life. Mosenberg, you'll have

to take the Phoebe back to Greenock by

yourself: I shall never leave Borva any

more."

"You will be sober in the morning,

Mr. Eyre," young Mosenberg said ; but

the remark was unjust, for Johnny's en

thusiasm had not been produced by the

old king's whisky, potent as that was.

CHAPTER XXVII.

THE PRINCESS SHEILA.

"I should like," said Mrs. Edward

Ingram, sitting down and contentedly

folding her hands in her lap—" I should

so much like, Edward, to have my own

way for once, it would be so novel and

so nice."

Her husband was busy with a whole

lot of plans all stretched out before him,

and with a pipe which he had some dif

ficulty in keeping alight. He did not

even turn round as he answered, " You

have your own way always. But you

can't expect to have mine also, you

know."

" Do you remember," she said slowly,

"anything your friend Sheila told you

about your rudeness to people ? I wish,

Edward, you would leave those ragged

children and their school-houses for three

minutes. Do ! I so much want to see

some places when we go to Scotland, for

who knows when we maybe there again ?

I have set my heart on the Braes of

Yarrow. And Loch Awe by moonlight.

And the Pass of Glencoe—"

"My dear child," he said at last, turn

ing round in his chair, "how can we go

to those places ? Sheila says Oban on

the fifteenth."

"But what Sheila says isn't an act of

Parliament," said the young American

lady plaintively and patiently. "Why

should you regulate all your movements

by her ? You are always looking to the

North : you' are like the spires of the

churches that are said to be always tell

ing us that heaven is close by the Pole

Star."

"The information is inaccurate, my

dear," Ingram said, looking at his pipe,

"for the spires of the churches on the

other side of the world point the other

way. However, that does not matter.

How do you propose to go rampaging

all over Scotland, and still be at Oban

on the fifteenth ?"

"Tel-graph to Mr. and Mrs. Lavender

to come on to Edinburgh, and leave the

trip to Lewis until we have seen those

places. For, once we have got to that

wild island, who knows when we shall

return ? Now do, like a good boy. You

know this new house of theirs will be all

the drier in a month's time. And their

yacht will be all the more ship-shape.

And both Sheila and her husband will

be the better for coming down among

civilized folks for a few weeks' time—

especially just now, when numbers of

their friends must be in the Highlands ;

and of course you get better attention at

the hotels when the season is going on,

and they have every preparation made :

and I am told the heather and fern on

the hills look very fine in August; and

I am sure Mr. and Mrs. Lavender will

enjoy it very much if we get a carriage

somewhere and leave the railways alto

gether, and drive by ourselves all through

the prettiest districts."

She wished to see the effect of her

eloquence on him. It was peculiar.

He put his pipe down and gravely re

peated these lines, with which she was

abundantly familiar :

Sez vather to I, "Jack, rin artcr him, du I"

Sez I to vather, " I'm darned if I du I"
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"You won't ?" she said.

"The proposal comes too late. How

can you expect Sheila to leave her new

house, and that boy of hers, that occu

pies three-fourths of her letters, just at

this time ? I think it was very kind of

her, mind you, to come away down to

Oban to meet us ; and Lavender, too, is

giving up the time out of the best work

ing-season of the year. Bless you ! you

will see far more beautiful things as we

go from Oban to Lewis than any you

have mentioned. For we shall probably

cut down by Scarba and Jura before going

up to Skye ; and then you will see the

coast that you admired so much in Lav

ender's pictures."

" Is the yacht a large one, Edward ?"

his wife asked, somewhat timidly.

"Oh. big enough to take our party a

dozen times over."

"Will she tumble about much, do you

think ?"

" I don't know," Ingram said with an

unkindly grin. " But as you are a weak

vessel, Lavender will watch the weather

for you, and give i:* you as smooth as

possible. Besides, look at the cleanliness

and comfort of a smart yacht ! You are

thinking of one of those Channel steam

ers, with their engines and oil."

"Let us hope for the best," said his

wife with a sigh.

They not only hoped for it, but got it.

When they left the Crinan and got on

board the big steamer that was to take

them up to Oban, all around them lay

a sea of soft and shining blue, scarcely

marred by a ripple. Here and there

sharp crags that rose out of the luminous

plain seemed almost black, but the farth

er islands lay soft and hazy in the heat,

with the beautiful colors of August tint

ing the great masses of rock. As they

steamed northward through the shining

sea, new islands and new channels ap

peared until they came in sight of the

open Atlantic, and that, too, was as calm

and as still as a summer night. There

was no white cloud in the blue vault of

the sky, there was no crisp curl of a

wave on the blue plain of the sea, but

everywhere a clear, radiant, salt-smelling

atmosphere, the drowsy haze of which

was only visible when you looked at the

distant islands and saw the fine and

pearly veil of heat that was drawn over

the soft colors of the hills. The sea-

birds dipped and disappeared as the big

boat churned its way onward. A white

solan, far away by the shores of Mull,

struck the water as he dived, and sent a

jet of spray into the air. Colonsay and

Oronsay became as faint clouds on the

southern horizon, the jagged coast of

Lome drew near. And then they went

up through the Sound of Kerrara, and

steamed into the broad and beautiful bay

of Oban, and behold ! here was Sheila

on the pier, already waving a handker

chief to them, while her husband held

her arm, lest in her excitement she should

go too near the edge of the quay.

" And where is the boat that we have

heard so much of?" said Mrs. Kavanagh,

when all the kissing and handshaking

was over.

" There !" said Sheila, not without some

shame-faced pride, pointing to a shapely

schooner that lay out in the bay, with

her white decks and tall spars shining in

the afternoon sun.

"And what do you call her?" asked

Mrs. Kavanagh's daughter.

"We call her Princess Sheila" said

Lavender. " What do you think of the

name ?"

"You couldn't have got a better," In

gram said sentcntiously, and interposing

as if it was not within his wife's province

to form an opinion of any sort. "And

where is your father, Sheila ? In Borva ?"

"Oh no, he is here," the girl said with

a smile. " But the truth is, he has driven

away to see some gentlemen he knows,

to ask if he can have some grouse for

you. He should have been back by this

time."

"I would not hurry him, Sheila," In

gram said gravely. " He could not have

gone on a more admirable errand. We

must await his return with composure.

In the mean time, Lavender, do make

your fellows stop that man : he is taking

away my wife's trunk to some hotel or

other."

The business of getting the luggage

on board the yacht- was entrusted to a
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couple of men whom Lavender left on

shore, whereupon the newly-arrived trav

elers put off in a little pinnace and were

conveyed to the side of the handsome

schooner. When they were on board

an eager exploration followed ; and if

Sheila could only have undertaken to

vouch for the smoothness of the weather

for the next month, Mrs. Ingram was

ready to declare that at last she had dis

covered the most charming and beautiful

and picturesque fashion of living known

to civilized man. She was delighted with

the little elegancies of the state-rooms ;

she was delighted with the paintings on

the under skylights, which had been done

by Lavender's own hand ; she was de

lighted with the whiteness of the decks

and the height of the tapering spars;

and she had no words for her admiration

of the beautiful sweep of the bay, the

striking ruins of the old castle at the

point, the rugged hills rising behind the

white houses, and out there in the west

the noble panorama of mountain and

island and sea.

" I am afraid, Mrs. Ingram." Lavender

said, " you will have cause to know Oban

before we leave it. There is not a breath

of wind to take us out of the bay."

" I am content," she said with a gracious

calm.

" But we must get you up to Borva

somehow. There it would not matter

how long you were becalmed, for there

is plenty to see about the island. But

this is a trifle commonplace, you know."

" I don't think so at all. I am delight

ed with the place," she said. " And so

are you, Edward."

Ingram laughed. He knew she was

daring him to contradict her. He pro

posed he should go ashore and buy a

few lines with which they might fish for

young saithe or lythe over the side of the

yacht, but this project was stopped by the

appearance of the King of Borva, who

bore triumphant proof of the success of

his mission in a brace of grouse held up

in each hand as a small boat brought

him out to the yacht.

"And I was seeing Mr. Hutcheson,"

Mackenzie said to Lavender as he step

ped on board, "and he is a ferry good-

natured man whatever, and he says if

there is no wind at all he will let one of

his steamers take the yacht up to Loch

Sunart, and if there is a breeze at all we

will get it there."

" But why should we go in quest of a

breeze ?" Mrs. Ingram said petulantly.

"Why, mem," said Mackenzie, taking

the matter seriously, " you wass not think

ing we could sail a boat without wind ':

But I am no sure that there will not be a

breeze before night."

Mackenzie was right. As the evening

wore on and the sun drooped in the west,

the aspect of affairs changed somewhat,

and there was now and again a sort of

shiver apparent on the surface of the

lake-like bay. When, indeed, the peo

ple on board came up on deck just be

fore dinner, they found a rather thunder

ous-looking sunset spreading over the

sky. Into the clear saffron glory of the

western sky some dark and massive pur

ple clouds had risen. The mountains

of Mull had grown light and milk-like,

and yet they seemed near. The glass

like bay began to move, and the black

shadow of a ship that lay on the gleam

ing yellow plain began to tremble as tin

water cut lines of light across the re

flection of the masts. You could hear

voices afar off. Under the ruins of the

castle and along the curves of the coas;

the shadows of the water were a pure

green, and the rocks were growing still

more sharp and distinct in the gathering

dusk. There was a cold smell of the

sea in the air. And then swiftly the pale

colors of the west waxed lurid and fierce

the mountains became of a glowing pur

ple, and then all the plain of the sea was

dashed with a wild glare of crimson, while

the walls of Dunolly grew black, ant

overhead the first scouts of the marshal

ing forces of the clouds came up in fly

ing shreds of gold and fire.

"Oh ay, we may hef a breeze the

night," Mackenzie said.

"I hope we sha'n't have a stomi.

Mrs. Ingram said.

"A storm? Oh no, no storm at all

It will be a ferry good thing if the wind

lasts till the morning."

Mackenzie was not at all sure that
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there would be storm enough, and went

down to dinner with the others rather

grumbling over the fineness of the weath

er. Indeed, when they came on deck

again, later on in the night, even the

slight breeze that he had hoped for

seemed impossible. The night was per

fectly still. A few stars had come out

overhead, and their light scarcely trem

bled on the smooth waters of the bay. A

cold, fresh scent of sea-weed was about,

but no wind. The orange lights in Oban

burned pale and clear, the red and green

lamps of the steamers and yachts in the

bay did not move. And when Mrs. In

gram came up to 'take Sheila forward to

the bow of the boat, to sit down there

and have a confidential talk with her, a

clear and golden moon was rising over

the sharp black ridge of Kerrara into the

still and beautiful skies, and there was

not a ripple of the water along the sides '

of the yacht to break the wonderful si

lence of the night.

" My dear," she said, " you have a

beautiful place to live in."

" But we do not live here," Sheila said

with a smile. "This is to me as far

away from home as England can be to

you when you think of America. When

I came here for the first time I thought I

had got into another world, and that I

should never be able to get back again

to the Lewis."

" And is the island you live in more

beautiful than this place ?" she asked,

looking round on the calm sea, the lam

bent skies and the far mountains be

yond, which were gray and ghost-like in

the pale glow of the moon.

" If you see our island on such a night

as this, you will say it is the most beau

tiful place in the world. It is the winter

time that is bad, when we.have rain and

mist for weeks together. But after this

year I think we shall spend all the win

ters in London, although my husband

docs not like to give up the shooting and

the boating; and that is very good

amusement for him when he is tired

with his work."

"That island life certainly seems to

agree with him," said Mrs. Ingram, not

daring even to hint that there was any

further improvement in Sheila's hus

band than that of mere health : " I have

never seen him look so well and strong.

I scarcely recognized him on the pier, he

was so brown ; and—and—and I think

his sailor-clothes suit him so well. They

are a little rough, you know : indeed, I

have been wondering whether you made

them yourself."

Sheila laughed : " I have seen you

look at them. No, I did not make them.

But the cloth, that was made on the isl

and, and it is very good cloth whatever."

" You see what a bad imitation of your

costume I am compelled to wear. Ed

ward would have it, you know. I think

he'd like me to speak like you, if I could

manage it."

"Oh no, I am sure he would not like

that," Sheila said, "for many a time he

used to correct me ; and when he first

came to the island I was very much

ashamed, and sometimes angry with

him."

"But I suppose you got accustomed to

his putting everybody right ?" said Mr.

Ingram's wife with a smile.

" He was always a very good friend to

me," Sheila said simply.

"Yes, and I think he is now," said her

companion, taking the girl's hand and

forcing herself to say something of that

which lay at her heart, and which had

been struggling for utterance during all

this beating about the bush. " I am sure

you could not have a better friend than

he is ; and if you only knew how pleased

we both are to find you so well and so

happy—"

Sheila saw the great embarrassment

in her companion's face, and she knew

the good feeling that had driven her to

this stammering confession. " It is very

kind of you," she said gently. "I am

very happy : yes, I do not think I have

anything more to wish for in the world."

There was no embarrassment in her

manner as she made this simple avowal,

her face was clear and calm in the moon

light, and her eyes were looking some

what distantly at the sea and the island

near. Her husband came forward with

a light shawl and put it round her shoul

ders. She took his hand and for a mo
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ment pressed it to her lips. Then he

went back to where Ingram and old

Mackenzie were smoking, and the two

women were left to their confidences.

Mrs. Kavanagh had gone below.

What was this great noise next morn

ing of the rattling of chains and the flap

ping of canvas overhead ? There was a

slight motion in the boat and a plash

ing of water around her sides. Was the

Princess Sheila getting under weigh ?

The various noises ceased, so also did

the rolling of the vessel, and apparently

all was silent and motionless again.

But when the ladies had dressed, and

got up on deck, behold they were in a

new world ! All around them were the

blue waters of Loch Linnhe, lit up by

the brilliant sunshine of the morning.

A light breeze was just filling the great

white sails, and the yacht, heeling over

slightly, was cutting her placid way

through the lapping waves. How keen

was the fresh smell of the air ! Sea-gulls

were swooping down and around the tall

masts : over there the green island of

Lismorc lay bright in the sunshine ; the

lonely hills of Morven and the moun

tains of Mull had a thousand shades

of color growing on their massive shoul

ders and slopes ; the ruins of Duart Cas

tle, out at the point, seemed too fair and

picturesque to be associated with dark

legends of blood. Were these faint

specks in the south the far islands of

Colonsay and Oronsay ? Lavender

brought his glass to 'Mrs. Ingram, and,

with many apologies to all the ladies for

having woke them up so soon, bade her

watch the flight of two herons making

in for the mouth of Loch Etive.

They had postponed for the present

that southward trip to Jura. The glass

was still rising, and the appearance of

the weather rendered it doubtful whether

they might have wind enough to make

such a cruise anything but tedious. They

had taken advantage of this light breeze

in the morning to weigh anchor and

stand across for the Sound of Mull : if it

held out, they would at least reach To-

bermony, and take their last look at a

town before rounding Ardnamurchan and

making for the wild solitudes of Skye.

"Well, Cis," Ingram said to his wife

as he busied himself with a certain long

fishing-line, "what do you think of the

Western- Highlands ?"

"Why did you not tell me of these

places before ?" she said rather absently,

for the mere height of the mountains

along the Sound of Mull—the soft green

woods leading up to the great bare shoul

ders of purple and gray and brown above

,—seemed to draw away one's eyes and

thoughts from surrounding objects.

" I have, often. But what is the use

of telling ?"

" It is the most wonderful place I have

ever seen," she said. '" It is so beautiful

and so desolate at the same time. What

lovely colors there are everywhere—on

the sea, and on the shores there and up

the hills—and everything is so bright

and gleaming ! But no one seems to

live here. I suppose you couldn't : the

loneliness of the mountains and the sea

would kill you."

"My dear child, these are town-bred

fancies," he said in his usual calm ar.d

carelessly sententious manner. " If you

lived there, you would have plenty to do

besides looking at the hills and the sea.

You would be glad of a fine day to let

you go out and get some fish or go up

the hills and get some blackcock for

your dinner ; and you would not get sad

by looking at fine colors, as town-folks

do. Do you think Lavender and Sheila

spend their time in mooning up in that

island of theirs ? and that, I can tell you,

is a trifle more remote and wild than this

is. They've got their work to do, and

when that is done they feel comfortable

and secure in a well-built house, and

fairly pleased with themselves that they

have earned some rest and amusement.

I dare say if .you built a cottage over

there, and did nothing but look at the

sea and the hills and the sky at night,

you would very soon drown yourself. I

suppose if a man were to give himself up

for three months to thinking of the first

formation of the world, and the condi

tion of affairs before that happened, and

the puzzle about how the materials ever

came to be there, he would grow mad.

But few people luckily have the chance
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of trying. They've got their bread to

earn : if they haven't, they're bent on

killing something or other—foxes, grouse,

deer, and what not—and they don't both

er about the stars, or what lies just out

side the region of the stars. When I

find myself getting miserable about the

size of a mountain, or the question as to

how and when it came there, I know that

it is time to eat something. I think

breakfast is ready, Cis. Do you think

you have the nerve to cut this hook out

of my fingers ? and then we can go

below."

She gave a little scream and started

up. Two drops of blood had fallen on

Lavender's white decks.

" No, I see you can't," he said. " Open

this knife and I will dig it out myself.

Bless the girl ! are you going to faint be

cause I have scratched my finger ?"

Lavender, however, had to be called

in to help, and while the surgical opera

tion was going forward Mrs. Ingram

said, "You see we have got townsfolks

hands as yet. I suppose they will get

to be leather by and by. I am sure I

don't know how Mrs. Lavender can do

those things about a boat with the tiny

little hands she has."

" Yes, Sheila has small hands, hasn't

she ?" Lavender said as he bound up his

friend's finger; "but then she makes up

for that by the bigness of her heart."

It was a pretty and kindly speech, and

it pleased Mrs. Ingram, though Sheila

did not hear it. Then, when the doctor

ing was over, they all went below for

breakfast, and an odor of fish and ham

and eggs and coffee prevailed through

out the yacht.

" I have quite fallen in love with this

manner of life," Mrs. Ingram said.

" But, tell me, is it always as pleasant as

this ? Do you always have those blue

seas around you, and green shores ? Are

the sails always white in the sunlight ?"

There was a dead silence.

"Well, I would not say," Mackenzie

observed seriously, as no one else would

take up the question—" I would not say

it is always ferry good weather off this

coast—oh no, I would not say that—for

if there wass no rain, what would the

I cattle do, and the streams ?—they would

not hef a pool left in them. Oh yes,

there is rain sometimes, but you cannot

always be sailing about, and when there

will be rain you will hef your things to

attend to in-doors. And there is always

plenty of good weather if you wass want

ing to tek a trip round the islands or

down to Oban—oh yes, there is no fear

of that ; and it will be a ferry good coast

whatever for the harbor, and there is

always some place you can put into if it

wass coming on rough, only you must

know the coast and the lie of the islands

and the rocks about the harbors. And

you would learn it ferry soon. There is

Sheila there : there is no one in the Lewis

will know more of the channels in Loch

Roag than she does—not one, I can say

that ; and when you go farther away,

then you must tek some one with you

who wass well acquaint with the coast.

If you wass thinking of having a yacht,

Mr. Ingram, there is one I hef heard of

just now in Rothesay that is for sale, and

she is a ferry good boat, but not so big

as this one."

" I think we'll wait till my wife knows

more about it, Mr. Mackenzie," Ingram

said. "Wait till she gets round Ardna-

murchan, and has crossed the Minch,

and has got the fine Atlantic swell as

you run in to Borvabost."

"Edward, you frighten me," his wife

said : " I was beginning to give myself

courage."

" But it is mere nonsense," cried Mac

kenzie impatiently. " Kott pless me !

there is no chance of your being ill in

this fine weather ; and if you had a boat

of your own, you would ferry soon get

accustomed to the weather—oh, ferry

soon indeed—and you would hef no

more fear of the water than Sheila has."

"Sheila has far too little fear of the

water," her husband said.

" Indeed, and that is true," said her

father; "and it is not right that a young

lass should go about by herself in a

boat."

" But you know very well, papa, that

I never do that now."

"Oh, you do not do it now," grumbled

Mackenzie—"no, you do not do it now.
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But some day you will forget when there

is something to be done, and you will

run a great danger, Sheila."

" But she has promised never to go out

by herself: haven't you, Sheila?" her

husband said.

" I did : I promised that to you. And

l have never been out since by myself."

"Well, don't forget, Sheila," said her

father, not very sure but that some sud

den occasion might tempt the girl to her

old deeds of recklessness.

The two American ladies had little to

fear. The Hebrides received them with

fair sunshine and smooth seas, and all

the day long their occupation was but to

watch the wild birds flying from island

to island, and mark the gliding by of the

beautiful coasts, and listen to the light

rushing of the waves as the fresh sea-

breeze flew through the rigging. And

Sheila was proud to teach them some

thing of the mystery of sailing a small

craft, and would give them the tiller

sometimes, while her eye, as clear and

keen as her father's, kept watch and

ward over the shapely vessel that was

making for the northern seas. One

evening she said to her friends, " Do you

see, that point that runs out on this side

of the small islands? Round that we

enter Loch Roag."

The last pale light of the sun was

shining along the houses of Borvabost

as the Princess Sheila passed. The peo

ple there had made out the yacht long

ere she came close to land, and Macken

zie knew that twenty eager scouts would

fly to tell the news to Scarlett and Dun

can, so that ample preparation would be

made in the newly-finished house down

by the sea. The wind, however, had

almost died away, and they were a long

time getting into Loch Roag in this clear

twilight. They who were making their

first visit to Sheila's island sat contented

ly enough on deck, however, amazed and

bewildered by the beauty of the scene

around them. For now the sun had long

sunk, but there was a glow all over the

heavens, and only in the far east did the

yellow stars begin to glimmer over the

dark plain of the loch. Mealasabhal,

Suainabahl, Cracabahl lifted their grand

shoulders and peak into this wondrous

sky, and stood dark and clear there, with

the silence of the sea around them. As

the night came on the yellow stars grew

more intense overhead, but the lambent

glow in the north did not pale. They

entered a small bay. Up there on a

plateau of the rocks stood a long, low

house, with all its windows gleaming in

the dusk. The pinnace was put off from

the yacht ; in the strange silence of the

night the ripples plashed around her

prow ; her oars struck fire in the water

as the men rowed in to the land. And

then, as Sheila's guests made their way

up to the house, and when they reached

the verandah and turned to look at the sea

and the loch and the far mountains op

posite, they beheld the clear and golden

sickle of the moon rising from behind

the black outline of Suainabhal into the

soft and violet skies. As the yellow

moon rose in the south a pathway of

gold began to tremble on Loch Roag,

and they could see the white curve of

sand around the bay. The air was sweet

with the cold smell of the sea. There

was a murmur of the far Atlantic all

around the silent coast.

It was the old familiar picture that had

charmed the imagination of Sheila's first

and only lover, when as yet she was to

him as some fair and wonderful princess

living in. a lonely island and clothed

round about with the glamour of old

legends and stories of the sea. Was

she any longer this strange sea-princess,

with dreams in her eyes and the mystery

of the night and the stars written in her

beautiful face ? Or was she to him now,

what all the world long ago perceived

her to be, a tender wife, a faithful com

panion and a true and loyal-hearted wo

man ? Sheila walked quietly into the

house : there was something there for

her friends to see, and with a great pride

and gentleness and gladness Scarlett was

despatched on a particular errand. The

old King of Borva was still down at the

yacht, looking after the landing of certain

small articles of luggage. Duncan had

come forward to Ingram and said, "And

are you ferry well, sir ?" and Mairi, come

down from Mackenzie's house, had done
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the same. Then there was a wild squeal

of the pipes in the long apartment where

supper was laid, the unearthly gather

ing cry of a clan, until Sheila's husband

dashed into the place and threatened to

throw John into the sea if he did not

hold his peace. John was offended, and

would probably have gone up the hill

side and in revenge played "Mackrim-

inon shall no more return," only that he

knew the irate old King of Borva would,

in such a case, literally fulfill the threat

that had been lightly uttered by his son-

in-law. In another room, where two or

three women were together, one of them

suddenly took both of Sheila's hands in

hers and said, with a great look of kind

ness in her eyes, " My dear, I can believe

now what you told me that night at

Oban."

MONTE

THE Monagasques, as the good peo

ple of Monaco are called, have a

quaint old ballad, still popular amongst

them, which very aptly illustrates the pe

culiarities of their geographical position :

Son Monaco, sopra un scoglio :

Non semino e non raccoglio,

E pur mangiar voglio.

(" I'm Monaco, perched upon a rock : I

neither sow nor reap, yet I must eat.")

Monaco, situated in a barren and moun

tainous district, with a foreground of salt

sea and a background of lofty and often

inaccessible rocks, has, in fact, but little

ground for cultivation. There are a few

fine fruit-gardens, but no wheat-fields,

and the immediate mountains enclosed

within the petty dominions of the prince

are too naked to afford pasturage for

sheep or oxen ; so that if Monaco were

suddenly cut off from the rest of the

world, its population would soon die

of starvation, as it depends entirely on

its neighbors for all the necessaries of

life. During the Middle Ages the Mona

gasques were famous robbers and cor

sairs, and brought back with them from

their marauding expeditions sufficient

booty to render life supportable in war

times ; and in those of peace an active

commerce was kept up with Genoa,

Nice and Marseilles. On one occasion,

however, at the close of the sixteenth

century, the city was so entirely severed

from all communication both by land

Voi- Xlll.—7
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and water that the people suffered in- an

extreme degree the pangs of hunger and

thirst, and nearly two-thirds of their num

ber perished. This happened under cir

cumstances as peculiar as they were

tragical. Honorat I. reigned over the

little principality. This prince, who, like

Henry VIII., "never spared man in his

wrath or woman in his lust," fell despe

rately in love with a beautiful peasant-

wortian named Paulina. In order to win

her to his desires he offered her all man

ner of magnificent presents—robes of

velvet, brocades of gold, gems, even

rank; all the good things of earth, in

short, save peace of conscience and a

wedding-ring. Paulina, a woman of

high mind, indignantly refused his gifts,

and took refuge from his persecutions in

a convent. But the inviolability of the

sanctuary was of little account to Hono

rat, and he caused his armed minions to

penetrate the sacred enclosure and drag

thence the unfortunate woman, whom he

first violated and then murdered. The

people, horrified at so outrageous a crime;

rose in arms, besieged the palace,,, and

after a brief resistance laid violent .hands

on their fiendish sovereign. They fet

tered him with heavy irons, led him to

the summit of a steep rock overlook

ing the sea, and thence hurled, him head

long into the watery abyss below4 . This

Honorat left a son, a minor, whom the

Monagasques refused to recognize, and
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in consequence his interests were es

poused by the king of Spain. The Span

iards besieged Monaco, and so success

fully surrounded it both by sea and land

that in a few weeks a majority of the

population were starved to death, and

the rest, in order to save life, surrendered.

At present the good Monagasques, no

longer living by pillage, and possessing

railroads and steamboats, have wisely

turned their attention toward rendering

their city one of the most attractive places

in Europe. In 1860, when Nice passed

under the French rule, M. Blanc, the

proprietor of the gambling salons of

Homburg and Baden, tried to persuade

the emperor that the lovely capital of

his newly-annexed province could easily

be made the winter rival of the great

German watering-places. He had only

to grant permission, and in a few months

the Promenade des Anglais would see

rise up amidst its palms and oleanders a

temple of Oriental splendor dedicated to

Chance and Fortune. The emperor, how

ever, was for many reasons obliged to

deny his sanction. Blanc went at once

to Monaco, and received a hearty wel

come from its prince, who readily per

ceived that the establishment of a gam

bling salon in his territory would soon

render his capital as attractive as the

most popular of the German spas. A

large sum of ready money was immedi

ately paid into the treasury of the shrewd

Florestan II., ample promises were made,

conditions mutually agreed upon, papers

signed, and ere the first light frosts of a

second winter nipped the edges of the

semi-tropical vegetation in the prince

ly gardens the hitherto barren hill of

Monte Carlo, a mile beyond the town,

was thickly covered with marble pal

aces, leviathan hotels, gorgeous saloons,

fountains and statues, rising in the midst

of gardens of such exquisite beauty that

they may well be esteemed the modern

rivals of those of the Babylonian queen.

These gardens are planted upon terraces

skillfully cut in the rock, which rises

abruptly from the sea, and contain fine

specimens of the rare plants of almost

every clime. Here can be admired some

of the noulest palm trees in Europe, rho

dodendrons of every hue, and rose trees

which, by reason of their size and the

number and splendor of their flowers,

would easily eclipse those of the re

nowned Cashmere valley. The Casino,

which contains two salons de jeu, a

reading-room, concert-hall and three

reception- or ball-rooms, is of white mar

ble, and built externally in the Italian

style. Internally it is ornamented in the

Arabian fashion, and is remarkably gor

geous, though the rich coloring and

elaborate gildings are blended skillfully

enough to please without dazzling or

offending the eye. To the left of the

Casino is the H6tel de Paris, the dining-

salbon of which is reputed to be the finest

apartment of its kind in Europe. To

the right stands the Grand Cafe, a hand

some edifice, alongside of which is a

notable jeweler's store, where, if you be

short of money or Fortune in her neigh

boring temple play you an ill turn, you

can obtain a loan on your watch, chain,

rings, bracelets, etc. by paying reason

able interest. The space between these

buildings is ornamented with orange

trees, statues and marble vases, and in

the centre a graceful fountain sends

up a lofty jet of water, which is caught

again in a brazen basin of elegant de

sign.

In this square, of a summer's night,

congregates a lively crowd to listen to

the Casino orchestra, which is usually

stationed in the hot season on the great

terrace. I shall not readily forget the

first time the Monaco band played the

"Marseillaise." It was in 1870: the war

had only just been declared, and the

Marseillaise was allowed to be performed

as the national anthem after many years'

suppression. A large number of persons

had come from Nice on purpose to hear

this grandest of popular airs executed by

a band which is almost without a rival

in the world. The square was crowded,

and the scene it presented was unusually

animated and picturesque. The many

and mellow-tinted lamps, both within

and without the palace, were already

lighted, and those in the garden had

been increased both in variety and num

ber for the occasion. The French flag
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fluttered drowsily in the breeze over the

principal entrance to the Casino, and

above it the great terrace or balcony was

filled with musicians. The moon shone

brightly, and threw her silvery rays

around, now upon the lofty palm trees,

now on the glittering sea or the distant

towers of the city, or on the abrupt peaks

of the mountains. All seemed joyous and

peaceful, and one could scarcely realize

that the people had assembled thus to

hear the playing of that fatal air which

was already leading their army to de

struction. The Marseillaise is not a lucky

tune. Composed during the great Revo

lution, it soon became synonymous with

the " terror." Under the First Empire it

fell into disuse, and was not again heard

until the second Revolution, which also

ended fatally for the republic. Again its

notes became popular in 1848, and again

they were hushed for nearly twenty years,

during which time " Partant pour la

Syrie" was forced upon the people as

the national anthem. When Napoleon

III. permitted the Marseillaise to be

played in 1870 there were many per

sons who declared that it would bring

ill-luck ; and sure enough " ill-luck " it

brought. But on the October night I

speak of had you ventured to question

the success of the French arms in hear

ing of the multitude gathered round the

fountain in the square of Monte Carlo,

you would either have been denounced

as a Prussian spy or treated as an idiotic

wretch much to be pitied. What a shout

of Vive la France I rose when the last

bar of the anthem ceased ! It was loud

enough to awaken the hundred echoes

of the neighboring mountains. A few

months afterward I visited Monte Carlo

on just such another moonlight night.

The square was deserted, the Casino

closed, Paris was invested, and Nice her

self had been declared in a state of siege.

Ma hasta ! I am wandering from my

subject, and must return to Monte Carlo.

The chief game played here is of course

rouge et noir, there being but one trente

et quarante table to three rouge et noir.

I never played at trente et quarante, and

do not understand the game. It is, I

believe, much the same as rouge et noir,

but played with cards. Rouge et noir I

have played at half a dozen times. It is

a very exciting game, and your chances

of winning are pretty fair ; but to play

well you must be thoroughly " initiated,"

and to be " initiated " requires time and

a good teacher. However objectionable

a gambling-saloon may be, a public es

tablishment carried on with decency,

regulated by laws and under the strict

surveillance of a government, seems to

be far preferable to our private gambling-

hell system. At Monaco everything is

conducted in the most proper manner,

and if you are fool enough'to play, you

only run the risk of losing what you

stake, and none whatever of being cheat

ed or bullied. I have often heard men

of the world say that they would rather

have twenty "Monacos" than one "club."

I believe that there is more gambling on

a large scale carried on at Nice than in

Monaco. In certain clubs in that city I

know of gentlemen who have in a few

nights lost half their fortune. At Mo

naco this would be impossible, as no

credit is given, and you can only risk

what ready money you can command.

Very large sums of money are lost night

ly at the Circle Massena and other clubs

in Nice, and I do not believe that any

thing worse goes on there than in most

club-houses elsewhere. Some of the

greatest gambling in Nice takes place in

private houses, the green tables of which

are presided overby ladies with fine names

and long titles. They are especially

charming in their manners to Americans

with long purses, but a little experience

of European society will soon show that

these "great ladies" are not "received."

They frequent Monte Carlo a good deal

of evenings, and there display the most

astonishing toilettes. They are often

persons of high education, graceful man

ners and mombers of even princely

houses, but the stories circulated about

them would make a decent American

matron's hair stand on end. A great

majority of them hail from Russia, the

Levant, and even Georgia and Circassia

—Oriental women who have varnished

themselves with an European gloss and

been emancipated from harem life.
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Let me describe a group I saw gather

ed round the principal table of the sec

ond salon one day toward the close of

the season of 1871, the most brilliant

known in Nlce for many a year. In the

centre, just by the man who turns the

wheel, appears the face of an elderly

woman wearing two bunches of crisp

little black curls on either side of her

temples ; her eyes, originally of the

deepest violet, have through age lost

almost all their color, excepting round

the edge of the iris, and there it is won

derfully clear and deep, but their restless,

eager expression has something weirdly

fascinating in it. The excited way in

which they follow the motion of the ball

as it goes swiftly round is amazing : they

never lose sight of it, and yet, strange to

say, the eyes, and the eyes only, of this

person display emotion : the rest of her

face is as quiet and composed as if she

were reposing in her bed. Her other

features may have been beautiful in

youth, as in age they are still pleasant

to look upon, for when the eyes are

quiet the countenance is unusually ami

able in its expression. On her head

she wears a genuine black coal-scuttle

bonnet, such as your and my grand

mother, reader, wore at the time of the

battle of Waterloo—a period when the

old lady in question dazzled the Allies

in Paris by her beauty and fascinating

manners. She is the famous Countess

Kisselef, the widow of the Russian states

man and general of that name, and one

of the greatest gamblers in the universe.

If you approach her you will see that

she is seated in an invalid's chair, in

which she is wheeled to and fro. In

summer you will meet her at Baden (or

rather you would have done so before

1870), and in winter she is sure to be at

Monaco. She is a strange being. Im

mensely rich, she has divided her for

tune into four exact parts—one for char

ity, one for the Church, one for her per

sonal expenses, and the last to gratify

her passion for gambling. She never

encroaches on any one of these divisions

of her wealth, but lives strictly within

her fixed limits.

Leaning over this singular old lady is

an elderly gentleman, whose fine cast

of features at once recalls the well-known

portraits of Henry IV. of France. The

resemblance is not accidental, for the

personage in question is H. R. H.

Charles II., duke of Parma, who de

scends in direct line from the gallant

Bearnais, through his mother, the In

fanta Maria Louisa, daughter of King

Charles IV. of Spain, andwidow of King'

Luis of Etruria. It would take too long

to narrate here how the duke came by

the duchy of Parma, or why he abdicated

in favor of his unfortunate son, Charles

III., who was so barbarously assassinated

by the revolutionists in '54. Since that

terrible event the old duke has resided

almost entirely at Nice in the most un

ostentatious manner. He lives in a

somewhat dilapidated villa, with his sec

retary and two or three faithful servants.

There is scarcely in the city a more pop

ular person than this ex - sovereign.

His affable manners and exceeding be

nevolence have won him universal re

spect. Amongst the young men he is

an especial favorite, as he is ever willing

to do them a service. His manners are

very quiet and unassuming, and he is a

most agreeable causeur. There is some

thing very pathetic in the habitual ex

pression of his face. It is easy to see

that he has known grief, but his misfor

tunes have not hardened his heart, but,

on the contrary, taught him to sympa

thize with the miseries of others. His

Highness belongs to the brotherhood of

Black Penitents, an ancient guild created

in the Middle Ages for the succor of

prisoners and to attend criminals to the

scaffold. The duke performs punctually

all the rules of this society, and I have not

unfrequenfly seen him walking in relig

ious procession's, robed in black, with a

cowl on his head and a taper in his hand.

Although a very religious man, one who

-attends mass every day and frequents

publicly the sacraments on all high festi

vals, the duke of Parma is fond of gayety ,

and is to be seen at nearly all the balls

and parties given during the season.

He goes to Blanc's salons for the mere

fun of the thing, and rarely stakes more

than a few dollars. When there is
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nothing particular going on, he drops in

of an evening at Mrs. Arabin's. This

charming old lady is one of the daugh

ters of the celebrated Sydney Smith, and

a most delightful talker, full of aneedote

and humor. She has a nephew. Sir

Horace Rombold, married to an Amer

ican young lady, the daughter of Mr.

Harrington, late Treasurer of the United

States. If His Highness is not at Mrs.

Arabin's, he is pretty sure to be found in

the salon of the count de Sully-Bdthune,

where, as nobody plays cards, he amuses

himself at working tapestry, and right

nimbly does he ply his needle. Here he

can enjoy a rare musical treat, that of

hearing Madame de Bethune play upon

the piano. The countess was a true

friend to Chopin, and one of his best

pupils. To hear her play his waltzes,

polonaises and mazourkas is certainly

something never to be forgotten. The

duke of Parma is married to a princess

of Savoy-Carignan, Marie Therese, sister

of King Victor Emmanuel I., and grand-

aunt of Victor Emmanuel II. The royal

pair have been long since amicably sepa

rated. The duchess is a woman of rigid

manners and austere piety, whose life is

entirely given up to acts of devotion.

She lives in Tuscany near Lucca, and

once or twice a year is visited by her

husband for a few days at a time. The

duke is on good terms with all the mem

hers of his family, including Victor Em

manuel. His daughter-in-law, the ex-

regent of Parma—regent during the mi

nority of her son, Robert II.—is a sister

of the due de Berry, and consequently

aunt to the comte de Chambord. She is

also the grandmother of the duchess of

Madrid, wife of Don Carlos. The rami

fications of the house of Bourbon, of

which Parma is the junior branch, are

something quite bewildering, and extend

even to the New World, for the duke is

somehow or other related to the impe

rial family of the Brazils.

Close by the duke stands a lady of

rare beauty, the lovely duchess of New

castle. Her hair is golden, her eyes

Mack and sparkling, her features Grecian,

her complexion dazzling, and her figure

slight and perfect. Add to these charms

a fine education and many graceful ac

complishments, and you may easily un

derstand how it came to pass that plain

Miss Hope, the Parisian banker's daugh

ter, became a duchess. She can sing

too, this English duchess, like an artiste

of the first water, and has frequently

sung in public for charities ; and on one

occasion at Exeter Hall created great

enthusiasm by the perfection ofaher vo

calization. Not far from the duchess is

the duke of Newcastle, of whose doings

too much has been said, and by him his

friend, Tom Hoehler the tenor-singer.

Then come three pretty New York girls,

each with a roll of dollars in her hand,

and each with flushed checks and over-

brilliant eyes. Evidently, their mother,

a portly dame who is gossiping on yon

der sofa, is a fool, and these three " sweet

ladies " were best at home. A blackleg

from Chicago, another from London, a

cocotle with dyed yellow hair and paint

ed cheeks, a burly farmer from Piedmont,

a Russian princess with a name as long

as your arm and an astounding history,

and lastly the vivacious face of Honorine

of the Palais Royal Theatre, and by her

the ' ever-to-be-seen-everywhere face of

Cora Pearl, with a Swedish' count as tall

as Anak and as handsome as Adonis,

leaning over in earnest conversation.

A "Messieurs, faites voire jeu," and

round goes the ball.

Let us leave them to their sport and

be off to dinner at the Hotel de Paris,

where we can get the cheapest and the

best tablc-d'hote dinner in the world—

only five francs, wine included. Blanc

is a wise man in his generation, and

knows that a fellow is more likely to

spend his money freely after a good

meal than before ; hence, doubtless, this

almost gratuitous banquet. After dinner

we will stroll through the moonlit gar

dens, and there discourse on gambling-

tables and gamblers. Gambling, I think,

is one of the strongest of men's passions,

and it is strange to note with what ra

pidity it will take complete possession

of the mind after only a few trials. I

once knew an Englishman who had

never touched a card in his life, and who

believed himself utterly incapable of
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ever becoming a gambler, until one un

fortunate day he was brought to Mona

co and induced by some young sparks

"to try his luck." He won : he played

again, he lost. He staked once more,

and won—then lost, and won again.

He came the next day, and the next,

and the next. In six months he had

lost every penny he was worth. He is

in Australia now, and, I hear, gambles

there. It requires little foresight to know

how he will end—by a violent death or

by that of a pauper. Gambling is just

as insatiable a passion and just as per

nicious to the bodily health as drinking.

I have noticed strong, muscular men

quiver and shake with excitement as

they watched the ball go round. Even

from my own slight experience of the

physical excitement produced by the

rapid changes from good luck to ill, I

can understand what a well-known med

ical man once told me : "Gambling de

velops more diseases than would easily

be imagined, especially of the brain,

heart and nerves."

Perhaps the worst feature of a place

like Monte Carlo is the attraction which

it offers to men and women of loose

character andto adventurers of all kinds.

Its existence has done Nice, in a social

sense, great injury, and Americans espe

cially cannot be too particular as to whose

acquaintance they make at any of the

watering-places in the neighborhood of

Monaco. They will do well to avoid

" chance acquaintances," and they will

do still better if they avoid Monte Carlo

itself as much as possible. It seems to

me almost beyond belief that English

and American men and women of the

world, who ought to know better, will

insist upon dragging their young sons

and daughters with them to Blanc's

salons day after day. No French fa

ther or mother with any pretence to de

cency would do so. It is quite true that

French families sometimes form a party

and come to Monte Carlo, enjoy the

music, stake a few dollars, dine and go

home again ; but they never do this

more than once or twice during the sea

son, whereas our compatriots make a

constant practice of it; and they can

scarcely do a thing which goes more

strongly against them in good foreign

society. Monte Carlo ought certainly to

be seen by all travelers as a " curiosity,"

but it ought to be sternly avoided by all

respectable people as a lounge. It is a

very fascinating, but also a very wicked,

place. Lovely as this Eden is, the de

mons are unchained amidst its flowers

—the demons of licentiousness, idleness

and despair. There have been many

suicides at Monte Carlo ; and from the

flower-crested rocks of its exquisite gar

dens many a poor wretch, utterly wreck

ed in fortune; has flung himself into the

briny grave below.

It was once my fortune to save a youth

from such a death. While receiving my

education at Nice I had for my " chum"

the son of a wealthy merchant of the

Riviera, a most charming lad, exceed

ingly handsome, but willful and wild as

a young colt. His father was a man of

deep feeling, though of cold and severe

manners. I knew him well, and often

enjoyed his hospitality. The son be

came an officer in the Italian army, and

I lost sight of him for years. A few years

ago he returned to Nice and led there a

very dissolute life. I perceived that lit

tle sympathy existed between himself

and his father. The merchant, a relig

ious man, was hardened toward his son,

whose life he utterly disapproved, and

treated him like a stranger in the house.

One day, happening to enter the cathe

dral late in the afternoon, I saw the old

gentleman kneeling in front of one of

the altars weeping bitterly. The great ,

church was nearly empty, and I ap

proached noiselessly, and heard him mut

ter between his sobs his son's name in a

manner so earnest and touching that I

longed to give him consolation ; but,

naturally fearing to offend, I withdrew

as silently as I had advanced. In the

evening I met the son. He was pale,

and I saw at once that some violent

scene had taken place between himself

and his father. After a word or two he

told me that he had been playing at

Monaco, and had lost a great deal of

money, and that his father had refused

to allow him to return to his home. " But,
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in feet," he said, " I have no home. My

mother is dead, the house is like a mon

astery, and my father is colder and more

stem than an abbot." " You do not care

for him much, anyhow," said I. " You

know little about it, then," he replied.

" I do love him, and always did, even as

a little child ; but he would never let me

confide in him. He is so cold and stern.

Basta ! I have no father and no home,

and so addio."

About a week afterward I went with a

party to dine at Monte Carlo. After din

ner I sauntered off down by the sea. In

one of the avenues of the garden I came

across the young man I am writing of.

His face was haggard and his manner

excited. He tried to avoid me, but I

would not be shaken off. Suddenly he

asked me if I had a Napoleon : he would

try his luck again. I lent it, and going

to the telegraph-office sent a despatch to

his father, and then went into the salon

to watch proceedings. It was then eight

o'clock. He lost and won, and won and

lost small sums for two hours. At ten

o'clock I ran off to the station, just in

time to meet the father, who had re

ceived my despatch, and had hurried off

hy the next train. After a short explana

tion, and an entreaty on my part that he

would take this opportunity to bring his

prodigal back, we hastened to the ho

tel, where he hired a private room, whilst

I returned to the salons in quest of his

son. He was gone. I ran down to the

garden, and made for a spot where

several suicides had been committed.

No one was there. I was about to give

up my search when on a sudden a case

ment of the Casino was flung back,

throwing a vivid stream of light across

the garden, which fell upon the peak of

a rock at some little distance from me.

On it knelt a figure in the attitude of

prayer. In less time than it takes me to

write these words I- had my arms around

it. It was my man. At first I thought

he would have thrown me into the water

with him, but, though a stronger man

than I am, he was weak from excitement,

and having mastered him, I induced

him to believe that a wealthy friend was

in the hotel awaiting him, in order to

lend him sufficient money to leave the

country. I knew that the mere mention

of his father's name at such a moment

would have been fatal. In a little time

he grew calmer, the terrible expres

sion^, resembling that of temporary in

sanity, which I had noticed in his eyes,

subsided, and we returned toward the

Casino arm in arm, without attracting

attention. Entering the hotel, I opened

the door of the room where the father

was, and, obeying a sudden impulse,

pushed my friend in. In an instant he

was locked in his father's arms, and a

voice broken by sobs, but tender as a wo

man's, as a mother's, was consoling and

comforting him. All I need add is, that

father and son are now united by the

strongest confidence and affection, and

the once cold home, the "monastery," as

the young man had called it, is a won

derfully pleasant abode, brightened by

the presence of a youthful and pretty

lady, who does the honors, and enliven

ed by the frolics of a baby, who rules

over the stern "abbot."* R. Davey.

* I have just heard from Nice that M. Blanc is at

present realizing over forty thousand pounds sterling

per annum as the net profits of his Monaco specula

tion. He owns the Hdtel de Paris, the Casino, and

in short everything connected with the place, and Is

building additional saloons, another hotel and a the

atre, all of which are to be on a scale of the greatest

magnificence.
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MY CHRISTMAS BALL.

WHAT a comfortable thing a holi

day is to us tired-out idea-in

serters ! There's a compound worthy

of a German philosopher. I wish Christ

mas came six times a year : don't you,

Patience ? Why, Patience—sister Pa

tience—you cannot surely be asleep ?

My first evening home, too, of all even

ings ! Patience ! wake up, I say. Pa

tience 1"

"What wouldst thou with me, Ade

laide ?"

" Is that a quotation from Shakespeare,

you sepulchral female ?"

" No — Kotzebue. Didst never see

The Stranger?"

"I should like to see a stranger just

now—one that would make himself

agreeable. I feel restless : I want to

talk, and I do believe you are half asleep

again. Patience, such somnolency must

surely be a symptom of approaching ill

ness—brain disease or typhoid fever most

likely. It isn't natural : it's lethargic."

" Leth—what ? Say that again, please.

I could not take the whole word in at

once."

" Patience, don't be provoking. Talk

to me a little, please : I want to be

amused. And you have not told me

one syllable of news. Any new scholars

coming after the holidays ?"

"Two—Teesie Wilson's little sister,

and—"

"Teesie Wilson! That child is well

named. What a torment the little wretch

is ! Confess now—don't your fingers

often ache to give her a good cuffing ?"

"Sometimes. Then Rosie Grey is

coming back, and I have the promise of

two more—Mrs. Ralston's oldest girls.

The school will be full again when they

come, and I think matters look very fair

ly altogether. And you ? How are you

getting on, Addie ?"

"Oh, very well. The children tease

sometimes, but Mrs. Jamieson is very

kind, and always upholds my authority.

And then the girls are really fond of me,

and the whole family made me

pretty presents. I must show ila

you as soon as my trunk arrives."

We were alone in the world. «

siSters—Patience Carr, the scm

tress, and I, Adelaide, the go\^

Ten years before we had knowc d

treme of luxury—a house in a ■

able quarter of New York, horss

riages, servants, French dresses

diamonds for Patience, broad a

worked muslins and velvet suits U

That was when Antarctic Mail »zj

ing at 130, and Richard Carr, out n

was considered one of the shre»as|

most successful of Wall street specii

Then, one bright day, Antarcto

took a downward leap, and card

father's fortune with it : his reasJi

lowed, and in the end his life. M

morning a woman and a child | fa

and I) set forth into the world a(

not our fortunes, but our daily a

There was a difference of twelve j

between Patience and myself—yeafl

were expressed by a neat row m

little graves with elegantly carvec a

stones out at Greenwood, wberr

brothers and sisters slept a calm Ls

that no depreciation in Antara; I

had power to disturb. Our mode

died when I was only two years

she too had gone where Wall i

ceases from troubling and the biii

bears are at rest. So Patience took

of me for six long years, and <M

being eighteen, went forth to *a

own bread as a governess.

I cannot say that the usual advas

which novel-writers describe as beta

every young woman, whether ara

or otherwise, who goes out as 1 fl

ness, ever happened to me. No la

some youth, the only son of the s

in which I taught English, Frock

rudiments of German, music, and a

ing, ever fell at my feet and besi

permission to remove me to a more;

genial sphere. I found out no dark I
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deadly mysteries, no hidden maniac or

undiscovered crimes ; nor was I ever sub

jected to a series of petty slights and

injuries from narrow-minded mires de

famille. I was usually very well treated

and fairly paid, so I never had a chance

of posing myself either as a victim or a

heroine of romance. At the time of

which I write I was indeed as pleasantly

situated as it is possible for a governess

to be. My employers were cultivated,

kind-hearted people, my eldest pupils

intelligent, well-brought-up girls, and the

rest of the children not more unruly or

tormenting than healthy children, espe

cially boys, are apt to be. So that par

ticular Christmas Eve of which I write

found me very much inclined to enjoy

my holiday, and fully prepared to enter

into all the litde festivities of the season

which might fall to my share.

" We are to have roast turkey for din

ner to-morrow," remarked Patience after

a brief silence.

"Gourmande, va !"

"And what do you say to a matinee

as a pleasant method of passing the

day?"

"You know I love a play above all

things. Where shall we go ?—to Wal-

lack's ? Booth's ? the Fifth Avenue ?"

" Choose for yourself, Addie : you are

company, you know. There is the news

paper on the table."

I sat down to pore over the advertise

ments with as much eagerness and ex

citement as though my twenty-two years

had been suddenly diminished by ten at

the very least. At last I looked up :

" Patience !"

"Well, dear?"

" Don't you wish that something would

happen to us, as so often happens in

plays ?—that is, don't you wish that some

unknown relative or rich old uncle would

make his appearance and shower untold

wealth upon us?"

" I am sure we are very comfortable

nowi And what is the use of wishing

such things?"

"Not much use, only some amuse

ment. Castles in the air are very easily

erected, and cost nothing for bricks,

mortar or laborers' hire."

" Yes, but when they tumble down, as

they invariably do, you may chance to

get a rap on the head from some of the

flying timbers. Best stay on terra firma,

Addie."

I laughed, and bent again over my

paper. But the momentous question of

the Christmas matinee once settled and

the newspaper thrown aside, my thoughts

reverted to my airy castles, and instinct

ively I began to rear them again. We

were both silent. Patience leaned back,

half asleep, in her rocking-chair, whilst

I sat on a low seat at her feet and gazed

dreamily into the glowing coals of the

grate. I saw myself a lively, laughing

child again, flying down the broad stair

case of our Fifth avenue mansion in em

broidered muslin and floating silk sash,

en route for some childish party or other;

and then I remembered a certain dinner

party which my father had once given,

and how I, peeping slyly through the

chink of the dining - room door, had

thought privately that sister Patience in

her mauve silk and pearls was the pret

tiest lady there. Poor, dear Patience !

the prettiness still remained, though the

silk and the pearls were things of the

past. Suddenly a thought struck me, a

recollection of an odd story told me in

those far-off days. I would wake Pa

tience up, and she should tell me all

about it. So I faced round and looked

up into the fair, placid face that showed

so sweet and calm in the ruddy fire-

glow.

" Patience, once and for all, you shall

wake up and talk to me, or I will go

straight back to Mrs. Jamieson's to

morrow morning. You hurt my feelings

by treating my arrival so soporifically."

"Do they feed you on minced diction

ary at Mrs. Jamieson's ?" queried my

much-put-upon sister, opening her eyes

in a very languid manner. ' "You do use

such very long words."

" I think you must have been going to

several classical concerts lately. You

look as though you had scarcely recov

ered from a severe attack of Opuses in

X minor."

" I was not asleep, child : I was only

thinking."
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"Stop thinking through your nose,

then : it is a very bad habit for a lady to

indulge in."

"Well, I am wide awake enough now

for anything. What is it you want me

to do ?"

"I want you to tell me a story. Is

there not a queer one extant about an

old uncle of ours and a precious stone ?"

"Ourgrand-uncle—yes. Did you nev

er hear about Stephen Carr, our father's

uncle, and how oddly his fortune disap

peared ?"

" Long ago, when I was a very little

child, I suppose, for my remembrance

of the affair is as vague and uncer

tain as possible. There was something

about a voyage to Europe and a lost

jewel, but I recollect nothing definite.

I want you to tell me all about it.

Begin at the very beginning, please.

Come, now, I'm all ready to listen. Once

upon a time—"

"Well," said Patience, gazing at the

coals as though trying to read there the

commencement of her narrative, "you

must remember that our father's family

was far from being a very aristocratic

one, at least on our grandfather's side,

for there is no better blood in New York

State than that of our grandmother. She

was a Miss Van Lorten."

" You remind me of that woman in

Hard Times, ' whose mother was a Pow-

ler.'' Go on."

" I will not unless you promise not to

interrupt me. Where was I ? Oh yes !

Our grandfather had an only brother, an

old bachelor, who was by trade not ex

actly a jeweler, but a diamond-broker—

I think they call such a person—a man

who buys and sells precious stones. He

used to go abroad once or twice a year

for the purpose of visiting pawnbrokers'

establishments and second-hand dealers

in search of gems that might be cheaply

purchased, as well as for the usual trans

actions of his business. He was a

grave, taciturn man, and never discussed

his affairs with any one, not even with

our grandfather, to whom he was much

attached. His picture used to hang in

the old Carr mansion—a heavy-browed,

close-lipped, stern-looking face, with

nothing genial or communicative about

it.

" Now, as regards the curious part of

the story, remember I only speak from

hearsay. I tell the tale as it came to me

from the lips of our grandmother when

I was quite a child ; and the old family

servants also were fond of discussing

this rather mysterious family legend ; but

since our grandmother's death and the

breaking up of the old establishment (all

of which happened when I was about

nine years old) I have heard scarcely

anything about it, except a few wont

which my father once let fall on the sub

ject. But I heard the story so often in

my childhood that it made a deep im

pression on my memory.

"One year—about forty years ago, I

should think, somewhere between 1830

and '35—my grand-uncle set out on his

annual pilgrimage to Europe. He took

with him all his disposable /unds, vary

ing by report from twenty to forty thou

sand dollars, but probably nearer the

former sum than the latter. Before he

sailed he signified to our grandfather his

intention of making a somewhat extend

ed tour, and also gave him to understand

that he contemplated making a purchase

of unusual importance and magnitude.

If he had only been a little more explicit

much trouble might have been saved,

but it was never his way to talk much

about his affairs with any one.

"He sailed early in the spring, and

reached the Old World in safety. I have

seen some of the letters he wrote during

that last journey—all brief, curt epistles,

telling little but the state of his health,

the place from whence he was writing,

and the probable date of his departure

for another point. The last country to

which he went was Holland. He stay

ed some time at Amsterdam, and then

went to Rotterdam, where he remained

several weeks ; but, as usual, his letters

contained no intelligence respecting his

business transactions. At length word

was received of his approaching return.

He took passage direct from Rotterdam

in a sailing-vessel, but he was not des

tined to reach his home alive. The

cholera broke out on board of the ship
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before she had been many days out of

sight of land, and Stephen Carr was one

of its earliest victims. It was supposed

that the virulence of the disorder and its

speedy termination prevented him from

making known anything respecting his

property. He was accustomed always

to travel with his precious merchandise

carefully concealed in nooks and corners

among his baggage; and on this last

voyage his purchases must have been of

unusual value, and were either stolen or

so carefully concealed that they were

never discovered. Nor have they ever

been found from that day to this."

"How was it known that he had

bought anything of importance ?"

"Grandfather went to Holland ex

pressly to trace out some indication of

the whereabouts of his brother's missing

fortune. He found that the whole of the

large amount of money which Stephen

Carr had taken abroad with him had

been drawn out on one day about a

week before he sailed for home. He

also discovered that he had had deal

ings with a man named Nicholas Leer-

jen, a dealer in bric-a-brac and jewelry,

who had a shop on the Boompjes ; but

this Leerjen, on being interrogated, sturd

ily denied that any transaction of import

ance had ever taken place between him

self and Mr. Corr, who had bought from

him, he averred, nothing but an antique

silver salver, which he described mi

nutely ; and as such a salver had been

found among the effects of the deceased,

there seemed no reason to doubt the

Dutchman's word. So, after spending

some weeks in fruitless inquiries and in

vestigations, our grandfather was forced

to return home no wiser and no richer

than when he had set out.

" Now comes the strangest part of this

strange story. A short time after grand

father's return home, which was very

speedily accomplished, the vessel he

came in being an American clipper and

the winds favorable all the way, he

was awakened one night by my grand

mother, who declared that she heard

some one breaking into the house. My

grandfather listened, and was soon con

vinced that her suspicions were correct ;

so he threw on a dressing-gown, loaded

his pistols, and softly unbarring his door

slipped stealthily out into the passage.

He heard footsteps proceeding up the

stairs to an upper room which had been

his brother's. He followed with noise

less tread, and on reaching the door of

that apartment he saw, by the faint glim

mer ofa dark lantern, a man on his knees

before Stephen Carr's trunk (which still

contained all the articles that had been

brought from abroad), and engaged in

forcing the lock. Some sound which he

made attracted the attention of the rob

ber, who sprang up and rushed upon

him ; but our grandfather, who was not

easily thrown off his guard, presented

his pistol full at his advancing assailant,

fired, and the man fell to the ground."

"Was he killed outright?"

"Unfortunately, yes: the bullet had

passed through his head. I say unfor

tunately, as with him died the last hope

of discovering the missing property ; for

on examination the would-be robber

proved to be no other than Nicholas

Leerjen, the Dutch shopkeeper."

" And his motive ? What could have

been his reason for committing such a

crime ?"

" Do you not see," said Patience, " that

our grand-uncle must have purchased

from him some exceedingly valuable

gems, and that he, being apprised by my

grandfather's inquiries that the where

abouts of this purchase was unknown,

and being also probably aware of its

place of concealment, had made a des

perate attempt to gain possession of it?"

"I see. I wonder what really did

become of it ?"

" Father came to the conclusion that it

must have been stolen from his brother's

trunk on board ship, after his death. But

he always kept the trunk and its contents

very carefully, and enjoined on me to do

the same, though it has been ransacked

again and again, and every article it

contains thoroughly examined."

" And where is it now ?"

" Up stairs in the little third-story back

room. Don't you remember it—a mid

dle-sized sole-leather trunk, with ' S. C

marked on it?"
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"I tell you what, Patience," I said,

springing up, " I mean to have a look

at the contents of that trunk early to

morrow morning."

"What nonsense, Addie ! Don't I tell

you that everything in it has been thor

oughly examined hundreds of times ?"

"Well, then, it will do no hurt to ex

amine them the several hundred-and-

oneth time. But was not that a ring

at the bell ? Yes, indeed ! Here comes

my trunk, Patience. I want to show you

my Christmas gifts, and I have knit you

such a pretty shawl." And in the un

packing and examination of my little

stock of treasures the remainder of the

evening passed swiftly away, and there

was no further question of Stephen Carr

or of the lost jewels. But I had not re

linquished my purpose, and as soon as

the breakfast things were put away the

next morning I assailed Patience anew :

"Where is the key of Stephen Carr's

trunk ? I know you mean to be closeted

with Norah for an hour at least super

intending the stuffing of that turkey ; so,

unless you wish me to die of ennui

during your absence, you might as well

let me amuse myself after my own

fashion."

"Curiosity, thy name is — Adelaide

Carr !" laughed Patience as she went

to her desk to look for the key. " Here

it is. And put on a shawl, Addie : there

is no fire in the room, and I do not want

you to catch cold."

"And if I find the fortune ?"

" Bring it down stairs and show it to

me : that is, if it is not too heavy for you

to carry."

So Patience disappeared laughing in

the direction of the kitchen, and I has

tened to put on my heavy cloth travel

ing sacque, and made the best of my

way to the third-story back room—a lit

tle, dingy apartment used as a lumber-

room, and half filled with old .trunks,

broken furniture, discarded pictures ; in

fact, all the rubbish which collects in old

houses, and which, though considered

too good to throw away, is usually mere

useless lumber. An old picture, the por

trait of some forgotten friend or distant

relative of our parents or grandparents,

leaned against the wall, and seemed to

leer at me out of its faded eyes with a

look of mockery and discouragement.

An old high clock in the corner, jarred

probably by my step on the floor, start

ed suddenly into a wheezy series of ticks,

and then was silent again. The air of

the shut-up room smote coldly on my

senses, and chilled me despite my warm

wrappings. Gathering my dress about

me, I picked my way across the floor,

avoiding sundry jagged nails and broken

trunk-corners, and soon stood in front

of the trunk marked "S. C." Stooping,

I fitted the key to the lock : it turned

slowly and creakingly, and with an eager

yet trembling hand I flung back the lid.

No sudden glow of gold or jewels flash

ed from the interior. A quantity of

masculine habiliments, carefully folded,

greeted my eyes, and a strong odor of

camphor assailed rny nose. That was

all.

I took the things out one by one, un

folding each article as I did so, and

scrutinizing it carefully. Old-fashioned

shirts yellow as saffron ; coats from

which every vestige of the lining had

been ripped in the search for the hidden

wealth ; trousers with the pockets turned

inside out ; stockings not rolled in com

pact balls, but stretched out at full

length,—such were the uppermost things

in the old trunk. Underneath lay a pair

or two of boots, a small dressing-case

covered with Russia leather, a small flat

workbox (containing two spools, one of

black silk and one of white thread, a

lump of wax scored by passing threads,

a needle -book shaped like a butterfly,

and a pair of scissors) and a writing-

case, also covered with Russia leather.

I took this last to the light, and carefully

examined it in the vague hope that it

might contain some fragment of writing,

some entry in cipher perhaps, that might

prove a clew to the mystery. Vain hope !

The stained blotting-paper, the shabby

pen-holder, the rusty penknife revealed

nothing ; and all written papers had been

removed long ago, had there indeed ever

been any. The dressing-case, the work-

box were alike unfruitful of discoveries.

The heels of the boots had been cut off
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and cut in pieces, and I found the frag

ments lying at the bottom of the trunk.

And the trunk-bottom itself had been

split open and pried apart, in a search

for a false compartment doubtless. Tru

ly, careful searchers had been before me :

where was the marvel if I failed to find

anything ?

Slowly and reluctantly I refolded and

replaced the scattered garments in the

trunk, laid the workbox, writing-case and

dressing-case on top of them, closed the

lid, turned the key, and putting it in my

pocket ran down stairs, resolved to for

get old Stephen Carr and all his belong

ings.

The afternoon was spent, as we had

planned, at the theatre, and in the even

ing it was agreed that Patience should

read aloud whilst I sewed. I had a

piece of finery that needed renovating—

a black cloth coat, the shabby fringe of

which I was going to replace with fresh

and new-fashioned fur trimming—and I

was anxious to get it done that I might

look my best at church the ensuing Sun

day. I got out my work, and my good

sister produced a thick, promising-look

ing novel.

"What have you got there, Patience ?

But stop. Before you begin, can you

lend me a piece of wax ?"

"I have not a bit in the house."

" How provoking ! This black silk

tangles and knots so when it is not wax

ed. Patience, there is a nice ball of

wax up stairs in old Stephen Carr's work-

hox. Do you think his ghost would

come after me were I to go up after

it ?"

"For three cents I will insure you

against all ghosts."

" Done ! I'll send you the three cents

in the shape of a postage-stamp on the

very next letter I write you. Where's

the candle ? I have the trunk-key still

in my pocket."

So up I went, and soon returned with

the yellowish ball of thread-scored wax

in my hand. Then we sat down, and

for some time trje work and the reading

proceeded in a merry duet. At length,

growing deeply interested in the fortunes

and follies of the heroine, I let my

sewing fall on my lap and sat with fold

ed hands in a state of lazy enjoyment.

I was brought back to a sense of my

duty by my scissors slipping from my lap

and falling with a clatter to the floor.

Patience still read on, while I, being

rather conscience-stricken at my own in

dolence, strove noiselessly to collect my

belongings. Work, scissors, thimble,

spool, had all found their way to the

ground during my temporary abstraction.

I gathered them up, and prepared to go

to work again. But where was the ball

of wax ? How stupid ! It had rolled

under the grate, and now lay in close

proximity to two red-hot coals, sizzling a

little from time to time, and decidedly

lessened in size. I dislodged it with the

poker, pulled it toward me, and endeav

ored to cleanse it from the ashes and to

mould its softened bulk into shape again.

But as I pressed the half-melted wax be

tween my fingers they encountered a

hard substance—something firm and

with sharp edges—that resisted the pres

sure. My hands trembled with eager

ness and nervous excitement as I strip

ped the waxen shell from this hard ker

nel. Patience's voice seemed to die

away in the distance as I plied my scis

sors and my fingers in their hurried

work. At last it was done : the hidden

thing lay bare before me on my open

palm. This was what I saw.

A stone resembling in size and shape

the half of a good-sized hickory nut if

the nut were divided transversely, cut

into a few broad facets on top, and un

derneath cut into smaller facets. Its

shape was perfectly regular, its color a

rich glowing crimson, or rather deep

rose-red. I gazed at it in mute admira

tion and bewilderment for a moment :

then I started to my feet, amazing Pa

tience, who stopped reading and dropped

her book as I cried out, in a state of al

most frenzied excitement, " Patience,

look ! I have found this. What is it ?

Can it be—"

Quiet, calm and unruffled as ever, my

sister rose, looked steadily at the stone

as it lay on my shaking palm, then took

it in her own hand and drew it lightly

across the glass shade of the little clock
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that stood on the mantelpiece. A sharp

grating sound was heard, and -when she

took her hand away a long scratch was

visible on the surface of the glass. She

turned toward me then, and her voice

had a sudden quiver and her cheek

flushed with unwonted red as she an

swered, " It is a ruby—an enormous one.

Adelaide, the missing fortune of Stephen

Carr is found at last !"

Whereupon I seized my old cloth coat

and flung it straightway into the fire : " I

mean to have a seal-skin sacque before

the new year is born. Don't look so as

tonished. Patience. I am not mad—only

beside myself with joy." But my excite

ment died away as Patience -bent her

gentle head and whispered softly, " Le:

us give thanks to God."

Lucv H. Hooper.

A STATUE OF SHAKESPEARE.

TO appreciate the qualities and com

prehend the scope of an excellent

work of art requires both a natural apt

ness and a special training. The nice

discrimination, the poise and develop

ment of faculties which enable the artist

to arrive at the fitness of things, to

pass by the unessential and seize the es

sential, so adjusting infinitesimal parts as

to make an harmonious whole, are qual

ities which he himself rarely understands.

The great artist gives to his work the best

results of accumulated art-influences and

of the innumerable conditions that sur

round him. He is impelled by forces

greater than himself, and whatever his

hand touches is imbued with an inexor

able necessity. Thus it is that his work

is sometimes broader than an age, and

that the distance of time is needed to re

veal the fullness of its magnitude. These

results, however, are only attained by

that order of genius of which Nature in

her economy is never prodigal. A genius

of this comprehensive and all-absorbing

kind seems to be the outcome of a civil

ization when it has reached the fullness

of its stature and has attained to what is

worthy of perpetuation. This period has

not yet come for us, but in order that we

may not further the growth of rank and

ungainly weeds under the delusion that

we are nurturing art, we may at least

endeavor to find out what the true func

tions of art are as applied to the wants

of the time.

One office of art, and the special office

ofstatuary art, is to commemorate the men

who are recognized as the benefactors of

jpur race. Their memories, it is true, arc

embalmed in literature. But as literature

can do what art cannot, so can art accom

plish things which lie beyond the prov

ince of literature. A noble statue of a

noble man, being always before the eyes

of the people, will speak directly to their

senses, giving new life to capabilities and

inspiring emulation. But in order that

statues should elevate rather than belittle

our conceptions of their subjects, it is es

sential that they should be, in the broad

est and best sense, truthful— not mere

effigies of the outer man, but vehicles for

the expression of greatness of soul. Let

us, then, learn to look at art as we do at

other things ; and when we examine the

statue ofa man whose characterwe know,

let us judge it by the truthfulness and

power with which it expresses that cha

racter, for in so far as it fails in this does

it fail to be a work of art.

Sir Joshua Reynolds, in his Fifteenth

Discourse, says : "A late philosopher and

critic has observed, speaking of taste, that

we are on no account to expect that fine

things should descend to us. Our taste,

if possible, must be made to ascend to

them ;" and he recommends us even "to

feign a relish till we find a relish come,

and feel that what began in fiction ter

minates in reality." Such philosophy

and criticism as this, though intended
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to further art-education, have done per

haps more than anything else to retard

it, enslaving the free judgment, and im

posing upon us outrageous performances

under the name of "fine things," for

which we are to feign an admiration

we feel they do not deserve. It is, of

course, not to be expected that people

now-a-days will have an adequate appre

ciation of the remains of Greek art, or

even of the art of the Renaissance. We

can only comprehend the art of a remote

period through a study of the civilization

of which it was a result. Taine says of

the ancient Greeks: "There was no

break with them between the language

of concrete facts and that of abstract

reasoning, between the language spoken

by the people and that of the learned ;

there is no term in any of Plato's

dialogues which a youth leaving his

gymnasia could not comprehend ; there

is no phrase in any of Demosthenes'

harangues which did not readily find a

lodging-place in the brains of an Athe

nian peasant or blacksmith." And Sir

Joshua Reynolds, speaking of the art of

Michael Angelo, says : " In perusing this

great art it must be acknowledged that

,*e labor under greater difficulties than

those who were bom in the age of its

discovery, and whose minds from their

infancy were habituated to this style—

who learned it as a language, as their

mother-tongue." Yet while perceiving

this he falls into the error of recommend

ing a revival of that style, knowing that

at best it could never grow to be more than

the merest shadow of a great substance.

Again, in his lecture on sculpture, speak

ing of the manner in which the statues

of modem men should be draped, Sir

Joshua holds that "he who wishes not to

obstruct the artist and prevent his exhib

iting his abilities to the greatest advan

tage would certainly not desire a modern

dress." This opinion is still prevalent,

as is exemplified in Greenough's statue

of Washington in the robes of a Roman

senator, and in a less degree in many

others of more recent date. If sculpture

has to resort to such incongruous means

to produce a portrait, then it has, as Mr.

Emerson holds, "long ago perished to

any real effect," and had better be given

over at once to the dilettanti. Let us

have done with such expressions as "the

difficulties of modern dress " and the un-

gainliness of certain great men's forms :

they are the shallow subterfuges by which

incompetent artists would excuse their

weakness. If Abraham Lincoln was an

ungainly man, there were times in his

life, as many can bear witness, when the

more symmetrical soul within lent a sim

ple dignity and homely beauty to his

lank figure more noble than the splen

did grace of the Apollo Belvedere ; and

if a statue of him fails to give so much,

the fault is with the artist. The art

which represents form for the mere sake

of its beauty has its own noble uses, but

an individuality can only be adequately

rendered through such forms as Nature

herself has used. In the one, physical,

in the other, spiritual beauty is the object.

To apply to the latter conceptions which

belong only to the former is sheer ma

terialism, and an encouragement to that

fatal facility of execution which stops

short of everything else, because it is a

short and easy road to transitory success.

Shallow people are more attracted by

the skillful rendition of draperies than

by the realization of a great and com

prehensive idea; and a tendency to

pander to this taste seems to be the

besetting sin of American sculpture.

The art can only be lifted above so

low a function by persistent and vigor

ous protests against every public statue

that shall fall short of a fair expression

of its subject's character. That the more

intelligent portion of the public has come

of late to feel the worthlessness of much

that passes current as art, there can be

little doubt. The press has become more

chary of the praise it was wont to shower

upon every fresh performance. Even

Congressional committees have rejected

models and sketches found to be un

worthy of their subjects ; and these are

encouraging signs of a dawning percep

tion that the art of sculpture has some

meaning beyond that of clever manipu

lation. Yet much remains to be done

before an enlightened public taste shall

have established standards and criterions
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by which every new work may be readily

tested and judged.

The statue of Shakespeare which was

placed in Central Park more than a year

ago was, it will be remembered, the

subject of a somewhat extended contro

versy, which, unfortunately for the en

lightenment of the public, spent itself in

technical grubbings. The public, it is

fair to presume, care little to know how

many of its heads in length a statue

may be, or by what canons of propor

tion its sculptor may have been guided.

These are the artist's means, and the

public is interested only in results, al

though it may be a matter of amuse

ment to find the artist's conformity to

certain canons triumphantly vindicated

by critics who had at first applauded

his disregard of them. As little do

we care to be told how many years

the sculptor had given to the study

of his art, in whose workshop he

had learned its rudiments, what good

intentions he had expended on con

fessed failures, or with what peculiar

frankness and candor he is in the habit

of discussing his motives and perform

ances. Such matters are out of place in

estimating any production of contempo

raneous art, where the critic has nothing

to do with the artist apart from what he

may have displayed of himself through

his work.

A question of far greater moment is

raised when we are gravely informed

that the artist had in mind to represent

the real and not the ideal Shakespeare.

How he could give the one without the

other it would be hard to imagine, un

less, indeed, he should give form to an

abstract ideal of his subject's genius, en

tirely ignoring facts of form and feature ;

which method would certainly not be a

satisfactory one so long as even the

slightest material existed from which

to form an idea of the real semblance.

The ideal in art, simply stated, means

the portrayal of certain things in nature,

giving due prominence to the character

istics in the order of their importance.

Applying this proposition to sculpture, a

portrait-statue of Shakespeare should

be a just expression of his individuality,

1

based upon such portraits of him sm

ist. The portraits generally esteaJ

authentic are, as is well known, the Dna

hout engraving, the Chandos pasJ

and the Stratford bust. To th«r im

be added the German mask, the hsaj

of which has been too recently poMi

ed to need repetition here. It e ■

yond doubt a mask taken from the aJ

poet's face. The Stratford bust andCm

dos portrait bear about the same r^m

blance to the mask that an indiasa

copy ofa Vandyke would bear totheal

inal. The forehead is of unusual brrd

and massiveness, forming a spfeJ

dome, which finds support in the r^t

ously marked cheek-bones. The cfcs

strong, of peculiar formation, with 2 a

tain hanging of the nether lip, irdl

redundance of flesh beneath the waf

jaws, betokening a mode of life ds1

all in keeping with a sentimental :*

ception of Shakespeare, though V. i

less accordant with his intellecraa! i

premacy. The slightly aquiline, •<

cut nose and large full eyes go toed

a face of finely-poised strength u^j

great manly sweetness—a face is*

which once seen one of the Sea

would always bring to mind with sta|

vividness and pleasure.

The Stratford bust seems to hif

much of the character of the mas^

would have been left intact by 1 *

chanic. Whatever of truth it post*

is identical with similar points iM

mask. The nose of the bust met'

course have been broken off del

careless chiseling. The face is fitfet'

on either side and equalized, just ■

mere workman would naturally eel

have done, for he would scarcely is*

understood that harmony which N*

seems always to arrive at in the 1';:;

a strongly marked character, as 8 1

her works, through apparent dnh

mony. The eyes, too, are widely op<*

showing but little of the upper licis, <^

must have been done through ignoiitf

for both the Chandos painting asi*

mask plainly indicate heavily -D*

eyes. The great breadth of brae1

distinguishing a character in the e*

is lost in the bust by a squarent*'
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nent evidently arbitrary, while the

monious and improbable character

e cerebellum shows how utterly at

lie workman was after the guidance

; mask had failed him.

the Chandos portrait, the mask and

bust were exhibited together, the

c generally would doubtless come

lievc, with Mr. Page and other em-

artists, that it is a mask of Shake-

■e, so complete are the evidences,

however this may be, we are told

Mr. Ward "believes in the German

: as a veritable mask taken from

ice of the dead Shakespeare." Such

[ the case, it will be no more than

to compare that gentleman's work

what must have been to his mind

nost reliable material upon which

ound his portrait. Beginning with

lead of the statue, the first thing

strikes one is the facial angle, which,

ad of approximating to the perpen-

ar line which distinguishes the high-

Caucasian type, slopes backward,

g the angle of the lower races. A

drawn from the tube of the ear to

oint of the chin will be found longer

one drawn from the same point to

imminence of the frontal bone, thus

ig undue importance to the masti-

ig apparatus, the teeth and jaws,

h not only detracts from the dignity

le head, but at once precludes all

ibility of its expressing intellectual-

The facial angle of the mask, on

:ontrary, is one of great dignity, and

:ctly conforms to the craniological

of the highest types ; and the artist

i no excuse for this obvious depart-

from a most essential truth save in

jrossly apparent errors of the Strat-

bust.

there be any such thing as har-

ijr of parts, the frontal conformation

mask would plainly indicate a

le-like brain ; but in the statue, as in

bust, the cerebellum does not give

taintest trace of the strong and splen-

y poised intellect of its subject,

in, the head of the statue, as viewed

i the front, gives nothing of the

idth seen in the mask ; on the con-

y, it is a compressed head, somewhat

Vol. XIII.-8

less than the usual width, and from the

angle of the lower jaw to the parietal

bone the line \t almost straight, giv

ing an insipidity of expression which

stands out in glaring relief when com

pared with the generous wealth of forms

seen in the mask. Here, too, may be

seen the influence of an obvious error in

the Stratford bust. The check-bones,

which in the mask are ample, with splen

did sweeping planes, forming a most es

sential support to a massive brain, in the

statue are marked by a childish timidity

of modeling which is without excuse.

The eyes, which are proportionably

larger than those of the bust, are opened

wider and show as little of the lids,

while in the Droeshout engraving, the

Chandos painting and the mask the

eyes are extremely heavy-lidded. The

blank and strained effect of the eyes of

the statue is further aggravated by their

feebly-marked upper lids, which are not

so treated, as is usual in sculpture, as to

give the effect of lashes. In fine, the

head, taken as a whole, seems to be

nothing more than an undigested out

come of the Stratford bust, having none

of those suggestions of subtle beauty and

power which abound in the mask. In

deed, the artist has modeled one side of

the face from the other, making them as

near alike as he could, thus departing

from a most noticeable feature in the

mask, wherein the forms of either side dif

fer even more widely than is usual. The

great principle before referred to, which

is illustrated in the best Greek statues, in

every human being, in the leaves of the

forest, in blades of grass and in all

created things, exhibiting the wealth of

Nature in her infinitely varied forms,

seems to have been unknown to this ar

tist. If we were to look for a motive in.

the head, apart from the very common,

one of making something that should re

semble the conventional likenesses of

Shakespeare, it would only suggest a too

anxious pursuit of elegant intellectuality,

which, going beyond knowledge and

skill, has resulted in inanity.

Passing from the head to the poise of

the statue, it will be found that itis some-

. thing like four inches out of. balance—
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that a perpendicular line drawn from the

inner prominence of the left ankle will

very nearly touch the lobe of the right

ear. This may be explained away as

"suggested motion," lightness of poise,

or something of that kind, but to the or

dinary observer it seems to be con

tempt of the law of gravitation. The

extreme comparative size of the head is

somewhat obviated in. effect by the un

natural squareness of the shoulders,

which, together with their great width,

go to make a body belonging to a much

taller figure—a body which certainly has

nothing in common with the very weak-

jointed pair of legs that bear it up : in

deed, there is scarcely a suggestion of a

body within the nicely-wrought tunic, but,

so far as we are enabled to imagine one,

it could neither be graceful nor strong,

for the chest would be as hollow as a

consumptive's, and the abdominal regions

are thrown out in a way that one some

times sees in photographs when the sub

ject has been painfully conscious of hav

ing his picture taken. Finally, the

legs, which, as already intimated, have a

painful appearance of giving way under

the body, show the roundness of a wo

man's legs, without the delicacy : the

calves are much too low and the ankles

and knees are vulgarly pronounced.

In the labored defence of this statue

to which we have already referred, and

which, despite the warmth of its advocacy,

wears throughout the air of an apology

much more than of ajustification, we are

told that it was the sculptor's intention

" to make a figure that should represent

the man William Shakespeare" (which

seems to be a superfluous announcement),

and further, "a figure upon which it might

be agreeable to look, and in looking

conjure up all that is connected in our

minds with that name, all that we know

of the plays and poems by our own ex

perience—a statue that should resemble

the real man Shakespeare." This much

possibly every one who has attempted a

portrait of Shakespeare has done, and

those efforts, in different degrees, no

doubt all resemhle the original, as also

did Mr. Thomas Nast's caricatures of

Tweed, though they were scarcely good

portraits of him, however characteristic.

But what, we may ask, is the distinction

intended to be conveyed by this ex

pression, "the real man Shakespeare" ?

There can be no purely ideal Shake

speare so long as it is admitted that there

are veritable portraits of him, and above

all a mask which was taken from his

face. A statue of Moses would of ne

cessity have to be a purely ideal affair, for

there is nothing in existence from which

to form anything but a very general idea

of what he looked like. If by "the

man Shakespeare " we are to understand

a conception opposed to that of Shake

speare the poet, then we are remitted to

a purely ideal image, so far as his men

tal individuality is concerned, for this

is known to us only through his poetry.

That Shakespeare was a play-actor, and

at one time of his life possibly a poach

er, is of no significance in itself. We

are interested in such facts solely as

they are connected with the image of

him we have derived from his works.

It was the outward semblance of the

poet we looked to have portrayed in a

statue in Central Park, and that which

has been put there can be of worth only

in so far as it represents this real Shake

speare.

Dryden says of Shakespeare : " He was

the man who, of all modern, and per

haps ancient, poets had the largest and

most comprehensive soul. All the images

of Nature were still present to him. and

he drew them not laboriously; but luck

ily . . . he was naturally learned : he

needed not the spectacles of books to

read Nature." Ben Jonson says : " He

was, indeed, honest and of an open and

free nature, had an excellent phantasy,

wherein he flowed with that facility that

sometimes it was necessary that he should

be stopped." Are we to accept this statue

of a gentleman who holds a book in his

right hand, and who has evidently been

"grubbing" in it for an idea, as the image

of that Shakespeare whose phantasy

flowed with too great a facility, and

who " needed not the spectacles of books

to read Nature." Is it possible to look

upon this excruciatingly dressed figure

of a person who daintily and with much
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apparent effort holds a corner of a short

doak over an arm which seems inca

pahle of more manly action, and con

jure up all we know of the creations of

a great poet ? Clearly this conception

was based on something different from

a study of "the man Shakespeare." It

is a matter of little consequence from

what source an artist gathers sugges

tions, so long as he bends them to his

purpose, thus losing the sense of their

origin ; but when the source of the sug

gestion is allowed to obtrude itself it

claims attention. It is therefore perti

nent to notice the indisputable fact,

admitted by the admirers of the statue,

that it suggests and was suggested by

Mr. Edwin Booth in the reading scene

in Hamlet. It is indeed capable of sug

gesting nothing else. We shall not stop

to inquire by what right an actor's im

personation of one of Shakespeare's cha

racters is identified with the poet's con

ception. It is sufficient to notice the

error of identifying the offspring of the

poet's brain with the poet himself. The

very thoroughness of Shakespeare's dis

section of this morbidly intellectual type

argues the complete healthfulness of his

own mind. Who could imagine Hamlet to

he the author of Venus and Adonis or the

Merry Wives of Windsor, or regard him

as anything but the merely speculative

dreamer that he was ? None of Shake

speare's creations can be taken to repre

sent himself, if only from the fact that

none of them exhibit his creative fac

ulty, or that universality which was the

crowning characteristic of his genius.

He divined alike the motives of the

boor and the king, the tenderest emo

tions of the most fragrant womanhood

and the profoundest depths of sen-

suousness. As he was the greatest of

poets, we may well believe him to have

been the manliest of men, serene and

gentle in conscious power, and thor

oughly human, with inclinations as deep

and varied as his thoughts. Let the

reader filled with such impressions turn

to this poor image and seek one respon

sive thought. The opposite of every

quality of Shakespeare will be sug

gested—first Effort, the Philosopher, not

the Poet, reason, not song ; then self-

assertion rather than conscious power.

The head is bowed in contemplation,

as if the mind were digesting something

just read; the mouth is compressed and

the eyes are distended ; in every part of

the figure there is exaggeration and effort

without definite purpose.

It may seem to have been superfluous

to dwell thus at length upon a work so

obviously faulty that its staunchest ad

mirers have only defended it negatively ;

and if the work carried with it no other

weight than its own merits the task

would indeed have been a bootless one.

Its importance springs from other con

siderations. No writer has ever exer

cised through his work so broad and

deep an influence as Shakespeare. His

plays are familiar to all classes, and the

greatest intellects still draw inspiration

from his genius as from an inexhausti

ble fountain. No subject could afford to

the sculptor higher or more varied mo

tives, or call forth greater appreciation.

This, then, being the first statue essayed of

Shakespeare in this country, it awakened

an interest proportionate to that of the

subject, and we had a right to expect

a production that should represent our

highest art - capabilities — that should

furnish a standard of excellence by

which others might be judged. It must

be remembered, too, that this statue has

been placed before the world with the

endorsement of some of our most emi

nent citizens, and that, having this

weight of commendation, it challenges

judgment by the highest tests. If, tried

by such tests, it is found wanting, there

can be no good reason for suppressing

the fact. American art has been foster

ed long enough in the atmosphere of

the hot-house. The time has come for

it to be transplanted into the open air,

and left to thrive among the hardy pro

ductions of the soil.

William R. O'Donavan.
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THREE FRENC

I WAS present yesterday at a wedding-

mass in the church of St. Thomas

d'Aquin in the Faubourg St. Germain.

In the square before the church ladies

in elegant costume were descending

from their carriages and mounting the

steps, where a rich carpet was laid for

them, as one would see in New York on

a similar occasion. At the door stood

two vergers in white hose and scarlet

breeches, with blue coat, gold-embroid

ered baldric, and the picturesque three-

cornered hat trimmed with light-gray

ostrich feathers.

While awaiting the arrival of the bridal

cortege I took a survey of the church,

which was built by the Dominicans near

the close of the seventeenth century, and

during the Revolution was occupied by

the Theophilanthropists. It was richly

decorated, like most Roman Catholic

churches, where art seems to lavish all

its resources. Some one has called Art

the handmaid of Religion, but she seems

often to forget this subordinate position,

and to arrogate for herself a temple in

the house of God. I noticed particularly

a marble group of Saint Vincent de Paul

with an infant in his arms and an older

child at his feet, and a Descent from the

Cross by Guillemot; but I looked in

vain for Ary Scheffer's "Saint Thomas

Appeasing the Storm," which I greatly

desired to see:

At length the bridal party entered,

preceded by the vergers with their glit

tering halberds. The bride was leaning

on the arm of her father, while the bride

groom conducted her mother. They

were attended by several bridesmaids

and groomsmen, and followed by a long

train of relatives and friends. Passing

up the main aisle, they took their seats

in the enclosed space before the high

altar, the bride and bridegroom in the

centre, apart from the rest, in chairs of

crimson velvet and gold, rich enough

for thrones. There was a profusion of
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white flowers around the altar, but they

were all artificial, as seems to be always

the case in France on such occasions.

Though they are exquisite imitations,

one would prefer to have real flowers at

one's wedding. More show than sweet

ness is a bad omen.

The officiating priest and his assist

ants wore white robes, with lace which

would have made the despair of a duch

ess. The bride looked very graceful in

a white gown perfectly plain, with the

tulle veil floating to her feet and orange-

blossoms gleaming out from her dark

ringlets. The ceremony was long and

impressive. In one part of it the priest

presented to the bride and bridegroom

the "pieces de mariage"—that is, silver

medals about the size of a dollar bear

ing the names of the young couple, with

the date of their marriage and appro

priate emblems. A little later they ad

vanced toward the altar, when the priest

presented to them two golden patera;,

which they reverently kissed, and, re

turning to their seats, two of the grooms

men held above their heads a long white

mantle of cloth of silver with fringes of

gold, while the priest went on with the

service.

During the offertory the vergers passed

through the assembly with their monot- '

onous chant, " Pour les pauvres, s'il vous

plait" ("For the poor, if you please"),

each followed by a groomsman and a

bridesmaid, who held out the small crim

son velvet bag to receive the offerings.

I would rather have taken part in the

charge at Balaklava than do this myself,

but the perfect ease and grace of these

young French girls made it charming.

At the close of the mass the bridal

party passed around the altar into the

sacristy, when they received the con

gratulations of their friends, afterward

returning through the grand aisle of the

church in the same order as they had

entered, except that the bride now
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leaned on the arm of her husband,

while the organ pealed forth exultingly

the "Wedding March" of Mendelssohn.

As we came out of the church my

friend, Madame Lefort, said to me,

"You have seen what is very rare in

France, a marriage of love and inclina

tion, a rAmiricain. It is the only one I

have ever known."

"And your own, madame?" said I.

"Mine has been a happy marriage,

but I was not acquainted with M. Le

fort when I was married to him. The

first time l ever saw him was on the day

of rejoicing at the birth of the prince im

perial. He was presented to me in the

Champs- Elysees, but I was engrossed

with the scene around me and did not

much observe him. ' How did you like

M. Lefort ?' asked my mother on the

way home. ' I do not know : I scarcely

looked at him.' ' But, my daughter, your

father has selected him for your husband.

He will dine with us to-morrow, and un

less he is very disagreeable to you—'

M. Lefort was a handsome man: he is

so still, you know, and he was much

handsomer then. He pleased me, but

I never spoke ten words to him till after

we were married, which was just a month

from the day I first saw him ; and all the

time we were so busy, my mother and I,

with preparations for the wedding that I

had not a moment to think. He sent

me the most beautiful flowers every day,

and for my corheille dt mariage he gave

me diamonds and an India shawl which

cost five thousand francs. He was in a

state to commit follies then," said ma

dame with a little sigh. " I was bewil

dered with all this new splendor, for

French girls are always dressed in the

simplest way—not at all as in your coun

try, where miss has everything as hand

some as mamma—and they never go into

the street without a chaperone. I was

full of life and longed for excitement :

my mother was an invalid and went out

very seldom, so that marriage was like

an open door to freedom."

"But I do not see how you dared."

"Oh, as to that, I was thoughtless

enough, and besides I never expected

anything different. Eugene was very

good to me : by and by we had our lit

tle Clarice, we fell in love with each

other by degrees, and we have been

very happy. I think marriages are as

happy in France as anywhere else. I

helped to make three last winter, and

they have all been happy."

"Do tell me about them," said I.

"With the greatest pleasure, this eve

ning after dinner."

" The girls will like to hear the story

too," said I. (The girls wdre four charm

ing specimens of American young wo

manhood who were under my care tem

porarily.)

Accordingly, when the lamps were

lighted (for there is no gas in French

parlors) we drew our chairs around the

table to hear the story of the three mar

riages.

"You remember," began madame,

" the fat colonel who dined with us last

Sunday ? His wife is my cousin, and a

year ago she was not Madame do Cour-

celles."

" But the little boy ?" said Alice with a

naive surprise in her blue eyes.

"Oh, the colonel was a widower," said

madame, laughing. "My cousin lived

with her father in a country town. She

was the youngest child. Her mother had

been dead many years ; her brothers and

sisters were married ; shp had been ask

ed in marriage, but she did not like to

leave her father, and he would have

been so desolate without her that he had

not the heart to urge it. My uncle died

about two years ago : his property was

divided among his children. Pauline

had a moderate income, which would not

permit her to live in the style to which

she was accustomed. She wrote me a

very sad letter, lamenting her father's

death and her own loneliness and deso

lation. She asked me to find her a room

and board in Paris, in a convent or in

some quiet family, I wrote that I would

do all I could for her. ' But, my dear

cousin,' I added, ' why do you not think

of marriage ? It will be very disagree

able to you, who have so long been the

mistress of a handsome establishment, to

live in the way you propose. Seriously,

marriage is the only solution of all your
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perplexities.' I had not long to wait for

a reply. Pauline wrote that she would

willingly marry, but she was now thirty-

six years old, her dowry was not exces

sive, and she feared it would be impossi

ble to make an advantageous marriage.

' Difficult,' I wrote in reply, ' but not im

possible. Come to Paris, make me a lit

tle visit, and we will see.' Now I had in

mind my friend Colonel de Courcelles,

whose wife had been dead about a year

and a half. He often came to see me, and

always bewailed his loneliness and the

unhappy condition of his children (he

had but two, a girl and boy) without

a mother. It occurred to me that two

sorrows rightly mingled might make one

joy; and the next time he called and

entered on his usual monologue I inter

polated the question, ' Why don't you

marry again, colonel ? It is the only

thing that can make you forget your sor

rows.' ' I know it,' said he, ' but there is

no lady.' ' Pardon me, colonel. I have a

cousin who is just my age. She has re

cently lost her father: she has a dowry

of fifty thousand francs, and she is com

ing to spend a few weeks with me.' ' I

shall be delighted to meet your charming

cousin, madame.'

"In due time Pauline arrived. After

the first greeting and condolences were

over, I said, ' Pauline, I think I have

found a husband for you—Colonel de

Courcelles. I have been acquainted

with him many years : he has a fine po

sition, and he was very indulgent to his

wife: she was very happy with him. He

will dine with us on Sunday, and you

will have an opportunity to see him. I

have said nothing to him about it : you

may feel completely at your ease.' "

(My American readers, who have been

brought up, I hope, with a strict regard

for truth, will doubtless be shocked at

madame's want of veracity. I was not

sorry to see my young Bostonians ex

change a glance of surprise, which ma

dame did not observe, and would not

have understood if she had observed it.

Frenchmen appear to regard a lie as a

thing innocent in itself—one which may

be even highly meritorious, and which

becomes criminal only under certain cir

cumstances, deriving its moral character

entirely from the motives that prompt it.)

"On Sunday the colonel came. Cla

rice was at school then, and there were

only four of us—M. Lefort and I, my

cousin and the colonel, who sat opposite

her. They looked at each other furtively

from time to time, and when their eyes

met dropped them instantly on their

plates in the most comical manner.

Dinner over, I took my cousin aside :

' What do you think of him ?' ' He is

too fat,' said Pauline. ' Fat ? You think

so ? The idea !' ' Oh, madame, how

could you ? He is immense !' said my

innocent Pauline, with a look of distress.

' Only consider what a fine position he

has,' said I, ' and such an excellent man !

Ifyou could only see how well he looks on

horseback at the head of his regiment !'

" Later in the evening I had an oppoi-

tunity to speak to the colonel. ' Well ?'

said I, interrogatively. ' Madame, your

cousin is charming, but she is rather too

tall.' The huge colonel had a giant's

penchant for little women. ' There is no

occasion for you to go any further,' said

I. 'I have not mentioned it to my cou

sin, of course.' ' I should like to call to

morrow,' said he.

" In six weeks Pauline was Madame

de Courcelles, but up to the wedding-day

she continued to say piteously, ' If he

were only not so fat !' "

"That is not romantic at all," said

Emily.

"But they are very happy," said ma

dame.

" Doesn't she think he is too fat now ?"

asked Belle.

" I dare say she would be very indig

nant if you were to say so," laughed

madame.

" Now for marriage Number 2," said

Helen.

"A short time before my cousin's mar

riage," continued madame, "my friend,

M. Auber, called on me. ' That is a

strange idea of yours, to marry your

cousin to that great fat colonel,' said he.

' I have a friend who would suit her

much better, I am sure.' ' It is rather

late for that now : she is to be married

in ten days.' ' How vexatious !' said M.
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Auber. ' But, monsieur, I have a sister-

in-law, a young widow, several years

younger and far handsomer than my

cousin. Your friend might be pleased

with her.' ' I wish I could see her.'

' Nothing easier. Dine with us the day

after to-morrow, you and Madame Au

ber, and l will invite Julie to meet you.'

My sister is really very beautiful, and M.

Auber could not restrain his admiration :

' Oh, madame, she is adorable ! If my

friend can please her, he is a man to be

envied. Let me see : to-day is Tuesday.

Well, Thursday, if you and your sister

and M. Lefort will dine with us, my

friend will be there.'

" Thursday came, the dinner and the

guests. I had told my sister what was

in contemplation, and we were naturally

a little curious to see M. Vernon. He

was a good-looking man, about fifty

years of age.

" Oh, madame, wasn't he bald ?" ask

ed Alice.

"Well, he was a little, on the top of

his head."

"I hate bald men. How old was

she?"

"A little under thirty."

"I should not think she would have

married him if she was so beautiful."

" Well, my dear, he had a fine social

position and a large fortune, hotel in

Paris, house in the country, elegant car

riage, and servants in livery. It was a

great temptation, and then she was not

very young, you know. Well, dinner

was over, and we had returned to the

parlor. M. Auber seemed restless and

fidgety, for he is of a very impatient

temperament. ' Madame Lefort,' said

he, rising, ' I should like to show you a

painting by Paul Delaroche in the next

room.' I had seen the painting hun

dreds of times, but I followed without a

word. ' Vernon, wouldn't you like to

see it too?' said M. Auber. No sooner

was the door closed than he asked in

his eager way, 'Well, madame, what

does your sister think of my friend ?'

' But, monsieur, how should I know ? I

have not had an opportunity to speak to

her. Besides, it would be more suitable

to know M. Vernon's impression first.'

' Oh, I saw that in an instant,' said M.

Auber. ' There is no need of asking

him. He is enchanted.' ' Truly, she is

the most beautiful creature I ever saw,'

said M. Vernon. ' Far too young and

lovely for me, I am afraid.' ' That re

mains to be seen,' said his friend. ' Ask

her, madame—just as well now as any

time.' ' But M. Vernon must go away.'

' Certainly, madame ;' and he opened

the door into the parlor. ' Come, then,

Julie, don't you wish to see this beautiful

painting? Have you no taste for the

arts ?' She came. ' M. Auber wishes

to know how you are pleased with his

friend.' ' He is very well,' said she cool

ly—' rather old.' ' Oh, madame, is that

all you can say for one of the best

matches in France ?' ' I do not know

that I have any objection,' she added.

' Then, madame, we will consider the

affair settled.'

" Early the next morning M. Vernon

called to ask my husband to accompany

him to the house of Julie's mother, and

after the usual compliments of presenta

tion he immediately asked the hand of

her daughter. In three weeks I had the

pleasure of being present at the wed

ding."

" Oh, how dreadful !" cried the girls in

a chorus. "No love-making!" "No

walks by moonlight!" "So prosaic!"

"Everything hurried up so, just like a

parcel of goods bought and delivered."

"Why, how long are betrothals in

your country ?" asked madame.

"Two or three years generally. Sel

dom less than one year when the parties

are young."

" I should have changed my mind

three or four times in a year," said M.

Lefort, looking up from the book which

he had been reading all the time, ap

parently.

"And I mine five times," said ma

dame. " How, then ? Are not such

long engagements often broken ?" she

inquired.

"Oh, never!" said Belle with fervor.

"But, my dear child," interrupted I,

" I am afraid you are mistaken there :

I have known a great many broken in

my time."
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" And do these young lovers see each

other often during this long interval ?"

"Very often, madame, if they happen

to live near each other."

"But always in the presence of the

young lady's mother, I suppose ?"

"No: it is very common for a young

lady to receive her betrothed alone."

"Oh, shocking!" and madame looked

rigid with astonishment. " But if the en

gagement were broken, she would never

find a husband after such an intimacy ?"

"That would make no difference," I

rejoined, " unless a girl were engaged six

or seven years, and the man broke his

engagement then, as sometimes hap

pens. She would have lost her fresh

young beauty, and her heart might be

so set on the faithless lover that no other

could ever take his place."

" Ah,'' said madame, " our young girls

are at least saved from all pains of the

heart."

"And they are kept from indecorous

flirting and manoeuvres to attract atten

tion too," said I, with a glance at my

young Americans—not that they needed

the hint particularly, however.

"They flirt enough afterward," said

Belle spiritedly. " Don't you remember

that odious Madame T., with her yellow

curls, and the young officer at the Grand

Hotel ? I never saw any such flirting in

America."

" Don't talk, girls," said Emily. " I

want to hear about the third marriage."

"Well," resumed madame, " I felt a

good deal of complacency in my success,

and it formed a subject of conversation at

my next reception. ' I am disgusted,'

said Madame Belval. ' l have been try

ing all winter to bring about a marriage

between two of my friends, and it has

failed at last. I will never try again if I

live a thousand years.' ' I am ready to

try again to-morrow.' ' Pray be so kind

as to give me some assistance, then,' said

Madame C, wife of the minister of

marine. " I am looking for a suitable

wift; for Emile, as I am very desirous

that he should marry. Young men are

exposed to so many temptations in

Paris—actresses and grisettes, and all

that kind of thing—enough to drive a

mother distracted. Emile will be twenty-

five next month.' "

" I should think he was old enough to

find a wife for himself," whispered

Alice.

"' His salary is twelve thousand francs,

which is not bad for a young man, and

his father will do something more for

him when he marries.' ' I know a girl

that will suit him exactly, cried Madame

Belval eagerly, forgetting, like Rip Van

Winkle, that she had ' swore off.' " (This

is an interpolation. I am afraid the

French ladies had not the pleasure of

being acquainted with Monsieur Van

Winkle.) "'The administrator of the

Lyons Railway has a daughter almost

nineteen, the most amiable, the most

lovely, and her father will give her a

hundred thousand francs.' ' That is very

reasonable,' said Madame C. ' I shall be

under everlasting obligations to you if

you will speak to him of our son.' ' With

the greatest pleasure in the world.'

" Madame Belval had an interview

with the administrator of railways. He

would make inquiries about the young

man. The result was satisfactory, and

in a week the friends of both families,

including M. Lefort and myself, received

an invitation to a soir6e at Madame Bel-

val's, where the two young people would

meet for the first time. It was very em

barrassing for them in the presence of so

many curious observers. Mademoiselle

Therese was lovely, with long fair curls

and that delicate blond beauty which is

so rare in France. I pitied the poor

child, she was so distressed at the thought

ot being on exhibition, as it were, and

looked pale and then flushed alter

nately."

" I am glad / am not a French girl,"

said Helen.

"And the young man was scarcely

less agitated. They hardly dared to

look at each other, and were as silent as

deaf-mutes the whole evening. The next

day his father made a formal demand of

M. Thouvel for the hand of his daugh

ter."

"His father! and the young man had

nothing to do with it ?" exclaimed Belle

amazed.
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"Marriages are always arranged by

the parents with us," said madame.

"M. Thouvel gave an affirmative an

swer, and the marriage took place short

ly after, as is usual in France."

" And shall you be married in that way,

Clarice ?" asked Alice compassionately

of madame's pretty young daughter.

"How else ? I am not going to Amer

ica." Mary E. Blair.

OUR MONTHLY GOSSIP.

CHITCHAT FROM NEW YORK.

A PALL of sadness has till quite lately

hung over the city. One might al

most have said, " In every house there is

one dead." And so we have said, for in

every house, almost, there was a dead

reputation. No other financial revul

sion that we have experienced has re

vealed so much guilt and shame. Sons

have lost the fortunes of mothers and

sisters ; husbands have wrecked the hap

piness of wives and children, wives have

deserted their husbands ; and stories so

ghastly that they cannot but be true have

formed the staple of conversation. No

one could . complain if the suffering

stopped with those excessively dissi

pated men and women who are and have

heen called our fashionahle society, for

there has been for ten years a grow

ing license of behavior amongst them,

«hich recalled Aretino and his descrip

tion of Venicein the days of Titian. But

suffering has not stopped with them.

They but " point a moral and adorn a

tale," while many a quiet mother in some

side street, a " bird of sober plumage and

soft cooing note," ties on her boy's cap

with trembling fingers and tells him that

he must study hard, for she does not

know how long she can send him to

school.

Even the starry Nilsson was at length

reached by the " times." A few weeks

ago, it is said, she refused on Friday to

sing again unless paid in full. Strakosch

offered her his note, which she refused,

saying she would prefer some hlank pa

per, as she might use that. He paid her

on the following Monday, and she sang,

afterward paying the chorus .herself,

which is the finest note yet of the Swe

dish Nightingale.

Tamberlik has been seen in society

somewhat here. He is a man of very

fine manners, and with his grand Euro

pean fame he is very much disgusted at

being with a second-rate troupe, posted

from one theatre to another. He looks

like an old Brighton beau of the time

of George IV., and has many aneedotes

of his time and class. His voice is still

phenomenal, and he takes the ut de

poitrine better than that young stage-

driver Wachtel did, and is also a very

fine old-fashioned artist, which Wachtel

was not. It is whispered that Mrs. Charles

Moulton will give some parlor concerts

in New York this winter, if her fine

voice is not too much injured by our in

famous climate.

Sunday, November 15th, was a glori

ous day, the last of our autumnal splen

dor, and as that glittering serpent the

promenade in Fifth avenue swept its

splendid length along for three miles

unbroken, I said to my companion,

"One brilliant moment at least: how

well the women dress!" "Yes," said

he: "what do American women care

what happens to the men ?" I fear he

had reason, for American women have

been so pampered that they cannot soon

learn to succumb to circumstances. " I

am so glad my French trunk got in

before the panic !" said a reflecting wo

man the other day. How George Eliot

would have served up such a Rosamond

Vincy ! We do not know how many

French trunks did not get in.

-
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What is hit is history,

What is missed is mystery.

At the brilliant weddings I see no dim

inution of beautiful wedding-gifts. The

last thing an American loses is his gene

rosity. Tiffany sends up the silver, and

then, as soon as the wedding is over, it

is sent back again to be stored in his

spacious cellars, every one is so afraid

of burglars. In view of hard times some

wag has proposed that Tiffany should

hire out the silver on these occasions.

If we have a bread-riot or a revolution,

I suspect Tiffany's will be the first place

attacked.

The failure of the person who built our

beautiful new Windsor Hotel has caused

much talk about hotels and prices and

bills of fare. The Windsor is simply a

royal palace. Rosewood is inlaid with

satinwood, that again with black walnut,

and so on. The hangings are of crim

son, blue and purple velvet ; the carpets

of three-ply velvet ; the walls are fres

coed, and the whole thing is built for a

very sovereign people. The dirty trav

eler from five days and nights' travel

on the railway is ushered into a finer

room than he will see in Buckingham

Palace. How absurd ! What does he

want but a clear large space, a wash

bowl, a bath-tub and plenty of water, a

good bed and an excellent breakfast ? I

do not deny that luxurious women need

and demand a little more if they go

there to live for the year round, and if

they can pay for it ; but it was natural

that such an over-estimate of the needs

of the public should come to grief. The

prices for a gentleman and his wife, two

bed-rooms and a parlor, were two hun

dred dollars a week. They have come

down, as has almost everything and

everybody in New York, and I believe

one could drag out a miserable frontier-

outpost existence there, with purple and

fine linen, and four meals a day of the

most delicious French cookery, for one

hundred and fifty dollars a week.

I wish we had your Philadelphia art-

critic here to describe the collection of

pictures owned by Mr. Wolfe in the Fifth

avenue. He has Bougereau's last and

most splendid work, a satyr pushed into

the water by nymphs—the most charm

ing thing in modern art. The flesh-tints,

the drawing, the dark cool atmosphere

of the wood, all are delicious. He has

twenty or thirty more gems, while hric-a-

hrac, ancient armor, metal plates, old

bellows five feet high, Lucrczia Borgia

cabinets, old china and beautiful clocks

of the Regency, make this house a study

for the art-student. Eastlakc's Hints on

Household Taste and A History of the

Gothic Revival have had great influence

on this pursuit of internal beauty which

we all seek to ferret out of the Past.

Should you go to Bellevue Hospital

some day you would see a sight to do

you good—some beautiful, young and

intelligent women of the highest social

standing working there to reform abuses,

whitewashing the walls (but not the offi

cials), nursing the sick with tenderness

and discretion, soothing the dying "with

a pale cheek, but yet a brow inspired,"

and in every' way becoming Florence

Nightingales in their own city. They

have got possession of the doctors, have

turned out Mr. Bumble and Mrs. Corney,

are throwing light in dark places, and let

ting Heaven's own breezes blow through

the stagnant wards. It is the "tenth

wave " of reform, of goodness, of mercy,

which comes to sweep away the corrup

tions and the follies of a great city. As

I see one of these bending over a poor

sick boy who has no other friend, I kiss

her shadow on the wall. This splendid

work for women, a visiting committee of

ladies to the public institutions of charity,

was organized about three years ago by

Miss Louisa Lee Schuyler. She, with her

efficient friends, Mrs. D'Or6mieulx and

Mrs. Hobson, has instituted a school for

training nurses, which is doing admi

rably, so that in a few months the sick

stranger who arrives in New York can

send to this institution and get a trained,

experienced and honest nurse—one of

the most impossible persons to find here

tofore.

I heard when in England a good story

of Florence Nightingale which perhaps

has not been told here. She took to the

Crimea a perfect dragon of a maid, of

mature years, whose duty it was to " keep

V-
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all vexatious intruders away ;" so, when

one day a very shabby-looking elderly

man called at Miss Nightingale's tent,

the maid refused him entrance. " Very

well," said the caller: "my name is

Raglan. Perhaps she will see me."

The maid went inside, but presuming

that he was a man who wanted help,

and finding Miss Nightingale was asleep,

she returned and dismissed him on her

own account, saying her mistress could

see nobody. When Miss Nightingale

awoke she said, " Well, Abigail, any one

heen here?" "Yes, miss, a very poor

man who said his name was Ragman ;

and he looked it." "Oh, Abigail ! Abi

gail!" said Miss Nightingale in distress,

"you have dismissed the commander-in-

chief!"

I have returned from such a resplen

dent wedding that I begin to fear I

have drawn too gloomy a picture of our

financial situation. Such flowers, such

avenues of calla lilies—those delicate

types of luxury—such a beautiful bride,

such well-dressed lovely women, such

prosperous-looking men, such music,

and such gorgeous presents, that my

dismay is rebuked. "There still is

France," as the due d'Aumale said to

Bazaine. There are some splendid

and untouched fortunes : we still have

oceans of terrapin soup, and croquettes

nearly equal to Augustine's. The volatile

New York temperament is not entirely

quenched.

I began in a deep despondency : I

close in better spirits. Both are justi

fied : yesterday the city wept ; to-day it

laughs. Margaret Clayson.

PHILIP GULLETON: A CHRISTMAS STORY.

[The peculiarity of the following tale

is, that it can easily be written on a postal

card.]

Chapter I. Many years ago in the

west of England there resided a wealthy

old squire, whom Fortune had blessed

with three daughters—Ann, Mary and

Janet. Ann, the eldest, was tall and

fair; Mary had black eyes and was very

lovely ; while Janet loved nothing so

much as her book. They lived in a

rambling old house with quaint gables

and heavy oak wainscots, far away from

neighbors, and—

Chaf. II. The scene now changes to

Canada. Arthur had cut down a part

of the forest, and built a decent log-cabin

as a shelter for his wife and babe. The

bracing air agreed with them all, and

they were happy. Still there would

come at times the inevitable longing

for beautiful Runnymede. At such mo

ments Arthur would fill his pipe with

strong tobacco, which—,

Chap. III. But it is time to return to

Mr. Fox. We left him, you will remem

ber, dear reader, standing in the door

way of his office, gazing with longing

eyes up the road. Suffice it to say, after

he got through he went in and shut the

door. But—

Chap. IV. Deep in the gloomy re

cesses of the Black Forest two peasants

were trudging along contentedly enough

just before sunset. Neither spoke a word.

Inasmuch as neither spoke a word, noth

ing whatever was said. Consequently—

Chap. V. And so Alfred Davenport

bade adieu to his friend and tripped

lightly down the steps. He tripped

lightly into a Madison avenue stage.

Nor was it an unusual trip, although

Blanche—

Chap. VI. The conspirators had done

the deed. The glittering steel had de

scended in rapid and fatal strokes Old

Stubbles lay dead in his harness-shop.

Dark and stormy was the night. Not a

soul was stirring in the streets. The

wind moaned, then shrieked in fitful

gusts, while the signs creaked on the

rusty irons. This was all. The assas

sins had fled.

But the will ?

Ay, the will !

Ask Boucicault.

Chap. VII. "Says she won't marry

him, eh ?" and Dr. Roughshod shook

his head like a man whom it was dan

gerous to contradict. "We shall see, we

shall see." Julia sat a while unmoved.

Then she cried. She did not speak.

Simply cried. Then she got up and

left the apartment.

Then the doctor got up, and he left the

apartment.
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Then there was no one there—only

the apaitment.

Suddenly—

Chap. VIII. But what of Philip Gul-

leton ?

I confess I do not know.

Sarsfield Young.

how to cook a goose.

Among our many readers there may

be a few who are willing to take the

trouble to make a right royal dish of

a fowl which is very commonly de

spised as unfit for the table. For their

benefit we offer the following recipe,

derived from a chef de cuisine who is a

graduate in the schools of Paris and St.

Petersburg. Select a young and healthy

goose, well grown and in his first feath

ers. Feed him for one week on well-

cooked cornmeal dough or stiff mush,

and give him the free run of the yard,

with its sweet grass and abundant fresh

water, to keep his liver in order, for you

are not contemplating a pate. Then for

two weeks feed on thoroughly boiled

rice. If chopped celery or parsley be

mixed with the rice, so much the better,

but the rice alone will answer.

Our bird is now ready for the knife.

Knock him on the head, and cut his

throat tenderly, being careful to let him

bleed freely. Draw him without remov

ing the feathers. Then, in place of the

intestines, insert a large herring (Labra

dor preferred), wrap him in several folds

of old linen or cotton cloth and bury

him for five days under at least three

feet of good clean clay soil. At the ex

piration of the five days exhume him,

remove the herring and throw it as far

as the strength of your arm will enable

you to send it, or, better still, bury it

from five to seven feet out of sight and

'smell of yourself and neighbors.

Next pick your goose, singe him, wash

him in many waters and. wipe perfect

ly dry. Put him then into a kettle,

cover him (barely) with cold salt wa

ter, and let him boil gently for an hour

or an hour and a quarter. While the

boiling is in process prepare the dress

ing as follows : Take of best pippins

(other apples will serve, though not so

well) a sufficient quantity, peel and core

them, stick a few cloves into each, and

place a small flake of mace in each

core. When the goose has been suffi

ciently boiled—and of this the cook

must judge by inspection—take it from

the pot, drain carefully and fill with the

prepared apples, the liquor in which it

was boiled being in the mean time con

centrated as rapidly as possible to about

one-fourth of the original quantity. Lay

the goose in an old-fashioned oval Dutch

oven, placing more apples around and

over it, pour on the liquor, cover closely,

and apply a gentle fire of clear live coals

over, under and around the oven for

from four to six hours, according to the

size of the goose, and until it is thorough

ly done.

When done, dish, and invite a set

of really good fellows to help you eat

your goose. It will be a kingly feast.

Allow three pounds to the man, but if

your guests are men of taste and capa

city, you may allow four pounds to the

man without fear of the goose proving

too much for their digestion—provided

always that the wine is what it should be.

LONDON IMPROVEMENTS.

After Paris, probably no city in the

Old World has during the past quarter

of a century undergone more extensive

changes and improvements than London.

Snow Hill and Holborn Hill are now of

the past, for they have been superseded

by a huge viaduct, and you now travel

on level ground from the summit of the

one to the summit of the other. Then

there is the Thames embankment, the

greatest improvement of all, which, with

the gardens laid out alongside of it, re

covered from what was slime and marsh,

have added a wonderful charm to the

banks of the now clear river, purified

within the same period, sending up the

value of property in an amazing degree.

Keeping along the embankment, a

splendid road with trees planted on both

sides, you reach Westminster, where also

the hand of improvement has been clear

ing away unsightly buildings around the

old Abbey and the Houses of Parliament,

and giving space to see them to advan
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:age. Proceeding in a straight line from

the splendid new Westminster Bridge,

you pass through Great George street

into St. James's Park, and thence, if you

are on foot, up Constitution Hill into

Hyde Park ; while if you are driving you

have instead only to go up Grosvenor

Place, whose old, mean brick houses

have now been replaced by some of the

finest in the world.

In the city, too, improvement has been

and is very active. A splendid street,

Cannon street, has been constructed to

connect the south-east end of St. Paul's

Churchyard with London Bridge, whilst

from the south-west corner of the church

yard runs a fine new street down to the

Thames, close to Blackfriar's Bridge, at

a point where there is a station of the

Underground Railroad, which has rami

fications throughout the metropolis and

its suhurbs. This street is a great relief

to the traffic of the Strand and Ludgate

Hill.

And now great things are to be done in

St. Paul's Churchyard. The ponderous

iron railings which guarded the cathedral

are to be removed, and a large part of

the space thus gained thrown into the

roadway at the west end ; and it is sug

gested that the space at the other end,

opposite St. Paul's School, shall be con

verted into a cheerful garden, instead of

remaining the gloomy paved section it

now is.

The New Courts of Law also are at

length, after a delay which would have

done credit to that legal Fabius, Lord

Eldon, to be commenced at the spot

selected for them, close to Temple Bar ;

and we read that "the visitor to the Tem

ple Gardens, who remembers the unsight

ly paling which has long flanked the

southern terrace facing the embankment,

will note with pleasure that in place of

that flat deformity now stands—for it is

rapidly approaching completion—ahand

some wall of solid masonry, high enough

to secure privacy to the peripatetic and

contemplative Bencher, while not too

high to shut out the river or the embank

ment." Leaving the Temple for Lincoln's

Inn, we find the reformer's hand busy in

the work of pulling down and building

up. "Old Square" is coming down block

by block, number by number, and no

sooner has one dingy, mouldy pile dis

appeared, than on its ruins there stands

a smart modern edifice, harmonizing in

style with the Inn Hall and Library,

wherein the equity barrister of the future

(assuming that he is to exist after October,

1874) will rejoice in pleasant, airy cham

bers, recalling his college "rooms," and

contrasting delightfully with the gloomy

dens which seem to have been imme-

mprially associated with the Court of

Chancery.

Last, but by no means least amongst

the improvements in this last quarter of

a century, let us mention an admirable

and gigantic system of drainage, with a

consequent reduction of the death-rate

to twenty-three in the thousand, against

thirty-one in the thousand in New York.

NOTES.

Some of our readers may remember

the charming fable of La Fontaine, call

ed " Le Vieillard et les Trois Jouven-

ceaux," beginning, " Un octogenaire plan-

tait," etc. A skillful artist has made of

this subject a striking picture, whose po

litical point, combined with its intrinsic

merit, has attracted all Paris to see it.

It will be remembered that three youths,

on discovering an octogenarian engaged

in planting, asked him what he meant—

insisting that he must be in his dotage

to expect to gather the fruit of his labor,

unless he should live to the age of one

of the patriarchs. "Why burden your

life with cares for a future not made for

you ? Think only of your past errors,

and quit far-reaching hopes and vast cal

culations, which belong only to us."

The happiness of the artist's application

of the fable so familiar to Frenchmen

will be apparent when we say that M.

Thiers is the husbandman, just about to

plant a tree—the tree of the republic.

He leans on h.is spade, and with an ex

pression full of vivacity replies to the

younger men, who are the count de

Chambord, the count of Paris and the

prince imperial. But if there is a happy

turn in the phrases which they are sup

posed to address to him, there is still more
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in the old man's answer, as the fable re

cords it. " Tout ktahlissement vient tard,

et dure pcu" he says, adding that his

grandchildren for generations will enjoy

the shade he has planted. Shall a man

be told not to devote himself to the

good of others in planting institutions

because he himself cannot enjoy them ?

On the contrary, he tastes the fruit of his

labors by anticipation. " Besides," says

the old husbandman, firing up, " I may

yet outlive all three of you, and many a

day Avatch the sunshine on your tomb

stones." The fable then does poetic

justice to its subject by showing how

every one of the three presumptuous

youths did die by strange casualties be

fore the old man, who "grava sur leur

marhre ce que je viens de raconter." It

is not strange to learn that this felicitous

use of a well-known nursery story has

had a great success. " I saw it," a cor

respondent writes us, " or rather got a

glimpse of it, for the crowd around the

picture was too great for me to get very

near. The face of M. Thiers was full

of expression. Behind him is M. Gam-

betta, also in a peasant's costume, and

holding a watering-pot. The latter's

figure is well drawn, resembling one

of those handsome harvesters that Leo

pold Robert could paint so effectively.

The count de Chambord is represented

in a mediaeval costume, completely

white, with a white herret surmounted

by a great white plume : you might call

him the personification of one of his

own Bourbon lilies. The count of Paris

is calm and indifferent. The prince im

perial smiles." Our correspondent adds

that it will be easy to understand the

sensation produced by the picture, and

that it certainly merited all the attention

shown it by the public.

There is a story told of Rossini which

may not possibly be the less authentic

from its failure to become incorporated

among the many aneedotes collected in

the formal biography of the maestro.

One day an organ-grinder, making his

rounds, stopped before Rossini's door,

and began executing " Di tanti palpiti "

on his instrument in that excruciating

way which has caused Holmes to de

scribe street-organists as "crusaders sent

from some infernal clime to lop the ears

of sentiment and dock the tail of rhyme."

Pretty soon a voice called out to the mu

sician, "Quicker! quicker!" The per

former only stared. " Quicker, I say :

it's allegro." The organist professed

his inability to secure these refinements,

when the impatient Rossini—for he it

was—seized the handle and turned it

to the right measure. " Thank you for

the lesson," said the organ-grinder. The

next morning the pupil reappeared, and

played with so much spirit that a voice

from the house cried "Bravo!" while a

louis rattled on the pavement. This is

perhaps the oddest bit of instruction ever

said to have been given by Rossini.

We believe it is the Evenement that

must be credited with a certain curious

study in statistics which does more honor

to its love of disseminating knowledge

than to its gallantry, though it should

be observed that the French journalist

adroitly foists his calculation upon an

"English savant," in order, doubtless,

to give his story a greater appearance

of probability with the Paris public. An

English savant, then, says the Evene

ment, has lately calculated that a man

talks, on an average, three hours a dav,

at the rate of about twenty-nine octavo

pages per hour. This would make eighty-

seven such pages a day, or about six

hundred pages a week—in short, fifty-

two bulky volumes every year. With

what curious details does the modern

science of statistics abound! "Can yon

tell me, sir," inquired a lout, with singu

lar disrespect for the sex to which we

owe our mothers, "if your calculation is

equally applicable to women ?" "Yes,"

coldly replies the British professor, "but

in that case multiply by ten."

The Gentleman's Magazine for 1784

contains a little item relative to William

Pitt which we do not recollect to have

seen either in Lord Stanhope's memoir

of him or elsewhere. " About the mid

dle of the month" (September) "the

chancellor of the exchequer, after mis
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takinghis road from Edgecombe to Wim

bledon, was mistaken for a smuggler,

and fired at by a farmer at whose house

he called to inquire his way. Providen

tially, he received no harm." Had this

circumstance occurred on the Kentish

sea-board at the same period, the farmer's

apprehensions would seem accountable

LITERATURE

Recent Music and Musicians, as described in

the Diaries and Correspondence of Ignatz

Moscheles. Edited by his wife, and adapted

from the original German by A. D. Cole

ridge. New York: H. Holt & Co.

It is not a long while since the death of

Moscheles. He was, if we except the ex

treme tendencies of some of the so-called

musicians of the future, in full sympathy

with the art of to-day, yet so brief is the

history of modern music that this one life

time seems to have included the greater por

tion of it. We speak of Beethoven as one

of the old masters, and when Salieri or Al-

brechtsberger is mentioned we are wont to

think of very remote times. Vet the last-

named two were teachers of Moscheles, and

the fn-jt was his friend. Mozart and Haydn

nerc hut a generation earlier, and Bach, one

of the oldest as well as the greatest of those

those works are still honored, wrote during

ie fi:st half of the eighteenth century. The

fen names to whom all do reverence are of

so recent a date that it would seem vain to

cbvss any of them as immortals. Why music

should, as Heine says, prove to be " the last

owdof art," affords a fine field for aesthetic

inquiry. Certain it is that its development

his been comparatively recent and wonder-

hlly rapid.

An executant of distinguished ability, a

composer of more than ordinary taste and

learning, Moscheles became at an early age

'- favored member of the art-circles of Vienna,

m'! during his long residence in London he

*as often the counselor as well as the friend of

'he musical celebrities who successively visited

la! capital. His career, both artistic and
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enough, but why a smuggler should be

expected in a suburb of London far

above London Bridge seems rather in

explicable. Pitt had a villa at Putney

Wimbledon, where he died. What a

difference the stray shot of that " funky "

farmer might have made in the history

of Europe !

OF THE DAY.

social, was evidently a happy one, for he

seems to have combined an earnest devotion

to his art with charming personal manners

and a thoroughly lovable character. His

journeys were ovations, and, whether at

home or abroad, he seems always to have

been fortunate enough to meet with and en

dear himself not only to composers and vir

tuosos, but to many persons of high distinc

tion in other walks of art. Thus we have

glimpses of Humboldt and Scott, of Horace

Vernet and Heinrich Heine, amid those of

Beethoven, Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer, and

those of Malibran, Sontag and Jenny Lind.

Of his intercourse with the Mendelssohns the

diary and correspondence afford much wel

come information, and the passages referring

to the death of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy

are eloquent in their affecting simplicity.

To those who are curious as to the musi

cians of this century we cannot suggest a

more satisfactory gossiping book than this, in

which figure the names of many who are still

famous, as well as others who have long been

forgotten, or who, at be^t, have been embalmed

in musical lexicons and thus snatched from

oblivion.

The English Gypsies and their Language.

By Charles Godfrey Leland. New Vork :

Hurd & Houghton.

Scholarship, wrapped in a mantle of bur

lesque too thin to conceal it, was betrayed in

" Hans Hreitmann." Only a philologist as

accomplished as he was witty could have

written that carnival work of outrageous

masquerade. In the present book Mr. Le

land betrays more of the pure scholar, with
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out l sing his omnipresent sense of fun. His

knowledge of the many languages upon which

the Gypsy tongue has been supposed to be

based appears to be amply sufficient for his

studies; and his tact in " drawing out" the

difficult human subjects who were his teach

ers cannot be too highly praised and envied.

Gypsies in camp and gypsies on the road, gyp

sies vagrant in town and gypsies comfortable in

cottages, were the professors from whom he

gained his knowledge. The varieties of the

genus were endless, and Mr. Leland's know

ledge of Rommany was the password which

enabled him to enter every door as a friend.

Some of his hosts were aristocrats, pretending

to be anything but gypsies, and fooling the

outer world and unwelcome visitors, while

they gave their real thoughts and opinions to

their confidential guest. Mr. Leland speaks

of gypsies rich, cultured and prosperous,

moving about unknown to us in the social

and commercial world. The president of

his college, however, the chief authority for

the much that he has learned in linguistics,

was a less formal character, a charming old

vagabond whom the author trained to speak

and translate slowly and suitably for dictation.

This jolly pedagogue, rolling into a friendly

studio to give his lessons, and playing there

with a little pet fetich in the shape of a carved

bear, is the hero of the book, which is almost

as much a story-book as a book of study. Its

real contribution to philology, though, is the

saving grace of a work otherwise ephemeral—

a work which may be laid on the shelf against

the work of Borrow, in which juxtaposition it

will shine like gilding on a prayer-book.

Pre-historic Races of the United States. By

J. W. Foster, LL.D. Chicago: S. C.

Griggs & Co.

This volume, the author tells us in the

preface, is intended as a compendium of our

antiquities, as at present known. Every day

is adding to our knowledge in this depart

ment of science as the Western States and

Territories are explored, for these remains,

whether burial-mounds, walled enclosures,

forts or garden works, are found chiefly in

the Mississippi Valley and the region west of

the great river. So little was known of them

forty years ago that the historian of the United

States declared that the Mississippi Valley had

no monuments, and ascribed the mounds and

earthworks to the action of water. Dr. Foster

gives the evidence of the antiquity of man in

Europe and America in human remains and

works of art, describes the Western earth

works, so numerous and extensive, and dis

cusses the question, Who were their builders ?

On this point he has collected valuable evi

dence in the researches of Dr. Stimpson and

himself into burial-mounds in Iowa, Illinois

and Indiana, from which he infers that the

crania of the mound-builders were different

from those of existing races of man, and

particularly of the North American Indians.

He concludes that the mound-builders were

identical with the ancient races of Brazil and

Central America, and not immigrants from

the Old World. The volume contains a table,

supplied by Dr. J. A. Lapham of Milwaukee,

for the computation of the age of standing

trees, which may be found useful and inter

esting; and it is furnished with numerous

illustrations.
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I WAS never a dancing man, having

been in youth so absent as to forget

the figures while I whispered poetry into

my partner's ear, and in age too obese ;

hut I love the concord of sweet sounds,

and, like Henry of Ofterdingen in No-

valis's story, Paul Flemming thinks to

music. I become so absorbed at the

opera that I have been eyed in my box

hy the principal lady in the female cho

ruses, with an absolute certainty that I

was a conquest. I still repair with the

haron to representations of Don Gio

vanni; and when Faure is serenading

the prima donna, guitar in hand, I ob

serve to my good Hohenfels, " How that

melancholy chord he plays vibrates

through the gayety of the air ! So in

the noisy crowd do I hear the mournful

string of my own heart."

" You are addled eternally, my poor

Paul," the baron replies. " Don't you

know that Faurc's guitar is a dummy,

and that his accompaniment is really

played by that squinting young man at

the large harp ?"

The baron, an excellent fellow, is too

prosaic to perceive that my imaginative

way of hearing is the best. It was with

genuine anticipation, then, that I rolled

along to hear the orpheonists at Achern :

these choral reunions are superb affairs

in Germany.

On my way I took the towns of Ot-

tersweier and Sassbach : unless a route

has something of vagabondage it is no

route for Flemming. At Ottersweier I

had been told I could find some curious

documents — removed thither from the

great historical stores of Heidelberg—

about Ludwig-Wilhclm, my scourge of

the Turks and husband of the frivolous

devotee Sibylle - Auguste. Greatly in

terested in recovering this biographic

trace, which I had only lost at Baden
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Baden for the vile reason of the Casino

being closed for Sunday, I presented

myself eagerly at the bureau of archives.

 

THK ASHES OP 1IKKNNH.

Still the same baffling privacy and the

same dominical excuse — "Shut up on

account of Sunday !" My Sabbath had

truly been a day of prayer, but of prayer

ungratified. The church, though, was

open, and among its mural paintings

and stucco angels I got the better of my

chagrin.

Nor was Sassbach a very satisfactory

success. I wished to see the monument

to Turennc, who fell here in 1675, hav

ing before him, for adversaries, Monte-

cuculli and my hero Ludwig-Wilhelm of

Baden, then a boy twenty years of age.

I had vaguely heard that at Sassbach,

by international consent, the death-place

of Turenne was considered as having

been conquered to the French nation by

the warrior's fall—that the scene was, in

fact, a miniature France, defended by

an army of a corporal and four zouaves,

still commanded by the ghost of the

mighty Turenne. I might have known

that since the disasters of 1871 no such

martial courtesies could be claimed by

France. The real tomb of Turenne is

at the Invalides, happily safe from the

reverses of war. His monument, which

covers nothing, and the relics of the tree

under which he died, are in the custody

of an honest Teuton, who warms his

feet in his little box while he waits for

patriotic tourists. He showed me the

bullet which killed the great sold era

I could but secretly wonder hoi n

of these authentic balls he might

sold to eager French purcha

The vicarious bullet, however,!

been inspected by more crecMl

eyes than mine. On the via

register I saw, under date of As

4, 1832, the names of HortS

"duchesse de Saint-Leu," ax: 1

Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. i?i

ter then a wandering actor, r-ii

greatest comedies and trage&'

to play, but believing in hs a

- even before the missile whic: ^

ed Turenne.

■-_ 1 was chased out of Sassbi I

a volley of large drops, pre

- of a sullen and determinec

which almost literally floai

into Achern. The streets, h<

were as flush with people as thous:^

Acherners, like garden flowers, «

the habit of coming out to get the si

It was not the deluge which arc

them.

1 found Achern a city of silk;; 4

gingham domes, on which the ^

thumped its funeral marches pesfl

ingly. A thousand umbrellas sunoi<

ed two or three thousand human tal

 

these canopies, however, might have .w

more impartial, for they did not p^3

the sculptured heads of Haydn u4*l
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zart, which in turn surmounted them :

the lyre of Strasburg, the Belgian lion,

the civic arms of Heidelberg, of Colmar,

of Mannheim, of Mulhausen, tore their

way on a dozen banner- staves through

the world of umbrellas. Worse than the

crowd or the flood, the landlord of the

Golden Crown met me with that over

done air of politeness which announced,

even before he spoke, that he could offer

me neither bed nor board.

My situation would have discomfited

 

WAITEE ! WAIT ! "

Turenne himself. The overstocked Gold

en Crown would naturally be the type of

other hotels ; besides, my hat, a curly

silken leaf of the Baden-Baden parterre,

did not invite me to a journey of explo

ration. No more did the absence of my

stout umbrella, which I had left behind :

it was probably still plunging in quest of

the bottom of some bottomless ouhliette

of the Neues Schloss. There is nothing

which awakens the careful and tender

instinct of a man's heart—no, not one's

first-born—like a perfectly new hat : you

shelter the vanity from a wind to which

you willingly expose the baby. To be

sure. the loss of your heir excites com

miseration, but that of your hat scorn.

I naturally put up my hand to examine

mine as I stood in the porte-cochere

amid a group of unfortunates as sad

and shelterless as myself, with not a

dry cheek among us. Jupiter Pluvius !

the hat was gone !

I had hit upon a method, of specious

but fallacious cleverness, to reconcile my

smart chapeau and my rustic garden-cap.

On the road, ugly and sympathetic, it

was my bonnet that crowned the situa

tion : in the street—that is to say, among

marts and cities—I wore my hat. In

side it I had found a cunning way to

secrete my cap, reduced to its simplest

expression, or, in other words, deprived

of the whalebone that gave it a circular

bent. This proof of penetrability in

matter, at least in matter of costume,

had not a little set me up. I was less

proud of it now, when the deceptive

clasp of the whalebone had treacherous-

 

THE EECOVEEED HAT.

ly lulled my poor old head in false se

curity, and when my volatile hat was

probably flying back to its native Baden.
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I must seek repose, and it shall be

elsewhere. I am already quite willing

to follow my hat. I am quite disgusted

with Achern, which has become the

merest bog, and with its landlords,

Who arc indeed a bog that bears

Your unparticipated cares,

Unmoved and without quaking.

I apply for instructions. The landlord,

who appears again, and who evidently

disapproves my costume and me, reiter

ates, " No room ! no room !" when I ask

 

THE DOOE-MA I .

him the way to the station. I fancy he

is responding to his own thought rather

than to mine : in a Baden railway there

is always room. I try his subordinates :

there are plenty of waiters, who, stimu

lated to the utmost height of their talents,

with ardent eyes and with the gait of

hunted ostriches, are vaulting in a covey

into the dining-room, loaded with plates

and dishes. I try to bring one down on

the wing, but he describes a loop around

me with the quickness of a lasso, and

shoots through the doorway, within which

a hundred growling voices are calling for

him.

If it was hard that I could not enter,

I thought it still harder that I could not

get away. I believe I am not naturally

uncharitable, but in that dark, damp

hour I could almost have drowned in the

gutters of Achern my Baden landlord

who had sent me there, Berkley who

had brought me to the baths, the cus

toms-officers of Kehl who had despatch

ed me for Berkley, the engineer who had

driven me over to Kehl, the conspirators

of Epernay, and the wretched James

Athanasius Grandstone, whose birthday

had tempted me from the outskirts of

Paris. While I was musing thus, full of

spleen and misanthropy, a carriage ap

proached like a sail to a shipwreck. It

was depositing a load of visitors, but it

would suffice to conduct me to the sta

tion. As the driver was closing the

carriage door I leaped inside before

him.

The cabman, with a calm gesture of a

heavy arm, put me aside like a feather.

Extracting a glossy hat from under the

seat I was about to occupy, he observed,

without seeming to open his mouth,

"Stout old foreign gentleman in a cap :

perhaps it is you, sir. Lost hat, handed

to me by a comrade of mine. Would

you stand a trifling trinkgeld?"

Thus it was that after a more or less

voluntary abdication I recovered my

crown. But the restoration brought me

little happiness, for the landlord, who

ran up once more at the noise of the

carriage, informed me that the train

would not stop at Achern until ten. It

was striking four. I pressed my proper

ty upon my brow—as if I were not sure

to lose it at the first possible opportunity

—and resumed my thoughts, while the

 

COI ETINI. SLEEP.

driver, certain of better jobs than mine,

rumbled off without trying to mend my

indecision. I was tired and humble : I
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sat doggedly upon the stairs, crowned

indeed with my novel splendors, but re

signing my coat-tails as a door-mat to

every stranger who chose to tread upon

them. l believe it was the hat and the

humility, combined perhaps with my in

volunta:y liberality to the coachman,

which converted the landlord. The

hat of ceremony, indeed, is a kind

of passport on the Continent. Boni

face, at any rate, came to me for the

fourth time, made me a fourth long-

hodied bow, and invited me to a large

chamber on the topmost floor. The

apartment was soaked with the to

hacco-smoke of years. " I give you

the bed-room of my daughters," he

said for explanation ; and I tried to

helieve him.

In a quarter of an hour I was at

dinner. To dine alone is with me

an impossibility. My meal, like an

Egyptian banquet, was made in the

company of two mysteries— one a

friend and one an enemy—Francine

and Fortnoye. The sweet stewardess

and the enigmatic commission-agent

helped me to my rations and season

ed my sauces. I determined to hunt

down the whole chimera, and for that

purpose to go home again by Eper-

nay and Noisy.

"You will call me in time for the

train at ten," I said to the waiter: he

promised. "You will not forget, on

any account," I insisted : he repeated

his vow. It was a broad-boned, color

less waiter, with two buttermilk eyes, far

apart, at the bottom of two caverns tuft

ed with white bristles.

I sought my chamber for a little re

pose. At first the tumult of bands in

the street, a veritable conspiracy between

the musicians of Baden and those of

Alsace, and the rehearsals going on in

4e house itself, made slumber impos

sible. I tied a handkerchief over my

ears to exclude the clamor, wrapped my

nose in the sheet to get rid of the odor

from the pillows—on which the inn

keeper's daughters seemed to have strew

ed caporal—and sat for some time in

hed, upright and agonized. I was soon,

however, prostrated by sheer fatigue.

Hardly had I closed my eyes, as it seem

ed, when the glimmering, far-apart blu

ish eyes of the waiter appeared in the

doorway, and I was summoned to the

railway-station. The night-train arrived

with supernatural whiz and roar. At
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last l found my face turned toward the

dear lares and penates ! At the rate of

a mile a minute the engine flew toward

Paris. At the metropolis what changes

since my departure ! The new avenues

and boulevards had developed like

magic. The belt-railroad surrounding

the city took possession of me : there

was no stopping, and with an ever-in

creasing speed I was borne quite around

the capital, and eastward again, by way

of Charleroi, Luxembourg and Metz, to

Strasburg. As I was flying, still in the

train, over the bridge to Kehl, I sudden

ly saw two horsemen riding by my side.

They kept up easily with the locomotive,

both mounted on the same apocalyptic

steed, and necessarily running on the

water. They were richly dressed, but
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the wind plunged with hollow murmurs

under their waistcoats, as in empty space.

There was no flesh on their ribs, long

spurs were attached to their bony heels,

and their skeletons rattled at every bound
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of the horse. The latter had joints of

steel in sockets of copper, and I heard

the sound of pistons and the rush of

steam as he moved : it was my enemy

the locomotive in a new disguise. The

riders turned their eyes, filled with pale

flame, upon me. They gave their names.

One was Ludwig-Wilhelm, the scourge

of Islam, the original of the seventy-two

miniatures I had seen in the Favorite of

Sibylle-Augustc ; the other was Margrave

Charles of Baden, founder of the city

laid out in a fan.

Charles, in evident allusion to his

forced entry and detention in the church

of Lichtenthal, said sneeringly, "Very

well : you see how it is to be drawn by a

power stronger than yourself. How do

you like legendary adventures by this

time, Mr. Paul Flemming ?"

Addressing myself immediately to

Ludwig, whose worthy burgher attitude

invited confidence, I asked where this

unslackening race should end.

"At Achern," he replied.

"But why must I return thus upon my

point of departure ?" I demanded.

" Because you have forgotten to settle

your account with the landlord," he re

torted, with his broad skeleton grin.

This appeal to my sense of duty shock

ed me so that I awoke. It was broad

day : the train was lost, with a witness !

I was ready to raise a shout of distress,

or at least to summon for vengeance the

inculpated waiter. A new incident de

terred me. A spectre again ! Some

thing clad in white was passing around

the chamber. I thought for a moment,

with bachelor horror, of the landlord's

daughters. Supposing this should really

be their boudoir ! A glance through the

curtains reassured me : the spectre wore

 

WHO ENOWS?

boots. Another glance showed me a

gentleman tying his cravat at the glass.

The host had simply used his right to

dispose of the vacant bed. The new

tenant was no ghost : the face I caught

for a moment in the mirror was comely

and ruddy. I fell back somewhat com

forted, letting go the curtains.
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The lodger having departed, I leaped

to the floor and made a hasty toilet.

As I went to crown the edifice by putting

on my hat, a name written on the lining

of the article arrested me. It was " Fort

noye." We had changed hats! With this

sphinx, then, I had passed a whole night

unconsciously. No wonder my dreams

were bad. Descending, I asked some

time-table questions of the landlord, and

added, " Do you know a certain M.

Fortnoye, whom you have given me for

fellow-lodger ?"

" Do I know him ? He is our cham

pagne-merchant—mine and all the hotel-

keepers' within twenty leagues. And a
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tine man, sir, with his joke always in his

cheek ! You see, the trade makes the

tradesman, for champagne-sellers keep

'.he ball a-rolling : the business lets no

man be dull. As for this one, he is

always in good temper : he has it bottled

in his brains. You should have seen him

last night. Four students from Carls-

ruhe and Heidelberg—he had them all

under the table in no time, and at his

own expense. But that is his style of

increasing the connection : they come

back to it sure enough, sir."

Mine host, so miserly with his words

the night before, chatted this morning

like a parrot : I took advantage of his

 

loquacity to get the probable route of

Fortnoye.

At some miles from Achern, in a ro

mantic landscape, rise the solemn ruins

of All -Saints' Abbey — Allerheiligen.

It is a refuge fit for Carlyle's Eternal

Silences. Hither, nevertheless, were bent

the combined noises of Baden, Belgium

and Alsace. Achern had been the focus,

but Allerheiligen was the Mecca of the

philharmonic pilgrimage. All the mu

sicians and singers, as well as all the

rest who were merely secular and audi

tory, would pour to-day into the ruined

abbey. I hesitated but a minute : I took

a seat on the tailboard of a terrible cart,
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and I followed the world—followed the

drivers, followed the walkers, followed

Fortnoye, followed my hat.

Every ten minutes we passed a pretty i

village, whose inhabitants, probably aug

mented by neighbors from the inner

country, passed us in review. The peas

ants here are not like those whom you

 

ELACE FOEEST FLOWEES.

see in Carlsruhe and Baden - Baden.

You are already in the Black Forest.

The countrymen were in ample red waist

coats and broad hat-brims, the blonde

girls bare-headed, with floating ribbons.

As we filed through these ranks of rustic

spectators, the red waistcoats, alternating

with the golden heads, shone like pop

pies in a field of wheat. The quantity

of yellow tresses I saw on this excursion

was truly edifying. I am certain that

Germany pioduces a sufficiency to sur-
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round the globe with a ringlet of gold—

a precious ecliptic, worthy enough to

mark the course of the sun.

After passing through several hamlets

—I think Ober-Achern, Furschenbach,

Ottenhofen were among them—and con

suming-two hours of time, we descended

from the cart to clamber up the hills.
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Fifty minutes' climbing, and we paused

in a little grove, which seemed to have

heen appropriated as point of reference

for all the strayed revelers and disjointed

couples who attended the concert. Here

those who had lost their friends, girls

who missed their lovers, and husbands

divorced from their wives, met by mu

tual agreement. It was a concourse of

Plato's half-souls, seeking their affinities

anxiously and clamorously. Odd sounds,

agreed upon no doubt as signals, made

the little wood vocal : some crowed like

cocks, some hooted like owls, some bel-

lowed like all the herds of Bashan—a

singular concert, preluding the genuine

one. Every fatigue-cap, felt and kepi

collected in the grove passed under my

inspection, but I could not detect my own

hat or the countenance of Fortnoye. The

throng gradually dispersed, moving to

gether in a particular direction, and I

followed the rest. Every one went to

buy tickets at a box-office temporarily

set up behind a high rock. I secured a

card with a lyre on it, a first-class place,

and the change for a half-florin. A hun

dred paces farther, as the path descend-
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ed through the trees, a view burst upon

us of the ruins and their site.

Seated in its rocky funnel, with an

amphitheatre of noble scenery around,

and the echoes of the Grindbachs cata

ract muffled in the tufted woods, the ab

hey of Allerheiligen was of old a nest

of learning, famous for the sapience of

its sylvan monks. Here Elmy the gyp

sy, whose student-lover had climbed to

the crow's nest to recover her betrothal-

ring, saw the brave boy dashed to pieces

at her feet, and only obtained the pre

cious token from his dead hand. The

hetrothed couples of the present day I

found more comfortably engaged : the

lasses were pouring out beer for the lads,

and family groups, perched everywhere

on the hillside, were regaling themselves

with viands frugally brought from home.

Those heads of families who missed the

shadow of a tree or a thicket tranquilly

dined in the sun. Indeed, they were not

entirely deprived of shelter, seeing that

the breadths of felt with which they

shaded their own brows cast a liberal

and grateful penumbra over the whole

group. Nowhere else can you find man

kind wearing such solid and ample par

asols : if these honest Black Foresters

could measure their height by the cir

cumference of their brims, they would

be giants. What was strange, neither

in the field at the bottom of the funnel
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nor. on the sides was there a sign that

these pilgrims of melody thought of any

thing but eating and drinking. I should

have argued the concert to be postponed

sine die if I had not accidentally per

ceived two fat bass-viols and several

slender coffins containing violins pro

ceeding toward the ruined abbey, the

latter still closed to the public, even to

those with tickets for the first place.

It was an animated sight. The ex

temporized tables, the bar arranged along
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a low ruined wall, whose fallen stones

offered seats to the drinkers, were occu

pied by moving throngs, amongst which

l ceased not to pursue the trail of my

fugitive hat, and of that unaccountable

Fortnoye for whose discovery my hat-

hunt was but a pretext. For a quarter

of an hour, with my eyes wide open, did

I turn to the cardinal points of this

mighty funnel, boxing the compass of

Allerheiligen, when the sound of pop

ping champagne-corks arrested my ear.

No better indication of my man could

be thought of. I posted myself near the

drinkers, who turned out to be a party

of students, and sought an excuse to

enter into conversation with them, not

despairing of finding in the group some

who had disgraced themselves with Fort

noye the night before.

A quick young collegian anticipated

me. Instantly observing my tin box, he

said very courteously, "Are you a bot

anist, sir?" As I was about to profit by

the interview to lead up to the subject of

Fortnoye, he continued: "I am a bot

anist myself : I am studying for the pro

fession of drugs. If you would find an

excellent field, go five miles from here,

to the base of the Tiberg. The Ana-

gallis Arvensis grows there in abun

dance. Your health, sir !"

The whole party rose, touched glasses

and trooped off laughing, not without

reason : the plant adorned with so much

fine Latin is no other than the chick-

weed, oftener sought by canaries than

by botanists. But I remembered how

mercilessly I had hoaxed MacMeurtrier

with the tobacco plants and pineapple

fruits, and felt that I had no right to be

too much put out.

The vacated students' table offered

itself invitingly, and I seated myself.

These tables were under the agency of

the chief forester of the estates, trans

formed on Sundays and holidays to an

innkeeper. With an eye to business.
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this functionary offered no alternative to

his guests but rabbits killed in his de

mesne or the ever-prevailing and mo

notonous ham. Among the waiters—

whom I suspected, from the dignity of

their chief, to be wood-choppers and

charcoal-burners on ordinary days—I

succeeded in making one excited indi

vidual listen to me. I ordered rabbit and

Affenthaler wine : he reappeared after a

long time with ham and beer. But l

took care, after the first mouthful, not to

complain, for the beer was Bavarian and

the ham Westphalian.

As I tasted the one and the other with

the gusto of an epicure, suddenly my

table, with the plates and bottles, re

sounded to a tinkling hail—a hail of

money. Whence came this DanaS show

er? No one knew, but its effects, satis-
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factory to some, were for others, and

especially myself, most deplorable. The

peasantry from the heights around us,

hearing the metallic ring, plunged upon

our tables, our benches, our feet and our

dishes, to collect the small change falling

from the skies. It continued to rain, not

kreutzers only, but little coins of silver.

The instinct of avarice spread through

ill the throng ; the crowds poured down

the hill like a landslide ; men and women,

young girls, lads and children, all eager

for the quarry, fought hardily for this

uncelestial manna. Woe to the girl who

received a kreutzer in her bodice ! she

was not to remain the possessor. The

waiters, sent up to pacify the fray, yield

ed to the game with avidity, and seemed

to find themselves in a new California.

The dogs, even, plunged into the loot,

disdaining indeed the silver, but not the

ham-bones and little saddles of rabbit.

In the confusion the benches turned over

on their sides, the tables on their backs,

followed by some of the diners. My

own lot was cast among these latter.

I got up bareheaded and shamefaced,

but no one had noticed my reverse. The

rain of silver had taken another direc

tion, and the world, as of old, had run
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after the money. A playful dog was

shaking and worrying a hat a few feet

off : he readily rendered me my head-

covering, or more properly that of Fort-

noye. A bell gave signal that the con

cert was beginning. Hurrying up to the

ruin, I posted myself outside the door,
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where all the holders of first-class places

necessarily defiled before me : not a

single Fortnoye !

What an unfortunate notion was mine,

to chase this invisible and possibly chi

merical enigma into the ruined wilderness

of All-Saints ! Had I taken the morn

ing train, I should be already at Stras-

burg. The interior of the abbey, now

overflowing with music, tempted me to

enter.

Truly, the picture was original, The

orchestra and the orpheonists filled the

sacred apsis. Despoiled of their stained

glass, the long Gothic windows were

painted instead with the distant land

scape and the gilded summits of moun

tainous crags. The audience was divided

into two portions or categories : the first

occupied impromptu benches, laid from

base to base of the fallen pillars ; the

second stood up behind. Authorized by

my ticket to mingle with the first, my

entrance among the hindmost obliged

me to content myself with the last.

The overture to Mendelssohn's Antig

one had already been executed, as well

as a fine choral of Louis Lacombe's, and

I had a brief glimpse of the collected

performers—a tableau full of piquant

German character, and worthy to rank

with Hogarth's picture representing the

opera of Judith. My view was a short

one, for, the sun coming out from behind

a cloud, every lady in the parquet open

ed out the implement she carried, which

was no circumscribed and feeble sun

shade, but a liberal umbrella, provided

in view of a possible storm like that of

yesterday. The men delayed not

to imitate the example, and my in

spection of the performance was

intercepted by a bubbling sea of

variegated hemispheres. Mean-

^ time, my own position among the

poorer multitude was flooded with

hot sunshine : I lost no time in

changing it ; and a lusty elder

tree, clinging to the ruined wall

just behind me, offered me a natu

ral sunshade more agreeable than

the circular shadow of the best rc-

genschirm in Germany. The perch

offered me another advantage. It

placed me in a post of observation where

I could interpret the secret of the mys

terious shower of gold.

At the base of the hillock which I oc

cupied a group of students were whis

pering and busying themselves over some

stealthy preparation. In the ringlcadei

I recognized my disciple of drugs, the

same who had suggested a botanizing

tour after chickweed. He held a sack,

containing probably a provision of cop

per change, and each of the band, rum

maging in his pockets, added a supply

of small moneys, and even of silver : as

for my druggist, he drew forth a handful

of gold, whose' opulent gleam was clear

ly visible to me in my hiding-place.

When he had mixed a portion of this in
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the bag, the whole conspiracy of tempt

ers busied themselves in flinging it over

the wall amongst the mass of second-

class auditors, whose ranks I had just

left. And the scenes of dinner-time

were not tardy in recurring—the scram

hle, the bickering, the topsy-turvy and

the chaos.

Poor Germany ! I thought : is it thus

she distributes the gold just wrung from

bleeding France ? With her nouveaux

riches tempted only to senseless freaks,

and her lower classes famished as ever,

it is little profit she will get from her un

digested wealth. The spectacle, testify

ing to nothing so much as to the misery

of the German populace, saddened me

more than it diverted me. I was still

thinking about it when the sun, having

seen all it cared about of the concert,
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re-entered its tent of clouds, and every

umbrella, with simultaneous promptness,

changed from a hemisphere to a straight

line. I passed into the enclosure once

more, just before thefinale. I got a bet

ter place than at first, and enjoyed a full

view of the singers and the instrument

alists.

Among the former I remarked a per

former who gesticulated a good deal more

than he sang, and whose looks were con

stantly turned toward myself. His coun

tenance seemed American in. its outlines,

and bore a likeness to the countenance

of James Athanasius Grandstone. But

how was it possible to suppose that in

dividual amongst these professionals ?

Nevertheless, it was strictly and identical

ly he.

I had known many students of phar

macy : never had any of them fed the

multitude with gold. I had met many

an American wine-seller : never one who

had fitted himself to compete with Gcr
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man musicians. It was a day of sur

prises. After seeing Jupiter raining gold

under the metamor

phosis of a Heidelberg

student, it remained to

me to see my compa

triot, who could hard

ly hold his own at col

lege in a " Gaudeamus

igitur," in the guise of

an orpheonist. At the

side of Athanasius,

singing or not sing

ing, but with mouths

wide open all the

same, and in every

hand a scroll of music,

stood his whole din-

ihe pakasou ncr-table of Epernay.

The circle that had

enjoyed the Eleusinian mysteries of the

wine- cellar, even to the little caustic

hunchback, and that had started with

Grandstone to pass his birthday at the

Falls of Schaffhausen, was reunited here

at Achern, needing only myself to form

the clasp. Near the witty dwarf, and

bending over the same sheet, I recognized

a pale face, with a red boss in t'.ie mid

dle : it was palpably MacMeurtricr, the

homeeopathist, preceded by his ardent

nose. How came this Scotchman in the

group ?

But I was not at the end of my aston

ishments. As I made my way through

the dispersing crowd which separated

me from the performers, I ran against

an individual. Looking up, I recognized

my hat : the obstacle was Fortnoye ! I

quickly had an explanation of all these

wonders.

In the railway-carriage which had con

veyed the birthday party to Strasburg,

Grandstone and his friends had formed

a plan with Fortnoye to meet all together

at the musical festival of Achern. The

homceopathist, for his part, bound like

wise for Schaffhausen, had run upon the

whole convivial group in the Krone Ho

tel at that spot. The embossed dwarf—

whom it will be more civil to call here

after by his real name of Somerard—

had attacked him in a moment as lawful

prey. Strange to say, the encounter

begun in jest had terminated confidential

ly: something imperturbable and canny

about the Scot proved attractive to the

hunchback, subject himself to all the

irregular vivacities so often noticed in

his kind. MacMurtagh or Meurtrier,

having disarmed his waspish opponent

by dint of stolid calm, was destined to

yet another victory : at the close of a

long evening's conversation on homoe

opathy, Somerard, always ailing and

doctor-hunting, declared himself a con

vert. The famous combination of veg

etable magnetism with similia similihus

curanturhad fascinated him. This target

of the wit's former scorn, this heron on

stilts, this man with double knee-pans,

recognized from a sketch of Hogarth's,

had become his veneration and comfort.

Grandstone, over a cigar, confided to

me the details of this strange partner

ship : " I don't know what to think.

They'll persuade me that I have seen

the cure with my own eyes. This Scotch-
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man, who doesn't look particularly like

the devil, pretends that he can make the

force of the sap in young trees commu

nicate itself to his patients. He makes

his magnetic passes all the while, you

see. Now, I myself have been with

Foster when he read letters through his

forehead : I'm not prepared to say there

is not something in magnetism. But

you ought to hear the rigmaroles that

Murtagh says over his patients : the

greatest rot you ever listened to ! And

he says he can straighten up any case

of spinal curvature. I have seen Som-

erard hugging a young poplar tree by

the hour. When he came away he said

he felt perfectly full of sap. What I'll

ask you to explain is, that the tree cer

tainly drooped and turned out the wrong

side of its leaves."

It appeared to me that my mercantile

young American was half a convert him

self. Having remarked that Somerard,

who was rich enough for the luxury, had

actually engaged the Scotchman as pro

fessional companion, he proceeded to

account for the presence of his band

among the performers rather than among

the audience. It seems they had come

on foot through the Forest from Freiburg

in the Breisgau, whither the railway had

transported them from Bale. On their

tramp they had fallen in with a contin

gent of the grand orpheonist army.

They had dined with them, supped with

-hem, slept in the same barn. Next day

they had awaked to find themselves fast

friends, and it had seemed good to all

hands to remain united, even within the

precincts of art.

While Grandstone, in satisfying my

surprises, suggested so many new ones,

I did not lose from view Fortnoye, the

man of mystery, and my rival in the

pretty hotel at Carlsruhe. He was speak

ing with the forester, no doubt on the

subject of champagne. Their colloquy

finished, I approached and offered him

bis hat.

" Ah, monsieur," he said, laughing

pleasantly, "you are, then, my unknown

room-mate ? You must have taken me

for a thief. But where have I seen you

ere now ?"
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I replied promptly: "At Strasburg,

where I sat at the same table with you

and your new Masonic convert, Mac-

Meurtrier here. Possibly, also, you saw

me last night when you put hors de com

hat your friends the students, and divert

ed all the hotel-waiters from attending

to mc."

"A truce to these follies," he replied.

"I am winding up my bachelor life."

"Are you thinking of marriage?" I

asked with unnecessary interest.

" Who knows ?"

"Pardon!" said I, "but I have heard

much of you lately : it was at Carlsruhe,

at the boarding-house—"

He blushed faintly: "You know the

lady who keeps the house where I put

up ?"

" Francine ? I knew her as a baby : I

brought her news of her father, whom I

had just left at Noisy."

" Hullo !" (The French for the excla

mation. I think, was " Tiens ! tiens !") " I

saw him the same day as you. I know

you now, monsieur : you are the man

with the two chickens."

Edward Strahan.

[TO EE CONTINUED.]
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JOSEPHINE AND MALMAISON.

THERE is scarcely to be found in his

tory a life so rich in dramatic inter

est as that of the empress Josephine, for

its romance commences with the dawn

cf her existence in the island of Mar

tinique in 1763, and continues unabated

 

until 1814, when at the Chateau Mal-

maison she breathed her last, clasping

in one hand the miniature of Napoleon

and in the other the hand of Alexander

I. of Russia, her sincere friend and ad

mirer. Especially is she immortal in

the hearts of women by the triple appeal

of moral excellence, intense suffering and
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heroic submission to her fate. It is the

romance of her life, more than all other

causes, that has thrown a halo around

the ugly old pile with its high-pointed

pyramidal roofs, its tall chimneys and its

general lack of architectural symmetry.

Its very name is a malediction—mala

mansio—though the motive of it is lost

in the obscurity of the thirteenth cen

tury. The chateau is near Rueil, some-

eight miles from Paris. It was purchased

in 1798 for sixty thousand francs, partly

with the dower of Josephine and partly

with the resources of General Bonaparte,

whom she married in 1796, being then

'-hirty-three years old and he twenty-

seven. The marriage was a fortunate

one for him, as his own words testify.

The circumstance of my marriage with

Madame de Beauharnais," he says,

placed me on a proper footing with

the party necessary to my plan of

fusion, one of the first principles of my

administration. . . . Without my wife I

should never have established any nat-

ral relation with that class." Another

xeclaration of his agrees perfectly with

•his idea : "I win only battles—Josephine

wins me all hearts."

Josephine at the time of her first ac

quaintance with Bonaparte, then a simple

general of brigade, was in the flower of

her beauty and grace. She had survived

the merciless storms of the Revolution,

during which she had been torn from

the bed of her sleeping children, thrown

into prison and sentenced to death : her

husband, less fortunate, perished by the

guillotine. A part of her confiscated

property had been restored to her by the

Xational Convention through the efforts

of Tallien, whose celebrated wife had

heen one of her prison-companions ;

and now, in the society of her children,

Eugene and Hortense, and surrounded

by a few cherished ones whose love had

-urvived the ordeal of misfortune and

poverty, Josephine was enjoying a quiet

domestic life, made sweeter by the mem

ory ofthe reverses she had suffered. And

these reverses had been terrible, even be

fore the Reign of Terror. Not to men

tion her first misfortune, when as a young

girl in Martinique she had been prevented

Vol. XIM.—to

I from marrying her first love, a young Eng

lish gentleman of distinguished merit, her

loyalty as a wife had been questioned, and

j her boy, then three years old, taken from

her. She suffered dreary months of soli

tude in a convent during the legal suit

for divorce instituted by the vicomte de

Beauharnais, and though the decision of

the court was in her favor, she was broken

hearted from the injustice visited upon

her, and she returned to the island of

Martinique with Hortense, leaving Eu

gene behind. Three years after the vi

comte repented of his cruelty, and hum

bly begged his wife to return and reunite

their divided household. Josephine's

friends tried every means to dissuade

her from returning to the dissolute Beau

harnais, but the mother-love triumphed,

and she made haste to leave Martinique

for the second and last time.

There are many portraits of Josephine,

and perhaps none of them are very true

to the original. The various written de

scriptions of her are much more con

sistent with each other. All agree that

she possessed rare personal attractions,

and especially that in speech and grace

of movement she was inimitable. "The

first applause of the French people," said

Napoleon, "was to my ear as sweet as

the voice of Josephine." In singing her

voice was tender and melodious, and she

played the harp with skill. At St. Hel

ena, Napoleon once said to Dr. O'Meara.

"Josephine etait la grace personifiee ;"

and again, t),at she was "the most ami

able and the best of women." She was

rather above the medium height, her

form beautifully moulded, her shoulders

of the most dazzling whiteness, and her

eyes deep blue, shaded by long dark

lashes. Her hair was not very abundant,

but soft, easily curling, lustrous, and in

color a fine dark brown. As a child she

learned with great ease, and during all

her life she was passionately fond of

reading and of flowers. Flowers were

to her not merely an affectation of re

finement, but rather a necessity of her

rich, sensuous nature. Wherever she

lived, there flowers flourished, surround

ing her with an atmosphere in perfect

accord with that exquisite generosity and
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tenderness of soul which made her for

get all injuries, listen to every tale of

suffering, and refuse no sympathy or aid

that was in her power to bestow. Na

poleon accused her of extravagance.

"Her squandering was my torture," he

once said to Las Casas at St. Helena

(" Son gaspillage ctait mon supp/ic;r ") ;

but as Josephine would not or could not

keep regular records of her smaller ex

penditures, and as her purse was evei

open to beggars of all degrees, it is eas>

 

to account foi the accusation. Softness

of heart was indeed her fault, and no

doubt she was often imposed upon ; but

when we think of the millions upon mil

lions squandered by Napoleon to obtain

that glory which crippled the industries

of France and deluged her soil with

rivers of precious blood for which noth

ing could atone, we are disposed to think

that it ill became him to growl over the

somewhat extravagant sums disbursed

by Josephine in her charities and in sup
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plying honest employment to those who

took care of the parks, gardens and

flower-conservatories that were a peace

ful and beneficent culture to thousands.

It was a labor of love for Josephine to

improve and embellish the buildings and

the grounds of Malmaison, and she had

full permission to exercise her taste and

judgment as she deemed best. On his

return from Egypt the First Consul found

the whole place rejuvenated and blos

soming "as the rose." The broad, neg-

c-cted esplanade behind the chateau had

heen decorated with rare shrubs and

parterres of flowers. Little streams of

water rising in the high and nobly wood

ed hill on the left wound picturesquely

through the lawn among the flowers and

emptied in laughing cascades into the

beautiful lake, which was adorned with

statuary and peopled with gay flamingoes

and black swans. The park, under the

skillful hands selected and directed by

Josephine, became the rival of Blenheim

and Windsor, and even surpassed them

in some respects. Its animals, both wild

and tame, were left free to roam where

they pleased. Like the Trianon grounds

—with which Josephine was familiar

through her former visits to Marie An

toinette, who had befriended her at the

time of Beauharnais' ill-treatment—Mal

maison had its sheepfold, which still ex

ists on the borders of the pond, its dairy,

its inevitable Temple of Love and its

Swiss chalet. But as Marie Antoinette's

ideas of cottage, peasants and poverty

had been acquired solely from the opera,

her chalet was hardly more than a toy,

like the Noah's ark of babyhood. Jo

sephine's, on the contrary, was the prac

tical work of the woman of the people

and of the world. It was the comfort

able, permanent home of a Swiss fam

ily, who took charge of her rare breeds

of merinos and Normandy cows, in the

midst of a landscape where their Alpine

costumes created no discord. Even the

artificial grotto in the Malmaison gar

dens at least suggested utility, for it shel

tered a very passable hermit, though a

marble one, in the guise of a Capuchin

monk—the spoliation of some convent

chapel during the Revolution.

Napoleon on his return from Egypt

must have been enchanted by the inex

haustible surprises of rustic pavilions,

kiosks, airy bridges, shady arbors, gurg

ling streams, miniature waterfalls and

lakes peopled with rare aquatic birds

that rose continually before him as if

by enchantment, as arm in arm with

Josephine, whom he then passionately

loved, he sauntered for the first time

through the broad avenues or winding

odorous paths of these splendid grounds.

Everything conspired to render the hour

supreme, for whether his expedition had

been a blessing or a curse to France, his

name was on every tongue, and his ear

still retained the music of the pealing

bells and the joyful acclamations that

had greeted his arrival at Paris. There

was not even wanting a lover's quarrel

and a very dramatic reconciliation to

complete his bliss; for he had luxuriated

in a whole two days' pout, after meeting

the loving, exultant joy of Josephine on

his return with a freezing look and a curt

dismission from his presence. He had

listened to the scandal which represented

herashaving, during his absence, "played

the coquette with everybody." This god

of the battle-field never appears to such

disadvantage as when contrasted with

Josephine ; but military glory is at best

a terrible school for the manners of men,

and this must not be forgotten in judg

ing Napoleon ; nor the fact that even

Josephine herself was dazzled by the

glamour of his renown, and augmented

his natural egoism by subtle flatteries,

which indeed, in her case, had the ex

cuse of being dictated by her love for

the man, not the hero.

One form of this flattery was the erec

tion of a beautiful tent as a porch to the

rear entrance of the palace. The right

and left approaches to this tent were de

fended by drawbridges, at the head of

each of which stood a little obelisk in

red marble, fourteen feet high and cov

ered with golden hieroglyphics. The

cahinet de travail or office of Napoleon

was on the first floor, as were also the

art-gallery, the drawing-rooms, the bil-

I liard- and dining-rooms and the council-

I hall. The last was decorated to resem
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bio a military tent, and furnished with

heroic simplicity. On the second floor

were the private apartments of Napo

leon and those of Josephine. There

was a little door between these, used

only by the occupants ; and later, when

Napoleon had made up his mind to

divorce Josephine, the scaling up of this

door was one of the delicate and manly

methods he took to prepare her for the

sacrifice.

It was a proud boast of Josephine that

she never kept any one waiting half a

minute where punctuality depended upon

herself. This consideration for the pleas

ure of others, the never-failing mark of
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refined breeding, was signally wanting

in Napoleon. When the established

hour for dining at Malmaison was six

o'clock, and though etiquette forbade

any one to approach the table before

the announcement of the head of the

house, he often failed to appear before

seven, eight, or even ten o'clock. A

chicken or some other article was placed

on the spit every fifteen minutes by order

of the cook, who knew well the habits of

the emperor. The table manners of Na

poleon may have been those of the hero :

they were ceitainly anything but those

of the gentleman. He completed the

process of cramming—it could scarcely

be called eating—in six or seven min

utes, as a rule. Ignoring the use of

knives and forks as regarded his own

plate, he did not stop there, but "helped

himself with his fingers from the dishes

nearest him, and dipped his bread in the

gravy." Knowing the time necessary for

the emperor to dine, the shrewder ones

took care to dine in advance. Eugene

once confessed this at the dinner-table,

much to the amusement of the emperor.

Josephine always quitted the table with

Napoleon, but with her never-failing

consideration for the comfort of others

she commanded the rest, by a gesture

as she rose, to remain.

No one can excuse Napoleon for that

domineering spirit toward Josephine

which made him forbid her to receive,

w hen she became empress, her old asso

ciates who he knew were tried and true

friends. A letter from Josephine to the

duchesse d'Aguillon, a former fellow-cap

tive and a siheere friend, throws sonic

light upon Napoleon's motive. She

writes, among other things on the same

subject, "The more I think of what my

friends did for me, the greater is my

sorrow at being unable to do now what

my heart dictates. The empress of France

is but the first slave in the empire, and

cannot pay the debts of Madame de

Beauharnais. This constitutes the tor

ture of my life, and will explain why you
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do not occupy a place near me ; why I

do not see Madame Tallien ; in fine, why

several ladies, formerly our confidential

friends, would be strangers to me were

not my memory faithful. . . . Desirous

of strengthening more and more the

Church re-established by himself. . . .

Napoleon's intention is to keep at a dis

tance from his court all those who may

have profited by the possibility of divorce.

This he has promised the pope, and

hitherto he has kept his word. Hence

the cause of his refusal of the favor I

asked of having you with me, which has

caused me unspeakable regret ; but he is

too absolute for me to have even a hope

of seeing him retract. . . . Often do I

regret that small, dark and dismal cham

ber which we shared together, for there,

at least, I could pour out my whole heart,

and was sincerely loved in return."

Life at Malmaison during the first
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years of the marriage of Josephine and

Napoleon must have been charming to

their guests. No tiresome etiquette ever

prevailed in the house of Josephine while

she had power to prevent it. There was

a general programme for the disposition

of the time, but no arbitrary rules that

prevented freedom of movement and

friendly intercourse. Bourrienne gives

us a pleasant account of the games on

the lawn, in which the whole company

joined with the ahandon of children.

One of these was the game of "prison

ers," which seems to have been only an

improvement of the well-known " tag"

of our boys and girls. In these health-

giving sports Napoleon, who was a

clumsy runner, often measured his in-x

considerable length on the greensward,

when of course his capture was certain,

and getting up he delivered himself,

laughing heartily, to his victors. Hor-

tense, afterward queen of Holland, was

one of the swiftest runners in the field,

and she also excelled all the "talent" of

the Malmaison theatre. " Hortense play

ed marvelously, Caroline ( Bonaparte )

passably, Eugene very well. Lauriston

was a little heavy, and I dare not assert

that I was not the worst of the lot," says

the candid Bourrienne ; and he adds

that if the playing of the actors was not

good, it was not the fault of the training,

for Talma himself gave them lessons,

making them rehearse sometimes to

gether, sometimes separately. Napoleon

delighted in these amateur theatricals,

and often importuned Bourrienne in the

most caressing manner to take part in

them, even when he tried to excuse him

self because of his pressing occupations.

"Come, now, Bourrienne," he would

say, " you have such a fine memory !

You know how much you amuse me :
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you make me laugh with all my heart.

Don't deprive me of this pleasure : you

know well I have none too many." Thus

appealed to, Bourriennc could only yield

and set himself to study his r6les.

In the whole life of Josephine there

appears but one act that might lower

her in the estimation of posterity, and

that is her using her influence to sac

rifice Hortense to the Moloch of ambi

tion. Her admirers have sought to ex

cuse this on many grounds ; among

these her dislike to General Duroc, Na-

I poleon's aide - de - camp in Italy and

Egypt, who had been the accepted suit

or of Hortense ; her indifference to any

distinction except that conferred by Na

poleon ; her desire for a triumph over

the Bonaparte family, who always dis

liked her, and persistently sought to

lower her in the estimation of Napoleon ;

and, finally, distrust of the nature of the
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regard existing between her husband

and Hortense. But not all these mo

tives combined can justify her course.

Hortense at the time still loved Duroc

ardently, and to Louis the union was

not less repugnant, for he was at the

time passionately devoted to another

woman, and never recovered the shock

of the breaking of the engagement by

the fiat of his all-powerful brother. The

grim farce was solemnized by the Church

in 1801, and the seven hundred guests

that thronged the Tuileries at the bridal

fete ignored the tragedy which Louis and

Hortense were enacting. The union

proved a wretched one, and was dis

solved in 181 5 by the tribunal of the

Seine. The late emperor, Napoleon III.,

was the third and last issue of this un

happy marriage. The court of Holland

had not the slightest attraction for Hor

tense, and she sighed continually to re

turn to France, where everything was

more congenial to her nature. She was

exceedingly fond of music, and com

posed several pieces, among which is

the well-known " Partant pour la Syrie."

In character she was gay, impulsive and

generous : she was vivacious and bril

liant in conversation, beautiful in form,

but less so in face, on account of the

conformation of her mouth and teeth,

which projected too much for ideal beau

ty ; but her eyes were superb, like those

of her mother, and her hair was of the

finest blond type.

One of the gre.itest attractions at Mal-

maison was the magnificent collection

of tropical and other rare plants, gath

ered from all parts of the earth. Not a

ship left a foreign port without bearing

some botanical treasure to Josephine,

who fairly idolized flowers, and seemed

to possess a sort of fraternal sympathy
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w ith them—a mysterious affinity not com

prehended by the rest of the world. A

flower was a surer passport to her favor

than the most precious gem. All Eu

rope knew of her passion, and strangers

took pride in gratifying it. Even war

suspended its rigors in favor of a taste

so laudable and benericent, for the prince-

regent of England gave orders that all

plants expressed to Josephine which fell

into the hands of his cruisers should be

forwarded to her.

In the plan of the largest hot-house

there presided an inspiration peculiarly

her own : this was to unite the attractions

of the hot-house to those of the drawing-

room ; and in accordance with this idea

an elegant room was constructed near

ihe centre of the longer side of the build

ing, and separated from it only by two

:olumns supporting the entrance. These

columns, twelve feet high, were of violet

breccia, with gilded bases and capitals.

The room was decorated with exquisite

caste after classic models. Here Josephine

came every day—first, to look after her

treasures and to enjoy the delicious sur

prise, known only to flower-cultivators,

of seeing some new exotic opening its

glowing petals to the light for the first

time in its foreign home ; and then to

recline with an indolence that is itself a

culture in that charming sanctuary where

the most graceful forms, the most perfect

colors, the most exquisite odors created

a symphony of delights.

Among the flowers introduced into

France by Josephine were rare species

of the hibiscus, bignonia, phlox, myrtle,

geranium, mimosa, cactus and rhododen

dron. One of the finest dahlias still bears

the name " Coquette dc Rueil," a Camel

lia Japonica owes its name to Josephine,

and she is immortalized in the " Souvenir

de la Malmaison," one of the finest roses

in the world. In the Jardin de la Mal

maison, a costly folio, containing full-

sized colored plates of the one hundred

and eighty-four exotic plants that blos

somed, nearly all of them, in the Mal

maison hot-houses for the first time, there

is the Josephinia imperatricis. This is

a lovely bignonia, propagated from seeds

brought from New Holland. Josephine,

who cared for no unshared honor or

pleasure, asked her botanist to name a

certain new plant after her husband.

But here was a dilemma. Both the

names of the great man had been already

used by other botanists, and so the result

was a kind of Greek enigma : Calomi ria,

from kalos (good), and meris (part).

In the dedication of the book mention

ed, compiled under Josephine's patron

age, the dry old scientist Ventenat, mem

ber of the Institute of France, flatters hi-,

patron in that gentle stilted style peculiar

I to our grandfathers. He ends the dedi-

I cation thus : " If in the course of this

work I have to describe some of those

modest and beneficent plants which seem

only to live for the purpose of exhaling

an influence at once sweet and salutary,

I shall find it very difficult, madame, to

refrain from comparisons which would

hardly escape my readers."

The gallery of Malmaison contained

not only paintings, among which the

Dutch and Flemish schools predomi

nated, but antique vases and statues—

Greek, Etruscan, Egyptian—and a fine

collection of bronzes and exhumed treas

ures of Herculaneum and Pompeii ; and

as the Trianon under the last empire was

made a distinctive Trianon museum, so

under the same patronage Malmaison

became a depository of the souvenirs of

Josephine and the Bonaparte family.

The bed -room of Josephine in her

time must have been a gem of luxurious

taste. It was hung with purple velvet,

figured with gold. The centre of the ceil

ing was painted to represent a brilliant

summer sky with light, rosy clouds. The

embroidery covering the furniture was

principally the work of Josephine. The

centre of each piece was a medallion en

closing the initial of her name. The del

icate silken bed-curtains, bordered with

gold fringe, were suspended from a balda

chin in the form of a royal crown, bearing

' the monogram of the initials "N." and

"J." To-day the gold is tarnished, the

velvet torn and faded, and the melan

choly ravages of Time are seen upon

everything. In the cabinet of the em

peror there is the clock that stood in his

room at Longwood, stopped by some
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hand at the moment of his death ; in

the gallery, the harp that Josephine used

to play, its strings now hroken, its music

hushed for ever. The words of Napoleon,

"Triste comme la grandeur," seem sol

emnly reverberating through these de

serted, decaying halls, and the visitor is

glad to escape from their depressing at

mosphere into the free sunlight, the sym

bol of progress and eternal youth.

The tourist on quitting Malmaison will

retain vividly for some time a crowd of

souvenirs ; but after a while the most of

them will have vanished, and when the

name of Napoleon is mentioned there

will only return to his memory the Long-

wood iron bedstead, some snuff-boxes, a

faded military uniform and a rusty sword.

With the name of Josephine will appear

that stately couch, her nuptial bed and
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her death-bed, and that broken harp.

The difference between the souvenirs

thus retained suggests the motive of this

paper. But it is so difficult to do jus

tice to Napoleon — so easy to over-es

timate a woman like Josephine. She

appeals to the heart at every step ; he

seldom, except through those eloquent

witnesses of his love for her, written

often amid the din of battle on a desk

improvised by the head of a drum or

the pommel of a saddle.

One reallygrand speech of his—grand,

because almost superhuman in its ego

ism—is preserved by Roederer. It was

:it Malmaison after the 1 8th Brumaire,

when the Tribunal imposed upon him

the general restoration of popular rights,

thus making him, as he thought, the

slave of the liberties of the people. " I

am a soldier," he cried, "a child of the

Revolution, sprung from the bosom of

the people. Do they think they can in

sult me as if I were only a king?" To

Josephine his boundless ambition seemed

an ungovernable mania. She could only

prophesy his fall, and then calmly sub

mit to destiny, which she always be

lieved, or affected to believe, was fore

told in her case by the old negress at

Martinique, who told her she was to be

come greater than a queen and die in

a hospital. It seems quite certain that

in prison she laughed at her friends who

mourned over her coming fate, and re

assured them by declaring that she was

yet to be queen of France ; and that

after she became empress she gradually

acquired a kind of superstitious regard

for the old woman's prediction. We art-

told that at Malmaison one bright eve

ning, when the project of divorce was

in contemplation, she called the empe

ror's attention to something in the heav

ens, saying, " Remember that it is to

my star, not yours, that sovereignty has
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been promised. Separate our fates and

your star fades." There is no question

that she clearly foresaw his fall, though

no magic was necessary for that. This

appears evident in the letter written

the day following that melancholy din

ner, where neither ate or spoke during

the whole time. When they left the

table he approached her, and taking her

hand commenced the prelude to the

fatal words of separation. She stopped

him when he ended the words, "My

dearest affections must yield to the in

terests of France," fell lifeless upon the

floor, and remained three hours insensi

ble. The letter she wrote the next day

commenced: "My presentiments are

realized. You have pronounced the

word which separates us : the rest is

only a formality. Such is the reward,

! will not say of so many sacrifices (they

were sweet, because made for you), but

of an attachment unbounded on my

part, and of the most solemn oaths on

yours. But the state, whose interests

you put forward as your motive, will, it

is said, indemnify me by justifying you !

These interests, however, upon which you

feign to immolate me, are but a pretext :

your ill-dissembled ambition, as it has

been, so it will ever continue, the guide

of your life—a guide which has led you

to victories and to a throne, and which

now urges you to disasters and to ruin."

Eugene warmly espoused his mother's

cause, and when the divorce was pro

nounced wished to abdicate the vice-

royalty of Italy, but was dissuaded by

Napoleon, and also by Josephine her

self. Two years before he had sought

to reconcile his mother to the proposed

separation, as appears from one of his

autograph letters now preserved in the

Malmaison museum. It is little known

to English readers, if indeed it has ever

been translated. The following are some

extracts from it : " I have received, my

good mother, the letter you sent me by

Bataille, and it has given me great

pleasure, for it assures me that you are

content, that you despise the malice of

evil tongues, and that the emperor con

tinues to treat you well. You have noth

ing to fear from him, because he him

self despises those who are base enough

to give him bad advice. There is a great

deal said about the divorce. I have this

from Paris and from Munich ; but I am

pleased with your conversation with the

emperor if it is such as you have repre

sented it. You should always speak frank

ly to His Majesty : to do otherwise would

be to no longer love him. If the em

peror still bothers you about children,

tell him that it ill becomes him to re

proach you on such a subject. If he be

lieves that his happiness and that of

France depends upon his having chil

dren, there is only one honorable course

to follow ; but he ought still to treat you

well, and give you a sufficient dower to

enable you to live in Italy with your

children. The emperor can then marry

as his policy or his happiness demands.

We should still remain attached to him,

and his regard for us would not change,

though circumstances would oblige him

to separate himself from our family."

Three months after the divorce Napo

leon led Marie Louise to the throne from

which he had forced the loving, faithful

Josephine. In four years her fears were

realized, and Napoleon saw himselfhurled

from power and banished from the coun

try. Marie Louise abandoned him on the

first alarm, fleeing to Austria with that

dearly-purchased child, then three years

old, who was to have perpetuated the

glory of his name. The contrast be

tween the conduct of Marie Louise and

that of Josephine must have touched

the heart of the fallen emperor. On

hearing of his banishment, Josephine,

with characteristic devotedness, would

have followed him to the isle of Elba

had she been permitted to do so. "Say

but the word, and I depart," were almost

the last words she ever wrote. She did

not live to witness his sudden reappear

ance upon the soil of France: in five

weeks her generous heart was silent in

the grave. Marie Howland.
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CHAPTER I.

MISS HORN.

NA, na ; I hae nae feelin's, I'm

thankfu' to say. I never kent

ony guid come o' them. They're a ter

rible sicht i' the gait."

" Naebody ever thoucht o' layin' 't to

yer chairge, mem."

" 'Deed, I aye had eneuch adu to du

the thing I had to du, no to say the

thing 'at naebody wad du but mysel'.

I hae had nae leisur' for feelin's an'

that," insisted Miss Horn.

But here a heavy step descending the

stair just outside the room attracted her

attention, and, checking the flow of her

speech perforce, with three ungainly

strides she reached the landing.

" Watty Witherspail ! Wattie !" she

called after the footsteps down the stair.

" Yes, mem," answered a gruff voice

from below.

" Wattie, whan ye fess the bit boxie,

jist pit a hemmer an' a puckle nails i'

yer pooch to men' the hen-hoose-door.

The tane maun be atten't till as weel's

the tither."

" The bit boxie " was the coffin of her

third cousin, Griselda Campbell, whose

body lay in the room on her left hand

as she called down the stair. Into that

on her right Miss Horn now re-entered,

to rejoin Mrs. Mellis, the wife of the

principal draper in the town, who had

called ostensibly to condole with her,

but really to see the corpse.

" Aih ! she was taen yoong !" sighed

the visitor, with long-drawn tones and

a shake of the head, implying that there

in lay ground of complaint, at which

poor mortals dared but hint.

" No that yoong," returned Miss Horn.

"She was upo' the edge o' aucht an'

thirty."

" Weel, she had a sair time o' 't."

" No that sair, sae far as I see—an'

wha sud ken better ? ihe's had a bien

doon-sittin' (sheltered quarters), and

sud hae had as lang's I was to the fore.

Na, na ; it was nowther sae young nor

yet sae sair."

" Aih ! but she was a patient crater

wi' a' flesh," persisted Mrs. Mellis, as

if she would not willingly be foiled in

the attempt to extort for the dead some

syllable of acknowledgment from the

lips of her late companion.

" 'Deed she was that !—a wheen ower

patient wi' some. But that cam' o' haein

mair hert nor brains. She had feelin's

gin ye like—and to spare. But I never

look ower ony o' the stock. It's a pity

she hadna the jeedgment to match, for

she never misdoobted onybody eneuch.

But I wat it disna maitter noo, for she's

gane whaur it's less wantit. For ane 'at

has the hairmlessness o' the doo i' this

ill-wulled warl', there's a feck o' ten 'at

has the wisdom o' the serpent. An' the

serpents mak sair wark wi' the doos—

lat alane them 'at flees into the verra

mou's o' them."

" Weel, ye're jist richt there," said

Mrs. Mellis. " An' as ye say, she was

aye some easy to perswaud. I hae nae

doobt she believed to the verra last he

wad come back and mairry her."

" Come back and mairry her ! Wha or

what div ye mean ? I jist tell ye, Mistress

Mellis—an' it's weel ye're named—gin

ye daur to hint at ae word o' sic clavers,

it's this side o' this door o' mine ye s' be

less acquant wi'."

As she spoke, the hawk eyes of Miss

Horn glowed on each side of her hawk

nose, which grew more and more hook

ed as she glared, while her neck went

craning forward as if she were on the

point of making a swoop on the offender.

Mrs. Mellis's voice trembled with some

thing very like fear as she replied :

" Gude guide 's, Miss Horn ! What

hae I said to gar ye look at me sae hy

ordinar 's that ?"
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"Said!" repeated Miss Horn, in a

tone that revealed both annoyance with

herself and contempt for her visitor.

"There's no a claver in a' the country

side but ye maun fess 't hame aneth yer

oxter, as gin 't were the prodigal afore

he repentit. Ye s' get sma' thanks for

sic like here. An' her ly in' there as

she'll lie till the jeedgment-day, puir

thing !"

'• I'm sure I meant no offence, Miss

Horn," said her visitor. " I thocht a'

body kent 'at she was ill aboot him."

" Aboot wha, i' the name o' the father

o' lees ?"

"Ow, aboot that lang-leggit doctor

at set oot for the Ingies, an' dee'd afore

he wan across the equautor. Only fouk

said he was nae mair deid nor a halvert

worm, an' wud be hame whan she was

merried."

" It 's a' lees frae heid to fut, an' frae

hert to skin."

" Weel, it was plain to see she dwyn-

ed awa efter he gaed, an' never was her-

sel' again—ye dinna deny that."

" It's a' havers," persisted Miss Horn,

hut in accents considerably softened.

'She cared no more aboot the chiel

nor I did mysel'. She dwyned, I grant

ye, an' he gaed awa, I grant ye ; but

the win' blaws an' the water rins, an'

the tane has little to do wi' the tither."

"Weel, weel; I'm sorry I said ony-

thing to offen' ye, an' I canna say mair.

Wi' yer leave, Miss Horn, I'll jist gang

an' tak' a last leuk at her, puir thing !"

" 'Deed, ye s' du naething o' the kin'!

I s' lat nobody glower at her 'at wad

gang and spairge sic havers aboot her,

Mistress Mellis. To say 'at sic a doo

as my Grizel, puir, saft-hertit, winsome

thing, wad hae luikit twise at ony sic a

serpent as him ! Na, na, mem ! Gang

yer wa's hame, an' come back straucht

frae yer prayers the morn's mornin'.

By that time she'll be quaiet in her cof

fin, and I'll be quaiet i' my temper.

' Syne I'll lat ye see her—maybe.—I

wiss I was weel rid o' the sicht o' her,

for I canna bide it. Lord, I canna bide

it."

These last words were uttered in a

murmured aside, inaudible to Mrs. Mel-

lis, to whom, however, they did not ap

ply, but to the dead body. She rose not

withstanding in considerable displeas

ure, and with a formal farewell walked

from the room, casting a curious glance

as she left it in the direction of that

where the body lay, and descending the

stairs as slowly as if on every step she

deliberated whether the next would beat

her weight. Miss Horn, who had fol

lowed her to the head of the stair,

watched her out of sight below the

landing, when she turned and walked

back once more into the parlor, but

with a lingering look toward the oppo

site room, as if she saw through the

closed door what lay white on the white

bed.

" It's a God's mercy I hae no feel-

in's," she said to herself. " To even my

bonny Grizel to sic a lang kyte-clung

chiel as yon ! Aih, puir Grizel ! She's

gane like a knotless threid."

CHAPTER 11.

BARBARA CATANACH.

Miss Horn was interrupted by the

sound of the latch of the street door,

and sprung from her chair in anger.

" Canna they lat her sleep for five

meenutes ?" she cried aloud, forgetting

that there was no fear of rousing her

any more.—" It'll be Jean come in frae

the pump," she reflected, after a mo

ment's pause ; but, hearing no footstep

along the passage to the kitchen, con

cluded—" It's no her, for she gangs

aboot the hoose like the fore half o' a

new-shod cowt ;" and went down the

stair to see who might have thus pre

sumed to enter unbidden.

In the kitchen, the floor of which was

as white as scrubbing could make it,

and sprinkled with sea-sand—binder the

gayly-painted Dutch clock, which went

on ticking as loud as ever, though just

below the dead—sat a woman about

sixty years of age, whose plump face to

the first glance looked kindly, to the

second, cunning, and to the third, evil.

To the last look the plumpness appear

ed unhealthy, suggesting a doughy in
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dentation to the finger, and its color

was also pasty. Her deep-set, black-

bright eyes, glowing from under the

darkest of eyebrows, which met over

her nose, had something of a fascinat

ing influence—so much so that at a first

interview one was not likely for a time

to notice any other of her features. She

rose as Miss Horn entered, buried a fat

fist in a soft side, and stood silent.

"Weel?" said Miss Horn, interroga

tively, and was silent also.

" I thocht ye micht want a cast o' my

callin'," said the woman.

" Na, na ; there's no a han' 'at s' lay

finger upo' the bairn but mine ain,"

said Miss Horn. " I had it a' ower, my

lee lane, afore the skreigh o' day. She's

lyin' quaiet noo—verra quaiet—waitin'

upo' Watty Witherspail. Whan he fesscs

hame her bit boxie, we s' hae her laid

canny intill 't, an' hae dune wi' 't."

"Weel, mem, for a leddy-born, like

yersel', I maun say, ye tak it unco com

posed !"

" I'm no awaur, Mistress Catanach,

o' ony necessity laid upo' ye to say yer

min' i' this hoose. It's no expeckit. But

what for sud I no tak' it wi' composur' ?

We'll hae to tak' oor ain turn er lang,

as composed as we hae the skiel o', and

gang oot like a lang-nibbit can'le—ay,

an lea' jist sic a memory ahin' some o'

's, Bawby."

" I kenna gin ye mean me, Miss

Horn," said the woman; "but it's no

that muckle o' a memory I expec' to

lea' ahin' me."

"The less the better," muttered Miss

Horn ; but her unwelcome visitor went

on :

"Them 'at 's maist i' my debt kens

least aboot it; and their mithers canna

be said to hae muckle to be thankfu' for.

It's God's trowth, I ken waur nor ever I

did, mem. A body in my trade canna

help fa'in' amo' ill company whiles, for

we're a' born in sin, an' brocht furth in in

iquity, as the Buik says ; in fac', it's a' sin

thegither : we come o' sin an' we gang

for sin; but ye ken the likes o' me maunna

clype {tell tales). A' the same, gien ye

dinna tak the help o' my han', ye winna

refuse me thesicht o' my een, puir thing !"

" There's nanesall luik upon her deid

'at wasna a pleesur' till her livin' ; an'

ye ken weel eneuch, Bawby, she cudna

thole the sicht o' you."

"An' guid rizzon had she for that,

gien a' 'at gangs throu' my heid or I

fa' asleep i' the lang mirk nichts be a

hair better nor ane o' the auld wife's

fables that the holy Buik maks sae licht

o'!"

"What mean ye?" demanded Miss

Horn, sternly and curtly.

" I ken what I mean mysel', an' anc

that's no content wi' that, budc ill be a

howdic {midwife']. I wad fain hae got

ten a fancy oot o' my heid that's been

there this mony a lang year, and for

that I wad fain hae seen her. But

please yersel', mem, gien ye winna be

neeborly ; thof, maybe, ye're mair obli

gated nor ye ken, for a' ye luik at me

sae sair asklent."

" Ye s' no gang near her—no to save

ye frae a' the ill dreams that ever geth-

ered aboot a sin-stappit bowster!" cried

Miss Horn, and drew down her long

upper lip in a strong arch.

" Ca cannie ! ca cannie !" {drive

gently), said Bawby. " Dinna anger

me ower sair, for I am but mortal.

Fowk tak a heap frae you, Miss Horn,

'at they'll tak frae nane ither, for yer

temper's weel kent, an' little made o' ;

but it's an ill-faured thing to anger the

howdie—sae muckle lies upo' her; an'

I'm no i' the tune to put up wi' muckle

the nicht. I wonner at ye bein' sae

oonneebor-like—at sic a time tu, wi' a

corp i' the hoose !"

"Gang awa—gang oot o't: it's my

hoose," said Miss Horn, in a low, hoarse

voice, restrained from rising to tempest

pitch only by the consciousness of what

lay on the other side of the ceiling above

her head. " I wad as sune lat a cat in

till the deid-chaumer to gang loupin'

ower the corp, or may be waur, as I

wad lat yersel' intill 't, Bawby Cata

nach ; an' there's till ye !"

At this moment the opportune en

trance of Jean afforded fitting occasion

to her mistress for leaving the room

without encountering the dilemma of

either turning the woman out—a pro
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ceeding which the latter, from the way

in which she set her short, stout figure

square on the floor, appeared ready to

resist—or of herself abandoning the

field in discomfiture. She turned and

marched from the kitchen with her head

in the air, and the gait of one who had

heen insulted on her own premises.

She was sitting in the parlor, still red

uced and wrathful, when Jean entered,

and, closing the door behind her, drew

near to her mistress, with a narrative,

;ommenced at the door, of all she had

ecn, heard and done while " oot an'

ahoot i' the toon." But Miss Horn in

terrupted her the moment she began to

lpeak.

" Is that woman furth the hoose,

Jean?" she asked, in the tone of one

who awaited her answer in the affirm

ative as a preliminary condition of all

Hirther conversation.

" She's gane, mem," answered Jean—

idding to herself in a wordless thought,

'I'm no say in' whaur."

'She's a woman I wadna hae ye

;h:ong wi', Jean."

"l ken no ill o' her, mem," returned

Jean.

'She's eneuch to corrup' a kirkyaird !"

said her mistress, with more force than

fimess. Jean was on the shady side of

fifty, and more likely to have already

yielded than to be liable to a first assault

of corruption.

But little did Miss Horn think how

useless was her warning, or where Bar

hara Catanach was at that very moment.

T:usting to Jean's cunning, as well she

might, she was in the dead-chamber,

ind standing over the dead. She had

lolded back the sheet—-not from the face,

hut from the feet—and raised the night

dress of fine linen in which the love of

her cousin had robed the dead for the

repose of the tomb.

" It wad hae been tellin' her," she

muttered, "to hae spoken Bawby fair!

I m no used to be fa'en foul o' that

gait- I s' be even wi' her yet, I'm

thinkin'—the auld speldin' \ Losh ! an'

I'raise be thankit ! there it's ! It's there !

—a wee darker, but the same—jist

whaur l could ha' laid the pint o' my

finger upo' 't i' the mirk ! Noo Iat the

worms eat it," she concluded, as she

folded down the linen of shroud and

sheet—" an' no mortal ken o' 't but my-

sel' an' him 'at bude till hae seen 't, gin

he was a hair better nor Glenkindie's

man i' the auld ballant!"

The instant she had rearranged the

garments of the dead, she turned and

made for the door with a softness of step

that strangely contrasted with the pon-

derousness of her figure, and indicated

therefore great muscular strength ; open

ed it with noiseless circumspection to

the width of an inch, peeped from the

crack, and seeing the opposite door still

shut, stepped out with a swift, noiseless

swing of person and door simultane

ously, closed the latter behind her, stole

down the stairs, and left the house. Not

a board creaked, not a latch clicked as

she went. She stepped into the street

as sedately as if she had come from

paying to the dead the last duties of

her calling, the projected front of her

person appearing itself aware of its dig

nity as the visible sign and symbol of a

good conscience and kindly heart.

CHAPTER III.

THE MAD LAIRD.

When Mistress Catanach arrived at

the opening of a street which was just

opposite her own door, and led steep

toward the sea-town, she stood, and

shading her eyes with her hooded hand

although the sun was far behind her,

looked out to sea. It was the forenoon

of a day of early summer. The larks

were many and loud in the skies above

her—for, although she stood in a street,

she was only a few yards from the green

fields—but she could hardly have heard

them, for their music was not for her.

To the north, whither her gaze—if gaze

it could be called—was directed, all but

cloudless blue heavens stretched over

an all but shadowless blue sea ; two

bold, jagged promontories, one on each

side of her, far apart, formed the bay ;

between that on the west and the sea-

town at her feet lay a great curve of yel
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low sand, upon which the long breakers,

born of last night's wind, were still roar

ing from the north-east, although the gale

had now sunk to a breeze—cold and of

doubtful influence. From the chimneys

of the fishermen's houses below ascend

ed a yellowish smoke, which, against the

blue of the sea, assumed a dull green

color as it drifted vanishing toward the

south west. But Mrs. Catanach was

looking neither at nor for anything ;

she had no fisherman husband, or any

other relative, at sea ; she was but re

volving something in her unwholesome

mind ; and this was her mode of con

cealing an operation which naturally

would have been performed with down-

bent head and eyes on the ground.

While she thus stood a strange figure

drew near, approaching her with step

almost as noiseless as that with which

she had herself made her escape from

Miss Horn's house. At a few yards

distance from her it stood, and gazed

up at her countenance as intently as

she seemed to be gazing on the sea.

It was a man of dwarfish height and

uncertain age, with a huge hump upon

his back, features of great refinement, a

long thin beard, and a forehead unnatu

rally large, over eyes which, although

of a pale blue, mingled with a certain

mottled milky gleam, had a pathetic,

dog-like expression. Decently dressed

in black, he stood with his hands in the

pockets of his trowsers, gazing immo

vably in Mrs. Catanach's face. Becom

ing suddenly aware of his presence, she

glanced downward, gave a great start

and a half scream, and exclaimed in no

gentle tones,

" Whaur corner frae ?"

It was neither that she did not know

the man, nor that she meant any of

fence : her words were the mere em

bodiment of the annoyance of startled

surprise ; but their effect was peculiar.

Without a single other motion he

turned abruptly on one heel, gazed sea

ward with quick-flushed cheeks and

glowing eyes, and, apparently too polite

to refuse an answer to the evidently un

pleasant question, replied in low, almost

sullen tones :

" I dinna ken whaur l come frae. Ye

I ken 'at I dinna ken whaur I come frae.

I I dinna ken whaur ye come frae. l

dinna ken whaur onybody comes frae."

" Hoot, laird ! nae offence ! " returned

Mrs. Catanach. " It was yer ain wyte.

What gart ye stan' glowerin' at a body

that gait, ohn telled them 'at ye was

there ?"

" I thocht ye was luikin' whaur ye

cam frae," returned the man in toneb

apologetic and hesitating.

" 'Deed I fash wi' nae sic freits," said

Mrs. Catanach.

" Sae lang's ye ken whaur ye 're gaein'

till," suggested the man.

" Toots ! I fash as little wi' that either,

and ken jist as muckle about the tane

as the tither," she answered with a low

oily guttural laugh of contemptuous pity.

" I ken mair nor that mysel', but no

muckle," said the man. " I dinna ken

whaur I cam frae, and I dinna ken whaur

I'm gaun till ; but I ken 'at I'm gaun

whaur I cam frae. That Stan's to rizzon,

ye see; but they telled me ',ax.ye kenned

a' about whaur we a' cam frae."

" Deil a bit o' 't !" persisted Mrs. Cat

anach, in tones of repudiation. '' What

care I whaur I cam frae, sae lang 's—"

" Sae lang 's what, gien ye please ?"

pleaded the man, with a childlike en

treaty in his voice.

" Weel — gien ye wull hae 't—sae

lang 's I cam frae my mither," said the

woman, looking down on the inquirer

with a vulgar laugh.

The hunchback uttered a shriek of

dismay, and turned and fled ; and, as he

turned, long, thin, white hands flashed

out of his pockets, clasped his ears, and

intertwined their fingers at the back ofhis

neck. With a marvelous swiftness he shot

down the steep descent toward the shore.

" The deil 's in't 'at I bude to anger

him !" said the woman, and walked

away, with a short laugh of small satis

faction.

The style she had given the hunch

back was no nickname. Stephen Stew

art was laird of the small property and

ancient house of Kirkbyres, of which his

mother managed the affairs—hardlyfor

her son, seeing that, beyond his clothes
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and five pounds a year of pocket-money,

he derived no personal advantage from

his possessions. He never went near

his own house, for, from some unknown

reason, plentifully aimed at in the dark

by the neighbors, he had such a dislike

to his mother that he could not bear to

hear the name of mother, or even the

slightest allusion to the relationship.

Some said he was a fool ; others a

madman ; some both ; none, however,

?aid he was a rogue ; and all would have

been willing to allow that whatever it

might be that caused the difference

between him and other men, through

out the disturbing element floated the

mist of a sweet humanity.

Along the shore, in the direction of

the great rocky promontory that closed

in the bay on the west, with his hands

still clasped over his ears, as if the awful

word were following him, he flew rather

than fled. It was nearly low water, and

the wet sand afforded an easy road to

his flying feet. Betwixt sea and shore,

a sail in the offing the sole other mov

ing thing in the solitary landscape, like

1 hunted creature he sped, his footsteps

melting and vanishing behind him in

ihe half-quick sand.

Where the curve of the water-line

turned northward at the root of the pro

montory, six or eight fishing-boats were

drawn up on the beach in various stages

of existence. One was little more than

half built, the fresh wood shining against

the background of dark rock. Another

was newly tarred ; its sides glistened

with the rich shadowy brown, and filled

the air with a comfortable odor. Another

wore age-long neglect on every plank

and scam ; half its props had sunk or

decayed, and the huge hollow leaned

low on one side, disclosing the squalid

desolation of its lean-ribbed and naked

interior, producing all the phantasmic

effect of a great swampy desert; and old

pools of water, overgrown with a green

scum, lay in the hollows between its rot

ting timbers, while the upper planks were

baking and cracking in the sun. They

were huge open boats, carrying about

ten tons, and rowed by eight men

with oars of tremendous length and

weight, with which they had to toil in

deed when they could not use their lug

sails. Near where they lay a steep path

ascended the cliff, whence through grass

I and ploughed land it led across the pro

montory to the fishing village of Scaur-

nose, which lay on the other side

of it. There the mad laird, or Mad

Humpy, as he was called by the baser

sort, often received shelter, chiefly from

the family of a certain Joseph Mair, one

of the most respectable inhabitants of

the place, which, however, at this time,

was not specially remarkable for any of

the Christian virtues.

The way he now pursued was very

rocky and difficult, lying close under

the cliffs of the headland. He passed

the boats, going between them and the

cliffs, without even a glance at the two

men who were at work on the unfinish

ed boat. One of them was his friend

Joseph Mair. They ceased their work

for a moment to look after him.

"That's the puir laird again," said

Joseph, the instant he was beyond hear

ing. "Something's wrang wi' him. I

wonner what's come ower him !"

" I haena seen him for a while noo,"

returned the other. "They tell me 'at

his mither made him ower to the deil

afore he cam to the light ; and sae, aye

as his birthday comes roun', Sawtan

gets the pooer ower him. Eh, but he's

a fearsome sicht when he's ta'en that

gait !" continued the speaker. " I met

him ance i' the gloamin', jist ower by

the toon, wi' his een glowerin' like uily

lamps, an' the slaver rinnin' doon his

lang baird. I jist laup as gien I had

seen the muckle Sawtan himsel'."

" Ye not na {needed not) hae dune

that," was the reply. "He's jist as

hairmless, e'en at the warst, as ony

lamb. He's but a puir creatur' wha's

tribble's ower Strang for him—that's a'.

Sawtan has as little to du wi' him as wi'

ony man I ken."

CHAPTER IV.

PHF.MY MAIR.

With eyes that stared as if they and

not her ears were the organs of hearing,
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this talk was heard by a child of about

ten years of age, who sat in the bottom

of the ruined boat, like a pearl in a de

caying oyster-shell, one hand arrested

in the act of dabbling in a green pool,

the other on its way to her lips with a

mouthful of the sea-weed, there called

dulse. She was the daughter of Joseph

Mair just mentioned—a fisherman who

had been to sea as a man-of-war's man,

in consequence of which his to-name or

nickname was Blue Peter, and having

been found capable, had been employed

as carpenter's mate, and had come to

be very handy with his tools. Having

saved a little money by serving in an

other man's boat, he was now build

ing one for himself. He was a dark-

complexioned, foreign -looking man,

with gold rings in his ears, which he

said enabled him to look through the

wind without being blinded by the

watering of his eyes. Unlike most of

the fishermen upon that coast at the

time, he was a sober and indeed thought

ful man, ready to listen. to the voice of

reason from any quarter. His fellows

were, in general, men of hardihood and

courage, encountering as a mere matter

of course such perilous weather as the

fishers on a great part of our coasts

would have declined to meet. During

the fishing season they were diligent in

their calling, and made a good deal of

money ; but when the weather was such

that they could not go to sea, when their

nets were in order, and nothing special

requiring to be done, they would have

a bout of hard drinking, and spend a

great portion of what ought to have

been their provision for the winter.

The women were in general coarse in

manners and rude in speech ; often of

great strength and courage, and of

strongly-marked character. They were

almost invariably the daughters of fish

ermen, for a wife taken from among the

rural population would have been all

but useless in regard of the peculiar

duties required of her. If these were

less dangerous than those of their hus

bands, they were quite as laborious, and

less interesting. The most severe con

sisted in carrying the fish into the country

for sale in a huge creel or basket, which

when full was sometimes more than a

man could lift to place on the woman's

back. With this burden, kept in its

place by a band across her chest, she

would walk as many as twenty miles,

arriving at some inland town early in

the forenoon, in time to dispose of her

fish for the requirements of the day. I

may add that her eldest child was prob

ably born within a few weeks after her

marriage ; but infidelity was almost un

known.

In some respects, although in none

of the good qualities, Mrs. Mair was an

exception to her class. Herself the

daughter of a fisherman, her mother

had been the daughter of a small farm

er, and she had well-to-do relations in

an inland parish : how much this fact

was concerned in the result it would be

hard to say. but certainly she was one

of those elect whom Nature sends into

the world for the softening and elevation

of her other children. She was still slight

and graceful, with a clear complexion

and the prettiest teeth possible. Long

before this time she must have lost all

her complexion and most of her grace

had it not been for two. reasons : her

husband's prudence had rendered hard

work less imperative, while he had a

care even of her good looks altogether

unique ; and he had a rough, honest

sister who lived with them, and whom

it would have been no kindness to keep

from the hardest work, seeing it was

only through such that she could have

found a sufficiency of healthy interest

in life. Annie Mair assisted with the

nets, and the cleaning and drying of

the fish, of which they cured consider

able quantities : these, with her house

hold and maternal duties, afforded her

ample occupation. Their children

were well trained, and being, from the

narrowness of their house-accommoda

tion, far more with their parents than

would otherwise have been the case,

heard a good deal to make them think

after their faculty.

The mad laird was, as I have said, a

visitor at their house oftener than any

where else. On such occasions he slept
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in a garret accessible by a ladder from

the ground floor, which consisted only

of a kitchen and a closet. Little Phemy

Mairwas therefore familiar with his ap

pearance, his ways, and his speech, and

was a favorite with him, although hither

to his shyness has been sufficient to pre

vent any approach to intimacy even with

a child of ten.

From speedy exhaustion the poor

fellow soon ceased his wild running.

As he stopped he withdrew his hands

from his ears, and in rushed the sound

of the sea, the louder that the caverns

of his brain had been so long closed to

its entrance. With a moan of dismay

he once more pressed his palms against

them, and thus deafened, shouted with

a voice o% agony into the noise of the

rising tide : " I dinna ken whaur I come

frae!" after which cry, wrung from the

grief of human ignorance, he once more

took to his heels, though with far less

swifmess than before, and fled stumb-

' ng and scrambling over the rocks.

Scarcely had he vanished from view

if the boats, when Phemy scrambled

out of her big mussel-shell. Its up

heaved side being toward the boat at

*hich her father was at work, she escaped

onperceived, and so ran along the base

of the promontory, where the rough way

was perhaps easier to the feet of a child

content to take smaller steps and climb

or descend by the help of more insig

mficant inequalities. She came within

sight of the laird just as he turned into

he mouth of a well-known cave and

vanished.

Phemy was one of those rare and

Messed natures which have endless cour

age because they have no distrust, and

she ran straight into the cave after him,

without even stopping to look in.

It was not a very interesting cave at

first sight. The strata of which it was

composed, upheaved almost to the per

pendicular, shaped an opening like the

talf of a Gothic arch divided vertically

Mid leaning over a little to one side,

",hich rose to its whole height, and

,eemed to lay open every corner of it

to a single glance. This large entrance

allowed abundance of light and air in

Vot. XIII.—i,

the cave, which in length was only about

four or five times its width. The floor

was perfectly dry, consisting of hard

rock, with a trodden covering of some

earthy stratum—probably all that re

mained of what had once filled the

hollow. The walls and roof were suf

ficiently jagged with projections and

dark with recesses, but there was little

to rouse any frightful fancies.

When Phemy entered it the laird was

nowhere to be seen. But she went

straight to the back of the cave, to its

farthest visible point. There she rounded

a projection and began an ascent which

only familiarity with rocky ways could

have enabled such a child to accom

plish. At the top she passed through

another opening, and by a longer and

more gently sloping descent reached

the floor of a second cave, as level and

nearly as smooth as a table. On her

left hand, what light managed to creep

through, the tortuous entrance was

caught and reflected in a dull glimmer

from the undefined surface of a well of

fresh water which lay in a sort of basin in

the rock ; and on a bedded stone beside

it sat the laird, with his head in his

hands, his elbows on his knees, and his

hump upheaved above his head, like

Mount Sinai over that of Christian in

the Pilgrim's Progress.

As his hands were still pressed on his

ears, he heard nothing of Phemy's ap

proach, and she stood for a while star

ing at him in the vague glimmer, ap

parently with no anxiety as to what was

to come next.

Weary at length—for the forlorn man

continued movelessly sunk in his own

thoughts, or what he had for such—the

eyes of the child began to wander about

the darkness, to which they had already

got so far accustomed as to make the

most of the scanty light. Presently she

fancied she saw something glitter, away

in the darkness—two things : they must

be eyes !—the eyes of an otter or a pole

cat, in which creatures the caves along

the shore abounded. Seized with sudden

fright, she ran to the laird and laid her

hand on his shoulder, crying, "Leuk,

laird, leuk !"
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He started to his feet and gazed be

wildered at the child, rubbing his eyes

once and again. She stood between the

well and the entrance, so that all the

light there was, gathered upon her pale

face.

"Whaur do ye come frae?" he cried.

"I cam frae the auld boat," she

answered.

" What do ye want wi' me ?"

" Naething, sir : I only cam to see hoo

ye was gettin' on. I wadna hae dis

turbs ye, sir, but I saw the twa een o' a

wullcat, or sic like, glowerin' awa yon-

ner i' the mirk, an' they fleyt me 'at I

grippit ye."

"Weel, weel ; sit ye doon, bairnie,"

said the mad laird in a soothing voice :

" the wullcat sanna touch ye. Ye're no

fleyt at me, are ye r"

" Eh, na !" answered the child. "What

for sud I be fleyt at you, sir ? I'm Phe-

my Mair."

"Eh, bairnie! it's you, is't ?" he re

turned in tones of satisfaction, for he

had not hitherto recognized her. " Sit

ye doon, sit ye doon, an' we'll see aboot

it a'."

Phemy obeyed, and seated herself on

the nearest projection. The laird placed

himself beside her, and once more buried

his face, but not his ears, in his hands.

Nothing sought to enter those ears, how

ever, but the sound of the rising tide, for

Phemy sat by him in the faintly glim

mering dusk, as without fear felt, so

without word spoken.

The evening drew on, and the night

came down, but all the effect of the

growing darkness was but to draw the

child gradually nearer to her uncouth

companion, until at length her hand

stole into his, her head sank upon his

shoulder, his arm went round her to

hold her safe, and thus she fell fast

asleep. After a while, the laird, coming

to a knowledge of her condition, gently

roused her and took her home, where

they found her father and mother in

much concern at her absence. On their

way the mad laird warned his com

panion, in strange yet comprehensible

utterance, to say nothing of where she

had found him, for if she exposed his

place of refuge, wicked peopitl

take him, and he should never \

again.

CHAPTER v.

LADY FLORIMEI.

The sun had been up for

in a cloudless sky. The wj

changed to the south, and wal

country odors to the shore,

of sweeping to inland farms th

of sea- weed and broken silt I

mingled with a suspicion of ■

From what was called the .Xs

sea-town, of Portlossie, a soliu

was walking westward along the|

which bordered the shore frofc I

of the promontory of Scaurnc

little harbor which lay on the <

of the Seaton. Beyond the

rocks began again, bold and 1

a gray and brown hard stone, :

a mighty sweep, shot out no

and closed in the bay on the

a second great promontory,

curved strip of sand was the

portion of the coast for miles:

was all closed in with high roci>

At this one spot the coasting *

gliding past gained a pleasant prt

open fields, belts of wood and i

houses, with here and there 1 1

house glimpsing from amidst;"^

In the distance one or two baresoi

hills, imposing in aspect onlyfrca

desolation, rose to the height of "

thousand feet, but their form pl

effect to their altitude.

On this open part of the short

allel with its line, and at some ds

beyond the usual high-water rani

waves of ten thousand norther?, s

had cast up a long dune or ba

sand, terminating toward the we*

in a few yards of a huge solitary

of the ugly kind called congloo

It had been separated from the ra

the promontory by the rush of

unusually high tides, which oft

winter rounded the rock, and na

down behind the dune, turned it:

long island. The sand on the in Jr.-i
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of it, which was now covered with short

sweet grass, browsed on by sheep, and

with the largest and reddest of daisies,

was thus often swept by wild salt waves

in winter, and at times, when the north

ern wind blew straight from the regions

of endless snow, lay a sheet of gleaming

ice.

Over this grass came the figure I have

mentioned, singing. On his left hand

the ground rose to the high road ; on

his right was the dune, interlaced and

hound together by the long clasping

roots of the coarse bent, without which its

sands would have been the sport of every

wind that blew. It shut out from him

all sight of the sea, but the moan and

rush of the rising tide sounded close be

hind it. At his back rose the town of

Portlossie, high above the harbor and

the sea-town, with its houses of gray and

hrown stone, roofed with blue slates and

red tiles. It was no highland town—

scarce one within it could speak the

highland tongue, yet down from its

high streets on the fitful air of the

morning now floated intermittently the

sound of bagpipes—borne winding from

street to street, and loud blown to wake

the sleeping inhabitants and let them

know that it was now six of the clock.

He was a youth of about twenty, with

a long, swinging, heavy-footed stride,

which took in the ground rapidly. He

was rather tall, and large-limbed. His

dress was more like that of a fisherman

than any other, but hardly admitted

of classification, consisting of corduroy

trowsers, much stained, a shirt striped

hlue and white, and a rough pea-jacket,

which, slung across his shoulder, he

carried by one sleeve. On his head he

wore a broad blue bormet, with a tuft

of scarlet in the centre.

His face was more than handsome—

not finely cut, but large-featured, with a

look of mingled nobility and ingenuous

ness—the latter amounting to simplicity,

or even innocence ; while the clear out

look from his full and well-opened hazel

eyes indicated both courage and prompt

itude. His dark brown hair came in

large curling masses from under his bon

net. It was such a form and face as would

have drawn every eye in a crowded

thoroughfare.

About the middle of the long sand

hill its top was cut into a sort of wide

embrasure, in which stood an old-fash

ioned brass swivel-gun : when he came

under it, the lad sprung up the sloping

side of the dune, seated himself on the

gun, drew from his trowsers a large

silver watch, regarded it steadily for a

few minutes, replaced it, took from

his pocket a flint and steel, kindled

therewith a bit of touch-paper, and ap

plied it to the vent of the swivel. Fol

lowed a great roar. But through its

echoes a startled cry reached his ear,

and looking along the shore to discover

whence it came, he spied a woman on

a low rock that ran a little way out into

the water. She had half risen from a

sitting posture, and apparently her cry

was the result of the discovery that

the rising tide had overreached and

surrounded her. He rushed from the

sand-hill, crying, as he approached her,

" Dinna be in a hurry, mem: bide till

I come to ye ;" and plunging straight

into the water struggled through the

deepening tide, the distance being too

short and the depth almost too shallow

for swimming. There was no danger

whatever, but the girl might well shrink

from plunging into the clear beryl depth

in which swayed the sea-weed clothing

the slippery slopes of the rock. The

youth was by her side in a moment,

scarcely noticed the bare feet she had

been bathing in the water, heeded as

little the motion of the hand which

waved him back, caught her in his

arms like a baby, and had her safe on

the shore ere she could utter a word ;

nor did he stop until he had carried her

to the slope of the sand-hill. There he

set her gently down, and without a sus

picion of the liberty he was taking, and

filled only with a passion of service, was

proceeding to dry her feet with the jacket

which he had dropped there as he ran

to her assistance.

" Let me alone, pray," said the girl

with a half-amused indignation, draw

ing back her feet and throwing down

a book she carried, that she might the
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better hide them with her skirt. But

although she shrank from his devotion,

she could neither mistake it nor help

being pleased with his kindness. Prob

ably she had never before been indebt

ed to such an ill-clad individual of the

human race ; but even in such a dis

advantageous costume she could hardly

help seeing that he was a fine fellow.

Nor was the impression disturbed when

he opened his mouth and spoke in the

broad dialect of the country—softened

and refined a little by the feeling of her

presence—for she had no associations

with it as yet to make her regard its

homeliness as vulgarity.

"Where's yer stockin's, mem?" he

said, using his best English.

"You gave me no time to bring them

away, you caught me up so—rudely,"

answered the girl, half querulously, but

in such lovely speech as had never

before greeted the ears of the Scotch

lad.

Before the words were well beyond

her lips he was already on his way back

to the rock, running with great, heavy-

footed strides. The abandoned shoes

and stockings were now in imminent

danger of being floated off by the ris

ing water. He dashed in, swam a few

strokes, caught them up, regained the

shore, and, leaving a wet track all the

way behind him, but carrying the res

cued clothing at arm's length before

him, rejoined their owner. He spread

his jacket out before her, laid the shoes

and stockings upon it, and, observing

that she continued to keep her feet hid

den under the skirt of her dress, turned

his back, and stood.

"Why don't you go away ?" said the

girl, venturing one set of toes from under

their tent, but hesitating to proceed far

ther in the business.

Without a word or a turn of the

head he walked away.

Either flattered by his absolute obedi

ence, and persuaded that he was a true

squire, or unwilling to forego what

amusement she might gain from him,

she drew in her half-issuing foot, and,

certainly urged in part by an inherited

disposition to tease, spoke again.

"You're not going away without

thanking me ?" she said.

"What for, mem?" he returned sim

ply, standing stock-still with his back

toward her. ,

"You needn't stand so. You don't

think I would go on dressing while you

remained in sight ?"

" I was as good's awa', mem," he said,

and, turning a glowing face, looked at

her for a moment, then cast his eyes on

the ground.

"Tell me what you mean by not

thanking me," she insisted.

"They wad be dull thanks, mem, that

war thankit afore I kenned what for."

" For allowing you to carry me ashore,

of course."

"Be thankit, mem, wi' a' my hert.

Will I gang doon o' my k-nees ?"

" No. Why should you go on your

knees ?"

" 'Cause ye're 'maist ower bonny to

luik at stan'in', mem, an' I'm feared

for angerin' ye."

"Don't say ma'am to me: I'm not

a married woman."

" What am I to say, than, mem ?—I

ask yer pardon, mem."

" Say ' my lady.' That's how people

speak to me."

" I thocht ye bude (hehoved) to- be

somebody by ordinar', my leddy '

That'll be hoo ye're so terrible bonny,"

he returned, with some tremulousness

in his tone. " But ye maun put on yer

hose, my leddy, or ye'll get yer feet

cauld, and that's no guid for the likes

o' you."

The form of address she prescribed,

conveyed to him no definite idea of rank.

It but added intensity to the notion of

her being a lady, as distinguished from

one of the women of his own condition

in life.

"And pray what is to become of

you," she returned, "with your clothes

as wet as water can make them ?"

" The saut water kens me ower weel

to do me ony ill," returned the lad. " I

gang weet to the skin mony a day frae

mornin' till nicht, an' mony a nicht frae

nicht till mornin'—at theheerin' fishin',

ye ken, my leddy."
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Now what could tempt her to talk

in such a familiar way to a creature

like him—human indeed, but separated

from her by a gulf more impassable far

than that which divided her from the

thrones, principalities and powers of

the upper regions ? And how is the

fact to be accounted for that here she

put out a dainty foot, and reaching for

one of her stockings began to draw it

gently over the said foot ? Either her

sense of his inferiority was such that

his presence affected her no more than

that of a dog, or, possibly, she was

tempted to put his behavior to the test.

He, on his part, stood quietly regarding

the operation, either that, with the in

stinct of an inborn refinement, he was

aware he ought not to manifest more

shamefacedness than the lady herself,

or that he was hardly more accustomed

to the sight of gleaming fish than the

hare feet of maidens : anyhow, in abso

lute simplicity, he went on :

"I'm thinkin', my lady, that sma' fut

0' yer ain has danced mony a braw

dance on mony a braw flure."

" How old do you take me for, then ?"

she returned, and went on drawing the

garment over her foot by the shortest

possible stages.

".Ye'll no be much ower twenty," he

said.

"I'm only sixteen," she returned,

laughing merrily.

"What will ye be or ye behaud !" he

exclaimed after a brief pause of aston

ishment.

" Do you ever dance in this part of

the country ?" she asked, heedless of

his surprise.

"No that muckle, at least amo' the

fisher-folks, excep' it be at a weddin'.

l was at ane last nicht."

" And did you dance ?"

"'Deed did I, my leddy. I danced

the maist o' the lasses clean aff o' their

legs."

"What made you so cruel ?"

"Weel, ye see, mem,—I mean my

leddy—fowk said I was ill aboot the

hride; an' sae 1 bude to dance to put

that oot o' their heids."

"And how much truth was there in

what they said ?" she asked, with a sly

glance up in the handsome, now glow

ing face.

" Gien there was ony, there was unco

little," he replied. " The chield's wal-

come till her for me. But she was the

bonniest lassie we had.—It was what

they ca' a penny waddin'," he went on,

as if willing to change the subject.

" And what's a penny wedding ?"

" It's a kin' o' a custom amo' the

fishers. There's some gey puir fowk

amon' 's, ye see, an' whan a twa o' them

merries, the lave o' 's wants to gie them

a bit o' a start like. Sae we a' gang to

the weddin', an' eats an' drinks plenty,

an' pays for a' that we hae ; an' they

mak' a guid profit oot o' 't, for the things

doesna cost them nearhan' sae muckle

as we pay. So they hae a guid han'fu'

ower for the plenishin'."

" And what do they give you to eat

and drink?" asked the girl, making

talk.

" Ow skate an' mustard to eat, an'

whusky to drink," answered the lad,

laughing. " But it's mair for the fun. I

dinna care muckle aboot whusky an'

that kin' o' thing mysel'. It's the fiddles

an' the dancin' 'at I like."

" You have music, then ?"

" Yes ; jist the fiddles an' the pipes."

" The bagpipes, do you mean ?"

" Yes ; my gran'father plays them."

" But you're not in the Highlands

here : how come you to have bag

pipes ?"

" It's a stray bag, an' no more. But

the fowk here likes 't weel eneuch, an'

hae 't to wauk them ilka mornin'. Yon

was my gran'father ye heard afore I

fired the gun. Yon was his pipes wauk-

in' them, honest fowk."

"And what made you fire the gun in

that reckless way ? Don't you know

it is very dangerous ?"

"Dangerous, mem — my leddy, I

mean ! There's naething intill't but a

pennyworth o' blastin' pooder. It wadna

blaw the froth aff o' the tap o' a jaw "

(hillow).

" It nearly blew me out of my small

wits, though."

" I'm verra sorry it frichtit ye. But
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gien I had seen ye I could na hae helpit

it, for I bude to fire the gun."

'' I don't understand you quite ; but I

suppose you mean that it was your busi

ness to fire the gun."

" Yes, my leddy."

"Why?"

" 'Cause it's been decreet i' the toon-

cooncil that at sax o' the clock ilka

mornin' that gun's to be fired. Ye see

it's a royal burgh, this, an' it costs but

aboot a penny, an' it's gran' like to hae

a sma' cannon to fire. Gien I was to

neglec' it, my gran'father wad gang on

skirlin'—what's the English for skirliri ,

my leddy—skirlin' o' the pipes ?"

" I don't know. But from the sound

of the word I should suppose it stands

for screaming."

" Ay, that's it ; only screamin's no

sae guid as skirlin'. My gran'father's

an auld man, as I was gaein' to say,

an' has hardly breath eneuch to fill the

bag; but he wad be efter dirkin' ony-

body 'at said sic a thing, and till he

heard that gun he wad gang on blawin'

though he sud burst himsel'. There's

naebody kens the smeddum in an auld

Hielan'man."

By the time the conversation had

reached this point the lady had got her

shoes on, had taken up her book from

the sand, and was now sitting with it in

her lap. No sound reached them but

that of the tide, for the scream of the

bagpipes had ceased the moment the

swivel was fired. The sun was grow

ing hot, and the sea, although so far in

the cold north, was gorgeous in purple

and green, suffused as with the over

powering pomp of a peacock's plumage

in the sun. Away to the left the solid

promontory trembled against the hori

zon, as if ready to melt away between

the bright air and the lucid sea that

fringed its base with white. The glow

of a young summer morning pervaded

earth and sea and sky, and swelled the

heart of the youth as he stood in uncon

scious bewilderment before the self-pos

session of the girl. She was younger

than he, knew far less that was worth

knowing, yet had a world of advantage

over him — not merely from the effect

of her presence on one who had never

seen anything half so beautiful, but from

a certain readiness of surface thought,

combined with the sweet polish of her

speech, and an assurance of superiority

which appeared to lift her, like one of

the old immortals, far above the level

of the man whom she favored with her

passing converse. What in her words,

as here presented only to the eye, may

seem hrusqueness or even forwardness,

was so tempered, so colored, so inter

preted by the tone of naivet6 in which

she spoke, that it could give no offence.

Whatever she said sounded in the

youth's ears as absolute condescension.

As to her personal appearance, the lad

might well have taken her for twenty,

for she looked more of a woman than,

tall and strongly-built as he was, he

looked of a man. She was rather tall,

rather slender, finely formed, with small

hands and feet, and full throat. Her

hair was of a dark brown ; her eyes of

such a blue that no one could have sug

gested gray; her complexion fair— a

little freckled, which gave it the warm

est tint it had ; her nose nearly straight,

her mouth rather large but well formed,

and her forehead, as much of it as was

to be seen under a garden-hat, rose with

promise above a pair of dark and finely-

penciled eyebrows.

The description I have here given oc

cupies the space of a brief silence, during

which the lad stood motionless, like one

waiting further command.

"Why don't you go?" said the lady.

" I want to read my book."

He gave a great sigh, as if waking

from a pleasant dream, took off his

bonnet with a clumsy movement which

yet had in it a grace worthy of a Stuart

court, and turned toward the sea-town.

When he had gone about a couple of

hundred yards, he looked back invol

untarily. The lady had vanished. He

concluded that she had crossed to the

other side of the mound ; but when he

had gone so far on the way to the village

as to clear the eastern end of the sand

hill, and there turned and looked up its

southern slope, she was still nowhere to

be seen. The old highland stories of
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his grandfather crowded back upon him,

and, altogether human as she had ap

peared, he almost doubted whether the

sea from which he had thought he res

cued her was not her native element.

The book, however, not to mention the

shoes and stockings, were against the

supposition. Anyhow, he had seen a

vision of some order or other, as cer

tainly as if an angel from heaven had

appeared to him : the waters of his mind

had been troubled with a new sense of

grace and beauty, giving an altogether

fresh glory to existence.

Of course, no one would dream of

falling in love with an unearthly crea

ture, even an angel ; at least, something

homely must mingle with the glory ere

that become possible ; and as to this girl,

the youth could scarcely have regarded

her with a greater sense of far-off-ness

had he known her for the daughter of a

king of the sea—one whose very ele

ment was essentially death to him as life

to her. Still he walked home as if the

heavy boots he wore were wings at his

heels, like those of the little Eurus or

lloreas that stood blowing his trumpet

forever in the round open temple which

from the top of a grassy hill in the park

overlooked the sea-town.

"Sic een !" he kept saying to himself ;

"an sic sma' white han's ! an' sic a

honny fut ! Eh ! hoo she wad glitter

throu' the water in a bag net ! Faith !

gien she war to sing ' come doon ' to me,

I wad gang. Wad that be to lowse baith

iowlan' body, I wonner ? I'll see what

Maister Graham says to that. It's a fine

question to put till 'im : ' Gien a body

was to gang wi' a mermaid, wha they

iay has nae sowl to be saved, wad that

he the loss o' his, as weel's o' the bodily

We o' 'm ?' "

CHAPTER VI.

DUNCAN MACPHAIL.

The sea-town of Portlossie was as

irregular a gathering of small cottages

as could be found on the surface of the

globe. They faced every way, turned

their backs and gables every way—only

of the roofs could you predict the po

sition ; were divided from each other by

every sort of small, irregular space and

passage, and looked like a national as

sembly debating a constitution. Close

behind the Seaton, as it was called, ran

a highway, climbing far above the chim

neys of the village to the level of the

town above. Behind this road, and sep

arated from it by a high wall of stone,

lay a succession of heights covered with

grass. In front of the cottages lay sand

and sea. The place was cleaner than

most fishing-villages, but so closely built,

so thickly inhabited, and' so pervaded

with " a very ancient and fish-like

smell," that but for the besom of the

salt north wind it must have been un

healthy. Eastward the houses could ex

tend no farther for the harbor, and west

ward no farther for a small river that

crossed the sands to find the sea—dis

cursively and merrily at low water, but

with a sullen, submissive mingling when

banked back by the tide.

Avoiding the many nets extended long

and wide on the grassy sands, the youth

walked through the tide-swollen mouth

of the river, and passed along the front

of the village until he arrived at a house

which stood with its gable seaward and

its small window filled with a curious

collection of things for sale—dusty-look

ing sweets in a glass bottle ; gingerbread

cakes in the shape of large hearts, thick

ly studded with sugar-plums of rainbow

colors, invitingly poisonous ; strings of

tin covers fortobacco-pipes, overlapping

each other like fish-scales ; toys, and

tapes, and needles, and twenty other

kinds of things all huddled together.

Turning the corner of this house, he

went down the narrow passage between

it and the next, and went in at its open

door. But the moment it was entered it

lost all appearance of a shop, and the

room with the tempting window showed

itself only as a poor kitchen with an

earthen floor.

" Weel, hoo did the pipes behave

themsels the day, daddy r" said the

youth as he strode in.

" Och, she 'll pe peing a coot poy ta-

day," returned the tremulous voice of

a gray-headed old man who was lean
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ing over a small peat-fire on the hearth,

sifting oatmeal through the fingers of

his left hand into a pot, while he stirred

the boiling mess with a short stick held

in his right.

It had grown to be understood be

tween them that the pulmonary condi

tions of the asthmatic old piper should

be attributed not to his internal, but his

external lungs—namely, the bag of his

pipes. Both sets had of late years mani

fested strong symptoms of decay, and

decided measures had had to be again

and again resorted to in the case of the

latter to put off its evil day and keep

within it the breath of its musical exist

ence. The youth's question, then, as to

the behavior of the pipes was in real

ity an inquiry after the condition of his

grandfather's lungs, which grew yearly

more and more asthmatic ; notwith

standing which old Duncan MacPhail,

however, would not hear of giving up the

dignity of town-piper, and sinking into

a mere merchant, as in Scotland they

denominate the smallest shopkeeper.

" That's fine, daddy," returned the

youth. " Wull I mak oot the parritch ?

I'm thinkin' ye've had encuch o' hing-

in' ower the fire this het mornin'."

" No, sir," answered Duncan. " She'll

pe perfetly able to make ta parritch

herself, my poy Malcolm. Ta tay will

dawn when her poy must make his

own parritch, an' she 'll be wantin' no

more parritch ; but haf to trink ta rain

water, and no trop of ta uisgebeatha to

put into it, my poy Malcolm."

His grandson was quite accustomed

to the old man's heathenish mode of

regarding his immediate existence after

death as a long confinement in the grave,

and generally had a word or two ready

wherewith to combat the frightful no

tion ; but, as he spoke, Duncan lifted

the pot from the fire, and set it on its

three legs on the deal table in the mid

dle of the room, adding :

" Tere, my man—terc's ta parritch !

And was it putter, or traicle, or ta pottle

o' peer, she would be havin' for kitchie

tis fine mornin' ?"

This point settled, the two sat down

to eat their breakfast ; and no one would

have discovered, from the manner in

which the old man helped himself, nor

yet from the look of his eyes, that he

was stone-blind. It came neither of

old age nor disease—he had been born

blind. His eyes, although large and

wide, looked like those of a sleep

walker—open with shut sense ; the shine

in them was all reflected light—glitter,

no glow ; and their color was so pale

that they suggested some horrible sight

as having driven from them hue anil

vision together.

"Haf you eated enough, my son ?"

he said, when he heard Malcolm lay

down his spoon.

" Ay, plenty, thank ye, daddy, and

they were richt weel made," replied the

lad, whose mode of speech was entirely

different from his grandfather's : the lat

ter had learned English as a foreign lan

guage, and could not speak Scotch, his

mother-tongue being Gaelic.

As they rose from the table, a small

girl, with hair wildly suggestive of in

surrection and conflagration, entered,

and said, in the screech with which the

thoughtless often address the blind :

" Maister MacPhail, my mither wants

a pot o' bleckin', an' ye 're to gie her t

gweed."

" Fery coot, my chilt, Jeannie ; but

young Malcolm an' old Tuncan hasn't

made teir prayers yet, and you know

fery well tat she won't sell pefore she's

made her prayers. Tell your mother

tat she 'll pe bringin' ta blackin' when

she comes to look to ta lamp."

The child ran off without response.

Malcolm lifted the pot from the table

and set it on the hearth ; put the plates

together and the spoons, and set them

on a chair, for there was no dresser ;

tilted the table, and wiped it hearlhward ;

then from a shelf took down and laid

upon it a Bible, before which he seated

himself with an air of reverence. The

old man sat down on a low chair by the

chimney corner, took off his bonnet,

closed his eyes and murmured some

almost inaudible words ; then repeated

in Gaelic the first line of the hundred

and third psalm—

O m' anam, beannich thusa nish—
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and raised a tune of marvelous wail.

Arrived at the end of the line, he re

peated the process with the next, and

so on, giving every line first in the voice

of speech and then in the voice of song,

through the first three stanzas of eight

lines each. No less strange was the

singing than the tune—wild and wail

ful as the wind of his native desola

tions, or as the sound of his own pipes

horne thereon ; and apparently all but

lawless, for the multitude of so-called

grace-notes, hovering and fluttering end

lessly around the centre tone like the

comments on a text, rendered it nearly

impossible to unravel from them the air

even of a known tune. It had in its

kind the same liquid uncertainty of con

fluent sound which had hitherto rendered

it impossible for Malcolm to learn more

than a few common phrases of his

grandfather's native speech.

The psalm over, during which the

>ightless eyeballs of the singer had been

turned up toward the rafters of the cot

tage—a sign surely that the germ of light,

the sunny seed," as Henry Vaughan

calls it, must be in him, else why should

he lift his eyes when he thought up

ward?—Malcolm read a chapter of the

Bible, plainly the next in an ordered

luccession, for it could never have been

chosen or culled ; after which they

kneeled together, and the old man

poured out a prayer, beginning in a low,

scarcely audible voice, which rose at

length to a loud, modulated chant. Not

a sentence, hardly a phrase of the ut

terance, did his grandson lay hold of ;

neither was there more than one inhab

itant of the place who could have inter

preted a word of it. It was commonly

helieved, however, that one part of his

devotions was invariably a prolonged

petition for vengeance on Campbell of

Glenlyon, the main instrument in the

massacre of Glenco.

He could have prayed in English, so

that his grandson might have joined in

his petitions, but such an idea could

never have presented itself. Under

ltanding both languages, he used that

which was unintelligible to the lad, yet

regarded himself as the party who had

the right to resent the consequent schism.

Such a conversation as now followed

was no new thing after prayers.

" I could fery well wish, Malcolm, my

son," said the old man, "tat you would

be learnin' to speak your own lan-

cuach. It is all fery well for ta Sassen

ach (Saxon, i.e., non-Celtic) podies to

read ta Piple in English, for it will pe

pleasing ta Almighty not to make tem

cawpable of ta Gaelic, no more tan mon

keys ; but for all tat it's not ta vord of

God. Ta Gaelic is ta lancuach of ta car-

den of Aiden, and no doubt but it pe ta

lancuach in which ta Shepherd calls his

sheep on ta everlastin' hills. You see,

Malcolm, it must be so, for how can

a mortal man speak to his God in any

thing put Gaelic ? When Mr. Craham—

no, not Mr. Craham, ta coot man ; it was

ta new minister—he speak an' say to

her: 'Mr. MacPhail, you ought to say

your prayers in Enclish,' l was fery

wrathful, and I answered and said : ' Mr.

Downey, do you tare to suppose tat God

doesn't prefer ta Gaelic to ta Sassenach

tongue?'—'Mr. MacPhail,' says he, 'it

'll pe for your poy I mean it. How's ta

lad to learn ta way of salfation if you

speak to your God in his presence in a

strange tongue ?' So I was opedient to

his vord, and ta next efening I tid kneel

town in Sassenach and I tid try. Hut,

ochone ! she wouldn't go ; her tongue

would be clearing to ta roof of her

mouth ; ta claymore would be sticking

rusty in ta scabbard ; for her heart she

was ashamed to speak to ta Hielan'-

man's Maker in ta Sassenach tongue.

You must learn ta Gaelic, or you'll not pe

peing worthy to be peing her nain son,

Malcolm."

"But, daddy, wha's to learn me?"

asked his grandson, gayly.

" Learn you, Malcolm ! Ta Gaelic is

ta lancuach of Nature, and wants no

learnin'. /nefer had any learnin' ; yet

I nefer haf to say to myself, 'What is it

I would be saying ?' when I speak ta

Gaelic ; put I always haf to set ta tead

men—that is ta vords—on their feet, and

put tem in pattle-array again, when I

would pe speakin' ta dull mechanic

English. When I open my mouth to
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it, ta Gaelic comes like a spring of pure

water, Malcolm. Ta plenty of it must

run out. Try it now, Malcolm. Shust

oppen your mouth in ta Gaelic shape,

and see if ta Gaelic will not pe falling

from it."

Seized with a merry fit, Malcolm did

open his mouth in the Gaelic shape, and

sent from it a strange gabble, imitative

of the most frequently recurring sounds

of his grandfather's speech.

"How will that do, daddy ?" he asked,

after jabbering gibberish for the space

of a minute.

" It will not pe paad for a beginner,

Malcolm. She cannot say it shust pe

vorts, or tat tere pe much of ta sense in

it ; but it pe fery like what ta pabes say

pefore tey pekin to speak it properly.

So it's all fery well, and if you will only

pe putting your mouth in ta Gaelic shape

often enough, ta sounds will soon pe

taking ta shape of it, and ta vorts will

pe coming trough ta mists, and pefore

you know you'll pe peing a creat credit

to your cranfather, my boy Malcolm."

A silence followed, for Malcolm's at

tempt had not had the result he antici

pated : he had thought only to make

his grandfather laugh. Presently the

old man resumed, in the kindest voice :

"And tere's another thing, Malcolm,

tat's much wanting to you : you'll never

pe a man—not to speak of a pard like

your cranfather—if you'll not pe learn

ing to play on ta bagpipes."

Malcolm, who had been leaning

against the chimley-lug while his grand

father spoke, moved gently round be

hind his chair, reached out for the pipes

where they lay in a corner at the old

man's side, and catching them up softly,

put the mouthpiece to his lips, and with

a few vigorous blasts filled the bag.

Then out burst the double droning bass,

and the youth's fingers, clutching the

chanter as by the throat, at once com

pelled its screeches into shape far better,

at least, than his lips had been able to give

the crude material of Gaelic. He played

the only reel he knew, but that with full

vigor and good effect. At the sound of

the first of the notes of it, the old man

sprung to his feet and began capering to

the reel—partly in delight with the music,

but far more in delight with the musician.

Ever and anon, with feeble yell, he ut

tered the unspellable Hoogh of the High

lander, and jumped, as he thought, high

in the air, though his failing limbs, alas !

lifted his feet scarce an inch from the

floor.

"Aigh! aigh!" he sighed at length,

yielding the contest between his legs

and the lungs of the lad—" aigh ! aigh !

she'll die happy ! she'll die happy !

Hear till her poy, how he makes ta

pipes speak ta true Gaelic ! Ta pest

o' Gaelic, tat ! Old Tuncan's pipes 'll

not know how to be talking Sassenach.

See to it ! See to it ! He had put to

blow in at ta one end, and out came ta

reel at ta tother. Hoogh ! hoogh ! Play

us ta Righil Thulachan, Malcolm, my

chief!"

" I kenna reel, strathspey, nor lilt, but

jist that burd alane, daddy."

" Give tem to me, my poy !" cried the

old piper, reaching out .1 hand as eager

to clutch the uncouth instrument as the

miser's to finger his gold : " hear well to

me as I play, an' you'll soon be able to

play dance or coronach with the best

piper petween Cape Wrath and ta Mull

o' Cantyre."

. Duncan played tune after tune until

his breath failed him, and an exhausted

grunt of the drone in the middle of a

coronach, followed by an abrupt pause,

revealed the emptiness of both lungs and

bag. Then first he remembered his ob

ject, forgotten the moment he began to

play.

" Now, Malcolm," he said, offering

the pipes to his grandson, " you play

tat after me."

He had himself of course learned all

by the ear, but could hardly have been

serious in requesting Malcolm to follow

him through such a succession of tortu

ous mazes.

" I haena a memory up to that, dad

dy ; but I s' get a haud o' Mr. Graham's

flute-music, and maybe that'll help me a

bit.—Wadna ye be takin' hame Mistress

Partan's blackin' 'at ye promised her ?"

"Surely, my son. She should always

be keeping her promises."
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He rose, and getting a small stone

bottle and his stick from the corner

between the projecting ingle-cheek and

the window, left the house, to walk with

unerring steps through the labyrinth of

the village, threading his way from pas

sage to passage, avoiding pools and pro

jecting stones, not to say houses, and

human beings who did not observe his

approach. His eyes, or his whole face,

appeared to possess an ethereal sense as

of touch, for without the slightest con

tact in the ordinary sense of the word,

he was aware of the neighborhood of

material objects, as if through the pulsa

tions ofsome medium to others impercep

tible. He could, with perfect accuracy,

:ell the height of any wall or fence with

in a few feet of him ; could perceive at

once whether it was high or low or half

tide, by going out in front of the houses

and turning his face, with its sightless

tyeballs, toward the sea; knew whether

a woman who spoke to him had a child

in her arms or not ; and, indeed, if she

ns about to be a mother, was believed

to hecome at once aware of the fact.

He was a strange figure to look upon

in that lowland village, for he invariably

a ore the highland dress : in truth, he had

never had a pair of trowsers on his legs,

ind was far from pleased that his grand

son clothed himself in such contempt

ihle garments. But, contrasted with the

showy style of his costume, there was

something most pathethic in the blended

pallor of hue into which the originally

gorgeous colors of his kilt had faded—

noticeable chiefly on week-days, when

he wore no sporran ; for the kilt, en

countering, from its loose construction,

comparatively little strain or friction,

may reach an age unknown to the gar

ments of the low country, and, while

perfectly decent, yet look ancient ex

ceedingly. On Sundays, however, he

made the best of himself, and came out

like a belated and aged butterfly, in his

father's sporran, or tasseled goatskin

purse, in front of him, his grandfather's

dirk at his side, his great-grandfather's

Aene-dhu, or little black-hafted knife,

stuck in the stocking of his right leg, and

a huge round brooch of brass—nearly

half a foot in diameter, and, Mr. Gra

ham said, as old as the battle of Harlaw

—on his left shoulder. In these adorn

ments he would walk proudly to church,

leaning on the arm of his grandson.

"The piper's gey {considerahly) brok-

ken-like the day," said one of the fisher

men's wives to a neighbor as the old

man passed them, the fact being that he

had not yet recovered from his second

revel in the pipes so soon after the ex

haustion of his morning's duty, and was,

in consequence, more asthmatic than

usual.

"I doobt he'll be slippin' awa' some

cauld nicht," said the other: "his leev-

in' breath 's ill to get."

"Ay; he has to warstle for 't, puir

man ! Weel, he'll be missed, the blin'

body ! It's exterordinar hoo he's man

aged to live, an' bring up sic a fine lad

as that Ma'colm o' his."

"Weel, ye see, Providence has been

kin' till him as weel 's ither blin' craters.

The toon's pipin' 's no to be despised ;

an' there's the cryin', an' the chop, un'

the lamps. 'Deed he's been an eident

{diligent) crater—an' for a blin' man,

as ye say, it's jist exterordinar."

" Div ye min' whan first he cam' to

the toon, lass ?"

"Ay; what wad hinner me min'in'

that ? It's no sae lang."

"Weel, Ma'colm, 'at's sic a fine lad

noo, they tell me wasna muckle big

ger nor a gey haddie" (tolerahle had

dock) .

" But the auld man was an auld man

than, though nae doobt he's unco failed

sin syne."

" A dochter's bairn, they say, the lad."

"Ay, they say, but wha kens ? Dun

can could never be gotten to open his

mou' as to the father or mither o' 'm,

an' sae it weel may be as they say. It's

nigh twenty year noo, I'm thinkin', sin'

he made 's appearance, and ye wasna

come frae Scaurnose at that time."

"Some fowk says the auld man's

name's no MacPhail, and he maun hae

come here in hidin' for some rouch job

or ither 'at he's been mixed up wi'."

" I s' believe nae ill o' sic a puir,

hairmless body. Fowk 'at maks their
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ain livin', wantin' thee een to guide them,

canna be that far aff the straucht. Guid

guide 's ! we hae eneuch to answer for

oor ainsels, ohn passed {without pass

ing) judgment upo' ane anither."

"I was but tellin' ye what fowk tolled

me," returned the younger woman.

"Ay, ay, lass; l ken that, for l ken

there was fowk to tell ye."

[to be continued.]

A WESTERN SEERESS.

TWO minds are said to be en rapport

when one reflects the other, inde

pendently of any artificial method of

communication, as the shadow in the

pool reflects surrounding objects. The

process is analogous to telegraphy, the

brain being the instrument, the conscious

ness the operator or reader ; and it re

quires, as in that physico-mechanical art,

two instruments—one to originate the

impression, the other to receive it. In

the cant phrase of the day it is called

clairvoyance, while it was known former

ly as second sight and by various other

names. The subject has received a fil

lip lately from Mr. Brown's exhibitions

of some curious phenomena of thought-

reading. The similar exhibitions of bi

ologists, mesmerists and spiritualists are

more familiar, and arc generally ex

plicable under the broad philosophy of

humbug. But daily experience furnishes

an example quite as striking and far more

reliable. A casual remark elicits the

surprised rejoinder, '.'Why, I was just

thinking of that !" although no previous

Subject or circumstance has led up to it.

Such a coincidence may, it is true, be

purely accidental, the range of ordinary

thought, like the vocabulary of ordinary

speech, being very limited. But the

equation of chances shows that the con

currence should be infrequent, while, in

point of fact, it occurs not once, but

many times, in every man's experience.

A French philosopher seeks to explain

such phenomena by laying down this

proposition : " Minds in habitual collision

acquire a duality of action, by which the

sensorium receives reciprocal impres

sions, independently of communication

through speech or sign." That this ex

planation is sufficient I shall not under

take to affirm : I merely cite it as the

simplest, and because the simplest the

most probable, elucidation of the mys

tery. The reports of Mr. Brown's exhi

bitions speak of a light that guides the

medium to a concealed object. It might

be invidious to deny this statement, but

it is right to point out that this extraor

dinary piece of stage-furniture introduces

a second miracle, greater than the first—

the appearance, namely, of a third intel

ligence, the light, with power to discrim

inate, and, more extraordinary, to affect

peculiarly the optic nerve. Now, we

can readily believe that a sleeper or a

blind man will become gradually and

indefinably conscious of an alien pres

ence. A like curious sensibility is ex

hibited by a blinded bat set free in a

room crossed with wires : the bat will

never fly against the wires. The sleeper,

the blind man or the bat may have .1

general consciousness of something for

eign, but it is too much to ask us to be

lieve that the object is perceived. I do

not wish to bring upon myself the cen

sure of the mediums and clairvoyants,

as well as my friends the Spiritualists, for

thus disposing of that ghostly presence.

the intelligent light, although, frankly, I

see a difficulty in the existence here of

a disembodied spirit deprived of the

peculiar and extremely complicated ma

chinery essential to protracted existence

at the bottom of the encompassing at

mospheric sea. I confess I am not versed

in ghostly anatomy; but I think, subject

to correction, that the spirits would get

drowned. That is the practical way of

putting it.

After the first difficulty of comniuni
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eating without the aid of arbitrary sound

or sign is removed, the obstacle of dis

tance appears to be illusory. There is

no reason, apparently, why areas of space

should affect the process more than in

telegraphy. The current may pass and

repass as generously, obeying a law of

equilibrium in the minds affected. Of

this we have many historic examples.

I'lutarch tells us that in the time of

Dornitian the report of a battle in Ger

many was published in Rome on the

same day in which it was fought. Pope

Honorius performed the funeral obse

quies of Philip Augustus of France the

very day on which the king died. Frois-

sart relates how the count de Foix was

aware of the defeat of John of Castile the

day on which it took place, " Saturday,

the feast of Our Lady, in August, 1385."

I take the brief account from the quaint

old chronicler : "The whole days of Sun

day, Monday and the following Tuesday

he was in his castle of Orthes, and made

luch poor and melancholy meals that

not one word could be drawn from him ;

nor would he during that time quit his

chamber or speak to knight or squire,

however nearly related by blood, unless

he had sent for him ; and it also hap

pened that he even sent for some to

whom he never opened his lips during

hese three days. On Tuesday, in the

.vening, he called his brother Arnold

William, and said to him, in a low voice,

Our people have had a desperate battle,

•vhich has vexed me very much, for it

has happened to them just as I foretold

u their departure.' Arnold William, who

was a wise man and a prudent knight,

well acquainted with the temper of his

hrother, was silent. The count, anxious

10 cheer up his courage, for he had too

long nourished in his breast this sad

news, added : ' By God, Sir Arnold ! it

is just as I have told you ; and very soon

ae shall have news of it. Never has the

country of Beam suffered so severely these

hundred years past as it has now in Por

tugal.' Many knights and squires who

were present and heard the words of the

count were afraid to speak, but com

mented within themselves on them.

"Within ten days the truth was known

from those who had been in the battle,

and they first told the count and all who

wished to hear them everything relative

to their disputes with the Castilians and

the event of the battle of Aljubarota. . . .

' Holy Mary !' said I to the squire, ' how

was it possible for the count to know, or

even to guess at it, on the morrow after

it happened ?' "

A still more striking illustration of the

phrenography of one mind on the sensi

tive electro-plate of another occurs in

Hugh Millar's early reminiscences. His

father was lost in a storm off Peterhead

on the 10th of November, 1807. A letter

had been received from him on the 9th,

and in the evening of the following day

the cottage door being unfastened, Hugh,

then a child of five years, was sent to

shut it. "Day," he writes, "had not

wholly disappeared, but was fast post

ing into night. Within less than a yard

of my breast, as plainly as ever I saw

anything, was a dissevered hand and

arm stretched toward me. Hand and

ami were apparently those of a female :

they bore a livid and sodden appear

ance ; and, directly fronting me, where

the body ought to have been, there was

only blank, transparent space, through

which I could see the dim form of the

objects beyond. I was fearfully startled.' '

It will be observed that it is not the fa

ther's form which appears ; but his mind,

looking out in that ghastly night and

storm, among the whirling elements and

tooth-like crags of Cromarty Bay and

headland, is reflected in the child's, and

brought out more vividly in the chiar

oscuro of the twilight. The black storm,

hideous night and bellowing sea are vague

concomitants, but more intense and vivid

in the father's mind is the drowning wo

man's outstretched arm and hand, and

this image lays its print upon the sensitive

brain of the child. I do not think the

fact explicable in any other way. To

treat Hugh Millar's statement with scorn

ful incredulity merely suggests the weak

ness of the scientist.

It is worthy of remark that perils of the

sea appear to excite this sensitiveness in

a peculiar degree. An instance is men

tioned by Dr. Conolly, in which the con
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dition last illustrated was reversed. A

gentleman in danger of wreck on the

Eddystone rocks actually saw his fam

ily, according to his subsequent state

ment, at the moment of extreme peril.

In this case we may suppose that his

mind received an impression from that

of some member of his household.

The same principle will serve to ex

plain the coincident dreams cited in

wonder-books of spiritual science. Such

is the case quoted on the authority of Mr.

Joseph Taylor. A youth at an academy

dreamed that he had returned home,

tried the front door, and, finding it lock

ed, entered by the back way. Going to

his parents' room, he said, " Mother, I am

going on a long journey, and am come

to bid you good-bye." To which she re

plied : "Oh, my son, thou art dead."

He instantly woke, and thought it a

dream. But a letter from home, in due

time, inquired anxiously about his health,

relating a corresponding dream of the

mother, the appearance of her son, his

remark, and her ejaculation of grief and

alarm, precisely as in the boy's vision.

Dr. Abercrombie says: "This singular

dream must have originated in a strong,

simultaneous impression on both minds,

and it would be curious to trace its

cause." But on the theory of sympa

thetic phrenography it is no more cu

rious than that two friends should con

cur simultaneously in thought. The

original dream was possibly in the son's

mind, and reflected on the sensitive brain

of the mother till the excited response,

in a return wave, produced an impression

on the son, and, breaking the chain of

thought abruptly, caused him to awake.

The prophecy of future events would

seem to demand a different hypothesis.

In the former examples the subjective

mind received only an impression of

what was actually existing as a thought

in the corresponding brain. But as

events of the future exist only in specu

lation, the visions are mere guesses,

having no foundation in fact. Yet cases

may occur of an apparently prophetic

character which are explicable in the

same way as those of ordinary clairvoy

ance. One is cited by Mr. Owen in his

last interesting work on Spiritualism. A

gentleman designing to make certain

purchases selects in his mind the dealer,

price and wares. This magnetic influ

ence—I use the term for want of one of

known accuracy—goes out, anticipatory,

to the unconscious, sleeping mind of the

shopkeeper. He knows from it that at a

certain hour a stranger intends to come

and purchase of his stock. When this

is verified the dream assumes all the

attributes of a prophecy, but had the

purchaser previously expressed his in

tention, as, in fact, phrenographically,

though not in speech, he did, there would

have been no mystery beyond that of

the mode of communication. And in

regard to this we are surprised, not to

learn that there is a certain sympathetic

mood of communication—for that, in a

very limited sense, may be familiar—but

at the extent and manner in which it is

developed. It would be too curious to

ascribe to accidental collisions in the

magnetic ganglion of the cerebro-ner-

vous system of the natural world the

hideous Minotaurs engendered in gross

minds, and sent buccaneering on the

chaste seas of sleep, but it may avail to

explain certain mysteries of literary com

position. Phrases, apt illustration, nug

gets of prose and verse fall from the pen.

not as crude ore refined in the crucibles

of thought, but coming ready-made and

fashioned to the text. Thus fruits gath

ered from our own garden-wall prove at

last to be our neighbor's apples which

overhung the fence. As certain poet-

lings are now at loggerheads over a

question of offspring, I tender this ex

plication of a sympathetic co-origin in

lieu of a decision like that of Solomon,

which would give a separate half to each

claimant.

It has been proposed to consider the

sympathetic-nervous condition as a sixth

sense. This theory might throw light

on the present subject, besides suggest

ing a solution of the curious question of

communication between the lower ani

mals. More than that: we shall have

reached a faculty bearing the same re

lation to language that speech bears to

the art of writing. It does seem that the
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natural power of communication should

rest on some wider basis than a mere

convention to accept certain signs as the

expression of thought.

An interest in the subject, apart from

the art of woven paces and waving hands,

has been revived in the writer's mind by

the relation of certain evidences of this

sympathetic power which occurred in a

respectable family in Bourbon county,

Kentucky, between forty and fifty years

ago. The person who displayed this

peculiar gift was Mrs. Elizabeth Basey,

and the facts are reported and firmly

helieved by a large circle of direct and

collateral descendants. "Aunt Betty"

was of the strong old pioneer blood, of

a perfectly healthy habit and a certain

hrisk certitude in her family affairs, and

as free from any morbid tendencies as

could well be conceived. This contra

dicts the modern mesmerist's usual choice

of a medium, but corresponds with the

ancient Greek's description of persons

thus endowed, as possessing "graceful

features, unblemished body, quick wit

and fluent speech."* These qualities

the good dame had ; and the implicit

taith with which her visions were re

ceived will appear from the incidents to

he related, which may serve also to re

call the manners of a bygone time.

It was a raw winter night. Avalanches

of sleet swept down the gorges, and the

wind scuffled about the hilltops like Jacob

-, restling with the angel. Aunt Betty sat in

the jowl of the chimney, the big log-fire

sparkling in spits of snow, and her busy

needles twinkling like cold fires over the

hig yarn stocking. Now she pushed the

jar of souring cream nearer the heat,

and now stirred the logs till a river of

sparks rushed up the broad vent. Her

eldest son, the farmer, sat opposite,

reading. Suddenly the knitting dropped

in her lap. "George," she said, "you

must ride to \V . Your brother and

his friends have got into trouble, and

they have shot a man—an officer of

some sort—among them." As promptly

as if in answer to a modern telegraphic

despatch the young man mounted and

faced the night, heavy clay roads and

* Apuleius' " Discourse on Magic."

rocky fells in a sweeping gallop. The

sheriff had been killed, and young Basey,

in danger of being arrested as accessory

or as witness against his friend, had gone

into hiding. A few weeks later Aunt

Betty roused the family with tears and

lamentations. The fugitive was dying of

disease contracted by exposure. He did

die before any of the family could reach

him, although the attempt was made.

The cotton-gin had not at that time

crystallized slavery into a system ; in

crease of slaves, like the filling of the

poor man's quiver, was a present ex

pense certain, against a contingent ben

efit hereafter ; and the duty of shifting

for themselves fell on the heirs of the

house as they matured. Two sons of

the dame had settled in Illinois, but one

of them had recently returned home to

be married. The occasion was honored

with feast and frolic till the poultry-yard

lay knee-deep in sacrificial feathers. The

farm-house, grown from a log cabin by

gradual accretion, sparkled with light

from open doors and many dormer win

dows cocked over rambling roofs. Car

riages with steps that let down like a fold

of muslin, gigs on C-springs which the

little pink fingers got blue in holding to,

wagon-cribs of bouncing girls rosy and

sweet as apples, crowded the road in

front, and busied the bobbing negroes,

alert for a dime. Lemonade, egg-nogg,

a mixture of weeds and whisky called

a "grass punch," bufsince renowned as

mint julep, and buckets of apple-jack,

were placed conveniently for the burly

farmers, who played "old sledge"—for

the game in which " the knave beats the

ace" had not yet come in—or locked

horns over the bank veto, old court and

new court, and other questions of the

day. The supper-room glistened in old

silver, and iced cakes, cooked in the

Dutch oven, not made of pasteboard

and shipped from the pastry-cook's for

show. Dandies in high-collared, short-

tailed coats, gaiter-cut pantaloons and

pumps, frisked with belles in low-necked,

short-skirted frocks, revealing the neat

ankle in clocked stockings and crossed

shoe-tie, while the monstrous shoulder-

of-mutton sleeves gave a Cerberus-like
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appearance to the upper part of the

figure. Minuet de la cour, quadrille and

Virginia reel succeeded each other with

in : on the porch without the negroes,

giggling and jigging, responded with

shuffling flat feet to the notes rasped forth

by the deft bow of the fiddler.

In the midst of this high frolic Aunt

Betty felt her absent son thinking eagerly,

rapidly, desperately with her mind, as

with his own. She addressed the happy

groom in a sharp whisper : "That man

has shot your brother. No, no : your

brother has cut him all to pieces—all to

pieces. You must start for Illinois to

night : your wife and I will follow. Go

—go at once."

It was certainly an occasion for hesita

tion. Had any doubt been felt, the son

would have demurred, but there was

none. The family knew the infallible

character of the mother's premonitions.

In half an hour the bridegroom was

mounted and on a rapid ride several

hundred miles to his brother's neighbor

hood.

He found the facts to be these : A

popular man, sturdy, hard-headed, but

not unkindly, had taken deep offence at

some word or act of the Kentuckian's,

and snapped a pistol at him. Instantly

he was in the claws of the young tiger-

eat, and fell from his grasp hacked and

butchered. This was mere justifiable

homicide ; but the times were critical,

crime frequent, the law inoperative, and

society had resolutely pronounced, "The

next man who kills another, hangs."

The prisoner was remanded, rather for

his protection than punishment, and

meanwhile the purpose gathered head.

Men looked askance at the little stock

ade of a jail : " Perhaps this killing was

provoked. Likely—it always is. We

approve of law in a general way, but if

the law breaks down, then men must do

justice themselves." That is the run of

the argument at such times. I have seen

such a body of men standing in the face

of a drizzly March morning over the

corpse of a poor, cruelly-drowned wretch,

cold, impassive, resolute. All that day

on which the bridegroom reached it the

town was quiet, silent, Sunday like—very

few persons in the streets or at the tavern-

bar or court-house. As he entered the

jail, a Vigilant said, not unkindly, " His

brother, hey ? Say to him, if he wants

any little thing sot, to have it sot now :

he won't have no time to-night, nor yit

to-morrer."

"Is it that bad, Jerry?" asked the

bridegroom in his ruffles and fine, road-

stained cloth.

" Bad enough, squire. I speak as a

friend. I wouldn't hurt a fly. Some of

us tried, but it can't be : it's done sot."

He went in : the jailer was roughly

polite, but would make no assurance of

defence. " It's just a shell," he said of

the jail : " a yoke o' steers 'd pull it all

apart." Nor would he be bribed. "No,

siree : that'll git me into it 'stid o' him.

Them boys is 'arnest. Sorry to say, but

it's night, and clean agin orders. You

must git outen this."

" Let me speak to my brother alone.

You can stand outside the door if you

like, and lock it. There are some things

a man wishes to say he docs not want

overheard."

" In course, in course," said the jailer,

and letting him in, closed and locked the

door. After a while, getting impatient,

he called out that he "must get a light

and inspect !"

"Never mind," was answered, "I am

coming ;" and then within, " I will tell

mother and all you have said.

Good-bye!" and the brothers embraced

and parted.

The surly jailer saw the one come out,

and feeling the soft nap of the broadcloth

in the dark entry, said, "Now g' long,

straight forrard ;" and the grieving broth

er plunged into the dark, mounted and

rode rapidly off.

"Gwinc to the jedge's," commented

the jailer, listening to the sound of the

horse's feet. "That cock won't fight."

No, for no sooner had the rider disap

peared than the mob, knowing his influ

ence and energetic character, proceeded

to the task.

" If he has a dozen hours to get his

friends together, there will be a fight

over it," said the leader: "we must

avoid that."
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Jerry, the ostensible leader and chief

executioner, headed the assault : the door

was sprung ; the passage entered, then

the cell. On a low settle that served for

a bed, his elbows on his knees, the palms

down, his shoulders rounded and his

bead bent forward, sat the prisoner.

Two torches drowned out the feeble

light cast by the poor tallow dip on the

Bible he had been reading. The leader

of the mob spoke. The prisoner quietly

raised his head and looked him calmly,

indifferently in the face. All heroic

things are simple. It was the bride

groom brother!

The mob knew and personally liked

him. " Where is your brother ?"

"Gone," he replied coolly, apparently

comparing the toes of his boots. There

was refreshing strength in his very pla

cidity.

" Hell ! How'd he git out ?"

"Walked out, as I will if you have no

ise for me. 'Tisn't a flowery bed of

ease, Jerry, as the hymn-book says ;"

and the new Damon drew up his tall

form and shook himself like a horse in

his saddle-trappings.

"No, it ain't," said Jerry, reluctant

and hesitating as he peered ridiculously

about.

" Come, you haven't anything against

rne" said the bridegroom, advancing.

"I got here before you, and the bird is

flown : that is all ;" and he walked out.

In this case the condition of the clair-

voyante in the midst of the described

gayety refutes the theory of the pseudo-

Platonists, that the bodily senses are

closed to external objects, as in sleep,

while the reflective and discursive facul

ties are still awake and active and the

spiritual faculty is excited to the highest

state of energy.* Rejecting this falla

cious division, which assumes to create

a difference by giving different names to

one faculty, we arrive at the truth—that

only when the attention is fixed or ex

cited is the phenomenon observed ; and

this brings it under the common law ap

plicable to ordinary perception.

The relation that follows belongs to

that history of adventure in the South-

Smith's " Bible Dictionary," art. Prophet.

Vol. Xlll.—ia

west which must one day form a chapter

in our national annals.

As early as 1823-24 the commerce

with Santa ¥6, El Paso, Chihuahua,

Sinaloa, Sonora and Lower California—

a small, trickling stream that preceded the

great freshet we all remember—-required

treaty protection from the United States

Senate. The trade was estimated at a

hundred and ninety thousand dollars per

annum, carried on by caravans of eighty

or one hundred men, who exchanged cal

icoes, bread and ammunition for furs,

mules and bullion. Gregg estimated the

product of the placer mines in 1832-33

at about eighty thousand dollars per

annum.

One of Aunt Betty's brood of pioneers

had been hunting on the Arkansas,

Canadian and South Red rivers, salting,

packing and shipping the buffalo beef,

at Nacogdoches principally. Rumors of

gold-washings came through the fur-

companies, and the trains of pack-

mules, hardy trappers and strange sto

ries of huge stone cities fired the ardent

imaginative pioneer blood, and led the

youth to incur the perils of wild tribes

that infested the curious natural platform

lying beyond the Mississippi. That pla

teau, bounded by the ocean, the peaks of

Wind River chain and the southern isth

mus, is the cradle of the Aztecs. Fre

mont's Peak, the boss of a huge buckler,

rises over an expanse as varied as the

symbols on Achilles' shield, whose "ut

most verge a threefold circle bounds."

Cis-Mississippi is the heir of sunken At

lantis, dowered, in its wealthy water

sheds of primordial rivers, with buried

mineral ( gold ) and fertile treasure.

Trans-Mississippi, if not older, is differ

ent in its physical history. A great ocean

projected from the latitude of the South

ern Gulf to the Arctic, and a wide shal

low sea lay west of the river line, its bot

tom a huge metamorphic biscuit, slowly

cooking and slowly cooling. A giant

left hand, the finger-tips at Santa F6, the

shoulder of the thumb at Mexico, the

hollow of the palm at Chihuahua, was

put under the cake, lifting it slowly, an

inch in a thousand years. The plateau

made by the undulating flattened crest
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of the Sierra Madre, the true divortium

aquamm, retains the handmark in an

elevation of 7047 feet at Santa Fe, 7990

at Mexico, 4476 at Chihuahua, and a

gradual slope to the small of the palm at

the Mississippi. It is the largest plateau

in the world. The diluvial water run

ning off during the elevation carved out

valleys, leaving that flat normal surface

in huge llanos. Nor was the biscuit so

carefully handled as not to crack in five

great ranges ; and we may infer that a

subsidence followed, which brought in

the water, widening the valleys and cut

ting the sharp bluffs of the llanos in the

lower strata. Life rushed in and fed the

new land abundantly. The salt brine

seethed, moistened the grand galvanic

plates and generated magnetic electricity,

disengaging sulphuretted hydrogen, sul

phuric ethers and acids from mineral,

animal and vegetable decay. These sul

phurous elements tainted the biscuit, and,

giving a new character to the strata,

added an acrid bitter to the water-veins,

like nothing so much as an excess of

soda in bread. This soda biscuit is

enormous, a series of gypsum strata ex

tending from the network of Boggy

Creek to the Rock of Zuni.

The topographic features are more the

work of erosion than upheaval. The

normal surface is preserved in the table

lands, plated with dolomite and contain

ing characteristic Inoceramus, Gryphea,

Ostrea, Pecten. These plains are bounded

by sharp bluffs, and where they are scat

tered over the huge slope the view re

sembles ice-cuttings in the glacial har

vest on Northern lakes, slid in huge

cakes on the smooth, polished, frozen

water surface, their regular edges glitter

ing with prismal white, yellow and red.

The largest of these superincumbent

tables or cakes is the Llano Estacado,

or Great American Desert, having a thin

carpet of grama grass, Tripsacum dac-

tyloidcs. Others lie adjacent in hum

mocks, pyramids, tetons, the writing of

the strata showing an identity of origin

and constitution. The diluvial and allu

vial of subsidence and elevation have

left aroyos, or pool-beds, salinas, smok

ing hills and salt lakes.

This plain of the flattened Mexican

Andes, like its Asiatic counterpart which

cradled the Aryan, has controlled great

national movements by its physical cha

racter. That the Aryan emigrates by par-

allels of latitude is an axiom, but the axiom

must be modified to isothermal parallels

to make it general. The Aztec, obeying

the same climatic law, crosses the plane

of Aryan emigration at right angles.

Following the high, flattened crest of

the Mexican Andes, the star of his em- (

pire took its way southward, planting its

strange, majestic stone cities along the

Rio del Norte and the Gila to the Val

ley of Mexico and the shores of the

Pacific. When the huge fabric of that

Indian civilization in its spread broke

by its own weight, and crumbled in the

strange internecine strifes of disintegrat

ing peoples, so well illustrated in the war

ring cities of Italy after the fall of Rome,

hostile tribes were found everywhere, the

chase their sport, war their passion. The

preserved memorial of their ancient civ

ilization is in theirtemple-building, modes

of interment, fire or phallic worship, and,

strange to say, a legal-tender currency

(shell-money) accepted over a greater

spread of territory than that over which

our greenbacks prevail.

With this synoptical view of the physi

cal character and history of the country

into which Aunt Betty's youngest son,

the Benjamin of her hopes, was pushing

his fortunes, we can perhaps dispense

with the usual geographical details, which

too often convey nothing definite to the

mind.

The boy added to his love of d-

venture the fair hopes of a lucrative

trade among the Pueblos and half-

breed Spaniards. Bit calicoes brought

a dollar; beads, glass trinkets, leaden

images, at a penny a gross, brought their

weight in gold-dust; furs, bullion, mules

were cheap for barter, and the last car

ried the stock back to the settlements

and paid all expenses. If those at home

could judge from the mirror of the

mother's spirits, the journey was ex

hilarating. At times she said that the

trading-party had set out too late, that

her son frequently urged them forward.
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but that the party seemed indifferent,

and delayed for hunting or Indian trade

days and weeks. Once she spoke of an

adventure in the snow, and what seemed

to be an attack upon a deer-park or for

tification made in the snow by the bucks

against the wolves ; but the impression

was vague and unsatisfactory. But there

came an evening over her log-fire in the

late autumn when the tears rolled down

the kind, gray cheeks and shone on the

hright steel needles. The depression

continued for days, during which she

spoke only at intervals, describing what

she felt or saw. The reader will gather

it better from a connected account.

It was a dark, cloudy evening, the

air of that moist, mephitic quality that

forebodes snow or rain. The campers

were on a tongue that jutted out from a

high, level plain, against whose abrupt

cliffs the black surf of mist beat like a

heavy atmospheric sea. The broad

depths of level, sinking in horizontal

gloom, were broken by the line of a

creek that wound through a rocky dell

under steep, overhanging sides, worn in

hollow caverns. To the view above it

was an irregular crack in the plate, in

which the black green of cedar and pine

foliage was obscurely visible. South

ward lay the bed of diluvial valleys,

with island-like pyramids and knots of

cottonwood stretching far and wide be

low. The clouds banked the sky in

great blue-black welts that drew a sharp

mural escarpment above the horizon.

The sun had dropped below that black

wall, but all above it, and bringing out

its solid, rock-like embankment, rolled

up great torrents of angry fire, as if the

world beyond was burning with intense

destructive fury. By degrees, between

ascending cloud and descending sun,

columns of mist, like great rolling black

smoke, overspread the wall, obscured

its sharp crest and hung down like huge

hlack sacks of storm. The close, me

phitic air was perceptible to Aunt Betty's

sympathetic nerves as she sat by the

great log-fire.

But there was an unformed, indefin

able foreboding in her mind, the reflec

tion of her son's apprehension, occa

sioned by the Indian signs seen that

day. He knew well that to meet In

dians on the Plains so late in the season

' meant a desperate battle for food.

At nightfall, the snow came— soft,

white, illuminating. It saved them : in

the open plain, now light with that soft,

cold, brilliant white, the black bodies of

the savages were plainly visible ; but it

did not prevent an attack. On the con

trary, they made one of those desperate,

energetic, persistent assaults which cha

racterize the warfare of the North Amer

ican Indians, the first natural warriors

in the world. Go where you will — to

the African Bushmen, Caffres, Bedouin

Arabs, Tartars, Kabyles.Otahcitans, Aus

tralians—the only savage that will des

perately and perseveringly charge and

re-charge fortifications is the American

Indian. He does not do it often, it is

true, but he will do it on occasion, and

with a fierce intrepidity which no disci

plined valor can surpass.

Such an attack was made now, but

the whites were prepared and better

armed, and fought from the corral as a

fortification. The savages were bloodily

repulsed, and a little after midnight dis

appeared altogether. A discussion fol

lowed as to the possible renewal of hos

tilities, the majority arguing against it.

Aunt Betty's boy and a Canadian voy-

ageur of the party contended that the

very desperation of the first assault indi

cated a second. "The Indians," said

the former, "were probably starving:

the traders' provisions were necessary

to life." The voyageur referred to a

desperate attack of the Crows a few

years before on a stronger party, which

had been prolonged and persisted in for

days. "These," said the leader, "are

Kioways or Comanchcs, and not so

plucky."

However, it was thought prudent to

wait a day and study the country, but

events prevented any exploration. All

that night the snow fell—not in flurries,

but steadily. In the morning the whole

country was sheeted. Aunt Betty's boy

probed it : "This snow, which saved, will

ruin us. We must clear a field, or the

Indians will attack under a sure cover."
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A snow-plough is no elaborate work.

Holes let in the skle-boards of the wagon

for plough-handles and thills or gearing,

and the machine is made. A dozen of

these swept the field irt a frolic. The

snow was banked up about the corral

with salients and lunettes. They had a

snow-fort, with a clear glacis and open

field. But still the clouds wove that

thick, moist, treacherous cover. It came

in great clots and wefts, falling heavier

and heavier. Any plan of exploration

to discover the track of the Indians was

out of the question. They could only

wait, and as they waited the snow fell.

"This cursed snow is fighting against

us," said Aunt Betty's boy.

" Who cares ?" said the leader. " The

Indians are gone, we have lots of rations :

let it fight."

But Aunt Betty's boy did not believe

the Indians were gone. The Indians

were hungry, and must have food. The

snow was fighting for the savage, and

he was a soldier, in his way. The boy

measured the new snow on the glacis—

six inches. By morning it would be a

foot or eighteen inches. It was now night

fall of the second night. When he came

down after circling the camp the leader

was nodding at the fire, and all but the

sentries rolled up in their blankets. The

trees and umbrage were knolls of snow,

the black maw of the creek bed was

wiped out. It looked like one smooth

plain above and one below, and the jag

ged cliffs were all rounded and softened.

By and by the sentries came trickling

in—not to stay, but to warm themselves

and gossip a little. After a while they

returned to their posts. Presently they

trickled back again, and every time more

trickled and their stay was longer. At

last they were all at the fire, chewing,

smoking, tiring one another with sym

pathetic yawns and sleepy talk. Aunt

Betty's boy shifted uneasily, went out,

and circled the little fort again. He saw

no signs but one : the snow was ten

inches deep, and falling like great white

cloths, one after the other, one after the

other—so busy and yet so deadly silent.

He went to the captain and said abrupt

ly : "The snowfall will cover an attack

now, and it lies over a foot deep. The

men must be waked and the snow-

ploughs geared up."

" Bosh !" repeated the sleepy captain

peevishly. "Who bosses this ranche ?

You are scared : go to bed. There arn't

no Injins in fifty mile o' here : none ain't

been seen for twenty hours and more."

"They will be on us by morning,"

said the boy resolutely, "and in this

snow we'll have no more chance than a

baby in bed. Get up and do your duty."

"D—n my duty!" said the captain.

" You had better mind your own business.

' A baby in bed,' indeed ! well, go to bed,

baby." And, having chuckled over that

retort, he rolled himself up in his blanket

and snored.

The sentries, all lying round the fire,

heard what was said. The boy turned to

them and asked, "Will any of you fellows

help to gear up and clearaway the snow ?"

They looked at one another. "Our

watch is about out : suppose you try the

relief?" was the conclusion.

When that came the proposal was

made. "And why didn't them fellows

do it?" growled the relief. "I'll be shot

if we do."

Having settled that, and the posts on

the glacis being cold, they sat down over

the fire to a game of "old sledge."

Then Aunt Betty's boy went to the

voyageur, who had shared his apprehen

sions. The man only said, " Go away :

I am sleepy."

After that the boy went out again, and

returned. He then led out his horse,

wounded in the night-fight. There was

a great sob in his throat, for it was a

homebred filly, but he blew off his emo

tion as men and whales do, and drew his

hunting-knife across the poor creature's

windpipe. She fell with a dull thud.

"Hello! what are you doing thar,

Kentuck ?" called a voice from the card-

players.

" Putting her out of her misery," said

Kentuck briefly.

"And what arc you a-butchcrin' of her

for?" queried the other after a pause.

" Shet yer head, Piute," interrupted

his card-partner. "Don't ye see he's

gwine to be a-skinnin' of her ? Play !"
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Aunt Betty's son disappeared. The

moist, soft dusk of snow and mystery

came down and enveloped him utterly.

The last seen of him has been said.

How or by what means he disappeared

from that circle of twenty feet, became

ahsorbed in the dense, unutterable gloom

of nothingness, was unknown. The in

cidents of the battle, of the camp, all the

(it-tails, and more than are given here,

were preserved and published. A broad

noon sun was poured upon every trans

action up to that point ; and then sud

denly the boy is snatched up from the

hody of his slaughtered horse, and is

gone! The subsequent tragedy of the

camp was known, in much of its detail,

also; but the fact about Aunt Betty's son,

Kentuck, was only inferential, and that

inference was—death. Doubted for years

hy those who hoped against hope, and

'hen confirmed by the strong concur

:ence of every absolute test and fact pos

lihle, save one. Opposed to this was his

mother's single word : she felt that her

»n was not dead.

A year later a broken, half-wild white,

thrown from tribe to tribe like a firc-

I hucket over a surging mob, told the

' nory of that night's disaster. Soon

after Kentuck began to skin his horse

this man had to go out of the camp. He

asked one and another of his friends to

accompany him. Busy at their cards,

all refused. Kentuck made no answer

at all : he was busy about the horse.

The man had hardly got beyond the

glacis before the attack began. The

Indians had burrowed under the snow,

through the soft snow-walls, and burst

cpon them. He could sec the slaughter

from his gloomy hiding, and mark the

men as they fell. There was no resist

ance : it was butchery.

The story was published, copied into

the Kentucky papers—some old men

nay remember it—and the man was

sought out by Aunt Betty's family. He

?ave the details as they are given here,

fcrifying Aunt Betty's vision, and ex

plaining parts of it. Asked about the

'ate of her son, he assured them that he

tiust have been one of the first victims,

>nd that his escape was absolutely an im

possibility. He was in the circle of light,

inevitably seen, and as certainly slain.

There was hardly a possibility that even

one sleeper escaped by being away from

the light, but no possibility for the rest.

The evidence was as strong as Nature

and circumstance could make it.

Yet Aunt Betty persisted that he was

not dead : she felt that he was alive.

For a few years this strong faith, in con

nection with her established correctness,

affected the incredulity of the family.

But year after year passed, and not a

word or a sign came to justify her per

sistent faith. Then the day arrived when

she must lay clown this burden of life.

In Christian resignation she accepted

that, as she had accepted all the duties

of life and fulfilled them. But even in

her last hour she repeated her assurance

that her son was alive. If he came back

some day, as she believed he would, she

wished the undying love and blessing of

the dying mother to be given to him.

The Mexican war and General Kear

ney's expedition opened up that strange

country ; the gold was found in Califor

nia ; adventure was quickened. Then,

after seventeen years of absence, brown,

hale, hearty, a fine, middle-aged man,

apparently well-to-do, rode up the tan-

bark road and alighted. It was the

long-lost son and brother.

His story of his escape, adventures

and settlement was a strange one. When

he found that his companions disregard

ed his warning, he hesitated what to do.

His mind was divided, one half grieving

for the horse and all it represented to

him, the other eagerly searching the void

for means of escape. He had read or

heard of a man's hiding in the hollow

of a buffalo from the burning prairie—

an idle story perhaps, but suggestive.

But could he get into the cavity after re

moving the entrails ? He would try. He

was slender, supple, small of his age.-

The horse was disemboweled, and the

intestines buried in the snow. When it

came to the effort, to making his bed in

that raw, reeking flesh, his sensibilities

revolted. He did not believe it was pos

sible, physically or niorally. The gap

was too small, the hollow too horrible.
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Then he heard the war-whoop, and, to

use his own words, he "jumped in like

it was a church door." Over him reeled

and staggered that short, sharp, bloody

massacre : it was done almost before he

had time to think ; and it was still dark.

The closeness suffocated him, the reek

and fresh gouts of blood sickened and

nauseated him. Then came thirst—

deadly, hot, fierce thirst—licking up the

blood in his veins with a tongue of fire.

He could hear the shouts and orgies of

the savages, and knew that after plun

dering they were eating, gorging, and

maddening themselves on the traders'

whisky. One drunken savage stumbled

over the poor brute, and lay snorting,

his drunken breath actually filling the

nostrils of the prisoner a few inches from

him. Fortunately, his companions haul

ed the savage away by the heels, and

mad, burnt up with fierce, intolerable

thirst, Kentuck thrust out a hand and

gathered the bloody snow. How de-

liciously cool it was ! He fed his raven

ous passion at intervals, and as he did

so he became conscious of an external

warmth. The sweat poured from him

and drenched him, for the vital heat of

the poor animal had been preserved by

the occupant of the carcase hours after.

It was afternoon before the Indians

gathered the spoils and left, burning what

they could not carry, for they would not

encumber themselves with the wagons.

They never do. When finally he ven

tured out, it was night. Cooking por

tions of the horse, and taking as much

of the flesh as he could carry, he set out

on the Santa Fe trail. The other fugi

tive had returned to the settlement : the

Kentuckian went forward, chiefly be

cause the Indians had taken the con

trary route.

The details of his subsequent adven

ture must be omitted. He reached Santa

Fe, and, after knocking about for some

months, took service with a Spaniard

who had been governor of the province

when under Spanish rule. His courage

and activity, in contrast with the lethargy

and unthnftiness of the pueblo slave

and half-breed, won him favor ; and

when the Spaniard's pretty daughter re

turned from the convent of Our Lady of

Sorrows, she shared in her father's par

tiality. The conclusion tells itself. The

young man had written, but in the dis

turbed condition of Mexico the letter was

lost. At a remote hacienda on the Gib

there was no opportunity to communicate

overland.

In a review of these incidents the

question asked by the writer will occur

to the reader : If such a power existed,

why was there no revelation of the son's

affairs in the long interval, beyond the

mere fact of his existence ? No satisfac

tory answer was given, but this may be

surmised : An acute exciting cause il

necessary for a well-defined impression,

and none seems to have occurred in the

son's life after his escape. Secondly,

phrenography belongs rather to pictorial

representation of scenes and ideas than

the art of oral or written communication.

Its analogy is rather to photography

than telegraphy. Without some con

scious effort on the part of the son to

present his thought in a mood to iden

tify his location, the discovery would be

difficult, if not impossible, and the invol

untary character of the phenomena putl

such an experiment out of the question

It is curious to remark in the close thai

while the optic nerve is sometimes synv

pathetically excited to a high degree, thi

sense of hearing does not seem to re

spond with equal facility. Yet the mas

culine and vigorous genius of the autho;

of Jane Eyre has seized upon the anal

ogy with such force and simplicity 0I

application as to cause its tacit admissioi

within the possible pale of sympatheti,

communication.

After all, what mystery is there in i

beyond the mystery of our daily lives

It is to our own ever-quick, responsiv

nature we owe all knowledge, and th

question is less of perception than inter

pretation. As parts of one grand ccon

omy nothing happens foreign to it, wer

we but skilled to read the delicate instru

ment whose graphic finger is on ou

pulse and brain.

Will Wallace Harney.
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TWO MARQUISES.

ATRIAL which took place at Dublin

last year revived in the minds of

those curious in such matters the remark

able family history of the Seymour-Con-

ways, marquises of Hertford.

This trial was one of several which

have arisen in relation to the late mar

quis, who died in Paris in 1870, and it

was indirectly the result of his will. The

late Lord Hertford executed, toward the

dose of his life, a brief codicil. By that

instrument he bequeathed the whole

of his "real and personal estate" to Sir

Richard Wallace. Had he not made this

codicil, an immense estate in Ireland

would, by the terms of a previous dis

position, have devolved on Sir Hamil

ton Seymour. Sir Hamilton was advised

that the codicil could not stand, because

it was assumed by his advisers that the

marquis could never have intended by

the one word "real" to carry a property

of sixty thousand pounds a year, without

a single further sentence to confirm such

hequest. Sir Hamilton therefore took

possession. Sir Richard brought an action

of ejectment at the Antrim assizes, and

Sir Hamilton was confirmed in posses

sion. An appeal was then made to the

Common Pleas in Dublin with the same

result. Thence it went to the Exchequer

Chamber, before seven judges. There

four decided in favor of Wallace. One

of the four was the judge before whom

(the case had been tried at the Antrim

assizes, when the decision was for Sey

mour.

The result of this decision was a com

promise, by which Sir R. Wallace agreed

to pay Sir Hamilton Seymour four hun

dred thousand pounds, whilst Sir Hamil

ton* waived all claim to the estates.

These estates came to the Hertfords

through the Conways. Edward Conway,

earl of Conway, by his will, dated in

1683, devised his great estates in Eng-

• Colonel Seymour, Sir Hamilton's eldest son, is

aurried to the daughter of Mr. Russell Slurgis, late

of Boston, a partner of the Barings.

land and Ireland to his cousin, the son

of Sir Edward Seymour, of the same

family with the duke of Somerset. This

cousin was in 1702 made an English

peer by the title of Baron Conway, and

in 1703 created a peer of Ireland, where

also he had inherited a great estate, as

Baron Conway of Kilultagh, county

Antrim. His son was created, in 1793,

marquis of Hertford, and, dying in 1794,

was succeeded by his son, the second

marquis, who married a daughter and co

heiress of the last Viscount Irvine, and

inherited, for life, her father's magnifi

cent old house, Temple-Newsam, near

Leeds.f

The town - residence of the marquis

and marchioness of Hertford was dur

ing the earlier part of the century one of

f Temple-Newsam has had a chequered history.

Originally a seat of the Knights Templars, it was

granted by Edward III., on the suppression of that

order in England, to the Darcies, on whose attainder

it was forfeited to the Crown. Henry VIII. granted

it to the carl of Lenox, father of Darnley, husband

of Mary queen of Scots. Subsequently it reverted

to the Crown, and James I. gave it to Esme Stuart,

duke of Richmond, who sold it to Sir Arthur Ingram,

a great merchant. He pulled down the greater por

tion, and reared on its site the princely pile which to

day attests his wealth and taste. Thorcsby, the fa

mous Leeds antiquary, expressly states that the

chamber in which Darnley was born was not pulled

down. The house is built in the form of a Roman H,

and around the roof is a battlement composed of cap

ital letters in stone-work, forming this inscription:

" All glory and praise be given to God the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Ghost on high ; peace upon

earth, good-will toward men; honor and allegiance to

our gracious king ; loving affections amongst his sub

jects ; health and plenty within this house." Such

was the enduring memorial of his commercial success

which this great merchant, like so many others of his

countrymen, left behind him. His descendant re

ceived a Scotch peerage as Viscount Irvine, and,

dying in 1807, left five daughters. On the death of

the marquis of Hertford, child of the eldest, Temple-

Newsam devolved (by the terms of his grandfather's

will) on his cousin, the son of the second daughter,

and thus became the property of Mr. Meynell, a gen

tleman of great sporting celebrity, and passed at his

death to his son, Mr. Meynell - Ingram. He died

childless three years ago. and left the whole of his

estates, worth fifty thousand pounds a year, to his

young widow, the daughter of Lord Halifax (former

ly Sir Charles Wood), a member of Mr. Gladstone's

cabinet. " What will she do with it?" is a subject

of frequent conjecture.
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the gayest and best known in London,

although in the recollection of the pres

ent generation it has appeared to be oc

cupied almost exclusively by the pleth

oric porter in his scarlet and gold-laced

waistcoat. It occupies the north side of

Manchester Square, which, with the

house, was built by the duke of Man

chester. On his death, in 1788, it was

bought by the king of Spain as a res

idence for his ambassador,* but subse

quently passed into the possession of

the marquis of Hertford. The readers

of Moore's satirical poems will recall fre

quent reference to this abode, to which

the prince -regent's carriage might be

seen wending its way every afternoon.

Thus—

Through Manchester Square took a canter just

now—

Met the old yellow chariotf and made a low bow.

This I did, of course thinking 'twas loyal and civil,

But got such a look ! Oh 'twas black as the devil !

How unlucky ! Incog, he was riding about,

And 1, like a noodle, must go find him out !

Mem. :

When next by the old yellow chariot 1 ride,

To remember there is nothing princely inside.

For many years during the life of the

late marquis, Hertford House was let to

the French ambassador; and when he

ceased to occupy it, it became the recep

tacle of the enormous collection of works

of art which his lordship was ever accu

mulating, and which, until they were ex

hibited at the Paris Exhibition, he hardly

knew himself that he possessed. It is

now in the occupation of Sir Richard

Wallace.

In 1798, when the third marquis of

Hertford was but twenty-one, he married

a young lady whose history and ante

cedents were altogether of an extra

ordinary complexion. This was Made

moiselle Fagntani. Her mother was the

wife of an Italian nobleman, and by no

means a lady of rigid virtue. Amongst

her particular friends she numbered

George Selwyn and the notorious duke of

Quccnsberry, whose affection for her had

very important results for her daughter,

* Hence the well-known Roman Catholic chapel in

Spanish Place, hard by. Spanish ministers have of

late years been much less magnificently lodged.

t The old yellow chariot was the prince-regent's

ncog. carriage.

if indeed she did not, as was suspected,

owe her very existence to one or other

of the gentlemen. They seem, in fact,

to have been willing to share the claim

to paternity between them. When the

marchese quitted England she gave up

her little girl to the care of Selwyn, who

lavished upon his charge all the affection

of the fondest father ; and it was in refer

ence to this that Walpole wrote : " I love

David too well not to be jealous of an

Abishag of eight years old." When

Selwyn died he bequeathed his charge

thirty thousand pounds, and made the

duke of Queensberry, the greatest rep

robate of the day, his residuary legatee.}

At his death, in 1810, Lady Hertford

received a large accession of property,

estimated at four hundred thousand

pounds.

Happening to be in Paris at the break

ing out of the war after the peace of

Amiens, Lord and Lady Hertford were

detained by Bonaparte. The lady was

permitted to remain in Paris, where she

formed, probably at this time, a liaison

with Junot. Her husband was removed,

with many other Englishmen, to the

fortress of Verdun, where he was de

tained for three years—a rather trying

ordeal for a man whom all that wealth

and rank could afford was awaiting in

his own country. He was at length re

leased through the personal influence of

Charles Fox with Talleyrand.

Besides the Irish territory, Lord Hert

ford had two magnificent properties in

England—Ragley, near Alcester in War

wickshire, and Sudbourne, a famous

shooting-scat, in Suffolk ; at both of

which the prince -regent was wont to

pass much time. And in London, be

sides Dorchester House, he had a villa,

still extant, in Regent's Park, reputed to

be the scene of indescribable orgies.

Most of the latter part of his life, how

ever, was spent at Naples, and the style

J Selwyn died in 1791. Like his friend Walpole, he

was rich in " patent places," being survcyor-genenil

of crown lands, surveyor of the meltings and clerk of

the irons in the mint, and registrar of the court of

chancery in the island of Barbados. To these a wag

of the time added the post of " receiver-general of

waifs and stray jokes," in allusion to the number of

bon mots attributed to him.
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of it is powerfully depicted in the few

touches relative to Lord Steyne in the

last part of Vanity Fair—the meeting at

Prince Polonia's, the barouche, with its

almost priceless horses, containing the

old voluptuary and the Italian beauty,

which whirls past the forlorn Becky in

the Roman avenue.

In Raikes's diary, under the entry

March 27, 1842, we read: "At two

o'clock this morning Lord Hertford was

seized with a violent attack : Croker was

sent for express to London." On the

Tuesday following the marquis con

cluded his ill-spent life, dying at Dor

chester House, Park lane, his usual

town-residence.*

In the above account the reader must

note the words, "Croker was sent for."

Thereby hangs a tale. The Croker al

luded to was the late Right Hon. John Wil

son Croker, to whom copious reference is

made in nearly all contemporary me

moirs, yet whose own memoirs and cor

respondence have never been given to

the world, though probably none would

throw more light on the "behind-the-

scenes" of the political and social life

0! London in his day. For many years

hefore his death Mr. Croker became po

litically defunct, inasmuch as he made a

vow, which he kept, never to sit in Par

liament after the passage of the Reform

Bill. We have never heard that this

awful resolution particularly distressed

anybody, unless it may have been Mr.

Croker himself. However, although

• Dorchester House took its name from the family

of Damer, earl of Dorchester. The last earl died in

1808, and the house soon after passed into Lord Hert

ford's hands. There were two titles of Dorchester

extant at the same time, for Sir Guy Carleton, the

exinent British general—whose name was so well

known in this country during the war of Independence

—was created a peer as Baron Dorchester, and his

'epresentative enjoys the honor to-day. The Dor

chester House of Lord Hertford's time was pulled

dewn about a quarter of a century ago, and that which

stands on its site to-day is in many respects the most

magnificent abode in London. It is a remarkably

compact and uniform mass, measuring one hundred

and thirty-five feet by one hundred and five, and hav

ing two facades, the south and west, which are entire

ly of Portland stone. There arc two libraries, forty-

nro feet by twenty-eight ; a grand staircase of mar-

rie; a reception-room, thirty-four feet by thirty-one;

a salon, fifty-five by twenty-nine ; a dining-room,

knv-four by twenty-five ; and other smaller apart

ments. It belongs to Mr. R. S. Hoiford.

dead to Parliament after 1 83 1 , Mr. Croker

was very much alive in some other re

spects, and contrived to make several

new enemies. Amongst their number

was one whom he no doubt regarded as

a pigmy, but who proved a very powerful

giant—one whose exploits were destined

to throw those of his antagonist far into

the shade. This redoubtable personage

was the Right Hon. Benjamin Disraeli.

Mr. Croker was eminent as a Quarterly

Reviewer, and enjoyed a special reputa

tion for "slashing" articles. A slasher

was launched at one of Mr. Disraeli's

romances, and Mr. Croker got the credit

of it. The following passage from Con-

ingshy was the "punishment," to employ

the phraseology of the ring, and it is

scarcely possible to conceive anything

more bitterly offensive :

"Mr. Rigby was a member for one of

Lord Monmouth's boroughs. He was

the manager of Lord Monmouth's par

liamentary influence and the auditor of

his vast estates. He was more : he was

Lord Monmouth's companion when in

England, his correspondent when abroad.

Rigby was not a professional man—in

deed, his origin, education, early pur

suits and studies were equally obscure—

but he had contrived to squeeze himself

into Parliament by means which none

could ever comprehend. He was bold,

acute and voluble, and, though destitute

of all imagination and noble sentiment,

was blessed with a vigorous, mendacious

fancy, fruitful in small expedients, and

never happier than when devising shifts

for great men's scrapes.

"They say all of us have one chance

in life, and so it was with Rigby. After

a struggle of many years, after a few clev-

erish speeches and a good many clever-

ish pamphlets, with a considerable repu

tation indeed for pasquinades most of

which he never wrote, and articles in re

views to which it was whispered he had

contributed, Rigby, who had already in

trigued himself into a subordinate office,

met with Lord Monmouth. He was just

the animal Lord Monmouth wanted, and

he determined to buy him. He bought

him, with his clear head, his indefatigable

industry, his audacious tongue, and his
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ready, unscrupulous pen ; with all his

dates, all his lampoons, all his private

memoirs and all his political intrigues.

It was a good purchase."

After reading this it is difficult not to

imagine that Mr. Wenham, Lord Steyne's

managing man—who "hasn't a farthing

in the world " on the night of poor Raw-

don Crawley's piteous appeal to him,

when the colonel is arrested in his com

pany coming away from the party at

Gaunt House, and who subsequently

patches up so adroitly the "little diffi

culty " between the marquis and the in

jured husband, had some identity with

Mr. Rigby.

Lord Hertford left thirty codicils to his

will, and a pretty piece of work it was

to arrive definitely at their meaning, so

contradictory were they. The largest

legacies were to three daughters of Ad

miral Sir Richard Strahan, who had left

them under Lord Hertford's guardian

ship To these young ladies he left, re

spectively, eighty-six thousand, eighty

thousand and forty thousand pounds.

Sir Richard, their father, was the gallant

officer celebrated in the lines—

My Lord Vaughan, with sword drawn.

Was waiting for Sir Richard Strahan :

Sir Richard, longing to be at 'cm.

Was waiting for the earl of Chatham.

The other legatees were tossed about

in a most surprising manner. Thus, the

man who found himself with a legacy

of twenty thousand pounds in Codicil

3 found himself reduced to fifteen thou

sand in Codicil 4, and to nothing in Co

dicil 5 ; whilst, on the other hand, others

were in the ascending scale, only to have

all their hopes cruelly dashed in the end.*

It was apparently his lordship's habit,

when taking a new ch'ere amie into his

good graces—an event of no infrequent

occurrence—to make a codicil in her fa

vor, which was duly revoked whenever

he ceased to love.f

*One can readily believe the saying attributed to

Lord Hertford, that " he only wished he could see

the faces of the company when his will was read."

f We remember finding a French lady some years

ago poring with great perplexity over Milor Hert

ford's voluminous will in the principal registry of

the 1-ondon probate court, and offering our assistance

were told that she believed there was a bequest in

favor of her relative, Mademoiselle Julie Somebody ;

but, alack E we failed to find it.

In Coningshy, Lord Monmouth's will

is represented as bequeathing to Mr.

Rigby a legacy which rises and falls

through successive codicils until it ter

minates in a bequest " to that gentleman

of the bust of himself which he was

good enough to give to me, as he may

like to present it to some one else "—or

words to this effect. What Mr. Croker

really got we cannot say : the sum was

put at first at twenty thousand pounds,

but we fancy this estimate proved in the

end much in excess of the real amount.

Shortly after Lord Hertford's death it

became noised abroad that his executors

found vast sums missing, and presently

proceedings were instituted against his

confidential valet, one Nicholas Suisse,

who was arrested when just stepping

into his carriage en route for the Conti

nent. But the case broke down, and

the prosecution was generally regarded

as ill-advised, the general impression

being that much of the money had pass

ed into Suisse's hands with his master's

knowledge, for purposes which it was by

no means expedient to bring before the

public.

Although Lord Hertford and his wife

went their separate ways, no formal

separation occurred, and he took no

steps to disprove his paternity of her son,

who certainly was not his.

The fourth marquis lived principally

on the Continent. At one time he would

seem to have had a notion of passing

part of his time in London, for about

1850 he built an immense house in Pic

cadilly. That house, however, remain

ed empty for twenty years, and when its

owner did visit London, he for several

years usually took up his abode, notwith

standing he had also his palace in Man

chester Square, in a small house in Berk

ley Square. The house in Piccadilly was

never occupied by him, in consequence

of a squabble with the parish authorities

in reference to the pavement in front of

it. To spite them, he vowed it should

remain empty, whereby they lost the

rates which would be paid on an occu

pied residence.

The fourth Lord Hertford had reached

middle age without having ever set eyes
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on his Irish estates, and probably would

have gone to his grave without doing so

but for a certain ambition—about the only

one in which he was ever known to in

dulge. It seems that he considered the

hlue ribbon of the Garter essential to his

dignity, and was resolved to enjoy that

distinction. A supporter of Sir Robert

Peel, then prime minister, he applied to

that statesman for the next vacant stall

in St. George's Chapel. Sir Robert re

plied that, with all respect for Lord Hert

ford's great position, he should not feel

justified in recommending the queen to

confer the highest honor in her power to

bestow on a nobleman who scarcely ever

resided in the country whence he drew

his wealth. " Your lordship," he said,

"has very extensive estates in Ireland.

There, most essentially, is the presence

of a great landlord needed, and should

you think proper to go there and to

evince an interest in the country, I might

in time be able to meet the wishes you

have expressed." Well, for a George and

Garter the marquis was prepared to

make "a tremendous sacrifice." He re

solved that for a while he would banish

himself to what he deemed barbarism, and

would abandon Bagatelle,* the boule

vards and his other Parisian delights for

popularity-hunting in the county Antrim.

* Raikes writes in his diary in 1834 : " This evening

we drove to Bagatelle in the Bois de Boulogne. It

is another of the royal residences before the Revolu

tion. The house consists only of an entrance-hall,

in immense and beautiful salon, with a dining-room

on one side and a billiard-room on the other. The

g'ounds and park are laid out with great taste, and

lorm a delightful spot. It is quite a fairy scene." It

was repaired and beautilied by Charles X. when he

was comte d'Artois. After the Restoration it was a

Eivoritc retreat of the due de Berri, and now belongs

to the due de Bordeaux, though the new rigime has

appropriated it to the state. Two attempts have

been made to sell it by auction, but as the land is

bad, and the expenses attending the purchase would

be great, no buyer appeared at the set-up price of

three hundred thousand francs (sixty thousand dol

lars). It was subsequently purchased by lxird Hert

ford fur sixty-three thousand dollars, and in 1869 would

probably have fetched five hundred thousand dollars.

Kaikes mentions that when he and Lord Hertford

went to examine the place after the purchase, they

detected in the boudoir some remains of the fresco-

paintings done for the comte d'Artois, which offered

a remarkable contrast to the devout habits of Charles

X. " When completely restored," Raikes says, " it

will be the most beautiful fairy retreat in France, at

only a quarter of an hour's drive from the capital."

And so it proved.

With the exception perhaps of New

York, there is not a place in the wide

world where a marquis with one hundred

and fifty thousand pounds a year could win

golden opinions so quickly as in Ireland.

The marquis went to work with a will,

and thoroughly succeeded in his aim.

Like Casar, he came, saw and conquer

ed. The wildest rumors ran before him.

He was going to build a palace, and live

there half the year ; hounds would of

course be kept for the entertainment of

the local squirearchy ; balls would be

given for their daughters ; and it would

be hard indeed if the marquis could not,

when subjected to personal interviews, be

induced to exert his powerful influence

in getting appointments for younger sons.

Of course the local papers were full of

this absorbing theme, and before long it

reached Dublin. The marquis's urban

ity and politeness were commented on,,

and his intentions commended. From

Dublin the news went to Downing street.

The minister saw that his suggestion had

been followed, and was satisfied. The

story is told how, whilst on his Irish visit,

Lord Hertford one day accompanied a

neighboring baronet to an eminence

commanding a splendid and very exten

sive view. Reining in his horse, the lat

ter observed, "Now, my lord, observe

this fine panorama, for you may have

the satisfaction of reflecting that every

acre you can descry is your own." "Is

it, indeed?" said his lordship. "Well,

I see it for the first time, and I hope to

God I shall never see it again." Nor

did he : having got the Garter, Ireland

knew him in the flesh no more, and his

tenantry only knew him as a spender of

their rents, and, through his overbearing

agent, a coercer in elections.

Lord Hertford had one brother. Lord

Henry Seymour. That gentleman was

notoriously not the son of the third mar

quis, and probably his father was Mar

shal Junot. Lord Henry, who took a

great interest in the French turf and was

a pillar of the Paris Jockey Club, was,

strange to say, never in England. He,

too, left a will which provoked a litiga

tion that threatened at one time to ab

sorb the bequests. He bequeathed his
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money, about twenty - five thousand

pounds a year, to the hospices of Lon

don and Paris, which gave rise to the

question, What is a "hospice"? At

length, as in the case of his brother's

will, there was a compromise.

Lord Henry pre-deceased his brother

several years. Like him, he resided

almost entirely in Paris, where also their

mother lived, and where they owned con

siderable real estate, for Lord Hertford

got thirty thousand dollars a year for a

single house on the Boulevard des Ital-

iens. He lived for years in apartments

over a shop. At length he received no

tice to quit. He was in despair, and des

canted on his miseries to a friend. " Why

don't you buy the whole thing ?" said the

friend. " Good Heavens ! I never thought

of that!" said the marquis. "I'm eter

nally obliged to you ;" and he promptly

.followed the suggestion.

A somewhat amusing incident befell him

one day. Going into a fruiticre's shop,

he found there an Englishman who was

trying to make the lady at the counter

comprehend him. Turning to the mar

quis, whom she didn't know from Adam,

the dame du comptoir besought his aid

as an interpreter, which he of course

gave ; and she—it may be presumed that

his appearance at the time was not in

dicative of affluence—gave him a pear

as compensation. Lord Hertford took

it, delighted. He brought it to the club.

"Look here!" he said to a group : "see

what I've had given me. It's the only

thing I ever earned in my life." He

was by no means profuse in his hospital

ity. Before he came to the marquisate

he would talk of the manner in which

he would receive his friends when his

succession to the property gave him the

means to do so with splendor ; but when

that event came the promised banquets

failed to follow. One day a friend was

sitting smoking with him, and Lord

Hertford proffered a cigar. It proved

very good. "Do you like that cigar?"

said the marquis. "L'ncommonly good,"

said the friend. "Well," was his lord

ship's rejoinder, " I'll give you—" and

here he took a puff at his cigar: "I'll

give you—" another puff (during which

his friend, of many years' standing, said

to himself, "By Jove! positively at last

I'm going to get something out of Hert

ford!")—"I'll give you the address of

the fellow I get 'em from, man cher''

Like Prince Demidoff, Paris's other

great foreign art-collector, Lord Hertford

died just before the troubles in France of

187o-'7i. We have told how the bulk

of his property (the art-treasures are val

ued at four hundred thousand pounds)

passed to that noble-minded man, Sir

Richard Wallace, whose life seems to

be spent only in the endeavor "to do

good and to distribute." All's well that

ends well, and at last this great trust, so

sadly misused for more than half a cen

tury, has fallen into good hands ; for not

only Sir Richard Wallace, but the pres

ent marquis, to whom Ragley and twen

ty thousand a year have gone with the

title, and Sir George Hamilton Seymour,

the eminent retired ambassador (who

compromised with Sir Richard), are es

timable, high-minded men, doing their

duty in their state of life, instead of prof

ligate voluptuaries sunk in selfishness

and sloth. Reginald Wyxford.
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I DID, all of a sudden one day, what

in the whole course of my life l would

have thought would have been the last

of my actions. I advertised for a home.

That is a pathetically funny thing to do.

Home—sweet home \ What is a home ?

A place to live in with case and comfort

—is that a home ? No : there is only

one thing which makes a home, and that

one thing is love. Imagine me thinking

'hat this great gift could be got by ad

vertising, as you would advertise for a

steady pony, or a particular kind of

pigeon, or any other "specific" article!

Nevertheless, I did it.

The circumstances were these. My

father's death had just taken place : I

was the last of our family in our original

home. I had stayed there, and gone

with both my father and mother into the

valley of the shadow of death. I had

two brothers in America—they were ab

sent of course—but my two sisters and

their husbands came on the occasion.

They were much older than I, and had

families pretty well grown up, and they

talked over the event in a business-like

way : they did not view it so much in the

light of having lost a father, as that an

old man had gone the way of all the

earth in the natural order of things, that

his affairs had to be wound up, and that

it was well this should be done decently

and in order. They could not stay long :

they were both women devoted body and

mind to their children. With some wo

men their children is a most overmaster

ing passion, swallowing up every other

feeling, throwing every other human

being, not even excepting their husbands,

into the background. I wondered if,

when their time came for leaving their

children for whom they were so ready to

do, be, and suffer anything, they would

he quite contented that these children

should meet that event with the same

tranquillity they themselves had shown

in seeing the last of their father. I

E MET.

believe they would. I believe their self-

abnegation went that length : they would

rather go unmourned than that their chil

dren should suffer grief, if that had been

possible consistently with the good qual

ities they desired to see in them. Be

that as it may, my eldest sister said to

me, "Jessie, you'll feel this more than

we do : it will be dull for you here.

What do you think of doing ? I would

willingly ask you to stay with us, but our

house is so small we hardly have room

in it ourselves."

"We have plenty of room in ours,"

said my other sister, "but my advice to

you, Jessie, is to keep a house of your

own. There is nothing like it in this

world : you can do it well enough."

"Yes," I said, "I will stay here mean

time." ^

" If you think you'll not be dull, it is

the best thing you can do," they both

agreed.

" I shall not be dull," I said.

I was sure' of that : grief has not much

in common with dullness. My sisters

did not feel with me. I did not blame

them. It was twenty or more years since

they had left our father's house, and liv

ing at a long distance our intercourse

had not been very close, and they gave

me good, sensible, practical advice. But

there are times when good sense acts

like a blister : it pains and weakens

you. Whether it does good in the end

or not, I do not know, but I blamed my

self. It would have been very choice

sympathy that would have soothed me

at this time, and I did not get it except

once. The servant was out when the bell

rang, and I opened the door. A man,

a common workingman, was standing

before it. He said, " Is Mr. Cowan in ?"

I said, " He is dead."

Instantly the expression on his face

changed. He looked as if he thought

he had done a cruel thing. " I am sorry,"

he said in a low voice : " I'll not trouble

you ;" and he went away without telling
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his errand. It could wait at such a time.

That man had felt affliction.

My dead was buried out of my sight,

and my sisters went back to their homes,

and I was left alone. I had never been

alone in my life before. No one to whom

to say good-night, no one with whom to

hail the new day ! I had acquaintances

of course, but this very summer the two

families with whom I was most intimate

had emigrated, and not only did the

house feel empty, the very town felt

empty. It was a little country town,

and the house I had lived in all my life

was a flat in its main street—indeed its

only regular street. My outlook was

considered very cheerful. I saw all the

street, both up and down, and a gap in

the houses opposite showed me the fields

and the hills. This peep into the face

of Nature had been a perpetual source

of delight to both my father and mother,

and so it had been to me ; but somehow

now the taste had gone out of every

thing. I walked out as if in a dream.

I sat and read, and when I came to the

end of a page I did not know what I had

read—I who had been so sharp and keen

at noticing and taking in everything

when I had always a deeply interested

audience to hear my account of all I

had seen and heard. The eyes and the

smile of these two faces came between

me and everything. As the weeks pass

ed the want did not grow less, but more :

the yearning was almost insupportable.

If I could only have had them for one

half hour—one half hour to empty my

heart to them ! But no : they were shut

from my sight for ever.

"Exert yourself— do something— go

and comfort others : that's the best way

to comfort yourself!" I knew all that, I

knew it perfectly, but I declare there are

times when one's whole being suffers a

collapse : you are altogether palsied. A

healing influence may come to you—

you are altogether powerless to go to it.

When my eldest sister was shaking

hands with me before she left, she had

said, "Now, Jessie, you are quite old

enough and able enough to manage your

own affairs, and I would never think of

dictating to you ; but I would advise you

to marry Mr. Smith. He is in eve:y

way a suitable match, and if I were you

I would."

She said that, and I could have mar

ried Mr. Smith, and would have done it,

and honestly tried to do it—cultivated

the idea of him, watered it with my tears,

and endeavored to give it the sunshine

of my smiles ; but all would not do : it

would not strike root, and it withered

away.

I was weak. It was ridiculous for a

person at my age to get into a morbid

state over a bereavement that must come,

and had come gently, in the course of

nature, with many mitigating circum

stances ; and I felt it when I went out

and saw human beings in the depth

of poverty struggling with the coarsest,

hardest work for as much as barely kept

life in them. I felt it. My sorrows

seemed sentimental compared with a

hand-to-hand struggle with hunger and

cold. But when I went in again, the

stilly order and neatness, the unbroken

silence, the very thorough comfort, seem

ed a mockery : I could not help it.

The harvest was on the ground when

my father died : it had all been housed.

The bright October sunshine and sharp

ness had come and gone ; the soft, damp

darkness of November had given way to

the more sullen darkness of December ;

and when Christmas was near a keen

black frost set in, and the earth was as

hard as iron, when at midday, on the

24th, a steady, quiet, ethereally beautiful

fall of snow began. I sat at the win

dow in the afternoon and watched it

falling, falling, pure and white, out of

the darkness, till I was mesmerized and

dropped asleep.

It was only for a minute, and I awoke

with a shudder and a sensation of cold,

vacant, imbecile misery upon me. What

was I ? Where was I ? Was I going to

sink into idiocy without an effort ? I

started up. "I must have change," I

said to myself, "and cheerful influences,

if possible. I'll advertise for a home !"

And I sat down on the instant, without

giving myself time to think, and wrote

out my advertisement.

The snow was still falling, and it was
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getting dark, between four and five

o'clock in the afternoon, when I sent

my servant to post the letter which

would bring this curious want of mine

under the eyes of so many people. I

had for weeks been reading all the

advertisements offering and requiring

hoard and lodging, with a new and

strange and not very happy insight. A

fellow feeling not only makes us won

drous kind, but wondrous knowing.

Whereas I used to glance over the lists

of such wants as if they were merely

brief business announcements, I now

seemed to see a history of sadness and

loneliness and care in almost every

one of them. Of course this was non

sense in great measure, but I was at the

time looking at everything through very

smoked glass.

II.

I sat gazing into the fire and brooding

over the past, as the way is with solitary

people, and wondering if my old elastic

spirit would ever come back. Would

anything come out of my advertisement ?

would I ever again get among people

who would love and whom I could love ?

There was the difficulty. I began to

think I was not of a very affectionate

nature. I was fastidious : I could not

link myself on to any one, and I had

been too long accustomed to what love

is at its very best to be satisfied with

kindness and being "taken an interest

in." I had often thought that that ex

quisite compound Bible word, loving-

kindness, was surely a tautology—why

were the words not used singly ? but I

had discovered now that there could be

love without kindness and kindness with

out love. You can stand both of these

well if you have a reserve of loving-

kindness to fall back on, but if you have

not, why the heart knows its own bitter

ness: the bitterness may be unrea

sonable, and even wicked, but it will be

there in spite of you. It was so with

me. I did not know till now how much

of the goodness that was in me had been

planted in hearts that had ceased to beat ;

and now, shaken loose from the soil, it

withered away, and there was not a patch

of genial earth within reach to which the

bare and broken tendrils could search,

and in which they could hide themselves

and strike root once more. Was there

not ? What moles we are, after all ! I

started up from gazing at the fire and

walked to the window. I had got into a

habit of starting up very often, owing to

the weary unrest that was upon me. Few

people were in the street. It was a quiet

street at any time, and to-night no one

was out without an errand, for the snow

was still falling : the whiteness and purity

of Heaven had descended and taken

possession of earth. There was a gen

eral hush : the few vehicles that passed

made no noise on the carpet that had

been laid down so quietly.

As I stood I heard the door-bell tinkle

very gently—so gently that had there not

been such stillness both in-doors and out

it would not have made itself heard at

all. The gas was not lit, and as I ex

pected Margaret in every moment, I did

not trouble myself to go to the door.

But in a little there was another tinkle,

slightly louder than the first, when, has

tily taking a light, I made the lobby gas

blaze up and opened the door. The

muffled-up figure of a girl was standing,

who said in a hesitating sort of way, " Do

you let lodgings ?"

"No," I said, "I do not."

" Do you know any one who does ?"

"No, but I have no doubt there are

people in the town who have rooms to

let."

She drew a hand out of her muff and

threw up her veil, showing a face that

had probably been in use sixteen years

or so.

" You see," she said, "lama stranger,

and I don't know where to go."

"Well," I said, "my servant is out.

Very likely she could tell you where to go.

Will you come in and wait for her ?"

She did not need two invitations. I

had asked her in on the spur of the mo

ment. Now that she was in I began to

think it curious that a girl of her age

and appearance—she belonged evidently

to the middle or possibly upper classes—

should on a winter afternoon be seeking

lodgings in an out-of-the-way little coun
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try town, and alone. I looked at her as

she sat on the sofa. She seemed tired,

but excited. She was not what could be

called pretty, but she had the charm and

freshness of youth, and there was a sort

of indescribable light in her face which

every- little while gleamed for a moment

and passed away again.

"We have had a fall of snow," I said,

by way of saying something.

" I suppose so," she said absently.

" Then you have not felt the discom

fort of it ?"

"Oh no', I couldn't feel discomfort."

I was puzzled, and although curious I

could not inquire further.

"Is this your house?" she said: "are

you the mistress of it ?"

"Yes."

" Have you a large family ?"

"There is no family: I live alone."

"Then," she said, hesitating a little,

"you'll have plenty of room. Would

you not keep me ? I can give you some

money — not much for a time, but—"

Then she stopped and looked down on

the floor.

" I don't need money," I said : " I have

plenty of money."

" I am glad of that, for if I could not

give you much for a while, it would not

matter."

"But you see," I said, "I don't know

anything about you—how you come to

be here, for instance."

"Oh, I came by the train."

"Well, I can believe that, but would

you mind telling me your name ?"

"My name," she said, "my name—my

name is Jessie Cowan."

"Indeed," I said, "that is a very re

markable coincidence, for that happens

to be my name too : it's on the door-

plate."

"Well, I forgot I saw it there, so I need

not attempt telling lies. I can't do it. I

never could tell a good lie in my life,

and I don't want to tell the truth, but I

am honest and respectable."

"Child," I said, "tell me—have you a

mother ?"

"No. My mother died when I was

born."

"And your father ?"

" Don't speak of him—oh, don't speak

of him !" she said in a tone of entreaty.

It was curious. I sat and cogitated

for a little. No doubt it was some story

of a harsh, ungenial stepmother influ

encing her husband to a severity the girl

could not stand. I looked at the little

creature—not that she was little, she was

rather tall for her age—and I said, "Sup

pose I take your word for it that you are

honest and respectable, would you not

like to find out whether I am honest and

respectable ? You know nothing of me ?"

" No, but I'll find you out as we go

along, and I can like people that are not

respectable. I once lived in a place

where one of the servants was sent away

because she was not respectable, and I

liked her better than any creature in the

house ; and she died," she said sadly, "a

day or two after she was sent away.

And shortly after, when I was going out

one evening, I saw a man hanging about

the door. He asked me if she was in.

I said, ' No : she died some days ago.'

If you had seen his face ! It grew white

and black together, and he fell down on

the ground. He had fainted, they said.

He was her sweetheart ; so you see he

and I both loved her, although she was

not respectable."

"That's a sad story."

"Very, very sad."

"Well," I said, "you and I will trust

one another to-night, and you'll go back

to your friends to-morrow."

" I have no friends, and I won't go

back."

" Hut think of the grief and anxiety

you'll cause."

" I shall cause anxiety and annoyance,

but no grief. There is only one -person

who'll be grieved, and I can't help it :

we'll make it up again some time."

" Your father ?"

" It's not my father. Let me stay with

you : I like you."

"Poor thing!" I said, "I don't know

what has set you adrift, but trials have

come to you very early."

"Oh, it's nothing desperately melan

choly," she said ; and the light gleamed

on her face again: "I'm not tragic—I'm

only foolish."
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III.

Tragic or foolish, she was attractive :

I could love this creature that had come

in at the door and insisted on staying.

Whether it was elective affinity or not

that by subtle hidden threads had drawn

us together, I won't take it upon me to

say, but straightway I felt that for me

the healing process had begun.

She looked round the room and said,

" I've seen this room before : I know

everything in it. I saw it in a dream : I

knew it again quite well. I did not see

you, though, but I saw an old man sitting

in that chair ;" and she pointed to my

father's chair. " That must have been a

mistake, as there is nobody but you. I

wonder I did not see you rather."

"Child," I said, "you are dreaming

still : if you talk that way I shall think

you are a witch."

" It's not unlikely. One of my ances

tors was burnt for being a witch."

"Oh dear!" I said, "you make my

flesh creep."

" I don't wonder ; but it was very long

ago, and she was an old, old woman, and

I think she would die almost immediately

of suffocation ; but oh, it was horribly

cruel!"

"We'll not think of it," said I. "Now

that you have got lodgings, might I ask

when you had any food ?"

" I have had plenty of food : I am only

thirsty ; but I know it is just tea-time."

She was right ; and when we had fin

ished tea, she lay back in her chair and

said, " I am immensely refreshed. I hope

all my friends have enjoyed their tea as

much."

"l thought you said you had no friends ?"

"Oh, I meant not many. There are

few people, surely, who have absolutely

no friends."

"Let us hope so, at least," I said.

I made no further effort to penetrate

her mystery, leaving that to time, which,

at its own good will and pleasure, is for

ever raising and letting fall the veils that

hlind us. She was in good spirits, not

at all like a persecuted refugee, or as if

it ever occurred to her that any one

could suffer on account of her absence :

she chatted away with every appearance

Voi.. XIII.—13

of much guilelessness. I said to her, " I

must give you a name : it is awkward

not to have a name."

"Well, do so. What name will you

give me ?"

" I remember reading a book in which

there was a character called ' January

Snow.' "

"Oh yes, I know—a negro servant he

was. It was very funny."

" If this had been January the name

would have suited the circumstances

very well ; but December is stiff—not

feminine at all."

"As to-morrow is Christmas, why not

call me Christy ?"

"That's the thing—that will do : I did

not think of that ;" but before I was

done speaking she had laid her head in

the corner of what had been my father's

chair, and was fast asleep in an instant,

like a child. Probably the warmth and

quiet of the room, after her adventures

—whatever they might have been—in

the snowfall, had overpowered her. She

slept very soundly.

As I looked at her I thought, " Surely

she cannot be an impostor?" I felt that

my character for discernment was at

stake ; and not long before this there

had been in the newspapers an account

of a remarkable case of imposture, car

ried out with much ease and cleverness

by a young lady, who succeeded in get

ting various people to take her case up,

and who borrowed and swindled with an

innocent and charming grace. Was I

being done ? If I was, I felt I could

hardly have faith in a human being

again. My servant took an opportunity

of hinting that I was simple, but even

she felt the creature's spell, and would

not have me do otherwise than I had

done, for she was of my opinion, that

we had better risk being imposed on

than risk doing so cruel a thing as re

fusing this young girl the shelter of our

roof. But indeed the very idea of sus

picion fled away from me ashamed. If

she was acting, of a certainty it was the

perfection of acting. Yet what if she

were to make a general haul of my port

able property and disappear some even

ing in the gloaming ? She was too
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young, I thought, for any more compli

cated operation than that, unless she

had confederates outside. I had noticed

her balancing her teaspoon now on her

finger and now on the edge of her cup.

Was she trying its weight ? I said to

her, " It is little and old-fashioned, and

not very heavy."

" Oh," she said, " it's a trick I have. I

sometimes catch myself doing it uncon

sciously."

Was it also unconsciously that she had

looked at and admired some articles of

jewelry that were lying about ? I must

say for myself that I blushed at the pri

vate detective sort of line my thoughts

had taken. No, no : without doubt she

was good and true. Her face looked the

picture of innocence : so young and so

fresh, it seemed to me to be not an in

appropriate successor to the good aged

face I used to gaze at in that place. If

a little dog had run to my door for shel

ter, I must have taken it in and loved it ;

and as I gazed at this girl's sleeping face

long and unrestrainedly, I loved her.

The second morning after she came,

while we were at breakfast, a large pack

et came by post. At first I thought,

"Now this has some connection with my

young guest ;" and I looked at it and

then at her. She caught my idea from

my face, and answered it. "It can't be

anything about me," she said, "for no

body can know I am here."

"We'll soon see what it is," said I;

and opening it, there fell out a great

many letters, all addressed to No. 7810,

Eastwick Times office. They were an

swers to my advertisement for a home,

which I had almost forgotten. I found

I had the choice of thirty-seven "homes,"

the doors of which were all standing

wide, inviting me to enter.

"See, Christy," I said, "you may look

over these if it will amuse you."

"What a lot of letters! What are

they all about ?"

"Read : you will learn."

"Who is it that's wanting a place to

live in ?"

"Me."

" Nonsense ! You don't want to leave

this home, do you ?"

"Why should I not want to leave my

home, as well as you yours ?"

"The cases are different. I didn't

leave my house, and nobody is asking

you to leave yours. You seem to want

to go anywhere with anybody."

"Well, that's what you have done."

" But I didn't intend it. I would never

have thought of advertising for a home."

"And I would never have thought

of walking into any house purely by

chance."

While she was opening the contents

of the budget one by one, I had taken

the newspaper, and in glancing over it I

came on this : " The young lady who

left A. with J. H. on Tuesday, the 24th

of December, is entreated to communi

cate with J. H., who is awfully anxious."

Then immediately below was another

notice to this effect : " To hotel and lodg

ing-house keepers. A young lady left

her place of residence on Tuesday, the

24th of December. She is known to

have traveled by the A. and R. Railway.

Had on a green velvet bonnet, gray

cloak and chinchilla muff. Any one

giving information about her will be

handsomely rewarded. Should this meet

the eye of the young lady herself, she is

most earnestly requested to return or

communicate with the D.'s immediately :

if not, all the telegraphs will be set in

motion, and her carte forwarded to every

police station in the kingdom, which the

D.'s have as yet refrained from doing,

to avoid what might be unnecessary

publicity, they having confidence in her

good sense."

I looked at my guest as she sat going

through my correspondence with the

keen interest and amusement natural to

her age.

" Look here," she said ; and she held

up an envelope, the very sight of which

chilled my blood : it was blacked an

inch deep, as was the note-paper.

"That'ssurely the luxury ofwoe," I said.

"Well, listen," said she :

"A widow lady, occupying an elegant

flat in the west end of Eastwick, and

very recently bereaved, wants a lady to

live with her for company. If you would
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call any forenoon between eleven and

one, an interview would be satisfactory.

" I am, yours sincerely,

"Mrs. Captain Drummond."

"There," said Christy, "will that do ?

She must have risen from the ranks, I

think ; but there are plenty to pick and

choose among, and the terms vary from

the highest, one hundred and twenty

pounds per annum, to the lowest, five

shillings per week, which seems moder

ate. It is useful to know these things."

"Yes, and then you will be able to

judge whether I impose on you or not."

l was wanting to read to her the adver

tisements about the runaway young lady.

I could have been sure they referred to

her, only her bonnet was blue—unmis

takably blue : very pretty it looked on

the top of her fair hair and complexion.

She had the gray cloak and the chinchil

la muff, but these were what hundreds

of young ladies wore ; and the bonnet—

the most distinctive of the three articles

mentioned—was different. It was just

possible, but not likely, that a mistake

might have been made regarding it.

"You see," I said, "if you are going

to stay here, I shall have to stay too ; so

perhaps we had better know what we

are about at once, because I shall have

to make up my mind whether to write

to any of these people or not. To tell

the truth, I am not eager to do So."

It was quite true that among these

thirty-seven persons there might be those

capable of being good, faithful, loving

friends till death ; but, on the other hand,

one thought of the narrow-minded, un

cultured women, gifted with a small,

sharp, worldly wisdom—and gifted with

little else besides—and I drew back from

the plan which seemed promising when

I was sitting alone, hardly able to endure

my solitude ; but now that this girl had

appealed to me for help and shelter, had

stepped unbidden into my house and

secured her position there, it felt chilly

and repulsive.

" I have ten half-sovereigns : I would

like to keep two, in case I want anything.

How long will you let me live with you

for eight?"

"Well," I said, "at five shillings a

week—I don't think I can charge less

with profit to myself—I could keep you

four months."

" Then that is settled, and I think your

charge is very moderate. I know that I

—that is, I know some girls who pay

one hundred and twenty pounds a year,

but that includes education. I wonder

if I could go on with my education here ?

I would like if I could."

" There are two ladies' schools here :

you might perhaps get into one of them

as a pupil teacher, and work your way

on."

" Yes, and live with you : I would like

that. I know the routine of a school,

and I could teach some things very well."

" We must make inquiry. Come, give

me all these missives, and I'll bundle

them up for four months at least. Then

we shall see what we shall see : perhaps

by that time I may be tempted to keep

you for nothing. Now, listen to this ;"

and I read aloud the last advertisement

anent the young lady with the green

bonnet. I glanced up at her now and

then as I read, and when I finished I

laid the paper down and said, " If the

bonnet had been blue, I should have

thought you were the missing individual."

"It is laughable," she said laughing:

"have you been so impressed with my

good sense ?"

" I can hardly think a person altogether

, senseless who is anxious to stay with me ;

but you are wrong in thinking it laugh

able. The^people are in distress evi

dently."

"And threaten publicity. If I were

the young lady I would not mind how

many policemen got my carte, would

you ?"

" I should not think it particularly

pleasant : besides, when they get her

carte they'll soon get herself. She'll be

detained wherever she turns up till her

friends are communicated with."

"Let me see the paper, please," she

said : " I should like to read that once

again. 'To hotel and lodging-house

keepers.' That young lady must have

had more money in her pocket than me,

or they would not think she would go to
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a hotel ; and she must be of some im

portance that a handsome reward is of

fered. It must be very amusing to the

young lady, if she happens to see this, to

know that she has good sense."

"If she has good sense," I said, "she

must be very thoughtless also to cause

so much grief and anxiety : I wonder

you don't see that."

" Maybe she had a grievance, and did

not think there would be much anxiety

about her."

" That's very likely, but I hope when

she finds she is mistaken she'll have the

good sense to go home. Do you see the

other advertisement ? Will that refer to

the same young lady, think you ? Read

J. H.'s appeal."

"J. H.?—where?" she said hurriedly,

and went to the window and read the

lines of J. H. She stood a good while

looking from the window, with her back

to me.

"Well," I said, "are the young ladies

one and the same, do you think ?"

" It may be, it looks something like it ;

but these words of J. H.'s have love and

anxiety in them : you feel it. The other

advertisement has not—not a particle."

" I can't see that from merely reading

the advertisements."

I had my own thoughts, and so no

doubt had my inmate. I bundled up my

thirty-seven letters, not to be answered

in the mean time, but in the course of

the day I wrote to the D.'s, whoever

they might be. I sympathized with them,

if Miss Christy December did not, and

I asked if they would forward to me the

carte of the young lady they were in

search of, as it was possible I might be

able to give them a clue to her.

IV.

We were sitting at breakfast the sec

ond day after the advertisements, when

Margaret came in with the letters. One

I felt sure contained the carte : it I put

into my pocket to examine when alone.

Another I opened was a new series of

"homes" offered to me; indeed, there

was a running fire of these offers for more

than a week. If I had been a monstrous

regiment of women, we could all have

got billets. I had a feeling of guilt in

having caused so many people so much

trouble for no end : not knowing what I

was doing, I had touched, as I thought,

an insignificant tap, and lo, a deluge !

Next I took up the newspaper, and

glanced first at the enigmatical notices.

I said, "Ah! J. H. has got his anxiety

relieved by this time : at least I fancy

this is in answer to the ' J. H.' of the day

before yesterday."

" What does it say ?" she asked.

" It is short, but to the point : ' To J.

H. : M. B. is safe.' "

"Well, that is satisfactory. I thought

J. H. deserved an answer, his appeal had

such a genuine ring."

" I must say you have a discerning

spirit."

"Ah, one does not descend from a

witch for nothing!" she said laughing.

When we had finished our meal I re

tired to examine my packet, and as I

looked at the outside and scanned the

post-mark and the feminine handwriting

—rather feeble, but very careful and

somewhat elegant—in which it was ad

dressed, I understood to the full the sharp

joy of the detective when he thinks he

has got a clue in his grasp. Well, I

opened it, and there without doubt was

the form and face of my guest. Enclosed

with it was a note :

" The. Misses Douglas appreciate the

confidence reposed in them by Miss Cow

an, and beg to reciprocate it by forward

ing to her the carte of their young friend.

Should Miss Cowan find that she is cor

rect in her suspicions, would she be so

good as to telegraph to the Misses Doug

las at once ?

" Athklford Lodge, Athclford, \
December 29, ifr—." J

I sat down to consider the matter.

This girl was no impostor, then : she was

of consequence to some persons, and she

had run away. Why had she run away ?

She had thrown herself on my protec

tion, she had found the road to my heart,

and I was not inclined to give her up

without inquiry. Who were the Misses

Douglas ? In what connection did they

stand to her ?

The quickest and simplest plan would
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have been to go with the note and carte

in my hand and show them to Miss C.

December ; but I did not care for forcing

the girl's secret, and I had a strong curi

osity to hear the Misses Douglas's ac

count of her before I heard her account

of them—to judge, in short, whether

they were the kind of people I would

like to throw her back upon.

I got a railway time-table and saw

that I could reach Athelford by starting

at 10.30—it was now a little past nine—

so I could make my call and be back in

the evening quite early ; and I resolved

to do this. I went to Christy : she was

putting away the breakfast things, and

humming a tune to herself in a low hap

py tone, like the murmur of bees on a

summer morning, the outcome of busy

gladness.

"You know," she said, "this is Mar

garet's washing-day, and I want to help

her."

"Quite right," I said: "if you are to

have a comfortable home, you must

make yourself generally useful. I have

to go from home on business which will

take the whole day. Can you be left

alone? What will you do with your

self?"

" I'll enjoy myself. I'll go to the kitch

en and help Margaret to wash : I should

like it of all things. May I ?"

"Oh certainly, although washing is

not an occupation I envy myself; but

there's no accounting for tastes."

" My taste is not vulgar : in ancient

Greece princesses used to wash."

"I am afraid they would spoil their

hands."

"Ah, I'll let my hands take their

chance. I'll take off my ring, though :

I should not like it spoiled. It was a

present, and I value it very highly."

She pushed her sleeves above her el

hows. " I should like," she said with

great animation, "to know how to do

everything about a house, and to do it :

you see, if I ever wanted to marry a

man with very little money, it would be

so necessary."

"It would indeed," I said. "Well, I

hope you and Margaret will be good

friends till I come back."

I had no feeling but of exhilaration as

I walked to the railway station. A strong

interest had come into my life : I had a

stake in the world once more. After the

months of unutterable dark, dreary,

blank negation which I had endured, it

was as if I had got life from the dead.

It was a brilliant day of clear frost and

sunshine : the first snow had never dis

appeared, and there had been a new fall

in the night, the dazzling whiteness and

purity of which was like the robes of

those who had come out of great tribula

tion. Every unsightly object was cov

ered with beauty as if for the passing of

a king. As I bowled along I had a stir

ring sense of something to do and of do

ing something ; not that I had not at

tempted always to keep myself busy, but

since I had had no one to act for or to

think or work for my diligence had seem

ed to me like that of Domitian, who busied

himself catching flies.

I arrived at Athelford, and found my

way to the outskirts of that small town,

where the Misses Douglas resided, and

to Athelford Lodge, their house. From

a brass plate on the gate, I found it was

an "institution for young ladies." So

Miss C. December had run away from

school, but why had she not run home ?

I should hear that immediately, likely.

I was shown into a small room, the chief

object in which was a piano—not the only

one in the house, if I might judge from

the sounds I heard on all sides of me.

Shortly there came to me a lady, pleas

ant, responsible and stiff. We bowed.

" I came rather than telegraph," I said,

and I held out the carte.

" Ah, about Miss Bird : then you were

right. Is she with you ?"

"Yes."

"I am so thankful: she has given us

a world of anxiety. I could not describe

it. I'll call my sister." She left the

room for an instant, and came back.

" It was such a shock to us—such a

shock : nothing of the kind ever hap

pened in our establishment before. Oh,

I am thankful she is safe !"

Another lady entered. " My sister Eu-

phemia," said the first—"Miss Cowan.

Oh, Euphemia, Miss Bird is safe !"
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Miss Euphemia was more composed

on the occasion than Miss Isabel. She

said, "I was almost in despair when no

telegram came. You have her safe ?

How can we thank you enough ? We

had seventeen answers to our adver

tisement."

" Is it possible ?" I interrupted : " have

seventeen young ladies run away in one

day ?"

" I hope not. I'll explain. But first,

if you'll excuse me, when did Miss Bird

arrive at your house ?"

"On Tuesday, the 24th of December,

between four and five in the afternoon."

"That is the day she left. She had

asked to visit an acquaintance, and said

if it snowed much she might stay all

night. M.y custom, my invariable cus

tom, is to send a servant with and for

the young ladies when they go out, but

I had perfect confidence in her ; and as

her case was slightly peculiar, I relaxed

my rule for once. When she did not

appear next morning, I sent 'for her:

she had never been with her friend at

all."

"Think of it!" exclaimed Miss Isabel

—"think of our position !"

" I felt," said Miss Euphemia, "that if

evil befell her I never could look her

father in the face again."

"I did not concern myself about her

father," said Miss Isabel : "probably we

may never have an opportunity of look

ing him in the face. I thought of the

child herself, and of our position : such

a story would have ruined our establish

ment—absolutely ruined it just as we had

surmounted so many difficulties."

At this moment a telegram came in.

Miss Euphemia hurriedly opened it, and

read aloud, "From J. Hamilton to Miss

Douglas. Miss M. B. is safe." "That

would have been very precious," she

said, "if we had not known it already."

"I don't understand," said I, "what

made her run away. Had she any ob

ject in view ?"

"Object!" said Miss Isabel. "To be

sure she had an object, poor foolish

thing !"

"The truth is, Miss Cowan," said Miss

Euphemia, " it was this Mr. Joseph Ham

ilton who sent this telegram that induced

her to go away : they have known each

other from childhood."

"What are they but children yet?"

exclaimed Miss Isabel. "But, however

ridiculous it may appear, they intended

to be married."

"So it was," said Miss Euphemia, "he

came in on the Wednesday morning,

just as we had found out that she had

never been where she said she was going

—came in looking as white as ashes, and

told us he had lost her : he left her in

the railway carriage to bring her some

refreshment, and when he came back

she was gone—where, he had not been

able to discover, all he could do."

"She has managed," I said, "to an

swer his advertisement without my

knowledge."

"She has not been well brought up,"

said both of the ladies together. " Her

mother died when she was born, and an

aunt spoiled her, and her father spoiled

her, and she came to us perfectly undis

ciplined, and she found our rules irk

some, although we tried to make things

easy for her ; but where there are more

than forty girls you must be strict or there

will be instant confusion."

" The trouble the governesses have had

with hef was very great," said Miss Isa

bel; "indeed, I have often been called

in to aid them. She would leave her

boots lying in all directions, just as she

kicked them off."

I felt verily guilty in this thing myself,

and I said, " But that was not so very

bad, was it ?"

" We could have moulded her in time,"

said Miss Euphemia. "She was a nice

girl—a girl with a good nature, but whol

ly untrained. However, I think when

she was so far on the way with Mr. Ham

ilton courage had failed her. How grate

ful we are that you took her in !"

At this stage lunch was brought, and

while I ate I said, " Well, what is to be

done ? To whom shall I deliver her up,

or shall I keep her ?"

"She must choose for herself," said

Miss Euphemia.

"No, Euphemia," said Isabel, " I think

you are wrong. No doubt her choice
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would be to marry that lad Hamilton,

and land herself in misery."

"I don't think so. I think she has

seen her folly. They must wait till they

have an income, and till they get her

father's approval ; but I do not know

that it would be a wise thing to bring her

back here after what has occurred."

"Where is her father?" lasked: "could

he not be consulted ?"

" He is in the Arctic regions," said Miss

Isabel.

"The Arctic regions!" I exclaimed.

"He has been gone for three years,

and it is expected the expedition may be

home within this year. He is the natural

ist of the party," said Euphemia.

"Men who go to the Arctic regions

go with their lives in their hands," I

said.

"And for no practical end," said Miss

Isabel severely. " Supposing they ever

reach either the North or the South Pole,

who's to be the better for it ?"

"My sister has no love of adventure,

you see," said Miss Euphemia.

"Adventure!" said Miss Isabel—"im

pious and suicidal curiosity would be a

better name for it."

"I confess," said I, "I should like to

peep over the ice-wall into the polar

hasin : especially would I like to see the

charming country at the South Pole, and

what kind of people live there. But

surely Mr. Bird would make some settle

ment or arrangement about his daughter

hefore he left."

"Well, you see, her aunt was living,

and likely to live, at that time. So far

as money is concerned, she'll have

plenty when she is of age. She is

her aunt's heir, and her father's should

she survive him. Her father's lawyers

have her affairs in their hands."

"Then," I said, "they would be the

people to refer to."

" About money, but as to her place of

residence, that must be left to herself:

if she wishes to come back we shall be

happy to receive her, although my own

impression is she would be better else

where."

"With me, do you think, if she cared

to remain ?"

" Certainly."

"Do you know anything of me?" I

asked.

"Yes. WTien we got your note I re

membered that one of our servants, who

has been with us for years, had a cousin

in your town, and I asked her if she knew

your name. ' Perfectly,' she said : ' my

cousin is servant with them, and is a fix

ture, I suppose.' That gave us complete

confidence : indeed, your note was the

only one we replied to out of the seven

teen. There was only one other I thought

of answering, but waited till I heard from

you."

" It was curious how so many answer

ed," I said.

"Well, if you were more in the public

way you would not think it curious :

you would come to know a good many

things. Your answer and another, as I

have said, we picked out as genuine and

to the purpose. Four others were about

mysterious lodgers over thirty years of

age, and two of mysterious lodgers who

were men, and the other ten were worth

less—from persons who had no end in

view but to get a carte sent to them."

"What possible purpose would that

serve them ?" I asked.

" No good purpose. Possibly to grati

fy curiosity, or to sell, more likely."

"Sell!" I said. "Who would buy it,

or what would they get for it ?"

"A shilling or sixpence, perhaps; or

they might get a dozen or two coarse

ones struck off from it, and sell them at

a country fair as the portrait of any one

in the mouths of the public at the mo

ment : if there was a striking shipwreck,

as the wife of the captain, or any poi

soning case, as one of the victims. You

have no idea of what is done, and you

can't be too cautious in dealing with the

world."

Not having had many dealings with

the world, I knew little of either its wick

edness or its shifts, and had no desire to

know more.

"We judged them," said Miss Isabel,

"or at least some of them, from the com

position and spelling. Not, however,

that these are always infallible guides.

I remember on one occasion getting a
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letter from Mrs. Haveron, the distin

guished authoress, and she spelt receive,

recieve. I can quite recall my feelings

of astonishment even now. And the

Young Men's Society here recently ask

ed the Hon. Mr. Blaze — the cabinet

minister, you know — to lecture under

their auspices, and the secretary of the

society showed me his answer, in which

he said that had it been in his power he

would have considered it an honor and

a privilege to lecture to such a society as

theirs—theirs being spelt theres ; so that

you can hardly judge from spelling, or

even composition. The tone of a let

ter is perhaps the safest thing to draw

inferences from. People may have re

spectable intellect and education, and be

altogether wanting in nobility of nature."

" I think," I said, "people who answer

an advertisement for the sake of getting

a carte must have little to do, and not

only want nobility of nature, but natural

gumption."

V.

I felt warmly to the Misses Douglas,

very warmly, and was sure that I had

planted a young friendship. We ar

ranged that they should visit me the fol

lowing Saturday, when we could go more

fully into matters and come to some

decision.

I returned in as good spirits as I had

left in the morning. The winter day had

closed in, but on the deep dark gray of

the heavens stars glittered by millions—

stars that have struck delight and awe

into every thinking mind since the cre

ation. Delight and keen sense of enjoy

ment, the rebound from the dreariness

that had wellnigh overpowered me, was

what I felt on this night rather than awe.

On arriving at home, instead of the

blank, dull comfort of a room emptied

of inhabitants, eyes were watching my

coming, and looked uncommonly bright

when I came.

"How I have been wearying for you!"

said my guest. "Do you know I helped

wash, and I cooked the dinner, and I've

got tea all ready, and we are just waiting

for you ? What kind of day have you

had ?"

" Delightful : it has been a complete

success from beginning to end."

" Like mine."

The words were hardly out of her

mouth when the door-bell rang—a full,

loud, imperative ring. She started and

exclaimed, " That's his ring ! How has

he found me out ?"

I listened, and heard a voice say to

Margaret in quick tones, " Is there a

young lady staying here ?"

"There are two—"

"Just let me see them, will you ?" and,

as Margaret told afterward, Mr. Hamil

ton pushed past her before she had time

to prevent him, and walked straight into

the middle of the dining-room. His eye

seized Miss C. December instantly.

"I knew it," he said. "What have

you to say for yourself?"

She had sunk back in her chair with

her hands over her face. I had a good

guess of who our visitor was, but I turn

ed to her and said, "Will you explain?

I took you in, knowing nothing of you,

but I did not bargain for having my

house filled with your friends and ac

quaintances, or whoever they may be:

it is unreasonable. Besides, five shil

lings a week afford no extras."

Said the youth, " We shall go imme

diately. I'll give you any money," tak

ing out his purse, " for your kindness to

her, and if I can ever do anything for

you, let me know. Madge, get your muf-

flings, will you ?"

"Stop, stop," I said, "not so fast.

Madge, as you call her, has been wash

ing and cooking all day, and is hardly

fresh for a journey."

"Madge," he said, going up to her,

" how could you grieve me so ?"

She opened her hands and showed

her face partly. I had thought that per

haps she was crying, but she was laugh

ing, and she said, " Grief improves some

characters."

" Oh, Madge," he said passionately,

" I hope that is not the way yours is to

be improved."

"Jo," she said, starting up, " you could

not think anything dismal had happened

to me. You knew I was able to take

care of myself."
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"There was nothing dismal or horrible

I did not think of. I rushed backward

and forward on the railway all night ; I

searched waiting-rooms and knocked up

sleeping hotels ; then early the next day

I harked back to Athelford Lodge, and

they were in a fine pickle there. Instead

of getting any comfort, they made me

feel as if I ought to be hanged."

"But you knew you could not be

hanged ?"

"Madge, have you no sense of your

wickedness ?"

"No, not a bit. I began to think we

were acting very foolishly: I hardly

hoped to convince you of that, and the

only thing I could do was to disappear,

and I did it." '

"You certainly did it."

"Yes, I did it. But how did you find

me out ? I thought you could not find

me out."

"Oh, the moment I saw your answer

to my advertisement I hurried to the

newspaper-office and begged to see the

manuscript of it : they let me see it. It

was in your writing, and the post-mark

was on the envelope. I came here to

day. I have been at all the doors on

the other side of the street, and am here

on my way up this side."

"The people must think you mad,"

she said laughing.

"You are enough to put any one

mad."

Here was a romance to take possession

of my staid quiet abode ! It had as much

"go " in it as would have floated a three-

volume novel. I said to her, " Miss What-

ever-your-name-is, I think if you'll give

ns our tea, we shall be all the better for

it."

We began to know each other.

"What did she say for herself, Miss

Cowan, when she came ?" asked Jo.

"She said I had plenty of room here,

and she would stay if I liked."

"Well, I can't be too grateful to you,

I am sure. What is to be the next move,

Madge ?'

" I am not going to move soon. Miss

Cowan and I have arranged all that."

"Oh, indeed! What will Miss Doug

las say?"

"I'll tell you what she says," I said:

" I saw her to-day."

"That was your business?" Madge

exclaimed. "How did you find out

about them ?"

"Oh, I answered their advertisement

just as you did Mr. Hamilton's. By the

by, how did you manage to get your

missive to the post-office without the

knowledge of either me or my prime

minister?"

" I gave the girl that brings the milk a

sixpence to post it."

" You must allow she is not without a

genius for management," I said to Mr.

Hamilton. "Well, Miss Douglas says

you must choose yourself. If you wish

to return she'll be glad to see you, but

she thinks in the circumstances it may

be as well you did not."

"I like the Misses Douglas well

enough," she said, "but I hate a school.

I hate it !"

" The Misses Douglas are to be here

on Saturday, when you can confess your

folly and ask forgiveness."

I left the room, being mindful to let

them have their talk out by themselves.

I declare I felt as interested in them as

if I had known them all their lives. Mr.

Hamilton stayed with us till next day,

and I took an opportunity of having a

wise word with him, and advised that in

the mean time they should give up their

matrimonial project, at least till Mr. Bird

returned.

"He may never return," said Jo.

" That is possible, though I would not

suggest such a sad thing to Madge."

" Do you think I would ?"

The Misses Douglas paid their visit,

and I had Mr. Hamilton to meet them,

and the result of our united wisdom was

that Madge was to remain with me. I

asked Jo to come to us every Saturday

to stay till Monday, which he did : it was

a wonderfully happy time of their lives

and of mine — it was like an idyll.

Madge went on with her education with

my help, and I lived my own girlhood

over again, the second edition being an

improved one. We grew very close to

each other, nor was I jealous of Jo or he

of me. I knew that at whatever time
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she might become his wife, I should still

be admitted to share her joys and sor

rows, and -his too, for I felt—to use an

expressive Scotch word — that she was

thirled to me.

VI.

Mr. Bird did not come back so soon

as was expected, for, instead of coming

home with the expedition, he left it on

its return, and joined an exploring party

in America ; but he wrote to his daughter

as he had opportunity, and she wrote

regularly to him. Both sets of letters

were as open to me as to her : his were

the letters of a man with strong home

feelings, possessed by a wander -craze

and the enthusiasm of a naturalist. In

the letter announcing at last his return

he said, "If I were once more at home

I'd settle for good and all. In watching

the flora and fauna of other countries I

have missed the happiness of watching

the development of my own particular

flower, but we shall have time to make

up for that, I hope. Are you neat-hand

ed and quick at the ' uptak,' as my moth

er used to say ? because I have about a

shipload of specimens, which to arrange

and classify and write about will take

both of us some years to come. Tell

Miss Cowan I owe her a deep debt of

gratitude, and I am also grateful to Jo

Hamilton for showing you attention. I'll

telegraph when I touch the shore, so that

I may not give you an undue surprise.

Shall we know each other, I wonder ? I

study your carte a good while every day."

"What will your father say, Madge,"

I asked, "when he knows how very at

tentive Jo has been to you ?"

"I don't know. I think he'll be

pleased."

" That you are to be stolen from him

immediately ?"

At last the telegram did come : Mr.

Bird was to arrive on the 24th of Decem

ber, the very day that four years ago his

daughter had made her way into my

house in the gloaming.

I made business out of doors that day,

as I wished the father and daughter to

meet for the first time alone. When I

returned Madge came and seized me.

"Come," she said, " I want to show you

papa."

"How do you do. Miss Cowan?" he

cried, as if he had known me from in

fancy, and from that moment I felt quite

as if he had. He could make himself at

home anywhere, and when Jo Hamilton

arrived to dinner and we sat down to

gether, it seemed as if we had all grown

intimate at once and without an effort.

Mr. Bird had been accustomed to all

kinds of society, and his stories and in

formation were, or appeared to be, with

out end. In the course of the evening

he said, quite abruptly, " Madge has been

telling me, Jo, that you and she intend

getting married."

"Yes," said Jo.

" Well, it's a disappointment to me ;

but I am glad of it, and I hardly deserve

to have her."

"Papa !"

"It's true. I might have stayed at

home and looked after you, and then

perhaps I would have had you to wait

on me."

" But I can wait on you both. Jo will

be out all day, you will be a good deal

in, and I could help you quite well."

"All true, but I know a man likes to

have his wife to himself, and he is right ;

besides, Jo must live in the town and I

must live in the country. Even the

country here has a stifling effect after the

polar seas and the Rocky Mountains.

You have no idea how diminutive every

thing looks, and how subdued and

civilized."

" If you were not very far away we

could live with you, and Jo could go to

town every day."

"Well, that might do."

They stayed a week, and then left, all

three, for Eastwick, and I was once more

alone; but Madge wrote to me every

day, told ine her marriage was to be in

June, that Jo had got a delightful house

in Eastwick, and that her father was in

terms for a very beautiful place, half an

hour from Eastwick by the train. "We

think," she wrote," "that he'll live with

us in winter, and we shall live with him

in summer."

I missed her amazingly, but at this
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time I was strong both in body and mind

to hear it. Four years ago I had been

utterly run down and all but helpless.

Then she rushed in one day to bid me

good-bye before she went to London

with her father, who was going there to

see his precious effects on their way to

his new residence.

"We shall be six weeks or more in

London. Oh, Miss Cowan, I wish you

were going with us ! How delightful it

would be ! and papa's new house is to be

all furnished and ready for us when we

come back. You'H come there, will

you ? You'll come there when we come

hack? Papa told me to ask you."

"Certainly I'll come," I said.

"And I'll write to you all about Lon

don, and you'll write to me, and we'll

meet at papa's as soon as we return.

How good you were to me four years

ago! and what a foolish little being I

was!—not that I am much else yet."

And away she went.

In six weeks they were home, and

Madge and Jo came to escort me for the

week's visit I had promised. I thought

I would do all I could do in the way of

helping Madge with advice in that time,

and as her father was so soon to lose

her, he ought to have her to himself as

much as possible.

Pleasant as he was at first, Mr. Bird

improved on further acquaintance. Al

though he spent a good while every day

at work among his treasures, he was

nothing of a recluse or absent-minded

student. His powersof observation were

such that I think nothing escaped him,

hut you felt that he took human feeling

into account, and did not watch his

fellow-creatures as if they were merely

specimens ; and there was not a particle

of venom in his nature : he was not

simple, but he had all the simplicity of

a good man.

I was sorry to leave — very sorry.

Madge pressed me to stay, but Mr. Bird

did not : he merely said he hoped I

would come back soon ; and I must say

I went to my house, once more emptied

of inhabitants, with a kind of heart-sick

ness. I had left a circle which seemed

perfect, and I could not help a feeling

of shut-outism ; but the knowledge of

their happiness gave me happiness—the

kind of happiness one can live on in a

quiet way.

I was surprised when, a few days after,

Mr. Bird came in just as I was sitting

down to my early dinner. I was very

glad to see him, and said, " Where is

Madge ? Why is she not with you?"

"She did not know I was coming."

" I wish you had brought her."

" I might, but I wanted to speak to

you. I have always felt that I have

never thanked you enough for your kind

ness to her."

" I am infinitely more indebted to her

than ever she has been to me. If she

had not walked in that afternoon, I think

I must have sunk into a state of imbe

cility : she saved me from that."

" Nonsense !" he said : " you don't look

very like it."

" Not now, but then I did. I had been

sorely bereaved ; but I don't know that

I could make you understand the kind

of state I was in."

"l have been sorely bereaved too in

my time."

"Yes," I said in a low voice—I felt

that without thinking I had probed an

old wound—"yes, but I was miserably

weak."

" How many of us are strong ?"

We were silent for a time. Margaret

had taken the dinner things away, and

we were standing by the fire, when he

suddenly said, " Do I look very old ?" I

looked at him. " Grizzled and weather-

beaten, you think ?"

"Well, no," I said, "not very."

"Do you think any woman would

marry me ?"

"Yes," I said, "I think it very pos

sible."

"Would you marry .me ?" he said.

I shall say no more about it. A love-

match at forty or fifty is considered fair

game to laugh at, as if love could ever

be out of season. Be that as it may,

Madge and Jo were not happier than

we, and I say it, Let them laugh that

like. The happines's of youth seems a

thing of course, a birthright, and like

the sleep of youth it is deep and uncon-
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scious ; but in after life we arc conscious

of every atom of it. It is not a thing

of course ; it is a great nugget hit upon

after years of barren toil ; it is a light

bursting from thick darkness; it is a

well of water in a weary land ; it is

rest, so far as anything in this world is

rest.

But to descend. I wondered how

Madge and Jo would take this overturn

of affairs : it was possible they might

not by any means like it. l wronged

them, and I am ashamed of my mis

take even now. Next day Madge came

alone : she flung her arms round my

neck and said, "Miss Cowan, this was

the one only thing wanting to make Jo

and me perfectly happy." There was

not a base fibre in her nature.

I have a son and daughter of my own.

Perhaps I shall hardly be believed when

I say that I do not know if they are dear

er to me than Madge.

The Author of"Blindpits" and " Quixstars."

KISMET.

HALIL, the Pacha, skilled in many things,

In all the shrewd devices of the Franks,

Wherewith they grind the world as in a mill,

And blacken heaven with streams of smutty reek,

Rose in the morning with a heavy heart.

He with his proper hands could deftly make

The vaporing engine, give it heat of life,

And guide and govern its prodigious ways.

He too could shape the rueful iron tubes

That roar the death-bolts from their flaming jaws;

And other things of less or greater ill,

Accursed toys of the contriving Franks,

That turn the world of Islam upside down,

And shake the founded glories of the Faith.

He knew to speak the bitter western tongues

As though he drew them from his nurse's milk,

And growled and hissed their speeches at the Franks

Until they held him of their brotherhood:

With grief I say it !

Halil in the morn—

Being then advanced, not stricken, in his years—

Rose from his slumbers with a heart of lead,

And such a thirst within his vitals too

As one may suffer after having lain

In writhing spasms; or having scorned the Law,

And boozed and tippled with defiled ghiaours.

Amidst their shameless, bare-faced girls, till wine

Makes all the stars go reeling through the sky,

And earth to slide and stagger from the feet

By hellish magic. Halil called for drink,

To slake the fire within him ; and he drank

As though he fed the monstrous appetite
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For blessed water of the iron pots

That urge his hissing engines. Then he clapped

Palm against palm ; and he who entered first

Was his beloved son, to make the grace

Of morning salutation to his sire.

The young man stood, downcast, with folded arms.

Waiting a sign to kiss his father's hand.

But he, the Pacha, setting form aside,

Cried in a passion, scarcely knowing why.

As though a voice burst through him : " Listen, boy !

My hour is come ! This is the latest day

Which I shall see on earth !" Whereat the son

Was sorely troubled ; for the Faithful know

That words like these, aforetime often said

By men beneath the shadow of their fate,

Have often been fulfilled. And so he asked,

With grave conjecture in his youthful face,

After his father's state. But when he heard

That save the mystic thirst, now happily passed,

The Pacha felt as sound and free from pain

As he who stood before him, with a smile,

The young man prattled of the power of dreams

To vex the spirit,—unremembered dreams,

That left no trace upon the memory

Save a dull haze, with which their breath had blurred

The steadfast mirror. As his issue spoke,

Rather the love than logic in his words

Assured the Pacha, and he laughed aloud

Against his fancies ; for the snn was high,

And nature looked so vital that a thought

Of death seemed strange and wholly out of place

That laughing morn, yet dripping with a rain

That fell till sunrise, in the month of June.

So Halil Pacha donned his martial garb,

Blue rich with gold; for 'twas our Sabbath-day,

The Friday of the Franks ; and who could say

What ruling Pachas or Ambassadors,

Or thronged dependants, after midday prayer,

Might take their coffee and a pipe with him,

Or watch his face as though they gazed upon

A dial registering their coming fate ?

For he was mighty in himself, his state,

His wealth, that gathered as the days went by,

And mightier basking in the Sultan's love.

Now when the morning meal was past, and one

Poured scented water o'er his outstretched hands,

There came a bustle at the door, a sound

Of lifted voices; and the Persian rug,

Broidered with tinted wools, was thrust aside,

And Fatima, a beldame of the place,

Long widowed, mother of a single child,

Thronged after by a crowd of feradjes,

Dyed in the rainbow—galaxies of eyes
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Clustered together, every several pair

Looking a different light through cloudy folds

Of scarce-concealing yachmags—fronted him.

All classes of the quarter seemed to be

Mixed in that mob of angry womanhood.

Backing the widow as their orator,

And giving spirit to her agile tongue.

Here waved the sober garments of the poor.

Slip-shod and hulking on untidy feet;

There, purple, orange, green and bloody red,

Rustled and flickered the abounding robes

Of richer ladies, and from breast and brow

Glimmered a priceless brilliant now and then,

Sun-smitten, flaming, as the dainty dame

Opened her silken garment, in the act

To draw it tighter round her wrathful form.

Halil was startled, as who might not be

Before the splendor of those leveled eyes?

And said, a little shaken from his poise,

"What want ye, women?" "Justice!" cried the dame;

And then, more mildly: "Lo, the Prophet says,

' He is not good who doth not on himself

Justice,'—the selfsame justice he would mete

Against another." Then the Pacha said,

Slowly, with caution : " What is your complaint ?

What need of justice have ye ? against whom ?"

The flood-gates of the dame's excessive speech

Burst open at the challenge : " Lo, the man

Fronts you from yonder mirror! What my cause?

Harken ! You plan a garden for your taste,

High-walled and ample, that the vulgar poor

May never spy my lord's luxurious ways

When with his jeweled hussies—worse than poor—

He takes an airing in his private grounds.—

Ah, we have heard of that! Now answer me,

What right have you to fence Cod's land away

From God's poor creatures ? Nay, nor end you here :

Little by little, day by day, you push

Your wall beyond your boundaries, swallowing up

The narrow plots and scanty breathing-space

Of us poor people, till we live in night,

At very noonday, on the land you leave.

What shame deters you to perform by day,

At night you compass ; laying founding-stones

In trenches, dug while those you plunder sleep,

To waken ruined. Mark, my single case !

Within my little garden every year

I raised enough of potherbs, flowers and fruits

To keep, and barely keep, my boy and me

From close starvation. You have cut the sun—

God's sun, not yours, I tell you once again !—

With your high wall from looking at my plants.

And now they wither, nor bear flower nor fruit,—

And God alone can tell our future !" Here
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The widow wept; and some around the dame

Twittered, like sparrows in the early morn,

Their heads commingled. Others, standing shy

Upon the outskirts of the gaudy flock,

Cooed, breast to breast, like sunny doves ; and some

Scolded, like magpies, fiercely to themselves,

For want of listeners. Halil only smiled.

Then cried another, fine in purple silk,

Lifting her henna-tinted hand that blazed

With a round ruby, lady by her mien :

"Shame on you, Pacha! You have taken our seat

Upon the hill-side, where we sat and looked

At holy Asia as the sun went down,—

Ay, and defiled it, made it lairs for dogs

In heaps of rubbish !" Here the better sort

Essayed a groan, that ended in a sigh

Half full of tears,—the woman's way, good lack !

Others- declaimed in various treble tones.

One said the digging had destroyed her well;

Another that her windows all were blind

Against the growing wall ; another vowed

She had been robbed of pics on pics of land

By limits falsely run. Halil began

To look around him, with his eyes upturned,

As though he saw the planets through the roof

And held no commerce with terrestrial things.

By this the beldame, reaching out her neck,

Her eyes no longer running, found a tongue.—

"Your heart is hard; I see it in your face;

But tremble. Pacha, lest the sorrowing poor

Should cry against you ! For that sacred cry

Finds soonest entrance into Allah's ears :

Yea, while the very prayers of holy men

Stand humbly waiting!" Halil smiled again;

For he was skeptical and weak of faith,

Like almost all our men of high degree,

And scarce saw God in anything, they say,—

Praise be to Allah, that such souls are damned !

But here his patience failed him. " Get ye gone !"

He cried, as though he shouted to his men

Amidst the clattering engines—"Get ye gonel

Ye flock of talking parrots, badly taught

By shallow knaves, my noted enemies!

And you, ill-boding raven, evil-eyed,

To whom another's pleasure is offence !

Ye know no more of custom nor of law

Than yawping geese, ye painted harridans!

Forgetful of your sex, and what is due

To man, your master, you confront me here—

Loose tonged and shameless as the Pera-girls

Who sell their favors ;—and on what pretext ?

To judge a thing I have already judged,

As witness by my actions !" Such his wrath

That even the widow trembled, and the rout
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Of party-colored woman, like a flock

Of frightened quail, all huddled in a mass,

And looked for cover. But the widow paused,

Raising her warning finger, and exclaimed:

"God judge between us !—ay, this very day,

God judge between us !" In a swaying throng,

Treading on others' toes and heels and robes,

The frightened women blundered to escape,

And in a hurried stream poured through the door,

Wild-eyed, alarmed, without precedency,

And the room darkened. Halil Pacha laughed,

A low, sly laugh of comfortable power;

For all his rage was feigned. He cared no more,

Save that it wearied him and stole his time,

For all the female clatter he had heard

Than for the baying of a pack of curs.

The Pacha ordered coffee in the air,

A pipe to follow it, and forth he walked

To view his works ; the new kiosk, the pond,

That with reflected lightning seemed to flash

When gold and silver fishes darted through ;

The flanking walls, at which the dame had railed,

Whose cunning course had won him roods of land.

He saw, and tittered softly to himself

In self-approval. It was wonderful

The day that lay around him; such a day

As makes the stranger, looking o'er Stamboul,

Say to himself devoutly : " I have reached

As near to heaven as mortal in the flesh

Can hope to compass." Woodbine, flaming pinks,

The pendant blossoms of the acacia.

The yellow broom just gilding all the hills,

Made every breeze so heavy with perfume

That it was laggard, as with filmy wings

It swept across the senses, dying out

In satiate murmurs. Everywhere one looked,

Were knots of roses staring at the sun

With the first wonder of awakened love,

Opened from rim to centre, breathing balm ;

And maiden buds were asking that their lord

Would enter in their sweet virginity,

And make them flowers, to peer their sisterhood.

God in His Summer walked across the land,

And all was living with the fervid heat

Of re-creation out of wintry void.

The Pacha gazed enraptured. At his feet

Lay the blue Bosphorus overblown with sails,

The smoky waters of the Golden Horn ;

And, o'er Seraglio Point, the mounted isles.

And silver glimmer of the Marmora,

Were spread before him. Dolma-Bagtch6 raised

Its central hall of the Ambassadors

Almost beneath him. There his master dwelt,
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Both Pope and Sovereign, in double power,

Above a patient people prone to yield ;

And he who ruled the souls and lives of men,

Held him above the others in his heart,

And sought for ways to honor him. Afar,

Like a white glacier slidden to the sea,

Rested the marble walls of Beylerbey,

Where the French Empress took her ease one time,—

Alas, for fortune ! Then his brooding eyes

Fell on the stretches of the cypress waste,

That long array of grimly marshaled trees,

Crowning the hill-tops with their dusky lines,

And ever growing as the passing hours,

Until they threaten to absorb the space

From Scutari to far off Kadikeni ;

Beneath whose shade the tomb-stones stood so close,

So numberless, that Cheops, in his day,

Might with the mass have built his pyramid.

As Halil Pacha gazed, the prophecy,

So strangely made against himself that morn,

Came to his memory, and he slowly sought,

Buried in gloomy fancies, such a spot

As sorted with his mood; there seated him,

Under the shadow of the lofty wall

Cursed by the widow.

The Pipe-bearer came,

Fetching the frothing Moka and the pipe ;

But looked aghast, considering the spot

Where sat the Pacha. Then he stooped, and touched

The dusty ground, his mouth and bended head

In deep obeisance, speaking under-breathed,

Though hastily with terror : " Does my lord

Sit here to court the danger of the place ?

But yesterday the builder said to us,

' Keep from that wall, I warn ye. It is sprung

Out of the level, and will fall unless

I buttress it securely.' " " Look ye now,"

Said Halil sharply, "if the wall should fall,

It must descend on saucy Fatima,

Outward, not inward. 'Tis the law of things,

As told by English Newton, lines direct

Rule falling bodies." So he sat and smoked,

Complacent that his Pipe-bearer was stunned

Before his learning. But the boy's white face

Woke pity in the Pacha's heart ; he rose

With, "Well, to please you;" for he loved the lad,

And followed him with patience to a seat

By an acacia, burdened with its bloom,

Shadowed and cooled. The youthful Pipe-bearer

Went gayly to his duties in the house.

Once more the Pacha looked half wearily

Upon the smoking steamers and the sails,

The crowded bridges and the Asian hills,

The mighty dome, that keeps its Christian name

XIII—14
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In ghiaours' mouths despite our cleansing Faith,

Within whose vault the triumph of the arch.

In combination vast and multiform,

Shines in primeval splendor ages through,

To shame the mockeries of modern art.

He saw the airy minarets, the towers,

The many ant-hills of the great bazar ;

And rising slowly out of Marmora,

A cloud with lightning shining on its breast,

That growled and grumbled to itself, and frowned

A distant menace over sea and land.

All this he saw, half conscious of the sight.

Lost in a dream evoked by hope as false

As ever cheated boyhood of its toys.

The day was close and hot beneath the tree,

And countless bees were flying in the air,

Lured by the honeyed blossoms ; and a beam

Of blinding sunlight, turn howe'er he would.

Seemed ever piercing through the foliage, bent

On finding out the Pacha's dazzled eyes.

The bees buzzed fiercely round his creeping ears.

The wicked sunbeam more persistent grew,

And Halil Pacha, with a pettish stamp,

Arose and, all unconscious of his aim,

Walked to the shadow of the wall again,

And in the grateful quiet sat him down,

Unvexed by bees or sunbeams. When the lad

Came running forward, with another pipe

Lighted and fuming, and beheld his lord

Reseated, smiling, by the dreaded wall,

He muttered something to himself, then fell.

And laid his master's slipper to his cheek,

And, like a dog just spurned away, looked up

With such imploring eyes of stricken love.

That Halil Pacha, uttering not a word,

Arose once more, and, following the boy,

Went moodily into his new kiosk,

And on the yielding cushions flung him down

With half a groan of discontent, and frowned,

And motioned sternly to the open door,

Through which the stripling stole reluctantly,

Turning half round upon the garden-walk,

And looking sadly back, a score of times,

Through flowing tears. He dared not disobey.

But when he reached the palace, through the glass

Of the great window, facing the kiosk,

He fixed his eyes upon the gilded door /

As though he never meant to quit his ward:

While thus he stood, a pebble from the street

Flew o'er the wall, and crashing through the glass

Powdered his eyes with splinters sharp and cruel.

And he, in raging suffering fled, and sought

The fountain-side, to bathe his wounded eyes.

Summoned the waiting eunuchs to his aid,
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And made the sexless things, like healing crones,

Peer in his eyes for shivers haply left.

But when he felt at ease, once more his thoughts

Turned on the Pacha and a needed pipe.

Yet bleeding from his face, he stuffed the bowl,

Careless through terror, placed a coal atop,

And, vainly striving to out-run his fears,

Fled with his burden to the fair kiosk.

The Pacha was not there ! With burning eyes

He scanned the shadow cast by every tree :

No sign of Halil Pacha; not a wreath

Escaping faintly from his dying pipe.

"Great Allah I" shrieked the lad ; for there he sat,

His almost god, beneath the leaning wall ;

And carelessly, as one absorbed in thought,

The Pacha with a mattock in his hand—

For all the ground was strown with idle tools—

Was picking at the huge foundation-stones

That propped the wall. Before the quailing sight

Of the fear-stricken boy, his master seemed

A helpless instrument in fortune's hands,

Working a purpose out against himself

With blind devotion ; pulling ruin down, •

As by conception, on his very head.

Choking a cry that wellnigh broke his heart,

The stripling bounded headlong toward the spot.

But ere three steps were taken, all the air

Was filled with dust and clamor, and the wall

Yawned, and he saw the widow's house beyond

Staring with peopled windows through the rift ;

And next he saw the Pacha where he lay

Covered with ruins, caught by both his legs,

Alive, and struggling to be free ; and then

A mighty fragment of the coping-stone,

From off the wall yet standing, edgewise fell ;

And where the sword of Justice cleaves the neck,

Just 'twixt the head and shoulders, struck his lord,—

And all was ended ! Groveling on his knees,

Ten paces from the Pacha, sank the boy,

And bowed his head toward Mecca as in prayer,

Exclaiming, "Kismet, kismet!"—it is fate.

George H. Boker.
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AMONG THE .

HAVING organized an expedition to

the great Lake Okechobee, some

thirty miles due west from the Indian

River Inlet, we hired a wagon and pair

of mules to carry our tents and neces

sary baggage, but, no other animals

being attainable, only those of us who

were fit for a tramp of nearly a hundred

miles could go. Colonel Vincent, Mac-

leod and Herbert of the Victoria, Cap

tain Morris, Roberts and myself, with

the two pilots, Pecetti and Wcldon, as

guides, and Tom and a negro whom we

picked up at Capron for cooks—ten men

in all, well armed—we were strong enough

to ensure respect from any roving party

of Seminoles who might have been

tempted to rob a weaker party. There

are at this time, it is supposed, two or

three hundred of these Indians in the

region between Lake Okechobee and the

Keys, descendants of a few Seminoles

who concealed themselves in these in

accessible fastnesses when the greater

part of their nation was sent West in

1842. They plant some corn on the isl

ands of the Everglades, but live princi

pally by the chase. Hitherto they have

not been hostile to the whites, but as they

increase in numbers faster than the white

settlers, it is not impossible that they may

rcoccupy Southern Florida sooner or

later, it being, in fact, a region suited only

to the roving hunter.

Our naturalists preferring to remain

here and collect skins, they went on

board the Pelican, from which, having

procured supplies, we started on the

morning of the 10th of March, on a

road which led into the pine woods, due

west. Thirty years ago, when Fort Ca

pron was an important military post, this

was the great road across the State to

Tampa Bay, connecting a chain of forts

by which the Seminoles were gradually

pressed down to the Everglades : now it

is a mere track, hardly visible except to

the keen-eyed woodsman.

The first day we made about twenty
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miles through a forest of yellow pine,

such as stretches along the Southern

coast from Virginia to Alabama, the trees

standing thirty or forty feet apart, with

little underbrush. Here and there we

came upon a hummock of good soil,

covered with the live-oak, magnolia and

cabbage-palm, all interlaced with vines

and creepers, so as to form an almost

impassable jungle. Now the road would

lead into a wide savannah or meadow,

waving with grass and browsed by herds

of wild cattle and deer. In these mea

dows were set bright, mirror-like lakes,

the abodes of water-fowl and wading

birds, black bass, and the grim alligator,

which in these solitudes, not being im

pressed with the fear of man, will hardly

trouble himself to move out of the way.

March in this region corresponding to

May in the Middle States, the birds were

in full spring song in every thicket—the

cardinal, the nonpareil, the mocking

bird, and our old familiar robin, whose

cheerful note greets the traveler all over

North America. Up and down the great

pine trunks ran the red and gray squir

rels, the little brown hare scudded through

the palmetto scrub, and the turkey-bui-

zards floated above our heads in long,

easy circles.

So we fared on our way till about 4

p. M., when we made our camp on a

clear branch or creek which issued from

a lake near by, and while some of the

party went to look for a deer, Captain

Herbert and I took our rods and went

up the creek toward the lake. Casting

our spoons into a deep hole, we soon

took a mess of bass and pike, which

were very abundant and eager to be

caught, when, as we were preparing to

return to camp, we suddenly saw an al

ligator about eight feet long quietly steal

ing toward us. I seized a young pine

tree about as thick as my arm, and made

for him. Not at all alarmed, the bea^i

opened his jaws and advanced, hissing

loudly. I brought down my club with
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full force upon his head, but it seemed

to produce no impression : he still ad

vanced as I retreated battering his skull.

"What is that brute's head made of?"

inquired Herbert as he came to my as

sistance with another club ; and between

us we managed to stun the hard-lived

reptile, and left him on the ground.

The hunters brought in a young buck

and two turkeys, so that we had a plen

tiful supper after our tramp.

"At what season do the deer breed

here, Mr. Weldon ?" asked Colonel Vin

cent as we sat in front of the tent smok

ing after supper.

" They breed all the year through, sir,

and are always in order to kill : they are

quite different from your Northern deer."

"They are much smaller than the

Canadian deer," said the colonel, "and

not as fat. When do you find them in

the best condition ?"

" In the spring—say next month, when

the grass is fresh and tender—our veni

son is best. l think they are more plenty

since the Indians left Florida."

" You are not old enough to remember

the Seminole war ?" said Morris.

" No, sir : it happened before my day ;

hut Mr. Pecetti can remember it, I reck

on."

"Indeed I can," said Pecetti : "I was

about sixteen when it broke out. I was

living with Captain Dammitt at New

Smyrna when the Indians burned all

the houses along the Hillsboro' River.

You saw those stone chimneys and ruins

just below Loud's on the creek ? Well,

there stood a splendid sugar plantation,

with the finest buildings in East Florida :

they cost one hundred thousand dollars,

as I've heard tell, and belonged to two

men from New York by the name of

Dunham and Griswold. Well, sir, the

Indians burned and destroyed every

thing, and carried off the niggers. The

whites all came across the river to Dam-

mitt's : he lived where Major Allen does

now."

"Did the Indians pursue them ?"

" No, sir : they were too busy plunder

ing and burning. I think they had no

boats, either : we took care to bring them

all across before the Indians got there.

We were about ten men and a dozen

women and children there at Dammitt's.

We could see the red devils running up

and down and dancing about the fires,

and we could hear their yells. I think

there were about thirty in the gang,

under Wild Cat. As soon as we could

get away we all went off to Augustine

for safety. The next year I enlisted in

a company of scouts, and served most

of the time during the war."

" Did you see much fighting ?" inquired

the colonel.

"Plenty of marching, but not much

fighting : you see, we couldn't often find

the Indians. They won't often fight un

less they have the advantage. Oh, they

are smart ! Then they know the country

so well that they can always keep out

of your way if they choose. The biggest

fight I ever saw was on Lake Okechobee,

where we are going. Old Zack Taylor

was in command, and I was in the spy

company with Morgan. The spies and

volunteers under Colonel Gentry led the

way, and we found the Indians in a thick

hummock, with palmetto scrub and saw-

grass in front, all covered with a foot of

water. It was a terrible strong position :

every tree had an Indian marksman in

it, all covered up with moss, so that we

could not see them. As soon as we en

tered the scrub they opened fire: we

gave them shot for shot, but they picked

off our officers from the trees. Gentry

was killed, and a good many more, and

the volunteers began to get discouraged,

and many of them had business in the

rear. There were about two hundred

and fifty of us against five hundred Semi-

nolcs, and we were driven back upon

the regulars. The Fourth and Sixth In

fantry, about five hundred strong, now

took our place, and charged with a yell

right through the scrub into the hum

mock. The Indians fought well, but they

couldn't face the bayonet, and in five

minutes they were gone. They had the

lake right behind them, and escaped

along the beach. We had twenty-six

killed, five of them officers, and one

hundred and twelve wounded. We

found ten dead Indians on the ground,

and how many dead and wounded they
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carried off we could not tell. They lost

heavily, though, and retreated to the

south, and we couldn't bring them to

action again."

" How many did you kill ?" inquired

the colonel.

"Well, I know I 'saved' one, for I saw

him tumble out of the tree when I fired.

—Your father was in that fight, Weldon :

I saw him shoot an Indian two hundred

yards off, as they were retreating, but that

one did not go much farther."

"Yes, I've heard him tell the story.

The Indians were right savage against

my father for guiding the regulars into

their country, and years after that fight

a party of them came up from the Ever

glades and murdered a family at the

Musquito Lagoon, thinking it was father's

house and family, for we had lived there

at one time."

About two o'clock that night we were

disturbed by the mules, which had been

staked out to graze hard by, and which

retreated toward the camp to the end

of their ropes, snorting with terror. The

dogs rushed to the scene of disturbance,

and appeared to have a fight with some

animal which escaped in the woods.

Our guides thought it was a panther, and

at daylight they started, with Morris and

myself and all the dogs, to hunt for it.

The hounds soon hit the trail, which we

followed into a cypress swamp about

half a mile from the camp, in the midst

of which they started a large panther,

which, being hotly pressed by the hounds,

treed in a big live-oak on the farther side

of the swamp. When we came up we

plainly saw the beast lying out on a

branch which stretched horizontally from

the trunk about twenty-five feet from the

ground.

" Now," said Pecetti, "you two fire first,

and if you don't kill, Weldon and I will

be ready. Aim at the heart."

Morris and I fired, and the panther

sprang from the tree among the dogs,

which all piled on him at once. There

was a confused mass of fur rolling on

the ground, snarling and snapping, for

half a minute : then the panther broke

loose and was making off, when Weldon

put half a dozen buck-shot in his head,

and he rolled over and over, so nearly

dead that when the dogs mounted him

again he could do no mischief. He had

badly cut both the deer-hounds, however,

which had been the first to seize him:

Weldon's fox-hounds, having more ex

perience with this sort of game, had kept

clear of his claws. It was a fine male,

measuring eight feet from the nose to

the tip of the tail, and we took the skin

for a trophy. The tenacity of life in

these large cats is very great. One of

our balls had penetrated the chest, and

the other had broken the fore leg, but

he was still able to shake off the dogs,

and would probably have escaped but

for Weldon's shot.

Passing along a slight ridge near a

lake next morning, we came suddenly

upon what is called a "limestone sink"

—a round hole in the ground about six

feet in diameter, and walled up with

limestone, as if artificially. It was in

the midst of a thicket of bay and saw-

palmetto, and was twenty feet deep to

the water. We sounded the depth of the

water, which was clear and sweet, and

found it fifteen feet deep, and expanding

laterally to unknown proportions and ex

tent. At these places the ground some

times caves in, leaving a deep pit of con

siderable extent, containing water and

fish. Williams, an historian of Florida,

believes that these lime-sinks mark the

courses of subterranean rivers, and states

that many large ponds are formed in the

same way. Their waters sink in the dry

season, and their bottoms become rich

meadows of grass and feed herds of

cattle, but during the rainy season the

sinks cannot receive all the water, which

fills the low grounds and swarms with

fish and alligators.

About ten miles from our , previous

night's camp we came to an immense

drowned meadow, where the water stood

from two to three feet deep, and were

obliged to keep some miles to the north

of our course in order to get round it.

Having done this, we struck a ridge run

ning nearly north and south, and west

of the wet prairie, on which the old mil

itary road from Capron to the lake for

merly ran, but it is now nearly effaced and
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grown over-. We followed this ridge some

eight or ten miles to the site of Fort Lloyd,

and then struck out west for the lake,

some ten miles distant, through a pine

forest. Having to diverge so far from

our course, we were obliged to camp for

the night some miles from Okechobee, at

the site of another military post, of which

nothing now remains but the name on

the map—Fort Swearingen. If the Brit

ish army swore terribly in Flanders, our

troops probably cursed not a little in Flor

ida, where they frequently could not find

in a day's march dry land enough to camp

upon, and the above post was no doubt

appropriately named by those wet and

weary' warriors. Being now in the Indian

country, we had since leaving Capron

kept an armed guard at night, with which

and our watchful dogs we felt safe.

The next morning, March 13, we

breakfasted upon a couple of gophers or

land-tortoises which the men had found

the day before in the pine woods. These

creatures are about eighteen inches long,

and weigh twelve or fifteen pounds. A

stew of the gopher arid the terminal buds

of the cabbage-palm is a favorite Florida

dish. About noon we came suddenly

upon the shore of the great lake Oke

chobee, which extends away to the west

and south as far as the eye can reach :

in fact, the shores are so low as to be in

visible at any distance. This is by far

the largest sheet of water in the State,

heing about forty miles long and thirty

wide, but it is not deep. It contains on

the western side several islands, which

are occupied by the Seminoles. To the

south and east of this lake are the Ever

glades, or Grassy Lakes, a region where

land and water are mingled — rivers,

lakes, dry islands and wet marshes all

jumbled together in confusion, and ex

tending over many hundred square miles,

the chosen abode of the alligator, the

gar-fish, the snapping turtle, the moc

casin snake, and other hideous and fe

rocious creatures more or less mythical,

and recalling those earlier periods in

the earth's history when the great mon

sters, the Ichthyosauri and the Plesio-

sauri, wallowed and crawled over the

continents.

We made our camp in a grove near

the lake, almost on the spot where Tay

lor fought his battle in 1838. As soon

as this was done the pilots went in search

of a tree to make canoes. They found

not far off a large cypress which served,

and by the next night they had completed

two canoes, each about twelve feet long

and eighteen inches wide, suitable for

navigating the lake and able to cans-

four men each. In the mean time we

had commenced hostilities against the

alligators, which were here very large,

bold and numerous. They lay basking

I in the sun upon the beach in front of

our camp, some of them fifteen feet

long, and it became necessary to drive

them away, lest they should devour our

dogs, or even our mules, for some of

these monsters looked able to do it. We

opened fire upon them with repeating

rifles, and if any Indians were within

hearing they must have supposed that

General Taylor had come back again,

such was the rapidity of our fusillade,

The brain of the alligator is small, and

developed chiefly in the region of de-

structiveness ; but after a dozen were

killed and many more wounded, it seem

ed to dawn upon their perceptions that

this part of the lake was unsafe, and

they gradually took themselves away. I

disapprove of killing animals for mere

sport, and destroy not deliberately except

when I wish to use them for food ; but

the alligator is the enemy of all living

creatures, the tyrant of the waters, and

the death of one saves the lives of hun

dreds of other animals. So blaze away

at the 'gators, O ye Florida tourists !—you

will not kill many of them, any way :

their shells are too thick—but spare the

pelicans, who are a harmless race of

fisherfolk, like ourselves.

There were great numbers of large

turtles in the lake, Chelonura and Tri-

onyx, from two to three feet long ; gar

fish also, almost as big as the alligators.

These mailed warriors, like the knights

of old, exercise their prowess chiefly

upon the defenceless multitudes of the

fresh waters, but I have heard of half a

I large alligator being found in the stomach

I of a shark at a river mouth. In spite of
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all these destroyers, the lake swarmed

with fish. Pecetti could generally get

enough black bass, pike or perch at one

or two casts of his net to feed our whole

party if at any time it happened that they

would not bite at the hook.

A curious feature of the lake and river

scenery is the floating island. This is

principally formed of the water-lettuce,

or Pistia, an aquatic plant with long

roots which descend to the bottom.

These beds of Pistia become matted to

gether with grass and weeds, so as to be

thick enough to bear the weight of small

animals, and even sometimes of man.

In strong winds these islands break loose

from their anchorage and float away for

miles, till they bring up in some quiet

bay, where the plants again take root.

Lake Okechobee contains many of these

floating meadows, which are a great re

sort for ducks and water-fowl. In fact,

one would think that all the ducks, divers,

herons, curlews, ibises, cranes and waders

generally had assembled here in mass

meeting. Among them are those rare

and beautiful species, the scarlet ibis,

roseate spoonbill and black- necked stilt.

The ducks, being birds of passage, spend

ing their summers up North, are ac

quainted with men and their arts, and

are comparatively shy, but the native

birds are very tame and can easily be

approached.

I was awakened the next morning at

sunrise by sounds from the woods as of

a gang of ship-carpenters or caulkers at

work. It was the great ivory-billed wood

pecker {Picus principalis] tearing off the

bark and probing the dead trees for in

sects and grubs, and making a noise which

could plainly be heard half a mile in the

still morning air. Another sound of a

different character now made itself heard

from the swamps. It was something like

the bellowing of bulls, and proceeded

from the old male alligators calling to

their mates. This indicates the coming

of spring, the breeding-season of these

creatures. William Bartram, who trav

eled in East Florida a hundred years

ago, gives a thrilling account of the ter

rible combats which he witnessed in the

St. John's River between these rival

champions, who did not hesitate to at

tack him in his boat.

The next day, March 1 5, being in want

of meat, Colonel Vincent, Doctor Mac-

leod, Morris and I started for a hunt,

taking Pecetti for guide, since nothing is

easier than to get lost in this wilderness.

We kept up the lake-shore to the north

on the sandy beach, toward the mouth

of the Kissimmee River, which here

enters the lake. This is a deep and

rapid stream, which drains the great wet

prairies to the north, and in the rainy

season must carry a large volume of wa

ter. Like the lake, it has great patches

of water-lettuce, which in some places

almost bridge the channel. Much of its

course is through swamps, though in some

places the pine barrens and live-oak

hummocks approach its banks. It con

tains immense quantities of fish—pike,

bass and perch.

In the first hummock which we reach

ed the colonel shot a buck, and I got

two young turkeys from a flock. As we

emerged from this hummock the guide

spied a herd of wild cattle feeding on

the prairie about half a mile off, and by

his direction we crept through the scrub

as far as it afforded cover, and then trust

ed to the high grass for concealment till

we got within a hundred yards of the

herd, which consisted of about twenty

cows and calves, with a couple of bulls.

The doctor and colonel fired together

and brought down a heifer. A big bull

immediately charged toward the smoke

and report of the guns, for he could not

see us. On he came, head down and

tail erect, bellowing with rage—a mag

nificent animal of brindled color, with an

immensely heavy neck and shoulder, like

a bison, but without the mane. When

within fifty yards I fired at his head : the

ball struck him full in the forehead and

staggered him, but he shook his head

and kept straight for us. I gave him

another shot, which struck him in the

chest and turned him, when Pecetti gave

him sixteen buck-shot in the shoulder

from his big double-barrel, which brought

him down, dying bravely in defence of

his family.

" His carcase is too old and tough to
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be of any good," said the guide, "but

I'll take off his hide : the heifer will give

us meat enough.''

While he was butchering, Morris re

turned to the camp and sent out Tom

with the wagon to bring in the beef and

venison. It was not long before a flock

of turkey-buzzards appeared in sight and

floated in circles above our heads, wait

ing for our departure to begin their feast.

It was formerly the opinion of naturalists

that these birds were guided by scent in

the discovery of the dead animals upon

which they feed, but later investigations

show that they are led by their acute

vision ; and my own experience con

vinces me that this is the fact. As we

were returning to camp through the

hummock, Pecetti killed a large rattle

snake : it was over five feet long, and as

thick as the calf of a man's leg.

Said the colonel, " I have always heard

that these snakes are very numerous in

Florida, but this is the first I have seen.

Please take off the rattles for me, Mr.

Pecetti, if you don't want them yourself."

"Not I !" said he : "they're no curios

ity to me. You would see plenty of them

a month or two later. You see, it is a

creature that don't like cold, and it keeps

in its hole in winter."

"They are plenty in summer, then ?"

" Yes, indeed ! I kill some in my door-

yard every summer. I saw a curious

thing last July. I was sitting at the door

one morning, and a rattlesnake almost

as big as this came in under the garden

fate, with a big black-snake chasing

him. The black-snake was ranch fhe

quicker, and soon had him by the neck.

He coiled round the rattlesnake as quick

as a flash, and strangled him. Then he

hit off his head, and went off the same

way he came. I have seen that thing

twice, and I never molest a black-snake,

though they do take my chickens now

and then."

"Were you ever bitten ?"

" I never was, but I have lost dogs and

cattle by their bites. One of my neigh

bors was out hunting and killed a rattle

snake that lay across the path : he took

hold of it after it was dead to move it

away, and as he took it by the neck his

fingers slipped and the teeth scratched

his thumb. He cut the place and suck

ed it, and then went on. Soon he began

to feel sick. He tied his handkerchief

tight round his arm, hung up his deer

and started for home. He had about

two miles to go, and he had to lie down

and rest several times, he got so weak.

As soon as he got home he drank a pint

of raw whisky, and though he is a tem

perance man and not used to liquor, it

had no effect till he took a second pint :

that made him drunk and killed the poi

son, but, though he is a very powerful

man, he did not get over it for three

months. I am more afraid of the mocca

sins than the rattlesnakes, for they are

more wicked and spiteful, and don't give

any warning. I wonder we don't see

them about here. They are generally

plenty in swamps, but perhaps the alli

gators and gar-fish eat them. I know

them big white birds do—the gannets

some call them. Doctor White calls

them the wood ibis : they live on snakes

and young alligators."

"More power to their elbows, then !"

said the colonel. " I will never shoot them

if such are their habits."

" But what is very curious," said Pe

cetti, " is that the alligators will not med

dle with the gannets while they are alive :

if you shoot one the alligators will eat it."

" Do they eat other birds ?"

" Indeed they do : ducks, cranes, her

ons, any other kind except gannets, they

will catch whenever they can get the

chance."

"How large an alligator did you ever

see, Pecetti ?"

" The largest I ever saw measured was

sixteen and a half feet long, but I have

seen one that I believe was near twenty

feet long. I can tell you where to find

him, too. He lives in a den near Pep

per Hummock on the Banana River. He

has been seen about that river for the

last thirty or forty years, and I expect he

has killed hundreds of dollars' worth of

stock : as to dogs, they say that, first and

last, he has eaten up a pack of hounds.

There was a man from Georgia named

Brown came in before the war and set-

! tled in that hummock, and I give you
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my word that old 'gator ate so many of

his hogs that he was forced to move

away : he couldn't afford to live in Pep

per Hummock, he said."

"Couldn't any one shoot him?" said

Morris.

" Shoot him ? I'll bet that 'gator has

got fifty pounds of lead in him. Year

after year parties have gone after him,

but he wasn't there. He's as cunning as

an Indian. I saw him about three years

ago, when I was going with a party down

the river. We came round the bend of

the creek, sailing with a fair wind, and

the big brute was lying on the bank. As

soon as he saw us he took to the water

and swam right across our bow. I didn't

know but what he was coming aboard of

us, so I catched my gun and gave him

two barrels right in the face and eyes.

He gave a lick at the boat with his tail,

and made the water fly, I tell you. One

of them New Yorkers was that scared

that I thought he would have fainted."

"How would you like to go after that

alligator, Colonel Vincent ?" said Morris.

" I should like it much. How far is

the place from Capron, Mr. Pecetti ?"

" It must be—let me see—about eighty

miles from Capron."

" Eighty miles ! That would take

nearly a week, going and returning.

That is too far to go on an uncertainty."

"No, uncertainty, colonel," said Pe

cetti : " you'd be sure not to find the

'gator if you went for him. The Indians

used to say that 'gator was great medi

cine-—kind of a devil, you know—and a

good many white folks believe it, too."

"Well," said Morris, "I should like to

try my breech-loader on him : I believe

my medicine would prove the stronger."

On the morning of March 20th, Cap

tain Herbert, Pecetti and I went on a

fishing excursion up the lake in a canoe.

A few casts of the net near the shore

procured a supply of small fish of the

mullet species for bait, and we paddled

up near to the inlet of the Kissimmee.

Here we found the alligators and gars

too numerous, they having collected

probably to prey upon the fish which

there enter the lake. In a quiet bay

near the fringe of Pistia and water-lilies,

where the water was five or six feet deep,

we trolled with a spoon for black bass,

and took some of very large size—eight,

ten and twelve pounds. This species,

Grystes salmoides, grows larger in the

Southern waters than in the Western.

The captain used a rod and reel, with a

large gaudy fly, till, growing ambitious,

he looped on two flies, and hooked a

pair of big ones, which broke his line.

We also took two species of pike of

moderate size, probably Esox affinis and

E. Ravenellii, which represent in South

ern waters E.fasciatus and E. reticulata

of the Northern States.

What adds much to the interest of

fishing in strange waters is the uncertain

ty of the sport and the variety of species;

and in this lake we could not tell wheth

er the next offer would be from a peace

ful perch, a bounding bass, a piratical

pike or a gigantic gar. I put a chub, or

a fish resembling it, eight or nine inches

long, upon a gang of large hooks, and

cast it astern with a hand-line. Pres

ently I saw a great roll toward it from

out the weeds, and my line stopped

short. I had something very heavy,

which, however, played in the sluggish

fashion of the pike family, and in ten

minutes, without much resistance, I had

it alongside the canoe, and it was gaffed

by Pecetti. It was a huge pike, four feet

four inches long, and weighed, when we

got to camp, thirty- four pounds. Pecetti

called it the striped pike, and said he

had seen them six feet long in some of

the lakes: perhaps Esox vittatus (Rafi-

nesque) of the Mississippi Basin.

By this time the gars had collected

about us in such numbers that the other

fish were driven away : we found it impos

sible to get a hook into their bony jaws

or bills, and only succeeded in capturing

one of small size by slipping a noose

over its head as it followed the bait.

This gar -fish is useless as food, but

we wanted a few specimens for Doctor

White, it being in demand for museums,

particularly in foreign countries, as it

belongs to a species exclusively Amer

ican, and represents an order of fishes

(the ganoids) of which few families at

present exist. This one, Lepidosteus,
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has a wide range in America, being

found from Florida to Wisconsin. An

other American ganoid is Amia calva,

the dog-fish or bow-fin, which is very

numerous in Western rivers. Both are

voracious, but unfit for food. They are

described by Agassiz as being of an old-

fashioned type, such as were common in

the earlier geologic periods, and this is

one among many proofs that North

America is the oldest of the continents.

Morris, Vincent and the other hunters

hrought in to-day a large supply of game

—deer, turkeys and ducks—but sustain

ed the loss of one of Morris's deer-

hounds, which they supposed to have

heen taken by an alligator while swim

ming a lake in pursuit of a deer. They

were some miles south of the camp when

this occurred. They did not see the

alligator, but the dog suddenly disap

peared, and was not to be found after a

long search. Morris felt so much dis

gusted by the loss of this valuable dog

that he wished to return to the yacht and

go down toward the Keys. So we start

ed the next morning, and arrived at the

inlet on the 23d. The weather had been

delightful, as is usually the case in Flor

ida in winter, but the day we arrived at

the inlet we encountered the beginning

of the equinoctial storm, which lasted

two days and was very violent.

S. C. Clarke.

THE ROMANCE OF A TIN BOX.

1HAVE an indistinct recollection of

having read an English story some

where concerning the adventures of a

tin box, but this is a very different box.

That, if I mistake not, was a despatch-

box, on the way from Downing street to

an ambassador on the Continent, or on

the way from the ambassador to Down

ing street, perhaps : I cannot say which.

But no matter : I only want it understood

at the start that this is not the same old

hox.

This affair occurred in 1865, some time

in September. We fellows in the " Pay

Office " had growled all summer because

we could get no vacation. The war was

just over, you remember, and we were

doing an uncommonly lively business in

settling up with the paymasters of vol

unteers, who were being mustered out

every day. Not a man of the regular

force could be spared, and not only that,

hut twenty or thirty extra clerks were put

on temporarily.

But by September the worst of the rush

was over, and two or three of the boys,

who had got in their applications first,

were granted a month's vacation.

Among these was Frank Wills, who

lived up at Cumberland, and who had

been in a stew for the last three months

to get off ; and no wonder. He had

confided in the strictest confidence to

nearly every man in the office the secret

that he was going up home to marry "just

the gayest litde girl you ever saw."

There was a detachment of regulars

up at Cumberland and Piedmont that

summer, as it happened, guarding a lot

of government stores in those towns,

and through somebody's negligence they

had been overlooked and had received

no pay for six months. At the end of

that time the lieutenant in command

took the liberty to send in a respectful

reminder to the Department, and the

paymaster - general, with characteristic

promptness, immediately gave the rolls

over to Major Bramley, and directed him

to go up and pay off the men without

delay.

Now, Major Bramley, as well as Wills,

belonged in Cumberland, and he was

glad enough of this opportunity to run
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up there and spend a day or two at home.

He lost no time in getting ready to start,

and in the course of the afternoon look

ed in to see Wills and ask him if he had

any word to send to his mother. He

was surprised to find that Frank was

going up too, and wanted him to go

along that night. That was Thursday

night, and Bramley's idea was to get up

to Cumberland so as to have a full day

at home Friday, pay off the troops on

Saturday, and then have another day at

home Sunday. Frank, however, didn't

want to go till morning. He had written

to the gayest little girl you ever saw that

he would be there Friday evening, and

he didn't care about putting in an ap

pearance before he was due.

"Well, then, Frank," said the major,

" I want you to do me a little favor. I

don't quite like to carry this box along

with me at night. I want to sleep, so as

to feel fresh to-morrow ; and I never

could sleep with this box on my mind.

I wouldn't dare do it, any way. Now

you'll go through by daylight, when there

won't be the slightest chance of any mis

hap. So, what I want you to do is to

bring it along to-morrow. I'll call up at

the house in the course of the evening

and get it."

"All right!" said Frank. "But come

up before eight o'clock, will you ? I may

be out after that time."

"Sure enough!" said the major, low

ering his voice to the confidential key.

"When is it coming off?"

"Monday morning. You must wait

and see me through. I'd have asked

you long ago if I had thought there was

the slightest chance that you could come.

St. John's at nine o'clock. Won't you ?"

"Of course I will, old fellow," said the

major, "with all my heart ! Well, then,

I'll see you to-morrow evening. Don't

forget this box, whatever you do. You'll

be a little excited in the rnorning, you

know. Now I must be off."

" Hold on, major," said Frank : "what's

in this box ?"

" Nothing but the pay-roll and the cash

—about forty-eight hundred dollars."

"All right !" said Frank.

Frank carried that box home to his

room at Mrs. Portman's as unconcerned

as if it had been a box of figs. This

was not the first thing he had undertaken

to carry with him the next day to oblige

a friend, by the way. Mrs. Greenhay

had asked him only that morning to take

a cage of linnets to her sister, who lived

in Cumberland, and of course he had

consented. And Mrs. Portman, who

had taken a great fancy to Frank's moth

er when that lady had come down re

cently for a week's visit to her son, pro

posed to send Mrs. Wills a little flower

ing plant that the latter had greatly ad

mired on that occasion, if Frank would

be so kind as to take it. It is needless

to say that Frank was so kind as to

promise, without a moment's hesitation,

to do so ; but he was rather appalled

the next morning, when the good lady

brought it up to his room, to find that

the little thing had a stalk about two

feet high, and weighed, pot and all, not

less than fifteen pounds.

So when he was finally ready to start

he found that there was a good deal more

of his baggage than there was of him—

twice as much, at least ; for besides these

several little favors of his friends he had

a big trunk and a valise of his own.

By means of a wagon he got everything

safely conveyed to the station, and it

was not till he had reached it that he

realized fully how heavily weighted he

was. A bright thought struck him, how

ever, almost immediately. There was

room in his trunk for something, if he

only had time to go through it and crowd

things a little more. But then what

could he put in it ? Not the bird-cage,

certainly, nor yet the flower-pot; and

Bramley's box, of course it wouldn't do

to put that in. It would go in, too. On

the whole, why not put it in ? Nobody

knew what was in the old thing. There

couldn't possibly be any risk. And so

in it went. Then he got his check, and

rushed off to get his seat ; but anothe:

bright idea struck him, and he rushed

back and checked his valise. So now

he had nothing left to carry but his birds

and his flower. By the time he had got

fairly seated he discovered that he had

no pocket handkerchief ; and, leaving
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his birds and his flower to keep his seat,

he rushed out to get one from his trunk,

if possible. He found his trunk on a

truck, with twenty or thirty others on top

of it, but the baggage-men, with unpar

alleled kindness, snaked it out for him.

Just as Frank had got its contents pretty

much all spread out upon the floor—for

of course the handkerchiefs were all at

the very bottom—the men told him to

hurry or they would all be too late. He

threw things in rather promiscuously,

and rushed for -the train again, keeping

an eye on his trunk, however, which he

saw sail into the baggage-car just as the

train began to move. He drew a long

hreath at that, and resigned himself to

his birds and his flower.

He had not more than got himself

comfortably settled in his seat again,

however, when he began to have misgiv

ings as to his entire prudence, after all,

in trusting that cash - box out of his

hands; and after assuring himself that

he had his two checks safely lodged in

his pocket-book, he resolved to avoid

any possible risk of mischance by look

ing out for his trunk and making sure

that it was not put off by mistake at a

wrong station. Accordingly, every time

the train stopped he stepped out and

walked forward to see the baggage ex

changed. All went smoothly enough

till Baltimore was reached, but there he

got into a peck of trouble. In the first

place, when he looked in at the baggage-

car door for his trunk it was no longer

visihle. In the next place, about forty

trunks were tumbled out on the platform

all at once, and among them he present

ly discovered his own, as he would have

sworn. He was just on the point of

making a disturbance about it, when he

observed on one end of the trunk the

letters " H. L. B.," very black and dis

tinct, and instantly drew in his horns.

By this time the baggage had been

whirled on to the trucks and was rolling

away in various directions, so that he

could pursue his critical observations no

further. But Frank was not accustomed

to borrow trouble, and he went back to

his seat, reflecting that, as he had trav

eled the same road twenty times and

never lost a trunk yet, there was no sort

of reason to apprehend that he was go

ing to lose one now. Nevertheless, he

did not relax his vigilance, but was out

at every station to observe the exchange

of baggage, as before.

When at last the train reached Cum

berland, and he caught sight from his

car-window of just the gayest, etc. on

the lookout for him, his soul instantly

soared above baggage, as you might

suppose. He made shift to remember

his birds and his flower, it is true, and

approached his lady-love appropriately

flanked by those romantic emblems.

The first greeting over, he descended

from the clouds long enough to give hi6

checks to the driver of the "baggage-

express," and then went cooing home

with his sweetheart. Arrived at that en

chanted abode, he was beguiled into tak

ing tea there before going to his own

home, which was half a mile farther

on.

When he did get home at last, it was

dark ; and there was so much talking to

do that he never thought of his trunk

till Bramley came in to get his box.

"My baggage came up, didn't it?"

said Frank to his mother, just a little

anxiously.

"Yes, dear, and I had the man carry

it up to your room."

" All right ! I'll give you your box in

about a minute, major," said Frank,

starting up stairs.

" Do you mean to say you left that box

to be carried up by a truckman ?" asked

the major, astonished.

"Oh, it's in my trunk," replied Frank,

as if nothing could be more satisfactory.

" In your trunk ! Well, by George,

Frank ! money weighs lightly on your

mind, I must say !"

" Frank is to be married Monday

morning, you know," said Mrs. Wills

with a smile.

But Frank had gone on up stairs, and

escaped both these shots.

In about a minute he came down

again, a good deal faster than he had

gone up. His face was as white as this

paper—just about.

" Mother, that infernal fool has left the
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wrong trunk here!" he cried. "Didn't

you know that wasn't my trunk ?"

" No, my boy, I did not ; but I wouldn't

get into a passion about it. You can

find the man, can't you, and have him

correct his mistake ?"

Frank and the major started off on

that quest without delay, you may be

sure. The man was found in less than

fifteen minutes. All he knew about the

matter was that he passed Frank's checks

to the baggage-master, and took the bag

gage that the latter gave him ; and that

was the only baggage he carried from

the train.

" Must be some mistake about the

checks," said he. " Better go to the bag

gage-master. I've known such things to

happen before now."

Frank was beginning to feel hot and

cold by this time. But neither he nor

the major ventured to say a word till

they had found the station baggage-mas

ter. That functionary went over his

check-straps carefully, and found that

his checks all matched.

"Must have got the wrong check at

Washington to start with," said he. " I've

known such things to happen where a

lot of baggage came in late, and forty or

fifty men were all howling at you for

their checks at once. Passengers are so

unreasonable ! Better go back to

Baltimore and get Keplinger—he's the

general baggage - agent — to telegraph

over the line for your trunk."

"Why can't you do that?" asked the

major.

" Well, I could, and I will if you say

so, but, you see, we fellows don't mind

each other's orders over sharp. But a

word from Keplinger would set us all on

the hunt in short order."

The major and Frank stepped aside

and considered the matter. They agreed

that it was best not to intimate that the

trunk contained anything particularly

valuable, and that on the whole they

had better go back on the nine o'clock

train to Baltimore, and see the baggage-

agent as early as possible on the next

morning.

It was a glum ride that, as you may

guess, for both of them. Though they

both went to bed, I don't think either of

them slept much.

Fortunately, the baggage-agent proved

to be uncommonly polite for a railroad

man. " In less than half an hour," he

said to Frank with a most reassuring

smile, "I'll have every baggage-master

between here and Chicago in full chase

after your trunk, and I venture to say

you'll get it in a couple of days. We

don't often make a mistake of this kind,

but such things will happen occasionally,

and then the least we can do is to cor

rect our blunder as promptly as possible."

Here he turned to his desk and began

writing a despatch.

"How shall I describe your trunk?"

he asked, turning to Frank.

"Well, it's a pretty large trunk, and

contains a lot of shirts and handkerchiefs

marked with my initials, ' F. W.,' and—"

"Oh, no matter what it contains. I

can't order all the pretty large trunks on

the line to be opened to see what they

contain, you know. Just describe the

outside. Was it marked with your name

or initials ?"

"No, sir."

"Well—was there anything about it

to distinguish it from other trunks ?"

" I can't think of anything at this mo

ment."

" It is astonishing," said the agent,

" how negligent passengers are, as a rule,

about marking their baggage. And their

negligence doesn't end there, either.

Now, I venture to say that you never

thought to take the precaution, when you

got your check, to compare it with the

one on your trunk. Did you ?''

"No. You're right."

"I thought so. Not one man in a

hundred takes that simple precaution.

Yet the men who check your baggage

are only human like the rest of us, and

it isn't strange that they make a mistake

now and then. And when a mistake is

made, down comes the passenger on us

without the least mercy, putting all the

blame on our shoulders, when by merely

comparing his checks at the start all

trouble would have been avoided. Now,

can't you think of some sort of peculiarity

about your trunk ?"
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" It had a spring lock. I have the

key here."

"If I could only telegraph that key,

now !" said the agent, with a smile just

a trifle sarcastic.

Frank was nonplussed. I wonder how

many of us, if we were suddenly called

upon to render a description of our sev

eral traveling trunks, could do it satis

factorily ? Frank was obliged to admit

th at he could not describe his.

"Well, then," said the agent, "we

shall be spared the trouble and expense

of hunting it up for you. I wonder if

you could identify it if you should see

it ?" he asked Frank.

"Yes, I could," said Frank. "And

now I'll tell you just what I believe : I

helieve that trunk has been stolen, and

I'll tell you why. I saw a trunk put off

at Baltimore that I would have taken

my oath was my own ; but just as I was

going to speak about it, I saw some let

ters on one end of it that were not on

mine, and that staggered me, and I said

nothing. Now, I haven't said anything

to anybody about this before, but I've

heen thinking about it all the time : and

the more I think of it the more thorough

ly I'm convinced that that was my trunk.

Yes, sir : that trunk was stolen, and I'll

tell you how. The thief, whoever he

was, checked a trunk of his own, filled

with sawdust or something of that sort,

to Baltimore. Then, before the baggage

was put on the train, he managed to

transfer the check on his trunk to mine,

and the one on mine to his own. Don't

you see ? Then when the train stopped

at Baltimore all he had to do was to

claim my trunk on his check and make

off with it. But he had to provide

against another contingency : the owner

of the stolen trunk might happen to

catch him at his little game ; and so he

stencils those letters, ' H. L. B.,' on it in

order that he might point to them to

prove that the trunk was his own. Those

letters would floor any man, as they did

me, at first sight. Now, I don't know

how this may strike you, Mr. Keplinger,

but I know that trunk was mine."

Mr. Keplinger said nothing for a min

ute or so, and then asked, suddenly,

"Where is the trunk you received on

your check ?"

" It's at home—in Cumberland."

" Bad ! I wish it was here. Your

supposition may be right, and it may be

wrong : I'm inclined to think myself it's

all moonshine. But I'll tell you what

I'll do. You telegraph home and have

that trunk sent on here to-night. I'll

open it, and if it proves to be a bogus

affair, evidently put up for the purpose

you suggest, I'll accept your theory and

act upon it. But if it contains ordinary

baggage, what then ? That will knock

the bottom out of your theory, won't it ?"

Frank was constrained to admit as

much, though he still insisted that the

trunk marked "H. L. B." was his own.

It was just possible that it might have

been marked by mistake somehow, he

said.

"Hardly," said the agent. "However,

I have another motive for wishing to

open the trunk you are going to send

for. Its contents may show to whom it

belongs. In that case it will be safe to

conclude that there has been only a mis

take in checking, as I have all along

supposed ; and we shall then know who

has got your trunk, and can easily hunt

him down and make things straight. I

shouldn't be surprised, indeed, to get a

despatch at any moment inquiring about

the trunk you've got. But come round

to-night, when the last train comes in,

and we'll see what we'll see."

Frank having telegraphed forthe trunk,

he and the major began to consider what

they should do to kill the afternoon. Just

then the 1 1 .30 express arrived, and Bram-

ley decided to run down to Washington

and return in the evening. It occurred

to him that it might be as well to go to

the office and explain the state of things

as early as practicable. This was Sat

urday afternoon, and he must either go

now or wait till Monday.

It was well he acted as promptly as he

did, for about five o'clock there came a

despatch to the paymaster - general's

office from the lieutenant up at Cum

berland, saying that Major Bramley had

called on him the day before and told

him he should pay off his men that day,
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but that, instead of doing so, he had

mysteriously disappeared. The officer

therefore thought it his duty to report

the circumstance without delay to head

quarters. Now, in the major's absence

this would have had an ugly look. But

he had already seen the general and ex

plained the matter to him, frankly ad

mitting his fault in trusting the money

out of his own hands. That was all he

could do.

The general was a man of few words,

but Bramley could sec that he was seri

ously annoyed. " You may remain here

for the present," he said.

" I had expected, general, to go back

to Baltimore this evening to look after

the matter, but—"

" You may remain here for the present.

This Wills—what kind of a young man

is he ?"

" He is employed in the office here,

general. He is a friend of mine, and—"

"What kind of a young man is he ?"

"Perfectly honest, so far as I know.

He is about to be married to a daugh

ter of Colonel Markcly at Cumberland.

You may know the family ?"

" I know Colonel Markely. Has Wills

any means, aside from his salary?"

"The young lady has expectations."

" Has Wills any means, aside from his

salary ?"

" Frank ? Well, I know but little of

his connections, but I think he depends

upon his salary entirely at present."

" He could not make good this loss,

then ?"

"Oh no ! Impossible !".

" He is at Baltimore to-day, I think

you said ?"

" Trying to find his trunk—yes, sir."

"Will you do me the favor to carry

this to the assistant secretary ?" said the

general presently, handing Bramley a

note.

"With pleasure, general."

This closed the interview. The major

was under a cloud, you perceive, and his

only consolation lay in the reflection that

he had done his duty according to his

light. "And now let the heavens fall if

they must," he said to himself.

And Frank? Well, his first thought

after being left alone was to write a hur

ried letter to that gayest little girl of his,

explaining his absence and promising to

return by the Sunday evening express.

This letter he got off in the afternoon

mail, and he could depend upon its be

ing delivered Sunday morning. This

done, he wandered about the streets, a

prey to unpleasant reflections. It was

infernally awkward to lose that dress-

suit particularly, and be obliged to be

married in the toggery he had on. If it

were only to be a quiet wedding at home,

it wouldn't matter so much. But in

church ! Lord ! what would they think ?

etc. etc. As for Bram's money, that

was simply awful ! Awful ! If he could

only get his fingers on that, the rest of

the traps might go and no questions

asked. Yes, sir! Of course Bram was

responsible, and not he ; but then, as he

had undertaken to carry the money, he

ought to have been more careful. It

was just awful ! Awful ! But he firmly

believed that the trunk marked " H. L.

B." was his trunk, and if so it certainly

might be found. But then if it should

be found the money would be gone, most

likely, and the deuce would be to pay,

after all ! Awful ! Awful !

He was obliged at last to go back to

the hotel, still a prey to unpleasant re

flections. Arriving there, he found that

Bramley had failed to come back on the

evening train as he had proposed, and

this circumstance added considerably to

his gloom.

He was sitting in the reading-room

about eight o'clock in the evening, pre

tending to read, and already exciting

himself in anticipation of seeing that

trunk opened, when a gentleman evi

dently from the country, who had been

quietly reading for the past half hour,

laid down his paper, took off his specta

cles, rose and looked casually about the

room. There was nobody in it except

Frank and himself. After looking at

Frank sharply two or three times, he

approached him and extended his hand.

" I don't think I can be mistaken," said

he : " you're from Cumberland, aren't

you ?"

" My home is there."
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" I thought so. Your face looked nat

ural the minute l set eyes on it."

"You are acquainted in Cumberland,

then ?" said Frank.

" I should think so ! I live about two

miles north. My name's Maltby ?"

"Idon't seem to recall it."

"Well, like enough. Fact is, I'm not

an old settler ; only been there about

three years."

"And I've been in Washington nearly

as long as that."

"Oh, well, then, of course you wouldn't

remember me. But I've seen you about

there, certain. I reckon you know the

Markelys and Willscs and Bramleys,

and such ? They're old families in that

region."

"I know them all. I'm a Wills my

self."

"Indeed! Your father lives—"

"My father is not living. My mother

lives about half a mile cast of town."

"Yes, yes — the widow Wills: I re

member. I didn't know but that you

might belong—, Yes, yes. By the way,

if you know the Markelys, I'll lay a levy

now you've got your eye on that girl of

theirs—eh, old fellow ?"

Frank was obliged to blush.

"I thought so!" continued Neighbor

Maltby. "All right! I wish you luck!

I tell you what, that girl— I wouldn't say

this before my old woman, you know, but

hetween me and you and the gate-post,

that girl— Well, if I was a young fellow

I d show you what I think of that girl."

This last remark of the old man

appealed irresistibly to Frank's strong

est weakness, and he proceeded to un

bosom himself without reserve on the

subject of his relations to that girl. His

new-found friend congratulated him in

the heartiest manner upon his good luck

in winning such a prize, and Frank re

turned the compliment by inviting him

to the wedding on the spot.

"If I could only be there!" said the

old man dejectedly. "But I can't get

round home before Tuesday. Ah, that's

a rare girl ! But look'ee here, my boy,"

said he in an oracular tone, " have you

counted the cost ? It's a tremendous ex

pensive luxury, that sort of a creatur' !

Vol. XIII.—i

I've got a daughter of my own about the

age of that Markely girl, and as sure as

you're born it takes the heft of the profits

off about two hundred acres to keep her

afloat, year in and year out."

" I don't trouble myself about that sort

of thing," said Frank loftily. The old

man had hit him in another tender spot.

" I'm glad to hear you say so," was the

response. "I'd be sorry to see a girl like

that hitched on to a poor man. It would

be the worse for both of 'em."

Frank had nothing to say to this, so

he only shrugged his shoulders.

"You're on the way up there now, I

reckon ?" said the old man.

Frank proceeded to explain his situ

ation at length.

"Singularest thing I ever heard in my

life !" exclaimed Mr. Maltby as Frank

concluded his story. " Do you mind if

I go along and see that trunk opened ?"

" I wish you would," said P rank.

And so he did.

And what do you suppose the trunk

contained ? It was crammed full of

public documents.

" If that isn't a put-up job," exclaimed

Frank triumphantly, "then I'd like to

know what it is !"

The agent was not quite so sure about

it, but he owned there was ground for

suspicion, especially as the trunk itself

was both new and cheap. Upon reflec

tion he resolved to give Frank the bene

fit of the doubt.

" I'll telegraph Monday morning," said

he, "and find the trunk you claim if

possible. What was the mark ?"

"H. L. B."

" Do you want to take the responsibil

ity of having the party in possession of

it arrested if he can be found ?"

"By all means!" exclaimed Mr. Malt

by, seeing Frank hesitate.

"Yes," said Frank, thus encouraged,

"arrest him. I know it's my trunk."

"Well," said the agent, "look in to

morrow evening or the next morning.

Good-night !"

"All right!" said Frank. "Good

night !" And he and Mr. Maltby started

back to the hotel. They had gone but a

litde way, however, when the old man
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suddenly remembered that he wanted to

ask the agent about a connection some

where, and hurried back to the office

for that purpose. He was gone but a

minute or so, when he rejoined Frank,

and they proceeded together to the hotel

and retired.

The next morning Neighbor Maltby,

who was an officer in the government

secret service, as you may Wave guessed,

quietly invited Frank to return to Wash

ington with him, and the young man

passed the following two or three days

in strict seclusion. It appeared that

somebody—I think myself it was the

general—had undertaken to account for

the loss of the money on the supposition

that Frank had stolen it. This theory

didn't hold water very long, though, and

he was soon released. When he went

to his room he discovered there had

been a search-warrant there in his ab

sence, and he had the pleasure of tack

ing down his carpet and putting things

to rights generally. When he went up

home the next day he found his mother's

house had been favored with a similar

visitation. There had even been a propo

sition to investigate Colonel Markely's

premises, but that old soldier had armed

himself and objected, and the officers

thought better of it. He was not disturbed.

I should have said that Frank had

presence of mind enough, after he was

arrested, to send a line by the up-train

that morning to the gayest little girl ex

plaining his lamentable situation, and

exhorting her to bear up for his sake,

and so forth. Of course she would sec

that the wedding, appointed for the next

morning, was "off," as the horse-men

say, till things should clear up.

(With the view of avoiding an anti

climax at the end of my tale, which I

abhor, and which can only be averted

by prompt measures, I beg to be allowed

to say at this point that two weeks from

the day first appointed the nuptials of Mr.

Wills and Miss Markely were duly cele

brated with much eclat. The groom's cos

tume, in conformity with the prevailing

custom in the best society, was restricted

to the black frock-coat and white cravat,

while the charming bride, whose beauty,

as was universally remarked, shone with

peculiar splendor on this joyous occasion,

was attired in a lovely robe of pale green

passementerie, trimmed with very elegant

coiffures of purple Valenciennes falling

to the floor. Her hair, arranged in sim

ple handeaux in the style of Catherine

de Medicis, was decorated with rouleaux

of orange flowers a la mode.—It would

be pleasant to go on with this tlling if

the compensation were adequate. But it

isn't, and life is short: let us resume.)

The next morning after his arrival

home Frank was summoned back to

Baltimore to identify his trunk. When

he reached there, Mr. Keplinger read to

him a despatch received two days before

from St. Louis. It said : " Trunk mark

ed ' H. L. B.' forwarded to your address

last night. Party claiming it in custody,

awaiting requisition from your governor."

" The trunk arrived this morning," said

the agent. " Here it is. Do you recog

nize it ? Is it your trunk ?"

" It certainly is," said Frank. " But I

never put that strap on it. And the lock

has been changed too," he added as he

tried to unlock it.

"You're getting nervous," said the

agent. " Let me try." But he had no

better success than Frank. "Are you

sure this is the right key ?" he asked.

"Yes."

"Perfectly sure ? Look at it again."

" Perfectly sure."

"Very well, then, this is not the right

trunk."

" I tell you it is my trunk," said

Frank doggedly. "Open it and I'll con

vince you." But no matter what he said,

he was by no means so confident as he

had been before the trunk was shown

him. To tell the truth, at the first sight

of it his knees began to weaken, and

now he was quaking all over with dread

lest he had made an awful blunder.

"There you are!" said the agent,

throwing up the lid.

It needed but a glance to show what

the trunk contained—a lady's and baby's

wardrobes nicely packed. Frank's con

dition at this discovery was deplorable to

behold.

" Do you know what you've done,
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young man ?" said the agent, looking '

through and through the poor fellow

with his sharp eyes. " You've involved

this company in a suit for damages that

may cost them thousands of dollars."

" I confess that I'm down," said Frank :

"I haven't a word to say for myself.

You've been very obliging, and I thank

you with all my heart. You can do what

you like with me."

'Then I'll give you a piece of advice :

The next time you start on a journey

compare your checks. Good-day, sir!"

Frank backed out and took the next

train for home.

The agent started the trunk back to

St. Louis at the earliest moment possible,

telegraphed an order for the release of

the party in arrest, and tendered to that

party, on behalf of the company, the

amplest apology for the blunder that had

heen committed. It was reported after

ward that the matter was compromised

at an expense to the company of about

eight hundred dollars.

The very next morning Mr. Keplinger

received a despatch from Chicago in

quiring for a missing trunk, "checked

from Washington for Pittsburg Septem

her—, contents valuable. Party received

wong check at Washington. Trunk his

check calls for is here. Identify our trunk

hy ' D. H., Jeffersonville, III.,' written

with pencil on right-hand end near top."

Having read this despatch, he drew

out the humble receptacle of our national

literature from his closet, turned the right-

hand end to the light, and there, in dim

and crabbed characters, beheld the le

gend, "D. H., Jeffersonville, lll." How

his heart wanned to " D. H." for even

that unsatisfactory token of a passenger

not wholly depraved !

He started the trunk with its " valuable

contents " on its way to Chicago without

delay, telegraphed his action to the bag

gage-agent there, and requested that

gentleman to forward the other trunk to

him at once.

It arrived in due time, and Mr. Kep

linger had the pleasure of telegraphing

to Frank a second time to come and

identify his trunk.

Frank went this time prepared, natu

rally, to be cautious about committing

himself. Trying his key, however, and

finding that it fitted the lock perfectly,

his misgivings vanished, and he express

ed his emotions in a series of exclama

tions that must be omitted here. He

withdrew the key without so much as

raising the lid, sat himself down upon

the trunk, and declared his intention to

maintain that position till Major Bram-

ley could be brought from Washington.

The agent kindly telegraphed the major,

who was graciously granted a half day's

leave of absence, and in three hours he

stood beside the momentous trunk.

" I was determined that I wouldn't

touch your infernal old cash-box again

if I had to sit here for a month," said

Frank. " I'll open the trunk now, and I

want you to get that box out of my sight

just as quick as you can."

" Don't disturb yourself on that score,"

said the major.

"Now, Mr. Keplinger," said Frank to

the agent, "there is a cash-box in this

trunk which belongs to Major Bramley,

and which contains—how much does it

contain, major ?"

"Forty-eight hundred and twenty-nine

dollars and seventeen cents."

" Great Heavens !" exclaimed the agent,

"and you packed that box in a trunk !

and that trunk without a scratch on it to

show who owned it !"

"And I want you, Mr. Keplinger,"

continued Frank, unruffled by that gen

tleman's apostrophe, " to witness that

Major Bramley takes possession of that

box here in broad daylight, and that I

refuse to touch it."

"Go on !" said the agent.

Frank lifted the lid and fell back.

Bramley dived into the trunk up to his

shoulders, and came up—empty-handed !

He glared at Frank, speechless.

Frank, also speechless, also dived, and

also came up—empty-handed !

The agent took his turn, fished coolly

and carefully, and came up — empty-

handed !

The major was as pale as a spectre.

Frank had quietly settled himself down

on the carpet with a view to dying com

fortably if he must die.
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"Wrong trunk again, eh?" shouted

Keplinger, jerking him up on his feet,

as they do the dead man in the panto

mime.

"It is my trunk—oh yes," said Frank,

settling down again, exactly like the

dead man in the pantomime.

The agent, having reached the fruition

of all his labors in this case in the find

ing of the missing piece of baggage, could

well be pardoned for a rather cool con

templation of the consternation of his

companions at the loss of the money,

with which he had no concern. The

major's rigid face relaxed at last, and

Frank came to life suddenly — as the

dead man does in the pantomime.

"Major," said he, "somebody has

stolen that box : I told you so."

" I begin to suspect as much," said

the major cuttingly.

But his arrow missed its mark, for

Frank had turned his eye upon the se

rene Mr. Keplinger, and the next mo

ment, addressing that gentleman, ex

claimed, "The man who has had pos

session of this trunk must be arrested

instantly."

"In that case," said the agent, still

serene, "you will find a copy of this

despatch serviceable, as furnishing a

clew to his identity." And he handed

Frank the despatch from Chicago.

" Do you mean to tell me," said Frank,

growing red in the face, "that you are

not going to help me any further ?"

"Can't, possibly," said the agent. "I

have found your trunk : there my duty

ends. But stay ! I don't mind aiding you

with a suggestion. It strikes me that a

man who describes Congressional docu

ments as ' valuable' wouldn't be likely to

hanker much after mere greenbacks."

"And it strikes me" said the major,

"that the best thing you can do is to go

back with me and make a clean breast

of it to the general."

Frank, failing to perceive any course

more feasible, acquiesced in the major's

suggestion.

" But mind you, major," said he, "I'm

not going to crawl. I'll just tell him ex

actly how the thing stands, and then he

may do his worst. I know one person

who'll stand by me, and—" Here his

emotion got the upper hand of his vocal

organs. He said no more.

When they reached the Washington

depot they were obliged to wait a few

minutes for the arrival of the horse-car,

and as they were standing on the plat

form a railroad -man stepped up and

touched Frank's elbow.

"See here, young man," said he:

" didn't you go East about ten days ago,

and wanted to do something with your

trunk after they'd got it on the truck,

and they pulled it off for you ?"

"Yes I did," said Frank, pricking up

his ears.

"Just come along with me," said the

railroad-man.

" What do you want with me ?" said

Frank, grown a trifle wary since his ex

perience with Neighbor Maltby.

"Just come along with me," said the

railroad-man.

The major expressing his willingness

to go along with Frank, Frank went

along with the railroad-man without fur

ther ado. The railroad - man led the

way to the desk in the baggage-room.

" Do you know anything about this ?"

asked the railroad-man, setting down a

dusty cash-box under Frank's nose.

" I rather think / do," said Bramley,

seizing it with a grip of steel.

Frank stood transfixed.

The major whipped out his key, un

locked the box, ran over its contents,

and locked it again in about one minute

and a quarter. " It's all right, Frank,''

said he to the lifelike statue of that young

man standing beside him.

" I reckoned you'd be after it before

this time," said the railroad-man, ad

dressing the same inanimate object.

" You ree'lect you opened your trunk for

something ? Well, you forgot to put

that box in when you shut it up again,

and I didn't notice it till the train was

off. (If I'd only a-knowed what was in

it, now !) So I just set it up here on the

shelf, thinkin' when you missed it, you'd

be a-sendin' for it. And I never thought

of the old thing again till I saw you out

side there jest now."

Louis A. Ronerts.
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UNTILwithin a very few years French

novels were regarded by the vast

majority of educated men and women

as forbidden fruit, which, although pos

sessing all the traditional flavor of its

kind, was to be enjoyed by stealth, in

deference to prejudices which had at

least a sound basis in morality, though

they were perhaps a trifle narrow. Such

men as read them did so not without a

pleasant sense of that superiority of sex

which made a knowledge of evil as well

as of good their legitimate birthright.

Such women as read them kept the fact

to themselves, with a certain sense of

having done something of which they

were ever so little ashamed. People's

estimate of the practice of French novel-

reading was on a sliding scale, which

varied from regarding it as a small vice

to merely a questionable indulgence. A

yellow cover was a suspicious object of

discreditable appearance, and as such

was commonly treated, on the entrance

of visitors, after Miss Lydia Languish's

f.ishion in The Rivals—crammed behind

the sofa-cushions or thrown under the

table. Once in a while, when the echoes

of foreign enthusiasm over one of George

Sand's or Dumas's masterpieces reach

ed our shores, a few bold spirits would

make capital for conversation out of the

new novel, but the subject was always

handled with gloves and under protest.

But as the knowledge of the French

:ongue became more general, and famili

arity with its modern literature increased,

a good many honest people began to read

French novels upon whom the sense of

self-condemnation and moral laxity sat

uneasily. They were restive under it,

and soon began to seek justification

rather than excuse for what they found

so attractive. Arguments of all sorts

were adduced to prove the unobjection

able character of French fiction. The

points of view were so curiously different

that to an indifferent observer there was

something staggering in the multiplicity

and variety of good and sufficient rea

sons offered ; but out of the crowd of

arguments, more or less logical, more or

less forcible, one speedily outgrew its

competitors, and soon so far out-topped

them all that at this day, by common

consent of all admirers and defenders

of French fiction, it is their cheval de

hataille. All other positions have been

one by one abandoned, much as the

outworks of a fortress are forsaken by

its defenders when conscious that they

possess an impregnable stronghold with

in : like James Fitz James, they plant

their backs against this rock, as they

deem it, of indisputable truth, and chal

lenge their opponents to the attack.

Now, what is this idea which sprang

up, like Jack's beanstalk, in a night, and

by the truth of which French fiction

shall be made free ? It is what may be

defined as the artistic idea. French

novelists, we are told, do not profess to

be moralists, they are artists ; they are

not ethical, but acsthetical ; their aim is

to "hold the mirror up to Nature," to

draw life as it is, not as it should be.

Art is immutable in its laws, and while

the moral standard of one country or

one age may differ from that of another,

the ideals of art remain fixed and the

same. Do you talk of morality, you are

told that the aim of the literary artist,

like that of other artists, has nothing to

do with morality or immorality ; that to

impose upon him the necessity of con

forming to certain arbitrary moral laws

dwarfs and cripples his powers ; that to

represent virtue as invariably triumphant

and rewarded, and vice as invariably

downcast and punished, may have an

excellent effect in tales written for school-

prizes for good boys and girls, but that

in a literature intended for grown-up

men and women it is a simple stultifica

tion of genius. The "moral question,"

which used to be regarded by the ad

mirers of French novels as the terrible

crucial test beneath the application of
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which their gold turned to brass, and

which they consequently evaded so far

as they could, never imagining the ex

istence of the "higher ground" which

is now so triumphantly taken—the moral

question is settled by a bold stroke : it is

ruled out as irrelevant. This is no ques

tion of morals, cry M. Theophile Gau-

tier and M. Ernest Fcydeau in their re

spective well-known essays in defence

of modern French light literature in

general, and their own productions in

particular. The region of morals is

not invaded: novel - writing is a form

of art, as is music or painting, and

should be judged only by artistic stand

ards, governed only by art's laws. The

object of literary work is literary per

fection. Art is not the servant of Mo

rality : she is an independent sove

reign, and has a realm of her own :

by its laws alone should her subjects

be judged.

It is true that this argument has not

been developed and brought forward

merely to serve the purpose of defend

ing French fiction : it is the underlying

idea of a movement which sweeps many

other and greater things along with it

on its crest—an idea with many sides

and many roots far too deep and broad

to admit of discussion in this paper ; and

we would not be understood as denying

the truth of the propositions from which

are deduced the popular arguments in

defence of French novels. In them truth

and error seem to be mingled as they are

in human nature itself, and in one shape

or another they present themselves in

every age as a problem to be solved.

Let us assume, then, the justice of the

position claimed, and then, having ac

cepted the standard imposed on us, we

may fairly inquire how far the writers of

modern French novels conform to the

laws which their advocates admit are

binding on them.

The two great divisions of art, under

one or the other of which may be ranged

all modern writers of French fiction, arc

the realistic and idealistic schools. Some

authors aim at fulfilling the conditions

of both—as, for example, Balzac—but

most can be set down definitely and ex

clusively under one or the other head

ing. Each has a standard of artistic

perfection of its own. Perfection in style,

and appropriateness of that style to what

it treats of, form, of course, an essential

part of all strivings after art. But real

istic literary art and idealistic literary

art are not identical in any way, and

consequently the conditions of success

differ in each. A novelist may fulfill

the demands of one school, and be en

tirely deficient in what the other de

mands as essential. Nor would this he

a cause of condemnation, inasmuch as

the very condition of his success is that

he should make his aim distinct and

positive, pressing toward it regardless of

other aims and objects. But in accept

ing a standard which he strives to fulfill,

in setting before himself a goal which he

would reach, he gives us the test of his

work. In other words, there are many

methods of art, but each method has its

own laws and conditions of perfection,

to which every writer tacitly subjects his

work when he elects to pursue the meth

od. To refuse to be judged by the ac

cepted standard in any method of art

pursued would be, of course, virtual

self-condemnation. The question is,

whether French novelists, judged before

the only tribunal their defenders admit

as competent, stand or fall. We will

begin with the realists.

The keynote of this school is fidelity

to Nature of the sternest, most unshrink

ing, exactcst kind. They profess to paint

men and women as they are, not as they

appear through the colored glasses of

imagination and passion. Not content

with this, they include, in their enthusi

asm for reality, inanimate as well as an

imate Nature, and describe the furniture

of a room, the details of a woman's

dress, with the same minute exactness

and literalness as the human beings who

are depicted in their pages. Nothing is

too small to be seen, nothing too base

to have a place, nothing too loathsome

to be incorporated into the work of the

realist. That these things are to he

found in Nature is the reason, he tells

us, that they should find a place in art.

The realistic writer piques himself on
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extenuating nothing, condemning noth

ing : all is set down as it is.

Certainly, there is much to be said in

favor of drawing life as it is. The in

evitable working of spiritual laws, the

sure reaping of the whirlwind by him

who has sowed the wind, the unfailing

regularity with which sin always re

ceives its wages of spiritual death, may

be trusted, if faithfully recorded, to teach

us more than any ordinary novelist's

machinery introduced arbitrarily in or

der to make things "come out right."

If any man have the power, the awful

power, of drawing life as it truly is, he

need ask no greater gift, nor need he

hesitate to use it. But apart from all

minor requisites of this method of art,

there seems to us to be a supreme and

inexorable one. Realism, to be pre

served from becoming the merest bald,

material, untruthful reality, must have

one thing pervading and controlling its

expression. It must have symmetry and

proportion. By all means let us have

life described as it is, but let us have the

whole of life, not a part of it, not sections

and sides merely. Life is not lopsided :

it is fashioned of many elements, and

each one has its place. Why is it more

real to describe sordidness and baseness

than nobility and virtue ? Life is made

up of neither the one nor the other ex

clusively ; and the man who tells us that

all human beings lie in a muddy slough

is as untrue to reality as the man who

tells us that they all lie on beds of fra

grant flowers. But there is no symmetry

in the French realistic writers. They

never seem to perceive that the good

and evil in human nature touch and

hlend at every point—that every man

has a beast within him, and also that

every man may have a spark of some

what which we term divine. They be

lieve in the beast, indeed, with implicit

faith; they draw him with unflagging

energy and enthusiasm ; but he is the

whole man to them.

When one pauses to look at human

heings from even that limited and par

tial point of view which is all that a

looker-on placed on a level with the ob

ject of his inspection can hope ever to

attain, upon what an extensive and

varied scale the spectacle seems based !

Which of us does not see life to be made

up of wise and great, foolish and mean

things ? Which of us does not know

men whom he thinks so nearly divine

that he deems ten such might have in

deed saved Sodom ? Which of us has

not had men shake his faith in all hu

manity until it wellnigh crumbled be

neath his feet ? Do we not all build up

our lives in absolute faith in the good

ness and purity and self-sacrifice of our

fellow-creatures ? and yet do we not all

admit and feel that any of us may stum

ble and fall ? Looking no further than

our own lives, no deeper than into our

own hearts, surely they teach us that

human nature is more of a paradox than

French realists would have us believe.

Human beings are not as one-sided as

they describe them. Nothing can be

more truly unreal than reality which is

altogether and consistently base and

vile. Human life is a web of many

colors, and the deadly uniformity of the

realistic school of French fiction has no

parallel in Nature.

Among those authors who profess to

describe things as they are, without any

sense of sympathy, preference or par

tiality, the author of Madame Bovary is

certainly entitled to the palm. There

is something truly impressive in the

absolute impassiveness with which the

emotions, passions, frailties and crimes

of his fellow- creatures are depicted by

M. Flaubert. No one can accuse him

of exhibiting any sympathy with, or

preference for, vileness or baseness or

selfishness over nobility, purity and self-

sacrifice—

He sits above, holding no form of creed,

But contemplating all—

unless indeed it be in the significant fact

that he finds no part in his play of life

for any quality that redeems human na

ture. His dramatis personae are made

up, without an exception, of men and

women representing in different degrees

sordidness, egotism and vice. There

are no contrasts in M. Flaubert's book,

and we contend that life is full of con

trasts. It is a harmony of the human
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heart in which virtue never strikes a

single chord to jar the perfect accord of

sin throughout. Can a book be indeed

said to hold the mirror up to Nature in

which every form of human love is

made to seem poor, ignoble and worth

less ? From one end of the book to the

other we are never inspired with a single

throb of sympathy. Neither the legiti

mate nor the illegitimate love awakens

an emotion in us. We feel no pity for

the duped husband : he is too besotted in

stupidity, too ignoble, to rouse it in us.

We feel no sympathetic indulgence for

the wife who lives a lonely life of rest

less, unsatisfied longing—the only crea

ture in the book who is supposed to have

any touch of an ideal element about her

—for she is utterly without heart, almost

without instincts ; selfish in a ferocious

degree, and without a spark of fine feel

ing or elevation of nature. The love is

degraded and degrading, the ambition

sordid and dishonest : honesty and truth

are banished from the picture as unreal

and visionary, while it fairly reeks with

materialism and egotism. Is this a true

picture of life ? Did anywhere, at any

time, ever exist a group of human beings

so numerous, holding such varied rela

tions to one another, with so different

natures, yet all like this ? If so, they

were monsters, and the reality of life is

no more justly presented by a sketch of

monstrous and grotesque deformities

than it would be by a sketch of cherubs

after Correggio.

Yet this book is considered the highest

triumph of Frenqh realistic art. Balzac

has done as well, we are told, but he

mingles always some measure of ideal

ism with his reality. Flaubert is the

master of the purely realistic school.

Sainte-Beuve alone among French critics

ventures to say, in the midst of his

intelligent eulogy of Madame Bovary,

"Tout en me rendant bien compte du

parti pris, qui est la methode meme, et

qui constitue l'art poetique de l'auteur,

un reproche que je fais a son livre e'est

que le hien est trop absent ; pas un per-

sonnage ne le represente ;" and again :

" La verite d'ailleurs, a ne chercher

qu'elle, elle n'est pas tout entiere et

n6cessairement du cot6 du mal, du c6te

de la sottise et de la perversite humaine."

Let us take a more recent instance of

the same school. Gustave Droz has

taken high ground as a moralist, even

as a reformer of morals, among modern

novelists, though he has amply indem

nified himself by a corresponding lib

erty, many of his sketches, in which he

has made the interlocutors husband and

wife* being redolent of a gross immod

esty which suggests a practical pun on

the phrase "marriage license." But M.

Droz is not always amusing—does not

always confine himself to drawing life

as a comedy in which one may be as

coarse as Smollett or Boccaccio, provided

one is only so au sein de sa famille.

He was ambitious of a graver distinction,

and has written two novels with no grain

of coarseness and no spice of fun in

them—Le Cahier Bleu de Mademoiselle

Cihot and Baholain, both clever books,

and the latter a book of decided power.

In Baholain the only contrast to mer

cenary, heartless duplicity, to inhuman,

hyena-like cruelty, a compound of all

that is most repulsive in human nature,

is made by pure impotence and inca

pacity. The hero— if one may use a

word seemingly so incongruous with ref

erence to such a character—is never

permitted to exhibit a spark either of

conscience or character, without the au

thor's extinguishing the latent possibility

at once by a deluge of contemptuous

ridicule. We pity Babolain as we pity

a cripple or an idiot, but we are never

allowed to sympathize with him. He

just misses being the incarnation of faith,

patience and unselfishness because the

author prefers that he should rather be

weak beyond words, cowardly and spir

itless, a hoodwinked imbecile, seeming

ly devoid of even the vitality which

causes a worm, that rudimentary organ

ization, to turn when trodden upon.

A painter who has the taste or fancy

to paint nothing but dwarfs or hunch

backs at least designates his pictures by

appropriate titles. Zamacois never la

beled his wonderful grotesquenesses as

studies of ordinary human creatures,

typical Frenchmen. Such books as
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Baholain, Le Cahier Bleu, Madame

Bovary—we may add all M. Ernest

Feydeau's writings — should be called

studies not of Life, but of Disease—the

pathology of the human mind, not pic

tures of its normal and healthy state.

In establishing the standard of the

idealistic school, no one will deny that

the central and primary condition of

ideal art is that its atmosphere should be,

in conformity with its ideal nature, ele

vated and pure. If idealism means

anything specific, it means a tendency

to present always the better side of hu

man nature, and even to draw rather

what it promises than what it performs.

Great emotions, lofty aspirations, pas

sions dignified by their objects, an atmo

sphere purified from poor and mean ele

ments—surely if idealism does not give

as these things it fails of its proposed

ohject, what is demanded of it by its

nature. Now, the real failure of French

novel-writers in fulfilling these require

ments seems to us to be caused by two

things: first, the absence of greatness

and elevation ; second, the blank and

ahsolute egotism which pervades all the

characters, heroes and heroines. There

are, indeed, two great French writers

who must be excepted from this criticism.

Whatever the literary faults of Victor

Hugo and George Sand, they are not

deficient in these respects. But putting

them aside for the present, we look in

vain for any novel of the idealistic school,

hy an author of high reputation and wide

popularity, which does not come woeful

ly short when tried by this standard.

Take Alfred de Musset's one novel (of

his shorter prose stories we do not speak),

Les Confessions d'un Enfant du Steele

—a book sparkling with the undoubted

genius of its author. It purports to be

the story of a man's heart—of a young

man of strong emotional nature and

with a craving for ideal perfection. In

some d«gree one feels that these things

are really part of the hero's nature

throughout, and yet one closes the book

with a taste as of Dead-Sea fruit in one's

mouth—with a weary, disillusioned sense

of vexation of spirit, and without having

felt from beginning to end one single

emotion of an inspiring character. The

glow of generous passion is not there :

there is fire, but fire that blasts and

destroys—not a kindling, warming flame.

The hero's passion for the woman he

loves never for one moment does for him

what it is the supreme office of great

passions to do, and without which they

are simply intensified egotism : it never

lifts him above himself, it never merges

him in another's being ; he is always an

egotist and always unmanly ; deficient

not only in self-control and self-repres

sion, in the absence of complaint and

cry, but in manhood in that broader

sense which requires that a man have

some object in life besides the mere

gratification of his own undisciplined

desires. Beauty and pathos there are in

the book, and at times a pseudo-eleva

tion of feeling ;

For passions linked to forms so fair

And stately needs must have their share

Of noble sentiment.

But real elevation is not there, nor can

it be called a book which in any degree

fulfills the requirements of any ideal

standard.

Among novels of less note, none has

been more read and esteemed than

Gerfaut, a story by Charles de Bernard.

It is entirely free from those venture

some details wherein French writers are

prone to offend alike taste and propriety :

it is, in every way, a refined book ; there

is a delicacy of shading about the love-

scenes, an imaginative sensuousness,

which is rare and has a legitimate fas

cination of its own. The plot is not a

complicated one : it is a story of the

seduction of a married woman, but there

are none of those fatalities of circum

stance which often play so considerable

a part in such stories ; the precipices

are not inevitable ; the road to them is

taken by choice, not accident. But it

is the character of the hero to which

we feel our attention drawn, for to our

mind he is the most singular hero of ro

mance ever depicted by a writer of im

agination. From first to last Gerfaut is

never, even for a moment, deluded into

the most passing phase of that exalta

tion which we all connect inseparably
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with strong passion, and in which many

of us see its partial apology. He seems

throughout to be aware that temporary

personal gratification—the same in kind

though not in degree as that to be derived

from an exceptionally good dinner or a

very fine bottle of wine—is the object

of his pursuit ; and his nearest approach

to being swept away by what he is pleased

10 term his love is when the idea occurs

to him that the woman he is pursuing is

playing with him, and the emotion of

wounded vanity swells the current of

his desires to something resembling a

cataract. His selfishness is naif in its

openness, his heart never intrudes upon

the scene to complicate the action : he is

of noble descent and proud of his lin

eage, a poet of repute and ambitious of

fame, yet in his treatment of the woman

he professes to love he never exhibits a

spark of honorable feeling or romantic

enthusiasm. He is uniformly calculating

and cold-hearted : he plots against her

virtue as a poacher sets a snare for a

rabbit, and when the bloody catastrophe

comes is about to betray her honor with

as deliberate and purely pleasurable a

sensation as that with which the said

poacher would eat his snared rabbit for

supper. The atmosphere of Gcrfaut is

heavy with a powerful, subtle, pervading

perfume, but beneath it all one smells

corruption.

Balzac has written no book which is

regarded as a better representative of his

genius than Le Lys dans La Vallee, and

it is specially remarkable as being a

French novel in which the heroine pre

serves her purity intact, preferring stead

fastly her duty to her happiness, and

sacrificing her life to her ideal standard

of right. We follow Madame de Mort-

sauf through all the painful, pitiful strug

gles of her daily life ; we see her turn

aside from pleasure, nay from happi

ness, and embrace her cross day by

day ; we contemplate her patience, her

fidelity, her noble self-renunciation ; we

see her hourly victories over self, and

we say to ourselves, After all, there is

one French writer who comprehends the

saying that "it is more blessed to lose

one's life than to find it." The divine

agonies, the sublimities of self-sacrifice

are not ignored or scoffed at by all

French novelists. Balzac has given us

one woman whom we need not excuse

and pity, but can admire and adore.

Well, M. de Balzac takes this woman

through life, over her stony, cruel path:

he never makes her stumble once; he

allows her just so much imperfection as

is needful for her to appear a woman

and not an angel, and then when earth

is wellnigh over, in the very last hou:

of her weary conflict, what is his climax ?

He makes her give the lie to her whole

struggling, suffering existence on the very

verge of the grave. In the most powerful

scene in the book, and one of the most

powerful scenes in any modern novel,

the heroine, sensible of her lifelong mis

take, tears the veil of self-deception from

before her dying eyes, sends for her lov

er, whom she has resisted in the fullness

of health, the bloom of beauty, the ardor

of youth and intensity of passionate Ioyt,

to tell him that she is dying, but that he

can give her new life, can bring her

back to earth with his love. "She is

but thirty-five," she says : "she has glo

rious years yet before her;" she would

be real for once, live on realities, not

falsehoods ; "everything has been a false

hood in her life hitherto ; how can she

die who has never lived ?" She will re

cover; he shall take her to Italy; she

wants to enjoy life, see Paris, be feted ;

and from all this feverish remorse for

the past and anticipation for the future

—from her caress, which seems a mock

ery of passion — her lover turns away,

half in pity, half in horror. Apparent

ly, the author regards the life he had

drawn in such elaboration of detail as the

merest piece of stage-play. " Truth," he

seems to say to the reader, "forbids me

to let this pleasing delusion rest with you.

Now that it has amused us both, I touch

the spring and you see the puppet strip

ped of its fine clothes."

Many sermons have been preached

upon the emptiness and hollowness of

a life of pleasure, and the wisdom of

choosing not immediate material satis

faction, but the ultimate spiritual peace

gained by right-doing. It was reserved
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for M. de Balzac to tell us that the things

that should fall away, leaving us strip

ped, shivering and bare at the last,

would be the faith we had kept, the

purity we had preserved, the patience

we had so hardly won, the serenity and

inward peace we had earned by daily

contests with and victories over self—

that all we could with confidence count

upon to support us in that strange change

of condition called death should be the

egotism we had trampled under foot, the

temptation we had resisted, the passions

which we had subdued ; in a word, only

that part of our natures which we had

struggled to subdue and quell. Surely

there is something so illogical, so unjust,

so unreal and un-ideal in such a conclu

sion that we may reject it as untrue alike

to Nature and to art.

But M. de Balzac does not often de

vote himself to the depicting of virtue

victorious in a thousand battles, and

only discomfited in its final conflict.

There are books of his, pointed to tri

umphantly by his admirers as " wonder

ful pictures of real life," showing "such

marvelous knowledge of human nature,"

in which virtue cannot be said to be de

feated, because she never appears on

the field. The struggles and contrasts

are between vice accompanied by beau

ty and talent, and vice stupid and ugly.

.Needless to say that beauty and talent

are justified. Again and again in these

hooks are we shown monstrosities in

moral development, and called upon to

regard them as true to life, true to Na

ture. Even the instincts of humanity

are treated as if disease were the rule

rather than the exception, and Le Pere

tioriot, a creature whom we can hardly

fancy as existing, is called a wonderful

study of parental love.

Is there in all Balzac's novels a single

instance of a generous, high-minded,

disinterested lover, of a man lifted above

and out of himself by his passion for a

woman ?—one in which Love ever

Smote the chord of self, which, trembling,

Passed in music out of sight?

Lovers enough there are, and surely

with no lack of passion : of intensity

and absorption there is no lack, no lack

of keenness to pursue and ferocity to

possess—we had wellnigh said, to de

vour—but where do we see that exalta

tion of soul which pervades even a poor

nature when spurred by noble passion ?

Take the Duchesse de Langeais, one of

the most successful, elaborate and skill

ful of Balzac's shorter stories—with a

fantastic mise en scene created to allow

the fullest scope to the egotism of the

two actors— and what does the love

which is the theme, the very essence

of the tale, do for the duchess and her

lover ? It makes them both egotists to

an almost inconceivable degree ; it

makes her cruelly voluptuous, and him

voluptuously cruel ; it is intense, absorb

ing, dominating ; it fetters their souls, it

controls their lives, but it never uplifts

them, it never ennobles them ; it never

makes them forget themselves in each

other ; it never makes God seem nearer

or earth seem less ; it lacks every essen

tial mark and sign of a great passion.

It is neither the reality of Nature nor the

ideal of art to draw such men and wo

men, loving one another thus : it lacks

the symmetry and proportion of reality

and the elevation of the ideal element

in art.

A few words on the two writers whom

we have noted as exceptions to these

criticisms, and we have done. No one

can deny that Victor Hugo is entirely

free from that false realism which sees

only the evil side of human nature, and

that his comprehensiveness of view and

largeness of sympathy are Shakespear

ian. Terrible as are his pictures of crime,

extravagant at times, they are never ab

solutely distorted, and there is always a

certain grandeur in their outline. No

one can read Les Miscrahles and not

feel that the author understands and

has faith in the sublime side of human

ity. George Sand, too, however want

ing in definite convictions, however wild

and vague in her applications of her

theories to practical life, never devotes

her genius to a microscopical examina

tion of vice, nor does she ever regard

human beings as mere lumps of clay

devoid of any divine spark.

A third exception should perhaps be
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made in the person of Alexandre Du

mas, fils. Bold and uncompromising in

his choice of subjects, a reformer of a

unique kind, he claims to condemn vice

and applaud virtue wherever he may

find them, and admits no conventional

laws to control their probable where

abouts. It may seem a dangerous pre

cedent to embalm the self-devotion of a

courtesan for the admiration of poster

ity, as he does in the Davie aux Corne

lias, or to strip the veil from virtuous

Pharisaism, as he does in the /dies de

Madame Auhray ; but there is at least

no perversion of facts, no distorting of

consequences, and with all his enthusi

asm for ideal standards, with all his de

votion to social reforms, this author is

perhaps the truest realist of modern

French fiction.

After all that may be said, the moral

element plays too large a part in the

history of human nature, under one

name or another, to be excluded from

any literary effort which professes either

to draw things as they are or as they

should be. As life is, even under ordi

nary aspects, the moral sentiment is

always to be found acting as a factor of

greater or less power in producing re

sults. As life should he, as poets and

idealists picture it, there is no possibility

of drawing a true hero or heroine, a

veritable ideal character, without high

moral quality and tone. Though we

may call it perhaps by the name of

beauty or truth, practically it forms an

essential part of our conception. With

out it, the most wonderful efforts of genius

will only succeed in producing an un-

symmetrical, ignoble result.

Francis Asheton.

A QUEEN'S ADVENTURE.

ONE rainy evening toward the close

of April, 1791, a ponderous old

traveling - coach toiled wearily up the

hill the summit of which is crowned by

the ancient town of Jougne, on the road

between Lons-les-Saulniers and Besan-

(jon, the capital of the province of

Franche-Comte. There were two wo

men in the vehicle : one, tall, hand

some and exceedingly elegant, occupied

the seat facing the horses ; the other,

who sat opposite to her, was a young

person of sprightly countenance, whose

simple costume and deferential man-

!ner at once announced her to be either

a waiting- maid or a dame de compagnie.

From time to time one or the other of

the two travelers would thrust her head

out of the carriage window to urge on

the postilion or look back down the

road, apparently to see whether any one

were following. Notwithstanding the

entreaties of the ladies and his own best

endeavors, Maitre Jacques, the postilion,

failed miserably in his attempts to in

duce his two heavy Flemish horses even

to get into a trot, let alone a gallop.

The road was so bad, the rain so blind

ing, the ruts so many, the mud so deep,

that the best the poor beasts could do

in response to their master's oaths and

loud cracks of the whip was to give an

occasional jerk forward or a stumble,

and then resume their wonted funereal

pace.

" Heaven help us, Susanne ! This

dreadful journey will never end : we

cannot possibly reach Besan^on to

night," observed the lady who sat with

her face to the horses. " Mon Dieu !

how I wish we were well over it and

safe !"

" Madame is too nervous : that gentle

man on horseback we have seen at the

last three stations, and who has followed

us, has frightened her. Believe me, I

am sure he is no spy : he is too nice-

looking for that. I am persuaded he is
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only fascinated by madame's charms,

and has not recognized her. Oh, he is

no more a sans-culotte than I am."

" It matters very little what you think

about him : I have my fears, and my

reasons for having them. Put your head

out once more and see if he be still in

sight."

Susanne did as she was bid, and pres

ently shutting down the window as quick

as she could, to prevent the rain from

pouring in, gave her mistress the reas

suring news that not only had the ob

noxious stranger disappeared, but also

that the gates of Jougne were close at

hand ; "And, madame, through a break

in the clouds I saw the mountains of

Switzerland, so you see we are approach

ing the frontier."

"That is well. We will stop for sup

per here at the Lion d'Or, and then has

ten on to Besancon this very night," said

her mistress.

In a few moments more the carriage

rumbled through the narrow streets of

Jougne, and presently stopped under the

porte-cochere of the hotel of the Golden

Lion.

"Will the ladies get down ?" said the

jolly innkeeper as he stood with the

half-opened carriage-door in one hand

and his cap in the other, bowing with

extra civility to his two new guests, and

delighted at the prospect of their being

detained all night under his roof, for

travelers had become very rare in those

troubled times. "Will the ladies get

down ? Supper will be ready at a mo

ment's notice."

"Certainly, we want it at once, and

let it be a good, substantial meal, for, I

can assure you, we are rarely hungry,"

answered the tall lady as she jumped

out, and turning to the postilion inquired

if it were possible to reach Besancon be

fore midnight.

" Perfectly impossible, madame : the

roads are in a shocking state. We should

only run the risk of a breakdown half

way."

" And that would be intolerable. Al-

lons ! Susanne, get down and bring in

with you all the shawls, pillows and

night-bags you can find, for, since we

must sleep here, we may as well make

ourselves at home."

Susanne, loaded with rugs and satchels,

followed her mistress into the house, and

the two travelers, emerging from the

shade of the hall, entered the brightly-

illuminated dining-room. A fire crackled

cheerily on the hearth, and the large

apartment, with its many little tables

covered with snow - white cloths and

shining glass, looked quite cosy. The

ladies, taking off their wraps, seated

themselves by the fire, and presently

the landlady drew in front of them a

table on which she placed two smoking

bowls of excellent broth.

The bright light of the fire threw its

cheerful glare on the countenance of

the tall lady, and showed her to possess

such rare and stately beauty that the

worthy landlady, on returning to the

kitchen, proclaimed to her satellites that

she never before had seen so queenly a

personage. " C'est line veritahle reine

(she's a perfect queen). I'll warrant

she's some fine court marchioness on

her way over the frontier," said she ;

"and, poor soul ! I would be the last to

prevent her flight."

Indeed, the lady justified these en

comiums. Her figure was graceful and

commanding, her features regular, her

eyes bright and vivacious. Her hair, in

which still lingered traces of powder,

was drawn high up over her ample

forehead, whilst one heavy curl hung

clown on her shoulder. Her complexion

was singularly brilliant, and, varying

constantly on the least emotion, gave the

lie to those of her enemies who declared

she used paint. The only defect that

could be possibly found with this other

wise perfect face was that the lower

lip, slightly too thick, protruded a little

beyond the upper one, as is frequently

observed in the portraits of the sove

reigns of the house of Austria. Her cos

tume was simple, consisting of a gray

petticoat and flowered chintz overskirt,

made in the fashion recently so popu

lar and styled " Dolly Varden." Her

attendant, whom she called Susanne,

was a pretty and unpretending young

woman belonging to the vivacious class
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of French serving-maids immortalized

by Moliere and Beaumarchais as sou-

hrettes.

The two travelers had scarcely tasted

their first spoonful of soup when the doors

of the apartment were thrown open, and

a fonctionnaire of the provisionary gov

ernment, wearing his tri-colored scarf,

entered. Striding up to the table at

which the ladies were seated, he drew

from his pocket a letter, and fixing his

eyes with avid interest on the tall lady-,

made a mental comparison between her

countenance and that of some one de

scribed in the document he held in his

hand.

"What is your name, citoyenne ?" ask

ed he suddenly in a tone of authority.

" May I first ask, sir, who it is I shall

have had the honor of answering when

I do give my name ?" returned the lady,

who, although she had become exceed

ingly pale, retained her self-possession

in a remarkable manner, for it was no

joke for a woman of position to fall

into the hands offonclionnaires in those

days.

" I am the mayor of Jougnc."

" In that case, M. le Maire, I am Ma

dame de Pryne."

" Have you no papers about you—no

passport ?"

"Mon Dieu ! Yes—no; that is, of

course I have, but in my trunk," answer

ed the lady. "We are only going to Be-

sancon. This is my maid Susanne : we

are two women traveling on business. I

have an engagement at Besancon ; and

really, M. le Maire, I had no idea that

passports were necessary when traveling

in France."

" You said that you had one in your

box. Very well, Madame de Pryn6,

allow me to see this passport."

"Willingly! Call in your men, and

let them bring my largest trunk : all my

papers are in it."

The order was given and the box

opened.

"It is at the bottom of all," said Ma

dame de Pryne, rising as if to search for

it herself.

" It is useless your troubling yourself,

citoyenne. See ! look at these grand

trains : these alone suffice to prove that

you belong to the court and intend emi

grating into Switzerland," cried the may

or as he threw out of the box on to the

table several magnificent robes of velvet,

one of which was lined with ermine.

"And here—here my suspicions are more

than confirmed. Ah ! ah ! Madame de

Pryne- !—that is your name, is it ?—and

you wear a crown, do you?" exclaimed

the mayor as he suddenly rose from his

inspection of the box's contents, brand

ishing triumphantly in one hand a crown

studded with large gems, and in the other

a sceptre. "Ah! ah!" laughed he cx-

ultingly, " Madame de Pryne ! So you

were going over the frontier with the

crown-jewels of France ? I know who

you arc."

"Who ?" asked Madame de Pryn6, as

pale as a sheet.

"You are Marie Antoinette of Austria,

sometime queen of France."

"Is the queen expected to pass this

way in her flight ?"

"She is, and you know that better

than any one. In the name of France

and the law I arrest you."

"Without any further proofs ?"

"Certainly : I do not require them."

"Will you not at least look at my

passport ?"

"Bah! a borrowed passport!" said

the mayor in an impatient tone. "You

had better give yourself up, madamc.

without any further ado. Believe me, it

will be for the best."

"Then, sir," the lady answered, ris

ing majestically from her seat and as

suming an imperial attitude, '-' I am the

queen !"

It would be difficult to imagine a more

noble figure than that of the unfortunate

princess as she spoke these four words.

Seeing that Susanne was impatiently

about to interrupt her, she silenced her

I by an imperative gesture, and then re

seated herself with much dignity in her

chair. So queenly did she appear at

this critical moment of her existence

that, staunch republican as he was, the

mayor of Jougne forgot all about egaliti,

bowed lowly before his fallen sovereign,

and retired at once to give the necessary
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orders for Her Majesty's detention and

to announce the news of her capture to

his fellow-citizens. A few moments after

his exit two gendarmes were sent to

mount guard at the doors of the salon,

and the unfortunate queen, concluding

2 few words of whispered conversation

with Susanne, threw herself on her

knees and prayed earnestly for Divine

assistance. In less than an hour the

mayor returned, accompanied by a dozen

or so of the members of the municipality.

They found the queen calm, and even

cheerful. She acknowledged their def

erential manner toward her with regal

grace, and when informed that the up

per floor of the hotel was placed at her

service until further instructions were re

ceived from Paris, followed them thither

with so quick and even gay a step that

several of them afterward remembered it

as an instance of unusual self-command.

When once the queen was safe and

guards placed at her door, the mayor of

Jougne gave himself up to a transport

of revolutionary joy : " He had the queen

of France under lock and key. On him,

hefore three days were over, would be

fixed the eyes of all the world. His

name would descend to posterity, and live

forever in the annals of his country."

Having assembled his fellow-fonction-

naires in the salon of the inn, he made

them a patriotic speech, in which he

invoked the spirits of Brutus and Cato,

and wound up by proposing that "the

patriots of Jougne should form them

selves into a battalion of true republi

cans, and, placing Marie Antoinette of

Austria in their centre, lead that arch-

traitress before the national tribunal.

Possessed as they were of her crown,

sceptre, globe and royal mantle, they

could carry these emblems of fallen des

potism in their triumphal procession, and

offer them as a holocaust on the altar of

liherty."

An address to the National Assembly,

stating their intention and giving the

most minute details of the queen's arrest,

*as forthwith written out and signed by

the entire conclave, and despatched im

mediately to the capital. To this letter

*as added a private one from the queen

herself, but so artfully scaled that do

what they could it was impossible for

any one of them to read a single word

of its contents. Having dismissed the

council, the mayor went once more to

the queen, to inform her of what had

been determined. Being a kind-hearted

man, however, he spared her the know

ledge of the manner in which he pro

posed to conduct her back to Paris.

Whilst he was conversing with Her

Majesty, a gendarme hurriedly entered

the chamber in a state of great excite

ment : "M. leMaire! M. leMaire! we

have arrested Polignac or Lamballe !"

"Ah," exclaimed the queen, "it is that

young man."

"What young man?" inquired the

mayor.

" A gentleman who followed our coach,

that is all," answered she in some con

fusion, seeing that she had evidently

committed an imprudence by this last

observation.

"Let him be brought up here imme

diately," commanded the mayor; and in

a few moments a tall and remarkably

handsome young man was dragged into

the apartment by two guards. His clothes

were dripping wet, he had lost his hat,

and his soiled cloak dragged on the

ground behind him.

" It is the same," whispered Susanne :

" perhaps he may help us."

" Please God !" murmured the queen.

No sooner was this young gentleman '

disengaged from the hands of his captors

than, throwing himself on his knees, he

raised her hand to his lips : " Pardon

me, madame. Had I but suspected it

was the queen of France to whom I pre

sumed to raise my eyes, I would have

died rather than have so far forgotten

what was due to my sovereign, especial

ly in her hour of trouble. I am a gen

tleman by birth, the count de Maillettes.

Unaware of Your Majesty's true rank, I

followed your carriage, struck by your

surpassing beauty and enslaved by its

power, hoping through my persistence

to be favored with one glance of pity, if

not of love. Now that I recognize my

error, as Your Majesty's most humble

servant and subject my life is at your
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service, and I crave only your gracious

pardon."

"Oh, you have it, count: I grant it

willingly, and only see in your conduct,"

answered the queen smiling, but with an

evident meaning, for she fixed her keen

eyes on the kneeling gentleman in a

manner that forbade his answering—" 1

see, sir, in your conduct only a proof of

your desire to serve an unfortunate wo

man and a fallen queen."

" It is well," broke in the mayor.

"Notwithstanding all appearances to the

contrary, this young man evidently forms

part of your cortege, madamc. He is

arrested, and shall share your apart

ments. The chamber at the end of the

corridor, sir, is yours. You have, how

ever, the right of free access to the queen

whenever she desires your presence.

Mesdames, I wish you a very good

night ! Citoyen, bon soir !" and bowing

civilly the good mayor withdrew for the

night.

When the door was closed on the

mayor the count was about to withdraw

also, but the queen prevented his doing

so, entreating him to remain and par

take of supper with her, which was pres

ently served. During this meal the queen

became exceedingly lively, and the mer

ry laughter of the imprisoned sovereign

and her new friend being heard outside

in the corridor led the guards when

changed to announce to the public "that

Her Majesty was a singularly fearless

woman, for, notwithstanding the danger

she was in, she laughed like a true

daughter of Momus, and was having a

fine time of it with the ' prince,' who was

evidently her lover."

It is unnecessary to tell how the im

prisoned queen passed her time in her

confinement at the Lion d'Or. We are

compelled, however, to record that her

intimacy with the count became so great

that once the guard at the door, spying

through the keyhole, actually saw him

kiss her before retiring for the night.

The sixth and last day of her captivity

at length arrived. The answer from the

National Assembly reached Jougne to

ward noon, and the queen was at break

fast with the count and Susanne when

the mayor entered her present

by the whole municipality a;

guards. The good mayor wasi^

with excitement, and in hishanihtl

the as yet unsealed document.

ing all his colleagues according

various official grades in a set

around him, he addressed dt

who rose to hear him, with a

majestic air: " Marie'Antoinctti

tria, we have this morning itce

following answer from the gore

of Paris, and hasten to comna

you its contents." Here the wort]

istrate broke the seals and mi

izen Mayor—Marie Antoinette s

Paris, and has never left it Lit

moiselle Sainval, actress of tht J

Frantjais, pass on without hisraJj

Besan^on, where she has an ;

mcnt."

Had the earth opened at his «<

mayor of Jougne could notha.?i

more utterly dumbfounded. "ScH

played us a trick, have you, \W

selle Sainval ?" cried he furiocsJ

" My dear M. le Maire, aDoH

remark," answered the quondai i

"that it is you who have pfc™]

trick. Had you but examined rw

port, as I told you, you would Hi'q

that although I have been queen

Sidonia, Greece, Jerusalem.

Mesopotamia, I have never. ^

present time, laid claim tothei'

Prance, even for a single n$t

however, have forced metopb1

which does not belong to s* 1

nights and days in succession. sad'

some role it has proved. Cot*

that it is not my fault if you k

taken the crown and sceptre of"1

ene for that of Gaul. But, sot

free to proceed to Besancon.

will order my carriage to the c^M

soon as I have finished my ta

intend to be off. Bon jour, »

added she, bowing to tie

council as it withdrew. Sudifc

lecting herself, she cried on',

the count go too ?"

"To the devil if he likes,' 3

the mayor snappishly as k ^ |

the door.
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Mademoiselle Sainval turned grace

fully to the count, and said, as a sweet

smile illumined her charming face,

"And you, my dear count, when you

have done justice to that omelette, per

haps you will give me your arm and

lead me down to the coach. Oh how I

wish that that poor queen had indeed left

Paris whilst I was enacting her part,

which I did in the hope that these peo

ple, helieving the paste to be a real dia

mond, would have let the true jewel

pass ! Poor, poor queen ! Allons, Su-

sanne ! let us go. Count, you have

served me as sovereign of France : will

you not still continue to be my squire as

tragedy queen ?"

The count, bowing low, raised the fair

actress's hand to his lips. Then, leaning

on his arm, and followed by her faithful

maid, Mademoiselle Sainval swept down

the staircase to the carriage, in which the

count took his seat opposite Susanne.

R. Uavey.

A FAMINE IN

" A NOTHER famine in many of the

J,* provinces of India seems inevit-

jtole " is the tidings brought to our shores

hy the last Pacific mail. An ocean tele

g:am of still later date says, "The drought

hal for months been general and distress

ing, and, despite the refreshing showers

that have recently visited some localities,

the rice-crop promises to be nearly a fail

ure.'' A private letter adds : " Even the

fruit trees, generally so wondrously pro

lific, have succumbed to this terrible

drought, and, parched and wilted as by

1 fatal simoom, are casting their blooms,

Mid seem to lack sufficient life to put

fcrth new ones." What a picture ! and

phat a prospect for those teeming mil-

tons df indolent, effeminate, child-like

wtives, crowded together like sands on

8le sea-shore, with few resources upon

ahich to draw for sudden emergencies,

tod lacking the nerve to battle with such

l scourge, often as it has come to them

Wore! They can only sit themselves

town in mute despair, scarcely hoping

w rescue, which, if it come, takes them

ly surprise, while its failure, being look-

Id for, is met philosophically—stoically

perhaps—as whole families, entire popu-

ations often, perish unmoved and un-

*sisting. Flight is rarely attempted, for

he destitution, when it occurs, is so gen

eral and widespread, and the poor vic-
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tims delay so long, that, weakened by pri

vation, discouraged and horror-stricken

by the terrible fate that threatens hourly

to engulf them, they are really unable

to go far enough to escape the scourge,

and it is death at last, only on the way

side or among strangers, instead of at

home in their own little cottages, with

the familiar faces all around.

A famine ! What is it ? Who of us,

in this land of plenty, has any real con

ception of the meaning of this word of

evil omen ? Can we picture, even to

our own minds, its pale, gaunt wretch

edness, and the lingering death - agony

creeping slowly on toward the doomed

victims, who see its approach during the

lagging days and sleepless nights, but

are powerless to escape its too certain

grasp ?

I remember, as I read in my child

hood's days "there was a famine in Ca

naan," and how the old patriarch sent

his sons again and again "to buy corn

in Egypt," my mind took in only the

trouble and expense involved in those

frequent long journeys, and never for a

moment the terrible idea of people ac

tually dying for want of food. Thus we

pore over the thrilling narrative of Jo-

sephus, and all the horrors of the famine

during the siege of Jerusalem, and scores

of others of later days, but they come not
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nigh to us even in conception : a famine

must be seen, and its horrors felt, to be

realized.

Such an experience I had once, and

it was more than sufficient to satisfy all

my desires of investigating the minutia:

of such a calamity. It was in Siam,

really the most fertile soil in Southern

Asia; and nowhere, I suppose, in the

wide world are the means of living or

dinarily cheaper or more abundant.

The principal river of the country, the

Mcinam—"Mother of waters"—runs a

winding course of more than seven hun

dred miles from north to south, fertilizing

by its annual inundations some twenty

thousand square miles of the most pro

ductive land on the globe. The belt of

low lands stretching along either bank

of the noble river has a rich alluvial soil

of very dark color, and produces, almost

spontaneously, two abundant crops a

year. Three could no doubt be obtain

ed with one-half the modern appliances,

and the energy and tact that are brought

to bear on the pebbly hill-farms of many

portions of New England. But with

the simple habits of the Oriental peas

antry, their few wants, and the great

abundance and cheapness of every

article of food they care for, there is little

inducement to enterprise or application

beyond what is needed for simple main

tenance. So they plod on, cultivating

their lands in the old way, content if

they have sufficient for present needs,

and too improvident to think or care at

all for the future. Hence the fearful suf

fering in times of famine.

The chief staples of Siam are sugar,

pepper and rice, all of very superior

quality ; the sugar unquestionably the

finest in the world, and an immense

source of revenue to the government.

Many Chinese immigrants are employed

by the wealthy Siamese nobles in the

cultivation of the cane and the manufac

ture of sugar, while occasionally large

sugar-houses and plantations arc owned

by the Chinese themselves. These last

are, as a mle, the best in the country,

for John Chinaman is a born agricultu

ralist and social economist, and knows

how to turn every advantage of soil and

j climate to the best possible :

There are now in the country son

or four hundred sugar -manub

giving steady employment to at k

cnty-five thousand men, while &

plantations employ twice as ma:

Of rice, the chief article of food :

out the country, there are prodj

hundred millions of bags (of o

dredweight each), which bring

royal treasury about a million arr

of dollars in the way of revenc

is to most Orientals the very '

life," and their most emphatic :

describing a case of severe 3b

say, "Such a one cannot eat

will surely die." From seed-tin

vest, at every stage of the crop,

more anxiety evinced concern

one article than for all the other

of the soil combined ; and M

there more excitement among tl

and bears" of Wall street tha

played by all classes in Siam i

to a rumor from the rice -plan",

any critical juncture. The faflB

crop is deemed the greatest cab:

can possibly befall the nation

an abundant yield of rice no I

plains, whatever else may occur

One year during the latter pa

reign of the old usurper. K:

Nangklau, owing to the lack

and the failure of the river to ri

accustomed gauge, the quantir

produced was extremely small—

one-tenth of the ordinary crop,

exportation of rice is strictly pr

nearly all that is raised, be the r

so generous, is consumed by tb

itants. It will be readily seen, t

that with a reduction of nine-*

their supply famine would us

circumstances be inevitable; bur.

with the cruel rapacity of the

king, the amount of suffering

around that great, populous rit

that memorable season can

conceived. Even now, after i

of a full quarter of a century, I

recall those scenes of agony or

without absolute horror. F»-E

for ever banish them as the sp

some fearful dream, but they •
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far too vividly before the mind's eye to

be thus easily exorcised.

His Majesty had been duly notified

by his officers that the crop would fall

far short of the usual yield, and foresee

ing that, in consequence, the market-

price would soon be increased four-, six-

or perhaps ten-fold, he determined to

hecome the sole purchaser and vender,

thus securing to himself the full benefit

of the monopoly. He accordingly sta

tioned government boats on the river

thirty or forty miles above and below the

city, with orders to stop every cargo of

rice and compel the owners to sell to his

officers alone. The rice-growers dared

not refuse, and they had no reason for

wishing to do so, as the king's agents

paid cash and the full price that rice was

then bringing in the market. Thus in

a few days the entire crop of new rice

fell into the hands of the royal merchant,

who ordered it to be carefully stowed

and retained until, in consequence of

the scarcity, the price should rise to the

highest possible pitch. A very few weeks

served to exhaust the supply already in

market, and to cause an appreciation

from twelve cents per basket to two dol

lars and a half, with the price still going

up. Still the royal granaries remained

closed, and each successive day it be

came more difficult to purchase at any

price. Most of the grain-merchants had

no stock on hand, but now and then a

little was brought in by some kind-heart

ed planter, whose compassion for the

starving multitudes in the city led him

to travel through the jungle, and, at

great risk to himself, to resort to various

expedients by which to elude the vigil

ance of government officers. To obtain

the little thus thrown into market, for

which the retail dealers demanded ruin

ous prices, the suffering people had to sac

rifice every available article ; and so great

was the press that purchasers had often

to fight and wrestle with each other to

ohtain entrance to the buildings and the

privilege of purchasing at all. Many

painful and even fatal accidents occurred

in this way, for when a man is suffering

from hunger, and has left a wife and chil

dren in the same pitiable condition await

ing his return with the morsel that is to

save them from absolute starvation, he

will not care very much who is injured

or who else goes unfed. Sometimes a

mother was thrown down and her infant

child or children trampled to death be

fore her eyes ; aged people had their

lives crushed out ; and even strong men

often escaped the melee only with arms

and legs broken in the terrible encounter,

which day after day must be repeated as

long as the wretched victims had strength

to endure or the means of purchasing an

ounce or two of the precious grain, sold

not now in baskets, but in tiny measures

of one or two gills. First, gardeners sold

their little patches of ground and im

plements of husbandry, and mechanics

their shops and tools ; next their humble

homes and few household chattels were

sacrificed ; and then followed the sale

of wives and children to those who had

the means of keeping their slaves from

starvation. As the last resource men

sold their own bodies into perpetual sla

very, welcoming humiliation, toil and

hardships for food enough to keep soul

and body together. But there were scores

and hundreds of aged and diseased ones

whom nobody would buy, ' and these

having neither houses nor lands to sell,

not even a spare garment or piece of

jewelry, and being unable to travel from

house to house to solicit alms, mostly

died of starvation during the first few

weeks of the famine. Many of the

wealthy nobles and gentry distributed

food daily from their houses to all who

were able to go and receive their bene

factions, as did also our own little band,

the few foreigners then resident at the

Siamese capital. But the supply of food

was too limited, and the applications for

help too numerous and pressing, for any

to go around looking up the destitute,

and so the most pitiable cases were those

hidden away from sight till death, the

slow, terrible death of starvation, lifted

the veil.

A mother, all stiff and cold, with a

babe wasted almost to a skeleton, but

still alive, hanging at the breast, and

striving to force from the exhausted

fountain its accustomed nourishment till,
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too worn and weary for further efforts, it

uttered a feeble wail, clenched its tiny,

emaciated hands and expired, while four

other little ones, two dead, the others

dying, lay around ; a cripple in the arms

of a young woman, probably his daugh

ter, lying by the wayside not far from

a Booddhist temple, which the suffer

ers had evidently aimed to reach—the

woman already dead, the cripple too

emaciated and exhausted to free himself

from her clinging arms ; an aged couple

stretched side by side, pallid, shrunken,

dead ; several beggars, some aged, others

sick, and all wasted and wan to the last

extremity ; a husband in his young man

hood's prime, helpless now as the pale

girl-wife that hung in mute agony upon

his faithful breast ; an aged woman

clasping in her palsied arms twin cherubs,

not rosy and dimpled now, but wan and

wasted by gnawing hunger, till swollen

tongues adhered to parched mouths and

baby lips were clenched in an agony

they were powerless to express ;—these

were some of the sights that met my own

view one morning as I ventured out in

the vicinity of a temple near our dwell

ing; and hundreds of others just as

pitiable could be found in every direc

tion. Often, thus grouped together, the

old and the young, families and individ

uals, strangers, friends and kindred, they

perished by the wayside, with none to

close the sunken eyes or wipe the death-

dew from the pale brow. Then in the

early morning some humane priest would

lay them side by side, light the funeral

pyre beneath, and chant over the mourn

ful relics a solemn prayer as he waited

for the flames to devour the daily holo

caust. With the first passing breeze the

white ashes would be scattered hither

and thither, mingling with their native

dust.

During those fearful days it was im

possible to take a walk of a hundred

yards in any of the lanes or bypaths of

that great stricken city without stepping

over the bodies of the dead and dying,

though many of the more benevolent

and kind-hearted of the Booddhist priests

spent their whole time in going from

place to place, ministering to the neces

sities of the helpless and forsaken, and

performing over the dead the rites of

incremation. In the more public thor

oughfares the municipal authorities had

the bodies collected morning and even

ing and burned in immense piles, with

out ceremony or religious rite. But for

these timely precautions pestilence would

probably have followed in the footsteps

of famine.

After prices had reached their sup

posed maximum the king's storehouses

were thrown open and rice was freely

offered for sale. The poor, and even

the middle class, having exhausted all

their resources, were now unable to pur

chase ; but the rich acted nobly, buying

and distributing liberally while the sup

ply lasted, though, at the exorbitant price

demanded for the grain, their incomes

were fearfully taxed. When, in a short

time, the king's supply had also been

exhausted, several of the higher nobles

ordered shiploads from abroad at their

own expense, while the covetous old

monarch grew rich at the expense of his

own subjects, though I am sure he had

no conception of the amount of suffering

that prevailed, and none of his officers

dared tell him.

In scenes like these passed some ten

or more long, dreary, devastating weeks.

The mass of the people were so fearfully

prostrated, physically and mentally, that

they no longer cared to struggle with

their sad destiny, but in reckless stoicism

or grim despair dared Fate to do her

worst, and helpless, hopeless, careless

even of the result, lay down to. die. All

this and more is what famine means in

India.

In the case I have cited the cruel av

arice of the reigning king accelerated,

if it did not increase, the sufferings of Un

people. But it must be remembered that

the crop was not, that year, a total failure,

as sometimes happens, and the degree

of destitution did not, at its worst, reach

the point it must have done had no rico

been produced. The cutting off of the

rice-supply, from whatever cause, must,

among the nations of Southern Asia,

produce just such results as those nar

rated here ; and this is precisely the
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calamity now threatening some of the

provinces of India. Fortunately, in that

land of perennial verdure, where one

crop follows another in quick succession,

famine cannot last more than a few

months—that is, unless two consecutive

crops should fail. In the case here de

tailed it was some two months after the

king began to buy up the new rice be

fore the supply of old was absolutely

gone. Then came ten or twelve weeks

of the aggravated suffering that has been

portrayed, after which, slowly and at

irregular intervals, help came from neigh

horing ports—Singapore and Bombay

especially—and then gradually the first

fruits of the plenteous crop that the next

season crowned the labors of this strick

en people.

During all that fearful period the peo

ple never dreamed of casting blame upon

the king, any more than of reflecting on

their own improvidence and want of

forethought. It was " a dark chapter in

the book of Fate"—so they said, and

they submitted to it in sullen silence ;

while the return of plenty was only an

other freak of the same immutable des

tiny, more agreeable certainly, but equal

ly the workings of a " Fate " they could

neither comprehend nor control. But

foreigners were not quite so lenient in

their judgment of " His Serene Majesty "

of Siam . The newspapers in the neigh

horing English colonies of Singapore

and Penang. and even those of Calcutta,

Bombay and Madras, gave His Majesty

far more room in their columns than he

had ever occupied before, and dilated in

no measured terms upon the recent

monopoly and its results, charging " His

Infallible Majesty " with cruelty, rapacity

and avarice. On the next arrival from

Singapore the king wished, as usual, to

know what our papers contained, and

requested a translation of the editorial

matter and news items. Somewhat re

luctantly we complied, for though we

considered the strictures well merited,

and desired the king to reap the full

benefit of the salutary lessons they con-

tained, we doubted the propriety of ad

ministering a full dose of the nauseous

medicine at once, lest he should, on the

sheer rule of contrary, do even worse

than before. Taking up one of the pa

pers, I accordingly passed over much

that was most offensive, only throwing

in incidentally a remark now and then

concerning the recent famine and its

causes. This was just enough to excite

his curiosity to the utmost, and induce

him to prefer the request that every word

the papers contained about himself or

his affairs should be literally translated.

All was therefore read to him, and sorely

did the proud old monarch writhe under

the lashing. Yet while still wincing

under the rough handling of the journals

he turned away with a ludicrous air of

resignation, observing, " Well, I suppose

I must not buy up the rice any more, but

I'll have my monopoly for all that. I'll

buy up all the cocoanut oil next season,

and make a good thing of it, in spite of

the newspapers and the foreigners too !"

And so he did. The next year oil was

at a premium, and perfumery so high

that only ladies of the very highest ton,.

or rather the longest purses, were able

to indulge in its use. But, fortunately,

life did not depend on either lights or

perfumery. If people could not afford

such luxuries, they could sit in the dark

and make their toilettes less elaborate.

True, I sometimes had to keep a man or

two out all day ransacking the bazaars

and oil-shops for oil enough to keep our

lamps burning for a single night, but

such an inconvenience was easier to bear

than the sight of scores and hundreds

of human beings dying of starvation at

our very threshold, and the means of

relief utterly beyond our reach. So no

murmur, I think, arose about the scarcity

of oil, and "His Serene Majesty" was

this time permitted to enjoy his monop

oly without having his equanimity dis

turbed by the opinions of "the outside

barbarians."

Fannie Roper Feudge.
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GERMAN HUMOR.

IF a certain gentleman of ancient

Greece really died, as one account

says he did, from the effects of violent

laughter, caused by seeing a donkey eat

figs, this excessive amusement could

hardly have been caused by anything

but the extreme novelty of the situation.

And it is just such an element of com

plete unexpectedness that strikes us

most in any ordinary development of

German humor. The Teutonic mind

has the effect of being so ponderous,

and seems naturally so fitted for heavy

and serious occupations, that we derive

in such cases somewhat the same gene

ral impression we should receive on see

ing an elephant disporting himself on

the greensward after the fashion of

those well-known characters described

in English poetry as " the young lambs

so brisk and gay."

There is, it is true, a great deal of dif

ference in this respect between individ

uals. Heine, in particular, was possessed

of a sort of humor that was always cold,

cynical and sardonic, and at the same

time as keen and poignant as that of

any trenchant wit of other lands, from

Aristophanes to Thackeray. But Heine,

though born at Dusseldorf, was of Jew

ish descent, and cannot be taken as a

specimen of German intellect in general,

while a vast majority of those who really

may be received as such differ from him

in almost every respect. They are as

broad and plain as he is light and inci

sive, and their ideas of humor are on a

scale that seems to a foreigner quite

tremendous.

Another very noticeable characteristic

of German humor is a certain wonderful

species of simplicity that nearly always

accompanies it. This suggests, some

how, the deep, hearty and thoroughly

enviable enjoyment a child exhibits over

some piece of fun in which older persons

would find it very hard to discover any

point at all. There are few more prepos

terous things in the world than the pro

ceedings of a party of big, stout Germans

congregated in a drinking -saloon, and

discussing over their beer some witticism

whose staleness, flatness and unprofit

ableness, from an un-Germanic point, are

positively phenomenal. The great, thun

derous roars that come forth from their

cavern-like jaws, the almost total disap

pearance of their eyes in masses of

fleshy cheek, the resounding slaps in the

face and violent punches in other tender

portions of the physical conformation

which they bestow upon each other in

the excess of their delight,—all these tell

of sensations with which we outside bar

barians have little in common.

Yet we can occasionally get some idea

of the spirit of German humor, especially

in those cases where the meaning is elu

cidated by the addition of pictures. In

some branches of this latter department

the Germans are eminently successful.

The celebrated comic paper of Berlin,

Kladderadatsch , which corresponds in

most respects to the Punch and Chari

vari of London and Paris, is in some

points superior to either of those pub

lications. It is a small paper, consist

ing of a single sheet, and each number

contains one illustration. The text re

lates chiefly to the views of two imag

inary citizens of Berlin—Messrs. Schultz

and Miiller, to wit—whose opinions on

all important events, as expressed to

each other during sundry supposititious

interviews, are therein set forth for the

benefit of the public. These two gentle

men have now become very important

characters, and their sentiments gener

ally convey a very shrewd indication oi

some particular feeling that prevails

among the mass of the population.

They are represented by the artist as

an extremely comical couple, one being

of a very lanky construction, and the

other a marvel of shortness and rotund

ity ; while their sapient observations are

couched in the peculiar dialect of Berlin,
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and are so thoroughly and profoundly

ridiculous that the fun is, of its kind,

admirable.

In the wider field of general caricatur

ing the Germans reach a very high'degree

of perfection. That capacity for steady

and untiring labor of which they possess

so great a share shows itself in the faith

fulness with which they reproduce any

scene they may attempt to portray,

hringing it into view with the utmost

exactness and truth to life, even in the

smallest points. Indeed, their works of

this kind, though many of them lack

that element of slight exaggeration which

is one of the proper attributes of real

caricature, present such a wonderfully

exact imitation of objects that are amus

ing in themselves, or are made so by

the peculiar situations in which they are

placed, that they seem, in their own

special line, to be incapable of improve

ment. The humorous pictures that are

constantly appearing in Ueher Land und

Meerand Deutsche Bilderhogen of Stutt

gart, Die Illustrirte Welt of Stuttgart and

Leipsic, Fliegende Blatter-of Munich, and

other German papers, afford capital spe

cimens of the branch of art to which they

helong ; and such men as Offterdinger,

Hiddeman, Simmler, Specht, and the

late great master of silhouette-drawing,

Paul Konewka, would have reflected

credit upon any country and time. Some

of our own caricaturists might study the

works of these conscientious artists with

advantage to themselves ; and Mr. Nast

in particular (who, though himself a Ger

man, is certainly far inferior to the best

draughtsmen in his own country) would

find in their figures a correctness and

gracefulness of execution which his are

noticeably without.

Many of the humorous drawings con

tained in these publications are accom

panied by letter-press, which consists,

generally, of some story, ballad or pop

ular rhyme. In examining these a for

eigner is struck by the same idea of

something broad and ponderous, and

at the same time thoroughly child-like.

The stories are generally quaint old Ger

man fairy-tales, or something equally

suited, as we should think, to a very

juvenile taste, while the verses are often

quite similar in their nature to the lucu

brations of Mother Goose.

Among the favorite subjects are that

time-honored aneedote about the tailors

and the elephant which is given under

the title of Das witzige Schncidcrlein,

the wonderful and truly German adven

tures of Baron Munchausen, the song, by

the Prussian statesman Von Muhler, be

ginning "Grad aus dem Wirthshaus nun

komm ich heraus," and containing the

reflections of a swain who comes out of

a drinking-house and concludes that the

face of Nature is thoroughly drunk, the

astonishing experiences of Eulenspiegel,

and a great many more of a similar na

ture ; all being admirably fitted, from our

point of view, to meet the understanding

and mental cravings of a young and not

very precocious boy. This will be made

evident by any specimen of the kind of

literature under consideration ; and no

better one could be found than " Hilde-

brand und sein Sohn Hadubrand," which

has been published at least three times

lately, with a new set of pictures in each

case, and sometimes with the music, by

different German illustrated papers. This

remarkable poem may be translated as

follows :

Hildebrand and his son Hadubrand

Rode out together, in rage so grand,

Seeking the seaport of Venice.

Hildebrand and his son Hadubrand

Found no such seaport in all the land—

Cursed it with furious menace.

Hildebrand and his son Hadubrand

Saw by the roadside a tavern stand—

Tavern with beer for the calling.

Hildebrand and his son Hadubrand

Guzzled till neither could lift a hand—

Homeward on all-fours went crawling.

This is all ; and when we remember that

these verses have been illustrated by art

ists ofthe highest talent ( Konewka among

the rest), and are immensely popular in

Germany, we need no other proof of the

fact that the humor of this nation is

sui generis.

Equally characteristic is another uni

versal favorite called Der Doctor Eisen-

hart, of which some idea may be derived

from the following translation of a por

tion of it:
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'Tis I am Doctor Eisenbart,

From all the old cures I depart :

That blind men walk I do ordain,

And make the lame folks see again.

At Wimpfen my great skill's well known,

For at a birth there it was shown :

The infant's neck I chanced to snap—

The mother died too, by good hap.

In Potsdam I trepanned, of late,

The cook of Frederick called the Great :

I dug my axe into his head,

And now the poor old chap is dead.

The sexton's son at Diddledum

I gave ten pounds of opium :

He slept for years, through dry and wet :

His nap has not been finished yet.

At Prague, from one good wife alone,

I took ten wagon-loads of stone :

Beneath the last one she's immured :

It's certain now that she'll be cured.

This is the way that I can heal :

There's none that's better, I'll go bail.

I never fail, that's plain and flat :

I'll swear it by my doctor's hat !

A very common feature of most songs

of this sort consists in the numerous

queer and by no means euphonious ex

clamations with which they are liberally

provided. These correspond, in some

degree, to the choruses of "folderol,"

etc., which entered so largely into the

composition of the ballads and songs that

were popular in England during the last

century, and would unquestionably have

been placed by Mrs. Chick in the same

reprehensible category with "the equally

unmeaning and unfeeling remark of

rumpte-iddity, bow-wow-wow ! " The

most frequently used terms of this de

scription are juchhci or juchhe, and

juchheisa ; but there is an almost end

less variety of others, such as sasa, hop-

sasa, huideijaja, pumps-vallera, vhlal-

lerallera, etc. And whenever the sub

ject to be treated is the inspiring theme

of war and its natural attributes—pa

rades, martial music and the like—the

ingenious Teutonic muse breaks forth

into justsuch a strain as a party of small

boys in America would indulge in while

"playing soldiers." Very few lays of

this kind are without such additions as

tra-ra-ra, pilly-willy-wink (supposed,

on some unaccountable principle of ono

matopoeia, to represent the sound of a

fife), hum-hum-hurn, and dirum-dirum-

drum.

One of the most popular writers of

German humorous fiction in prose at the

present time is Fritz Reuter, whose

stories in the Plattdeutsch dialect are

read and appreciated all over the coun

try. He is an author of very great abil

ity, and some of his works show a great

deal of keenness and ingenuity in bur-

lesqueing the manners and the preten

sions of the little courts in those petty

German principalities that are now things

of the past. In such instances as this,

too, the same general features that have

before been noticed are discernible to a

very great extent ; and indeed, in the

case of Reuter's productions, that sim

plicity which has been referred to is even

increased by the peculiarities of the pro

vincial patois in which they are written.

There is, however, no reason for find

ing fault with German humor on the

score of that broadness and childlike

simplicity and naivete which are observ

able among its elements. We may not.

it is true, receive the impression that a

very high degree of intellect or much

delicacy of perception was employed in

producing its manifestations. But the

great achievements of the Germans in

many other far more important direc

tions make it impossible to question the

vast mental power and indomitable en

ergy of the people, or to suppose that

this state of things takes its origin in any

kind of weakness. After all, too, there

can be no doubt that the best kind of

humor is that which is thoroughly hearty,

genial and sincere ; and in these respects

that of Germany has no superior in the

world. W. W. C.

THE PEDIGREE OF SOME FAMOUS

JEWELS.

Many of the present generation who

were familiar with Paris prior to the late

Franco-Prussian war will recall the sen

sation produced by every appearance of

the old duke of Brunswick, who for

many years resided in that city. His

residence was a spacious, brick-colored

chateau of very quaint architecture sit

uated not far from the Champs Elysees,

on the Boulevard Beaujon, and, together

with its surroundings, seemed so utterly
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unlike everything else in the gay city

that one was at a loss to decide which

was the more remarkable, the ancient

prince himself or the stronghold where

he and his treasures were bestowed.

His Highness, even when past seventy

years of age, was, whenever seen in so

ciety, so elaborately "got up" as seem

ingly to have told scarcely more than

half that number of years. Passing him

in his elegant phaeton on the public

drives, or meeting him by the glow of

wax candles in the recherche drawing-

rooms of the elite, where he was ever

one of the gayest votaries of Terpsichore

and most gallant in his devotion to the

fair sex, the casual observer would have

pronounced him a well-preserved man

of forty, who had never felt the pressure

of a care or a sorrow. But if one chanced

to get near him by daylight the ravages

of time revealed themselves, despite the

tricks and bribes of his elaborate toilettes.

Handsome he could scarcely be called,

hut elegant always, and courtly as a

Beau Brummell. So studious was he of

his personal appearance that, having un

fortunately lost his hair, he had thirty-

one wigs manufactured to replace the

original covering of his cranium. One

of these represented his hair a- if just

from the barber's shears ; a second, as

it would appear after one day's growth ;

a third, after two days, and so on to the

close of the month, in order that he

wight be supposed still to wear his own

hair, having it trimmed by the barber

once a month, as formerly. The same

careful concealment of Time's footprints

was shown in other particulars. Each

morning before he left his private apart

ments a valet, kept for this special duty,

artistically painted the duke's eyebrows,

cheeks and lips; another skillfully pad

ded the shrunken chest and shoulders,

arranged the false calves within the cost

ly silken hose, and otherwise replaced

the youthful attractions which more than

threescore years had stolen away. Then

one of his many charming toilettes of

youthful elegance was donned, and the

aged dandy stepped forth to be admired

and envied by brainless parasites, who

for their own gain pandered to his weak

vanity. And, after all, no one was really

deceived by these small arts, for the duke

was quite too important a personage and

his pedigree too well known for his age

to be a matter of uncertainty.

In his other grand passion, that for the

accumulation of diamonds, he was more

successful, his entire collection being

valued at between three and four millions

of dollars. Among them were some

that had passed through more adventures

than the heroine of a modern romance.

One of the choicest, a fine pink brilliant,

had once belonged to Baba Khan, the

famous Tartar conqueror of India, and is

of fabulous value. Well-authenticated

report said that it had been dropped from

Baba's diadem at Delhi, where the victo

rious monarch might well afford to lose

even so costly a jewel, since he won an

empire in exchange, and left his oppo

nent, the last of the Afghan race of

monarchs, dead on the field of battle.

The peerless gem was highly valued by

the Tartar conqueror, having been the

dower of his favorite wife, presented to

him by her own hands on their nuptial-

day, and he offered immense rewards for

its recovery. All his efforts, however,

proved futile, and Baba, so say the tra

ditions of the country, regarded the loss

as an omen of evil—a presentiment soon

verified by the announcement that reach

ed him, immediately after his recognition

as"emperorof India,"of the death of the

beloved wife. This event served only to

enhance the value of the lost jewel in

his estimation ; and of such vast im

portance did he deem its recovery that

five years later, when he lay dying, he

bequeathed his crown to his son Huma-

yun with the assurance that unless he

succeeded in getting possession of the

missing gem the kingdom would surely

be wrested from his hands. Why the

safety of Humayun's crown depended

on the ownership of a particular jewel

does not appear ; but certain it is that he

failed to get back the lost diamond, and

he did lose his kingdom after a very

brief and troublous reign, though seldom

has a monarch ascended his throne with

prospects so brilliant. The empire seem

ed firmly established, the revenues were
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in excellent condition, and Humayun

himself was, for the times in which he

lived, a young man of more than ordi

nary promise. But internal dissensions

arose, compelling the youthful monarch

to take refuge in Persia, where he spent

more than fifteen years in exile ; and

when by the powerful aid of the shah he

re-entered his capital in triumph, he had

occupied it but a few weeks when his life

was terminated by an accidental fall.

The jewel dropped by Baba Khan was

found by one of the adherents of the

Afghan king closely enfolded in the pale,

cold hands of the fallen monarch, as

though he had received it in payment

for his kingdom and his life. It had

probably been dropped there as Baba

bent over the prostrate form to scrutinize

the features of one who had been rash

enough to think himself able to cope

successfully with so renowned an oppo

nent as the Tartar conqueror. The find

er of the peerless gem concealed it in

his turban, intending, no doubt, to trade

it off at the earliest opportunity. But

the search set on foot by Baba rendered

him chary of parting with his treasure,

and equally fearful of having it found

in his possession. So he resorted to a

method of concealment not uncommon

in the East. Cutting a gash under his

knee, he slipped in the diamond and

left the skin to close up over it, and thus

it remained hidden in his flesh for more

than twenty years. Just before his death

he revealed the secret, caused the pre

cious jewel to be transferred from his

own person to that of his infant son, and

solemnly enjoined its preservation in the

same way as an heirloom to descend

through the eldest male branch of his

family down to the latest generation.

So it remained, says tradition, in posses

sion of his descendants for more than

two centuries, bringing to its inheritors

wealth and prosperity such as their house

had never before enjoyed. It was lost

to them at last by the folly of an inex

perienced lad, who boasted of the pos

session of this treasure in a company of

profligates, who afterward waylaid and

murdered him, and absconded with the

gem, one of them swallowing it for safe

ty. They quarreled about the division

of their booty, and thus the affair came

to be revealed. But meantime the suc

cessful thief escaped, and after some

amusing adventures reached Calcutta

with his prize, and sold it to an English

officer, who took it home and realized a

princely fortune by the sale of this rare-

gem to a London jeweler. After several

other transfers it found its way at length

into the coffers of the duke of Brunswick.

A black diamond, also obtained from

the East Indies, had for centuries done

service as the eye of a venerated idol,

but somefiow, by the fortunes of war, his

godship had suffered himself to be de

spoiled of one of his brilliant orbs. This

was forthwith shipped to Europe, and by

its ready sale to the wealthy old duke the

stolen eye made the fortune of a dashing

young soldier who had no real taste for

the service, and had only entered the

army because his family was too aristo

cratic for even a younger son to work

for a living. By the lucky casualty that

made his place of encampment a famous

temple at Rangoon, whence the fright

ened priests fled in dismay at the sight

of the "red-coats," and his own habits

of careful observation that revealed the

shining eye as it lay among the debris

where it had fallen, probably on the

idol's hasty removal, the young officer

was enabled to throw up his commission

and betake himself for the rest of his

life to elegant retirement in his native

land.

One curiously-wrought coronet set with

nine magnificent diamonds had belong

ed to the tyrant Suraj - al - Dowlah of

"Black Hole" notoriety. It was worn

by Suraj in the action that took place in

the grove of Plassey, in the year 1757,

between the troops of the subahdar and

the English under General Clive. Surai

was utterly routed and fled the field in

disguise, but he was discovered by an

enemy and brought back ; and Mir Jaf-

fier, in whose aid Clive had taken the

field, getting possession of the fallen

chief, caused him to be assassinated.

All his valuable jewels were confiscated,

by order of the English commander, to

defray the expenses of the expedition.
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and this curious diadem, with its nine

magnificent brilliants, was purchased by

an English dealer, and passed from his

hands to those of the duke of Brunswick.

A pair of diamond earrings that had

adorned the peerless beauty of Marie

Antoinette in her days of prosperity, and

heen subsequently appropriated to his

own benefit by her brutal jailer, likewise

found a quiet refuge in the duke's cab

inet. But, fond as he was of elaborate

personal decorations, I have never heard

that he ventured to wear these grace

ful adornments of the ill-fated queen.

Nestled close beside the earrings, as in

fitting proximity, lay a tiny golden circlet

with a single diamond, that had prob

ahly been placed on the finger of the

little Louis, the dauphin of France, by

his mother. It was found in the posses

sion of one of his keepers, the cruel

Simon, who had taken it from the royal

child, and it was subsequently purchased

hy the duke as a memorial of the fallen

family.

In the collection of royal mementoes

Fate certainly favored this lover of dia

monds. Amid the glitter and sparkle

of twelve magnificent studs, each com

posed of a solitaire of the first water,

that had in bygone days done service as

vest-buttons to the emperor Pedro of

Brazil, there lay in peerless beauty, as a

queen among her satellites, a massive

gold ring with a single glittering diamond

—a fortune in itself—that had once be

longed to Mary Stuart. It had been sold

hy the order of the unfortunate queen

to purchase, during her dreary captivity,

the luxuries her rival cousin of England

failed to provide for her. On the inner

side of the ring were engraven the royal

arms and the initials "M. S."

Very many others, perhaps of less lofty

lineage and warlike notoriety, but of peer

less beauty and immense value, whose

histories I cannot now recall, found here

a princely home in most aristocratic so

ciety. There were solitaires, and clus

ters, rings, bracelets, brooches and ear

rings, circlets for neck and brow and

waist, single gems, sets and clusters, all

of purest water, and flashing with rare

prismatic lustre. One coronet was esti

mated at four hundred and eighty-five

thousand dollars ; another at one hun

dred and seventy-five thousand ; and a

necklace, composed of twelve peerless

stones, all redolent with living light, cost

the owner the neat little sum of one hun

dred thousand dollars. Others, singly or

in sets, were valued, severally, at twenty,

thirty, forty and fifty thousand ; besides

which, the duke had a whole medley of

smaller diamonds of which he made lit

tle account, though some of them were

really choice specimens, and none could

be called indifferent. F. R. F.

A LETTER FROM NEW YORK.

We are now in the midst of those

field-days in the social world whose oft-

recurring engagements are trying to the

most robust woman of fashion. A lunch

eon, a kettledrum, a reception, a dinner

party, a ball, are all down for one day,

and, alas ! for every day. How much

did the gay beauties whose pictures hang

at Hampton Court do in a day ? Did

they crowd matters as we do ? A New

York woman in the season has about

this role to play, which I shall describe :

She rises late, fatigued by the ball of the

night before : she takes merely her tea

and toast, for she is going out at one to

lunch at Mrs. Uptown's beautiful corner

house. A corner house on Fifth Avenue

is a patent of nobility in New York. A

splendid house this—four rooms deep,

forty feet wide, with satin let into the

walls, pictures framed in the panels, ver

milion and gold emblazoning the ceil

ings. There are twenty-four of us, and

we are taken into the dining - room,

which is hung with stamped leather, while

pictures of dead game and of living

artists, of fruit and flowers, amuse our

eyes. The lunch is served on seven

courses of Sevres porcelain, painted in

great groups of Rosa Bonheur cattle,

which suggest "ox-tail soup" or fish

which Agassiz would have appreciated.

I draw a piece of salmon from the wa

ters of destiny, and land it gloriously

amid green leaves on my Sevres plate,

covering the pictured semblance with

the dead reality. (" I will taste your dead

animal," said Alcott, who hates animal
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food, as his entertainer pressed on him

a bit of canvas-back.) Next come alle

gorical subjects—Jupiter and Io, Venus

and Adonis, Cupid and Psyche—as if the

entrees belonged to the gods and were

indeed ambrosia and nectar. Then

birds and small animals, such as shy

rabbits, frogs, and even snails ; finally

flowers and fruits. I catch a cock-pheas

ant, glorious in purple and gold, on my

plate, and afterward retire to a wilder

ness of grapes, bananas and pines, crown

ed by the sweetest bouquet of sweet-peas

and lilies of the valley. The attentive

slaves behind our chairs pour out five or

six different kinds of wine, and I notice

that not one glass is emptied. Some few

ladies sip a little champagne, but noth

ing else : perhaps one glass of Chateau

Iquem is also drunk. Women cannot

drink wine, and why ? Men certainly

can. Would it not be well to discuss

this difference in the great question of

female education ? After this superb

feast is over, how gladly we hail a cup

of English breakfast tea, woman's true

tipple !

The twenty-four ladies separate at four

o'clock, the strong to go to other recep

tions and kettledrums till the dinner-

hour—the weak' to go home and rest

until the hairdresser comes at six to pre

pare the aching head for a dinner-party.

The dinner is equally elegant with the

lunch, but smaller, and the party con

sists of course of alternate gentlemen

and ladies. We talk of Salvin: and of

the departed opera, of Nilsson's sore

throat and of the Patriarchs' balls. The

thirty " Patriarchs" who give these hand

some balls are all over twenty-five, which

is placing them amongst the immediate

descendants of "Chaos and Old Night."

The first ball at Delmonico's was very

beautiful, very stately, very well dressed

and very crowded. One of New York's

former "leaders of the German" opened

it with Miss Nellie Grant. The earl of

Roscberry, who refused the Princess

Louise, was one of many titled young

English guests, and the ball was a

success.

The women dress in magnificent bro

cades, almost always made over a petti

coat of another color. Scarcely one

dress is all of one color, two delicately-

contrasting ones being the favorite mode.

At the luncheons they wear their street

dresses and bonnets, often of heavy vel

vet and fur, very warm and uncomfort

able. A few have the sense to dress in

cool silk suits, with bonnet to match,

and thus baffle the heat of our furnace

houses, not to speak of the subsequeni

danger of colds. Embroidery, that nat

ural belonging of woman, enters into

much of the costume of the period

Dresses embroidered in floss silk or in

jet are very common. A cuirass of jet

is a favorite luxury, and sometimes a

flounce half a yard deep composed of

this glittering article is added to the cos

tume, which might have suited Joan of

Arc. A well-dressed woman costs five

hundred dollars as she appears at a

luncheon, not counting her jewelry.

The death of Mrs. Charlotte Lynch,

mother of Mrs. Botta, reminds many

people with good memories of the first

salon which succeeded in New York.

The young poetess, Miss Lynch, in her

modest parlors in Ninth street, twenty-

five years ago, emulated the practice of

the Misses Berry in London, and light

ing her evening lamp simply let it be

known that she would be at home. Soon

the rooms were crowded with literary

and musical celebrities, soon Fashion

sought for an admittance, and there for

many years did the handsome old lady

who is now gone lend her dignified

presence to these informal, agreeable

evenings. After the marriage of Miss

Lynch to Mr. Botta the family removed

to a handsome house up town, where

most famous parties have since been

given to distinguished people, notably

one to Ristori, but always by invitation.

The beautiful old gray head disappeared

from these pleasant successors of the ok!

receptions some years ago, always mill

ed by the elder habitues of the house,

and now she has gone away for ever—

one more link severed wth that "past of

our nation " when ladies were ladies,

and gentlemen were gentlemen.

But I am wandering from the gay

Present into the more sober Past. Let
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me return to my more immediate muttons,

you may suggest that a life such as I

im describing leaves comparatively little

:ime for reading or reflection, and that it

is eminently American to be thus gay

ind volatile over the scarcely cooled

lava of our recent eruptions. In both

these suggestions you will be entirely

:orrect. But who since Sodom or Go

morrah was ever stopped in a career of

fashionable gayety by sage reflections ?

If we turn aside occasionally to do a

good deed, to lift a fallen sister, to succor

and help the starving, to build up hos

pitals for the aged and unfortunate—if

indeed we have that thoughtless gen

erosity which has never yet deserted the

commercial metropolis—chalk it up to

our credit, for in the midst of such a

gay, worldly, furiously exciting life it is

strange that we do no worse. Is it the

climate that drives us into this saturnalia

of gayety ? Are Wall street and Del-

monico's, Fifth Avenue and the lunch

eons, kettledrums, balls and dinners, only

oxygen? "I am drunk from the mo

ment I land on your shores," said a

soher Englishman who occasionally ex

changes the fogs of London for our blue

: skies.

Salvini has gone. Certain jealous men

say that his female admirers were in the

hahit of leaving pillows carelessly around,

in the hope of having the infinite solace

of being smothered by this greatest of

Othellos. His manners in private have

that exquisite Italian softness and finish

which is so fascinating, especially in men

of great personal strength. I dare say

Samson in private life was a most ami

ahle gentleman, and went shopping with

Delilah even when she bought the fatal

scissors. Margaret Clayson.

Fashion in our country selects its new

names for new garments, jewels and toilet

wticles (where the names are not import

ed witl»the goods) from the reigning per

sonages of the hour, usually choosing the

name of some favorite singer, actor, sol

dier or guest of the nation to christen the

new merchandise. But in France, in

stead of drawing this nomenclature sole-

I ly from famous persons, great events in

politics and war, and even the names of

! battles and treaties, are called into requi

sition for this purpose. No one here

would dream of christening a new color

or a new style of coat the Democratic or

the Republican, the Conservative or the

Radical, and still less should we name it

the Vicksburg or the Chattanooga cut or

shade ; yet we all remember how quick

ly the Magenta and Solferino colors were

introduced after the Italian war, and

Paris shops now display " nouvcautes a

la Fusion," which of course implies an

intermingling of different tints, as befits

the Fusion party, while the new " Frohs-

dorf " shade has naturally a foundation

of Bourbon white, veined most delicate

ly with suggestions of the tri-color. The

same disposition to refer to passing po

litical events was seen in the naming of

the wines of 1870, 1871 and 1872. In

the first year such titles as " Larmes de

la Meuse" were affixed to favorite vin

tages, and these gave way in time to

such titles as " Vin de la Delivrance"

and " Vin de la Revanche."

We Americans have been sharply and

justly criticised for our fashion of disfig

uring famous natural scenery, such as

the rocks of Mount Washington and of

Niagara, with advertisements of oint

ments, liniments, pills and squills; and

in fact the legislature of New Hampshire

has been forced to make a statute im

posing a severe penalty for this odious

offence — a statute which ought to be

duplicated in every other State of the

Union. But it must not be imagined that

America is the only sinner in this respect.

During a recent tour in Switzerland, Emile

de Girardin, while ascending the Rigi,

saw in gilt letters on one of the highest

and steepest rocks of the mountain, above

a precipice, the announcement by a Paris

chocolate-maker that he had a branch

shop at Neuchatel ! Foreigners, too, are

imitating our advertising devices in other

respects, and even surpassing them ; for

a Paris shopkeeper has contrived an um

brella which he distributes gratuitously

on the simplest of conditions—namely,

that the recipient shall agree to use it
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whenever it rains. The umbrella is cov

ered with the donor's business notices .'

Foreign actors and singers sometimes

complain, it is said, of the impassibility

of American audiences, declaring that

they find it extremely difficult to arouse

our people to anything like passionate

enthusiasm. It is true that we do not

suffocate favorite prima - donnas with

bouquets nor shatter the windows of the

opera-house with our furious applause ;

but, on the other hand, we are less

cruel in our expressions of disapproval,

and there are some drawbacks to too

great demonstrativeness when this is in

the wrong direction. When Rahagas

was played at Rome on one occasion

the audience pelted the actors with lem

ons—an expression of discontent con

siderably surpassing not only the tra

ditional showers of baked apples at the

Petit Lazare and other minor theatres of

Paris, but the objectionable peanuts and

other like missiles in the ancient days of

the Bowery. As for hissing, to what ex

tent this accomplishment is carried in

some foreign play-houses we may learn

from the aneedote related of the author

of the Deux Reines, who is said to have

consoled himself for the sifflotements

which enlivened the end of his piece

on its first representation by saying to a

friend, "You call that hissing? Pooh!

it's only a few careful people who are

blowing out their night-keys, so as to

make sure they aren't clogged before

going home !"

The Claimant is evidently giving rise

to a regular literature on his subject, be

sides filling folios with his own case.

The advertisement appears in the Lon

don papers of—

REMARKABLE CLAIMANTS, Ancient and

Modern, lteing the Histories of all the most

Celebrated Pretenders and Claimants during the last

600 years. Fcp. 8vo, 300 pages, illustrated boards, 2i.

The bare notion of six centuries of Tich-

borne cases is appalling. In truth, one

of the Claimant's great blunders lies in

his living in times quite unsuited to such

a trial. It would have been just the

thing for the days of Methuselah, when

thirty years would no doubt have readily

been allowed to Dr. Kenealey without

any irritating display of impatience from

the Bench, after which the judge would

have comfortably got through his sum

ming up in a decade.

A rather surprising connection be

tween religion and commerce is illustrated

by the fact that the^packct Senegal, Cap

tain Rameau, which cleared from Bor

deaux the other day, is said to have taken

out nine cases o(eau de Lourdes, consign

ed to Buenos Ayres. It strikes one at first

with a strange sensation to imagine the

miraculous water bottled, corked, label

ed, priced, packed and loaded on ship

board, to be peddled out like so much

Vichy or Kissingen. But, for that matter,

sacred relics and fabrics of all sorts that

have received pontifical benediction have

for ages been hawked-about in the world's

markets, since nothing is tpo sacred to

escape the greedy grasp of commerce.

Since Dogberry's day a finer instance

of magisterial dignity and accurate self-

appreciation has rarely been seen than

the one furnished by the selectmen of

the small town of W , who lately put

out the following proclamation: "We,

selectmen of W , having been in

formed that an individual unknown in

the community was a suspicious charac

ter, caused him to be brought into our

presence, and having asked his name,

age and occupation, he rudely answered

that we were a pack of fools ; where

upon, having agreed that this individual

was in the full enjoyment of his intel

lectual faculties, we have cited him to

appear before Squire B on charges

to be preferred against him.''

•
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L'Antechrist. Par Ernest Renan. Paris:

LevyFreres; New York : F. W. Christern.

It is rather curious how soon the vitupera

tive chorus with which Christendom greeted

the Life of ferns has died away, giving place,

no doubt, to a deeper and stiller sentiment of

revulsion toward certain parts of that effort.

The opposition of orthodoxy is perhaps as firm

as ever, but orthodoxy sees that such a work

can be combated only by an armament of study

equal to its own ; and while engaging in this

salutary study orthodoxy is evidently assimi

lating a large part of the theory it criticises.

What was really shocking to the Northern

races in the fesus was its falsetto pastoral

tone: plain Christians of the Bunyan type,

concerned with a daily weary warfare against

Apollyon, were grimly convinced that the

history of their Exemplar was no "joyous

idyl by the hanks of Galilee." The tone of

the present volume is not thus disagreeably

sweet, as a general thing, but it is strongly

mundane, voluntarily clever, and smacks now

and again of tjie essay or the newspaper.

M. Renan bears as hard as he did in the

Apitres upon the malice he supposes to exist

between the great Christian chiefs. The au

thor of the Apocalypse—whom he thinks with

popular opinion to be John—is anything but

a heloved disciple, a tender cavalier for the

Virgin : he is a jealous and bigoted Judean,

imbued with the narrowest notions of the Je

:usalem school, and a most determined hater

of Paul. Of Paul are to be understood those

anathemas against a corrupter of the churches

to be found in Revelation. The disciples of

Paul are the disciples of the heathen prophet,

the disciples of Balaam. A female proselyte

of Paul's at Thyatira is called Jezebel, and

she is threatened in the Vision with a hed of

sickness, while her children are to be " killed

with death." M. Renan's lively fancy hears

"cries of joy" uttered by the Christians of

ihe circumcision when they learned that " the

new liilaam " and the " Destroyer of the

Law " was no more. John hates, along with

the faithful of Ephesus, the Nicolaitanes, who

are none other than the partisans of Paul ;

and John praises the same church of Ephesus,

which very church is a creation of Paul's, he

cause it " cannot bear them which are evil,

OF THE DAY.

and had tried them which say they are apos

tles and are not" (still alluding to Paul),

"and found them liars;'' he approves those

of Thyatira who have not this doctrine, and

have not known " the depths of Satan, as

they say" an ironically reversed allusion to

Paul's " deep things of God."

A timid, limited and completely provincial

Asiatic, John is supposed by M. Renan to

have wandered to Rome, his rustic eyes greet

ed, at the first Italian port, Pozzuoli, by the

volcanic landscape of Naples, the locusts

born from the sulphur-fumes of the Solfatara,

Vesuvius preparing for its ruinous ebullition

and nodding over the doomed towns of

Pompeii and Ilerculaneum, and all the threat

ening landscape imported into the Vision.

At Rome burst upon his mind the full-blown

spectacle of Nero's tyranny. Flying with the

multitude of Christians dispersed by its ter

rors, he may have made for Ephesus, the Asi

atic city nearest to Rome on the grand route,

and the port nearest also to Patmos. Why

the hierarch, toward the close of his days,

and at a time when his survivalship of the

other apostles gave him great dignity, should

retire to such an isle, a small, bustling naval

depdt, the last station in sailing to Asia, is

altogether conjectural. Perhaps he fled from

a threatened persecution at Ephesus ; " per

haps, returning from a voyage to Rome, and

on the eve of greeting his disciples, he pre

pared, in one of the caupona which must

have bordered the port, the manifesto which

he chose to send hefore him into Asia."

The scenery of the Revelation is but slight

ly indebted to Patmos : two or three par

ticulars, such as the Seer's constant preoccu

pation with the ocean, and " the great burn

ing mountain cast into the sea," resembling

Mount Thera, which was about that time in

eruption, alone have a local imprint. Patmos

is a bare island, dentellated with reddish

rocks, and similar to all those of the Archi

pelago. " These myriads of islets, of the

most varied shapes, which emerge like pyra

mids or like shields over the waves, and dance

about the horizon an eternal round, seem the

fairy world of a circle of sea-gods and ocean-

ides, leading a brilliant career of love, youth

and melancholy Calypso and the
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sirens, the Tritons and Nereids— the dan

gerous charms of the water, its caresses at

once voluptuous and sinister,—all those subtle

sensations which express themselves inimit

ably in the Odyssey are missed by the cloudy

Seer. Out of a little island, formed to serve

as pictorial background to the delicious ro

mance of Daphnis and Chloe, or to scenes

of shepherds and shepherdesses, as in The

ocritus and Moschus, he makes a black vol

cano, gorged with ashes and fire."

Shortly after the death of Nero the Revela

tion was promulgated among John's Asiatic

pupils as a symbolical manifesto, put forward

as a revelation of Jesus himself. Gloomily

possessed as it is with ideas of torture and

death, the Christian world is promised a

speedy millennium, wherein those who have

fallen for the faith are to enjoy a " first resur

rection," and to reign with their risen Lord a

thousand years on earth, while " the rest of

the dead revive not until the thousand years

are finished." As a firm historical basis for

the prophecy, John, with rapid symbolic

touches, runs over the career of the Roman

empire from the time of Julius Caesar, whom

he counts, like Josephus, as a crowned em

peror : the imperial Beast is seen rising from

the sea, with its seven heads (Julius Casar,

Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero

and Galba) and its ten horns of proconsular

power, Italy, Achaia, Asia, Syria, Egypt,

Africa, Spain, France, Britain and Germany :

it makes war against the saints, and over

comes them, but its reign is limited to three

years and a half. In this comprehensive

symbol one feature is dwelt upon with an ex

cess of detail over all the rest, suggesting to

us some allusion peculiarly local, and appli

cable to the immediate date of the vision.

" As for the head wounded to death, but

whose wound was healed, it is Nero, recently

overthrown, miraculously saved from death,

and believed to have found refuge among the

Parthians." The grand shadow over the

book of Revelation is, in fact, Nero, from

whom the young and innocent Church learn

ed with amazement the news that she was to

be considered henceforth a subject for savage

persecution and massacre. John sees her

crowned with the stars, impregnated with the

ideal of Christianity, while the seven-crowned

dragon waits to devour.

The whole Vision is stained with the horri

ble excesses of Rome, and especially the trag

ical and theatrical slaughter of the year 64,

when Nero conceived the idea of charging

the accidental fire at Rome upon the Chris

tians, and executing his victims among the

games of the Coliseum under forms borrowed

from the old tragedies and mythologies. To

Nero, that crowned abortion, M. Renan gives

a good deal of his space, and pushes his crit

icisms into particulars greatly more minute

than were needed in simply considering the

relations between the emperor and Christian

ity. The occasion, however, was an irresia

ible one. The picture is all antithesis an i

glitter, and is a portrayal of the " artist cha

racter," the pure histrionic mind, crowned

for once with boundless opportunity : what

such a temperament arrives at, given over to

its whim, relieved of conscience and responsi

bility and endowed with complete power, is

the ghastly lesson of Nero's life. The author

here, distributing the traits of Nero's charac

ter by parcels among the heroes of Victor

Hugo's novels, makes a racy parallel, enjoys

himself palpably, and effects a rapid, charac

teristic sketch. But he is trivial, worldly and

secular beyond what he has yet appeared in

any of his biblical studies, and establishes a

cynical tone he will find it hard to make the

world believe in as suitable for exegesis.
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THE LAKE OF UNDINES.

DUR vilest matchmaker is Death.

Year after year he weds the tender

he base. His call, even as Keats's

' bird, is heard through every age

e by emperor and clown." What

s our protest ? From time to time

! delicate prince, first conscious of the

natural, helpless antipathy, shall idly ask,

for humanity's Caesars and Alexanders,

whether they must come to this fashion

i' the earth; and Death's groomsman

the gravedigger sings twice or thrice,

"Oh, a pit of clay for to be made for

such a guest is meet." Again and again

ed according to Act of Congress, in the year 1874, by J. B. Lippincott & Co.. in the Office of the

Librarian of Congress, at Washington
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some wild Constance, morbid bride of

corruption, shall shriek, " Arise forth

from the couch of lasting night," and

offer her maniac kiss to the " detestable

bones," and put her eyeballs in the

"vaulty brows." - And Death, more hor

rible than any duegne complaisante , re-

 

1LL-FAME AND INNOCENCE.

ccives with his own grin his pennies

from the filmy eyes. Our fine delicacy

is nothing, our choice is impotent.

And Beauty shall be laid in Yorick's

bed, for innocence must slumber with

the clown to-night, and in the grave is

no device nor difference.

I am approaching the most serious part

of my story. I should be sorry for the

reader to think that Paul Flemming can

occupy himselfwith only dilettante studies

and ballads of travel. Fill thyself with

angrier ink, O pen that long since wrotest

the dirge of Emma of Ilmenau : do thy

spiriting darkly, as when, by those lone

banks of Neckar, there fell a star from

heaven ! I have no plain and easy tale

to tell this morning, and I must needs

fortify myself, as in the old time, with the

old words, when I said, "O thou poor

authorling ! reach a little deeper into the

human heart. Touch those strings—

touch those deeper strings, and more

boldly, or the notes will die

away like whispers."

It is now four or five years

since a lonely and beautiful

woman, hurrying across the

wealthy plains of Belgium

with an infant in her arms.

- jpZ was forced to pause at Brus

sels. When she rose from a

sick bed the angel of death

had stolen from her bosom

the little tender babe, and

had laid the poor abortive

being in the cemetery of

Laaken. Just able at length

to walk, she stole to the

churchyard to bid a last

adieu to the grave, for un

controllable reasons urged

her speedy departure from

Belgium. " Take care of the

poor flowers," she said, put

ting money into the hand of

a stolid sexton. Then, in a

voice all broken with sobs,

"Ah, darling, darling little

daughter ! why cannot I stay

near you ? What gentle eye

will ever dwell on your sweet

grave when your mother her

self abandons you ? Who

will tend these desolate little roses and

violets ?"

" I will !" said a voice which seemed

to rise upon the wind. She looked

around, but saw nobody : was the sound

a lingering echo of delirium ? She came

in haste next day at an early hour snatch

ed with difficulty from the routine of

travel. The grave was already covered

with fresh plants for all its petty length,

and guarded with a grating of iron. " My

prayers are answered," said the poor

traveler. When she had gone a figure

approached the tomb from the nearest

clump of cypresses. It was a young man

of vigorous proportions, but with a face
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worn and saddened with anxiety. He

laid his hand upon the rail. " Poor

baby!" said he, "it is in the name of

maternity !"

After that no week passed by but the

young philanthropist returned, darkly

studying the bed where chance had laid

the baby-bride of Eternity. He was a

I home-sick Frenchman, and truly few

young men but those of the Latin race

would be capable of an action generous,

yet uncalled-for and slightly mock-heroic.

Only briefly a resident of Brussels, and

driven thither by a schoolboy's manifes-

l tation which had been viewed in a po

litical aspect, he had formed the habit

 

HALLS AT ALLEEHE1LIGEN.

of promenading in the cemetery. The

small creature, hidden in the grave with

out ever having met his eye, became for

h'm an interest and an object in life.

He visited no one else, avoiding e/en

the other refugees tempted by bank-

uptcy or ill-fortune into the friendly ter

ritory. Sick for his native land, he es

tablished a parallel between himself and

this tiny stranger withered on a foreign

soil. It lived in his fancy as a pallid

cherub, and alternated with imperfect

visions of a graceful lady half seen

among the trees. His constant visits

were noticed, and with no friendly eyes.

" What would you think, yourself,

Flemming?" said Grandstonc, who re

cited, as we strolled toward the cascades

of Allerheiligen, the history from which

I have condensed this shadowy little

idyl.

" I think he was Quixotic, but a fine

fellow."

"They didn't think him very fine in

Brussels," said my young countryman.

"You see, they don't give a hearty wel
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come in Belgian society to French ref

ugees, being more used to fellows that

have jumped their bail or to gentlemen

of the Rochefort order than they are to

Don Quixotes. It was too bad, though,

the things they dared to drop about that

baby and its supposed father. ' We had

becter part,' said the landlord who lodged

him near the cemetery : ' there

many of your family in our faf

"Was he obliged to move away.

from the grave he had tended

erously ?"

" It was of the less importance,

banishment from French soil was

ed. Before departing he came

 

LADDER OR

more to the churchyard of Laaken. He

left a considerable sum with the sexton,

making him promise to keep the place

in his special care. Nothing could -be

more handsome of Fortnoye."

—For it was again of Fortnoye, the

eternal, the inevitable Fortnoye, that the

tale was told. 1 had been repeating to

Grandstone his riddling words about an

approaching matrimonal project on his

part. The former continued :

" Do you fancy that even if he wants

to marry, a girl who goes over the coun

try with undecipherable and my.

babies is the wife for our whim~

pulous Paladin ? It was a

though, to invent that coarse

about him and the child."

" But who is the supposed

the infant ?"

" Why, don't you sec ? HerB

er is well known at Brass* h

shut her door against the ad

Of course it is your pretty

Carlsruhe."

"What! Francine Joliet ? The
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attaching any kind of mystery to

lovely creature's conduct."

ras proceeding to defend my dainty

cine at greater length

our dialogue was in-

3ted by a simultaneous

It was a cry of de

fer we had now mount-

le hills, those sunny

tits which had filled so

ifully the arches of the

1 windows in the ab-

and the cascades of

leiligen were before

rrom the eminence we

eached, stretched out

:ir silver length, were

led to our sight the

>Iied cataracts, like

,• rivers standing story

tory.

comrades were wait-

ir us a little farther

irtnoye among them :

neared each other I

d briskly up to him

grasped his hand, a

uvre which seemed

derably to surprise

It was a salute pro-

g from the grave at

Later, a series of ladders was thrown

from peak to peak, where travelers with

strong heads might clamber at their slip-

 

SAINT SA I AN.

lied by the tributes of the Murg,

iz and the numerous water-courses

-ain the Black Korest, the falls of

eiligen have torn their way through

v tract, whose points of resistance

>oped up the stream into numerous

ies. Formerly, to trace these cata-

 

A CARTLOAD.

trough their whole length, the for-

r hunter was obliged to slide over

-ous crags at the risk of his life.

pery will. At present, the whole is ar

ranged for the tourist with plank-walks,

rails and bridges ; yet many of the latter,

in the history of the evolution pursued

by Allerheiligen, remain in a state of

partial development, and hesitate gid

dily between ladder and bridge.

The country-folk from the musical

festival crowded the stairways, where the

spray from the torrent baptized a won

derful variety of rustic costumes. I es

sayed a rude sketch of the scene, but

the fantastic embossed man, Somerard,

by dint of flying and capricoling about

me, and professing ecstasy at the effect

of the blank paper, destroyed my draw

ing before it was begun. As we crossed

from the left bank to the right one I

plucked a fine gentian, and opened my

tin box to receive it : I found already in

the cavity a sheaf of nettles. Evidently

the dwarf about to become a giant had
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chosen mc as his victim for the day.

As I shook a finger at him he puffed up

quite globularly with laughter : perhaps

in elongating he would grow more »a

and so, with jokes and Joe Mfai

took leave of Allerheiligen, ever mea

 

LAKE.S1UE KEVHKIRS.

able for its processions of buffo charac

ters trailing between the coulisses of a

grand, austere landscape.

At the entrance to the little grove

where I had found such a lively scene

nf rendezvous in the morning were num-

 

ASPIRATION.

bers of cabs and carts. Grandstone,

Fortnoye, the homceopathist, Somerard,

two other champagne - feasters from

ftpernay, a chance friend wbcro

stone had seduced from among the J

eonists, and myself, formed a little i"

of eight persons. We engagedWS

Grandstone went to direct the res

who drove. I supposed we were

return to Achcrn.

"To the Mummelsee!" said

stone.

" Is that the place where »e :

dine ?" I asked, rather absently »

regret flung backward at my te

interrupted by the shower of gold.

"We dine at the Hirsch."

" Why not at Achern ? I shall «

ly take the evening train for P3rs.

chum Hohcnfels must be almost 1

niac by this time."

"We take the Paris train too: at

if not for Paris, as far along as Eja<

But, you innocent, do you snppasi

pie come to Allerheiligen withoctS

to the Mummelsee ?"

"What is a Mummelsee f

"The Mummelsee is the Lake:

dines," said Somerard.

"And where is this Lake ofLai'

"At the Mummelsee."

It appeared unnecessary to SB

this circular argument. Beads

term " Lake of Undines " had 1 »

to my ear. We rode through ~±<

valley toward Oberkappel. ciciu

the din of the Funnel for the ccsfi

pastoral silence, punctuated he"

there by the notes of the bins-

party did little to disturb the seer.';: i

smoked, with the grateful tacrr'-T

smokers ; some slept at the bee*'
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the carts, where even Somerard, rocked

in the cradle of his back, forgot his

pranks in a succession of falsetto snores.

For my part, I mused on a certain arti-

sanne cap at Carlsruhe. Surely that milk-

white talisman was without a smirch,

notwithstanding Grandstone's careless

tales and a censorious world. Fortnoye

had not spoken with blame of the gentle

girl ; and she, as I reflected with a pang,

 

PALLS OP SCHAFPHAUSEN.

was so shy, so grateful, so devoted in

speaking of him !

Suddenly, as l saw the floating cap-

strings very distinctly before me, they

gave a smart crack like a whiplash.

We had arrived at the " Hirsch." I must

have been nodding.

The Hirsch is a large gasthaus, an or

dinary stopping - place for drovers, for

clock-sellers, or for the intelligent tourist

bound for the Lake of Undines. Placed

between the route for Wurtemberg and

that for the Mummelsce, it presents on

the side toward the latter the form of a

large chalet, where you can enter by a

human-looking doorway, and have the

range of two stories of chambers. On

the side of the Wiirtemberg road you

 

AN UNSOCIAL COMPANION.

find but one floor, and an entrance into

a garret like a hay-mow : it is the loss

of level between the Seebach valley and

he slopes of the Black Forest. We en

tered a large, low, whitewashed room,

furnished with limping tables and chairs

of unassuming rustic-work. One orna

ment was on the wall, a tinted wood-cut

of Waldhantz the Poacher.

Germany has plenty of legendary Wild
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Huntsmen, but the jolly Waldhantz is

- be appurtenance of the Black Forest.

This amiable being, the king of poach-

 

A!» ACCIDENT.

ers, used to course the woods with an in

genious little gun, easily concealed, and

Saint Hubert took good care to keep his

gamebag filled. But one day he met a

sinister-looking black-haired personage,

resembling more the Prophet of Evil

than the good Saint Hubert.

"Good -day, Waldhantz!" said the

stranger sulphurously.

"Good-day, Satan!" replied the bold

poacher.

"What is that droll little thing in your

hand ?"

"That? Oh, it is my pipe. Do you

smoke ?"

" Show me how to use it. Is your pipe

filled ?"

" It is." And Waldhantz, who had

conceived the beneficent idea of ridding

the world of its arch-enemy, put the bar

rel up to the smiling lips of his new

acquaintance.

" Have you your flint there ? Non-

light." With a prayer to Hubert, Wald

hantz fired his fowling-piece. When the

smoke cleared away Saint

Satan was seen in good form

but coughing out clouds of

buckshot. " What strong to

bacco you use!" he said with

a queer wink. Waldhantz

had the glory of endeavor,

but not of success. It suf

ficed him, however, for en

during fame.

The rays of the sun were

getting level. We provided

ourselves with alpenstocks,

and with another bit of iron-

shod wood called a guide.

Our course lay along the riv

ulet which descends from the

Mummelsee. I had intended

to talk seriously with Fort-

noye on the route, but the

steepness of the ascent for

bade conversation. Although

I leaned affectionately on the

scapulary angle of the guide,

I panted like an August cart-

dog. To add to my humili

ation, as I painfully divided

off the pathway I perceived

overhead, leaping goatlike

from rock to rock, a Titan scaling the

mountains, the patient of our homceop-

athist, Somerard of the mocking eye.

For one moment I was ready to believe

in the vegetable-magnetic theory of the

doctor, who

toiled inade- V,

quately after on

his interminable

legs.

A grand basin

turned by some

puissant potter

in the arid clay

of the surround

ing hills—lead

en waters, stag

nant and thick,

without fish

within or insects

or flowers above,—such is the Mummel

see. Evidently as birds will only breed

 

TUE EEAE.
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in an untouched nest, the Undines de

mand for their lodgment a massive laver

sacred from profane company.

At times, however, the Mummelsee is

stirred from its depths, and that too when

no wind is breathing. The leaves do

not flutter in the forest, the raven's breast

is not curled as he sails motionless over

the lake. The strange agitation is soul-

thrilling and terrible. The nymphs who

live below in bowers of coral (it is prob-

ibly the only instance known of the

:oral-builder as a fresh - water polyp)

come to the surface in the full of every

moon. They come up like bubbles and

disport on the surface, where their gleam

ing, moonlight-washed bodies seem to

he lilies blushing into roses. When the

cock crows the frolic and jest, the wan

ton diving and swimming, cease in a

moment, and the nymphs plunge to wait

lor another full moon. Sometimes the

dawn surprises them : then there ap

pears a dreadful Uncle Kuhleborn, a

dwarfish ugly monster, who threatens

them and drives them headlong into the

lake, and the waters are left dull and

sullen. Once the lasses of Seebach were

surprised at their spinning by a lovely

apparition, a fair girl who sat among

•:hem and spun from her ivory wheel a

thread like foun

tain-spray. She

always left them

at one hour, but

the son of the

house set back

the clock, and

that night she

went hastily to

the Mummelsee

and threw her

self into the wa

ter. Then a

complaining

sound was

heard, and the

lake began to

-PIZZi" foam and boil.

But the young

nan, infatuated, flung himself into the

vhirlpool, and then the water was still,

hut the spinning Undine appeared no

more.

We stretched ourselves on a hillock,

as appositely as possible for the visit of

any fairy with ivory wheel or a foam-

spinning distaff, but our receptive state

was not honored with an apparition.

 

 

THE SICE-EED.

Wc lay and caressed our alpenstocks

beside this small parody of the Dead

Sea, beside this flat frog-pond for whose

sake we had gone aside from Achcrn

and committed ourselves to a journey.

Some of those green-coated musicians,

the frogs, began to be audible in the sedgy

banks, and reminded me for a moment

of the young apprentice in green who

had long ago sung to me to " beware."

The worst of it was that MacMurtagh,

the Scotch charlatan, began to take me,

as if he might follow the lead of his em

ployer, for the butt of his clumsy badi

nage.

"Oh!" I said casually, "this is a poor

exchange for the cascades of Allerheil-

igen !"

" —Which are themselves a lame sub

stitute for the falls we have just seen at

Schaffhausen," said the Scot. "Ah, Mr.

Flemming, you have seen nothing ! If

you had been privileged, like us, to be

at Schaffhausen, while reading at the

same time the matchless description of

Ruskin !" And the doctor began to re

cite, through his red nose, and with the

utmost disenchantment of a strong Scotch

brogue, a long passage beginning " Stand

for an hour at the Falls of Schaffhausen."

Grandstone, wearying rapidly of this

entertainment, turned to me with a groan.

" Don't you smoke ?" said he.

The incense from a number of mouths

was curling among the mists of the Mum

melsee. MacMurtagh interrupted him

self: "Mr. Flemming smokes only by
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TEUTH AND HEE FAVOEITE

WELL.

proxy and with the aid of four negroes,"

he said ironically, alluding to my little

quiz upon him at Strasburg.

I laughed good - naturedly enough.

"You really must forgive me," I said.

" When I popped that joke on you it was

in r e m e m-

brance of the

duke of Missis

sippi, to whom

m y dear Frau

Kranich intro

duced me at

Ems, and who,

she assured me,

kept a private

secretary to

' smoke to him.'

As for the

Schaffhausen

falls, if you were

acquainted with

my former history you would know that

I saw them in those same old times, be

fore you were born. Since then l have

grown lazy. I no longer take tobacco,

even by proxy : in revenge I take my

waterfalls infinitessimally diluted, at the

hands of a homceopathist !"

Fortnoye, stretched apart from the rest,

on his pelvis and his two elbows, formed

a sort of tripod. To escape from the

recoil of my shot at MacMurtagh, I went

up and offered him a penny for his

thoughts. He turned to me a face that

was surprising for its depth and tender

ness of expression. " I am thinking of

a fairy," said he, "whom if I had the

power I would bid arise this moment out

of yonder lake." I know not why it was

—I am sure I was torn with jealousy—

but on that I gave him my hand for the

second time.

In order to get an idea of the dignity

of the hills on which the Black Forest is

planted, our younger men had determin

ed to ascend the Hornisgrinde, an ex

cursion which would occupy the remain

der of the day. This is the most elevated

peak of a range which extends from

Sassbachwalden to Oberkappel. For my

part, I started in the rear of the party,

but with a covert determination to bota

nize and sketch in such a manner as to

be left entirely behind. The fatigues of

the morning had already told on my

knees, which felt curiously uncertain

under me, and I was wiping my brow

already when my companions had

mounted the first hillock. As for the

short gentleman, the lively Somerard, he

departed for the loftiest peaks like an

eagle, and as if the best the Schwarzwald

had to show were all insufficient for his

desires.

My own rearward location, however,

soon became the most popular one. In

a short time I saw our guide returning to

the lake, and looking like a Savoyard

with his monkey as he carried the am

bitious Somerard on his shoulder. He

had fallen all of a heap in the pathway.

MacMurtagh, who with the rest followed

the descending cortege, said that it wal

a superexcitation of the assimilative or

gans, the result of an overdose of young

ash tree in the morning, aggravated hy

the rarer air of the heights.

At the Hirsch, where we hardly arrived

before nightfall, the table was alread)

 

ONE OF THE CHOEUS.

j set, and we found to our wonder at each

plate a noble bottle of champagne label

ed Le Brun, of which house Fortnoye

was a special agent. "The Le Brun

brand," said he carelessly, as if to con

ceal the generosity of his handsome
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treat, " you'll find the most honest and good humor and obliterated our fatigues,

conscientious of all the champagnes." except those of poor Somerard, for whom

This surprise, arranged over-night by a bed was laid in a corner of the great

'.ur invaluable companion, put us all in room. The invincible dwarf, sociable to

 

EEOEEN SLUMEEItS.

the last, feebly applauded with his hands

when he saw the sierra of bottles stretch

ed along the table.

As the repast proceeded some rather

effervescent talk was heard, and witti

cisms and good things were not wanting.

Fortnoye, the prophet and interpreter of

the vintage, while continually adding to

the fund of wit, maintained that the whole

exhibition was due less to our natural

ingenuity than to qualities inherent in

the Lc Brun brand. He argued that he

could recognize its true effect in our gay

but not silly repartees. This gift, he

pleaded, was the special one of the cham

pagne he represented, and thereupon he

developed a most extraordinary theory,

which he claimed to have been years in

forming. Let him hear, he said, such

and such a' bright speech, such and such

a sarcastic reply, and he could tell wheth

er it were born under the influence of

a sparkling or a still wine. At need he

believed he could specify the very part

of the Marne departement where the

speech or the sarcasm had been ferment

ed and put in stock, whether at Rhcims,

fepcrnay, Avize or Sillery. In his opin

ion, Mo6t tended rather to imagination

than to mirth, Montebello inspired musing

rather than conversation, while Clicquot

turned naturally to politics ; and so on

with twenty obscurer labels, which he

ranged under general headings, such as

"wines of wit," wines "patriotic," or
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"aneedotic," or "hearty," or "jolly," or

even "a little broad."

The theory amused us abundantly,

and I gave with the rest my vote for the

classification of Fortnoye, without letting
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him know how many prejudices I had

been forced to conquer before coming

over to his side.

Fortnoye, in

accepting our

comments and

administer i ng

some vigorous

strokes of his

own, had nev

er got the bet

ter of a sort of

dreamy gravity

which seemed

habitual with

him.

This man

had seemed to

me at Epernay

a mere profi

cient in vulgar

horseplay : at

the house in

Carlsruhe I

learned to

think him a suspicious character. En

gaged as I had been in his pursuit by a

ridiculous accident and a peevish curios

ity, I had him now face to face without

the ability to see him clearly. Which

was the true Fortnoye—the ambu

lant wine-agent, the poet, the phi- A

lanthropist or the buffoon ? They S

were all present in one, but the buf

foon was disguised in the philoso- jg

pher's mantle : his thoughts laughed

oftener than his features. A keen,

discriminating mind leaped up from

the wine-cask, like Truth from her

fabled well. As for the heart, I

had but to trust the God's acre at

Laaken for that. There remained

but one more quality of Fortnoye's

to test him in—that of bard.

At dessert I invited him to sing

some of his own songs. He com

plied by rolling out more than one

brindisi. They were transparently

joyous, light-hearted and sincere,

like fragments of Burns : at the mo

ment of the most hilarious expres

sion of gayety they were furnished with

a penetrating note of pathos or senti

ment, which, shaded in the most ex

quisite manner by the manly vow

the singer, sent the strangest thril.

sympathy into the pleasure with

we listened, and matched our

ears with an accompaniment of

ming eyes. We joined in the

with absolute fury : the German

onist contributed to these refrains

variations and Tyrolean jodels

enlivened if they did not entirely

them ; and the sick Somerard,

mined not to be forgotten at his c

piped in the choir like a friend]

whistle. The fairies must have heaifl

all in their lake with feelings of envy.

Already, at several attempts, onr

drivers had striven to detach us \

the table. The night, they ttii,

gloomy, and it would be perilous a

ing the valleys of Kappel and SeviaJ

after it was too late to see the head- a

the horses before us. We paid sm cA

tention. "One song more!" wee

and still Fortnoye, with his grave

thusiasm, sang of cheer and hospiuBj

and the German vocalist, lashed w

utmost endeavors, sent forth his wiB

Tyrolean exercises that resembW

syrupy liquid blobbing forth from a
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gantic champagne-bottle,

rose, and the charioteers

whips with the relish of

At
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Doctor MacMurtagh, who had vainly

endeavored to secure a hearing for cer

tain effusions of Allan Cunningham and

the Ettrick Shepherd, now declared his

patient unfit to bear the jolts of the

wagon. He refused to leave his charge.

Grandstone, too, said it would be dis

loyal to quit Somerard's bedside. Fort-

noye declared that wine - merchants

should work in harmony, and governed

his conduct by Grandstonc's. The two

natives of Epernay were glad of an ex

cuse to stay with Fortnoye ; the orpheon-

ist, cracking a fresh bottle, found himself

very well where he w as, and promised to

spend the night at table ; and I, for my

part—what could I do against such a

formidable majority ? "Resolved," said

Fortnoye, "That to return to Achern

without M. Somerard would be an act

of treason which the remotest posterity

would brand on us as a crime." ("Hear !

hear!" said the congress.) "Resolved,

As Doctor Meurtrier yonder promises to

set his patient up again by morning with

the aid of a few juleps of poplar and

birch tree, that we engage in another

little project. Resolved, That we gain on

foot to-morrow, not Achern again, but

Appenweier, a nearer town, and a sta

tion where the railroad to Baden makes

a branch to that of Kehl. We thus save
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lime and improve our acquaintance with

the Black Forest."

The majority became unanimity, and

we sent the carts rattling back to Achern.

The landlord, not unused to making a

hed-room out of his dining-hall, threw a

few mattresses over the floor, where we

stretched ourselves, rather ill at ease.

The orphconist alone, true to his prom

ise, remained all night stolidly upright

nt table, communing with a large pot of

heer and a small bottle of Kirschwasser.

Bright and briskly we quitted the grand

hotel of the Stag in the morning. Wc

directed our course for the little town of

Appenweier on the road to Kehl, and

I thought of an early return homeward,

and an encounter with Hohenfels at

Marly. The cows were going out to

pasture : they knew their way better than

James Grandstone, who volunteered to

guide us, knew ours. Ottcnhafen and

Lautenbach left behind, we admired the

pretty valley of Salzbach, and passed

various tiny and almost nameless ham

lets, when a town came in sight—surely

Appenweier and the Kehl railroad !

The town was Oppenau, and we had

overshot the station. Grandstone was

dismissed without arrears of wages : we

sought a more experienced guide. Ven

turing into a handsome village-house

and drinking a glass of beer, we asked

the red-waistcoated owner for a cicerone.

He pointed to a tall lout, a ferryman,

who had just brought some countrymen
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t

over the stream which laved the cottage

wall. We explained to the boatman our

wish to go to Appenweier, and he replied

by two gestures—one an affirmative nod,
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the other an invitation with his forefinger

to get into the boat.

This Charon conducted us for an end

less time along his little river, the Rench

or the Ramsbach. Finally, leaping out

and not looking behind him,' he march

ed along a woody path, and then up a

hill. We followed, our mutual conversa

tion growing more and more sparse as

our confidence decreased. This was our

history from six o'clock A. M. until two

in the afternoon. More than once I and

my tin box sank to the ground for a little

rest. Like the slave of some deceptive

princess in the Arahian Nights, he led

us through countless meanders, without

answering our questions or ever once

looking at us. At last he brought us to

a town, and Grandstone, as the financial

agent of the party, showered largess

upon the guide and dismissed him, glad

at last to have come to the termination

of so long a walk. He made an exag

gerated rustic bow and plunged into the

recesses of the town.

At that moment I perceived on a sign

board the name of the place. It was not

Appenweier. It was Frcudenstadt.

" Hurrah, boys !"—I could not forbear

the joy of announcing our luck—"is not

this delightful ? We arc lost in the Black

Forest ! Let us have adventures ! Let

us quote the vagabondage of Cervantes

and the philosophy of Gil Bias ! Let us

adopt knight-errantry as a profession,

charter our own association, and practice

' Exploration of the Black Forest, by a

Company of Musical Amateurs, lim

ited ' t"

"Only hear the ancient boy !" Grand-

stone said in advance of me to the Scot,

without thinking me so near. "Was

there ever such a jolly old absurdity?

He thinks he is still at the age when he

used to walk around Heidelberg with his

tiresome friend the baron."

We commenced our wildcrness-life hy

getting a good comfortable dinner at the

little tavern of Freudenstadt. The vil

lage proved to be a commercial centre,

to the extent of irradiating upon a happy

world the blessings of straw hats, glass

mugs and musical boxes. There was a

strange church here, constructed in some

very remote antiquity on that cellular

system which we pretend is most exclu

sively modern—the same system which

Mr. Dickens so disapproved on his first

visit among American prisons. The men

and women at Freudenstadt worship in

such privacy that they cannot see each

other, though the preacher's desk is vis

ible to every one of the congregation.

But I must render justice to the dinner.

It was composed of cold sausage, of a

' salad, and a tart open and filled with

Irish potatoes. It seemed to me prefer

able to the ordinary bill of fare at Del-

monico's or Vefour's. But then I had

been walking for it from six in the

morning. It is proper, also, to celebrate

the hotel bill : it bore not the slighted

resemblance to my late one at Baden

Baden. It was computed in kreutzers,

and cost us something like a dime each.

Again, then, we set ourselves in mo

tion, having easily exhausted the com

mercial charms of Freudenstadt. Our

guide, this time, was neither Grandstone

nor the ferryman, but Accident. We

were determined to have our souls thrill

ed with adventure.

The fact is, the Black Forest, so far as

we could see it, appeared about as safe

and quiet as the route from Boston to

Cambridge, and we fancied we could

have our adventurous experience at a

very reasonable outlay in actual risk

Behold us lost in the Black Forest !

Edward Strahan.

[to be continued. t
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IN A CARAVAN WITH GEROME THE PAINTER.

TWO PAPERS.—l

HPHE caravan took a route that was of such choice spirits, and the aspect of

A not very new, but it was made up | things became so novel from their fresh

 

and unconventional point of view, that j a familiar garment worn inside out

the spectacle of Egypt was in a measure Gerome, the leader, was at home in Cai

transfigured, and took on changes as of | ro. The little band chose for him the
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title of Colonel ; which must be pro

nounced trisyllabically, Co-lo-nel, or it

will acquire an American, militia-train

ing, stand-up-for-a-drink sort of flavor,

as far as possible from the humor in

which it was conferred. Readers of

these pages who have admired those

dramatic compositions of his, those tell

ing aneedotes expressed in color, those

epigrams of antique nisiory which con

stitute Gerome the Plutarch of painters

—and more especially his " Cleopatra,"

the cunning ivory woman,

traced about by jewels which outline,

Fire-frame, and keep distinct perfections, lest they

melt

To soft smooth unity ere half their hold be felt ;

Yet, o'er that white and wonder, a Soul's predom

inance

I' the head so high and haught, except one thievish

glance

From back of oblong eye, intent to count the slain,

—may be glad of a personal introduction,

which, however, shall be shorter than a

formula of Sir Charles Grandison's. The

painter of " Cleopatra " and " The Death

of Caesar " is a dark, energetic man, with

quick black eyes set under a very broad

forehead, and a triangular, top-shaped

face, whose apex, the chin, is shadowed

by an arching moustache. With his

alert motions, his height and weight kept

serviceably at a medium, his taste in

dress plain and business - like, and a

directness of manner so absolute that

trifling with him is out of the question,

GeYome is a man whom you would call

a grave person even when he laughs ;

but his sincerity, his reasonableness and

mental superiority make him the best of

traveling -companions. Only, whereas

the others are going to Egypt in an ex

alted spirit of larking, the pencil-Plutarch

is descending upon the land of Pharaoh

with as fell a purpose as ever sent a

Highland chieftain raiding upon the Low

lands : his artistic larder needs replen

ishing, and he is going after his milch

cow.

This expedition was so far a crisis with

Gerome that he went out a black-haired

man and returned perfectly gray. There

is something memorable in the particular

action that at once distinctly deprives

one of one's youth : it is like a vigil of

arms, where a young knight leaves his

sable locks upon the altar.

All Europeans in Cairo behave pre

cisely alike : the mysterious Eastern

charm runs away with all of them to

gether. Our Parisians, installed in the

J house of a rich French cook emeritus,

had hardly disposed of their first grand

j nine-course dinner when they retired to

[ dream, one and all, of the same plan

' "For my part, I know very well what I

am going to do," said each to himself .i:

he buttoned the mosquito-net of his own

particular bed. " I shall get up at fou:

o'clock, take a donkey and seek adven

tures until breakfast-time." And so ac

curately was every traveler bitten by the

same maggot in the same place that they

all had the pleasure of finding them

selves together, each on a donkey, a little

before sunrise.

The ex-cook's mansion forming almost

the corner of the great native street of

Cairo, the Muskee, the first tableau was

naturally afforded by that finest of Cai-

rene boulevards. The Muskee. with its

shops and coffee-houses, is an Orient in

itself, and he would be a stupid braggart

who, after living in it for three years,

should pretend to have seen all its in

teresting features. At the extremity of

the Muskee a broad covered footway

separates into two the quarter where the

bazaars are grouped : turning to the left,

the bazaar of the jewelers is reached ; to

the right are the carpets and raiment,

the slippers, harness and saddles. The

' first duty of inexperienced travelers is to

j load themselves down with cumbrous

[ articles of purchase. Our caravan did

not fail at the present emergency, and

Saint Eloi himself could hardly have

kept count of the bracelets, the neck

laces, the daggers and pistols, made very

probably in Brussels, which the ardent

Orientalists swept into their carpet-bags.

The carved woodwork on the coffers and

street-signs of the merchants attracted

the admiration of every artist in the

group, while the Persian rugs (many of

which are sold in Cairo) seemed to them

I adorable enough for an artist to say his

prayers upon, especially those with fan-

: tastic figures on white grounds. The
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! jewels prepared for the Fellah

n were objects of eager research,

on account of their broad statu-

styles and partly on account of the

singular manner of paying for them. In

one dish of the scales is placed your

chosen lot of trinkets, in the other your

gold, and the equilibrium of the two
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the payment : in this sort of jew-

he workmanship is valued at noth-

: all.

5 of the party had the fortune to

lie on a pair of ancient bracelets

Vol. XUI._,8

remarkable for their exquisite chasing :

they were received afterward in France,

in circles of taste, with open arms—even

by those beauties whose rounded wrists

were seemingly too slender to support
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the weight of forty centuries of graven-

work.

It is always a philosophical pleasure

to spoil a good story, and we feel impel

led to give the sequel to the affair of the

antique bracelets, one or both of which

fell into the hands of Edmond About.

About was accompanying Gerome with

a heart as light and a wit as ready as in

the old days of the Ecole Normale, when

he used to write mock eulogies or com

bative arguments about Bossuet against

young Hippolyte Taine and Francisque

de Sarcey, or composed ridiculous tales

destined to perish in an oblivion of laugh

ter amongst his talented circle of school

fellows. The catastrophe of the Egyp

tian bracelet has been betrayed to us

through young Florent Heller, now in

America—the secretary of About in Al

sace, and in his capacity of artist a pupil

of Ger6me's. On the return of the car

avan to Paris, About betook himself to

a jeweler with his bracelet, meaning to

have it cleaned and restored, and not a

little proud of the possession of a gen

uine antique—the real antiques are so

scarce ! The wise craftsman turned it

over and about in his accomplished

hands. A few turns, and he had twisted

it into two pieces, revealing the existence

of a screw in the middle. The novelist

began to look supernally wise, for the

ancient Egyptians have not generally

been credited with knowing the principle

of the screw. " Let me see," said the

jeweler: "there are only the firms of

Chose et Cie. and Messrs. Un Tel who

make screws of that sort : I can tell you

in a moment who fabricated this one."

He examined it critically a minute, and

decided : " This screw is the manufacture

of Chose—not a doubt about it." The

poor bracelet, hopelessly degraded by

cold professional analysis, passed into

strict retirement : it was no longer boast

ed of. About had been fancying it on the

wrist of Cleopatra or of his own fancy-

feigned Momie : it turned out to be only

a masterpiece of modern counterfeiting,

which the first Paris artisan was able to

nail—or rather screw—to the counter.

The day after the acquisition of the

bracelet About formed an expedition to

visit the mosques of Cairo, inviting Le

noir to accompany him. We have no

intention of intruding on the privacy of

all the members of the party : the Doc-

, teur, the Photographer, the Naturalist

(familiarly called the Taxidermist or

Empailleur), the Hercules with the

Buckskin Gloves, and the valetudinarian

who suffered from a sunstroke at Se-

nouhres, though they contributed in no

table degrees to the interest of the party,

shall rest for us unnamed. But Lenoir,

who has made the difficult plunge into

publicity by means of the double spring

board of literary and artistic success, is

fair prey for the general eye, and he who

in his time has made so many outrage

ous caricatures of his fellows shall be

lightly sketched by us.

It is incredible how the atelier Gerome

could spare him, for he was the life and

soul of the rollicking band of Gerome's

pupils, as he is now of the master's

Egyptian caravan, where he forms the

youngest member and the pet. He led

all the studio games, superintended the

alumni dinners, and delivered the ora

tions, on which occasions his quiet, sar

castic style, full of ready allusions and

apt quotations, provoked those smiles that

are more flattering than open laughter.

Visitors to his studio remarked on the

door a sketch in charcoal—Ci-git Paul-

Marie Lenoir, the phrase usual on

tombstones. Entering, an interior stuff

ed with artistic curiosities met the eye.

Among the bric-a-brac one large bust, a

female head and shoulder in the gran

diose, Michael-Angelesque style of the

mysterious "Marcello," was sure to at

tract attention ; and the young artist,

suddenly quitting his sarcastic manner,

would say respectfully, " It was the gift

of Marcello to my father." This intima

tion would probably strike the visitor

dumb, for in the Bohemian world of the

ateliers nothing could be more dignified

than an acquaintance with a mythical

lady of genius, who went under a mas

culine name, and who had been com

promised by the attentions of the em

peror. Other characteristics added to

the immense repute of Lenoir among

the scholars : he was known to possess
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the personal friendship of the patron,

Gerome himself ; finally, what is never

noxious to a character in a society of

jolly beggars, he was reputed rich. He

certainly was able to sport garments cut

in an exaggerated English style, such as

proclaimed him a creve, almost a gom-

tneux ; and he never sold, or even fin

ished, a picture.

Since his journey»however, Lenoir has

 

thrown some of his fanciful conceptions

into the market, and a few have found

their way to America. The Persian lover

riding up the doorsteps of his mistress's

house to reach a flower aloft to her bal

cony, the Japanese ferry propelled by

swarthy swimmers, the infant of Japan

dragging a toy mammoth along the street

by a gay ribbon, and the Hindoo ele

phant upright on its hind quarters for

the amusement of the ladies of the zena-

nah, have been familiarized here, either
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in the original paintings or by means of

prints. And surely that picture of his

imported by Mr. Avery last winter—a

view of the " Entrance to a Mosque,"

consisting entirely of the mass of assort

ed slippers left outside by the faithful—

is the same which he made on this au

spicious tour of inspection, and of which

he remarks, dissimulating the identity

of the painter, " One of the band made a

study in the mosque of El-Achraf. Our

donkeys being left at the door, we expe

rienced for the first time the necessity

of conforming to the rule which forbids

one's shoes to follow their master into

the sacred place. Nothing could be

more drolly lugubrious than the battal

ion of our gaiters in battle array deject

edly waiting for us on the steps : they

seemed to be envying us our luck of

getting in."

It was no contemptible privilege to ap

proach with Edmond About the jealous

doors of the Mohammedan churches, for

that brilliant author, who has never

shown backwardness in availing him

self of courtly favor, had made use of

his letters of introduction, and rode

through Cairo with an escort of officers

or cawas who glittered with gold, and

displayed his pockets filled with imperial

firmans whose authority made accessible

the most impenetrable sanctuaries.

In the case of the great mosque of the

Mameluke sultan Hassan, the party, after

going through an immense gallery which

contained a station of armed sentries,

were conducted by a sheikh to a dimin

utive door concealed in draperies, which

gave access to the tomb-chamber of the

dead sultan. This chamber is in fact the

interior of the great dome—a dome which

soars over all the edifices of Cairo like

the head of a colossus. Within, there is

a fearful majesty about this gigantic

cover of a sepulchre : looking up into

the air, the eye is dizzied with the pro

digious distance of the vault, which is

decked with enormous pendentives and

stalactites of sculpture, now in a state

of dilapidation. Every day some mas

sive fragment of the decoration falls

splintering upon the floor, like a thun

derbolt from the highest zenith. Far

from taking measures against the dan

ger, the Arabs accept as a favor these

celestial aerolites, which have the prop

erty of sending straight to Paradise those

of the faithful who have the good for

tune to be under them. But the Prank

ish intruders, who would receive no such

benefit from a fortuitous pulverizing, were

hurried out by the sheikh after a visit as

brief as it was rare.

The El-Hakem mosque, the most an

cient in Cairo, and now a ruin, the El-

Azhar, called the Magnificent, and at

once mosque, college and hospital, were

successively visited ; but there are more

than four hundred of the sacred edifices

in Cairo, and the most enterprising trav

eler can hardly hope to sec them all.

What struck the infidel visitors was the

perfect equality with which nobles and

beggars worshiped together, and the

animated attention with which they lis

tened to the dull, endless reading of the

Koran from the menher or pulpit. The

corpulent millionaires of Cairo do not

snore in church, and the young men do

not nod : Saint Paul would here have

lost the occasion for one of his finest

miracles.

The least considerable of these mosques

is a triumph of Saracenic grace. The

mosque of Amru is not only as old as the

year A. d. 640, and the cradle of Islam-

ism in Egypt, but is furnished with a Fat

Man's Misery, or unnaturally contracted

passage. A pair of small columns near

the entrance, cut out of a single bit of

marble, and running together at the cap

itals and bases, are credited from time

immemorial by pious Arabs with various

engaging qualities, among others that ot

prolonging the lives of those who are

able to pass between them without break

ing the ribs. The excursionists in a body

took an early opportunity of submitting

themselves to the test. Most of them,

thanks to their youth and genteel slim-

ness, slipped through like letters at the

post, but there was one hero in the num

berwhose powerful bulk threatened to up

root the columns at each of his vigorous

efforts. " He will pass !"—" He will not

pass !"—" He will !" At each conjecture

of his solicitous friends the Samson re-
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doubled his energy. He passed, but at

a terrible ransom.

In another part of the same mosque

the faithful are promised eternal felicity

in case they can touch, after marching

blindfold for some distance along a wall,

a certain black square imbedded in it.

The Franks had such uniform success in

laying hand on the lucky stone that the

sheikh in charge appeared to imbibe

some doubt of their good faith—a doubt

possibly not %vithout foundation. Strange,

juvenile people, which runs toward its

eternal salvation in sack-races and games

of hoodman-blind !

In leaving El-Barbouk, El-Achraf and

their neighbor mosques it was impossible

not to pause for a comprehensive survey

of the whole group of edifices, a suburb

an settlement usually called the Valley

of Tombs, but more properly the City of

the Caliphs. The group of oval domes

floating one above the other, the thread

ed minarets whose every stage is a mar

vel of sculpture, the golden Turkish em

blems forming a constellation of moons

above the whole, the faultless Saracen

grace of the general architecture—to

which, here and there, cling the remains

of old iridescent tile-work—all make up

a composition surpassing the most elabo

rate effect of the most sumptuous theatre.

The Valley of Tombs is decidedly one

of the most pictorial scenes in the whole

East.

Our dilettanti regretfully quitted this

beautiful dream of the Orient of Saladin

and Haroun. Returning into the city,

they passed the Tombs of the Mame

lukes, a collection of funereal monuments

forming a succession to the Caliphs' Val

ley, and diminishing, without doing vio

lence to, the suite of fair Eastern forms

which constitutes that radiant picture.

The mausoleums, placed close together, j

and relieved against the mountain of

Mokattam, present an aspect as pic

turesque in their kind as the bouquet of j

mosques. They are sheltered under cat

afalques of stone and sculptured wood

work, which struck some of the party as

nearly analogous to Persian decorative

styles. Might artists from Persia have

executed these monuments, or at least

been charged with their ornamentation ?

It is possible enough. On the coverings

of these tombs are small decorative

cupolas remarkably like the peculia:

tapering ogive of the Persian dome,

which generally makes the outline of a

mere triangle with rounded corners.

These elegant sepulchres are thickly

planted, and form a little special necrop

olis where one perceives a very select

efflorescence of the best modern Orient

alism. Those cruel Mamelukes must

have been at bottom persons of great

distinction to be followed by sculptors so

candidly effeminate, so amateurish of

whatever was most aristocratic and fine

in Arab art. Our fastidious Frenchmen

sniffed in the tombs of the Mamelukes

a vague odor, as of primeval Jockey

Club : these fine mousquetaires of Islam,

said they, must have been in their time

collectors of pictures and connoisseurs

of Japanese porcelain, like us !

They re-entered the city by the gate

El-Karafah, having gone out by the Bah-

el-Nasr, the Gate of Victory. Every

where was a new group, a new incident—

combinations of figures, costumes, pic

ture-motives, which stung with the high

est ardor these enthusiastic young pen

cils, as yet unfleshed in the Orient. The

Gate of Victory, with its two lofty square

towers, had been the first study which

Gerome had made on his earliest jour

ney to Egypt : the junior painter of the

band felt it only a piece of faithful dis-

cipleship to sacrifice there a piece of

clean canvas. A rival attraction, how

ever, was the sacred bath and protecting

palm tree of the mosque of Amru—the

church of the more or less impassable

pillars ; and the eager youths, defying

the stings of the enemy, leaped outside

their mosquito-nets in the French cook's

house to pass a good part of the night

in the lightest of costumes among their

preparatives— their brushes, their can

vas-stretchers, their boxes and the little

armory of colors contained in those shin

ing cartouches of sheet tin.

These explorings and sketches were

not all done at once : the photographer

of the party was the only one who could

pretend to get " instantaneous " impres
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s. The great day of the official visit

le mosques was finished up by About

his invited companions with a pres-

tion to the ambassador from Persia,

economical notion having occurred

to them that it would be well enough to

go somewhere with their embroidered

guard of cawas where it would be worth

the display. Nothing is more comical

than the ceremonious turn given to after-

 

calls' in the East. The strangers

[ the allotted time in receiving from

an they did not know a succession

ipliments on the honor they con-

by using his house and consuming

ovisions. They were stuffed with

candies and inundated with coffee, none

of which might be refused, and they

pushed etiquette so far as to imitate those

involuntary guttural noises which indicate

repletion, and which in Oriental lands

are accepted by your host as the most
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delicate flattery'. The Persian ministry

was a dream of luxury, an edifice lined

with porphyry and gold ; yet the most

incongruousWesternisms intruded every

where to spoil the effect : vulgar mahog

any chairs were offered the visitors as an j

attention sure to please, and lithographs

of Victoria and the shah in yellow-paint- .

ed frames were hung amongst pictures

studded with pearl and precious metals.

The Frenchmen accepted everything with

bland admiration, and gave affable sa

lutes to the ambassador's sons, young

men more Parisian than Persian, clothed

by Dusautoy, and having nothing na

tional about them but the points of their

tapering hats. Delighted with their own

good manners, they were passing out,

congratulating themselves on the effect

they had made, when the darkness of a

corridor caused them to rush ruinously

into the stomach of a black giant who

was guarding the harem. The watch-

chains and jewels with which this living

canopy was hung, the rings, necklaces

and pendants which gave him the jing

ling effect of a Spanish mule, and the

sabre as long as himself which he drag

ged at his side, all crashed in a dreadful

manner at the shock ; but he salaamed

politely, and the visitors receded with all

haste from the forbidden ground.

We are indebted entirely to lady travel

ers for accounts of the interior of harems.

Yet the imprisonment in them ofthe native

women is a condition greatly exaggerated

in our impressions. If no man is allow

ed to enter, the ladies at least can go out

at discretion, whether for a visit or for

the bath, and they avail themselves large

ly of the liberty.

It is unhappily evident that the most

beautiful women in the East are those

whom you do not see : those whom you

do see are more singular than fair ; and

those whom you arc sorry to have seen

are invariably the most free in proposing

themselves for admiration. The orange-

girls are as liberal of their charms as

they were in England under the Merry

Monarch, and certain quarters of Cairo

are a perfect population of Nell Gwynns.

The native names of these women are

not very various.

"Fatma! Fatma!" you may call at

hazard in a street, and twenty Fatma;

will start to life at the apertures of the

carved windows, like the automata of so

many cuckoo-clocks. In the whole col

lection some few may be worth the trouhle

of the rude trick. It was a Fatma whom

the Co-lo-nel and his pupils decided to

summon for an artistic sitting ; and it il

Fatma whom the reader sees reproduced

among these pages, with her strange and

stony sphinx head. It has been very

accurately copied on the wood, as well

as the other sketches and photographs,

by another disciple of the atelier Gerome,

the good-natured and chirpy little Saint-

Elme, the same whom his fellows of the

studio, never at a loss for a graphic nick

name, called invariably the " Poulet."

Educated only as pieces of display,

like rare birds or parlor dogs, the Fat-

mas of the East exhibit the most inno

cent gluttony and childishness. To

dance well, sing well, drink well, smoke

well and sleep well are the lessons of their

school. The particular Fatma of Ge>6me,

tall, young, majestic, dreamy, and of the

purest Egyptian type, had the surplus

qualities of drinking araki like a camel-

driver and smoking like a foot-soldier

Two days in succession she brought her

fine profile and her military accomplish

ments to the mansion of the ex-cook.

She found herself not badly off, it was

evident, for the artists had difficulty in

convincing her that affairs of the greatest

importance compelled them to renounce

the pleasure of her society. She depart

ed finally with a stock of Paris baubles

and a collection of backshish sufficient to

eternalize in her heart the memory of

the infidel painting-travelers.

After a time, it must be confessed,

even Cairo began to pall. The eternal

rattle and fuss—the constant clattering

turn of the kaleidoscope—the fine pic

torial effect immediately covered or ef

faced by a new combination or a prosaic

interference,—all this fatigued the artistic

sense. The painters longed for scenes

more penetrated with Egyptian repose.

A day came finally when Lenoir was

tired of sketching slippers at mosque

doors, and even of painting—supreme
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luxury ! — in the reposing-room of the

Turkish bath : it was somewhat exhaust

ing, too, to assist day by day in making

the fortune of those irresistible merchants

of the bazaars ; and he had his Persian '

carpets and Janizary armor made up into

bales for transportation to Paris.

The grand preliminary for a journey

to the Desert and the Nile was the choice

of some good honest thief to keep off the

banditti of the plains. At the first sum

mons the garden of the ex-cook's house

was filled with most abandoned-looking

reprobates, who severally invited the

travelers to confide to them, as drago

mans, their lives, liberty and fortunes.

All shrieking at once, these estimable

brigands offered the certificates of cha

racter they had torn from former vic

tims, and prayed to be engaged. With

the assistance of friends and advisers the

party succeeded in making a choice not

too infelicitous : the gentlemanly tyrant

whom they secured for donkey-master

was named Hassahuee. They devoted

a day to testing their animals and ex

amining their tents, set up for show un

der the sycamores of the Esbekiah :

Lenoir, incorrigible sketcher, managed

to snatch a journey and an 6tude among

the Tombs of the Caliphs. The camel-

drivers who took charge of the baggage

in the expedition up the Nile, and after

ward in Arabia Petrea, were under the

government of a very intelligent Syrian

named Yusef Mussali. To do these

dragomans justice, their conduct proved

that they had nothing very brigandish

about them but their looks. They were

simply types, vivacious and various, of

an artless and docile Arab people.

Only that horrible marplot, the incor

rigible English tourist, could succeed, in

the opinion of the Frenchmen, in twist

ing awry those gentle creatures by a sys

tematic course of injustice, inconsider-

ateness and brutality.

Crossing the river by the lively ferry

at the island of Rudah, the caravan was

quickly got in order by the impartial

justice of Yusef Mussali, which express

ed itself in energetic blows administered

impartially to the beasts and beast-

drivers. The party contemplated the

activity of that vigorous arm, cleared for

action by sleeves turned up to the shoul

der, and felt that they could repose in

the authority of a member so prompt, so

far-reaching and so decisive. Gizeh was

soon reached, a village offering nothing

remarkable but its ovens for chicken-

hatching and its strategic position as the

key of the Grand Pyramids. The valley

of the Nile here offered a scene of arti

ficial culture quite creditable to the na

tional industry, but not so satisfactory to

the fastidious artistic eye, which very

quickly tires of the raw, uniform, metal-

plated, unyielding green of agricultural

improvement.

One tableau, however, was afforded by

these regions of immemorial husbandry.

The irrigation of the country, in some

localities where the banks were steeper

and more cliff-like, was effected by that

most poetical of watering-machines, the

sakhyia. Remnant of the antique Egypt,

the sakhyia is a primitive revolving pump,

turned by a camel, an ass or an outland

ish-looking buffalo, who wears his horns

in the fashion prescribed by the paintings

in the ancient tombs. Two huge wheels,

which form the water-works, keep low

ering and lifting a succession of buckets,

an ever-turning rosary of russet-colored

urns. The location of a sakhyia usually

affords a combination of all that is Ori

entally picturesque in shapes and colors :

there the artist may constantly find a

foreground with broken banks, water,

tufts of palm, animals and drivers, as

well as infants and women who come

with their jars in preference to dipping

in the Nile itself.

The great sycamore near the Pyramids,

habitual resting-place for traveling en

campments, was leased by the caravan

for three days, with right and privilege

of tent-pitching. Here, under the super

intendence of the cook, they lived on

potted meats dressed with desert sand,

sanded bread, poultry au sahle, and wine

improved with a fine crusty flavor from

the same condiment. Several watches

among the party, visited by the pene

trating element, stopped as if by an en

chantment. The Pyramids of course

were made a conquest.
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"Monsieur the count—Cawaga—forty

centuries—Bonaparte—look down upon

you—monsieur the baron—Bono Fran-

zaoui:" then with a personal application,

"Good Arab—good backshish." It was

a chorus to deafen the Sphinx. They

visited the interior as well as the surface,

and were touched by the dismantled state

of the "Queen's Chamber," a boudoir

bare of furniture or even wall-paper, and

resembling nothing so much as a room

of the Quartier Breda when one of the

volatile inmates has lost her "things"

by the cruel swoop of a sheriff's attach

ment. Poor queen ! said the Paris call

ers : her bedroom is not chargeable with

much Benoiton extravagance.

There is but little forage for the artist

in the Pyramids when close at hand :

their pictorial value is when seen in a

silhouette, as from Gizch. Then the

mathematical relation of their lines and

angles, suggestive as it is to science, is

found to be also particularly satisfactory

to the aesthetic eye. As for the Sphinx,

it is the exemplar and gnomon of a pass

ed art, whose perfection and self-sufficing

attainment may not be ignored by the

most frivolous observer. It is not the

magnificent vastness which alone causes

this imperious effect : the face wears an

expression entirely definite and voluntary

—the look of beatitude, pointed with the

sense of superiority and irony.

The appetites which the tourists brought

hack from their climb ought to have been

satisfactory to the forty centuries which

have the office of surveying Frenchmen

who encamp beneath the Pyramids. The

same evening was enlivened and made

almost archaeological by the presence of

an asp, which one of the camel-drivers

had neatly intercepted. This astute-

looking little reptile, the true coluher or

asp of Cleopatra, and perhaps the law

ful descendant of that which drank from

the queen's unsceptred arm, was not very

frightful in appearance. The fang of the

asp, however, is more venomous than

that of some more hideous serpents, and

its two horns, resembling the antennas

of a beetle, give it a look of alertness

and curiosity not at all calming to the

nerves. The first night in the desert was

further marked by the production of a

wolf-trap, with which one of the younger

pilgrims had encumbered his trunk, in

the hope of seducing a jackal, or pos

sibly the jackal's master. The trap was

set with a savory luncheon, but the jack

als were modest and did not call.

The village of Sakkara, attained the

day after leaving Gizeh, allowed the trav

elers a hunt after a quieter sort of game.

They were there among the ruins of

Memphis, and soon found themselves

picking the bones of old burghers of

that vanished city. The ghoul - like

G took possession of two skulls,

horribly decayed, which form to-day in

his opinion the loveliest ornament in his

museum at Chatou ; and Lenoir, with

the instinct of a pearl-diver, detached

from a female skull a row of beautiful

teeth, almost as perfect and primitive as

those which Eve set in the apple of

Paradise.

The same enterprising youth at Dachur

had a success of gallantry by painting

the fingers of the water-bearing maids

with blue and yellow from his color-box.

The mysterious sketches which he drew

on their earthen jars were also viewed

with the greatest favor. Tamieh, whose

graceful oasis and buildings form the sub

ject of one of our engravings, was dis

tinguished by a stroke of sportsmanship

on the part of Gerome, as lucky in its

way as the finest stroke of his pencil.

The bowers around the village have been

selected for a residence by droves of

wild boars, who form there a noisy and

pestiferous republic. Ger6me, whose

present visit was not his first, can attach

to Tamieh the most flattering recollec

tions of the chase, for he drew upon

these outlaws the finest bead that the

villagers had ever seen, and contributed

partially to relieve them of the pests that

ravaged their kitchen-gardens. Attend

ed by the son of the sheikh of Tamieh,

an uncouth fantoccini gamboling in a

brown night-shirt, he gave chase to a

huge beast that had approached the en

campment. Three bullets in the shoulder

and leg sent him rolling into the river to

drown, whence he was fished up by the

Arabs, streaming blood and Nile water.
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The sheikh's son startled the village with

his cries of " Alouf I Alouf ! Kalas I

Cawaga G£r6me kehir /" as he danced

into the town at the head of the hunters,

preceding the prey, which formed a heavy

camel-load and weighed three hundred

pounds.

At Fidemine the young sheikh of the

place visited the artists' encampment.

He brought the ceremonial present, a

plate of steaming rice seasoned with

saffron and perforated with a few wither

ed drumsticks of poultry.

" How long since," said Gerome to the

youthful governor, " have you been vis

ited by Europeans ? Not many foreign

ers pass by here, to judge from appear

ances. Your town will not be improved

with gas and English railroads until they

have spread over all the world."

The sheikh took the question serious

ly, as if Mohammed himself were cate

chising him. Consulting k:s own thoughts

a minute, he answered studiously, "Five

years since they came : my father was

the shiekh of Fidemine then. I was

younger than at present, but I have faith

fully kept the recollection."

On calculating the date by certain de

tails, with the season of the year and the

day of the month illumined by the pas

sage of the well-remembered travelers,

it was found that the sheikh was allud

ing, without knowing it, to the .second

Egyptian tour of Gerome himself.

After a pause of several minutes the

Arab added: "My father described to

me how, just five years before that again,

strangers had come to our village and

gone a-hunting. Some of those Euro

peans installed themselves opposite our

houses, sitting down in front of small

boxes, and seemed to forget everything

in a kind of labor which was unknown

to us."

That uncomprehended craft was the

art of oil-painting. The pilgrim absorb

ed before a box which he held on his

knees beneath a broad umbrella was

Gerome again, on his first journey, a pe

riodical comet due every five years.

The province through which the artists

were now passing was Fa'ium, one of the

most patriarchal and primitive in the

Nile valley. Its most important focus is

the lake of Mceris and the town of Medi-

net. The simple arrangement of the

edifices, the fine sculptural forms of the

land, and the unworldly simplicity of the

manners make Medinet an artist's jewel.

Gerome owes to Medinet-el-Faium one

of his conceptions of greatest beauty, a

picture stamped with the very seal of the

East, and perfectly adapted to the mon

umental nobility of his taste. Of this

picture, which has been in America, we

are able to present an elaborate and

sufficing wood-cut, one of Saint-Elme's

most careful reproductions.

Medinet was likewise the theatre of Le

noir's remarkable adventure in spoiling

the Egyptians. Struck with the long,

bridle-like ear-ornaments of a young

village girl, the young amateur under

took to track her as she walked alon;,'

balancing her water-jar. The damsel,

conscious of being followed, suspiciously

hastened her pace. Lenoir ambled on

more vigorously. Sure now that the

evil eye was bent on her, the maiden

fled into the thickest of the bazaar of

Medinet, the pitcher on her head rocking

like a tower in an earthquake. Lenoir

galloped, and Atalanta fled still faster.

Nothing would have arrested her but

what really did occur for that purpose—

the loss of one of her slippers. Lenoir,

picking up the sandal, offered it like a

bouquet, his hand on his heart. The

graces of Paris, always irresistible, made

a hasty conquest of this primitive gazelle,

and she ultimately gave him her ear,

then her ear-drops, and finally the slip

pers whose treachery had led to her con

quest. Pressing the enormous galoches

to his heart again, the artist suffered her

to vanish with his backshish, retaining

for his share the memory of a fleeting

Grace and the slipper of a fleeting Cin

derella.

Faium charmed our painters by its cha

racter, essentially gentle and patriarchal,

its inhabitants, almost biblical, and the

wild growths of its oasis, partially un

cultivated. It was the realization of a

Paradise inhabited by the'persona of a

pastoral.
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MALCOLM.

BY GEORGE MACDONALD, AUTHOR OF " ANNALS OF A QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD,'

ROBERT FALCONER," ETC.

CHAPTER VII.

ALEXANDER GRAHAM.

AS soon as his grandfather left the

house, Malcolm went out also, clos

ing the door behind him, and turning

the key, but leaving it in the lock. He

ascended to the upper town—only, how

ever, to pass through its main street, at

the top of which he turned and looked

back for a few moments, apparently in

contemplation. The descent to the shore

was so sudden that he could see noth

ing of the harbor or of the village he

had left—-nothing but the blue bay and

the filmy mountains of Sutherlandshire,

molten by distance into cloudy ques

tions, and looking betwixt blue sea and

blue sky, less substantial than either.

After gazing for a moment, he turned

again, and held on his way, through

fields which no fence parted from the

road. The morning was still glorious,

the larks right jubilant, and the air filled

with the sweet scents of cottage flowers.

Across the fields came the occasional

low of an ox, and the diSftmt^sounds of

children at play. But Malcolm saw with

out noting, and heard without heeding,

for his mind was full of speculation con

cerning the lovely girl, whose vision

already appeared far off :—who might

she be ? whence had she come ? whither

could she have vanished ? That she did

not belong to the neighborhood was cer

tain, he thought ; but there was a farm

house near the sea-town where they let

lodgings ; and, although it was early in

the season, she might belong to some

family which had come to spend a few

of the summer weeks there : possibly his

appearance had prevented her from hav

ing her bath that morning. If he should

have the good fortune to see her again,

he would show her a place far fitter for

the purpose—a perfect arbor of rocks, ut

terly secluded, with a floor of deep sand,

and without a hole for crab or lobster.

His road led him in the direction of a

few cottages lying in a hollow. Beside

them rose a vision of trees, bordered by

an ivy-grown wall, from amidst whose

summits shot the spire of a church ; and

from beyond the spire, through the trees,

came golden glimmers as of vane and

crescent and pinnacled ball, that hinted

at some shadowy abode of enchantment

within ; but as he descended the slope

toward the cottages the trees gradually

rose and shut in everything.

These cottages were far more ancient

than the houses of the town, were cov

ered with green thatch, were buried in

ivy, and would soon be radiant with

roses and honeysuckles. They were

gathered irregularly about a gate of

curious old iron-work, opening on the

churchyard, but more like an entrance

to the grounds behind the church, for it

told of ancient state, bearing on each of

its pillars a great stone heron with a fish ,

in its beak.

This was the quarter whence had come

the noises of children, but they had now

ceased, or rather sunk into a gentle mur

mur, which oozed, like the sound of bees

from a straw-covered beehive, out of a

cottage rather larger than the rest, which

stood close by the churchyard gate. It

was the parish school, and these cottages

were all that remained of the old town

of Portlossie, which had at one time

stretched in a long irregular street al

most to the shore. The town cross yet

stood, but away solitary on a green hill

that overlooked the sands.

During the summer the long walk from

the new town to the school and to the

church was anything but a hardship : in

winter it was otherwise, for then there

were days in which few would venture

the single mile that separated them.

The door of the school, bisected longi

tudinally, had one of its halves open,

and by it outflowed the gentle hum of
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the honey-bees of learning. Malcolm

walked in, and had the whole of the

busy scene at once before him. The

place was like a barn, open from wall to

wall, and from floor to rafters and thatch,

browned with the peat smoke of vanish

ed winters. Two -thirds of the space

were filled with long desks and forms ;

the other had only the master's desk,

and thus afforded room for standing

classes. At the present moment it was

vacant, for the prayer was but just over,

and the Bible-class had not been called

up : there Alexander Graham, the school

master, descending from his desk, met

and welcomed Malcolm with a kind shake

of the hand. He was a man of middle

height, but very thin ; and about five

and forty years of age, but looked older,

because of his thin gray hair and a stoop

in the shoulders. He was dressed in a

shabby black tail-coat and clean white

neck-cloth : the rest of his clothes were

of parson gray, noticeably shabby also.

The quiet sweetness of his smile and a

composed look of submission were sug

gestive of the purification of sorrow, but

were attributed by the townsfolk to dis

appointment ; for he was still but a school

master, whose aim they thought must be

a pulpit and a parish. But Mr. Graham

had been early released from such an

ambition, if it had ever possessed him,

and had for many years been more than

content to give himself to the hopefuller

work of training children for the true

ends of life : he lived the quietest of

studious lives, with an old housekeeper.

Malcolm had been a favorite pupil,

and the relation of master and scholar

did not cease when the latter saw that

he ought to do something to lighten the

burden of his grandfather, and so left

the school and betook himself to the

life of a fisherman—with the slow leave

of Duncan, who had set his heart on

making a scholar of him, and would

never, indeed, had Gaelic been amongst

his studies, have been won by the most

laborsome petition. He asserted him

self perfectly able to provide for both for

ten years to come at least, in proof of

which he roused the inhabitants of Port-

lossie, during the space of a whole month,

a full hour earlier than usual, with the

most terrific blasts of the bagpipes, and

this notwithstanding complaint and ex

postulation on all sides, so that at length

the provost had to interfere ; after which

outburst of defiance to time, however,

his energy had begun to decay so visibly

that Malcolm gave himself to the pipes

in secret, that he might be ready, in case

of sudden emergency, to take his grand

father's place ; for Duncan lived in con

stant dread of the hour when his office

might be taken from him and conferred

on a mere drummer, or, still worse, on a

certain ne'er-do-weel cousin of the pro

vost, so devoid of music as to be capable

only of ringing a bell.

" I've had an invitation to Miss Camp

bell's funeral—Miss Horn's cousin, you

know," said Mr. Graham, in a hesitating

and subdued voice : "could you manage

to take the school for me, Malcolm ?"

" Yes, sir. There's naething to hinner

me. What day is 't upo' ?"

"Saturday."

" Vera weel, sir. I s' be here in guid

time."

This matter settled, the business of.the

school, in which, as he did often, Mal

colm had come to assist, began. Only

a pupil of his own could have worked

with Mr. Graham, for his mode was very

peculiar. But the strangest fact in it

would have been the last to reveal itself

to an ordinary observer. This was, that he

rarely contradicted anything : he would

call up the opposing truth, set it face to

face with the error, and leave the two to

fight it out. The human mind and con

science were, he said, the plains of Ar

mageddon, where the battle of good and

evil was for ever raging; and the one

business of a teacher was to rouse and

urge this battle by leading fresh forces

of the truth into the field—forces com

posed as little as might be of the hireling

troops of the intellect, and as much as

possible of the native energies of the

heart, imagination and conscience. In

a word, he would oppose error only by

teaching the truth.

In early life he had come under the

influence of the writings of William Law,

which he read as one who pondered every
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doctrine in that light which only obedi

ence to the truth can open upon it. With

a keen eye for the discovery of universal

law in the individual fact, he read even

the marvels of the New Testament prac

tically. Hence, in training his soldiers,

every lesson he gave them was a missile ;

every admonishment of youth or maiden

was as the mounting of an armed cham

pion, and the launching of him with a

God-speed into the thick of the fight.

He now called up the Bible-class, and

Malcolm sat beside and listened. That

morning they had to read one of the

chapters in the history of Jacob.

"Was Jacob a good man ?" he asked,

as soon as the reading, each of the schol

ars in turn taking a verse, was over.

An apparently universal expression of

assent followed ; halting in its wake,

however, came the voice of a boy near

the bottom of the class :

"Wasna he some dooble, sir ?"

"You are right, Sheltie," said the mas

ter; "he was double. I must, I find,

put the question in another shape : Was

Jacob a bad man ?"

Again came such a burst of yesses that

it might have been taken for a general

hiss. But limping in the rear came again

the half-dissentient voice of Jamie Joss,

whom the master had just addressed as

Sheltie :

"Pairtly, sir."

" You think, then, Sheltie, that a man

may be both bad and good ?"

" I dinna ken, sir. I think he may be

whiles ane an' whiles the ither, an' whiles

niaybe it wad be ill to say whilk. Oor

collie's whiles in twa min's whether he'll

du what he's telled or no."

"That's the battle of Armageddon,

Sheltie, my man. It's aye ragin', ohn

gun roared or bagonet clashed. Ye

maun up an' do yer best in't, my man.

Gien ye dee fechtin' like a man, ye'll flee

up wi' a quaiet face an' wi' wide open een ;

an' there's a great Ane 'at 'll say to ye,

' Weel dune, laddie !' But gien ye gie

in to the enemy, he'll turn ye intill a

creepin' thing 'at eats dirt ; an' there 'll

no be a hole in a' the crystal wa' o' the

New Jerusalem near eneuch to the grun'

to lat ye creep throu'."

As soon as ever Alexander Graham,

the polished thinker and sweet-manner

ed gentleman, opened his mouth con

cerning the things he loved best, that

moment the most poetic forms came

pouring out in the most rugged speech.

"I reckon, sir," said Sheltie, "Jacob

hadna fouchten oot his battle."

" That's jist it, my boy. And because

he wouldna get up and fecht manfully,

God had to tak him in han'. Ye've

heard tell o' generals, whan their troops

war rinnin' awa', haein' to cut this man

doon, shute that ane, and lick anither,

till he turned them a' richt face aboot

and drave them on to the foe like a spate !

And the trouble God took wi' Jacob was

na lost upon him at last."

"An' what cam o' Esaursir?" asked a

pale-faced maiden with blue eyes. " He

wasna an ill kin' o' a chield—was he, sir ?"

"No, Mappy," answered the master ;

" he was a fine chield, as you say ; but

he nott {needed) mair time and gentler

treatment to mak onything o' him. Ye

see he had a guid hert, but was a duller

kin' o' cratur a'thegither, and cared for

naething he could na see or hanle. He

never thoucht muckle about God at a'.

Jacob was anither sort—a poet kin' o' a

man, but a sneck-drawin' cratur for a'

that. It was easier, hooever, to get the

slyness oot o' Jacob, than the dullness

oot o' Esau. Punishment tellt upo' Ja

cob like upon a thin-skinned horse,

whauras Esau was mair like the minis

ter's powny, that can hardly be made to

unnerstan' that ye want him to gang on.

But o' the ither han', dullness is a thing

than can be borne wi' : there's na hurry

aboot that ; but the deceitfu' tricks o'

Jacob war na to be endured, and sae the

tawse (leather strap) cam doon upo'

him."

"An' what for didna God mak Esau

as clever as Jacob ?" asked a wizened-

faced boy near the top of the class.

"Ah, my Peery!" said Mr. Graham,

" I canna tell ye that. A' that I can tell

is, that God hadna dune makin' at him,

an' some kin' o' fowk tak langer to mak

oot than ithers. An' ye canna tell what

they're to be till they're made oot. But

whether what I tell ye be richt or no.
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God maun hae the verra best o' rizzons

for 't, ower-guid maybe for us to unner-

stan'—the best o' rizzons for Esau him-

sel', I mean, for the Creator luiks efter

his cratur first ava' {of all).—And now,"

concluded Mr. Graham, resuming his

English, "go to your lessons; and be

diligent, that God may think it worth

while to get on faster with the making

of you."

In a moment the class was dispersed

and all were seated. In another, the

sound of scuffling arose, and fists were

seen storming across a desk.

"Andrew Jamieson and Poochy, come

up here," said the master in a loud voice.

"He hittit me first," cried Andrew, the

moment they were within a respectful

distance of the master, whereupon Mr.

Graham turned to the other with inquiry

in his eyes.

" He had nae business to ca' me

Poochy."

" No more he had ; but you had just

as little right to punish him for it. The

offence was against me : he had no right

to use my name for you, and the quar

rel was mine. For the present you are

Poochy no more : go to your place, Wil

liam Wilson."

The boy burst out sobbing, and crept

back to his seat with his knuckles in his

eyes.

"Andrew Jamieson," the master went

on, " I had almost got a name for you,

but you have sent it away. You are not

ready for it yet, I see. Go to your place."

With downcast looks Andrew followed

William, and the watchful eyes of the

master saw that, instead of quarreling

any more during the day, they seemed

to catch at every opportunity of showing

each other a kindness.

Mr. Graham never used bodily pun

ishment : he ruled chiefly by the aid of

a system of individual titles, of the min

gled characters of pet-name and nick

name. As soon as the individuality of

a boy had attained to signs of blossom

ing—that is, had become such that he

could predict not only an upright but a

characteristic behavior in given circum

stances, he would take him aside and

whisper in his ear that henceforth, so

long as he deserved it, he would call him

by a certain name—one generally derived

from some object in the animal or veg

etable world, and pointing to a resem-

j blance which was not often patent to

any eye but the master's own. He had

given the name of Poochy, for instance,

to William Wilson, because, like the

kangaroo, he sought his object in a suc

cession of awkward, yet not the less

availing leaps—gulping his knowledge

and pocketing his conquered marble

after a like fashion. Mappy, the name

which thus belonged to a certain flaxen-

haired, soft-eyed girl, corresponds to the

English hunny. Sheltie is the small

Scotch mountain-pony, active and strong.

Peery means peglop. But not above a

quarter of the children had pet-names.

To gain one was to reach the highest

honor of the school ; the withdrawal of

it was the severest of punishments, and

the restoring of it the sign of perfect

reconciliation. The master permitted no

one else to use it, and was seldom known

to forget himself so far as to utter it while

its owner was in disgrace. The hope of

gaining such a name, or the fear of losing

it, was in the pupil the strongest ally of

the master, the most powerful enforce

ment of his influences. It was a scheme

of government by aspiration. But it

owed all its operative power to the cha

racter of the man who had adopted

rather than invented it—for the scheme

had been suggested by a certain passage

in the book of the Revelation.

Without having read a word of Swe-

denborg, he was a believer in the abso

lute correspondence of the inward and

outward ; and, thus long before the

younger Darwin arose, had suspected a

close relationship—remote identity, in

deed, in nature and history—between

the animal and human worlds. But

photographs from a good many different

points would be necessary to afford any

thing like a complete notion of the cha

racter of this country schoolmaster.

Toward noon, while he was busy with

an astronomical class, explaining, by

means partly of the blackboard, partly

of two boys representing the relation of

I the earth and the moon, how it comes
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that we see but one half of the latter,

the door gently opened and the troubled

face of the mad laird peeped slowly in.

His body followed as gently, and at last

—sad symbol of his weight of care—his

hump appeared, with a slow half-revolu

tion as he turned to shut the door behind

him. Taking off his hat, he walked up

to Mr. Graham, who, busy with his as

tronomy, had not perceived his entrance,

touched him on the arm, and, standing

on tip-toe, whispered softly in his ear, as

if it were a painful secret that must be

respected—

"I dinna ken whaur I cam frae. I

want to come to the school."

Mr. Graham turned and shook hands

with him, respectfully addressing him as

Mr. Stewart, and got down for him the

arm-chair which stood behind his desk.

But, with the politest bow, the laird de

clined it, and mournfully repeating the

words, "I dinna ken whaur I cam frae,"

took a place readily yielded him in the

astronomical circle surrounding the sym

holic boys.

This was not by any means his first

appearance there ; for every now and

then he was seized with a desire to go

to school, plainly with the object of find

ing out where he came from. This

always fell in his quieter times, and for

days together he would attend regularly ;

in one instance he was not absent an

hour for a whole month. He spoke so

little, however, that it was impossible to

tell how much he understood, although

he seemed to enjoy all that went on.

He was so quiet, so sadly gentle, that he

gave no trouble of any sort, and after

the first few minutes of a fresh appear

ance, the attention of the scholars was

rarely distracted by his presence.

The way in which the master treated

him awoke like respect in his pupils.

Boys and girls were equally ready to

make room for him on their forms, and

My one of the latter who had by some

kind attention awaked the watery glint

of a smile on the melancholy features

of the troubled man, would boast of her

success. Hence it came that the neigh

horhood of Portlossie was the one spot

in the county where a person of weak

Voi. XIII.—19

intellect or peculiar appearance might go

about free of insult.

The peculiar sentence the laird so often

uttered was the only one he invariably

spoke with definite clearness. In every

other attempt at speech he was liable to

be assailed by an often recurring impedi

ment, during the continuance of which

he could compass but a word here and

there, often betaking himself, in the

agony of suppressed utterance, to the

most extravagant gestures, with which

he would sometimes succeed in so sup

plementing his words as to render his

meaning intelligible.

The two boys representing the earth

and the moon had returned to their

places in the class, and Mr. Graham had

gone on to give a description of the

moon, in which he had necessarily men

tioned the enormous height of her moun

tains as compared with those of the earth.

But in the course of asking some ques

tions, he found a need of further expla

nation, and therefore once more required

the services of the boy-sun and boy-

moon. The moment the latter, however,

began to describe his circle around the

former, Mr. Stewart stepped gravely up

to him, and, laying hold of his hand, led

him back to his station in the class ; then,

turning first one shoulder, then the other

to the company, so as to attract atten

tion to his hump, uttered the single word

Mountain, and took on himself the part

of the moon, proceeding to revolve in

the circle which represented her orbit.

Several of the boys and girls smiled, but

no one laughed, for Mr. Graham's grav

ity maintained theirs. Without remark,

he used the mad laird for a moon to the

end of his explanation.

Mr. Stewart remained in the school

all the morning, stood up with every

class Mr. Graham taught, and in the in

tervals sat, with book or slate before him,

still as a Brahman on the fancied verge

of his re-absorption, save that he mur

mured to himself now and then—

" I dinna ken whaur I cam frae."

When his pupils dispersed for dinner,

Mr. Graham invited him to go to his

house and share his homely meal, but

with polished gesture and broken speech,
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Mr. Stewart declined, walked away to

ward the town, and was seen no more

that afternoon.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE SWIVEL.

Mrs. Courthope, the housekeeper at

Lossie House, was a good woman, who

did not stand upon her dignities, as small

rulers are apt to do, but cultivated friend

ly relations with the people of the Sea

Town. Some of the rougher of the wo

men despised the sweet outlandish speech

she had brought with her from her native

England, and accused her of mim-mmi'd-

ness, or an affected modesty in the use of

words ; but not the less was she in their

eyes a great lady—whence indeed came

the special pleasure in finding flaws in

her—for to them she was the representa

tive of the noble family on whose skirts

they and their ancestors had been settled

for ages, the last marquis not having vis

ited the place for many years, and the

present having but lately succeeded.

Duncan MacPhail was a favorite with

her ; for the English woman will gener

ally prefer the highland to the lowland

Scotsman ; and she seldom visited the

Seaton without looking in upon him ; so

that when Malcolm returned from the

Alton, or Old Town, where the school

was, it did not in the least surprise him

to find her seated with his grandfather.

Apparently, however, there had been

some dissension between them, for the

old man sat in his corner strangely wrath

ful, his face in a glow, his head thrown

back, his nostrils distended, and his eye

lids working, as if his eyes were "poor

dumb mouths," like Caesar's wounds,

trying to speak.

"We are told in the New Testament

to forgive our enemies, you know," said

Mrs. Courthope, heedless of his entrance,

but in a voice that seemed rather to plead

than oppose.

" Inteet she will not be false to her

shief and her clan," retorted Duncan

persistently. " She will not forgife Caw-

mil of Glenlyon."

"But he's dead long since, and we

may at least hope he repented and was

forgiven."

" She'll be hoping nothing of the kind,

Mistress Kertope," replied Duncan. "But

if, as you say, God will be forgifing him—

which I do not belief—let that pe enough

for ta greedy blackguard. Sure, it mat

ters but small whether poor Duncan Mac

Phail will be forgifing him or not. Any

how, he must do without it, for he shall

not haf it. He is a tamn fillain and

scounrel, and so she says, with her re

specs to you. Mistress Kertope."

His sightless eyes flashed with indig

nation ; and perceiving it was time to

change the subject, the housekeeper

turned to Malcolm.

" Could you bring me a nice mackerel

or whiting for my lord's breakfast to

morrow morning, Malcolm ?" she said.

"Certaintly, mem. I s' be wi' ye in

guid time> wi' the best the sea 'll gie me,"

he answered.

"If I have the fish by nine o'clock,

that will be early enough," she returned.

" I wad na like to wait sae lang for

my brakfast," remarked Malcolm.

"You wouldn't mind it much, if you

waited asleep," said Mrs. Courthope.

" Can onybody sleep till sic a time o'

day as that ?" exclaimed the youth.

"You must remember my lord doesn't

go to bed for hours after you, Malcolm."

"An' what can keep him up a' that

time ? It's no as gien he war efter the

herrin'. an' had the win' an' the waiter

an' the netfu's o' waumlin' craturs to

haud him waukin'."

" Oh ! he reads and writes, and some

times goes walking about the grounds

after everybody else is in bed," said Mrs.

Courthope—" he and his dog."

"Weel, I wad raitherbe up ear'," said

Malcolm—"a heap raither. I like fine

to be oot i' the quaiet o' the mornin' afore

the sun's up to set the din gaun ; whan

it's a' clear but no bricht—like the back

o' a bonny sawmon ; an' air an' watter

an' a' luiks as gien they war waitin' for

something—quaiet, verra quaiet, but no

content."

Malcolm uttered this long speech, and

went on with more like it, in the hope

of affording time for the stormy waters of
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Duncan's spirit to assuage. Nor was he

disappointed ; for, if there was a sound

on the earth Duncan loved to hear, it

was the voice of his boy ; and by de

grees the tempest sank to repose, the

gathered glooms melted from his coun -

tenance, and the sunlight of a smile

broke out.

"Hear to him!" he cried. "Her poy

will pe a creat pard som tay, and sing

pefore ta Stuart kings, when they come

pack to Holyrood !"

Mrs. Courthope had enough of poetry

in her to be pleased with Malcolm's

quiet enthusiasm, and spoke a kind word

of sympathy with the old man's delight

as she rose to take her leave. Duncan

rose also, and followed her to the door,

making her a courtly bow, and that just

as she turned away.

" It 'll pe a coot 'oman, Mistress Kert-

ope," he said as he came back; "and

it 'll not pe to plame her for forgifing

Glenlyon, for he did not kill her creat-

crandmother. Put it'll pe fery paad

preeding to request her nainsel, Tuncan

MacPhail, to be forgifing ta rascal.

Only she'll pe put a voman, and it'll not

pe knowing no petter to her.—You'll be

minding you'll be firing ta cun at six

o'clock exackly, Malcolm, for all she

says ; for my lord, peing put shust come

home to his property, it might pe a fex

to him if tere was any mistake so soon.

Put inteed, I vonder he hasn't been send

ing for old Tuncan to be gifing him a

song or two on ta peeps ; for he'll pe

hafing ta oceans of fery coot highland

plood in his own feins ; and his friend,

ta Prince of Wales, who has no more

rights to it than a maackerel fish, will pe

wearing ta kilts at Holyrood. So mind

you pe firing ta cun at six, my son."

For some years, young as he was,

Malcolm had hired himself to one or

other of the boat-proprietors of the Sea-

ton or of Scaurnose, for the herring-fish

ing—only, however, in the immediate

neighborhood, refusing to go to the west

ern islands, or any station whence he

could not return to sleep at his grand

father's cottage. He had thus on every

occasion earned enough to provide for

the following winter, so that his grand-

father's little income as piper, and other

small returns, were accumulating in va

rious concealments about the cottage ;

for, in his care for the future, Duncan

dreaded lest Malcolm should buy things

for him without which, in his own sight

less judgment, he could do well enough.

Until the herring-season should ar

rive, however, Malcolm made a little

money by line-fishing ; for he had bar

gained, the year before, with the captain

of a schooner for an old ship's-boat, and

had patched and caulked it into a suf

ficiently serviceable condition. He sold

his fish in the town and immediate neigh

borhood, where a good many housekeep

ers favored the handsome and cheery

young fisherman.

He would now be often out in the bay

long before it was time to call his grand

father, in his turn to rouse the sleepers

of Portlossie. But the old man had as

yet always waked about the right time,

and the inhabitants had never had any

ground of complaint—a few minutes one

way or the other being of little conse

quence. He was the cock which woke

the whole yard : morning after morning

his pipes went crowing through the streets

of the upper region, his music ending

always with his round. But after the

institution of the gun-signal, his custom

was to go on playing where he stood

until he heard it, or to stop short in the

midst of his round and his liveliest re

veille the moment it reached his ear.

Loath as he might be to give over, that

sense of good manners which was su

preme in every highlander of the old

time, interdicted the fingering of a note

after the marquis's gun had called

aloud.

When Malcolm meant to go fishing,

he always loaded the swivel the night

before, and about sunset the same even

ing he set out for that purpose. Not a

creature was visible on the border of the

curving bay except a few boys far off on

the gleaming sands whence the tide had

just receded : they were digging for

sand-eels—lovely little silvery fishes—

which, as every now and then the spade

turned one or two up, they threw into a

tin pail for bait. But on the summit of
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the long sandhill, the lonely figure of a

man was walking to and fro in the level

light of the rosy west ; and as Malcolm

climbed the near end of the dune, it was

turning far off at the other: half-way

between them was the embrasure with

the brass swivel, and there they met.

Although he had never seen him be

fore, Malcolm perceived at once it must

be Lord Lossie, and lifted his bonnet.

The marquis nodded and passed on, but

the next moment, hearing the noise of

Malcolm's proceedings with the swivel,

turned and said—

"What are you about there with that

gun, my lad ?"

" I'm jist ga'in' to dicht her oot an' lod

her, my lord," answered Malcolm.

" And what next ? You're not going

to fire the thing ?"

"Ay—the morn's mornin', my lord."

" What will that be for ?"

"Ow, jist to wauk yer lordship."

" Hm !" said his lordship, with more

expression than articulation.

"Will I no lod her?" asked Malcolm,

throwing down the ramrod, and ap

proaching the swivel, as if to turn the

muzzle of it again into the embrasure.

" Oh, yes ! load her by all means. I

don't want to interfere with any of your

customs. But if that is your object, the

means, I fear, are inadequate."

" It's a comfort to hear that, my lord ;

for I canna aye be sure o' my auld watch,

an' may weel be oot a five minutes or

twa whiles. Sae, in future, seein' it's o'

sic sma' consequence to yer lordship, I

s' jist lat her aff whan it's convenient.

A feow minutes winna maitter muckle to

the baillie-bodies."

There was something in Malcolm's ad

dress that pleased Lord Lossie—the ming

ling of respect and humor, probably—

the frankness and composure, perhaps.

He was not self-conscious enough to be

shy, and was so free from design of any

sort that he doubted the good will of no

one.

"What's your name ?" asked the mar

quis abruptly.

"Malcolm MacPhail, my lord."

" MacPhail ? I heard the name this

very day ! Let me see."

" My gran'father's the blin' piper, my

lord."

" Yes, yes. Tell him I shall want him

at the House. I left my own piper a;

Ceanglas."

"I'll fess him wi' me the morn, gien

ye like, my lord, for I'll be ower wi' some

fine troot or ither, gien I haena the waur

luck, the morn's mornin' : Mistress Court-

hope says she'll be aye ready for ane to

fry to yer lordship's brakfast. But I'm

thinkin' that'll be ower ear' for ye to see

him."

"I'll send for him when I want him.

Go on with your brazen serpent there,

only mind you don't give her too much

supper."

"Jist luik at her ribs, my lord! she

winna rive !" was the youth's response ;

and the marquis was moving off with a

smile, when Malcolm called after him.

"Gien yer lordship likes to see yer ain

ferlies, I ken whaur some o' them lie,"

he said.

" What do you mean byferlies ?" ask

ed the marquis.

" Ow ! keeriosities, ye ken. For en-

stance, there's some queer caves alang

the cost—twa or three o' them afore ye

come to the Scaurnose. They say the

water bude till ha' howkit them ance

upon a time, and they maun hae been fu'

o' partans, an' lobsters, an' their frien's

an' neebors ; but they're heigh an' dreigh

noo, as the fule said o' his minister, an'

naething intill them but foumarts, an'

otters, an' sic like."

" Well, well, my lad, we'll see," said

his lordship kindly ; and turning once

more, he resumed his walk.

"At yer lordship's will," answered Mal

colm in a low voice, as he lifted his bon

net and again bent to the swivel.

The next morning, he was rowing

slowly along in the bay, when he was

startled by the sound of his grandfather's

pipes, wafted clear and shrill on a breath

of southern wind, from the top of the

town. He looked at his watch : it was

not yet five o'clock. The expectation

of a summons to play at Lossie House,

had so excited the old man's brain that

he had waked long before his usual time,

and Portlossie must wake also. The
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: of it was, that he had already, as

olm knew from the direction of the

1, almost reached the end of his

and must even now be expecting

eport of the swivel, until he heard

1 he would not cease playing, so

as there was a breath in his body,

ig, therefore, with all his might,

>lm soon ran his boat ashore, and

other instant the sharp yell of the

1 rang among the rocks of the

>ntory. He was still standing, lap-

i a light reverie as he watched the

: flying seaward, when a voice,

y well known to him, said, close

side :

hat are you about with that horrid

a ?"

colm started.

garred me loup, my leddy !" he

id with a smile and an obeisance,

u told me," the girl went on em-

illy, and as she spoke she disen-

her watch from her girdle, "that

red it at six o'clock. It is not

six."

lna ye hear the pipes, my leddy ?"

ined.

s, well enough ; but a whole regi-

f pipes can't make it six o'clock

my watch says ten minutes past

, sic a braw watch !" exclaimed

m. "What's a' thae bonny white

aboot the face o' 't ?"

rls," she answered, in a tone that

1 pity of his ignorance.

look at it aside mine !" he ex-

I in admiration, pulling out his

Id turnip.

;re !" cried the girl; "your own

lays only a quarter past five."

, a>- ! my leddy ; I set it by the

3ck 'at hings i' the window o' the

\irms last nicht. But I maun awa'

c efter my lines, or atween the

the dogfish, my lord '11 fare ill."

i haven't told me why you fired

she persisted.

compelled, Malcolm had to ex-

lat the motive lay in his anxiety

, grandfather should over-exert

, seeing he was subject to severe

of asthma.

"He could stop when he was tired,"

she objected.

"Ay, gien his pride wad lat him," an

swered Malcolm, and turned away again,

eager to draw his line.

" Have you a boat of your own ?" ask

ed the lady.

" Ay ; yon's her, doon on the shore

yonner. Wad ye like a row ? She's

fine an' quaiet."

"Who? The boat?"

"The sea, my leddy."

" Is your boat clean ?"

"O" a'thing but fish. But na, it's no

fit for sic a bonny goon as that. I win-

na lat ye gang the day, my leddy ; but

gien ye like to be here the morn's morn-

in', I s' be here at this same hoor, an'

hae my boat as clean's a Sunday sark."

"You think more of my gown than of

myself," she returned.

" There's no fear o' yersel", my leddy.

Ye're ower weel made to blaud [spoil).

But wae's me for the goon or [before) it

had been an hoor i' the boat the day !—

no to mention the fish comin' wallopin'

ower the gunnel ane efter the ither. But

'deed I maun say good-mornin', mem !"

" By all means. I don't want to keep

you a moment from your precious fish."

Feeling rebuked, without well know

ing why, Malcolm accepted the dismissal,

and ran to his boat. By the time he had

taken his oars, the girl had vanished.

His line was a short one ; but twice the

number of fish he wanted were already

hanging from the hooks. It was still

very early when he reached the harbor.

At home he found his grandfather wait

ing for him, and his breakfast ready.

It was hard to convince Duncan that

he had waked the royal burgh a whole

hour too soon. He insisted that, as he

had never made such a blunder before,

he could not have made it now.

" It's ta watch 'at '11 pe telling ta lies,

Malcolm, my poy," he said thoughtfully.

"She was once pefore."

" But the sun says the same 's the watch,

daddy," persisted Malcolm.

Duncan understood the position of the

sun and what it signified, as well as the

clearest-eyed man in Port Lossie, but he

could not afford to yield.
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" It was peing some conspeeracy of ta

cursit Cawmills, to make her loss her

poor pension," he said. " Put never you

mind, Malcolm ; I'll pe making up for

ta plunder ta morrow mornin'. Ta coot

peoples shall haf teir sleeps a w hole hour

after tey ought to be at teir works."

CHAPTER IX.

THE SALMON-TROUT.

Malcolm walked up through the town

with his fish, hoping to part with some

of the less desirable of them, and so

lighten his basket before entering the

grounds of Lossie House. But he had

met with little success, and was now ap

proaching the town-gate, as they called

it, which closed a short street at right

angles to the principal one, when he

came upon Mrs. Catanach — on her

knees, cleaning her doorstep.

"Weel, Ma'colm, what fish hae ye?"

she said, without looking up.

" Hoo kent ye it was me, Mistress

Catanach ?" asked the lad.

" Kent it was you ?" she repeated.

"Gien there be but twa feet at ance in

ony street o' Portlossie, I'll tell ye whase

heid's abune them, an' my een steekit

(closed)."

"Hoot! ye're a witch, Mistress Cata

nach!" said Malcolm merrily.

"That's as may be," she returned,

rising, and nodding mysteriously ; " I

hae tauld ye nae mair nor the trowth.

But what garred ye whup's a' oot o' oor

nakit beds by five o'clock i' the mornin',

this mornin', man ? That's no what

ye're paid for."

"'Deed, mem, it was jist a mistak' o'

my puir daddy's. He had been feart o'

slcepin' ower lang, ye see, an' sac had

waukit ower sune. I was oot efter the

fish, mysel'."

" But ye fired the gun 'gen the chap

(hefore the stroke) o' five."

"Ow. ay ! I fired the gun. The puir

man wad hae bursten himsel' gien I

hadna."

"Deil gien he hed bursten himsel'—

the auld heelan' sholt !" exclaimed Mrs.

Catanach spitefully.

"Ye sanna even sic words to my gran

father, Mrs. Catanach," said Malcoli

with rebuke.

She laughed a strange laugh.

"Sanna!" she repeated contempt!

ously. "An' wha 's your gran'fathe

that I sud tak tent (heed) hoo I wag it

tongue ower his richteousness ?"'

Then, with a sudden change of hi

tone to one of would-be friendliness—

" But what'll ye be seekin' for that b

sawmon trooty, man ?" she said.

As she spoke she approached his ba

ket, and would have taken the fish i

her hands, but Malcolm involuntarl

drew back.

" It's gauin' to the Hoose to my lord

brakfast," he said.

"Hoots! ye'll jist lea' the troot «

me.—Ye'll be seekin' a saxpence for

I reckon," she persisted, again approad

ing the basket.

" I tell ye, Mistress Catanach," sai

Malcolm, drawing back now in the fa

that if she once had it she would r.i

yield it again, "it's gauin' up to ti

Hoose !"

"Toots! there's naebody there seen

yet. It's new oot o' the watter."

" But Mistress Courthope was doo

last nicht, an' wantit the best I coul

heuk."

" Mistress Courthope ! Wha cares S

her? A mim, cantin' auld body! G

me the trootie, Ma'colm. Ye're a bont

laad, an' it s' be the better for ye."

"'Deed I cudna du 't, Mistress Cat.

nach—though I'm sorry to disobleei

ye. It's bespoken, ye see. But there

a fine haddie, an' a bonny sma' coddi

an' a goukmey (gray gurnard)."

"Gae 'wa' wi' yerhaddies, an' yer goul

meys ! Ye sanna gowk me wi' them.'

"Weel, I wadna wonner," said Ma

colm, "gien Mrs. Courthope wad lil

the haddie tu, an' maybe the lave

them as weel. Hers is a muckle faimv

to haud eatin'. I'll jist gang to tl

Hoose first afore I mak ony mair offe

frae my creel."

"Ye'll lea' the troot wi' me," said Mr

Catanach imperiously.

" Na ; I canna du that. Ye maun st

yersel' 'at I canna!"
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The woman's face grew dark with

ager.

'' It s' be the waur for ye," she cried.

" I'm no gauin' to be fleyt (frightened)

ye. Ye're no sic a witch as that comes

.l, though ye div ken a body's fit upo'

e flags ! My blin' luckie-deddy can

i m'air nor that !" said Malcolm, irri-

ted by her persistency, threats and evil

oks.

" Daur ye me?" she returned, her

isty cheeks now red as fire, and her

icked eyes flashing as she shook her

enched fist at him.

"What for no?" he answered coolly,

irning his head back over his shoulder,

ir he was already on his way to the

ite.

" Ye s' ken that, ye misbegotten fun-

n' !" shrieked the woman, and waddled

astily into the house,

" What ails her ?" said Malcolm to

imself. " She micht ha' seen' 'at I bude

l gie Mrs. Courthope the first offer."

By a winding carriage-drive, through

iees whose growth was stunted by the

ea-winds, which had cut off their tops

s with a keen razor, Malcolm made a

low descent, yet was soon shadowed by

imber of a more prosperous growth,

ising as, from a lake of the loveliest

reen, spangled with starry daisies. The

ir was full of sweet odors uplifted with

he ascending dew, and trembled with a

mndred songs at once, for here was a

,ery paradise for birds. At length he

ame in sight of a long low wing of the

House, and went to the door that led to

he kitchen. There a maid informed

lim that Mrs. Courthope was in the hall,

md he had better take his basket there,

br she wanted to see him. He obeyed,

ind sought the main entrance.

The house was an' ancient pile, mainly

if two sides at right angles, but with

nany gables, mostly having corbel-steps

—a genuine old Scottish dwelling, small-

tindowed and gray, with steep slated

:oofs, and many turrets, each with a

conical top. Some of these turrets rose

from the ground, encasing spiral stone

stairs ; others were but bartizans, their in

teriors forming recesses in rooms. They

gave the house something of the air of

a French chateau, only it looked stronger

and far grimmer. Carved around some

of the windows, in ancient characters,

were Scripture texts and antique proverbs.

Two time-worn specimens of heraldic

zoology, in a state of fearful and ever

lasting excitement, stood rampant and

gaping, one on each side of the hall-

door, contrasting strangely with the re

pose of the ancient house, which looked

very like what the oldest part of it was

said to have been—a monastery. It had

at the same time, however, a somewhat

warlike expression, wherein consisting

it would have been difficult to say ; nor

could it ever have been capable of much

defence, although its position in that re

gard was splendid. In front was a great

gravel-space, in the centre of which lay

a huge block of serpentine, from a quar

ry on the estate, filling the office of goal,

being the pivot, as it were, around which

all carriages turned.

On one side of the house was a great

stone bridge, of lofty span, stretching

across a little glen, in which ran a brown

stream spotted with foam—the same that

entered the frith beside the Seaton ; not

muddy, however, for though dark it was

clear—its brown being a rich transpa

rent hue, almost red, gathered from the

peat-bogs of the great moorland hill be

hind. Only a very narrow terrace-walk,

with battlemented parapet, lay between

the back of the house and a precipitous

descent of a hundred feet to this rivulet.

Up its banks, lovely with flowers and

rich with shrubs and trees below, you

might ascend until by slow gradations

you left the woods and all culture be

hind, and found yourself, though still

within the precincts of Lossie House, on

the lonely side of the waste hill, a thou

sand feet above the sea.

The hall-door stood open, and just

within hovered Mrs. Courthope, dusting

certain precious things not to be handled

by a housemaid. This portion of the

building was so narrow that the hall oc

cupied its entire width, and on the op

posite side of it another door, standing

also open, gave a glimpse of the glen.

"Good-morning, Malcolm," said Mrs.

Courthope, when she turned and saw
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whose shadow fell on the marble floor.

"What have you brought me ?"

"A fine salmon-troot, mem. But gien

ye had hard hoo Mistress Catanach flytit

(scolded) at me 'cause I wadna gie 't to

her! You wad hae thocht, mem, she

was something no canny—the w'y 'at

she first beggit, an' syne fleecht {flatter

ed), an syne a' but banned an' swore."

"She's a peculiar person, that, Mal

colm. Those are nice whitings. I don't

care about the trout. Just take it to her

as you go back."

" I doobt gien she'll take it, mem.

She's an awfu' vengefu' cratur, fowk

says."

" You remind me, Malcolm," returned

Mrs. Courthope, "that I am not at ease

about your grandfather. He is not in a

Christian frame of mind at all—and he

is an old man too. If we don't forgive

our enemies, you know, the Bible plainly

tells us we shall not be forgiven our

selves."

" I'm thinkin' it was a greater nor the

Bible said that, mem," returned Mal

colm, who was an apt pupil of Mr. Gra

ham. "But ye'll be meaning Cammill

o' Glenlyon," he went on with a smile.

" It canna maitter muckle to him wheth

er my gran'father forgie him or no, see-

in' he's been dcid this hunner year."

"It's not Campbell of Glenlyon, it's

your grandfather I am anxious about,"

said Mrs. Courthope. "Nor is i£ only

Campbell of Glenlyon he's so fierce

against, but all his posterity as well."

" They dinna exist, mem. There's no

sic a bein' o' the face o' the yearth, as a

descendant o' that Glenlyon."

"It makes little difference, I fear,"

said Mrs. Courthope, who was no bad

logician. "The question isn't whether

or not there's anybody to forgive, but

whether Duncan MacPhail is willing to

forgive."

" That I do believe he is, mem ; though

he wad be as sair astonished to hear 't

as ye are yersel'."

" I don't know what you mean by that,

Malcolm."

" I mean, mem, 'at a blin' man, like

my gran'father, canna ken himsel' richt,

scein' he canna ken ither fowk richt.

It's by kennin' ither fowk 'at ye come to

ken yersel', mem—isna 't noo ?"

"Blindness surely doesn't prevent a

man from knowing other people. He

hears them, and he feels them, and in

deed has generally more kindness from

them because of his affliction."

"Frae some o' them, mem ; but it's lit

tle kin'ness my gran'father has expairi-

enced frae Cammill o' Glenlyon, mem."

"And just as little injury, I should

suppose," said Mrs. Courthope.

"Ye're wrang there, mem: a murder

ed mither maun be an unco skaith to

oye's oye (grandson's grandson). But

supposin' ye to be richt, what I say 's to

the pint for a' that. I maun jist explain

a wee.—Whan I was a laddie at the

schule, I was ance tell't that ane o' the

loons was i' the wye o' mockin' my

gran'father. When I hard it, I thocht I

cud just rive the hert oot o' 'm, an' set

my teeth in 't, as the Dutch sodger did

to the Spaniard. But whan I got a grip

o' 'im, an' the rascal turned up a frichtit

kin' o' a dog-like face to me, I jist could

not drive my steiket neive (clenchedJist)

intil't. Mem, a face is an awfu' thing !

There's aye something luikin' oot o' 't

'at ye canna do as ye like wi'. But my

gran'father never saw a face is 's life—

lat alane Glenlyon's 'at's been dirt for sae

mony a year. Gien he war luikin' intil

the face o' that Glenlyon even, I do be

lieve he would no more drive his durk

intill him—"

" Drive his dirk into him !" echoed

Mrs. Courthope, in horror at the very

disclaimer.

"No, I'm sure he wad not," persisted

Malcolm, innocently. " He micht not

tak him oot o' a pot (hole in a river-hed),

but he wad neither durk him nor fling

him in. I'm no that sure he wadna

even rax (reach) him a han'. Ae thing

I am certain o'—that by the time he

meets Glenlyon in haven, he'll be no

that far frae lattin' by-ganes be by-

ganes."

" Meets Glenlyon in heaven !" again

echoed Mrs. Courthope, who knew

enough of the story to be startled at the

taken-for-granted way in which Mal

colm spoke. "Is it probable that a
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wretch such as your legends describe

him should ever get there ?"

"Ye dinna think God's forgien him,

than, mem ?"

"I have no right to judge Glenlyon,

or any other man ; but as you ask me, I

must say I see no likelihood of it."

"Hoo can ye compleen o' my puir

blin' grandfather for no forgiein' him,

than ?—I hae ye there, mem !"

" He may have repented, you know,"

said Mrs. Courthope feebly, finding her

self in less room than was comfortable.

"In sic case," returned Malcolm, "the

auld man 'll hear a' aboot it the meenit

he wins there ; an' I mak nae doobt he'll

du his best to perswaud himsel'."

"But what if he shouldn't get there ?"

persisted Mrs. Courthope, in pure benev

olence.

" Hoot toot, mem ! I wonner to hear

ye ! A Cammill latten in, and my gran'-

father hauden oot! That wad be jist

yallow-faced Willie ower again !* Na,

na; things gang anither gait up there.

My gran'father's a rale guid man, for a'

'at he has a wye o' luikin' at things 'at's

mair efter the law nor the gospel."

Apparently, Mrs. Courthope had come

at length to the conclusion that Malcolm

was as much of a heathen as his grand

father, for in silence she chose her fish,

in silence paid him his price, and then

with only a sad Good-day, turned and

left him.

He would have gone back by the river

side to the sea-gate, but Mrs. Courthope

having waived her right to the fish in

favor of Mrs. Catanach, he felt bound to

give her another chance, and so returned

the way he had come.

"Here's yer troot, Mistress Cat'nach,"

he called aloud at her door, which gen

erally stood a little ajar. " Ye s' hae 't

for the saxpence—an' a guid bargain tu,

for ane o' sic dimensions !"

As he spoke, he held the fish in at the

door, but his eyes were turned to the

main street, whence the factor's gig was

at the moment rounding the corner into

that in which he stood ; when suddenly

the salmon-trout was snatched from his

• L«rd Stair, the prime mover in the massacre of

Gfencoe.

hand, and flung so violently in his face,

that he staggered back into the road :

the factor had to pull sharply up to avoid

driving over him. His rout rather than

retreat was followed by a burst of in

sulting laughter, and at the same mo

ment, out of the house rushed a large

vile-looking mongrel, with hair like an

ill-used door-mat and an abbreviated

nose, fresh from the ashpit, caught up

the trout, and rushed with it toward the

gate.

"That's richt, my bairn!" shouted

Mrs. Catarmch to the brute as he ran :

" tak it to Mrs. Courthope. Tak it back

wi' my compliments."

Amidst a burst of malign laughter she

slammed her door, and from a window

sideways watched the young fisherman.

As he stood looking after the dog in

wrath and bewilderment, the factor hav

ing recovered from the fit of merriment

into which the sudden explosion of events

had cast him, and succeeded in quieting

his scared horse, said, slackening his

reins to move on,

"You sell your fish too cheap, Mal

colm."

" The deil's i' the tyke," rejoined Mal

colm, and, seized at last by a sense of the

ludicrousness of the whole affair, burst

out laughing, and turned for the High

street.

"Na, na, laddie; the deil's no awa' in

sic a hurry : he bed {remained)," said a

voice behind him.

Malcolm turned again and lifted his

bonnet. It was Miss Horn, who had

come up from the Seaton.

" Did ye see yon, mem ?" he asked.

"Ay, weel that, as l cam up the brae.

Dinna stan' there, laddie. The jaud 'll

be watchin' ye like a cat watchin' a

moose. I ken her ! She's a cat-wuman,

an' I canna bide her. She's no mowse

{safe to touch). She's in secrets mair

nor guid, I s' wad (wager). Come awa'

wi' me ; I want a bit fish. I can ill eat

an' her lyin' deid i' the hoose—it winna

gang ower; but I maun get some strength

pitten intill me afore the beerial. It's a

God's-mercy I wasna made wi' feelin's,

or what wad hae come o' me ! Whaur's

the gude o' greitin' ? It's no worth the
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saut i' the watter o' 't, Ma'colm. It's an

ill wardle, an' micht be a bonny ane—

gien't warna for ill men."

" Dod, mem ! I'm thinkin' mair aboot

ill women, at this present," said Mal

colm. "Maybe there's no sic a thing,

but yon's unco like ane. As bonny a

sawmon-troot 's ever ye saw, mem ! It's

a' I'm cawpable o' to haud ohn cursed

that foul tyke o' hers."

" Hoot, laddie ! haud yer tongue."

"Ay will I. I'm no gaun to du 't, ye

ken. But sic a fine troot 's that—the

verra anc ye wad hac likit, mem !"

"Never ye min' the troot. There's

mair whaur that cam frae. What anger't

her at ye ?"

" Naething mair nor that I bude to gie

Mistress Courthope the first wale {choice)

o' my fish."

"The wuman's no worth yer notice,

'cep to haud oot o' her gait, laddie ; an'

that ye had better luik till, for she's no

canny. Dinna ye anger her again gien

ye can help it. She has an ill luik, an'

I canna bide her.—Hac, there's yer siller.

Jean, tak in this fish."

During the latter part of the conver

sation they had been standing at the

door, while Miss Horn ferreted the need

ful pence from a pocket under her gown.

She now entered, but as Malcolm waited

for Jean to take the fish, she turned on

the threshold, and said—

" Wad ye no like to see her, Ma'colm ?

—A guid frien' she was to you, sae lang

's she was here," she added after a short

pause.

The youth hesitated.

" I never saw a corp i' my life, mem,

an' I'm jist some feared," he said, after

another brief silence.

" Hoot, laddie !" returned Miss Horn, '

in a somewhat offended tone—"That'll

be what comes o' haein' feelin's. A

bonny corp 's the bonniest thing in crea

tion—an' that quaict !—Eh ! sic a heap

o' them as there has been sin' Awbel,"

she went on—"an ilk ane o' them luik-

in' as gien there never had been anither

but itsel' ! Ye oucht to see a corp, Ma'

colm. Ye'll hae't to du afore ye're ane

yersel', an' ye'll never sec a bonnier nor

" Be 't to yer wull, mem," said Mal

colm resignedly.

At once she led the way, and he fol

lowed her in silence up the stair and into

the dead-chamber.

There on the white bed lay the long,

black, misshapen thing she had called

"the bit boxie ;" and with a strange sink

ing at the heart, Malcolm approached it.

Miss Horn's hand came from behind

him, and withdrew a covering : there lay

a vision lovely indeed to behold !—a fix

ed evanescence—a listening stillness—

awful, yet with a look of entreaty, a:

once resigned and unyielding, that

strangely drew the heart of Malcolm 

He saw a low white forehead, large eye

balls upheaving closed lids, finely-mod

eled features of which the tightened skin

showed all the delicacy, and a mouth of

suffering whereon the vanishing Psyche

had left the shadow of the smile with

which she awoke. The tears gathered

in his eyes, and Miss Horn saw them.

" Ye maun lay yer han' upo' her, Ma'

colm," she said. "Ye sud aye touch the

deid, to haud ye ohn dreamed aboot

them."

" I wad be laith," answered Malcolm ;

"she wad be ower bonny a dream to

miss.—Are they a' like that ?" he added,

speaking under his breath.

"Na, 'deed no!" replied Miss Horn,

with mild indignation. "Wad ye expec'

Bawby Cat'nach to luik like that, no ?—

I beg yer pardon for mentionin' the wu-

man, my dear," she added with sudden

divergence, bending toward the still face.

and speaking in a tenderly apologetic

tone ; " I ken weel ye canna bide the

verra name o' her ; but it s' be the last

time ye s' hear 't to a' eternity, my doo."

Then turning again to Malcolm—" Lay

yer han' upon her broo, I tell ye," she said.

" I daurna," replied the youth, still

under his breath; "my han's are no

clean. I wadna for the warl' touch her

wi' fishy han's."

The same moment, moved by a sud

den impulse, whose irresistibleness was

veiled in his unconsciousness, he bent

down, and put his lips to the forehead.

As suddenly he started back erect,

with dismay on every feature.
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"Eh, mem!" he cried in an agonized

whisper, "she's dooms cauld !"

"What sud she be?" retorted Miss

Horn. " Wad ye hae her beeried warm ?"

He followed her from the room in

silence, with the sense of a faint sting

on his lips. She led him into her parlor,

and gave him a glass of wine.

" Ye'll come to the beerial upo' Setter-

day?" she asked, half inviting, half in

quiring.

" I'm sorry to say, mem, 'at I canna,"

he answered. " I promised Maister Gra

ham to tak the schule for him, an' lat

him gang."

" Weel, weel ! Mr. Graham's obleeged

to ye, nae doobt, an' we canna help it.

Gie my compliments to yer gran'father,"

she said.

"I'll du that, mem. He'll be sair

pleased, for he's unco gratefu' for ony

sic attention," said Malcolm, and with

the words took his leave.

CHAPTER x.

THE FUNERAL.

That night the weather changed, and

grew cloudy and cold. Saturday morn

ing broke drizzly and dismal. A north

east wind tore off the tops of the drear

ily tossing billows. All was gray—en

during, hopeless gray. Along the coast

the waves kept roaring on the sands,

persistent and fateful ; the Scaurnose

was one mass of foaming white ; and in

the caves still haunted by the tide, the

bellowing was like that of thunder.

Through the drizzle-shot wind and the

fog blown in shreds from the sea, a large

number of the most respectable of the

male population of the burgh, clothed

in Sunday gloom deepened by the crape

on their hats, made their way to Miss

Horn's, for, despite her rough manners,

she was held in high repute. It was only

such as had reason to dread the secret

communication between closet and house

top, that feared her tongue ; if she spoke

loud, she never spoke false, or backbit

in the dark. What chiefly conduced,

however, to the respect in which she was

held, was that she was one of their own

people, her father having died minister

of the parish some twenty years before.

Comparatively little was known of her

deceased cousin, who had been much

of an invalid, and had mostly kept to

the house, but all had understood that

Miss Horn was greatly attached to her ;

and it was for the sake of the living

mainly that the dead was thus honored.

As the prayer drew to a close, the

sounds of trampling and scuffling feet

bore witness that Watty Withcrspail and

his assistants were carrying the coffin

down the stair. Soon the company rose

to follow it, and trooping out, arranged

themselves behind the hearse, which,

horrid with nodding plumes and gold

and black paneling, drew away from the

door to make room for them.

Just as they were about to move off, to

the amazement of the company and the

few onlookers who, notwithstanding the

weather, stood around to represent the

commonalty, Miss Horn herself, solitary,

in a long black cloak and somewhat

awful bonnet, issued, and made her way

through the mourners until she stood

immediately behind the hearse, by the

side of Mr. Cairns the parish minister.

The next moment, Watty Withcrspail,

who had his station at the farther side of

the hearse, arriving somehow at a know

ledge of the apparition, came round by

the horses' heads, and with a look of

positive alarm at the glaring infringe

ment of time-honored customs, address

ed her in half-whispered tones expostu-

latory.

" Ye'll never be thinkin' o' gauin' yer-

sel', mem !" he said.

"What for no, Watty, I wad like to

ken ?" growled Miss Horn from the vault

ed depths of her bonnet.

"The like was never hard tell o' !"

returned Watty, with the dismay of an

orthodox undertaker, righteously jealous

of all innovation.

"It 'll he to tell o' hencefurth," rejoin

ed Miss Horn, who in her risen anger

spoke aloud, caring nothing who heard

her. " Daur/i? preshume, Watty Wither-

spail," she went on, "for no rizzon but

that I ga'e you the job, an' unnertook to

pay ye for't—an' that far abune its mar
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ket value—daur ye preshume, I say, to

dictate to me what I'm to du an' what

I'm no to du anent the maitter in han' ?

Think ye I hae been a mither to the puir

yoong thing for sae mony a year to lat

her gang awa' her lane at the last wi'

the likes o' you for company?"

" Hoot, mem ! there's the minister at

your elbuck."

" I tell ye, ye're but a wheen rouch

men-fowk ! There's no a woman amon'

ye to haud things dacent, 'cep I gang

mysel'. I'm no beggin' the minister's

pardon aither. I'll gang. I maun see

my puir Grizel till her last bed."

" I dread it may be too much for your

feelings, Miss Horn," said the minister,

who being an ambitious young man of

lowly origin, and very shy of the ridic

ulous, did not in the least wish her

company.

"Feclin's!" exclaimed Miss Horn in

a tone of indignant repudiation ; " I'm

gauin' to du what's richt. I 's gang,

and gien ye dinna like my company,

Mr. Cairns, ye can gang hame, an' I s'

gang withoot ye. Gien she sud happen

to be luikin doon, she sanna see me

wantin' at the last o' her. But I s' mak'

no wark aboot it. I s' no putt mysel'

ower forret."

And ere the minister could utter an

other syllable, she had left her place to

go to the rear. The same instant the

procession began to move, corpse-mar

shaled, toward the grave ; and stepping

aside, she stood erect, sternly eyeing the

irregular ranks of two and three and

four as they passed her, intending to

bring up the rear alone. But already

there was one in that solitary position :

with bowed head, Alexander Graham

walked last and single. The moment

he caught sight of Miss Horn, he per

ceived her design, and, lifting his hat,

offered his arm. She took it almost

eagerly, and together they followed in

silence, through the gusty wind and mo

notonous drizzle.

The school-house was close to the

churchyard. An instant hush fell upon

the scholars when the hearse darkened

the windows, lasting while the horrible

thing slowly turned to enter the iron

gates—a deep hush, as if a wave of the

eternal silence which rounds all our

noises, had broken across its barriers.

The mad laird who had been present all

the morning, trembled from head to foot ;

yet rose and went to the door with a lock

of strange, subdued eagerness. When

Miss Horn and Mr. Graham had passed

into the churchyard, he followed.

With the bending of uncovered heads,

in a final gaze of leave-taking, over the

coffin at rest in the bottom of the grave,

all that belonged to the ceremony of

burial was fulfilled ; but the two facts

that no one left the churchyard, although

the wind blew and the rain fell, until the

mound of sheltering earth was heaped

high over the dead, and that the hands

of many friends assisted with spade and

shovel, did much to compensate for the

lack of a service.

As soon as this labor was ended, Mr.

Graham again offered his arm to Miss

Horn, who had stood in perfect calmness

watching the whole with her eagle's-

eyes. But although she accepted his

offer, instead of moving toward the gate

she kept her position in the attitude of

a hostess who will follow her friends.

They were the last to go from the

churchyard. When they reached the

-schoolhouse she would have had Mr.

Graham leave her, but he insisted on

seeing her home. Contrary to her habit

she yielded and they slowly followed the

retiring company.

" Safe at last !" half-sighed Miss Horn,

as they entered the town—her sole re

mark on the way.

Rounding a corner, they came upon

Mrs. Catanach standing at a neighbor's

door, gazing out upon nothing, as was

her wont at times, but talking to some

one in the house behind her. Miss Horn

turned her head aside as she passed. A

look of low, malicious, half-triumphant

cunning lightened across the puffy face

of the howdy. She cocked one bushy

eyebrow, setting one eye wide open, drew

down the other eyebrow, nearly closing

the eye under it, and stood looking after

them thus until they were out of sight.

Then turning her head over her shoul

der, she burst into a laugh, softly husky
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with the general flabbiness of her cor

poreal conditions.

"What ails ye, Mistress Catanach?"

cried a voice from within.

"Sic a couple 's yon twasum wad

mak!" she replied, again bursting into

gelatinous laughter.

"Wha, than? I canna lea' my milk-

parritch to come an' luik."

" Ow ! jist Meg Horn, the auld kail-

runt, an' Sanny Graham, the stickit min

ister. I wad like weel to be at the bed-

din' o' them. Eh ! the twa heids o'

them upon ae bowster!"

And chuckling a low chuckle, Mrs.

Catanach moved for her own door.

As soon as the churchyard was clear

of the funeral train, the mad laird peeped

from behind a tall stone, gazed cautious

ly around him, and then with slow steps

came and stood over the new-made

grave, where the sexton was now laying

the turf, "to mak a' snod {trim) for the

Sawbath."

"\Vhaur is she gan till ?" he murmur

ed to himself.—He could generally speak

hetter when merely uttering his thoughts

without attempt at communication.—"I

dinna ken whaur I cam frae, an' I dinna

km whaur she's gane till ; but whan I

gang mysel', maybe I'll ken baith.—I

dinna ken, I dinna ken, I dinna ken

whaur I cam frae."

Thus muttering, so lost in the thoughts

that originated them that he spoke the

words mechanically, he left the church

yard, and returned to the school, where,

under the superintendence of Malcolm,

everything had been going on in the

usual Saturday fashion—the work of the

day which closed the week's labors be

ing to repeat a certain number of ques

tions of the Shorter Catechism (which

term, alas ! included the answers), and

next to buttress them with a number of

suffering caryatids, as it were—texts of

Scripture, I mean, first petrified and then

dragged into the service. Before Mr.

Graham returned, every one had done

his part except Sheltie, who, excellent

at asking questions for himself, had a

very poor memory for the answers to

those of other people, and was in conse

quence often a keepie-in. He did not

generally heed it much, however, for the

master was not angry with him on such

occasions, and they gave him an op

portunity of asking in his turn a mul

titude of questions of his own.

When he entered he found Malcolm

reading The Tempest, and Sheltie sitting

in the middle of the waste schoolroom,

with his elbows on the desk before him,

and his head and the Shorter Catechism

between them ; while in the farthest cor

ner sat Mr. Stewart, with his eyes fixed

on the ground, murmuring his answer

less questions to himself.

" Come up, Sheltie," said Mr. Graham,

anxious to let the boy go. " Which of

the questions did you break down in to

day ?"

" Please, sir, I cudna rest i' my grave

till the resurrection," answered Sheltie,

with but a dim sense of the humor in

volved in the reply.

"'What benefits do believers receive

from Christ at death ?' " said Mr. Gra

ham, putting the question with a smile.

"'The souls of believers are at their

death made perfect in holiness, and do

immediately pass into glory ; and their

bodies, being still united to Christ, do

rest in their graves till the resurrec

tion,' " replied Sheltie, now with perfect

accuracy ; whereupon the master, fear

ing the outbreak of a torrent of coun

ter - questions, made haste to dismiss

him.

" That'll do, Sheltie," he said. " Run

home to your dinner."

Sheltie shot from the room like a shell

from a mortar.

He had barely vanished when Mr.

Stewart rose and came slowly from his

corner, his legs appearing to tremble

under the weight of his hump, which

moved fitfully up and down in his futile

attempts to utter the word resurrection.

As he advanced, he kept heaving one

shoulder forward, as if he would fain

bring his huge burden to the front, and

hold it out in mute appeal to his instruct

or ; but before reaching him he suddenly

stopped, lay down on the floor on his

back, and commenced rolling from side

to side, with moans and complaints.

Mr. Graham interpreted the action into
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the question—How was such a body as

his to rest in its grave till the resurrection

—perched thus on its own back in the

coffin ? All the answer he could think

of was to lay hold of his hand, lift

him, and point upward. The poor fellow

shook his head, glanced over his shoul

der at his hump, and murmured, " Heavy,

heavy !" seeming to imply that it would

be hard for him to rise and ascend at the

last day.

He had doubtless a dim notion that all

his trouble had to do with his hump.

[to ne continued.]

CAN

THE Littoral or south-eastern coast

of France enjoys a climate of such

extreme beauty and mildness that it has

been famous for ages as a health-resort

during . the cold months of the year,

especially for persons afflicted with pul

monary diseases. In the days of old

Rome invalids were sent to Nice and its

environs, not alone from the capital of

the world, but from Milan, Genoa, Flor

ence and the many cities of Northern and

Central Italy, as also from Paris, Lyons,

Nimes, Montpellier and other import

ant places of ancient Gaul. But on the

fall of the Roman empire the barbarians

destroyed the great majority of the noble

roads which had rendered travel easy and

agreeable to the delicate, and the fashion

of wintering at Nicaea, Cemenellium and

.lEgitna (Cannes) fell into disuse. From

A. d. 859 to 975 the Saracens occupied

the country, and kept up a perpetual

warfare with the Christian natives, so

that bold indeed would have been the

traveler who ventured for mere pleas

ure's sake on the highways during this

period. Then followed the wars and

convulsions of the Middle Ages, and it

was not until the sixteenth century that

this favored part of the world once more

attracted the attention of the medical

faculty. The winter of 1553 was un

usually severe, and Catharine de Medicis,

weary of the sight of perpetual snow and

ice in Paris, longed for a glimpse of the

sunshine of her native Italy. Political

events rendered her absence from the

kingdom impossible, but Calandrio, her

NES.

Florentine doctor, suggested to her that

the south-east coast of her son's domin

ions possessed climates far more favored

than those of Tuscany and the Romagna.

The queen accordingly set out for Hyeres,

accompanied by her son Charles IX. and

the majority of her court. The journey

was performed in little over a week, and

her enthusiasm, when she beheld herself

in the dead of winter surrounded by

semi-tropical vegetation and under a sky

even more azure than that of her caret

Firenze, knew no bounds. She at once

determined to build a palace exceeding

that of Blois in magnificence at Hyeres

itself, which is one of the most lovely of

the many enchanting spots that bejewel

the exquisite line of coast which, stretch

ing from Marseilles to Nice, and thence

to Naples, unfolds the most varied, inter

esting and picturesque panorama in the

world. Circumstances prevented the

Medicean queen from carrying out her

building-plans, but on her return to Paris

she spread abroad such glowing reports

of all she had seen in the Littoral that it

became a fashion amongst the Northern

nobility to seek invitations from their

friends in the South to visit their chateaux

and villas in the gloomy season, and

even to send their children to be edu

cated in the convents of genial Provence.

From this period to the present the fame

of Nice, Cannes and Hyeres has in

creased, until now it is computed that at

least forty thousand persons from all

parts of the globe visit these places each

winter.
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Toward the close of the last century,

Smollett the novelist "discovered and

introduced Nice to the British Lion,"

and early in the present Elizabeth, last

duchess of Gordon, did the same by

Cannes. Her Grace, who possessed

more brains than cash, had traveled a

good deal on the Continent in search of

some place "where everybody did not

go," and where she could pass the winter

quietly, "without being looked in upon

hy the last person she cared to see."

One tine autumn evening her vettura up

set about half a mile from Cannes, and

was so much damaged as to render her

proceeding farther that day impossible.

The sun was setting behind the Estrelle

Mountains, and threw long lines of rud

dy glory on the flower-covered plain be

tween Cannes and Grasse, while floods

of crimson light fell on the quaint towers

of the old parish church, on the weird

trunks of the noble stone-pines which

grow so plentiful on all sides, and on the

crests of the deep blue waves of the

Mediterranean, which, as usual at this

time, bore upon them a miniature fleet

of picturesque boats setting out for the

night's sardine - fishing. The duchess

was enchanted with the scene, and also

with the cooking of the tumble-down

auherge where she passed the night.

Instead of continuing her journey, she

resolved to stay where she was, and in a

few days was comfortably installed in an

old but well-built villa in the neighbor

hood of "her newly-discovered Eden."

Her Grace was a corresponding woman

—she has left a volume of pretty chit

chat letters behind her — and before

many weeks half the heau monde of

Paris and London were talking about

Cannes and its transcendent merits of

situation and climate. What duchesses

praise common mortals are apt to be

come enraptured with, and Her Grace

of Gordon may be fairly credited with

having done for Cannes what Catharine

de Medicis did for Hyeres; and Smollett

for Nice—created its fame. But, though

she did her best to attract visitors to her

favorite resort, the accommodations were

so wretched that those persons who did

not enjoy the ducal hospitality soon grew

disgusted, and left her in solitary grandeur

I to admire, like abandoned Calypso, " the

enchanting scene all alone." Solitude

did not agree with the lively duchess,

and after trying to persuade herself that

she was perfectly happy " staring all day

long at that divinely blue sea, with not a

soul to talk to but the peasants, who

speak a jargon that no mortal can un

derstand, the doctor who is deaf and the

priest who has lost all his teeth," she

finally wearied of the place, and one

fine morning, to the consternation of its

inhabitants, who had begun to look upon

her as their tutelary Lady Bountiful, took

her departure for Paris. She was a kind-

hearted soul, and the Cannes people

were not consoled for a long time by the

arrival and settlement of any English

milor to take her place.

At last, in 1 83 1, Lord Brougham be

came their special don de Dieu, and

made their " high fortune." The cele

brated chancellor was on his way to

Rome when he was turned back at the

Italian frontier, about six miles from

Cannes, by the custom-house officials,

who refused to allow him to pass, because

the last place he had visited was Mar

seilles, at that time infected by cholera.

Brougham knew that there were other

more powerful reasons which rendered

his visit disagreeable to the Italian princes

at this time, and returning at once to

Cannes he wrote some rather sharp let

ters home about the treatment he had

received. His irritation, however, did

not last long, for he soon discovered that

Cannes was by far the most beautiful

spot he had ever seen, and he deter

mined to remain there. He resolved on

building himself a villa with fine gar

dens, and after making friends with the

townsfolks set to work, as he used to say,

to "create Cannes." First of all, he

wrote to all the world and his wife, prais

ing the climate and the beautiful scenery ;

then he suggested many improvements

to the natives, and even gave pecuniary

assistance to carry them out. Presently

he attracted round him a host of aristo

cratic tourists, and of these many decided

J upon following his example and pitching

I their tents in his vicinity. Lord Lans
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downe, Admiral Pakenham, Sir Robert

Hollond, Mr. Woodfall and the duke of

Valombrosa came to Cannes and built

villas of great beauty within a few years

after the advent of Lord Brougham ; so

that, as the town developed under his

auspices from a mere overgrown fishing-

village to be one of the most elegant

watering-places in the world, it is not to

be wondered at if the inhabitants, out

of gratitude, have erected a monument

to his memory and called their finest

street by his name.

Like most of the neighboring towns

and villages, Cannes is of Phocaean

origin. Its ancient name was jEgitna,

but after its destruction by Quintus

Opimius (n.c. 155) the site was known

as Castrum Marcellium, from a fortress

built on it by the people of that city.

Round this construction, the remains of

which are still visible, a small fishing-

town grew up, which took the name of

Caminus, from the fact that the famous

Aurelian Way passed through it. How

Caminus got corrupted into " Cannes "

remains a mystery which M. Negrin, the

learned local historian, has not been

able to solve. During the Middle Ages

the town was subject to the abbots of

Lerins, who seem to have protected it

from the troubles of the period, and after

the departure of the Moors little is heard

about the place until 1558, when it be

came disagreeably notorious as the spot

from whence the plague was introduced

into Northern Europe. A vessel from

the Levant anchored in the spring of

this year in the tiny harbor, and on board

of it were twelve plague-stricken sailors.

In a few days the population of Cannes

and its neighborhood was decimated by

the fearful scourge, which within a month

or so spread through France to Belgium,

Holland and England. In 181 5, Napo

leon I. landed here on his return from

Elba, and a tree is still shown on the

hills near Grasse beneath which he stood

for a long time contemplating the beauti

ful scenery and the distant outline of the

island which had given him birth.

The situation of Cannes, "the gem of

the Mediterranean," is in truth exceed

ingly lovely. It is built on a hilly but

very small peninsula, which is crowned

by the ancient parish church and the

picturesque remains of the castle. The

houses of the old town crowd in curious

confusion round the church, and are all

of that quaint and varied architecture

which lends such a charm to the scenery

of the Riviera, displaying odd turrets,

archways, terraces and bright-green lat

tices. The new town surrounds the old,

and is built on a gentle elevation, in the

centre of which rises a mediaeval-looking

castle, built by the duke of Valombrosa,

which although, like most other imita

tions, meretricious in style, has neverthe

less an imposing appearance. It is em

bellished with turrets and battlements

and a central round tower, whence floats

invariably the tricolor of France. A quay

of considerable elegance, with about

twenty monster hotels, half a dozen new

churches and a number of fine shops,

lines the shore for over a mile, and ends

abruptly at the Grand Hotel, one of the

most magnificent buildings of its kind

in the world. It stands in the centre of

a noble garden, full of tropical plants,

palm trees, bananas, and above all splen

did stone-pines. Fountains throw their

lofty sprays into the air, birds of every

hue sing in the trees or in aviaries of

gilded wire artistically displayed in the

shade of the exotic vegetation, swans

swim on the broad basin of the principal

water-tank, which is full of lilies, and

peacocks strut majestically up and down

the chief avenues or sun themselves near

the ivy-covered walls. The hotel is built

in the Italian style in exquisite taste, with

marble colonnades, balconies and charm

ing terraces, so that when first beheld

the whole place looks more like a scene

in an opera or on the back of a Watteau

fan than a mere abode for travelers.

On the heights which surround the

town, amidst the beautiful groves of

stone-pines, rises an almost endless chain

of villas, besides some handsome con

vents. The most remarkable are the

Louise Eleanore, which formerly belong

ed to Lord Brougham ; the Victoria,

built by Lord Lansdowne ; the Alexan

dra, by Admiral Pakenham ; and the

Villa Woodfall, the property of the genial
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and hospitable gentleman of that name,

who also built the fine Gothic English

church and schools not far distant from

his residence. The villa Louise* El6anore

is an Italian edifice surrounded with gar

dens, in which is a marble monument to

Lord Brougham and his beloved daugh

ter, who gave her two Christian names

to his favorite abode. Far behind this

range of country-seats—which, by the

way, are built in almost every style of

architecture, imaginable and unimagin

ahle—extends the broad plain of Laval.

This garden, for so it may well be call

ed, is at least ten miles long by twenty

hroad, and is entirely covered with or-

mge groves and fields of flowers—Araby

roses, heliotropes, jasmins, mignonette,

tuberoses and Parma violets—cultivated

en gros, just as turnips and potatoes are

in other countries, not for their beauty,

hut for their utility. They are gathered

in enormous baskets at the proper sea

son, and taken to Grasse, where they are

distilled and made into essences, scented

waters and extracts. The produce of

this kind, manufactured rather coarsely

at Grasse, is thence forwarded in huge

tin casks and glass bottles to the two

great perfume - markets of the world,

Paris and Cologne. hi these cities com

hinations are made—such, for instance,

is a just proportion of the essence of

roses, jonquils and tuberoses, mixed with

geranium-water, which make up the pop-

alar scent called " Frangipanni "—while

other extracts, under the skillful hands

of Jean Maria Farina's people, become

eau de Cologne. Grasse, a large and

heautiful town situated on the slope of

the mountains which close in this plain,

md at about ten miles distance from

Cannes, is almost entirely given up to

the manufacture of essential oils and

essences, and many of its inhabitants

have made large fortunes in the business.

Nothing can be imagined more delight

ful than the walks in this plain of Laval of

2 hright spring morning, when the flow-

*s are in full bloom. The air is almost

too heavily laden with perfume, and

*ould be unbearably so were it not for

the brisk sea-breezes which temper the

atmosphere so delightfully in these hap-
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py regions. Let the reader picture to

himself fields many miles long pink

with roses, golden with jonquils, snow-

white with jasmins and tuberoses, and

fragrant with sweet mignonette ; groves

of orange trees loaded down with waxy

flowers, and shading a carpet, on which

you may tread boldly as if it were com

mon sand, made of Parma violets kept

ever fresh by innumerable running rills

of clear water ; the Eden - like plain

stretching out its hundreds of acres of

flowers until their delicate tints become

indistinct and are lost in the slope of a

long range of grand rocky mountains,

above which peer the snow-covered Alps.

If, tired of gazing at this entrancing

scene, the spectator turns to the opposite

quarter, it is only to behold still greater

beauties. Before him is the Mediter

ranean, blue as a sapphire, but shiver

ing goldenly in the sunlight and fanning

with its silver wavelets the beautiful isl

ands of Lerins. To the left lies the in

finitely varied outline of the Italian coast,

with all its bays and capes, gulfs and

peninsulas traced out as in a map, until

distance screens them from the dazzled

eye. Below lies Cannes with her towers

and dark pine groves. To the right the

three grand Estrelle Mountains, called

popularly the "Three Witches," on ac

count of their weird outlines, rise abrupt

ly from the sea. These mountains,

which are separated from the rest of the

Estrelle chain, are of unique appearance,

and ascend like cyclopean towers of

granite to the height of four thousand

feet. The effect they produce at sunset

is particularly striking, for they intercept

the rays of the sinking luminary and

stand out in dark and bold relief against

the crimsoned heavens. If the wind is

high, this effect becomes still more ex

traordinary, for then their iron feet are

lashed by the waves, which, catching the

red glow upon their crests, look as if

dyed with blood.

The climate of Cannes is, if anything,

more equable than that of any of the

other towns of the Littoral. The me

dium temperature is about half a degree

higher than that of Rome, Pisa, Pau and

Naples, and the transitions from heat to
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cold are much less sudden than in

any of the other Southern watering-

places. Summer is delightfully cool at

Cannes, and the bathing is excellent ;

indeed, sea-bathing is possible all the

year round. Socially speaking, Cannes

is perhaps preferable to Nice, as the so

ciety, though nothing like so brilliant, is

more recherche. The population has

increased since 1841 from 3000 to 15,000

souls, exclusive of the strangers from the

four corners of the earth who make it

their winter home year after year.

A little hamlet not far from Cannes

on the Nice road is much visited by the

curious who wish to see the house where

Mademoiselle Rachel spent the last few

weeks of her life. The villa, which was

placed at her disposal by M. Sardou, is

situated in the centre of a lovely garden

of palm and olive trees. It is a strag

gling old house, with many windows and

doors, and is very roomy and picturesque,

with two or three quaint towers, a terrace

and several pretty balconies overgrown

with Banksia roses and clematis. The

bed-room of Mademoiselle Rachel is a

large chamber entirely furnished in white

after a classic model. As M. Sardou was

at one time very intimate with David (of

Angers) the sculptor, the house is full of

specimens of his skill, especially this

state bed-chamber, which contains a

noble frieze after the Greek in white

marble, and a statue of Polyhymnia en

tirely draped, crowned with roses, and

having one of its arms outstretched in a

graceful but somewhat peculiar attitude.

It is this statue which Matthew Arnold

mentions in his beautiful sonnet on the

dying actress, though his use of it as an

artistic type harmonizing with her sup

posed feelings in her last hours was, as

will be presently seen, an example of

poetic license having no foundation in

fact :

Unto a lonely villa in a dell

Above the fragrant, warm Provencal shore,

The dying Rachel in a chair they bore

Up the steep pine-plumed paths of the Estrelle,

And laid her in a stately room, where fell

The shadow of a marble Muse of yore—

The rose-crowned queen of legendary lore,

Polyhymnia—full on her death-bed. 'Twas well !

The fret and misery of our Northern towns

In this her life's last days, our poor, our pain,

Our jangle of false wits, our climate's bm,

Do for this radiant Greek-soul'd arostov.

Sole object of her dying eyes remain

The beauty and the glorious art of Grre-;.

Most people have heard how 1 d

caught at the Jewish synagogue of )*i

York in 1855, and neglected attbeai

eventually settled upon the lungs -jH

a few months utterly destroyed them

stitution of this remarkable woman 1

winter in Egypt, far from improvis; 1

health, seemed rather to aggrarat;!

malady, and on her return to Frd

she was advised to spend the folio*

season of 1857 at Nice. M. Sardco,»

exquisite politeness and hpsptabxi

mediately offered her his vilk a I

Cannet, and on her accepting it, M.1

rio Nechard, the author of La Fu*4

ta, who was inhabiting it at the m

withdrew to another residence ti

Cannes. When Rachel left Pa.-s I

was fully aware that her last dip 9

drawing near, and before bidding ill

farewell to her relatives and friea&i

ordered her carriage to drive in troS

the Theatre Fran^ais. where she ai

a long time contemplating the seen

her greatest triumphs. According si

sister, Sarah Felix, who was in tbe<|

riage with her, she did not, whik i

employed, utter a single word, tsl

rapid changes of expression on her 4

derful countenance spoke a volume]

mental suffering and blighted hope I

journey to the South was perfbnnedi

short and easy stages, and all went 4

until she reached Marseilles. Froal

city to Cannes and Nice in those m\

the journey had to be performed bi^

S riage across the Estrelle Mountaias,^

was fatiguing even to persons a I

health, but to an invalid of soci a M

vous and excitable temperament

a perfect martyrdom. Two ladies I

rank happened to be going to Ni*i

the same time as Mademoiselk Kaas

but by diligence, whereas the actress^

her suite occupied a splendid tn»J|

carriage. At Draguignan, one oftk*<!

tions on the road, they fell in «ish

and her sister Sarah, and breaiB*3-'

the same table in the little inn. A as*

sation sprung up, in which Rachel 1*
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ily joined. I have often heard her per

son at this time of her life described, and

heen assured that, although exceedingly

emaciated and evidently dying, she still

fascinated by the marvelous expression

she could throw into her face and the

extreme beauty of her dark but brilliant

eyes, which retained their lustre until

closed never to open again. A beggar-

woman happened to come to the door

of the inn just as Mademoiselle Rachel

was getting into her carriage. Touched

hy the story told by the poor old crea

ture, the great tragedienne opened her

purse and gave her two or three gold-

pieces. This act of generosity exasper

ated Mademoiselle Sarah, who was of a

very parsimonious character, and she

remonstrated rather sharply with her

sister on her prodigality. Rachel quiet

ly answered, " My sister, what does it

matter? In a few days I shall be dead.

Let me do what little good I can before

I go. If the old woman is an impostor,

so much the worse for her : God will

judge with what intentions l gave her

alms." The lumbering diligence follow

ed the fine traveling carriage at a con

siderable distance, but overtook it some

hours later in a wild and lonely pass in

the Estrelles, many miles from any vil

lage or habitation, where the grandly

fitted-up vehicle lay on its side, a shat

tered and wheelless 'mass. On a rock

sat Rachel enveloped in a cloak and

shivering with cold, while Sarah and the

servants were in a state of consternation.

Night was coming on and a thick mist

was falling. One of the men had gal

loped off in search of aid, but it would

be hours before he returned. With true

charity the ladies before mentioned quit

ted their coupe, and insisted upon Rachel

and Sarah taking their places. The

gratitude of both sisters was warmly ex

pressed, and Rachel did not confine her

self to words, but a few days afterward

sent to the younger lady a bracelet of

value, with a graceful autograph letter

of thanks.

On arriving at Le Cannet she was

received by several eminent persons,

amongst others the celebrated Dr. Maure

of Cannes, her physician, from whom

many of the following details were obtain

ed. When she was introduced into her

sleeping apartment, which has already

been described, she was seized with such

a paroxysm of terror at the sight of the

statue of Polyhymnia that her attendants

thought she had lost her wits. She stood

before it trembling from head to foot,

her brow contracted, her eyes flashing,

and her cheeks, usually so pale, flushed,

with the hectic glow of unnatural excite

ment. " Take away that dreadful statue I

for God's sake, take it away !" she cried

in the hollow voice which had so often

struck awe into the hearts of thousands.

"Take it away ! It hafe sealed my doom,

for under its shadow I shall surely die."

In a few moments her delirium, for such

it seemed, increased to such an extent

that before the statue could be removed

she had fallen into strong convulsions,

which were succeeded by a death-like

sleep. When she recovered her senses

she explained the cause of the horror the

statue had occasioned. On the night of

July 8, 1852, she had a dream in which

she fancied herself in a chamber all

draped with white, in the centre of which

was a statue exactly resembling the Poly

hymnia, which seemed to cry out to her,

"Under the shadow of my hand you

shall die." This story was no invention,

as was afterward found by reference to

an old diary. Rachel was, however, like

many exceedingly imaginative people,

given to what would in other persons be

called lying. She would at times tell the

most extraordinary untruths, and in per

fect good faith, so that her brother Ra

phael told the writer it was difficult to sift

out the truth from the falsehood in what

she said. If she liked people, she im

agined and related a thousand agreeable

aneedotes about them, and if she hated

them, she invented any number of enor

mities to illustrate their evil qualities. At

Le Cannet, however, a gravity came over

her which showed that she was inwardly

preparing for the change that awaited

her. Almost the only book she now

read was the Imitation. Being asked

by a skeptical friend what she consider

ed its literary merits to be, she said grave

ly, " I do not care what they are. If,
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monsieur, I had been carefully educated

and well trained in my youth, and had

read this book earlier in life, I should

have been a very different woman. I

advise you to read it with attention : its

perusal will do you no harm." She fre

quently retired to her room to pray, and

on several occasions held long conver

sations with friends upon religious sub

jects. I have been assured that shortly

before her death she was converted to

Christianity and privately baptized. In

the Memoires of Rachel will be found a

remark to this effect : " That Rachel be

lieved in a future state there can be no

doubt, for on a very important occasion

of her life, December 1 5, 1857, she made

an open profession of her faith." This

was the day on which Madame S , a

lady eminent for her charity and piety,

and a frequent visitor at Villa Sardou,

asserted that she witnessed the baptism

of the great Jewish tragedienne. The

matter was kept, however, a profound

secret, out of consideration for the feel

ings of her sister, Mademoiselle Sarah,

who was a strict Jewess of the old school.

When in Rome in 1851, Rachel had fre

quently expressed her admiration for

Catholicism, and was observed, to be

greatly moved by the splendor of the

rites. It was during this visit that she

was presented under somewhat singular

circumstances to Pius IX. She was vis

iting the gardens of the Vatican toward

the close of a very mild evening when

suddenly the pope and his court trav

ersed the alley in which she was walking.

She knelt as the pontiff passed, and on

one of his attendants whispering who

she was, he turned round to bestow his

blessing upon her. Rachel bowed low,

and His Holiness addressed a few kind

ly words to her, and asked her some

questions on her religious opinions.

Whether purposely or by accident, she

is said to have answered in the words

spoken by Pauline in Corneille's superb

drama of Poiycucte, when that glorious

heroine becomes a Christian—"Je vois,

je sais, je crois : je suis chretienne en-

fin " *—a speech with which she was

used to electrify her audiences.

* I see, I know, I believe : I am a Christian at last."

Her life at Le Cannet was very simple.

She rose at midday, and spent a good

deal of her time in sewing, an occupa

tion which, whilst it kept her employed,

did not excite her, as did reading and

conversation. She also received a few

visits, and sometimes, when feeling well

enough, played cards, her favorite amuse

ment. She was now always gentle and

kind, and still paid considerable atten

tion to her dress, which usually consisted

of a white muslin or silk peignoir, with

natural flowers in her hair. The kind

ness and attention of her sister Sarah

cannot be exaggerated : she who was

usually impetuous and ill-tempered was

now beyond all praise patient and loving.

It would be difficult to describe the in

terest which was manifested not only in

France, but all over the world, in the

welfare of a woman who had once played

the guitar in the streets of Paris. Tele

grams of inquiry were sent daily from

half the courts of Europe, and the quan

tity of fruit and flowers which arrived for

her acceptance was positively incredible.

At last the fatal hour drew near. On Jan

uary 1, 1858, she became suddenly worse,

and on the following Friday her life was

despaired of. She rallied on the Satur

day, but on Sunday, the 5th, all hope

was again abandoned. "I am dying,

Sarah," she said, "and shall soon be

with my sister Rebecca, and then God

will show mercy." Early in the morning

she wrote an affectionate letter to her pa

rents, who were in Paris. Sarah, seeing

her sister's danger, summoned the rabhi

and Jewish singers from Nice. They ap

proached the bed and began a mournful

chant in the Hebrew language : "Ascend,

0 daughter of Israel, to God. Behold, 0

Lord God, the agony of thine handmaid

en, and pity her sufferings. Shorten her

pains, good Lord, and break the bonds

which bind her to life, so that she may

be at rest. Lord God, pity thy servant

1 give this story as it was told to me. Rachel certain

ly did meet the pope in the gardens of the Vatican as

deseribed, and it is not unlikely she used the words

quoted. They may have recurred to her memory and

have been almost unconsciously repeated by her, wiCi

a vivid perception of the dramatic situation—a Jewess

before a Christian high priest in the gardens of his

palace.
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Rachel, and take her unto thee, and let

her sufferings redeem her sins, so that

she may find peace." Whilst they were

singing Rachel fell into the sleep of

death. Just as the soul and body parted j

she pressed her devoted sister's hand,

and opened her eyes to fix them on her

with an expression of great affection.

Six hours afterward Dr. Maure felt the

corpse and found it still warm and flex

ihle, and it was long before he permitted

it to be finally placed in the coffin. The

remains were transferred with all possible

honor and respect to Paris, and there

buried in the Jewish cemetery at Pere-

la-Chaise in the presence of a vast mul

titude, including a galaxy of celebrities.

Opposite to Cannes, and about two

miles distant, are the islands of Lerins,

a group consisting of two large islands

and a number of small ones, the latter,

indeed, mere rocks covered in places

with moss and grass. The largest island

is called Sainte-Marguerite, and upon it

ii the famous fortress which once pos

sessed amongst its state prisoners the

"Man with the Iron Mask," and which

is now destined to become known as the

place of banishment of Bazaine. The

other island, and the farthest from the

coast, is Saint - Honorat, renowned in

history for its great Benedictine abbey.

It is the more fertile of the two, and its

pastures are rich and exceedingly green,

although their beauty is marred by the

cumber of little white sticks stuck all

over them for the purpose of supporting

nets, which the inhabitants spread to

catch the innumerable birds who rest

here, especially in spring, on their return

from Africa. The name Lerins, given

to both islands, is derived from the fact

that in ancient times a temple dedicated

to Lero, the Hercules of the Gauls, stood

upon the highest part of Saint-Honorat,

*'hich, it would appear, was then joined

10 Sainte-Marguerite by a tongue of land.

After the conversion of France to Chris

tianity, and in the year 410, that ardent

apostle Saint Honorat came hither on

h-is return from the East, where he had

been engaged the major part of his life

n missionary labors. He came not,

however, to enjoy solitude, but to found

a theological school, and quickly sur

rounded himself with eminent scholars.

Amongst these were Saint Patrick, the

apostle of Ireland ; Saint Loup, bishop

of Troves, whose courage arrested the

progress of Attila ; Saint Salvien, called

the Jeremiah of his century ; and many

other archbishops, bishops and monks

whose names are renowned in the an

nals of the Catholic Church. At the

commencement of the sixth century the

monastery of Lerins was the most cele

brated in Christendom. From all parts

of the world scholars and recluses flock

ed to it, and in 690 an army of five thou

sand monks inhabited the two islands,

for in those days Sainte-Marguerite was

also used for monastic purposes. As the

islands were exposed to the attacks of

pirates and Saracens, the friars were

taught the use of arms, and surrounded

their holy home with strongly fortified

walls. Lerins was, in short, both a mo

nastic college and a formidable fortress,

the towers and walls of which, of pro

digious thickness, are still visible in

many places. Sometimes, and notably

on the day of Pentecost, 1107, the vig

ilance of the monk - guards and the

strength of the works were not sufficient

to save the monastery from an attack by

the turbaned Moors, who laid the church

in ashes and slew over five hundred

friars. In 1400 the Genoese pirates,

Christians as they were, could not resist

the temptation of the wealth in precious

reliquaries which it was said the holy

house contained, and laid sacrilegious

hands upon the abbey, slew the abbot

and some of his friars at the altar, and

pillaged the monastery. These pirates

remained more than a year in posses

sion, and kept the monks all the time in

prison, but at last the nobility of Provence

drove away the freebooters and restored

the monks their own again. On June

21, 1525, Francis I., then a prisoner of

Charles V., passed the night in the mon

astery, and in 1536, Andrea Doria dis

mantled the walls and forts, which in

1746 were taken easy possession of by

the Austrians, who, however, soon re

stored them to the rightful owners. Not
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withstanding all these vicissitudes, the

religious fraternity still existed, although

a mere shadow of what it had once been.

On June 10, 1788, the National Assem

bly suppressed the monastery, and in

1793 it was almost entirely destroyed by

the soldiers of the Republic. The isl

and was then purchased by Mademoiselle

Alziary de Roquefort, a lady who, al

though of noble birth, became an actress

and was famous as Mademoiselle Sainval.

She left it at her death to the bishops of

Frejus, and it is now once more the site

of another abbey, built from the ruins of

the former one, and inhabited by friars

of the Carthusian order. The island is

still very beautiful, and although it has

lost the majority of its fine trees, almost

justifies the eulogium of Saint Eucher,

who describes it in the sixth century in

the following enthusiastic manner : " Kept

ever green and fresh by innumerable

springs of the clearest water, robed in a

cloak of emerald green, jeweled with

lovely flowers, offering to the eye con

stantly varying landscapes of enchant

ing beauty, Lcrins is the spot of all

others which most nearly presents to

those who inhabit it a likeness on earth

of the heaven they hope to dwell in here

after." The remains of the monastery

are very numerous, but not remarkable

for their beauty. The buildings must

have been astonishingly solid, but never

of much architectural merit. The church,

the outer walls of which date from the

seventh century, is handsome, but plain.

The nave is supported by columns of

great thickness, and the windows are

exceedingly narrow. At the time of the

Revolution the beautiful woodwork of

the choir and all the fine pictures were

completely ruined, as were also the ma

jority of the ancient tombs. Opposite

the church is a palm tree said to have

been planted by Saint Patrick, who also

performed for the benefit of Saint-Ho-

norat the same miracle which obtained

him such popularity in Ireland — the

banishment of snakes from the isl

and. But, unfortunately, he seems to

have placed a limit to the duration of

the miracle, for they are back again in

most unpleasant abundance. The old

fort of the sixth century still oqsg J

complete as ever, and is a rude ar:J

rious construction of wonderful scidl

It contains some remarkably disaJ

able-looking dungeons, which haven*

er locks nor doors, and can be visafl

volonta, but the expedition shoniil

performed with precaution on anJ

of the many reptiles which harbor m

in these interesting but dismal val

As to the old abbey-house, Anne ■

cliff ought to have seen it, for she m

could do justice to its long, mysteriB

looking corridors and windowless reJ

huge chimneys and crumbling saloai

queer mixture of Gothic and Ial

architecture, and its remains of fom

of saints painted at an early pertoJ

its existence, and of powdered shephl

and shepherdesses a la IVatteautvfM

in the time of Louis XV'., andwhichl

would little expect to see in such im

place. The upper story of thisiaB

down edifice used to be occupied 'tm

library, one of the most valuable m

precious manuscripts in the woriil

was cruelly pillaged in 1793, aecJ

remained of it was afterward >.m

Paris and incorporated in the Im

library. A great number of the pi

books, however, are at Gras>e si

public library, and some of tk-e|

worth looking at. Here also is a j>'«

of the archives of the monastery, »il

on parchment and finely ilium a

The building just alluded to is nc» bj

completely restored for the accotnaa

tion of the Carthusians, and the ■

herds and shepherdesses have dodi

long since gone the way of all n^k\

The sister island of Sainte-M.\rp;21

longer and more elevated, and salll

sesses a fine wood of pine trees- 111

times it was used by the monks t ' 5i

Honorat as a retreat for such cfl

brethren as manifested a desire t-Bi

life of the greatest austerity. 1:

covered with the remains of hens^

and other solitary cells. Duruml

Middle Ages it constantly ciJfJ

hands, and passed from the friar-

neighboring princes, and back zz&m

least a dozen times. In the seveflft*

century, however. Cardinal Ric^*
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claimed it for the nation, and built the

greater part of the present state prison.

In 1635 the fort was attacked by the

Spaniards, and conquered by them.

They held it only a few weeks, for the

gallant Duquesne soon vanquished and

drove them away with terrible loss. In

1746 the Austrians and English took it,

hut were in their turn expelled by the

chevalier de Belle Isle, since which time

the island has always remained French.

The fortress is a by no means interest

ing building. The state prison rooms

are simply a series of large whitewashed

apartments, built in a line and surround

ed by high walls strongly fortified. The

chamber which was inhabited by the

Man in the Iron Mask is a lofty room,

with one big window, whence a fine view

is obtained of the bay and coast. Three

rows of iron bars cover the window, so

that the prisoner could not communicate

with any one outside, and could only en

joy the view through a dozen little square

holes. The walls are very massive, being

in places twelve or thirteen feet thick.

The door is of iron and barred with huge

hands, and communicates directly with

the governor's apartments. A corridor

walled up at both ends served the pris

oner as a promenade. The Iron Mask

was not the only prisoner of note who

has sighed away his time in Sainte-Mar-

guerite. Louis XIV. imprisoned here

seventy Protestant ministers after the Re

vocation of the Edict of Nantes, and the

regent Orleans sent Lagrange-Chaucel.

who wrote a satire on him, to repent at

leisure what he had done in a moment of

folly. Lagrange did better : he escaped

to Italy. In 1816, Napoleon exiled hither

the famous Mamelukes, and from 1849

to 185 1 it was used as a prison for the

Arabs taken in the Algerine war. Since

this date Sainte-Marguerite has been little

used as a state prison, and it is only in

the present year that it has received any

involuntary guest of distinction. As the

room of the Iron Mask has always been

selected for the habitation of prisoners

guilty of great offences, there is reason to

believe that Bazaine will have that cheer

ful chamber allotted to him. Probably he

will have permission to promenade all

over the island, and receive such of his

friends as may choose to call upon him.

When we consider that Sainte-Marguerite

is situated in a delightful climate, and in

presence of scenery of unsurpassed love

liness, we may conclude that his lot will

not be unendurable. R. Davey.

SONNET.'

THERE is a ruin that can make me weep,

Nor only that, but inly tremble too ;

Not death itself can move an awe so deep

As that which lately thrilled my spirit through.

To see the temple sinking to decay

Wherein a soul was beauteously shrined.

Could hardly touch to pitying tears to-day,

For I have seen the ruin of a mind!

Yet now, with harmony of order lost,

Its full proportions overawe the eye ;

The shattered arch reveals the grandeur most.

Like the Colossus of the Flavii ;

And God be thanked that hope, like some green thing,

Out of the ruin's clefts doth skyward spring!

Charlotte F. Bates.
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WHEN I WAS

I BOARDED with Miss Burritt. She

was a cousin or niece or relative of

some sort of the Learned Blacksmith.

She had a mission, or conceived that

she had. It was to introduce people to

one another, and no incongruity of time,

place or circumstance ever discouraged

her or damped her missionary zeal.

Everybody that came into her house was

sure to be presented to everybody else

in it. During the seven months that I

was a boarder I think Miss Burritt cer

tainly introduced me to representatives

of every State in the Union, of every

rank in society, and of every sect in

Christendom, the Mormon not excepted.

Miss Burritt's house, you must under

stand, was conveniently situated in ref

erence to the great union depot, and

also to the business portion of the city,

and many varieties of people floated

into it, although it was not hotel-like in

its proportions or appointments. The

Down-caster from the banks of the Pe

nobscot going to settle in Florida, and

"stopping off" for a suit of summer

clothes . perhaps, and an Oregon con

sumptive returning from a winter in

Florida, and stopping to have a prescrip

tion renewed, intersected each other's

paths at Miss Burritt's, and were pre

sented to each other with the conscien

tious painstaking that an inveterate

matchmaker manifests in bringing two

victims together.

One evening I was at the tea-table, as

were most of the regular boarders, when

I saw Miss Burritt in the adjoining sitting-

room take the arm of an elderly woman

in a brown merino dress trimmed with

the inevitable black velvet. This per

sonage, as I afterward learned, was stop

ping off for a night's rest, and was to

leave by the five A. M. train. They

marched, arm in arm, into the dining-

room : I knew what was impending. At

the head of the table Miss Burritt halted

her companion : " Mrs. Springer, Mrs.

Weaver, Miss Batchelder, Dr. Skinner,

A BOARDER.

Rev. Mr. Ashley, Mrs. Ashley, Miss

Ashley, Mr. Arthur Ashley, Mr. Alex

ander," etc. etc. ; and Mrs. Springer,

whom none of us then presented will

ever see, or ever wish to see again, this

side of heaven, went bobbing her wigged

head to some three dozen strange people,

until pretty little giggling Miss Dayton

hummed to me in a whisper, "'We're

all a- nodding, nid, nid, nodding.' If

Miss Burritt were keeper of a railroad

dining-room, I believe she would be wor

ried into insanity because she couldn't

introduce everybody to everybody else.

Oh, there's Mr. Abernethy !" she ex

claimed. " Do watch him !"

Mr. Abernethy, a pale, student-like,

abstracted young mart, was just enter

ing the dining-room. You would have

conjectured that he was calculating a

solar eclipse. He had made about half

the distance across the room to his seat,

which was beside Miss Dayton, when

Miss Burritt from the head of the table

fired a pistol-shot after him : " Mr. Aber

nethy, Mrs. Springer."

Mr. Abernethy halted in the middle

of the room ; he glanced at me in a start

led way ; he stared at Miss Dayton ; he

turned and looked along the length of

the table on the right.

"Right face!" said Miss Dayton with

an audible laugh.

Then Mr. Abernethy described an

other quadrant (" About face !" interpo

lated Miss Dayton) toward Miss Burritt,

who was standing, having risen to per

form the ceremony of introducing the

gentleman to Mrs. Springer. Mr. Ab

ernethy bowed impressively to her, his

hostess for two months, calling her Miss

Springer, notwithstanding the fact that

Mrs. Springer was keeping up an un

flagging nodding. Everybody laughed,

I not excepted, though I felt a pity for

the target.

" Did anybody ever see such an idiot T

said Miss Dayton with an ill-suppressed

titter.
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"Mr. Abemethy is no idiot," I replied

warmly : "he knows more than any man

l ever talked with."

" He doesn't know an earthly thing out

of books," asserted Miss Dayton. " He

hasn't a grain of out-door sense. Miss

Burritt says he always strips the towel

off the washstand to wipe with, and

leaves the others hanging on the rack,

and that when he goes to bed he never

takes off the hypocrites, as I call them

—those things, you know, that folks put

over pillows to hide the dirty cases. I

don't believe he'd know what to eat if I

didn't sit here and pass things to him. I

actually think he doesn't know the taste

of a thing he eats. He is the queerest

mortal !"

"Hush!" I said anxiously, f^pr Mr.

Abemethy was taking his seat by her

side.

" He doesn't know a thing we're say

ing," she declared. "We might talk

ahout him till midnight and he'd never

hear a word."

" Please stop !" I whispered nervously.

"Well, to oblige you I will, but your

anxieties are quite unnecessary."

"Mr. Abemethy," shouted a servant,

'have tea or coffee ?"

The student was sensitive to the sound

of his name. It acted like a pinch on

:he arm to arouse his attention. The

servants had discovered this. "Have

tea or coffee ?" repeated the servant.

"Coffee," he answered.

" Don't you mean tea, Mr. Abemethy ?"

Miss Dayton asked. " You told me you

never drank coffee."

" I don't : yes, yes, I mean tea." He

helped himself to a hot biscuit.

"Mr. Abemethy, here's bread," Miss

Dayton said, setting it before him.

"Yes, thank you—I prefer the bread."

"Hand Mr. Abemethy the butter, and

hring him a plate of apple-sauce," Miss

Dayton said to a servant, as though she

aere caring for a child. "I've got him

fixed now," she continued, turning to

we and proceeding to sweeten her tea.

Across the table from us sat Mr. Dim-

ick, a rotund, niddy man, who always

emitted odors ofthe barber-shop. Though

inclined to baldness, he had a heavy

moustache, which he twirled incessantly

when his hands were at leisure for twirl

ing.

"Mr. Abemethy," said Mr. Dimick

(before the speaker continued he admin

istered a vigorous bite to his bread, which,

by the way, had the buttered side turned

down out of the way of his moustache),

"what do you think of this Paraguayan

war?" The boarders went to Mr. Ab

emethy, not for companionship, but for

information, as to a dictionary or ency

clopaedia.

"Your question is very general," re

plied the gentleman appealed to, laying

down his knife and fork.

"Of course, but what do you think

will be the upshot of the matter ? That's

what I mean."

" I think it will end in the extermina

tion of the Paraguayan people."

"That's just what l think; but what

in the world are they fighting about ? I

can't make head or tail of the thing."

"To find the head of this quarrel one

must go back to within a year of the

discovery of America, when a papal bull

of Alexander VI. divided the New World

between the crowns of Spain and Portu

gal. The question of the boundary-line

between their respective territories has

never been permanently closed."

"Now, he'll forget to eat his supper,"

said Miss Dayton quite audibly. She

treated Mr. Abemethy as a sleeper who

could neither see nor hear till she had

shaken him up.

"The proximate cause of the war be

tween Paraguay and the allies," con

tinued Mr. Abemethy, "is undoubtedly

the ambition of Lopez to make Paraguay

a great military power, with a view to

the ultimate enlargement of her bound

aries."

"Just my opinion," said Mr. Dimick.

"The events that occurred in 1864 in

Uruguay, as you remember" (Mr. Dim

ick, quickly recovering from a yawn, in

timated by repeated nods that he did re

member : I was sure he didn't), " furnish

ed him with the ostensible pretext for

entering upon his long-cherished plan."

"Miss Dayton, are you going to the

opera this evening ?" asked Mr. Dimick,
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evidently bored by this talk about history

which he had provoked.

Mr. Abernethy prosecuted his subject,

turning to me, though entirely uncon

scious, I was satisfied, that there had

been any shifting in his audience. Miss

Dayton was sitting back in her chair,

and I was leaning forward greatly inter

ested. The speaker's eyes were fixed on

my face, but he saw it only as one sees

the words he reads, heeding them not,

but grasping the idea beyond, or as the

musician touches the keys of his instru

ment, but is conscious of the music

alone. His thoughts played about his

hearer as the waves about a rock. I had

talked much with him, for on every sub

ject he could offer something new, at

least to me, and yet I doubted not he

would pass me unrecognized in the

street. The thought of this, I acknow

ledge, piqued me at times, for I was

rather good-looking, a fluent talker, and

used to making impressions on gentle

men—not very profound perhaps, but

veritable impressions.

" Mr. Abernethy," said Belle Dayton,

breaking in on his discussion of the

Paraguayan question, "do you know

Mrs. Springer ?"

Mr. Abernethy looked hopelessly be

wildered. " Mrs. Springer ? Mrs. Spring

er?" he repeated, like one in a dream.

"Yes, Mrs. Springer. You were in

troduced to her when you first came

into the dining-room. I want you, if

you please, to tell me which one of the

ladies is Mrs. Springer. She's a new

comer."

" I ought to know her," he said, like a

child trying to recall his lesson. He ran

his eye up and down the length of the

table. " I think Mrs. Springer is that

lady in the blue dress at the end of the

table," he said at length.

"Now, Mr. Abernethy," responded

Miss Dayton, her eyes brimming with

archness, " I know you are making be

lieve now. You know that pretty girl

in blue is Miss Batchelder. You've seen

her every day since you've been here,

and I've been thinking for the last two

weeks that you're in love with her—you

look at her as though you were—and

now you pretend to think she's a new

comer !"

Mr. Abernethy looked at Miss Dayton.

It was the first time I had ever seen him

really look at any one. He seemed

amused. " I am a graceless fellow," he

said with a smile. " I ought to be a her

mit or a monk."

"Yes, I think you ought," assented the

merciless Miss Dayton.

We soon after left the table. In the

adjoining sitting-room, Mr. Abernethy

paused at a what-not to examine some

shells which had been placed there tha:

morning.

"What makes the holes in those

shells ?" Belle asked, advancing to his

side. He held in his hand a large

Achatina.

"These holes?" he said. "Oh, the

natives of Africa fill these with honey,

string them about their necks, and bring

them across the country to the sea-ports,

where they are exchanged for salt or

other articles of traffic."

" Is that it?" said Miss Dayton. "Well,

now, when I was at school I asked my

teacher, and he said those were bullet-

holes, where the hunters had shot the

animals ; and to think I was goose

enough to believe him ! though I always

knew he was a humbug, pretending to

know everything. But this kind," she

continued, taking up a sea-shell, "is so

small I shouldn't think it would pay to

transport honey in them."

"These holes are of a different nature,"

answered Mr. Abernethy: "they are

bored by the teredo. It often bores holes

in the bottoms of vessels at anchor."

" How curious ! How in the world did

you ever learn so much, Mr. Abernethy?

What kind of animal lives in this ?" she

continued, without waiting for the gentle

man to inform her how in the world he

had learned so much.

" If you should see the animal alive

on the sea-shore you would scarcely rec

ognize it from this shell. It looks like

a lump of fat, but when opened this

beautiful polished shell is found. In all

cases of shells with a high natural pol

ish, the animal mantles the shell, se

creting it."
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Then he proceeded to discuss other

shells. I wanted to go over and hear

him, but I was buttonholed in an oppo

site corner by Miss Burritt, who was en

tertaining Mrs. Springer and me with a

dissertation on the troublesome charac

ter of lady boarders.

"I never mean to take another into

my house," she said : "they are ten times

the bother that gentlemen are. Of course

l don't mean come-and-go boarders like

you, Mrs. Springer, and l don't mean

them that are like you, Miss Tiffaine,"

she added, turning to me. " You are no

more trouble than the gentlemen board

ers. You just take your meals and go

off to your telegraphing, and are out of

the way just like the men."

" Bless my soul I can she work a tele

graph ?" asked Mrs. Springer, looking

at me in admiration.

"Yes, indeed she can," answered Miss

liurritt, as if she was proud of her board

er. " If all my lady-boarders were like

Miss Tiffaine, I'd just as lief have them

as gentlemen, and a good deal liever,

for I'm fonder of my own sex than of the

opposite sex. But the ladies ain't all

like Miss Tiffaine. They are always

wanting hot water to wash their laces, or

something or other. Then they are al

ways making over dresses and cloaks

and things, and they must have flat-

irons to press them out. They are all

the time tinkering at something, doctor

ing themselves or their children. They

take off the dishes and pails and spoons

and tumblers and everything : then when

we come to set the table we've got to

race all over the establishment. Now,

to-day Norah searched the kitchen and

dining-room and pantries high and low

for the quart measure, and find it she

couldn't anywhere. And she was mak

ing a pudding, too, for dinner, so she just

had to guess at the quantity of flour."

"Jist so," said Mrs. Springer.

"And the consequence was, that the

pudding was heavy and soggy." Miss

Burritt's puddings were apt to be heavy

and soggy.

"Of course," assented Mrs. Springer.

"But I'll tell you what you might ha'

done, Miss Burritt: that's your name,

ain't it ? You might ha' measured your

flour in the pint measure. I often do

that way ; but then you must take two

of the pint to one of the quart. For in

stance, if it's two quarts, you must take

four pints, and if it's three quarts, you

must take six pints ; and the puddin'll

come out just as good."

"Of course," said Miss Burritt, "but

my pint measure was at the bottom of

the flour barrel : they'd emptied a sack

of flour on it, and there it was, you

see. Well, I didn't finish my story. I

was going round putting clean towels in

the rooms—for I put a clean towel in

every room of this house every day of

my life—and there, in Miss Dayton's

room, large as life, was the missing

quart measure !"

"Well done !" said Mrs. Springer.

" Miss Dayton is the most troublesome

boarder in the house," said Miss Burritt.

" I mean to tell her next month that I

can't board her."

I was rather startled to find that I felt

a slight satisfaction at this announce

ment, and yet Miss Dayton and I were

on quite friendly terms.

" Carrying off the quart cup and spoil

ing the dinner ! Nobody could stand it."

"That they couldn't!" assented Mrs.

Springer. " But if I was in your shoes

I'd have that pint measure outen that

flour barrel : then, by takin' two meas

ures to the quart, you kin most ginerly

hit it. Law ! I can't cook fit for a can

nibal without I measure everything. I've

hearn of people going by their head ;

but when folks talk to me about puttin'

judgment into my vittals, I tell 'em to

go 'long."

" I don't believe you," I heard Miss

Dayton say saucily to Mr. Abernethy.

I glanced across the room and saw him

smiling in her face. Miss Burritt's next

words brought me precipitately back to

my own side of the room.

" I needn't talk about lady boarders,

though. Mr. Abernethy is more trouble

than any six I ever saw. I wouldn't

board him another month for a hundred-

dollar bill."

" Why ?" I said. " He never carries off

the quart measures and things, does he ?"
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"Indeed he does, and gets them all

smeared up with paint or some sort of

musses. He's the most troublesome hu

man being I ever saw in my life. You

just ought to look into his room." (I

wished I could.) " He's got rocks and

mosses, and leaves and dried flowers,

and roots and bugs, and butterflies and

birds' eggs, and bottles of messes—"

"Why, I wonder he don't git the

cholery a-sleepin' with them nasty

things ?" said Mrs. Springer.

"And don't you believe," here Miss

Burritt lowered her voice, "he's got a

skeleton up there ?"

"You don't say!" said Mrs. Springer

with distended eyes — "a -dead man's

skiliton ? Well, ef I was you, Miss Bur

ritt, I wouldn't have sich sackerligious

things going on in my house."

" Oh, he's always got something going

on all the time. He's everlastingly per

forming some experiment or other. He's

just ruined the carpet—spilled all sorts

of things on it, and burnt great holes in

it. And don't you think ! one day some

machinery he had exploded, and come

within one of setting the house afire."

" Did a body ever hear the like ?" cried

Mrs. Springer, leaning forward anxiously.

"No indeed," said Miss Burritt, "you

little know what a life I lead. I don't

expect anything else in the world but

that he'll some day blow us all up or

burn us up."

"Well, I must say, marm, you had

oughter told me that afore I paid my

bill : then I could a-went to a house

what's safe, where a lone woman could

sleep in peace. I daren't shet my eyes

all night, what with explodings and

skilitons and sich. In course, you'll

give back the money for the lodgin'.

I'm perfectly willin' to pay for the vittals,

though it's a mighty small eater I be,

but it ain't Christian-like to ask a lone

woman to pay for sleep what she doesn't

git-"

Miss Burritt bristled at once. " There

isn't a quieter or better-ordered house in

this whole city than mine," she declared.

" Of course I shouldn't keep anybody in

the house that wasn't safe : of course I

wouldn't. I'd have more to lose than

anybody else by a fire. Mr. Abemethy

is one of the most peaceable gentlemen

I ever had to board with me, and if I—"

Here Miss Burritt was summoned out

of the room.

"Ain't that gentleman Mr. Abernethy ?"

Mrs. Springer asked. When I had an

swered her question she put on her brass-

bowed glasses and inspected him as

though he had been some curious species

of animal, as who shall say he was not ?

Then she went over to him and touched

his arm : " I wanted to ask you, please,

not to be carryin' on any of your abra

cadabras tell I git outcn this house."

Mr. Abemethy stared at her in mute

astonishment. Miss Dayton laughed:

that's what she generally did.

"This lady," I explained, "has heard

that you are given to experimenting, and

is alarmed lest some accident may occur

while she is here."

Mr. Abemethy smiled and assured her

that her fears were unnecessary.

"What in the world are you experi

menting about, anyhow?" inquired Miss

Dayton.

I wondered at her easy audacity toward

this man, whose reticence and learning

inspired me with unmitigated awe.

"My most recent experiments have

been directed to reclaiming the waste

sulphuric acid that is used in refining

petroleum, and to utilize it in the manu

facture of chemicals," he replied simply.

Mrs. Springer threw back her head

and gazed through her glasses at him as

at a speaker of an unknown tongue.

"It does beat all," she said, coming

back to me, "what queer people a body

meets a-travelin', and what sights of

folks there be on the move, to be sure.

I thought as how there must be some

thing or other gwine on—a big show or

'lection or something. You don't know

ef there is or not ?'

"Nothing unusual, I think."

" Dear me ! When I got down in that

big dep6t 'peared to me everybody was

crazy—such runnin' and hollerin' ! I was

clean beat. I never was worse scared in

my life. I didn't know which way to

go. I asked everybody, but, law ! I

couldn't git no satisfaction outen no
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body. Byme-by a man teched me on

the arm and said he'd take me to a nice

boarding-house ef I'd get in his kerridge.

I thought he was mighty kind, and he

was a nice-lookin' man, and so I put in

my carpet-bag and bandbox, and he

fetched me here. Well, I got outen the

kerridge, made a curtsey to him and

thanked him, when he said, ' Fifty cents,

marm ;' and, bless your heart ! it wasn't

mor'n a hundred yards I rode."

On and on Mrs. Springer went in her

talk, I half listening to her as my mind

kept wandering toward the other couple

in the room. At length my companion

left me, and shortly after I went to my

room and to bed, where I lay awake a

long time thinking of Mr. Abernethy

and Miss Dayton. But it was not till

the next evening that I again saw them

together. We were sitting in the parlor,

Miss Dayton and I, for the evenings

were growing cool and our rooms were

not yet warmed. I was reading : Miss

Dayton sat by a table with a pile of

school-girl compositions before her : she

was composition-teacher in the Rushford

Academy.

The door opened and Mr. Abernethy

entered. Miss Dayton immediately took

possession of him : "Oh, Mr. Abernethy,

do, please, come here and help me cor

rect these stupid compositions : I shall

never get through with them. You've

no idea how my eyes ache. Come along !

You've got to help me : I won't let you

off-

Mr. Abernethy went over with a little

smile on his face, and sat down by the

table.

" It wouldn't be fair for a stranger to

look into these, would it?" he said.

"Oh, you don't know the writers, and

you won't remember for five minutes

that you ever saw the compositions.

Here, now, go to work : here's a pencil.

Here are six pages of foolscap about the

steam-engine. Now, I don't know an

earthly thing about the steam-engine : I

never could understand it. I shouldn't

know it if there was an error in each

sentence. So of course you must correct

this. And as a rest after those six pages

you may have this composition—a de-

scription of Niagara Falls in seven lines.

And here's another essay for you. You'll

read in it, ' A little knowledge is a danger

ous thing.' You needn't take the trou

ble to correct the quotation : I've cor

rected it a score of times, for the lady

gets it into every composition of hers, no

matter what her subject is. And here is

just one more I wish you to take charge

of. This writer's essays are nerve-ex- -

hausting drains on the sympathies: in

every composition she kills off a golden-

haired, cerulean-eyed infant."

"I advise you to turn her over to the

chief of police," said Mr. Abernethy with

a sober countenance.

Miss Dayton clapped her hands.

"Oh," she exclaimed, "I'm so glad you

can be funny ! I've been afraid that you

hadn't any ticklish spot. I was thinking

that you were just my counterpart. A

finger can't be crooked at me but I gig

gle. I'm glad of it : I thank God every

day for all the laughable folks he sends

in my way."

Mr. Abernethy took the pencil and

commenced on " The Steam-Engine."

" How do you correct a young lady's

composition ?" he asked.

"Oh, I dot the fs, and cross the *'s,

and underscore the misspelled words,

and then shake a sieve of punctuation

points over the page."

" Is that all ? Don't you alter such a

sentence as this ?" and he read from the

composition : "'The steam-engine is one

of the most useful but at the same time

hideous things in Nature.' "

"Well, I suppose I'd scratch out ' Na

ture,' and write ' on earth,' or ' in the

universe,' or ' in the solar system.' Oh,

I forgot to tell you there's one word I

never leave alive in any composition :

I always stab it with my steel. It's

' streamlet.' "

Mr. Abernethy addressed himself

again to "The Steam-Engine." "Here,"

he said, "is a string of nine adjectives in

one sentence, and not a monosyllable

among them. What shall I do with

them ?"

"Just what seemeth unto thee best."

"Then, I'll draw my pencil through

them."
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" Hold thy sacrilegious hand, 0 Van

dal !" Miss Dayton cried with mock

heroics, grasping Mr. Abernethy's wrist.

" Would you break that young woman's

heart ? Her adjectives are her idols.

Ah," she continued with a pathetic shake

of the head, "you'll never make a com

position-teacher for young ladies."

"I think you are right," replied the

gentleman. " I hope, therefore, you will

excuse me from any further work."

"Well, wait: I must read you this

first. Do, Miss Tiffaine," and Miss Day

ton turned to me, "stop reading a mo

ment and listen to this composition."

Then she read in school - girl style :

"'Animals.—There are a great many

different kinds of animals. In the sec

ond place, I will proceed to mention

some : The horse, the cow, the dog, the

cat, the gorilla, the snake, the tadpole,

dears, sheeps, swines, a boy, a girl, a

ant, a uncle, a alligator, a boar-constric

tor, a whale, a sardine, a catfish, a thrush,

a elephant, a 'possum—' And thus it

goes on, through these four pages of fools

cap, like the catalogue of a menagerie. It

ends—' a musquitoe and myself. Mary

Jane Stringer.' Now, what do you

think of that, Mr. Abernethy ?"

" I think it is good," was the reply.

"The writer says what she knows, and

doesn't attempt the impossible."

" I think that if Miss Mary Jane Stringer

had attempted something beyond her,

she might, it is true, have fallen short of

her aim— Well, really, that speech is

worthy of any Irishman !" laughed Miss

Dayton. " I meant to say that, though

she would have failed of her aim, she

might have achieved more than she

has."

"But failures are such distressing

things. The unambitious are spared

much heart-burning."

Here I was called away, much to my

discontent, for I felt a growing interest

in the progress of matters between Mr.

Abernethy and Miss Dayton. Miss Day

ton, it seemed to me, was simply amus

ing herself with one of the laughable

people whom God had brought in her

way, but what would be the effect on

Mr. Abernethy ? I doubted if any other

woman had ever so closely approached

this singular man, if any other had dared

to enter his privacy and compel him to

hold converse with a personality rather

than an abstraction. She had roused

him from his somnambulism, but to he:

presence alone did he appear awake.

All other people were indefinite to him

as an audience of strangers to a speaker.

More and more keenly did the convic

tion come to me that in all his thought*

I was not ; yet how superior I felt my

self to the laughing, flippant Miss Day

ton ! How much better able I was to

estimate him ! Had I not been the very

first in that boarding-house to speak a

word for him ? to perceive that in him

which was worth standing up for, when

Miss Dayton and all the rest were only

laughing at him ? I felt the right of a

discoverer in him, and when, therefore,

I perceived that Miss Dayton was taking

possession of him, I was aggrieved : !

was being supplanted. And I resented

it that this, to me, unapproachable man

permitted to this saucy girl a look into

himself that he denied to me. As l

have said, I held Mr. Abernethy in awe.

I do not know that he was a very learn

ed or remarkable man judged by a critical

standard, but he was to me very learned

and very remarkable. I felt sure he was

a genius who would some day make a

stir in the world. But did I care for him

in a special way ? The question came

often to me.

The next morning, which was Sunday,

Mr. Abernethy was late at breakfast, as

he was apt to be. When he entered it

was evident that he had been giving un

usual attention to his toilet.

" Do see how he's fixed up !" said Miss

Dayton to me as he came to his seat.

" You must be careful how you speak,"

I said. " Do not suppose that Mr. Aber

nethy is as oblivious of all the world as

he used to be."

She colored slightly, and began after

her usual manner to order his breakfast.

"Are you going to church to-day ?" she

asked when he was seated.

To my surprise he said yes. I had

never known him to go to church. "An

old college chum is to preach at the Sec
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ond Presbyterian Church to-day, and I

wish to see how he'll do it," he explained.

" Why, that's my church ! May I have

the pleasure of your company ?" said

Miss Dayton with a courtly bow.

"I'm obliged to say no," Mr. Aber-

nethy replied simply, " for l promised to

call for my friend."

Miss Dayton seemed greatly amused.

"Isn't that a good joke, Miss Tiffaine ?"

she laughed, " refused by a gentleman !

Where is your friend stopping ?"

Mr. Abernethy's face took on an ex

pression of helpless bewilderment. Then

it became suddenly blank. "Why, I for

got to ask him," he acknowledged with

a refreshing straightforwardness.

"Oh, I am so glad !" cried Miss Dayton

merrily. "Now you've got to go with

me. You can't think of another excuse,

can you ?"

"No," he said. "God hath wrought

good out of my stupidity."

I wondered if he meant anything by

this, or if it was only a polite speech.

When church-time arrived I saw them

from my chamber -window walk off

churchward together. And I saw them

when they returned, for I had not moved

my seat. My heart had been sorely

stirred in the period between their de

parture and their return. When the

dinner-bell rang l went down to the

dining-room with a dreary feeling. How

radiant Miss Dayton looked ! Her cheeks

were like blush roses, her eyes were

hrimming with light. That new forest-

green silk, with those soft laces about

the throat and hands, how becoming it

was ! I was scarcely seated at the table

before Miss Burritt called out, to my an

noyance, to inquire if I had been to

church. I said no, and blushed as I

thought of the wicked feeling I had been

cherishing during the morning.

"You ain't sick, are you?" persisted

Miss Burritt.

"No, not sick, only tired."

"Well, for my part, I can rest better at

church than anywhere else," she said.

"I should think so," assented Miss

Dayton in an under tone, "from the way

she sleeps through the sermon."

'And I think it my duty to go to

church twice a Sunday unless I am sick,"

continued Miss Burritt. "We did have

such a splendid sermon to-day. I should

be sorry if I had lost it."

" What was the text ?" inquired one of

the gentlemen.

Miss Burritt colored and looked very

silly. "Well, now, I can't recall the ex

act words," she said.

"What was the subject ?" persisted the

merciless inquisitor.

"The fact of the matter is, I didn't

half hear the sermon," Miss Burritt

owned. " There were some ladies in the

seat just ahead of me who kept up such

a perpetual fidget, twisting and turning

and smoothing down their silk dresses

and buttoning their gloves and arranging

their ribbons, that I couldn't think of a

single thing but them. Then there was

Mrs. Deshler in the next seat. That

woman's enough to make the preacher

himself forget the text. Just for the cu

riosity of the thing, I counted the colors

she had on. How many do you suppose

there were ? Only thirteen ! And her

bonnet ! Did you notice it, Miss Day

ton ? She had flowers and feathers and

blonde lace and thread and bead-trim

ming : such a mix ! Now, how can a

woman with all that furbelowing and

thirteen colors think of the sermon or

join in the prayers ? And such horrid

taste !"

" The question with me is, How can a

man with corns on his toes and tight

boots on his corns say his prayers ?" said

Dr. Skinner. "I thought that Reverend

Pink never would come to his ' lastly.' I

found half a dozen splendid stopping-

places for him, but he'd get a new relay

every time and be off again. Such a

preacher ought to have a relay of audi

tors, four times at least, on one of his

trips from' text to amen."

" Would not a change of subject be

advisable ?" asked the Reverend Mr.

Ashley with quiet severity. A silence

fell on the table.

Miss Dayton broke in on the silence.

"Mr. Abernethy, what's the name of

your friend who preached this morning ?"

"His name?" said the gentleman ap

pealed to, starting a little—"his name?
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Barton? No, it isn't Barton." Mr.

Abernethy gazed profoundly at his plate.

" Parton ! William Parton is his name.

Did you like him ?"

"Not a bit," replied Miss Dayton.

" He's too pert : he hasn't an atom of

reverence. He talks to God as to a street

acquaintance. His prayers are little else

but gossip : they made me think of

the local column of a daily newspaper,

interspersed with editorial comments on

the telegrams. And his sermon was a

series of conundrums proposed to the

audience."

"The style of the sermon was cha

racteristic of the man. The boys at

college used to call him ' Interrogation

Point.' Whether asking information or

giving it, he employed the interrogative

form. And he really has no reverence ;

so that here, again, his manner is in har

mony with his character. There is, at

least, no affectation about him. He is

not afraid of God, and he makes no

pretence of being. He thinks he has

a right to live, so he doesn't go to Heaven

with an apology that he exists, or that

he is a man and not an angel or a god.

I am inclined to think that the Hearer

of prayers is much more interested in

the chatting and gossip, if you choose,

of this honest man than in a vast deal

that He hears in what.are called prayers.

A father had surely rather hear his child

prattle about its toys and games than

have it attempt metaphysics. God is

doubtless often much amused at the

sketches that are held up to His children

as portraits of their Father."

"Amused !" cried Miss Dayton.

"People do not conceive of God as

being amused or desiring amusement.

Now, I have no question but that He has

a boundless enjoyment of the humorous.

Isn't such a Being more lovable than a

divinity creating worlds for his own

glory ? Each mind has its God as each

eye has its horizon, and each mind

stamps on its conception the attributes

most admirable to itself, and excludes

everything that is distasteful. Now, I

am of such a sombre cast that I have a

dread of the shadows in others : hence

my God is a joyous divinity. I can con-

ceive Him as laughing heartily at th«

laughable things in my life."

Miss Dayton colored : she evidently

made a personal application of Mr. Ab-

ernethy's remarks. "Well, that is the

strangest idea of God that I ever heard

expressed," she said.

" If God frowns, why shouldn't he

laugh ? The first thing demanded in

religion is a recognition of the person

ality of God. God has every attribute

of personality," said Mr. Abernethy ; and

then he went on, deeper and deeper, into

metaphysics, which I did not compre

hend then, and which I cannot recall

now.

I went up to my room unhappy and

distracted. Mr. Abernethy, the man

whom I most cared for in all the world,

seemed to be drifting farther and farther

from me. I was sure of this, but I could

do nothing, would do nothing, to bridge

the gulf between us ; for along with

everything else which interposed was

my own pride. When we were all alike

vague to him—lay figures on which to

try his arguments or disquisitions — I

could talk with him without feeling my

remoteness. But now another's near

ness had crowded me to the background,

and my pride kept me there. I studious

ly refrained from bringing myself to his

notice, if indeed it would have been

possible for me to command his atten

tion in the sense in which Miss Dayton

had secured it, and yet I did not feel sure

that he loved Miss Dayton or that she

loved him. I dropped to sleep with my

mind full of the subject.

Some hours later I was roused by the

fire-bells and by loud talking in our

halls. I started up in bed : my room

was as light as day. I rushed to the

window : a brick house across the street

was on fire. I stood for some moments

watching the fascinating horror—saw

the flames creeping up and up toward

the roof, licking up every bit of wood

work. Suddenly a woman's shriek

pierced the air : a child was in that burn

ing house. There were not two doien

people on the ground, and no sound of

an engine coming to our aid. Oh, how

my heart throbbed ! I wondered if there
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were one hero there to attempt the rescue.

How I longed for the cheering noise of

the engine, for a score of brave firemen !

I saw a long ladder placed against the

wall. I saw a man on its rounds mount

ing into that fiery furnace, and my heart

was thrilled. Suddenly it stood still : I

had recognized the hero. It was Mr.

Abcmethy. l did not shriek or scream

or swoon, but watched with fascinated

gaze as up and up, through smoke and

flame, went the man whom in all the

world I most cared for. I saw him dis

appear through the window into that

flaming building, and then I saw little

more for the tears that were blinding me

and the fear that was devouring me.

With trembling hands I dressed myself.

Faint and dizzy, I staggered down the

stairs. In the hall I heard a cry of agony

that went through my heart. I rushed

to the parlor, whence it had proceeded.

The room was thronged with people.

Some men were arranging on a sofa the

hody of a man. It was Mr. Abernethy's.

Some others were bearing away another

hody with white face and with long fair

hair streaming over the shoulders. This

*'as Belle Dayton. I can never tell how

awestruck, how guilty, how wretched I

fclt at that moment, as if a lightning's

flash had revealed in my path a yawn

ing abyss. Oh how I worked with the

doctors for those two lives ! Mr. Aber

nethy revived first, and soon after Miss

Dayton opened her fine eyes. I was

kneeling beside her as she did so. Put

ting down my lips to kiss her cheek, I

whispered, " Mr. Abernethy is very little

hurt: he was only stunned by the fall.

He leaped from the window, it seems."

Her cheek flushed crimson. She sat

up, and would have left the room, but the

physician gently reseated her. " Keep

quiet a few moments," he said.

"What did I do with it?" we heard

Mr. Abernethy say in a bewildered way.

"Let me see. Well, it's strange, but I

cannot remember what I did with that

hahy."

" Recall all the circumstances," said a

hystander: "that may help you to re

member. Where was the child when

you climbed through the window ?"

Vol. XIH.—ai

" It was on a bed asleep," replied Mr.

Abernethy. " Yes, yes, now I remember.

I rolled the baby up in the feather bed,

tied a sheet round it, and dropped it

from the window ; and I'm afraid it's

tied up there yet."

At this Belle Dayton suddenly burst

out laughing and left the room. I quickly

followed, almost equally amused at the

comical aspect the affair had assumed.

We ran up to her bed-room. I thought

we should never stop laughing, for I was

happy enough now to laugh.

"Did you ever, in your life, know any

thing so funny ?" she said between her

outbursts. " The idea of forgetting what

he did with that baby !" and off she went

into another laugh. "Why, suppose the

baby has been smothered ?" she said,

suddenly sobering. "Wouldn't that be

dreadful, after he had risked his life to

save it, too ? Let's go and see if we can

hear anything of it."

Yes, the baby had been found quietly

sleeping in the feather bed, although this

had been piled on a wagon with chairs,

tables, etc., and moved three blocks.

Mr. Abernethy's burns, too, had been

dressed, and he was comfortable. So

Belle and I had another laugh together.

Then she cried, and so did I.

Well, that night's experience was a

revelation to me. It showed me that

envy, the meanest of the mean things

that defile the heart, had got into mine.

Perhaps I should not be so free to con

fess this if I had not also a victory to re

cord. I had been nigh hating my friend,

and that without the poor excuse of lov

ing the man who had come between us ;

for another thing that stood revealed to

me by the events of that night was, that

I did not love Mr. Abernethy, and that

Miss Dayton did. Mine was not a pa

thetic case of disappointed affections :

my vanity simply had been wounded.

And when I that night stood in the pres

ence of the holy thing which mortals

have named love, and of a love doubly

holy from impending shadows, I seemed

the guilty wretch who had committed

sacrilege, for had I not in thought, which

might have blossomed into deed, med-

, died with the sacred thing ?
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Miss Dayton grew shy toward Mr.

Abernethy. At table she had little to

say to him, and did not render her usual

service, leaving him to the care of the

servants, though he stood more in need

of help than before, for his right hand

was badly burned. Her old banter and

charming playfulness were gone : there

was a perceptible toning down in her voice

and manner. Did he miss the grateful

ministry ? and did the sense of priva

tion enlighten him as to his own feeling

for this woman ? He also had changed,

1 could hardly tell how, but he seemed

more like other people. He was more

in the parlor. Was it because he had

leisure from his writings since the phy

sicians had passed some prohibitions

against his using his eyes ? or did he

hope to encounter Miss Dayton ? If so,

he was fated to disappointment, for the

lady studiously kept out of his way until

I was almost angry.

I proposed one evening, as he sat in

the parlor in forlorn helplessness, to read

something to him ; for I too had changed :

my awe had passed away, and I felt for

him an honest and warm friendship. He

seemed pleased with my proposition, and

when 1 asked him to select the reading

he went up to his room and brought me

Tredgold on Cast Iron. I was appalled,

but I plunged bravely in, and read and

read, on and on, till it grew as meaning

less to me as the grinding of a coffee-

mill. After a time I began to blunder,

for I was actually nodding as I read. I

closed the book.

The pause in the reading brought the

listener's attention to the reader. Seeing

this, I let fly an arrow I had long had

strung for him : "Mr. Abernethy, 1 have

bad news: we are going to lose Miss

Dayton."

I saw by the quick start and the sud

den eagerness in his eyes that my shot

had reached its mark.

" Where is she going ?"

"To another boarding-house." I had

heard Miss Burritt reiterate her resolve

not to board Miss Dayton after the close

of the month.

" Has she said why she will leave ?"

"No."

He became silent.

" I am very sorry she is going," I sat

" She is a fine woman."

"Yes," he assented.

" She is very emotional." Then iai

ing him straight in the eyes, I

" When you were brought in th; zs

of the fire she was completely overcoa

and fell to the floor insensible-"

" Is that true ?" he asked with a Li

in his eyes and a tremor in his too,

I felt that I had brought do»n ^

game. I showed him no mercy.

"Mr. Abernethy. were you era I

love ?" I asked with an audacity

of Belle Dayton in her sauciest ai

"You're in love now," I continued, H

ing that I had firm earth beneauj

feet. "You love Miss Dayton. B4

you ever told her so ?"

" No; Why should I ? I ought ri»

to ask her to marry me, and she .c^

never to marry me if I should ask M

I can never make a married nu&'l

said smiling.

"Why not ?"

" I am wanting in adaptability. i*l

always been a trial to my mothir ^

sisters, my landlady, to every »M

who has had any responsibility M

me." He smiled in a pathetic way.

"But can't you mend your wiysj

the sake of one you love ?"

" I could never be sure that my pat

work would hold. I should be al 1

while commiserating my wife rlmi

had such a husband. Miss Dayra<

is born to shine : she is beauoW m

sparkling. I am a very dullard in mm

I have no business in the parlo:: a|

place is the closet. She could K.eM

my closet : I could never like hrr ai*

Besides, I am a poor man. She a*

marry a rich husband. Two th-:^

dollars a year is the utmost I cas &m

at my translating and essaying."

"Mr. Abernethy, suppose the a3"

rested entirely with you, would yoa cw*

a two-thousand-dollar life with MisOf

ton or a ten-thousand-dollar one ■.a*

other ?"

He smiled, but beyond tht ask I

caught the gleam of tears. "Ne».*

I went on, " you are assuming t^ !i;a
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are superior to the woman you love. In

your case you are sure that the higher

nature would triumph—in hers it would

go under. Perhaps Miss Dayton's choice

would be the same as yours. I think

you should, at least, allow her an option

and yourself a chance. Do you dread

a refusal ?"

"No. I am afraid of being selfish."

That same evening Miss Dayton came

to my room. Her cheeks and eyes indi

cated excitement.

"What do you think?" she said. "Miss

Burritt has given me warning. She had

the impertinence to tell me that she could

not board me another month. She says

I carry off her quart cup." Here she

burst into a laugh. " I suppose I de

serve the penitentiary."

"Well, never mind," I replied: "I

think she's going to give Mr. Abernethy

warning too. You and he can leave

and go to housekeeping together." She

hlushed scarlet. " Why not ? You love

each other. Don't be offended. I have

good authority for what I say. Mr. Ab

ernethy told me not half an hour ago that

he loved you."

"Did he say so?" She put her head

on the table.

"I'm not certain, though, that he'll ever

tell you so unless you help him to do it."

"What do you mean?" she asked,

suddenly lifting her head.

"I mean that some men are so dis

trustful of themselves that a woman

must—"

"I'll never coax a man to offer me

marriage," she said haughtily.

"You don't understand me," I hasten

ed to explain, but I only made matters

worse.

The next morning she came into the

telegraph-office where I was at work.

"Have you found a boarding-place?"

I asked.

She smiled archly. "We are going

to take your advice," she said: "we're

going to housekeeping together."

Of course, I knew what that little word

"we" comprehended.

"Then Mr. Abernethy has asked you

to marry him?"

"Oh no, indeed," she laughed: "he

begged me not to marry him. It was

very funny, but oh so sweet!" and the

quick tears came to her eyes. "Do

you know, I think he's better suited to

me than anybody else in the world could

be. You see, I don't know a thing about

housekeeping, especially cooking. Most

men are so particular about what they

eat. I can imagine a man after a month

at my table going from it to the lunatic

asylum. But Mr. Abernethy will never

know even when house-cleaning days

come. Of course I mean to learn house

keeping—I've bought a cook-book—but

I feel certain there'll be sad mistakes for

a while."

"I feel sure you will be very happy

together," I said.

"Happy! I'm sure there is nothing

he would not do for me. Why, he offer

ed to dispose of his collections of fossils

and shells and plants—they'd be in my

way, he thought, the dear soul !—after

he's tramped all over creation to collect

them. I tell you the mortal doesn't live

who is good enough to own those things

that have so much of his devotion and

dear life in them. I feel as if I loved

every one of the blessed things for his

sake. I'm going to help him fix them

up in frames and cases, and we'll take

care of them together. You'll come to

the wedding—won't you ?—at the par

sonage of the Second Presbyterian, at

four o'clock this afternoon. Then we're

going straight home, and begin house

keeping as soon as we get there. Did I

tell you ? I bought a furnished cottage

this morning with my little savings, a

perfect little bird's nest in Sycamore

street."

Well, I went round to the parsonage

and saw them married. Then, while

they drove off to their dove-cot, I walked

back to the old boarding-house. In the

hall I met Miss Burritt. "Well," she

said, when I had told her all about it,

" I don't like Miss Dayton, but I'm sorry

for any woman who's got that man with

all his rocks and bugs and traps to look

after."

As for me, I didn't feel an atom of

pity for either of them.

Sarah Winter Kellogg.
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IN the year 1831 a young Frenchman

was seen restlessly pacing the deck

of the Diogene, the sailing packet from

Marseilles to Alexandria. His slight,

active figure and erect carriage drew at

tention ; yet more, his piercing eye and

rapidity of speech and movement, ex

ceeding even the vivacity natural to a

Frenchman. A close observer could not

mistake the tokens of Spanish blood and

of the best traits of Spanish character.

He was a native of Versailles, but a kins

man also of her known, in later days, as

the empress Eugenie.

He was chafing under the delay of his

sluggish vessel, which was making of

that short route a thirty - seven days'

voyage. Steam had at that time scarce

ly shown itself in the Mediterranean.

Among the five hundred vessels of the

French fleet that had bombarded Algiers

the year previous there wasbutone steam

er. It was not till nearly ten years later

that the steamers of the Peninsular and

«
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ntal Company were on the Red Sea.

it was the same year in which the

;pid Waghorn of the British navy

proving to the unwilling home au-

ities that a route across Egypt, in

e of the long passage round the

could be established for the mails

idia. Our voyageur on the Diogene

not ignorant of Waghorn's enter-

and perseverance.

s ship touching at Navarino, he saw

nd him on entering that harbor

scattered, sunken remnants of the

i Turkish fleet crushed two years

e by the storm of fire from English,

ch and Russian ships, which had

ver struck down the power of the

ent. The scene was long remem-

I by one who in after years was to

the Ottoman Porte on missions of

"iving at Alexandria, to his dismay

essel was rigorously quarantined,

his further trial seems certainly to

quickened in his mind the ideas

i afterward developed into the life-

at which we propose, in this article,

mce. Whoever will read Lesseps'

ecital of his experience on that trip,

en to his countrymen in the Confe-

• which he has been of late years

:omed to hold, will see that the

of the fleet at Navarino deepened

slike to war, while the intolerable

t of his voyage and the subsequent

ntine stimulated a desire for freer

surse and increased facilities of

ind travel. He exposes with caus-

t'erity the arbitrary usages of the

erranean, which could quarantine

;el coming from a known healthy

nto an unhealthy one. He tells

it Waghorn's aims and persever-

vere his first stimulus, and brings

in incident which to others might

Ken unimportant, but in his mind

i and guided the ideas that in after

sorbed the energies of years. Dur-

lat protracted quarantine, while

were murmuring in enforced idle-

ie was fortunate in a study which

•t before him. He had come as

ar pupil to the French consulate

xandna. The consul - general,

Mimault, coming down to the quaran

tined ship to visit him, brought him the

great work of the commission which ac

companied Bonaparte in his expedition

to Egypt in 1798, and especially recom

mended to him to study the report of

the engineer Le Pere on the junction of

the Red Sea with the Mediterranean.

Then for the first time, as he tells us,

Lesseps gave his attention to the study

of what the Isthmus was, and what were

the historic points in the efforts through

so many ages to construct a canal across

Egypt. In his examination of Le Pere's

memoir this paragraph riveted his atten

tion : " I believe it would be easy to open

a direct route between Suez, the Bitter

Lakes and Menzaleh to the sea at Peluse.

An open communication here would be

far superior to all others, which must be

dependent on the rise and fall of the

Nile." Reading further, he followed the

story of the indirect canal, cut either by

Sesostris or Pharaoh - Necho, reopened

by the Ptolemies and the Romans, and

finally destroyed by the Mussulman

caliph El Mansoor, a. d. 767. He found

a proposition for a direct canal proposed

by Amroo, but forbidden by his master

Omar, lest it should open a route for

Christians to Arabia. Coming down to

a recent period, he followed Bonaparte

on his exploration in 1798, when he dis

covered and tracked the old canal of

the Pharaohs from the Fountains of

Moses, near Suez, five leagues backward

within Egypt. With a Frenchman's ad

miration of the conqueror, he read Na

poleon's charge to Le Pere on leaving

Egypt : " The work is grand : publish

your memoir, and compel- the Turk to

find in the execution of this plan his

safety and his glory." He saw here the

endorsement of a master mind, which

estimated aright the advantages of an

open intercourse with the East. From

that hour he fixed his attention upon the

subject.

For a long term of years, however,

Lesseps was occupied in consular duties.

He remained in Egypt until 1838, exer

cising the functions of consular pupil,

then of vice-consul and consul-general.

He had begun this service at Lisbon in
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1825, following the fortunes of his family,

different members of which have been

at times thus employed. Mathieu Max

imilian Lesseps, the father, was secretary

of legation at Morocco ; commercial

agent at Damietta ; consul-general at

Philadelphia, where he was made a

member of the American Philosophical

Society ; and finally, at the time of his

death in 1832, consul-general at Tunis.

The oldest brother was at one time the

French minister of foreign affairs; the

youngest was charg6 at Tunis. It is said

that the father when in Egypt placed the

viceregal family under obligations by his

counsel and aid in obtaining from the

Porte the confirmation of Mohammed

Ali as pasha. It was then that an inti

macy sprang up between M6hammed's

young son, Saeed, and Ferdinand de Les

seps, which lasted through life. " Saeed

Pasha, trained by a French tutor and

well educated, conceived a strong affec

tion for the brilliant young Frenchman

who could ride like a Bedouin, was a

proficient in manly sports and a most

genial companion." The fruits of this

intimacy will show themselves farther on

in our narrative.

While consul-general at Alexandria,

Lesseps received the cross of the Legion

of Honor for humane services rendered

during the plague, which swept off one-

third of the population. Transferred to

Rotterdam, and then, in 1842, to Barce

lona, he gave great satisfaction to the

different nationalities in the latter place

at the time of its bombardment by Es-

partero. The French residents struck a

medal in his honor ; the Marseilles cham

ber of commerce presented him with an

address ; the Barcelona chamber ordered

his bust in marble ; the princes of Sar

dinia and the Two Sicilies conferred their

insignia. In 1848 he was ambassador to

the court of Madrid, and in 1849 repre

sented his government at Rome. But

here he voluntarily ended a career which

offered high chance of political distinc

tion. " Full of generous ardor and belief

in human progress and the rights of

man, he remonstrated against the occu

pation of Rome by French troops in 1 849 ;

and, after a protest against General Ou-

dinot's bombardment and military rule,

he retired from a diplomatic career in

which advancement was so sure, thus

seemingly sacrificing his whole future for

principle." This estimate is in the words

of our own former consul-general in

Egypt, Mr. De Leon, who was with Les

seps at the time of his first proposing to

Saeed Pasha the plan of the great enter

prise at which we are now to glance. To

do so intelligently let our readers look

with us for a little while on the old land

of the Pharaohs.

In the palmy days of that land its

trade, if we may not call it commerce,

was assuredly worthy of the age. Ac

cording to Strabo and Herodotus, Pha-

raoh-Necho's ships passed from Arsinde

(Suez) out to the great ocean, hugging,

it is true, its shores, but coasting Africa,

and returning after voyages of three

years to his Mediterranean ports. The

well-known Scripture record in Kings

and Chronicles is not without significant

correspondence : " Once in three years

came the navy of Tarshish, bringing gold

and silver, ivory, apes and peacocks.''

Of the Egyptian seaports, Pelusium was

long the queen. Its fortress was the key

of Egypt and of the sea, and many a

furious battle was waged around its walls.

Here, in 525 b. c, Cambyses gained the

victory which transferred Egypt to Per

sia. Herodotus tells us of the bleached

skulls of the slain in that battle as attest

ing the distinctiveness of race. Alexan

der captured Pelusium n. c. 333 ; Augustus

took it three centuries later; and after

six centuries more Amroo received its

submission as that of all Egypt.

Under the Roman rule the city was

connected by famous military roads with

Memphis and Suez, and with the cities

of Persia. The Pelusiac branch of the

Nile gave access to the old canal of the

Pharaohs, which was available at a late

day, since Cleopatra, after her defeat at

Actium, meditated escaping with her

fleet by this passage. In the year 697

the caliph Omar rejected the proposal

of his lieutenant to open this canal and

re-establish Pelusium. He feared the

entrance of the Christians into Egypt

and their interference with the pilgrims

«
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to Mecca. He forbade anything being

done for Pelusium, which consequently

disappeared from the eyes of trade and

fell back into its primitive condition.

The Arabs in naming its ruins Tineh

have but perpetuated the original idea

of the names given by the Hebrews, Sin,

and by the Greeks, Palos—all meaning

ooze, mire. The site of old Pelusium

was indeed rarely again named until the

time of Le Pere's memoir.

To recover Peluse, and cut a new route

for the commerce of our day straight

across from sea to sea, became Lesseps'

ruling idea on relinquishing his diplo

matic career. An idea to a Frenchman,

as we all know, is often something which,

from the moment of its adoption, rules

every- hour of his being thenceforth until

he succeeds or fails. Lesseps' idea was

(and to this day remains, as shown in

his more recent enterprise, of which we

shall speak before closing) to bring the

East close to Europe's door. He adopt

ed for his motto, " Aperire terram et dare

pacem gentibus." He has steadily ad

vocated the widest extension of com

merce, swift and close intercourse, and

the civilization of Asia and Africa by

this means. He has shown the most

admirable faith, energy and perseverance

in pursuing this object, and, having open

ed one highway, is projecting another of

perhaps equal value to the world. On

his recent election to the French Acad

emy he presented, in place of a record

of devotion to the abstract sciences, one

of practical usefulness in the civil service

of his country, and this brief but brilliant

chronicle of the great ship-canal: "The

first blow struck near Peluse for a new

harbor on the Mediterranean shore,

April 21, 1859; tne canal of Suez open

ed for the world's commerce, November

17. 1869; declared an established suc

cess by the receipt of eighteen millions

of francs during 1872." This was the

triumph of an idea adopted forty years

ago, and the result of a ten years' in

defatigable struggle.

By what elements of character and by

what help from the logic of events has

he secured this ? In the first place, he

hegan with an intelligent but indomitable

faith in the enterprise. His own words

are, "Jai pour principe, de commencer

par avoir de la confiance." When ad

dressing the chambers of commerce in

different countries of Europe, meeting

from time to time at public banquets the

capitalists of England, Holland and

France, visiting now Palmerston and

Gladstone in England, and now the

French emperor at Paris, or combating

th£ opposition of Sir Stratford de Red-

cliffe at the Ottoman Porte—even when

the cholera decimated his laborers at

Ismailia, or, worse yet, when the sultan's

firman, obtained by British intrigue, call

ed away every native workman sent by

the pasha— he was ever buoyed up by

the same strong assurance of ultimate

success. His letters, speeches and de

spatches have not a tinge of despond

ency. In person he explored, often with

extreme danger, the whole line of the

temporary fresh-water canal constructed

to supply first Suez and then the line of

his workmen, and his main route. He

visited every infected place to establish

hospitals and sanitary rules. He came

through all safe, as years before he had

come safely off from the plague at Alex

andria. He believed his work would be

done, and that he would see it done.

This was no small element of victory.

Another was the frankness with which

he expounded his plan and courted in

vestigation of its feasibility. At the out

set he submitted the whole scheme first

to the scientific engineers appointed by

the pasha in 1855, and then to an in

ternational commission composed of the

most eminent engineers of England,

France and almost every other European

state. They repaired to Egypt, went

over the proposed route, and studied the

topography of the valley of the Isthmus

and of the Nile. They reported to the

viceroy : "The direct canal from Suez to

the Pelusian Gulf is the only solution of

the problem of uniting the seas : its ex

ecution is easy, its success sure : its re

sults to the world's commerce will be

immense. Our conviction of this is with

out dissent." In thus inviting an im

partial verdict, Lesseps acted very differ

ently from those scheming companies in
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our day who spread before the public only

the inflated reports of their own engi

neers. From the first, and through all

its ten years' progress, the work on the

Suez Canal has been open to engineers

from states and chambers of commerce

that chose to investigate all its difficul

ties and bearings. The English engi

neer Hawkshaw, standing first in his

profession, reported upon it in full to the

viceroy in 1862.

' His power of infusing some of his own

enthusiasm into others enabled Lesseps,

after other difficulties had been over

come, to raise with facility the necessary

capital for the undertaking. Jerome

Bonaparte, the comte de Chambord and

the due de Montpensier were zmong the

readiest subscribers after the viceroy of

Egypt, who himself took nearly one-half

of the shares. The mass of the remain

der was thrown open to the people ev

erywhere. Paris furnished seventy-three

hundred stockholders, the departments,

with Algeria, furnished thirteen thousand

eight hundred, nearly three thousand of

them holding but one or two shares each.

The whole of the original capital was

thus raised within fifteen days.

Besides his native genius, energy and

perseverance, Lesseps derived, of course,

peculiar advantages from his early train

ing, his intercourse with statesmen, his

knowledge of courts and familiarity with

affairs of state. His connection with the

empress Eugdnie was the lever which en

abled him to bring the influence of the

French government to bear at Constan

tinople on some very critical occasions.

His early intimacy with the son of the

viceroy of Egypt had still more decisive

consequences. When the father of this

young man died in 1847, his uncle, Ab

bas Pasha, on coming to the throne,

treated him with a jealous severity. " He

then came to Paris," says Lesseps, "where

I had the happiness of receiving him

into my family. In 1854, when he

came to power, he immediately wrote to

me to come to Egypt. I had prepared

my plan of the canal long before, and I

went to Alexandria and carefully broach

ed it to him." To get access in that bar

barous land to the ruler's ear, and thus

open the way for explorations, was in

itself an important step. To have the

ruler's earnest support and the free use

of his purse and power was, of course,

of incalculable advantage. Saeed Pasha

was a friend in earnest. He wrote to

Lesseps, when the latter was setting out

for Paris to organize the universal com

pany, " Be assured that if you do not

succeed in organizing, I am resolved to

execute this work with my own resources

and such private aid as shall respond to

your appeal,"

One circumstance not to be overlook

ed in connection with the enterprise is

the great advance in engineering science

within recent years, furnishing new ap

pliances that proved to be absolutely

necessary for the completion of the work.

The ancients relied on the power of

numbers for the execution of their vast

and marvelous plans. The rulers of

Egypt, in particular, had been accustom

ed to draw without stint on the enforced

labor of the fellahs, and it was with a

large body of these, detailed by the

viceroy's authority, that Lesseps began

his work. But the English government

procured a firman from the sultan for

bidding their employment, and, " as was

anticipated by those who opposed the

project" (says the English captain Clerk,

evidently referring to his own country

men), "everything was brought to a

standstill." After the loss of much time

and money, laborers were attracted from

France, Italy, Greece, and even Egypt.

But the next year they were driven off

by the cholera. Then necessity led to

the invention of machinery equal to the

work, bringing it, at reduced expense, to

an earlier completion than if the myriads

of old Egypt had been awakened for the

task. The new steam-dredges, with their

long iron spouts and buckets, drove the

excavated mud of the cuttings two hun

dred metres from their banks ; while in the

harbors machinery superior to that used

in the construction of other breakwaters

built out two arms or moles of more than

two thousand yards with safety and de

spatch. Engineers from all countries

repaired to Port Saeed to inspect them.

Machinery was used representing the
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power of more than one hundred thou

sand men.

The canal is now writing its own his

tory. It is fast revolutionizing the com

merce of the Old World, and must sen

sihly affect our own. A route which

lessens the distance to Bombay from

English ports twenty - eight hundred

miles, from Marseilles thirty-three hun

dred and from the grain -market of

Odessa four thousand, "must," as the

Engliih have lately admitted, " be kept

open.* The English press is, indeed,

ashamed of such utterances as those of

the Examiner of December, 1860, which

called he canal "the monstrous folly of

the nineteenth century, . . . never to be

completed, or, if finished, to be exhibited

as the trench folly." The receipts of

the enterprise during the last three years

have increased in nearly geometrical

proportiois. Lesseps has his revenge

for the obtacles and opposition he had

to encouner in this heavy toll taken

from our inglish cousins. Their own

railroad fron Cairo to Suez is abandon

ed : their tra-el and trade are along the

new highway

Before closng this brief notice of a

remarkable rmn, we must not omit to

mention the n«v project by which he is

giving fresh pr<of of his lofty aims and

indomitable ene-gy. This is the con

struction of a rai.vay to traverse Central

Asia. Within tei days after he took his

seat in the Frenct Academy he laid be

fore it his plan, a d asked for the ap

pointment of a commission to prepare

instructions for a reonnoissance of the

route. His son, Victr Lesseps, secretary

of the French embasy to Russia, goes

to sojourn at Peshawfr, the head of the

Indian railway systen to secure infor

mation of the caravas coming down

from the Hindoo-KooshMountains. Be

fore the Academy and bfore the Societe'

de Geographie of Pari. Lesseps has

shown that as the wholtdistance from

Calais to Calcutta is bu seventy -five

hundred miles, if Peshawv in India be

joined with Orenburg, theterminus of

the present railway systennin Eastern

Russia, the traveler need be -iut a week

in passing from London to Qcutta. It

is not, however, certain that this partic

ular line will be adhered to, Lesseps

himself having since proposed a more

northerly and circuitous route through

Toorkestan.

Of course, this project has been al

ready denounced by a portion of the

English press, which, while admitting

that M. de Lesseps' " audacity, only re

deemed from the charge of folly by its

affinity to genius" (!), has in the past tri

umphed over all opposition, and "effect

ually turned the tables on the skeptics

and the scoffers," still warns the govern

ment and the nation against countenan

cing an enterprise which " is really part

and parcel of the Russian scheme of

Asiatic conquest." But the same organ

which contains these denunciations ad

mits that English capital will flow wher

ever the demand for it is backed by fair

credit and the punctual payment of in

terest, and that Russia has hitherto met,

and may still be expected to meet, these

conditions.

By the admission, therefore, of its en

emies the pecuniary success of the en

terprise may be considered as secured.

And with regard to its ulterior results, we

might point to those of the Suez Canal

as evidence of the shortsighted policy

on which the predictions of its opponents

are based. But it is more pleasant to

turn from the narrow carpings of preju

diced critics to the enlightened grounds

on which the project is supported by

Lesseps himself. In his advocacy of it

one cannot fail to admire the fairness

with which he deals with the interna

tional questions concerned, and the ex

panded views he sets forth of the bene

fits to be conferred by these openings to

civilization and freedom. He shows what

hopes have already brightened for Africa

and for Asia by the progressing renova

tion of Egypt, and predicts a still great

er gain for the people of Eastern Asia

from this new enterprise. Looking at

his genius, faith, energy and indomitable

perseverance in the past, we cannot but

share in his anticipations, and trust that

this grand undertaking will bring new

renown to its projector and new benefits

to the world. J. E. Nourse.
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A MODERN CRESSIDA.

If beauty have a soul, this is not she.—Troilus and Cressida.

CHAPTER I.

" QO you really mean that I must go

wJ away from everything I care for,

and bury myself alive, Doctor Wads-

worth ?"

" That is just what I mean, Mrs. Pen-

rhyn. You must spend the summer very

quietly, without any excitement."

" But why can't you give me some

tremendously powerful tonic, instead of

making me lie by for three months—

feed me on phosphates and iodides and

quinine ?"

"What would you say of an engineer,

my dear madam, who, when he saw

that some part of the machine he was

called on to inspect was almost worn out,

should advise the fireman to pile in fuel

and crowd the pressure of steam, by

way of remedy for imperfect working?"

" Very silly, indeed, but not a fair anal

ogy. That is the trouble with you mod

ern doctors : you are so afraid of the old

exploded error that divorced body and

soul that you identify them, and as a

natural sequence undertake to prescribe

for our moral as well as our physical ail

ments. Now, I know very well that you

are going to tell me that you can't prac

tically separate the workings of one part

of my nature from another—that, theo

retically, it's a convenience to have a no

menclature, so as to prevent confusion

of ideas, but that you must prescribe for

me as a harmonious, interdependent

whole. Is not that it?"

" What do you want to make of me ?"

said Doctor Wadsworth, smiling in spite

of himself at the half-petulant pleasantry

of her manner.

" I want to make use of you. There

now ! I knew you would be angry.

Why, what is more noble than to be use

ful, doctor ? I thought the reason why

modern science spurned ancient meta

physics and morals was because they

were of no use. What I want of a doc

tor is this. But first listen to what I

don't want. I don't want you to con

cern yourself with what is 'good forme'

or ' bad for me.' You doctors all trench

too much on our individuality—you aic

as bad in your way to us patients as ever

the old priesthood was to the laty. I

know what I want : I don't want U have

the days of my life indefinitely p-olong-

ed ; I don't want to be made superior to

stimulants or tonics; I don't are par

ticularly to be made to emulate a milk

maid in her hours or complexicn ; but I

want to spend more than I haw—to live

beyond my income ; and I wait all your

resources brought out to en*le me to

live as I wish, without encroaching on

my capital. Yes, you shake your head,

you look grave, you can't ake the re

sponsibility. What right iave you to

assume it? say I. I don't want you to

make of me, body and soil, the nearest

approach to your ideal ofwhich my na

ture is capable. I want you to perform

a service for me—"

She stopped abruptly and looked at

him as if for an answer Unconsciously

to herself, there had been a tinge of

haughtiness in her rmnner, and Doctor

Wadsworth had felt it. A slight flush

came to his cheek.

"I understand," b said. "You would

like to bring back ne leech of centuries

ago—a servant, alaost a slave, possess

ing treasures of knowledge, seerets of

healing, precious drugs, prompt to cure

or to destroy, butall held at the pleasure

of his master, ofhis employer ; as ready

to sell a dead/ poison as to apply a

healing salve-a mere tool, without one

sentiment or aspiration worthy of the

noble professin he disgraced and dese

crated."

" No, no ! I did not mean anything

so—"

She hes^ted for a word, and Doctor

Wadswort supplied her with one—" ' So
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base,' you would say. My dear lady,

I'm not angry with you, but I cannot

help seeing that you would have breathed

quite freely in a century when arbitrary

power could subordinate men's minds

and consciences to the execution of its

will. It seems to me that although you

accuse me of encroaching on your indi

viduality, I should have none left of my

own if I obeyed your wishes."

"Well," she said, " I did not mean to

be so overbearing, but I do rebel against

being exiled this summer. Come now,

doctor, can't you patch me up and let

me go ?"

He shook his head gravely. "No,"

he said. " I can and will give you ton

ics, but rest is what you want. You have

heen a spendthrift of your estates, to

borrow your own simile, and must be

content to let the rents accumulate be

fore you spend them, and the trees grow

before you cut them again."

"If it must be, it must be, then, but I

really feel as if rest would be extinction,"

she said with a weary, impatient sigh.

"That is quite natural," answered he

composedly: "you must sink lower be

fore you can rise at all."

"When must I begin my idyl?" she

said with a sudden transition of mood.

"Your 'idyl!' Is it possible that you

have not understood me better than

that? There can be no idyl, my dear

madam," he went on, laughing, but still

seriously, "without a shepherd, and a

shepherd I forbid. In plain words, you

must live without excitement this sum

mer, or you will — not die, but go to

pieces."

"I have it!" she exclaimed. "I will

go to my cousin Mary's, up in the Hamp

shire hills. I will yield an uncompromis

ing obedience to your orders. They

shall be obeyed in spirit and in letter."

"That is right! You will remember

all I said before you favored me with

that invective against modern medicine ;

and, God bless you, my dear child ! you

will go next week?"

"Yes, yes," she replied, "and thank

you, dear doctor, and forgive me if I was

impertinent this morning."

Doctor Wadsworth descended the

stairs and got into his carriage at the

door. Edith Penrhyn stood at the win

dow watching him, and as his handsome

iron-gray head disappeared she turned

from the window with a sigh. " How

old he is growing !" she said to herself.

" I have too few friends—real friends—

to have any of them grow old." She

threw herself languidly on a lounge and

fell into a reverie.

Growing old ! Old age was the great

horror of her life. She did not dread

death, but to be old !—it seemed to em

body and involve all her antipathies and

fears. Born with a peculiar vitality of

nature, anything that suggested decay or

loss of power—power to feel, to enjoy,

ay, even to suffer—seemed to be the

most terrible of evils. Pagan to the core

of her heart, all good things were ever

young to her : the wild freshness of

morning was indeed worth all the rest

of the day, and she sowed no seed that

was to lie fallow till the day was far

spent, and then germinate and bear fruit

to gladden the sunset of life. The flow

ers of her life were as fragile and as

fragrant as the products of a forcing-

house. The sight of a gray hair among

her abundant golden-brown tresses sad

dened her : the mere suggestion of calm

and repose, the accompaniments of ma

turity, seemed to irk her. The lines,

To die when all the foam is up.

The bright wine sparkling high,

expressed her feeling; and she spent

herself in all ways, never admitting the

possibility of her strength and vitality

deserting her before mere existence

should cease. So, when Doctor Wads-

worth, whom she had called in perforce,

driven to the measure by a sense of ab

solute nervous exhaustion, frankly told

her, not that she would kill herself, but

that she would be good for nothing, she

was appalled : anything rather than that.

She felt indifferent about death, as most

people of strong vitality and high cour

age do, partly from their impossibility

of realizing the meaning of the word,

and partly from their habit of mind

toward all danger; but this breaking

down terrified her. The petulant de

fiance of the tone she had assumed in
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the conversation just chronicled was but

to mask her real feeling : she was ready

to do anything rather than cease to be

herself. A life of thought, of contem

plation, of repose, seemed to her intol

erable, the humdrum was her hete noire :

constant excitement, waves of emotion

and sensation breaking over her, one

after another, with so short a space be

tween them that the partial ebb could

not be termed reaction, each, as it rolled

back, being caught up by a fresh in

coming rush, rolling on and over her

again—this was her ideal of existence.

Yes, she would go to the country, would

forswear all excitement, would be an

oyster, a vegetable, for three months,

and then again be herself.

She turned from the window as a

knock came at the door. "Come in,"

she said with a sense of relief at the

prospect of distraction. It was a servant

with a card. She could not repress a

start and a slight flush as she read the

name. She had not looked for any one

at such an early hour. For a moment

she hesitated ; then, "Ask him up here,"

she said, and as the servant left the room

to obey the order she drew her graceful

morning-wrapper about her and passed

through a door at the side which led into

her dressing-room. While she put her

self into more fitting trim to receive the

stranger who was now awaiting her, she

wondered much why he had come.

Geoffrey Marston was a young man

whose acquaintance she had made not

many evenings before at a small even

ing-party, and of whom she had heard

more than once as a rising man of science.

But neither what she had heard nor the

one evening she had spent in his society

had in any way interested or attracted

her. The only feeling with which he

had inspired her was a curious and rath

er unpleasant consciousness of being un

derstood or divined by him. Not that

he seemed desirous of prying into her

emotions or detecting the springs of her

actions. She was not sure that he was

conscious of the effect he produced upon

her ; but so it had been, not only on the

evening when he had talked to her, but

twice besides, when he had been near her

at the theatre, she had felt his presence,

and experienced the same sense of an

noyance as one might feel if suddenly

aware of an invisible, intangible presence

floating near one and reading one's words

in a clearer light than could those mere

human beings to whom they were spoken.

As Edith finished the last touches of

her toilette, however, she said to herself.

" It was absurd, wild imagination, prob

ably the result of this over-excited, ner

vous state I've been in. He has come

now to call on me. Heaven knows there

is nothing surprising in a man's doing

that, and, like most of these scientific

people, he does not know that the hour

is uncanonical." So she expelled from

her mind the fantastic idea which had

crept into it, and entered the room in

which Mr. Marston awaited her.

CHAPTER II.

He was a slight, well-made man, with

great natural distinction of manner and

bearing, and with an odd directness, a

sort of intensity in his way of saying and

doing even small things, that produced

the most unconventional effect. He rose,

bowed as she entered, but quietly and

distantly, and without that orthodox

smile of greeting which is the mechan

ical grace of society. Edith was a little

embarrassed. Her first banished fancy

rushed back in full force, and for a mo

ment she could not find words.

He spoke first : " I know this is a very

great presumption, Mrs. Penrhyn, on im

part, to have come two hours before I

was entitled to ring your bell, and when

you were sure to be in and at home, but

I have an excuse." He paused, and

then as he looked at her a smile came

like a sudden light over his face. " It is a

very good one, if you will only look at it

in the full light of truth. I wanted to see

you, and this was my only way of mak

ing sure of doing so."

" You should have taken your chances,

Mr. Marston," she said gayly, but with a

meaning in her tone.

" Yes," he said, " I should have done

so, but I could not run the risk—I could
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not afford it. There are moments in

every man's life, Mrs. Penrhyn, when he

comes into collision with the conven

tionalities of life, the laws of society, and

must either break them or risk being

broken in keeping them. As long as I

can run with my Juggernaut, I shall be

content, but I could never throw myself

before it and be mangled. I haven't

the faith for that ; so, as I go to-morrow

to South America for six months, and

this was my only chance of seeing you

before I left, I chose to make the chance

a certainty."

Edith grew more embarrassed, accus

tomed though she was to the society of

men, and habitually cool and self-pos

sessed when homage the most ardent

and devoted was offered her. She now

seemed incapable of mounting the con

ventional dais from which she mentally

queened it over her admirers. His man

ner was not that of a lover, nor indeed

was there anything in what he said that

might not pass current as the ordinary

coin of society, and yet the whole con

versation was in some way lifted out

of the ordinary atmosphere. They two

were together, and he was talking to her,

as unswayed by accidents of time and

place and all outside things as if they

were disembodied spirits. There are

some men and women who have this

power of bringing whomever they ap

proach into direct contact with their own

nature : they seem gifted with a special

force of penetration, and one always

feels that in whatever relation one meets

them it is sustained by one's real self to

ward an equally real individuality on

the other side. So Marston made Edith

feel, and his quiet intensity of manner

added to the feeling.

He had been silent after his last words,

and the silence grew oppressive. She

must speak : " I am sorry you are go

ing," she said, "but I should have seen

nothing of you, for I go away myself to

the country, for three months, in a week's

time."

"That is good—you need it," he said.

" But pardon me : I think you are not

sorry, but secretly glad, to get rid of me.

I think I oppress you."

" That could hardly be," she said with

a little haughtiness, "as I have seen you

but once, and you do not know me, or I

you, at all well."

He fixed his dark eyes on hers as she

finished her sentence, the last words of

which came slowly, and looked at her

with an expression mingled of scrutiny

and longing. Her eyes fell before his.

She raised them with an effort, and said

lightly, " You look as if I had said some

thing that was not true."

" So you have," he said rising and

standing before her : " I do know you :

no one has ever known you half so well

as I. And yet, Mrs. Penrhyn," he went

on, " you need not shrink from me when

I say I know you, for I say too—and

with greater truth, if that might be—that

no one has ever loved you as I love you.

Nay, do not rise : I did not mean to

startle you, but I must speak. I did not

come here with the faintest idea of af

fecting you by anything I might say ; but

I may never return from South America,

and I saw no reason for denying myself

the expression of what is so strong with

in me. I do not think I need apologize

to you for what I am about to say. Had

I any idea of asking aught of you, that

might seem presumptuous and need ex

cuse, but nothing could be farther from

my thoughts. l only ask you to listen

to me while, instead of talking about

the weather or the opera, I lay bare my

heart to you. It will not bore you near

ly so much as if I paid you an ordinary

morning call."

He said this so composedly that the

strangeness of his avowal ceased to agi

tate her, and she replied with equal self-

possession : " Certainly, you are quite

right. I have always thought that the

most commonplace nature could make

its story interesting if it told the literal

truth concerning it. Pray go on."

He drew a chair a little nearer to her,

yet not very near, and sat down, saying,

" I cannot see your face so far away—I

am near-sighted, you know—and I want

to see you while I talk." She bowed a

mute comprehending assent, and he went

on : "I don't purpose to tell you the story

of my life, nor do I mean to detail it
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since I met you, although that is only

two weeks ago, and seems to me now

the beginning of life. I am a firm be

liever in natural affinities, and a disbe

liever in the possibility of a love existing

in its highest manifestation and greatest

intensity between beings devoid of this

affinity, or only possessing it in a slight

degree. I do not think any one can

ever give another anything that does not

belong to that other. He may withhold

to an unlimited degree : his power of

imparting is limited by the correspond

ing power of reception in the other.

All relations, all real relations in life, are

based on this principle, although it is

almost always dishonored, violated and

disowned. Nevertheless, being a law,

it governs and controls, although un

recognized. One only cares for people

for one of two reasons : because they

can give you something which you want

or take something from you which you

wish to give. All love means simply this,

and is greater or less in proportion as

the giving or taking is great, but perfect

love is when one meets a creature to

whom one could give all and from whom

one desires all. One may touch a hun

dred souls at a hundred points and call

it love, but it is always partial and im

perfect, liable to be supplanted. Yet

these imperfect affinities are all most

people know of love, and, knowing no

better, they call a part by the name of

the whole, and demand the allegiance

of the whole nature to a feeling which

belongs to and feeds but a small part of

it. You and I, unlike as we are, have

this in common, that we touch many

natures at many points, and that we in

our hearts and souls never pretend to

give to any one that which does not be

long to him. Is not this so ?"

"Yes," she said.

" I knew it when I saw you," he went

on. " I felt it—that you would never

give to any one that which was not his ;

and when I knew at the same moment

that I loved you perfectly, with my whole

being—that nothing short of an entire

self-surrender and entire possession could

satisfy me—I trembled at the vision of

torment and bliss, both uncertain, both

possible, that rose before me. This is

what I came to say : that I loved you as

no one has ever loved you—that I shall

try to get from you what I desire. If l

preserve my will intact, I will never take

aught but the whole from you—never

supply, as so many men must have done,

the need of one mood, the food for otu

hunger. Of your being I will have all,

or die unsatisfied. My hope lies in the

consciousness I have of divining your

nature. I understand you, at least, bet

ter than you have ever been understood,

and it is you that I love, not a part of

you—not an ideal hung upon you—not

what you represent to me, but you, with

every imperfection — well, every blot;

and nothing can change my love. Loy

alty, as generally meant, is something I

am too proud to accept from any woman.

I would only have of you that which is

my own. I give you my whole self be

cause it is yours, not because you attract

me and I aim at an ideal feeling. Ideal

ism is the reverse of this, which is pure

reality. I am yours. I need no lofty

resolution, no mail of virtue and faith, to

guard the heart that beats for you. No

woman can tempt me : my love is per

fectly yours. Now I shall go. When I

am gone you will do as you have done,

as you are doing—drain men dry, distill

the one drop of their souls you can as

similate ; but that is not love, nor do

you think it so. One man may feed

your senses, another your intellect, and

they may lay their hearts and lives at

your feet. I make no sacrifice : I obey

the law of my nature ; and I love you.

But I must wait. I had a wish to say

this to you, and you understand me, I

know, even as I understand you. You

understand—do you not ?—now what it

was made you conscious that I was not

like others to you ? It was the force of

my whole being setting toward you. No

wonder you felt swayed from your orbit."

He rose and stood before her once

more. She had sat as if spellbound

while he spoke, and now rose too, as if

instinctively. Her hand sought a flower

she had fastened in her bosom. "No,"

he said, " l will not take it : tout ou rim

must be my motto here. The first and
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only gift or grace I will take from you

shall be yourself."

"Those are proud words," she said,

half piqued, half pleased, and, in spite

of herself, moved.

"They are true ones," he answered.

"You will give away many flowers be

fore I see you again : that which you can

give to others is not mine, and I want

my own. If you are ever mine, flowers

and all other graces will float on the cur

rent of our mighty love, and cover it

with beauty ; but what is a flower now to

me, or even a caress? Much as a cop

per coin to a man asking a crown."

"Then you will not touch my hand in

farewell ?" she said, unable to resist the

impulse to control and conquer—an im

pulse that was excited in her by every

nature with which she came into the

slightest contact.

He looked down at the slender white

fingers she held out to him and caressed

them with his eyes, then looked up and

said abruptly, " I may write to you once

while I am away. If I do not die, you

will see me again in six months from

now, and some day I shall ask for your

love. To-day I have told you only that

you have mine."

He was gone, and she was alone be

fore her parted lips could frame a sen

tence to detain him.

" Doctor Wadsworth would be in de

spair," she murmured to herself. " I was

to begin vegetating to-day, and that man

has given me a new sense of life. How

much strength he has! How strange it

was! I could not have spoken—some

thing seemed to hold me—and yet—"

She ceased to speak, threw herself

into a chair and half closed her eyes in

a sort of dream. Nothing seemed to

live in her but a sense of his words and

their intensity of meaning. Her intel

lect was lulled to sleep : she subjected

them to no analytical process. They

floated through her mind in a kind of

golden mist, and she sat thus for some

minutes, feeling as she thought she could

never feel again—simply content to live,

and full of a subdued sense of intensified

vitality. Presently she rose and walked

slowly toward her room. As she passed

a mirror which was set into the wall she

paused and looked at the reflection of

her face and figure. Long and earnestly

did she gaze into the glass. A vague

memory had risen from its depths, and

she strove to grasp it. What did her

face and reflection there remind her of?

Suddenly she knew. A triumphant glow

spread over face and throat, and she ex

claimed, " It is myself of ten years ago.

I remember it all : it is youth come back

again. Good Heavens ! did that man

bring it ?"

The face she saw was no more beauti

ful than the face she had seen an hour

before, but the look in the eyes was dif

ferent, and like a flash had it been re

vealed to her that she had seen it in her

own face one day, ten years before, when

she was a girl of eighteen, and before

her brief married life had made a gulf

between her and her youth. She had

never studied herself much in a glass,

her vanity taking the more sensitive and

subtle form of seeing herself in others'

eyes ; and on that day, so long ago, she

had chanced, on returning from a ride

on horseback, bright and flushed with

exercise, to pass the glass. She had

stopped then and caught her own face

in the glass, and the picture had regis

tered itself, and then been forgotten un

til that moment. The girl of eighteen

seemed there again — the same bright,

sanguine look, beaming with life and

ardor.

" Is that the medicine I want ?" she

murmured as she looked, and even as

she spoke the flush and light seemed to

die out of her face, and the cold-cut

beauty of twenty-eight stood before her.

She turned hastily away from the glass

and went into her dressing-room : " I

must begin to wind up my threads at

once, or I shall leave a tangled web be

hind me. ' Six months,' he said : very

well, then I will put him out of my head

for the present."

CHAPTER III.

"Very well, then, old fellow, you'll

call for me at three o'clock ?"
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" Sharp three : good-bye !"

" By the way, Raymond, what will you

do without Mrs. Penrhyn at Newport

this summer ? I hear she is to start for

the country the day after to-morrow."

" Did you, indeed ? I've not made my

summer plans yet," was Raymond's

rejoinder,

He stopped an instant to knock the

ashes from his cigar, and then sauntered

off with so tranquil an indolence of

manner that no one knowing the tumult

roused within him by the words just

spoken could have denied him the ad

miration that perfect self-command al

ways wins. "Going away? In two

days ?" His heart gave one great leap,

and then seemed to drop like lead and

lie quite still and heavy. He had not

seen her for a week. Their relations had

always been marked by caprice on her

part and an affected independence on

his, which was principally evidenced by

his absenting himself from her presence

for a week or two at a time, and then

abruptly returning to his accustomed at

titude of devotion. They had known

each other about a year, and from the

first had known each other well.

Thornton Raymond was a man of

very positive personal attraction—not an

attraction of a very high order, and by

no means of a complex character. The

emotions he inspired were not difficult

to analyze, nor did they possess much

variety. Had Edith Penrhyn's mood

not chanced to have been what it was

the evening she made his acquaintance,

their intimacy would never have existed ;

but he stumbled upon her when the only

door of her nature to which he possessed

the "sesame" stood ajar, and falling in

stantly under her influence, open to her

at all points, he had contrived, between

his own limited attraction for her and her

unbounded one for him, to link himself

to her.

So a strange relation grew up between

them, and every day it became more en

tirely his life and less of hers. Edith

Penrhyn was a woman who differed

widely from most women, in that she

respected and regarded one part of her

nature as much as another, and no man

)

could have more frankly admitted to

himself the existence of impulses, and

regarded their mere existence as self-

justifying, than she did. She had felt the

power of Raymond's intense masculinity,

and enjoyed the sensation it gave her as

a novel one. Before she had come in

contact with him she had never seen an

equal amqunt of masculine vigor com

bined with so much personal beauty;

and the virility of most men has some

thing repulsive for a woman of what

Mephistopheles calls " supersensuous re

finement." Edith, whose senses were

by nature and cultivation exquisitely

sensitive, and who like most women re

ceived no direct sense emotions, but fil

tered them all through the medium of

her imagination, had been attracted by

Raymond because he was possessed of

that indefinite and intangible reality,

physical attraction ; and she had yield

ed to this attraction unhesitatingly at

first, but her feeling speedily ran its

course, and smouldered almost to ashes,

while his gained ground daily. At times

his early power over her would reassert

itself partially, and in those moods she

still without hesitation took from him

what she wanted, and gave him what

she had to give. Is there any better

definition of flirting than to say that it

consists in taking the inch you want

from any one, and leaving the ell that is

offered ? The supreme egotism that gov

erned Edith's relations to men had some

excuse, or, if not excuse, a raison d'etre,

in her past life. She had set out in life

believing in all men and things. Ten

years of association with them had de

stroyed her faith, and she had gradually

formed a sort of semi-materialistic, semi-

mystic creed, and in a very great degree

she lived by it. All that Marston had

said to her about love she believed as

fully as he did, and what he had said of

her habit of taking that which was hers

from every one was entirely true.

For several weeks Thornton and her

self had scarcely seen each other: he

had been unlucky in his attempts to see

her, and she had rather foiled than aid

ed them ; of which he had a dim con

sciousness. He had known nothing of
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her interview with Doctor Wadsworth,

nor even dreamed of her sudden deter

mination to go to the country, and Har

rison's words had been a shock to him.

He walked to his rooms and speedily

scribbled a note to his friend postponing

their engagement to another day. He

took a grim satisfaction in so doing, and

thereby inflicting a species of punish

ment for the disagreeable news that Har

rison had told him. This done, he look

ed at his watch and saw that he should

he at Mrs. Penrhyn's door in the very

nick of time and find her at breakfast.

Thither he went, and was admitted into

her morning-room, which was littered

with boxes, bags and packages of all

kinds : the very air seemed full of bustle

and preparation for a journey. At her

little writing - table sat Edith, looking

rather pale and tired, and with an ex

pression of "all work and no play"

about her that at another time and in

another mood would have made him

smile, so foreign was it to her usual air

of luxurious, insouciante ease. She had

a pile of notes before her, and a half-

written one in front of her.

She raised her eyes as he entered and

smiled: "Oh, you have come? Wait

one moment : I must finish this note."

Then followed five minutes of enforced

silence on his part and rapid scribbling

on hers : the note was done. " Ring the

hell, please," she said in a quick, busi

ness-like sort of way. The servant en

tered: "Take these notes, Williamson,

and have the answers waited for." The

door closed behind the man, and she

rose from her chair and throwing herself

on the sofa, said, " Now, Mr. Raymond,

make your excuses: I am ready to re

ceive them."

One of the most curious things about

the relations of these two people was the

great disadvantage at which Thornton

always found himself with Edith, except

at those times and moments, which were

becoming rarer and rarer, when he'could

regain the position from which alone his

nature swayed hers. His breeding and

intellect were both of a different order

from hers, and he never felt on an

equality with her except when she was

not her individual self, but a woman

merely and dominated by the idea of

sex. Their worlds of thought and feel

ing were utterly diverse, and connected

only by the narrow slippery plank of

sensuous sympathy. So, now when she

took a tone which he felt to be unfair,

and in his heart resented as such, he

yet knew not how to parry her thrust

and refuse the position in which she

placed him. All he could find to say

was, rather awkwardly, " I don't know

what you mean. I did not know that

you were going away. I came the mo

ment I heard of it."

"Well, you find me bristling with

preparations. The servants cannot un

derstand my doing everything in such a

hurry—I who have always said that Le

Roi Faineant was my prototype. So, in

order to convince them, I have taken

matters into my own hands, and am

almost ready to start."

"Where are you going?" he said with

an assumption of calmness, secretly re

sentful of her indifferent manner.

"To the country," she answered,

laughing.

"That every one knew this morning

—at least every one but me. I learned

it by an accident."

" I don't know how it is," she replied

carelessly : " every one always knows

what I mean to do without my telling

any one. I only determined to go, be

cause Doctor Wadsworth said I must,

about four days ago, and I am sure I've

seen no one but tradespeople, and writ

ten nothing but business notes ever

since ; and yet every one knows about

my plans."

" ' Doctor Wadsworth said you must

go ?' " he exclaimed, careless of the rest

of her speech, and forgetful of his own

resentment in alarm at her words.

"Good God, Edith, you arc not ill!" and

he flung himself on his knees beside her

and seized her hand. His evident agita

tion touched and startled her. His love

had never seemed to her so serious a

thing before—serious, of course, not to

her, but to himself. That it was more

than a mere mingling of fancy and sense

she saw now for the first time. She let
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him take her hand and look into her

face, as if to read there the truth about

her health. Had his wits been keener

to interpret what his eyes saw there, he

would have been convinced that she did

indeed need, imperatively need, absolute

repose, but the brightness of her eyes and

the soft rosy flush of her cheek were to

him signs of life and health. " Tell me,"

he said, "tell me, Edith, are you ill ?"

" No, you foolish fellow," she said with

a more successful attempt at gayety than

she had made before—"not ill, only

what you men call ' played out.' I must

have rest, the doctor tells me, and no

excitement —-warm myself at my neigh

bor's fire and put out my own."

"Why did you not tell ine, write me?"

"I knew you would come in a day or

two, and I was so busy."

" Say rather you did not think or care

whether I came at all."

" I have often told you, Thornton, that

at times I don't think I care for any

thing or anybody, and one of these

moods has possessed me lately : perhaps

it is because I am really so exhausted."

"Where is this place where you are

going ?" he said again, after a moment's

thought.

" In Hampshire, at my cousin's, Mrs.

Bradford's. l shall be in perfect sol

itude, and it is a very beautiful and

healthy place."

" Can I not go—not with you, but after

you ?" he said almost timidly.

" Doctor Wadsworth positively forbids

the society of men," she said with con

cealed trepidation. Raymond was turn

ing out an encumbrance, instead of a

mere distraction.

"But I am not like other men, Edith.

Let me follow you there. I can bring

my horses and drive you about, and I

will promise not to be on your hands

when you don't want me."

"My dear Thornton, but what would

the world say ?"

" Say ? What do they say now ? That

I love you, and that you let me do it."

"That I don't mind," she replied non

chalantly, "but if you followed me to

my solitude and made it a tete-a-tete,

they would say—"

"Well," he said impatiently, "finish

your sentence."

" That I loved you, and meant to mar

ry you," she added.

"Why not?" he said, gifted with an

impulse beyond his ordinary power.

"No one will love you more or as well

as I do, and I know you so well, Edith,

I could surely make you happy. Listen

to me this once. Let me follow you this

summer : give me a trial. I am a changed

man since you first knew me. I never

dreamed I could love any one as I do

you ; but now I could be happy anywhere

in your presence, and nowhere without

you. I'll give up anything you dislike

—horses, cards—cut the men you don't

fancy, never come within speaking dis

tance of a woman who displeases you.

I'll be your slave—your slave, Edith—if

you will only—"

"—Only let you be my master?" she

said, drawing her dress closer about her,

and with the slightest motion in the world

seeming to put a gulf between them.

She felt that she was heartless and self

ish, for his whole heart was in what he

had said, but never had she felt so alien

ated from him as when he made this at

tempt to alter their relations and draw

closer to her. She could not control her

mood. Somehow, Geoffrey Marston in

that short interview a few days before

had turned her away from Thornton.

She felt a sickening, shrinking feeling as

she remembered her former attraction

toward him, and how she had let it carry

her as far as it would go. His eyes fill

ed with tears as he stood looking at her.

He felt as if she had struck him, and he

was entirely disarmed that morning ; but

a woman like Edith has need to love a

man before she can play Omphale to his

Hercules with a distaff, and the only

emotion excited in her by the sight of

his softened mood was an impatient, ar

rogant, resentful one. He had no right

to love her in that way. She had never '

led him to think that she would marry

him—had never professed to be other

than she felt to him, and she chose that

her nature and feelings alone should

color and control their relations.

" I cannot let you go this summer,
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Thornton : it is impossible, and I'm not

fit now to tell you why it is impossible."

"May I not go to see you?" he said

pleadingly.

"No, I think not, but if I want you I'll

send for you. You know I have always

told you I am not like other people, and

never want to be always with any one.

It's contrary to all my ideas of life : it's

like living on one kind of food ; and,

honestly, I don't think you are what I

want now : you arc not a simple enough

diet." Then, as his face clouded, her

woman's tact prompted her to add, "You

are my champagne, you know, not my

bread and milk."

The cloud cleared away, and he smiled,

showing a handsome set of teeth, but it

contrasted badly with the smile that had

lit up Marston's face, and which flashed

upon Edith's memory as she looked at

Raymond's face. The one smile was a

revelation of weakness : the other threw

a stronger light on a face in which weak

ness did not own a line.

The gastronomic comparison pleased

him, and he understood it : "I would

rather be your champagne, Edith : per

haps you may be thirsty for some this

summer."

" If I am I will send for you," she said,

seeing that only by some concession

could the interview, which was becoming

excessively irksome to her, be brought

to a close.

"You promise me that?" he said

eagerly.

"I promise," she replied.

"And will you not drive with me once

more before you go ? I will call for you

to-morrow afternoon. Just for an hour,

Edith."

" I will go," she said. "And now you

really must leave me : I am horribly

busy, and must go out at once."

He rose reluqtantly, and then, taking

3th her hands in his, he said, "You are

ite sure you are not going away to get

of me ?"

There is no other man in the case."

colored deeply, whether from anger

mbarrassment it would have been

to tell ; but whichever the emotion,

introlled its further expression, and

said coldly, " l do not suppose I shall

see a man till October, and I shall be

only too glad if I do not : I am inex

pressibly tired of men and women."

"Something has happened to you."

" Nothing but the natural result of an

overdose of anything—satiety and a re

action."

He turned to go, not convinced, but

silenced, and as he turned his eyes fell

on something that glittered on the table.

" What is this ?" he said curiously, taking

it in his hand. It was a man's sleeve-

button of plain gold—a crest on one side

and a monogram on the other.

" I don't know," she replied, holding

out her hand, and then, as he laid the

button in it and her eyes fell on it, it

came to her mind that she had noticed

Mr. Marston's buttons on that morning

when he had come to see her : he had

raised his hand and the light had struck

on his wrist. She recognized it now,

although at first she had been perfectly

unconscious of having seen it. He must

have dropped it, and it had been picked

up by a servant and placed in the little

china plate where Thornton's eyes had

detected it. " Some one has lost a sleeve-

button." she said : " I will keep it till

called for."

" Let me see it again," he said, taking

it from her—"a flame ascending, and

two Latin words. What do they mean ?"

" Deorsum nunquam — ' Downward

never,' " she replied quickly.

" And the initials are— Let me see—

plague take these monograms !—' W. S.,'

are they not ?"

"'G. M.,' I think," she said.

"So they are. How stupid I am!

And who may ' G. M.' or ' M. G.' be ?"

" Really, Mr. Thornton, an inquiring

mind may be a great scientific gift, but

not a social grace."

"Pardon me," answered Raymond

coloring. " I will keep the button till I

find the man for myself."

"You will do nothing of the kind."

"Why not ?"

" Because I do not choose that you

should. Give it to me."

"Tell me that you do not know to

whom it belongs, and I will."
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" I will tell you nothing but this : if

you value my friendship — nay, if you

wish to retain my acquaintance — you

will at once give me back that button."

He dared not parley with her : he put

the button in her hand, and with a for

mal salutation left the room.

She did not follow him with a thought,

but as the door closed behind him she

again threw herself on the lounge, the

button in her hand. Long she looked

at it, and at last, opening a locket which

hung from her neck, she took from it the

empty glasses, and dropped ihe button

into the vacant space, saying as she did

so, "A proud motto and a proud, strong

man !"

CHAPTER IV.

Perhaps the greatest danger of yield

ing to a merely physical attraction is the

effect of the certain reaction that follows.

In one's intellectual enthusiasm, in one's

moral fanaticism, the ebb may come as

surely, but it brings with it nothing of

the spiritual depression and self-loathing

that follows indulgence of one's senses

or one's imagination. Whether the rea

son is that we make too much of this

physical nature of ours, idealize its work

ings and demand from its simplest func

tions a symbolic meaning which they

were never meant to sustain, is hard to

say. If it be so, the chief achievement

of modern science will be to place all

the instincts of our nature on a common

basis, and symbolizing will be a luxury

of highly organized natures— the privi

lege of the lover and the enthusiast, no

longer the condition imposed on the

natural gratification of impulses. If I

were not of the opinion that an author

takes a most unfair advantage of his

readers when he allows himself to make

use of his story to indoctrinate them with

his pet theories, I could say much on

this subject, but my conviction is deep-

seated and controls the desire.

Nothing had been so strong a bond

between Edith Penrhyn and Thornton

Raymond as his entire recognition of

her personal charm. The consciousness

that her attraction for him was a phys

ical one, that her mind and soul bore

no perceptible part in it, was a delicious

one to her. All women care most to

conquer with the so-called legitimate

weapons of their sex : they have always

an uneasy sense of the inappropriate, of

the unfeminine, even when they wield

the masculine thunderbolts with most

effect : it is the aggressive, restless royal

ty of a usurper, not the debonnaire ease

and grace of a sovereign " to the manner

born." How willingly would Madame

de Stael have exchanged the laurels all

men laid at her feet for the simplest

flower of sentiment which they offered

hourly to women whom she regarded

justly as her inferiors !

Edith was to Thornton simply the

most attractive woman he had ever

known. Her cultivation and intellect

were not only thrown away on him, but,

other things being equal, would have

acted as a barrier between them. She

delighted in his admiration—one's van

ity always nestles in one's weakness—

and to lead a man captive as she led

him was a novel and delicious sensation.

Weary of the role of priestess and god

dess, she enjoyed the consciousness that

she was in his eyes, at least, on no ped

estal or mountain height. So it had

been, but now what veil had been rent

in twain ? what gulf yawned at her feet?

She was in no mood for self-analysis,

and when she did analyze her feelings it

was with no sense of accountability for

them : it had never been more than an

amusement, at times a study, to her.

She was dimly conscious that her inter

view with Geoffrey Marston had seemed

rather to end her relation with Raymond

than to begin one with himself. He had

made the whole thing distasteful to her.

Just as one might feel if, very hungry

and tempted by the sight of some daint

ily spread table, one sat and ate and yei

knew " I want other food than this," and

then suddenly a table spread with the

very meat and drink one has desired

should rise before one, how sickened one

would feel with that unsatisfying, cloying

stuff which one had taken, wanting bet

ter! (I seem fated to fall on material
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comparisons.) Very well did Edith

know that if she ever loved she would

require a love like Marston's to content

her; but he seemed to her like the ex

ponent of a truth, rather than its em

bodiment.

Now, on this bright May day, when

she heard the stamping of Raymond's

horses, she felt an overpowering impulse

of disgust. Such was her mood toward

him that no disembodied spirit could have

more shrunk from the discernment of hu

man vision than she from having his eyes

rest on her face and form. It seemed

profanity. But his step was on the stair,

and she must go. Wrapping a light but

ample bornouse about her, she entered

the room. Exercise and sunshine had

made him radiant, and the glow on his

cheek deepened as he took her hand.

Formerly she had taken pleasure in his

sensitiveness to her looks and touches,

hut now she hated to mark it. He would

have held her hand in his, but she drew

it hastily away with a forced laugh, and

an exclamation of " Is it not rather late ?"

"Just the moment, I think," he replied,

"but we need not hurry."

"I must hurry all the time now until I

am gone : after that I shall become stag

nant."

"Not you," he said. "You are not of

the stuff to do that. What was that po

etry you read me last summer ?—some

thing of Byron's, I think."

"When I was conducting your educa

tion V

" Yes, before you gave it up. But two

or three lines of that stuck by me : it

was so like you. ' She had too little

clay :' that was it."

" I never heard you quote poetry be

fore, Mr. Raymond."

"Probably you never will again."

By this time they had started, the

horses on a smart trot, and the fresh air

tilling their nostrils with spring.

"I am a man of action, and would

rather kiss you than write sonnets to

your lips."

His words jarred her : " For Heaven's

sake, don't talk in that way ! I detest it.

Is there nothing you can talk about but

me ?"

"You know I don't care to talk of

anything else except horses, and, Edith,

you did not dislike it so much a while

ago."

"Being human, I like variety."

"Shall I tell you the gossip I heard

last night at the club ?"

" No — yes : anything you please. I

don't care."

" Every one is talking about this affair

of Mayhew McPherson."

"Don't tell me anything of that sort:

you know I detest scandal. Who is

going to Europe this spring ?"

" Every one but you and me. Oh yes !

The Remingtons are going to South

America, and so is that fellow Marston :

a scientific man ; we met him at Mrs.

Lawrence's, don't you remember ?"

" What does he look like ? I think I

remember him, but am not quite sure."

This superfluous bit of disingenuousness

was according to the fashion of women,

who always put as many veils between

their feelings and the discovery of them

as possible.

" I hardly know. He is tall, slightly

made and dark. All the women call

him distinguished-looking—a phrase I

have never heard defined—and he is

certainly not like other people. They

tell some very romantic stories about

him, and now he's going to South Amer

ica ostensibly on a scientific errand, but

a fellow told me last night it was said by

his intimates to be for the purpose of

winding up an affair with some awfully

rich Spanish girl."

" I don't believe it. He has probably

gone to ascertain the pedigree of some

rare bug, or the precise number of legs

of some vile creeping creature : that is

the sort of thing these scientific men

pass their lives in. The women of a

country they don't look at."

"You are mistaken about this Mr.

Marston, ma helle : he has the reputa

tion of being a flirt and very irresistible."

" Did you hear the particulars of the

Spanish story ?"

" No. I was sorry, too, for, to tell you

the truth, I thought you must be inter

ested in him. He certainly was in you

that evening at Mrs. Lawrence's, and
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these things are apt to be mutual ; so if

I could have proved to you that he was

very much in loyc with a Brazilian beau

ty, I should have liked to do it."

" He showed no signs of interest that

were visible to me, Thornton. You must

have very remarkable perceptions."

"Mine are sharpened by jealousy, as

you very well know, and I have never

seen, not even in your own eyes when

you were intent on something, such an

expression as in his when they rested on

your face. I was puzzled by it, because

it was not an admiring look, not as if

you had enthralled him by your beauty,

but his eyes looked as if they were liquid

fire— as if something in your face had

kindled them. I must say they made

him look infernally handsome."

" Did they look anything like mine

now ?" said Edith, lifting her eyes to

him.

He started. It was like magic. "You

must have seen him," he exclaimed.

" That is the look, only yours are blue,

and his very dark brown."

"Oh no," she said, the light she had

secretly invoked, and which had come

as she recalled Marston's glance as it

had met hers, dying out as she dropped

her eyes again, "it is merely a testimony

to your powers of description."

" You are laughing at me, and the

only way in which I could ever indem

nify myself is out of my power here," he

said with a meaning look which brought

the color to her cheek.

She answered nothing, and the rest of

the drive was passed in attempts of

Raymond to make her talk or listen,

while she seemed inclined to neither,

but rather to watch the sun sinking in

the red west as they drove rapidly

through the cultivated prettiness of Cen

tral Park. Her mood did not change

when they reached home, and Thornton

did not dare propose entering the house

with her, as he had contemplated doing.

Something in her manner chilled him

and forbade it. She was fully conscious

of her own inability to conceal her mood

from him, and with a recklessness that

belonged essentially to her character, but

was not often evident, made no effort to

conceal her indifference and distaste for

his society. In her heart she was but

too well assured of her power to bring

him back to her feet by a moment's con

descension, and when he said good-bye

to her on the doorstep, with a forced

I coldness and assumed gayety that plain

ly betrayed how keenly she had stung

him, she let him leave her without a

crumb of comfort, parting from him on

the footing of a pleasant familiar ac

quaintance.

Thornton drove away moody and bit

ter, swearing to himself that she was

heartless and selfish beyond expression

—that she did not care for him, no, not

one particle, and that he would give her

up : he would put her out of his head.

His first step toward the fulfillment of

this resolution was to sit up all night

playing cards and winning money at

the club ; and when one of his adversa

ries, by way of indemnifying himself for

his losses, said maliciously, "'Lucky in

love, unlucky at cards :' does the proverb

work both ways, Raymond ?" Thorn

ton replied concisely, " Damn love !

The queen of spades is my mistress to

night ;" wherefrom his questioner in

ferred that Thornton had, as he after

ward expressed it to a knot of fellows

confidentially, "come to grief with Mrs.

Penrhyn," but at the same time judged

it prudent to put no more jocular ques

tions to Mr. Raymond.

Edith meanwhile had literally left

Raymond behind her as she closed the

door on him, and no memory of him

crossed her during the evening, which

she spent in active preparation for her

approaching departure. A sound, rest

ful sleep rewarded what she was pleased

to term her "honest toil," and she woke

the next morning with a secret sense of

relief at the prospect of that day leaving

the monotonous excitements of city life

behind her for an indefinite period of

time.

While her carriage stood at the door

and was being piled with trunks and

bags, the postman brought the morn

ing's mail, and Edith thrust her letters

into her pocket till she should be seated

in the car and have started on her jour
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ney. When she was under way, and,

after taking a look at the fast flitting

landscape through which she was being

rapidly borne, she drew her letters again

from her pocket, she saw that one Of

them was in a hand unknown to her.

That one she of course kept till she had

gone through the batch of business notes

and hanale epistles from her society

friends which made up the rest of her

mail.

The sight of an unknown handwriting

when one is well assured that it is not

that of a dun is almost as interesting as

the sight of a new face, an acquaintance

with which is speedily to follow, and

Edith scrutinized the address on the en

velope carefully before she turned it over

and broke the seal. The hand was a

bold, free, masculine one, which she was

sure she had never seen before ; but the

seal told its story, and a bright blush on

her cheek betrayed that she understood

it. "It was his motto then," she mur

mured as she opened the envelope.

CHAPTER V.

And this was the letter :

" Edith, it may be a weakness to write

to you at all, but what I shall say to you

will not be weak. Indeed, I write to you

because I may lose something by not

writing, and as this is the great venture

of my life, is it not wise to take all pos

sible precautions against failure ? I know

that you are a woman with whom power

of expression tells. You will believe in

my love, you will feci its existence the

better for my proclaiming it. If I am

silent, you will most likely half doubt its

intensity and depth, and it will not be,

as I would have it, a living fact in your

life. How can I prevent this ? If you

loved me, if you had exchanged love

with me, then your heart could do duty

for mine, I should not fear. But how

can I urge my suit hourly, daily, so far

away ? Even letters must be seldom.

I must submit to this, for there is no

means of overcoming it. And yet, and

yet—one word I must say, and perhaps

it may stay with you during the months

to come. Every look and grace that

you bestow upon others, if you ever love

me, will be repented by you bitterly.

You may love me, you know—only re

member that some day you may love me

—and then you will have spent all your

treasure in buying tinsel gewgaws, only

to see the pearl of price offered to you

and be unable to purchase it. And in

one sense love is always and only to be

bought—never to be accepted as a gift.

' Die Liebe ist der Liebe Preis :' that is

true, utterly true ; and though I may lay

my love at your feet, you cannot really

wear it as you could if you paid me for

it in like coin, with a like jewel.

" I know your nature so well. I know

how absolutely you disbelieve in ever

loving any one as I love you—as I would

have you love me. But it does not mat

ter whether you believe in your own

power of love or no : it exists, and when

it wakens and asserts its right to reign,

what will you have done with its royal

treasures, its storehouse of bounty, its

insignia of royalty? It will be a beg

gared monarch, and reign over a king

dom stripped of riches and glory. Then

you will be miserable indeed. You have

ever lived as if Love were not your king ;

but he is—uncrowned perhaps, but your

rightful king, Edith. What right, then,

have you to lavish his possessions, to

give away his royal privileges to every

chance comer? Oh, Edith, it may not

be I who shall embody love to you—it

may not be my brows that are destined

to be crowned with the myrtle wreath

that is far sweeter than any laurel leaf ;

but whether it be I or another, the day

will come when Love will demand of

you a strict account, and you, his faith

less servant, will tremble before his divine

anger.

"Think, Edith, how, if you ever love,

it will be with you when every caress,

every word of love, every vouchsafed

grace that you women confer on your

beloved, can be at best old coin reissued,

fresh stamped, but from an old die !

Think how it will be with you when for

a bridal garment no white virginal robe

is yours—all your rich dresses stained

with the purple wine of passion ! Oh
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what a fool is the woman who plucks

petal by petal from her rose of woman

hood and love and beauty, and scatters

them, each with its petty dole of fra

grance and beauty, widespread upon the

crowd of men who feed her vanity, ex

cite her passions or stimulate her intel

lect! and then when one comes who

claims Love's perfect, full - blooming

flower in exchange for that he brings

her, and she knows him to be Love him

self—not a mere eidolon, a mere image

of the divinity — can plead only, ' I

thought you would never come, and,

faithless and forgetful, I have scattered

the leaves of your flower hither and

thither. I have nothing to give for your

love. I have a barren kingdom, an

empty treasury, for you to possess and

rule over.'

" Love may kiss away her tears, he

may shed upon her his own wealth of

.cherished tenderness and hoarded pas

sion, till she is rich in his riches and

glorious with a glory not her own ; but

again, Edith, ' Die Liebe ist der Liebe

Preis,' and for ever will she regret that

she can never know the sweetness, the

most sacred joy, of a woman's soul—

that supreme moment when she leads

him whom she loves before the shrine

' occult, withheld, untrod,' and says,

' Enter thou into thy kingdom. Let me

kiss thee with a kiss that suggests no

memory ; let me lead thee in an untrod

den and a virgin path, wherein thou

shalt pluck flowers that have bloomed

for thine eyes alone, and whose fragrance

has never intoxicated the senses of an

other.'

"Ah, Edith, do not relinquish this de

light, cast not from you this bliss. It is

quite true that what you give to all these

men may be just what is theirs, but it is

only by the splintering of your diamond

that you can give to them. Well enough

were it, if one were for ever to live in

this barbarous, every-day world, in which

one neither buys nor sells, for most part,

at more than a huckster's rate. If one

knew that one must be content to starve

should one attempt to keep the precious

jewel intact—that no purchaser would

ever come to buy it as a perfect chryso

lite—then it were folly indeed to die a

starving beggar with a Kohinoor in one's

bosom. Rather would one say to the

eager bidders for its fragments, ' Here,

splinter me my jewel, and give me, you,

bread, you, wine—feed me amongst you.'

But if you knew surely that some day—

how soon you knew not, but some day

—the great merchant seeking through

the world for the Kohinoor should come

—come and say, ' Here, for thy perfect

jewel I offer thee its perfect equivalent,

its match, its peer,' would you not wait

and fast and pray and watch and strug-

gle?

" I conjure you, wait. If it be, not I,

then another will come. Ah, Edith, my

love, my adored, have faith in yourself

—in your own nature. None can harm

you but yourself, Edith, for you are of

that quality of which it is said

Que les caux du ciel nc I'entamem jamais.

I speak not for myself, but for you, whom

I love better than myself or aught else.

" Yours, Geoffrey Marston."

However great may be one's power of

expression in writing, however strong the

impulse that induces one to confide to

paper one's ideas and feelings, the su

preme objection to letter - writing, the

danger of it, can never be diminished:

it lies in the simple fact that what is writ

ten in one mood will inevitably be read

in another by the person to whom it is

written. No letter can carry its charmed

atmosphere with it : it must take its

chances, and how slight they are !

Most true is this of a lover's letter, for

the importunity, the exaltation, the ex

travagance that are to indue it with

weight and power especially require it to

be read in a fitting mood. A lover who

seeks his mistress's side bent on de

claring or urging his suit, still, if he per

ceives that her ear is deaf or her face

turned away, may defer putting his fate

to the touch till a more propitious time.

Upon the right choice of opportunity

depend most things in life, and few men

are dull enough or perverse enough not

to avoid an unfavorable moment or seize

upon a fortunate one. But a letter!

One writes it, folds and seals it, and then
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it is all at the mercy of fickle Fortune.

It may reach her indeed at a moment

when, softened and pensive, she will be

open to its influences and responsive to

its appeals ; but how far more likely that

what one has written with heart on fire

and forgetful of every prosaic daylight

consideration—alone, at midnight, after

an evening spent in an imaginary tete-a-

tete with the creature whom one loves

and from whom one is parted—will be

read at noonday, garish noonday, in a

railroad car or over a late breakfast-table

by a woman who has for the moment

forgotten that the word sentiment has a

meaning for her—has a little headache

and is rather out of humor !

Marston had no choice, however.

Write he must : as he truly said, nothing

could harm him so much as silence. It

had not its fabled divine power with

Edith. She believed a good deal of

what people said, if they said it well,

and very little of what they did not say.

She was born thus, and could not con

trol it. She read Geoffrey's letter through,

not slowly—it surprised and interested

her too much for deliberate reading—

hut with a sort of intensity that sucked

the meaning out of it the first time. But

her mood was not favorable to it. A

feeling of weary impatience possessed

her. When she at last folded and laid

it away, " Mon Dieu !" she murmured,

"I might live up to that sort of thing

one month out of twelve, but for the

whole year, never!"

The consciousness that one chord in

her answered to his touch made the dis

cord with the rest more plain ; and then,

too, Edith had been so far injured by

her intercourse with other men that she

felt a sense of spiritual fatigue after long

hreathing such a rarefied atmosphere.

It is not with impunity that a delicately

and highly organized creature separates

one part of her nature from another, and

allows each to ignore the other's action.

Edith banished Marston and his letter

from her mind, or rather postponed the

thought of them, as one might do the

reception of a guest whose chamber was

unprepared. She said to herself, " I must

not let any one or anything worry me :

I shall never be strong if I do;" and

then, as the train swept rapidly on, her

thoughts reverted with a sense of lan

guid relief to the prospect of her sum

mer. All milk and honey her difet was

to be. Her cousin had written ner, in

answer to her letter, that a small\cot-

tage on the place was vacant and atyier

service, and the idea of a miniatyre

household of her own delighted Edith,

whose chief dread had been not solitude,

but the absence of it. Like all very real

people, she never, even in her gloomiest

moods, dreaded it : a habit of perpetual

frankness with herself kept her from any

fear of meeting unwelcome thoughts and

feelings if alone, and she had, besides,

an absolute need to be alone from time

to time. Society of a quiet and modified

description she knew her cousin's quiet

household could furnish her with. For

years they had only seen each other at

intervals, and those were the occasions

when Mary had a week to spend in

shopping in New York, and Edith's

house was her pied-a-terre. Then, very

naturally, Mary's impressions were taken

more from externals than internals, and

of her cousin's real self she knew but

little. The affection between them was

strong and instinctive, but, like most

love between relatives, it existed quite

independently of any sympathy of na

ture or real mutual comprehension—an

attachment such as we generally link with

the tie of blood. Mary had a daughter,

a young thing of nearly eighteen now,

whom Edith had never seen since baby

hood, and for whom she had the incipi

ent fondness that a matured woman is

apt to feel for one of her own sex having

about her that atmosphere of youth from

which she herself has but just emerged.

She thought much of the young girl as

she journeyed on, and pleased herself

in thinking of her. She was fully con

scious how much pleasure and delight

she would carry with her to this secluded

spot, and it soothed and lulled her to

dwell upon it. But by the time the long,

weary travel of an unbroken day in the

cars was over, Edith was too weary to

take or give an impression in any way.

She could only hug Mary in a slcepv
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kind of way, and was dimly conscious

of a slight figure in white gliding about

the little low-roofed cottage parlor, and

in soft shy tones calling her "Cousin

Edith," and then came a delicious cup

of tea and a more delightful sinking into

oblivion upon a bed that seemed, as in

deed it was, redolent of roses.

Francis Asheton.

[to ne continued.]

PATIENCE IN FRIENDSHIP.

NO, no, I cannot take your offered hand :

I watch your eyes, and cannot understand

Why those sweet eyes agree with mine no more,

As they have always seemed to do before.

Our ways are separate now : you turned aside.

We both have listened to the voice of pride.

It was a heavy cloud that brought us this :

Ah, what a brittle thing a friendship is !

Many a glad and young and sunny year,

Full of a friendship holding naught of fear,

Have we been close companions ; but we may

Perchance each find a truer friend some day.

Yet I shall miss your little gentle face,

Your ways and words so full of inborn grace—

Your hand so strong to grasp, so soft to soothe—

Your voice with tones so rich and low and smooth.

Thanks, thanks for all the comfort you have given!

So sweet, it seemed to come direct from heaven.

Hard is it to believe that you are wrong,

Whom I have always thought so pure and strong.

I cannot be impatient : oh, I would

Be very, very angry if I could.

You grieve ? With tears your lovely eyes are wet.

It breaks my heart to say good-bye, and yet—

Dear, give me once again your little hand:

I trust you, though I cannot understand.

Yes, you are free to go your way, my friend,

And I will trust and love you to the end.

M. T.

j

c
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CRITIC AND ARTIST.

MUCH has been said about the func

tions of criticism, but not so much

about the endowment that is necessary

to the critic, and less, it seems to me,

than may be said profitably of the mod

ern critical armament. Great improve

ments have been made in it, as in other

appliances of war, within a few years

past. My purpose here is to enumerate

the chief weapons, new and old, which

are at present required for effective ser

vice against that old enemy, the Philis

tine.

A few times in the course of a century

mastering thoughts appear in literature,

thrown to the surface of the current like

eddies from the depths of a river. They

affect, however, the entire movement

and character of the mental stream.

Each of these new conceptions seems to

change the world under men's eyes,

moulding its phenomena into novel

forms, presenting the old problems under

new aspects or giving them back to us

for a renewed attempt at interpretation.

Such ideas were those of the eighteenth

century revolutions in France and Amer

ica. Such an idea, the latest of these

plastic thoughts, is what is popularly

known as Darwinism, or the doctrine of

evolution. This doctrine, traceable at

least as far back as to Goethe, remains

the newest reorganizing force in the

world of thought. Perhaps never before

has the whole course of the higher in

telligence been so powerfully affected in

so short a time. Dating from the ap

pearance of The Origin of Species, we

may almost say that philosophy has had

to be rewritten since the year 1859.

Whatever may be the final place of the

doctrine of evolution, it has taken pos

session of the human mind, and will

not be dislodged. Our views of life,

of art, of the world, all our conceptions,

are modified by this master - thought.

"Darwinism" has given to men some

thing which they had not a few years

ago, and which, for better or worse, has

become a part of themselves—an addi

tion to the very substance of the human

mind.

This doctrine gives to criticism, not

less than to philosophy and cosmogony,

a new method and new conditions. The

critic learns to study an immense envi

ronment, to view perhaps an entire era,

in order that he may speak justly of a

sonnet : he may find himself embarrass

ed by the infinite in describing a portrait.

But the reader gains advantage through

the arduousness of the critical task.

Sounder and better work is thus pro

duced : old superficial methods are dis

carded for one which gives more trust

worthy results. More than this : while

the immense extension of the range of

criticism lays new burdens upon the

critic, it also gives him peculiar oppor

tunities. A new order of originality be

comes possible for him. The creative

originality of Goethe or of Darwin, the

thought in which the mind itself grows,

is, of course, the greater and rarer thing,

and such a thought is the event of a

generation. But a province distinct

from this high and inaccessible ground

is opened by our greater modern know

ledge. New judgments upon all things

are demanded : history, art, character,

require to be seen again in the light

thrown upon them by recent science.

Little of history, for instance, stands long

unquestioned. But the farther we recede

from ancient eras, the better we are able

to understand them. The stream of time

hurries us onward, but not so rapidly as

the philosophic vision darts back toward

its sources. The principles of evolution

are telescopic in their bearing upon re

mote eras : they show us the nebulous

beginnings of history. The older the

world grows the more we learn about its

childhood. Like history, criticism too is

to be rewritten in the light of evolution.

The whole world is spoil to the modern

critic : new work, new results, invite him.

See the difference between the histories
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of Hume and of Mommsen, the criticism

of Lord Kames and of Sainte-Beuve !

It is not now sufficient for the critic to

tell us his chance opinions or to make

elegant restatements of other people's

thoughts. The thought is no longer his

who expresses it the best.

Recurring to the distinction already

made, the original creative mind ex

presses thoughts that have never been

held so distinctly, feelings that were nev

er before so subtle or so deep. In them

the germinant points of life bourgeon :

the swelling bark bursts where a new

thought puts forth. The poet, the artist,

the thinker are the van of the forces

which strive to make outer Nature into

man : they are like the tongues of a

stream which pours into a sandy desert,

slowly reclaiming the waste places. Not

«aly their own minds grow : in them the

general development of man takes place.

One might say that the gods grew strong

er in the sound of a new symphony.

Original criticism, on the other hand,

directs rather than urges this general

growth of the spirit. It points out new

causes and effects in thought : it co-ordi

nates, without aiming to create. Criti

cism has need of the utmost genuineness

of method. It will not insist upon sur

prises of statement, upon striking terms

of phrase. It has been found out that

the world is not to be explained by a

phrase. Unhappily, critics have tried to

say, rather than to see, new things. It

came to be held that literature was a

trick, that critical judgments were value

less, the mere whim of the individual.

The error was the necessary result of the

merely literary method.

Perhaps the literary method is best

illustrated for us in Mr. Lowell's very

readable essays. They are an attractive

firework of phrases. But that school of

culture depends upon manner for effect

iveness, as the Pointed architecture was

reduced to florid ornament. Ornament

is necessary— even cloth of gold upon

occasion, as I shall point out presently—

but do not let us always reject the hodden

gray. When Mr. Lowell, for instance,

forces attention to his style, we begin

to search somewhat painfully for the

thought. Such a critic entertains us, no

doubt, and I am the last person to slur

the amusing. But, after all, is it not

Bottom's entertainment that he provides,

to hop in our walks and gambol in our

eyes ? Critics of this school know the

form, but not the substance, of their

themes, as a bibliomaniac knows his

books. Such a critic speaks of Emer

son's aphorisms as of a good meal:

"These good things," he says, rolling

the phrases under his tongue. One

would suppose that they were good things

to the physical senses. The writings of

these critics are full of elegant citations:

they ring with Hafiz, Montaigne and

Mahershalalhashbaz. They say, indeed,

"the neat thing about the universe," but

there is no grasp in them, nothing dai-

monisch. They tell us nothing we did

not know before. The day of the phrase-

maker is over.

But let us quit generalities, and con

sider the order of development in the

critical and artistic faculty. Of course

one can do little more in the present

limits than give an enumeration, but the

inventory may be an interesting one.

What are the main ideas and points of

growth which are now involved in the

production of the best work, artistic or

critical ? Their sequence I take to be as

follows :

I. The chief impression which a work

of art makes upon the stolid mind, whe

ther of a savage or of an unsusceptible

child, is that of surprise. To the uncul

tured person a picture or a strain of music

is a merely curious thing, something odd,

apart from the familiar order. He stares

and wonders, but does not legitimately

enjoy : his impressions belong to a lower

level than that from which the art-faculty

builds itself up, and so do not concern

the present purpose. One grade above

this dumb sentiment the capacity for

culture begins : it begins when the mind

gets an impression of beauty, rather than

of oddity, from the art-object. Nearly

all sensitive children commence their

art-culture in this way. An elementary

delight seizes the young soul in the con

templation of a work of art ; a sweet

strain of sound or brilliant flash of color
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thrills the child. The sound of an aeolian

harp, the wandering harmonics of an

unstopped pianoforte string, the glowing

hues of some indifferent painting, are

enough to awaken in such a mind the

master-passion for the beauty of man's

handiwork — a thing more lovely than

aught which that fresh dewdrop, the

soul, has yet reflected in the shining

w orld of surprises.

This love of art's beauty is commonly

an earlier love than that of Nature. Art

draws the child more strongly than skies

or landscapes ; it fascinates him with its

usually less habitual influences ; it gives

him new joys in color, sound or form.

But soon this love leads the growing

mind back to Nature, teaching it to find

delight in the grandeur of bays and

mountains, in mystical-colored sunrises,

in the wind blowing hoarsely among the

hills, in the silence of vast plains or

forests.

Does aesthetic growth necessarily pass

heyond this admiration ? By no means :

the art-culture of a large part of the pub

lic stops with the acquisition of the sense

of beauty. Far from making any further

advance in intelligence, people lose the

crude but vivid perceptions they had once

acquired. The intrinsic charms of form,

sound, color, play upon their unglutted

senses, yet their keen gustation of these

pleasures lessens with experience, like

other enjoyments. The natural fondness

for music is perhaps retained the longest.

We hear persons say that they enjoy

music better than they should enjoy it if

they knew more about it, and as regards

that keen primitive sense-enjoyment the

remark is probably true. If it were also

true that knowledge and culture are only

to be valued by their power to give pleas

ure, we might advise all such persons to

remain ignorant, and not to disturb their

Pierian spring of feeling with a little

knowledge. But without the higher,

complex pleasure there cannot be intel

ligent enjoyment.

2. But this love of beauty, when it is

deeply planted, leads to other things than

delight. Those in whom it is vitally

rooted grow by the natural law of its

growth. If they have opportunity of

study, of access to works of art, they

soon reach a second stage of develop

ment—the point at which art-production

and sound criticism first become possi

ble. The developing art-lover begins to

see that love and enthusiasm are not

enough—that he must bring himself into

fuller relations with what he has been

content to admire. He begins to reason

about beauty, to inquire respecting its

foundations in truth, to revise his enthu

siasms. He asks, first of all, whether the

painting or the statue is a faithful record.

He is no longer contented to stand in

childlike pleasure before a beautiful work.

He begins to occupy himself with the

question, Is it true ?

At this point the realistic schools of

art and criticism spring into being.

Painters begin to copy Nature carefully

and "conscientiously." Critics reduce the

whole mystery of art to the most engag

ing simplicity : its object is truth. They

are experts upon the moral purposes of

statues and of symphonies : they remind

one of theologians who are au fait re

specting the intention of Deity. Hence

forth, they tell us, the artist is to have no

other business than the delineation of

realities.

Upon this subject two theses are con

tested. The more dogmatic theorists

argue that all tmth is admirable and

available in art—that each and every

natural object is equally beautiful to the

clarified sight : all objects are therefore

deserving of representation. The only

justifiable business of the painter or the

poet is to transcribe, as accurately as

possible, some part of this altogether

lovely Nature.

The more intelligent realists perceive,

on the other hand, that this is not a suf

ficient account of the subject, for it dis

regards the sense of beauty.' In practice

they permit composition, selection, the

choice and rejection of themes, as if con

ceding so much to human weakness.

Hardly knowing why, they do better

things than their theory permits, as

Wordsworth employed poetic diction

while denouncing it. Like Wordsworth,

they have enough of the artistic nature

to save them from their creeds. They
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do not always hunger and thirst after the

trivial, nor dwell fondly upon mullein

stalks and oyster shells : they assemble

details that were never assembled in Na

ture, though separately and minutely true.

Here they draw the line : they strive to

glorify the details : these must at least

be true, at whatever cost. They must

be so accurately studied that they shall

satisfy the geologist, the chemist,' the

historian, the upholsterer and other ex

perts whom the painter will call in to

certify to the merit of his work. The

realists are like writers of themes who

give more attention to the spelling than

to the meaning of their sentences. It is

very well, they say, to have noble thought

or imagination, but let us spell right first

of all.

This is indeed an excellent precept,

but good spelling can hardly be put for

ward as the end of art. A literal realist

would paint an historic scene without

aiming at imaginative composition or at

reproducing its larger features, but he

will reproduce every detail about which

he can collect evidence. He will not

knowingly idealize, and he looks with jeal

ousy upon representations that are more

beautiful than the attested fact. And

this school has done a great service to

art. Not all painters can be nobly im

aginative, and it is better to copy, in

painting as well as ili verse,

The star-shaped shadow of a daisy, thrown

On the smooth surface of a mossy stone,

than to create all the ambitious and

sprawling imaginings of the Salle Fran

chise in the Louvre. With one stroke

the austere thought of realism gave the

death-blow to an infinite amount of false

sentiment, of indolent and ignorant work.

It found painters who were ignorant of

the grammar of their craft wholly given

over to imagination unguided by know

ledge : it sent them promptly back to

Nature and to the hornbook again. It

made genuine knowledge and work

once more a necessity, as they had not

been since the Renaissance. It put aside

a multitude of trifles. Never was a more

needed reform.

But has this reform brought no injury,

along with the benefit, to the cause of

our liege mistress, Art ? As it seems to

me, a considerable amount of injury. It

has thrown disrepute upon the feeling

for beauty : it has discredited the ideals

with which good art has been concern

ed from the beginning, and will con

tinue to be concerned. If it has kept

commonplace men where they should

be, at school as students of the gram

mar of art, it has also entangled among

them some who were capable of mastery.

Of course, the rank and file of the real

ists, like the majority of other men, cannot

escape mediocrity, and it is well that they

should stick to the rudiments, and pain

fully reproduce the simplest natural facts,

which have a genuine value, rather than

abandon themselves to ignorant and

feeble fancies ; for the finer and more

difficult beauties of Nature are beyond

their reach. Floating color and shadow

in landscape, the violets of the sunrise,

the moods of the mist, nearly all the

delicate and swift expressions of the ex

ternal world, must for ever elude these

men. But why need the realists deny

them ? Though these facts cannot be pin

ned down and painfully studied, they arc

quite as genuine as any others. Realism

is visionary when it prefers the ugly to

the beautiful facts of Nature ; mistaken,

when it insists that truth is beauty ; nar

row, when it calls truth the chief end of

art. Truth in art is an essential means,

but not an end. One of the chief ends of

art is ideal beauty, and realism becomes

noble only when it recognizes this.

The doctrine of truth before all in art

has been especially associated with paint

ing, which lends itself to theorists more

readily than any other art ; for, while it

is eminently descriptive and narrative, it

is not committed to words and defini

tions, and thus leaves an open field for

discussion. Modern talkativeness is

playing unduly round all the arts. A

strenuous effort is making in Germany

to reduce orchestral music into an equiv

alent of 6peech and action. But no

translation is possible of music, as of

painting. Music does not deal with vis

ible things. The feelings and thoughts

that it conveys are like those of animals
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—without words to express them. Mu

sic describes only as emotions and cries

describe. For language is by no means

coextensive with our consciousness. A

professional wine -taster once told me

that he could discriminate a thousand

flavors in wines : of course these impres

sions far outran the range of his words

for expressing them. The subtler expres

sions of music outrun the vocabulary

further than this. Nor do any two minds,

however similarly or highly cultivated in

music, receive the same impressions from

the same composition. Music, in short,

is wholly uncompliant to the interpre

tative theorists, and she will continue to

guard her delicate secrets. Were it oth

erwise, her fountain of beauty would be

stilled : we should then attend logically

to symphonies, and listen to serenades

in a mood of exegesis.

In painting, the doctrine of descriptive

realism is particularly strong in the mind,

where it adapts itself at once to the moral

hias. When the Anglo-Saxon critic asks

whether a picture is "true" art or not, he

is not so likely to put his question in the

critical tone as in that of a parent who

suspects that his child has told a lie.

To him the painting is good or bad in

the sense of being morally virtuous or

vicious : he finds it difficult to discrim

inate art from ethics, the painter from

the preacher. Ruskin, in his earlier

writings, was a sad offender in this

matter. His raptures over "truth" and

"falsehood" are perplexing to one who

has not disowned his love for beauty.

Believing in art for its own sake, the

student darkly follows his master's gui

dance in Venetian churches, and gazes

with disappointment on the dim or

mystical canvases which in Ruskin's

pages are certified to glow with immor

tal light.

3. The third leading idea of modern

criticism is sufficiently familiar. It is

that the artist himself is a chief source of

interest in a work of art—a larger factor

in the product than mere truth or accu

rate imitation. We inquire what associ

ations, training, sympathies, beliefs, have

helped or hindered the artist or are sug

gested in his work. It is these qualities

that give even to imitative art its inter

est. We do not admire Paul Potter's bull

at The Hague simply because the like

ness has been carried so far. Did like

ness explain our admiration, the paint

ing would not be more remarkable than

the subject itself. Why do we admire the

painting more than the animal which it

represents ? Because the former is man's

creation — because it expresses human

effort and success. We fellowship with

the artist : we inquire how much of his

nature is expressed in his work, what

sort of experience is described in the

poem or in the painting, what passions

are intimated in the overture. We are

not content to see bare memoranda of

color, form, sound in the work of art.

Mere transcription does not satisfy us :

tinted statues and deceptive stuccoes are

often repulsive. In good art we attend

to the cause as well as to the appear

ance: we try to see through the work

to the artist, to feel our own kindred

with the underlying genius. It is with

a fraternal curiosity that we trace the

movements of the creative spirit beneath

the work. When we recognize this

source of interest, we begin to perceive

the complexity of our concern in beauty,

and how insufficient are all single and

simple theories of art.

4. A corollary of this idea is, that in

order to know the work we must know

the personality of the artist. His descent

and parentage, his education, his career,

all the circumstances by which he has

been developed or repressed, are of the

first interest to the critic who wishes to

know the root as well as the flower.

Without any direct knowledge of the

producer, the critic may, of course, ac

cording to his ability, learn to understand

the product, as one makes out the au

thenticity of an undated manuscript.

But life is too short for the modern critic

to neglect the aid that acquaintance with

the artist's personality gives. This know

ledge opens a shorter and surer path to

the knowledge of the work : it is direct

sight added to theory. As a practical

means of criticism this method is partic

ularly associated with the memory of

Sainte-Beuve.
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It seems to some an unfair thing to

inquire into the life and character of the

artist when it is a judgment upon his

works that is sought. But such an in

quiry is not properly directed toward

moral praise or blame. The censorship

of character is a private affair. The pas

sionate desire to pass moral sentence

upon others, that desire so fruitful of

evil, has been particularly baneful in

criticism. Religionists, perceiving the

artist's personal belief or skepticism in

matters of creed, overlook his merit in

beauty, and assail his character by way

of criticism, The critic has to apply, on

the contrary, knowledge and sympathy :

he is to understand, not to denounce.

He cannot too constantly bear in mind

that from the critical point of view the

artist's character is not a proper subject

for praise or blame.

Another idea connected with this

branch of the subject has not been

enough insisted upon. It is this : that

the critic should give methodical study,

not only to the artist and to his work,

but to himself. He should endeavor to

define the nature of his own endow

ment, to know the instrument with which

he works, the biases and limitations, as

well as the strong points, of his own fac

ulties, of his nature and education. This

duty is recognized clearly enough in

other kinds of work than critical. In

law or medicine the practitioner fails

who does not learn to question his ipse

dixits. More than other men the critic

is called upon to know himself. He

needs to apply the subtlest personal cor

rections to his thought, to recognize the

secret prejudices of his constitution. But

thus to distinguish the personal and ac

cidental in one's thought from that which

is of general significance can only be the

result of profound and difficult culture—

one which can perhaps never be attained

as long as human knowledge and cha

racter remain fragmentary. The ad

mirable criticism of Goethe, Sainte-Beuve

or Taine sometimes approaches this

standard, while the inferior critical work

is less interesting for light and justness

than for what it reveals of the personal

characteristics of the critic. A nearer

approach to unbiased thought is dual

tinual aspiration of the mind

leading want of modem ericas:, ^

it can only be made after a pittrs<

sideration of the principles now a

review.

5. If I were writing for thai i

public of Utopia which it is so hd

keep relentlessly non-existent it 1

thought, I should ask the critic a

author to make common cause >j

reader in the effort after the best J

standing. Why should he not erp

himself, his personality, as distinct ij

his writings ? For after the literi'j

ist even shall have added ne» s<

or cultures to his own, as Tains fi

upon him to do, he cannot quite ail

the old mind: he remains to ail

under the influence of that aa

familiar : he cannot escape his Ml

biases. Goethe tells us that «* al

step off from our own shados, '

not, then, describe it freely to es.I

call the reader, at least in disc^

that concern the higher culture i

frank council concerning the grH

of his opinions ? We may imajaei

an Utopian, anxious before aD iiegi

be just, as carefully defining his ca

dent relations to culture. Sup?;:,

instance, the historian of some *

debated epoch to describe him*:i

prefatory note as follows. " My 21

tors," he might tell us, "camefroel

land to America in an early colosv;!

the blood became Puritan. I » I

of it, not in New England, be *

household of refinement in the r#

whither my parents had emigre

came to this country to be educed

the schools which are here terffldt

leges and universities. Before thK >

ever, even in childhood, my mWl

turned away, quite instinctively. 1

Calvinism, in spite of evangefcoi I

ccpts." Would not such a susrS

even as brief as this, give a free fM

of the historian's mould of though. *

as we might not get at all. orosJr'

difficulty, by reading his boob: 1

suppose, further, that the historiaa-'i*

tell us of his temperament, his sj«

training, his literary tastes. It e e™*
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I think, that this description would be a

great aid to the critical reader ; and it

is only to the critical, ingenuous reader

that I commend these Arcadian ameni

ties. Doubtless such a confession would

be imperfect, inaccurate, in part mislead

ing. But it would help the reader more

than the writer could know. For the

sympathetic critic it would be full of

invisible writing between the lines. The

commonplaces of our thoughts about

ourselves are to others the keys of our

character.

At present, indeed, the men of the

highest culture are often the bitterest

wranglers. Is it a visionary hope that

new sincerity is to come into literature,

new ingenuousness, with the further

growth of culture ? There seems at least

to be a tendency to abandon, in modern

writing, the obscurantist and anony

mous styles. In countries like England

anonymous authorship is still necessary,

because there so much account is taken

of the personal station of the writer that

he is generally fain to conceal it. In

France, on the contrary, people care

more for the thought than for the think

er's position, and the author is not deter

red from signing his own name, even in

journalism. The classic writers did not

know the anonymous, and perhaps one

day we may become as genuine as they.

The anonymous is the modern relic of

the Delphic oracle.

More than this : a tolerably full esti

mate of one's own work, if it could be

kept from degenerating into mere ego

tism, might serve in other ways— in

directly practical ones which all readers

would appreciate. It would help our

choice or avoidance of books to be read.

Some persons it would attract to new

thoughts, to works that are the outcome

of mental attitudes quite foreign to them,

the outgrowth of exceptional histories.

Or the author's confession would be a

warning, would indicate vices of method

or of mental constitution. We all of us

lave to waste some time in finding out

that a book is bad ; and it is not to be

hoped that all of the long-eared will

wnte themselves down in Dogberry's

registry. But a prefatory hint would be

Vol. XIII —13

useful, and quite legitimately it might

warn the reader that the ground of the

thought was familiar, a region that he

need not explore a second time.

I have no doubt that this will seem

visionary enough to any reader, and per

haps it is so. Few superior minds, it

may be presumed, would be willing to

describe themselves thus formally. Even

Rousseau, who has done it, whose Con

fessions confess more than any others,

says in his letters that "we should argue

with the wise, never with the public."

At this point the line should be drawn :

the Utopian preface should be written

for the wise alone—certainly few others

would care to read it. But entire candor

of purpose and of acceptance in thought

are not as yet tiresomely common, and

it is not to be feared that estimable crit

ics or authors will embarrass the confes

sional. Nor will the significant law of

"reticence" in art be forgotten. Even

symbolism and dark sayings have, though

rarely, their uses in modern literature,

and one of these is their intimidation of

writers who would force their confidences

upon their public—who insist on explain

ing their self-consciousness as they write.

I will not undertake to predict that the

preface of the future will be a biography.

One drawback to this scheme, indeed, I

will mention for fairness' sake. It is

this: that self-description of even the

wisest sort would impair the author's re

sources of literary stratagem. By liter

ary stratagem I mean what is familiar to

popular writers and speakers—the effort to

change people's opinions without alarm

ing their prejudices or superstitions. One

can hardly open, for instance, an Eng

lish periodical of the present day with

out seeing latent meanings on each page,

cloaked thoughts that popular timidity

or convention will not permit to be

spoken out. It is a common remark

that Anglo-Saxons do not, as a race, care

for things of the intellect for their own

sake ; and we have just noticed that the

English have to retain the anonymous

in journalism. This timidity is terribly

clogging. Any one who has tried to

discuss controverted points in ethics

knows that it is not easy to get a hear
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ing by the public. He is met either by

neglect or by contumely. It is the old

moral timorousness of the race, from

which no reformer can awake us. We

are afraid to speak our secret convictions :

we are even afraid to hear another speak

them. Now, the radical critic, unless he

has rare polemic talent, can gain over

these timid or indifferent people only by

stratagem. He must employ artifices :

he comes stealthily upon his reader with

his thought. Often he learns to gener

alize his statements, to speak from a little

cloud of poetic mysticism. I think that

the mysticism of Emerson's style, for in

stance, was not wholly native and spon

taneous to him. But his intuitions told

him, and rightly, that without it he could

not gain his just influence : our com

munity would deny him a hearing if he

should begin by telling us bluntly what

he thought. The most conscientious

readers are often the most bigoted. In

order not to provoke the needless en

mity of these good people, Emerson

employed an exquisite obscurantism in

his style. Persons of mature prejudices

passed him by as incomprehensible.

They did not take the trouble to under

stand him : they took up the cudgels

and quarreled with enemies whose weap

ons were coarse, but far less dangerous

than Emerson's enchanted lance. But

the young, meanwhile, the ardent and

delicate spirits of the times, were reading

his sayings with glowing hearts. In them

they found the coolness, the freedom, the

mystery of Nature : his sentences seem

ed to flow down from the mountain

springs. Emerson's thought was attend

ed to : it gained its deserved influence,

and has colored the better character of

America. It was the triumph of wise

method. I do not say that here a wise

method was all. Only genius could have

wrought so admirable a weapon as Em

erson's style. But it was this that gave

him opportunity. A categorical clear

ness in his first volume would have been

ruinous. If vulgar people had known

what he meant, he would have been

whirled away into their gulfs of contro

versy, and we should have lost Emerson

and the best of New England culture.

Perfect literary ingenuousness, then,

may sometimes defeat itself, for it may

offend the readers with whom we may

wish to keep the peace, and, more than

this, it may cut off from good intellectual

influences persons who are capable of

receiving them, but who are timid read

ers and thinkers; and how many such

timid souls remain to be freed ! Again,

there are people who are so fortified in

their prejudices that one cannot even

bring them face to face with their enemy

the fact, except by stealing upon them

through concealed parallels. When noth

ing else will help them, must we deny

them the benefits of conquest ? I am

not so sanguine as to think that all the

cities of the Philistines can be taken.

That hope, like most of the ideas of

most reformers, comes from an unten

able optimism. The world must still be

full of persons who do not care for the

things of the intellect, whose life is main

ly of the senses. But they need not he

quite shut out from intellectual grace. In

such ways as that which I have mention

ed, and with conscientious craft, let us

hope that we may dexterously ensnare

some of the best of them. The necessi

ty for conciliation will diminish in time,

while the uses of reticence and of sym

bolism can never be superseded. The

author will still take care not to frighten

away the coy spirits of his art by too

much definition — not to unsoil his ger-

minant creations in the act of sprouting.

At this point reappears the main idea

with which we set out, that works of art,

in a word, like men, like institutions, are

to be studied as parts of the web of phe

nomena. This last contribution to the

theory of criticism is of the first import

ance. Valid criticism must henceforth

take account of the doctrine of evolution.

But in using it we must guard against

the fatal habit of vague generalizing.

General principles, in the practice of art

or of criticism, are not to be built up

confidently from within : to be worth

anything they must be based upon oh

servation, and take hints and corrections

from constant outward example ; and in

the domain of art this is lacking to us

as yet. Good criticism is only possible
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upon a foundation of abundant know

ledge. Without this the finest critical

faculty spends itself in vain, as it must

continue to do for a long time yet in

America.

After all is said, and the analysis is

pushed to the utmost, both critic and

artist should lay theory aside at times—

should permit the moist light to fill their

thought. Great things are not done in

art by theory. "There is no excellent

heauty that hath not some strangeness

of proportion," says Bacon ; and it is

this strangeness of proportion that comes

not by taking much thought, and that is

incommunicable by words. To attain it

the artist may need to slight his thought,

to abdicate, however briefly, in favor of

pure sentiment and childlike sympathy.

And how else can the critic understand

and rightly renew for us those rich and

hlooming lives which have left their

flower in art and history ? How else

shall we retain due reverence for the

true artist — for him who has wrought

purely and faithfully in the domain of

heauty ? No analysis will reduce men of

genius to labeled specimens. Something

of the primitive wonder of creation shines

through each creative spirit. With such

natures for his study, the critic should

have not only the most perceptive, but

the most spiritual, of minds : his analysis

shows him beauty everywhere, as under

a clear sun the sharp eye will see in a

particle of the wayside mud a million

iridescent points of color.

Such a critic, such a reader, will not

dread to know the artist personally. That

reluctance belongs to Northern natures.

Why should we look for phylacteries and

the ceremonial law when we meet the

gifted one ? If we are disappointed in

the person of the poet or the painter

whose work we have truly admired, we

may be sure that the blame is ours—

that our insight lacked the sympathy to

discern in him the finer nature from

which he wrought. Not the less is the

finer nature there, though it may be hid

den from us. Let us cherish an un-

soiled reverence for him who has ad

dressed our deeper life. The source

cannot be lower than the fountain ; and

if we should find our benefactor garru

lous or trifling or morbid in his moods,

let us not be shaken. It is rather our

fault: we lack the divining-rod that is

necessary to reveal the spring.

Titus Munsen Coan.

ON THE ROCKS:

A ROMANCE OF THE AUSABI.E LAKES.

ELIZABETH sat in the narrow stern

of the canoe, looking dreamily into

the west, the paddle with which she had

heen trying to steer drooping idly from

her grasp. She made a pretty picture

enough as she sat there, the rich bloom

of her complexion deepened by the ruddy

light that bronzed her dark-brown hair

and'brought out the slender grace of her

youthful figure in bold relief against the

sky. Her clear gray eyes, wide open

and innocent as a child's, had a dreamy

softness in them now, heightened by the

long sweep of the black lashes. "All

was conscience and a tender heart,"

thought her lover as he watched her from

the centre of the boat, where he was

curled up with the large-eared, melan

choly dog whose duty it was to track the

deer. In the bow of the boat, pulling

easily with the pivoted oars, sat the

guide, a tall, lithe young fellow, whose

muscles were steel and whalebone, and

whose free and powerful attitudes recall

ed the figures upon the frieze of the Par

thenon. Another boat or two followed,
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full of merry voices, just far enough away

to be voices and nothing more.

It was a lovely scene into which those

arrowy boats were floating. The lake

lay nearly all behind them, warm with

the last glow of the sunset. The woods

lining the indented shores were fast

gathering the darkness into their fragrant

depths ; the coolness of night was set

tling down upon the little bays and

coves, where the clear-cut reflections of

the overhanging trees were fading into

indistinguishable shadow; and the faint

sweet chirp and rustle of nestling birds

fell occasionally upon the attentive ear,

mingled with the gentle plash of the lit

tle waves upon the pebbly shore. Be

hind the woods rose the great mountains,

the sharp saw-teeth of the Restigone

range cutting jagged outlines against

the sky, and repeating themselves in the

clear water far below.

As the boat approached the southern

end of the lake, and went hissing through

the yellow lily-pads, beloved of the deer,

and all nibbled by their sharp little

teeth, a narrow winding river suddenly

appeared to tempt the explorers on.

They had hardly entered the inlet when

through a gap in the eastern crest of the

mountains shone the full moon, lending

a new enchantment to the scene. The

quivering beams threw delicate waver

ing bridges across the river, and turned

into frosted silver the long tresses of gray

moss that hung down from the gnarled

old cedars standing up in stalwart black

ness, solemn pyramids of shadow. The

boat drifted on past a higher peak, and

the moon was hidden again, leaving

only a vague reflection, like a half-lost

memory, to suffuse the air.

And so the shy Diana played the co

quette with them among the mountains,

now revealing herself in all her splendor,

lighting up every twig of the trees and

every rock that peered above the sur

face of the river, and then disappearing

again, to leave a sense of diviner mys

tery behind. As the warm tints died out

of the sky and the moonlight strength

ened, the ghosts that haunted the river

stole out—white wreaths of mist that

swirled in ever-changing circles over its

surface, and danced a phantom walti

upon the smooth dark water. The rag

ged cedars of the banks vanished in

their vapory embraces as the mists

wreathed about their topfnost twigs or

crawled, like airy serpents, from bough

to bough.

"We have come into another world,"

thought Elizabeth as she drank in the

beauty of the moonlight, the wreathing

silver mists, the glistening leaves, the

solemn blackness of the water, and the

whole indescribable charm of the scene.

And her dreamy eyes strayed from the

figure of the guide, sitting dark and si

lent as an Indian in the prow, to fall with

a sudden shock of vague surprise upon

the young man at her feet, serenely

smoking a precautionary cigar, with his

arm round the hound's slender neck.

A strange revulsion of feeling thrilled

her heart as she caught the glance of his

smiling, confident eyes. A vague im

pulse of resistance and rebellion seemed

to shake her soul—resistance and rehel

lion against what, she scarcely knew.

She had indeed drifted into another

world, nor could she account to herself

for the waywardness of her mood. Her

past life suddenly rose before her eyes

as a distinct reality, which for the first

time she recognized in all its subtle re

lations to her future. A young girl of

thoroughly healthy nature, with a sense

of life and bounding energy in every

vein, suddenly transported to the free

life of the wilderness, she felt like the

Arabian princess who was wafted in the

night to the antipodes. She had been

nearly two months among the woods

and hills, and Bryan had only joined her

three days before. Not even the familiar

faces of the party of old friends with

whom she had traveled into the wilder

ness had been able to preserve around

her an atmosphere of home. The free

fresh life in the open air, with the routine

of ordinary existence swept away, and a

new social scale introduced, wherein the

most perfect physique stood uppermost

in value, had interposed a chasm between

her and her old life, across whose breadth

she looked at her former self with a new

consciousness. Most of us have known

i
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such moments, when we seemed to see

our own lives and those nearest to us

spread out before us in their real relations

to each other, as a traveler ascending a

mountain suddenly turns and realizes all

the ground he has been over.

"It is like our life, Bryan, this river,"

murmured Elizabeth dreamily. "We go

on almost in the dark, and then all at

once the moon shines down upon us and

we seem to see everything in a new way."

Bryan laughed lightly. In fact, he

was amused at this sudden moralizing

from his little lady-love, this grave as

sumption of a philosophy he thought

belonged to older heads than hers.

Elizabeth was hurt by the laugh, and

looked away from him with dignified

severity. Was it possible that she was

just learning to know him rightly—that

he was as insignificant an idler as he

looked to be beside the sturdy figure

of the guide ? For Bryan was no ath

lete, it must be confessed, but of short,

slight figure, scarcely taller than Eliza

beth herself, his light hair and drooping

moustache failing to add any element

of power to the refinement expressed by

his whole person and manner. His clear

eyes and the warm clasp of his hand

told of truth, courage, and sympathy,

hut a lazy grace, a languid elegance, was

the first noticeable thing about him. He

was the flower of a refined civilization,

the representative of its highest culture,

arrested just on the edge of excess. One

shade more of delicate precision in voice

and dress and manner would have ruin

ed the gentleman and substituted the

prig. Elizabeth's life had been so inti

mately interwoven with his since their

childhood that they had grown up into

an engagement as naturally as some

children grow up into a profession.

Sorely against Elizabeth's secret desire,

it must be said, for the romantic little

maiden was greatly given to musings

over her destiny, and had arranged for

herself no such humdrum affair as a

marriage with a man whom she had

known from boyhood, and of whom all

her friends approved. She had leanings

toward the mysterious and terrific, and

secretly intended to be seized by a sud

den passion for some superb and irresist-

: ible hero, who was to take her heart by

storm, and turn her life upside down in

a twinkling. She even hoped, in her

innocent soul, that he would have an

awful history. It was a stern and gloomy

being, to rule her with a master hand

and inspire her with delicious tremors of

admiring awe, that she thought she

wanted.

As she sat in the boat and dreamed,

looking loftily over the unconscious Bry

an who had offended her, and whose

idle grace seemed to her at this moment

most exasperating, her abstracted gaze

fixed itself again upon the guide. He

was a splendid study for any one, artist

or philosopher, interested in the finest

possible development of the human ani

mal. He had the light and graceful

strength, with somewhat of the profile,

of the Apollo, the swift, silent step of a

panther, the keen eye of a hawk, the

dark clustering hair and rich glowing

tint of an Italian. He had a certain re

finement of manner withal, which seem

ed more than his physical beauty to set

him apart from his fellows. Bella Thorn

ton called him " the Prince," and amused

herself and her party by wild specula

tions as to his probable identity with the

lost Dauphin. Elizabeth smiled rather

vaguely at these pleasantries : they seem

ed to her somehow to trespass upon very

personal ground, and to be flavored by

a slight freedom which she unconsciously

resented. For Nelson had been her fa

vorite guide and devoted servant (as far

as his extreme modesty would permit)

all summer, and she accepted his service

with the serene gravity of a young prin

cess to whom service is familiar, and re

paid him by an ever-increasing depend

ence upon that service. Now Bryan had

arrived, to whom such duties of right

belonged, and "the Prince" modestly

withdrew still further into the back

ground.

And Elizabeth found herself resenting

the change. Her love for Bryan was

like an underground river, leading an

unsuspected existence far beneath the

surface of her consciousness. It was so

blended with all her past that she did
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not realize how entirely it had permeated

and colored her whole inner life. She

missed the help of Nelson's strong arm,

sure foot, quick eye, and found Bryan

awkward and careless. When she re

proved him—somewhat pettishly, it must

be confessed—he took her sovereign dis

pleasure with such a light-hearted care

lessness, such an easy penitence, that

she felt almost insulted and very much

aggrieved.

So the swift oars with their rhythmic

beat swept steadily on down the wind

ing inlet again, and back to the camp,

with its great fire blazing up afresh to

welcome them. Can there be anything

more beautiful in the world than a camp-

fire in the woods at night ? Against the

dark background of the mysterious forest

the eager tongues of flame leap into the

air like hissing snakes, a thousand sparks

sail up among the stars in the black sky,

and the glowing heart of the fire burns

with ever-changing brightness as the

snowy crests and ridges of the ashes

crumble and fall away. Strange forms

come out among the brilliant masses in

the central fire—eyes of lurid light, rud

dy serpents that curl over in graceful

curves to fall in and be lost, little 'foun

tains of blue flame that bubble up like

miniature geysers and are gone again,

while the knots and knobs of the red

logs flash brighter than rubies.

Round this centre of attraction the

merry party were grouped, the bright

colors of the ladies' dresses giving a pic

turesque and gypsy-like character to the

scene, which was furthermore heightened

by the cluster of guides seated at a little

distance smoking the pipe of peace,

while stretched in the broadest glow lay

the melancholy hound and chased im

aginary deer, convulsive starts and

twitches of his legs and queer half-

strangled barks betraying the subject of

his dreams.

"Was there ever such a life as this?"

exclaimed Bella Thornton, with the en

thusiasm of youth and high spirits—" to

be all day long in the open air, among

such magnificent scenery, and then in

the evening to lie before the fire and

watch those lovely sparks !"

"She refers to you and me, Bryan,"

insinuated her cousin Fred. "I am not

surprised : I have been expecting some

such tribute of admiration. Our poses

are not classic, it is true, but then how

unstudied !" and Fred fondly contem

plated his muddy boots, raised to a level

with his eyes, as he lay before the fire.

"The life wouldn't be so bad." said

Mrs. Thornton (rather too elderly and

fastidious a matron for camp-life), "if it !

were possible to be clean—and to eat—

and to sleep," she added reflectively as

the various inconveniences of the situa

tion rose before her eyes.

" You ungrateful woman !" rejoined he:

husband, a big, burly, fresh-looking man,

with an aspect of well-being that made

it a comfort to look at him. "What

can you say about eating after that din

ner? Beef soup, broiled trout, broiled

pork, broiled chicken, raspberry pie,

bread and butter, cheese, doughnuts,

maple-sugar, and a cup of tea—what

could you want more ?"

"Well, I confess that sounds well,"

said Mrs. Thornton, "but it would he

pleasanter not to have one's water and

tea and beef soup all out of the same

tin cup ; and I could wish that we hadn't

forgotten the spoons : one spoon for five

is rather short allowance."

" Pooh, pooh, my dear ! That's noth

ing!" rejoined her husband. "When

you live in the woods—"

"You must do as the woodens do,"

struck in Fred. "And I'm sure, my

dear aunt, that you can have nothing to

say about your bed, for Bryan and I

took all the sticks out of the ladies' side

of the camp this morning, and put in

about a foot of fresh balsam boughs."

"My dear boy, it's my private belief

that those balsam boughs are changed

into kindling wood during the night, for

anything more rasping to the feelings

before morning I never lay upon. I am

so full of aches and pains when I get up

that it seems as if Saint Lawrence's grid

iron must have been a feather bed in

comparison."

"But yet, auntie dear," said Elizabeth,

"what a freshness and strength there is

in the air ! and what a new life we seem
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to have ! When I think of our narrow,

cramped-up houses in the city, and of

the thoroughly artificial life we lead

there, and then of these mountains and

woods and waterfalls, and of the health

and vigor that we enjoy among them, it

seems to me that we should never leave

this camp. What can we see so beau

tiful as that fire, in town ?"

"Yes, and then to be spared all the

trouble of dressing !" said Bella reflect

ively, who affected more elaborate toi

lettes at home than any of her set.

"For my part," said Bryan, "I agree

with Tennyson—

Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay.

The existence we lead here is a purely

animal existence, and would inevitably

hrutalize us if we pursued it very long."

"Oh, do you call us brutes ?" exclaim

ed Bella, with a scandalized expression :

"we have been here nearly two months,

you know."

"My dear Bella," answered Bryan

(who was wont to assume a fatherly tone

in talking to all young girls), "that is

such an awfully feminine way of taking

what I said ! You come here a party of

cultivated people, with your minds en

riched and your perceptions quickened,

and you are naturally impressed with the

beauty of the scenery and the poetic

side of all around you. I agree with

Mrs. Thornton that one has to put up

with a great deal of discomfort, and I

confess that I cannot believe the effect

of a rough life to be, in the long run,

ennobling."

"Oh, Bryan !" exclaimed Elizabeth re

proachfully. " Look at these men here

—look at Nelson, for instance," she add

ed with a sudden flush as her earnest

eyes kindled : " see how strong and

hrave and handsome he is, how sure

footed and keen-sighted !"

"Yes, and how graceful and polite!"

added Bella : "the Prince's manners are

really wonderfully distinguished."

" Precisely. You see he is an excep

tion to the ordinary class of guides : you

confess it yourselves," said Bryan. " But

take even your exception as an instance.

Here is a man acknowledged to be the

best possible type of his class: how

much do you suppose he knew or felt of

the beauty of our sunset and moonlight

row to-night, for instance ? How much

does he think about the places he takes

us to because it is his business ? What

sort of companion would he make for

either of you young ladies, suppose you

had to be left alone with him upon a

desert island, for example ?"

"Well, I'm inclined to think they'd

be a deal better off than if they trusted

to your tender mercies, Keith," said Mr.

Thornton with a laugh. "When it comes

to a question of desert islands, I'd rather

have a guide for a companion than a

mere philosopher and friend like you."

Bryan joined good-humoredly in the

laugh, and turning to Nelson, who had

just then come up to them bearing a

great log for the fire, he asked him what

he thought of the two Ausable lakes, and

which he liked best. Nelson, very much

abashed at being questioned before so

many "city folks," colored and fidgeted,

and "didn't know as he knew."

" Oh, but you must have some notion,"

said Bryan. " Don't you like one better

than the other ?"

"Wal," said Nelson hesitatingly, "the

lower lake is more precipitately wild, but

then this one is a nicer kind of place for

ladies ; and then there's more trout to be

got out of the spring-holes here."

"What were you thinking of this even

ing, Nelson, when we were rowing up the

inlet?" asked Bella: "you were looking

very serious about something."

" I dunno as I had anything pertickler

on my mind more'n another," said Nel

son with a smile, "except I was tryin' to

make out whether we'd pork enough for

breakfast in the mornin', or whether I'd

best go home for more provisions."

"Well ?" said Bryan to Elizabeth with

an expressive lift of his eyebrows.

But Elizabeth did not answer: she

was doggedly pushing little sticks into a

soft cushion of moss beside her, and

seemed to find the occupation very in

teresting.

Bryan looked at her for a moment in

silence. Her face flushed a little under

his scrutiny, but she still did not look
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up. He leaned over to her on his elbow,

and said in a low tone, so that she alone

could hear, "My darling, do you know

you have not given me a look or a smile

this evening ?"

"Why have you talked so, then ?" said

Elizabeth. "What right have you to

call that poor man up and draw him out

to laugh at him ? Is poetry the only

good thing in the world, do you think ?

and would you be much better satisfied

if he went into raptures over the sunrise

in the morning and forgot to get your

breakfast ? I have noticed that all you

aesthetic people arc very dependent upon

your daily bread," she continued with a

scornful little laugh ; " and for my part I

think it is as beautiful and as poetic to

think about our duty, as Nelson did, as

—about anything else," she ended ab

ruptly, with a shamefaced blush at her

own eloquence.

" My dearest, why this righteous indig

nation ?" said Bryan calmly. " I am not

aware that I have advanced any pecu

liarly vicious proposition. I have simply

asserted that this mode of life was not

calculated to foster the poetic sensibil

ities ; and I think the young person there,

in whom you seem to take so warm an

interest, has sufficiently proved the truth

of my remark. I am sorry if I have

offended you, and am quite unconscious

of any intention to do so. Make it up—

won't you ?—and I'll promise to consider

your long - legged friend an embryo

Joaquin Miller, if you choose."

There was something in the quiet lazi

ness of Bryan's tone that stung Elizabeth

to the quick. Moreover, no woman can

endure to hear the object of her tempo

rary aiimiration named slightingly, even

by the permanent possessor of her heart.

" Bryan, I think you are determined

to misunderstand me," she cried des

perately. " I cannot tell you how it pains

me, this mocking tone of yours. You

are never in earnest : you seem to care

only for pleasure; and I really think I—

I am going to bed." As if in despair of

a successful climax to her indignation,

she retreated from the field with flushed

cheeks and shining eyes, Bella following

wonderingly in the rear.

Bryan's nature was far too sweet to

be ruffled by this little outburst, but, al

though he made large allowances for the

incomprehensibleness of the sex, he nev

ertheless pondered perplexed over his

final cigar, wondering how much the

ostensible cause of dispute really had to

do with Elizabeth's present mood. He

had learnt from past experience the ral

uable lesson that a woman's actions are

rarely, if ever, the result of their appa

rent cause.

" Fred," said Bryan at last, as the lin

gering sweetness of the final cigar could

be no longer prolonged, " what is your

opinion of the mysterious subject, Wo

man ? Young men of your years have

usually a freshness of perception and a

fund of information upon the interesting

topic that we reverend seniors strive

after in vain. Give us the benefit of

your youthful sharpness of vision, my

dear boy."

"Well," replied Fred, with that de

lightful confidence which has its fullest

bloom between the ages of seventeen

and twenty-five, " I must say / don't

consider women such difficult conun

drums as some people pretend they are.

Of course there's a great difference in

them, you know. There's Bella, for in

stance : once let her get up a tree, you

know, and I defy anybody to make head

or tail of what she wants or what she

doesn't want till she chooses to tell you.

And then there's Elizabeth, you know,

just as serene and straightforward as a

mill-pond : anybody can make her out

in a minute, you know."

" Oh !" murmured Bryan reflectively.

"Hum!—yes. Thank you, my boy ! I

think I'll go to bed."

And silence settled over the camp, and

all was quiet on " Paradise " Lake.

The next morning dawned bright and

beautiful, and everybody was astir be

times, for the word was given to return

through the lower lake, or " Purgatory,"

toward the regions made classic by the

unhesitating pen of Murray. Mrs.

Thornton had had enough of the gen

uine wilderness, and desired to descend

gracefully through the moderate rough

ness of Martin's and Paul Smith's to
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the suavity of Schroon Lake and Sara

toga.

Elizabeth seemed to have recovered

her mental balance in the sweet morn

ing air, and was kind and gracious as

ever, though there was a wistful ques

tioning in her eyes occasionally, as she

chatted gayly with Bryan, that implied

a restlessness not yet quite appeased.

With the quick revulsion of a generous

nature, she seemed to be doing her best

to make up for her harshness of the

night before, and Bryan eagerly accept

ed the implied amende.

Then they plunged into the wonderful

irest between the two lakes, with all its

ariety of scenery, changing from cool

ihady depths of woodland, where they

wound along the narrow trail in Indian

file, to broad open glades streaming with

sunny heat, where the purple thistles,

covered with bees and butterflies, brush

ed against their shoulders, and the tall

hrakes, with their spreading fronds,

waved high above their heads. Here

the air was heavy with the scent of

mauve-tinted orchids, and the rank veg

etation all aflame with brilliant berries

of all colors strung upon light sprays of

leaves or bristling on stiff stems along

the path. Great heads of purple ascle-

pias nodded in the breeze, and long star

ry wreaths of clematis stretched from

hough to bough. Then the trail led

under the dark shade again, to emerge

presently beside the rushing waters of

the Ausable River as it hurried over the

amher-colored rapids to the " Purgatory "

of the lower lake.

Here our party embarked once more,

and slipped through the long winding

channel, among the dead wood that

makes the upper end of the lake so

dreary, out into the open water at last.

Somc swift clouds had come up, the sun

was overcast, and the name of " Purga

tory " seemed well given to those gloomy

shores. On either side, as they looked

down the narrow lake, towered great

mountain-cliffs, all seamed and scarred

hy storms and frost, and but half covered

hy the slender birches that had a pre

carious footing among the rocks. Two

thousand feet above the water rose those

rocky sides, and descended so steeply

that the lake had no perceptible shore.

Halfway down its length upon the west

side the great " Sphinx " rock bent over

the gloomy water, a half-formed sem

blance of a head with sweeping Egyp

tian drapery, the chin resting upon the

breast. The wild desolation of the scene

was hardly heightened by the scream of

a great eagle that swooped down from

the mountain and sailed across the dis

tance. The high and narrow walls, the

ragged edges of the shore piled with

stiff spikes of dead timber whitened by

time and tempest, mixed with the rough

debris of rocks and trees carried down

by slides, and the deep and gloomy, look

of the water, tinged with the leaden color

of the clouds, made up a picture of

dreary and oppressive grandeur and

melancholy. It seemed a mountain-

prison, through whose granite walls no

captive might ever hope to pass.

And yet at the farther end of this

desolate sheet of water lies perdu the

loveliest Naiad of this region, so full of

beautiful lakes and waterfalls. And as

our party toiled up the steep gorge that

leads to the Rainbow Cascade, she burst

suddenly upon them in all her loveliness.

Fancy a mountain-brook, with all its

endless beauty of sparkling rapids and

sunny pools and cloudy depths, coming

down from a steep and narrow gorge

over a hundred feet in height. On one

side the iron-stained rocks, of a rich

dark russet, rise in steps and ledges,

clothed with moss and tufted ferns of

the richest green, bright here and there

with the milky blossoms of the Hous-

tonia, lingering late in the cool and

dewy shadows of the ravine. On the

other side, where the cliff is one sheer

straight wall, falls the Rainbow Cascade,

a thin broad veil of water that scarcely

hides the seams and fissures of the rock

beneath, and at certain hours of the day

catches a rainbow as it strikes upon the

great boulder at its foot. Higher up,

where the narrow walls of the glen meet,

shoots a white and impetuous stream that

forms the brook below, but with all the

greater rush and fury of its leap it can

not rival the myriad charms of that thin
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and wavering veil of water, that in every

bewitching form that falling water can

take makes the rugged crag beautiful.

It seemed to Elizabeth that she could

never tire of watching its infinite variety.

The green and mossy glen, the rich red

color of the rocks, the pure crystal baths

below, the great white clouds that hov

ered upon the brink of the precipice

above, the rush and roar of the upper

fall, the tender sweetness of the misty

air, wrought upon her like a spell. Un

noticed, she stole away from the others,

who were seated at a favorable point of

view below, and began to climb the

steep rocks opposite the fall. Their

step-like formation tempted her on, and,

confident in her sure foot and steady

head, she went higher and higher, never

looking back or down. The exercise

was exhilarating, and the climb pre

sented just enough difficulties to incite

an impetuous spirit to persevere.

Suddenly, Bryan, who had been en

gaged in an earnest dispute with Mr.

Thornton as to the height of the fall,

missed Elizabeth from the group, and

looking hurriedly round, caught sight of

her fluttering drapery high up on the

opposite cliff. He darted up the brook

until he stood just beneath her, and call

ed her gently, for fear of startling her

and causing her to lose her precarious

footing.

Elizabeth turned her head and looked

down at him, her cheek bright with ex

citement, but a troubled look dawning

in her eyes that belied the faint smile

with which she tried to reassure her

lover.

" Elizabeth, my darling, come down

from there : you are enough to frighten

anybody to death. Come down, di

rectly !"

" I can't, Bryan," said Elizabeth in

somewhat unsteady tones: "the last

rock that I stepped on has fallen down,

and I can't get up any higher, because

the cliff hangs over so much just here.

I think I shall have to take root here

and turn into a white birch," she added

with a smile intended to be encouraging,

but which struck Bryan as so pitiful that

he groaned aloud. There she hung upon

the face of the great cliff, her feet upon

a ledge no wider than her shoe, her

hands clutching the stem of a little birch

tree, far too small to do more than help

her to preserve her balance, while fifty

feet below her roared the brook over the

sharp and cruel rocks that formed its

bed.

Bryan hastily began to clamber to

ward her, but his excitement, together

with a natural tendency to dizziness,

soon overcame him. His head whirled,

his senses were confused, the roar of the

waterfall deafened his ears, fire flashed

before his eyes, his knees gave way be

neath him, and he sank down upon a

broad ledge about halfway up the cliff,

completely upset by that physical weak

ness which sometimes conquers the bra

vest spirits, subjecting them to such tor

tures of shame and suffering as they

alone can know.

"Bryan," said Elizabeth — and this

time there was a pleading tone in her

voice that drove him frantic—" are you

not coming to help me ? I am getting

so tired! I don't think I can stand here

much longer."

"God forgive me, my darling, l can

not get to you !" cried Bryan almost

with a sob.

Elizabeth looked down at him, and a

little sigh fluttered wearily from her lips.

It went to Bryan's heart like an arrow,

and he shook himself together for one

more desperate effort. But before he

had time to take the first step Nelson

came bounding past him like a panther,

the stones rattling down under his eager

footsteps.

"Hold on there—I'm coming!" he

shouted as he climbed swiftly up the

rocks.

Elizabeth heard him, and her eye grew

bright and the color came back into the

cheek that was fast growing pale with

weariness and fear.

In a few moments he was on a rock

above her, and leaning over, with one

arm clasped firmly round a sapling,

reached the other hand out toward her:

"Now, then, take firm hold of my hand,

put your foot in that there crack, and I'll

haul ye up."
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Elizabeth grasped the welcome hand

with all her strength, and tried to put

her foot where she was told, but tried in

vain : the crack was too high up for

her to reach it. " I can't do it, Nelson,"

she said. " I never shall get up in that

way."

" Look out there, then !" cried Nelson,

who had comprehended the situation at

a glance ; and swinging down by the

slender but tough sapling, he stood be

side her in an instant, still clasping the

tree.

"Now, do jest as I say," ordered Nel

son, in that tone of authority that com

mands obedience and conquers fear,

"and there ain't a mite o' harm goin' to

come to yer. Put your foot on my knee

—it's jest as steady as that rock "—and

he struck it a mighty blow to prove the

truth of the assertion—"and then on my

arm, and hold on by the sapling: I'll

keep her steady."

Elizabeth, unused to making a ladder

of her fellow-creatures, hesitated and

looked him in the eyes. There was no

shadow of wavering there, and taking

her courage in both hands, as the French

say, she took the first step, those iron

muscles never quivering beneath her

weight. As soon as she was safe upon

the broader ledge above, he climbed up

after her, and then carefully helped her,

by a more roundabout and safer way,

hack to the level of the brook again,

where Bella and Mrs. Thornton, by this

time alive to her peril, received her with

effusion.

All this time Bryan had been sitting

on the rocks, his face buried in his hands,

suffering all the tortures that a brave and

sensitive soul conquered by physical

weakness can alone experience. Self-

contempt, jealousy, despair and longing

raged like a tempest in his heart, and

not until he heard his name shouted re

peatedly by Mr. Thornton, who was im

patient to be on the move again, did he

:ejoin the party.

Elizabeth turned to meet him as he

approached, and he eagerly grasped her

hand and gazed into her clear eyes.

They met his with no shade of resent

ment in their steady depths, only with a

look of compassion and pitiful sweetness

which smote him to the very soul.

" Elizabeth, can you ever forgive me ?"

he whispered : " I never can forgive my

self, dear."

"There was nothing to forgive, Bryan,"

said Elizabeth with a sort of weariness

in her tone. "You couldn't help it if

you were dizzy. But it was very fortu

nate that Nelson came, for I could not

have held there much longer. I think I

am tired now," faltered Elizabeth as she

stretched out her hand. Bryan eagerly

seized it and supported her tenderly along

the rough stones of the brook ; but, al

though she accepted his help with <t

quiet smile, there was ever the same far

away look in her eyes, that seemed to

hold him at a distance.

As they came out upon the lake again,

the clouds had swept away and the sun

was shining brightly. The granite slides

high up on the mountains sparkled like

diamonds, the shimmering birches glis

tened in the fresh breeze that crisped the

waters of the lonely lake, and Purgatory

seemed nearer akin to Paradise. Once

more they plunged into the woods, and

took the rough semblance of a road

leading toward Keene.

All this time Elizabeth was vainly

striving to allay the tumult in her heart,

to find her way out of the labyrinth of

confused sensations and half - formed

feelings that perplexed her. She was

indignant with her own indecision, scorn

ful of her own scorn, not exactly dis

dainful of her lover's weakness, and yet

angry that that weakness should so dis

turb her mind. Her tender conscience

upbraided her for fickleness and indiffer

ence, for wavering in her faith, for harsh

and uncharitable judgments, for unwo

manly insensibility to the love that had

so long been hers. Her perverse spirit

refused to accept the chastening, and

chafed at the bonds it wore. All this

time no conscious thought of Nelson

had come into her mind. Not from

haughtiness, but from very innocence,

she had never put him, even in imagi

nation, upon the same level with Bryan.

He was not a man to her: he was a

guide, one of a class of beings created
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for a special end. Confronted with a

new ideal of manliness, which as yet

she had not realized, her heart was like

a magnetic needle upon one of these

very Adirondack peaks, trembling and

thrown off its balance by the masses of

rough ore beneath it, but true in its effort

to point still to its pole-star. Upon this

unsettled mood, when all the earnest

ness of her nature was roused in the

effort to solve its own perplexities, the

light words of Bryan, prompted by the

very serenity of his temperament, had

struck with a jar, and Elizabeth uncon

sciously resented his want of harmony

with herself.

They were very fine-drawn troubles,

these perplexities of Elizabeth's, you say,

but they were very real ones to her, poor

child ! and loomed up formidably in the

narrow circle of her experience. So that

she stood leaning upon her window-sill

that evening with dewy eyes as she

gazed out toward the purple mountains

and the clear western sky, where one

faint star trembled in the blue. Up from

the brook near by came .Isora, the ro

mantically-named daughter of the house,

bearing a heavy pail of water through

the gathering twilight. The uncertain

light lent a grace to the firm and round

ed figure, and softened the outlines of

her somewhat heavy features. With her

light braided hair she suggested Gretchen

returning from the fountain. As Eliza

beth's vague gaze rested upon her a tall

figure strode swiftly out from the shadow

of the house, and seizing the heavy pail

with one hand, gently embraced the

yielding waist of the pretty water-carrier

with the other, and stooped down to kiss

her. There was no mistaking that sup

ple strength, that careless perfection of

movement. It was a pretty picture

enough : then why did Elizabeth sud

denly start back from the window, while

a burning blush swept over her face and

flushed even the delicate curves of her

neck, as, covered with an indescribable

confusion, she hid her face in her hands ?

A new dawn seemed to have shone upon

her doubting heart, and overcome by a

certain oppressive consciousness, from

which she felt that she must fly, she ran

hastily down stairs and sought refuge

from herself among the party upon the

piazza. Bryan sat upon the lowest step.

| parrying the entreaties of the eager group

who were urging him to sing.

"Oh, here's Elizabeth," cried Bella:

" now we'll have it ! Elizabeth, do please

get Bryan to sing : he's as cross as a

bear about it."

"Will you sing, Bryan, for me ?" ask

ed Elizabeth, with a certain hesitating

tremor in her voice that inspired Bryan

with a new hope. For, sensitive to every

change in Elizabeth's looks or tones, and

filled with angry remorse for his share in

the adventure of the morning, he had

been spending the day in that doubtful

poise between hope and despair which

is itself desperation. But now a certain

tenderness seemed to vibrate in her voice

as she spoke, and when she had seated

herself upon the steps just above him,

and he felt the encouragement of her

presence, he began Blumenthal's beau

tiful song of "The Message."

The clear tones rang through the gath

ering darkness as the song described the

message for the loved one in heaven,

which the lover vainly endeavors to send

thither by bird and cloud, but which,

borne upon a strain of divine music, is

finally wafted through the golden portal.

And as Bryan threw his whole soul

into the words he sang, the message,

with all its passionate pleading, its ten

der urgency, was borne straight to the

heart of her he loved, and Elizabeth felt

her doubts and perplexities dissolving

like the morning mists upon the moun

tains, that stole across the tree-tops and

were gone. Of such intangible vapor

her troubles seemed to have been made,

and as the last notes died away upon the

trembling air, under cover of the dark

ness she crept softly down to her lover's

side. Her hand nestled into his, that

eagerly received it, and as she felt the

earnest clasp of love and friendship a

tender peace fell once more upon Eliza

beth's soul, as the sunshine settles upon

the hillsides after the morning mists

have melted away. Kate Hillard.
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A WINTER THOUGHT.

IN bare, gnarled arms the gaunt trees take

The biting winds with many a shiver—

Keen winds that sweep the land, and shake

In frozen furrows all the smooth sweet bosom of the river.

Bare is the land of bird and flower.

O Mother Earth I art thou forsaken

In this thy darkest, dreariest hour?

Have birds and flowers, with summer airs, their flight unkindly taken ?

And but for this, that in the breast

Of winter the young spring is sleeping,

The briefest insect life were best,

And our life day by day were but a time for hopeless weeping.

But Memory, smiling through her tears,

And wild Hope, whisper unto me,

"Day crowns the springs of all the years,

And glad as thy springs were of old, thy springs again shall be."

Then fast by violet-broidered brims

The frozen river seems to run,

The trees put forth their leafy limbs

To catch the fragrance of the breeze, the warmth of May-day sun.

Martin J. Griffin.

TOWN-PLANTING IN THE WEST.

ONE evening, before Wichita, Kansas,

had realized its hopes of securing a

permanent place upon the map—so long

ago, in fact, as the spring of 1871—a gen

tleman from New York registered his

name at the Harris House, and an

nounced his intention of stopping a few

days in order to see the country, and

perhaps to buy some land in the neigh

horhood. After dinner he sought out the

landlord, and made a special request

that, as he was an Eastern man in search

of experiences, he might have a buf

falo steak served for his breakfast next

morning.

"Buffalo steak ?"

"Yes. It is obtainable, isn't it ? You

can get it here ? I'd be willing to pay

for any extra trouble, you know."

"Oh, no trouble. Fact is, I've not

been able to get anything else for a week

or two past. I was just going to apolo

gize for having given it to you at dinner."

The Eastern man looked as if he

thought himself sold, but still stuck to

his request, because he wanted to know

how buffalo meat tasted when he was

not wrestling with it under the false im

pression that it was Texas cow. And

then, finding the landlord sociable (for

no more genial host than Rouse ever

made his house pleasant for his guests
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at his own loss), he asked if the town

was quiet and orderly.

"Oh yes, perfectly so. You Eastern

men fancy that we arc overrun with

desperadoes out here, but you'll find

Wichita just as peaceful as a man could

wish."

At this point the conversation was

brought to a close by the irruption of a

party of noisy men, of whom the land

lord explained to his guest, as he went to

attend to them, that they were "some of

Curley Marshall's boys."

"And who is Curley Marshall?" asked

the Eastern man of a bystander as he

sat down in a vacant chair.

"Curley is one of our celebrities," was

the reply. " He is to Wichita very much

what Buffalo Bill is to Abilene. Fine

fellow he is, too."

But "the boys" approached, and the

bystander incidentally moved away with

out finishing his eulogy, while the new

comers surrounded the sitter before he

was fully aware of the situation ; and

then he thought he would not seem in a

hurry to get away. When, however, two

of them began to practice broadsword

parries over his head with loaded revol

vers of the "navy" pattern, he changed

his mind about the order of his going,

and slipped out from between them just

as "Long Dan," growing tired of the fun,

cocked his revolver, and, leveling it at

his friend's head, said briefly, "Git out

of this ! Thar's the door."

The other 'weakened a moment and

looked at Dan doubtingly.

" I mean it, by G—— ' You git, or

I'll plug you."

He did "git."

There was laughter from the boys as

Dan looked grimly triumphant and in

vited ' them into the bar-room on his

"shout." "Come on, stranger!" said he

to the Eastern man, seeing that the latter

did not start forward. But the Eastern

man asked to be excused, pleading that

he didn't drink.

"Don't drink ? You won't drink with

me ? Do you mean to insult me ?"

" No, sir, no—surely not. But I never

drink."

" Look here, stranger ! I don't like to

have a man say that he's too good to

drink with me : I'm Long Dan Cowee ;"

and the speaker looked dangerous.

Eastern man thought he had better

drink.

He lagged last in the crowd, however,

and, satisfied that his absence would not

be noted, stole out of the back door and

hung round behind the kitchen until "the

boys " should have gone. Presently he

thought he heard them in the street, and

looked round the corner of the house to

see. There came a bright flash, right in

his eyes, a report, and a handful of shot

rattled against the fence near him, while

with a yell the boys went on down the

street, discharging their pistols into the

air. They had not seen him : the shot

gun was only fired on general principles,

nobody supposing there was a man skulk

ing behind the house who might get hit.

Satisfied by this token that the hotel was

clear, the Eastern man went inside again,

and the landlord presently heard him

booking his name with the stage-agent

to return Eastward the following morn

ing. He said he thought that when he

had realized in consciousness the taste

of buffalo meat, as he hoped to do at

breakfast, he should have had all the ex

periences that he cared for at present.

The landlord expostulated, and assured

him that the unfortunate occurrence of

the evening was very exceptional : some

of Curlcy's friends had " taken posses

sion " of the town that day, but it would

be quiet to-morrow, and probably the

like would never happen again. Nothing

of the sort had happened before since

Ledford was killed, about two months

previously.

"And who was Ledford ?"

Ledford had been the former proprie

tor of the Harris House. At one time a

United States scout, he left the service in

order to "trade" horses across the line

of the "Nation " (the public remembers

that some such traders were hung by

horse-owners in Douglas county), and,

having made enough in that business to

enable him to retire from it, he did so,

married a lovely young wife, and con

tinued to be one of the most prominent

and respected citizens of Wichita until a
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squad of United States cavalry was one

day sent after him, when he showed

fight and was killed.

It was true that such disturbances were

rare in Wichita. At the outset they were

frequent, but then Curley Marshall was

persuaded to accept the office of con

stable, and he kept the village quiet

enough until he got tired of the novelty

and resigned—-an event which had then

recently happened. Whenever any of

his boys took possession of a saloon,

Curley used to enter with a revolver in

each hand and gently tell them to de

part; and they always obeyed. It is

due to the citizens, however, to state that

such vigorous measures were taken soon

after this as were effectual to reduce even

Curley himself to observe the laws when

within the corporate limits.

"You needn't mind Dan Cowee," said

the bystander whom the Eastern man

had before addressed. "He's the best-

natured fellow in the world, you know,

only he likes his fun now and then."

"Well, he -would have shot that man

—wouldn't he ?—if he had not left when

he told him to ?"

"Oh, well! I expect he would: he's

pretty determined."

" If I'm to be shot," said the Eastern

nan, " I'd as lief be shot by the worst-

natured man in the place as by the best-

natured one." And he adhered to his

resolution of going away in the morning,

much to the distress of the land-agents.

But notwithstanding the Eastern man's

conviction that he had had experiences

enough, he made a mistake in not stay

ing a few days longer. Had he done so

he would have been unmolested, and he

might have added to his list the unique

item of a fashionable ball, a description

of which he read afterward in a letter

from a friend who attended it, and who

wrote as follows :

"This is a great place for dances : we

have one a week on an average. The

hall is usually neither extensive nor ele

gant, compared with the frescoed salons

of your ancient metropolis: it will be

perhaps twenty by forty feet on the floor,

and of course not lathed or plastered.

Very possibly, too, the building will be

deficient in braces, and will rock and

creak to the measured but vigorous

bounce and swing of dancers who are

conscientiously doing their level best.

There are no cobwebs pendent from the

rafters—the building is too new for even

the most enterprising spider to have be

gun a web in it yet—nor do I like the

color of new cottonwood lumber as well

as that of a weatherbeaten old barn ;

but in a new country like this one can

not expect to have all that is desirable :

on the prairie one must not look for the

picturesque, or at least, if one does, one

will be badly sold.

" There are but few young ladies here,

and most of them seem to be engaged

as waiters at this and the other hotel.

Fancy a scion of the Knickerbockers an

swering' Beefsteak rare' (which is a joke,

for the buffalo meat here is never cooked

otherwise than like a dry chip) to the

same young lady with whom he waltzes

in the evening ! It is not the same, how

ever, as the same thing would be at the

East. These girls are not Biddies : they

are the daughters of our settlers and

citizens. Women are scarce in this

country, and it is very kind of them to

look after the creature comforts of an

occasional bachelor, as well as to dance

with him. The landlord pays them for

it, I suppose, but one needn't be always

thinking of that, you know.

" At the last ball the ladies' toilettes

were various, and in general effect quite

wonderful, though I am too ignorant to

be able to give any details. My impres

sion is that striped calico and pink and

white muslin were the staple materials,

and that the make-up would have been

called, by the fair dwellers upon the

Hudson, ' horridly countrified.' No mat

ter for that : there were pretty faces, and

some forms which no dress could make

seem ungraceful ; and I think their beaux

were not critical as to costumes.

" As to the gentlemen, the variety and

originality of dress were far more strik

ing. There was Curley Marshall in a

white ruffled shirt (no coat or vest, and,

I believe, no collar), buckskin panta

loons with an ornamental stripe down

the leg, low slippers and fine open-work
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stockings. He carried two navy revol

vers at his belt. There was Major Fitz

gerald, formerly of a Texas Confederate

regiment. 'Fitzy' wore a pink -plaid

calico shirt, elaborately ruffled with white

muslin ; a paper collar and crimson silk

necktie ; no vest ; black velveteen sack-

coat ; and black corduroy pantaloons

inside his boots, which were brightly

varnished and ornamented with inlaid

bars and stars of yellow leather, and a

huge pair of Mexican spurs with bells.

A most gorgeous outfit ! In the same

set with ' Fitzy' stood a bullwhacker just

in on the cattle-trail, clothed in a pre-

ternaturally dirty flannel shirt, which

was open, showing his manly chest as

far down as the waistband of his equally

dirty butternut pantaloons ; and rusty

cowhides, which exhibited his toes, and

from which arose clouds of all the dust

between the Red and the Big Arkansas

whenever he executed a pas seul. There

were, besides, several prominent law

yers, editors, doctors, real-estate agents

and city officials of Wichita. Perhaps

the probable number of these will not

seem so large when you know that ' ed

itor' means also city clerk, postmaster,

United States commissioner and lawyer,

and that all the other lawyers are real-

estate agents and city officers. These

gentlemen appeared in conventional

' biled ' shirts with studs, and gold watch-

chains, and black broadcloth. The rest

of the company you may costume ac

cording to your own fancy.

"And now that I have given you such

a minute account of how they all dress

ed, you want me to tell you how they

danced ? I can't. Just imagine it !"

But those days were not Wichita's

palmiest. Indeed, it was at that time

an open question whether or not there

would be any Wichita beyond a mere

straggling hamlet. The great rush had

been during the previous summer. The

preliminary surveys of the Atchison, To-

peka and Santa Fe Railroad had indi

cated this place—the point where the

Texas cattle-trail to Abilene crossed the

Big Arkansas, and where there was a

supply store for the drovers—as its tem

porary terminus. Of course, within a

few months every claim was taken up

for miles around. Munger and Dutch

Bill had staked off their adjoining

"eighties " into town-lots, the latter gen

tleman donning a black coat and be

coming known thereafter as Mr. Grief-

fenstein, and Wichita boasted of eight

hundred inhabitants, with more coming.

Other towns have done better than that,

but it must be remembered that Wichita

was not yet a terminus—it was only

going to be one, and the railroad was

at a standstill at Emporia, whence lum

ber and groceries had to be brought in

wagons, a seven days' journey. And

Wichita was destined never to be a ter

minus, for the railroad company, seeing

that all the land had been taken there

in advance of their location, wisely de

termined to run where their grant of

alternate sections could be appropriated

without deductions. They swerved north

ward, and started Florence, Newton, and

other towns of their own, much more to

their profit and satisfaction than any

speculation they could have secured in

Wichita. So the place was at this time

as dead as a glass of soda would be the

day after drawing it. It had the sur

rounding country to depend on, to be

sure, and that was enough to ensure it a

reasonably good future ; for the whole

county was well occupied with a class

of settlers who had come there, not to

speculate, but to stay and work. But

this was a very commonplace, humdrum

kind of prosperity, and far from satisfy

ing those who had expected a big prize

in the lottery. They wanted success to

come with a rush, no matter if it soon

left again with a hobble. A prosperity

which required time to grow, just as

other natural products grow, failed to

sustain an undiminished enthusiasm.

The every-day life of the citizens was

not altogether lovely and rose-colored.

The young lawyer, who had come there

with little more than five dollars and his

own brains, found that there was no

money in the county to pay him even

for what slight services the simple state

of society demanded. He had perhaps

two hundred and fifty or three hundred

dollars a year as county attorney, and
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upon that he lived. The land-surveyor

worked on credit, and spent the portion

of his dues he collected in running

alter the balance. The doctor did well,

to judge from his account-book, but he

was uniblc to pay his bills at the grocery.

Soon afterward, however, the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe Company built a

hranch down to Wichita, and the people

huilt an iron free bridge across the river,

and the "city" was an experiment no

longer, but an assured fact.

An illustration of what Wichita might

have been is afforded by what the city

of Parsons really was. Somewhat earlier

than the date above given—it was in

November, 1870—I tried to get a ticket

over the Missouri, Kansas and Texas

road, at Emporia, to go to " Parsons."

There was such a station, the agent ad

mitted, but he didn't know where it was :

he supposed it must be between Ladore

and the next place, and he would give

me a ticket for Ladore, and the balance

could be paid to the conductor. When,

on the train, the conductor appeared, I

told him to let me off at Parsons. He

looked at me queerly a moment, his face

very expressive of "Well, none of my

husiness, but won't you wish you hadn't ?"

hut merely replied, "All right !" and pass

ed on. Now, such a look as that was

naturally calculated to make a man feel

uneasy who depended upon finding shel

ter and food at his stopping-place, yet

knew nothing of what that place might

he; and so, when the conductor came

again, I asked how much of a place it

was.

'Plenty of it, such as it is—nothing

hut prairie, though."

" What ! nothing there ? No shanties,

tents, nor anything?"

'Nothing at all there." And he pass

ed on.

I was hardly prepared for that. I

knew that the "City of Parsons" con

sisted of nothing more than the name

as yet, but then that much of it was the

future junction of the Sedalia branch,

and somebody ought to be living at or

near it, if only for the name of the

thing. The train was not due until nine,

and the night was pitch-dark and cold.

Vol. XIII —a4

Well, I could bivouac. "Yes, yes," I

mentally ejaculated, " and so I can cat

crow, ' but I don't hanker arter it, sure'!"

The fame of Parsons had evidently

gone abroad, however, for when I spoke

half a dozen voices coupled it with add

ed questions, and as many heads turned

with curious interest to survey "those

other fellows," and estimate what they

might be going for, and if there was any

money in them. So, confident in the

strength of numbers, the entire party

took the risk of stopping, much to the

disgust, as it appeared, of the conductor,

who soliloquized audibly that "If they

put many more towns on the line, he

would have to stop at every mile or two

presently." And at the last he meanly

revenged himself by letting us off in a

muddy cut, among a lot of loose rails

and ties.

"Confound him!" objurgated a burly

passenger. "He has carried us a mile

beyond the station."

"Do you know the place?"—"Have

you been here before?"—"Anywhere to

stop at?"—"There is a place, then ?"

"Camp up yonder, and a shanty or

two. No, none to speak of."

"Oh, well!" "Oh, well!" "That's all

right!" was exclaimed, in various tones

expressive of great relief and content, as

we fell in line and followed our broad-

backed guide up the track. He was by

no means talkative, but let us know that

he was a contractor, and that the camp

was that of his section-hands, with his

own tent and the shanties of the store

keeper and boarding-boss. There was

another house, too, where a settler's

family lived.

Didn't that conductor know perfectly

well that those tents and houses were

here ? Of course he did, only he thought

that they were building too many towns

along the road, and he didn't want to

encourage the practice. Perhaps he was

a conservative. Open prairie, indeed !

What more of a city need any reason

able man expect or want than there was

here ?

The settler could not receive us all—

full now, he said. " Nonsense, man ! what

business have you to be full ? There's
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always room for one more," said one of

the party. But there wasn't, leastways

not with his consent, gentlemen : he

could take a few, but positively not all

of us. And so we who were chosen went

in, and turned our faces to new acquaint

ances and to the kerosene lamp and

warm stove, leaving the others articu

lately gnashing their teeth in the outer

darkness.

It was too late, though, for a long en

joyment of the situation : a peremptory

"Bed-time!" pretty soon came from the

host, which brooked no denial. One of

the new-comers looked bewildered, and

his eyes wandered inquiringly from the

sides of the room to its inmates as he

was heard to mutter, "Twelve by four

teen, with a garret and a kitchen lean-to

where one can't sleep, 'cause there's no

good place ; and the man and his wife,

and their girl help, and the other man

and his wife, and two, four, six, eight of

us men ?" It was the man who had said

there was always room for another. The

arrangement was, after all, very simple :

the girl somehow fixed a shake-down for

herself in the impracticable kitchen, the

married people all slept in the room, and

the bachelors in the garret. The host

held the lamp for us at the top of the

ladder until we had distributed ourselves

among the shake-downs (made up of a

' few blankets, a lot of prairie hay in ticks,

and pieces of an old tent), and it is not

for me to suggest how the married folk

managed. There was darkness below

presently, and then a deal of laughter ;

and we all felt acquainted and friendly.

In an interval of stillness a heavy step

crunched the frost out doors, and a voice

called, " Is Fan there ?"

Somehow, it sounded solemn and om

inous to us all. I knew it did to the

others, though no one whispered.

"Yes, pa," came in a wondering, half-

frightened tone, with a stir of the bed as

she turned.

"Jessie's dead : you must be ready to

go with me on the train in the morning."

"Oh, pa!"

He walked away heavily, and there

was no more laughter nor any other

sound within doors, other than the sup

pressed sobs of a woman and the mur

mur of a few kind but useless words

from her husband. The voice which

had called was that of our guide, the

contractor.

"Who was Jessie? What a sudden

and chill touch of death it was to come

in so upon the thoughtlessness of the

moment ! With what a cold, mysterious

gleam yonder star shines through the

crack in the roof, and how far it seems

up to it, where Jessie has gone, perhaps '

Pshaw! what stuff! I wish I could find

that hole which sends such a strearrr of

cold air all the way down my back, as

if it came from the nozzle of a bellows.''

Thus I communed with myself as I lay,

and the next thing I knew was, that I

was lying on an iceberg and being tram

pled over by a herd of stampeded Texas

cattle. The cat must have gone to sleep

on my face, for she scuttled down the

ladder as I threw my arm out.

The next morning we saw Parsons

begin to grow. Very likely its growth

was not equal to that of Julcsburg and

Virginia City, and, indeed, it may not

have been unusual out there, where cities

arc a staple product of the country ; bu;

it seemed rapid to me, because I had

never seen a town sprout before.

There were a dozen or so men wan

dering about with apparent aimlessness,

collecting into groups now and then as if

they were irresponsible atoms, and cer

tain spots in the prairie were poles of at

traction for them, and dispersing again,

with but little conversation. Then a

surveyor came out with his assistants

and began driving stakes. Instantly all

the atoms converged and beset him with

questions :

" Are you the engineer ?"

"Yes."

" How are you selling these lots ?"

" Not at all. Get off the line."

"Are you the engineer ?"

"Yes."

"What'll you take for that lot over

yonder ?"

"Mister, who is a-sellin' these lots?"

" I don't know. Stand away, will you ?"

"Mishter, you bees as goot as vas dis

a shdreet or an alley ?"
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"That? Street." And he picked up

his instrument and escaped for a little

while.

The last speaker had been closely fol

lowed by a wagon, upon which was the

disjointed frame of a house, and on ob

taining the information he sought, as to

which was the front side of the lot, he

directed the teamster to " Drife in dere

now," and in a few minutes had his

house unloaded. Afterward I saw an

other hungry speculator waiting, spade

in hand, until the surveyor staked out

the lot he wanted, when he fell to and

outlined an excavation. Very likely

both places were destined to be liquor-

saloons. And yet the company was not

ready to sell lots, the survey was not

completed, the plat not filled, the agent

not there. But these men were so fully

alive to the importance of being first on

the ground that they took squatter claims,

and ran the risk of having to submit to

whatever terms of purchase might be im

posed. Their judgment was justified by

the result : it was but a few weeks before

Parsons contained a hotel or two, and a

daily newspaper with a steam press. As

to what its history has been since then,

l know only what I have read, but it

seems to have been one of unflagging

prosperity.

A moral tacked to a tale is apt to be

tedious, but there is one here which it

may be well to notice. "Go West, young

man!" has come to be a kind of watch

word with us, and to be accepted in our

minds as a general panacea for impecu-

niosity. One who finds it hard to obtain

a foothold among the crowded ranks at

the East looks toward the sunset, and

there the golden and rosy clouds seem

to image the golden possibilities of the

land beneath. When one gets there the

dry facts of treeless prairie and hard

work with poor pay seem the reverse of

poetical. One then learns that in this

matter, as in every other, there is no

general formula applicable to all men

alike. Some like the West, and some

don't; some do well there, and some

could do better anywhere else in the

world than they can there. Aside from

personal tastes, however, it is evident

that in such a complex civilization as

ours the conditions of a newly-settled

country must be as unfavorable to the

development of certain classes as it is

favorable to the development of others.

In a new State the things most in de

mand are Muscle and Money. There

are large tracts of good farming-land to

be had at rates almost nominal. The

farmer can readily make a comfortable

living from his land, and in the mean

time, with no effort of his, the land is

sure to rise steadily in value until the

possession of it becomes a fortune to

him. The farmer, then, does well to go

West. Money is in great demand, not

only for speculative purposes, but be

cause there is very little in the country,

where most of the settlers are poor ; so

that one who has money can get a larger

return for it there than he can at the

East. But, on the other hand, there has

not yet risen in these new settlements

much demand for the best class of skilled

labor of any kind. A man who has

thoroughly learned, for example, the

specialty of building staircases, must, if

he goes to Kansas, do general carpenter

work at less pay than he could earn in

Ohio or New York. A lawyer thoroughly

posted in the law of real estate and de

vises must content himself with petty

cases of trespass by stray cattle or the

collection of small debts. And even for

the second-rate class of service demand

ed the skilled workman will find it hard

to secure the moderate pay which alone

he can demand, because the employer,

as a rule, will be short of money. Those

who belong to the unproductive classes,

and who expect to make a living out of

the community, had far better stay in a

place where the community needs them

—or may need them—and can afford to

pay them, than go to a place where their

best work will certainly not be wanted.

Charles Edward Smith.
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CHRISTMAS AT ROME.

CHRISTMAS has never been among

the nations of Latin stock what it is

among those who have drawn their blood

and their civilization from ancestors of

the Teutonic race. With the former the

^reat festival of the year is New Year's

Day, the "Jour de l'an," the "Capo

d'anno." This latter is a pagan festival,

the celebration of which has descended

to their posterity in direct line from the

former dwellers in the Eternal City.

And the difference between the two races

in this respect is one of the many curious

indications of the inherent and essential

paganism of this people ; an interesting

subject, which may be worth discussing

when so many other things are to be done

—some day—but rfot at Christmas-time.

Nevertheless, pagan as the world

around us may be, we nomads of the

English-speaking peoples contrive to sup

ply ourselves and friends with an abun

dant portion of very orthodox cakes and

ale—to say nothing of other more serious

orthodoxies—and manage to " look like

the time," not unsatisfactorily. I par

took of as irreproachable a plum-pud

ding, the production of a Roman cook, at

the hospitable table of a Bostonian, as all

Old England could produce, to say noth

ing of New ditto. For we have long

since taught these docile people what we

want, and they perfectly well understand

the advantages to be found in minister

ing to our special requirements. For

whom is provided all that splendid show

of roses of all hues, of carnations and

lilies of the valley, which turns winter

into spring at the well-known flower-

shop in the Via Condotti, near Spill-

mann's, which no winter visitor to the

Eternal City will have forgotten ? Not

for the descendants of the Quirites, I

trow ; neither for the " Senatus " nor the

"Populus Romanus"; but for a jeunesse

dorie which hails from Fifth Avenue and

Belgravia. And the proof of this is to

be seen in the brilliant show of holly,

gay with abundance of red berries, which

duly makes its appearance there at Christ

mas-time. Nor is a supply of mistletoe

sufficient for the necessities of the rising

generation wanting.

By the by, talking of mistletoe, I hope

I may be the first to send across the

ferry that separates us the following lait

specimen of an English competitive ex

amination. Historical Examiner : "And

now, sir, can you tell me where it was

that the Merovingian king Clovis em

braced Christianity?" Bright young

Candidate, short and sharp : " Under the

misletoe bough, sir!"

Carnival is so constantly spoken of

by English and Americans—and indeed

sometimes by Italians also—as consist

ing of what should be said to be the last

eight or ten days of Carnival, that it is

probable that many persons are not

aware that properly, and according to

the calendar, Carnival begins with the

first day of January, continuing, as all

the world knows, till the beginning of

Lent, forty days before Easter, compels

all good Catholics to say "good-bye to

meat " till the eve of Easter Sunday puts

an end to the forty days' fast. Those

last days which foreigners usually speak

of as "the Carnival " are merely the cul

minating point and most furious access

of the Carnival delirium. The Roman

dealers in creature comforts, who are

now decorating their shops, understand

perfectly well that the festive season, the

time for good eating and drinking, is

close at hand. Perhaps the shops which

most distinguish themselves in this way

at Rome are the pizzicagnoli. We have

no accurate translation for the word.

"Cheesemonger" won't do, for the piz-

zicagnolo deals in many things that a

cheesemonger does not concern him

self with. Perhaps the main staple of

the pizzicagnolo's trade consists of va

rious preparations of the divers feet of

Paddy's "true gentleman," the pig; yet

he is not a "pork-butcher," for he does
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notdealinuncured pork. Hams, "sides,"

"chops," "chines," sausages in count

less forms and kinds—these are articles

that at this season of the year fill the

shops in question to overflowing. Now,

however much all these good things may

be "joys for ever," one would hardly ex

pect them to turn out to be "things of

heauty." But such they almost become

in the hands of a Roman pizzicagnolo.

These shops are, at all events, really

things to be seen at this season of the

year. Evergreens, not holly, as with us,

but mainly bay, Apollo's leaf (for the

"laurel," as we generally translate the

Italian word, which, however, given with

full botanical correctness, is the Laurus

nohilis, is the hay)—Apollo's distinctive

leaf is used, and with undeniably good

effect, to garland sausages, huge brawn

and chines of bacon ! The aid of light

is largely called in to help the show. In

numerable wax candles cast golden lights

and quaint shadows on substances and

surfaces of varied hues, which make up

a really not inharmonious mass of color

ing. Towering piles of huge Parmesan

cheeses emulate pillars at the entrance

to this temple to Pig glorified. And the

slenderer shafts which architecturally

flank them are constructed of the small

er but not less precious rounds of Strac-

chino di Gorgonzola from the flat and

fat alluvial plains around Lodi in the

valley of the Po. This is the cheese—

less generally known on the northern

side of the Alps than the Parmesan, be

cause it is not so good a traveler—of

which it is related that George IV., when

prince regent—that "first gentleman in

Europe," on which courtier's phrase

America may well retort, " But not, thank

Heaven ! on our side of the water "—

this first gentleman, when he was look

ing for evidence to enable him to get rid

of his wife, said to an emissary about to

start for Italy in quest of such, "At all

events, if you bring me back no evidence,

you can bring me a Stracchino cheese !"

The origin of the name is a singular one.

Stracchino is the diminutive from strac-

co, tired. And the name was given to

the product because it is made from

the milk of cows which have labor

ed beneath the yoke, and are therefore

tired. What influence this may have

on the cheese I leave to dairy-farmers to

decide and explain. But to return to our

tour among the Christmas-shops of the

Roman pizzicagnoli. It may be men

tioned that not the least effective part of

the tout ensemhle consists of enormous

ci:cular masses of Milan butter, perhaps

the finest in Europe, which now reaches

Rome in perfect condition, fantastically

and really very tastefully ornamented by

arabesques worked in bay leaves, applied

to the straw-colored surface of them.

Lastly, and imparting a very marked and

decided couleur locale to the scene, may

be observed, high up in the most con

spicuous centre of the back wall of the

shop, amid festoons of sausages and

huge circular slabs of porphyry-colored

" mortadella " (a peculiar kind of colossal

sausage as large as a man's thigh), a gor

geously framed picture of the Madonna

and Child, surrounded by a galaxy of

wax lights. For your Roman tradesman

is a religious man, and, though by no

means permitting the Madonna to inter

fere in any way with the conduct of his

business, or indeed with any other de

partment of his life, he likes to proclaim

himself a dutiful son of Mother Church,

and has a notion that the honor thus

paid to the Virgin will be likely to induce

Heaven to "bless his store." The Ro

man tradesman, I have said. For his

fellow from the north of Italy has to a

much greater degree emancipated him

self from such notions and usages. And

accordingly your Milanese or Turinese

who moved to Rome when it became the

capital of Italy is a much more nine

teenth-century sort of personage than

the genuine old Roman, the product of

many a generation that has lived under

papal rule. The consequence is, that

one of the phenomena observable in the

Roman world at present is the gradual ex

tinction of the Roman citizens—gradual,

but quite sufficiently rapid to be percept

ible to the resident of only a few years.

They are being squeezed out, to their

own infinite surprise and disgust. The

new men from the north of Italy come

with better and more modern business
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habits, with more energy, more industry,

more capital, more intelligence, more

activity. The old Roman can't keep up

with them, and is far too proud to permit

himself to imagine that his want of suc

cess is due to any shortcoming of his own,

or that any change in his time-honored

habits can be desirable. So he gradual

ly goes to the wall. In a short time " his

place will know him no more," and

Rome will be inhabited by a more pro

gressive race.

One of the Christmas specialties to

which the American and English visitors

used to look forward at Rome was the

church music. But this, alas ! is among

the things that were and are not. The

appointed church services indeed are

performed somehow—those at St. Pe

ter's, however, greatly curtailed in con

sequence of the pope's sulky determi

nation to consider himself and behave

himself as a state prisoner—but the

singing is not what it was. It used to

be a very favorite expedition to attend

the midnight mass on Christmas Eve in

the great church of Santa Maria Mag-

giore. "All Rome"—all English and

American Rome—used to be there. It

was not perhaps a very edifying assem

bly. The enormous aisles, stretching

away into dim distance as they recede

from the galaxy of light upon and around

the altar, are all but entirely dark, and

the huge columns, casting their black

masses of shadow, supplied abundant

"cover" to those who brought with them

some voice better worth listening to than

any in the choir. But the singing was

really worth hearing. It is so no longer.

Gay young heretics may still find the

midnight mass an "awfully jolly lounge,"

but to the real lover of music the attrac

tion has vanished. The same thing,

almost, may be said of the choir of the

canons' chapel in St. Peter's ; and quite

of the nuns of St. Trinita di Monte,

whose sweet singing of vespers used to

attract "all Rome." Either their good

voices have all become old, and they

have been recruited by no fresh ones, or

they no longer care to make music for

the delight of heretic ears. It is curious

to note that the same thing may be re

marked of all the other cities of Italy.

If Italy is "the land of song," it is cer

tainly not the land of sacred song. The

thing has perished. Evidently, nobody

cares for it, and Italians of real musical

taste and knowledge speak of the strains

of Basili or Palestrina as detestable rub

bish ! The probability is, that the true

explanation of the phenomenon lies in

the hatred and disgust for the Church

and its services, and all belonging to it,

that the Italians have been educated into

by their past experiences.

There is, however, one place in Rome

where good church music may yet be

heard, and that is in the noble suite of

rooms which Mr. Hooker, the American

banker, occupies in the Buonaparte pal

ace in the Piazza di Venezia, on the eve

of Christmas Day. It has for many years

been the hospitable and pleasant custom

of Mr. Hooker to assemble really almost

the whole of the American and English

visitors in his house to hear the old

Christmas services of Palestrina, Guli-

elmi, Fioravanti and other great com

posers of the best period of Italian

church music, given by the best voices

Rome can supply. Several hundreds of

persons were assembled to partake of

this treat on the night of December 24 ;

and a very great treat it was. It would,

indeed, be a very lame account of a Ro

man Christmas that should leave out Mr.

Hooker's annual gathering.

T. Adolphus Troulope.

THE SIAMESE TWINS IN THEIR OWN

LAND.

When I first saw the Siamese Twins

their strange foreign features, and the

few sentences spoken for my entertain

ment in the harsh dialect of their coun

try, made as strong an impression on my

childish fancy as the freak of Nature

which had united them so closely. Yet

I scarcely expected then ever to visit the

place of their birth, or to converse with

their parents in their own vernacular.

When, however, after the lapse of years,

my husband and myself were setting

forth on our Eastern tour, we sought out

the Twins in order to learn from their

something of their former home and con
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ncctions. They evinced much emotion

when told that we should probably visit

their country, and readily gave us the

address of their parents. When we ask

ed, "What message shall we take to

them ?" Chang said something in a low

tone to his brother, at which Eng smiled

and shook his head negatively, and then

both spoke out, Chang saying, "Tell

them we are coming home some time,"

and Eng adding, "—When we have

made money enough."

The Twins were born some thirty miles

south-west of Bangkok, in a little fishing-

village that derives its name from the

Ma Klaung ("Great Canal"), on which

fronts the single narrow street of low,

straggling houses that compose the town.

But while Chang and Eng were yet in

their infancy the parents removed to

Bangkok, and were, when we saw them,

living within four miles of the city. The

father was a Chinaman, who spoke the

Tai-Chcu dialect. He was of medium

height, somewhat stout, but well formed,

and intelligent for one of the laboring

class. The mother was born in Siam of

a Chinese father and Siamese mother;

so that the Twins were one-fourth Siam

ese and three-fourths Chinese, so far as

parentage was concerned, and the peo

ple about Bangkok speak of them as the

"Chinese Twins." Being born in the

country, they spoke the Siamese lan

guage far more fluently than they did

Chinese. They, however, wore the Chi

nese dress, and their hair braided a la

Chinoise, as do always the male children

of Chinese fathers ; and the parents both

spoke of their sons as Chinese, utterly

ignoring their place of birth and the

mother's nationality. The mother of

the Twins was a fair, comely woman of

medium height and well-developed form.

She had good health, and looked still

youthful, though already the mother of

fourteen children, nine of whom were

then living. Two were prematurely

horn, two died in early infancy, and one,

el small-pox, at the age of six years or

thereabouts. Chang and Eng were the

first-born sons of their parents, and there

were four other pairs of twins and four

children born one at a birth ; but none

except Chang and Eng had any abnormal

peculiarity, and those that we saw were

all healthy, intelligent and pleasing in

appearance. Chang and Eng were born

in the latter part of 1 8 1 1 or early in 1 8 1 2 :

we could not learn definitely which, as

no record had been kept. The mother

spoke of them as somewhat smaller at

birth than her other offspring, and as

seeming feeble for the first six months

of their lives, Eng especially, who was

never quite as large as his brother.

The notion that the Twins were in

any sort one, that they were actuated by

one mind or impulse, as had often been

suggested, never seemed to have entered

the mother's mind, and when question

ed on the subject she utterly rejected the

idea. She had never perceived that the

illness of one affected the other : one

sometimes cried while she was nursing

his brother, or one might hurt his hand

or foot, and the other not feel pain, but

if the ligament that united the twain

was touched just in the centre, both

were conscious of it. They always play

ed together as two, not as one ; and

when they began to prattle they oftcner

spoke to each other than to those about

them. It is obvious why this habit of

conversing together was not more com

mon with the Twins as they grew older.

Being always together and enjoying pre

cisely the same facilities for acquiring in

formation, there could be little occasion

for one to communicate with the other.

The mother told us, further, that these

children seldom disagreed with each

other, though occasionally she had to

interfere and compel one or the other to

give up. Chang being larger, stronger

and more intelligent, ordinarily took the

initiative, and Eng, who was decidedly

amiable, while his brother was irritable,

and sometimes passionate, seldom con

tended for the supremacy. But now and

then, either that the rule of the stronger

became too stringent, or that the weaker

was in a less yielding mood than ordi

nary, these closest of friends would be

come so incensed as to make use of

some very unfratcrnal epithets toward

each other. A whisper in the ear of one

was not heard by the other, and if he
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to whom the communication had been

made failed to impart it at once to his

brother, unkind words were sure to fol

low, and sometimes the coolness lasted

for days. After the reconciliation, which

was always cordial and entire, both

brothers spoke deprecatingly of their

quarrel, and for a long time were more

devoted than ever to each other.

The mother said that at first the liga

ment that united the boys was so short

as to compel them to face each other,

nor could they turn in bed without being

lifted up and laid in the desired position ;

but as they grew and exercised more

freely, the ligament gradually lengthened,

till they were able to stand side by side,

and even back to back, and to turn them

selves in bed by rolling one over the

other.

The little cottage where these boys

passed their childhood was of the sort

known in Siam as "floating houses."

They are one-story buildings, moored

on the river bank, and kept in place not

by anchors, but by large poles on each

side driven into the muddy bottom. They

are built of cither teak boards or bam

boo, roofed with attap leaves, and con

tain three or four rooms, of which the

front one is a shop, besides a verandah

that overlooks the river or canal. Here,

day by day, as the father plied his trade

of catching fish or cleaned and sorted

them for market, and the mother was

selling wares in her little shop, the twin

brothers amused themselves in the broad,

cool verandah, watching their parents

and aiding in such light labors as they

were able to undertake. Sometimes they

went fishing in the boat with their father;

and, like all Eastern children, they soon

learned to swim, and spent much of their

time in the water. One day, while they

were thus engaged, Mr. Robert Hunter,

a Scotch merchant residing in Bangkok,

passed in his boat, and, attracted by the

perfect uniformity of the children's move

ments, he stopped to ascertain how they

managed to keep thus closely side by

side. One can imagine his amazement

at the discovery of the cause ; and from

that day, which was some time during

the year 1824, Mr. Hunter began con

cocting measures to get them off to

Europe for exhibition. He spoke to the

parents, to whom his plans seemed about

as feasible as to send off their boys to

another planet, and they would at first

entertain no proposition on the subject.

But Mr. H. continued to visit them from

time to time, and by his genial nature

soon won not only the hearts of the pa

rents, but those of the boys themselves,

till the latter became eager to set out on

a tour over a world of which they heard

such glowing accounts. Still, the parents

held back, and all negotiations would

probably have failed but for the oppor

tune arrival, in the year 1829, of an

American vessel commanded by Captain

Coffin, who, offering to give the parents

a large bonus, and Mr. Hunter pledging

an equal amount, the Twins were handed

over to the foreigners, and sailed imme

diately for Europe and the United States

before the parents had time to change

their minds. They were tractable, intel

ligent, well-behaved lads, who gave their

new guardians no trouble, nor during the

entire voyage expressed any desire to re

turn to their native land. Since then

their reputation has become world-wide.

I saw them last in the fall of 1865, at the

New England Agricultural Fair in Brat-

tleboro', Vermont, where they were again

exhibiting cnemsclves, with two of their

sons. The fathers were beginning to

show marks of age, Eng especially, who

looked five years older than his brother.

They had nearly forgotten their native

language, and in lieu of the deep emo

tion they had formerly evinced in speak

ing of their country, they seemed now to

care very little about it, and wound up

the conversation by saying nonchalantly.

"America is our home now : we have no

other." Fannie Roper Feudge.

LETTER FROM NEW YORK.

The national air of New York this

winter is " Molly, put the kettle 011."

"We all have tea " all the time. Kettle

drum is a good expression for an empty,

loud noise, such as profane men are apt

to denominate "women's cackling",

but, be that as it may, tea, tea, tea, four

o'clock tea, is the great prevailing fash
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ion of the day. Tea at four o'clock

means merely a reception, with nothing

but tea for a refreshment : one cup of

chocolate would break the charm. Tea,

and tea inviolate. " My dreams are,"

said a stout gentleman, "that I am a fun

nel, and forty women are pouring tea

down my throat." " My nightmare is,"

said a stout lady, "that the tea-kettle will

not boil." To be sure, we have superb

lunches, where, being too many to sit

at table, we are served Lucrctia Borgia

fashion—all the guests on one side and

all the servants on the other — from

behind the well - spread board, which

rises like an exhalation, with its candied

temples and cloud - capped pinnacles.

We go to dinners where the inevitable

five oysters stare us in the face, with

lacklustre observation. "Oysters," said

Thackeray, "pervade American society.

To me they are too large : they look like

the tongue of a diseased giant. They

affect your criticism of pictures : Page's

Venus is described to me as ' Venus on

the half shell.' " One treads on them at

evening-parties, the careless waiters hav

ing spilled a few. Deprived of its bi

valves, New York would be an impover

ished Ancient Pistol, and fain to make

the world its oyster.

The bouquet business has finally be

come such a nuisance that the young

ladies of a sensible frame of mind have

given out invitations for a certain dancing-

class with this motto : " No bouquets will

he received." Nothing but a Boston

houquet, composed of " Marshal Neil "

rosebuds or the deep red "General

Jaqucminot," was permitted to be re

ceived. No young lady would go to a

hall unless she had one, and would not

he seen carrying one made of cheap

er flowers. Imagine the feelings of

poor Brown, Jones and Robinson who

had to pay for them at fifteen dollars

apiece ! Did Gulnare ask the price of

the flowers which she received ? Did

Mica or Lalla Rookh know how much

their roses of Cashmere cost ? Shade

of Tom Moore ! where are you ? One

gentleman who owns three acres of

greenhouse near New York, and who is

forced to sell his flowers to save them,

I sold in the week between Christmas and

I New Year eight thousand rosebuds at

twenty-five cents apiece ! That is "scat

tering your rosebuds while you may,"

isn't it ?

One of our most distinguished doctors

of divinity, who was supposed, though a

Protestant, to believe in the celibacy of

the clergy, has become engaged, to the

great delight of the men and the despair

of the women. A noted Catholic con

vert, a lady of immense wealth, has been

brought back again to the Protestant

faith. Who shall say now that "Protest

antism is a failure" ?

Poor Charles Bristed, most amiable,

most eccentric, most scholarly of men,

has gone ! Society here, which knew

him so well, mourns him deeply. In his

last letter he says : "They say society in

New York is worse than it was in my

clay. With God all things are possible !"

Was not that like him ? Individuality

was Bristed's charm, and those who

knew him best loved him best. He pre

tended to be less good than he was—not

a common defect.

The second "Patriarchs' " ball, which

came off on the 19th of January, was a

picture of New York at her best—beau

tiful women and noble-looking men ; all

ages, too, which is the best ornament of

a ball. The jewelry of New York women

would not disgrace a duchess, and the

grand elevated dais where the mammas

sit was a blaze of diamonds. Save for

the absence of the uniforms and orders

which adorn European men, the ball

would have rivaled any at Buckingham

Palace or at the Tuileries.

It is amusing to hear the names of the

dancing-classes—the "Ancient and Hon

orable," the "Mysterious," the "Bread

and Butter," the "Rosebuds" and the

"Babies." The dance must come out

of people some way, else they would ex

plode, like overcharged engines.

I must tell you a true story of an aqua

marine. A young and pretty girl wore

at a ball, a month ago, her mother's

necklace, from which she lost the prin

cipal stone, and felt very unhappy about

it, as aqua-marines are difficult to get.

I A young man found it, and put it in his
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pocket. After three or four weeks' time,

during which he and she had had a de

cided flirtation, she told him of her loss.

He suddenly remembered having picked

up the gem, and, having thought it a bit

of glass, had forgotten all about it. It

was, however, in his vest pocket. He

did not reveal his discovery until she

said to him one evening, "l would give

anything to find mamma's aqua-marine "

(with a sigh and a smile). "Will you give

yourself?" he asked, and handed her the

stone. So she got both a husband and

a necklace, for mamma handed over the

gems and the daughter.

Margaret Clayson.

the musical season.

. In the palmy days of the so-called

"Ullmann Combination," when the tal

ented and impetuous Anschutz wielded

the baton and Adelina Patti was just

coming to the fore, when the Marcel of

Carl Formes and the Valentin of Poin-

sot afforded us performances that are

even now recalled with pleasure, there

was one player in the orchestra who,

despite the attractions of singers and the

dramatic interest of the opera, was fre

quently regarded with attention by those

who look in front of the foot-lights as

well as beyond them. The bright,

clever - looking youth with long hair

thrown back and almost touching his

shoulders, engrossed with the task be

fore him, and playing with a dash and

spirit that forced one to single him out

from those by whom he was surrounded,

was Theodore Thomas, the leader of

the violins. The career of Mr. Thomas

forms an important chapter in the his

tory of American musical progress during

the last fifteen years. While yet an or

chestral subaltern he acquired no mean

reputation as a solo performer on the

violin. In conjunction with Mr. William

Mason of New York he subsequently

conducted a series of chamber concerts

which extended over several years. The

training he thus acquired, both as an

executant and in the knowledge of com

positions and composers, has since borne

fruit in the formation of an admirably

trained band, and the production, in a

manner before unequaled in America,

of a long list of orchestral works.

The writer once visited Thomas in his

earlier days, when the chamber concerts

were yet in progress. There was to be a

rehearsal that afternoon, and the leader

was busily engaged in collating the dif

ferent parts of a quartette—adding a

crescendo here, a diminuendo there, and

marking accents where they were re

quired in order that there might be unan

imity of expression, or, in other words,

that his conception of the work might be

fully interpreted. A powerful yet dis

cerning mind thus informed the other

players with its own ideas, and the result

was a harmonious whole— no waste of

power, no lack of refinement—a per

formance, in short, which conquered the

most captious of critics. The same

method underlies his success as an or

chestral leader—a thorough study of the

work in hand, a clear conception of the

composer's intention, and, after that,

conscientious rehearsing with his band.

As a result we have wind instruments,

both wood and brass, whose tones melt

into one another with all the softness of

the mellowest stops of an organ, while

I the strings, by their precision of attack

and purity of intonation, seem to realiie

all one can wish for in that way.

At the first of the series of symphony

concerts with which Mr. Thomas is now

favoring Philadelphia, it was gratifying

to note that the presence of a large and

enthusiastic audience testified to a grow

ing taste for music of a high order. The

chief point of interest was the Schube:t

symphony in C major, a work which

was unearthed by Robert Schumann,

and by him introduced to Mendelssohn

and the Leipsic orchestra. No wonder

that Schumann was delighted with the

treasure he had found. It has long since

been accorded a place very near the

greatest symphonies of Beethoven. It

is a long poem, but its very length, in

stead of being wearisome, is, to use Schu

mann's epithet, "heavenly." An attempt

at an analysis of the work were out of

place here. As Schumann said, " To dis

sect the various movements would afford

no pleasure : to convey any idea of the
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novel features with which the work

abounds, it were necessary to copy the

entire symphony. And yet," he adds,

" I cannot refrain from speaking of the

second movement, which addresses us*

in such tender strains. There is one

passage in which the horn seems in the

distance, and its tones as if they had

descended from another sphere. At that

moment every one listened as if there

were a heavenly visitor gliding about in

the orchestra. Excepting those of Bee

thoven, no symphony had ever so im

pressed us. Artists and art-lovers united

in its praise, and the master who had so

thoroughly rehearsed it [Mendelssohn]

uttered a few words which I would glad

ly have carried to Schubert as a message

of joy. Years may elapse before the

work becomes popular in Germany, but

let there be no fear of its ever being

overlooked or forgotten, for it bears the

seeds of eternal youth within it."

The other orchestral numbers were the

Fidelio overture, an adaptation of Liszt's

hizarre Rhapsodie Hongroise, Berlioz's

Carnaval Romain overture, and some

graceful trifles by Bargiel. After what

we have written it is needless to refer to

the manner in which these works were

given, although exception might, we

think, be taken to the very rapid tempo

of the finale of the symphony. Rumor

has it that the Ninth Symphony is to be

attempted toward the close of the season.

Where the chorus is to come from we

have not yet heard. If there be suf

ficient time to prepare the singers, there

need be no lack of voices. Our Orpheus,

Abt, Vocal Union and Beethoven socie

ties would furnish a strong contingent if

they could be induced to interest them

selves in the matter.

— The sad intelligence of the death of

Madame Parepa-Rosa revives our recol

lections of her many artistic triumphs

while in this country. Her success was,

in all respects, a genuine one. She came

io us almost unheralded. Unlike many

of her predecessors, however, she came

in her youth, while voice and energies

were unimpaired. Although London and

Berlin had heard and appreciated her,

her Transatlantic successes were so re

cent that her praises had not yet been

re-echoed on this side of the water, and

thus we were obliged to pass on her

merits without getting the key-note of

criticism from abroad. Our critics are,

however, gradually learning to get along

without that crutch.

Although it is doubtful whether Ma

dame Rosa possessed the qualifications

of an actress, it is undeniable that she

delighted in the stage. We remember

meeting her after her first concert at the

Academy of Music in this city, when her

first words were, " How I should love to

appear in opera in this beautiful house!"

She was, at all events, fully equal to the

dramatic requirements of comic opera.

In the tragic r6les she lacked that inten

sity which sways an audience. But even

there she had that which, with the more

musical portion of her audience, went

far to atone for this defect—a complete

mastery of the musical part of the role.

We have heard many a prima-donna

whose acting saved a poor voice and

a bad style. Madame Rosa, however,

made one forget that aught but song was

required of her.

The fatigues of several opera seasons,

with their incessant wanderings from city

to city, were not without their effect upon

her, and when she last appeared in Phil

adelphia her voice showed signs of the

constant strain that had been put upon

it. Shortly afterward she returned to

London. Thence she went to Egypt,

and sang before the khedive. It seems

but a few months since extracts from a

bright, rollicking letter of hers, dated at

Cairo, were published in our daily jour

nals. Those who were fortunate enough

to know her well need not be reminded

of her charming manners, her bright,

merry laugh that seemed to drive all

gloom from her presence, or her pow

er of causing her companions to share

her own buoyancy of spirits. She made

friends with ease. All seemed anxious

to serve her, and, if report speaks truly,

she never forgot a kindness. When we

last met her she alluded to her long ill

ness while in Baltimore, and spoke with

tender gratitude not only of the famed

physician who had been so kind to her,
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but also of the strange lady who, taking

pity on her solitude, had sent lovely flow

ers to solace her. Numerous instances

of her kindness to others are brought

to mind while we are penning these

lines. To young votaries of her art she

was very indulgent, listening to them

with a patience that was often out of

proportion to their merit, pointing out

faults of method that had escaped their

attention, and invariably telling them of

the importance of constant and severe

study. She loved her " art for art's sake."

The greater the composition the keener

her delight in singing it.

NOTES.

Apropos of the New Year's visits

which some persons make in extraor

dinary numbers, a singular experience

is said to have been achieved by a gen

tleman whose identity we may conceal

under the name of Smith. Mr. Smith,

being very busy on the first day of the

year, concluded to discharge the cere

monies of the season by sending round

his cards to the ladies of his acquaint

ance, and for that purpose drew up a list

of names which reached the round num

ber of fifty. Then, giving directions to

his new valet to leave at the houses in

dicated on the list a package of half a

hundred cards, which he would find on

the parlor-table, our man of business

went off, highly satisfied with his arrange

ment. On returning at night he asked

if his Mercury had distributed all the

cards. "Yes, sir," was the reply, "and'

there were two cards over." "Two

over! how so?" "Why, there were

fifty-two in the pack, and so I brought

back the jack of spades and the queen

of diamonds !" Tableau !

If the Chinese lead no very dulcet life

in San Francisco, at least the condition

of the females seems to be better there

than in the Celestial Empire, judging

from an edict lately published at Houpei.

This proclamation avers that about eight

per cent, of the Chinese girls are thrown

into the water at birth, and that this

practice is an abominable abuse, for the

reason that they could be placed at the

foundling hospitals, and sooner or later

a great part of them would find husbands.

The governor accordingly calls down

upon such thoughtless parents the ven

geance of Heaven, which, he suggests,

may cause only daughters to be bom to

them before long. Besides, he warns

mothers not to forget that they may he

visited in dreams by the ghosts of the

poor little beings thus cruelly done to

death. Human justice, he adds, ought

to punish these practices as grave crimes,

and every village in which there are

eight less girls than boys ought to be

considered disgraced. It is a sign of

progress in China that its frightful in

fanticide is really attracting censure as a

crime. To us in America it is a little

difficult to believe that such figures as

those just given are not exaggerated;

but it may be remembered that the Hin

doo delegate to the Evangelical Alliance,

the Rev. N. Sheshadri, while in Phila

delphia, drew every whit as startling a

picture of the infanticide practiced in

India.

It is rather odd to learn that in a wine-

making country where the juice of the

grape is so cheap as in , France, out of

one hundred and twenty persons con

fined at Sainte-Pelagie, no less than sixty-

are wine-merchants who have been sen

tenced for adulterations and falsifications

of their brands. It is even said that

many Frenchmen have taken to strong

liquors of late, on the plea of the dif

ficulty of procuring sound and pure

wines. If so, however, they leap from

the frying-pan into the fire, since a favor

ite receipt for the manufacture of " rhum "

in France is said to be—New leather,

grated, 2 kilogrammes ; oak bark, scraped

fine, 500 grammes; cloves, 15 grammes;

new tar, 15 grammes; alcohol of mo

lasses, 100 litres. In such a beverage

the advantage over deceitful wines is not

clear, and the Scripture adage is verified

that if " wine is a mocker," " strong drink

is raging."

There is a class of wonderful scien

tific stories which make the rounds of

the press almost unchallenged, probably
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to the intense amusement of the unscru

pulous wits who invent them for the con

sumption of a not too thoughtful public.

Such a yarn is the one related of the

adventures of an unfortunate young

laundress who had unluckily swallowed

a needle, which caused her the greatest

inconvenience, when a skillful doctor

hit upon the expedient of making an ex

ternal application of a very strong mag

net, which, after many careful adjust

ments, finally drew the needle up the

throat of the victim and out of her

mouth. The reader will perhaps con

cede that the magnet was " very strong."

However, the Audience is inspired by

this or a like triumph of medical science

to relate that a young man, in drinking

hastily, swallowed a bit of his glass,

which had been broken off and had fall

en into the water. A doctor being sum

moned, after studying the facts intently

for a few moments, ordered the patient

to swallow a bottle of mineral water;

upon which, with a magnet—still strong

er, doubtless, than that of the laundress

—he drew out the morsel of glass, which

had been attracted by the water; "for,"

kindly explains the Audience, the skill

ful physician "had had the inspiration

to administer a mineral water heavily

impregnated with iron !" Some of our

practitioners will sec that there are more

things in heaven and earth than are

dreamt of in their pharmacopoeias —

namely, the things written in the news

papers.

One of the characteristic novelties of

this age of ours has been a ball given in

the Parthenon. The famous temple has

seen many profanations in its day from

Goths, Vandals, Venetians, and English

men, who have successively bruised,

hombarded, and pillaged it, but it has

heen reserved for the Hellenic govern

ment itself to give an official ball in the

place once sacred to Pallas Athene.

Music from modern bands must have

echoed strangely in that antique struc

ture, and the contrast between the cos

tumes, not to say the figures, of dancing

consuls, ministers and "ladies of lega

tions," and the marble caryatides, must

have been striking.

Mr. John Bigelow, to whom the

public is indebted for the first authentic

edition of Franklin's autobiography, has

conceived the happy idea of supplement

ing that work by such portions of the

correspondence of Franklin as relate to

his personal history, so as to form a com

plete memoir in an autobiographical

form. The Autobiography, as edited by

Mr. Bigelow in 1868, brings the account

of Franklin's life down to his fifty-first

year, and to his arrival in England as

agent of the colonies in 1757. From

this period till his final return from

France, five years before his death, he

lived abroad, and was in constant cor

respondence not only with his official

chiefs, but with his kindred and friends,

to whom he gave full details of his pub

lic and private life. After his return to

Philadelphia, in 1785, he kept up a cor

respondence with many eminent persons

in Europe, with whom he had contract

ed a friendly intimacy, his letters com

ing down to the later stages of his last

illness. He has thus left a full record

of his remarkable career, and Mr. Bige

low has wisely judged that, whatever in

terest the world may feel in the accounts

given by others of our first philosopher

and diplomatist, it will be still more in

terested in his own account, which is in

fact the chief source of all that has been

told respecting him. In the execution

of his plan Mr. Bigelow has so arranged

the excerpts as to form a connected nar

rative in Franklin's own language, throw

ing such explanations as were requisite

into foot-notes. The work is now in the

press, and will be published by Messrs.

J. B. Lippincott & Co. in three volumes,

crown 8vo, of some six hundred pages

each.
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Memoir and Letters of Sara Coleridge. Ed

ited by her Daughter. New York : Harper

& Brothers.

Could this book have been published as the

simple history of the mental and spiritual life

of an interesting and gifted woman, its charm

would have been unalloyed by any such feel

ing of disappointment as, we may venture to

say, is now all but inevitable. Few people

will take up the volume without expecting to

find in its pages a store of vivid and original

recollections of Wordsworth, Southey and

Coleridge, such as would make their mental

images of these remarkable men more charac

teristic and lifelike. To whose pen could we

have looked more confidently for those life

like touches, those intimate personal details

which might give us juster ideas of their in

dividualities, than to that of the daughter of

Coleridge, who was also to Wordsworth and

her uncle Southey as one of their own chil

dren ? But, although on every page, almost

in every line, of the book we trace the mental

and spiritual influence of all three poets,

although its intellectual atmosphere is satu

rated with the metaphysics of Coleridge, and

its phraseology proves how completely the

poetry of Wordsworth had passed into the

writer's mind and incorporated itself with her

methods of expression—although she herself

distinctly recognizes the part played by each

of them in the formation of her character,

views and tastes, and assigns to each his dis

tinct sphere of special influence,—still, except

from a few not very striking anecdotes and a

rare quotation here and there from their say

ings, one gains no objective impression of

either of these men. All is filtered through

her mind, and comes as a purely subjective

statement. Delicate and slender as is her

individuality, it stands between us and them

throughout the book. To do justice to it,

therefore, and to enjoy it, one must see in it

nothing but a most interesting study of a

woman's character, and forget, except so far

as it concerns her and influences her develop

ment, who she was and among whom she

lived.

No life could have been more uneventful,

more devoid of the excitement that come?

from variety and incident—the first twenty-
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seven years of it spent in a retired country

place, with few acquaintances, delicate health

and very limited means ; then after her mir-

riage, which was the fruition of a seven years'

betrothal, living in London in lodgings, the

current of her existence never hlending with

the rushing whirl of society, knowing fc*

people and shrinking from knowing more,

with five children born to her in the firs

eleven years of her marriage, three of then

dying in infancy, the shadow of ill-health

stealing over her day by day, her time ani

thoughts devoted to her husband and chil

dren ; then her husband's painful illness and

death, followed by nine years of widowhood—

years of conscientious labor at his unfinished

literary work (the editing of her father's lit

erary remains, a labor of love to her) and of

redoubled devotion to her two surviving chil

dren, ended at last by a tedious and suffering

illness. One cannot imagine a more colorless

existence : no blue or scarlet threads are to

seen, but how many gray ones, and some of

even darker shading !

Nothing can be more significant than the

character of Sara Coleridge's earliest intellec

tual labors. We are told that at the age of

twenty she published anonymously a " work

in three octavo volumes translated from the

Latin, and entitled An Account of the Ahi-

pones, an Equestrian People of Paraguay,

from the Latin of Martin Dobrizhofier,

eighteen years a missionary in that country.'

There is something strangely different from

the ordinary impatient assumption and eagtr

ness for distinction of youthful authors in the

unostentatious and laborious character of this

first mental achievement of a girl of twenty.

One thinks instinctively of Wordsworth's ex

quisite lines—

A maid whom there ware none to praise,

And very few to love.

The only recognition the book ever received

was in a delicately obscure passage in Sou-

they's Tale of Paraguay (which was founded

upon the missionary's narrative) and a speech

of her father's, which pronounced it " unsur

passed for pure mother English." But the

absence of any desire for notoriety, or even

commendation, the love of intellectual labor

for its own sake, was an essential character
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istic of Sara Coleridge, and was persistently

evidenced throughout her life. She did much

thorough and successful literary work, but she

always did it either for pure love of it, or pure

love of some one else—never for effect or

distinction.

Very evidently, her early life was as devoid

of youthful vagaries, of " the wild freshness

of morning," as any mature middle age could

have heen ; and throughout the whole history

of her life the same calmness and moderation

ire to be observed. Delicate,, subtle and

strong as was her imagination, it was always

controlled by her reason : there is a singular

soundness and balance alxnit her views on all

practical matters and in her judgment of cha

racters. One cause, no doubt, of the sober

ness and calmness—what one might call the

chastened character —- of all her views and

expressions of feeling, even in these youthful

:ecords, was what she speaks of in her ac

count of her early life as the great misfortune

of hoth her father and herself—a " want of

bodily vigor adequate to the ordinary de

mands of life, even under favorable circum

stances." To this cause may also be attrib

uted the entire absence of vivacity, at least of

the ordinary kind, in her letters. In read

ing them, one almost longs for a little of the

overflow of youth, something of that luxuri

ance that needs pruning, to relieve the abso

lute propriety and moderation of her senti

ments and expressions.

After the fragment of childish recollections

with which the book begins follows a brief

memoir of her girlhood, wedded life and

widowhood by her daughter, and the rest of

the five hundred and odd closely-printed pages

ire entirely composed of her letters. One

gathers from these the impression that letter-

writing was with her rather a vehicle of ex

pression than a method of interchange of

thought. Most of them are addressed to men

uid women to whom she seems to have stood

in the position of an acknowledged intellec

tual superior, and but few of them to men or

women who have made any mark in the

world. At times there is a touch of the di

dactic which oppresses one ; and from first to

last there is never a gleam of humor, and her

occasional attempts at a joke always smell of

the oil. But there is a great deal of forcihle

ind effective illustration, many apt compari

sons, and much delicate, thoughtful and well-

judged literary criticism ; while, above all, we

feel throughout the book that elevation of cha

racter and purity of nature which constituted

the main power and the chief charm of the

writer's life.

The mistake of the book seems to us to

have been in the publication of most of her

theological disquisitions, which fill a large

space in the volume. We call them theo

logical advisedly: they savor of the barren

ness of scholastic disputations, and have as

little to do with the reality of religion, for the

most part, as a dry stick has to do with a

green bough. Nothing could serve as a better

illustration of the greater depth of treatment

received by religious questions to-day and that

of the day in which Sara Coleridge's mind

was formed, than some of these letters. Even

original and profound thought hardly redeems

the religious writings of that day from their

spiritual desiccation and superficiality, and the

thought in these letters is neither deep nor

original, although both subtle and mature.

The most delightful passages in the letters

are those in relation to her children and their

education and training. The best that she

possessed of heart and mind she lavished on

them from their birth, and there is a great and

impressive beauty in the picture of her relation

to and attitude toward them. There is a

thoughtful, wise tenderness of feeling, com

bined with a vigorous healthiness of judg

ment, in all that she says concerning the

training of children, that seems to strike the

just mean between the cold, lop-sided moral

ity of her own day and the fibreless senti

mentality of the present on this subject. Any

thing more admirably wise and true than her

letters to her husband and to Miss Trevenen

and Mrs. Plummer about the education, men

tal and moral, of children, we cannot imagine,

and a most valuable little compendium of her

views on the subject might be readily made.

The book is a book for the few rather than

for the many, but to those few it will hoth do

good and give pleasure.

The Old Faith and the New : A Confession.

By David Friedrich Strauss. New York :

Henry Holt & Co.

In spite of its vehement arguments and ag

gressive statements, the whole tone of this

book forbids one to regard it as a contribution

to controversial religious writing. It is written

for the faithful—to represent and fortify a

school of thought, rather than to establish one.

All its positions are assumed as already proved.

It is addressed to those who think as the writer
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does, but who have not his power of expres

sion or grasp of argument, and who will he

glad that some one has spoken their mind and

defined their position for them. No one will

be likely to have his opinions modified by

anything it contains. Those who disagree

with it will be outraged, those who agree

gratified, by so uncompromising an assertion

of their inward convictions.

The ground covered by this Confession

would preclude, in itself, the possibility of

going to the bottom of the arguments for or

against any of the positions : Dr. Strauss

recognizes this, and contents himself with

succinct statements and assertions. In a naif

sort of way he always assumes that those who

agree with him, and for whom his confession

is iriade, acknowledge his spiritual and intel

lectual leadership, and will make no appeal

from his decisions. Two very striking things

about the book are its confident egotism and

its courageous frankness. Few men unite the

thoughtfulness and acumen of the critic with

the defiant bearing of the partisan. Few

thinkers are able and willing to be combat

ants as well, and to descend into the arena in

defence of their ideas. Dr. Strauss is in these

respects a rare union : he has the courage of

his convictions in an unnsual degree.

When he published The Life of Jesus in

1835, he was met by an all but unanimous

cry of condemnation. As he himself says in

the preface to his present work, " The author's

name was a synonym for every deed accurst."

The thirty years that have gone by since then

have in nowise daunted or quelled his spirit

or weakened his convictions. The Old Faith
and the ATcul has all the freshness and au

dacity of a young man's first appearance in

the lists, ready to break a lance with all

comers. His method of dealing with the

great German thinkers, his predecessors, is

eminently eclectic. Where they agree with

him, their utterances are quoted as being of

absolute authority— where ihey differ with

him, he docs not hesitate to pooh-pooh them

with a good-natured, contemptuous assurance

of their error. Lessing, Spinoza and Kant,

even the two great teachers of his youth,

Sehlciermncher and Hegel, are all quoted, all

approved, but all come short, in his opinion,

of the standpoint to which he has attained.

He has outstripped the whole intellectual

world, and is now complacently waiting for it

to catch up with him. There is always a

measure of strength in such perfect faith, even

if it be only faith in one's self. That the

world will come round to his views he never

doubts : he says, " The day will come, as it

came for The Life of Jesus, when my bool

will be understood ; only this time I shall

not live to sec it."

The work of destruction in the present book

is out of all proportion to that of construction.

Of the old faith, Dr. Strauss leaves not one

stone standing upon another, but when be

comes to rebuild the edifice he falls into

vague generalities, which will scarcely satisfy

those weaker brethren who abound in all

sects, even in those inspired by the doctrines

of pure reason. He never evades this possi

bility, however, but deals with it as best he

may—always frankly, even when to an unbe

liever it may seem inadequately. After ac

knowledging that "a long dissertation" will

be expected of him " concerning the compen

sation which our conception of the universe

may offer in place of the Christian belief in

immortality," he rehearses a short catalogue

of barren and vague ideas, and winds up with

remitting the feeble soul not satisfied with the

prospect of " being freed from the toil of the

long day's work that must at last exhaust," to

Moses and the prophets, " who themselves

knew nothing of immortality, and yet were

Moses and the prophets still." There is in

disputably light in the book, but it is light

without warmth.
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, A Saw-mill in the Black Forest, May —.

MY HOHENFELS : I have passed

through such vicissitudes that I

do not know the day of the month. I

have sought in vain to turn my face to

ward my beloved hearthstone. I have

drained the last drops of a bitter cup,

which shall never be set to these lips again.

I refer to the cup they gave me this

morning for breakfast, the beverage in

which was of so vile and wooden a qual-

I ity that nothing shall tempt me to try its

like while beer is to be had : I believe

there was sawdust in the grounds. The

bread, too, seems to be all bran here, or

perhaps there is sawdust in that too. In

fact, baron, I write to you this morning

in the full disenchantment of a satisfied

endeavor. ' Why must l be haunted ' (I

have always said) ' by this persistent,

importunate Me ? Why cannot Paul

Flemming lose himself?' And now I

have lost myself, and I cannot tell you

what a poor triumph it is.

"Too tedious the tale to give you the

recital of my repeated failures to meet

you at Marly ! Since the day when I

started to rejoin you, with no greater

eccentricity of direction than the charac

teristic one of going eastward when you

and my rendezvous lay westward,—since

that fair start there has not been a morn

ing when I have not been rushing to

find you, not a night when I have not

prepared to throw myself upon you at

railway speed. The accursed railway !

that and the perfidy of seeming friends

have kept us apart. At this moment I

do not know where I am, nor have I an

Kntered according lo Act of Congress, in thc yeur 1874, by J. B. I-ippincott & Co..

Librarian of Congress, at Washingtoii.
Vol. XIII.—25

in the Office of the
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idea how to get home. I do not know

whether Appenweier or Freudenstadt is

the nearer town, nor in which of them l

want to be, could I get there. I am

passing through the Black Forest, des

perate and restless, with a motion in my

wooden head like the perpetual motion

which Wodenblock had in his timber

leg, and which made him travel on

through distant lands, a never-resting

skeleton.

" Freudenstadt was the last village that

had its baptismal appellation written up

on a guide-post. Since that, I have been

stringing village on to village without

knowing or caring for their names. Ev

erybody speaks a kind of jargon which

is just enough like German for me to get

it exquisitely wrong and set myself off

on the wildest goose-chases. Yesterday,

in a dim and lonely forest road, I was

fairly frightened, for methought I heard

eleven o'clock strike from twenty steeples

at once : I feared my wits had fled. Go

ing on a few steps, I found that the illu

sion proceeded from a wandering clock-

seller, who had seen me first, and had

stopped to advertise himself by setting

all his mechanism in motion. While l

paused to talk with him a cuckoo flew

out from his breast, where he had hung

his finest timepiece : the ghostly bird,

unplcasing even to an unmarried ear,

chimed in im-

pertincntly

with our con

versation, and

the twenty

clocks contin

ued to strike

as I asked my

way of the fel

low. He an

swered in pa

tois, and the

result of the
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whole chorus

was indeed distracting. To make him

talk better, I went so far as to buy a

clock. He did indeed speak more loud

ly, and I understood him to say that

beds and nourishment could be obtained

at a neighboring mill. It has proved to

be a saw-mill, and the beds are filled

with sawdust. If you can think of any

more incongruous and absurd figure than

a lost man carefully carrying a clock

through the recesses of the Black Forest,

you must find it in Arnim's ' Wonder-

Horn.' I no sooner had the automaton

in my arms—there was a neat glass glohe

over it, and the utmost delicacy of cai

riage was required—than my one object

in life was to find a place where I couM

set it down.

" Soon after dismissing my clock-selk':

—and indeed his prices were moderate

—I heard a shot in the thick of the for

est. I paused to listen, and directly a

shadow was seen, faintly recalling old

religious pictures of Saint John in the

wilderness bearing the lamb. The Shad

ow fled at sight of me with extreme ra

pidity : I could but remark the lusty

grace of the poacher as he made off with

the goat dangling at his back. The in

cident was rather reassuring than other

wise, as a poacher argued proprietary

rights, even here in the woods, and

promised a vague connection with homes

and haunts of men ; but he was not an

available person of whom to ask the way,

being more ready to show me his heels

than his tongue. The valley which led

to Freudenstadt I have called the Valley

of Rasselas, for it seems impossible to

get out of it, and I believe I am all the

while going round in a circle. I often

hear, behind the green draperies of the

forest, the songs of young girls, or the

laughter of women washing clothes

around a spring, or the lowing of herein

it is like dreaming. It is an enchanted

vale, peopled only by echoes, or by such

quaint and picturesque types as my frei-

schiitz and my time-bearer. Still, re

membering the coffee and the bread, I

am far from satisfied, and am convinced

that losing the omnipresent Ego is net

so fine as German poets have said it

would be.

" Here there are no inns. The pil

grim deposits his staff in what corner so

ever he can. I asked one or two other

people for the mill—a stout young wo

man who walked along braiding some

fine and puerile-looking straw lace in

her clumsy fingers, and a cowherd. l
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pursued this idea of the mill with some

eagerness, for how could I forget, my

own baron, that charming night we pass

ed together in what we called the en

chanted valley of Birkenau, when you

sent the postilion right past the Wein-

heim landlord, who stood in his door

solicitous to bless, and when we put up

at the old mill on the Wechsnitz, where

by the droning wheel we recited Goethe's

 

 

A POACHEE.

'Youth and the Millbrook' ? Ah me !

that incident occurred while my life was

comparatively unclouded. It was be

fore I had met the Dark Ladie, and be

fore some other and perhaps superior

attractions had impinged on my course

Well-a-day ! I hope she is happy ; but 1

am bound to confess that I do not know

Mary Ashburton's present name, nor

aught of her history since she married
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that traveling valet who convinced her

that he was the Lord of Burleigh in dis

guise. I may have changed my views,

I may have selected a very different

type of female excellence ; but time

enough for that when we meet.

"The clock-vender's mill proved, as I

have told you, a saw-mill. A pair of

honest fellows were playing at draughts

inside it, with pieces two inches broad

hastily sawn off from sticks of brown

and white timber; their table was a

plank, rough from the mill, standing

upon round and barky legs which had
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doubtless been trimmed to make the

chequers, and rudely chalked over the

top in a large chessboard pattern. The

mill was stopped for the moment, the

hungry teeth of the saw resting fixed in

the heart of a pine. I was not put out

too much when I found

what kind of a labor-

f\ 'VsT atory it was. Have l

i iVwry/ no' somewhere con-

>WLiJ tided to you my notion

of writing a poem to

match Goethe's, and

to be called ' The

Song of the Saw-mill' ?

have I not enlarged to

you on the beautiful

associations of flood

and forest that branch

out from the theme ?

At least, l have included, among the

lessons of American poetry I have din

ned into your ears, Bryant's capital

translation of Korner's little lyric on the

'Saw -mill.' I accepted the substitute,

then, and took shelter under the substi

tute's roof of long and fresh-made boards.

l am a bird upon whose age you are

always insisting, but I am for ever being

caught with some variety of sweet-fla

vored chaff ; so I fluttered confidingly in

to the lure of the two friendly peasants.
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THE PLOWEE-SMEIT.

The lure was a bed filled with atoms of

wood—as was also the coffee. l have

postponed my poem.

" Risen with the sun, I am writing to

you, my Hohcnfels, upon the primitive
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table just described, which is worthy of

the patriarchal ages. My wanderings

must add immortal facts to my essay on

Progressive Geography, though it is em

barrassing not to be able to find out the

names of any of the places I encounter.

—But what—what is the agitation which

at this moment alarms my senses ? The

chamber seems to be whirling around

me ! The table is escaping from my el

bows, and grates over the floor in a series

of thrills or vibrations ! Everything in

the room is dancing and leaping, and a

tremendous roar has begun to come in

at the window ! They have started the

mill! I must seek elsewhere to finish

this scrawl."

The fact of being leagues away from

any probable post-office was just the in

citement I needed to write to the baron :

my letter, which I never took out of my

pocket, was but fairly begun when the

pair of millers, having cleared away our

poor breakfast of coffee and sausages,

set the apparatus in motion, as I have

said.

As l rose a group of my fellow-pilgrims

hurst into the chamber, which was still

furnished with the row of sawdust beds

on which we had passed the night.

Grandstonc and Fortnoye, finger upon

lip, brought me to the window, which

looked out on the stream and on a little

savage garden. " Now you can surprise

the doctor in the very act of administer

ing his peculiar remedies," said the latter.

Poor Somerard, hardly recovered from

his accident of the evening before, was

to-day put on a regimen of mere absti

nence. The influence of poplar - sap

heing far too drastic, he was restricted

entirely to perfumes, and under their

control we found him. Planted near the

window, and standing up with much

spirit to a garden-flower which by his

side appeared a giant, he inhaled the

fresh odor with all the ardor of a war-

horse that breathes the smoke of battle ;

and Sawney, at his back, was cautioning

and restraining him, murmuring scien

tific formulas whose vile Latin came im

perfectly to our ears, and perhaps point

ing to his own red nose as a warning

against the reckless stimulation of the

smelling organ. The litany took some

ten minutes ; at the close of which our

homceopathist, dropping a grain of sugar

out of a tube, administered the same to
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his patient in water, and his surgical op

eration was for the present ended; the

poor patient's back, to the ordinary eye,

having much the same profile as before.

"What an invention !" said to Grand-

stone one of his guests from Epernay,

his voice protected by the clatter of the

machinery. "This doctor causes his

client to drink through the nose—that

same nose through which he doubtless

makes him pay."

"Mysterious, though," said honest

young Grandstone, doubtfully. "You'll

find Somerard particularly light and airy

this morning :

it's the essen

tial oil he gets

out of those

gi l li flo we rs

and things.'

"There is a

need in hu

manity," said

Fortnoye in

his slightly

rhetorical way,

"to which the

race of charlatans responds. They are

the parasites of the upper classes, just

as the fortune-tellers subsist on out ser

vants. There are metropolitan quacks
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and there are provincial quacks. In

all the towns, and in the outskirts of

great cities too, have we not encoun

tered the same Proteus in his various

forms of tooth - puller, pain - killer or

corn-doctor ? ' Heaven bless you, my

fine fellow !' l think as the honest rogue
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cuts his poor flourish with feathers, armor,

music and fanfare : ' you are such a satire

on the age that I would not part with

you. We all have an aching tooth some

where in the corner of our jaws, and we

all try to temporize, instead of submitting

to the regular dentist and the excruciating

pull. While you are amusing the vil

lagers, monsieur and madame are be

guiled just as well with some Mesmer or

Cagliostro adapted to their rank in life.' "

"And the scientific ranks, too !" add

ed I. "You must not think that learn

ing excludes credulity. Have I not seen,

in my own rooms at Passy, grave mem

bers of the Institute, in their sacred

coats embroidered all round with sil

ver olives, bending their old backs

over my card-tables or endeavoring

to float up to the ceiling like Mr.

Home ? But let us leave quackery,

and this frightful mill too, where the

tables turn from causes more purely

rational. It will be delightful to fol

low that hemlock-tinted brook, which

looks like mead or metheglin spilled

from the drinking-horns of Valhalla."

"The gentleman is fond of the

Northern mythologies," said the Ger

man orpheonist, who entered now—

the same who had sat up all night with

his beer and kirsch in the hotel of the

Stag. "I have found something better

than the milk or honey-mead of Val

halla. I encountered, in a cow -yard,

the very woman whom we met braiding

straw ; and I have bought from her all

this potful of first-rate kirschwasser."

The good pair of millers would accept

nothing for our beds or breakfast : they

were offended at the bare hint. But

when we passed the kirschwasser round

to them in a friendly way, they drank i;

almost all between them.

I had to take a gibe from Somerard as

I left my clock dancing a pas seul on the

shelf above the quadrille of seven or

eight mattresses upon the floor, for the

whole frame of the mill was shaken with

the revolving wheel. I had no repartee

ready for the sarcastic dwarf ; and indeed

my feeling for him was one of pity when

I saw the look of trust and veneration

with which he started off on the arm of

Doctor MacMurtagh. I could but think

of the proverb of the casuist Schupp, as

reported by Heinrich Heine : " In this

world there are more fools than persons."

My curiosity about Fortnoye being by

no means satisfied, I sought occasion to

enjoy his society as we walked, but he

was the most popular member of the

group, the pivotal member about whom

the rest revolved in various combinations.

He was never alone. I attached myself

to him, however, and conversed indiffer

ently amongst the rest while my arm was

linked to his. Presently my chance came.

The doctor, attracted by an echo, paused

 

to hold a dialogue, it being, as he re

marked, the only individual in the coun

try that could speak a word of canny
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Scotch : the rest, except Fortnoyc, were

willing to stop and hear the extraordinary

duet. I carried off my man while the

doctor was executing the song "Green

grow the Rushes" for the echo's benefit,

and our orpheonist, who could not catch

the tune, and could make nothing of the

words, added to the confusion by assist

ing in the chorus.

I made haste to report to Fortnoye the

strange things I had heard about him

from my fellow-lodgers at Carlsruhe—
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that he was at once a sage, a revolution

ist, a bankrupt, a tradesman and a poet.

"There is a pennyworth of truth in all

that," he answered, laughing. " But as

we grow older we grow wiser. If you

will but take me as I am to-day, I am

no more a Communist than I am a bank

rupt. My existence has been rather idle

and aimless until lately, and I confess

that there are adventures to be told of

my after-college days that I do not like

to remember. I will tell you a trifling

incident. Some few years ago I was at

Baden-Baden, sulky, homeless and alone.

What does the traditional young man do

at Baden-Baden when he is friendless

and far from home ?"

"He yields to the seductions of the

games. The sirens of gambling allure

him as they rise from the green expanse ;

and then the Lurleis sink with him and

crunch his bones at their leisure under

the—under the table."

"You are very right. One rainy even

ing I entered the rooms where, beneath

a blaze of light, were assembled the

:oues of the Continent, the blacklegs of
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England, the miners of Australia and

the curious beauties of New York—"

" Of course it was your first visit ?"

"No: that would be the proper way

oi oeginning a story, but in fact it was

not my first visit. I had risked fifty

francs every Saturday for some months

out of pure ennui, and had lost and won,

with, of course, a slight tendency toward

sacrifice on the average. I considered

that I was paying very cheap for an

extraordinarily interesting drama, and

thought it would not be honorable to

frequent the rooms unless I lost at least

as much as I usually did. I laid down

that night my fifty francs carelessly upon

the 0 O, the double zero—the dangerous

and fascinating spot affected by so many

 

GOING FOEAGING.
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players. The indicator went spinning

round—in ' its predestined circle rolled,'

as your Shelley has it. I lost", and the
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croupier curled his forefinger around my

little pile and tucked it in as the elephant

absorbs the unregarded apple of the

wondering little boy. Nothing could be

quicker and cleaner. ' Take the whole

of me, then,' I said in a pet, and threw

down five hundred francs upon the same

cynical double zero."

"Without doubt," I observed, "you

lost again, and were left without a he x

in the world."

"Not at all, not at all! It was c. .

tainly all I had, but my

quarter's allowance was com

ing in on the Monday, a

you see I should not have

run the risk. I never found

any use in losing my head on

these occasions. And ther

I won."

" You won !"

" Won, yes—a whole pock'

ctful. And that was wha

frightened me. I was reall;

afraid I should be bitten witi

the playing-fever. At home that night

I wrote a short memorandum in mi

pocket - book : ' N. B. Never gamhit

again.' Of course, I only had to be re

minded of it. I dedicated the sum, ev

ery centime, to the next worthy charity

that should present : I was not long in

finding such a one, and, as it happened,

that money, by an odd providence, went

 

to build a little monument in a cemetery l did not reveal that I knew anything

—the cemetery of Laakcn, in fact." of the story. The babe, the wretched
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riother, the generous young stranger

vhose blushes l had had painted for me,

hose sobbing words had been quoted

in my hearing, the days of his tender

watching by that poor child's last mar

ble cradle, formed a memory too beauti

ful and delicate to be exposed. I grasped

his hand, warmly enough, no

doubt, and only said, " I've

been told, too, that you are

no stranger to Francine—"

" I should hope not !"

"And that you advanced

the funds to start her in

business."

" A bit, certainly — at six

per centum. Besides, that

little affair created a new

centre of employment for

my wines, and l had guaran

tees for my capital from old

Father Joliet. Since those

good fellows of your table

choose to see in me a wild

cat speculator, was not this

a reasonably good specula

tion ?"

l was enchanted, for the

easy commercial tone in

which he spoke convinced

me that he had never borne

any relation toward Francine

hut that of her wine-agent.

However contented Mac-

Murtagh might be with the

lessons in Burns he was giv

ing to the echo, the convic

tion became more and more

deeply impressed on us that

our lingual relation with the

Black Foresters was not sat-

isfactory. The orpheonist,

whose nativity was in the Swiss direc-

j tion, could understand about a word in

forty of those which were addressed to

us: I myself, with perhaps a broader

education, a better knowledge of roots

and a - more philosophical way of listen

ing, could usually pick up a word in

twenty-five. We walked along the road

with less and less assurance, until, at the

sight of a man dressed in black, whose

passage brought up all the little children

to his knees and all the women to the

gate-posts or door-sills, Fortnoye quietly

left us.

As I drew near I found he was talk

ing to the priest in Latin. I contributed

my own tributary stream of erudition,

and we held a biblic colloquy in a lan

guage strangely varied with the French
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accent, the German accent and the un

reasonable accent that used to be taught

at Harvard. From this extraordinary

diet the best results came out.

We had been marching quite away

from the direction of Strasburg : we were

at the village of Wurzbach, between the

Lentz Valley and the Negold Valley.

To our right was shown the little town

of Calw, situated at the extremity of the

Black Forest, on its Westphalian side :

on our left, at a two hours' march, was
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Wildbad, the famous watering - place,

from whence we could easily reach a

railway-station. These items consider

ably encouraged the chiefs of the army

and revived the spirits of the men. In

truth, the whole troop was getting tired
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of the Rasselas valley, which seemed to

have no bound nor limit.

At half an hour from Wurzbach the

fog that had accompanied us all the

way from the mill condensed into posi

tive rain. We hastened our steps, look

ing meanwhile to right and left for shel

ter. A large cowherd's hut, distinguished

by a wooden cross and surrounded by

whole hillsides of cattle, offered itself to

our regards.

This time the hospitality we received

was not effusive or voluntary. An old

man and his daughter, the only guard

ians of the place, watched us taking

possession with an expression of alarm.

In fact, the rain increasing, the cows

began to enter, and the strangers were

eight in number : it was a large parry

for so small a place. We

were obliged, howeve:,

to await the passage of

the shower : the storm re

doubled, and the interior

was a mass of steam. It

was noon. We were all

hungry, and not a sign

from our hosts announced

a dinner. We were all

ranged, damp and clam

my, like frogs on a skewer,

along a miserable shelf or

bench opposite the empty

fireplace. The old man

and the girl looked in their

laps.

Tired of this, Fortnoye

got up and rang upon the

table a broad ecu of Bra

bant, ordering the girl, with

a quiet and becoming air

of authority, to kindle a

fire and serve some food.

His gestures and his fine

manly tones were expres

sive enough : the damsel,

looking to her father for

permission, and receiving

a nod, filled the oven with

wood and quickly sent a

volume of smoke rolling

up the chimney. Fortnoye

was not yet at the end of

his resources. He had per

ceived a rabbit skin amongst the rafters,

and, taking it down, he signified, with

the assistance of another resonant ecu,

that we would take rabbit for our lunch

eon. The old man, when he compre

hended this idea, nodded his head, put

the two broad pieces slowly into ht?

pocket, buttoned on leather gaiters and

a thick felt overcoat, and doggedly van

ished into the storm. He was gone an

hour, but he did produce a pair of rab

bits. Meanwhile, the idea of remaining

for perhaps a day in a hovel without a
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der, and where our Latin was not of

: slightest advantage for social inter-

urse, became so intensely vexatious

it we resorted to various expedients

shedding the light of intelligence on

: mind of our young female compan-

l We named her Gretchen.

\ kind of comical delirium seized on

nerard. As he desired eggs for

ner, he took to crouching on the

und and crowing like the morning

k in Hamlet. Gretchen regarded

1 with stupefaction. Grandstone

in this, feeling an inclination for

tton-chops, began bleating like a

tb. His Epernay friends had un-

al tastes : one took to fishing with

imaginary line, the other to draw-

an invisible ox by a rope, and to

ing expressively. I, for my part,

jght with infinite regret of my

tless cook at Marly. The efforts

ill our pantomimists were fruitless,

we starved on until the return of

old proprietor, except when one of

mitating Alfred in another neatherd's

took to toasting brown bread at the

lers—an operation which he contin-

with patience and great effect—until

friend returned successfully with the

jits, even as Alfred's henchman with

s of the Danish defeat. '

ur rude dinner finished, we lost no

■ in leaving this primitive hotel. The

had abated, and soon ceased entire-

Beforc entering Wildbad we judged

jcessary to enter a large gasthaus, in

form of a chalet, placed upon the

t of the road, in order that the brush-

cleansing and pipe-claying proper

n entrance in form upon the Baths

ht take place. We had hardly gone

hen one of the most familiar choruses

he Allerheiligen concert smote our

: it came from the threats of a dozen

\

orpheonists, who, after visiting the ruins

and cascades, had plunged like ourselves

into the Schwarzwald, and had described

a very different circle through its recesses

from ours. They had traversed the ro

mantic Hell-vale, the Hbllenpass; they

had basked in the beautiful Paradise, or

Himmelreich ; they had touched long

enough at Freiburg in the Breisgau to

admire its fine cathedral, one of the few
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completed edifices of its class in Europe ;

and here they met us on the outskirts of

Wildbad. Our own orpheonist, who I

believe was a law-clerk from Geneva,

fraternized at once with these artists, and

I saw him no more at the waters. Fort-

noye determined to do a little stroke of

business among the hotel-keepers of this

favorite resort. Grandstone, after cluck

ing together his brood of invited guests,

busied himself with plans for their en

tertainment at the baths. I was the only

one who wished to depart instantaneous

ly. My motive for such intense haste,

need I explain it to the reader ?

We, who had been such great friends,

dissolved like a summer shower. All

were busy and preoccupied : Fortnoye

was the only one who grasped my hand

at the station. Edward Stkahan.

[to be continued.]
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WITH THE COUNT DE BEAUVOIR IN JAPAN AND CALIFORNIA.

ON landing at Yokohama, M. de I struck by the animation of the place

Beauvoir and his companions were I and having secured quarters at a hotel

 

rushed to the window to admire the cos- The Japanese appeared to be smalki

tumes, and the want of them, in the ac- than the Chinese, but their countenance

tive crowd that passed through the street, were much more expressive of vivacity
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and amiability. The women especially

were charming, their ebony - black hair

elegantly arranged in three stories with

ornamental pins ; their faces smiling and

rosy—painted a little, it is true—and their

teeth, in some instances, stained or gilt.

They trotted along upon small wooden

shoes, and were wrapped in overcoats,

with a thick band of scarlet or green

cloth about their waists, tied in a large

knot behind, sometimes a foot square

and shaped like a cartridge-box.

As for the men, according to their so

cial position they had costumes varying

from zero up to half a dozen jackets

or tight-fitting trousers, worn one over

the other. Here comes an officer with

a round hat of a lacquered stuff, upon

which are painted in gilt the arms of the

daimio in whose service he is. His car

riage is majestic : two very long sabres

hang from his belt. He wears a coat

with sleeves two feet and a half wide,

and having an opening in the back

which runs almost up to the shoulders,

through which the sabres pass. On the

hack of this garment are embroidered

the arms of his lord, hieroglyphics or

flowers in red, yellow, blue or green,

contained in a circle about a foot in di

ameter. From his belt hangs suspended

the complicated apparatus of a smoker

—a pipe with a metallic bowl about the

size of a child's thimble, a tobacco-bag

of leather-paper, with matches and other

appliances. Every two or three minutes

he fills his little pipe with a pinch of his

tobacco, lights it, takes one or two whiffs,

and the pipeful is smoked. On his feet

he wears blue stockings, with a separate

compartment for the great toe, and over

these sandals of plaited straw, held on

by two bands which are adroitly held by

the great toe as though it were a thumb.

Here comes the escort of some prince

— mounted guards, covered with armor

ial embroideries, and each with two sa

hres. They ride on decorated saddles,

,shaking their reins, which arc large

scarfs of some blue stuff. The crowd

divides before them, all the spectators

prostrating themselves on the ground.

The costumes are various. Many

people wear only a pair of sandals, and

a strip of white cloth about the loins.

Many are tattooed from head to foot

with all sorts of figures, dragons, war

riors, women, in the most brilliant colors,

which stand out in striking relief on

their yellow skins. Some carry "ka-

gos" or " norimons," a sort of basket,

which serves for the Japanese cab, and

in which the traveler buries himself.

Others push heavy chariots with solid
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wheels, keeping time with the most in

credible cries. Then there are fruit-

sellers, carpenters and mechanics of all

kinds, clothed generally with only a

short jacket of calico, on the back of

which is painted in large Japanese cha

racters an inscription indicating either

the trade of the wearer or the lord whose

serf he is.

The streets of Yokohama are wide and

straight. Each house is built of wood,

without an atom of paint, and is a real

toy-house, a genuine Liliputian Swiss

chalet, built with a taste, a nicety and a

neatness which are admirable. The

Japanese are wonderful workers in wood,
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and it is a pleasure to see the roofs, so

light and yet so strong, supported by

walls which are made, like the side-

scenes in a theatre, of thin strips of

wood, over which are pasted sheets of

a cottony, transparent paper. In the

evenings, when the lanterns dispense

their soft light round the inside of these
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white buildings, the spectator seems to be

looking at a magic-lantern. During the

daytime the sides of the houses arc

slipped out, as side-scenes are, and the

house becomes only a roof resting on

the four light corner posts, the whole in

terior being thus opened to the air. Ev

ery part of the house is exposed to view,

and everything done in it can be seen,

while behind it appear the charming

verdure, the cascades and the diminutive

plantations of the little gardens situated

in the rear.

The great luxury of the Japanese con

sists in their mats made of plaited straw.

They are perfectly rectangular in shape,

about three inches thick, and soft to the

touch. They are never stepped wit':

shoes, since the Japanese go about tr.-

houses always barefooted. Of farnitr:

they have next to nothing : a small ftr

nace in one comer, a closet made of

side-scenes like the sides of the hes,

and intended to contain the mattresses,;

small set of shelves on which are ar

ranged the lacquered plates for rice id

fish,—this is all the furnishing for tip*:

houses, in which they live, as it were, 2

the open air. In the middle of cui

house are two articles of general of

among all classes—the "chitat" andae

"tobacco-bon ;" that is, a brazier and ii

box for tobacco. Being great tea-drti-

ers, great smokers and great talkers, a

Japanese pass their days arounc 'k

brazier: there they can be seen in grcs^

of seven or eight, seated on their bedl

around the tea-kettle.

In every shop our travelers visited"-,

were received with a distinction and

liteness which surpassed even the y»

verbial manners of their native ceffi^

In walking through the city they psd

through the street of baths. In laps

where every one lives, as it w

public, the costume of our first fare"3!

in no way shocks the sentiments I

people, who in this matter may be

sidered as still in the Golden Age. B«

street is filled with bath-houses, to «d

the population resort, many of "

twice or thrice a day. Here all s^5

ages and conditions mingle, fifty t^£J

at a time in each bath-house. The' --

er-by sees them crouched down or ra

cing on an inclined plane, surrouafc1*

pyramids of small tubs made of cc:*

and filled with hot water. Here

sprinkle and soap each other. AlK."*

by the sight of the travelers, they

to ask "the noble strangers" polK'

a cigarette.

A woman seller of drv goods "(

the party to enter her shop aad

themselves upon the mats. This 54

for her a great honor, and as the ps5

entered she saluted them by txnvinj ^

her forehead touched the floor, ther. **j

ing them tea in small cups, shebrAj''

out tobacco for their pipes, and press*

ed lighted coals held between two &t
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sticks. " I cannot hope," writes the count,

"to express to you all the elegance of this

woman of the people in her slightest

movements: her features expressed the

most simple womanly affability as her

habitual condition. Well, in whatever

house you may enter you will be treated

with the same distinction : we were almost

stupefied to find it, and confessed that this

people can rightly call us barbarians. I
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have not seen a single fight or dispute in

the streets : all the men, in saluting each

other with profound bows, wear a smile

upon their lips ; and when we desire to

appear amiable we are awkward and ill-

bred in comparison with these Japanese,

who are gracious without thinking of

being so. Among them a man who gives

way to his anger, or shows it in his tone

or words, is avoided by his kind as unfit
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for society. Thus, when at first our ple

nipotentiaries in the diplomatic confer

ences became animated, the Japanese

said, ' Let us put off this matter for an

other day : we cannot treat with those

who are not masters of themselves.' "

For a trip into the country ponies

were hired, each of which was accom-
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panied by a "betto" or groom, who ran

by the side of the horse the whole way.

The road ran between rice -fields, the

frequent ditches between which were

covered with small bridges of bamboo.

The "betto" of the count was named

"Aramado." During the whole of the

journey he kept up on foot with the

horse, warning him by a sharp cry of

any difficult place in the road. At set

ting out, Aramado's costume was su

perb : a bright blue coat with immense

sleeves, and a tight pair of pantaloons.

As he ran through the rice-fields, his

sleeves living in the wind, he looked like

an enormous blue butterfly. Pkc b

piece, however, as he warmed up *tj

his course, he took off his gann:^

until he was clothed in only a pair i

stockings and his scarlet tattooing rt»

resenting a combat between a »oca,

some large birds and a serpent

"betto" of the count's companion n

even more singularly decora*

Though absolutely naked, he U

clothed. His tattooing rem

sented a blue jacket with *i*

buttons and red seams, will I

coat -of- arms in scarlet in 4

middle of his back, and a a

of trousers in black and «i

squares.

Ascending to high grounAil

view became very fine. Oni

left, at a distance from the -a

rose the volcano "Vrits." *i

clouds of smoke rolling (real

on the right, Foosiyama <m

sacred mountain —the "w*

tain without an equal" i,t>H

covered with snow. Thsna

tain dominates all Japan,W

revered as a divinity. Th: ^

feet regularity of its cons ^4

is familiar to those of our roil

who have examined any -pi

mens of Japanese ware. s»S

is very frequently represent

all sorts of utensils. Perhaps

people in the world art M

sensitive to the beauties m S

ture than the Japanese: e**!

where throughout the era*

where there is a fine «• 1

a fine tree offers an opponal

for a retreat in the shade, even it

paths most unfrequented, will be

a tea-house, a light cabin with a

roof and paper sides, with soft

spread round the brazier used for *d<

tea or rice. Here there was one,

the daughters offered our traveler? m

and rice in small cups, while theJ"^

brought tobacco, and coals in the

/.\ur. Other travelers stopped for "T^*

ment, and here, as all along the ts«

the party was surprised at the pV'S-31*

and amiability of the people the.

The route continued piciirrvsqK

yhcre
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beautiful along the course of a brook

with cascades, and through groups of

trees and hedges of camellias, azaleas,

and other plants in full flower. Finally,

coming to the coast, after a ride along a

tine beach the sacred isl

and of Inosima was reach- '

ed. This is an immense

volcanic rock shaped like

a gigantic mushroom.

There are steps, but no

roads, to ascend it, and it

is filled with temples, to

which crowds of native

pilgrims resort carrying

wallets and wearing

cockle-shells. The priests

of the sanctuary dislike

foreigners, so that the par

ty was struck with meet

ing, instead of the smiles

of an hour before, the hos

tile faces of the shaved

priests muttering prayers,

with the expression of

stupidity, insolence and

laziness which comes from

the conscious possession

of an undisputed and un

deserved power. To the

centre of the island runs

a grotto over five hun

dred feet long, at the foot

of which is an altar bril

liantly lighted and sur

rounded with the pious offerings of thou

sands of visitors.

Returning to Yokohama, they visited

on the way the temple of Pleasure near

the city of Kamakoura. This is one of

the largest temples in Japan, and is visit

ed yearly by thousands of pious pilgrims.

Continuing their way through trimmed

hedges of camellias and azaleas thirty

feet high, they came to the bronze statue

known as the Daibouts or Daibutz. This

statue is fifty feet high, and represents

Booddha sitting, in the Oriental manner,

on a lotus. It is ninety-six feet in cir

cumference at the base, and is raised on

a pedestal five or six feet high. The in

tention of the artist was to represent

Booddha in Nirvana, or the state of utter

annihilation of external consciousness

Vol. XII1.—j6

which is to be gained only through ages

of purification by transmigration. The

attainment of this condition is the great

promise held out to the faithful, and has

for more than twenty centuries been the
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guiding hope of countless millions of

human beings. The face of the statue

is of the Hindoo type, and, with the at

titude, is in perfect harmony with the

artist's conception. All visitors agree

that it is an exceptionally fine realization

in art of a profoundly abstract religious

conception. The small knobs upon the

head are intended to represent the snails

which, according to tradition, came to

protect Booddha from the heat of the sun.

The statue was made about six hundred

years ago, being cast in sections, and

joined so artistically that the seams are

hardly to be seen. It is said that a tem

ple formerly enclosed it, but was destroy

ed by an earthquake. Being hollow, it

has a temple inside of it which the party

entered, and were offered by a priest for
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two cents a copy of the statue, which he

guaranteed as a cure for all possible

maladies, past, present or future.

In the construction of their houses,

the Japanese, unlike most builders, begin

with the roof. This is built on the ground,

and when framed is covered with small

shingles about the size of two fingers, as

thin as a sheet of paper. When it is

finished they raise it on four corner-

posts. The sides are then slipped in

grooves, and the house is finished with

out the use of a single nail. The danger

of earthquakes is a reason for not using

more solid material. The mats furnish

the scale on which the houses are con

structed. These mats are always made

rectangular, measuring six feet by three :

the houses, therefore, are constructed for

six, twelve, eighteen or twenty-four mats,

and when finished are masterpieces of

neatness and elegance.

The Tokaido is a long road which runs

along the whole length of Niphon, the

chief island of the empire, from Nan-

gasaki, the south-western, to Hakodadi,

the north-eastern extremity. On this

road specimens of every class of Japan

ese society are met—princes and prin

cesses traveling in norimons ; pilgrims

on their way to shrines ; tattooed porters

bearing burdens hung from each end of

a bamboo stick supported on the shoul

ders ; men and women of all ranks and

conditions. The post-office is a most

flourishing institution : the distribution

of the letters is performed by men who

go upon a trot, wear nothing to impede

their course, and carry their letters tied

in a bundle on a stick swung over the

shoulder. Relays are stationed at every

third village, and the distribution is car

ried on day and night. The Japanese

are great letter-writers, sending polite

congratulations to each other from one

end of the empire to the other, simply

from amiability, and without any pre

tence of business. It is considered a

great accomplishment to write a good

hand, as well as to express one's self

elegantly. A well-written sentence is

frequently admired almost like a work

of art.

Having secured a safe-passport and

I been furnished with a guard, the pan.

j set out for Yeddo. The escort consisted

j of ten "yakonines," wearing flat, rounc

hats of gilt lacquered ware on the top

of the head, looking like dessert plates

two sabres passed through their girdles,

and the backs of their coats embroidered

; with the arms of the Taikoon. Their

pantaloons were large and made of col

ored silk, while on their feet they wore

straw sandals and long spurs made of

bronze. Wide scarfs served as reins for

their horses, whose manes were cut

short. At the gate of each town was a

house decorated with flags, in which

were seated four men writing the names

of all passers, with the object and extent

of their trip, and collecting the duties,

which are laid upon everything.

At Meiaski the party rested at a tea

house, where they were served by thirty-

six young girls. The decorations of this

house were wonders of art, it having

just before served as a stopping-place

for the Taikoon in one of his visits to

the town. The garden in the rear was

an admirable specimen of Japanese skill

and taste in these matters. It seemed

like a fairy park looked down upon from

an eminence through a reversed opera-

j glass. Forests of small purple or dark-

j green trees stretched out their petty

j branches round ponds of red goldfish ;

Liliputian paths wound through pigmy

lawns, crossing rills and bridges of turf

large enough for the comfortable pas-

- sage of a rat ; while towers and summer-

I houses of proportionate size enlivened

the landscape.

In Yeddo- the party stayed at the

French legation, an immense square

building, divided into corridors and

chambers by some fifty double lines of

I such side-scenes as the Japanese use for

the partitions and walls of their houses,

j Yeddo being filled with the nobility.

! who are hostile to the introduction ot

i foreigners, it was injudicious to leave the

legation without the escort. One of the

first things done after their arrival at the

capital was to visit the temple of Atango-

Yahma, which stands on a mountain

outside of the city. Having arrived at

the top of the hill, a flight of a hundred
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yranite steps led to a terrace presenting

i view of the whole city, which looked

ike a park so large that the eye could

lot discern its limits. The sea washes

one side of the city, and a river runs

through it, while the undulations of the

thirty hills upon which it is built give it

a unique appearance.

 

ONE OF THE GIANT TREES OF THE VALLEY OF CALAVERAS.

Veddo consists of three cities: "Siro,"

le palace of the Taikoon; "Soto-Siro,"

ie palaces of the daimios; and"Midzi,"

ie city for trade. Siro, which is about

1 miles in circumference, appears like

an immense citadel surrounded with

terraced lawns, that descend to lakes

and circular canals. More than thirty

bridges of granite unite this residence of

the Taikoon with the city of the daimios,
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which contains more than three thousand

palaces. Soto-Siro differs also from other

Japanese cities in being built entirely of

stone. There is not a single wooden

house in it. The general style of the

architecture is simple and severe, each

house being a large rectangle, built of

white and black stones, and surrounded

like a fortress with a ditch fed from a

running stream. The mansions are the

official residences of the daimios, who

during the continuance of the feudal

system were obliged to reside in them

one year out of every three when they

came to Yeddo to pay their homage to

the Taikoon. There were eighteen dai

mios of divine descent, three hundred

and forty-four created by the Taikoons

during the last two centuries, and nearly

eighty thousand "hattamothos," or great

captains and knights. On their visits to

Yeddo these daimios were accompanied

by their harems, their official suites and

their troops. Each of them tried to sur

round himself with as brilliant a cortege

as possible, and brought with him from

eight to nine hundred persons in his

train. It may be imagined what a dis

play of luxurious ostentation Yeddo

afforded on these occasions, especially

since it was the purpose of the Taikoon

to stimulate each display, in order that

he should, by eclipsing all his vassals,

maintain his ascendency over them.

Perhaps no feudal system in Europe

was ever more effective than that of

Japan in its flourishing days. The land

was partitioned out among the daimios,

who organized its culture by their serfs.

The crops that were raised the daimio

bought at a price fixed by himself, and

when the serfs required food they bought

back from him such quantities as they

needed at another price, fixed also by

himself. The difference constituted the

revenue of the daimios. At present

many of the palaces in Soto-Siro are

nearly deserted, and the number of res

ident daimios is by no means what it

formerly was. Still, the streets are ani

mated, and our party was greatly inter

ested in passing through them. The

view in one of the streets passing from

Soto-Siro to the trading portion of Yeddo

 

was very striking. Rows of

walls divided the parks of the

from the street, and immediacy

them rose hedges from six to tl

forty feet high, admirably trimrJK

formed of camellias, azaleas ndb

in full bloom, while the sacrt- b

with their white plumage, made - 4

as brilliant as anything in Fa

Passing along this road, the

the escort of a prince. He was y

ed by heralds dressed in bhie ar

ed with wooden swords to keep i

crowd. Then came a whok ;.

of soldiers, with falconers, dan

pages, escorting the lacqu

mon " carried by eight men,

His Highness sat with b

and a sword sticking'about t*

of the window on each side.

The trading city was full 0

bustle, while the streets were so

they looked more like the path?

than the thoroughfares

Great precautions are

At the chief points w

built, provided with

the alarm. Almost e

pump arranged to w

steps apart are hi

copper and filled with

The Japanese go'

granted to our party

visiting the garden of the im;

dence, the opportunity >

avidity. This was only the

that such a favor had been

Europeans. The garden •«!

did spe cimen of Japanese skill

There were w alks, ponds filie^

liantly plumaged aqua:

with variously colored foliage

tea-houses, appliances for hut

music and dancing—in short

to charm or amuse

Among the temples of ^

most striking was one called

of thirty -three thousand three

and thirty -three divinities."

dedicated to the god of tootba

remarkable for the rites prtd

The sufferer who seeks the

god in his distress pays hs ci

and receives a slip of pa]
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hews assiduously until it becomes in his

louth perfectly plastic, and then, rolling

into a ball between his fingers, he

irows it at one of the pictures which

ang suspended high on the wall. The

skill of the Japanese enables them more

generally to hit their target than our

boys do when in country school-houses

they engage in a somewhat similar diver

sion, and the devout worshiper goes away

I

 

cured of the pain which brought him

litre.

At the arsenal our party were astonish

ed to see the rifled cannon and guns

Bade by the natives with machinery

0f their own construction. M. de Beau-

voir mentions Da-Keda (or Takeda) as

the designer. This ingenious officer

had studied Dutch, and with the help

of a Dutch-Japanese and an English-

Dutch dictionary had so mastered Bow-

ditch's Navigator as to be able to calcu
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late longitude from an eclipse. Mr. I

Pumpelly, who was employed by the

Japanese government to improve the

working of their mines, had this Japan- i

ese gentleman attached to his suite, and

tells this fact concerning him; adding,

" But this knowledge was purely mechan

ical, and mathematics from a philosoph

ical point of view was a new field to him,

though when he took them up in this

spirit he exhibited for the study a mental

power which I almost envied him."

Returning to Yokohama, the party by

special permission was allowed to visit

the sacred mountain Foosiyama, and

the sacred city Hakoni, situated at its

foot. With guides and an escort of ya-

konines, and provided with passports,

they set out on horseback along the

Tokaido. Everywhere the country peo

ple received them with most amiable

politeness, while the views of the coun

try were superb. The hills rose to

mountains in the distance, while on the

other hand the green valleys lay spread

before the eye, with precipices and

cascades, rivers and virgin forests, an

cient temples, rocks covered with ver

dure, and the line of the blue sea in the

distance. The houses in the country

have a slight covering of earth on the

higher parts of the roofs, where lilies

are planted, from which the oil is made

that is used by the Japanese women in

dressing their hair. This custom origi

nated in an edict by the Mikado for

bidding the use of the "sacred soil" for

any plants except such as are useful, but

giving permission to plant the lilies on

the housetops, "since they give beauty

to the hair of women, and will serve as

the living hair of the paternal roof."

From Hakoni the party passed on to

the baths of Mionoska, the Baden-Bad

en of the Japanese aristocracy, a village

built in a deep valley on the flank of a

steep mountain, where the streets are

flights of granite steps, and the houses,

in the midst of cascades, seem piled on

each other. The baths are sulphur ones,

and here the peculiar want of conven- I

tionality common in Japan was again

forced upon the attention of our trav

elers. The towels offered them after

bathing were small sheets of a of -

paper.

Having spent somewhat moreiku

month in Japan, our travelers embark;

on the Colorado for San Francisco Tl

Colorado was the first ship placed i?l

the line between San Francisco aKi

pan. Her beauty of model, the aa

rable appointments for the comftfi

her passengers, and the fact that tbs

she was a ship of four thousand toes i

speed, averaging eleven miles ar. aa

was obtained with the consurap:■- 1

only thirty-five tons of coal in r*rs

four hours, were matters of surprise

fact, says the count, "this result it si

possible to attain with our engine."

In crossing the one hundred I

eightieth degree of longitude, the ^

cation of the day—it being for tw i

the third of June—called attention 91

fact that the party had circimmaretf

the world, and had seen one kx *J

rise than those who had remake; i

tionary at home. The first sight * $

Francisco, for our party so frtst 3

Japan, was one of disappointment. '1

earth, the houses, the sky, all s«l

the same color, while the city Is*

yellow and mean. The hills sen1*

ing it seemed to be engaged tab"*

it under clouds of dust driven In '

wind through the streets." Thecal

with the fresh, beautiful green arini

coasts of Japan, which had been *\

cently left, produced this impre»f "

visit to the theatre, however, cbas

this feeling. "In this hall there rtj

elegance, a brilliancy, the indtscr-'"

perfume of civilization, such as«e*

no idea of."

Though in haste to return toF:^

our party lingered long enough " i

the Giant Trees, and before then ?»

" confounded." " Our most ma.**1'*

in France, the tallest firs of the A?1

the Pyrenees, the gum trees of A*5*

all seem like dwarfs in their *■

Here they are, six hundred and n*

of them, in a single dump, nsf f

gigantic columns a hundred yards-**

A few days were spent in a run c8*

the mining country and to thf**-
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Calaveras, where is another group of

k'iant trees, ninety in number, one of

which furnished its bark for the Crystal

l'alace. It is dead, but stands erect, and

without the bark measures eighty-one

feet round.

The structures on the Pacific railroad

also excited our travelers' admiration for

 

'-heir lightness, solidity and strength.

In the mining region of Nevada the pro

cess at the Blue Tent Mine was so new

as to greatly surprise the party. This is

a hydraulic mine, where a mountain-

stream, brought down in pipes, is driv

en with a pressure of two hundred and

seventy-five feet elevation against the

mountain-side. So great is the force of

the stream that a man struck by it would

be killed instantly. The idea of using

this force for mining purposes seemed to

our party purely American in its bold

ness. Two or three men suffice for
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managing the operation, and in a day I in the bottom, and the gold is absorbed

will wash down twenty-five hundred tons j by the mercury. Every month the work

of gravel. Other methods of this kind, i is stopped, and the amalgam gathered

on a larger scale, have been able to wash and the gold recovered by a chemical

twenty thousand tons in the same time. process. A brief visit to New Alma-

Of course the amount of work done den, where the second richest mercury-

varies with the conditions. Sometimes mines known are worked, then occupied

groups of petrified trees are uncovered, the party. Returning to San Francisco,

and at times the soil is so dense that it they crossed the Isthmus of Panama and

conies down in blocks too hard to be proceeded to New York, and thence to

broken except by the use of powder. France, thus happily completing a jour-

The gravel thus loosened is then carried ney round the world from east to west,

to a canal, with mercury in troughs placed Edward Howland.

MY LOVE CAN HOLD HIS OWN.

HERE is a sad, worn letter, ten years old,

With threatened gaps along each well-pressed fold;

Yet though it tells of illness and of death,

I read it over, now, with tranquil breath.

When first it came, with strength of my despair

I paled and groaned, and turned from even prayer,

Despised what looked like comfort yet was none,

And bade the friends that brought it me begone.

It seemed I better could have spared them all

Than just the one on whom 'twere vain to call :

He was my world, and so the world seemed dead.

Why should all these be living in his stead ?

I thank my God that I have learned to bow,

But fain would have submission only now :

I fear, sometimes, when on that once I dwell,

That Time in healing does his work too well.

I have a jealous feeling for the dead,

Lest some one else restore what Death has shed :

I wonder at my laugh and careless jest,

When he is dust who could have shared them best.

But in some ill that I can scarcely bear

I read this letter with redoubled care ;

And when Pain comes with voiceless prophecy,

Here doth the sweetest comfort wait for me.

I will not fear : my love can hold his own ;

So something tells me when my soul's alone :

In tardy joys though now I find content,

Yet after him the homeward look is sent !

Charlotte F. Bates.
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MALCOLM.

BY GEORGE MACDONALD, AUTHOR OF " ANNALS OF A QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD,"

"ROBERT FALCONER," ETC.

CHAPTER XI.

THE OLD CHURCH.

THE next day, the day of the Resur

rection, rose glorious from its sepul-

:hre of sea-fog and drizzle. It had pour-

id all night long, but at sunrise the clouds

iad broken and scattered, and the air

a'as the purer for the cleansing rain,

while the earth shone with that peculiar

lustre which follows the weeping which

has endured its appointed night. The

larks were at it again, singing as if their

hearts would break for joy as they hover

ed in brooding exultation over the song

of the future ; for their nests beneath

hoarded a wealth of larks for summers to

come. Especially about the old church

—half buried in the ancient trees of Los-

sie House—the birds that day were jubi

lant ; their throats seemed too narrow to

let out the joyful air that filled all their

hollow bones and quills : they sang as

if they must sing, or choke with too much

gladness. Beyond the short spire and

its shining cock, rose the balls and stars

and arrowy vanes of the House, glitter

ing in gold and sunshine.

The inward hush of the Resurrection,

hroken only by the prophetic birds, the

poets of the groaning and travailing

creation, held time and space as in a

trance ; and the centre from which radi

ated both the hush and the caroling ex

pectation seemed to Alexander Graham

to be the churchyard in which he was

now walking in the cool of the morning.

It was more carefully kept than most

Scottish churchyards, and yet was not

too trim : Nature had a word in the affair

—was allowed her part of mourning, in

long grass and moss and the crumbling

away of stone. The wholesomeness of

decay, which both in nature and human

ity is but the miry road back to life, was

not unrecognized here ; there was noth-

mg of the hideous attempt to hide death

in the garments of life. The master

walked about gently, now stopping to

read some well-known inscription and

ponder for a moment over the words ;

and now wandering across the stoneless

mounds, content to be forgotten by all

but those who loved the departed. At

length he seated himself on a slab by

the side of the mound that rose but yes

terday : it was sculptured with symbols of

decay—needless surely where the origi

nals lay about the mouth of every newly

opened grave, and as surely ill-befitting

the precincts of a church whose indwell

ing gospel is of life victorious over death !

"What are these stones," he said to

himself, " but monuments to oblivion ?

They are not memorials of the dead, but

memorials of the forgetfulness of the

living. How vain it is to send a poor

forsaken name, like the title-page of a

lost book, down the careless stream of

time ! Let me serve my generation, and

let God remember me !"

The morning wore on ; the sun rose

higher and higher. He drew from his

pocket the Nosce Teipsum of Sir John

Davies, and was still reading, in quiet

enjoyment of the fine logic of the lawyer-

poet, when he heard the church key, in

the trembling hand of Jonathan Auld-

buird, the sexton, jar feebly battling with

the reluctant lock. Soon the people be

gan to gather, mostly in groups and cou

ples. At length came solitary Miss Horn,

whom the neighbors, from respect to her

sorrow, had left to walk alone. But Mr.

Graham went to meet her, and accom

panied her into the church.

It was a cruciform building, as old as

the vanished monastery, and the burial-

place of generations of noble blood ; the

dust of royalty even lay under its floor.

A knight of stone reclined cross-legged

in a niche with an arched Norman can

opy in one of the walls, the rest of which

was nearly encased in large tablets of

white marble, for at its foot lay the ashes
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of barons and earls whose title was ex

tinct, and whose lands had been inherit

ed by the family of Lossie. Inside as

well as outside of the church the ground

had risen with the dust of generations,

so that the walls were low ; and heavy

galleries having been erected in parts,

the place was filled with shadowy re

cesses and haunted with glooms. From

a window in the square pew where he

sat, so small and low that he had to bend

his head to look out of it, the school

master could see a rivulet of sunshine,

streaming through between two upright

gravestones, and glorifying the long

grass of a neglected mound that lay

close to the wall under the wintry drip

from the eaves : when he raised his head,

the church looked very dark. The best

way there to preach the Resurrection, he

thought, would be to contrast the sepul

chral gloom of the church, its dreary

psalms and drearier sermons, with the

sunlight on the graves, the lark-filled

sky, and the wind blowing where it list

ed. But although the minister was a

young man of the commonest order,

educated to the church that he might

eat bread, hence a mere willing slave to

the beck of his lord and master, the

patron, and but a parrot in the pulpit,

the schoolmaster not only endeavored to

pour his feelings and desires into the

mould of his prayers, but listened to the

sermon with a countenance that revealed

no distaste for the weak and unsavory

broth ladled out to him to nourish his

soul withal. When, however, the service

—though whose purposes the affair could

be supposed to serve except those of Mr.

Cairns himself, would have been a curi

ous question—was over, he did breathe a

sigh of relief ; and when he stepped out

into the sun and wind which had been

shining and blowing all the time of the

dreary ceremony, he wondered whether

the larks might not have had the best of

it in the God-praising that had been going

on for two slow-paced hours. Yet, having

been so long used to the sort of thing,

he did not mind it half so much as his

friend Malcolm, who found the Sunday

observances an unspeakable weariness

lo both flesh and spirit.

On the present occasion, however.

Malcolm did not find the said observ

ances dreary, for he observed nothing

but the vision which radiated from the

dusk of the small gallery forming the

Lossie pew, directly opposite the Norman

canopy and stone crusader. Unconven

tional, careless girl as Lady Florimel had

hitherto shown herself to him, he saw he:

sit that morning like the proudest of he:

race, alone, and, to all appearance, un-

j aware of a single other person's bein;

in the church besides herself. She mani

fested no interest in what was going on,

nor indeed felt any—how could she ?—

never parted her lips to sing ; sat during

the prayer ; and throughout the sermon

seemed to Malcolm not once to move

her eyes from the carved crusader. When

all was over, she still sat motionless—sat

until the last old woman had hobbled

out. Then she rose, walked slowly from

the gloom of the church, flashed into the

glow of the churchyard, gleamed across

it to a private door in the wall, which a

servant held for her, and vanished. If,

a moment after, the notes of a mem

song invaded the ears of those who yet

lingered, who could dare suspect that

proudly sedate damsel of thus suddenly

breaking the ice of her public behavior?

For a mere school-girl she had cer

tainly done the lady's part well. What

she wore I do not exactly know; nor

would it perhaps be well to describe what

might seem grotesque to such prejudiced

readers as have no judgment beyond the

fashions of the day. But I will not let

pass the opportunity of reminding them

how sadly old-fashioned we of the pres

ent hour also look in the eyes of those

equally infallible judges who have been

in dread procession toward us ever since

we began to be—our posterity—judges

who perhaps will doubt with a smile

whether we even knew what love was.

or ever had a dream of the grandeur

they are on the point of grasping. But

at least bethink yourselves, dear postcr-

I ity ! we have not ceased because you

| have begun.

Out of the church the blind Duncan

strode with long, confident strides. He

had no staff to aid him, for he never car
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ried one when in his best clothes ; but

he leaned proudly on Malcolm's arm, if

one who walked so erect could be said

to lean. He had adorned his bonnet

the autumn before with a sprig of the

large purple heather, but every bell had

fallen from it, leaving only the naked

spray, pitiful analogue of the whole

withered exterior of which it formed

part. His sporran, however, hid the

stained front of his kilt, and his Sunday

coat had been new within ten years—

the gift of certain ladies of Portlossie,

some of whom, to whose lowland eyes

the kilt was obnoxious, would have add

ed a pair of trowsers, had not Miss Horn

stoutly opposed them, confident that

Duncan would regard the present as an

insult. And she was right ; for rather

than wear anything instead of the phili-

beg, Duncan would have plaited him

self one with his own blind fingers out

of an old sack. Indeed, although the

trews were never at any time unknown

in the Highlands, Duncan had always

>^k<l them as effeminate, and espe-

ciallyTn his lowland exile would have

looked upon the wearing of them as a

disgrace to his highland birth.

" Tat wass a ferry coot sairmon to-day,

Malcolm," he said, as they stepped from

the churchyard upon the road.

Malcolm, knowing well whither conver

sation on the subjeat would lead, made

no reply. His grandfather, finding him

silent, iterated his remark, with the ad

dition—

"Put how could it pe a paad one,

you'll pe thinking, my poy, when he'd

pe hafing such a text to keep him

straight ?"

Malcolm continued silent, for a good

many people were within hearing, whom

he did not wish to see amused with the

remarks certain to follow any he could

make. But Mr. Graham, who happened

to be walking near the old man on the

other side, out of pure politeness made a

partial response.

"Yes, Mr. MacPhail," he said, "it was

a grand text."

"Yes, and it wass 'll pe a cran' sair

mon," persisted Duncan. "'Fenchence

is mine—I will repay.' Ta Lord loves

fenchence. It's a fine thing, fenchence.

To make ta wicked know tat tey 'll pe

peing put men ! Yes ; ta Lord will slay

ta wicked. Ta Lord will gif ta honest

man fenchence upon his enemies. It

wass a cran' sairmon !"

" Don't you think vengeance a very

dreadful thing, Mr. MacPhail ?" said the

schoolmaster.

"Yes, for ta von tat 'll pe in ta wrong.

—I wish ta fenchence was mine !" he

added with a loud sigh.

"But the Lord doesn't think any of us

fit to be trusted with it, and so keeps it

to himself, you see."

"Yes; and tat 'll pe pecause it 'll pe

too coot to be gifing to another. And

some people would be waik of heart,

and be letting teir enemies co."

" I suspect it's for the opposite reason,

Mr. MacPhail :—we would go much too

far, making no allowances, causing the

innocent to suffer along with the guilty,

neither giving fair play nor avoiding

cruelty—and indeed—"

"No fear!" interrupted Duncan eager

ly—-"no fear, when ta wrong wass as

larch as Morven !"

In the sermon there had not been one

word as to Saint Paul's design in quoting

the text. It had been but a theatrical set

ting forth of the vengeance of God upon

sin, illustrated with several common tales

of the discovery of murder by strange

means—a sermon after Duncan's own

heart ; and nothing but the way in which

he now snuffed the wind with head

thrown back and nostrils dilated, could

have given an adequate idea of how

much he enjoyed the recollection of it.

Mr. Graham had for many years be

lieved that he must have some personal

wrongs to brood over—wrongs, prob

ably, to which were to be attributed his

loneliness and exile ; but of such Dun

can had never spoken, uttering no male

dictions except against the real or imag

ined foes of his family.*

•What added to the likelihood of Mr. Graham's

conjecture was the fact, well enough known to htm,

though to few lowlanders besides, that revenge is not

a characteristic of the Gael. Whatever instances of

it may have appeared, and however strikingly they

may have been worked up in fiction, such belong to

the individual and not to the race. A remarkable
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The master placed so little value on

any possible results of mere argument,

and had indeed so little faith in any

words except such as came hot from the

heart, that he said no more, but, with an

invitation to Malcolm to visit him in the

evening, wished them good-day, and

turned in at his own door.

The two went slowly on toward the

sea-town. The road was speckled with

home-goers, single and in groups, hold

ing a quiet Sunday pace to their dinners.

Suddenly Duncan grasped Malcolm's

arm with the energy of perturbation,

almost of fright, and said in a loud

whisper :

" Tere'll pe something efil not far from

her, Malcolm, my son ! Look apout,

look apout, and take care how you'll pe

leading her."

Malcolm looked about, and replied,

pressing Duncan's arm, and speaking in

a low voice, far less audible than his

whisper,

"There's naebody near, daddy—nae-

body but the howdie-wife."

"What howdie-wife do you mean,

Malcolm ?"

" Hoot ! Mistress Catanach, ye ken.

Dinna lat her hear ye."

" I had a feeshion, Malcolm—one mo

ment, and no more ; ta darkness closed

arount it : I saw a ped, Malcolm, and—"

"Wheesht, wheesht, daddy!" pleaded

Malcolm importunately. "She hears

ilka word ye're sayin'. She's awfu' gleg,

an' she's as poozhonous as an edder.

Haud yer tongue, daddy ; for guid-sake

haud yer tongue."

The old man yielded, grasping Mal

colm's arm, and quickening his pace,

proof of this occurs in the history of the family of

Glenco itself. What remained of it after the mas

sacre in 1689, rose in 1745. and joined the forces of

Prince Charles Edward. Arriving in the neighbor

hood of the residence of Lord Stair, whose grand

father had been one of the chief instigators of the

massaere, the prince took special precautions lest the

people of Glenco should wreak inherited vengeance

on the earl. But they were so indignant at being

supposed capable of visiting on the innocent the guilt

of their ancestors, that it was with much difficulty

they were prevented from forsaking the standard of

the prince and returning at once to their homes.

Perhaps a yet stronger proof is the fact, fully asserted

by one Gaelic scholar at least, that their literature

contains nothing to foster feelings of revenge.

though his breath came hard, as through

the gathering folds of asthma. Mrs.

Catanach also quickened her pace anil

came gliding along the grass by the side

of the road, noiseless as the adder to

which Malcolm had likened her, and

going much faster than she seemed.

Her great round body looked a persist

ent type of her calling, and her arms

seemed to rest in front of her as upon a

ledge. In one hand she carried a small

Bible, round which was folded her pock

et-handkerchief, and in the other a bunch

of southern-wood and rosemary. She

wore a black silk gown, a white shawl,

and a great straw bonnet with yellow

ribbons in huge bows, and looked the

very pattern of Sunday respectability:

but her black eyebrows gloomed ominous

and an evil smile shadowed about the

corners of her mouth as she passed with

out turning her head or taking the least

notice of them. Duncan shuddered, and

breathed yet harder, but seemed to re

cover as she increased the distance be

tween them. They walked the of

the way in silence, however ; antRver.

after they reached home, Duncan made

no allusion to his late discomposure.

"What was't ye thocht ye saw, as we

cam frae the kirk, daddy ?" asked Mal

colm when they were seated at their

dinner of broiled mackerel and boiled

potatoes.

" In other times she'll pe hafing such

feeshions often, Malcolm, my son," he

returned, avoiding an answer. "Like

other pards of her race she would pe see

ing— in the speerit, where old Tuncan

can see. And she'll pe telling you, Mal

colm—peware of tat voman ; for ta vo-

man was thinking pad thoughts; and

tat will pe what make her shutter and

shake, my son, as she'll be coing py."

CHAPTER XII.

THE CHURCHYARD.

On Sundays, Malcolm was always

more or less annoyed by the obtrusive

presence of his arms and legs, accom

panied by a vague feeling that, at any

moment, and no warning given, they
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might, with some insane and irrepres

sible flourish, break the Sabbath on their

own account, and degrade him in the

eyes of his fellow-townsmen, who seem

ed all silently watching how he bore the

restraints of the holy day. It must be

conceded, however, that the discomfort

had quite as much to do with his Sun

day clothes as with the Sabbath-day,

and that it interfered but little with an

altogether peculiar calm which appeared

to him to belong in its own right to the

Sunday, whether its light flowed in the

sunny cataracts of June, or oozed through

the spongy clouds of November. As he

walked again to the Alton, or Old Town

in the evening, the filmy floats of white

in the lofty blue, the droop of the long

dark grass by the side of the short bright

corn, the shadows pointing like all

lengthening shadows toward the quarter

of hope, the yellow glory filling the air

and paling the green below, the unseen

larks hanging aloft — like air -pitcher-

plants that overflowed in song — like

electric jars emptying themselves of the

sweet thunder of bliss in the flashing of

wings and the trembling of melodious

throats ; these were indeed of the sum

mer, but the cup of rest had been poured

out upon them ; the Sabbath brooded

like an embodied peace over the earth,

and under its wings they grew sevenfold

peaceful—with a peace that might be

felt, like the hand of a mother pressed

upon the half-sleeping child. The rust

ed iron cross on the eastern gable of the

old church stood glowing lustreless in

the westering sun ; while the gilded

vane, whose business was the wind,

creaked radiantly this way and that, in

the flaws from the region of the sunset :

its shadow flickered soft on the new

grave, where the grass of the wounded

sod was drooping. Again seated on a

neighbor stone, Malcolm found his

friend.

"See," said the schoolmaster as the

fisherman sat down beside him, "how

the shadow from one grave stretches

like an arm to embrace another ! In this

light the churchyard seems the very

birthplace of shadows : see them flowing

out of the tombs as from fountains, to

overflow the world !—Does the morning

or the evening light suit such a place

best, Malcolm ?"

The pupil thought for a while.

"The evenin' licht, sir," he answered

at length; "for ye see the sun's deein'

like, an' deith's like a fa'in' asleep, an'

the grave's the bed, an' the sod's the

bed-claes, an' there's a lang nicht to the

fore."

"Are ye sure o' that, Malcolm ?"

" It's the wye folk thinks an' says

aboot it, sir."

"Or maybe doesna think, an' only

says ?"

"Maybe, sir; I dinna ken."

"Come here, Malcolm," said Mr. Gra

ham, and took him by the arm, and led

him toward the east end of the church,

where a few tombstones were crowded

against the wall, as if they would press

close to a place they might not enter.

"Read that," he said, pointing to a

flat stone, where every hollow letter was

shown in high relief by the growth in it

of a lovely moss. The rest of the stone

j was rich in gray and green and brown

lichens, but only in the letters grew the

bright moss : the inscription stood as it

were in the hand of Nature herself—

"He is not here ; he is risen."

While Malcolm gazed, trying to think

what his master would have him think,

the latter resumed :

" If he is risen—if the sun is up, Mal

colm—then the morning and not the

evening is the season for the place of

tombs ; the morning when the shadows

are shortening and separating, not the

evening when they are growing all into

one. I used to love the churchyard

best in the evening, when the past was

more to me than the future ; now I visit

it almost every bright summer morning,

and only occasionally at night."

"But, sir, isna deith a dreadfu' thing?"

said Malcolm.

"That depends on whether a man re

gards it as his fate, or as the will of a

perfect God. Its obscurity is its dread ;

but if God be light, then death itself must

be full of splendor—a splendor probably

too keen for our eyes to receive."

" But there's the deein' itsel' : isna that
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fearsome ? It's that I wad , be fleyed

at."

"I don't see why it should be. It's

the want of a God that makes it dread

ful, and you will be greatly to blame,

Malcolm, if you haven't found your God

by the time you have to die."

They were startled by a gruff voice

near them. The speaker was hidden by

a corner of the church.

"Ay, she's weel happit (covered)," it

said. "But a grave never luiks richt

wantin' a stane, an' her auld cousin wad

hear o' nane bein' laid ower her. I said

it micht be set up at her heid, whaur she

wad never fin' the weicht o' 't ; but na,

na ! nane o' 't for her I She's ane 'at

maun tak her ain gait, say the ither

thing wha likes."

It was Wattie Witherspail who spoke

—a thin shaving of a man, with a deep,

harsh, indeed startling voice.

"An' what ailed her at a stane?" re

turned the voice of Jonathan Auldbuird,

the sexton. "—Na doobt it wad be the

expense ?"

" Amna I tellin' ye what it was ? Deil

a bit o' the expense cam intil the calca-

lation ! The auld maiden's nane sae

close as fowk 'at disna ken her wad mak

her oot. / ken her weel. She wadna

hae a stane laid upon her as gien she

wanted to haud her doon, puir thing !

She said, says she, ' The yerd's eneuch

upo' the tap o' her, wantin' that !' "

" It micht be some sair, she wad be

thinkin' doobtless, for sic a waik worn

cratur to lift whan the trump was blawn,"

said the sexton, with the feeble laugh of

one who doubts the reception of his wit.

"Weel, I div whiles think," responded

Wattie,—but it was impossible from his

tone to tell whether or not he spoke in

earnest,—" 'at maybe my boxies is a

wheen ower weel made for the use they're

pitten till. They sudna be that ill to

rive—gien a' be true 'at the minister

says. Ye see, we dinna ken whan that

day may come, an' there may na be

time for the wat an' the worm to ca

(drive) the boords apairt."

" Hoots, man ! it's no your lang nails

nor yet yer heidit screws 'll haud doon

the redeemt, gien the jeedgement war

the morn's mornin'," said the sexto

"an' for the lave, they wad be gll

eneuch to bide whaur they are; I

they'll a' be howkit oot,—fear na I

that."

"The Lord grant a blessed uprisin'

you an' me, Jonathan, at that day !" a

Wattie, in the tone of one who felt hi

self uttering a more than ordinarily

ligious sentiment ; and on the word I

lowed the sound of their retreating fod

steps.

"How close together may come d

solemn and the grotesque ! the ludicrod

and the majestic !" said the schoolmastd

" Here, to us lingering in awe about ii

doors beyond which lie the gulfs of th

unknown—to our very side come 'Ji

wright and the grave-digger with tbd

talk of the strength of coffins and ti

judgment of the living God!"

" I hae whiles thoucht mysel', sir,

said Malcolm, "it was gey strange-l;b

to hae a wuman o' the mak o' Mistres

Catanach sittin' at the receipt o' baircs

like the gate-keeper o' the ither warT

wi' the hasp o' 't in her han' : it doesm

promise ower weel for them 'at she lan

in. An' noo ye hae pitten't intil m]

heid that there's Wattie Witherspail as

Jonathan Auldbuird for the porters ti

open an' lat a' that's left o' 's oot again

Think o' sic-like haein' sic a han' in a

solemn matters '"

" Indeed some of us have strange po:

ters," said Mr. Graham, with a smile

" both to open to us and to close behini

us ; yet even in them lies the human na

ture, which, itself the embodiment of thi

unknown, wanders out through the gait:

of mystery, to wander back, it may be

in a manner not altogether unlike tha

, by which it came."

In contemplative moods, the school

master spoke in a calm and loftily su*

tained style of book-English—quite an

other language from that he used whe:

he sought to rouse the consciences ot

his pupils, and strangely contrasted with

that in which Malcolm kept up his side

of the dialogue.

"I houp, sir," said the latter, "it 'll

be nae sort o' a celestial Mistress Cata

nach 'at 'll be waiting for me o' the ithei
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- ..; nor yet for my puir daddy, wha cud

debein' wamledabootupo'^rknee."

lr. Graham laughed outright.

If there be one to act the nurse," ne

»cred, " I presume there will be one

ike the mother's part too."

But speakin' o' the grave, sir," pur-

l Malcolm, " I wiss ye cud drop a

d 'at micht be o' some comfort to my

s Ay. It's plain to me, frae words he

fa' noo an' than, that, instead o'

in' the warl' ahint him whan he dees,

thinks to lie smorin' an' smocherin'

le mools, clammy an' wect, but a'

e, an' trimlin' at the thocht o' the

dent awfu' roor an' dirl o' the brazen

npet o' the archangel. I wiss ye wad

i in an' say something till him some

it. It's nae guid mentionin' 't to the

lister; he wad only gie a lauch an'

ig awa'. An' gien ye cud jist slide

a word aboot forgiein' his enemies,

I made licht o' the maitter to Mis-

,s Courthope, 'cause she only maks

1 vvaur. She does weel wi' what the

lister pits intill her, but she has little

her ain to mix't up wi', an' sae has

a' weicht wi' the likes o' my gran'-

her. Only ye winna lat him think ye

Jed on purpose."

Ihey walked about the churchyard

til the sun went down in what Mr.

aham called the grave of his endless

mrrection—the clouds on the one side

aring all the pomp of his funeral, the

iuds on the other all the glory of his

irising ; and when now the twilight

:mbled filmy on the borders of the

uk, the master once more seated him-

lf beside the new grave, and motion-

i to Malcolm to take his place beside

un : there they talked and dreamed to-

ether of the life to come, with many

anderings and returns; and little as

ie boy knew of the ocean-depths of

orrowful experience in the bosom of his

ompanion whence floated up the break-

:g bubbles of rainbow-hued thought,

«s words fell upon his heart—not to be

rovender for the birds of flitting fancy

md airy speculation, but the seed—it

night be decades ere it ripened—of a

:oming harvest of hope. At length the

faster rose and said—

" Malcolm, I'm going in : I should like

you to stay here half an hour alone, and

then go straight home to bed."

For the master believed in solitude and

silence. Say rather, he believed in God.

What the youth might think, feel, or

judge, he could not tell ; but he believed

that when the human is still, the Divine

speaks to it, because it is its own.

Malcolm consented willingly. The

darkness had deepened, the graves all

but vanished ; an old setting moon ap

peared, boat-like, over a great cloudy

chasm, into which it slowly sank ; blocks

of cloud, with stars between, possessed

the sky ; all nature seemed thinking

about death ; a listless wind began to

blow, and Malcolm began to feel as if

he were awake too long, and ought to be

asleep—as if he were out in a dream—a

dead man that had risen too soon or

lingered too late—so lonely, so forsaken !

The wind, soft as it was, seemed to blow

through his very soul. Yet something

held him, and his half hour was long

over when he left the churchyard.

As he walked home, the words of a

German poem, a version of which Mr.

Graham had often repeated to him, and

once more that same night, kept ringing

in his heart :

Uplifted is the stone,

And all mankind arisen !

We men remain thine own,

And vanished is our prison !

What bitterest grief can stay

Before thy golden cup,

When earth and life give way,

And with our Lord we sup?

To the marriage Death doth call.

The maidens are not slack :

The lamps are burning all—

Of oil there is no lack.

Afar I hear the walking

Of thy great marriage-throng !

And hark ! the stars arc talking

With human tone and tongue !

Courage ! for life is hasting

To endless life away ;

The inner fire, unwasting.

Transfigures our dull clay !

See the stars melting, sinking.

In life-wine, golden-bright !

We, of the splendor drinking,

Shall grow to stars of light.

Lost, lost are all our losses ;

Love set for ever free ;

The full life heaves and tosses

Like an eternal sea I
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One endless living story !

One poem spread abroad I

And the sun of all o„r glory

Is the countenance of God.

CHAPTER XIII.

THE MARQUIS OF LOSS1E.

The next morning rose as lovely .is if

the mantle of the departing Resurrec

tion-day had fallen upon it. Malcolm

rose with it, hastened to his boat, and

pulled out into the bay for an hour or

two's fishing. Nearly opposite the great

conglomerate rock at the western end

of the dune, called the Bored Craig

(Perforated Crag) because of a large

hole that went right through it, he be

gan to draw in his line. Glancing shore

ward as he leaned over the gunwale, he

spied at the foot of the rock, near the

opening, a figure in white, seated, with

bowed head. It was of course the mys

terious lady, whom he had twice before

seen thereabout at this unlikely if not

untimely hour ; but with yesterday fresh

in his mind, how could he fail to see in

her an angel of the resurrection waiting

at the sepulchre to tell the glad news

that the Lord was risen ?

Many were the glances he cast shore

ward as he rebaited his line, and. having

thrown it again into the water, sat wait

ing until il should be time to fire the

swivel. Still the lady sat on, in her

whiteness a creature of the dawn, w ith

out even lifting her head. At length,

having added a few more fishes to the

little heap in the bottom of his boat, and

finding his watch bear witness that the

hour was at hand, he seated himself on

his thwart, and rowed lustily to the shore,

his bosom filled with the hope of yet an

other sight of the lovely face, and another

hearing of the sweet English voice and

speech. But the very first time he turn

ed his head to look, he saw but the slo

ping foot of the rock sink bare into the

shore. No white-robed angel sat at the

gate of the resurrection ; no moving

thing was visible on the far-vacant sands.

When he reached the top of the dune,

there was no living creature beyond but

a few sheep feeding on the thin grass.

He fired the gun. roswiid

ton, ate his breakfast ^.H

ry the best of his fish act El

The moment he tuns; S3

her street, he saw Mr-Aca

ing on her threshold r~ i

akimbo: although shtwtu

and her house spouts^ 36

seemed for ever about i; a

outlook at least, if notoai'

"What hae ye in yok>

day, Ma'colm ?" she sec --

smile, which was not s*cs:

restore vanished confides^.

"Naething guid for dtp,"

Malcolm, and was wallets s

But she made a step tor*",

a laugh meant to indicate t:.a:

ment, said,

" Lat's see what's inull't k.7

how). The doggie's awa' k

the day."

"Deed, Mistress CatanadL

Malcolm, " I canna say I

ain fish flung i" my face, net

ill-faured tykes rin awa' *i '-

verra een."

Alter the warning given ta

Horn, and the strange influ

ence had had on his grands:

colm preferred keeping up *

quarrel with the woman.

'Dinna ca' ill names," she:

" my dog wad tak it waur » as

ill-faured tyke, nor to hae tsi.

his face. Lat's see what's i

I say."

As she spoke, she laid bet i

the basket, but Malcolm dre»

turned away toward the gaa.

" Lord safe us !" she cried, »"d

ing laugh; "ye're no feared si

wife like me ?"

" I dinna ken ; maybe ay »

no—I wadna say. But I duy'

hae onything to du wi" ye, tret

"Ma'colm MacPhail,™ said Ma

nach, lowering her voice K- 1

whisper, while every trace ot 3

vanished from her countenance ,

had mair to du wi' me nor ye a

aiblins ye'll hae mair yet nor yea

help. Sae caw canny, my nus-

"Ye may hae the layin' o &
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l: Im, "but it sanna be wi' my

3 ;ien I hac ony life left i' me, I

'■I- fleg {fright)."

k: y get a waur yersel' : I hae

ler cs deid afore noo. Sae gang

"j" ::0 Mistress Coorthoup, wi' a

iiai -) i' yer lug (iw), I wuss ye

1 uck as I wad wuss ye !"

taxi words sounded so like a curse,

;•- :»■ rcome a cauld creep, Malcolm

ilii x a laugh.

■ k at the House bought all his

it r ey had had none for the last

Decause of the storm ; and he

\j. g to g° home by the river-side,

- .eard a tap on a window, and

Courthope beckoning him to

■-. »r.

rdship desired me to send you

alcolm, the next time you call-

- aid.

mem, here I am," answered

find him in the flower-garden,"

" He's up early to-day, for a

his basket at the top of the

: led down the rock to the level

irn, and walked up the valley

earn.

rden was a curious old-fashion-

, with high hedges, and close

trees, where two might have

i long without meeting, and it

S time before he found any hint

presence of the marquis. At

lowever, he heard voices, and

j the sound, walked along one

leys till he came to a little ar-

ere he discovered the marquis

and, to his surprise, the white-

id y of the sands beside him. A

er-hound at his master's feet was

; his mane, and baring his eye-

ith a growl, but the girl had a

his collar.

0 are you f" asked the marquis

gruffly, as if he had never seen

fore.

eg yer lordship's pardon," said

m, "but they telled me yer lord-

antit to see me, and sent me to

icr-gairden. Will I gang, or will

. xill.—ii

The marquis looked at him for a mo

ment, frowningly, and made no reply.

But the frown gradually relaxed before

Malcolm's modest but unflinching gaze,

and the shadow of a smile slowly usurp

ed its place. He still kept silent, how

ever.

"Am I to gang or bide, my lord ?" re

peated Malcolm.

" Can't you wait for an answer ?"

" As lang's yer lordship likes.—Will I

gang an' walk aboot, mem—my lady

—till his lordship's made up his min' ?

Wad that please iiim, duv ye think ?" he

said, in the tone of one who seeks ad

vice.

But the girl only smiled, and the mar

quis said, "Go to the devil."

" I maun luik to yer lordship for the

necessar' directions," rejoined Malcolm.

" Your tongue's long enough to inquire

as you go," said the marquis.

A reply in the same strain rushed to

Malcolm's lips, but he checked himself

in time, and stood silent, with his bonnet

in his hand, fronting the two. The mar

quis sat gazing as if he had nothing to

say to him, but after a few moments the

lady spoke—not to Malcolm, however.

" Is there any danger in boating here,

papa ?" she said.

" Not more, I dare say, than there ought

to be," replied the marquis listlessly.

" Why do you ask ?"

" Because I should so like a row ! I

want to see how the shore looks to the

mermaids."

"Well, I will take you some day, if

we can find a proper boat."

" Is yours a proper boat ?" she asked,

turning to Malcolm with a sparkle of fun

in her eyes.

" That depen's on my lord's definition

o' proper."

" Definition !" repeated the marquis.

"Is 't ower lang a word, my lord?"

asked Malcolm.

The marquis only smiled.

" I ken what ye mean. It's a strange

word in a fisher-lad's mou', ye think.

But what for should na a fisher-lad hae

a smatterin" o' loagic, my lord? 'For

Greek or Laitin there's but sma' oppor

tunity o' exerceese in oor pairts ; but for
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loagic, a fisher-body may aye haud his

han' in i' that. He can aye be tryin' 't

upo' 's wife, or 's guid-mithcr, or upo' 's

boat, or upo' the fish whan they winna

tak. Loagic wad save a heap o' cursin'

an' ill words—amo' the fisher-fowk, I

mean, my lord."

" Have you been to college ?"

"Na, my lord—the mair's the pity!

But I've been to the school sin' ever I

can min'."

" Do they teach logic there ?"

" A kin' o' 't. Mr. Graham sets us to

try oor han' whiles—j ist to mak 's a bit

gleg {quick and keen), ye ken."

"You don't mean you go to school

still ?"

" I dinna gang reg'lar ; but I gang as

aftcn as Mr. Graham wants me to help

him, an' I aye gether something."

"So it's schoolmaster you are as well

as fisherman ? Two strings to your bow !

—Who pays you for teaching ?"

" Ow ! nacbody. Wha wad pay me

for that ?" •

"Why, the schoolmaster."

" Na, but that wad be an affront, my

lord !"

" How can you afford the time for

nothing ?"

"The time comes to little, compairt

wi' what Mr. Graham gies me i' the lang

forenichts—i' the winter time, ye ken,

my lord, whan the sea's whiles ower

contumahcious to be meddlet muckle

wi'."

" But you have to support your grand

father."

"My gran'fathcr wad be ill pleased to

hear ye say 't, my lord. He's terrible

independent ; an' what wi' his pipes, an'

his lamps, an' his shop, he could keep 's

baith. It's no muckle the likes o' us

wants. He winna let me gang far to the

fishin', so that I hae the mair time to

read an' gang to Mr. Graham."

As the youth spoke, the marquis eyed

him with apparently growing interest.

"But you haven't told me whether

your boat is a proper one," said the lady.

"Proper eneuch, mem, for what's re

quired o' her. She taks guid fish."

" But is it a proper boat for me to have

a row in ?"

" No wi' that goon on, mem, as I telW

ye afore."

"The water won't get in, will it?"

" No more than's easy gotten cot

again."

" Do you ever put up a sail ?"

"Whiles—a wee bit o' a lug-sail."

" Nonsense, Flory !" said the marquis.

" I'll see about it." Then turning to

Malcolm—

"You may go," he said. "When I

want you I will send for you."

Malcolm thought with himself that h:

had sent for him this time before hs

wanted him ; but he made his bow, and

departed—not without disappointment

for he had expected the marquis to say

something about his grandfather going

to the House with his pipes, a request he

would fain have carried to the old man

to gladden his heart withal.

Lord Lossie had been one of the boon

companions of the prince of Wales—

considerably higher in type, it is true,

yet low enough to accept usage for law,

and measure his obligation by the cus

tom of his peers : duty merely amounted

to what was expected of him, and hono:,

the flitting shadow of the garment of

truth, was his sole divinity. Still, he hid

a heart, and it would speak—so long a!

least as the object affecting it was pres

ent. But, alas ! it had no memory, like

the unjust judge, he might redress a

wrong that cried to him, but out of sigh!

and hearing it had for him no exist

ence. To a man he would not have toM

a deliberate lie—except, indeed, a wo

man was in the case ; but to women he

had lied enough to sink the whole ship

of fools. Nevertheless, had the accusing

angel himself called'him a liar, he would

have instantly offered him his choice of

weapons.

There was in him by nature, however,

a certain generosity which all the vice he

had shared in had not quenched. Over

bearing, he was not yet too overbearing

to appreciate a manly carriage, and had

been pleased with what some would han'

considered the boorishness of Malcolm's

behavior—such not perceiving that i!

had the same source as the true aristo

cratic bearing — namely, a certain un
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iclfish confidence which is the mother

lf dignity.

He had of course been a spendthrift—

ind so much the better, being otherwise

that he was ; for a cautious and frugal

-oluptuary is about the lowest style of

nan. Hence he had never been out of

lifficulties, and when, a year or so agone,

le succeeded to his brother's marquisate,

le was, notwithstanding his enlarged in-

:ome, far too much involved to hope any

mmediate rescue from them. His new

property, however, would afford him a

:efuge from troublesome creditors; there

ae might also avoid expenditure for a

leason, and perhaps rally the forces of a

lute life ; the place was not new to

having, some twenty years before,

spent nearly twelve months there, of

which time the recollections were not al

together unpleasant : weighing all these

things he had made up his mind, and

here he was at Lossie House.

The marquis was about fifty years of

age, more worn than his years would ac

count for, yet younger than his years in

expression, for his conscience had never

hitten him very deep. He was middle-

sized, broad-shouldered, but rather thin,

with fine features of the aquiline Greek

type, light-blue hazy eyes, and fair hair,

slightly curling and streaked with gray.

His manners were those of one polite for

his own sake. To his remote inferiors

he was kind — would even encourage

them to liberties, but might in turn take

greater with them than they might find

agreeable. He was fond of animals—

would sit for an hour stroking the head

of Demon, his great Irish deerhound ;

hut at other times would tease him to a

wrath which touched the verge of dan

gerous. He was fond of practical jokes,

and would not hesitate to indulge him

self even in such as were incompatible

with any genuine refinement : the sort

had been in vogue in his merrier days,

and Lord Lossie had ever been one of

the most fertile in inventing and loudest

in enjoying them. For the rest, if he

was easily enraged, he was readily ap

peased; could drink a great deal, but

was no drunkard ; and held as his creed

that a God had probably made the world

and set it going, but that he did not care

a brass farthing, as he phrased it, how it

went on, or what such an insignificant

being as a man did or left undone in it.

Perhaps he might amuse himself with it,

he said, but he doubted it. As to men,

he believed every man loved himself

supremely, and therefore was in natural

warfare with every other man. Con

cerning women he professed himself un

able to give a definite utterance of any

sort—and yet, he would add, he had had

opportunities.

The mother of Florimel had died

when she was a mere child, and from

that time she had been at school until

her father brought her away to share his

fresh honors. She knew little, that little

was not correct, and had it been, would

have yet been of small value. At school

she had been under many laws, and had

felt their slavery : she was now in the

third heaven of delight with her liberty.

But the worst of foolish laws is, that

when the insurgent spirit casts them off,

it is but too ready to cast away with them

the genial self-restraint which these fret

ting trammels have smothered beneath

them.

Her father regarded her as a child, of

whom it was enough to require that she

should keep out of mischief. He said

to himself now and 'then that he must

find a governess for her ; but as yet he

had not begun to look for one. Mean

time he neither exercised the needful

authority over her, nor treated her as a

companion. His was a shallow nature,

never very pleasantly conscious of itself

except in the whirl of excitement and

the glitter of crossing lights : with a love

ly daughter by his side, he neither sought

to search into her being, nor to aid its

unfolding, but sat brooding over past

pleasures, or fancying others yet in store

for him—lost in the dull flow of life

I along the lazy reach to whose mire its

I once tumultuous torrent had now de-

I scended. But, indeed, what could such

a man have done for the education of a

j young girl ? How many of the qualities

he understood and enjoyed in women

could he desire to see developed in his

! daughter ? There was yet enough of the
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father in him to expect those qualities in

her to which in other women he had

been an insidious foe ; but had he not

done what in him lay to destroy his right

of claiming such from her ?

So Lady Florimel was running wild,

and enjoying it. As long as she made

her appearance at meals, and looked

happy, her father would give himself no

trouble about her. How he himself man

aged to live in those first days without

company—what he thought about or

speculated upon, it were hard to say.

All he could be said to do was to ride

here and there over the estate with his

steward, Mr. Crathic, knowing little and

caring less about farming, or crops, or

cattle. He had by this time, however,

invited a few friends to visit him, and

expected their arrival before long.

" How do you like this dull life, Flory ?"

he said, as they walked up the garden to

breakfast.

" Dull, papa !" she returned. " You

never were at a girls' school, or you

wouldn't call this dull. It is the merriest

life in the world. To go where you like,

and have miles of room ! And such

room ! It's the loveliest place in the

world, papa !"

He smiled a small, satisfied smile, and

stooping stroked his Demon.

CHAPTER XIV.

MEG PARTAN'S LAMP.

Malcolm went down the river-side,

not over pleased with the marquis ; for,

although unconscious of it as such, he

had a strong feeling of personal dignity.

As he threaded the tortuous ways of

the Seaton toward his own door, he met

sounds of mingled abuse and apology.

Such were not infrequent in that quarter,

for one of the women who lived there

was a termagant, and the door of her

cottage was generally open. She was

known as Meg Partan. Her husband's

real name was of as little consequence

in life as it is in my history, for almost

everybody in the fishing villages of that

coast was and is known by his to-name,

or nickname, a device for distinction

rendered absolutely necessary by th;

paucity of surnames occasioned by the

persistent intermarriage of the fishc:-

folk. Partan is the Scotch for crah, hut

the immediate recipient of the nan;

was one of the gentlest creatures in the

place, and hence it had been surmised

by some that, the gray marc being the

better horse, the man was thus desig

nated from the crabbedncss of his wife;

but the probability is he brought the ag

nomen with him from school, whe:e

many such apparently misfitting nainn

are unaccountably generated.

In the present case, however, the apol

ogies were not issuing as usual from the

mouth of Davy Partan, but from thai of

the blind piper. Malcolm stood for i

moment at the door to understand the

matter of contention, and prepare him

self to interfere judiciously.

"Gien ye suppose, piper, 'at ye're pey-

ed to drive fowk oot o' their beds at sic

hoors as yon, it's time the toon-cooncil

was informed o' yer mistak," said Meg

Partan, with emphasis on the last syllable.

" Ta coot peoples up in ta town are not

half so hart upon her as you, Mistress

Partan," insinuated poor Duncan, who,

knowing himself in fault, was humhle:

"and it's tere tat she's paid," he added,

with a bridling motion, "and not town

here pelow."

" Dinna ye glorifee yersel' to suppose

there's a fisher, lat alane a fisher's wife,

in a' the haill Seaton 'at wad lippen

(trust) till an auld haiveril like you to hae

them up i' the morning'! Haith! I was

oot o' my bed hoors or I hard the skirlm

o' your pipes. Troth ! I ken weel hoo

muckle ower ear' yer was ! But what

fowk taks in han', fowk sud put oot o'

han' in a proper mainner, and no mi-

guggle 't a'thegither like yon. An' for

what they say i' the toon, there's Mis

tress Catanach—"

" Mistress Catanach is a paad 'oman,"

said Duncan.

" I wad advise you, piper, to haud a

quaiet sough aboot her. She's no to he

meddlet wi', Mistress Catanach, I can

tell ye. Gien ye anger her, it'll be the

waur for ye. The neist time ye hae a

lyin' in, she'll be raxin' (reaching) ye a
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hairless pup, or, 'deed, maybe a stan' o'

hagpipes, as the produck."

"Her nain sel' will not pe requiring

her sairvic.es, Mistress Partan ; she'll pe

leafing tat to you, if you'll excuse me,"

,aid Duncan.

'"Deed, ye're richt there! An auld

ipeldin' (dried haddock) like you ! Ha !

ha! ha!"

Malcolm judged it time to interfere,

ind stepped into the cottage. Duncan

aas seated in the darkest corner of the

room, with an apron over his knees, oc-

cupied with a tin lamp. He had taken

Dut the wick and laid its flat tube on the

hearth, had emptied the oil into a saucer,

and was now rubbing the lamp vigor

ously : cleanliness rather than brightness

must have been what he sought to pro

duce.

Malcolm's instinct taught him to side

io far with the dame concerning Mrs.

Catanach, and thereby turn the torrent

way from his grandfather.

"'Deed ye're richt there, Mistress Find-

ay!" he said. "She's no to be meddlet

*i. She's no mowse (safe)."

Malcolm was a favorite with Meg, as

*ith all the women of the place ; hence

lhe did not even start in resentment at

his sudden appearance, but, turning to

Duncan, exclaimed victoriously—

"Hear till yer ain oye! He's a laad

s' sense !"

"Ay, hear to him !" rejoined the old

man with pride. " My Malcolm will al

ways pe speaking tat which will pe worth

ta hearing with ta ears. Poth of you

md me will pe knowing ta Mistress Cat-

anach pretty well—eh, Malcolm, my son ?

We'll not pe trusting her ferry too much

—will we, my son ?"

"No a hair, daddy," returned Mal

colm.

"She's a dooms clever wife, though ;

an' ane 'at ye may lippen till i' the w'y

0' her ain callin'," said Meg Partan,

whose temper had improved a little under

the influence of the handsome youth's

presence and cheery speech.

"She'll not pe toubting it," responded

Duncan ; " put, ach ! ta voman 'll be

hafing a crim feesage and a fearsome

eye!"

Like all the blind, he spoke as if he

saw perfectly.

" Wecl, I hae hard fowk say 'at ye

bude (hehoved) to hae the second sicht,"

said Mrs. Findlay, laughing rudely ;

"but wow! it Stan's ye in sma' service

gien that be a' it comes till. She's a

guid-natur'd, sonsy -luikin' wife as ye

wad see ; an' for her een, they're jist sic

likes mine ain.—Hacna ye near dune

wi' that lamp yet ?"

"The week of it 'll pe shust a lcetle

out of orter," answered the old man.

"Ta pairns has peen pulling it up with a

pecn from ta top, and not putting it in

at ta hole for ta purpose. And she'll pe

thinking you'll pe cleaning off ta purnt

part with a peen yourself, ma'am, and

not with ta pair of scissors she tolt you •

of, Mistress Partan."

"Gae 'wa' wi' yer nonsense!" cried

Meg. " Daur ye say I dinna ken hoo

to trim an uilyie lamp wi' the best

blin' piper ever cam frac the bare-leggit

Heelans ?"

"A choke's a choke, ma'am," said

Duncan, rising with dignity ; " put for a

laty to make a choke of a man's pare

lcks is not ta propriety !"

"Oot o' my hoose wi' ye!" screamed

the she-Partan. " Wad ye threep (insist)

upo' me onything I said was less nor

proaper. 'At / sud say what wadna

stan' the licht as weel's the bare houghs

o' only heelan rascal 'at ever lap a law-

Ian' dyke !"

" Hoot toot ! Mistress Findlay," inter

posed Malcolm, as his grandfather strode

from the door ; " ye maunna forget 'at

he's auld an' blin' ; an' a' heelan' fowk's

some kittle (touchy) aboot their legs."

" Deil shochle them !" exclaimed the

Partaness ; " what care I for 's legs ?"

Duncan had brought the germ of this

ministry of light from his native High

lands, where he had practiced it in his

own house, no one but himself being

permitted to clean, or fill, or indeed,

trim the lamp. How first this came

about, I do not believe the old man

himself knew. But he must have had

some feeling of a call to the work ; for

he had not been a month in Portlossic,

before he had installed himself in several
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families as the genius of their lamps, and

he gradually extended the relation until

it comprehended almost all the houses

n the village.

It was strange and touching to see the

sightless man thus busy about light for

others. A marvelous symbol of faith he

was—not only believing in sight, but in

the mysterious, and to him altogether

unintelligible, means by which others

saw ! In thus lending his aid to a faculty

in which Tie had no share, he himself fol

lowed the trail of the garments of Light,

stooping ever and anon to lift and bear

her skirts. He haunted the steps of the

unknown Power, and flitted about the

walls of her temple, as we mortals haunt

the borders of the immortal land, know-

.ing nothing of what lies behind the un

seen veil, yet believing in an unrevealed

grandeur. Or shall we say he stood like

the forsaken merman, who, having no

soul to be saved, yet lingered and listen

ed outside the praycr-echoing*church ?

Only old Duncan had got farther : though

he saw not a glimmer of the glory, he

yet asserted his part and lot in it, by the

aiding of his fellows to that of which he

lacked the very conception himself. He

was a doorkeeper in the house, yea, by

faith the blind man became even a priest

in the temple of Light.

Even when his grandchild was the

merest baby, he would never allow the

gloaming to deepen into night without

kindling for his behoof the brightest and

cleanest of train-oil lamps. The women

who at first looked in to offer their ser

vices, would marvel at the trio of blind

man, babe, and burning lamp, and some

would expostulate with him on the need

less waste. But neither would he listen

to their words, nor accept their offered

assistance in dressing or undressing the

child. The sole manner in which he

would consent to avail himself of their

willingness to help him, was to leave the

baby in charge of this or that neighbor

while he went his rounds with the bag

pipes : when he went lamp-cleaning he

always took him along with him.

By this change of guardians Malcolm

was a great gainer, for thus he came to

be surreptitiously nursed by a baker's

dozen of mothers, who had a fund of

not very wicked amusement in the lam

entations of the old man over his bahy's

refusal of nourishment, and his fears

that he was pining away. But while

they honestly declared that a healthie:

child had never been seen in Portlossie,

they were compelled to conceal the too

satisfactory reasons of the child's fastidi

ousness ; for they were persuaded thai

the truth would only make Duncan te:

ribly jealous, and set him on contriving

how at once to play his pipes and carey

his baby.

He had certain days for visiting cer

tain houses, and cleaning the lamps in

them. The housewives had at first grant

ed him as a privilege the indulgence of

his whim, and as such alone had Dun

can regarded it ; but by and by, when

they found their lamps burn so much

better from being properly attended to,

they began to make him some small re

turn ; and at length it became the cus

tom with every housewife who accepted

his services, to pay him a half-penny a

week during the winter months for clean

ing her lamp. He never asked for it;

if payment was omitted, never even hint

ed at it; received what was given him

thankfully ; and was regarded with kind

ness, and, indeed, respect, by all. Even

Mrs. Partan, as he alone called her, was

his true friend': no intensity of friendship

could have kept her from scolding. l

believe if we could thoroughly dissect the

natures of scolding women, we should

find them in general not at all so un

friendly as they are unpleasant.

A small trade in oil arose from his

connection with the lamps, and was

added to the list of his general dealings.

The fisher-folk made their own oil, but

sometimes it would run short, and then

recourse was had to Duncan's little store,

prepared by himself of the best, chiefly,

now, from the livers of fish caught hy

his grandson. With so many sources

of income, no one wondered at bis

getting on. Indeed, no one would have

been surprised to hear, long before

Malcolm had begun to earn anything,

that the old man had already laid by

a trifle.
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CHAPTER XV.

THE SLOPE OF THE DUNE.

Looking at Malcolm's life from the

point of his own consciousness, and not

from that of the so-called world, it was

surely pleasant enough ! Innocence,

devotion to another, health, pleasant

labor, with an occasional shadow of dan

ger to arouse the energies, leisure, love

of reading, a lofty-minded friend, and,

above all, a supreme presence, visible to

bis heart in the meeting of vaulted sky

and outspread sea, and felt at moments

in any waking wind that cooled his

glowing cheek and breathed into him

anew of the breath of life,—lapped in

such conditions, bathed in such influ

ences, the youth's heart was swelling like

a rosebud ready to burst into blossom.

But he had never yet felt the imme

diate presence of woman in any of her

closer relations. He had never known

mother or sister ; and, although his voice

always assumed a different tone and his

manner grew more gentle in the pres

ence of a woman, old or young, he

had found little individually attractive

amongst the fisher-girls. There was not

much in their circumstances to bring

out the finer influences of womankind

in them : they had rough usage, hard

work at the curing and carrying of fish

and the drying of nets, little education,

and but poor religious instruction. At the

same time any failure in what has come

to be specially called virtue was all but

unknown amongst them ; and the pro

found faith in women, and correspond

ing worship of everything essential to

womanhood which essentially belonged

to a nature touched to fine issues, had as

yet met with no check. It had never

come into Malcolm's thought that there

were live women capable of impurity.

Mrs. Catanach was the only woman he

had ever looked upon with dislike—and

that dislike had generated no more than

the vaguest suspicion. Let a woman's

faults be all that he had ever known in

woman, he yet could look on her with

reverence—and the very heart of rever

ence is love ; whence it may be plainly

seen that Malcolm's nature was at once

prepared for much delight, and exposed

to much suffering. It followed that all

the women of his class loved and trusted

him ; and hence in part it came that,

absolutely free of arrogance, he was yet

confident in the presence of women.

The tradesmen's daughters in the upper

town took pains to show him how high

above him they were, and women of

better position spoke to him with a kind

condescension that made him feel the

gulf that separated them ; but to one and

all he spoke with the frankness of manly

freedom.

But he had now arrived at that season

when, in the order of things, a man is

compelled to have at least a glimmer of

the life which consists in sharing life

with another. When once, through the

thousand unknown paths of creation, the

human being is so far divided from God

that his individuality is secured, it has

become yet more needful that the crust

gathered around him in the process

should b« broken ; and the love between

man and woman, arising from a differ

ence deep in the heart of God, and es

sential to the very being of each—for by

no words can I express my scorn of the

evil fancy that the distinction between

them is solely or even primarily physical

—is one of His most powerful forces for

blasting the wall of separation, and, first

step toward the universal harmony, of

twain making one. That love should be

capable of ending in such vermiculate

results as too often appear, is no more

against the loveliness of the divine idea,

than that the forms of man and woman,

the spirit gone from them, should degen

erate to such things as may not be look

ed upon. There is no plainer sign of

the need of a God, than the possible fate

of Love. The celestial Cupido may soar

aloft on seraph wings that assert his

origin, or fall down on the belly of a

snake and creep to hell.

But Malcolm was not of the stuff of

which coxcombs are made, and had not

begun to think even of the abyss that

separated Lady Florimel and himself—

an abyss like that between star and star,

across which stretches no mediating air

—a blank and blind space. He felt her

presence only as that of a being to be
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worshiped, to be heard with rapture,

and yet addressed without fear.

Though not greatly prejudiced in favor

of books, Lady Florimcl had burrowed

a little in the old library at Lossie House,

and had chanced on the Faerie Queene.

She had often come upon the name of

the author in books of extracts, and now,

turning over its leaves, she found her

own. Indeed, where else could her

mother have found the name Florimcl?

Her curiosity was roused, and she re

solved—no light undertaking—to read

the poem through, and sec who and

what the lady, Florimel, was. Notwith

standing the difficulty she met with at

first, she had persevered, and by this time

it had become easy enough. The copy-

she had found was in small volumes, of

which she now carried one about with

her wherever she wandered ; and making

her first acquaintance with the sea and

the poem together, she soon came to

fancy that she could not fix her attention

on the book without the sound of the

waves for an accompaniment to the verse

—although the gentler noise of an ever-

flowing stream would have better suited

the nature of Spenser's rhythm ; for in

deed, he had composed the greater part

of the poem with such a sound in his

ears, and there are indications in the

poem itself that he consciously took the

river as his chosen analogue after which

to model the flow of his verse.

It was a sultry afternoon, and Florimel

lay on the seaward side of the dune,

buried in her book. The sky was foggy

with heat, and the sea lay dull, as if op

pressed by the superincumbent air, and

leaden in hue, as if its color had been

destroyed by the sun. The tide was

rising slowly, with a muffled and sleepy

murmur on the sand ; for here were no

pebbles to impart a hiss to the wave as

it rushed up the bank, or to go softly

hurtling down the slope with it as it

sank. As she read, Malcolm was walk

ing toward her along the top of the dune,

but not until he came almost above

where she lay, did she hear his step in

the soft quenching sand.

She nodded kindly, and he descended,

approaching her.

"Did ye want me, my leddyr" a

asked.

"No," she answered.

" I wasna sure whether ye noddit 03

ye wantit me, or no," said Malcolm, al

turned to reascend the dune.

"Where are you going now? i

asked.

"Ow! nae gait in particular. Ij

cam oot to see hoo things war luikr j

" What things ?"

"Ow! jist the lift {sky), an' the*

an' sic generals."

That Malcolm's delight in the pi

ences of Nature—I say presence*,

tinguished from forms and color- 1

all analyzed sources of her indued

should have already become a cossi

thing to himself, requires to accoLxj

it the fact that his master, Grabira.«

already under the influences of Wd

worth, whom he had hailed asaCJ

that had burst his shell and spraij

wings of an eagle : the virtue pal

from him to his pupil.

" I won't detain you from such off!

ant business," said Lady Florimel a

dropped her eyes on her book.

"Gien ye want my company, or!

dy, I can luik aboot me jist as wssil

as ony ither gait," said Malcolm. J

And as he spoke, he gently strsdj

himself on the dune, about thrct ~M

aside and lower down. Florimcl bd|

half amused and half annoyed, hll

had brought it on herself, and «aj

punish him only by dropping h-:r4

again on her book, and keeping M

She had come to the Florimcl ot 9>*j

Malcolm lay and looked at her f

few moments pondering ; then &k<

he had found the cause of her »">

rose, and, passing to the other ai]

her, again lay down, but at a sil "*]

respectful distance.

" Why do you move ?" she

without looking up.

" 'Cause there's jist a possibi: ^1

win' frae the nor'-east."

" And you want me to shelter vm*

it ?" said Lady Florimel.

" Na, na, my leddy." returns "J

colm, laughing; "for as bonny 's«*l

ye wad be but snia' scoug (sAe&r*
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"Why did you move, then," persisted

e girl, who understood what he said

ist about half.

"Wed, my leddy, ye see it's het, an'

m aye amang the fish mair or less, an'

didna ken 'at I was to hac the honor

sittin' doon aside ye ; sae I thocht ye

is maybe smellin' the fish. It's healthy

leuch, but some fowk disna like it; an'

ra' that I ken, you gran' fowk's senses

ay be mair ready to scunner {take of-

ticc) than oors. 'Deed, my leddy, we

adna need to be particlar whiles, or it

ad be the waur for 's !"

Simple as it was, the explanation

irved to restore her equanimity, dis-

rbed by what had seemed his pre-

imption in lying down in her presence:

le saw that she had mistaken the ae

on. The fact was, that, concluding

om her behavior she had something to

iv to him, but was not yet at leisure for

Im, he had lain down, as a loving dog

light, to await her time. It was devo-

on, not coolness. To remain standing

efore her would have seemed a demand

D her attention ; to lie down was to

ithdraw and wait. But Florimel, al-

lough pleased, was only the more in-

lined to torment—a peculiarity of dis-

osition which she inherited from her

tther: she bowed her face once more

vcr her book, and read through three

'hole stanzas, without, however, under-

tanding a single phrase in them, before

he spoke. Then looking up, and re-

arding for a moment the youth who lay

ratching her with the eyes of the ser-

ants in the psalm, she said—

"Well? What arc you waiting for?"

"I thocht ye wantit me, my leddy ! I

*g ycr pardon," answered Malcolm,

pringing to his feet, and turning to

Hl.

" Do you ever read ?" she asked.

"Aften that," replied Malcolm, tuni

ng again, and standing stock-still. "An'

like best to read jest as yer leddyship's

eadin' the noo, lyin' o' the san'-hill,

n' the haill sea afore me,' an' nothing

'tween me an' the icebergs but the wat-

*r an' the stars an' a wheen islands.

It s like readin' wi' fower een, that ?"

"And what do you read on such occa

sions ?" carelessly drawled his perse

cutor.

" Whiles ae thing an' whiles anither—

whiles onything I can lay my han's upo'.

I like traivels an' sic like weel eneuch ;

an' history, gien it be na ower dry-like.

I div not like sermons, an' there's mair

o' them in Portlossie than onything ither.

Mr. Graham—that's the schoolmaister—

has a gran' library, but its maist Laitin

an' Greek, an' though I like the Laitin

weel, it's no what I wad read i' the face

o' the sea. When ye 're in drcid o'

wantin' a dictionar', that spiles a'."

" Can you read Latin, then ?"

" Ay : what for no, my leddy ? . I can

read Virgil middlin' ; and Horace's Ars

Poetica, the whilk Mr. Graham says is

no its richt name ava, but jist Epistola

ad Pisoncs ; for gien they bude to gie 't

anither, it sud ha' been Ars Dramatica.

But leddics dinna care aboot sic things."

" You gentlemen give us no chance.

You won't teach us."

" Noo, my leddy, dinna begin to mak'

ghem o' me, like my lord. I cud ill bide

it frae him, an' gien ye tak till 't as weel,

I maun jist haud oot o' yer gait. I'm

nae gentleman, an' hac ower muckle

rcspeck for what becomes a gentleman

to be pleased at being ca'd anc. But as

for the Laitin, I'll be prood to instruck

her leddyship whan ye please."

" I'm afraid I've no great wish to

learn," said Florimel.

" I daur say not," said Malcolm quiet

ly, and again addressed himself to go.

" Do you like novels ?" asked the girl.

" I never saw a novelle. There's no

ane amo' a' Mr. Graham's buiks, an' I

s' warran' there's full twa hunner o'

them. I dinna believe there's a single

novelle in a' Portlossie."

" Don't be too sure : there are a good

many in our library."

"I hadna the presumption, my leddy,

to coont the Hoose in Portlossie.—Ye 'll

hae a sicht o' buiks up there, no ?"

" Have you never been in the library ?"

" I never set fut i' the hoose—'cep' i'

the kitchie, an' ance or twise steppin'

across the ha' frae the ae door to the

tither. I wad fain see what kin' o' a

place great fowk like you bides in, an'
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what kin' o' things, buiks an' a', ye hae

aboot ye. It's no easy for the like o'

huz 'at has but a but an' a ben {outer

and inner room), to unnerstan' hoo ye

fill sic a muckle place as yon. I wad be

aye i' the libbrary, I think. But," he

went on, glancing involuntarily at the

dainty little foot that peered from under

her dress, " yer leddyship's sae licht-fittit,

ye'll be ower the haill dwallin', like a

wee bird in a muckle cage. Whan I

want room, I like it wantin' wa's."

Once more he was on the point of

going, but once more a word detained

him.

" Do you ever read poetry ?"

"Ay, sometimes—whan it's auld."

"One would think you were talking

about wine ! Does age improve poetry

as well ?"

" I ken naething aboot wine, my leddy.

Miss Horn gae me a glaiss the ither day,

an' it tastit weel, but whether it was

merum or mixtum, I couldna tell mair

nor a haddick. Doobtless age does gar

poetry smack a wee better ; but I said

auld only 'cause there's sae little new

poetry that I care aboot comes my gait.

Mr. Graham's unco ta'en wi Maister

Wordsworth—no an ill name for a poet :

do ye ken onything aboot him, my

leddy?"

"I never heard of him."

" I wadna gie an auld Scots ballant for

a barrowfu' o' his. There's gran' bits

here an' there, nae doobt, but it's ower

mim-mou'ed for me."

" What do you mean by that ?"

" It's ower saft an' sliddery-like i' yer

mou', my leddy."

"What sort do you like, then ?"

"I like Milton weel. Ye get a fine

mou'fu' o' him. I dinna like the verse

'at ye can murle {crumhle) oot atween

yer lips an' yer teeth. I like the verse

'at ye maun open yer mou' weel to

lat gang. Syne it's worth yer while,

whether ye unnerstan' 't or no."

"I don't see how you can say that."

"Jist hear, my leddy! Here's a bit I

cam upo' last nicht :

His volant touch,

Instinct through all proportions, low and high,

Fled and pursued transverse the resonant fugue.

I Hear till 't! It's gran'—even though ye

dinna ken what it means a bit."

" I do know what it means," said Flo-

rimel. " Let me see : volant means-

What does volant mean ?"

" It means fleein', I suppose."

"Well, he means some musician «

other."

" Of coorsc ; it maun be Jubal.—I keo

a' the words butfugue ; though I canna

tell what business instinct an'proportion

hae there."

" It's describing how the man's fingers

playing a fugue—on the organ, I sup

pose—"

"A fugue 'll be some kin' o' a tuns,

than ? That casts a heap o' licht on':,

my leddy.—I never saw an organ : what

is 't like ?"

"Something like a pianoforte."

"But I never saw ane o' them, either.

It's ill makin' things a'thegither oot o

yer ain heid."

"Well, it's played with the finger---

like this," said Florimcl. "And the

fugue is a kind of piece where one part

pursues the other—"

"An' syne," cried Malcolm eagerly,

"that ane turns roon' an' rins efter the

first ;—that 'll be 'fled andpursued tram-

verse.' I hae't ! I hae't ' See, my led

dy, what it is to hae sic schoolin',

music an' a' ! The proportions— that's

the relation o' the notes to ane anither;

an'fugue—that comes frae fugere, topi

—'fled and pursued transverse the reso

nant fugue '—the tanc rinnin' efter the

tither, roon' an' roon'. Ay, I hae't noo !

—Resonant—that's echoing or resound

ing. But what's instinct, my leddy ? It

maun be an adjective, I'm thinkin'."

Although the modesty of Malcolm had

led him to conclude the girl immeasu:

ably his superior in learning because she

could tell him what a fugue was, he soon

found she could help him no further, fo:

she understood scarcely anything about

grammar, and her vocabulary was limit

ed enough. Not a doubt interfered, how

ever, with her acceptance of the imputed

superiority ; for it is as easy for some to

assume as it is for others to yield.

" I hae't ! It is an adjective," cried

Malcolm, after a short pause of thought.
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"It's the touch that's instinct. But I

fancy there sud be a comma efter instinct.

—His fingers were sae used till 't that

they could 'maist do the thing o' them-

sel's.—Isna 't lucky, my leddy, that I

thocht o' sayin' 't ower to you ? I'll read

the buik frae the beginnin'—it's the neist

to the last, I think—jist to come upo' the

twa lines i' their ain place, ohn their ex-

peckin' me like, an' see hoo gran' they

soon' whan a body unnerstan's them.

Thank ye, my leddy."

"I suppose you read Milton to your

grandfather ?"

"Ay, sometimes — i' the lang fore-

nichts."

"What do you mean by the fore-

nights ?"

"l mean efter it's dark an' afore ye

gang to yer bed.—He likes the battles

o' the angels best. As sune 's it comes

to ony fechtin', up he gets, an' gangs

stridin' aboot the flure ; an' whiles he

maks a claucht at 's claymore ; an' faith !

ance he maist cawed aff my heid wi' 't,

for he had made a mistak about whaur I

was sittin'."

"What's a claymore?"

"A muckle heelan' braidswoord, my

leddy. Clay frae gladius, verra likly ;

an' more's the Gaelic forgreat : claymore,

great sword. Blin' as my gran'father is,

ye wad sweer he had fochten in 's day,

gien ye hard hoo he'll gar 't whurr an'

whustle aboot 's heid as gien 't was a bit

lath o' wud."

"But that's very dangerous," said Flo-

rimcl, something aghast at the recital.

"Ow, ay !" assented Malcolm, indiffer

ently.—"Gien ye wad luik in, my leddy,

I wad lat ye see his claymore, an' his

dirk, an' his skene dhu, an' a'."

" I don't think I could venture. He's too

dreadful ! I should be terrified at him."

" Dreidfu' ! my leddy ? He's the quai-

etest, kin'liest auld man !—that is, providit

ye say naething for a Cawmill, or agen

ony ither hielanman. Ye see he comes

o' Glenco, an' the Cawmills are jist a

hate till him—specially Cawmill o' Glen-

lyon, wha was the warst o' them a'. Ye

sud hear him tell the story till 's pipes,

my leddy ! It's gran' to hear him ! An'

the poetry a' his ain !"

CHAPTER XVI.

THE STORM.

There came a blinding flash and a

roar through the leaden air, followed by

heavy drops mixed with huge hailstones.

At the flash, Florimel gave a cry and

half rose to her feet, but at the thunder,

fell, as if stunned by the noise, on the

sand. As if with a bound, Malcolm was

by her side, but when she perceived his

terror, she smiled, and laying hold of his

hand, sprung to her feet.

"Come, come," she cried; and still

holding his hand, hurried up the dune,

and down the other side of it. Malcolm

accompanied her step for step, strongly

tempted, however, to snatch her up, and

run for the bored craig : he could not

think why she made for the road—-high

on an unscalable embankment, with the

park-wall on the other side. But she •

ran straight for a door in the embank

ment itself, dark between two buttresses,

which, never having seen it open, he had

not thought of. For a moment she stood

panting before it, while with trembling

hand she put a key in the lock ; the next

she pushed open the creaking door and

entered. As she turned to take out the

key, she saw Malcolm yards away in the

middle of the road and in a cataract of

rain, which seemed to have with difficul

ty suspended itself only until the lady

should be under cover. He stood with

his bonnet in his hand, watching for a

farewell glance.

"Why don't you come in?" she said

impatiently.

He was beside her in a moment.

" I didna ken ye wad let me in," he

said.

"I wouldn't have you drowned," she

returned, shutting the door.

"Droont!" he repeated. "Itwadtak

a hantle {great deal) to droon me. I

stack to the boddom o' a whumled boat

a haill nicht when I was but fifeteen."

They stood in a tunnel which passed

under the road, affording immediate

communication between the park and

the shore. Trie farther end of it was

dark with trees. The upper half of the

door by which they had entered was a

wooden grating, for the admission of
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light, and through it they were now gaz

ing, though they could see little but the

straight lines of almost perpendicular

rain that scratched out the colors of the

landscape. The sea was troubled, al

though no wind blew ; it heaved as with

an inward unrest. But suddenly there

was a great broken sound somewhere in

the air ; and the next moment a storm

came tearing over the face of the sea,

covering it with blackness innumerably

rent into spots of white. Presently it

struck the shore, and a great rude blast

came roaring through the grating, carry

ing with it a sheet of rain, and, catching

FlorinuTs hair, sent it streaming wildly

out behind her.

"Dinna ye think, my leddy," said

Malcolm, "ye had better mak for the

hoosc ? What wi' the win' an' the weet

thegither, ye'll be gettin' yer deith o'

cauld. I s' gang wi' ye sae far, gien

ye'll alloo me, jist to haud it ohn blawn

ye awa'."

The wind suddenly fell, and his last

words echoed loud in the vaulted way.

For a moment it grew darker in the

silence, and then a great flash carried

the world away with it, and left nothing

but blackness behind. A roar of thun

der followed, and even while it yet bel

lowed, a white face flitted athwart the

grating, and a voice of agony shrieked

aloud :

" I dinna ken whaur it comes frae !"

Florimel grasped Malcolm's arm : the

face had passed close to hers—only the

grating between, and the cry cut through

the thunder like a knife.

Instinctively, almost unconsciously, he

threw his arm around her, to shield her

from her own terror.

"Dinna be fleyt, my leddy," he said.

" It's naething but the mad laird. He's

a quaiet cratur cneuch, only he disna

ken whaur he comes frae—he disna ken

whaur onything comes frae—an' he can-

na bide it. But he wadna hurt leevin'

cratur, the laird."

" What a dreadful face !" said the girl,

shuddering.

" It's no an ill-faured face," said Mal

colm, " only the storm's frichtit him by

ord'nar, an' it's unco ghaistly the noo."

" Is there nothing to be done for him?'

she said compassionately.

" No upo' this side the grave, I dooht,

my leddy," answered Malcolm.

Here, coining to herself, the girl he

came aware of her support, and laid he:

hand on Malcolm's to remove his arm.

He obeyed instantly, and she said

nothing.

"There was some speech," he went on

hurriedly, with a quaver in his voice, "o'

pittin' him intill the asylum at Aberdeen,

an' noo Iattin' him scoor the queem:y

this gait, they said ; but it wad hae be en

sheer cruelty, for the cratur likes nae

thing sae weel as rinnin' aboot, an' does

no mainner o' hurt. A verra bairn can

guide him. An' he has jist as guid a

richt to the leeberty God gies him as ony

man alive, an' mair nor a hantle (mon

than many)."

" Is nothing known about him ?"

"A' thing's known aboot him, my led

dy, 'at 's known aboot the lave {rest] d

's. His father was the laird o' Gersefeii

—an' for that maitter he's laird himsel'

noo. But they say he's tacn sic a scun

ner (disgust) at his mither, that he canna

bide the verra word o' mither: he jist

cries oot whan he hears 't."

" It seems clearing," said Florimel.

" I doobt it's only haudin' up for a

wee," returned Malcolm, after surveying

as much of the sky as was visible through

the bars; "but I do think ye had belte:

rin for the hoose, my leddy. I s' jist fol

low ye, a feow yairds ahin', till I see ye

safe. Dinna ye be feared—I s' tak guid

care : I wadna hae ye seen i' the com

pany o' a fisher-lad like me."

There was no doubting the perfect

simplicity with which this'was said, and

the girl took no exception. They left

the tunnel, and skirting the bottom of

the little hill on which stood the temple

of the winds, were presently in the midst

of a young wood, through which a grav

eled path led toward the House. But

they had not gone far ere a blast ol'

wind, more violent than any that had

preceded it, smote the wood, and the

trees, young larches and birches and

sycamores, bent streaming before it.

Lady Florimel turned to sec where Mal
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:olm was, and her hair went from her

ike a Maenad's, while her garments flew

luttering and straining, as if struggling

;o carry her off. She had never in her

life before been out in a storm, and she

found the battle joyously exciting. The

:oaring of the wind in the trees was

grand; and vjiat seemed their terrified

struggles while they bowed and writhed

ind rose but to bow again, as in mad

:ffort to unfix their earth-bound roots

ind escape, took such sympathetic hold

lf her imagination, that she flung out

ler arms, and began to dance and whirl

is if herself the genius of the storm.

Malcolm, who had been some thirty

wees behind, was with her in a moment.

"Isn't it splendid ?" she cried.

" It blaws weel—verra near as weel 's

ny daddy," said Malcolm, enjoying it

juite as much as the girl.

'How dare you make game of such a

pnnd uproar?" said Florimel with supe-

iority.

"Mak ghem o' a blast o' win' by com-

larin' 't to my gran'father !" exclaimed

Malcolm. " Hoot, my leddy ! it's a

:o;tmplement to the biggest blast 'at

:ver blew to be compairt till an auld

nan like hint. I'm ower used to them

0 min' them muckle mysel', 'cep' to

edit wi' them. But whan I watch the

iea-goos dartin' like arrow-heids throu'

he win', I sometimes think it maun be

gran' for the angels to caw aboot great

lags o' wings in a mortal warstle wi' sic

1 hurricane as this."

"I don't understand you one bit," said

Lady Florimel petulantly.

As she spoke, she went on, but the

ilast having abated, Malcolm lingered,

o place a proper distance between them.

"You needn't keep so far behind,"

aid Florimel, looking back.

"As yer leddyship pleases," answered

Malcolm, and was at once by her side.

'I'll gang till ye tell me to stan'.—Eh,

,ae different 's ye luik frae the ither

nornin' !"

"What morning ?"

"Whan ye was sittin' at the fut o' the

lored craig."

" Bored craig / What's that ?"

"The rock wi' a hole throu' 't. Ve

ken the rock weel cneuch, my leddy.

Ye was sittin' at the fut o' 't, readin' yer

buik, as white's gien ye had been made

o' snaw. It cam to me that the rock

was the sepulchre, the hole the open

door o' 't, an' yersel' ane o' the angels

that had fauldit his wings an' was wait-

in' for somebody to tell the guid news

till, that He was up an' awa'."

"And what do I look like to-day?"

she asked.

" Ow ! the day, ye luik like some cratur

o' the storm ; or the storm itscl' takin' a

leevin' shape, an' the bonniest it could ;

or maybe, like Ahriel, gacin' afore the

win', wi' the blast in 's feathers, rufflin'

them a' gaits at ance."

"Who's Ahriel ?"

"Ow, the fleein' cratur' i' The Tempest!

But in your bonny southern speech, I

daur say ye wad ca' him—or her, I dinna

ken whilk the cratur was—ye wad ca' 't

Ayriel ?"

" I don't know anything about him or

her or it," said Lady Florimel.

" Ye'll hae a' aboot him up i' the lib-

brary there, though," said Malcolm.

" The Tempest's the only ane o' Shak-

sperc's plays 'at I hae read, but it's a

gran' ane, as Maister Graham has em-

poocred me to see."

"Oh, dear!" exclaimed Florimel, "I've

lost my book !"

"I'll gang back an' luik for 't, this

meenute, my leddy," said Malcolm. " I

ken ilka fit o' the road we've come, an'

it's no possible but I fa' in wi' 't.—Ye'll

sunc be hame noo, an' it'll hardly be on

again afore ye win in," he added, look

ing up at the clouds.

" But how am I to get it ? I want it

very much."

"I'll jist fess 't up to the Hoosc, an'

say 'at I fan' 't whaur I will fin' 't. But

I wiss ye wad len' me yer pocket-nepkin

to row 't in, for I'm feared for blaudin'

't afore l get it back to ye."

Florimel gave him her handkerchief,

and Malcolm took his leave, saying—

" I'll be up i' the coorse o' a half hoor

at the farthest."

The humble devotion and absolute

service of the youth, resembling that of

a noble dog, however unlikely to move
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admiration in Lady Florimel's heart,

could not fail to give her a quiet and

welcome pleasure. He was an inferior

who could be depended upon, and his

worship was acceptable. Not a fear of

his attentions becoming troublesome ever

crossed her mind. The wider and more

impassable the distinctions of rank, the

more possible they make it for artificial

minds to enter into simply human rela

tions ; the easier for the oneness of the

race to assert itself in the offering and

acceptance of a devoted service. There

is more of the genuine human in the re

lationship between some men and their

servants, than between those men and

their own sons.

With eyes intent, and keen as those

of a gazehound, Malcolm retraced every

step, up to the grated door. But no

volume was to be seen. Turning from

the door of the tunnel, for which he had

no Sesame, he climbed to the foot of the

' wall that crossed it above, and with a

bound, a clutch at the top, a pull and a

scramble, was in the high road in a mo

ment. From the road to the links was

an easy drop, where, starting from the

grated door, he retraced their path from

the dune. Lady Florimel had dropped

the book when she rose, and Malcolm

found it lying on the sand, little the

worse. He wrapped it in its owner's

handkerchief, and set out for the gate at

the mouth of the river.

As he came up to it, the keeper, an

ill-conditioned, snarling fellow, who. ir

the phrase of the Seaton-folk, "rade or,

the riggin (ridge) o' 's authority." rushec

out of the lodge, and just as Malcolm

was entering, shoved the gate in his

face.

" Ye comena in wi'oot* the leave o'

me," he cried with a vengeful expres

sion.

"What's that for ?" said Malcolm, who

had already interposed his great boo;,

so that the spring-bolt could not reach

its catch.

"There s' nae lan' - loupin' rascals

come in here," said Bykes, setting his

shoulder to the gate.

That instant he went staggering back

to the wall of the lodge, with the gate

after him.

"Stick to the wa' there," said Malcolm,

as he strode in.

The keeper pursued him with frantic

abuse, but he never turned his head.

Arrived at the House, he committed the

volume to the cook, with a brief account

of where he had picked it up, begging

her to inquire whether it belonged to

the House. The cook sent a maid with

it to Lady Florimel, and Malcolm waited

until she returned—with thanks and a

half crown. He took the money, and

returned by the upper gate through the

town.

[to nh continued.]

SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.

WHEN I first became a resident of

Florence, some three-and-thirty

years ago, Landor had ceased to live

there, and my personal acquaintance

with him dated from the period, many

years subsequently, when circumstances

that made the nine days' wonder of the

time when they happened caused him to

return to his old home in the " City of

Lilies." But such a man could not have

been a member of the English colony

on the banks of the Arno in those days,

when everybody knew everybody, with

out leaving a very abiding mark ; and

the name of Walter Savage Landor ml

a household word among us. and all

sorts of stories were current about the

violent-tempered and eccentric but geniil

and large-hearted old man. When onc

stood on the "top of Fiesole" scanning
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ousand details of the unmatched

below, the eye never failed to rest

merest on the home among the

ses, a little to the left of and be-

i convent of San Domcnico, which

d loved so well ; and when any

f us had taken a visitor or new-

to the terraced brow of the won-

old Etruscan city, to show the

or that unequaled Pisgah-sight of

tl d'Arno and all that it inherits

river, the city-studded vale, the

te range of sun-gilded hills, and

ill Florence, with that surrounding

as which caused Ariosto to say,

ooking at the scene from the same

if view, that "if the villas around

ce could be collected within walls,

ivas wherewithal to make three

,"—when all this was being point-

, he who was doing the honors of

ne never failed to indicate " Lan-

,-illa"—"To the left there; the

urrounded by those fine cypresses ;

th the little tower or belvedere in

ddle of the roof, about halfway

between the height on which we

nd the level of the city."

then would follow the current gos-

d the new-comer would be told

e hot-headed poet, impetuous as

: sixty years of age, conceiving

lisgust in consquence of certain

ic disagreements, had left his

home with absolute suddenness,

; over to the wife and family he

lind him all his fortune, save a

ifficiency to support himself in

>r seclusion, and gone to live at

And then other talcs would be

ome baseless, some true enough

or example, this : how, having

d a Florentine down for some

which riled him, he was brought

the tribunal, and how, having

ntenced to pay a fine of a sequin,

w down two, stating as he did so

he meant to knock the " scoon-

lown again as soon as he left the

that was Landor's constant pro-

ion of the offensive word), per-

might save trouble to take the

for both assaults at once !

or's pronunciation was peculiar

in many respects, as all readers will re

member that his spelling was. The latter

specialty, however, was adopted in ac

cordance with certain theories held by

the great writer on the subject ; but the

former was, I suspect, unconsciously

practiced. "Wonderful" was a very

favorite word with Landor, and he in

variably pronounced it " woondcrful."

It was his habit—or at least it was during

the years of my acquaintance with him

—always to use violent and hyperbolical

language. All his opinions were so

strongly and undoubtingly held, all his

impressions were so vivid and intense,

that it seemed as if ordinary language

were too weak to express them. The

strongest adjectives and adverbs to be

found in the vocabulary were called into

requisition by him on all subjects. It

was a part of the native vigor and in

tensity of the man's nature. And the

eager violence with which he would tell

you that such a man was ww/lderfully

clever, or such a flower wonderfully

lovely, was truly something "woonder-

ful " ! Another more disagreeable pe

culiarity of Landor's conversation was

the inveterate habit he had of dropping

his "^'s." I know that some of our

American cousins, who themselves are

never guilty of the fault, and who are

frequently offended by it in the old coun

try, imagine that it is nearly, if not quite,

universal among us. But I hope to be

believed when I assure them that Lan

dor was the only gentleman, in the full

acceptation of the word, whom I ever

in my life knew to be guilty of this fault.

It was very singular that it should have

been so, for Landor was to all intents

and purposes, in the narrowest as well

as in the broadest sense of the word, a

gentleman. He was a gentleman by

birth, by association, by his tastes and

habits ; and not only a gentleman, but

a refined, elegant and classical scholar

by education. Yet he was one of the

most determined //-murderers that I ever

heard speak. He talked always of his

'ousc, his 'orse and his 'ome. I do not

think that he went upon the compensa

tion principle of introducing the unfortu

nate letter where it ought not to be heard.
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It would serve no good purpose to go |

over again the disagreeable story of the

circumstances which caused Landor to

abandon his retreat at Bath and once

more seek a home beneath the hill of

Fiesole. The whole history was only

too much the property of every news

paper-reader on either side of the At

lantic at the time. Suffice it to put once

more on record the truth that Landor

honestly and entirely believed that he

was acting justly and generously in doing

as he did. He imagined, with more or

less of reason—and he was very apt to

be most violently precipitate in such

judgments—that a young girl had been

unjustly and unworthily treated by a

schoolmistress. Whereupon, without

pausing to give an instant's thought

cither to the consequences or the ab

stract morality of the act, he rushed,

Quixote-like, to the defence of innocence,

and, not contented with more legitimate

means of open warfare, supplemented

them by a libel of so classically gross a

character (for his Martial-fed notions of

epigram may be considered to have

made the offence somewhat more ex

cusable in him than it would have been

in a more modern-minded man) that,

being prosecuted for it, he was cast in

damages which his means, diminished

as they were by the making over of

nearly the whole of his fortune to his

family, as has been mentioned, were en

tirely unable to meet. He left England,

and came to end his long life among the

cypresses and olives beneath which so

many years of it had been passed.

It was on his return to Florence that I

first knew him, a closer and more imme

diate intimacy having sprung up between

us than might otherwise possibly have

been the case, from the fact of my first

wife, Theodosia, the daughter of Joseph

Garrow, Esq., having known him well

as an old friend of her father's during

his residence at Bath. Theodosia Gar-

row was at that time making the first

essays of her wing as a poetess, with an

amount of success and applause that

justifies me in saying that the larger

world would have recognized her powers

if her life had not been all too quickly

cut short. Her poems were asprni

from time to time in Lady Bkssapi

Book of Beauty and other similar 3i

lications ; and it would seem, fr.ua

number of Landor's letters wind i

before me, that few of these yoaii

effusions were sent forth into thr*d

without having first been subirir^ll

the criticism of the young porter 531

friend. Some extracts from the lea

in which this criticism, as well as a

other friendly gossip, was convened 1

not be uninteresting. The lett.T5

question are not among the rxira a

I-andor's correspondence wbcb la

been published ; and there are \u~^

in them which arc well worth pre^-n

as showing the delicacy and fir.jl i

criticism, as well as the genialne^rf

friendship.

After a long pageful of minut: »a

criticism on a little piece, of *Ua

writes, "this poem is of ■wondtrfzi)*

ty," occurs the following passage I

remarkable that the noblest ode C H

ace has a word in it which might bt 1

ter exchanged for its opposite :

CceIo lonantcm credidimus Jo*ra

Regnarc : pracsens divas hibetisr

Augustus, adjectis Rritannis

lmperio gyaxnitm^mf Ptrsis.

Now, levibus is more appropriiH i

gravibus.* Remember, I amtryirs"

mind prepense to find faults; and J

often quest who cannot find. I

at the verse, ' Her sweet mate fcrf

play,' because it sounds too like ■

meat, particularly as we must h) iS

on sweet."

On the phrase, " the spangled sh

remarks: "Perhaps I am fastd\i'

I avow my distaste for sfntng'tj,~4

and every word translated fror ■

ners and tailors to the earth anc sh

cannot even bear ' gild." Ml

pressions remind me of sometk-"?'

and viler than the objects to

are applied."

On the phrase, "One lrocfc *

thought," he observes : "One is

ical and French. It suits floiy H

• [It is passing strange that IjTKkrsfe^

apprehended the sense in which the barr*!""
used, and the inappropriateness of ■':*T

connection with the eulogy of Augusta— .
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things. Monotonous is liable to the same

remark. These words belong to con

versation, and to the worst conversation

of all, that of the drawing-rooms."

This criticism on the word "monoton

ous" is curious, as indicating how rapid

ly in the speech and literature of a na

tion whose life moves fast the more del

icate and subtle shades in the meanings

of words, and the modes of using them,

become changed. Surely, nobody at the

present day would say of the word " mo

notonous" that it is specially unpoetical

or French, or properly applicable only

to "light things."

Here is the beginning of a gossiping

letter, not to the poetess herself, but to

her father : " Let me hope that before

this time you arc on your legs again."

[A fit of the gout seems to be alluded

to.J " If you are, you have the advan

tage of me. I cannot speak of them in

the plural number. To-day I had a let

ter from Lady Blessington. She tells

me that the Book of Beauty is not yet

come out. When it is, a copy will be

sent to Miss Garrow, to whom it owes its

greatest value. Is it not wonderful . . ."

Here a part of the sheet has been torn

away. On the other side he continues

as follows : " Menage tells a story of a

wife being carried on her bier through a

hriery lane : a brier scratched her, so

that she awakened from a trance which

had been mistaken for death. Some

years afterward, when the same cere

mony was to be performed again, the

husband took especial care to have the

hriers well dipt."

The absence of the part of the sheet

which has been torn makes it impossible

to guess what was the application of this

story. The letter continues : "I have been

reading, with all the malignity of a critic's

and a poet's eye, over and over again,

your daughter's most beautiful composi

tions. In the ' Very Heart ' I find

' Their bright eyes beam on me with scorn.'

I doubt whether anything heams in scorn.

The word heam implies ..." Here

again the torn paper deprives us of Lan-

dor's definition of the word. But I am

disposed to think that his observation is

Vol. XIII. —28

a just one. On the opposite page he

continues : " In the ' Sweet Iirier' I find

' surpasseth' before another ///. The

word in a different case would be better

than surpasses, which is too sibilant.

But my practice is never to put one th

close to a following one."

" ' Pineth ere she can die

For the love of the pale soft evening sky.'

I think the can might be omitted, for we

can imagine here no passionate desire for

death. And the verse to my ear is more

harmonious without it. God grant my

amiable friend not only to excel in puri

ty and freshness and pathos of poetry all

now living (for that she does already),

but that . . . lth and those spirits with

out . . . there is no enjoyment of . . .

tion or fame. Yours ever, W. S. L."

Here are some passages from another

letter, dated " Bath, December 6, 1839 :"

" Dear Miss Garrow, I have been reading

over and over again your verses in the

Book of Beauty. But I am not quite

certain whether I should admire those

on the Portrait at all less if the two last

were omitted. You perceive I am rather

fond of finding fault. Pray make a dis

tinction, if you please, between finding

fault and censuring. For the first re

quires a great deal of ingenuity, at least

in the track I am taking, and the other

is a common trick which every fool is

expert enough to play. . . . Are you ac

quainted with the works of Cino da Pis-

toia, the lover of Sclvaggia? I cannot

tell at what period of his life he wrote

the poem of which I send you a transla

tion, or who the ladies were ; but surely

one of them ought to be Sclvaggia.*

Tell me what is more important than

this idle question, which nobody can

solve—when we shall see a volume of

your poems. I have been crying in the

wilderness about them. Believe me,

* Cino da Pistoia was a celebrated lawyer and poet,

born at Pistoia, a little city in the Val d'Arno, in

1270. He was a friend of Dante. SelvagRia, the

lady-love of his poem, died young. The pretended

translation from the old Tuscan poet was, as the

reader will see from the next letter quoted, the pro

duction of Landor himself. Little jests and tricks of

this kind were continually passing between the re

cluse at Bath and the little circle of his friends at

Torquay, the then residence of Mr. Garrow.
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my dear Miss Garrow, with kindest re

gards to all your friends, yours very sin

cerely, W. S. Landor."

Then follows on the opposite page the

following :

DREAM OF CINO DA P1STOIA.

A voice in sleep came over me, and said,

Seett thou him yonder t At the voice I raised

My eyes : it was an angel's ; but he veiled

His face from me with both his hands, then held

One finder forth, and sternly said again,

Seest tlwu him yonder ?—On a grassy slope

Slippery with flowers, above a precipice,

A slumbrous man I saw : methought I knew

A visage not unlike it, whence the more

It troubled and perplext me. "Gi» it he

My awn?" said I. Scarce had the word escaped

When there arose two other forms, each fair,

And each spake fairest words, and blamed me not,

But blcsst me for the tears they shedd* with me

Upon that only world where tears are shedd.

Another now came forth, with eye askance :

That she was of the earth too well I knew ;

And that she hated those for loving me

(Had she not told mel I had soon divined.

Of earth was yet another, but more like

The heavenly twain in gentleness and love :

She from afar brought pity, and her eyes

Filled with the tears she feared must swell from mine :

Humancst thoughts with strongest impulses

Heaved her fair bosom, and her hand was raised

To shelter me from that sad blight, which fell

Damp on my heart : it could not ; but a blast

Sweeping the southern sky, blew from beyond

And threw me on the icebeds of the north.

The mystification was not permitted

to endure very long, for another letter,

bearing date the 14th of December,

1839'—only eight days later than the

preceding one, that is—begins thus :

" Dear Miss Garrow : If you have

bought the Poems of Cino da Pistoia,

you have a right to bring an action of

damages against me. I never saw any

volume of them. All I have seen are

two or three at the commencement of a

Scelta containing specimens of Italian

poetry, and beginning with the Sicilians

before Dante. I myself am guilty both

of the verses and the fraud. I am the

slumhrous man as well as the pickpocket.

But I am not the commentator. Here I

stop.f Let me exhort you to give the

world a volume of true poetry. I my

self will review it—a thing I swore I

never would do. But lovers of poetry

are as pardonable for their perjuries as

* I,andorian orthography.

t Allusions which, for want of the other part of the

correspondence, 1 have no means of explaining.

other lovers are ; and you remember

' Perjuria ridct amantum Jupiter.' You

will never know more about it than from

the poets. Do not believe that Lady

Blessington is at all offended or dis

pleased at your opinion of the prints

(«. e., the engravings in the Boot of

Beauty). She has heard the very same

observations from me and many others.

When I saw one of those disparaging

representations I struck my forehead

with rage. And yet it was the one on

which I know the most pains were taken.

Part of the fault is the painter's, who also

fell under my objurgations. It was neg

ligent in Lady Blessington to omit or

defer an answer to your letter. But she

is so incessantly occupied that she writes

as few letters as possible. Nevertheless,

I can venture to declare to you that I

know her mind in regard to you, and

that she estimates most highly not only

your poetry, but your opinions. When

I write to her again I will desire her to

remove all uneasiness from your mind

in respect of inattention, though I am

afraid it may pain her to be reminded

that there has been the appearance of it.

I will transcribe three (what the Greeks

would call) epigrams :

TO SOPHY.

Directed by the hand of Fate,

May Love inseribe your lot !

And, Sophy, be your wedded state

All that my own is not !

TO ANOTHER.

The jewel that is absent in the ring

We, after long entreaty, may supply ;

But who, enfolded in his breast, shall bring

A word once fallen, a long-wanting sigh ?—

Such word, such sigh as must perforce have burst

From him who placed it, or who saw it placed,

And lookt between those eyelashes when first

A tender smile his little gift had graced.

TO THE SAME.

If when I die you shed a tear.

Oh why should I linger here?

But if my parting costs you two,

Alas ! I shall be loath to go.

"And now, with kindest regards to

papa, mamma and sister, believe me,

dear Miss Garrqw, yours very sincerely.

"W. S. Landor."

I have one more letter, which I will

give the reader the whole of. It bears
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He said, ' It will be a lucky fellow who

gathers that Rose.'

;—that is, the post-mark, for none

: letters are dated by Landor—of

1840. Very soon after that date

-row and his family left Torquay

ne to Florence, thus 'bringing to

uaintance her whom, after seven-

irs of married life, I had to lay be-

ic cypresses in the beautiful Prot-

emctery of Florence, near Mrs.

ig, who as Miss Barrett had been

nd of her girlhood at Torquay,

er in question was as follows :

r Miss Garrow : I ought to

iswered your letter a long while

I took such particular care of it

the soul of me I cannot find it

re, nor the noble verses it con-

It was my intention to have told

t I should have thought the ode

ndaric if it had begun with the

Sections, and if you could have

led up courage enough to sacri-

ood deal of what is grand and

But I entreat of you to let no

icacy deprive the world of those

loughts which filled me with such

on at Torquay. They must al-

the better part of what women

nd more exquisitely felt and

liciously expressed than what we

:mpt on the same subject. Dick-

Forster have been spending a

s with me. Dickens of course

w. Forster has written the lives

statesmen who flourished in the

ie Commonwealth, ending with

11. To these he has just now

very short introduction to the

the great civil war. Nothing

better in its way. So put two

pence into your reticule, and

>w you walk down the steps "

sion to some rather steep stairs

>rmed part of the communica-

veen "The Braddons," Mr. Gar-

iidence, and the seaside town of

]," and order it forthwith. Both

iends were smitten by Miss Rose

" [afterward Lady Caldwell].

■ reproof:

Sickens ! By the saints ! if you

d to . . . what I truly do,

>t chusc but run you through !

en myself. Quick ! swords for two I

RONDEAU.

Under the Rose, my hearty Dickens,

What gamecock would not rear his chickens,

And glance at them with brighter eye

To see them bask or scamper by

Under the Rose I

Under the Rose lay thou thy bays !

There mine are laid for all my days !

Thou praisest them ! For this alone

Praise them henceforth that they have grown

Under the Rose I

" I have turned out my coat pockets—

mind, I happen now to have four coats,

double my complement !—and find your

letter and verses. What I meant is, that

Pindar would have begun with ' Through

man's race.' There is one bad line.

He would be a more ingenious man than

I am who could find two in all your

writings. The one is

Calls a blessing on thee down.

Show this to Mr. Garrow, and he will

say forthwith, ' Oh, never mind, Thco-

dosia ! he has sent you a fair dozen of

the same fashion !' "

And there the letter is left, without

signature of any kind.

On returning to Florence upon the

occasion which has been above referred

to, Landor went immediately to the old

villa, which had during all this time

never ceased to be the residence of his

family. But he did not remain there

long. He had led the life of a bachelor

recluse too long to find himself at case

in the midst of a family, even though

that family was his own. So one day

he came down into the city to his old

friend Browning, and told him that he

must find a lodging for him in the city.

It was not the easiest commission in the

world to execute, for Landor's means

were, for the reasons which have been

explained in the earlier portion of this

article, very small ; and he required those

comforts and attentions and that looking

after which are necessary to old age, and

especially so to one who, though his hab

its and tastes were of the simplest, had

always been used to have kindly and

careful attendants about him — require

ments, in short, which were very little
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likely to be supplied by the generality

of Florentine landladies, especially of

apartments within Landor's restricted

means. After some search, however,

Browning succeeded in locating him in

a small apartment admirably suited to

all the requirements of the case. It was

situated in a small street turning off from

the Via de' Serragli to the right : the

Via della Chiesa I think the name is,

but, often as 1 have been there, I am not

sure of the name. It was a small house,

kept by a very decent and 'sponsible

English woman, who, not insensible to

the honor of having such a man for the

tenant of her small apartment, did every

thing in her power during the last years

of his life to make him comfortable and

take care of him. The situation is not

far from that Casa Guidi which was the

residence of Mr. and Mrs. Drowning,

and which the well-known poems of the

latter have rendered famous wherever

the English language is spoken ; and

thus his kind friends in Casa Guidi were

able to assist in looking after his comfort.

In the first floor of that little house,

pleasantly looking out on the garden of

the well-known sculptor Santarclli, cel

ebrated for its collection of camellias,

Landor passed the latest years of his

" long life, and died. And there, with all

the perfect courtesy of the school and

day to which he belonged—a little elab

orate perhaps for the taste of the pres

ent more rough-and-ready generation—

he received, and seemed to take pleasure

in receiving, the visits of all the English

and Americans who came to Florence

with any such title, either from private in

troduction or from their standing in the

world of letters, as could justify them in

presenting themselves as pilgrims to such

a shrine. During the first part of the

time he was able to go about without in

convenience, and used often to come to

my house in a little pony chaise from

the Villa Landor, with one of his sons to

drive and take care of him. And here

he would sit by the hour on the middle

of a sofa, with his legs stretched out at

length before him, and that noble head

of his, with its silver locks somewhat

shaggy-looking, sometimes thrown back,

and sometimes, but less often, ■

thoughtfully forward on his breast 4

so he would talk always in a ta; cad

vibrating voice of a quality *hkh««

make glasses ring on a tabic, iac«i

headlong impetuosity, of men, oi a

cism, of pictures, of books—mjchd]

tures, but most of books — tips,

often—more often than not, I thick-]

most heterodox and startling cpiaj

and often interrupting himsei; «^

huge and hearty "Ho! ho: ho.'"<(

resounded out of the caverns fl]

mighty chest like the laugh ofil

whenever he said anything pane*

calculated to startle the corneas rJ

of the Philistines.

But these visits, and other sinrla

to his friends, did not last long i

his eightieth year had been p^a

began to fail rapidly, and the

mental as well as bodily. Not 4

fell into any state that could be I

dotage or imbecility, but his miail

ed to become commonplace. &

curious to observe that as an *i

mind, in those cases in which ~ 3

to wear out with the bod)', becaf

becile as its powers decay, hts pol

and robust intellect appeared x 1«

such as the minds of the gensd

men are in- their prime. Vjx&l

occasions of visiting him q-xti

last years—in his last month?, i I

say—I found him reading the ta(

novels of G. P. R. James ; bonbl

although decidedly successful a

day, are undeniably of the jog**

and neither as examples of l-'.aJl

nor as analytical studies of <&

such as could have interested Ld

the days when he was writing 4

aginary Conversations. But &"fl

reading the innumerable and ve?'

chrome pages of those old W><4

the greatest relish, and wasopeal

ed, quite in the old impetuous ai

pcrbolical style, in praise of tfeJ

"A ow«derful man. Jama!

quite ttwnderful ! Finest nove.il

world !"

Toward the end the high vxrtM

effervescing spirits which had i-^m

markedly characterized the Eia"l
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g. His power of hearing also be-

very imperfect, and he was often

lous and complaining—often in the

yperbolical phrases, that assorted

;ely in the minds of those who had

n him in the time of his exception-

or with the senility that had fallen

n. I remember on one occasion—

e last by several times of my visits

n, but toward the end—that as I

ny seat by his side on the sofa he

after my mother, within a few

his contemporary. I replied that

is well, but had become very deaf,

i ! is she ? I wish I was !" shouted

answer. After I had corrected

le asked whether she could sleep

ht. I said yes, she had the corn-

being a very good sleeper. "Ah!

comfort ! I can't sleep ! I wish

d ! But I shall sleep soon—sleep

c four-and-twenty hours round !

10 ! ho !"

old vivacity of temperament, and

ility, taking never malignant forms,

ry often ludicrous ones, remained

last. I remember a terrible scene

iternation in the little house in the

11a Chiesa. Landor had had his

, and having finished had rung

maid who waited on him to take

he dinner things. He had taught

)d people of the house that it was

:nt that that which they did for

ould be clone quickly ; but on this

mate occasion the girl did not an-

5 summons as immediately as his

:nce thought she ought to have

and when he had waited for her

jnce as long as he thought the

ngelic patience could be expected

;—i. c, about two minutes—he

up from his chair, and gathering

r the four corners of the table-

lung it, together with all that had

1 it, but was now in it, out of the

' into the street! Plates, dishes,

•rs, glasses, forks, spoons, knives,

all came down with a crash in

swoop. The street-boys thought

aven had inaugurated a new and

roved dispensation, while the dis

ci terror of the landlady inhabit-

room below may be imagined,

but not described. And this was the

"vivacity" of an old gentleman consid

erably past eighty !

There is one subject upon which those

who think that what I have to say on it

is of the nature of speaking ill of a

friend will consider that it were better

to be silent. I should think so with

them, and should abstain from touching

the matter I allude to, if I agreed with

them in the first proposition. But differ

ing from them on this point, and feeling

strongly that it is absolutely due to any

honest profession of opinion to allow

such profession to have and to exercise

all such authority and influence as it may

be capable of exercising, and as he who

courageously professed it would have

wished it to have, 1 do not hesitate to

say that Landor was no believer in any

of the creeds which are founded on the

belief in a written revelation. Were

there any possibility of doubt upon the

subject, I should not make this state

ment. But it was not in his nature to

conceal any sentiment or opinion, and

his own utterances on the subject were

of the frankest. I remember to have

seen many years ago—a long time be

fore I had ever known him—a long let

ter from him in which he maintained the

superiority of the old classical paganism^

to any of the forms of faith which have

superseded it. In fact, in this respect,

as in many others, he was the most an

tique-minded man I have ever met with.

Without being a profound or exact clas

sical scholar according to the standard

of a day subsequent to his own, his mind

and taste had been fed and nurtured on

classical studies, and especially on clas

sical poetry, from his youth upward. In

his tastes and sympathies he was essen

tially pagan. In his modes of thinking

and feeling respecting the most import

ant of all the questions that can occupy

the mind of man he was professedly

equally so. It is not for me to say, or to

guess even, how far such feelings and

opinions in his case were the result of

temperament, and how far they proceed

ed from examination and reflection.

That he had thought much was suf

ficiently shown, if by nothing else, by
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the letter I have above spoken of. But

Landor was to a remarkable degree one

of those men whose thinking processes

upon every subject arc inextricably inter

mingled with and influenced by their

emotional processes.

That he would have fully agreed with

me in the feeling which I have above

expressed as to the duty of speaking the

plain truth on these matters with regard

to those who have "joined the majority"

before us, is curiously indicated by a little

manifestation of his own feeling in a sim

ilar case. I happened to possess a copy

of Charles Lamb's letters, which had

belonged to Landor, and was enriched

by many very characteristic manuscript

notes on the margin in his handwriting.

On a passage in which Judge Talfourd,

the editor, is speaking of Lamb's relig

ious convictions, .Landor annotates in

dignantly, " Lamb believed nothing of

the sort, and Talfourd knew it !" In

fact, Landor was most conspicuously the

last man on earth to conceal his own

opinions on any subject, small or great,

or to desire or approve of the conceal

ment of them by others.

Landor had, as has been said, various

crotchets on the subject of orthography

and pronunciation. Hut his written style

was simply perfect. We English-speak

ing folk have permitted our literature to

develop itself unconfined and unhedged

around by such recognized academies as

have been in some other countries en

trusted with the duty of preserving the

so-called "purity" of the language. And

the consequence is, that it has become,

in the opinion of so impartial and so

undeniably competent a judge as Jacob

Grimm, the German lexicographer, the

richest language which the world knows

or has ever known. And Landor writing

at the period of its complete development

is perhaps the most perfect master of the

magnificent instrument who ever used

it. There have been great masters of

style before his day, but it is not neces

sary to consider Landor as coming into

competition with them. Our language

has been always a growing one, and its

progress, like that of the world generally,

has been specially rapid of late years.

So that the language which Lir.4r

ioned to the vehicle of his thszAj

a richer, a more powerful aoc :

complex one than that whickers

had at their command. And. ^

ing him as an employer of th: fj

tongue at its apogee, I think

be regarded as the greatest ma*

style we have. The singular poi^

exhibits of bending the langiart

purposes with an iron strength <A

which makes it malleable anflj-iaJ

clay in his hands, is all the m

markable by reason of the ena

classical and pagan idiosyncras/Si

mind. The subjects of the Jstf

Conversations are, as we all b*

the most varied character, but tin

be largely divided into three catep

those which deal with classical a

those which represent Italian ]

and scenes ; and lastly those CM

with English character; thought

intended to be asserted that dii-J

of the Conversations is an erffl

haustive one. But in each of is

visions the specialties—not urJt

ficial, but the most subtle, in:

profound—which characterize Us

felt by the reader to be indiorri

with surprising vigor and fidefe-

man most deeply steeped in

lore will feel that the true flim-

old pagan life was never offeree

mental palate before in so

densed and at the same time t

form. He who is well versed r

Italian history and ways and itm

will recognize the absolute cuf

and truthfulness of the preseci^lj

these which is offered him. Am

English reader whose interest a|

concerned with the things and »m

his own history will find hirosr!?!

atmosphere of thoroughly English

manners and character. Bet tbl

vel is, that throughout the style, ud

guage used to put before the rtM

diversified a phantasmagoria ofs»

is essentially choice, terse, nerves J

on English ; and this while d* t

coloring is most markedly octe: *|

English.

There is one of the Cwawi«
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rather a batch of them, which I would

especially point out to the reader as ex

emplifying what I have here said, and

at the same time evidencing in a very

charming manner Landor's intense love

for and appreciation of Italy. I do this

the more readily because this series of five

conversations, though perhaps the most

perfect and finished gem that Landor

ever produced, is less widely known than

the rest of his works, from having been

published, not in the general collection

of the Imaginary Conversations, but in a

volume by itself, under the title of The

Pcntameron. The volume consists of

five conversations, supposed to have

taken place on five successive days, be

tween Boccaccio and Petrarch. The

scene of them is Boccaccio's house at

Certaldo, where Petrarch visited him.

Certaldo is a miniature little town once

surrounded by its own walls, and, trust

ing to them and to its situation on the

lop of a steep isolated hill, like so many

other of the mediaeval towns of Central

Italy, it showed itself a hard nut to crack

by any who climbed its hill with hostile

intent. It is situated in the valley of the

Lisa, and is a station on the railway be

tween Florence and Siena, easily visited,

therefore, in the course of a day from

Florence. The excursion is one which the

visitor who has a day's leisure, and has

read the Pcntameron, will hardly refrain

from making. The house which belong

ed to Boccaccio is still extant, and al

most unchanged in its old place in the

main street of the little town. It is a

tiny tenement, and one can hardly im

agine how room was found for the poet

to receive his brother bard, and at the

same time supply accommodation for

Assuntina, the poet's maid and sole at

tendant, duly immortalized by Landor.

When the stranger shall have performed

this little pilgrimage, and spent an hour

or two in making himself acquainted

with some of the simple and good-na

tured paesani of the little town of either

sex, whom he will find indulging in the

dolce far niente, and who will insist on

constituting themselves his amateur

guides, he will agree with me that it is

impossible to conceive a morsel of writing

more instinct with truth of local color

ing and delicate appreciation of national

characteristics than Landor's Pcntam-

eron. A hundred volumes of travels

and a thousand biographical and anti

quarian dissertations would not place so

vividly or graphically before the reader,

with their appropriate framing of local

scenery, the Tuscan peasant and the

Tuscan priest as they were, and with

small changes are still, and the Tuscan

man of letters as he was in the Middle

Ages. It is impossible to doubt that

Landor had made himself thoroughly

acquainted with the locality. But he has

erred, or more probably has chosen to

modify the real facts in his treatment of

his fiction, in representing Boccaccio's

house to have been a " villetta hard by

Certaldo," and in that delicious account

of Ser Francisco's ride to his Sunday's

morning mass at the church of Certaldo.

For the house is, as has been said, in the

main street of the town, and within a

hundred yards of the church. If, how

ever, a more accurate accordance with

the particulars of the locality had been

the means of depriving us of the "crown

ed martyr's " ride, and of the saddling

of the canonico's nag by the joint efforts

of himself and Assuntina, we should have

lost infinitely more than we could have

gained in minuteness of matter-of-fact

information.

But I am straying from recollections

of Landor to recollections of the scenes

in which his memory will henceforth

mingle for all English-speaking nations

with the memories of those who com

mended them to his sympathies. Such

a course might carry one through a not

badly-imagined succession of scenes, but

would lead us too far afield for our pres

ent space. I must content myself, there

fore, with bringing my recollections of

Landor to a conclusion by recommend

ing all visitors to Italy to make such of

his Conversations as treat of Italian sub

jects, and especially the Pcntameron, a

part of the reading by which they pre

pare themselves to enjoy their trip.

T. AnoLpHus Trollope.
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MRS. BURNET'S STOR\,

AS TOLD ME BY MY WIFE.

CHAPTER t.

WE live in the quietest possible way,

my wife and I. We have nothing

to disturb us, having no children, and a

comfortable income securely invested.

Banks may collapse, argosies may sink

at sea: we have no calamity to dread

short of the paying off of the national

debt.

I don't say that we could not make

annoyances for ourselves. We have a

young man, for instance, hired to super

intend a horse and phaeton and to help

in the garden, who might be a source of

perpetual anxiety ; or our female servants

—but, knowing them to be human, we

shut our eyes to their follies ; only when

the strawberries disappeared mysterious

ly between night and morning my wife

took an opportunity of remarking on

the circumstance to the household corps,

and was unanimously referred to the

birds for an account of the missing fruit.

"That's all very well," she quietly said,

"but you know birds don't wear shoes."

On an average we must have gone round

the garden at least once every day all

the season with one or more visitors, and

on each occasion my wife repeated this

little aneedote with a humorous appear

ance of unconsciousness. I listened with a

smile ofappreciation, and our visitors were

amused—as they had every right to be.

Although the main stream of time

runs quickly enough with us, I must ac

knowledge the feeders are apt to lag :

the years flow rapidly past, but the hours

and minutes dally a little sometimes.

On the Tuesday mornings we rouse our

selves with considerable alacrity, that

beingi the day I always walk to a neigh

boring village to settle our weekly ac

count for butcher's meat. (We have a

butcher in our own village, but good

reasons, which I need not detail, prevent

us dealing with him.) If it is a fine day

my wife accompanies me, and we get

home to dinner with an appetite, and a

feeling that we have earned it. On Sat

urdays I always wind up two clocks and

three timepieces, and my wife squares

her household book. We give a small

dinner-party some half dozen times a

year, and otherwise are on good terms

with the people of the neighborhood.

Our village is most strictly exclusive and

genteel : it is five miles from a railway- t

station, and as pretty a place as you .

could see. The houses are old-fashion

ed, but good and commodious, with well-

stocked, well-grown gardens, while the

rents are miraculously low ; the conse

quence of which is that the inhabitants

are ultra-genteel, mostly retired medical,

military and naval men, with sons scat

tered over every land and sea, and with <

daughters collected at home of all ages,

with very aristocratic manners and high,

distinguished noses. There is one house

at the end of the village which has even

had the privilege of being occupied by

a succession of indigent noblemen—re

peatedly I have given his lordship a seat

in my phaeton—and we all enjoy the

title and work it diligently.

When dinner, the event of the day, is

over, my wife takes an easy-chair on one

side of the fire, and I take an easy-chair

on the other : she furnishes herself with

a volume of some kind, and I produce

my note-book and pencil to note down

any thought that may suggest itself or

anything striking that has occurred—

only nothing striking ever occurs. Her

book slips from her hand into her lap,

my pencil falls quietly on the carpet, the

world recedes—probably the fire seizes

the opportunity and recedes too—and

the next thing we are aware of is the

clatter of the tea things as they are

brought in.

We don't always fall asleep, however.

One afternoon lately my wife got inter

ested and excited over her book, and

finally shut it with a bang, causing a

sudden dispersion of my ideas.
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lat is it, my dear ?" I asked. "You

ut to flight a train of thought which

st shaping itself into words in my

m sorry for it. If I had fifty chil-

lot one of them should have a

ess t"

eed !" I rejoined. "That's an

:ic resolution : what's at the bot-
it ?•*

torn of it!" she exclaimed. "Fan

ning, impulsive and at the same

mnre-looking girl given to kecp-

ary or journal, or something, and

for the press, coming into this

Why, she'd have you down with

>te-book, and me with my go-

and constitutional walks round

den on a wet day : the very ser-

ould be stuck in in some way, and

ige, sleepy and picturesque as it

might make a good thing of it.

r she chanced to die, her biogra-

juld weave us all into an artistic

which we should flutter through

rth and breadth of the land like

• helpless flies. Preserve us from

ate !"

1, it would not be the most agree-

ng possible," returned I, musing-

1 not say it was well we had no

a governess). "Do you know,

id the colonel's daughter, Miss

sh the one with the very hook-

—writes for periodicals ?"

don't say so ? That is the rea-

n, she is always so anxious to

pter and verse for everything.

• other day I took her round to

>oultry : one of the Dorkings had

and she asked me ' to sketch the

>rogress and issue of the disease

ited in the domestic fowl ;' as if

at the creature's ear all day and

es."

[ , you see, you have a chance of

Llity, even without the governess."

you know, Robert, I was sur-

rxe other day by being told that

r net of Oatlands was a governess

-ie married?"

ed !" I said, a good deal inter-

r- I rank among Mrs. Burnet's

admirers. " One would hardly

guess that : she has none of the speak-

and-act-by-ruleishness that often betrays

the members of that profession."

"Well, if you like, I'll tell you her his

tory, as it was told to me. I hope it will

not reach Miss McTavish's ears, or she

will be spicing it up for the public : one

would need to be on one's guard with

her."

" Is there anything remarkable about

Mrs. Burnet's history?" I asked.

"Wait a little, and you'll hear. Her

grandfather—"

"Sparc me the grandfather, Clara, if

you please : I have no doubt he was a

most respectable, worthy man, but just

be good enough to come to herself at

once."

" I am not going to say much about

him, but I must give the story as I got

it : I am not good at either adding or

paring. Her grandfather was an Eng

lish clergyman—not a bishop, as you

may suppose, but a curate—"

"With a delicate wife and an only

daughter ?"

"Yes," replied my wife. "I see you

have heard the story already : well, what

do you think of it ?"

" No : I have not heard it. Go on : I

don't know any more of it."

"Ah, you were guessing: that is a-

trick of yours. Yes, an only daughter

and an only son. The daughter was

very pretty, and it chanced that a de

tachment of soldiers was quartered in

their neighborhood."

"Ah! I see now. She married the

lieutenant against her father's will, the

regiment was ordered to Sierra Leone,

he died of climate, she of grief, leaving

another only daughter."

" Now, you are right this time, Robert,

except that the marriage was not against

her father's will, that the regiment was

not ordered to Sierra Leone, that he did

not die of climate nor she of grief.

While the only daughter was still an in

fant, Lieutenant Jerpoint was killed by

a fall from his horse : Mrs. Jerpoint, his

widow, lived till within these three years.

Don't you remember the Burnets being

in deep mourning about that time ?"

" No, I can't say I do."
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"Well, then, you remember last sea

son seeing a thin old gentleman in church

with them ?—he wore a black velvet cap

always close to his head."

" I do not remember him, either."

"He was Mrs. Burnet's uncle, a cler

gyman, as his father was. Mrs. Jerpoint

lived with him up to the time of her

death. The lieutenant did not leave a

fortune, so the widow educated her

daughter to be a governess. And, by

the way, if Miss McTavish does hear the

story, she'll hardly set herself to do it

up : governess-heroines are pretty thread

bare now."

" That would depend entirely on how

she got it up : in good hands a world of

interest might be squeezed out of the

governess yet."

" Then to go on. Through some chan

nel Miss Jerpoint got a situation in the

family of Sir Francis Butler of Middle-

ton Hall. Down came the young lady

to Scotland—not certainly one of the

ordinary kind of governesses that figure

in books, moping, melancholy and fan

cying slights where none were intended,

but genial and free, and at an age when

the volume of life lay open before her

at the bright page of hope. It was true

she was sorry to leave her mother and

uncle, and they would miss her much ;

but they were still comparatively young,

and had their time filled up by duties

which were a pleasure to them, while

round them was a circle of chosen and

intimate friends ; and then her constant

letters would go far to make up for her

absence. And they did : they were the

genuine overflow of the gladness of a

young animated creature, happy in her

self and in her circumstances, upon

whom Care had not laid the weight of

his little finger."

"Clara," said l, "I'll lend you my

pencil — or pen, rather — and without

doubt you will rival Miss McTavish in

her own line."

"Don't talk nonsense: I'm just tell

ing you the story as it was told to me."

"Well, go on: what next? Mr. Bur

net would be a tenant of Sir Francis

Butler's, and catch glimpses of the gov

erness when he went to pay his rent."

"Mr. Burnet never was a tenant i

Sir Francis's. Miss Jerpoint was an e;

ceedingly suitable companion as well ;

teacher for Miss Butler, and both S

Francis and Lady Butler soon saw thi

and valued her accordingly. Althoug

she never could have been good-lookq

as a girl Mrs. Burnet must have het

very charming."

" Not good-looking ! I beg to diT

with you there, and she is very charmia

now, mellowed and brought to perfectio

by some kind of discipline, as I thi-|

a woman is hardly a woman witha

that."

" Indeed ! then I can hardly bean

man, having had no discipline."

"No discipline! Have I not hd

hard at work for I'll not say how mai

years disciplining you ? and is not cat

moment as it passes a chisel clipping a

here and bringing out line by line tha

till the work is perfect ? But I am eag

to hear about Miss Jerpoint and Si

Burnet. How could they misundersui

each other ? They have too much go*

sense, surely, to have made themselw

miserable about nothing."

"Just have patience. Although I i

not write, I have sense enough not to bio

out the end of my story before the ng]

time. Where was I ? Yes. Miss }t

point young, happy, esteemed and b

loved, was treated almost as a daught

of the house. No freezing politene

chilled her warm blood—no coming

with the dessert, and then disappearii

to the solitude of her own room, to l

and listen to the sounds of gayety ftw

above and below, feeling that for neith

circle was she an eligible guest.

morbid musings, nor crushed aspiratior

nor bitter and desponding entries in di

ries : indeed, Miss Jerpoint was not guil

of keeping a journal. She did not sit

a dark corner watching the sunshine

which she might not bask, and jealous

noting all the dust and motes that nVu

ed in its beams. No, she breathed in

generous atmosphere, and soul and bix

were in sound and perfect health."

"What did happen?" I interrupte

"Did Mr. Bur—"

"Oh, the impatience of mankin;
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Mr. Burnet, indeed ! Do you suppose

that Miss Jerpoint never had but one

lover ?"

"Ah, I see !"

"The clergyman of the parish—"

"Ah, the minister, was it? Well, Sa

tan could have gone to Paradise as an

angel of light as easily as a reptile, or as a

Presbyterian minister as easily as either."

" The minister of the parish," continued

my wife, "was a venerable old man—"

"Whew!"

"—And highly respected : he was un

married, and had a niece who kept

house for him. Occasionally a brother

of hers resided with them, and—"

"That will do now, surely."

" —And his wife. On the death of the

old man they all left together, and the

house stood empty. A little Eden it was,

and so Miss Jerpoint often thought as

she and her pupil passed it in their daily

walks and drives."

CHAPTER H.

"At length the new minister came.

He was the choice of the people, and a

most popular man and preacher he was.

He had been assistant in one parish and

minister in another before he was pre

sented to this living, and he had a gold

watch and appendages and a service of

plate given him by the bereaved people

of his former charge."

"And I'll engage, Clara, that he was

well supplied with embroidered caps and

hraces and bands and slippers and

purses and pen-wipers worked by fair

fingers and scented like ' Araby the

blest.' "

" Yes, he was ; and, more than that,

there was one widow lady of independ

ent means who, on each translation,

translated herself along with him. No

sooner was it fixed that he was going

than she had a house taken in the new

locality, and herself settled ready to re

ceive him, before you could say Jack

Robinson."

"Capital! And did the widow grow

jealous of Miss Jerpoint, and mix a cup

of cold poison for her?"

" Robert, how absurd ! There was

nothing of that kind : the widow was old

enough to be his mother. It was his

ministrations she valued so highly; and

as he had no one in his house but ser

vants, she said she liked to be near him

to see after his little comforts and give

him an occasional word of advice."

"What a delightful style of woman

she must have been! — positively Min

erva and Telemachus over again. I

should not wonder if the archbishop of

Cambray took the idea from some sim

ilar experience of his own."

"Certainly, there are kinds and de

grees of silliness with which it is difficult

to sympathize. I could not imagine my

self running about the country after a

clergyman, however highly I might es

teem him."

"You are not a widow in independent

circumstances."

"No; but to go on. Mr. Sandilands

—that was the new minister's name—

frequently visited a{ the hall. Hitherto,

with perhaps pardonable vanity, he had

been impressed with the idea that the

entire female world was at his feet; and

so that part of it that circled round him

was: the slipper -and -pen-wiper-young-

lady world has a very susceptible heart in

its bosom, and a trick of writing scented

notes about that delightful sermon, and

that dear man Mr. Sandilands, and how

crowded the church was, and how the

people hung upon his lips, etc. A totally

different phase of things opened on Mr.

Sandilands at the hall. Sir Francis and

Lady Butler went to church not ' to

hear' this or that man preach, but to

worship and gather instruction, and they

did not altogether approve of Mr. Sandi

lands' style of preaching.

" Miss Jerpoint, on her part, had rather

a prejudice against popular preachers :

her grandfather and her uncle were both

holy, erudite, laborious men, but neither

of them had ever drawn crowded houses,

which she had know n done by a person

with a deep voice and florid elocution,

or even by a man with a black skin. It

was something new to Mr. Sandilands.

He missed the adulation and fuss that

surrounded him elsewhere : his host and
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hostess showed him much quiet and

friendly politeness, but no one mentioned

his sermons, nor the crowded church, nor

that sweet address to the children. Lady

Butler did not ask if his throat were

properly wrapped up, nor suggest how

much care he should take of himself ;

and Miss Jerpoint expressed neither

alarm nor compassion when told what

a pitiless storm he had encountered in

prosecuting one of his pastoral, visita

tions. Indeed, it never occurred to her

that a man in robust health ought to be

at all chary of exposing himself to the

weather."

" I don't know what the upshot is to

be, Clara, but, Miss Jerpoint's opinion

notwithstanding, I am inclined to think

that the preacher who draws crowded

audiences, and continues to draw them,

has something about him more than

mere accessories — some vital points,

something different from charlatanism

—that he can put and keep himself en

rapport with so many of his fellow-crea

tures. It's all very well for people to

sneer at the fickle waves of popular

favor who never ran any risk of being

exposed to them."

"Mr. Sandilands, you see, had been in

some measure exposed to them, but he

found sudden and unexpected shelter at

the hall, although no doubt he would

have enjoyed them rolling that length.

However, it was what you, Robert, would

call a kind of discipline, and of a salu

tary nature too : he improved under it.

The calm good sense of the auditors

sitting opposite him in the crimson-clad

gallery stared him in the face in his study

also, and moulded his sermons, while in

the pulpit his speech and action grew

gradually more natural. It had been

remarked by cynical people that when

Mr. Sandilands pressed his hand to his

forehead in an impassioned manner he

did not forget not to derange his hair.

He forgot his hair now—he even forgot

himself, and the impression he made

was not less, but greater, especially on

the better class of his audience. Miss

Jerpoint's chair gradually veered nearer

the front of the gallery, till she had the

preacher full in view. I have not told

you what he was like, Robert, have I?

for I must not forget that."

" Certainly not. He would be a slight,

boyish-looking man, with a lot of lor.;;

hair which he would fling back off his

forehead at every appropriate place."

"You think that is a 'vital point:

Did you not hear me say that he took

care not to disturb his hair ? It was dark

and wavy ; his eyes were dark and lus

trous ; his nose might have been stolen

from a Greek statue, and he had the

cleft chin of Apollo : set this head on

the top of a handsome, well-knit bodi

six feet high, and you will acknowledge

that his popularity in some quarters was

at least not altogether unaccountable."

" Really, Clara, your talent for descrip

tion is creeping out of its napkin : let Miis

McTavish look to her laurels."

" I tell you, Robert, I am only giving

you the story as nearly as I can in the

words I heard it. I thought I got some

insight myself into the character of the

man, but I don't know if I can convey

it to you. I should be glad if you could

reconcile his strange inconsistencies to

my satisfaction."

" I doubt if I can help you there,

Clara. I have thought of various peo

ple that I knew enough of them to he

able to count upon what they were likely

to do in given circumstances, but l found

I might as well have been a child play

ing at hide-and-seek ; and yet, if one

could see closely enough, there is a

thread of consistency running through

every character; just as in the mem

bers of a family, who seen separately

all look different and distinct, yet seen

together there is a very strong resem

blance among them."

"When I have done, then, you must

pick out this thread in Mr. Sandilandi'

character and let me see it. There was

much that was good about him, and

even a grain or two of what was gre^1-

but it had been choked by his vanity,

which had been well nursed. It was

somewhat to his surprise that he found

his interest in Miss Jerpoint and his ad

miration of her growing apace in spite

of himself, for he had never intended to

throw himself away upon a penniless
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governess. Before very long, however,

he began to feel that his fate was bound

up with hers."

"The puppy! I hope she knew she

was too good for him."

"From the first he had been struck

with her as something different from and

superior to the ordinary world of young-

ladyism : he admired the clear good sense

« ith which she always spoke to the point

—the more perhaps as he had been a

good deal accustomed to feminine maun

dering—-the total absence of all kinds of

smallncss, the wide scope of enjoyment

she had, and her entire freedom from

every tinge of affectation,—all qualities

which we know she has as fresh as ever,

not a bit the worse for wear and tear.

In her presence he felt ashamed of the

minor quackeries in which he indulged,

and began to shed them one by one,

and come out a truer man. (No, don't

pick me up, and say if a thing is true it

can't be truer.) His first easy come-scc-

and-conquer kind of manner wore off,

and a sort of diffidence took its place.

He must have loved her, really loved

her, for he began to doubt whether he

would succeed in winning her : he did

not seem to have advanced an inch

nearer her, so far as he could judge, than

the first time they met.

"But he had. Miss Jerpoint had be

gun to enjoy the homage he paid her ;

and when once or twice he betrayed what

she thought genuine feeling toward her

self, she grew interested, and admitted

the idea that popularity was not incom

patible with the possession of great qual

ities—that a man might have a fine

presence and a musical voice, and a

talent for putting things new and old in

a striking light, and yet not be destitute

of what was noble, high and holy."

"Now, Clara, don't say it: you don't

mean to say that Miss Jerpoint allowed

herself to fall in love with this piece of

Birmingham coinage ?"

"But, Robert, he was not all Birming

ham. I have said, or I meant to say,

that there was pure gold in him, if—"

"Ah, if! I doubt I must cut down my

estimate of Miss Jerpoint."

" No, don't ! Remember that she was

only a woman, or, I should say, a girl ;

and besides, it is unfair to judge either

man or woman by the kind of article

they marry. If they marry for love, as

they ought to do, they are not in full

possession of their senses at the time."

"Oh ho, Clara ! That doctrine knocks

the responsibility off one's shoulders with

a vengeance ; but I can give you an in

stance to the contrary. I married for

love, and I knew as well what I was

about as I do at this moment."

"You thought you did, but I might

have been a vixen or virago, for all you

knew."

" I am not so blind. Do you think I

had not taken my own observations ?"

" I have no doubt you had, but if I

had been a vixen wanting to impose on

you, I could have been as sweet—oh, as

sweet as honey. People who arc most

amiable in public sometimes throw off

the mask behind the scenes."

"That's true, l must allow. Well, if

you had turned out a vixen on my hands,

it would have been good exciting em

ployment, the taming of the shrew."

"Ay, it's easy to make Petruchio con

quer on paper, but I have known Kates

that even he would have had to give in

to."

"After all, then, I believe I must be

thankful for my wife just as she is."

"You have every reason. You were

saying you hoped that Miss Jerpoint did

not fall in love. She did, and hers was

not a nature to do a thing of that kind

by halves. One can fancy how exquisite

her reveries would be, just at the time

of life as she was to enjoy to the full

that dreamy delight. One can suppose

it possible, when her chair drew back

again from the front of the gallery, as it

did when she began to feel conscious of

a glowing interest in the preacher, till

she could see nothing of him but the

dark wavy hair, that then and there she

worshiped the creature more than the

Creator."

"Go on, Clara, and launch out. I

should like to hear your version of

how a young girl thinks and feels in a

brown study of that kind, for, after all

that novelists have said and poets sung,
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the theme remains as fresh as ever, like

the gush of delicate and ethereal flowers

that comes with the young year: we

gaze at them time after time with wonder

and awe, and fear that a speck should

sully their holy beauty."

" Robert, it is not thinking or feeling,

it is floating—actual floating in as pure

an ether as this world knows of—for a

little, you know, only for a little while.

How soon it passes, never to come

again !"

"You don't mean, Clara, that Miss

Jerpoint loved Mr. Sandilands, and that

something coming between them—al

though when you mean to tell me what,

I don't know—she married Mr. Burnet

without loving him ?"

"No, I do not mean that at all. Her

love for Mr. Burnet, I don't doubt, was

and is fervent and deep, but different in

kind. You have spoken of spring flow

ers. The feelings with which she regard

ed Mr. Sandilands were the spring flow

ers of her life : they came with the sea

son, and went with it : delicate, unre-

vealing, simple and childlike they were.

When she married Mr. Burnet she was

six years older, and the fruit of time is

most certainly the knowledge of good

and evil. Besides, what an experience

was shut into those six years of her life !

I should call her first love the snowdrop,

her second the rose : it had the deep col

oring and fragrance of midsummer."

"If I had to choose between them, I

would have the rose, but it's all taste."

"Ah," said Clara, "perhaps I had bet

ter tell you the rest of the story another

time ?"

"As you please: indeed, I begin to

suspect there is nothing particular to tell."

"Then, to punish you for such a sus

picion, I shall make you sit still and

here and now listen to the end."

CHAPTER III,

" Miss Jerpoint and Mr. Sandilands

were engaged to be married, and the lat

ter himself communicated the fact to

Sir Francis Butler, who, together with

Lady Butler, was heartily rejoiced to

hear it. They valued Miss Jerpoint, and

were pleased that she should be perma

nently settled near them, and they were

glad for her sake that she should be so

well settled, for they believed she was

the very person to supply or reform any

thing that was deficient or amiss in Mr.

Sandilands ; and most likely they were

correct in thinking so. I can fancy, if

the marriage had taken place, that the

wife with her serene nature and rare

good sense would have had the happiest

effect in drawing forth what was best in

her husband : each would have impress

ed the other, and as the years went on

their lives would have blended—they

would have lived for noble ends. They

might have filled in Tennyson's picture:

And so these twain upon the skirts of time

Sit side by side, full summed in all their powers,

Dispensing harvest, sowing the To-be,

Self-reverent each and reverencing each.

Distinct in individualities,

But like each other, even as those who lore."

" Really, Clara, you are too tantalizing:

leave reflection and Tennyson, and say

what happened. They were engaged,

you say, and not married. He did not

die, and she did not die : what on earth

was it ?"

" Oh, I could give you the bare facts

in five words, but you would prefer get

ting the outs and ins, would you not ?'

"Well, as I am not very busy at this

moment, I'll hang up my curiosity for a

little and let you take your own way :

and a roundabout way it is, but pleas

ant enough too in the gloaming."

"In December they plighted their

troth to each other. That circumstance

crowned the year with gladness for them ,

the date was an epoch, and the next

year dawned upon Miss Jerpoint as what

was to be the happiest of her life. The

dull leaden skies and cutting winds of

spring passed all unheeded by her. A

tremendous storm of wind—a cyclone

on its travels, probably—one night made

all the woods of Middleton Hall rock

and creak and strain like the masts of a

storm-tossed vessel, and next day the

poor people got a harvest of fallen

branches to gather. Miss Jerpoint met

one of them in her usual walk—an old
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with whom she was well ac-

d — who hailed her by saying,

lat a nicht o' wind it was yes-

1 never shut an e'e the hale

m sorry for that,' Miss Jerpoint

, ' but I never heard the wind :

trough it all like a top.'

id hae done that too when I was

i, but auld folk canna sleep so

Mony a time I lie waken for

Yestreen between the blasts I

mysel' thinking ower the min-

xmon on Sabbath : it was unco

wad hae thought, frae some

, that he was a married man.'

:ed ! I did not observe anything

Id have made me think that.'

tur say, but by the time ye've

rough the warld for sixty years

heaps o' things ye canna see

:'re standing the now : things

ie to ye bit by bit. A minister,

nking, should aye be a married

ince the Irish began to come

e's a priest comes round among

i week ; but what can he ken o'

Is or their cares or their joys ?

king at a'.'

ou not think it is possible for

to imagine himself in the place

r, and feel accordingly ?'

10 possible to very mony o' us :

jift that's no gi'en unco often.

we can sympathize best wi'

ve felt ourscl's. But hae ye

rhat a sair hoast the minister

was vext to hear it, for it just

Tie in mind o' our Sandy's the

fore he de'ed.'

1 not notice that, either,' said

>oint. ' Any person will cough

' and she walked on, and in a

the widow lady of independent

whom I have spoken, who

ito the subject of the minister's

h all the sympathy and vigor

ally brought to bear upon any-

nected with him.

i so anxious about Mr. Sandi-

le said : ' such a severe cough

got in some way, probably by

Dosing himself.'

i't think he would do that,' said

Miss Jerpoint simply. ' I remember when

he came first I used to think he took very

good care of himself. I have not no

ticed it of late, but it is a great comfort

to think that he does so. There is my

uncle at home, a much older man than

Mr. Sandi lands : he goes out at all hours

and in all weather, and never thinks of

wrapping up his throat, or wearing go

loshes either.'

'"Well, I can't say. That may do for

your uncle : he may be made of iron,

but Mr. Sandilands is not. I would not

wish it to reach his ears, of course, for

in a case of this kind to keep up the

spirits is half the battle, but I may say it

frankly to you—I do not like that cough.'

" ' Oh, I should hope it's nothing more

than an ordinary cold.'

"' Have you been in the habit of lis

tening to coughs, Miss Jerpoint ?'

"Miss Jerpoint had to allow that she

had not.

" ' Then I have,' continued the widow

solemnly. ' I repeat, I do not like Mr.

Sandilands' cough. One of his servants

tells me that she hears him coughing for

an hour after he is in bed. It really is

most distressing : he ought to have

change of air at once, and if I have any

influence he will.'

"' But Mr. Sandilands himself says it

is only a slight cold he has got.'

'"Miss Jerpoint, did you ever hear a

young man allow he was ill as long as

he could crawl ?'

" Miss Jerpoint said nothing, for her ex

perience in this line was very limited,

and if she had ventured a reply the

widow would have had a complete in

duction of facts to meet her with.

" ' But it can't be,' she said at length

—' surely it can't be that Mr. Sandilands

is seriously ill ?'

"' Time will tell,' said the widow orac

ularly.

"And they parted, Miss Jerpoint think

ing, ' Certainly, it is nothing serious.'

She had never sat placidly by with a

smile on her face while life grew chilled

within her as her anxious ear took in the

cough of a much-loved one, which said

as plainly as words could have said it,

' Destined to die.' And it seemed both
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her acquaintances had a knowledge of

coughs, and they thought alike ; so she

went in from her walk stricken for the

first time in her life with that mortal

anxiety those know when one dear to

them as life is threatened with peril.

Yes, she would exert herself to induce

Mr. Sandilands to try change of air."

"Then he did die of lung disease,

Clara?" said I. "Well, it was melan

choly enough, but unhappily not remark

able : one has not to look far for ap

parently robust people cut down in that

way."

" But he was not cut down in that

way."

CHAPTER IV.

"Mr. Sandilands had said his cold

was a mere trifle, but as he wished to pay

his father a visit, he made arrangements

for spending six weeks with his. family,

who lived some fifty miles southward : that

would be change and relaxation enough."

"Clara, did not the widow want him

despatched to Malaga or Mentone, and

offer to accompany him ?"

" I don't know whether she did or not.

Miss Jerpoint and her lover met and

parted in the garden. It was the spring

season, and they were young and lovers,

and to be married in about two months :

you can easily imagine the kind of in

terview they had, and I may spare you

details."

" Now, Clara, yon are too provoking !

After giving me the grandfather and the

father and the uncle and the widow and

fifty tiresome things, to say that you will

deliberately skip the most interesting

part—that can't be permitted."

"Well, it was everything you or any

one could wish, this love-scene. I was

not told the particulars myself, and 1 am

not equal to tilling them in out of my

head. They were to meet once more, to

interchange speech never again. Mr.

Sandilands stood a minute and looked

through the gate as Miss Jerpoint disap

peared from his sight : was he conscious

that in her person his good angel war:

retreating? On her part, Miss Jerpoint

was hardly aware of anythinj »l

own exceeding happiness. Sbt b4

missed all fear for the health .5*1

Sandilands, for he had said be nil

well, and looked so. Peering >*\

the blessed vista of the future. s^ti

ed up through the gardens as iti sk

been treading on air, and wen: is

her own room, where she stvjt i

to clasp her great happiness areiM

it was secure.

"When Mr. Sandilands g.i: : -

found lying for him a small psirf

taining a respirator of pecubu

an accompanying note frotn'.^M

earnestly requested ' that he model

expose himself to the night v:4

it, if he would persist in acting nl

suicidal way ; but she hoped mi"

that he would make it matter fcl

consideration whether it was Kb ■:

his circumstances to go out ..: &

sunset.'

"' What will the woman stall

wonder?' he said as with a J?

tossed the note into the firea^i

the article sent into the far c:i

drawer. Next morning he stirs

his journey.

"And now, Robert," said

" comes a gap in the history

not fill up. I can only give y.* *

fact. I should have liked to is*

Mr. Sandilands thought and k~ -J

those six weeks—by what sup*"

must have been few and shor— -i

cd the extraordinary act which xd

them. If a year had elapsec •'

six months, but six weeks'"

"Why, what in the world A- 1

He did not commit forgery. •

When Miss McTavish comes *

her version of your story, you"if

bridge the gap in style."

"Very likely. She would e.i"

him appear entirely blamelfs? *

him up as little short of a oesi

man form. He was neith-."—1

weak, erring man.

" He had been gone these «t*

w hen one morning, as thefanijM

dlcton Hall were at breakfast :*!

cis, as usual, was running -*1

the newspaper when he utterei i
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mation, which made the others look

lut no more came of it, only, in-

of, as was his custom, laying aside

iper after a first cursory glance at

kept hold of it or set his plate on

if afraid it should get into other

than his own. No sooner had

'crpoint and her pupil left the room

he turned to his wife and said,

t can possibly be the meaning of

and he read aloud to this effect :

[ueenswood House, Queenswood,

31st, by the Rev. Josiah Porteous,

ev. Walter Sandilands, minister

idleton, to Louisa Adelaide, only

f John McQueen, Esq., of Queens-

must be either a mistake or an

^incidence of name, or a hoax,'

idy Butler.

doubt it,' said Sir Francis. ' It

be a pitiful hoax indeed, and it is

e a mistake—all distinct enough

I am not aware that there are two

Sandilands, minister of parishes

Middleton.'

is very extraordinary certainly,'

r ladyship.

shall soon know the truth of it,

h I have no doubt of it now.

:oundrel ! he is a disgrace to his

aid Sir Francis, his passion rising,

s apt to do on occasion.

>grace, indeed !' echoed her lady-

What can have been his motive ?

ht he was really attached to Miss

, money,' answered her husband :

no doubt it was money. I know

ng of McQueen, and he is a very-

man. '

II he mean to come back here

down beside us as if all were as

i be?'

)dness only knows what he means,

lall not come if I can prevent him,

ere is law in the land. I look

iss Jerpoint as a member of my

it is under my roof she has been

ssly insulted. His conduct shall

ibhed to the world. She must

e him : we can only reach the

of such a miscreant through his

XIII.—*9

1 " ' But Miss Jerpoint—' put in her lady

ship. ' Any true woman would shrink

from such exposure.'

"'It can't be helped: the man must

be punished. If she were my own

daughter I would insist on it.' The

lady said no more : she knew that her

husband must have time to cool down.

"Before long they had various con

firmations of the fact, which Sir Francis

had never doubted, and Lady Butler

took on herself the difficult and trying

business of telling Miss Jerpoint what

had taken place, rather than it should

come upon her unprepared from any

chance quarter. She went to the school

room, and finding her daughter and Miss

Jerpoint preparing to go out, she accom

panied them. As it happened, they

strolled into the garden, to the seat where

Miss Jerpoint and her lover had parted

so recently. Lady Butler proposed to sit

a little, and Miss Butler starting off to

look at a bird's nest, she took the oppor

tunity of stating to Miss Jerpoint a case

something like her own, and asking how

she thought she would feel under such

circumstances.

'" I really do not know how I should

feel," she said, ' but I should not like to

be so tried.' She was speaking absent

ly, for the remembrance of that last

meeting in this very spot was creeping

over her.

"'No one would,' said Lady Butler:

she could think of no other way of be

ginning at a distance and bringing the

thing gradually to dawn on the young

girl. 'Sir Francis,' she began again,

' was speaking to me this morning of a

case of the kind that has occurred among

his acquaintance. He is excessively in

dignant : the lady is a particular friend

of his own.'

"' I am very sorry,' said Miss Jerpoint.

' I suppose she will just have to suffer in

silence : that's all that women can do.'

"' Do you think she will suffer much ?'

Lady Butler asked anxiously: 'will she

not think it a good escapes' The man

must be most unworthy.'

'" Well, Lady Butler, for you and me,

standing outside and merely looking on,

it is easy so to speak and so to feel, but
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I doubt it would be different if we were

in that unhappy lady's circumstances.'

"'I have heard,' said her ladyship,

' of women dying of broken hearts : do

you believe that probable ?'

"'I think so,' replied Miss Jerpoint:

' at least mental distress may so affect

the body as to make it more liable to

attacks of disease, and less able to throw

them off, and the end may be death ;

but, as far as I know myself, I don't

think I should die from such a cause : I

don't think I should even allow myself

to be ill.'

"' I am glad to hear you say so,' Lady

Butler said : ' you have relieved me

greatly.'

"'Do you think I am likely to have

my strength tried in that direction ?' ask

ed Miss Jerpoint, while a radiant smile

overspread her face : where she was sit

ting she seemed to hear Mr. Sandilands'

last words linger in her ear.

'"We never know what is before us

or what we may have to bear,' said Lady-

Butler hurriedly. ' Would you just read

this ?' and she took the newspaper from

her bag, thinking, ' She will never see

what I am driving at, and she must know

it some time.'

" She pointed out the announcement.

Miss Jerpoint read : then looking in her

friend's face, she said, faintly but firmly,

' It is not true.'

"' I thought that, and said it, but Sir

Francis has been making inquiries—'

"'And it is all a mistake,' said Miss

Jerpoint, turning deadly pale. ' Say it

is all a mistake !' she again exclaimed,

almost fiercely.

"' I wish I could say so, but it is too

true. Stay here a little : I will walk

round with Nelly, and come back for

you. You have my keenest sympathy;'

and delicately she withdrew, that the

first agony of spirit might pass unwit

nessed.

"Miss Terpoint scarcely heard her; she

felt suddenly stupid and idiotic ; she grew

very cold and shivered. When Lady

Butler returned she found her sitting ex

actly where she had left her.

"' I think,' she said, ' we had better go

in : 1 have sent Nelly on before.'

"' Go in ? Yes, certainly: 1 as

ready ;' and she rose quickly."

CHAPTER V.

"There was a great change i

Jcrpoint's appearance, but none

manner : the one she could co-

the other she could not. She

Lady Butler, ' I shall go home

time fixed : would you be kind

to write to my mother and pre:

for what has occurred ? I canr^

into words myself.'

" Lady Butler undertook to

and in the mildest terms she ecu

of stated what had taken plact

turn Miss Jerpoint's plans ; and

not insist on her remaining at M

only because she thought that

be decidedly for her benefit I

should go home.

" Sir Francis took an opport

urging Miss Jerpoint to brim

against Mr. Sandilands. 'He

exposure the most thorough.'

' and punishment ; and at wha:

pense to your own feelings .1

duty to the public. Just cons

my lawyer shall see to everythii

can only get at him through h

it seems, and there is no doubt ;

would award large damages.'

" ' Sir Francis, do you think fc

stant that if his whole fortuiw «

ed to me I would touch a per.tn

'"Quite right," said Sir Fra

can appreciate that part of it

could divide the money ariion

charities.'

'"Or found a new one fi>r m

golden salve to the souls of r.

men,' she said with bitter sarx^

"Sir Francis was awed son-*

felt he was in the presence of 2

bay, hunted and hemmed in b«

troop of castaway hopes, searw

of faith, and crushed by the :

the pedestal of impossible pert

which she had placed him of

whom she had delighted to ho*

"' Poor thing ! poor thing.'" b

himself, ' she cannot help seeiw
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ncss, and yet she'll not consent to

i him.'

o,' she said, as if answering his

its, ' I could not do it ; yet, if I

not been altogether mistaken in

le will not escape punishment,

s, we do not know how he may

xen tempted. When he told me

e loved me, 1 thought it impossible

le could regard me so. It seems

right, and he may never have

d how he could be loved : he

not mean to inflict such suffering.'

it he,' said Sir, Francis, growing

again. 1 1 have no doubt he only

kindness, to save you from an

3y marriage possibly, and you

be thankful to him accordingly,

n will be women to the end of

fancy. I may admire your for-

temper, Miss Jerpoint, but 1 am

ry to say that I cannot imitate it.

e is anything I can do to punish

: shall be done ; and if I can't

im out of this parish, it will be

:, and high time the law should

red.'

iat do you think, Robert?" said

e. "Could a minister be ousted

h a cause ? Or have you been

g? You have made no remark

le time ?"

is interested, and I did not want

rupt you. Could he be ousted ?

I am not learned enough in ec-

ical law to say, but I should think

t is not generally thought a dead-

that a man should change his

nd marry one lady while another

him to marry her. Miss Jerpoint's

is very aggravated, I allow ; but

dw women often take these things

eir heads with no reasonable

ion, and—"

pert, stop there! Don't speak

of a thing like this. There are

men, plenty of them, but that is

ise for wicked men playing with

: and holiest feelings of others. I

iat in such cases women get both

th and the scorn."

," said I, "Miss Jerpoint could

to excuse the guilty man, which

s me. Isn't then.' some poet who

says, ' Hell has no fury like a woman

scorned ' ? I should not have expected

any circumstance to transform Miss J.

into a fury, yet I should have expected

her to show some degree of pride and

indignation. But to excuse him—actu

ally to make excuses for such dastardly

conduct—I confess it was carrying the

angelic a shade too far for my taste."

"That was one mood, Robert, but

would she keep to one mood or ten in a

day ? Can you not fancy the dark wild

surging of conflicting feelings within her ?

In any case, it is hard to find out that

one we have loved and trusted is un

worthy, but in hers it must have been

fearful : one would need to be in her

position to realize it. She hastened her

departure from Middlcton Hall, at which

I don't wonder. Sir Francis arranged

to accompany her home, for in her state

of mind he could not think of her trav

eling alone, neither could he propose

sending a servant with her, and he was

not the man to fail in attention to the

humblest of womankind. But he was

saved the trouble, if such he would have

thought it, for Miss Jerpoint's uncle ar

rived to take her home.

" No sooner was she gone than Sir

Francis sat down and opened a safety-

valve for his excited feelings by writing

a full-grown letter to Mr. Sandilands,

giving not merely a bit but the whole of

his mind upon the affair, and fully de

tailing his conversation with Miss Jer

point. ' If he has a conscience and a

heart,' thought Sir Francis as he sealed

his missive, ' this should do for both.'

" What Mr. Sandilands thought when

he read that letter cannot be known : it

can only be guessed at from the sequel.

He resigned all connection with the

church and parish of Middleton, so that

Sir Francis had no need to move in that

matter."

"Excuse me, Clara," I said, "if I just

interrupt you for one moment to ask.

Did the widow follow him ?"

" Excuse me, Robert, if I just answer

that I don't know. It is not likely, but

I did not inquire : I did not take the in

terest in her you seem to do."

"Seem I There's no seeming in it. A
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most interesting woman : I should like

to know her—at a distance."

" Come now, Robert, no doubt she

was a very excellent woman. Well, it

was reported that Mr. and Mrs. Sandi-

lands were going abroad, but they did

not do so immediately, and although Mr.

Sandilands had resigned his church, he

did not give up preaching."

"And he would be more popular than

ever. Let a man make himself notori

ous in any shape, and he'll fill the largest

hall in any town."

"That was just what 1 was going to

say. For one that went to hear him be

fore, ten went now."

"And how did he and his wife get on ?

I hope she snubbed him well, and let

him know who held the purse-strings—

vulgarly, did not let him forget on which

side his bread was buttered."

" She was a young, thoughtless, giddy

girl, but for anything I know she might

have been capable of that, only she had

not much opportunity. They had been

married about three months when they

went to London, previous to setting off

for the Continent. It so chanced that

Miss Jcrpoint's uncle had occasion to

visit town at the same time, and took

his niece with him. They were walking

along the streets one day when Miss

Jcrpoint suddenly caught sight of Mr.

Sandilands, and to prevent recognition

she instantly dropped her veil over her

face, but not before she had been seen

by him, approaching with a lady hang

ing on his arm in a dress gay as that of

a butterfly. As he passed he fixed a

long, indescribable gaze on Miss Jer-

point's face, and she trembled so that

her uncle, who, never having seen Mr.

Sandilands, did not know of this unex

pected meeting, asked what was the

matter.

"' Nothing,' she said : ' let us go on.'

'"He is punished,' she thought, 'se

verely punished. Sir Francis himself

might see that I am amply revenged.

How 1 pity him !' She lay upon a sofa

the rest of the day, suffering from the

exhaustion that excitement brings on.

"The other couple — the gentleman

and the gay lady—reached their hotel, a

fashionable one in a fashionable

the lady sprang up the stairs hi

snatches of an opera tune, the

man followed her more sobeT>

lady danced into her dressing-iron

gentleman remained in the beri-fse

from which the dressing-room oj<»

The lady was standing before the a

bowing to her own image reflectecii

and going through her various s\ki

salutation, in all of which she urn

herself about equally perfect mi ft

nating : she had thrown off he: beo

and shawl, and with a smile on bH

was again leaning forward to ril

herself, when she was startled i*

sudden report of a pistol, follostdl

heavy fall, apparently in the aiia

bed-room. Hurriedly she opcairf

door, at the same moment that it I

room door was opened by the UaS

who, chancing to be in the outsJe

sage, had also been startled. 71

they stood, the wife and the b:3

frozen to the spot with horror, ac

figured body of Walter Sandila:

between them. He had shot

through the head !"

" Horrible, Clara ! horrible!"

" Was it not ? What must the «!

ed man have suffered before he :a

such a resolution ! Do you thiatta

responsible ?"

"It is impossible to say. 1 ki*

doubt in some cases suicides are tl

sible—-if not for the act, at least

state of mind that induced the xt'

" Robert, I have sometimes tbuai

the suicide as of a child sent Ml

hard apprenticeship)—harder than it

bear—so that, goaded on, be i

breaks his indenture and nrti^ i

his father."

"Ah, Clara, that will hardlydo- 1

if it is his Father's will that be £

suffer, or if he brings the sor~<<

himself? None of us are sen: 3l

world to walk through it on vend

let us be thankful that we are ca'<

to sit in judgment on our felt*

tures."

" No doubt Mr. Sandilan&

his misery on himself, but thai «i

make it all the harder to endure. "
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an, you remember, I wanted you to

mc the thread of consistency run-

through his character."

here is one thread that has been

ent enough throughout. I don't

5 must have been a bad man, but

ay he was a very selfish one ; and

could for an instant suppose that

d the use of his reason, his last act

utensely selfish, for in the attempt

:ape from his misery he inflicted

e anguish on others."

ell, Robert, I can't find it in my

0 be severe on him. If he had been

;cd, unfeeling man, regret and rc-

would not have unhinged him to

1 degree, I think. Of course all

ends and relatives were grieved

locked beyond expression, but the

get over it probably was his wid-

>he returned to her father's house,

arried again in little more than a

and perhaps the last to get over it

lestion if she has altogether got

yet—was Miss Jerpoint. She re-

i at home with her mother and

and in process of time became

nted with Mr. Burnet, then re

in their neighborhood as steward

bleman. When he left that situa-

■ came here, as you know, and

ore Miss Jerpoint arrived in Scot-

is Mrs. Burnet, however, and I

a happier pair do not exist."

n sure of it, Clara—with perhaps

Uiant exception."

Next forenoon the Burnets called, and

when we said, "Good-bye," and I lifted

a little girl into a seat in their phaeton

beside her mamma—a little fair morsel

of freshness, with eyes and a power of

using them that a coquette might envy

—I thought, " If the morning of Mrs.

Burnet's life has been stormy, the middle-

day is as calm and sunny as she could

desire." As I came in I said to Clara,

"Burnet is worth a dozen of the unfor

tunate man you were telling me of last

evening: you might fasten Tennyson's

lines on him more appropriately. I am

sure he must have gained in sweetness

since he was married, and any one can

see that he has not lost ' the wrestling

thews that throw the world ;' and these

lines—

Until at last she set herself to man,

Like perfect music unto noble words—

might suit them very well : a pretty po

etical rendering I take them to be of

the doctrine of obedience."

" Robert, Tennyson never hints at obe

dience : it is equality he means, perfect

equality."

" It is obedience he means, my dear—

implicit obedience — although he has

sugar-coated it very nicely. Ask Mr.

Burnet."

" Well, well, so that women catch real

ly noble words to set themselves to, it

docs not much signify."

So my wife had the last word.

The Author of " Blindpits."

AMONG THE MEDIUMS.

" Philadelphia, Jan. 22, 1872.

{ DEAR JOHN: When I last

wrote yot announcing the death

hildrcn, I thought certainly the

>f God had done with me ; but

»s ! she who gave their young

the world lies low in her grave.

I have crossed the path of that

star which rides with darkness—

that hath power to smite the earth with

plagues and turn its waters to blood. . . .

There was real comfort in your letter, for

it was in the line of my thought and in

sympathy with my. mood. Yes, I have

read The Debatable Land—read and re

read it until I am thoroughly imbued

with its philosophy, and am even more

of a Spiritualist than you. I could not,
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without abjuring all faith in human tes

timony, reject Mr. Owen's narratives,

sustained as they ate by his own charac

ter and that of many other unimpeach

able witnesses ; and I would not wish to

do so, for they are the source of much

happiness to me. Will you not come on

and go with me to New York early next

month, that I may seek the comfort

which is, I trust, to be found in Spiritual

ism ? Write and say you will come.

" Ever faithfully, Henry Rost."

I had known and loved Rost for twelve

years. We had been school-fellows, and

afterward chums in college. When,

therefore, I received this letter, I had no

option, apart from my own inclination,

but to accept his proposal.

The first of February found me at his

house. Of course, Spiritualism formed

the staple of our conversation. The first

thing that struck me in the discussion of

the subject was the universal interest it

inspired, and the general prevalence of

a concealed faith in its phenomena.

One rainy Sunday morning, while sit

ting in the vestibule of the "Continen

tal," a friend, who held a high judicial

office, began its discussion with us in a

quiet way, when, as the topic of conver

sation became known, a score of stran

gers gathered round and listened like in

quisitive children. The opinion, I may

add, was frequently expressed, by those

who knew the tender affection which had

subsisted between my friend and his

dead, that if it were possible they would

surely return to give him consolation.

The day after our arrival in New York

we called on Doctor Gray, a venerable

physician of high character, to whom our

attention had been called by Robert

Dale Owen as a witness to the most re

markable phenomena recorded in his

book. What passed between the doctor

and ourselves I do not feel at liberty to re

peat, but he gave us the address of Doc

tor Henry Slade as a medium possessing

the most wonderful powers. We drove

at once to his residence, and, wishing to

be entirely frank, introduced ourselves

by presenting our cards. His apart

ments were elegant and his manners

quiet and gentlemanly : his heal

manifestly delicate, and his Fact

and abnormal—just such a per

the imagination might conceive

ering between two worlds. As

lowed Doctor Slade into his ao

chamber, and the door closed be!

1 was struck with a feeling of a»

impression, however, was derivet

ly from my imagination, for th

was simply furnished and flow*

light. In the middle of theftx

an old-fashioned walnut breakfci

with its wings spread. Around t

were half a dozen chairs : a sros

case and a few pictures compt

furniture. A glance of the eji

have satisfied any one that no tm

or artificial appliances of any kin

be used there without detection

answer the curious and silence

to whom we might afterward rcl

happened, we made a thorougi

ination of everything in the roos

Placing a slate and pencil on;l

the doctor, after seating us at its

sides, took a chair at the head, i

ing our hands together we a<r=

vclopments. In a few moments

rapping was heard, first on d

then on the under-side of the u!

on the wall eight feet away, 2m

very next instant on the baci

chair, and with such emphasis

could feel the vibrations. Tiii '

hands had been clasped, but the

releasing one of his, picked up tt

and with his teeth broke off a se;

ment, not larger than a grain oi

and placing it on the slate heki

the table, pressing the slate *

open palm against its lower sun

bit of pencil being between th*

a very little while we heard a *

of a pencil writing, and could se

medium's face his resistance tn d

sure upon the slate. When die

ceased the slate was witbdra"

handed to Rost, and, written i- ;

distinct hand, we read. "God at

A. P. R.," the initials of his wik'i

He was visibly moved at this: *

mounted to his cheeks and hisev

suffused with tears. Recovered :
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;motion, he asked a question, the simple

'rankness of which indicated his faith,

rhe pencil wrote, "Yes, I am A. P. R. :

>anish all doubts. Heaven is shining in

/our soul." Here the doctor announced

hat this being the first effort of the spirit

o communicate, it was exhausted. But

o further illustrate his power, and to

;how the familiar relationship existing

letiveen himself and a deceased wife, he

00k from the bookcase an accordeon,

ind with his right hand held it at arm's

ength, asking, "Allie, will you play a

une for the gentlemen ?" when, sure

mough, it began to discourse as though

llayed upon by living hands. I asked

f it would play when held in my hands.

Yes, but not a tune." Holding it out

it a right angle with as much strength

is I could command, an irresistible force

lrew my hand down, stretching the in-

trument several times to its full length,

ind causing it to utter that peculiar nasal

irawl it always gives in the hands of the

ininstructed.

This sitting was at high noon, and

nth all the light that could stream in

hrough two large windows, and the pen-

:ii used was too small for human fingers

o clutch. Making an engagement for

he next morning, we left the doctor,

irofoundly impressed with what we had

ieen and full of hope for the future. We

vere consequently prompt in keeping the

ippointment. Being seated as before,

he medium bit the point from his pencil,

md dropping it on the slate, held it

mder the table, when almost instantly

he scratching of the pencil was heard,

t continued for several minutes, and

yhen the slate was withdrawn its entire

ace had been written over in a fair

ound hand, the pencil being nearly

pom out. We read: "My Own Dar-

JNG : As now I am blest by coming to

he one that is the life of my soul, oh

nay you soon be blest by -the spirit of

iod's love, as you are by the loving

pint of your darling ! Oh, l have so

nuch to tell you l cannot think what to

ay first. I am your loving A. P. R."

Hy friend asked me to copy this, and

iuggested to the medium that if a pencil-

ioint were placed under the slate as it

lay before me, perhaps the spirit would

continue the message while I transcribed.

This was done, and, mirahile dictu I the

pencil began to write and the slate to

creep under my very eyes like a thing

of life. I stopped my copying, and

holding the slate listened in amazement

till the writing ceased. Bear in mind, a

particle of pencil no bigger than a pin's

head was placed upon a walnut table-

leaf an inch in thickness, and an ordi

nary school-slate laid over it, and my

hands—not the medium's—employed in

holding it down. There was written :

"My Dear: I hope you will cast off all

doubts, and always believe we are by

you to bless and guide you in the true

paths of life, so you can come to us as

pure and lovely as a human soul can

come. Good-bye ! God bless your lov

ing soul! A. P. R."

Again this spirit was announced as

exhausted, and we turned our attention

to other phenomena. Raps were given

simultaneously round the room ; the ta

ble would rise under our hands and drop

violently to the floor; the slate being

held at arm's length by the medium

upon my head, my full name was writ

ten by an invisible hand.

I will not disguise the fact that in spite

of these manifestations my faith in Doc

tor Sladc had begun to wane. That he

possessed an occult power which I did

not understand was evident, but the feel

ing had constantly grown upon me that

it originated in his own mind. The writ

ing on the slate either emanated from the

consciousness of Mrs. Rost or from his.

As an abstract proposition, it was as easy

to believe it came from him as from her.

I knew it had no accordance whatever

with her tone of feeling or form of ex

pression, while it was couched in just

such language as he employed in con

versation. Therefore, with all my anx

iety to believe, I could not accept, unre

servedly, these messages as coming from

her. But this feeling I did not commu

nicate to Rost.

We determined to go to the fountain-

head of Spiritualism—to Margaret Fox,

or, as she preferred to be called, "Mrs.

Doctor Kane," one of the original Ro
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1

Chester rappers. IVe found her a very

ladylike little person, but, either from a

voluntary renunciation of the vanities

of this world, or from her limited com

merce with the other, somewhat dilapi

dated and thready. We gathered round

a small table which held only a pile of

foolscap paper and a lead pencil.

This medium is impressional. Unlike

her co-laborers, the trance - speakers,

whose personal consciousness is assumed

to be suspended, she simply relinquishes

the use of her right arm—detaches it, as

it were, from her will, and lends it to the

spirit. The peculiarity of her writing is

its being entirely inverted. She holds

her pencil exactly as I hold mine, but it

runs Hebrew -wise, from right to left,

and the manuscript must be held be

tween you and a strong light, with the

written page from you, and read through

the paper or else reflected in a mirror.

After a general rapping her hand began

to write. The first message was : "There

arc many here to greet you, and we are

getting into communication with you.

Speak to us as though we were near by

your side, and then you will be able . . .

The time is not far distant when you

will be permitted to witness the presence

of spirits, and you will receive proof that

will destroy doubt. A."

A loud rap was here given, and her

hand wrote, "There is one here who is

waiting to speak with you. It is your

old friend James—you will not know at

this meeting who — or why I came."

Rost looked at the paper and shook his

head. I asked if he had a friend James

in the spirit world. "No, unless it be

General L ." A loud affirmative rap

was heard, notwithstanding the assur

ance in the message that we should

not know at this meeting who it was.

The medium wrote, "Still another

friertd. Close the shutters, and aid us to

get more power. A." The shutters

were closed. " Meet us again : I will

come to you in a light, and bear in my

arms a blessed child that you will recog

nize. Let my dear child communicate.

A." " Is that the spirit of Antoinette ?"

Rost asked, his voice quivering with

emotion. The answer was "Yes," and

the ardor of my friend, which had :<i

somewhat cooled by the irrelevaic? I

the messages, boiled up anew.

Miss Fox remarked that if the 2^1

bet were written the spirits wo-j.d a

their full names: a pencil runniig cm

the column and pausing an instill

each letter, when the proper onewsi

dicated the spirit would rap. I: a

manner "A. Phillips" was spelled 1

maiden name of Mrs. Rost was Phif

A gentle rap, scarcely audible, waa>

heard, and the name of Rost's dk

child was spelled. "Are you with 11

mamma?" "Yes." "E>o you rem

ber your auntie?" "Yes—she is M

The aunt to whom Rost referral

the only one his child had ever

was alive in St. Louis. Miss Fas,

ever, wrote, "My dear papa, I h.

auntie here with me ;" and the

"C-i-n-t-h-i" was spelled. Rost

membered that his wife had lost ^

before he knew her whose nine

Cynthia. The medium wrote, "1 i

come to see you before you go *■

and show myself as in the flesh. Si|

"Where?" "In this room." "Ca»Tj(

us something of the change at JsJ

" Death is a beautiful flower." "rW

you employed ?" No answer. These!

was about to close. As Doctor boxl

said Rost was a medium of greaT:**!

asked Miss Fox if either of us was*1

dium. Her hand seized the ptroli

wrote for a few moments with grrs d

gy. Rost took the manuscript to A: I

dow, and came back glowing with

siasm as he read : " My Goon Fsss

On next Thursday evening, at hiii

nine o'clock, be alone and

you will receive a token. Be

watch for the token at oi

Thursday night. Benjamin" Fh

lin." I asked where we shroi;

"It makes no difference, so rt'

alone and quiet. B. F." We t**

should be in Hartford, and »

all doubt I asked if the comrr.n?'"*

could be received there. "Yes, tie'

c ondition is that you be alone ai>£^

and watch for the token. B. F '

friend was beside himself with #*

was not only a convert to the **!

IV si A

o'c rt I
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igion, but felt that he was to be its

irophet. Hitherto seers and mediums

lad been chosen from the illiterate and

ulgar, but next Thursday night was to

nark a new era in Spiritualism and an

poch in his life.

When Thursday evening came we were,

is we had anticipated, at the Allyn House

n Hartford. A slate and pencil were

irovided for Doctor Franklin's use, and

ilaced upon the centre-table in our room.

V large easy-chair was drawn up for

lim, if he saw fit to visit us as he had

Inne Mr. Owen's friends in New York.

\\ nine o'clock the gas was turned off,

ind we took our seats at the table. A

ale light shining through the transom

iimly revealed the expression of my

riend's face. His great gray eyes seem-

:d to gather and concentrate its feeble

ays, and flash them out with a feline

ustre into the dark corners of the room

n eager search for the token. This

Jitense desire had almost a transform-

ng energy, for when he pointed to the

ihadow of a pillar ( which supported

the ceiling in the hall) that fell upon

the transom, I looked up sympathetic

ally, and for a moment its Corinthian

coronal took on the likeness of a Conti

nental hat.

At ten o'clock the doctor's chair was

still vacant and the pencil undisturbed.

l whispered the hour, and proposed to

adjourn. " No, we must sit thirty min

utes longer." Faith may remove moun

tains, but it will not bring Doctor- Frank

lin from his grave. Half-past ten, and

no token. Furious with disappointment,

my friend sprang from his chair, threw

the slate upon the hearthstone, shivering

it to atoms, and denounced the whole

thing as a fraud and humbug.

Soon after daylight next morning

Rost wakened me to say that he had not

slept: he had been revolving the matter

in his mind, and had come to the con

clusion that he had been too hasty—that

l was to blame for the doctor's non-ap

pearance, as the morning before I had

spoken of him as " a heartless old kite-

flyer," and it was but natural for him to

resent the affront by disappointing us.

We must return to New York. By the

next mail a letter was sent to "Mrs. Doctor

Kane," saying we would call on her on

Sunday morning at ten o'clock. Prompt

ly at that hour we were at her door.

"She was not feeling well: would we

call at three in the afternoon ?" At three

"she had gone riding, but would return

by seven." At seven "she was out to

tea : call to-morrow at ten." At ten next

morning "she was out shopping, but

would certainly be at home to us at four."

At that hour "she had taken a run into

the country for a few weeks."

She had been given no clew to our

disappointment in the Hartford letter:

indeed, it was intentionally so worded

that if she had not practiced a deliberate

fraud she might have inferred the com

plete fulfillment of the promise. Hut the

evidence of her trickery did not stop

here, for in less than a month, as I was

relating our experience to a party of gen

tlemen, one of them drew from his pock

et an exact duplicate of our message

from Doctor Franklin. This promise he

had also failed to keep, and the chances

are, if men had the candor to confess,

the country is full of these broken pledges

from the heartless old kite-flyer.

Rost, convinced that she was a hum

bug and charlatan, turned with new in

terest to Doctor Slade. The doctor wel

comed us as disciples. By a singular

caprice of memory he inverted my

friend's name, and saluted him as "Mr.

Henry." When he withdrew for a mo

ment I suggested that this mistake would

furnish an interesting test. If the mes

sages received came from a member of

the Henry family, we might know they

originated in his mind. The doctor an

nounced his readiness, and we gathered

round the table. "The conditions were

never so favorable," he remarked. " I

am in a fine mood, and the atmosphere

is full of electricity." A miscellaneous

rapping was heard over the room, a

heavy chair appeared to move itself from

the opposite wall to the table, and my

own chair was wrenched half round,

the doctor's hands meantime remaining

on the table with ours. It was evident

the spirits regarded us as familiar ac

quaintances, and were resolved upon a
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free and easy time. As soon as the

slate was held under the table the pencil

wrote, " I am so glad to see you again !

Mary Henry." This was the hearty

salutation of an old friend. The "again"

at least implied a former meeting. Rost

looked at the slate for at least a minute

with well-concealed disgust, and then

handing it to me said, " I never knew

this person: perhaps she is a friend of

yours ?" I had not the honor of her ac

quaintance, but, comprehending the sit

uation, 1 looked dubiously at the mes

sage for some moments and replied,

" I am trying to think." The medium

was clearly nonplused, but again held

the slate under the table. A pause of

ten minutes ensued. The pencil then

wrote, without any ostensible indication

that the message was for me, and leav

ing us to infer that the address was de

termined by the doctor's own volition :

" I knew you a long time ago. Mary

Henry." I asked "Where?" Fifteen

minutes passed in profound silence : not

a sound was heard, nor a funeral note.

The medium looked wistfully at Rost

and inquired, "Are you not Mr. Henry?"

"No, sir." Ten minutes more of sus

pense. "Strange! Can't account for it.

The spirits never behaved so before."

Another pause. An idea seemed to strike

the doctor: "Would my friend be kind

enough to write a name on the slate ?"

He failed to stipulate that it should be

that of a deceased friend. The scales

were dropping from Rost's eyes, so he

wrote the name of a living sister. The

slate was held under the table, and again

the pencil began to write. We had :

"We are all here, but a change in the

air prevents our communicating," with

the name of his sister attached. In his

hurry Rost had written her last name

illegibly, and I noticed the spirit had

signed it illegibly. This might have

been a coincidence. Her message very

plainly indicated that the seance was

about to close, and I wanted more of

her signatures. I knew a few simple

questions that appeared to foreshadow

another Sitting would be answered, not

withstanding the change in the spiritual

barometer. In this manner I obtained

half a dozen answers, in none of «iai

was the last name intelligible. Loaq

at the slate, I remarked that 1 oi

not decipher the name, and aske-ai

doctor what it was. He did not ha

but appealed to Rost. "Afau. sa

tekel, upharsin," he replied, push:Kfc

chair back from the table.

There was no longer any &sm\

the imposture. It is true, I think,!

medium did not, nor do any of :jt^

know the nature of the force emf

It will not do to reject all their

ena as. spurious, for, though msi

trickery, there is a large residuum

is as much a mystery to them as HI

But one thing most men who hast

en the subject any attention met

and above all the mediums

that the agency is not supemaroiL.

that it springs from and is depe&ds

the medium's own volition

pencil was as clearly directed by Dsq

Sladc's will as his hand was All

reached it out for his fee.

As may be imagined, Rost's roa(

was violent : his superstitious retaa

for this man gave way to savage ifcfl

tion. There was a streak behind laj

cerulean hue and an odor of aricsl

for at least three squares. Slai lj

speculated on his affections. Cvst'-\

heart to gold, and he thanked

the good old orthodox hell to »'MiJ

could consign the knave. HbraaM

at last made up. Doctor Franks (

kept the faith and given us the as

There was nothing in it.

But it is difficult to turn a hungrt M

from any possible source of cocifeM

when Rost's attention was calW

then recent experience of Mr. Pi

of the Cincinnati Commercial, irf

onel Don Piatt of The Capsi*

Mrs. Mary Hollis of Louisville, a*

ria/izing medium, he began toaaS

reasons for seeing her, and to h.^

we went. We found Mrs. H«i»

cheery and affable woman in m<i&l

and, on the occasion of our rx«

very glad to be delivered from tfc-*«

of chronic afflictions, an old hort- ^

had had the indiscretion, she sail

show him his young wife in i
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seance some months before, and since

Jien he had given her no rest. Now,

his young wife was really his old one.

'She had been dead," he told us, " forty-

three years last pea-time, but he knew

her the minute she showed her face in

:he cabinet. She was the prettiest wo

man in Ameriky, so there could be no

mistaking her identity. Of course, she

ooked pale and thin now, but you must

:emember how long she has been dead."

His speech had a salacious flavor which

justified the suspicion that he had mar

ried one or more wives since her death ;

so l ventured to inquire how his present

wife liked this kindling interest in the

young one. "Why, the old woman was

the greatest Spiritualist you ever saw

until I told her I had seen Mary Ann :

now she raises hoh every time I come to

Louisville. You see, we have been mar

ried nearly forty-three years, and had a

family of thirteen children, but five of

them are dead ; so I told her Mary Ann

had brought our children with her, and

was taking just as good care of them as

if they had been her own. But this only

made her worse : she didri l want any

step-mother for her children. l don't

know how I'm to settle it. I can't give

up Mary Ann, nohow, and the old wo

man is making my life a hell. Why,

sir, she even abuses Mrs. Mollis—calls

her names, and says she only wants my

money. I sometimes think she's de

mented."

The review of his troubles was too

much for the old man. Sweet self-pity

conquered him. and we left him sniveling

in the parlor as we followed Mrs. Hollis

to a chamber on the second floor. There

was in this room the usual furniture of

hed, bureau, washstand, a few chairs and

a wardrobe, with the very unusual addi

tion of two old women. The wardrobe,

we were informed, was the cabinet. It

was an empty shell, with one door, in

a'hich, about five feet from the floor,

there was a diamond-shaped hole five

inches long and four wide. When the

room had been darkened to less than

twilight by hanging shawls and counter

panes over the windows, the medium

took her seat in the wardrobe, and the

door was closed. We sat eight feet from

and in front of the cabinet. The medi

um kept up a brisk conversation with us

for a few minutes, and then called for a

song. The function of the old women

now became apparent : they were the

chorus, the orchestra, the morning stars

that were to hail the new creation. " They

call me Blue-eyed Mary " was given with

tremulous tenderness, and such peculiar

accent that when one of them complained

of sore lips, I whispered to Rost, "That's

nothing, so long as her nose is all right."

But he was grave, and still hoped for

serious results.

" Bonnie Doon " was next sung, during

which I heard a scraping, as if the me

dium were rubbing the tips of her fingers

against the rough surface of the ward

robe door. " Have you seen anything ?"

she asked. "No." The old ladies began

a rustic cackle, but not being specially

interested in local gossip, I expressed a

partiality for " Blue-eyed Mary," which

was repeated with new zest. There we

sat, like small boys round a hole in the

ground shouting, " Doodle hug, doodle

—doodle hug, come out of your hole !"

and watching the aperture for signs of

life. It is a strange incongruity that mu

sic which makes you feel as though the

particles of your body would fly in a

thousand directions should enable dis

embodied, and therefore more sensitive,

spirits to assume new forms. But—

Prithee, sec there ! behold I look ! lo ! how say

you 7 . . .

If 1 stand here, 1 saw him.

The visage of a venerable gentleman

passed before the little window of the

cabinet. He was at least five minutes in

making the transit. We saw him well :

I did not recognize him, but my friend's

nostrils swelled and his lips twitched.

My eyes returned to the cabinet: the

face of a young woman with hair a la

Pompadour was in front of the aperture.

I had never seen her before, but again

Rost's face was flushed. I looked again,

and, great Heavens ! there was the im

age of a young woman I knew to have

been burned twelve years before. " Had

we seen anything ?" " Yes—three faces."

" Did we recognize them ?" We preferred
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not to say. The medium complained of

the heat, and our first cabinet seance end

ed. She would give us another sitting

the next day.

On our return the house was under

going repairs : the clatter of hammers

rang far and wide, but this made no dif

ference ; indeed, the spirits rather liked

it. Everything was arranged as before,

and we took our seats in front of the

cabinet and watched the hole with the

anxiety of terriers. The spirits were

more prompt, had less difficulty in "ma

terializing." The same old gentleman

appeared ; next a boy about ten years

of age, then Madame Pompadour, then

an old lady in frills and cap. I am near

sighted, and asked the medium if on

that account l might not sit a little closer.

"Yes, if very near-sighted." I drew my

chair nearer the cabinet. Again the

same funeral procession passed. A lump

of coal in the grate fell apart, a blaze

flamed up, and I saw the face, as famil

iar to me as my own mother's, of one I

knew to have been burned years before.

"Had we seen anything?" "Yes, a

number of faces." " Did we recognize

them ?" Rost replied, " No : would they

give their names ?" They preferred to

be recognized. Thus closed our second

cabinet seance. We had two others,

saw our spirit friends, but no new facts

were evolved.

If I had been of the commission that

tried Mrs. Surratt, the country might

have been spared the Johnson-Holt im

broglio. Crime in a woman is the result

of caprice ; in a man, of vicious princi

ples. "O Lord, make us men holier and

better, but please to keep the women as

they are." I always liked that prayer,

which has a deeper significance than

appears on the surface, for there can

be no doubt women arc radically better

than men. But if much can be par

doned to womanhood, what is it that

cannot be forgiven to beauty ? Mrs.

Hollis is a handsome woman, whose

face any man would trust, yet she lends

herself to the vilest imposture ever prac

ticed upon human credulity. We had

agreed before calling on her that we

would say nothing whatever to each

other concerning our impressions until

we had written them in detail, and that

we would then exchange papers and

compare notes. This we did, and l have

never known a more perfect unity be

tween two witnesses of any transaction.

l quote from Host's report of the firs

seance : " I did not suffer my eyes to

leave the hole in the wardrobe for ont

instant after we took our seats. The

angle of my vision was so different from

yours that I must have seen signs of lis

some moments earlier than you. The

first thing I saw clearly defined was the

edge of what appeared to be a dark

pasteboard disk : then, as it came up

with a nervous, jerky, irregular motion.

I saw lights and shadows that indicated

a picture of some kind ; but before half

its surface came into view I discovered

it to be a wood-cut or photograph of an

old man's head, with the margin care

fully sheared away. I felt my face bum

with indignation, and but for the prom

ise to give you no clew to my impres

sions would have ended the farce at

once." This was in substance just what

I reported to him. The other apparitions

were of exactly the same kind. The

unfortunate woman whose sacrifice hy

fire I had witnessed in youth has under

gone as many christenings as the statue

of Jupiter. I have known her as Char

lotte Corday, Joan of Arc, the Maid of

Saragossa, and by the general anonyr.i

of Love. It was as the Maid of Sara

gossa that she was burned in our house

many years ago. It may have been this

protean character that commended her

to Mrs. Hollis, for I have no doubt she

did duty as the " prettiest woman in

Ameriky," and is recognized daily as i

kinswoman by her numerous patrons.

If this paper were not already so long

I might moralize a while, but perhaps

is better to let it go to the public simply

as a report. If I am capable of truth. :i

is a fair and literal statement of our ex

perience. In the beginning I was al

most a convert to the new religion, and

my friend Rost a determined believer

' no man ever relinquished a hope more

I reluctantly than he.

I But if the fraud was so apparent to .is,
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why is it that other men are deceived by

it? That is the great conundrum. Their

credulity is to me almost as great a mys

tery as the phenomena would be if real.

I cannot better conclude this paper than

by quoting a letter from Rost received a

few days ago : "The only objection I see

to publishing our Spiritual adventure is,

that the world is full of fools, who, hav

ing neither religious feeling nor a philo

sophic spirit, will scoff at our pursuit.

Yet why need I care for them ? The

phenomena of Spiritualism are as worthy

of investigation as hypnotism or anaes

thesia : my orthodox friends should think

more so, for from their stand-point thou

sands of people are no doubt imperiling

their souls by making the belief in these

a religion. l have heard some of them

compromise with it by declaring it to be

of the devil, thus meeting the Spiritual

ists half way by conceding to it a super

natural origin. When its scientific value

shall be ascertained these heathens of

both classes will be delivered from their

superstition." John Hayward.

IN THE SISTINE CHAPEL.
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raffaelle and g1ulio romano.

Raffaeixe.

IT is divine!—I seem impelled to bow,

Half worshiping. My calm philosophers—

What mortals they, beside these strong-limbed gods

Of Michael's making ! Would we here might meet,

That I might do him reverence, owning how

He, of all men, did first unseal my eyes

To the so grand significance of Form,

That day in Florence, when his Pieta

Like a new sense burst on me !

Giuno.

—Better so:

That rapier tongue of his might have its thrust,

Touching your labors in the Vatican ;

And though its point would only glance across

The crystal of your temper, it would gash

Great dints in mine. He was supreme in Rome

Before you came, but now the loungers even

Take sides and wrangle ; and he's wroth to see

His realm beset by rivals—least of all,

By one whose fewer years—

Raffaelle.

I'll not believe it !

Standing in such majestic presences,

Whose models his own genius hath invoked

(For where can Rome or Florence show to-day
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Titans like these?), it were not possible

That I could stain with shade of paltriness

Our matchless Michael. For who so creates

Hath something kindred with the Hand Divine !

Such eagle pride stoops not to foul its beak

With envy's slime : Vesuvius does not grudge

The vineyard at his foot its purpling grapes.

—For me, I sink amazed, to gauge the reach

Beyond the human, hidden in the grasp

Of this gigantic splendor. See yon sweep

Of daring touch !—how arrogant of power

Through conscious sense of mastery ! Why, I think

He would not halt, afeared, nor blench, if bidden

To picture God the Father face to face !

GlULIO.

That would he not ! Hath he not browbeat even

His Holiness? Could Satan's self do more?

—Oh ho ! our Angelo's angelical

After the fallen type !

Raffaf.lle.

Nay, Giulio, nay :

Beseech you, wrong him not. Think how remote

His world from our warm life. Companionless,

And stern, and self-renouncing, and apart,

He dwells alone on Art's Olympian top,

In brotherhood with gods, and curtained round

With tragic mists that blot our common ways

Out from his ken. And even when he descends,

'Tis like the tale they chatter of his work

On this grand ceiling—how through lengthened gaze

Upward the power of earthward glance was lost.

And therefore (blame him not) he fails to note

Us lesser folk who haunt the mountain's side.

Giulio.

Lesser, forsooth ! My master, I lose patience !

RAFFAELI.E.

Content you : we'll say happier, then ;—we, rich

In miracle of sunset and of dawn—

In wonderments of heaven's blue interspace—

In yellowing corn-fields—in th,e flush of grass"

And flower and leafage, and the mad, full joy

Of the gray earth he holds no vision for,—

We, over-rich in woman's comfortings,

And children's laughter, and sweet fellowships,

And the fresh joyance of this summer land ;

Oh, happier thus, a thousand-fold than he—

He, mid his chilling clouds, upraised too high

To be aught else than numbed ; who never felt

The fervid meltings of a foolish love
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Trickle about his frozen heart ! So blest

Am I—so garmented with woven smiles—

So wrapped in Art's delightsomeness—so wrought

Upon by the glad beauty of the world,

That in my soul 1 nurse a piteous ache

For such a marble-carven loneliness.

Giui.io.

Deac, gentle master, Michael scouts such pity !

What is all life to him—its men, its women,

The tumult and the process of its loves,

Its victories, strifes—what but a quarry whence

To hew and shape his wrestling thoughts ?

Raffaelle.

But then,

Confess his Atlases can heave a world !

Giulio.

Ay, grant you—grand enow ; but with their brows

So wrinkle-gashed, their knotted muscles, thews

Like cordage stretcht, who ever thinks to find

A nesting here for dove-eyed charities ?

Look you aloft : he holds mere beauty weak.

Where is the breathing flesh, the humid light,

The tremulous tints, the joyous calm, which make

Whatso my master touches all divine ?

See Michael's women ! stout Minervas, who

Would scorn the clinging of a baby's arms !

Raffaelle.

Consider, Giulio. They do say of him

He never kissed a woman—never caught

Some inward warmth from folding of her hands,

Nor from her lap hath snatched a crooning child,

With the white milk-drop on its mouth ; and then

Be merciful !

Giulio.

And let him teach disdain

Of life's humanities ? Why, he would make

Us infidels to love and all sweet passions.

We're only safe because kind Heaven has set

Raffaelle as antidote, to prove that not

Colossal Force nor Form can rule the realm

Of Art or Nature with such sovereign power

As woman wields. And so the smile wherewith

You've hallowed Mary Mother's lips, though touched

With troubling tears, will keep within men's souls

The truer worship, and the inner shine

That glorifies your Holy Child will cling,

A spell to charm the world for evermore !

Margaret J. Preston

1
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A MODERN CRESSIDA.

CHAPTER VI.

ONE who has been long an inhabitant

of cities is awakened in the early

morning by the stillness of the country,

as the clatter of the streets rouses a rustic

sleeping in a hotel. So Edith waked and

slept or dozed again and again with a

delightful and ever-growing sense of re

pose. The day seemed to stretch before

her, a calm expanse of idleness or dolce

far niente : no thoughts of engagements,

visitors, amusements, all that makes up

the busy idleness of a city life, urged her

to rise and dress. But a gentle tap at

the door came, and in answer to her

"Come in," there entered her chamber

the dimly-seen figure of the night be

fore that had ministered to her fatigue

and hunger.

May Bradford was a specimen of a

charming type of young girl, without

much evident individuality of her own,

but without angles or chasms in her cha

racter. It was not moulded on a great

scale, but it was harmonious. She greet

ed her cousin with a shy but hearty wel

come, and Edith, who always succeeded

with women when her will was not want

ing, soon cast her spell upon May, who

had never seen any one before possess

ing a tithe of Edith's personal attraction.

Mrs. Pcnrhyn was domiciliated in a few

hours, and slipped into her place at the

family table between the two boys, aged

twelve and fourteen respectively, as if

she had been their eldest sister and al

ways occupied it. The quiet little house

hold found that, to its infinite delight and

relief, she was not the white elephant

they had all in their several ways half

dreaded, and Mrs. Bradford congratu

lated herself again and again on having

had the wisdom to accept Edith's pro

posal to become the tenant of the

Lodge for the summer. It was in ever)'

way a success. Her limited means, cut

down by her husband's death some

years before, were much the better for

the addition made to them by Edith's

liberal contribution ; and then wfc

advantage for dear May if be c

fancied her, and next winter wnl.

her a peep at that wprld in wbki

ever enclosed, all mothers dese

daughters should try for a prut

And Edith—how was it vk.

She found herself in no way di^p

ed in her young cousin : the s*a

and freshness she had looked a

were there, and with them a quid

ligence and the delightful er.ia

of youth. Their respective pa

were soon taken, and Edith, «b

the representative of the vast sal

great world in the eyes of the ;

young girl, found herself erects

not only the " glass of fashion 21

mould of form," but an oradea

ledge and wisdom, regarded ahny

uncompromising admiration, iX

times almost with awe. For ;

were—as how could there fe3 it-

penetrable joints in her armor,

eyes were too much daided by J

tering sheen to see them ; and

a time her confident faith aM f

assurance that her queen coaU *

wrong brought a quick, generous

to Edith's cheek as she remembaa

far from immaculate were the

her past. Her past ! How »i

exciting and full of complicates *

emotions it seemed in this di;b!

simplicity and calm repose!

a curious feeling at times, as:f if

being made all over again ic i>

life, the current of which rans s*

ly that every nerve seemed qefld

lulled to rest as she filiated d

Creature of change and react»s 4

and flow, as she was, the very s***

of the days was grateful to h*

early hours, the simple fare, &i

restful nights of sleep. Shegn» a

them all, and astonished the tis*

her enjoyment of what they h^ 3

ly hoped she would tolerate. 15*1

souls little knew that it was bit if3
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r, and one which, when appeased,

sleep a dreamless sleep,

cral weeks had glided by, and

had settled down into what scem-

hcr a charming routine of occupa-

but in fact consisted of an inge-

s systematized course of idleness,

dded a new and most delightful

nt to the family group at Glenwood.

ill admired her, and in some way

ve each and all pleasure, for she

pleasure-giving being in the most

?nse of the word. Her altar was

cold, and the gentle cloud of in-

that rose perpetually in her nos-

othed and pleased her. And then

ras no rival to dispute her sway,

e who came to scoff remained to

was literally true of the two or

ountry lasses who, old friends of

came reluctantly and with preju-

) make the acquaintance of her

" Mrs. Penrhyn, from the city."

iiad never dreamed that such s.

lation of beauty and fashion could

with a geniality and tact that

• other and wiser heads than theirs

ble, and her little kingdom was

sed of none but loyal subjects,

bright Saturday morning, as Edith

itting the last touches to a toilet

was the more charming for its

ity, and the elaboration of which

st what it would have been at

rt (" I dress for myself," she al-

aid), May rushed in with an open

n her hand: "Oh, Cousin Edith,

; coming to-night, and he will

his whole vacation here! Is it

delightful ?"

had the remotest idea who Max

y darling, I should not be luke-

n my sympathy," replied Edith,

as she knotted the ends of her

'ooscly together and turned to her

questioner.

know who Max is, Cousin Edith !

le is papa's nephew, my cousin

II Floyd, and he is a theological

dear !" said Edith with an invol-

accent of dismay, but recovering

added : "I am very glad he is

if you all want him, but will he

. XIII.—30

think me very dreadful, and pray for me

at family prayers evtry night ?"

" He will think you the most beautiful

cousin and woman in the world, as we

all do," exclaimed May, giving Edith a

hug in the exuberance of her delight ;

"and you are sure to like him."

"What is he like ?"

"Well, he is tall and handsome, fair,

with deep-blue eyes and curly brown hair ;

and he is very manly and athletic, rows

beautifully and rides splendidly—a sort

of muscular Christian, you know ; and

next year he will be ordained ; and—oh

dear, cousin ! I hardly know what to tell

you about him. You are sure to like

him, though."

"Am I?" was Edith's mental com

ment. She refrained, however, from ut

tering any of the heresies which rose to

her lips apropos of clergymen and their

profession and professions ; for Edith,

like most women of the world, believed

that some species of goodness, and more

especially that usually expected from and

affected by clergymen, was only really

attainable by women. The so-called

feminine virtue of purity and the self-

control that consists in suppression she

thought impossible to men ; and when

they claimed them she believed that they

but added the vice of hypocrisy to their

proper masculine shortcomings ; so that

her feeling toward the cloth in general

was a sort of aversion mingled with in

credulity and amusement. A world in

which the men were all sans peur and the

women sans reproche would have seemed

to her a place where the moral burdens

of life were equally and fairly divided

between the sexes.

"A theological student and a muscular

Christian ! Dear me ! how much Kings-

ley has to answer for ! Well, I suppose

he cannot help being a prig, he is so

young. No doubt he means well, and I

must make the best of it. If he only

won't think me obnoxious and injurious

' to his dearest little cousin '—1 think that

is what he called her in his letter. A

little flattery will set it all right, I sup

pose ; and I must remember not to leave

my French novels lying about. They

act upon an embryo clergyman as a red
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rag does on a bull—outrage his sensi

bilities without his quite knowing why."

And Edith ended her soliloquy with a

light laugh, threw herself on a sofa, and

was soon deep in the pages of one of

her French novels.

The first words that Maxwell Floyd

heard after the enthusiastic greeting he

received from one and all of the family at

Glenwood were : " Cousin Edith is here,

Max, and you will admire her so much."

"Cousin Edith?" he repeated with a

bewildered look.

"You must have heard me speak of

her, my dear boy," said Mrs. Bradford,

" but you have forgotten. She has taken

the Lodge for the summer, but so far we

have made but one family. Edith—that

is, Mrs. Penrhyn—says that the conscious

ness that she can command solitude at

any moment has quenched her thirst for

it, and we are all only too glad to have

her with us."

" Humph !" said Maxwell under his

breath, " that sounds like a fine-lady ca

price."

" Don't prejudge her, Max," whisper

ed May in a deprecatory tone. "Wait

till you see her." The confident tone of

the last few words was not calculated to

soothe Maxwell's incipient sense of an

tagonism, which sprang from the annoy

ance of finding a stranger's name a

household word in the little circle where

hitherto he had been the only favored

guest ; but he answered with a smile and

in a softened tone, "I don't doubt Mrs.

Penrhyn—of whom you did write me,

by the way, only not as ' Cousin Edith '

—is all that a woman can be. Shall I

see her at tea, May ?"

" I hope so," responded May radiantly,

and Max, looking at his watch, hurried

off to his room to prepare for the meal

and the meeting. By the time he came

down stairs he had quite decided that he

should never like Mrs. Penrhyn, but at

the same time had magnanimously re

solved to treat her like a gentleman and

a Christian ; which, being translated into

the profane vernacular, meant upon the

whole rather disagreeably than otherwise.

The family party were assembled at

tea, and Maxwell was in the midst of a

narrative of his recent successes in his

college, when Mrs. Penrhyn entered u

quietly and unobtrusively that he firs

knew of her presence by an odor wafted

to him across the table—something he

tween orange blossom and Cape jessa

mine—and looking up saw the seat op

posite to his filled by a creature as un

like the Mrs. Penrhyn of his up-stair,

meditations as could well be conceive

Instinctively he rose as his aunt preserv

ed him, and bowed in silence. There

was an unconscious air of serene qucen-

liness about Edith's mute acknowledg

ment of his mute salutation that irritates

him. As the meal went on he grea

more and more antagonized : her vert

dress and air were to his notions oh

jectionable. He felt, rather than oh

served, that her ideas and tastes and

feelings were the very antipodes of his

own, and all the petty intolerance and

jealousy with which his nature was in-

crusted awakened at the thought. At

once his determination, formed before

he had seen her, was modified. He had

thought her a woman of the world in

deed, but not so dangerous ; by which

he meant attractive and beautiful. He

would of course treat her with perfect

politeness, but he must not let her in

fluence be too strong, especially ove:

May, dear, innocent May ! His soul

went forth in an imaginary crusade

against Mrs. Penrhyn's evil tendencies,

and he was slightly embarrassed, on sud

denly looking up, to find her star-like

eyes fixed upon him with a half-amused

look. He controlled his confusion, how

ever, and returned her look steadily and

gravely. Her eyes did not fall, which

was wrong, according to Maxwell's the

ory. As a man and a clergyman he had

a double claim that her eyes should

lower their gaze before his. But Mrs.

Penrhyn, seemingly, was not of this

opinion, for after a few seconds' prolong

ed look she said suddenly, "Mr. Floid.

I am afraid you are guilty of using bella

donna for your pupils : I never saw such

enormous ones. After tea I shall ins;fi

on a scientific test being applied hy

means of a lighted candle."

Edith always said what came into ber
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and people who admired her

;ht it one of her most charming

ties: others called it affected and

trie. The latter it might be, the

r it certainly was not. She made

alher odd beginning of conversa-

I'ith perfect gravity, and Max was

from astonishment. He had never

"chaffed" by a woman before, the

; ladies of his limited circle think-

at his profession entitled him to be

n to seriously. So did not Mrs.

yn, for after a moment's pause she

m, this time with a quiver of laugh-

hcr voice : " I never dreamed you

o meretricious. And you are to be

;yman too ! It's a sad example."

issure you, Mrs. Penrhyn," said

ell, finding speech at last, "your

ils to penetrate my armor. Vul-

e as I am, I trust it is not on the

)f personal vanity."

h made a slight, all but impercep-

toue at this solemn rejoinder, and

ghtly, " I trust you are not such a

:r as to be without a little vanity :

der it the mainspring of all useful

ters."

lon't quite understand you," re-

Vlaxwell stiffly, with a dawning

tion that he was being laughed at,

3 young in the ways of women of

rid to know that Edith was paying

compliment by her jesting tone,

.ere completely at cross-purposes

rather inclined to put the young

" who had wonderful eyes, cer-

' on a sort of domestic animal

, the only light in which she ever

:d of regarding very young men

she condescended to regard them

; he resentful of her tone, fretted

easy air of superiority, and brist-

over like a porcupine.

too hot to explain anything to-

she said languidly, a slight tinge

;htincss stealing over her manner.

dear, excuse me, won't you ?

ome and let us go over the little

song I taught you last night ; but

'. Floyd is the stranger, and I

}e selfish to-night. I'll take the

r a row. Harry ! Edward ! come ;"

; glided away from the table, and,

escorted by her two liegemen, disappear

ed in the direction of the little lake which

lay a short distance from the house.

"Shall we go too, Max?" said May

timidly.

"No, I don't care to row—I'm tired,"

said he, rather sulkily, throwing himself

into a hammock which swung on the

piazza. " Mrs. Penrhyn has it all her

own way here, I suppose."

" We all love her dearly, and the boys

delight in rowing her. It is so wonderful

that she should be content here, is it not ?"

" All's grist that comes to her mill, I

suppose," he replied. "She won't like it

long."

" Why, Max ! what ails you ? You are

unkind, I think."

"No, no, May, I'm not; but you must

forgive me if I don't much fancy your

cousin : she wasn't very civil to me."

"Not civil to you, Max! Why, she

joked with you, and she never jokes

when she doesn't like any one. You

should see her grand, cold manner, and

when she laughs in that way with us we

all think it a compliment."

"Very likely, dear, but I am not a cousin

nor a child. I am a minister, or almost

one, and I confess I prefer being treated

with respect. Besides, May, that was a

horrible word she used, so unfeminine

and— Well, I'll try to like her, but I

wish she wasn't here. Let us talk of

something else."

" Yes, do, Max : tell me about that de

bate, and how you came off victorious."

Max readily acquiesced, and under the

soothing influence of May's unfeigned

admiration and interest almost forgot

the ruffled sense of wounded dignity he

had experienced at the table. Two hours

later the boating-party was heard return-

; ing, and May and Max paused in their

j chat to listen to the sound of a little

French song which Edith was singing,

the two lads making a chorus.

" Is not her voice sweet ?" said May.

" I hate French songs," said Max,

"and everything French. It's the French

literature, May," he added solemnly, "that

is corrupting the minds of the youth of

this country. I suppose Mrs. Penrhyn

reads French novels all day long ?"
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"No, no, not exactly that," said May,

"but she reads a good many. Are they

all bad, Max ?"

"All," said Max, confidently.

" Did you ever read one ?" said May

innocently.

"No, I can't read French, but one

doesn't have to read a thing one's self to

know about it, May."

" Oh, of course not, but Cousin Edith

says—"

"Oh, darling, don't let us talk about

Mrs. Penrhyn : she is welcome to her

opinions ;" and so the conversation

closed.

For a few days Edith preserved her

graciousness intact, and met Maxwell's

coldness and stiffness with a serenity

that made him dislike her the more ; but

after trying good-naturedly to win him

to her side, she suddenly desisted and

treated him with a coldness that was

more effective than his own, because it

sat more easily upon her—rarely spoke

to or noticed him except by an occasional

thrust of irony, under which he winced.

He evidently disliked her, and it was a

feeling that waxed stronger, rather than

died out, as the days went by. They

were of necessity thrown much together ;

and though Edith avoided direct inter

course with him, still at times it became

unavoidable. He was conscious that he

was ungracious and unjust to ker, and

the very consciousness of it irritated him :

he would not admit to himself that she

was charming, and yet, spite of himself,

he felt her charm. He obstinately set

himself against her; and though, after

the first day or two, he ceased to com

ment on her to May, and contented him

self with mute disapproval of her senti

ments and actions, yet his antagonism

made itself visible ; but it served to in

crease the enthusiasm and deepen the

loyalty of the two lads, and even of

May herself, who sadly admitted that

" she did wish Max liked Cousin Edith,

and did not find fault with her all the

time."

Poor Max ! his throne was usurped,

and he could not, boy as he was, bring

himself to sit at the feet of the woman

who had displaced him.

CHAPTER VII.

So things went on till one lovely after

noon about two weeks after Maxwell's

arrival, as he lay under a tree on the

lawn, pretending to read a deep contro

versial book, but in reality dreaming

away the sunlight, he was roused bi

hearing Mrs. Penrhyn exclaim, in a tone

of vexation, " How provoking ! I had

set my heart on a row this delicious a:'-

ternoon. Those shabby boys ' I sha i

scold them well. And there is no one

even to push the boat off for me !"

Maxwell jumped up instinctively, and

after a moment's hesitation came for

ward and said, rather awkwardly, "I

shall be very glad to push the boat off,

Mrs. Penrhyn."

Edith looked at him doubtfully, and

opened her mouth to decline this the niy.

spontaneous courtesy that he had offered

her: then the thought that he was her

only possible means of obtaining the

long exquisite, dreamy afternoon she had

promised herself overcame her, and she

said gently, " If you will be so very good ;

and they turned as if by mutual consent

and walked toward the shore. It was

the first moment that they had ever vol

untarily passed alone together, and the

consciousness of this lent a double stiff

ness to Maxwell's manner as he said,

"You are very fond of rowing, Mrs.

Penrhyn ?"

" I like it better than any out-of-doors

amusement except riding on horseback,

and it is too hot for that now."

" What do you like better in-doors r"

"Oh, so many things—reading, for in

stance."

" French novels," thought Max, and

curled his lip. She saw it and smiled

indifferently : it did not nettle, only

amused her.

"Not trash always, Mr. Floyd," she

said deprecatingly, with a slight appeal

in her voice. He was a man, after a'.l,

and Edith remembered it to his peril as

soon as they were alone together.

He colored at the implied reference to

his thoughts, and stammered out a dis

claimer : she smiled and let it pass. A

few steps farther on, as they passed a

little thicket, a feeble cry was heard, and
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h stopped and said, " Do you hear

?"

fes," he said: "it's nothing but a

n, I think."

VTait an instant, please," she said

ly, and then darted into a thicket,

ging in a few moments with a kitten

■d in her arms. The little animal

orn itself in the brambles, and was

ng piteously.

lease hold its poor little paw, Mr.

1," she said, forgetful of their dis-

terms, "and let me pull out this

1 thorn." He did so, and she dex-

sly extracted a large thorn and gave

itten instant relief. Then with a

ats and caresses the little creature

tarted on the homeward path, and

.trolled on.

a moment after Maxwell's eyes

mn her hand, and he saw that she

icerated it with the brambles. The

nadc him flush, and he exclaimed,

have hurt your hand !"

athing much," she replied care-

; " only a scratch I got keeping

orns off that poor kitten."

ould you let me—might I tie it up

>u ?"' said Max eagerly, almost

lously. -

looked at him from under her long

ashes a soft, slow look, and then

Yes, if you please," and held out

and. It was not badly torn, as

v when he had gently wiped the

away, but one thorn had run into

sh, and he pulled it out.

:1 that hurt you?" he said, his

rembling as he asked,

t much," she said gayly.

s. Penrhyn," he said, looking up

-r face as he knelt before her and

ed to bind up her finger—she had

herself on the trunk of a tree

lie had first offered to dress her

and as his eyes met hers their

-ere very near each other, and she

again into his wonderful big pu-

ci saw them dilating and darken-

l~i the excitement of the moment—

l^enrhyn, if you would not dislike

j-riuch" (this was said very huni-

• laut I am afraid if you do not let

place will fester."

" Let you do what ?" said Edith.

" Put my lips to the wound and draw

out the poison of the thorn," he answer

ed—" please let me."

Edith colored slightly, but said, "Cer

tainly," and held her hand out with per

fect composure.

He bent his head, and she felt his

warm lips close about the little puncture

and press against her hand. In a mo

ment it was done, and the poison was

transferred from her veins to his. He

tied the strip of cambric about her finger

in silence with unsteady hands, and no

more was said till they reached the boat,

he walking dreamily along, a flush on

his cheek, and Edith humming the re

frain of a little French song which she

had read that day, and which haunted

her so that she was fain to improvise an

air for it.

The shore once reached, Maxwell,

with a brief apology for the want of

ceremony, threw off his coat, and in a

few moments the boat was dancing on

the water. A light pair of oars were in

it. Mrs. Penrhyn's shawl was placed in

a safe corner, while Max, holding the

boat with one hand, held out the other

to help her in.

" Can you manage both oars ?" he said

as she seated herself and took them in

her hands.

His voice had a queer sound in it, and

Edith looked up quickly into his face.

There was no mistaking the pleading

expression in his eyes, and she said with

a laugh, " You want your fee, doctor ?

Come, then."

He needed no further bidding, but

sprang lightly into the boat, and taking

the oars from her unresisting hands, with

a few powerful strokes had soon sent the

boat out into the lake. Edith, who had

established herself comfortably on her

shawl in the other end of the boat, sat

silent for a few moments watching the

spray from the feathered oars as they

rose and dipped in the sunlight.

"How strong he is! and what a be

coming thing strength is to a man !" she

thought. " It almost makes one forget

his odious profession. But I must not

forget that Mr. Floyd deserves a lesson,
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and will be all the better for one. He's

but a boy, after all, and may be much

improved by training."

The result of this brief meditation was

that when Maxwell attained sufficient

composure by dint of hard rowing for

ten minutes to lift his head and look at

his companion, which he did with a curi

ous sense of complicity in something un

orthodox, he knew not what, he saw the

Mrs. Penrhyn of an hour ago, whom he

almost disliked, and altogether disap

proved of—the woman against whom he

had been protesting in season and out

of season — had come back, and the

creature of the last half hour had gone

like a wreath of mist. What it was that

made the difference he knew not. Only

a few moments ago he had felt every

drop of blood in his body tingle to his

finger-tips as he looked into her eyes and

but his lips to her hand. It had been

sudden, unforeseen and brief as summer

lightning; and now he was again the

Maxwell Floyd of the morning, who

would willingly have walked five miles

in the sun to escape a tete-a-tete row with

Mrs. Penrhyn. And she ? An impene

trable veil had been drawn over her face-

as it was in the wood, and the same slight

mocking, haughty smile played over her

lips that he had seen there that very

morning, when he had been inveighing

against some breach of decorum com

mitted by a woman of fashion at New

port, of which he had heard at second

hand through a friend's letter.

Before he could think it out, while the

blood was still in his cheeks that had

risen to them as he saw her old look

come back again, she spoke, but with

what a different voice from the siren tone

with which she had lured him into the

boat! "She only wanted a boatman,"

he thought instantly, "and so made me

think she wanted me."

"Mr. Floyd, I meant to tell you that

I have some books at the Lodge—not

many, but quite at your service, and all

in your line, I believe. I suppose you

read all sides of a subject, and won't

object to a little heterodox theology ? I

happen to have been reading in that di

rection this summer, and as I'm slightly

omnivorous and very desultory, hav; i

little of every shade of opinion."

Yes, it had been a dream. TheipK

cold, courteous tone of her voice, Utfi

definable hauteur of her manner, pa

space between them that even a i

little boat, with his feet grazing the as

of her dress as she half reclined, ti

sat watching the water sparkle, be ad

not bridge over. All his pnde ca

mustering fast to his rescue, and he -^i

with a very good attempt at indifea-n]

"Thank you very much, but I fct£»

am doomed to drier stuff for my

mer's reading than Mrs. Penrhyn

care to digest for a caprice."

"Well, that may be : there ;s nodi

patristic about my collection, cerjyal

and nothing very old. I never

obsolete books : I like those hcsi i

have their raison d'etre in the 6»l

which they are written ; and then, Ti

it amuses and interests me to read a<

cm religious books, because they jss

all consist of more or less clever ana|

to put new wine into old bonks;*

that is an instructive experiment tortl

especially when the wine ferments 1

bursts the bottles. But come an-i H

at my collection before you despise M

" I will, certainly," he said wiii

embarrassment.

"You read everything, don't ym

she went on. " I mean, that ts »fl

theory of reading, is it not?—a d"J

not the segment of one ?"

" I suppose it is my theory, bat

practice, I fear."

" That is because no one can rt«

read at college—only learn how tc rti

she said. " When you have more >

you can read what other people i1

not what somebody over you thiE**'

ought to think. The terrible poll

orthodox course of reading is tha : 31

you formed and definite opinions.

ing is so much to be deprecated : ±*

as one begins to crystallize, oat a*

to ferment."

Maxwell drew a long breadi ai 2^

tranquilly uttered these, to ium.iS^

ing heresies. Limitation was tk *

of the teaching he had received, *^

must be of all dogmatism.
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"There is a wonderful amount of life

to me in modern religious free-thinking,"

said Edith musingly ; " and such rarity !

such indiv iduality !—none of that uni

formity which is a sure sign of the torpor

of approaching death. Think of Renan,

Strauss and Newman writing in the same

generation, and all with the same dom

inant subject of interest!"

"Do you read those books?" he said

quickly.

" Yes, I read them. M. Renan I have

always followed in his writings, and

Newman l enjoy at all times, though his

logic always seems to me, as compared

with that of other men of ability, as ven

triloquism is to fine singing—wonderful,

but barren of result. The day for casuistry

has gone by : we need something equal

ly keen, but that cuts deeper—cuts be

low one's sores, and probes one's wounds

to the quick." She spoke gravely and

as if she were thinking aloud.

So she really cared and thought about

such things ?—she who had seemed such

a frivolous creature of time and sense, a

mere butterfly. Maxwell thawed as they

talked on, and soon found himself dis

cussing, arguing and disputing in good

earnest. Edith possessed the power of

stimulating the intellect of a man as only

a clever woman, who is at the same time

a genuine one, can', without repelling

him ; and the time flew by, unnoted by

Max, until he was reminded of it by

Edith suddenly saying, "We shall be

late for tea, Mr. Floyd, and you must be

weary."

"l haven't a sensation of fatigue," he

said simply : "I could row till to-morrow

morning."

"You must be very strong."

" l am strong, but that was not what I

meant."

"Oh no: I knew you meant to pay

me a pretty compliment—none the less

graceful for its want of originality," re

plied Edith with a mocking smile; "but

row in, or they will wonder what has be

come of us, never dreaming that we are

together."

This last sentence was uttered in a

tone of irony which brought a cloud over

Max's brow : he bent to his oars, and in

a very short time they had reached the

shore. Whether they would have reach

ed the house on better terms had they

walked up through the wood together

and alone—whether Edith would have

soothed his ruffled mood and lured "this

tassel gentle back"—can never be known,

for on the bank stood the two boys, pen

itent and eager to be forgiven. Edith

took an arm of each, and walked to the

house between her two happy subjects,

alternately teasing and petting the lads,

while Max followed with her shawl on

his arm, moody and resentful, yet with

his brain surging with thoughts gender

ed by their talk in the boat.

"She has forgotten my very existence

already," he thought ; "or, if she remem

bers me, it is that I am carrying her

shawl like a lackey." Just then it rush

ed over him, " But she would not have

let a lackey touch her as I did this af

ternoon. Has she forgotten that too, I

wonder?" An impulse urged him for

ward to test her memory on that point,

and as they reached the door he quickly

stepped forward and said, as he handed

her shawl into May's outstretched hands,

" I have forgotten all this while to ask

after your finger, Mrs. Penrhyn : is it all

right again ?"

Edith looked at him, her eyes brim

ming with amusement—what a boy he

was ! — and said, " Thank you : your

surgery was a complete success, I think.

Did you know your cousin had a gift for

doctoring, May?" she added, turning to

May, to Max's dismay. " He" — and

she paused for a second, and then went

on, to his intense relief—"tied up my

finger most skillfully this afternoon when

I ran a thorn in it."

May, overjoyed at the prospect of an

entente cordiale between Edith and Max,

expressed the greatest interest in the ad

venture, and insisted upon a full and

particular account of it at the tea-table,

which Edith accordingly gave, omitting,

however, all mention of Max's special

recipe for healing a wound without in

flammation ; nor did she enlarge upon

the row, merely saying that "Mr. Floyd

had taken pity on her deserted condi

tion"—here she looked reproachfully at
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Harry and Ned—"and given her a mag

nificent pull — worth twenty of yours,

boys," she concluded.

Maxwell Floyd did not sleep well that

night. He sat long by his chamber win

dow, and thought over the afternoon till

his temples throbbed painfully. A whole

new world seemed to have opened for

him, full of uncertainties, doubts, prob

lems, where everything was shifting,

vague and shadowy. How unlike the

world in which he had always lived, of

plain facts, clearly-seen realities ! Wo

men had always been to him as prosaic

in their aspect as men : no atmosphere of

poetry and sentiment and imagination

surrounded them as he had known them ;

and although he believed devoutly in

love, it was as a sober domestic deity,

waving no flaming torch, but holding a

well-trimmed lamp, turned down and

giving a steady moderate light. Of wo

man in her goddess aspect—of the in

toxication, the terrible joys and exquisite

pains of love, of Heine's embodiment of

woman as a sphinx, who, while she rav

ished his soul with kisses, rent his flesh

with her cruel claws—he had no concep

tion whatever. Of Browning's meaning

when he said, "What makcth heaven,

that makcth hell," he could have told

you nothing. The occurrences of the

afternoon, which to Mrs. Penrhyn had

been a pleasant enough distraction, but

by no means surprising, seemed to him

incomprehensible. He had yet to learn

that women of Edith's type, being para

doxes themselves, engender nothing but

paradoxes.

However, Max tried to convince him

self, with the wonderful honest sophistry

of youth—youth which is at once so true

and so unreal—that Mrs. Penrhyn, al

though very charming—yes, that he must

admit—was still not at all the sort of

person he admired. He had done her

an injustice about her reading, but that

was a trifle. She had no simplicity, none

of the ingenuousness that May possess

ed in such perfection. No doubt she had

been amusing herself with him. Thank

Heaven ! he was man enough to see her

arts and despise them. He had felt sor

ry when she hurt her hand in the wood,

and she had thought he admired her.

Well, she would discover her mistake to

morrow : he would not waste another

afternoon on her. And May had mi&sec

him, he was sure. Dear May ! he had for

gotten till that moment that they were to

have begun Milman's Latin Christianity

together that afternoon. And she had

said nothing—always sweet and unscli-

ish! But he would explain to her how

Mrs. Penrhyn had asked him— Here

he stopped abruptly, for had she askiM

him ? or had she only granted his un

spoken request ? Well, it didn't matter

now : he would read with May to-mor

row and every other day, and he had

been right in the beginning about Mrs.

Penrhyn.

Then he fell asleep and dreamed a

strange mixture of things, more incon

sequent even than dreams usually arc.

for he was always rowing, rowing, and

Edith was sitting in the boat and saying,

" Go on ! go on !" and then suddenly she

put out her hand and said, " My hand

hurts still: put your lips to it again;"

and he dropped the oars to take it, and

as he did so Edith turned into an enor

mous volume of the Latin Christianity.

and the boat sank like lead, down, down.

He struggled to get free, and waked 10

find the sun streaming in upon him

through the window at which, he h.id

been seated the night before, and the

blinds of which he had forgotten to close.

CHAPTER VIII.

Max did not see Edith at breakfast

that morning, which was rather a dis

appointment, as he, like all people with

newly - formed resolutions, was longing

to experiment on their strength. It was

rather flat to look at an empty chair

and talk to May about the new calf,

when he might have been defying thf

arts of Apollyon in the person of a beau

tiful woman whose voice was like a flute,

and who somehow looked unlike any

one else in the world, and he could nut

throw cold water on her probable inten

tion of making him row her in the after-

, noon. Well, at all events, he couid
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up to May for his neglect of yester-

and he proceeded to do this with

jch success that May wasted half

mming in listening to Max's elo-

e about something which had been

sed by himself and Edith yester-

ind concerning which Mrs. Pen-

,iad given him some new ideas.

: Latin Christianity was duly be

nd duly read for two good hours,

fax was just finishing the fiftieth

with a sense of relief which he

not disguise from himself, when a

botfall sounded behind him, and

g his head he saw Edith looking

hing in a very broad-brimmed

id with an unusual flush on her

i. She was a woman who had a

rful power of moving, stirring

human beings : her atmosphere

i charged with some vital force,

lere was danger in breathing it.

was nothing about her that jarred

s idea of what a woman should

ren when she was wrong in a

lly way, she never sinned as a

night ; and such women will al-

nd ready forgiveness from men.

Max shut his eyes and senses reso-

against her: somehow he dimly

it he had ta^cen the poison from

und yesterday into his own blood,

ust struggle against its influence,

otinned to him not to stop, and

herself on May's cushion while

shed the chapter. When it was

Mrs. Bradford approached them,

ere have you been, dearest moth-

id May.

the Ralstons, dear. Poor Mrs.

1 has a very sick child, and I am

I cannot go there again."

y not ?" said Edith,

ause, my dear, the doctor says he

is diphtheria, and I should prob-

ke it myself, and give it to all

Charity begins at home, and I

link of my own children first."

r Mrs. Ralston !" said May. "It

1 dreadful thing for her to be left

.vith that horrible disease and

ther two little children."

:r all," said Edith, "the process

ral selection, although it has an

appearance of harshness about it, and

isn't quite one's idea of a paternal gov

ernment, is far the best one- for the race

in its ultimate results. If Mrs. Ralston

loses this child, the other two, who are

probably stronger and finer, will have a

better chance."

"A strange sentiment for a woman !"

muttered Max between his teeth.

" Not a clerical one, certainly," re

plied Edith in a coldly satirical manner.

"Women and clergymen ought always

to agree, I know, Mr. Floyd, but I am an

unfortunate exception."

"The Christian theory is," said Max,

not without a dash of involuntary pom

posity, "that all human creatures are

alike Cod's children, and alike precious

and dear to him. How you can reconcile

that with Mr. Darwin's blasphemous con

jectures you best know, Mrs. Penrhyn."

" You set me a task, Mr. Floyd, that

all the wise men of the day have failed

to perform. How can I reconcile the

irreconcilable ? But, after all, I have a

notion that when Browning said, ' Those

laws are laws which can fulfill them

selves,' he was right ; and when the laws

of Nature and the Bible differ, I am in

clined to think Nature right too."

" Your standpoint is so peculiar that it

is difficult for me to argue with you,"

said Max.

"Well, it is not necessary for you to

learn how to talk to any one with whom

you differ, you know : you will talk only

to the faithful in the future ; so don't

rouse yourself to discomfit me. Once

in the pulpit, Mr. Floyd, you will never

hear any side of a question but your

own ;" and Edith, taking Mrs. Bradford's

arm, led her aside and began a conver

sation in an undertone—what about, no

one could hear.

As she turned away, Max exclaimed,

"There, May! how could I ever respect

or like a woman who talks in such a

blasphemous, unfeeling way ? I declare

her heartlessness about' those poor little

children was absolutely disgusting."

"Oh, Max, she was not more than half

in earnest."

" She was enough in earnest to take

no interest in them. She is one of those
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fine ladies who would drive over a baby

belonging to a beggar with no more

compunction than if it were a fly."

"Oh, Max, you are harsh and unjust."

" If you had seen her face, May—so

cold and mocking, such a contrast to

yours, all full of sorrow and sympathy !"

and he drew May to him and clasped

her tight. Praise from Max was very

sweet to his cousin, and she nestled close

to him as he said the words.

At the moment Edith's dress rustled

by them, and they both looked up quick

ly with a slight sense of confusion. She

passed with a smile and touch of her

hand on May's head, not noticing Max,

and settled herself to read a book which

she had in her hand on a rustic seat not

far away. When they were summoned

to tea she came in tardily, and excused

herself on the plea of a French novel

which she said she had just received and

which was entrancing. " I shall not

think of going to bed till I finish it," was

her conclusion. " Do you ever read

French novels, Mr. Floyd ?" and without

waiting for his prompt " Never !" added :

"Oh no, I forgot you don't read French,

and they are not worth reading in Eng

lish." As soon as the meal was finished

she disappeared with her yellow-covered

volume, and was seen no more that

night. Max saw a light shining from her

bed-room window as he closed his own

rather late that night, and supposed she

was fulfilling her intention of finishing

the book before going to bed.

For three successive mornings after the

evening when she had begun the novel,

Edith came down very late, looking tired

and haggard, with dark lines under her

eyes, and when questioned tenderly by

May, only laughed and said, "I've been

having a real burst of dissipation with

my box of novels. I feel almost gorged

now, however, like an anaconda, and

shall soon begin to digest."

Max did not see her till the evening

on the first of the three days, and when

he did noticed a very powerful and pun

gent perfume about her. She was a

connoisseur in odors, and always used

the most unexccptionally delicate ones;

so that he did not at first connect it with

her, and, having a very senalire u

was guilty of the apparent ruceiaii

sniffing, and saying. "\Yhat;s;i

smells so overpoweringly, May?'

Edith looked up from under ht-'jii

as she lay on the sofa and said iisji

ly, " Dear me ! 1 am very som i

don't like my new perfume, Mr.

it's the rage in Paris, and this wj>l

me as a haute twui'cauti with my Ml

the other day."

Max, who was really a getiiSl

bowed and blushed, and said Lei

not known—he had not meant'*

instant to object to it—but he hi!

unfoitunate nose that nothing es^e

"I think I shall probably p-y

tired of it," continued Edith: "as

strong for me, and my fancies a

outlast three days."

True enough, in three days she sea

to be tired both of novels and peril

for on the fourth day she appeared*

dinner-table, and brought no «xf

her save that of the fresh rk*:3l

wore in her bosom. Her eyes i

lost their weariness, and her coitf

brighter too, and she declared

had "forsworn cakes and ale to

present." Even Max felt the dun

her brightness and sweetness. 12a •

at the close of the meal she sA

across the table and said, "Ha«^

been on the water lately. Mr. FV-;4

am fairly aching for a row," rtwl

his stern accumulated resolve tosatt

sufficient coldness, "No, I've notal

rowing now, Mrs. Penrhyn :

have a standing engagement u rS

the afternoon."

May's quick disclaimer of

if Cousin Edith would like to f>

served no purpose, for Edith cmiy*

sweetly and said, "By no meaai*

she interfere with their researcks:|

haps the boys could row her." B(

fortunately the boys had an en-;^

too with an old school-fellow cm

the neighborhood for a few

fish, and it could not be set asiefc- '

were loud in their regTets, and eaM

onciled to their bad luck by EdsMI

suranccs that she would go wxa &

the next afternoon sansfrntie. As SI
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lis promise was made, Edith disap-

ed to her own quarters, announcing

she was invisible for the rest of the

having letters to write for the even-

nail—letters which her novels had

■ her neglect for the past few days,

.sell looked after her retreating fig-

11 the last flutter of her white dress

I from his eyes in the distance, then

d slowly away from the door and

jtely set his face toward the library,

s he knew the first volume of Mil-

lay awaiting him. May met him

e threshold, holding up the book,

re you ready ?" he said,

h yes," was her answer: "just let

;t my work ;" and handing him the

:rous tome—ponderous to poor lit-

ay in more senses than one—she

d up stairs. He stood looking after

nd thinking how entirely she was

a woman ought to be. She quite

his idea of perfection in her sex,

et— He wondered what it was

nade him almost sorry he could

ive rowed Mrs. Pcnrhyn that after-

perhaps it was that he felt like

j a good hard pull. Yes, that was

was sure of it; he had been sit-

ill all day ; it made him ache for

se ; and he stretched himself, and

>eat a tattoo on the banister and

1 May would come, he felt so rest-

Down she came in a moment

and they were soon settled under

"avorite tree in their accustomed

May's work was in her fingers

cr eyes bent on it : all was tran-

bout them, and Max opened the

He glanced over to the end of

lume.

t one more afternoon's reading

this volume. May," he said, and

egan in a rather dogged way to

He read steadily for perhaps ten

s, when suddenly he came to an

stop. May looked up quietly to

: reason, and Max met her look

bright flush of crimson on his

and an exclamation of " May

don't know what ails me, I'm so

and fidgety."

"Go on reading, Max, and perhaps it

will soothe you as you become interest

ed," was her gentle suggestion.

Max took her advice, and read in

rather a spasmodic way for another ten

minutes ; but the recipe proved ineffica

cious, and at the end of that time he

flung the book down in rather a des

perate manner, thereby startling May,

who was perfecting a neat little darn in

a pocket handkerchief, and who, be it

confessed, was more lulled by Max's

voice than instructed by the learned

dean.

" It's of no use, May : I simply can't

read. I must walk it off."

"Walk off what, Max dear?" anxious

ly inquired May.

" Why, this fit of restlessness : it's been

coming on me for days, and this is the

climax. I must take more exercise : it's

the result of this lazy life I lead."

"You walked ten miles yesterday, I'm

sure."

"Yes, I know, but it takes more than

a ten-mile walk to get me over one of

these restless fits." Max had never in

his life been possessed by such a feeling

of restlessness and necessity for violent

action as that afternoon, and so he was

not quite honest with his cousin ; but he

may be pardoned this slight departure

from truth. With the mood that pos

sessed him had come an instinct to con

ceal it, and who of us docs not know

how new-fledged Love ever hides his

head like a frightened bird from behold

ers, hoping to blind them as well as

himself?

" I'll walk it off," Max went on. " Tell

Aunt Mary not to wait tea for me ;" and

in another moment he was striding rap

idly away, and was soon lost to sight in

the windings of the shady carriage-drive

that led to the gate. May folded up her

dainty bit of sewing, and with a quick

little sigh went back to the house and

busied herself with some of her house

hold duties, which were never foremost

when Max was by to claim her time and

thoughts. Francis Asheton.

[to be continued.}
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FLORIDA REEFS AND KEYS.

ON the 30th of March we went out

over the bar at Indian River Inlet

at 6 a. m., on the top of the tide, having

little water to spare under our keel ; and

with a fine northerly breeze we ran down

the coast, arriving off the south end of

Key Biscayne (which goes by the name

of Cape Florida) by sunrise on the 31st,

a distance of about one hundred and

thirty miles. We rounded the southern

point of the key, and came to anchor in

a safe harbor, with deep water up to the

beach. This Biscayne Key (or Island)

is the next one south of Virgin Key, the

most northerly of the range of keys which

extends in a long sweep to the south-west

round Cape Sable as far as the Dry Tor-

tugas, a distance of two hundred and

forty miles. "They are composed," says

Agassiz, "either of accumulated dead

corals, of coral rocks or of coral sand,

cemented together with more or less

compactness."

Outside these keys, at an average dis

tance of three miles, is the Florida Reef,

a submerged bank of coral, which near

ly approaches the surface, and occasion

ally rises above it in the form of a key,

and protects the range of keys and the

reef-channel from the fury of the ocean

waves, except in violent tempests, when

the sea sometimes breaks over the barrier.

This reef is a wall of limestone made by

the coral animals or polyps, which have

the power of assimilating the lime in the

sca-water, and of building up with it from

the bottom, from any depth not exceeding

fifteen or twenty fathoms, or ninety to

one hundred and twenty feet. This pro-

cess is very slow, being calculated by

Dana and other observers to be at about

the rate of one-sixteenth of an inch a

year. Thus the reefs about Florida,

which, Professor Agassiz remarks, do not

extend below ten fathoms, are the work

of eleven thousand five hundred and

twenty years. It was formerly supposed

that the polyps were mechanical work

ers, building up these reefs by their united

labors for a residence, like the hillock of

a colony of ants, but recent investiga

tions have shown that this limestone or

coralline is the skeleton of the polrr,

and that it is enclosed within the creature

instead of being its house. The key-

themselves, as well as the greater pas

of the peninsula of Florida, have been

the work of these polyps, so that Florida

should be called the Coral State, hf

area of fifty-nine thousand square mi-es

being chiefly composed of this substaner

ground up into sand by the action of the

waves, and by the help of the mangrovts

gradually converted into dry land. Al

though the oldest of the States historic

ally, Florida is geologically the youngest,

and in fact is still emerging from the sea.

Biscayne Bay is some eighteen or

twenty miles long, and receives the sur

plus waters of the Everglades through

Miami River. The region between the

Everglades and Biscayne Bay to the

south and the Atlantic on the east is in

Dade county, but is usually known as the

Miami Country. The Florida Gaxrttier

says it contains six hundred miles squa:e

of good land, where, the climate being

tropical, all the West Indian crops can

be raised, coffee included. All authorities

agree in the statement that it is the health

iest part of Florida, and probably of the

United States, and is the region of all

others best suited for a winter home ior

invalids. If made accessible by a line

of steamers or by a railroad along the

coast from St. Augustine, it would be

come the favorite winter resort for the

whole United States.

Captain Morris, Roberts and the doe-

tor went ashore for a hunt, while the

pilot and I took a small boat to go fish

ing. We first went to a shoal about 1

mile away, where the mullet were jump

ing, and with two or three casts of the

net we got a dozen or two for bait. Sud

denly there was a commotion in the wa

ter, and Pecetti rushed ashore and came

to the boat.
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.'hat is it ?" said I.

big sawfish : now I'll show you

sport." He poled the boat along

hallows for a short distance, and

seizing the harpoon, which had a

ast to it, he tossed it into the air

1 of the boat : it turned and came

head first, transfixing the great

vhich darted off into deep water,

ing the boat after it. We were

d a hundred yards by the sawfish,

1 then stopped on the bottom in

six feet of water. Pecetti hauled

oat up to it, and then struck it a

ing blow with a lance, and laying

of the line we dragged it ashore,

s a shark-like fish about six feet

with a weapon of bone two feet in

1 projecting from the snout. This

>as about three inches wide, and

1 the edges with sharp spines two

> long and an inch or two apart,

iwfish (Pristis an(iquorum) has no

though it belongs to the selachians,

irk family : it kills the fishes upon

it preys by slashing blows of this

e weapon, and then swallows them

ure.

dng our boat fast to the yacht, we

cd a few yards astern and threw

aits into the channel, here about

/ feet deep, with a strong tide run-

jp the bay. The first fish was a

apper of ten-pound weight, hauled

id over hand by the pilot. Then

ked a large bass, which ran out

yards of my line at the first dash.

a strong fish, and.fought hard for

inutes, but the spring of the rod

ed him, and he was neatly gaffed

y companion—a fifteen-pounder,

we got two or three sea-trout of five

pounds each, and a couple of group-

Now Pecetti's line runs off furious-

isting all attempts to check it.

jew-fish, Mr. Van, and a big fel

on most of the line had run out,

h turned and ran under the bank.

:'s gone into his hole," said the

"I shall have to touch him up

nc harpoon."

dropped the boat quietly down to

the fish lay among the mangrove

roots, and looking over the stern we could

see through the clear water the play of his

fins as he lay balanced in his stronghold.

Pecetti softly dropped the harpoon into

the water till within a foot of the fish,

when he pinned it with a quick thrust.

A tremendous struggle ensued : the wa

ter flew in showers from the blows of the

fish's tail, but the pilot held him down

with the iron, which had passed through

the body, and we were soon able to haul

him' alongside the boat.

"About seventy-five pounds, I should

say : we couldn't have saved him with

out the harpoon."

The next I hooked was a shark, which

took away my hook, and we went on

board the yacht.

About noon Doctor White returned :

he had been very successful, and brought

in a pair of spoonbills, a scarlet ibis, three

egrets and a flamingo.

" Well done, doctor ! you have had

luck."

"Yes, this is a great place for birds,

and they are very tame. I wish I had

some one to help me skin : I should

regret to lose my egrets."

" Perhaps I can help you," said I : " I

have sometimes tried my hand at it."

So I sat down with an egret before me,

and the doctor was good enough to say

that I handled the scalpel not unskill-

fully.

" Schooner, ahoy ! send the boat

ashore 1" and presently the hunters re

turned witk two small deer which they

had killed in a hummock about a mile

off. They reported game to be very

plentiful, having seen deer, turkeys and

a bear.

"And you, venerable Izaak," said the

captain to me, "what fish have you

got?"

"Enough for the ship's company, and

if it were twice as large, Pecetti and I

could feed it from these waters."

"What would old Izaak himself have

said could he have seen such a fish as

that yonder?" said the doctor as he

cleaned the skull of his flamingo.

" He would have described him as he

did the barbel, as ' a lusty and cunning

fish, which breaks the angler's line by
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running his head in a hole in the bank,

and then striking the line with his tail,

as is observed by Plutarch in his book

ZV Industria Animalium.' "

The next day, April I, two of the

boats were lowered : in one of them the

water-casks were put with a crew, and

in the other we all went, taking a tent,

camp-cquipage and the dogs. We had

a westerly breeze, which took us up the

bay about nine miles, when we landed

on the main shore at the place called the

Punch-Bowl. This is an excavation in

the bluff like a cave, with a deep hole or

well, which is always full of pure, fresh

water, filtering through the sand from

the Everglades. Here we left one boat

and crew to fill up the water-casks,

while we went up the bay. Not far

above the Punch-Bowl comes in the

Miami River from the west. At the

mouth of this stream is a grove of co-

coanut trees, the most northerly in the

State : there is a lighthouse and a few

cabins ; and there was formerly a mil

itary post, which is now abandoned.

There is also a store kept by one of the

settlers, to which the Indians resort for

trading purposes, bringing deer-skins

and the hides of wild cattle for sale.

We met with a party of them at the

store, and they regarded us in a hostile

manner, probably on account of the

affair at the wreck. In fact, the store

keeper told us that the Seminolcs were

much incensed, and advised us by no

means to enter the Everglades.

We went up the Miami about- three

miles, to the place where it breaks

through the rocky rind of the Ever

glades, and by climbing a great live-oak

we obtained a view of a vast extent

of that sea of grass, lakes and hum

mocks. Alligators were here abundant

and very bold, so that we feared the

loss of our dogs : the swamp was full of

water-fowl and the river swarmed with

bass and pike. We returned down the

river, and camping at its mouth for a

couple of days, found plenty of deer,

and killed six, with a dozen turkeys, a

bear and a panther.

We sailed from Biscayne Bay for Key

West at 8 A. M., April 4, with a fine

breeze from the north-cast. The morn

ing was clear, and we ran along th;

range of keys for some hours. About

noon the weather grew cloudy and

thick, and the wind hauled to the south

east, and increased in force till by 2 p.*.

we had to take in our light sails and

reef fore and main sail. Still it blr«

harder, and at four we were pitching in-p

it under a close-reefed mainsail. Br

this time Roberts and the doctor were

prostrate with sea-sickness, and Captain

Morris and I were on deck holding on

to the weather rigging.

"This is going to be a heavy gale"

said Morris.—" Do you know these chan

nels between the keys, pilot ?"

"I do, captain, though it is some time

since I was here. There is good water

between Indian Key and Alligator, or

used to be, with shelter behind the

keys."

"Well, then, take the helm and pilot

us in : I don't like the looks of it out

side."

Pecetti took the wheel, and kept away

for the passage between the islands,

which was perhaps a mile wide, with ten

or twelve feet of water in the channel.

Giving her a little more sheet as we

headed north, we fairly flew before th?

gale, though we showed very little can

vas, the great green rollers chasing us

and breaking at intervals astern, show

ing that the water was shallowing fa5'.

After running about half a mile, we got

the shelter of the key, and in fifteen

minutes more we were under its lee and

well protected from the heavy seas,

though the land was too low to bm'<

the force of the wind. We w ere now in

the sound or channel between two lines'

of keys : it was five or six miles wide,

with comparatively smooth water on the

eastern side, and here we came to anchor

under the lee of the largest island, and

with two anchors down we rode it ou!

the rest of the day. About sunset the

wind abated, and by midnight the storm

had ceased entirely.

The next day broke with a clear sly

and a gentle breeze from the west, and

we landed on the key. It was about 1

mile and a half long, elevated but two
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-ee feet above the sea, and border-

th a growth of mangroves, upon

grew oysters and other mollusks.

le eastern shore we found many

which had been cast up by the

, some fine living specimens of

>, Strombus, Pinna, Cyprcea, Car-

etc. : we also picked up two argo-

or paper nautiluses, with some

es and crabs.

you will stay here till to-morrow,

n," said Pecetti,"I think we can

ime turtle eggs to-night : this is a

key for turtle, and they must be

; now."

•e there nests here, do you sup-

hink so, but the storm has washed

all the signs."

we remained, and fished and bath-

at day, and the doctor got some

irants, boobies and man-of-war

! next night there was a bright

: the tide served also, for turtles

s come ashore at high water to lay-

eggs. But as they do it in a much

r fashion than the hens, one has to

and wait when on an egging ex-

on. About ten o'clock we pulled

: and landed on the beach, which

ithed in silvery moonlight.

dw," said our pilot, " we must scat-

>ng the beach, and hide above high-

mark. Keep very still or they

come ashore."

: about high tide one large turtle,

presently another, appeared from

a, and laboriously made their way

ie beach, the moonlight shining

their wet shells. We divided our

1, and each party watched a turtle.

;ept quiet, and saw ours crawl to a

a little above high-water mark,

; she began digging a hole in the

with her hind flippers. It was near-

> feet deep, and she laid a layer of

in it, which she covered with sand,

ng it down with the weight of her

Then she dropped another layer

gs, which she covered in like man-

ind was so absorbed in her work

it approached quite near without

ting her attention. The whole op

eration took eight or ten minutes, and

when it was over Pecetti gave the word :

we seized the turtle by the flippers, and

turned her on her back, when she was

helpless. We took one hundred and

twenty eggs out of that hole. They are

about the size of those of a hen, but

more globular in form. The men who

watched the other turtle were so eager

for the eggs that they allowed her to

escape.

From Alligator Key the distance to

Key West is sixty miles on a course west

by north ; and this we ran with a south

erly wind in about nine hours. Our

course lay along the reef-channel, where

the water was turned to a milky hue by

the late storm. This comes from the

stirring up of the coral sand from the

bottom by the action of the waves. We

sighted a number of the wrecking vessels

which cruise about the reef watching for

vessels in distress. They are sloops and

schooners of thirty to sixty tons, and

are sailed and manned by the Conchs

from Key West, who are very skillful sea

men. They derive their name from the

large shellfish called the conch {Strom-

bus gigans) which abounds in these wa

ters, and on which it is pretended that

these men subsist. The common story

is, that these islanders can dive to the

bottom in ten-fathom water and crack

a conch with their teeth. Certain it is

that they are most expert divers and

swimmers, perhaps more nearly amphib

ious than any other race of men except

the Sandwich Islanders.

" Here comes a wrecker from behind

Sister Key," said the pilot: "it's a big

schooner, and I believe he wants to race

with you, captain."

"Well, if he is going our way I can't

help his trying it."

The wrecker was a fine-looking schoon

er of sixty or seventy tons, and was beat

ing out from the channel between two

keys when we first saw her, but as she

cleared the south point of the islet she

kept away on a west course, about abreast

of us, at a distance of a couple of miles.

She carried a press of sail, while we were

under foresail, mainsail and jib, and she

was evidently outsailing us.
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"Set the gaff* topsails and flying jib,

Mr. "Brace."

With this canvas we gained on the

wrecker, and in half an hour were well

to windward of him.

" I should like to speak that vessel :

you may run down to her, Tom," said

the captain to the man at the wheel.

When near enough, Morris hailed :

"Schooner, ahoy! have you seen an

English yacht hereabout ?"

"Ay, ay, sir—the Victoria: she's gone

into Key West."

" When did you see her ?"

"On the 4th, before the gale: she's all

right, captain. We had a race with her

and beat her; so we thought we would

like to give you a try, but you are too

fast for us. This is the first time we have

been beat, though, for the Dolphin is

called the fastest craft out of Key West."

"Better luck next time. Good-bye,

captain.—West by north, Tom."

Key West is an island about six miles

long and one in width. Although the

highest point in the Florida keys, it is

nowhere more than fifteen feet above the

sea-level. Its name does not indicate

its position, for both the Marquesas and

Tortugas groups lie farther west, but is

derived from the Spanish cayo, "an

islet," and hueso, "bone " or "rock," the

island being a formation of coralline

limestone. The town lies in the north

part of the island, and has a good har

bor. It is in population the fourth town

in Florida, having about five thousand

inhabitants, most of whom live by tur-

tling, wrecking and sponging. This last

word has not the signification here which

it bears elsewhere, but represents the

honest industry of gathering the sponges

which grow about the keys. The wreck

ers also are a useful and honest class of

men, whose business is to relieve ship

wrecked vessels and save life and prop

erty, which are often in danger on this

treacherous Florida Reef. We learn that

in five years, from 1854 to 1858, 326 ves

sels were wrecked on these reefs and

keys, of an aggregate value of more than

fifteen millions of dollars, the salvage

and expenses on which amounted to

about a million and a half. At that time

there were about fifty wrecking

out of Key West. The amount

age is determined by an admiral

and it is divided pro rata bsre^

owner of the vessel, tlie offkasi

crew.

If these coral reefs have tier:J

to the mariner, they are not w;l-,;ouj

uses. Dana enumerates thera ;

lows : They enlarge the limit;

lands they encircle ; they provtd:

sive harbors and interior waters

furnish fishing - grounds and sTJjj

fish, and by their protection of tit

from the inroads of the sea the cd

ands are generally clothed »ithiq

tion to the water's edge, and are

to support a much larger poputo

rock-bound islands like St. He'.erj

Considerable salt is made at K lj

by solar evaporation, but the :

not fertile, and most of the supp":

from the main land or from Cura.

place is an important naval sjati^

has a naval hospital : there ;s i*|

fortress at the entrance of the

which is called Fort Taylor. Tta

many Spaniards here from Cuba,«

the winter the island is much frefl|

by Northern visitors, most of the I

and New Orleans steamers tocdu

This influx of strangers has a:

building of better houses than

found in most Florida towns a

are good hotels and boarding-t

newspaper and a telegraph statkaj

West City is the capital of Mow-

ty, Florida, and is the most >

town in the United States, bcitf

itude 240 32'.

We found the Victoria lying

West, where we remained 'or i_

finding pleasant society amors

tives and the winter visitors im

North. There were also mam JJ

who had left the " ever-faithful

account of the insurrection, briiV

them their families. The donas ^

cellas we found very fascinatm;

the palm groves and coral is""6

tropical climate, which are

surroundings for them, and

look their best. In dusty, b;

York these children

 

dusty, bo£m

of the
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rivel away and to lose their beauty

line and richness of color. Colonel

:nt and Captain Morris got up sail-

irties for the ladies. One day we

to Sand Key, and dined on the de-

s Dale fish, a kind of sardine, which

nd there in abundance ; and on

er day we ran as far as the Mar-

5, some twenty miles to the west-

In the evening there was usually

:e at some house where we visited,

ds a little music, and in these ac-

ishments the Cuban ladies excel,

have no fashionable talk : in fact,

ave not much conversation except

heir eyes, but with these they are

nt. Their business is to look love-

i it must be allowed that they

d.

day an armed steamer came in

* the yellow, red and yellow flag

Spanish navy, so hated by the

>. As many of these were pro-

patriots, and if taken in Havana

be shot without trial, the excite-

as very great. The Spanish ves-

heavily armed, and of double the

' the single American man-of-war

. Of course we did not imagine

: Spaniard came with hostile in-

> into a friendly port—nominally

that is ; about as much so as Ja-

v-as to Northern men during the

n. It seems to be natural to sym-

with all insurrections. Jffchave

done so : in our Revolutionary

ist nations in Europe gave us

npathy, and the French gave us

^hen our turn came to have a

», we were much astonished to

1st of the nations sympathizing

Confederates, but it was exactly

should have looked for. The

in Key West believed the Span-

mander was capable of trying

them even under the American

I when a boat came ashore from

ner with a strong crew, and with

ain at their head, they betook

es to their weapons, and were

culty restrained from usingthem.

hey wished to precipitate a con-

)rder, if possible, to involve the

tates in the war.

XIII.—3»

Don Ramon Picacero, the captain of

the San Juan, reported himself to the

colonel in command of Fort Taylor as

having come to look for certain desert

ers from his ship, who he had reason

to believe were in Key West. Would

the honorable comandante permit him

to search for them ?

The colonel would be glad to assist

the honorable captain, but there were

certainly no deserters in the fort : as to

the town, he could not say—there he

had no authority. The captain must ap

ply to the city authorities, and the colonel

would have the honor of attending him

to the mayor's office. So they went to

the mayor, and then walked gravely

through the town, looking into the

drinking-shops and other places where

sailors are wont to be found, but they

saw no deserters, nor the Cubans who

were the real objects of the expedition,

these having been kept indoors by ju

dicious friends. But there was a certain

Captain Ignacio Gomez of the Cuban

army, who was in Key West acting for

the insurrection, and he determined to

get up a row, if possible. So when the

Spanish party returning from their fruit

less hunt were refreshing themselves at

the hotel in company with Colonel Wil

liams, the commander of the fort, and

other American officers, who should

enter the bar-room but Gomez ? Don

Ramon's moustaches bristled with rage :

he drew his sword and shouted to his

followers to "seize the traitor !" Gomez

leveled his revolver at Don Ramon,

when Morris, who saw at a glance as

soon as Gomez entered that there would

be trouble, seized his wrist and disarmed

him, at the same time calling to Vincent,

" Help me to take this man away." Vin

cent took hold of him directly on the

other side, and they ran him out through

a back door, he resisting stoutly, and

swearing he would cut out "las tripas"

of the don, but powerless in the hands

of his keepers. In the mean time the

Spanish captain, in a fury, tried to follow

the Cuban, but Roberts and I, with other

Americans present, barred the way. He

immediately appealed to Colonel Wil

liams: he had been forcibly prevented
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from arresting the man after the promise

of aid from the comandante.

" Is this man a deserter from your

ship, Don Ramon?" calmly inquired the

colonel.

" He is not, but he is worse : he is a

Cuban traitor, whose life is forfeit to the

law."

"We are speaking of deserters, Don

Ramon : I know nothing of political

offenders. You have committed a grave

offence, sir, in attempting to make the

arrest—"

"Offence? Do you speak thus to me,

a commander in the royal navy of

Spain ?"

" 1 said an offence—which will be re

ported at once to our government."

" Do you know what force 1 have

under my orders, Senor Comandante?

I can lay your town in ashes."

"I have not inquired into your force,

captain—being at peace with Spain, I

am not interested in the question—but

you are under the guns of a heavy bat

tery, which will perhaps cause your ac

tions to be more prudent than your

words. I can hold no more intercourse

with you, however, till you have qdftj

gized for your incivility."

"Never!" returned the angry Sp

iard, and immediately he went on bcd|

and steamed away.

"Iam under great obligations to vod

gentlemen," said Colonel WilliaE i

Vincent and Morris, "for taking ad

that fool of a Gomez. There wid

have been bloodshed in two nur.saj

and who knows what next?—perkpj

war with Spain. It is very diffii

keep the peace here in Key West. 1^

sure you."

"So it seems," said Colonel Va

"for the patriot captain wishes to o

throat for interfering to save Ut"

"And mine too," said Morris,

great revenge has stomach for ts i

At the end of the week both \

-ailed for New York, where they inn

i n safety ; and before the Victoria ka

< Hiebec an arrangement had beec ni

between the owners for a cruise * I

great lakes during the summer a

grouse-shooting on the prairies, tkf 4

dezvous being fixed at Quebec.

S. C Cusuj

APRIL.

NURSLING of Mother Nature! just because

Thou art a tender babe, whose ready tears.

With readier smiles, and ever-present fears.

And transient hopes, are true unto the laws

That circle babyhood, affection draws

Our souls to watch the promise that appears

In thy soft tints and gently rounding spheres

Of vital joyousness ; and thus we pause,

Delighted with thy game of hide-and-seek !

Roguish thou lift'st a rumpled pinafore

Of clouds, to veil the quick returning store

Of dewy sunshine, till bright colors speak

A conscious ecstasy in peeping flowers,

Held as a tropin of the sun and showers.

Mary B. Dot*
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when the grasshopper becomes to

lem a burden, the wealth of the rich

I be made available to save them

bankruptcy in strength and vigor,

by a draft from their cheque-book

old, old creditor, Death, could be

;ht to compound his claims and

their release, then their toil in ac-

lating might be accounted to some

ise. But, unfortunately, no such

gement is allowed them. None

was allowed to old Martin Dras-

iead two weeks ago. He had be-

d to that unselfish class who grind

oard to enrich those who may come

hem—a magnanimity against which

would be nothing in particular to

t if, at the last, he had enriched the

persons ; but he had always been

ost uncertain of men, and his latest

;ss act, though manifestly unjust,

holly in keeping with the rest,

retiring from business fifteen years

being already under pressure of

asshopper burden, Martin Drascott

:moved to the poorest of his estates,

ote riverside cottage, with lapping,

g waters rolling at the back, and

it an unfrequented turnpike, at the

if a steep, spinous, far-reaching

His next step was to make elec-

rom his relatives of two grandchil-

Martin and Charity Drascott, to

le the familiars of his solitude, or

>t to save his old age from neglect,

were brother and sister, aged at

ime twenty-five and twenty-three

lively. Consequently, the addi-

f fifteen years had made of them

ckens, especially as the conditions

ir existence had not been well cal-

d to keep green the feelings of

They had, indeed, given up the

ears of life to their exacting rela-

Their chosen pursuits had been

oned for him. Accommodating

elves to his unsocial habits, they

rown as shy of the great world

5 as two owls of daylight. Mar

riage he disapproved of, so they had in

definitely put away all thought of such

a change in their estate, and were now

confirmed bachelor and spinster. Per-

.haps they were none the worse off for

that, for matrimony, as well as celibacy,

is known to have its little infelicities.

Romantically considered, however,

Charity Drascott's sacrifice in giving up

Eben Jenkins, the miller, at her grand

father's bidding, should no doubt be ac

counted the immolation of her life's hap

piness. With a little idealization she

might indubitably be presented as the

lovely heroine of a hopeless love. But

I am tired of romance, tired of ideal

ization. There come times to the story-

writer when always to dip the pen in

bright hues becomes a weariness—when

there is something restful in just such

sober gray and drab as befit the coloring

of an unidealized Martin and Charity

Drascott. So I am constrained to leave

to the little love-affair of the latter all its

commonplaceness. Eben Jenkins would

probably have "made her a good hus

band"—so the phrase goes—just as he

"made a good husband" to the woman

he did marry. But Charity's day-dreams

had long since ceased to be disturbed by

thoughts, and her night-dreams by vis

ions, of Eben Jenkins, the miller. After

all, perhaps it was just as well as it was.

None the less, however, had the best

part of her life and her brother's been

given up to their grandfather. This was

probably with the expectation of becom

ing, in time, his heirs. Yet they had

strong family feeling, and their care was

really more for him than for his prop

erty. They had never thought of cov

eting his wealth. Certainly not until

they found that all but the house they

lived in had been given to their cousin,

Ashur Tunstall, who was himself a rich

man. Perhaps not even then. But it

was a cruel blow, that of knowing them

selves disinherited, and the more cruel

that it was for Ashur Tunstall. He had
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always seemed to look upon them jeal

ously since they came to live at the cot

tage. They believed it to have been he,

if any one, who had turned their grand

father's mind in his dotage against them.

Their future now looked unpromising

enough. They had a place to live in,

indeed, but nothing to live upon. For

the pursuits abandoned long ago they

had lost their aptitude. The shyness

begotten of isolation made them shrink

from joining in the scramble of those

who seek daily work for daily bread.

Yet nothing else was left them.

One night, when the old man had

been dead two weeks, they sat together

talking it over. They had talked it over

often before, but there are reasons for

noting it on this particular night.

Of the dead Martin enough has been

said. The living Martin was thin and a

little bent. His hair and beard were

gray. He had never been robust in

health, and probably looked the older

on that account. His manner was very

quiet. To his sister he was, as she often

declared warmly, "the best brother in

the world." Charity, on her part, ten

derly loved Martin. She was one of

those shrinking, pliant women whose

fears are their own, their opinions often

borrowed. You might summer and win

ter with her and hardly hear her broach

an original idea ; but you would observe

that her words were tempered with kind

ness from the rising of the sun until the

going down thereof. Both brother and

sister, indeed, so far as known, were

simple-hearted, guileless people, deserv

ing much better at the hands of their

grandfather than they had received.

"I can't see what made him use us

so," Charity was saying on this night.

Martin had heard the same remark

twenty times before, but he replied pa

tiently, " Grandfather was always quirky,

you know—one thing to-day, something

else to - morrow. If Ashur had lived

with him as we did, we might have been

the ones to get the property. Not that I

care for more than enough of it to live

upon, and I think Ashur ought to give us

that. I've a notion that we might claim

it as wages, waiting and tending upon

grandfather as we did, or as damp

considering what we might have at

for ourselves if we had not a ox

"Ashur will not give it up if s;

claim it. He is a hard man. I'd s»

to his face, and worse, if I had a

As long as he lives we might daini

claim and be none the bene:

were to die, to be sure—"

"He die ! But his sort never c

sniffed the thin, dry voice of

White, who lived half a mile farihs

the river. This man had a wem

face, foxy eyes, a catlike tread, as

way of always coming upon pf |

awares. Add to this a habit of

rasping things whenever

curred, and you will see why

White was not exactly regarded

Cheeryble Brother among his

"You here, Mr. WhiteT

Charity, hardly in a tone ofwdo

"To the best of my knowledge, li

So you haven't got enough

ing for dead men's shoon ? But As

Tunstall won't be in a hurry

ping off his. No, no—not he. It"

be much good to you, my word fe

old Martin's provision thai

should die the property is not to be i5

ated from the Drascott family. La

There comes Ashur Tunstall no*. Si

might say it was a putting of li a

into the lion's mouth for him '

here after what you said just no*.

With a disagreeable la .

as unceremoniously as he had «a

walking toward the village, a rr: ; 1

on. He was scarcely gc r ;

Tunstall arrived, riding in >

ly-polished buggy. A somewhat!

derous gentleman was the new-a

rubicund of face, sleek and n

He was proud of his wealth, and &

gold pieces in his pockets when be «J

ed, producing thus the music mostpj

sing to his soul. Not the I >nes

tion or tenderness, of kindness cm

itude, the voice of song, the so^|

cunning instruments, thi

Nature's symphonies by bird aM

and wave and dripping rill,

him half so much. Charity

Ashur Tunstall was a hard man.
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the time of the funeral he was ill,

quently he had not been here until

ince old Martin's death.

iu'11 find everything as he left it,"

Charity, leading the way to the old

room. "You have brought the

1 suppose ? I gave them to your

when he was up here."

Tunstall had brought the keys.

>k them from his pocket now, and

i one to a desk. Charity had

g to wait for. So, in some bitter-

f spirit, she left the heir to his in-

tion, and joined Martin, who was

on the door-stoop.

, Martin, it is too bad !" she broke

h much less than her usual meek-

f speech. "Ashur don't need it,

: do. Maybe he did not use any

influence when he was up here

it I shall always believe he did.

ss me hate him, too, and I feel so

! If I was a rattlesnake, I know

d bite him, if he put his heel on

d the next minute."

! If you was a rattlesnake, you

)ite him ?" croaked Simon White,

round the corner of the house,

'd be a luscious paragraph for the

pers then : ' Fatally Bitten.—

our merchant - princes, Ashur

I. Died,' etc. Did I leave my

a ? Oh, here it is ! Absence of

1 mark of genius, you know, or

)1. What an excellent thing for

nd Mr. Tunstall that you are not

nake—eh, Miss Charity ?"

another disagreeable, rasping

: walked away, treading as softly

> moccasined feet as if shod in

r me !" said Charity discontent-

wish that man had to wear cast

as. It puts me out so, having

ays catching up what I say be-

Icnow he is anywhere around,

irns says if it was in the Span-

lisition times she should think

White was a spy or something

esuits."

l't like his ways overmuch, but I

ard of his doing any harm. I'm

he'll need his umbrella before

o the village. That cloud over

yonder must have something in it, by its

looks."

Something in it, certainly. Its freight

when discharged came very near a tem

pest. It broke out first in a strong wind,

blowing from all points, whirling columns

of dust high in the air, uprooting trees

along the spinous ridge, and creating

doubts in the minds of many as to the

stability of their chimneys. Ashur Tun

stall came out from old Martin's room

with a rather anxious face.

" The house is safe, I suppose ? It isn't

likely to blow down, is it ?" he said nerv

ously.

"It never has blown down, and I've

seen many a harder gale than this sent

against it. But seeing that it is all we

have, and when things get to going

against one it is always an easy matter

to keep them going so, I can't be sure it

will stand this time," replied Martin with

some hardness of manner.

" You don't think— But I believe the

wind is abating. Ah, there comes the

rain."

With a crash like the rattling of shot

it came. Sharp lightnings cleft the heav

ens, crashing thunder made the house

quake, and seemed to shake the solid

ridge opposite. Ashur Tunstall placed

himself on a chair in the centre of the

room, and hesitatingly removed a pistol

from an inner pocket.

"That's the sort of ' protector' I carry

when I travel, but just now it is safer

not having such metallic toys about one

for the lightning to get hold of, I sup

pose," he observed with a nervous laugh.

He was plainly very much frightened,

wincing and growing pale when flash

and crash came close together, and shiv

ering in his chair between the explosions.

Martin began speaking of the claim

for service he meant to prefer in his own

and Charity's behalf, but Mr. Tunstall

refused to discuss business-matters under

such circumstances.

"You can at least say whether you

will allow the claim," persisted Martin,

rubbing his thin left cheek with a nerv

ous forefinger.

" You got the house for what you did.

I am surprised that you should expect—
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Ugh ! how long is this to last, I wonder ?

Cousin Charity, I believe I must trouble

you for a bed to-night. It is getting

late, and, to tell the truth, I always feel

safer on feathers in a thunder-storm."

He stood up as he spoke and thrust

his hands in his pockets, producing the

chink of golden pieces dear to his heart ;

but even that sound could not delight

him now.

"You'll be welcome to stay if you

like," replied Charity. "We wouldn't

turn a dog out on such a night as this."

The guest, who by inference might

have been equally welcome if he had

been a dog, was shown to his room pres

ently. It was on the ground floor, with

a door opening toward the river. He

remembered, after getting into bed, that

his "protector" had been left behind.

No matter, he would not need it in so

retired a place. With this reflection he

cowered back upon his pillow, feeling

a sense of security in the yielding,

downy mass of Charity's best feather

bed. Ashur Tunstall was no model of

bravery, certainly. His dread of light

ning was constitutional, so he had often

declared. Then a fortune-teller had

once predicted that he would come to

his death in a thunder-storm. He had

no faith in fortune-telling, yet that small

remnant of superstition which Christian

ity has not been able quite to uproot in

the hearts of many, whispered that the

prophecy might come true in his case.

But the threatening elements subsided

finally. An infinite relief stole upon his

senses : fatigue overcame him, and he

slept the sleep of the weary.

Simon White went home late that

night, having waited at the village inn

until the storm was fairly spent. By the

time he reached the Drascott place the

moon was out, though heavy masses of

cloud still hung about the zenith.

"It must be well toward one o'clock,"

thought Simon, taking out his watch and

finding on examination that it lacked

but five minutes of the hour specified.

" I wonder if Ashur Tunstall don't have

to spend the night with his loving cous

ins ? Goodness ! that was a pistol-crack

as I'm a living sinner ! What kind of

game ? But there's a boat on the -

Somebody storm-stayed like me, I -r

and firing shot to keep himself coir.:

I wouldn't mind doing the same m

It's a lonesome place out here, an; -

As he went on home, however ;

began to have doubts of the sfc

heard having come from the rn :

had sounded nearer than that .

membered now. He thought o:' -

stantly until he reached home,

could not get it out of his mind

he had gone to bed. It stuck thr

a bur. It mingled in his drtar.

awoke him with a start at an ea.-i>

and in conjunction with a pryir; i

sition drove him out of bed. Hedr

himself hastily and set off for ti:

tage of the Drascotts.

When he reached the place m

was stirring. The rain-washed

looked fair and fresh in the ear:-. :

ing. The air was scented »:tt :

bloom. Each leaf and shrub it:

ing blade was hung with myriad; :'

drops, and gratefully drinking thrt

with multitudinous, invisible r ?

But Simon White was not much iS

by the sweetness of the hour. If i

enced at all, it was unawares. He n

round the house and threw sec: t

against Martin's window. This ^

several times repeated, gained so

ponse. Then he went back to c>:

and beat it with his knuckles ir. »|

tie manner. Still there was utter d

within the house.

" I should think they must be

for a wager here," he said imjafie

" Had I better break in a winder i'

der? Halloa, old Dick! What t

matter with you ?"

" Dick " was a large white at «i

now came tearing by him with i sa

unearthly cry. Simon shivered i i

at the appalling sound, then begK"

ing back and forth before the M

Something lay in his path shi

stooped to pick up. It was a

bled handkerchief, with "Marra 3

cott" written in full upon tbe tri

Simon began to think hewoeMi*'

tainly justified in breaking intothfE'

but that extreme measure was pm«
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by the appearance of Martin and Char

ity, who were coming leisurely across a

field skirting upon the river.

" Soh, neighbors ! You are out early,"

croaked Simon White somewhat irritably.

"We were sent for to Lucy Burns at

midnight. She had a shock or a fit, or

something of the sort," explained Martin.

"At midnight?"

"Yes, exactly. I looked at the clock

when we were starting."

"Oh, Martin," interposed Charity,

"you must be mistaken. I noticed it

was half - past one when we got to

Lucy's."

"It is of no consequence," conceded

Martin. " You are out early yourself,

Simon. Is anything the matter ?"

"That is what I am trying to find out.

Old Dick, for one, thinks there is, or I'm

no judge of cat-calling. Where is Ash-

ur Tunstall ?"

" In the house here. He had to stay

all night on account of the rain."

"He must be a good sleeper, or I'd

have turned him out before now. I was

going by here last night about one o'clock

and I heard a pistol-shot. It made me

kind of uneasy some way. You don't

know anything about it, I suppose ?"

"No," from Martin and Charity, both

with a startled look.

"Then this morning I found this," dis

covering the red -stained handkerchief.

" Looks a little tragical, don't it ? I sup

pose, Miss Charity," with one of his dis

agreeable laughs, "you didn't forget for a

minute that you were not a rattlesnake,

with Ashur Tunstall sleeping under your

roof?"

Charity became as white as the dead.

" Don't go in, Martin—don't go in !" she

screamed in tones of utter terror.

And when the door was opened she

tried to hold him back from entering.

Simon White pushed past them both,

and went straight to Ashur Tunstall's

room. He knew the house well enough

'o guess accurately where the guest had

slept.

Where he slept still, but it was the

sleep that knows no waking. The light

ning he dreaded had left him unscathed

only that he might be overcome by a

more cruel agent. This was a murder

er's work upon which Simon White, and

close behind him Martin Drascott, look

ed, the latter with a livid face and trem

bling limbs. Charity had remained out

side at first, but a strong fascination soon

drew her also within. She crept to Mar

tin's side and clutched his arm trem

blingly.

" Come away, Martin," she said scarce

ly above her breath — " come away.

They'll be saying next that we did it."

"No, not that—my God, not that!

Where is Simon ? He was here a min

ute ago."

"He slipped out just now. He will

have us taken up for murder. I read it

in his eyes. We shall be sent to prison,

you and I that in all our lives have

never done anything to hide our heads

for. We shall be disgraced before all

the town. Martin, we can't stay here—

indeed we can't."

If he had not been so stunned, Mar

tin had intelligence enough to know that

to go away would be the worst possible

course to pursue ; but his brain-forces

were thrown from their equilibrium, and

that answering to the centripetal was

temporarily paralyzed. Consequently,

he was easily carried off by Charity's

fright and pleadings. She put a quan

tity of provisions into a traveling-basket,

and they set out together, with such con

sciousness of security perhaps as the os

trich has when her head is hidden under

sand.

A mile farther up the river there was a

notch in the ridge, through which they

passed into a region of forests, with only

a settler's cabin at long intervals. On

they walked, keeping within shelter of

the woods both for comfort and security.

On, telling themselves that no mock

ing steam-sped engine could be sent in

pursuit through the wilds they traversed

nor lightning messages discourse in ad

vance tales of their flight.

The morning waned and hot noon

came on. They were footsore and

fagged, but dared allow themselves only

a few moments for rest. Before their

dry and meagre meal of biscuits and

cheese was half eaten. Charity urged
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with a scared, backward glance that

they ought to be moving. Martin com

plied wearily, finishing his bread and

cheese on the way. Secretly, he was be

ginning to regret this wild flight. To

go back now, however, was not to be

thought of, and he would not speak out

his regrets lest Charity should fancy that

he meant to upbraid her for urging

him to the undertaking. He dared not

think yet what the morrow was to bring.

When their small stock of provisions

was gone they would be almost like two

babes in the woods for helplessness, but

he could put off reflection upon that for

some other time. Just now the ghastly

object he had seen that morning, and

the consciousness that Charity and him

self were fugitives—from what ?—came

between him and all collected thought.

An hour or two before nightfall Cha

rity was obliged, still with a scared,

backward glance, to declare that she

could go no farther. Martin discovered

a deserted lumberman's camp, brought

into it as good a collection of boughs as

he could make with no axe for lopping

them, and the two slept there that night.

With the early morning they were

astir again, but their steps were lag

ging, for the yesterday's tramp had told

upon their muscles, unused to such ex

ercise. Then they had been able to find

no spring of water near what Martin

called, with a pathetic attempt at pleas

antry, their "inn." After going on two

or three hours and still finding no water,

they came out into a cleared field with a

cottage in sight, and a sweep and curb

marking a well in front.

"Oh dear!" said Charity longingly,

" it seems as if my mouth is parched to

the very pit of my stomach."

"Wait in the grove yonder and I will

bring you some water," replied Martin,

taking a tin "dipper" from the basket.

Charity's heart was in her mouth—

'notwithstanding the anatomical incon

sistency—while she watched him across

the field. He had gone no more than

halfway when fear overcame every other

consideration, and she ran forward to

call him back, but had the misfortune to

make a misstep by which her ankle was

sprained. Martin, when he returned,

found her limping about to test the in

jured member, and moaning at each

step.

" I can't walk," she sobbed when he

came up with her. "What shall we do

now ?"

Unpleasant as it was, they could only

stay where they were. It might be pos

sible to remain in the grove a day or two

undiscovered, but the necessity for in

action was most disheartening. Charir.

had providently brought her knitting-

work, which helped to keep her quiet,

though that peaceful occupation and he:

face of despair sorted ill together. Mai

tin found a hollow knot or socket from

a dead tree, and with his pocket-knife

set to work to fashion it into a drinking-

cup, neatly carving some heads of whez;

upon the outside as a finishing stroke.

Despite these occupations, it was a te

dious, anxious day. They talked little,

but thought a great deal. The cause of

their flight and to what it tended had

not yet been spoken of between them,

nor anything pertaining thereto ; but

when twilight was falling on this second

day, Charity, looking over the ridge to

ward home, said with a slight quaver in

her voice, "You don't think, Martin, «c

had best have stayed and taken what

was sent, do you ?"

Martin felt an appeal in every quaver

ing word, and stoutly answered "No."

If the doom of Ananias had been held

distinctly before him, he would still have

said the same. There are surely some

deceptions, prompted by love, which are

quite beyond the province of the father

of lies. Charity's face showed visihle

relief.

"I was afraid you were blaming me

because we came," she said.

" I should have no right to do that in

any event. By coming with you I made

the measure as much mine as yours. So,

if it should turn out unfortunate—which

I trust it may not—don't think of my

blaming you, Charity."

She gave him a grateful look and re

sumed her knitting, which had lain idle

during the conversation. Martin care

fully shaved the lip of his cup to greater
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moothness, but was interrupted in his

rark by the sound of footsteps. Look-

ng up hastily, he saw Simon White

oming toward their retreat. Charity

aw him at the same time, and smoth-

red a cry by pressing, one hand against

er lips.

" I might have known he would find

s out. They've offered a reward for us,

nd he hopes to get it," she said in a

usky whisper.

Simon meanwhile was pushing on

irough the grove with a rustling of dead

;aves and a snapping of dry twigs.

"So, neighbors, a pretty tramp you

ave been taking, just at the time when

ou were wanted most at home, too," he

ailed as soon as he came within speak-

lg distance.

"I suppose," replied Martin, with a

esperate attempt at assurance, " that we

re free to come and go as we like ?"

" Free ? Yes, I suppose so, but it looks

little queer, with the rich man of the

unily lying dead in your house, and

ou his heirs too, along with two or three

f your cousins."

His heirs ! They had not once thought

f that.

"Well, well," Simon went on, "I ex-

ect you had your reasons for coming,

nd things did look a little ugly for you

esterday morning, I admit. There had

een Charity saying how she hated her

ousin ; and then there was that pistol-

rack at one o'clock ; and Martin saying

ou went to Lucy Burns's at midnight,

nd Charity declaring it wasn't till half-

ast one; then the handkerchief with

lartin's name; and that dead man

hose death was going to make you

eh. Yes, as I said, it did have an ugly

|0k. But when Lucy Burns came to tell

mt her clock was a deal too fast ; and

detective from the city that had been

n track of an out-and-out desperado,

aught him hiding up river a bit; and

lme of Ashur Tunstall's plunder was

mnd on the chap; and he, seeing it

as all up, made a clean breast of the

lurder, and owned that he spotted the

handkerchief to throw suspicion on some

one else,—why then, neighbors, I began

to think it was time for you to be coming

home. And old Dick, he thought so

too, I guess, for he kept standing up on

two legs with his fore paws on the win

dow-ledge, and crying as if he was that

lonesome he didn't know what to do with

himself. So, partly for Dick's sake, and

partly because I thought maybe I'd had

something to do with scaring you away,

I set out to hunt you up. The funeral's

put off till nine o'clock to-morrow morn

ing, and if you don't mind riding a bit

by night, I've a horse that will take us

all back by midnight. Well, Martin—

well, Miss Charity ? Are you going along

with me ?"

" Dear me ! I knew Dick would miss

us. And we needn't have come, after

all !" said Charity, sensibly relieved, but

with a degree of shamefacedness too.

"You'll never forgive me, I know, Mar

tin, for leading you off on such a torn

fool's chase."

" Please God, Charity, we'll be home

in a few hours, and we'll have enough

to do all our lives to thank Him that we

can go home in peace, without wasting

regrets because we came."

" I take it, though, that Shakespeare's

Love's Lahor Lost was nothing to your

fear's labor lost— eh, Miss Charity ?"

quoth Simon with one of his grating

laughs.

But really his manner was the worst

thing about the man, and as he took

our fugitives safely home, showing them

much kindness on the way and after

ward, it is fair to suppose that his heart

was much less acrid than his speech.

Ashur Tunstall's Drascott property was

divided among the Drascott heirs, Martin

and Charity receiving enough to amply

compensate them for all past anxieties.

So justice was done in the end, though,

as often happens, the agency permitted

by Providence to bring it about was a

thoroughly wicked one.

Louise S. Dorr.
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THE DANCING-SCHOOL

IN London, in order to "get on," one

must be very great or famous, or one

must dance. Unless a man is a very

decided catch and an object to the

"mammas," or is enough of a lion to

make him fit for exhibition, dancing is

about his only utility. The average

London man of society thinks dancing

a very slow amusement. He is either

athletic and prefers hunting and yacht

ing, or he is dissolute, and simple pleas

ures pall upon his jaded appetite. As a

rule, too, the important young men do

not dance. The greater a man is the

more is he careful to abstain from any

thing which will make him entertaining.

His dullness is always in proportion to

his distinction. The same holds true

with regard to conversation or to any

other sort of contribution to the amuse

ment of others. He only is agreeable

and clever from whom fortune has with

held better gifts than talent or the pow

er of pleasing. He only would be witty

who is without solid advantages. A

"talking man" is in danger of being

snubbed, and nobody can help pitying

the ridiculous fellows who sing at the

afternoon "musicals."

To be sure, all young people dance.

How would "golden youth " be possible

if there were no ball-rooms ? But when

men get toward five-and-twenty, those

who can afford not to dance desert the

balls for the concert-saloons. Young

noblemen and eldest sons will spend a

few moments at the parties, and, as a

great favor to the hostess, will walk

through a quadrille with the prettiest

girl in the room. But how can one who

has at hand the cancan and the casinos

find amusement in anything so puerile

as the waltz ? Who cares to talk to hum

drum cousins when one can drink bad

champagne with painted women in a

gilded cafe near the Haymarket ? It is

only cadets, clerks in the Treasury,

youths with no particular expectations,

who dance. Among diplomatists, attaches

IN TAVISTOCK SQUARE.

waltz : a councilor or secretary may ur.ic.

protest. I knew one excessively light

headed envoy who would dance noa

and then, but who always took care ,

dance badly.

The talk of the young men conce:t

ing balls and parties is, however, u

be taken with a considerable discour.-

They are "bores," and this tone tht

poorer young men catch from the mcre

fortunate swells. A clerk in the Foreig:

Office, when I asked him his destination,

said, "To this ball." Of course,

the young man was exceedingly glad to

have got a card, but he shuffled off to

" this ball " with the air of a marty:.

Still, dancing young men are scarce

enough to make ladies who give parties

anxious to get them ; and if one is goin?

to a ball, though it may be more digni

fied to walk about solus and stare, it is

certainly pleasanter to dance.

Accordingly, when a diplomatic ap

pointment made me a resident of Lca-

don, I determined to learn to dance

Cato learned Greek when he was eighty,

and I was twenty-five before I could do

the deux temps. I was reared in a pious

household, in which dancing was thought

to be wicked. After leaving college

acquired a notion of my own digr.::v

quite inconsistent with so frivolous a

pastime. (I give my experience in this

matter at some length, because I kno*

it will represent that of a great many

others.) But, of course, I outgrew this

dignity in time, and came to look upon

that notion as only another and rather

small sort of coxcombry. Between voir

frivolous and your philosophic coxcomb

I much prefer the former, as the mt r;

amiable of the two. What possible :e

lation had the conduct of my legs to the

universe and the moral law? My fear

of dancing was a symptom of that ti

midity and strength-destroying self-con

sciousness which possesses so many pro-

pie of the present day. They are enam

ored of superiority, and they associate
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certain external images with the fashion

able types of greatness they admire.

The philosophic young coxcomb would

be willing to kick up his heels at home,

or to skip through the Virginia Reel with

his sisters and cousins. Why not, then,

in public ? He fears to be thought fool

ish. The coxcomb in question is fond

enough of applause, and especially of

the applause of ladies. If they told him

that he danced well, he would soon dis

cover that he liked dancing. It is the

impression he makes upon others, then,

of which he is thinking. This last is al

ways an important consideration, but not

at all an heroic one. Let not the philos

opher ascribe the very commonplace fear

of ridicule to a grand and indefinite sense

of his own superior unfitness for the friv

olous amusement.

Omne ignotum pro mirifico, says the

proverb. I should have been taught to

dance in order to learn that dancing is

no very wonderful thing. A man who

could put his arm round the waist of a

pretty woman, and calmly trust himself

with the guidance of his floating argosy

of lace and tarletan about a ball-room,

was formerly to me like a being from

another sphere. I could not understand

how that man felt. His ego was an ex

alted mystery. A few steps at Brookes's

academy would have taught me that this

man was but mortal, and might have

cured me of my depressing sense of in

feriority.

I once did attend the dancing-school

of a little village in Western New York.

This village was the seat of a very rad

ical water-cure, in the chapel of which

there was a service on Sundays and a

dance on Tuesday evenings. The ladies

were all in Bloomer costume, and as the

institution was radical socially as well as

in religion and politics, the cooks, laun-

dreses and chambermaids were always

asked to the balls. These were, in fact,

the only healthy people present. Your

vis-a-vis was usually a lady with an af

fection of the neck or a gentleman with

a wet towel round his forehead. One

gentleman, I remember, with a towel

about his head and a neck awry, had a

chair set for him which he occupied

while the side couples were dancing :

when the time came he sprang up with

great alacrity, gallantly and playfully

flung out his right foot, and walked

through the step in the most punctilious

manner.

One's imagination was not fascinated

by the felicity of whirling round the room

one of these invalids in short clothes and

trousers. Still, I did go to the village

dancing-school with the intention of

learning to waltz. But I found it was

only the little girls who were pupils: their

sisters merely came to look on and chat.

I did not care to enact the directions of

the master before all the smiling young

society of Bunbury. The only pupil of

riper age I ever saw at the school was

Miss Carker, the lady doctress from the

water-cure, who sometimes rode her

horse man-fashion through the streets

of the village. She was dressed at the

time almost like a man, and her hair

was parted on the side. She presented

herself as a scholar, and the professor,

who had never seen her before, was sore

ly puzzled where to put her. He did not

like to ask her. There was a long con

tinuous row of children standing at the

time, the upper half of which were girls

and the lower half boys. The professor

wittily extricated himself by placing her

just in the middle and letting her decide

for herself.

In London I found it quite necessary

that I should put myself under the care

of some instructor, and I was commend

ed to the academy of Mrs. Watson in

Tavistock Square. Tavistock Square,

the reader will remember, is situate in

the dim regions of Bloomsbury, once an-

aristocratic quarter, but now quite given

up to lodging-houses and the private

dwellings of attorneys and merchants.

Here lives on the first floor an econom

ical widow, who supports a son at the

university ; a Spanish conspirator, Com

munist or 'exile of the Thiers govern

ment occupies the third ; an American

Senator, even, who is green or unambi

tious, may find his way with his family

into the first. Upon the whole, it is a

gloomy neighborhood. Just round the

corner is Russell Square, the famous
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abode of the Sedleys of Vanity Fair,

whose residence Thackeray himself, on

a walk through that part of the town,

once pointed out to Mr. Hannay. All

Bloomsbury has much the same look—

the most unlovely part of London, or

indeed of England. For my part, I be

lieve I prefer Seven Dials.

Mrs. Watson must have weighed quite

two hundred pounds. When a girl she

might have been something less, but she

was certainly never a sylph or a fairy.

She was, however, a very good and

agreeable person, and an excellent teach

er. There were besides several nieces,

rather pretty girls, too, who assisted her

in the education of the young men.

It seemed to me an odd sort of profes

sion for a young lady. Twelve hours out

of the day and twelve months out of the

year they were saying, " Take my right

hand with your left, and put your right

arm—" This latter instruction the pre

ceptress did not finish in words, but the

pupil seemed to comprehend his duty by

intuition. "That is very well," said the

lady. He was often told to hold her " a

little more firmly," and to this advice,

from my observation, he never seemed

to be particularly averse.

These young ladies were very nice,

and of course perfectly respectable, but

they did not appear to me to be envied.

Society is not kind to a poor girl in Eng

land. That her position here is different

is due not to any superior charity or

chivalry of ours, but to our luckier cir

cumstances. Society in Europe assumes

toward her that tone of scarcely con

cealed contempt which the strong and

successful must inevitably hold toward

the weak. The talk of the young men

concerning her is, I think, not so respect

ful as in this country. Of course, where

such a sentiment exists the dignity of

the objects of it must be somewhat im

paired. It is only the exceptional people

who can resolutely hold their5 own sense

of themselves against the mood of so

ciety. I think these young ladies were

not so proud as American girls would

have been. They would propose bets

to the young men on the Oxford and

Cambridge boat-races, saying that if

they lost the winners, of course, would

not expect the debt to be paid.

These ladies, I say, assisted Mrs. Wat

son. She herself usually undertook the

initiation of the patient. Mrs. Watson

was not only large, but strong, resolute

and conscientious. Moreover, she was

not a person to put up with any indolence

or false shame on the part of a pupil. l

had for years been enamored of passiv

ity. "I do not like to be moved," says

Clough. That poet and much-musing

philosopher always liked to feel himself

at the centre of innumerable radii of

possibilities, rather than as moving in

any one line by which he was plainly

and irrevocably committed. But Mrs.

Watson was not a person to encourage

any indecision of this kind. After a

preliminary word or two she took me

firmly by each hand and began jump

ing me back and forth, saying, "One,

two, three, four," etc. Be it remem

bered that I was the only performer in

the room, and that all the lady assist

ants and a pupil or two, who were wait

ing their turns, were looking on. Mrs.

Watson, becoming satisfied with my

proficiency in the piston movement,

wished to sec what I could do in a rotary

way. She began sending me round the

room by myself, spinning like a top.

When I gave signs of running down, she

struck me again on the arm and sent me

round faster. Really, for a person with

some pretensions to sobriety, this was

pretty thorough treatment. I was sure

the young assistants must be screaming

with laughter, and I was not sorry when

I passed into the hands of these milder

and less muscular preceptresses.

I was very proud when I had learned

the deux temps. I really thought my

self a very accomplished young man.

But Mrs. Watson said that it was quite

necessary, absolutely indispensable, that

I should learn the trois temps. I had

got on very well with the deux temps.

but what labors I underwent in the ac

quisition of the trois temps, and what

giggling of the lady assistants I braved,

and what screams of stifled laughter

from a very jolly cousin of Mrs. Watson,

who was visiting from the country, and
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came in to look at us, I will not here re

late. I was absolutely made to stand on

one foot and hop. It was incredibly

painful, but I bore it all, as children take

medicine, because I thought it was good

for me. The reader will fancy the bit

terness of my feelings when I discovered

that it was all in vain. The trois temps

was not danced at all in London : the

deux temps was universal.

There was no personage of the dan

cing-academy in Tavistock so interest

ing to me as its mistress, Mrs. Watson,

whose gentle and dapper little husband

played the violin. Mrs. Watson was

rarely seen except on great and critical

occasions. Her full habit of body and

long service entitled her, she thought, to

repose. But she would now and then

walk with majesty and old-time elegance

through a figure of a quadrille, taking

hold of her petticoat with thumb and

finger of each hand, and coquettishly

fanning and flirting it. She did not

often waltz or galop, but sometimes, in

enforcing a lesson, she would commit

herself to the undulations of the dance,

and sail or swim about the room sola.

She was as a rule a very good, kind and

sensible woman, but she had a few fine

antique graces which she would bring

out when circumstances seemed to call

for them. Among these was a very su

perb method of leaving the room which

she gave us occasionally. If the con

versation turned upon fine society (I be

lieve she thought me rather a man of

fashion), and if she had seen my name

in the Post that morning, she would treat

me to one of these. " I bid you good-

morning," she would say; and lifting

her petticoat with thumb and finger, she

executed a retreat backward with some

six steps, and, laying her hand upon the

door-knob, vanished elegantly.

Of the school in Tavistock Square,

besides the accomplishments which I

there gained and which I highly prize, I

retain a little memento in the shape of

Mrs. Watson's Manual for Dancing, a

tiny book which now lies on my table,

It contains, besides descriptions of quad

rilles, polkas, galops, etc., much excel

lent advice upon general behavior which

recalls the little institution quite vividly.

Occasionally the little document be

comes severe, almost sarcastic. "All

skipping, hopping and violent motion

should be restrained." Again we are

told that vis-a-vis must not meet each

other "with proud looks and averted

glances," but "with a smile" and "a

pleasant recognition." " True politeness

is entirely compatible with a kind dispo

sition. In our higher classes unreserved

and agreeable manners prevail much

more than in the middling ranks of

society."

A COUNCILOR, JUDGE AND LEGISLATOR OF THE OLDEN TIME.

ON the 3d of July, 1686, not quite four

years after the arrival of Penn, a

bricklayer from the island of Jamaica,

named Samuel Richardson, bought five

thousand eight hundred and eighty acres

of land in Pennsylvania, and two large

lots on the north side of High street (now

Market) in the city of Philadelphia, for

three hundred and forty pounds. He

had probably been but a short time a

resident of Jamaica, since the certificate

he brought with him from the Friends'

meeting at Spanish Town, to the effect

" y' he and his wife hath walked amongst

us as becomes Truth," was only given

" after consideration thereoff and Enquiry

made." Of his previous life we know

nothing, unless it be the following inci

dent narrated in Besse's Sufferings of

the Quakers : In the year 1670 a squad

of soldiers arrested George Whitehead,

John Scott and Samuel Richardson at a
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meeting of Friends at the Peel in Lon

don, and after detaining them about

three hours in a guard-room, took them

before two justices, and charged Rich

ardson with having laid violent hands

upon one of their muskets. " This was

utterly false, and denied by him, for he

was standing, peaceably as he said, with

his Hands in his Pockets." One of the

justices asked him, "Will you promise

to come no more at meeting?" 5. R.:

"I can promise no such thing." Justice :

" Will you pay your $s. ?" Richardson :

"I do not know that I owe thee 5s." A

fine of that amount was nevertheless

imposed. The sturdy independence and

passive combativeness manifested upon

this occasion formed, as we shall here

after see, one of the most prominent

characteristics of the emigrant from Ja

maica ; and there are some other cir

cumstances which support the conclusion

that he was the person thus commemo

rated. Driven, as we may safely sup

pose, from England to the West Indies,

and thence to Pennsylvania, by the per

secution which followed his sect, he had

now experienced the hardest buffetings

of adverse fortune, and soon began to

bask in the sunshine of a quiet but secure

prosperity. Surrounded by men of his

own creed, he throve greatly, and rapid

ly passed into the successive stages of a

merchant and a gentleman. In January,

1689-90, he bought from Penn another

lot on High street for the purpose of

erecting quays and wharves, and he now

owned all the ground on the north side

of that street between Second street and

the Delaware River.

In January, 1688, William Bradford,

the celebrated pioneer printer, issued

proposals for the publication of a large

"house Bible" by subscription. It was

an undertaking of momentous magni

tude. No similar attempt had yet been

made in America ; and in order that the

cautious burghers of the new city should

have no solicitude concerning the un

usually large advances required, he gives

notice "that Samuell Richardson and

Samuell Carpenter of Philadelphia are

appointed to take care and be assistant

in the laying out of the Subscription

Money, and to see that it be imployed to

the use intended." A single copy of thil

circular, found in the binding of an old

book, has been preserved.

In 1688, Richardson was elected 1

member of the Provincial Council, a

body which, with the governor or hi

deputy, then possessed the executive au

thority, and which, in its intercourse with

the Assembly, was always excessivel,

dictatorial and often disposed to encroach.

Quarrels between these two branches of

the government were frequent and bitter,

and doubtless indicated the gradui

growth of two parties differing in views

and interests, one of which favored the

Proprietary and the other the people

Soon after taking his seat he became

embroiled in a controversy that losel

none of its interest from the quaint and

plain language in which it is recorded,

and which, may have had its origin ia

the fact that he was then a justice of the

peace and judge of the county court, 1

position which he certainly held a few

years later. The Council had ordered a

case depending in that court to be with

drawn, with the intention of hearing and

determining it themselves, and Richard

son endeavored in vain to have this ac

tion rescinded. At the meeting of the

25th of December, 1688, a debate arose

concerning these proceedings, and the

deputy governor, John Blackwell, called

attention to some remarks previously

made by Richardson which reflected

upon the resolution of the Council, idl

ing him that it was unbecoming and

ought not to be permitted, and "Re-

proveing him as haveing taken too great

liberty to Carry it vnbeseemingly and

very provokeinly." He especially re

sented "ye said Sam" Richardson's ffor-

mer declareing at several times y* he

did not owne ye Gover* to be Gover'.'

Richardson replied with some warmth

that "he would Stand by it and make

good—that Wm- Penn could not mak-.

a Gover*;" and this opinion, despite th;

almost unanimous dissent of the men;

bers present, he maintained with dete:

mination, until at length the governor

moved that he be ordered to withdraw.

" I will not withdraw. I was not brought
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ither by thee, and I will not goe out by

tiy order. I was sent by ye people, and

tiou hast no power to put me out," was

be defiant answer. The governor then

aid that he could not suffer Penn's au-

hority to be so questioned and himself

o contemned, and, being justified by

he concurrence of all the Council except

Vrthur Cook, who " would be vnderstood

o think and speak modestly," he suc-

eeded in having his motion adopted.

Thereupon Richardson "went fforth, de-

:laring he Cared not whether ever he

lat there more againe." After his de

aarture it was resolved that his words

ind carriage had been "vnworthy and

inbecoming ;" that he ought to acknow

ledge his offence, and promise more re

spect and heed for the future, before being

again permitted to act with them ; and

that he be called inside and admonished ;

''but he was gon away."

A few weeks after this occurrence the

governor informed the Council that he

had made preparations to issue a writ for

the election of members in the places of

Richardson and John Eckley, and also

presented a paper charging Thomas

Lloyd—who had recently been chosen

one of their number, and who, as keeper

of the Great Seal, had refused to let it

he used in some project then in contem

plation — with various crimes, misde

meanors and offences. At this meeting

Joseph Growdon, a member who had

been absent before, moved that Richard

son be admitted to his seat, but was in

formed by the governor that he had been

excluded because of his misbehavior.

On the 3d of February, 1689, during

the proceedings, Richardson entered the

Council-room and sat down at the table.

In reply to a question, he stated that he

had come to discharge his duty as a

member. This bold movement was ex

tremely embarrassing to his opponents,

and for a time they displayed hesitation

and uncertainty. Argument and indig

nation were alike futile, since, unaccom

panied by force, they were insufficient

to effect his removal ; but the happy

thought finally occurred to the governor

'0 adjourn the Council until the after

noon, and station an officer at the door

to prevent another intrusion. This plan

was adopted and successfully carried into

execution. Upon reassembling, Grow

don contended that the Council had no

right to exclude a member who had

been duly chosen by the people ; and

this led to an earnest and extended de

bate, in which, the secretary says, "many

intemperate Speeches and passages hap-

pen'd, ffitt to be had in oblivion." Ere

a week had elapsed the governor pre

sented a charge against Growdon, but

the fact that three others, though some

what hesitatingly, raised their voices in

favor of admitting all the members to

their seats, seemed to indicate that his

strength was waning.

The election under the new writ was

held on the 8th of February, 1689, and

the people of the county showed the

drift of their sympathies by re-electing

Richardson. The Assembly also inter

fered in the controversy, and sent a del

egation to the governor to complain that

they were abused through the exclusion

of some of the members of Council.

They were rather bluntly informed that

the proceedings of the Council did not

concern them. In the midst of the con

versation upon this and kindred topics,

Lloyd, Eckley and Richardson entered

the chamber and said they had come to

pay their respects to the governor and

perform their duties. A resort to the

tactics which had been found available

on the previous occasion became neces

sary, and the meeting was declared ad

journed ; " upon which several of ye

members of ye Council departed. But

divers remayned, and a great deel of

confused noyse and clamor was ex

pressed at and without the doore of ye

Governs roome, where ye Councill had

sate, wch occasioned persons (passing by

in the streets) to stand still to heare ;

which ye Gover1 observing desired ye

sayd Tho. Lloyd would forbear such

Lowd talking, telling him he must not

suffer such doings, but would take a

course to suppresse it and shutt ye

Doore." The crisis had now approached,

and soon afterward Penn recalled Black-

well, authorized the Council to choose a

president and act as his deputy them
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selves, and poured oil upon the troubled

waters in this wise : " Salute me to ye

people in Gen". Pray send for J. Sim-

cock, A. Cook, John Eckley and Sam"

Carpenter, and Lett them dispose T. L. &

Sa. Richardson to that Complying tem

per that may tend to that loveing & seri

ous accord y' become such a Goverm'."

After the departure of Blackwell the

Council elected Lloyd their president.

Richardson resumed his place for the

remainder of his term, and in 1695 was

returned for a further period of two

years. During this time Colonel Fletch

er made a demand upon the authorities

of Pennsylvania for her quota of men

to defend the more northern provinces

against the Indians and the French, and

Richardson was one of a committee of

twelve, two from each county, appointed

to reply to this requisition. They re

ported in favor of raising five hundred

pounds, upon the understanding that it

"should not be dipt in blood," but be

used to " feed the hungrie & cloath the

naked."

He was a judge of the county court

and justice of the peace in 1692 and

1704, and for the greater part—probably

the whole—of the intervening period.

In the historic contest with George

Keith, the leader of a schism which

caused a wide breach among those early

Friends in Pennsylvania, he bore a con

spicuous part. A crew of river-pirates,

headed by a man named Babbit, stole a

sloop from a wharf in Philadelphia and

committed a number of depredations

on the Delaware. Three of the magis

trates, all of whom were Quakers, issued

a warrant for their arrest, and Peter

Boss, with some others to assist, went

out in a boat and effected their capture.

Although, as the chronicler informs us.

Boss and his party had "neither gun,

sword or spear," it is fair to presume

they did not succeed without the use of

some force. This gave Keith an oppor

tunity of which he was by no means

loath to take advantage, and he soon

afterward published a circular entitled

an "Appeal," wherein he twitted his

quondam associates with their incon

sistency in acting as magistrates and en-

couraging fighting and warfare. Five of

the justices, one of whom was Richard

son, ordered the arrest of the printer,

William Bradford and John McComt

and the authors, Keith and Thorns

Budd, and the latter were tried, con

victed and fined five pounds each. The*

proceedings being bruited abroad ar.:

"making a great noise," the six justicea.

including the five above referred to a^d

Anthony Morris, published a manifest

giving the reasons for their action.

Keith, they say, had publicly reviled

Thomas Lloyd, the president of the

Council, by calling him an impudent

man and saying his name "would stink."

and had dared to stigmatize the mem

bers of Council and the justices as im

pudent rascals. These things they had

patiently endured, as well as his gross

revilings of their religious society, but

in his recent comments upon the arres

of Babbit he not only encouraged sedi

tion and breach of the peace, but aimed

a blow at the Proprietary government,

since if Quakers could not act in ju

dicial capacities the bench must remain

vacant. Such conduct required theL-

intervention, as well to check him as to

discourage others. The Friends' yearly

meeting, held at Burlington on the -th

of July, 1692, disowned Keith, and thei:

testimony against him Richardson and

many others signed.

Robert Quarry, judge of the court of

admiralty, received his appointment

from the Crown. He seems to have

been personally objectionable, and his

authority, being beyond the control of

the Proprietary, was not submitted to

even at that early day without evidences

of discontent and some opposition. An

affair occurring in the year 1698 led to

a conflict of jurisdiction between h:n:

and the provincial judges, in which he

obtained an easy triumph ; but his suc

cess appears only to have been sati.v

factory when it had culminated in tht-i:

personal humiliation. John Adams im

ported a quantity of goods, which, for

want of a certificate, were seized and

given into the custody of the marshal

of the admiralty court, and although he

afterward complied with all the neces
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iry legal forms, Quarry refused to re-

eliver them. The governor would not

uerfere, but Anthony Morris, one of

le judges of the county court, issued a

Tit of replevin, in obedience to which

ic sheriff put Adams in possession of

is property. Thereupon, Quarry wrote

l England complaining of what he con-

idered to be an infringement by the

'roprietary government upon his juris-

iction. On the 27th of July, 1698,

lorris, Richardson and James Fox pre-

ented to the governor and Council a

ritten vindication of the action of the

ounty court, saying it was their duty to

rant the replevin upon the plaintiff

iving bond, as he had done, and add-

ag that they had good grounds for be-

leving the sheriff to be as proper a per-

on to secure the property " to be forth-

oming in Specie, as by the replevin he

s Comanded, as that they should re-

n.im in the hands of Robert Webb, who

) no Proper officer, as wee Know of, to

Cecp the Same." More than a year

iftenvard, Penn, who had recently ar-

ived in the Province on his second

isit, called the attention of the Council

0 the subject, and to the great resent-

nent felt by the superior powers in Eng-

and at the support said to be given in

Pennsylvania to piracy and illegal trade.

Hie next day Morris surrendered the

»nd and the inventory of the goods,

md resigned his commission. To his

itatcment that he had for many years

erved as a justice to his own great loss

ind detriment, and that in granting the

"frit he had done what he believed to be

ight, Penn replied that his signing the

cplevin was a " verie indeliberate, rash

ind unwarrantable act." His cup of

Jumility had not yet, however, been

irained. Quarry required his attend

ee again before the Council, and said

he goods had been forcibly taken from

he marshal, and "what came of ym the

Anthonie best knew ;" that he could

uot plead ignorance, "having been so

iong a Justice y" hee became verie inso-

ltnt;"and that the security having re

fused payment, and it being unreason

ahle to burden the king with the costs of

* suit, he demanded that the "sd An-

Vou XUI.—i,

thonie" should be compelled to refund

their value. Morris could only reply

"y' it lookt very hard y' any justice

should suffer for an error in judgment;

and further added that if it were to do

again, he wold not do it."

David Lloyd, the attorney in the case,

when arguing had been shown the let

ters-patent from the king to the marshal,

with the broad seal of the high court of

admiralty attached. He said, "What is

this ? Do you think to scare us w' a

great box and a little Babie ? «Tis true,

fine pictures please children, but wee are

not to be frightened at such a rate."

For the use of these words he was ex

pelled from his seat in the Council, and

for permitting them to be uttered without

rebuke the three judges, Morris, Rich

ardson and Fox, were summoned to the

presence of the governor and reprimand

ed. Edward Shippen, being absent in

New England, escaped the latter pun

ishment.

Richardson was' elected a member of

the Assembly for the years 1692, '93, '94,

'96, '97, '98, 1700, '01, '02, '03, '06, '07,

'09. He probably found the leaders of

that body more congenial associates than

had been the members of the Council,

and, from the fact that he was sent with

very unusual frequency to confer with

the different governors in regard to dis

puted legislation, it may be presumed

that he was a fair representative of the

views entertained by the majority.

Though doubtless identified in opinion

with David Lloyd, he does not appear

to have been so obnoxious to the Pro

prietary party as many of his colleagues,

since James Logan, writing to Penn in

1704, regrets his absence that year, and

on another occasion says that the delega

tion from Philadelphia county, consisting

of David Lloyd, Joseph Wilcox, Griffith

| Jones, Joshua Carpenter, Francis Rawle,

j John Roberts, Robert Jones and Samuel

j Richardson, were "all bad but the last."

I On the 20th of October, 1703, a dis

pute arose concerning the power of the

Assembly over its own adjournment—a

question long and warmly debated be

fore—which illustrates in a rather amus

ing way the futile attempts frequently
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made by the governors and their Coun

cils to exercise control. A messenger

having demanded the attendance of the

whole House of Representatives forth

with to consult about adjournment, they,

being engaged in closing the business of

the session, sent Joseph Growdon, Isaac

Norris, Joseph Wilcox, Nicholas Wain

and Samuel Richardson to inform the

Council that they had concluded to ad

journ until the first day of the next Third

month. The president of the Council

objected to the time, and denied their

right to determine it, and an argument

having ensued without convincing either

party, the delegation withdrew. The

Council then unanimously resolved to

prorogue the Assembly immediately, and

to two members of the latter body, who

came a few hours afterward with the in

formation of its adjournment to the day

fixed, the president stated " that ye Coun

cil had Prorogued ye Assembly to ye

said first day of ye said Third month,

and desired ye said Members to acquaint

ye house of ye same." The order is

solemnly recorded in the minutes as fol

lows : " Accordingly ye Assembly is here

by prorogued." To prorogue them until

the day to which they themselves had

already adjourned was certainly an in

genious method of ensuring their com

pliance.

On the loth of December, 1706, the

Assembly sent Richardson and Joshua

Hoopcs on a message to the governor,

who, upon their return, reported that

his secretary, James Logan, had affronted

them, asking one of them "whether he

was not ashamed to look him, the said

James Logan, in the Face." The wrath

of the Assembly was kindled immediate

ly. They directed Logan to be placed

in custody, that he might answer at the

bar of the House, and sent word to the

governor that since he had promised

them free access to his person, his own

honor was involved ; that they resented

the abuse as a breach of privilege ; and

that they expected full satisfaction and

the prevention of similar indignities for

the future. The governor sent for Lo

gan, who explained that "all that past

was a jocular expression or two to S.

Richardson, who used

great freedom that way

he believed he never resented

affront ;" and Richardson,

moncd, declared that he was

offended.

For many years after his

Pennsylvania, Richardson lhr

plantation of five hundred aooj

Gcrmantown, and probably supenJ

ed the cultivation of such porusJ

as were cleared. There he had M

cattle and sheep. The Friends'J

tell us that several grandchildnml

born in his house, and from tte*J

book of Francis Daniel PastoBB

learn that when they grew olJcJ

were sent to school at the modcflB

of fourpence per week. OntaelJ

April, 1703, however, FJliner,

died, and some time afterward,

in the early part of the year

removed to the city. He mameda

and lived in a house somewhertaj

intersection ofThird a

which contained a frc

en on the first floor,

the second floor, and a game

In the same year he was 0

elected one of the aldermen of tfl

and this position he held thereaM

his death. In December of thi

he, Griffith Jones and John Job

order of the Town Council, boogM

of brass weights for the sum afl

pounds twelve shillings ; andthefl

of the new city may be info-

fact that they gave their indi

and took in exchange an

the corporation, which, though

scnted for settlement, was

posed of until five years after

May, 1710, the Town Coum

ed to build a new market-1

use of the butchers, and Uv

necessary funds by individual

tions of money and goods,

was among the fourteen

scribers at five pounds each,

its completion in August, 1

pointed one of the clerks of

to collect the rents, etc. on a a

of ten per cent. The first

ceived were applied to the |W
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n old indebtedness to Edward Shippen

>r funds used "in Treating our present

lovemor at his ffirst arrival." The

leeting of the Town Council on the

st of October, 17 17, was the last he

ttended.

He died June 10, 1 7 19, at an advanced

ge, and left a large estate. Like many

thers of the early Friends, he was a

aveholder, and among the rest of his

roperty were the following negroes :

iz., Angola, Jack, Jack's wife, and Di-

na. His wardrobe consisted of a new

sat with plate buttons, cloth coat and

reeches, loose cloth coat and drugget

•aistcoat, old cloak, old large coat and

Round robbin," two fustian frocks and

reeches, two flannel waistcoats, three

air of old stockings, two hats, linen

lirts, leather waistcoat and breeches,

x neckcloths, three handkerchiefs, one

air of new and two pair of old shoes.

He had four children. Joseph, the

nly son, married in 1696 Elizabeth,

aughter of John Bevan, and from about

the year 1713 lived at Olethgo on the

Perkiomen Creek, in Providence town

ship, Philadelphia (now Montgomery)

county. This marriage was preceded

by a carefully drawn settlement, in

which the father of the groom entailed

upon him the plantation of five hundred

acres near Germantown, and the father

of the bride gave her a marriage portion

of two hundred pounds. Of the three

daughters, Mary, the eldest, married Wil

liam Hudson, one of the wealthiest of the

pioneer merchants of Philadelphia, may

or of the city in 1725, and a relative of

Henry Hudson, the navigator; Ann mar

ried Edward Lane of Providence town

ship, Philadelphia county, and after his

death Edmund Cartledge of Conestoga

in Lancaster county; and Elizabeth mar

ried Abraham Bickley, also a wealthy

merchant of Philadelphia. Among their

descendants are many of the most noted

families of the city and of the eastern

counties of Pennsylvania.

Samuel W. Pennypacker.

OUR MONTI

A BLIND LEADER OF THE BLIND.

EIGHT years ago a little book (now

long since out of print ) was publish-

d in Paris, called The New Guide of the

".onnersation in Portuguese and Eng-

:sh. It purported to consist of "a choice

f familiar dialogues, clean of gallicisms

nd despoiled phrases," which "was

lissing yet to studious portuguese and

razilian Youth." It was one of those

ooks which ought not to be willingly

-t die ; but the truth is, it was so ex-

emely rich a contribution to philology

iat every copy was hastily picked up,

nd the edition disappeared from the

ook-stalls. There had previously, the

uthor tells us, been books enough de

igned for the same purpose, but they

ad only taught their readers to " speak '

[LY GOSSIP.

very bad any of the mentioned idioms ;"

whereas, "we did put," says the writer,

" a great variety own expressions to eng-

lish and portuguese idioms ; without to

attach us selves (as make some others)

almost at a literal translation." The

whole preface of this interesting work is

deliciously self-complacent, but we must

content ourselves with quoting its con

clusion, which runs as follows: "The

Works which we were confering for this

labour, fond use us for nothing; but

those that were publishing to Portugal,

or out, they were almost all composed

for some foreign, or for some national

little aquainted in the spirit of both lan

guages. It was resulting from that core-

lessness to rest these Works fill of im

perfections, and anomalies of style ; in
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spite of the infinite typographical faults

which some times, invert the sense of the

periods. It increase not to contain any

of these works the figured pronunciation

of the english words, nor the prosodical

accent in the portuguese : indispensable

object whom wish to speak the english

and portuguese languages correctly."

Once or twice we have remarked the

citation, by some amateur, of a little

batch of phrases taken from this won

derful Guide; but they were only gems

picked at random, and as the original

work contains more than one hundred

and eighty closely-printed pages, there

are thousands of jewels left for us to se

lect from without appropriating any that

have ever been culled. First in order

come sundry conversational phrases,

such as—

Let us go to respire the air.

The coachman have fixed himself in the seat.

I know there a thousand insurmountable difficultier.

At what o'clock is to get up?

I have pains on to conceive me.

When the student has mastered about

thirty pages of these choice phrases, he

is advanced to "dialogues," a few speci

mens of which we will append, begin

ning with the conversation entitled

For to Write.

It is to day courier day's ; i have a letter to write.

At which does you write?

I go to answer to . They have bring the letters?

i was expected a letter from .

Is not that? look one is that.

It is for me, but I know not the writing.

This letter is arrears.

It shall stay to the post. Bring me the inkstand, put

in some ink. This pens are good for notting ; where

is the penknife ? During i finish that letter, do me

the goodness to seal this packet ; it is by my cousin.

Have you put the date? This letter is not dated.

I have not signed. How is the day of month?

The two, the three, the four, elc.

Fold that letter; put it the address. The courier is

it arrived?

They begin to distribute the leiters already.

That is some letter to me?

No, sir.

Go to bear they letter to the post.

Should any of our fashionable tailors

ever be struck by the peculiarly elegant

English used by some Portuguese or

Brazilian customer, they mayknow where

it was acquired by referring to the "lit

tle book" and to the following pattern

dialogue :

With the Tailor.

Can you do me a coat?

Yes, sir.

Take my measure.

What cloth will you do to?

From a stuff what be of season.

Have you the paterns?

Choice in them.

How much wants the ells for coat, waist coal tai

breeches ?

Six ells.

It is too many.

What will you to double the coat?

From something of duration. I believe to you th*. 

You shall be satisfied.

When do you bring me my coat?

The rather that be possible.

I want it for sunday.

Bring you my coat?

Yes, sir, there is it.

You have me done to expect too.

I did can't to come rather.

It don't are finished?

The lining war not sewd.

Will you try it?

Lei us see who it is done.

I think that you may be satisfied of it.

It seems me very long.

It is so that do one's now.

Button me.

It pinches me too much upon stomack.

That a coat go too well, it must that he be just

The sleeves have not them great deal wtdenas!

No, sir, they are well.

The pantaloons is to narrow.

It is the fashion.

Where is the remains from the cloth ?

It is any thing from rest.

Have you done your account?

No, sir, i don't have had the time for that.

Bring it me to morrow.

If cheerful conversation be a boon t(

the sick-room, there ought to be muci

remedial virtue in the following spea

men of a conversation designed for 'je

use of those intending

For to Visit a Sick.

How have you passed the night ?

Very bad. 1 have not sleeped ; i have had the ice

during all night. I fell some pain every vhen

body.

Live me see your tongue. Have you pain tt 4*

heart ?

Yes, sir, some times.

Are you altered?

Yes, I have thursty often.

Let me feel your pulse.

It is some fever.

Do you think my illness dangerous?

Your stat have nothing from troublesome.

It must to sent to the apothecary' . i go to write t*

preseription.

What is composed the medicine what t have to take!

Rhubarb, and tartar eream, etc.
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ou shall take a. spoonful of this potion hour by hour,

must to diet one's self to day.

'hat i may to eat ?

cu can take a broth,

an i to get up my self?

cs, during a hour or two.

er me have another thing to do?

ake care to hold you warme ly, and in two or three

days you shall be cured.

The pupil having by this time acquired

choice stock of phrases, with a select

nd well - weeded vocabulary, is now

:ady to practice the epistolary style

fter the best models. It is a little sin-

ular to find Madame de Sevigne' and

ladame de Maintenon taken as speci-

lens of famous English letter-writers :

owever, this trifle apart, the earnest

tudent cannot do better than "give his

lays and nights" to the following ex-

uisite models:

Madam of Maintenon to her Brother.

I have show to the King what you had write me in

icir accident ; he have received as you may desire,

'e leave the scarf to day, and he is thank God, in

x,d health.

Here is the answer of M. Pelletier, which you send

our letter, for Mylord, which will not to receive no

txly. He show a admirable wisdom and moderation,

nd every one is admiration of see him where he is;

ever was been a choice more approved. We shall

:e on the prosperity shall be spoil him.

Rejoice you, my dear friend, but innocently. Think

f the other live, and prepare as to pass there with

lost confidence that we may do.

Madam of Sevigni at their Daughter.

I write you every day : it is a jay which give me

lost favourable at all who beg me some letters. They

-ill to have them for to appear before you, and me i

on't ask better. That shall be given by M. D .

don't know as he is called ; but at last it is a honest

tan, what seems me to have spririt, and that me

are seen here together.

Not the least original feature of this

ittle treatise, which, as the author mod

estly says, is specially "adapted to the

isual precisions of the life," is its fund

lf entertaining aneedotes, so ingeniously

vorded as to entirely confuse the point.

Everybody, for example, has heard the

,tory of the French writer who " wrote

mly for the American market:" this

ioke is presented by our matchless

Guide in the following intelligent and

embellished shape :

A man one's was presented at a magistrate which

ud a considerable library. " What you make?" beg

iim the magistrate. " I do some books," he was

.nswered. " But any of your books i did not seen

its. , I believe it is so, was answered the author; i

make nothing for Paris. From a of my works is

imprinted, i send the edition for America; i don't

compose what to colonies."

But lack of space warns us to close

our citations from this source, and we do

so with quoting two or three " idiotisms

and proverbs," which the reader can

translate into more commonplace Eng

lish at his pleasure :

Idiotisms and Proverhs.

To come back at their muttons.

More he has, more he wish to have.

There is not any ruler without a exception.

Inimitable as is the jumble of English

and Portuguese constructions in this

amusing little treatise, the enormous self-

satisfaction of its author is equally ludi

crous. Never was linguist in better hu

mor over his success. It is only, indeed,

after perusing specimens of the book

itself that the naivete of the introduction

is fully appreciated, and then its beam

ing self-conceit might make even a hypo

chondriac laugh. L. M. G.

VICTOR EMMANUEL AND LA ROSINA.

The readers of these pages will per

haps have had their attention called to

the circumstance that the courtly Al

manach de Gotha mentions this year,

for the first time, the fact of the mar

riage of the king of Italy to Rosina,

countess of Mirafiorc. The insertion of

this statement in those very courtier-like

pages produced an effect at Rome not

unlike that of a thunder-clap on a bright

summer day. It told nobody anything

he did not know before. But why did

the notice appear now for the first time ?

And why and at whose instigation was

it inserted ? It was very evident that the

managers of that publication could not

have suddenly become awake to the fact

that the king of Italy had, to use the

vulgar and uncourtly phrase, "made an

honest woman " of " La Rosina " many

a long year ago. No. The courtly and

secular Almanach must clearly have been

inspired from some source. Public opin

ion at once jumped to the conclusion

that the "inspiration" emanated from

the Quirinal ; and that is still the gen

eral opinion in Rome. But I have very
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strong reason to believe that public opin

ion, as will sometimes happen to be the

fact, is at fault on this point. No doubt

in this case, as in some others, " a man's

enemies are those of his own household."

But I suspect that the enemy who has j

done this thing was not one so closely

of his own household or so "near the

throne " as the lady in question herself.

It may be remarked, however, that who

ever communicated the statement to the

Almanach de Gotha made a blunder of

some importance in one respect. It is

stated in that usually correct publication

that the king of Italy married Rosina,

countess of Mirafiore, " morganatically."

The Almanach de Gotha has been in

the habit for so many years of talking

about the morganatic marriages of the

princes of the German empire that it has

probably come to consider any marriage

of a royal personage with a person not

of royal blood, and not recognized as

sharing the throne with her husband,

as a "morganatic" marriage. But this

species of contract is not known in Italy

at all. The marriage of the king is a

complete, perfect and regular marriage

as far as the Church and the religious

scruples and conscience are concerned.

It is not a marriage at all as far as the

civil laws of the kingdom and the legitimi

zation of children are concerned. Things

were in this condition, remaining as they

had been for many years, and as most

people supposed that they would remain

till the end, when all the gossip and the

speculation respecting the insertion in the

Almanach de Gotha, which had given

such bitter offence to the younger branches

of the royal family, was suddenly inten

sified a hundred-fold by the report that

it was the king's purpose to complete his

union with " La Rosina " by the civil

contract. Now, the consequence of this

step, if it were taken, would be to make

" La Rosina " essentially and formally,

and to all intents and purposes, queen

of Italy. As on the one hand no mor

ganatic marriage exists in Italy as in

Germany, so on the other there is no

royal marriage act as in England. The

king can marry whom he pleases, and

if the marriage is a good one in the eye

of the law, the person so married- will

become the queen of Italy. But though

the theory of the matter is perfectly plas

and simple, the practice in the prefers

case would be found to be surrounded

by difficulties of a very thorny nature.

The law of Italy requires that the civs

ceremony which constitutes a legal nui-

riage must be performed before, z?A

witnessed and registered by, a certaa

civil functionary—in ordinary cases the

syndic, or, as we should say, the mayo:.

But it is specially provided in the Italia

code that the civil officer before whom j

marriage of the sovereign must take

place is the president of the senate,

Now, the present president of the seraa

is the marchese Torrearsa, a wealthy

and important Sicilian nobleman, whoa

no feeling of servile courtly compliance

would induce to do, or to contribute io

the doing, anything that he considered

to be injurious or indecorous for Italy,

The president of the senate would douht

less have no power to refuse to act in the

manner pointed out by the statute in the

case of a marriage of the sovereign, hut

he could resign his functions rather

be called upon to exercise them in

manner. Those who know him

have no doubt that the marchese Ti

rearsa would embrace that altematnt

rather than be a party to the marriage in

question. And the general impression

is that no senator could be found to suc

ceed as president who would not act «

a similar manner. These are the diffi

culties on one side of the question. B*

the other side is by no means free from

them. The result of the law, which en

acts that no persons are legally mamv<i

who have been so by the Church alone,

has been that a vast number of couples

who have been living as man and wik,

and who have been married by the pries!,

and not otherwise, are not married at ix\

and their children are illegitimate. No*,

in order to remedy this state of things »

bill has been introduced, and is now be

fore the house, making it penal on priests

to perform the marriage ceremony be

tween persons not previously married b*

civil contract, and on parties causing

themselves to be so married; and fur
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her providing that such persons as have

litherto considered themselves as mar-

ied by the religious ceremony only may,

iy passing through the formality of the

ivil ceremony within an appointed time,

egularize their union and legitimatize

leir offspring; and commanding all par

ies so circumstanced to take advantage

f this provision. Now, should the king

ot comply with the invitation thus giv-

n, he will be in the position of an open

reaker of the law ; which is awkward,

t may be mentioned that no marriage

an in any case legitimatize the children

f the king and the countess of Mirafiore,

ecause they were born during the'life-

me of the late queen. But—and this

i a bit of gossip which has only been

rhispcred here in a few ears, and of

-hich l by no means guarantee the truth

-it is said that the countess of Mirafiore

lay be expected shortly to present her

usband with a child who would be le-

itimatized by such a civil contract as we

ave been speaking of. And should this

ttle bit of court news be true, it is very

asy to understand how very unpleasant-

.- it must complicate matters. The no

on of a ceremony which would render

La Rosina " queen of Italy is, as may

e imagined, more than distasteful to the

rinccs and their youthful wives. Nay,

ie amount of recognition which has

ecn accorded by the insertion of the

let of the religious marriage in the Al-

la/iacA tie Gotha has been the cause

f much anger and heartburning "ani-

lis coelestibus." And it may be im-

gined what would be felt and said if a

;gitimate child and possible heir to the

rown of Italy were to be expected from

ic marriage !

In the mean time, Rome is full of the

ossip which the unpleasant state of

.lings in the royal household arising

oni these circumstances gives occasion

3. The princess Margaret is highly and

ery deservedly popular among her fu-

ure subjects and among the foreign res-

ients in Rome. Her beauty, affability

nd grace of person and manner render

ier a universal favorite. It is to be

Eared, however, that this word "uni-

ersal" may have to be qualified by one

| exception. It can hardly be supposed

that there is much love lost under the

circumstances between Prince Humbert's

i wife and the countess of Mirafiore. The

other day, at the theatre, the princess,

though she had gone strictly'incog,, was

recognized and warmly applauded. But

there was some reason to think that "La

Rosina" intended to make her appear

ance that same night, and considerable

anxiety was felt by those to whom such

a contretemps would have proved ex

tremely disagreeable respecting the pos

sible consequences of such a rencontre.

It is said the princess would infallibly

have left the house, and that the elder

lady would as infallibly have been hiss

ed and hooted by the people. Fortu

nately, on this, as on so many other oc

casions, it seemed as if discretion had

been felt to be "the better part of valor,"

for the countess of Mirafiore did not

make her appearance.

Many stories are told, by no means in

a malicious spirit, of the pretty princess's

love of finery and magnificence in dress.

She used to wear rings over her gloves,

but having discovered, by some of those

infiltrations of truth that sometimes reach

even royal ears, that such a practice was

decidedly mauvais genre, she does so

no longer. At the gala reception on

New Year's Day she wore a superb white

velvet train, trimmed with a gorgeous

gold stuff that had been sent to her from

Russia by the princess Bariatinska. And

very magnificent it was. But the prin

cess had intended to wear the gold tissue

entire as a train. This, however, Worth,

the English women's tailor at Paris, be

neath whose despotism all Europe and

America (and probably the princesses of

Dahomey too, if one could get at the fact)

submissively bow, did not approve of.

So, quietly observing that the princess

would look like a priest in his vestments

if she wore the gorgeous brocade as she

had proposed doing, he without more

ado cut it up into trimmings, and ar

ranged the dress in his own fashion. The

princess, it is said, was by no means

pleased with this very sans facon pro

ceeding of the autocrat of fashion. But

of course she did not dare to complain.
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Who knows but she might have had a

crease in the body of her next Parisian

dress had she done so ? T. A. T.

THE MUSICAL SEASON.

The second of the Thomas concerts offer

ed us a novelty in the shape of Raff's Lenore

symphony. From the manner in which the

work was presented to the public, it chal

lenges criticism from ti^o widely different

stand-points. Judged by musical standards,

it is worthy of the fame of the composer,

already favorably known by his Im Walde

symphony and several interesting trios and

sonatas. Raff, although never strictly con

fining himself to traditional forms in the treat

ment of his subjects or the number of his

movements, does not find it .necessary to avail

himself of noisy dissonances and long pre

ludes that apparently lead nowhere. He is

fertile in happy melodic subjects, ingenious

in his treatment of them, and a thorough

master of orchestral effect. Despite an occa

sional leaning toward older models, notably

Schumann, his works possess enough beauty

and originality to stamp him as one of the

most important of living composers.

The cant of criticism assumes many forms.

In its worst phase it parades an array of mi

nute details which needlessly mystify the gen

eral reader. To convey any ideas interesting

to the musician it were necessary to adopt

Schumann's plan while criticising the " Epi

sode d'une Vie d'Artiste " by Berlioz, and give

the passages note for note as they can be re

duced from the score. Any other method

would be dealing in empty phrases void of

meaning either to the musician or the mere

music-lover. Besides this, first impressions

of a musical work which has been conceived

on a grand scale generally stand in need of

subsequent correction. It is not as with a

landscape, in which, though there be passing

lights and ever-changing cloud-effects, the

chief details can be leisurely studied after the

first surprise is over ; nor as with a painting

or statue, where the sober second thought of

the beholder often follows so closely on the

heels of the first impression as to seem in

separable from it. And as to another point.

In sending forth the symphony as the Lenore,

the composer has entered the field of so-called

" programme music." Biirger's ballad has

found many translators, but in this version it

is conveyed in a language whose greatest

charm is its indefiniteness. How much or

how little Raff may have intended to suggK

can hardly be known, and we will cheerfolir

assume that he is too conscious a musician to

attempt to overstep the limitations of his v,-

Whether the symphony was intended to lii

the simple story of the ballad, or to reproilu«

its effect on Raff's imagination, the link i

the chain of associations is, in either casta

different one. The extent to which aa,.i

can be used to serve such purposes depend

upon the passing mood of the listener as net

as the genius of the composer. The saijea

of descriptive music has given rise to init

merable esthetic conundrums which we Jail

neither state nor attempt to solve. Sufficts

to say that when a composer is not content to

awaken simple emotions, and would do mm

than steep his audience in pure delight. ke

finds it absolutely necessary to resort to letter

press to convey his meaning. There is a cca-

ventional language of flowers, but it has imr-

ing to do with the pleasure we derive froo

beholding the rose in all its glorv, or the

modest, lowly violet. Lovely melodies ob-

harmonies, peculiar instrumental comlina

tions, certain progressions, possess a beaoty

all their own, and a suggestiveness that is bed

indefinite and unlimited unless a text under

lies them. In the words of Henry

" The direct relation of music is not to ideas,

but to emotions. Music in the works of its

greatest masters is more marvelous, wet

mysterious than poetry."

The Leonora overture (No. 3) was also on

the programme. It Mas said of a ccrGb

great man that wherever he sat was the heiil

of the table. Does it not seem thus with tie

works of Beethoven ? Do they not arouse

both performer and listener to a feeling of

reverence for the genius who could write

Fidclio and the Ninth Symphony ? The Kitt

symphony, confessedly a genial and intertst

ing work, had been offered as the piece it

resistance, but when the evening was orcf

we could not help feeling that the Beethovei

overture had furnished the climax of enj«-

ment. After that there was a perilous desces

to a say-nothing Serenade by Volkmann.'-

which Mr. Liibeck's violoncello showed

advantage, and then, to close the concert, il*

stormy TannhSuser overture, which wc*U

have been more acceptable with a larger fo:ii

of violins.

— The Wieniawski-Maurel concerts offer

ed a strange medley of ill-assorted selection',

and served to illustrate some of the vagaru
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of programme-makers. There was an evi

dent desire to please all tastes ; and, as a re

sult, every listener must have found some one

thing that bored him. Those who had come

for the sake of hearing Beethoven's delicious

violin romanza in F, or the Bach adagio and

fui^ue, were surely not edified by variations on

" Willie, We have Missed You " or " St. Pat

rick's Day in the Morning."

Mr. Maurel's selections were, for the great

er part, confined to Rossini, Donizetti and

Verdi. Once, and once only, did he favor

as with something of another order, and that

was when, on being recalled, he sang Schu

mann's "Widmung" with so much intelli

gence and feeling that we could not help

wishing for more of the same sort. He has

a superb, fresh voice and an excellent style.

Mr. Wieniawski's visit to the United States

closes with his present concert tour. We

learn that he leaves for Brussels to succeed

to the position of Vieuxtemps, the Nestor of

Belgian violinists. In bowing, intonation,

phrasing, execution and expression Wieniaw-

ski is simply a master, and is undoubtedly one

of the greatest violinists who have yet visited

this country. He accomplishes the most dif

ficult hravura passages with an ease and cer

tainty that seems to roll them of half their

marvelousness. In the Chaconne and the

Bach fugue there are requirements of a high

er order to which, in our opinion at least, he

is fully equal. Although they bristle with

difficulties before which the deftest player of

Net cor piii and Carnival variations may

well stand aghast, they demand something

more than the mere executant. How gladly

we would dis|lense with some of the once

hrilliant trifles that so often burden our con

cert programmes ! Real artists might be em

ployed with better work, and thus even effect

a healthy change in the repertory of the im

penitent amateurs who are tempted to emulate

them.

The Bach fugue was in this case something

more than a revival. To the larger portion

of the audience it was an absolute novelty.

To write such works for the violin would, at

first blush, seem to be making too great a

demand upon the resources of that instrument.

But with a sure hand Bach wrote his Suites

over a century ago, and now, when much that

was written for the violin since his time has

he^un to pall, and players look about for

novelties with which to win new honors, they

go lock to father Bach to find works that test

I all their powers. Whether Joachim won his

' first spurs by his playing of the Chaconne we

are unable to state, but feel assured that it has

brought him more honor from discerning au

diences than any other composition in his rep

ertory.

We owe thanks to Wieniawski for having

given us the Chaconne and others of Bach's

works in far better style than they were ever

before heard in this country. In this he has

done a real serv ice to art—one which, with

his sincere admirers, will go far to atone for

his having made many of his selections with

reference to a much lower standard. We

trust that his playing of the com]lositions be

fore alluded to may awaken an interest in

Bach's works for the violin. Artists and very

clever amateurs will find them a rich mine,

offering much food for study, and certain to

give breadth and refinement to their style.

— Mr. J. H. Bonawitz, already well known

as a brilliant pianist, has an opera in petto.

For a libretto he has drawn on Schiller's

Bride of Messina. A recent private per

formance of the work afforded so much pleas

ure as to excite a hope that it may be pro

duced in public, and we are glad to learn that

thiS desire will probably be gratified.

TJN'PURPLEU PARIS.

A CITY of narrow streets and limited lwule-

vards, of grisettes, cheapness, brightness and

gayety ; a city not half so fair as now, and

yet the loveliest in the world,— such was

Paris as I first beheld it twenty years ago.

A city solemn and wellnigh as silent as the

grave, gloomy beneath a glowing August

sun, its streets thronged with stunned-look-

ing groups of men with white, set faces, all

speechless under the stroke of a great disaster,

—such was Paris when I quitted it in 1870,

two days after the battle of Worth.

And now of the Paris of to-day, with

blackened ruins that stand where once the

proudest edifices of the world's queen city

reared their stately heads. The Tuileries

especially, like Macbeth's hand, is " a sorry

sight." It must have been fired at the comer

nearest the Rue Rivoli, as the flames seem to

have been checked at the corner of the quay,

and the large pavilion at that end is appar

ently unharmed. Down the Rue de Rivoli,

halfway to the Place du Carrousel, swept

the cruel fire, seemingly with mad intent to

destroy the Louvre and its art-treasures ; and

why it did not do so, or how it was ever ex
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linguished, is a mystery to me, especially as

another attempt had l>een made to fire the

Louvre just opposite to the Palais Royal,

where, however, the flames seem to have

been extinguished before they had time to

spread. Some part of the facade of the pal

ace, fronting on the garden, is still standing,

and the sheltered columns and hollow win

dows look strangely like the vestiges of an

cient buildings we see at Rome. The tttbris

on the end nearest the Rue de Rivoli has

been cleared away, but the rest of the ruin is

still standing, and here and there some ves

tige (jf painted ceiling or frescoed wall recalls

the glories of the past. The balcony on the

front of the Pavilion de Flore, where the em

peror and empress used to show themselves

to the people on great occasions, and from

which the birth of the prince imperial was

announced, is still in its place, and through

the empty casement behind it are visible the

walls of the throne-room glittering w ith tar

nished gilding, and with the blackened side-

branches for lights in their accustomed places

—a ghastly mockery of the splendors and

festivities of the past. The work of recon

struction has been l>egun on the side fronting

the Rue de Rivoli, but if, as has sometimes

been said, governments in Paris last for twenty

years, methinks the next change of govern

ment will find the Tuileries still unfinished,

so few are the workmen employed and so

slowly do they go about their business.

The Column of the Place Vendome looks

as though some colossal spider had spun

a web of planks around it, after which the

whole had been top]"ted with a wooden ex

tinguisher. Three years have elapsed since

the work of rebuilding it was begun, and it is

not more than one-third finished as vet ; so we

may fairly allow the three workmen who seem

to form the entire available force employed

upon it six years more to finish the work.

At the Hotel de Ville the work of recon

struction is proceeding with rather more

spirit, though the hollow skeleton of that

once peerless building >till stares into the sun

shine, and seems to mock at the puny efforts

of the swarming laborers, It is strange that

so superb an edifice should wear so little of

its ancient grandeur in its ruin; but, after all,

a burned house is but a skeleton, and that is

not a lovely sight—not even that of Mary

Stuart or La Belle Gabrielle.

The very thorough process of clearing

away the rubbish which is gone through with

in all burned buildings in France

sense of nakedness and utter ct

more oppressive. This i

with the last of the many i

fire-fiend has lately inflicted on

destroyed opera-house. The:

clean swept away by the <

the flames and the diblayeurs, s

nothing is left of the hall

world's most famous

greatest works of modern

royalty was feted by the

beauty and fashion found their :

Over the entrance-dc

canopy of glass and iron that

the richly-attired belles

from their carriages, and the

aux Loges," etc. are still legible

beside the doorway ;

Meanwhile, the new opera-house '

of construction at a rate which

rival in rapidity the works of

Column and the Tuileries. Over

ago the exterior of the great

completed, and now we are told

year w ill be necessary in order to

interior.

The Pibliotheque National and

Royal have both been rebuilt, :

ternally at least, entirely finishi

of these was wholly destroyed,

were the long arcades of

even injured, save by a stray

brand. Here and there one sees a

ed with a clean hole by a bullet,

rather amused at the persistency wiif

the proprietor of one of the shops *>

guished denied that the Comma

marked his property. " A stone,

only a stone, I assure you," he 6t

One of the oddest of the mil

brought aliout by the new state

visible at the Theatre de la Garte.

son velvet curtains which shade the

boxes were originally embroidered

en bees, the emblem of the E

I visited the theatre the other

with astonishment that the bees

a republican change into somethmf

strange, and upon close inspection

that each had been turned into 1 1

descript flower by the simple

working a third wing in the guise '

the back, and by planting a curved

one leaf attached to it, in the

the sting ought to be.
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Of all the changes wrought by the war and

he Commune, the saddest is that which has

lassed over the Bois de Boulogne. The

ovely park that furnished pastime and pleas-

ire to so many is nearly half destroyed. As

ar as the lake the serried rows of well-grown

rees have been replaced by scrubby bushes

ind straggling twigs. In fact, the whole place

ooks like some of the dwarfish woods over

sown with brushwood that one passes through

n the sandy regions of New Jersey. I was

..irprised too to see how small this celebrated

park really was. Like a fashionable belle of

iur own day, the Bois de Boulogne, when thus

thoroughly disrobed, has not only lost most

of its charms, but much of its apparent size as

well. The lake, however, with its cascades

and islets, is as lovely as ever, and around and

heyond it cluster the trees in uninjured beauty

and undiminished luxuriance. To use another

simile, the Bois looks to-day very much like

those large colored advertisements of Hair

Restorers which show a head, bald, with a

few straggling hairs on it, on one side, and

adorned with a full suit of flowing locks on

the other. The houses along the Avenue

Ulrica (once the Avenue de l'lmperatrice)

have all been rebuilt, and the turf looks soft

and green under the faint golden sunshine of

this lovely winter weather, mild as April, ten

der and mist-veiled as October. One misses

sadly the dashing equipages and gorgeous

costumes of that gay and brilliant court, /i//«-

g;use as its own toilettes, which once made

so much noise and tilled up so vast a space in

the social history of the world. Whither have

they fled, that gay and reckless crowd—prin

cesses with as many adventures in their his

tory as in that of I.a Belle Helene; mar

quises with pretty faces and piquant toilettes ;

dukes and duchesses by the score, cocottes

and cocodettes by the hundred ? A sort of

bourgeois, not to say republican, simplicity is

settling down on all things in Paris. People

go about in the quietest of dresses and with

the most unobtrusive of manners. The wild

eccentricities in dry goods and jewelry have

disappeared from the windows. Ladies no

longer pile thirty-six yards of silk on their

backs in the guise of one costume, nor do

they carry little lobsters, clocks, spiders, cray

fish or snails suspended to their ears for ear

rings. Trimmed dresses are making their

last ineffectual attempt at a stand. We are

coming back to plain skirts, to rich, heavy

materials, to good taste and simplicity, once

more. The American colony of course still

cling wildly to the ruffles and puffs, the loop-

ings and hunchings and trimmings of the

over-dressed period, but even they will be

forced to give way after a while.

Another change which I have remarked is

the comparative absencc of soldiers and ser-

gents-de-ville in the streets. In old days the

former swarmed in every street, and the latter

were to be met with at every corner. Now

you may walk for hours without ever seeing

a specimen of either. Then, too, the pretty

curly-tailed spitz dogs, that used to abound in

every shop and at the heels of every passer

by, have all disappeared— eaten up, most

probably, during the siege—and they have

been replaced by an ugly race of Knghsh

bull-terriers with flat heads, projecting jaws

and savage eyes. Gone too are the superb

Angora cats, big and soft and silky and long

haired as an old-fashioned muff, with tails

like a moderate-sized boa. Were they too

eaten ? I fear so. One of the race still ex

ists in the Rue Neuve des Petits Champs, and

his mistress told me of the infinite trouble she

had had to preserve his life during the siege,

till she at last succeeded in training him to

run and hide whenever anybody opened the

shop- door.

And such is Paris to-day. Can you imag

ine it ? Paris without a ball-room for official

fetes — Paris without a grand opera-house,

without a court, without an emperor, its demi

monde shrinking into obscurity, its gay dresses

toned down in color and shorn of their frills

—Paris scarred with ruins, shadowed with

sad memories of defeat, troubled with aspira

tions for revenge ! Vet withal it is Paris still,

ever fairest and most fascinating of all cities

of the known earth, lovelier in her ruins than

other cities in their pride, gayer in her gloom

than other cities in their gladness. L. II H.

NOTES.

Thk humors of the restaurant are endless.

Not long since a gentleman dining at a fa

mous eating-house complained to the waiter

that the latter had kept him waiting fully

half an hour for a glass of cognac. " That's

true,'' says John with ineffable coolness,

" but then, you know, while you have been

waiting your brandy has been getting older !"

The gentleman was so struck with the im

pudence of the answer that he drank the

spirits without reply, and moved toward the

door. '- But you haven't paid : wait a mo
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raent for your bill," cries the knight of the

napkin. " Hardly," replies the gentleman,

who by this time had recovered his ability to

make a repartee. " If I waited for that, you

would keep me here till to morrow ;" and

thereupon vanished through the open door.

But not much more profitable a customer

than this practical joker was the conscien

tious philanthropist who was dining with a

friend, when the latter discovered an error

of thirty cents in the bill brought by the boy

at the end of the repast. " Call the proprie

tor," cries the scrupulous guest with much

indignation. '• But it's thirty cents in our

favor !" explains his companion. " Ah hem !

Well, then, we had better not dispute the

account," says the pacified citizen, "for it

would only result in having the poor waiter

turned out of his place." This kindly re

flection settled the case without further at

tempt at correction. If we may close our

note with a simple pun, it shall be with a

new turn neatly given to an old subject.

Mr. M was not long ago passing before

a beer-garden, on the door of which a pla

card was hanging with the words inscribed :

" Closed to-day on account of the funeral of

the proprietor." " Well," cries M , re

coiling, " you will never catch me patroniz

ing that place again !" " Why so ?" inquires

his companion. " Because," replies M ,

with much gravity, " they have just put the

beer-seller in his own bier."

In these days of revenue discussions per

haps some of our Congressional financiers

may borrow a hint from a deputy in the

French Assembly, who, being a husband,

and therewith also a father of seven children,

thinks of demanding that a capitation-tax

be placed on bachelors. Starting with the

mournful assertion that there are in his coun

try at least two million men who are not

married, and are yet arrived at man's estate,

he proposes that these dilatory or reluctant

members of society shall annually pay eight

dollars a head for their privilege of single

blessedness. This tax would produce a rev

enue of about sixteen million dollars. Now,

the question that will arise in the reader's

mind is as to when this culpable state of

celihacy begins. You obviously can hardly

tax a young man of twenty-odd on the ground

that he does not marry, when the poor fel

low might be only too glad to do so. On

the other hand, it is equally clear that t>:

line must be drawn somewhere. With i

commendable modeiation, and even with i

degree of mercy, the French deputy fixe

the age of thirty-five as the one beyond whid

a disposition to celibacy may be suspected i>

already confirmed. There could be nuny

arguments pro and con regarding the justice

of drawing the line at five-and-thirty—»l

in fact the question may be confidently coat-

mended to the notice of debating societier

of mixed academies—but meanwhile it wouli

at least give an official date for taxab'e

bachelorhood.

Punch's desponding interrogatory, " What

will become of the missuses?" might be

echoed with feeling by a Mrs. W , to

whom a chambermaid presented herself th;

other day in response to an advertisement

The applicant was attractive in mien, bat

answered the usual catechism with a certain

mysterious reluctance, and even an effort at

evasiveness. Put to the test, she finally con

fessed that she had left seven places daring

the past twelvemonth. " Seven places in 2

year!" cries the astonished Mrs. W :

" why, you must be somewhat difficult to

suit !" " Oh no, ma'am," was the frank re

sponse. " I'm not hard to please at all,

I've been looking for a place with an old

couple with property who would conside:

me like a daughter !" It was unfortuiKt:

that Mrs. W could not come up to the

terms of this simple requirement.

Mechanical leeches for medical purposes

are amongst the astonishing inventions <,'

modern days, but they are rather surpassed

in audacity by the "artificial oysters" tor

which a patent has been asked in a Europeai

country on the ground of their utility at all

seasons. The inventor constructs his oyster'

of a peculiar jelly, joined with tapioca, *i.t

and water ; and to add to the general illu

sion he places them in genuine oyster-shel -

which are sedulously glued along their edi,f

It is really astonishing with what pain;i

labors ingenuity will eagerly burden itself a

the effort to imitate, particularly if the im-

itable object is sufficiently abundant, pert're'

in its way and cheap to render the ta>k c-',

successfully counterfeiting it and competinc

with it in the market hoth an unnecessary

and a difficult one.
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LITERATURE

The Life of Charles Dickens. By John

Forster. Vol. HI. Philadelphia: J. B.

Lippincott & Co.

There is as little in this volume as in the

\lrmer ones of the social gossip and details

which we might have expected to find in the

biography of a man as intimate as Dickens

was with the most eminent of his brother

luthors and wits, and one who was so viva-

:ious in his temperament and social in his

iabits. The omission is accounted for by

Mr. Forster, partly on the somewhat singular

pound that, with his friends, Dickens was

"only one of the pleasantest of companions,

with whom one forgot that he had ever writ

ten anything," and partly by the plea of

limited space, which had to be devoted to the

complete portraiture—as far as possible self-

portraiture — of the subject, leaving aside

whatever would have contributed nothing

to the design except in the way of " live

ly illustration." No picture, we may ad

mit, could be more definite and clear than

that which the work presents to us of Dick

ens's personality ; but whether, if the lines

had lost some of their sharpness under a less

rigid treatment, the softened outlines and

fuller shading might not have enticed the

eye to a more lingering study, and left upon

the mind a deeper and truer as well as more

agreeable impression, may still be question

ed. As it is, we are kept almost continually

under the spell of that extraordinary tension

which seems to have characterized every ex

ertion of Dickens's intellectual faculties and

eiery effort of his inflexible will, but which

must surely have been relaxed in his hours

of social intercourse, or he could never have

been " the pleasantest of companions." That

he was an admirable letter-writer— a fact

of which this volume affords fresh but less

abundant proof than could have been wished

—must be ascribed not only to the vividness

of his observation, his power of graphic de

scription and the animation of his fancy, but

also to the absence of that strain under which

lo much of his regular literary labor was ac

complished, and which did more to mar it

with exaggeration than any lack of control

over his imagination. The passages in the

earlier part of this volume in which he de-

OF THE DAY.

picts the various things and people that at

tracted his attention or awakened his sym

pathy in his visits to the Continent, especial

ly during three summer sojourns at Boulogne,

are in his happiest vein, full of sparkle and

whim, of keen insight and generous feeling,

without the disproportion and excess that so

often resulted from the painful elaboration

he bestowed on every fancy or conception in

his later novels. He has, for example, with

some swift and vivid touches immortalized

his landlord at Boulogne, M. Beaucourt, in

whom pride of property displayed itself as

the most romantic and disinterested of sen

timents, leading him to catch at every sug

gestion of an improvement in chateau or

grounds like an artist receiving a hint from

a friendly connoisseur, not suffering the ten

ant for whose convenience the work was

done to bear any portion of the expense;

and who, when an allusion was made to

losses he had sustained through acts of be

nevolence, answered with the deprecating

murmur, " Ah, Monsieur Dickens, thank you,

don't speak of it," while he backed himself

down the avenue with his cap in his hand,

" as if he were going to back himself straight

into the evening star, without the ceremony

of dying first." Many passages of a soberer

tint are not less effective, while there is an

occasional mention of incidents and scenes,

of meetings and talks, which makes us wish

that we too might sometimes have been

allowed to forget that Dickens " had ever

written anything" for publication.

Yet it must be admitted that in no record

of an author's life did the fact of author

ship require to be made more prominent

than in the biography of Dickens. The im

mense and ever-extending popularity of his

writings, and their direct influence on public

sentiment, and in some cases on measures

of public utility, heightened his sense of

their importance, and intensified the ardor

with which he labored in the preparation

of them ; while he drew the material for

them from his own experience and his own

nature more largely than any novelist of

similar fertility has ever done. They are, it

is true, all pictures of the world and of life,

but pictures so peculiar in tone and coloring
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that we are often less struck by the reality of

the object than by the force and singularity

of the medium through which it is presented.

It might be asserted with some plausibility

that the idiosyncrasy of Dickens was the re

verse of an artistic one. It overmastered

his perceptive powers, keen as these were,

casting a shadow that obscured or disturbed

what a more limpid nature of inferior gifts

would have reflected clearly. On the other

hand, it is to this intense individuality that

the biography owes its exceeding interest,

which seldom flags throughout the present

volume. As the years go on the ardor re

mains unabated, the tenacity of purpose is

even more persistent, the struggle against

obstacles more determined. Fresh tasks are

undertaken where reform seems to be most

needed. The labors and fatigues of a public

reader are superimposed on those of the au

thor. Thus unsparing of himself, Dickens is

exacting in his claims on others. Ever prompt

and active in his sympathies, grateful for any

kindjicss or any help that may smooth his

way, he cannot endure any obstructions, ac

tive or passive, any indifference that might

tend to paralyze his energy. Here no doubt

is the key to that act of his life which has re

ceived, perhaps merited, the most censure—

his separation from his wife. Mr. Forstcr

has treated this passage with becoming del

icacy; but while he leaves unveiled the de

tails that would merely gratify curiosity, he

reveals enough of the deeper causes that fur

nish the real solution. With more of pa

tient endurance and less of strenuous en

deavor, Dickens could not have performed

an equal amount of work, but a larger pro

portion of it might have been worthy of his

genius, and the spring would not have snap

ped so suddenly and soon. The very order

and regularity of his habits made the strain

more constant and severe. There was noth

ing fitful in his energy, no interval of dissi

pation or of lassitude. The flame burnt

steadily, and consumed him all the more

quickly.

The critical estimate of his writings, so

far as it differs from the popular verdict, is

not likely to be affected by the chapter in

which Mr. Forster has discussed the sub

ject. This is, indeed, the weakest part of

the book, and disfigured by a bad taste al

most incredible in a writer of such experi

ence. Far from refuting the views set forth

by Mr. Lewes, this biography will, we be-

lieve, have the effect of confirming thm

But in doing so it will redeem the characte:

of Dickens from a suspicion which the cari

cature and the false pathos frequent in ha

novels had affixed to it. These, as we cat

now see, sprang not from a conscious strain

ing after effect or a wanton degradation of

powers, but from an intensity of vision Urn

magnified the nearest or most salient olve:"-

a vividness of sensations which Mr. Lent-

; hardly goes too far in terming " hallucina

tion," and finally the tension under whica

his faculties were so constantly exercise-i

A lack of fidelity and of harmony was tbt

inevitable result; but there was no want of

the sincerity and the manliness which, what

ever its defects, formed the basis of his cha

racter.

Personal Recollections, from Early Life »

Old Age, of Mary Someryille. With Se

lections from her Correspondence. By

her daughter, Martha Somerville. Bosloc:

Roberts Brothers.

One takes up this book with the expectation

of being instructed, and with a resolute deter

mination not to be bored. What can we ex

pect to find in the history of a woman dis

tinguished as an intellectual phenomenon,

and that in a purely scientific department,

but much to excite admiration and respect, wih

nothing to entertain or amuse? But one lays

the book down with a sense indeed of having

been made to think, and of having learned

something worth learning, but chiefly of hav

ing been interested and delighted through

out. It might have been readily pardoned to

a woman like Mrs. Somerville had she made

her aspirations, efforts and achievements ihe

main subject of her recollections ; but it

not so : the great intellectual labors and ex

cesses of her life are simply recorded with tot

slight comment, and with the surpassing hu

mility that belongs only to great minds. Bon:

in 1780, and reared in a quiet seaport-towr

in Scotland, Mary Fairfax received the scanti

est imaginable portion of what people no*-

a-days are pleased to term education. At ttr

years of age she was sent to school for a yer.

at the expiration of which she could neith-.'

read, write, nor even spell decently well

But her life at Burntisland was an educacc'

of another sort than that given by books, ar.d.

as the best possible preparation for the studies

of her later years, she learned to observe nat

ural facts, and to record them intelligently
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rew up at a time when it was thought

,Taccful eccentricity for a woman to

anything so recondite as Latin or the

matics. Yet from the moment when

light sight of an algebraical problem on

ck of a magazine of fashion, and knew

lively that this was something she

1 to study, she persevered in the face

istant opposition and discouragement,

he one exception of her uncle and fu-

(her-in-law, Dr. Somerville, every one

blamed or ridiculed her. She acci-

y overheard a remark made by Nas-

Jie painter to the I-adies Douglas

perspective, and from it learned that

was the book that would help her;

adds : " As to going to a bookseller

:ing for Euclid, the thing was impossi-

it / never lost sight of tin object which

crested mefrom thefirst." " Not one

acquaintances or relations," she writes,

anything of science or natural history,

:1 they done so, should I have had the

: to ask any of them a question, for I

have been laughed at. I was often

1 and forlorn—not a hand held out to

e." But while her great talent was

g uneasily in its cage she was leading

of other young ladies, learning how to

:ry fine pastry and how to paint very

lictures, practicing four or five hours

a the piano, and going constantly to

tre. At twenty-four she married her

Mr. Greig, the Russian consul for

iritain : he took her to London, to a

ttle house. She was alone most of

e, and continued her mathematical

under great disadvantages; for al-

Mr. Greig offered no active opposition

, he was entirely unsympathizing, as

1 very low opinion of the capacity of

and had neither knowledge of nor

in science. This ill-assorted union

minated after three years by Mr.

Jeath, and the widow returned to her

house with two little boys, one an in-

he was much occupied with the care

children, and her health was bad;

less, she was free to pursue her stud-

hich she had made progress, and did

Hess of the censure of her relations,

lace, professor of mathematics in the

ty of Edinburgh, furnished her with

works for a course of mathematical

momical science, including the high-

ches. " I was thirty-three years of

age," she tells us, "when I bought this excel

lent little library. I could hardly believe that

I possessed such a treasure when I looked

back on the day that I first saw the mysteri

ous word ' Algebra,' and the long course of

years in which I had persevered almost with

out hope. It taught me never to despair."

During the period of her widowhood she be

came acquainted with Henry Brougham, who

had so remarkable an influence on her after

life, and with many other distinguished men.

In 1812 she married her cousin, Dr. Wil

liam Somerville; and the first incident re

corded of their life together is significant of

their congeniality : they began to study min

eralogy together in Edinburgh, where they at

first settled. At this period Mrs. Somerville

was a frequent guest at Abbotsford, and tells

us- that when the authorship of the Waver-

ley Novels was being discussed very warmly,

her little boy said, " I knew all these stories

long ago, for Mr. Scott writes on the dinner-

table, and when he has finished he puts the

green cloth with the papers in a corner of the

dining-room ; and when he goes out Charlie

Scott and I read the stories."

In 1816, Dr. Somerville was appointed to

a medical position which took them to Lon

don. There they at once made many ac

quaintances of the kind she most affected—

among the first that of Sir John Herschel, a

friendship which lasted through life. They

went to Paris, where they met La Place,

Arago and Cuvier; and spent the winter of

1817 in Italy, meeting Canova and Thorwald-

sen, and also Sir Roderick Murchison, " who

at that time hardly knew one stone from an

other—had been an officer of dragoons, a

keen fox-hunter :" it was through his wife's

tastes that he became a geologist. Mrs.

Somerville was now incorporated into scien

tific society, and lived in familiar intercourse

with such men as Wollaston, Dr. Young, Sir

John Herschel, Sir Edward Parry (for whose

third Arctic voyage she put up a quantity of

orange mannalade, and was rewarded by hav

ing an island named after her in the icy re

gions), Babbage and many others, besides all

the best literary people and artists. The year

1827 was an era in Mrs. Somerville's life.

Lord Brougham requested her to write a pop

ular account of La Place's Attcanique Ctleste,

to be published by the Society for the Dif

fusion of Useful Knowledge, saying that if

she would not do it no one else could, the

book being known to not above twenty people
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in England, " its very name to not more than

a hundred." This makes one realize how far

in advance not only of her sex, but of her

day, Mrs. Somerville was. She hesitated

with characteristic modesty, doubting, she

said, her own self-acquired knowledge, but

finally agreed to make the attempt, on con

dition that if she failed the manuscript should

be burned. Meanwhile, the matter was a pro

found secret. Thus suddenly was the course

of her life determined. Yet she thrust aside

none of her daily duties and occupations, but

accomplished her task by means of her won

derful power of abstraction and perseverance,

within three years after its beginning. When

the book appeared scientific men of every na

tion vied with one another in testifying their

admiration for her work. Honors poured in

thick and fast : the highest of them all, in

her estimation, was the adoption of her work

as a text-book at Cambridge. A pension of

two hundred pounds, afterward increased to

three hundred, was the more acceptable as

the Somervilles at this time lost the greater

part of their fortune.

About 1838, Mrs. Somerville went abroad

to obtain a warmer climate for her husband,

and the rest of her life was spent in Italy,

with occasional visits to other parts of the

Continent and to England. The record of

the next thirty years is one of steady and

ever-successful labor, of undimmed domestic

happiness, spent in beautiful places w-ith de

lightful people ; and about it all was the per

fume of fame, whose fumes, as Byron tells

us, are "frankincense to human thought."

The perfect serenity of atmosphere through

out the work is delightful, and so too is (he

reality of all the descriptions of people and

places. Wherever she went her place was

accorded her ungrudgingly, and she always

met with admiration and recognition from

men of science. In 1849 her Physical Ge

ography appeared, and was greeted with

unqualified approval. Humboldt laid his

homage at her feet, saying, " the author of

the ill-considered Cosmos should be the first

to do honor to Mary Somerville's Physical

Geography." The nobility of her nature

seemed to raise her above jealousy or mean

ness, or exciting them in others : she made

many friends, and lest none.

In 1861 the first cloud came in the death

of her husband, with whom she had lived so

happily for almost fifty years: in 1 865 she

lost her son, Woronzow Greig, with whom

her relations had heen most lender. Tk;

same year she sent to England her last urn-

uscript for publication, Molecular Microscefu

Science—a book which she thought she hid

made a great mistake in writing, her to-

being toward mathematics.

To the last, honors crowded upon her. b

1869 the Victoria Medal was awarded tola

Physical Geography, and the first gold raedii

struck by the Geographical Society at Florae,

was bestowed upon her in the same yen,

Her mind never lost its flexibility and plas

ticity : she was ever learning, ever growir .;.

She had no prejudices or pettinesses : -'x

was in sympathy with great thoughts, fha

whatever quarter they came, and united witi

her intellectual grasp tolerance for those wba

differed from her. The last sorrow of her lilt

was the death of a pet bird which for eigfc£

years had perched on her arm while she stud

ied. Mrs. Somerville died in sleep in Xovts*

ber, 1872, at the age of ninety-two years.
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BERT BEVERLEY, in his His-

'ory of Virginia, published in 1705,

hat "at the mouths of their rivers,

II along upon the sea and bay,

the Myrtle, bearing a berry, of

they make a hard brittle wax,

upon refining grows transparent."

ies on to speak of the uncontam-

sweetness of this bay or myrtle—a

iess so obdurate that candles made

wax go out with a fume that is a

le : they die in an odor of frag-

these tapers, like little saints ; so

?ople blow them out for the pleas-

smelling the snuff,

modest Vaccinium myrlillus, an

unpretending member of the great fam

ily of the bays, grows abundantly in the

shade of the trees and up the sides of

the hills in the Black Forest and along

the Rhine. Its berries are exported into

France, sometimes to the figure of forty

thousand hogsheads in a season ; but

that must be in a year when the vintage

is bad, for the innocent Vaccinium myr-

tillus (or airelle-myrtille) changes in the

hands of the cunning Frenchmen into

grapes : those versatile chemists have

found a philosopher's stone by which

they can ferment a capital wine out of

the myrtle. The plant which can render

such service to humanity, which can

according to Act of Congress, in the year 1874, by J. B. Lippincott & Co.. in the Office of the

Librarian of Congress, at Washington.
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make glad the heart of man with its

wine or cheer his nights with its light,

deserves an illustrious recompense ; and

the myrtle has given its name to one of

the grandest towns of the old Palatinate,

 

THE MEETING.

the university city of Heidelberg. The

word Heidelberg signifies "Myrtle Moun

tain."

I wish I were writing these lines by

the scented rays of a candle made out

of the American myrtle. I wish this

romer by my side were filled with bland

bay wine. For I am in Heidelberg ! I

am at a little card-table in a beautiful

bed-room, where the snowy sheets—the

first I have seen for several days—ex

tend an almost irresistible invitation to a

tramper so tired as I. Yes, I am writing

in Heidelberg ! I wonder what the May

moon is whispering to the old tower that

lies prone on the mountain yonder, over

thrown and calm — an Endymion in

slumber, with ivy bound around its fore

head. I should like to ask some poet :

I should like to ask Hohenfels, with

whom I have discussed rhyme and rea

son by the month together here in Hei

delberg. I could ask him, and find out

exactly what he thinks about the moon,

for a parallel ray streams into the next

room, where Hohenfels is sitting in the

fauteuil, dozing probably. But I will go

to bed. I will lay down my pen and try

my pillows —-I have seen none since

those of Achern, on which the landlord's

daughters had strewed tobacco instead

of poppies. I will blow out my fat,

gelatinous candle, whose snuff is by no

means perfumed with myrtle. I would

like to read myself to sleep with a vol

ume of Goethe, my faithful Charles fa;

ing hard by to carry away the light when

l dropped off, as was his style of old. !

could summon Charles easily enough, lo:

he is in the ante-chamber adjacent to rm

bed-room, snoring on a cot bed.

But what is all this? Heidelberg! And

Hohenfels with me at Heidelberg, as if

it were young Paul Flemming again wh ,

talked, and the baron were by, with thirty

years' silver taken out of his long ha::

to criticise and listen ! And Charles

himself present, the faithful retainer, .is

though the snug summer box at Mar1v,

with all its comforts, had been wafted

away to the shores of the Neckar ! Hei

delberg, and the baron, and the devotee

Charles ! It must be a witchery of the

May moon. Let the pen fall, and let

the morning correct what the night fca,

dreamed.

Yet morning has come, and I am stil!

at Heidelberg, but half in a dream. Let

me recall how I have fared since l part

ed with Fortnoye and the Epemay rev

elers and started Parisward from Wild

bad.

At the junction of Oos, as I emerged

from the railway-car with the- impression

that l must take another carriage to gel

 

THE EEMALE CEUSOE AND PETS.

upon the French line, a heated n»3

stepped out of the terminus as I entereJ

it. The heated man was Charles, ffly

faithful Charles !
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I hardly recognized him at first, I so

little expected to meet him in the duchy

of Baden. As he saw me his feelings

expressed themselves in a complete in

ability to speak, and in a perspiration

that set a tiara of pearls across his fore

head : when he grasped my hand some

thing fell splashing upon my boot, and

I made no doubt but it was a tear.

For thirty-six hours, Charles, borrow

ing the wings of steam and the reflector-

lantern of the locomotive, had been

searching for me minutely, as Diogenos

searched for a man or Telemachus for a

father. A letter received by Hohenfels

at Marly from some gentleman unknowr.

to Charles had given the former some

account of my escapades. According to

this epistle, I had just left Baden-Baden,

seemingly without cash, and to all ap

pearance owing board-money at Carls-

ruhe, and probably at other places. The

baron, inexpressibly shocked to recog

nize such a vagabond in a friend of his,

 

THE DEAD CASTLE.

waited a few days for my appearance ;

then, unable to bear it, flew to my relief.

Charles begged to go along with him.

Josephine the cook was to write to them

instantly if l arrived, and was left with

narrow instructions to look well into the

faces of all ragged persons who came

begging at the gate, and turn no one

away who could possibly be her master

in a state of adversity. If I did not

come, she was to write all the same and

send a line of news every day.

Two of these epistles had reached

Charles without any tidings of Monsieur.

Hohenfels had become very morose at

Baden-Baden, and went about muttering

' anathemas against young heads covered

with gray hair. His correspondent,

whom he met there, and who was of

course Sylvester Berkley, was equally

nonplused. He could not understand

how I had obtained the sinews of war

for any further campaigns, and was

much surprised that I had not returned

direct to Marly, since he had bidden me

farewell at the station, with my baggage
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on my person in the shape of a batter

ed tin box. I must then, he opined to

Hohenfels, have gone back to Carlsruhe,

where I seemed to have unlimited credit

with a certain Francine. He took the

trouble to accompany the baron thither,

his curiosity undoubtedly piqued in the

matter of Francine as well as of me. In

fact, the two gentlemen had left this

morning, and were doubtless now in

Carlsruhe. Their instructions to Charles

were to post himself at the Oos junction,

and watch at all the trains with the eye of

a hawk and the ear of a lynx for any faded

| gentleman who should bear my stature,

and who would probably be heard ask

ing for a temporary loan to enable hirn

to reach Paris. His story told, Charles

looked me over, and his old protecting

I tone took an accent of pity as he said.

I "Monsieur must have suffered a grea'

I deal to be obliged to buy an old hat Iikt

 

that." It was my new hat, which indeed

had had its own little history.

"We will go to rejoin them together,"

said l. " I have a debt at Carlsruhe

which I am glad enough to settle."

" Monsieur has run in debt ?" There

was a flood of reproach in the tone, and

Charles, who is of my own age, yet likes

to treat me as a schoolboy, made me

feel as I did when I was at Cambridge

and used to confess my debts in the va

cations. At seven in the evening we

reached Carlsruhe.

In search of Berkley, I approached

the official bureaux once more, at about

the same hour as before, and with the

same question. The identical porte:, j

like an automaton, gave me the identical

reply of the previous occasion : " Mr.

Berkley has gone to Heidelberg, wherc

he is dieting on whey." I asked if h;

had not been in Carlsruhe to-day, return

ing from Baden. The answer was affirm

ative, without explanations. "If he hai

gone to Heidelberg, is there not anoth:'

gentleman with him?" There was a

new affirmative response, and the watch

man went so far as to add, "I believe

the gentlemen have gone there to hu-H

for something they have lost."

That something was I. Satisfied with

my news, I ran around parenthetically
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to the house where I had been so com

fortably lodged. In the pretty dining-

room everything was confusion. The

dinner -table, all entire, giving up its

old researches in Progressive and Com

parative Geography, was talking of the

grand event. Francine had gone, Fran-

cine had been taken away—by an old

gentleman, a servant added. I came

just in time to attract every one's suspi

cions to myself. "What were you plot

ting together in the office yonder?" ask

ed the man of Wyoming, pointing to the

cabinet, where the keys still hung up like

interrogation-points in a manuscript.

This gave me great concern, but I had

leisure to think of nothing for the mo

ment but to place myself as quickly as

possible in the care of my keepers.

Pigeon-holing Francine in my brain, to

be thought about when I should have

leisure, I hastened with Charles to the

railway. The train which had just

brought us was ready for departure.

Carlsruhe is a dining-station, and while

I was at the table of Francine our fel

low-passengers were mingling soup and

coffee in the brief agony of a railway

meal.

Charles, sitting with me in a first-class

carriage for the first time in his life, in

dicated his sense of the proprieties by

maintaining perfect silence, and placing

himself at the greatest attainable dis

tance in the diagonal corner from my

own. Under any other circumstances he

would have been full of talk. I fell into

a train of musing that agreed well enough

with his taciturnity. I considered how I

had abjured the Rhine, and was now

skirting its mountain-walled borders. I

thought of the insane concatenation that

was flinging me upon Hohenfels once

more, and at Heidelberg ! A score and

a half of years expanded their cloudy

wings around me, and a lymphatic

beauty smiled vaguely upon me in the

general situation. The baron and I,

though assuredly we never expected to

see Heidelberg together again, might

discuss Richter and Schiller behind that

many-windowed mask of a ruined facade,

and our criticisms would become juve

nile again and unconventional, like those
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of the Bronte children when their father

made them utter opinions from behind

a mask on the great men of England.

But the baron ! I

paused doubtfully.

My very servant

had been scolding

me: what ava

lanches of reproach

had I not a right

to expect from Ho

henfels !

We reached Hei

delberg in the dark,

and I made for the

hotel of Prince

Charles, where I

knew that Berkley

usually took his

whey. I trembled

with apprehension.

I was about to meet

the man whom I had urged to pass the

spring with me in my little country den

at Marly. I had written him two let

ters : the first was from Carlsruhe, where

in I bade him await me. He had obey

ed, but his waiting had been vain. The

second letter, from the saw-mill in the

Black Forest, was in my pocket.

Charles quickly discovered for me the

little suite of rooms in which Sylvester

and the baron were installed. I ordered

him, with a dignity unusual with me, to

go in first : I was shaking in all my

joints. The door opened, and in an in

stant Hohenfels

was hugging me

like a lunatic in his

long arms.

"Ah, you terrible

responsibility!

Have I got you

safe ?" he said. I

felt his heart

thumping against

my own ribs.

Berkley left the

chess-board at

which the two gen

tlemen had been

sitting over their game, and came up to

me slowly, with graceful gestures of his

knees at every step, and brushing out

 

A MOCEING EIED.
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his whiskers a little as he advanced. It

was his manner when he had something

elaborately sarcastic to deliver. But he

remarked, "What a singular man you

are, Mr. Flemming! and what a singular

 

DEVNE WITH EEVENGE.

man you have made of me ! At the be

ginning of the month I took leave and

came down to Heidelberg : you forced

me to break off my cure of whey, to go

and take it up again at Baden-Baden.

Now you have got me back here, are

you content with me ?"

I wrung his hand : in my confusion it

was the broadest acknowledgment I

could make.

I tried to say something to Hohenfels :

"There is a good moon on the ruins, old

pal. I'd like to go up and sit there a

while with you."

"You rheumatic infant!" said the

baron, but he was touched too. "You

must go to bed. The next chamber is

engaged for you, you see. It is rather

more comfortable than this : I have set

the keys so that I can lock you up fror*

the outside, and I am going to fasten

you in. You are capable of running ofT

from us again."

I I slept as on swan's-down, and awaken

ed to find myself a

the shadow of the

Myrtle Mountain, with

Charles unrolling a

napkin to wait on me

in the breakfast-roor.,

and my name on the

inn-register next to the

names of my oldest

friends.

Sylvester awaited ul

in the adjoining room,

where a little prirate

table was laid. Charles

relieved my wants with

importunate compas

sion and waited on the

others with much

friendly interest.

Although I have

long recorded my lik

ing for public dinner-

tables, where so many

gentle things can be

said without being

overheard, yet I ap

proved this time the

confidential form of

the meal. We had s0

much to say to each

other! The private table, however,

proved to be an arrangement of Berk

ley's. He did not choose to drink his

whey along with the holiday clerk anc

the commercial gent.

The event of the repast was a lette:

from Josephine. It said, in so mani

words (addressed to Hohenfels), thai

Monsieur being certainly lost, she was

going to look out for another situation :

the solitude was unbearable ; she wa'

tired of acting as cook in the service 0!

Argus and the two tabbies. I read tht

assurance of my loss in a loud voice to

the others. For some reason or other,

it gave me a fit of home-sickness. From

the post-mark of Marly emanated a poa

erful influence over my spirits. I wi;

conscious of an overwhelming desire to
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see my garden, with its pumpkin vines

and Lima beans, its little rows of sweet

Indian corn, and the other contrivances

with which, in opposition to Laboulaye,

I had created an Amerique en Paris. I

wanted to fondle my dog, and I wanted

to baste my cook. Of these desires I

made a confidant

of H ohen fels,

proposing to him

to fall into re

treating order

forthwith.

"Only last

night you wanted

to revisit the cas

tle. You need

not bring me so

far to drive me

straight back

again. As for

your cook, con

sole yourself : I

gave her news of

your health in a

letter mailed last

night."

The baron,

with his shackling, ungainly limbs, his

enormous silken tassel of hair, has not

improved in looks with age. A pair of

deep crescent-shaped furrows have par

tially replaced his old smile, and his

forehead is ruled like a country school

master's copy-book for the inscriptions

of Time. But the soft iris of his light-

hlue eye the years have not been able to

wrinkle ; and out of that mild azure, of a

color eternally young, he gave me a look

of exceeding friendliness as he cheered

me up : it was not for my cook he con

soled me.

" I am willing enough to see the ruins,"

I said, ashamed. " I only fear, if we go

over the old spots again, that we shall

take root here."

We beguiled Berkley by promising to

drop him at the Molkenkur, his dairy of

whey and buttermilk. It was in a grange

so named, on the top of a hill, that Syl

vester undertook to acquire the diplo

matist's calmness by infusion and imbi

hition. From the plateau we lowered

our eyes, and out of the midst of the

lower part of the mountain, between

Wolfsbrunnen and the Molkenkur, a

magical apparition surged up before our

sight in the dazzling morning sunshine.

A city of marble rests there as though

it eternally heard the trump of a material

resurrection. Columns and arches rise

THE GEEAT TUN OF HElDELMEEti.

out of earthy graves. Men of stone, its

only inhabitants—some of whom hold

swords in their hands, while others are

supine and vanquished in dusty moats—

seem to keep up eternally some terrific

battle. Immense piles of ruin deform

the earth. Palaces rise around in maj

esty and seeming strength, but through

their huge windows you see peeping the

foliage of lusty trees. Ivies, like the

snakes of Laocoon, roll up from the feet

of the sturdy pillars, and bite again and

again into the cracks and fissures of the

stone. As Herculaneum lies fixed and

mocked in its security of lava, so lie

these buildings mocked with the cohesion

of their own mortar and ironically ce

mented with their ruin.

"Heidelherga deleta," said Berkley the

statesman in a low voice, repeating the

sinister brace of words furnished by

Boileau to serve as inscription on the

medal struck in honor of Louis XIV.,

the destroyer of Heidelberg.

"Nay, I cannot think its life is com

pletely trampled out," said Hohcnfels.
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"Some intelligence of its past purpose

and splendor must remain, to give it a

ghostly animation. Do you suppose

these stones do not excite themselves,

on quiet nights, by performing again the

echoes of revel and pomp they knew of

yore ? Do you believe yonder stairs,

plying up in spirals to the clouds, do not

lead anywhere, or are not pressed by

phantom feet ? There is a voice in the

Past, gentlemen, for him who can hear it ;

Prophetic sounds and loud arise for ever

From this, and from all Ruin, to the wise V

For my part, I recited one of Goethe's

little poems, that one composed by him

when sailing down the Rhine in com

pany with Lavater and Basedow, and

when, as we may fancy, he was sudder.k

 

THE HEEO.

struck by the contrast between some

gray tower on the cliffs above and the

floating life beneath :

He stands upon the turret high.

The Hero's noble wraith.

And to the skiff that passeth by,

" Fair speed the voyage 1" he saith.

" Hehold, these sinews were so strong,

'This heart so stout and wild.

Such pith did to these bones belong,

So high the board was piled.

" One half my life 1 stormed away,

One half in rest I drew—"

At that word of "rest" I looked at Hfr

henfels, and paused : he concluded th:

poem in his silver voice with a ger/.l

ness that turned its menace into a htr-

ison, and looking kindly straight at im

" 'And thou, thou mortalofa day.

Thy mortalpath pursue f "

Sylvester then, as his contribution to it:

literature of Heidelberg, furnished one ■

his neat and succinct little histories, re

suming in a few words the past career *

the stones that lay mute around us.
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the place now occupied by Heidel-

Castle the Romans had already

ructed a fortress of a square plan,

the fall of the Empire the design

espected, so far as the form went,

le Franks in the first

, and then by Conrad

henstaufen, who began

e it the appearance of

ace. Conrad's old

r was reconstructed in

lose of the fourteenth

beginning of the fif-

1 centuries by Robert I.

Robert II., who added

rous parts to the build-

The succeeding elec-

ivaled each other in

g graces and beauties

building. Frederick I., called the

ious, and Louis the Peaceful, or-

nted it with towers and terraces ;

rick IV. erected a superb construc-

whose remains prove its former

eur ; his son, Frederick V., king

>hemia, built a second close by,

j it the English Palace, to recall

ict that his wife Elizabeth was

iter of James I. of England. In

nfortunate reign Heidelberg fell

he Bavarian hands, and its great

nate library was carried to Rome,

palaces were added by successive

:s, but the crowning glory was that

;1 of architecture which was con-

>d by Otto Henry in the middle of

xteenth century. The cluster of

:s had well earned its splendid

of the German Alhambra when,

1674 to 1693, all the scourges of

ell upon the Palatinate. Of its

; there remained only that which

liner and sapper, the cannon and

rch, were unable to destroy.

Louis XIV. did not sufficiently

>y the palace of Heidelberg. Its

ty has grown by what he did, and

illes does not offer half the solemn

y of this its murdered rival,

vester continued his explanations

resident and habitue. The castle

present state has resident officers

uardians of both sexes. The Tow-

Rupert, dating from the time of

Louis the Debonnaire, is haunted by the

devil, they say, since the doings in it

of a certain Leonora of Liitzelstein ; but

from this ill-omened edifice we heard

the sounds of a piano : other habitable
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portions are occupied by commonplace

modern tenants. While Berkley was

relating the history of Leonora, we ob

served a woman passing along an arch

ed gallery with a plate of sauerkraut—-

surely an honest and healthy sign of

life ; another tower near by, half crum

bled away, showed windows with good

tight modern sashes ; and while the

screech-owl and adder were making the

most of the ruined portion, a canary in

a cage mocked the devastation with sub

lime impudence, singing as he swung

over Heidelberg from a Gothic balcony.

We examined the buildings of the old

castle in detail—the towers, rather, for

in this ruin every separate portion is so

called, and even the library is a tower.

We inspected the terrace, with its fresh

gardens In the pomp of spring-time, and

we looked down on the roofs of the

modern town. Wherever we went I

fancied something was wanting.

Suddenly I asked myself if something

was not dt trap?

My eye fell upon Berkley, who was

demonstrating a Roman coin in the mu

seum with insufferable zeal and erudi

tion. I glanced at my dear Hohenfels,

and fancied that his thoughts were the

like of mine. This, in ftict, was not our

Heidelberg, the Heidelberg of our Lang

Syne, the Heidelberg of our memories

and of our passion. How could we pos

sibly fall into the old tone, how discuss
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Hans Sachs or the Minnelays, before this

frigid perfection, this person with opin

ions all made up and squared by rule,

this perennial Prize Scholar fed on whey ?

We formed between ourselves a politi

cal party in opposition to Berkley. We

spoke to each other with our eyes behind

his back : we telegraphed over his shoul

ders or through his elbows. It is true

that Sylvester bore

the name of one

of my best friends,

a man who stood

by me and cheer

ed me nobly in a

period of ridicu

lous trial ; and the

younger Berkley,

for his own part,

had overwhelmed

me with civilities

and obligations.

I could not help

it : the moment he

presented himself,

in complete armor

ofwhite kid gloves

and insipid erudi

tion, at the scene

of my old fond

confidences with

Hohenfels, he became an enemy. I

would not have offended him for the

world, yet he was a mortal offence to

me.

There was nothing for it but bravado.

We must drain Berkley to the dregs.

" I suppose we cannot escape from it," I

said : " let us go and see the great tun.

The guide-book will never forgive us if

we don't."

"Yes," said Hohenfels, " let us beard

the lion of Heidelberg. Let us see the

great tun."

In this kind of desperation we paid

homage to the coopers' marvel. We

approached an angle formed by the pal

aces of Frederick IV. and Frederick V.,

and descended into the electoral cellars.

I am not sure'that in all our residence

at Heidelberg, Hohenfels or I had ever

visited the tun ; but as a piece of acted

derision to Berkley we both enthusiastic

ally agreed to see the corpulent wonder.
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In place of one astonishment, we hac

three.

Compared with the wine-tun of cora-

merce, the smallest of the three tuns at

Heidelberg is a giant, but by the side

of the other two, it seems like a little

anchovy-keg or mackerel-tub. The tra

monarch, the master-tun of Heidelberg

reposes in grand honor amongst the tra

ditions of the German people. The

vine-growers of the Palatinate, to fulrV'

their title, were obliged to fill it ever,

year ; but it had to submit to the fate of

the castle : the castle was burnt up. the

tun was drowned out. The revenge of

all the enemies of Germany, the revenge

of the French, the Bavarians, the Im

perialists, Barbarossa, Turenne and Me-

lac, had to come by turns and slake itl

thirst at this symbolical, this eucharistic

wine-vessel. They broke the vase afte:

having let flow the contents. His ene

mies' backs once seen in retreat, the

noble elector would cause the tun to be

reconstructed, and always in augmented

proportions. The astonishment of the

world was increased, but so was the tax

of the vine-growers. The curious ma;

see accordingly, to-day, the most enor

mous cask which it has yet entered into

the mind of a cooper to construct : if

his ambition should increase by but our

degree, he would be no longer a cooper,

but a shipbuilder.

Indeed, the tun resembles nothing so

much as a Dutch brig seated on the stocks.

Reposing its majestic belly on a series of

solid supports, it sits like an Ark of Jol

lity, its prow and poop, so to speak, both

decorated with figure-heads and coats-

of-arms, and a lusty Bacchus seeming to

bestride the hoops in a bower of sculp

tured vines. A double stairway leads

up on deck, where, in a lucky season, i

ball has been given in honor of the vin

tage, and the elector has danced with tot

fairest women of his court.

This mastodon of the cellarage, buil:

in 1751 by Engler, engineer-cooper. *l

he was proudly called, of the electo:

Charles Theodore, has been three times

filled completely. If the crop were but

middling, the good prince deigned to re

duce the levy to the contents of his mid
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e tun ; if it failed entirely, he conde-

ended to accept the fill of the smallest

igshead, called the Virgin's, which only

:ld thirty thousand bottles.

In the same cellar, besides the three

ns, we saw the statue of Perkeo the

ster, buried by desire with his mouth

ider the spigot of the largest cask. It

a kind of doll, or imitation, with a

ime of wood, a coat of silk, with tow

g and short breeches, a wooden cane

the hand which is not an imitation.

Clement Perkeo, the buffoon of Charles

leodore, in addition to the ordinary ha

ts of his kind, such as fishing off the

neral- in -chief's wig with hook and

le, withdrawing the chair from the cor-

Jent prime minister, and the like, had

i enthusiastic addiction to wine. The

lest building and eighth wonder of the

' world, he thought, was the tun, and he

chose for his nearest friend Engler, the

engineer - cooper. He brought in the

most accurate news of the grape -har

vests. " Is the yield large, Perkeo ?"

"Disgraceful: hardly the middle tun!"

or, " Perfect ruin : only the Virgin this

year !" By these symbols he announced

to the elector the misfortunes of his

peasantry, and to the greedy court-

treasurer the prospects of his taxes.

Lest the vicissitudes of the vineyards

should affect his spirits (and the good

spirits of a jester are his capital), he

was allowanced with eighteen bottles

of Markgrafter wine per day. His only

wish on dying was to be buried with his

lips under the grand faucet, doubtless

hoping, even in death, to render the tun

his tributary. The elector directed his
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age to be prepared as guardian of the

liar : thus we see it, made of coopers'

d caulkers' materials, wood and tow.

At the conclusion of our visit to the

ins we were resting, my dearest friend

d I, in the largest chamber of our suite

the Prince Charles hotel. Berkley

is off for his whey, and I thought the

lment had come at last for Ulrich von

:htenstein and Walther von der Vogel-

:ide. But Hohenfels asked me for a

l, methodical account of all my wan-

rings. I next tried to induce him to

eak of his new acquaintance, Mr. Berk-

', having myself a determined habit

discussing the last thing that has got

o my head, and being willing to make

nmon cause with the baron in exe-

iting the diplomatist. But Hohenfels,

latever language his eyes might have

sken in allusion to Berkley, would not

;ak in his absence with any expression

t a guarded chivalry and courtesy,

protesting that he knew the gentleman

too slightly to estimate his character,

and again asked me for the full confes

sion of my long error.

That history, which I had recounted

to customs-officers and cab-drivers, to

Francine and to Fortnoye, and which

had rolled up like a snowball even as I

was singing the cantos of my own Odys

sey, I gave to Hohenfels in full : I did

not omit the loss of an umbrella or the

purchase of a hat.

Hohenfels made his comment : " It

seems to me that if your friend Berkley

has made himself a living churn for di

gesting buttermilk and whey, you have

done even more to lose your independ

ence as a man. You have lost your cen

tre of gravity. You have become a mere

shuttlecock between Accident and Ca

price." Edward Strahan.

[to be continued.]
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Al.MEH. (FAC SIMILE OF THE ORIGINAL F.TCHING BY J. L. GEROMfc. )

THE camels of state provided by the

khedive expressly for Gerome were

awaiting him and his party at Suez to

continue the excursion through the burn

ing deserts and wadys of Arabia Petrea.

One member of the artist-band, attacked

by painful symptoms of sunstroke at

Senures, was longing to get back to Cai

ro and to the possibility of seeing a good

doctor in that capital. The allotted days

of the journey were passing. Yet Ge

rome and his fellow-painters, infatuated

with the beautiful oasis of Faium, con

tinued to explore its canals and exam

ine its little towns as long as they coal

find the least excuse for so doing I

seemed to them like a page of pure Bih

life fastened down upon the desert; a!

they hesitated with luxurious reluctn'

to cross the Nile and face the rohha

infested wilderness of the Red Sea. J

rencounter almost worth a sunstroke I

meet was the lucky chance of the trart

ers at Senures.

Here for the first time they found ti

primitive, unsophisticated dancing-m

of the East. The circumstances ami d

company amongst which they met tho
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:d the most piquant relief, and the

performance remains imprinted on

nds of Gerome and his friends as

fection of impromptu farce,

primitive almeh whom Ger6me

:nts in his etching is very different

le spoiled, cosmopolitan dancing-

antaminated with a hundred tricks

I from European travelers, who

n their exhibitions to the taste of

Cockneys in Cairo. This is a

of the wilderness. Sullen and

late by turns, she traces her plas-

uary for the eyes of rude men of

;ert, swart Nubians, simple con-

irs from the cradle of the Nile,

groid features, the heavy festoons

hich she plaits her tresses, the

ral way in which she can throw

;ry over her head, the rude coins

:ks herself with—so different from

f-crowns and shillings with which

ro beauty is proud to bedizen her-

II seem strange, picturesque, re-

icculiar. Her head, scrupulously

d in our engraving, is one of the

w studies in aquafortis which Ge-

las ever given to the public. It

:d the attention, before he died,

ophile Gautier, ever on the look-

something bizarre and savage as

lus to his jaded appetite. Having

the etching in an exhibition ar-

for the profit of unfortunate art-

[Utier, in his own strenuous lan-

raved of the " eyes half shut, and

linded by the sun," the "heavy

eral divan on which to lay a kiss,"

; " cheeks polished like those of

in basalt." The simple strength

execution, too, was much to his

" All these traits are indicated,"

arked, " with a few strokes of a

ssured needle, which expresses

icts than all the patient toiling of

in. It is a rough sketch on cop-

quite as valuable as an original

Ira.wing : the biting of the aqua-

is nowise changed its character."

Ger6me, granting to him his pro-

d love for forms in repose, is an

led draughtsman, expressing with

scatter of strokes a texture, a

xion or an arrested movement.

"Go to the crayon-drawings by Raphael

in the Louvre," he will sometimes say,

" and see what directness of expression !

With the simplest and readiest curves he

defines a tony articulation, the round

hardness of an acting muscle or the

swinging line of a relaxed one. Having

the secrets of anatomy by heart, Raph

ael knows instantly whether there is soft

flesh or hard bone under a piece of skin,

and in the most definite way tries to find

a stroke that will express at once the de

sired texture. There is no rubbing the

drawing over to an even state of grit or

wool : everywhere is tendon, skin or

bone, defined in the plainest language."

His own strokes and hatchings are much

less inventive and varied than Raphael's,

but they search In a similar way for the

plain carriage of some truth, and, as his

industrial motto seems to be Nulla dies

sine lined, so is the lesson of his pencil

Nulla linea sine anima. — Of all which

practice and theory the head we refer to

is a good example, not easily obtained

otherwhere than in our pages.

Hasne, with her fine braids intermin

gled with threads of gold, with her eyes

cast down to hide their liquid brightness,

with her pendent coins and sweeping blue

draperies, was the heroine of a fete which

Gerome saw fit to give at Senures in hon

or of the civic authorities. Our expedi

tion, when approaching provincial towns,

found it necessary to put on a good deal

of state and to assume an almost pleni

potentiary importance. Thus, when the

ditch-threaded fields and ruined tombs

of Senures were reached, the tents were

ostentatiously spread in an eligible spot,

and the flag of France was allowed to

unroll its colors to the respectful African

breeze. These preliminaries arranged,

the painters, their beasts hung about with

glittering ornaments in the taste of the

country, went solemnly to pay their re

gards to the sheikh. Arrived at the

mayor's office of Senures, a young Arab

in gorgeous raiment came forth to ap

prise the visitors that his sheikh, although

aware of the illustrious strangers' ap

proach, was obliged, together with his

municipal council, to forego the pleasure

of receiving them. Reasons of the last
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importance compelled this civic action.

On the next day, however, the ediles

would hasten to present to the strangers,

on the thresholds of their own tents and

under the shadow of the French (bg

their profoundest homage.

Not undelighted with this response, lie

Frenchmen withdrew ; but, while the

 

clucr and more serious members of the

troop prepared to regain their tents, the

younger artists, willing to ride somewhere

after the trouble of being mounted, de

sired their dragoman to take them to the

dancers' quarter. There was Hasne, with

a dozen of her friends, drinking araki

among a crowd of well - dressed

courteous Arabs. The evening was spec'I

over lessons in the softest Lalla-Rocti

phrases at the feet of these princess

care being taken to sit out the well-drt*

ed Arabs, who retired salaaming.

Next day, for the reception of the
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:h, a feast of splendor was arranged,

combining the revels of Cleopatra

the discretions of Mabille. Paper

rns were strung up in the largest

the chests and trunks were disposed

iers and orchestra-seats in a theatre,

pet folded in two made the imperial

illotted to Gerome and his staff, and

Iragoman rolled a bran-new kujfi

1 his skull-cap. The city council

:d in state : it was the very group

il Arab gentlemen who had been

ised overnight in the courts of the

ng-women, and whom reasons of

ighest municipal importance had

"rom being at home to receive their

rs!

; nil admirari of Eastern charac-

-vented these statesmen from being

vay embarrassed as they met the

:d recognition of one after another

■ French youths. Shirking a cere-

il observance in order to keep ap-

nents made with dancing-girls, and

□eing surprised in the act of drop-

he national pocket handkerchief

feet of these enchantresses, ap-

I to them the simplest thing in the

So far from being abashed at

r been seen in the exercise of their

e functions, the council met their

can acquaintance with the air of

ltulating them on the way in which

;ndship had been formed, and they

d with lofty Eastern languor the

ce of that charming Hasne with

they had so frankly unbent the

before.

ne swept in, a surprising spectacle.

g been summoned to add to the

res of the entertainment by a

y of her art, she had dressed for

rt with a sense of its importance,

esented an aspect worthy of inter-

al criticism. She was draped in a

lue robe bestarred with patines of

gold : this was caught up at the

by fringes of embroidered silk in

of the wildest innocence—or bra-

Her head was artistically wrap-

a yellow cloth, which formed the

est of coiffures, combined as it was

i numerable slender tresses falling

inder it to the shoulder, some of

them caught together on the forehead

with imperceptible clasps of gold.

The metallic clamor of all her netted

coins and pendants, the harsh cries with

which she preluded her first steps, and

the awful bray of her barbaric accom

panists, gave something of a diabolic

cast to the comedy. The travelers had

never felt so far from home. At the first

accords of the two-stringed viol with the

darabuka, or earthen kettledrum, Hasne

planted herself all at once in the middle

of the tent. Nailed to her place by the

feet, the dancer seemed to suffer, in her

body, like a thrill of passion, the vibra

tions proceeding from the instruments

Waves of motion rolled down the mus

cles of all her supple form from the neck

to the ankles. As the music, from its

first slow cadences, became brisker, the

gestures of the dancer, her contortions

and the convulsive movements of her

limbs took on a more feverish and sav

age character. Raising her heavy lids,

the velvet blackness of her eyes seemed

suddenly furnished with vivid lightnings,

for the strangest sparks shot from them

during the unintermitted shocks of the

movement. Not only did the muscles

of the torso and the limbs seem now one

convulsive, complaining mass of love-

tormented motion, but the flexible hips

were made to move with incredible sup

pleness, and the soft bare feet, though

never detached from the ground, were

seen to be treading a measure by sym

pathetic movements of all the bones and

of the arch of the insteps. Arrived at

the climax of this rhythmic drama, the

dancer sank shudderingly to her knees,

and then executed kneeling a new series

of figures, more strange, suggestive and

picturesque than the first. Hasne had

certainly the most faultless natural grace

in seeming to undergo these nervous

possessions : with the instinct of the true-

artist she controlled every movement

even when seemingly most abandoned

to an irresistible convulsion, and never

once betrayed the angularity of weak

ness and imperfection. For more than

an hour she varied her unearthly postures

with the limpid softness of a water-ser

pent joined to the grace of a gazelle.
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Apparently on this occasion inspired by

the Africo - European expansion of her

little world, by the promise of double

bakshish and by the official assistance

of the mayor and his suite, Hasne sur

passed herself. The raptures of OH

tive audience seemed to indkaa*

performance beyond the comnm.1

anges, sweetmeats, money aad m

were poured at her feet. Bcfcnll
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guests a compressed mass of humanity,

formed from the servants of the caravan

and the friends of the musicians, was

sweating and grilling, presenting a hun

dred vignettes of wild Arab character

surprised in its sincerest express*

camel-drivers in Gerome's sertiSH

tirely given over to the eDja^^|

their senses, formed a group St ■

trate the Arabian NigkU. fo&W
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ed, and both blind of the same

Whether or no sympathy had

it them together, they were perch-

: by side, and were loudly cxpress-

e effects of drink and beatitude ;

hen Hasne, falling on the carpet

wounded tigress, stretched and

ted her limbs with expiring efforts,

iuld contain themselves no longer,

river suddenly seized in both his

the head of the other, and shook

ently to the music with actual

of delight : the other, while his

vas thus used to beat time like a

yielded himself to the treatment

ie most expressive spasms of pleas-

\t length, just as the head, shaken

violently every minute, seemed

to be plucked quite off and hurled

dancer like a rose, the two tur-

ifter tilting over the ear, unrolled

:lves and fell into ruin, showing

ysterious tuft called "the Moham-

—the crown which the true Moslem

idden to expose, and by which he

: lifted into Paradise. Schehere-

lerself would have been glad to

ice into her repertory these two

ible figures, with their parallel

ess, with the scarlet immodesty of

lot shaved heads, with their em-

, their raptures and their tipsiness.

hers, expressing themselves in their

[ ways, were hardly less pleased.

, contorted in a kind of spiral with

anges at her feet, presented the

cial semblance of a cornucopia,

i of plenty.

}ir, in a spirit of mischievous curi-

ipproached her with a little neck-

vorth thirteen sous at home, such

country-girls wear around their

jwn necks on Sundays. At this

ition, Hasne very suddenly drap

er role of possessed Pythoness.

commencing to show the treasure

les, she snatched it like a monkey,

lossession of it, applied it to her

then over her head, and seemed

to flee lest it should be taken from

When made to understand that j

ud was to be given her as bak-

she approached her benefactor

onvulsions of contentment that

L. XIII.—34

resembled epilepsy, and for a while Le

noir seemed less likely to be thanked

than bitten : floods of words escaped her,

harsh, piercing and discordant. The

dragoman gave up the task of translating

her grateful Orientalisms, and Lenoir was

obliged to retire with half his meed of

thanks ungrasped by his understanding.

More successful in his lingual transac

tions with the sheikh was GeY6me, the

Co-lo-nel of the party and chief Amphit

ryon of the feast. It is one of the bizarre

accidents of M. Gerdme's education that

while ignorant, as all Frenchmen are,

of the most widely-spoken of European

tongues, and constrained to respond with

" Helas ! non," to the first question put by

every hopeful American visitor whether

he speaks English, this conversationalist,

so one-sided in his own studio, has but

to go to the ends of the earth to find

himself in easy communication with the

people. Gerome speaks Arabic like a

native. His adieus with the lord mayor

of Senures were performed, then, with

much grace, at becoming length, in suit

ably extravagant metaphors and with

endless repetition. The esteem of the

municipality was gained securely. The

burgomasters retired. Hasne, for her

part, made a much more popular and

sensational exit than they, and rode roy

ally off on Gerome's biggest donkey,

followed by the acclaims of all, from

masters to lowest servants.

Next morning at five a fire-cracker

cackling was heard outside the tents, and

there was Hasne, accompanied by a vo

ciferous chorus of friends and compan

ions. She explained that upon the rising

of the sun she had experienced a desire

to see her friends again. Hasne was

quieted with a little coffee : a rather bril

liant matinee reception was achieved to

the constant tune of "Ya kulum habibi

kebir." The morning call would have

been an unshadowed success had it not

been for Hasne's unprincipled seduction

of Jules.

Jules was a wooden-headed jumping-

jack, which Lenoir, as the baby of the

troop, had claimed the privilege of bring

ing from home, with the vow of showing

him every famous sight from France to
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Persia. This hopeless little imbecile,

usually suspended by an elastic to the

neck of his patron's donkey, had regard

ed the wonders of travel with unmoved

vacuity, had gazed from the summit of

the Pyramids upon the French

stoically as the forty centuries?!

and had been a perpetual sobee

protector by the consistent and

racy of his dullness. Hasnc sr

 

* . .. ■ '

attached him to her ears and her fore

head, and tittered sharp shrieks of joy.

In the afternoon Lenoir made a color-

study. Night came : Hasne and Jules

had eloped.

The efforts and emotions attendant on

giving and composing the feasts

followed by sensations still tsr

matic, as the painter and his

threading the populace of att^

their dens, undertook to bnnj »l

the mystery. Their new bot do*
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tions with the municipality were not un-

needed in obtaining a separation of body,

bed and board between this impression

able lady and her last alliance. Hasne

lingered fondly around the camp for

many days, and the only way by which

the painters could obtain the privacy

. necessary for their studies was in fright

ening the damsel almost sick by photo

graphing her. Lenoir, consoled at the

i return of Jules, betook himself industri-

K ously to painting water - carriers and

I 1 washing-women. One day, returning to

j camp, he saw a hideous "spectacle ser

pent," or naja, lying in the middle of

the road engaged with its digestion after

) a hearty meal of chicken, and apparent-

I ly waiting for its doctor. The creature,

having swollen around its prey like a

leech, was almost unable to stir, and

presented the figure of a monstrous frog

with the rudiment of a tail. It was kill

ed by the Arabs, its head literally whip

ped off with a switch, and the striped

skin offered to the traveler. The golden

uraus, the emblem worn on the forehead

in so many Egyptian statues, is nothing

else than a representation of this serpent,

taken at its most dyspeptic or fully-gorged

moment.

' Meantime, the visitation of sunstroke

i upon a cherished member of the party

cast a gloom upon the whole band, and

preparations were made for accompany

ing the invalid back to Cairo. Indeed,

the further tracing up of the Nile was

not a part of their plan : they proposed,

returning by Medinet and Cairo, to push

on to Suez, Akabah and the mysterious

wilderness beyond. The final luncheon

at Senures was embellished by the pres

ence of Hasne, who manifested a touch

ing sensibility at the thought of a sepa

ration. To try her with a new test, the

Hercules of the expedition produced his

celebrated buckskin gloves, adapted to

the measure of a pair of hands that

could have strangled a great many na/as

or urauses. The little paws of the dancer

were quite lost in the great reddish-color

ed gauntlets, but the joy of Hasne was

indescribable. She walked from tent to

tent shrieking with happiness, and show

ing her small fists and enormous shields

to every one. To reobtain the gloves it

was necessary to have recourse to the

Fabulist or longbow-puller ofthe caravan,

who assured her that the buckskins were

accursed and would bring ill-luck. Bak

shish, the universal healer of wounded

hearts here below, consoled this suscep

tible female, and she saw the caravan

start for Cairo with a good grace.

The attentions and repose obtainable

at the metropolis had a happy effect upon

the invalid, who was soon able to ac

company his fellows in the further ex

plorations they chose to make among

the streets and mosques of Cairo. Each

painter, as he watched the incessant

crowd and caught the varying silhouette

of the groups of domes, wished that he

had months to give for every day allot

ted to Cairo. But the East is compassed

now-a-days at railroad speed, and it was

the railway that hurried them off one

brilliant morning to Suez in modern first-

class carriages intended to hold six per

sons, but into which eight were packed

lest they should feel cold.

The desert separating Suez from Cairo

was formerly a real bugbear and very

toilsome to cross, the camels sinking in

the slippery sand to their knees. This

sand is a white impalpable dust yielding

to every wind, so that the domed hills of

to-day give place to-morrow to an ab

solute plain. The color of the powder is

the color of treachery : it varies with the

wind and with the time of day. At early

dawn the sands are rose-colored, with

violet shadows ; sometimes at noon they

are a plain of untinted snow ; in the

short period of twilight, reflecting like

metal plates the burning tones of the sun

at his setting, the mountains of snow

sometimes seem turned to mountains of

fire.

Our travelers found Suez full of pas

sengers making the transit to or from In

dia. The English hotel was overflow

ed, and, after obtaining the use of the

saloon for bed-room, the painters dis

covered a dozen Britons snoring in cho

rus even in that retreat. The English

men were not very polite on being dis

turbed from their dreams ; and their ill

grace aroused the most reprehensible
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feelings of revenge in the Gallic bosom.

The sleepers were quickly awakened to

the fullest extent by finding the gas turn

ed on and burning at full head, while a

group of fantastic beings in nightcaps

and airy robes, sitting under white um

brellas with color-boxes in their laps,

were making sketches of the rows of

English boots, and all the while loudly

discussing the eternal and glorious prin

ciples of art. Nor were the young men

content with this mild victimization.

Having given strict orders to the boot

black, they set at the door a single boot

out of every English pair, the majority

of which were of crude yellow leather :

when these came back, all ebon and

varnish, they were silently placed among

their original mates, but not until the

authors of the jest were far on their way.

The superb blooded dromedaries which

henceforth bore the party on their way

were the special and graceful loan of the

khedive. This gentleman, whom pro

longed residence at Paris has made a

perfect European at will, was as well

aware of Gerome's reputation and intel

lectual rank as any Frenchman of the

boulevards. Nine immensely tall beasts,

with mountains on their backs and no

end of legs, did up their joints into com

pressed kneeling postures as the artists

mounted, and shot up to a fearful alti

tude the moment they felt their loads in

place. These quadrupedal giants were

an appropriate offering from the viceroy's

own stable to the painter who had done

so much to make Egypt famous and

hring its glories of landscape or history

visibly before the eye of the world. Ge-

rome and the Doctor and the Naturalist

mounted with such grace and dignity as

they could command. When it came

to the turn of young Lenoir, he found

that the most colossal of the nine had

been derisively allotted to him. Now,

Lenoir is not in his own person an

overgrown man : already at Medinet,

when the damsel of the large slippers

offered him drink from her urn, it oc

curred to him that he could not play a

very good Eliezer, so far as profile went,

to her Rebekah. He is in fact construct

ed rather on the pattern allotted to Mr.

Harry Foker by the author of Pendennis,

having a dark skin, short legs and an

incorrigible grimace. He stood up by

his camel a moment, measuring his

length against its endless legs: then, as

the brute knelt, after a brief space of

serious meditation he recommended his

soul, and immediately staggered up with

the rising animal to a height superior to

that of anything in the caravan—a pre

eminence which he guarded proudly for

the rest of the expedition.

The wilderness life of the party, under

the active dragomanship of Yussef Mus-

sali the Syrian, soon became a triumph

of organization. The commissariat was

supplied with the usual preserved meats

and an unusual assortment of choice

wines. The personnel of the artist-

troop had by this time, on that prin

ciple of natural selection which has ar

ranged the solar system, gravitated into

a certain rank. Gerome and a given

contingent of his friends formed the se

rious group. One of the pair of smaller

tents was allotted to himself and closest

comrades, and ran up the national tri

color whenever it camped : the other was

for the rest of the " serious." Of the three

large tents, one was the club-room and

dormitory of the spirits unblessed with

quiet, the sons of Belial who loved to

dance all night round a table : this un

hallowed precinct was, unhappily for the

interests of a quiet theory of existence, the

popular one. Every night the "serious"

philosophers came to the door and beg

ged to be admitted, but Lenoir always ex

acted a dear payment for this entrance.

The five tents with their furniture, borne

upon a total of twenty-seven camels and

dromedaries, formed a train of very re

spectable magnitude.

The Red Sea, as seen on the map,

puts up two long arms at the top, much

like the horns of a snail. At the ex

tremity of one horn is the town of Suez :

the corresponding town garnishing the

other horn is Akabah. The land clip

ped between the two horns is a moun

tainous, irreclaimable wilderness, full of

cafions or wadys, forming a sort of pe

ninsula as it extends deeply into the

embrace of the two arms of the Red Sea.
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On this tongue of rocky land immemorial

tradition has fixed the location of Mount

Sinai. The accuracy of this attribution

is being just now strongly combated by

a learned and venerable British geog

rapher and traveler. If Beke's drifting

of Sinai toward Arabia, quite to the eas

of Akabah, be right, it may have this of

importance about it, that we may be com

pelled to relinquish Egypt as the land
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from which the Jews escaped, and im

agine the Misraim which held them in

bondage as some temporary dynasty

which succeeded in reclaiming a part of

Arabia Petrea from the Ishmaelites.

The course through the wadys and

along the shore of the Red Sea is slo*

and difficult. The caravan is throw-

completely on its own resources, and or.e

feels at last the close, savage, throttling
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embrace of the Desert, like a snake,

hound to kill if it may. Nature here is

no friend to human life : she must be

fought at every step. One day—it was

in February, but hot as a furnace—the

tents were drying after a storm, near

Wady Sadr on the shore of the sea, and

the artists were admiring the sausage

like red of the rain-washed mountains,

when two human forms were seen on

the horizon. Approaching, they were

seen to be naked, wasted to skeletons,

their eyes unnaturally large, and they

made signs that they were dying of hun

ger. Fishermen of the Red Sea, they had

lost their boat in the storm. The Co-lo-

nel and the Doctor constituted themselves

friendly rivals in the task of preserving

these poor starved beings from death.

They were served with judicious rations

of food, which restored them little by

litde, and at last, shedding tears of grati

tude, they departed with a contribution

of food, wine and spirits to try and find

their way to Suez.

The Mardi-Gras, February 25th, found

the pilgrims bathing in the Fountain of

Marah, whose corrosive salts pricked

their skins and covered them with blis

ters. At home what gayeties and mask-

ings, thought the lads, while we are

smarting with the bitter penalties and

laws of Sinai ! Determined not to be

entirely conquered, a kind of Mardi-

Gras procession was organized. The

grave Syrian servants looked on in won

der as the young men, dressed in such

travesty as their wardrobes afforded, ex

ecuted torchlight promenades, with pa

triotic songs and atelier jokes of the

most respectable antiquity.

The next wady, called Wady Schilla,

surpassed all that they had heard of

in the way of fantastic coloration :. the

rocks, all ochre or vermilion, with geo

logic strata of blue and green, seemed

to be coarsely painted by a voluntary

hand. A distribution of the painters

was made to secure the memoranda of

all the principal colors. Gerome under

took to copy the red and yellow cliffs,

and treated their strange effects with a

master hand : Lenoir accepted the blue,

and his bedfellow the green. Several

days were occupied in this singular scen

ic art. Then came Wady Mokatteb, the

Written Valley ; Wady Faran, with its

j forests of virgin palm, whose untrim-

med plumes swept the ground ; Wady

I Solaf ; and finally Sinai, as the whole

world calls it, with its rock-perched mon-

; astery.

The convent is a great stronghold, a

castle fully able to sustain itself against

the surrounding bandits. In the im-

j mense tower is fixed the elevated door-

i way, soaring over the ground at a pro-

| digious height, wherein provisions, vis

itors and materials are admitted, with

the assistance of a basket, a rope, a pul

ley and a capstan worked by the fathers.

At present, however, a modern door at

the base of the tower is generally used.

By this prosaic entrance the artists in

vaded the sanctuary. They were made

welcome guests, and passed frequently,

day after day, from their camp without

the walls to the warm, candid and intel

ligent hospitality within. The monks,

dressed in the dignified robes of the

Greek Church, were figures to strike the

eye of a painter. Their superior, an old

man with a splendid white beard tum

bling like a cataract of snow to his very

girdle, took Gerome and his friends into

high favor. They were made free of

the library, where Lives of the Saints

and other manuscripts enriched with the

finest mediaeval miniatures, the Evangels

written by the emperor Theodosius, and

many other books in grand old bindings,

I made the artists' mouths water with ap-

! preciation. In the enclosure is seen the

place of the apparition of the Burning

Bush, where visitors still approach with

uncovered feet ; and on the hills hard

by the place where the Law was deliver

ed to Moses, and the five holes at the

base of Horeb where the miraculous

fountain was opened.

The holy men are held in the highest

respect by all the robbers around them,

J who come up with their disputes for ar

bitration. In the same way the camel-

drivers of the expedition, disputing about

| some trifle, were appeased as soon as the

I monks had spoken.

The Sinai encampment concluded with
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a joyous ceremony, in which the monks

joined with the best possible grace. It

was the birthday of one of the caravan,

the beloved Doctor, whose boot-soles

had been worn to paper in the most ac

tive researches among these rocks a

secrated as the milestones in the tai

raphy of the grand Jewish legisbl

Six days beforehand the cook had be

put upon his mettle, and the happy 4

was graced by a dinner fit for Sardanap-

alus. Two soups, four side-dishes, three

roasts, salads, sweets and plenty of mus

tard,—it was the Frankest outrage upon

the cuisine of quails and manna for which

the place is traditional. Wines and studio-

songs lubricated the whole dinner.)

the good fathers were present »|

absolution wherever necessary,

monks, who carefully cultivate tfcej

na-yielding plant, gave to each a I

visitors on departure a little bay«W
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nd a tin tube filled with honey from

nt Sinai. They submitted with de-

their handsome faces to the pho-

ipher of the party : the proofs were

ibuted to the good men when the

:s made their call of farewell, and

;s of the group which the reader

among these pages are gazed at

complacency to-day by the originals

iat rock-built nest so bare of inci-

jre of the wearisome wadys, and

Akabah. This station, much to the

s' surprise, was full of interest and

icter, far beyond Suez. It is the

t where the troops of pilgrims to

a are provisioned ; and, with its sav-

sheikh and brigandish neighbors,

is quite a surfeit of adventure. The

wnial feast offered to this robber-

i was a most singular comedy, af-

many a rueful laugh,

e sheikh, whose name was Moham-

Sadd, was absent at the time of the

an's arrival, being engaged, as his

ery candidly expressed it, in rob-

i camels among the neighboring

Meantime, the artists' kitchen-

ts soon as it was set up, was visited

wds of furiously-hungry people, in-

g many estimable country sheikhs

racters who could only be treated

politeness, and whose meddling

lrove Achmet the cook almost mad

age as he served them repeatedly

offee and cognac.

respectable robber-sheikh came

late at night, when the rockets had

en fired and the paper lanterns

up in his honor had burned out.

jproached the little camp, and the

man, in a panic of apprehension,

need the veritable Mohammed

\ the most authentic, as he was the

| and ugliest, of all the sheikhs,

pme was extremely exasperated at

ntimely visit. Awakened all of a

i after a hard day's journey, he

)ut gloomy and lowering in a hasty

and looked about for his guest;

e sheikh was not to be seen. In

nding the principal tent deserted

arrival, he had rolled off his mare

ade with unfailing instinct for the

kitchen. Here he called for everything

that he took a fancy to, not disdaining

to fall in line so as to pass to his numer

ous suite the coffee-cups and glasses

which he demanded from Achmet. Ap

prised that the Co-lo-nel was ready to

receive him, he started like a child

caught in the jelly-closet, and was found

hastily ensconced in the saloon-tent, his

mouth full and a Rheims sponge-cake in

his hand.

"Tell him," said GerOme sharply to

the dragoman, "that now I have seen

him I shall be happy all the next four-

and-twenty hours, and that, to begin im

mediately, I am going to go to bed."

And with this honest growl the weary

Co-lo-nel retired to his pavilion, leaving

to his courier and young friends the task

of serving out compliments and coffee :

the last, to simplify the manoeuvre, Mo

hammed Gadd finished by swilling in

large quantities out of the sugar-bowl.

The sheikh departed with the consol

atory remark that he would call again.

The artists expressed rapture, but prp-

posed to be off at an early hour to avoid

the proffered honor. In fifty minutes,

however, there was heard a new and in

creased confusion. The faithful mayor

had come to fulfill his promise, with a

new band of provincial sheikhs, among

whom was his brother. Sheikh Mak-Bul,

who would accompany the artists to Petra.

Poor Achmet, as the new demands for

coffee began to fall upon his ear, raised

his arms to Heaven and uttered cries of

grief.

The poor caravan left a large part of

its provisions in the maws of these Aka

bah cormorants. The rest it distributed,

on a precisely similar system, among the

savage sheikhs whom it was Mak-Bul's

business to introduce and to conciliate.

Thus complimenting, complimented and

robbed, they moved on amongst the ban

ditti to Petra.

It was at three o'clock in the afternoon

when, after a gradual ascent from the

level of the sea that had lasted for days,

the guides called a halt and pointed to

the marvelous panorama.

Petra, the city carved out of a single

stone, like a cameo on a ring, was be
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fore them, encrusted upon the spurs of

Mount Hor and its satellites. From this

point the monuments and constructions

of the city could not be distinguished.

A vague and general sense of artificial

design could alone be traced in the mod

eling of the sweeping valleys and pre

cipitous ravines. Naturally fortified by

its position on the mountain, the strategic

importance which made the Romans un

dertake so elaborate a construction as

Petra could be understood. The natural

rock in which they worked out their pro

digious design is a sandstone, of a deep

red color which cannot be represented

in our engraving, rather friable in qual

ity, and sometimes displaying the swol

len boulder - forms of volcanic lavas.

Petra, as a settlement of rock-dwellers

or troglodytes, goes back to the earliest

Bible times. It was the Romans, how

ever, who appreciated its position as a

junction-point between Arabia, Egypt

and India, and w-ho chose to develop it

into the fantastic, theatrical and alto

gether extraordinary city we see.

Unhappily, the Romans, powerful as

their hand was, did not always apply it

to works of the best taste. The designs

of the Petra monuments awakened but

mediocre admiration from our company

of artists. It is Roman architecture of

the decline, surcharged with ornament,

with a quantity of overweighted pedi

ments, flowering columns and needless

niches ; one architectural motive shoul

dering away another, and the whole

heaped together without system or con

trol. The backgroundsof Pompeii paint

ings, with their mad perspective and gid

dy porticoes and colonnades, are here re

peated in the solidity of stone. To show

the melodramatic character of the whole

construction, it may be mentioned that

Petra is entered through a gloomy fissure,

over which is thrown an arch like a

bridge ; but it is a bridge which carries

no road, which is inaccessible, .which

connects nothing, and which therefore

can be nothing but a big and useless

ornament.

Even more puzzling is the temple,

which bursts upon you after a long

scramble through dark and difficult pas

sages, cunningly' illuminated w;th ; :^

row beam of sparse sunshine. Ha f

norant Arabs, who connect everyihaj

hereabouts with the past gloriesof tgrp,

call this facade by the name "Tnasa

of Pharaoh"—Kasneh Firun. It Is s

tended, apparently, as the entrance a I

roomy temple, but it gives access to cab

ing but a small, undefinable room si

niches, too petty for a chapel a&l a

large for a tomb. It is like a r:i

ment in a church, and perhaps ytrfi

nates the fame of some Roman tai-a

lector or magistrate. It is two sa

high, and the urn on the summit Ural

marked with bullets, the Arabs

firmly convinced that it holds enxal

treasure, yet not having enterprise u(

tempt any more systematic expsoiaa

than an occasional shot at it The d

interest of this relic, as indeed c: N

in its entirety, is not in its design, sni

the audacity of its construction : ".bed

pie, like the whole city, is carved a t

solid mountain—a monolith.

Near the great theatre, whkt I

curves its hemicycle of benches iniO

like nook of the mountain, is an asJ

tion in Greek, pointing to an arte*

much higher than the Roman csqd

of Arabia by ^lius Gallus. Aresrfi

circumference of the theatre, iw.J^

over the heads of the imaginary ssS

are chambers cut out in the roct'rai

though taken by some savants t."

sort of theatrical boxes, are maci rs*

probably the rooms of the pnaaS

cave-dwellers.

The young impertinents of th< M

could not leave Petra without

out the Greek and Roman ioxs*^

with additions entirely original

they kindly wrote on the walls 6e<a^

of passages and avenues, sudusB^

Mouffetard and Cuignol Ssp&?' 9

companying this nomenclature*^^

ergetic profiles of sheikhs of the

who had obtained their esteem or -**'J

and in whose likenesses they it*^

to abstain from flattery\ Four

later, at Damascus, Lenoir eoccca5^

a party of antiquarians who hasi ^

exceedingly baffled and irritated b«

amended inscriptions, and be fea; ■(
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leasure of inveighing strongly with

lem against the sacrilege of unscrupu-

ius wits who would complicate the study

f the past with gross or inappropriate

estorations.

The sortie from Petra might have been

ifficult but for the firmness and coolness

f Gerome. The sheikh who accompa-

ied them as a guard against the Bed-

uins chose to be dissatisfied with the

mount of his recompense, and required

pay proportional to the grandeur of

ne viceregal dromedaries which carried

nd posed the party. When called upon

l escort them out of the defile, he de-

nurred, objecting that his horse was not

here. The Co-lo-nel, with a steady

lance from his black eyes, ordered him

mperatively to mount and escort the

and : he grumblingly obeyed. The

ther Arabs accompanied the procession,

fluttering claims for payment. At last,

t'ossar, the sheikh of Petra, dismount-

d, and came up to Ger6me lance in

and, asking for an increase of his pres-

nt. The Co-lo-nel simply drew out his

racket - book, and smilingly showed it

[uite empty : to complete the allegory,

ierome took off his cloak and proffered

t to the sheikh. Utterly confused as he

ras by this offer, the fellow was still dis-

atisfied, and presently a young Arab,

lephew to Sheikh Nossar, placed him-

elf in the way of the travelers, with a

ristol pointed at the dragoman. Three

if the Frenchmen thereupon showed

heir revolvers, and the cowardly ras-

:al rode away, while the procession

found through the rocks in silence.

The pile of stones limiting the boundary

lf Petra was reached, and the caravan

»as in another jurisdiction. By good

judgment and abstinence from either

hreats or timidity the day was saved

vithout bloodshed. The artists were free

o continue their journey toward Jerusa-

em and Damascus.

Such is the coolness which it often

takes a brave man a whole lifetime to

learn ! Gerome has not always been so

forbearing. In this astute, ready, sober-

headed man of the world, which of his

old comrades of '48 would recognize the

radical young demagogue who headed a

deputation with a petition for abolishing

marriage ? The self-command exhibited

in his pointing at the brigands without

firing does perhaps show a little more of

the old spirit of self-forgetful courage, as

when, in his early duel, he discharged

his own pistol in the air, allowing the

jealous husband to plant a bullet in his

arm, where it still remains and causes a

slight lameness of the member. Per

haps that little transaction came into his

mind when, in the ravines of Petra, he

showed the muzzle of his weapon to the

nephew of Nossar without pulling the

trigger. It is well to guard what was

calm and courageous in our youth—the

offspring of healthy nerves—and let what

was unsound and visionary go. So Ge-

r6me has acquired, as the auxiliary of

his remarkable artistic talent, a decent

modicum of business tact. He married,

and his choice was the daughter of a

great picture -merchant, who since the

union has taken care of his son-in-law's

fortunes and found splendid markets for

his ingenious pictures. And when trav

eling in Dreamland, as it were, in the

land of sunrise and enchantment, Ge

rome does not scorn the assistance of the

powers that be, but rides to his ideal

right out of the viceroy's stable, on a

dromedary twice as high as that which

supports the ordinary tourist. A little

sense, mixed in with the composition of

genius, isa"mon'sus good thing," as our

uncle the Major would say ; for it gets,

instead of the cloud that is almost in

shape of a camel, the royal beast himself

in all his housings, and may calmly sur

vey the world from that eminence.
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THE BLUEBIRp.

WHEN ice is thawed and snow is gone.

And racy sweetness floods the trees—

When snowbirds from the hedge have flown,

And on the hive-porch swarm the bees,—

Drifting down the first warm wind

That thrills the earliest days of spring,

The bluebird seeks our maple groves

And charms them into tasseling.

He sits among the delicate sprays,

With mists of splendor round him drawn,

And through the spring's prophetic veil

Sees summer's rich fulfillment dawn :

He sings, and his is Nature's voice—

A gush of melody sincere

From that great fount of harmony

That thaws and runs when spring is here.

Short is his song, but strangely sweet

To ears aweary of the low,

Dull tramp of Winter's sullen feet,

Sandaled in ice and muffed in snow :

Short is his song, but through it runs

A hint of dithyrambs yet to be—

A sweet suggestiveness that has

The influence of prophecy.

From childhood I have nursed a faith

In bluebirds' songs and winds of spring :

They tell me, After frost and death

There comes a time of blossoming ;

And after snow and cutting sleet

The cold, stern mood of Nature yields

To tender warmth, when bare pink feet

Of children press her greening fields.

Sing strong and clear, O bluebird dear !

While all the land with splendor fills,

While maples gladden in the vales

And plum trees blossom on the hills:

Float down the wind on shining wings,

And do thy will by grove and stream,

While through my life spring's freshness runs

Like music through a poet's dream.

James Maurice Thompson.
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MALCOLM.

EORGE MACDONALD, AUTHOR OF "ANNALS OF A QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD,'

" ROBERT FALCONER," ETC.

CHAPTER XVII.

THE ACCUSATION.

E next morning, soon after their

arly breakfast, the gatekeeper

n the door of Duncan MacPhail's

: with a verbal summons for Mal-

d appear before his lordship.

' I'm no to lowse sicht o' ye till ye

it in yer appearance," he added ;

ien ye dinna come peaceable, I

jar ye."

laur's yer warrant ?" asked Mal-

oolly.

wad hae the impidence to de

my warrant, ye young sorner?"

3ykes indignantly. " Come yer

ny man, or I s' gar ye smairt

ud a quaiet sough, an' gang hame

warrant," said Malcolm. "It's

here, doobtless, or ye wadna hae

to shaw yer face on sic an eeran'."

:an, who was dozing in his chair,

at the sound of high words. His

affection perceived at once that

m was being insulted. He sprang

feet, stepped swiftly to the wall,

down his broadsword, and rush-

te door, making the huge weapon

and whir about his head as if it

:n a slip of tin-plate,

ere is ta rascal ?" he shouted,

cut him town ! Show her ta low-

:f! She'll cut him town ! Who'll

Iting her Malcolm ?"

iykes, at first sight of the weapon,

lished in dismay.

)t toot, daddy!" said Malcolm,

him by the arm; "there's nae-

ere. The puir cratur couldna

ie sough o' the claymore. He

; the autumn wind over the stub-

here's Ossian for 't."

Lord pe praised !" cried Duncan,

pe confounded her foes. But what

a rascal pe wanting, my son ?"

ing him back to his chair, Mal

colm told him as much as he knew of

the matter.

"Ton't you co for no warrant," said

Duncan. " If my lort marquis will pe

senting for you as one chentleman sends

for another, then you co."

Within an hour Bykes reappeared,

accompanied by one of the gamekeepers

— an Englishman. The moment he

heard the door open, Duncan caught

again at his broadsword.

"We want you, my young man," said

the gamekeeper, standing on the thresh

old, with Bykes peeping over his shoul

der, in an attitude indicating one foot

already lifted to run.

"What for?"

"That's as may appear."

" Whaur's yer warrant ?"

" There."

"Lay 't doon o' the table, an' gang

back to the door, till I get a sklent at

it," said Malcolm. "Ye're an honest

man, Wull, but I wadna lippen a snuff-

mull 'at had mair nor ae pinch intill 't

wi' yon cooard cratur ahin' ye."

He was afraid of the possible conse

quences of his grandfather's indignation.

The gamekeeper did at once as he

was requested, evidently both amused

with the bearing of the two men and ad

miring it. Having glanced at the paper,

Malcolm put it in his pocket, and whis

pering a word to his grandfather, walked

away with his captors.

As they went to the House, Bykes

was full of threats, of which he sought

to enhance the awfulness by the indef-

initeness; but Will told Malcolm as

much as he knew of the matter—name

ly, that the head -gamekeeper, having

I lost some dozen of his sitting pheasants,

had enjoined a strict watch ; and that

Bykes, having caught sight of Malcolm

in the very act of getting over the wall,

had gone and given information against

him.
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No one about the premises except

Bykes would have been capable of har

boring suspicion of Malcolm ; and the

head-gamekeeper had not the slightest ;

but, knowing that his lordship found

little enough to amuse him, and antici

pating some laughter from the confront

ing of two such opposite characters, he

had gone to the marquis with Bykes's

report; and this was the result. His

lordship was not a magistrate, and the

so-called warrant was merely a some

what sternly-worded expression of his

desire that Malcolm should appear and

answer to the charge.

The accused was led into a vaulted

chamber opening from the hall—a gen

uine portion, to judge from its deep low-

arched recesses, the emergence of trun

cated portions of two or three groins,

and the thickness of its walls, of the old

monastery. Close by the door ascended

a right-angled modern staircase.

Lord Lossie entered, and took his seat

in a great chair in one of the recesses.

"So, you young jackanapes!" he said,

half angry and half amused, " you de

cline to come, when I send for you, with

out a magistrate's warrant, forsooth ! It

looks bad to begin with, I must say !"

" Yer lordship wad never hae had me

come at sic a summons as that cankert

ted (toad) Johnny Bykes broucht me.

Gien ye had but hard him ! He spak as

gien he had been sent to fess me to yer

lordship by the scruff o' the neck, an' I

didna believe yer lordship wad do sic a

thing. Ony gait, I wasna gauin' to stan'

that. Ye wad hae thocht him a cornel at

the sma'est, an' me a wheen heerin'-guts.

But it wad hae garred ye lauch, my lord,

to see hoo the body ran whan my blin'

gran'father—he canna bide onybody in-

terferin' wi' me—made at him wi' his

braidswoord !"

"Yeleein' rascal !" cried Bykes; "—me

feared at sic an auld spidder, 'at has-

na breath eneuch to fill the bag o' 's

pipes!"

"Caw canny, Johnny Bykes. Gien ye

say an ill word o' my gran'father, I s'

gie your neck a thraw—an' that the

meenute we're oot o' 's lordship's pres

ence."

"Threits! my lord," said the gia-

keeper, appealing.

"And well merited," returned hb lord

ship.—"Well, then," he went on, agaa

addressing Malcolm, "what have yout;

say for yourself in regard to stealing ir;

brood-pheasants ?"

"Maister MacPherson," said Malcolx

with an inclination of his head totrard

the gamekeeper, " micht ha' fun' a fen

neuk to fling that dirt intill. 'Deed n»

lord, it's sae ridie'lous, it hardly angeo

me. A man 'at can hae a' the fish

the haill ocean for the takin' o' the:e

to be sic a sneck-drawin' contemptih*

vratch as tak yer lordship's bonny hes-

craturs frae their chuckies—no to men

tion the sin o' 't !—it's past an hones

man's denyin', my lord. An' Maistfl

MacPherson kens better, for luik at iuc

lauchin' in 's ain sleeve."

"Well, we've no proof of it," saidthd

marquis; "but what do you say to the

charge of trespass ?'

" The policies hae aye been open to

honest fowk, my lord."

"Then where was the necessity fot

getting in over the wall ?"

"I beg yer pardon, my lord: ye ha

nae proof agen me o' that aither."

" Daur ye tell me," cried Bykes, re

covering himself, " 'at I didna see ye »V

my ain twa een, loup the dyke aneu

the temple—ay, an' something flutteri!:'

unco like bird-wings i' yer han' f"

"Oot or in, Johnny Bykes?"

" Ow ! oot."

" I did loup the dyke, my lord, bir. it

was oot, no in."

" How did you get in then ?" asked th-

marquis.

"I gat in, my lord—" began Makolrc,

and ceased.

" How did you get in ?" repeated 6i

marquis.

"Ow ! there's mony w'ys o' winnin -

my lord. The last time I cam in W

ane, it was 'maist ower the carcass t

Johnny there, wha wad fain hae haudo

me oot, only he hadna my blin' dadc'

ahint him to ile 's jints."

"An' dinna ye ca' that brakin' in'

said Bykes.

"Na; there was naething to brak, '«[
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: had been your banes, Johnny ; an' that

/ad hae been a peety—they're sae guid

or rinnin' wi'."

"You had no right to enter against the

rill of my gatekeeper," said his lord-

hip. "What is a gatekeeper for ?"

" I had a richt, my lord, sae lang 's I

fas upo' my leddy's business."

"And what was my lady's business,

iray ?" questioned the marquis.

" I faun' a buik upo' the links, my lord,

.hich was like to be hers, wi' the twa

leasts 'at stans at yer lordship's door in-

ide the brod (hoard) o' 't. An' sae it

urned oot to be whan I took it up to the

loose. There's the half-croon she gac

ne."

Little did Malcolm think where the

laintiest of pearly ears were listening,

md the brightest of blue eyes looking

lown, half in merriment, a quarter in

inxiety, and the remaining quarter in

merest ! On a landing half way up the

tair, stood Lady Florimel, peeping over

he balusters, afraid to fix her eyes upon

lim lest she should make him look up.

" Yes, yes, I dare say !" acquiesced the

narquis; "but," he persisted, "what I

rant to know is, how you got in that

ime. You seem to have some reluctance

o answer the question."

"Weel, I hev, my lord."

"Then I must insist on your doing

o."

"Weel, I jist winna, my lord. It was

l' straucht foret an' fair; an' gien yer

ordship war i' my place, ye wadna say

nair yersel'."

" He's been after one of the girls about

he place," whispered the marquis to the

;amekeeper.

"Speir at him, my lord, gien 't please

fer lordship, what it was he hed in 's

ian' whan he lap the park-wa'," said

Bykes.

" Gien 't be a' ane till 's lordship," said

ilalcolm, without looking at Bykes, "it

vad be better no to speir, for it gangs

air agen me to refeese him."

" I should like to know," said the mar-

luis.

" Ye maun trust me, my lord, that I

vas efter no ill. I gie ye my word for

hat, my lord."

" But how am I to know what your

word is worth ?" returned Lord Lossie,

well pleased with the dignity of the

youth's behavior.

" To ken what a body's word 's worth

ye maun trust him first, my lord. It's

no muckle trust I want o' ye: it comes

but to this—that I hae rizzons, guid to

me, an' no ill to you gien ye kent them,

for not answerin' yer lordship's questons.

I'm no denyin' a word 'at Johnny Bykel-.

says. I never hard the cratur ca'd a

leear. He's but a cantankerous argle-

barglous body—no fit to be a gatekeep

er, 'cep it was up upo' the Binn-side,

whaur 'maist naebody gangs oot or in.

He wad maybe be safter-hertit till a fel-

low-cratur syne."

"Would you have him let in all the

tramps in the country ?" said the mar

quis.

"De'il ane o' them, my lord; but I

wad hae him no trouble the likes o' me

'at fesses the fish to yer lordship's brak-

wast : sic 's no like to be efter mischeef."

"There is some glimmer of sense in

what you say," returned his lordship.

"But you know it won't do to let any

body that pleases get over the park-walls.

Why didn't you go out at the gate ?"

"The burn was atween me an' hit, an'

it's a lang road roon'."

"Well, I must lay'some penalty upon

you, to deter others," said the marquis.

" Verra weel, my lord. Sae lang 's it's

fair, I s' bide it ohn grutten {without

weeping)."

" It sha'n't be too hard. It's just this

—to give John Bykes the thrashing he

deserves, as soon as you're out of sight

of the House."

" Na, na, my lord ; I canna do that,"

said Malcolm.

"So you're afraid of him, after all !"

" Feared at Johnnie Bykes, my lord !

Ha! ha!"

"You threatened him a minute ago,

and now, when I give you leave to thrash

him, you decline the honor!"

"The disgrace, my lord. He's an

aulder man, an' no abune half the size.

But fegs ! gien he says anither word agen

my gran'father, I will gie 's neck a bit

thraw."
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"Well, well, be off with you both,"

said the marquis, rising.

No one heard the rustle of Lady Flo-

rimel's dress as she sped up the stair,

thinking -within herself how very odd it

was to have a secret with a fisherman ;

for a secret it was, seeing the reticence

of Malcolm had been a relief to her,

when she shrunk from what seemed the

imminent mention of her name in the

affair before the servants. She had even

felt a touch of mingled admiration and

gratitude when she found what a faithful

squire he was—capable of an absolute

obstinacy indeed, where she was con

cerned. For her own sake as well as

his she was glad that he had got off so

well, for otherwise she would have felt

bound to tell her father the whole story,

and she was not at all so sure as Mal

colm that he would have been satisfied

with his reasons, and would not have

been indignant with the fellow for pre

suming even to be silent concerning his

daughter. Indeed, Lady Florimel her

self felt somewhat irritated with him, as

having brought her' into the awkward

situation of sharing a secret with a youth

of his position.

CHAPTER XVIII.

THE QUARREL.

For a few days the weather was dull

and unsettled, with cold flaws and an

occasional sprinkle of rain. But after

came a still gray morning, warm and

hopeful, and ere noon the sun broke out,

the mists vanished, and the day was

glorious in blue and gold. Malcolm had

been to Scaurnose, to see his friend

Joseph Mair, and was descending the

steep path down the side of the prom

ontory, on his way home, when his keen

eye caught sight of a form on the slope

of the dune which could hardly be other

than that of Lady Florimel. She did

not lift her eyes until he came quite near,

and then only to drop them again with

no more recognition than if he had been

any other of the fishermen. Already

more than half inclined to pick a quarrel

with him, she fancied that, presuming

upon their very commonplace adi

and its resulting secret, he aproac

with an assurance he had never

fested before, and her head wi

motionless over her book when t

and addressed her.

" My leddy," he began, with h

net by his knee.

"Well?" she returned, whhot

lifting her eyes, for, with the in

privilege of her rank, she could!

lent with coolness, and call it ti

without remorse.

" I houp the bit buikie wasna

the waur, my leddy," he said.

"'Tis of no consequence." ■

plied.

"Gien it war mine, I wadn.

sae," he returned, eyeing herao

"—Here's yer leddyship's pod

kin," he went on. "Ihaekeepi:

rowed up, ever sin' my daddy w

oot. It's no ill dune for a blin* :

ye'll see, an' I ironed it mysel' as

I cud."

As he spoke he unfolded a [

brown paper, disclosing a little p

a cover of immaculate pos:, »'

humbly offered her,

Taking it slowly from his Ik

laid it on the ground beside be:

stiff " Thank you" and a secac

ping of her eyes that seemed a

close the interview.

" I doobt my company 's no *

the day, my leddy," said Malcci

trembling voice; "but there sac

maun refar till. Whan I took ha

leddyship's buik the itherday.ye;

a half a croon by the han' o'

lass. Afore her I wasna gaeir, r

loo onything ye pleased wi" rtr

me ; an' I thocht wi' mysel' it *•

be necessar' for yer leddyship s

an' the luik o' things—"

" How dare you hint at aay

standing between you and meTei

ed the girl in cold anger.

" Lord, mem ! what hev I saK

sic a fire-flaucht oot o' yer boni

I thocht ye only did it 'cause je*

like to luik shabby afore the i*

giein' onything to the lad 'at hra

yer ain—an' lippened to me w
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; did it but for the luik o' the thing,

say."

: had taken the coin from his pocket,

had been busy while he spoke rub-

it in a handful of sand, so that it

)right as new when he now offered

ou are quite mistaken," she rejoin-

ingraciously. "You insult me by

ising I meant you to return it."

i'\v ye think I cud bide to be paid

turn till a neebor, lat alane the lift-

a buik till a leddy ?" said Malcolm

keen mortification. " That wad be

spise mysel' frae keel to truck. I

d be paid for my wark, an' I like to

id well ; but no a plack by sic-like

id such) sail stick to my loof (palm),

i be no offence to gic ye back yer

roon, my leddy."

d again he offered the coin,

don't in the least see why, on your

principles, you shouldn't take the

y," said the girl, with more than

ildness of an uninterested umpire.

worked for it, I'm sure—first ac-

anying me home in such a storm,

aen finding the book and bringing

k all the way to the house !"

ieed, my leddy, sic a doctrine wad

grace oot o' the earth ! What wad

fe be worth gien a' was to be peyed

I wad cut my throat afore I wad

n sic a warl'.—Tak yer half-croon,

ddy," he concluded, in a tone of

ity.

the energetic outburst was suf-

, in such her mood, only to the dis-

f Lady Florimel.

3 anything with the money you

■ ; only go away, and don't plague

lout it," she said frcezingly.

hat can I du wi' what I wadna pass

ray fingers?" said Malcolm with

itience of deep disappointment,

ve it to some poor creature : you

some one who would be glad of it,

say."

icn mony ane, my leddy, wham it

•eel become yer ain bonny han' to

till ; but I'm no gaein' to tak'

fer a leeberality that wad ill he

me."

>u can tell how you earned it."

Ol.. XIII.-35

"And profess mysel' disgraced by

takin' a reward frae a born leddy for

what I wad hae dune for ony beggar

wife i' the lan' ! Na, na, my leddy."

"Your services are certainly flattering,

when you put me on a level with any

beggar in the country !"

"In regaird o' sic service, my leddy : ye

ken weel eneuch what I mean. Obleege

me by takin' back yer siller."

" How dare you ask me to take back

what I once gave?"

"Ye cudna hae kent what ye was doin'

whan ye gae 't, my leddy. Tak it back,

an tak a hunnerweicht aff o' my hert."

He actually mentioned his heart !—was

it to be borne by a girl in Lady Florimel's

mood ?

"I beg you will not annoy me," she

said, muffling her anger in folds of dis

tance, and again sought her book.

Malcolm looked at her for a moment,

then turned his face toward the sea, and

for another moment stood silent. Lady

Florimel glanced up, but Malcolm was

unaware of her movement. He lifted

his hand, and looked at the half-crown

gleaming on his palm; then, with a

sudden poise of his body, and a sudden

fierce action of his arm, he sent the coin,

swift with his heart's repudiation, across

the sands into the tide. Ere it struck

the water, he had turned, and, with long

stride but low-bent head, walked away.

A pang shot to Lady Florimel's heart.

"Malcolm !" she cried.

He turned instantly, came slowly back,

and stood erect and silent before her.

She must say something. Her eye fell

on the little parcel beside her, and she

spoke the first thought that came.

"Will you take this?" she said, and

offered him the handkerchief.

In a dazed way he put out his hand

and took it, staring at it as if he did not

know what it was.

"It's some sair!" he said at length,

with a motion of his hands as if to grasp

his head between them. "Ye winna tak

even the washin' o' a pocket-nepkin frae

me, an' ye wad gar me tak a haill half-

croon frae ycrsel' ! Mem, ye're a gran'

leddy an' a bonny; an ye hae turns

aboot ye, gien 'twar but the set o' yer
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heid, 'at micht gar an angel lat fa' what

he was carryin', but afore I wad affront

ane that wantit naething o' me but gude

will, I wad:—I wad—raither be the fisher-

lad that I am."

A weak-kneed peroration, truly; but

Malcom was overburdened at last. He

laid the little parcel on the sand at

her feet, almost reverentially, and again

turned. But Lady Florimel spoke again.

" It is you who are affronting me now," '

she said gently. "When a lady gives her

handkerchief to a gentleman, it is com

monly received as a very great favor in

deed."

"Gien I hae made a mistak, my leddy,

I micht weel mak it, no bein' a gentle

man, and no bein' used to the traitment

o' ane. But I doobt gien a gentleman

wad ha' surmised what ye was efter wi'

yer neepkin, gien ye had offert him half

a croon first."

"Oh yes, he would—perfectly!" said

Florimel with an air of offence.

"Then, my leddy, for the first time i'

my life, I wish I had been born a gen

tleman."

"Then I certainly wouldn't have given

it you," said Florimel with perversity.

"What for no, my leddy? I dinna

unnerstan' ye again. There maun be an

unco differ atween 's!"

" Because a gentleman would have

presumed on such a favor."

"I'm glaidder'nor ever 'at I wasna

born ane," said Malcolm, and, slowly

stooping, he lifted the handkerchief;

"an' I was aye glaid o' that, my leddy,

'cause gien I had been, I wad hae been

luikin' doon upo' workin' men like my-

sel' as gien they warna freely o' the same

flesh an' blude. But I beg yer leddy-

ship's pardon for takin' ye up amiss.

An' sae lang's I live, I'll regaird this as

ane o' her fedders 'at the angel moutit

as she sat by the bored craig. An' whan

I'm deid, I'll hae 't laid upo' my face,

an' syne, maybe, I may get a sicht o' ye

as I pass. Guid-day, my leddy."

" Good-day," she returned kindly. " I

wish my father would let me have a row

in your boat."

" It's at yer service whan ye please, my

leddy," said Malcolm.

One who had caught a glimpse of the

shining yet solemn eyes of the youth, hi

he walked home, would wonder no long

er that he should talk as he did—so se

dately, yet so poetically—so long-wind

edly, if you like, yet so sensibly—eves

wisely.

Lady Florimel lay on the sand, ari

sought again to read the Faerie Que-rj,

But for the last day or two she had two

getting tired of it, and now the forms

that entered by her eyes dropped half

their substance and all their sense in the

porch, and thronged her brain with tht

mere phantoms of things, with words

that came and went and were nothin-,

Abandoning the harvest of chaff, he:

eyes rose and 'looked out upon the sea.

Never, even from tropical shore, wis

richer-hued ocean beheld. Gorgeous in

purple and green, in shadowy blue ar.d

flashing gold, it seemed to Malcolm, a?

if at any moment the ever new-born An-

adyomene might lift her shining head

from the wandering floor, and float away

in her pearly lustre to gladden the regions

where the glaciers glide seaward in irre

sistible silence, there to give birth to the

icebergs in tumult and thunderous up

roar. But Lady Florimel felt merely the

loneliness. One deserted boat lay oa

the long sand, like the bereft and use'iis

half of a double shell. Without shr-i

of life the moveless cliffs lengthened t'i.'

into a sea where neither white sail deep

ened the purple and gold, nor red one

enriched it with a color it could not iisel:'

produce. Neither hope nor aspiration

awoke in her heart at the sight. Was

she beginning to be tired of her ccci-

panionless liberty ? Had the long stan

zas, bound by so many interwoven linb

of rhyme, ending in long Alexandrines,

the long cantos, the lingering sweetnesl

long drawn out through so many uneras

ed books, begun to weary her at las'.

Had even a quarrel with a fisher-Lv;

been a little pastime to her ? and did sh

now wish she had detained him a litt ,'

longer ? Could she take any interest ir.

him beyond such as she took in Demon

her father's dog, or Brarenose, his favo:

ite horse ?

Whatever might be her thoughts o:
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feelings at this moment, it remained a

fact, that Florimel Colonsay, the daugh

ter of a marquis, and Malcolm, the

grandson of a blind piper, were woman

and man—and the man the finer of the

two this time.

As Malcolm passed on his way one of

the three or four solitary rocks which

rose from the sand, the skeleton rem

nants of large masses worn down by

wind, wave and weather, he heard his

own name uttered by an unpleasant

voice, and followed by a more unpleas

ant laugh.

He knew both the voice and the laugh,

and, turning, saw Mrs. Catanach, seated,

apparently busy with her knitting, in the

shade of the rock.

"Weel ?" he said curtly.

" Weel !—Set ye up !—Wha's yon ye

was play-actin' wi' oot yonner?"

"Wha telled ye to speir, Mistress Cat

anach f"

"Ay, ay, laad! Ye'll be abune speyk-

in' till an auld wife efter colloguin' wi' a

yoong ane, an' sic a ane ! Isna she

bonny, Malkie? Isna hers a winsome

shape an' a lauchin' ee ? Didna she

draw ye on, an' luik i' the hawk's-een o'

ye, an' lay herself oot afore ye, an'— ?"

"She did naething o' the sort, ye ill-

tongued wuman !" said Malcolm in anger.

"Ho ! ho !" trumpeted Mrs. Catanach.

" Ill-tongued, am I ? An' what neist ?"

" lll - deedit," returned Malcolm—

'whan ye flang my bonny salmon-troot

till yer oogly deevil o' a dog."

"Ho! ho! ho! IU-deedit, am I ? I

>' no forget thae bonny names ! Maybe

yei lordship wad alloo me the leeberty

»' speirin' anither question at ye, Ma'-

:olm MacPhail ?"

"Ye may speir 'at ye like, sae lang 's

yc canna gar me stan' to hearken. Guid-

iay to ye, Mistress Catanach. Yer com

pany was nane o' my seekin' : I may

ea' 't whan I like."

"Dinna ye be ower sure o' that," she

:alled after him venomously.

But Malcolm turned his head no more.

As soon as he was out of sight, Mrs.

Catanach rose, ascended the dune, and

wopelled her rotundity along the yield-

ng top of it. When she arrived within

speaking distance of Lady Florimel, who

lay lost in her dreary regard of sand and

sea, she paused for- a moment, as if con

templating her.

Suddenly, almost by Lady Florimel's

side, as if he had risen from the sand,

stood the form of the mad laird.

"I dinna ken whaur I come frae," he

said. .

Lady Florimel started, half rose, and

seeing the dwarf so near, and on the

other side of her a repulsive-looking wo

man staring at her, sprung to her feet

and fled. The same instant the mad

laird, catching sight of Mrs. Catanach,

gave a cry of misery, thrust his fingers

in his ears, darted down the other side

of the dune, and sped along the shore.

Mrs. Catanach shook with laughter. " I

haeskailled (dispersed) the bonny doos !"

she said. Then she called aloud after

the flying girl,—

" My leddy ! My bonny leddy !"

Florimel paid no heed, but ran straight

for the door of the tunnel, and vanished.

Thence leisurely climbing to the temple

of the winds, she looked down from a

height of safety upon the shore and the

retreating figure of Mrs. Catanach. Seat

ing herself by the pedestal of the trump

et-blowing Wind, she assayed her read

ing again, but was again startled—this

time by a rough salute from Demon.

Presently her father appeared, and Lady

Florimel felt something like a pang of

relief at being found there, and not on

the farther side of the dune making it

up with Malcolm.

CHAPTER XIX.

DUNCAN'S PIPES.

A few days after the events last nar

rated, a footman in the marquis's livery

entered the Seaton, snuffing with em

phasized discomposure the air of the vil

lage, all-ignorant of the risk he ran in

thus openly manifesting his feelings ; for

the women at least were good enough

citizens to resent any indignity offered

their town. As vengeance would have

it, Meg Partan was the first of whom,

with supercilious airs and "clippit"
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tongue, he requested to know where a

certain blind man, who played on an in

strument called the bagpipes, lived.

"Spit i' yer loof an' caw (search) for

him," she answered—a reply of which

he understood the tone and one disagree

able word.

With reddening cheek he informed her

that he came on his lord's business.

" I dinna doobt it," she retorted ; "ye

luik sic-like as rins ither fowk's eeran's."

" I should be obliged if you would in

form me where the man lives," returned

the lackey—with polite words in super

cilious tones.

"What d' ye want wi' him, honest

man ?" grimly questioned the Partaness,

the epithet referring to Duncan, and not

the questioner.

" That I shall have the honor of in

forming himself," he replied.

"Weel, ye can hae the honor o' in-

formin' yersel' whaur he bides," she re

joined, and turned away from her open

door.

All were not so rude as she, however,

for he found at length a little girl willing

to show him the way.

The style in which his message was

delivered was probably modified by the

fact that he found Malcolm seated with

his grandfather at their evening meal of

water-brose and butter ; for he had been

present when Malcolm was brought be

fore the marquis by Bykes, and had in

some measure comprehended the nature

of the youth : it was in politest phrase,

and therefore entirely to Duncan's satis

faction in regard to the manner as well

as matter of the message, that he re

quested Mr. Duncan MacPhail's attend

ance on the marquis the following even

ing at six o'clock, to give his lordship

and some distinguished visitors the pleas

ure of hearing him play on the bagpipes

during dessert. To this summons the

old man returned stately and courteous

reply, couched in the best English, he

could command, which, although con

siderably distorted by Gaelic pronuncia

tion and idioms, was yet sufficiently in

telligible to the messenger, who carried

home the substance for the satisfaction

of his master, and what he could of the

form for the amusement of his fello«-

servants.

Duncan, although he received it vrtu

perfect calmness, was yet overjoyed a:

the invitation. He had performed once

or twice before the late marquis, and

having ever since assumed the style of

Piper to the Marquis of Lossie, no« re

garded the summons as confirmation b

the office. The moment the sound cs

the messenger's departing footsteps died

away, he caught up his pipes from the

corner, where, like a pet cat, they lay on

a bit of carpet, the only piece in the cot

tage, spread for them between his chx:

and the wall, and, though cautiousi;

mindful of its age and proved infirmity,

filled the bag full, and burst into such a

triumphant onset of battle that all the

children of the Seaton were in a km

minutes crowded about the door. He

had not played above five minutes, ho«-

ever, when the love of finery natural to

the Gael, the Gaul and the Galatian tri

umphed over his love of music, and he

stopped with an abrupt groan of the in

strument to request Malcolm to get hie

new streamers. Whatever his nouor;

of its nature might be, he could not cone

of the Celtic race without having in him

somewhere a strong faculty for color,

and no doubt his fancy regarding it «'is

of something as glorious as his know

ledge of it must have been vague. At

all events, he not only knew the nam:?

of the colors in ordinary use, but could

describe many of the clan tartans tviti

perfect accuracy ; and he now gave Mal

colm complete instructions as to the h'.es

of the ribbon he was to purchase. As

soon as he had started on -the imporur:

mission, the old man laid aside his ia-

strument, and taking his broadswerf

from the wall, proceeded with the aid o;

brick-dust and lamp-oil, to furbish hi

and blade with the utmost care, search

ing out spot after spot of rust, to the

smallest, with the delicate points of fca

great bony fingers. Satisfied at lenf-

of its brightness, he requested Malcohn,

who had returned long before the opera

tion was over, to bring him the shea-J:

which, for fear of its coming to pieces,

so old and crumbling was the leather, he
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kept laid up in the drawer with his spor

ran and his Sunday coat. His next

business, for he would not commit it to

Malcolm, was to adorn the pipes with

the new streamers. Asking the color of

each, and going by some principle of

arrangement known only to himself, he

affixed them, one after the other, as he

judged right, shaking and drawing out

each to its full length with as much pride

as if it had been a tone instead of a rib

bon. This done, he resumed his play

ing, and continued it, notwithstanding

the remonstrances of his grandson, until

bedtime.

That night he slept but little, and as

the day went on grew more and more

excited. Scarcely had he swallowed his

twelve o'clock dinner of sowens and oat

cake, when he wanted to go and dress

himself for his approaching visit. Mal

colm induced him, however, to lie down

a while and hear him play, and suc

ceeded, strange as it may seem with

such an instrument, in lulling him to

sleep. But he had not slept more than

five minutes when he sprang from the

bed, wide awake, crying,

"My poy, Malcolm! my son! you haf

let her sleep in ; and ta creat peoples will

pe impatient for her music, and cursing

her in teir hearts!"

Nothing would quiet him but the im

mediate commencement of the process

of dressing, the result of which was, as

I have said, even pathetic, from its inter

mixture of shabbiness and finery. The

dangling brass-capped tails of his sporran

in front, the silver-mounted dirk on one

side, with its hilt of black oak carved into

an eagle's head, and the steel basket of

his broadsword gleaming at the other ; his

great shoulder-brooch of rudely chased

brass ; the pipes with their withered bag

and gaudy streamers; the faded kilt,

oiled and soiled ; the stockings darned

in twenty places by the hands of the

termagant Meg Partan ; the brogues

patched and patched until it would have

been hard to tell a spot of the original

leather; the round blue bonnet grown

gray with wind and weather; the belts

that looked like old harness ready to

yield at a pull ; his skene dhu stick

ing out grim and black beside a knee

like a lean knuckle :—all combined to

form a picture ludicrous to a vulgar na

ture, but gently pitiful to the lover of

his kind. He looked like a half-mould

ered warrior, waked from beneath an

ancient cairn, to walk about in a world

other than he took it to be. Malcolm,

in his commonplace Sunday suit, served

as a foil to his picturesque grandfather ;

to whose oft-reiterated desire that he

would wear the highland dress, he had

hitherto returned no other answer than

a humorous representation of the differ

ent remarks with which the neighbors

would encounter such a solecism.

The whole Seaton turned out to see

them start. Men, women and children

lined the fronts and gables of the houses

they must pass on their way ; for every

body knew where they were going, and

wished them good luck. As if he had

been a great bard with a henchman of

his own, Duncan strode along in front,

and Malcolm followed, carrying the

pipes, and regarding his grandfather

with a mingled pride and compassion

lovelyto see. But as soon as they were

beyond the village the old man took the

young one's arm, not to guide him, for

that was needless, but to stay his steps a

little, for when dressed he would, as I

have said, carry no staff ; and thus they

entered the nearest gate leading to the

grounds. Bykes saw them and scoffed,

but with discretion, and kept out of their

way.

When they reached the House, they

were taken to the servants' hall, where

refreshments were offered them. The

old man ate sparingly, saying he wanted

all the room for his breath, but swallow

ed a glass of whisky with readiness ; for,

although he never spent a farthing on it,

he had yet a highlander's respect for

whisky, and seldom refused a glass when

offered him. On this occasion, besides,

anxious to do himself credit as a piper,

he was well pleased to add a little fuel

to the failing fires of old age ; and the

summons to the dining-room being in

his view long delayed, he had, before

they left the hall, taken a second glass.

They were led along endless passages,
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up a winding stone stair, across a lobby,

and through room after room.

" It will pe some glamour, sure, Mal

colm !" said Duncan in a whisper as

they went.

Requested at length to seat themselves

in an ante-room, the air of which was

filled with the sounds and odors of the

neighboring feast, they waited again

i through what seemed to the impatient

Duncan an hour of slow vacuity ; but at

last they were conducted into the dining-

room. Following their guide, Malcolm

led the old man to the place prepared

for him at the upper part of the room,

where the floor was raised a step or two.

Duncan would, I fancy, even unpro

tected by his blindness, have strode un

abashed into the very halls of heaven.

As he entered there was a hush, for his

poverty-stricken age and dignity told for

one brief moment; then the buzz and

laughter recommenced, an occasional

oath emphasizing itself in the confused

noise of the talk, the gurgle of wine, the

ring of glass and the chink of china.

In Malcolm's vision, dazzled and be

wildered at first, things soon began to

arrange themselves. The walls of the

room receded to their proper distance,

and he saw that they were covered with

pictures of ladies and gentlemen gor

geously attired; the ceiling rose and set

tled into the dim show of a sky, amongst

the clouds of which the shapes of very

solid women and children disported

themselves ; while about the glittering

table, lighted by silver candelabra with

many branches, he distinguished the

gayly- dressed company, round which,

like huge ill-painted butterflies, the liv

eried footmen hovered. His eyes soon

found the lovely face of Lady Florimel,

but after the first glance he dared hardly

look again. Whether its radiance had

any smallest source in the pleasure of

appearing like a goddess in the eyes of

her humble servant, I dare not say, but

more lucent she could hardly have ap

peared had she been the princess in a

fairy tale, about to marry her much-

thwarted prince. She wore far too many

jewels for one so young, for her father

had given her all that had belonged to

her mother, as well as some family dia

monds, and her inexperience knew no

reason why she should not wear them.

The diamonds flashed and sparkled ami

glowed on a white rather than fair neck,

which, being very much uncollared, daz

zled Malcolm far more than the jewels.

Such a form of enhanced loveliness, re

flected for the first time in the pure mir

ror of a high-toned manhood, may well

be to such a youth as that of an angel

with whom he has henceforth to wrestle

in deadly agony until the final dawn ,

for lofty condition and gorgeous circum

stance, while combining to raise a wo

man to an ideal height, ill suffice to lift

her beyond love, or shield the lowliest

man from the arrows of her radiation :

they leave her human still. She was

talking and laughing with a young man

of weak military aspect, whose eyes

gazed unshrinking on her beauty.

The guests were not numerous : a cer

tain bold-faced countess, the fire in whose

eyes had begun to tarnish, and the nat

ural lines of whose figure were vanishing

in expansion ; the soldier, her nephew,

a wasted elegance ; a long, lean man,

who dawdled with what he ate, and

drank as if his bones thirsted; an elder

ly, broad, red-faced, bull-necked baroc

of the Hanoverian type ; and two neigh

boring lairds and their wives, ordinary,

and well pleased to be at the marquis's

table.

Although the waiting were as many

as the waited upon, Malcolm, who was

keen-eyed and had a passion for service

—a thing unintelligible to the common

mind—soon spied an opportunity of

making himself useful. Seeing one of

the men, suddenly called away, set down

a dish of fruit just as the countess was

expecting it, he jumped up, almost in

voluntarily, and handed it to her. Once

in the current of things, Malcolm would

not readily make for the shore of inac

tivity : he finished the round of the tahle

with the dish, while the men looked

indignant, and the marquis eyed him

queerly.

While he was thus engaged, however.

Duncan, either that his poor stock of

patience was now utterly exhausted, or
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he fancied a signal given, com-

;ed of a sudden his full-blown wait-

bag, and blasted forth such a wild

of a pibroch, that more than one

le ladies gave a cry and half started

their chairs. The marquis burst

laughing, but gave orders to stop

—a thing not to be effected in a mo-

:, for Duncan was in full tornado,

the avenues of hearing, both cor-

il and mental, blocked by his own

ng utterance. Understanding at

h, he ceased with the air and al-

the carriage of a suddenly checked

looking half startled, half angry,

hceks puffed, his nostrils expanded,

ead thrown back, the port-vent still

s mouth, the blown bag under his

and his fingers on the chanter—on

ret to dash forward again with re-

led energy. But slowly the strained

les relaxed, he let the tube fall from

ps, and the bag descended to his

"A man forbid," he heard the la-

rise and leave the room, and not

the gentlemen sat down again to

wine was there any demand for the

ise of his art.

w, whether what followed had been

ranged, and old Duncan invited

le express purpose of carrying it

jr whether it was conceived and

ted on the spur of the moment,

l seems less likely, I cannot tell,

hie turn things now took would be

to believe, were they dated in the

nt generation. Some of my elder

rs, however, will, from their own

ledge of similar actions, grant like-

1 enough to my record,

lile the old man was piping as

ly as his lingering mortification

. permit, the marquis interrupted

iusic to make him drink a large

of sherry; after which he requested

a play his loudest, that the gentle-

night hear what his pipes could do.

» same time he sent Malcolm with

sage to the butler about some par-

- wine he wanted. Malcolm went

than willingly, but lost a good

f time from not knowing his way

;h the house. When he returned

nd things frightfully changed.

As soon as he was out of the room,

and while the poor old man was blow

ing his hardest, in the fancy of rejoicing

his hearers with the glorious music of the

highland hills, one of the company—it

was never known which, for each merrily

accused the other—took a penknife, and

going softly behind him, ran the sharp

blade into the bag, and made a great

slit, so that the wind at once rushed out,

and the tune ceased without sob or wail.

Not a laugh betrayed the cause of the

catastrophe : in silent enjoyment the con

spirators sat watching his movements.

For one moment Duncan was so as

tounded that he could not think; the

next he laid the instrument across his

knees, and began feeling for the cause

of the sudden collapse. Tears had

gathered in the eyes that were of no use

but to weep withal, and were slowly

dropping.

" She wass afrait, my lort and chentle-

mans," he said, with a quavering voice,

" tat her pag will pe near her latter end ;

put she.pelieved she would pe living pe-

yond her nainsel, my chentlemans."

He ceased abruptly, for his fingers had

found the wound, and were prosecuting

an inquiry : they ran along the smooth

edges of the cut, and detected treachery.

He gave a cry like that of a wounded

animal, flung his pipes from him, and

sprang to his feet, but forgetting a step

below him, staggered forward a few paces

and fell heavily. That instant Malcolm

entered the room. He hurried in con

sternation to his assistance. When he

had helped him up and seated him again

on the steps, the old man laid his head

on his boy's bosom, threw his arms

around his neck, and wept aloud.

"Malcolm, my son," he sobbed, "Tun-

can is wronged in ta halls of ta stran-

cher ; tey '11 haf stapped his pest friend

to ta heart, and och hone ! och hone !

she '11 pe aall too plint to take fen-

cheance. Malcolm, son of heroes, traw

ta claymore of ta pard, and fall upon ta

traitors. She'll pe singing you ta onset,

for ta pibroch is no more."

His quavering voice rose that instant

in a fierce though feeble chant, and his

hand flew to the hilt of his weapon.
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Malcolm, perceiving from the looks

of the men that things were as his grand

father had divined, spoke indignantly :

" Ye oucht to tak shame to ca' yersel's

gentlefowk, an' play a puir blin' man,

wha was doin' his best to please ye, sic

an ill-faured trick."

As he spoke they made various signs

to him not to interfere, but Malcolm paid

them no heed, and turned to his grand

father, eager to persuade him to go home.

They had no intention of letting him off

yet, however. Acquainted — probably

through his gamekeeper, who laid him

self out to amuse his master—with the

piper's peculiar antipathies, Lord Lossie

now took up the game.

" It was too bad of you, Campbell,"

he said, " to play the good old man such

a dog's trick."

At the word Camphell the piper shook

off his grandson, and sprang once more

to his feet, his head thrown back, and

every inch of his body trembling with

rage.

" She might haf known," he screamed,

half choking, "that a cursed tog of a

Cawmill was in it !"

He stood for a moment, swaying in

every direction, as if the spirit within

him doubted whether to cast his old body

on the earth in contempt of its helpless

ness, or to fling it headlong on his foes.

For that one moment silence filled the

room.

"You needn't attempt to deny it; it

really -was too bad of you, Glenlyon,"

said the marquis.

A howl of fury burst from Duncan's

laboring bosom. His broadsword flash

ed from its sheath, and brokenly pant

ing out the words, " Clenlyon ! Ta creat

defil ! Haf I peen trinking with ta hell-

hount, Clenlyon ?" — he would have run

a Malay muck through the room with

his huge weapon. But he was already

struggling in the arms of his grandson,

who succeeded at length in forcing from

his bony grasp the hilt of the terrible clay

more. But as Duncan yielded his weap

on, Malcolm lost his hold on him. He

darted away, caught his dirk—a blade

of unusual length—from its sheath, and

shot in the direction of the last word he

had heard. Malcolm dropped the swori

and sprung after him.

" Gif her ta fillain by ta troat," scream

ed the old man. " She 'll stap his pa» !

She'll cut his chanter in two ! She'll pe

toing it ! Who put ta creat-cran'son of

Inverriggen should pe cutting ta troat of

ta tog Clenlyon ?"

As he spoke, he was running wildly

about the room, brandishing his weapon

knocking over chairs, and sweeping h«-

tles and dishes from the table. The clat

ter was tremendous, and the smile had

faded from the faces of the men who had

provoked the disturbance. The military

youth looked scared; the Hanoverian

pig-cheeks were the color of lead; the

long lean man was laughing like a skel

eton ; one of the lairds had got on the

sideboard, and the other was making for

the door with the bell-rope in his haml;

the marquis, though he retained his cool

ness, was yet looking a little anxious;

the butler was peeping in at the door,

with red nose and pale cheek-bones, the

handle in his hand, in instant readiness

to pop out again ; while Malcolm was

after his grandfather, intent upon closing

with him. The old man had just made

a desperate stab at nothing half across

the table, and was about to repeat ii

when, spying danger to a fine dish, Mal

colm reached forward to save it. Be

the dish flew in splinters, and the dirk

passing through the thick of Malcolm's

hand, pinned it to the table, where Dun

can, fancying he had at length stabhed

Glenlyon, left it quivering.

" Tere, Clenlyon !" he said, and stood

trembling in the ebb of passion, and

murmuring to himself something in

Gaelic.

Meantime, Malcolm had drawn the

dirk from the table, and released hs

hand. The blood was streaming from

it, and the marquis took his own hand

kerchief to bind it up ; but the lad in

dignantly refused the attention, and ke£

holding the wound tight with his k&

hand. The butler, seeing Duncan stain!

quite still, ventured, with scared counte

nance, to approach the scene of destruc

tion.

" Dinna gang near him," cried Mai
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" He has his skene dhu yet, an'

s that's warst ava."

cely were the words out of his

when the black knife was out of

n's stocking, and brandished aloft

haking fist.

ddy !" cried Malcolm, "ye wad-

twa Glenlyons in ae day—wad

: would, my son Malcolm !—fifty

oars in one preath ! Tey are ta

n of wrath, and tey haf to pe

iont."

an auld man ye hae killed cnew

nicht," said Malcolm, and gently

c knife from his trembling hand,

aim come hame the noo."

i tog tead, then ?" asked Duncan

na ; he's breathin' yet," answer-

colm.

'11 not can co till ta tog will pe

Ta tog may want more killing."

at a horrible savage !" said one

lairds, a justice of the peace.

Light to be shut up in a mad-

i ye set aboot shuttin' up, sir, or

i—I kenna whilk—ye'll hae to

icarcr hame," said Malcolm as

ped to pick up the broadsword,

complete his possession of the

s. " An' ye'll please to haud in

at nane here is an injured man

gxan'father himsel'."

■ !" said the marquis; "what do

ke of all my dishes ?"

;d, my lord, ye may comfort yer-

t they warna dishes wi' harns

i' them ; for sic 's some scarce

oose o' Lossie."

're a long-tongued rascal," said

quis.

ang tongue may whiles be as

s a lang spune, my lord ; an' ye

it that's for?"

narquis burst into laughter,

at do you make, then, of that

cut in your own hand ?" asked

-istrate.

ak my ain business o' 't," an-

Malcolm.

» this colloquy passed, Duncan

;n feeling about for his pipes :

having found them he clasped them to

his bosom like a hurt child.

" Come home, come home," he said ;

"your own paid has refenched you."

Malcolm took him by the arm and led

him away. He went without a word,

still clasping his wounded bagpipes to

his bosom.

" You'll hear from me in the morning,

my lad," said the marquis in a kindly

tone, as they were leaving the room.

" I hae no wuss to hear onything mair

o' yer lordship. Ye hae dune eneuch

this nicht, my lord, to make ye ashamed

o' yersel' till yer dyin' day—gien ye hed

ony pooer o' shame left in ye."

The military youth muttered some

thing about insolence, and made a step

toward him. Malcolm quitted his grand

father, and stepped again into the room.

"Come on," he said.

"No, no," interposed the marquis.

" Don't you see the lad is hurt ?"

"Lat htm come on," said Malcolm;

" I hae a soon' han'. Here, my lord, tak

the wapons, or the auld man '11 get a grip

o' them again."

" I tell you no," shouted Lord Lossie.

" Fred, get out—will you ?'

The young gentleman turned on his

heel, and Malcolm led his grandfather

from the house without further molesta

tion. It was all he could do, however,

to get him home. The old man's strength

was utterly gone. His knees bent trem

bling under him, and the arm which rest

ed on his grandson's shook as with an

ague-fit. Malcolm was glad indeed when

at length he had him safe in bed, by

which time his hand had swollen to a

great size, and the suffering grown severe.

Thoroughly exhausted by his late fierce

emotions, Duncan soon fell into a trou

bled sleep, whereupon Malcolm went to

Meg Partan, and begged her to watch

beside him until he should return, in

forming her of the way his grandfather

had been treated, and adding that he

had gone into such a rage, that he fear

ed he would be ill in consequence ; and

if he should be unable to do his morn

ing's duty, it would almost break his

heart.

" Eh !" said the Partaness, in a whis
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per, as they parted at Duncan's door,

"a baad temper 's a frichlsome thing.

I'm sure the times I hae telled him it

wad be the ruin o' 'im !"

To Malcolm's gentle knock Miss

Horn's door was opened by Jean.

"What d'ye wint at sic an oontimeous

hoor," she said, "whan honest fowk's a'

i' their nichtcaips?"

"I want to see Miss Horn, gien ye

please," he answered.

" I s' warran' she'll be in her bed an'

snorin'," said Jean; "but I s' gang an'

see."

Ere she went, however, Jean saw that

the kitchen door was closed, for, whether

she belonged to the class "honest folk "

or not, Mrs. Catanach was in Miss Horn's

kitchen, and not in her nightcap.

Jean returned presently with an invi

tation for Malcolm to walk up to the

parlor.

" I hae gotten a sma' mishanter, Miss

Horn," he said, as he entered; "an' I

' thocht I cudna du better than come to

you, 'cause ye can haud yer tongue, an'

that's mair nor mony ane i' the port o'

Portlossie can, mem."

The compliment, correct in fact as

well as honest in intent, was not thrown

away on Miss Horn, to whom it was the

more pleasing that she could regard it

as a just tribute. Malcolm told her all

the story, rousing thereby a mighty in

dignation in her bosom, a great fire in

her hawk-nose, and a succession of wild

flashes in her hawk-eyes ; but when he

showed her his hand,

"Lord, Malcolm!" she cried; "it's a

mercy I was made wantin' feelin's, or I

cudna hae bed the sicht. My puir bairn !"

Then she rushed to the stair and

shouted—

"Jean, ye limmer! Jean! Fess some

het watter, an' some linen cloots."

" I hae nane o' naither," replied Jean

from the bottom of the stair.

" Mak up the fire an put on some wat

ter direckly.—I s' fin' some clooties," she

added, turning to Malcolm, "—gien I

sud rive the tail frae my best Sunday

sark."

She returned with rags enough for a

small hospital, and until the grumbling

Jean brought the hot water, they sat iM

talked in the glimmering light of 00;

long-beaked tallow candle.

" It's a terrible hoose, yon o' Lost,"

said Miss Horn ; " and there's been te:-

rible things dune intill't. The auld ma:-

kis was an ill man. I daurna say

he wadna hae dune, gien half the taks

be true 'at they tell o' 'im ; an' the Us

ane was little better. This ane wina1

be sae ill, but it's clear 'at he's tarred n

the same stick."

" I dinna think he means onythiar

muckle amiss," agreed Malcolm, whose

wrath had by this time subsided a litdc

through the quieting influences of Ms

Horn's sympathy. " He's mair thoucht-

less, I do believe, than ill-contrived—si'

a' for 's fun. He spak unco kin'-iike*

me, efterhin, but I cudna accep' it, re

see, efter the w'y he had saired my da4i

dy. But wadna ye hae thought he «n

auld eneuch to ken better by this time?'.

"An auld fule 's the warst fule an','

said Miss Horn. "But nothing o'tki'

kin', be 't as mad an' pranksome as erer

sic ploy could be, is to be made mentios

0' aside the things 'at was mutit {mitl'ir-

ed) o' 's brither. I budena come o«if

them till a young laad like yersel'. Tkft

war never said straucht oot, min' ye, hi

jist mintit at, like, wi' a doon-draw 0' tk

broos an' a wee side-shak' o' the heii

as gien the body wad say, ' I cud tell ve

gien I daur.' But I doobt mysel' gi«

onything was kent, though muckle «s

mair nor suspeckit. An' whaur there s

reik, there maun be fire."

As she spoke she was doing her hes,

with many expressions of pity, for ts

hand. When she had bathed and hotii

it up, and laid it in a sling, he wished he

good-night.

Arrived at home, he found, to his i&,

may, that things had not been goiaf

well. Indeed, while yet several hoea

off, he had heard the voices of the Pi'-

tan's wife and his grandfather in fierce

dispute. The old man was beside her

self with anxiety about Malcolm; an*

the woman, instead of soothing him, ws

opposing everything he said, and irritat

ing him frightfully. The moment be

entered, each opened a torrent of accn-
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ons against the other, and it was with

iculty that Malcolm prevailed on the

nan to go home. The presence of

boy soon calmed the old man, how-

r, and he fell into a troubled sleep—

which Malcolm, who sat by his bed

night, heard him, at intervals, now

lenting over the murdered of Glenco,

r exulting in a stab that had reached

heart of Glenlyon, and now bewail-

his ruined bagpipes. At length to-

d morning he grew quieter, and Mal-

11 fell asleep in his chair.

CHAPTER XX.

ADVANCES.

Vhen he woke, Duncan still slept,

I Malcolm, having got ready some

for his grandfather's, and a little

se for his own breakfast, sat down

in by the bedside, and awaited the

man's waking.

'he first sign of it that reached him

l the feebly-uttered question—

Will ta tog be tead, Malcolm ?"

As sure 's ye stabbit him," answered

lcolm.

Then she 'll pe getting herselfready,"

i Duncan, making a motion to rise.

What for, daddy?"

For ta hanging, my son," answered

ncan coolly.

Time eneuch for that, daddy, whan

y sen' to tell ye," returned Malcolm,

itious of revealing the facts of the

e.

Ferry coot!" said Duncan, and fell

scp again.

n a little while he woke with a start.

She 'll be hafing an efil tream, my

1 Malcolm," he said; " — or it was 'll

more than a tream. Cawmill of

:nlyon, God curse him ! came to her

Iside ; and he 'll say to her,— ' Mac-

onuill,' he said, for pein' a tead man

would pe knowing my name,—' Mac-

onuill,' he said, ' what tid you 'll pe

aning py turking my posterity ?' And

: answered and said to him, ' I pray it

i been yourself, you tamned Clen-

,n.' And he said to me, ' It 'll pe no

lt wishing that ; it would pe toing you

no coot to turk me, for I'm a tead man.'

—'And a tamned man,' says herself,

and would haf taken him py ta troat,

put she couldn't mofe. 'Well, I'm not

so sure of tat,' says he, ' for I 'fe pecked

all teir partons.'—' And tid tey gif tem

ta you, you tog ?' says herself.—' Well,

I'm not sure,' says he ; 'anyhow, I'm not

tamned ferry much yet.'—' She 'll pe much

sorry to hear it,' says herself. And she

took care aalways to pe calling him some

paad name, so tat he shouldn't say she

'll be forgifing him, whatever ta rest of

tem might pe toing. ' Put what troubles

me,' says he, ' it 'll not pe apout myself

at aall.'—'That 'll pe a wonder," says

her nain sel' : ' and what may it pe apout,

you cut-troat ?'—' It 'll pe apout yourself,'

says he. ' Apout herself?'—' Yes ; apout

yourself,' says he. ' I'm sorry for you—

for ta ting tat's to be tone with him that

killed a man aal pecaase he pore my

name, and he wasn't a son of mine at

aall ! Tere is no pot in hell teep enough

to put him in !'—' Then they must make

haste and tig one,' says herself, ' for she

'll pe hangt in a tay or two,'—So she 'l1

wake up, and beholt it was a tream !"

' An' no sic an ill dream efter a', dad

dy !" said Malcolm.

"Not an efil dream, my son, when it

makes her aalmost wish that she hadn't

peen quite killing ta tog ! Last night she

would haf made a puoy of his skin like

any other tog's skin, and to-day—no, my

son, it wass a ferry efil tream. And to

be tolt tat ta creat tefil, Clenlyon herself,

was not ferry much tamned !—it wass a

ferry efil tream, my son."

"Weel, daddy—maybe ye 'll tak it for

ill news, but ye killed naebody."

"Tid she'll not trive her turk into ta

tog?" cried Duncan fiercely. "Och

hone ! och hone !—Then she 's ashamed

of herself for efer, when she might have

tone it. And it 'll hafe to pe tone yet !"

He paused a few moments, and then

resumed :

"And she 'll not pe coing to be hangt ?

—Maype that will pe petter, for you

wouldn't hafe liket to see your olt cran'-

father to pe hangt, Malcolm, my son.

Not that she would hafe minted it her

self in such a coot caause, Malcolm !
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Put she tidn't pe ferry happy after she tid

think she had tone it, for you see he

wasn't ta ferry man his ownself, and tat

must pe counted. But she tid kill some

thing: what was it, Malcolm?"

"Ye sent a gran' dish fleein'," an

swered Malcolm. " I s' warran' it cost

a poun', to jeedge by the gowd upo' 't."

"She'll hear a noise of preaking; put

she tid stap something soft."

"Ye stack yer durk intill my lord's

mahogany table," said Malcolm. "It

nott (needed) a guid rug (pull) to haul 't

oot."

"Then her arm has not lost aal its

strength, Malcolm ! I pray ta taple had

been ta rips of Clenlyon !"

"Ye maunna pray nae sic prayers,

daddy. Min' upo' what Glenlyon said

to ye last nicht. Gien I was you I wadna

hae a pot howkit express for mysel'—

doon yonner—i' yon place 'at ye dreamed

aboot."

"Well, I'll forgife him a little, Malcolm

—not ta one tat's tead, but ta one tat

tidn't do it, you know.—Put how will she

pe forgifing him for ripping her poor

pag ? Och hone ! och hone ! No more

musics for her tying tays, Malcolm ! Och

hone ! och hone ! I shall co creeping to

ta crafe with no loud noises to defy ta

enemy. Her pipes is tumb for efer and

efer. Och hone ! och hone !"

The lengthening of his days had re

stored bitterness to his loss.

" I'll sune set the bag richt, daddy.

Or, gien I canna do that, we '11 get a

new ane. Mony a pibroch '11 come skir-

lin' oot o' that chanter yet er' a be dune."

They were interrupted by the uncere

monious entrance of the same footman

who had brought the invitation. He

carried a magnificent set of ebony pipes,

with silver mountings.

"A present from my lord, the marquis,"

he said bumptiously, almost rudely, and

laid them on the table.

" Dinna lay them there ; tak them frae

that, or I '11 fling them at yer poothered

wig," said Malcolm.—" It's a stan' o'

pipes," he added, " an' that a gran' ane,

daddy."

" Take tern ,away !" cried the old man,

in a voice too feeble to support the load

of indignation it bore. "She id

ing no presents from marqi;; «i

tat would pe teceifing old Tsecw

making him ti ink with ta ra?d5

lyon. Tell ta marquis he Used

her cray hairs with sorrow to al

for she '11 pe tishonored fc: ;«

henceforth."

Probably pleased to be the hm

a message fraught with so mat 4

ment, the man departed in ska

the pipes.

The marquis, although ±e 1^

threatened, and indeed so fall

serious turn, had yet been dad

satisfied with its success. The m

the old man had been tohisedj

crous in the extreme, and the dj

the young one so manly as to ■

picturesque. He had even 3uiej

solve, half dreamy and of alrord

probable execution, to do sameM

the fisher fellow.

The pipes which he had sot dj

latium to Duncan were a set than

ed to the house—ancient, and am

of either connoisseur or antwadj

ceedingly valuable ; but the card

neither the one nor the other d

not in the least mind parting val

As little did he doubt a

through their means, was utrerltl

pared for a refusal of his gin, «d

nearly as much perplexed js m

thereat.

For one thing, he cooW kc|

stand such offence taken by act ni

can's lowly position ; for ifeb'J

had plenty of highland blood in tJB

veins, he had never lived in iel

lands, and understood nodrs

habits or feelings of the fl

was noble in him, howeve. &m

somewhat rebuked, and he «s 4

little sorry at having raised a sw"]

tween himself and the n*' 1

fisherman, to whom he had siiafl

of liking from the first.

Of the ladies in the drawie?-"^

whom he had recounted thevasl*l

ing joke with all the graphic fcJ^

for which he had been admirei Am

none, although they all laegtat Id

peared to enjoy the bad recial duH
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t the bold-faced countess. Lady

regarded the affair as undigni-

:he best, was sorry for the old

o must be mad, she thought, and

sed only with the praises of her

low degree. The wound in his

>e marquis either thought too

0 mention, or serious enough to

uded the clear sky of frolic un-

:h he desired the whole trans-

1 be viewed.

ivere seated at their late break-

n the lackey passed the window

;turn from his unsuccessful mis-

1 the marquis happened to see

rrying the rejected pipes. He

him, and heard his report, then

quick nod dismissed him—his

;n angry—and sat silent,

n't it spirited — in such poor

00 ?" said Lady Florimel, the

sing in her face, and her eyes

■ r
&"

is damned impudent," said the

ink it was damned dignified,"

ly Florimel.

marquis stared. The visitors,

momentary silence, burst into a

jgh.

nted to see," said Lady Florimel

" whether./ couldn't swear if I

[ don't think it tastes nice. I

ake to it, I think."

'd better not in my presence, my

aid the marquis, his eyes spark-

h fun.

tall certainly not do it out of

esence, my lord," she returned,

r I think of it." she went on, "I

.■hat I will do : every time you

ad word in my presence, I shall

ifter you. I sha'n't mind who's

parson or magistrate. Now you'll

will get into the habit of it."

ept you get out of the habit of it

pa," said the girl, laughing mer-

1 confounded little Amazon !" said

ler.

what's to be done about those

ided pipes ?" she resumed. "You

low such people to serve you so !

Return your presents, indeed !—Suppose

I undertake the business ?"

" By all means. What will you do ?"

" Make them take them, of course. It

would be quite horrible never to be quits

with the old lunatic."

" As you please, puss."

" Then you put yourself in my hands,

papa ?"

" Yes ; only you must mind what you're

about, you know."

"That I will, and make them mind

too," she answered, and the subject was

dropped.

Lady Florimel counted upon her in

fluence with Malcolm, and his again with

his grandfather ; but, careful of her dig

nity, she would not make direct advances ;

she would wait an opportunity of speak

ing to him. But, although she visited

the sand-hill almost every morning, an

opportunity was not afforded her. Mean

while, the state of Duncan's bag and of

Malcolm's hand forbidding, neither pipes

were played nor gun was fired to arouse

marquis or burgess. When a fortnight

had thus passed, Lady Florimel grew

anxious concerning the justification of

her boast, and the more so that her father

seemed to avoid all reference to it.

CHAPTER XXI.

MEDIATION.

At length it was clear to Lady Flori

mel that if her father had not forgotten

her undertaking, but was, as she be

lieved, expecting from her some able

stroke of diplomacy, it was high time

that something should be done to save

her credit. Nor did she forget that the

unpiped silence of the royal burgh was

the memento of a practical joke of her

father, so cruel that a piper would not

accept the handsome propitiation offered

on its account by a marquis.

On a lovely evening, therefore, the

sunlight lying slant on waters that heaved

and sunk in a flowing tide, now catching

the gold on lifted crests, now losing it in

purple hollows, Lady Florimel found her

self, for the first time, walking from the

lower gate toward the Seaton. Round
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ing the west end of the village, she came

to the sea front, where, encountering a

group of children, she requested to be

shown the blind piper's cottage. Ten

of them started at once to lead the

way, and she was presently knocking at

the half-open door, through which she

could not help seeing the two at their

supper of dry oat-cake and still drier

skim-milk cheese, with a jug of cold

water to wash it down. Neither, having

just left the gentlemen at their wine,

could she help feeling the contrast be

tween the dinner just over at the House

and the meal she now beheld.

At the sound of her knock, Malcolm,

who was seated with his back to the

door, rose to answer the appeal ;—the

moment he saw her, the blood rose from

his heart to his cheek in similar response.

He opened the door wide, and in low,

something tremulous tones, invited her

to enter; then caught up a chair, dusted

it with his bonnet, and placed it for her

by the window, where a red ray of the

setting sun fell on a huge-flowered hy

drangea. Her quick eye caught sight

of his bound-up hand.

" How have you hurt your hand?" she

asked kindly.

Malcolm made signs that prayed for

silence, and pointed to his grandfather.

But it was too late.

"Hurt your hand, Malcolm, my son ?"

cried Duncan, with surprise and anxiety

mingled. "How will you pe doing that ?"

" Here's a bonny yoong leddy come to

see ye, daddy," said Malcolm, seeking to

turn the question aside.

" She'll pe ferry clad to see ta ponny

young laty, and she's creatly obleeched

for ta honor ; put if ta ponny young laty

will be excusing her—what'll pe hurting

your hand, Malcolm?"

" I'll tell ye efterhin, daddy. This is

my Leddy Florimel, frae the Hoose."

"Hm !" said Duncan, the pain of his

insult keenly renewed by the mere men

tion of the scene of it. "Put," he went

on, continuing aloud the reflections of a

moment of silence,."she'll pe a laty, and

it's not to pe laid to her charch. Sit

town, my laty. Ta poor place is your

own."

But Lady Florimel was alradjid

and busy in her mind as to

could best enter on the object i

visit. The piper sat silent, rertr.i

painful suspicion with regard u 1

colm's hurt.

"So you won't forgive my tic

MacPhail ?" said Lady Florimd

" She would forgife any mas 7-

men," he answered, "— GerJra,

ta man, whoefer he might be, *te«

put upon her ta tiscrace of tnib

his company."

" But you're quite mistaken."^'

Florimel, in a pleading tone. II

believe my father knows the c-.:i

you speak of."

"Chentleman !" echoed Dudcs.

is a tog !—No, he is no tog: lets a

He is a mongrel of a fox and . ~1

"There was no Campbell at cm

that evening," persisted Lady Fua

"Then who told Tuncan ilaA

lie ?"

" It was nothing but a joke—ok

said the girl, beginning to feel had

" It wass a paad choke, and rut

peen ta hanging of poor Tunca^'i

the piper.

Now Lady Florimel had heart is

of some one having been beri 1

affair of the joke, and her qoicim

stantly brought that and Malc&E>J

together.

"It might have been." she sail

ing a miss for the advantage. 'i;

well that you hurt nobody but urJ

grandson."

"Oh, my leddy !*' cried Makoai

despairing remonstrance; "—*

haudin' 't frae him a' this time: W

ha' considert an' auld mar'; eiW

He's as Win' 's a mole, my i«s i

" His feelings !" retorted tie P

grily. " He ought to know tk

he does in his foolish rages."

Duncan had risen, andwasK*"

ing his way across the room. Bfl

reached his grandson, he Uk W|

his head and pressed it to his besa-j

"Malcolm!" he said, in a brcis3 s

hollow voice, not to be rccogmsd*'

"Malcolm, my eagle of the aH 1

hart of the heather I was it yccx- 1
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i with her efil hand, my son ?

s'll pe hurting her own poy ?—

efer wear turk more. Och hone !

ne !"

umed, and, with bowed head

his chair, seated himself and

Florimel's anger vanished. She

his side in a moment, with her

oung hand on the bony expanse

as it covered his face. On the

de, Malcolm laid his lips to his

d whispered with soothing ex-

ion—

maist as weel 's ever, daddy,

e the waur. It was but a bit o'

It's nae worth twise thinkin' o'."

urk went trough it, Malcolm ! It

to ta table ! She knows now !

olm ! Malcolm ! would to God

killed herself pefore she hurted

!"

,iade Malcolm sit down beside

d taking the wounded hand in

his, sunk into a deep silence,

brgetful of the presence of Lady

l, who retired to her chair, kept

uso, and waited,

as not a coot choke," he mur-

t length, "upon an honest man,

;ht pe calling herself a chentle-

V rache is not a choke. To put

i rache was not coot. See to it.

.vas a ferry paad choke, too, to

pig hole in her poor pag ! Och

ch hone !—Put I'm clad Clenly-

not there, for she was too plind

im."

y ou will surely forgive my father,

> wants to make it up! Those

tve been in the family for hun-

years," said Florimel.

own pipes has peen in her own

or five or six chenerations at

aid Duncan. "— And she was

ng why her poy tidn't pe mend-

>ag ! My poor poy ! Och hone !

ie!"

1 get a new bag, daddy," said

1. " It's been lang past men'in'

age."

then you will be able to play

," urged Lady Florimel.

in's resolution was visibly shaken

by the suggestion. He pondered for a

while. At last he opened his mouth sol

emnly, and said, with the air of one who

had found a way out of a hitherto im

passable jungle of difficulty :

"If her lord marquis will come to

Tuncan's house, and say to Tuncan it

was put a choke and he is sorry for it,

then Tuncan will shake hands with ta

marquis, and take ta pipes."

A smile of pleasure lighted up Mal

colm's face at the proud proposal. Lady

Florimel smiled also, but with amuse

ment.

"Will my laty take Tuncan's message

to my lord ta marquis ?" asked the old

man.

Now Lady Florimel had inherited her

father's joy in teasing ; and the thought

of carrying him such an overture was

irresistibly delightful.

" I will take it," she said. " But what

if he should be angry ?"

" If her lord pe angry, Tuncan is angry

too," answered the piper.

Malcolm followed Lady Florimel to

the door.

"Put it as saft as ye can, my leddy,"

he whispered. " I canna bide to anger

fowk mair than maun be."

" I shall give the message precisely as

your grandfather gave it to me," said

Florimel, and walked away.

While they sat at dinner the next even

ing, she told her father, from the head

of the table, all about her visit to the

piper, and ended with the announce

ment of the condition—word for word—

on which the old man would consent to

a reconciliation.

Could such a proposal have come from

an equal whom he had insulted, the mar

quis would hardly have waited for a chal

lenge : to have done a wrong was noth

ing ; to confess it would be a disgrace.

But here the offended party was of such

a ludicrously low condition, and the pro

posal therefore so ridiculous, that it struck

the marquis merely as a yet more amusing

prolongation of the joke. Hence his re

ception of it was with uproarious laugh

ter, in which all his visitors joined.

"Damn the old wind-bag!" said the

marquis.
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" Damn the knife that made the mis

chief!" said Lady Florimel.

When the merriment had somewhat

subsided, Lord Meikleham, the youth of

soldierly aspect, would have proposed

whipping the highland beggar, he said,

were it not for the probability the old

clothes-horse would fall to pieces ; where

upon Lady Florimel recommended him

to try it on the young fisherman, who

might possibly hold together; whereat

the young lord looked both mortified

and spiteful.

I believe some compunction, perhaps

even admiration, mingled itself, in this

case, with Lord Lossie's relish of an odd

and amusing situation, and that he was

inclined to compliance with the con

ditions of atonement partly for the sake

of mollifying the wounded spirit of the

highlander. He turned to his daughter

and said,—

" Did you fix an hour, Flory, for your

poor father to make amende honorahle ?"

"No, papa; I did not go so far as

that."

The marquis kept a few moments'

grave silence.

"Your lordship is surely not medi

tating such a solecism !" said Mr. Mor

rison, the justice-laird.

" Indeed I am," said the marquis.

"It would be too great a condescen

sion," said Mr. Cavins; "and your lord

ship will permit me to doubt the wisdom

of it. These fishermen form a class by

themselves ; they are a rough set of men,

and only too ready to despise authority.

You will not only injure the prestige of

your rank, my lord, but expose yourself

to endless imposition."

"The spirit moves me, and we are

commanded not to quench the spirit,"

rejoined the marquis with a merry laugh,

little thinking that he was actually de

scribing what was going on in him—that

the spirit of good concerning which he

jested was indeed not only working in

him, but gaining on him, in his resolu

tion of that moment.

"Come, Flory," said the marquis, to

whom it gave a distinct pleasure to fly in

the face of advice, "we'll go at once,

and have it over."

So they set out together for the Seatss

followed by the bagpipes, carried by ih

same servant as before, and were re-

ceived by the overjoyed Malcolm, aod

ushered into his grandfather's presencr.

Whatever may have been the proittf-

ed attitude of the marquis, the momes!

he stood on the piper's floor, the *:x-

rosus, that is the gentleman , in him, gat

the upper hand, and his behavior to tk

old man was not polite merely, but re

spectful. At no period in the last twenty

years had he been so nigh the kingdoce

of heaven as he was now when makir*f

his peace with the blind piper.

When Duncan heard his voice, k

rose with dignity and made a stride «

two toward the door, stretching forth his

long arm to its full length, and spreadug

wide his great hand with the brown pia

upward.

" Her nainsel will pe proud to see itf

lord ta marquis under her roof," he said.

The visit itself had already suffiad a

banish all resentment from his soul.

The marquis took the proffered hmi

kindly.

" I have come to apologize," he said. I

" Not one vord more, my Ion, I pe',*

interrupted Duncan. " My lort is con*

out of his own cootness, to pring hc.'a

creat kift; for he'll pe hearing of ta ssd

accident which pefell her poor pipes ost

efening lately. Tey was ferry old, mf

lort, and easily hurt."

" I am sorry—" said the marquis, hut

again Duncan interrupted him.

"I am clad, my lort," he said, "fori

prings me ta creat choy. If my bdr

and your lortship will honor her poet

house py sitting town, she will haf -J

pleasure of pe offering them a linfe

music."

His hospitality would give them ofnbt

best he had ; but ere the entertainmts

was over, the marquis judged himself

more than fairly punished by the pips

for all the wrong he had done the prpa-

They sat down, and, at a sign from aa

lordship, the servant paced his cha:ss

in Duncan's hands, and retired. The

piper received the instrument with i

proud gesture of gratification, rlt it *J

over, screwed at this and that fory*
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ent, then filled the great bag gloriously

ll. The next instant a scream invaded

e astonished air fit to rival the skirl

oduced by the towzie tyke of Kirk-

lloway ; another instant, and the piper

as on his legs, as full of pleasure and

ide as his bag of wind, strutting up

id down the narrow chamber like a

rkcy-cock before his hens, and turn-

g ever, after precisely so many strides,

th a grand gesture and mighty sweep,

if he too had a glorious tail to mind,

id was bound to keep it ceaselessly

livering to the tremor of the reed in

e throat of his chanter.

Malcolm, erect behind their visitors,

:zed with admiring eyes at every mo-

in of his grandfather. To one who

id from earliest infancy looked up to

m with reverence, there was nothing

liculous in the display, in the strut, in

I that to other eyes too evidently re-

aled the vanity of the piper: Malcolm

?arded it all only as making up the

thodox mode of playing the pipes. It

is indeed well that he could not see

: expression upon the faces of those

hind whose chairs he stood, while for

aments that must have seemed min

is they succumbed to the wild uproar

lich issued from those splendid pipes.

1 an opposite hill-side, with a valley

tween, it would have sounded poetic;

a charging regiment, none could have

shed for more inspiriting battle-strains;

en in a great hall, inspiring and guid-

5 the merry reel, it might have been in

ice and welcome ; but in a room of

1 feet by twelve, with a wooden ceil-

r, acting like a drum-head, at the

ight of seven feet and a half!—it was

le below torture to the marquis and

dy Florimel. Simultaneously they

ic to make their escape.

'My lord and my leddy maun be

uin', daddy," cried Malcolm.

\bsorbed in the sound which his lungs

ated and his fingers modulated, the

icr had forgotten all about his visit-

; but the moment his grandson's

cc reached him, the tumult ceased ;

took the port-vent from his lips, and

h sightless eyes turned full on Lord

ssie, said in a low earnest voice—

Vol. XIII.—36

" My lort, she 'II pe ta craandest staand

o' pipes she efer blew, and proud and

thankful she'll pe to her lort marquis,

and to ta Lort of lorts, for ta kift. Ta

pipes shall co town from cheneration to

cheneration to ta ent of time ; yes, my lort,

until ta loud cry of tem pe trownt in ta

roar of ta trump of ta creat archanchel,

when he'll pe setting one foot on ta laand,

and ta other foot upon ta sea, and Clen-

lyon shall pe cast into ta lake of fire."

He ended with a low bow. They shook

hands with him, thanked him for his

music, wished him good-night, and, with

a kind nod to Malcolm, left the cottage.

Duncan resumed his playing the mo

ment they were out of the house, and

Malcolm, satisfied of his well-being for

a couple of hours at least—he had been

music-starved so long—went also out, in

quest of a little solitude.

CHAPTER XXII.

WHENCE AND WHITHER ?

He wandered along the shore on the

land side of the mound, with a favorite

old book of Scottish ballads in his hand,

every now and then stooping to gather

a sea-anemone—a white flower some

thing like a wild geranium, with a faint

sweet smell—or a small, short-stalked

harebell, or a red daisy, as large as a

small primrose ; for along the coast there,

on cliff or in sand, on rock or in field,

the daisies arc remarkable for size, and

often not merely tipped, but dyed through

out with a deep red.

He had gathered a bunch of the finest,

and had thrown himself down on the side

of the dune, whence, as he lay, only the

high road, the park wall, the temple of

the winds, and the blue sky were visible.

The vast sea, for all the eye could tell,

was nowhere—not a ripple of it was to

be seen, but the ear was filled with the

night gush and flow of it. A sweet wind

was blowing, hardly blowing, rather gli

ding, like a slumbering river, from the

west. The sun had vanished, leaving a

ruin of gold and rose behind him, gradu

ally fading into dull orange and lead and

blue sky and stars. There was light
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enough to read by, but he never opened

his book. He was thinking over some

thing Mr. Graham had said to him a few

days before, namely, that all impatience

of monotony, all weariness of best things

even, are but signs of the eternity of our

nature—the broken human fashions of

the divine everlastingness.

* * * *

" I dinna ken whaur it comes frae,"

said a voice above him.

He looked up. On the ridge of the

mound, the whole of his dwarfed form

relieved against the sky and looking large

in the twilight, stood the mad laird, reach

ing out his forehead toward the west, with

his arms expanded as if to meet the ever-

coming wind.

"Naehody kens whaur the win' comes

frae, or whaur it gangs till," said Mal

colm. "Ye're no a hair waur aff nor

ither fowk, there, laird."

" Does't come frae a guid place, or frae

an ill ?" said the laird, doubtingly.

" It's saft an' kin'ly i' the fin' o' 't,"

returned Malcolm suggestively, rising and

joining the laird on the top of the dune,

and like him spreading himself out to the

western air.

The twilight had deepened, merging

into such night as the summer in that

region knows—a sweet pale memory of

the past day. The sky was full of sparkles

of pale gold in a fathomless blue ; there

was no moon ; the darker sea lay quiet

below, with only a murmur about its lip,

and fitfully reflected the stars. The soft

wind kept softly blowing. Behind them

shone a light at the harbor's mouth, and

a twinkling was here and there visible in

the town above ; but all was as still as

if there were no life save in the wind

and the sea and the stars. The whole

feeling was as if something had been

finished in heaven, and the outmost rip

ples of the following rest had overflowed

and were now pulsing faintly and dream

ily across the bosom of the laboring earth,

with feeblest suggestion of the mighty

peace beyond. Alas, words can do so

little ! even such a night is infinite.

"Ay," answered the laird; "but it

makes me dowfart {melancholy) like, i'

the inside."

"Some o' the best things does that''

said Malco)m. " I think a kiss frae my

mither wad gar me greet."

He knew the laird's peculiarities ueli :

but in the thought of his mother had fo:

gotten the antipathy of his companion i:

the word. Stewart gave a moaning ay

put his fingers in his ears, and giicec

down the slope of the dune seaward.

Malcolm was greatly distressed. K;

had a regard for the laird far beycod

pity, and could not bear the thought of

having inadvertently caused him paa

But he dared not follow him, for t'n::

would be but to heighten the anguish of

the tortured mind and the suffering of

the sickly frame ; for, when pursued, a

would accomplish a short distance a

an incredible speed, then drop suddew

and lie like one dead. Malcolm therefo:e

threw off his heavy boots, and startmg

at full speed along the other side of the

dune, made for the bored craig ; his oh

ject being to outrun the laird without he

ing seen by him, and so, doubling the

rock, return with leisurely steps, aat

meet him. Sweetly the west wind whs

tled about his head as he ran. In a fe*

moments he had rounded the rock, to

ward which the laird was still runr,;ng,

but now more slowly. The tide «s

high and came near its foot, leaving hat

a few yards of passage between, in which

space they approached each other, Mai-

colm with sauntering step, as if strolling

homeward. Lifting his bonnet, a tokft

of respect he never omitted when he

met the mad laird, he stood aside in die

narrow way. Mr. Stewart stopped ab

ruptly, took his fingers from his ears, and

stared in perplexity.

"It's a richt bonny nicht, laird," slid

Malcolm.

The poor fellow looked hurriediy

hind him, then stared again, then tw-

gestures backward, and next pointed*

Malcolm with rapid pokes of his fctf-

finger. Bewilderment had brought •

the impediment in his speech, and il

Malcolm could distinguish in the hab

bling efforts at utterance which follosd;

were the words,—" Twa o' them ! Trt

o' them ! Twa o' them !" often and fc-r

riedly repeated.
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"It's a fine, saft-sleekit win', laird,"

aid Malcolm, as if they were meeeting

ir the first time that night. " I think it

laun come frae the blue there, ayont

le stars. There's a heap o' wonnerfu'

lings there, they tell me ; an' whiles a

irokin' win,' an' whiles a rosy smell,

n' whiles a bricht licht, an' whiles, they

ly, an auld yearnin' sang 'll brak oot,

n' wanner awa' doon, an' gang flittin'

n' fleein' amang the sair herts o' the

len an' women fowk 'at canna get

lings putten richt."

" I think there are two fools of them !"

lid the marquis, referring to the words

f the laird.

He was seated with Lady Florimel on

le town-side of the rock, hidden from

lem by one sharp corner. They had

:cn the mad laird coming, and had re-

ignized Malcolm's voice.

" I dinna ken whaur I come frae,"

urst from the laird, the word whaur

rawn out and emphasized almost to a

owl ; and as he spoke he moved on

gain, but gently now, toward the rocks

f the Scaurnose. Anxious to get him

loroughly soothed before they parted,

[alcolm accompanied him. They walk-

i a little way side by side in silence,

le laird every now and then heaving

is head like a fretted horse toward the

cy, as if he sought to shake the heavy

urden from his back, straighten out his

Dor twisted spine, and stand erect like

is companion.

"Ay!" Malcolm began again, as if

e had in the mean time been thinking

vct the question, and was now assured

pon it, "the win' maun come frae yont

le stars; for dinna ye min', laird— ?

e was at the kirk last Sunday—wasna

t ¥'

The laird nodded an affirmative, and

[alcolm went on.

"An' didna ye hear the minister read

ae the buik 'at hoo ilka guid an' ilka

;rfit gift was frae abune, an' cam frae

te Father o' lichts ?"

"Father o' lichts!" repeated the laird,

nd looked up at the bright stars. " I

inna ken whaur / cam frae. I hae nae

ither. I hae only a ... I hae only a

uman."

The moment he had said the word, he

began to move his head from side to

side like a scared animal seeking where

to conceal itself.

"The Father o' lichts is your father

an' mine—the father o' a' o' 's," said

Malcolm.

"O' a' guid fowk, I daursay," said the

laird, with a deep and quivering sigh.

"Mr. Graham says—o' a'body," re

turned Malcolm, "—guid an' ill;—o' the

guid to haud them guid an' mak them

better—o' the ill to mak them guid."

"Eh! gien that war true!" said the

laird.

They walked on in silence for a min

ute. All at once the laird threw up his

hands, and fell flat on his face on the

sand, his poor hump rising skyward

above his head. Malcolm thought he

had been seized with one of the fits to

which he was subject, and knelt down

beside him, to see if he could do any

thing for him. Then he found he was

praying: he heard him—he could but

just hear him— murmuring over and

over, all but inaudibly, " Father o' lichts !

Father o' lichts ! Father o' lichts !" It

seemed as if no other word dared mingle

itself with that cry. Maniac or not, the

mood of the man was supremely sane,

and altogether too sacred to disturb.

Malcolm retreated a little way, sat down

in the sand and watched beside him. It

was a solemn time—the full tide lapping

up on the long yellow sand from the wide

sea darkening out to the dim horizon ;

the gentle wind blowing through the

molten darkness ; overhead, the great

vault without arch or keystone, of dim

liquid blue, and sown with worlds so far

removed they could only shine ; and on

the shore, the centre of all the cosmic

order, a misshapen heap of man, a tu

mulus in which lay buried a live and

lovely soul ! The one pillar of its chap

ter-house had given way, and the down-

rushing ruin had so crushed and distort

ed it, that thenceforth until some resur

rection should arrive, disorder and mis

shape must appear to it the law of the

universe, and loveliness but the passing

dream of a brain glad to deceive its own

misery, and so to fancy it had received
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from above what it had itself generated

of its own poverty from below. To the

mind's eye of Malcolm, the little hump

on the sand was heaved to the stars,

higher than ever Roman tomb or Egyp

tian pyramid, in silent appeal to the

sweet heavens, a dumb prayer for pity,

a visible groan for the resurrection of the

body. For a few minutes he sat as still

as the prostrate laird.

But bethinking himself that his grand

father would not go to bed until he went

back, also that the laird was in no danger,

as the tide was now receding, he resolved

to go and get the old man to bed, and

then return. For somehow he felt in his

heart that he ought not to leave him

alone. He could not enter into his strife

to aid him, or come near him in any

closer way than watching by his side

until his morning dawned, or at least the

waters of his flood assuaged, yet what

he could he must : he would wake with

him in his conflict.

He rose and ran for the bored craig,

through which lay the straight line to

his abandoned boots.

As he approached the rock, he heard

the voices of Lord Lossie and Lady

Florimel, who, although the one had not

yet verified her being, the other had

almost ruined his, were nevertheless en

joying the same thing, the sweetness of

the night, together. Not hearing Mal

colm's approach, they went on talking,

and as he was passing swiftly through

the bore, he heard these words from the

marquis—

"The world's an ill-baked cake, Flory,

and all that a—woman, at least, can do,

is to cut as large a piece of it as possible,

for immediate use."

The remark being a general one, Mal

colm cannot be much blamed if he stood

with one foot lifted to hear Florimel's

reply.

" If it 's an ill-baked one, papa," she

returned, " I think it would be better to

cut as small a piece of it as will serve

for immediate use."

Malcolm was delighted with her an

swer, never thinking whether it came

from her head or her heart, for the two

were at one in himself.

As soon as he appeared on the othe:

side of the rock, the marquis challenge!

him :

" Who goes there ?" he said.

"Malcolm MacPhail, my lord."

"You rascal !" said his lordship. gooc-

humoredly ; "you've been hstening!'

" No muckle, my lord. I hard but i

word apiece. An' I maun say my led-

dy had the best o' the loagic."

" My leddy generally has, I suspect,'

laughed the marquis. " How long haie

you been in the rock there ?"

" No ae meenute, my lord. I flang an

my butes to rin efter a freen', an' that'l

hoo ye didna hear me come up. I'm

gaein' efter them noo, to gang home f

them. Guid-nicht, my lord. Guid-nich;

my leddy."

He turned and pursued his way ; hut

Florimel's face glimmering through the

night, went with him as he ran.

He told his grandfather how he had

left the mad laird lying on his face en

the sands between the bored craig and

the rocks of the promontory, and a.i

he would like to go back to him.

"He 'll pe hafing a fit, poor manf

said Duncan. " — Yes, my son, yot

must co to him, and do your pea for

him. After such an honor as we'fe had

this day, we mustn't pe forgetting otr

poor neighbors. Will you pe taking

him a trop of uisgebeatha ?"

" He taks naething o' that kin'," said

Malcolm.

He could not tell him that the mad

man, as men called him, lay wrestling

in prayer with the Father of lights. The

old highlander was not irreverent, he:

the thing would have been unintelligible

to him. He could readily have believed

that the supposed lunatic might be fa', r-

ed beyond ordinary mortals ; that at tha

very moment, lost in his fit, he might !x

rapt in a vision of the future—a wave !

time, far off as yet from the souls of other

men, even now rolling over his ; but thsl

a soul should seek after vital content I"

contact with its Maker, was an idea be

longing to a region which, in the high-

lander's being, lay as yet an unvratere-i

desert, an undiscovered land, whence

even no faintest odor had been wafted
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cross the still air of surprised contem-

lation.

About the time when Malcolm once

lore sped through the bored craig, the

larquis and Lady Florimel were walk-

ig through the tunnel on their way

ome, chatting about a great ball they

-ere going to give the tenants.

He found the laird where he had left

im, and thought at first he must now

iirely be asleep; but once more bending

ver him, he could hear him still mur-

luring at intervals, "Father o' lichts!

ather o' lichts !"

Not less compassionate, and more

\ m pathetic than Eliphaz or Bildad or

ophar, Malcolm again took his place

near him, and sat watching by him until

the gray dawn began in the east. Then

all at once the laird rose to his feet, and

without a look on either side walked

steadily away toward the promontory.

Malcolm rose also, and gazed after him

until he vanished amongst the rocks, no

motion of his distorted frame witnessing

other than calmness of spirit. So his

watcher returned in peace through the

cool morning air to the side of his slum

bering grandfather.

No one in the Seaton of Portlossie

ever dreamed of locking door or window

at night.

[to bb continued.]

A "MEET" IN T

rHE aptitude and the inaptitude of

Englishmen to make homes for

lemselves in strange lands, and to be-

sme, as Byron says, "in strange eyes

ot a stranger," are both remarkable

i you regard the matter from different

oints of view. That the Englishman is

good colonist the history of the world

eclares with sufficient emphasis and dis-

nctness. That he not only can find a

ome in strange lands, but can find a

leasure in doing so, the cities of Europe

om St. Petersburg to Palermo abun-

antly declare. Yet your Englishman

oes not readily emancipate himself from

le specialties of his English habits. He

ssimilates himself to the people among

horn he pitches his nomad tent less per-

aps than the denizen of any other land,

erfectly ready to leave his island home,

nd to leave it as far behind him as may

e needed, he yet insists upon carrying

England about with him wherever he

oes. And the degree in which he has

iiccceded in causing his special needs

nd tastes to be supplied and catered for

n the shores of the Mediterranean, as

ell as on those of the Baltic, is one of

HE CAMPAGNA.

the curious specialties of modern life in

Europe. Lord Byron's Fletcher would

no longer need to make his master's life

a burden to him because there was no

porter to be had. And Miss Mariana

Storke's * recommendations to the trav

eler about to venture across the Channel,

to carry with him " a carving-knife and

fork, and a block-tin teakettle," are out

of date ; not because he has learned to

live without his block-tin teakettle, but

because he has taught the nations of

Europe to provide the article for him.

And to this teaching our Transatlantic

cousins have of late years contributed

their full share. It is not, I think, that

Americans have the same degree of dif

ficulty in adapting themselves to the

habits and ways of living of foreign so

ciety. They are perhaps more cosmo

politan in this respect than their fathers

in the old country. But they invariably

* Perhaps I ought not to assume that readers of the

present day have ever heard of Miss Nfariana Storke.

Her book was the guide-book to the Continent in the

days before Murray's red books existed ; and her vol

ume is a truly curious indication of the changes that

have been made in continental life in the course of

the last half century.
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find English ways and things so much

more consonant to their own likings than

those of any other people that they swell

—and in these latter years have more

than doubled—the demand for all that

was originally provided especially for

Englishmen. And as of course all such

special providings must depend on the

extent of the demand, the greatly in-

, creased flood of American travelers in

Europe has largely contributed to the

due supply of all those special little mat

ters that an Englishman likes to find

prepared for him.

Foremost among the specialties which

illustrate the truth of these remarks is

the Roman hunt. A fox-hunt bodily

transplanted out of the English shires to

the Campagna around Rome ! A "view-

halloo " within hearing of the Cata

combs ! The mere idea is enough to

make each separate 'saint of all the tens

of thousands who lie there, and have

lain in peace for sonie sixteen hundred

years, turn in his narrow rock-hewn bed.

Of all the transplantations of bits of

English life to foreign soil, this establish

ment of a fox-hunt at Rome is the most

wonderful and the most audacious.

Think of listening to the music of the

hounds under the shadow of the tower-

tomb of Caccilia Metella ! Think of

Reynard "stealing away" between the

sepulchres which line the Via Appia !

Yet it has taken root in the soil to which

it has been transplanted, and has be

come an institution. Many of the Ro

man jeunesse doree have taken to the

sport kindly, and would find a great gap

in their winter amusements if the Eng

lish hunt were no longer in existence.

But it would assuredly cease to exist if it

were wholly cut off from the parent stock.

A continuous supply of English riders,

English horses, English dogs, and, above

all, English ways and ideas, is needed

to cause the exotic plant to flourish.

Possibly American patronage might keep

up the hunt even if Old England had

sunk beneath the sea—for it is at the

present day as much supported by Amer

icans as by Englishmen—but it may be

safely affirmed that if the Italians were

left to manage it by themselves, the in

stitution would not last long. They rt

not "to the manner born," though, is !

have said, some among them take tc :

kindly. The prince royal is a great Ex

porter of the hunt, and is very consui'-

ly present at the meets. And he docs

not ride badly. Prince Sciarra -is also a

very regular attendant, and does it

thing, as far as it is possible for one cf

Latin race to do it, in good English stylr.

But let us suppose, not that Charii-

cleer has " proclaimed a hunting marr

ing," in the words of the good old En.

lish hunting-song—because the Nimrcc

of the Eternal City do not dream of

turning out till near midday — but uz

the Italian News has proclaimed it is

its columns, and betake ourselves o

mark "the humors" of a meet in the

Campagna.

The meet on this occasion shall he al

the tomb of Caccilia Metella—perhaps

the prettiest, most characteristic and Bult

picturesque of all the spots at which tie

Roman hunt is in the habit of assem

bling. This celebrated tomb is situated

by the side of the Via Appia, about w

miles from the gate of St. Sebastian, c.

the southern side of the city. The Va

Appia—"longarum regina viarum,"

an old Roman poet calls it—was iht

great means of communication betmtt

Rome and all the south of Italy and the

port of Brundusium, the modern Brit-

disi. The Via Appia was therefore abo

the highway leading to all the Roar,

settlements and colonies in the Levani,

as well as to Egypt and to Greece. For

the first ten or twelve miles of its couise

after leaving the city the road is lined

by an almost continuous succession

ancient sepulchres, and immediately itw

passing the Catacombs of St. Schastii

it plunges into the full desolation 4

the Campagna. The peculiar and K'

speakable sadness which is the specal

characteristic of the Roman Camparn

—and also, it may be said, its specu!

charm—has often been remarked. ArJ

that portion of the vast and wonder-

prairie which the traveler enters on wis

leaves Rome by the Via Appia bears in-

pressed on it this special characteris--

perhaps more strikingly than any other.
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Certainly, whether considered with refer

ence to the immediate foreground or to

the features of the distant view, it is the

most beautiful. In front, as he faces

south, the wayfarer on the Via Appia

has the Alban Hills, culminating in

Monte Cavo, and shutting in the plain

of the Campagna before his eyes. They

are studded with towns and villages,

which show like white spots of light

amid the darker coloring of the sur

rounding woods, or retire into shadow

scarcely to be distinguished from them,

according as the southern sun touches

them with his gilding or a fleeting cloud

shelters them from his eye. But these

distant evidences of the presence of hu

man life are too far off to mar the abso

lute and impressive solitude of the'scene.

Immediately around are the silent but

eloquent memorials of the past—such

dim and ever dimmer abysses of the

past!—vistas of dark centuries, barely

rendered visible by a twinkling light of

history or tradition, seen at the farther

end of other even darker vistas of bar

barous mediaeval generations ! They are

all represented. They have all left their

mark on that triply palimpsest surface.

Even as the geologist shows us the stra

ta of the globe's crust, one beneath the

other, differentiated by the character

izing fossils each contains, and formed

at epochs far distant from each other, so

on this wondrous Roman plain may be

traced the different couches of the works

of bygone generations superimposed one

upon the other, and obliterating one

the other. Tombs, from the princely

structure which has given its name to

the locality in question to the humble

roadside slab bearing a half-obliterated

name ; temples, from the pagan fanes of

deities whose names are forgotten on the

lips of the people, though the raison <f

itre of them still lives in their hearts and

fashions their lives, to the wretched lath-

and - plaster saints' niches of the pres

ent day ; fortresses ; tottering walls and

vaults of imperial pleasure-houses ; huge

earthworks, the purpose and meaning

of which not even the archaeologist can

guess; foundations, shattered arches, ac-

queducts,—these are the characters in

which History writes her mouldering re

cords around. And the present utters

no sound to distract from them the at

tention of the reader. Utter, utter soli

tude is the characteristic, and seems to

be the appropriate characteristic, of the

region. Possibly between your eye and

the horizon the solitary figure of a horse

man may be seen crossing the wide sur

face of the plain, or perhaps passing be

neath one of the arches which are as the

giant strides of the acqueduct as it stalks

across the far-stretching extent of brown

grass-fields. He is doubtless a "massa-

ro," as the men are called to whose care

the vast herds that roam over the Cam

pagna are entrusted ; and he looks, with

his gun slung behind his back, his long

goad—which may do duty in the picture

of him for a lance—-his steeple-crowned

brigand hat, and his easy and free seat

upon his horse, as picturesque a figure

and one as appropriate to the scene as an

Arab on the desert. And his silent pas

sage across the field of your vision has

in nowise the effect of diminishing the

solitariness of the scene.

These are the surroundings among

which we take our way to the meet on

a lovely bright, sunshiny day in January.

Solitary ! Why, the old Appian Way is

as much alive as an English turnpike-

road in the neighborhood of a county

town on market-day. Truly the ghosts

who may be supposed to haunt this tomb-

bordered way must conclude that some

very strange new phase of the world's

history has set in. They had been

allowed for so many centuries to' sleep

their quiet sleep and dream their undis

turbed dreams in peace—their rest, and

the melancholy, time-consecrated repose

of all that remained of what had been

theirs, had been so long respected !

Not long after passing under the old

archway of the Porta di San Sebastiano

we come in sight of the huge circular

mass of the building known as the tomb

of Cascilia Metella. Our vehicle—for we

are among the lookers-on, and not among

the actors in the anticipated sport—is one

in a long line which follow each other

along the road. Roman coachmen never

attempt to pass each other. The dust
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on the " regina viarum " is ankle-deep,

and of a rich chocolate color, being com

posed mainly of the debris of "pozzo-

lana," as the deep ruddy-brown earth is

called which has made for two thousand

years, and still continues to make, the

excellent Roman mortar. It matters lit

tle which way the wind is. If from the

north, you are covered by the clouds

kicked up by the carriages behind you ;

if from the south, you are the victim of

those which precede you. The associa

tions which you have hitherto cherished

in connection with that storied track are

exposed to shocks yet more severe than

the inequalities of the road—which in

truth has seen better days— inflict upon

your person.

"Consumedly dusty, this Viar Rap-

pier ! It's worse by chalks than the Ep

som road on a Derby Day ! Why don't

they put down some macadam ?" sings

out, as he trots by, young Courtenay

Smith, a Cockney of the Cockneys, whose

father made his money in Capel Court,

a jovial, florid young fellow, who could

be mistaken for nothing but an English

man if you were to put a bornouse on

him and set him down to share an Arab's

mess of mare's milk under a tent in the

desert. Reginald Courtenay Smith is al

ways at the meet, is a great supporter

of the hunt, and is got up in irreproach

able style. Not in pink. No ! The

English and American members of

the hunt, for the most part, do not

sport red coats ; the latent meaning of

which I suppose to be a silent protest to

the effect that they are well aware that

this is not the real thing—only a make

shift to fill the void in the heart of the

wanderer, which yearns for the better

joys of "the shires." Be the motive

what it may, American and English Ro

mans do not hunt in pink. They leave

such gaudy delight to the young Ro

mans to whom "looking like the time "

is half the battle.

" But think what dust it is!" says the

Rev. Athanasius Abbott, a High Church

English divine in a coat made to be a

clever imitation of a cassock, and who,

if he remains much longer in Rome, will

probably become a "pervert" — "the

dust of vanished empires, the dust o!

saints and martyrs, Mr. Smith! Mac

adam on the Via Appia, forsooth ! The

next thing would be to fit up St. Peter's

with pews !"

Athanasius Abbott, who, his theology

aside, is a very pleasant fellow and a

gentleman, and whose religious views hy

no means prevent his coming out to see

the meet, especially in such company al

he has with him in the carriage which is

next before our own, is a special favorite

with the young ladies of the America!

and English colony, and papas of sounc

Protestant views sufficiently pronounced

to make them care about the isms of

their daughters would do well to keep

their eyes open. The comely lady sitting

opposite to him in the carriage is Mrs

Armytage Atkins, a widow from Balti

more, who has been a beauty ; and tie

two young ladies, her daughters, who oc

cupy the remaining seats, are such noa,

and very charming girls into the bargaa-

They perfectly well understand that Mr,

Abbott is a gentleman and Mr. Smah

a snob. But the latter is good-humored

gay, mounted on a very handsome hore,

and is an ever-ready partner in the hall

room. So pretty Marian Atkins, who

tolerates him rather more kindly thai

her sister—for Nora rather gives him the

cold shoulder in consequence of the an

noyance it occasions her to hear him call

herNorar Ratkins—Marian replies: "Fo:

my part, I agree with Mr. Smith. I thir.k

that since the empires have vanished,.'

would be a great deal better that thei

dust should vanish too. Which way d*

you think the fox will take this morning.

Mr. Smith ?"

Little Reginald Courtenay Smith is de

lighted, and reins up his thoroughhrsi

to ride by the side of the carriage. Tae

imprudent Marian had little intends

that her small bit of patronage shoald

have the effect of attaching Mr. Smiths

the side of the carriage all the rest of d*

way to the place of meeting. Noragi"*

her sister a look, and feelings not strictly

such as should prevail on the inside of i

cassock are generated in the heart of the

Rev. Athanasius.

Just then a young American Oxonian,
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as joined his family in Italy during

iristmas vacation, and who has the

tion of being the boldest rider in

, trots by on the other side of the

> carriage to that on which Mr.

is riding. Summers Deverell hails

'hiladelphia. though one would say

uaker blood was the last thing one

expect to find in his composition.

:s at a glance the state of the case

irds the attendant cavalier on the

side of the carriage, and, after

; his hat to Mrs. Atkins, with a

ly morning for a run, isn't it,

i ?" he shoots back a wicked "Wish

y, Miss Marian !" which that young

:rfectly understands, though neith-

he gentlemen does,

hat moment the line of carriages

a little to one side, and His Royal

ess Prince Humbert dashes by in

g-cart—an exception to what has

aid about Roman coachmen not

j each other on the road. The

turnout of His Royal Highness

oughly unexceptionable, and per-

English in style. The dog-cart,

lendid fast-trotting horse, the two

s on the seat behind, might all

een imported from the little island

piece. The "get up" of His Royal

ess himself is also thoroughly Eng-

ld, curiously enough, both he and

rnout " have a much more genu-

^nglish appearance than the most

vane supporter of "le sport" at

lly was ever able to assume. His

Highness rides in pink, but he at

t wears a buff overcoat, which will

ed off when he mounts at the meet,

abundantly evident that Prince

ert has fashioned himself, as far

hunting-field is concerned, on

h models. But I would not say

, as used to be said with perfect

f that poor young duke of Parma

as assassinated in the streets of

n capital some twenty years or so

at when he used to come to the

cc races the most acceptable com-

t you could pay him was to go up

, and, pretending to take him for

jlish groom, ask where his master

Prince Humbert rides well, and is

very constant at the meets of the hunt

when he is in Rome. Mr. Courtenay

Smith rises in his stirrups as the prince

passes, and takes off his hat and bows os

tentatiously. The Rev. Athanasius Ab

bott sits as motionless as a statue. He

is prepared at any moment for social

martyrdom in support of his opinion that

Victor Emmanuel is a usurper who has

no business to be at Rome.

Presently an elderly American gentle

man rides past, raising his hat to the oc

cupants of the carriage as he passes, but

without speaking. He is well mounted,

and his appointments are all " in good

form," as the modern slang phrase has

it, but very quiet. He is very evidently

a gentleman, and one who, as might be

easily guessed, does not like to be "loud"

in his amusements in any way. By his

side rides, on a queer-looking, very tall

and very raw-boned steed, a young Ro

man in the most brilliant of scarlet coats,

the most showy of green satin cravats,

an enormous hunting whip, which he

holds as a coachman driving four-in-

hand might hold his whip, and a pair of

blue cloth trousers, which have wriggled

up on his legs so as to display an undue

portion of the boots below them.

"What is the matter with Mr. Rob-

bins ? He seemed quite cross this morn

ing, passing without a word in that man

ner," says Nora Atkins.

" Don't you see what is the matter ?"

returns her mother. "Can't you make

allowance for the effect of acute suffer

ing?"

" I should not wonder if it were to end

in a tragedy—upon my soul, I shouldn't.

I expect that Robbins will brain that

fellow some day, I do indeed," says Mr.

Smith.

" Why ? what has ' the fellow' done ?

and who is he ?" inquires the Rev.

Athanasius innocently.

" What ! don't you know ? All Rome

has been talking about it. As for who

he is, that's more than I can tell you ;

but I know that he is the best fun go

ing," replies Mr. Smith.

"What is he talking about ?" says the

Rev. Athanasius in a lower tone to Miss

Nora Atkins, who is sitting opposite to
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him on the side of the carriage farthest

from Mr. Smith, '"Do you understand

what it is all about, Miss Nora?" repeats

the clergyman, not above half liking

the tone of the gay and gallant Smith,

but, on the other hand, unwilling to be

ignorant of anything that "all Rome"

is talking about.

"Yes, I know what he is alluding to—

a parcel of stupid nonsense," says Miss

Nora with a curl of her pretty lip. "That

thing riding there in the red coat would

stick himself close to Mr. Robbins, it

seems, all the time they were out last

meet, and the old gentleman was very

much disgusted with it."

"Well, I can't say he looks like a very

attractive companion," says the clergy

man ; " but have you no idea who or

what he is, Mr. Smith ?"

"Who or what ? Well, as for what he

is, he is some Italian snob, with less than

the ninth part of a tailor's idea of riding.

I take it he sticks to old Robbins be

cause he considers him a safe leader.

At the end of the day last time, after

having been with considerable difficulty

persuaded to put up a revolver which he

had brought with him for the purpose of

shooting the fox, he was seen pressing

with eager hospitality on poor Robbins

some sausage and ' ricotta' which he

drew forth from his coat pocket after he

had been riding on it all day. You may

conceive the disgust of poor Robbins

and the inextinguishable laughter of the

whole field. Another man would have

shared the fun, but Robbins could not

brook being made one of the actors in

such a scene. And now there he is

again, and Robbins can no more shake

him off than if he was chained to his

horse's tail, knowing all the while what a

burst of laughter there will be when he

rides on the field attended by his satel

lite. Robbins can't bear to be laughed

at."

" Well, I do think that it ought to be

brought in 'justifiable homicide' if Mr.

Robbins does ' brain ' him, as Mr. Smith

suggests," says Miss Nora in an under

tone.

" But Mr. Smith does not sufficiently

reflect on the consequences that might

arise if such a mode of ridding one's lelf

of disagreeable and adhesive people were

recognized," rejoins the Rev. Athanaii.!-

in the same tone. " I confess, all rk

same, that I rather sympathize with the

feelings of Mr. Robbins."

Shortly after that the carriages pass

under the shadow of the huge round toi-

er and the remains of mediaeval walfc,

mushroom upstarts in comparison to fa

own venerable antiquity, which have re

mained attached to it ever since Pope

Boniface VIII. in the thirteenth centnrr

turned it into one of the fortress-strong

holds of the Gaetani, to which family hs

belonged. This grand old tower

built nearly two thousand years ago as 3

monument to the memory of Ca^cilia Me-

tella, the wife of Crassus and the da0gt

ter of Quintus Caecilius Metellus. Tht

reader will no doubt remember Byron'i

lines on this tomb in the fourth canto of

Child* Harold. The H igh-Church der-

gyman quotes them for the benefit of

Nora Atkins as the carriage passes be

neath the tower and turns into the field

beyond it through a gate in the half-

ruinous wall that thereabouts bounds

the road, the narrow passage of which

makes it necessary for Mr. Smith to re

sign his place by the side of the carruge.

In another minute he is in the midst of

the horsemen who have gathered around

the dogs, which have just arrived on the

ground under the care of the whipper-

in ; and the carriage is being mancni-

vred, not without some difficulty, over

the soft and uneven turf among the

crowd of vehicles that throng the fieW

and are crossing and recrossing each

other in all directions in search of the

best spot of vantage for seeing the

throwing off.

We turn in at the gate immediate^

behind the Atkins party, but in the r,al

minute are separated from them in lis

throng. The scene around us is

an extraordinary one. The part of tb

Campagna overlooked from the field a

question, which occupies the highest pa:t

of one of the rising knolls so fTequei:

in the district, is one of the most pic

turesque that can be found within its

limits. I have endeavored partially to
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ibe the distant outlook on which the

ests at the extremity of the Cam-

1. But the objects more immedi-

around are striking and suggestive

: highest degree. The ruins of the

jeval fortress of the Gaetani, show-

ike a wornout rake knocked to

5 by riotous living in comparative

i by the side of the stalwart hale old

f the tower, their senior by thirteen

ries, and bidding fair to outlive

by thirteen more, are in the high-

•gree picturesque. The grand line

rhes on the left, striding across the

in solemn and solitary grandeur,

s the course of the Aqua Claudia,

lofty mediaeval tower called the

Fiscale, on the same side of the

tells the tale of days more utterly

hed than those of the more storied

i times. Lastly—but by no means

in the value of its contribution to

:auly of the scene—there is at some

distance to the southward a large

-> of pines, the deep verdure of

i contrasts admirably with the brown

of the remainder of the landscape,

jver all there is that ineffably beauti-

light of the Roman sky, which seems

me inexplicable peculiarity of atmo-

e to have the specialty of freedom

all garish quality, and the gift of

-ting, even while it gilds the world

ins it falls on, a pensivencss to the

;ssions inspired by gazing on them,

titer Scott bids those who would

fair Melrose aright to visit it by

ale moonlight. Those who appre-

the goodness of the advice would

y perhaps think the time for visit-

aright" the matchless scene I have

ipted to describe is when all the

is brilliant with the scarlet coats

ortsmen and the gay dresses of the

» in a hundred carriages, and the

filled with jocund, ringing voices,

ig which the familiar tone of our

tongue largely predominates. Yet

et at the tomb of Caecilia Metella

irth seeing, if only because most

edly such a conjunction of sights,

Is, ideas and associations can be

vith nowhere else.

It is getting on toward midday, and

the enthusiastic sportsmen do not seem

to be in any great hurry for the "throw

off." It may be suspected perhaps that,

to many of them, the pleasantest part of

the day's work consists in showing off

themselves and their horses among the

carriages, with the occupants of which a

deal of flirting is done before the real

business of the day commences. " Do

your devoirs, gentle knights ! Bright

eyes behold your deeds !" used to be the

encouragement proclaimed aloud by the

heralds in the olden days of joust and

tournament. And on the present oc

casion the impatient crack from time to

time of the huntsman's whip might be

understood to be eloquent in the same

sense. But the bright eyes seem to be

more potent to detain the cavaliere where

they are than to stimulate to any deeds

save riding about saunteringly from one

carriage door to another. It seems diffi

cult to guess what they are waiting for.

One odd specialty of the Roman hunt

seems to be that the hounds are in no

greater hurry than their human playfel

lows. They stand or sit in a group in

the centre of the field in a state of ap

parently perfect contentment ; and their

placidity is accounted for when we ob

serve that they are, though pretty dogs,

a great deal fatter than would be deemed

tolerable in the little island.

Meanwhile, the field has become very

full. The latest laggards have arrived

from the city, and some four or five ladies

are seen among those mounted for the

sport. At last, when the sun has long

passed the meridian, they move off saun

teringly and easily enough to the south-

westward, and we follow them with our

eyes till the last of the trail is lost behind

one of the innumerable inequalities in

the surface of the Campagna, and they

disappear in the folds of a valley where

there is a little cover, and where, as we

hear afterward, they find a fox, which

does not take them so far afield as to

prevent the entire party being back in

Rome in time to dress for a seven-o'clock

dinner. T. Adolphus Trollope.
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DESHLER & DESHLER;

OR, MY LIFE AS A BOOK-AGENT.

TWO PARTS.—I.

I HAD been summoned to the princi

pal's office, and the summons set my

heart fluttering. True, it was the end

of the month, when the teachers re

ceived their wages : of course that was

why I had been called ; and yet the fear

of discovery kept me all the while ner

vous and suspicious.

I was composition-teacher in the sem

inary, and fifty dollars a month is what

I earned. Doubtless it seems to many

women, with their pitiful wages or no

wages, that with fifty dollars a month I

must have been happy and independent.

But wait : out of this fifty dollars there

had to be taken forty for board of self,

baby and nurse-girl, and I had to bear

the humiliating consciousness that favor,

if not charity, was shown me in these

figures, for the school was one of high

grade, where the arrangements were ex

pensive and where the boarders fared

well. Then, too, it was just at the close

of the rebellion, when prices were ex

ceedingly high. Out of the ten dollars

which the principal handed to me at the

month's end there remained to be taken

the nurse's wages, two dollars per week.

Less than two dollars a month was all

that I cleared. And my salary was for

ten months only : during the summer

vacation my income would cease.

How I ever contrived to dress myself

and child in that stylish young ladies'

school I do not know. I suppose it was

by darning and scouring, turning and

piecing, and all the other innumerable

shifts that only decayed gentlefolks

know of. Yet such people generally

have some wardrobe of better days on

which to exercise these innumerable

shifts. I had not even this : I had part

ed with mine, piece by piece, as I was

closer and closer beleaguered. My last

silk dress—it was an apple-green—had

helped to pay my passage on a block

ade-runner to Halifax. I was at the

South, you see, during the war.

I had been called to the principall

office, I was saying. He wanted to pa;

me my month's wages, that was all; so

I breathed again. And yet there wal i

steely, averted look about his eyes whi.i

kept me from breathing with perfect free

dom. Well, the month's hard work wi-

ended, and I held my wages in my hard

How was I ever to lay up anything for

Baby at this rate ? How were we to live

through the coming vacation, now hut

one month removed ? How, indeed, :i

come nearer, were the pressing w ants ci

this very day to be met ? There were

things that Baby must have. Weeks he

fore I had been notified by the house-

authorities that she was unpresentable

shabby. As if I hadn't known it long

before they ! My own last pair of gaiteis

were brown and frayed, and next Sun

day soiled kids must keep me from

church.

These questions came to me as I sat

in my room, looking vacantly at the ten-

dollar bill which the principal had hand

ed me. And it was not the first uc.t

they had come to me. At every month's

end through all the nine they had pos

sessed me. No day, indeed, had passed

that they had not rapped importunately

at my brain, and in the nights I would

wake suddenly with two cruel, hauntmg

dreads—of Want and Discovery—lite

ghostly hands on my heart. There «.;

not in all the world the person to whoa

I could look for help. Why I was ttvii

isolated it need not concern you to kno«.

A gulf had come between me and these

who once sheltered and cherished rr.e

l can recall now the feeling with which

in those sheltered days I read and hea:d

about the wolf at the door. It was all

so vague and meaningless. I never

could make it seem real to me that any
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is suffering from poverty, just as

not believe when a child that it

f playmate when I pinched her

pinches hurt me. And did the

)f the wolf ever hurt and drag

soul into the depths as it did

Is it gnawing at the hearts of

ntless sad-eyed women and chil-

d men who pass me in the crowd-

ts?

, something must be done. I had

is a thousand times before, but

e summer vacation was only a

off, and Baby and I had no hole

:arth where we could hide away

to the world, as the happy snakes

n life grows uncomfortable. Then,

teacher's place I held by a thread,

it account would be my ability,

hful service, against the odds on

ler side ? Something must be

I had questioned, over and over,

st continue to teach—if there was

ne work in which I could make

loney or spend less—some work

:h no one need trouble himself

ny past life.

ubt if anybody ever read news-

ulvertisements as industriously as

uring the following three weeks,

seeking an avenue, an escape,

ny reading it seemed that all the

vere ringing with calls for agents,

and studied, and wondered what

i that extraordinary business could

didn't see, if the advertisers were

facts about the money to be made

various agencies, why there should

• work -hunters or want -pursued

left. Ladies and gentlemen were

1 that they could earn more mon-

ng their leisure hours at this and

jency than in any other earthly

>s. It appeared to me that the

scrs had better give themselves

olitable agencies that had more

in them than any other earthly

5s. I believed in my heart that

■onderful businesses were all, or the

f them, humbugs, and yet I studied

vcrtisements with a vague, hun-

scinated interest, though without

g at any decision,

ut a week before the school was to

close for the year I was summoned to an

other interview with the principal. Now

indeed there was fear and trembling in

my heart. My first glance at the prin

cipal's face satisfied me that I was over

taken — that the grave of my secret had

been found and laid open. First, he

settled with me for the month, not quite

ended. " Read this," he then said, hand

ing me an open letter.

I read it through, and in the writing I

recognized the cruel hand that had struck

me.

" Is this true ?" the principal asked,

transfixing me with a look.

"It is," I answered in a voice trem

bling in spite of a fierce resolve to keep

it steady.

"Then, of course, your services will

not be needed another year. I have

spoken with no one about your unfortu

nate history : I am the only one here

acquainted with the facts, and for the

sake of avoiding scandal I desire to have

you remain until the close of the school.

I received that letter nearly a month ago,

but I did not wish to embarrass your

short stay in the seminary ; and I would

not have spoken of my discovery till the

last moment but that I 'wished to give

you time to plan for the future. I might

have excused the facts, but I cannot

overlook the deception in your course,

even to the concealment of your name."

"And yet," I had the boldness to say,

"you are purposing to continue the de

ception and the concealment till the close

of your term. Why not publish a card

giving the world my name and telling

the story of my shame ?"

" It would create scandal and bring the

school into disrepute," he answered.

" And am I bound to bring myself into

disrepute with all I meet and through all

time ? Before I may ask a man for work

must I lay open my history to his gaze ?

Is it never to be permitted to my heart

to know its own bitterness ? Must every

stranger intermeddle with it ?**

"No, no," said the man with some

feeling: "matters are not so hopeless.

You are not bound to lay open your life

to every employer. There are many

kinds of work available to you in which
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present fidelity is all that can concern an

employer. But a young ladies' school is

a different matter entirely. You have

given me very faithful service. As a

teacher of composition you have excep

tional ability. I shall not readily fill

your place. I should be glad to retain

you, but it is out of the question. I hope

you may find another situation, but you

have no right to engage with a school

without giving your employer your full

confidence. If you do make an engage

ment without this, it is a swindle, just as

truly as when a man sells knowingly a

diseased horse as sound." He spoke

incisively.

" I think you are right," I replied,

"and I thank you for setting things in

this sharp light. I have been sorely be

wildered : I was so environed."

"Yes," he said, "these fatal steps take

us always into hedged places, where

escape costs a struggle."

"Yes, yes," cried my impatient spirit,

"l know it—oh, I know it all!"

This interview decided me to investi

gate some of those calls for agents which

I had been studying ; but which ? I de

cided against all those that called for

money or postage-stamps : I would run

no risks. While hesitating between one

guaranteeing three hundred dollars per

month, and another ten dollars a day, I

came upon a notice which decided my

fate: "Wanted—Agents for Horace

Greeley's American Conflict," etc. etc.

Now, I had heard of Horace Greeley

—he was a reality : here was something

tangible. A sight of his name was like

encountering a friend in a land of stran

gers and in a sea of perplexities. This

call was surely honest and trustworthy.

I immediately despatched a letter of in

quiry to the Hartford publishers.

One morning shortly after the Latin

teacher handed me with a sharp look a

bulky post-office package, which brought

the color in a tingling flood to my cheek.

The envelope was stamped with the very

call for agents which I had answered.

I hurried off to my room and eagerly

tore open the package. It contained a

bewildering number of circulars, one of

which, " Confidential Terms to Agents,"

fairly dazed me. Forty per cent. co:n

mission the agent was allowed. The in

formation excited me greatly. I be

supposed that on the sale of a five-dolla:

volume, for instance, there would he a

commission of fifty or sixty cents to

the agent ; but two dollars ! This pron:

seemed so enormous that I began to sns-

pect the publishers of proposing some

swindling business to me. And lis

feeling was strengthened by the readin:

of a lengthy circular, " Instructions to

Agents," which they were earnestly iw-

ommended to commit to memory before

starting out to canvass, with the assur

ance that in the practice of these "In

structions" success was certain. I fci

humiliated in reading this circular—not

that anything dishonest was proposed

this I was forced to acknowledge—but

there was a system of tactics marked ai

for the use of the agent against an un

suspecting public. The truth is, l wal

getting a glimpse of the strategies, if not

the tricks, of trade, and I was startW.

And yet there it was, printed in great

emphasized letters, that without a dose

observance of the " Instructions" failu:e

inevitably awaited the book-agent. I

was sorely perplexed, but I happily de

cided to take my perplexities to a lady

acquaintance, a mother of daughters, a

wise, discreet woman in whose judgment

I could confide. She at once set my

conscience at rest on the subject of the

forty-per-cent. matter, assuring me tha:

it was a common profit in traffic with any

goods.

"A hundred per cent. is no very on-

usual profit," she continued. "You'3

earn your money twice over, poor dca

You'll find getting subscriptions anc

delivering these great volumes pitiles

work. I wouldn't do it for the monf

that everybody together will make in tht

whole enterprise."

"You wouldn't do it for the moneyl

sake, but you would to get a deathly

weight off your heart," I replied.

" I could never leave my shelter nil

pushed out," she said: "I would ding

till the last moment to the roof abort

me. I could never, never step out in

the storm as you are proposing to do."
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id not tell her that I had been

d out. I was growing very weak,

ras trembling in every fibre. I

led to divert my thoughts,

•ad this dreadful circular," I said,

rig her the " Instructions to Agents,"

tell me what you see in it."

ee nothing dreadful," she answered

she had run it over. " If I were

id you out on any mission that

bring you in contact with people

alicit aid for the poor or for an or-

asylum or for our wounded sol-

-I should have to give you in-

ons much like these to ensure your

s. You would need to be cau-

. against pushing in the faces of

:'s prejudices, against self-asser-

igainst impatience. I should have

/ise you to humor people's harm-

'hims; to make the most of any

nent name you might capture ; to

/ery honest argument and endea-

nd, in short, to do essentially what

re instructed in this circular to do."

ny conscience was relieved. Then

ed the lady's advice about under-

; the work.

)u must counsel with your own

" she answered. "You. know what

ge there is in you. As for me, I

I sooner the earth should open and

)w me than to undertake such a

nd so should I."

in less than an hour thereafter I

nailed a letter to the publisher ac-

ig the agency for Greeley's Amer-

Conflict. When the school was

1 I put my child to board in the

ry with a woman who was a stran-

0 me, but who had been recom-

led as motherly and trustworthy. I

never write it here how I suffered

I turned my back on the little

5 outstretched to me, and ran along

illage street to the station with my

s over my ears to shut out my ba

bying, my veil drawn to hide my

I climbed into the car just mov-

ff, where I cried till it seemed to me

1 never could stop crying.

ride of three hours brought me to

'ty to which I had been appointed

agent for The American Conflict. It

was about three o'clock in the afternoon,

and very warm. I had never been in

the city before, and did not know the

name of a person in it ; so when I found

myself amid the bustle and hurry of the

great railroad depot, jostled and crowd

ed, where everybody was full of self, I

felt more of a nobody than ever. I was

nobody to all the world except Baby : I

was all the world to her. This thought

made me strong to turn my back on self

and to brave all things for her sweet

sake.

I turned to one of the importunate

hackmen and inquired if he knew of a

quiet, respectable boarding - house of

moderate terms and convenient to the

business of the city. Yes, he knew just

the place. Who ever heard of a hack-

man who didn't know just the place ?

In due time I was set down before a

dilapidated -looking wooden house, de

cayed and gray with age, which was,

however, finely located for my purpose.

I was shown into a cheerless sitting-

room, where I was soon joined by a

man of more sombre aspect even than

the house. He was very tall and very

thin, with a bald head and a faded blue

eye. I asked him if I could get board

in the house, and he asked me if I could

give him city references, adding, "We

never take lady-boarders into the house

without references." I wondered if he

took men-boarders without references.

I hadn't learned then that the first atti

tude of the mind toward an unprotected

woman is one of suspicion—that it is a

sin for a woman to be friendless. And

surely the case must be exceptional :

somebody must be at fault when a wo

man has no hand she can grasp.

I had supposed that I had gone into a

business where there would be no raking

up of the dead past, yet here I was in

trouble at the very start. City references

were demanded. I did not know a per

son in the city, and of course did not

wish to. I had meant to earn what

money I could, and then to go to some

new place where nobody had ever known

me, and live as much away from the

world as was possible.
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" Can you give me references out of

the city?" he asked when I had told

him that I was a stranger in the place—

" the name of your pastor, for instance ?

I suppose you're a member of some

Church : it's your duty to be."

"Yes," I answered, "a member of the

Presbyterian Church."

"Ah !" he said, smiling in a repressed

way, as if afraid of smiling, "that is my

Church. I used to be a Presbyterian

preacher when I was a young man."

My heart warmed toward him, and I

thought his must toward me; so with an

outburst I said, " I am about to engage

in a work which is out of my sphere : I

would rather my friends did not know

about it." This was true as far as it

went.

There came a cold, blue look into his

face :" What work is it ?"

"I am a book-agent," I answered, my

face burning as the confession for the

first time passed my lips.

"Oh, you needn't be ashamed of that,"

he replied. "I've been a book-agent my

self."

Here was another bond of sympathy

between us. If he had suffered as I was

suffering, racked by misgivings and hu

miliations, he must feel for me. But,

alas ! he had not suffered as I was suf

fering : he was of a different nature ;

and then, too, he was not a woman for

the first time facing the world.

" Did you make anything at the busi

ness, and is it very hard ?" I knew that

my eyes must have an eager, hungry

look in them as these questions came,

forced out by my vague fears.

" Some people can make money at a

book-agency, and some can't. I did

very well, for I chose a book that I knew

the Lord would bless—one that he would

like to see in the hands of all the people.

It was Mr. Headley's Sacred Mountains.

Then, besides, I was used to men and

their ways, and knew how to feel for

their weak spots, and how to overper-

suade them. If I fell in with a religious

man, I would tell him about the sweet

piety of the book and its devotional

spirit. If the man wasn't religious, I'd

recommend it for something else. I re

member a man once swore at me an^

ordered me out of his office—said id

didn't want any of that religious xwzM

die. ' This book is not religious zirsi

thing,' I said. ' It's solid history aaJ

geography, presented in such a U>jJ

nating way that it will create in yd^

children a taste for reading and stuc>

Then I turned to a part that was simpig

descriptive and read it to him. \V

that man took two copies for a pair

twin boys he had. Yes, I did very

in the book business, but I should

that you wouldn't do much. Wamei

can't. They ain't strong enough for thn

walking and the standing around anduJ

talking : it takes a sight of talking asfl

arguing and persuading. Sometimes ■

man has got to be just worried into sut- :

scribing—teased into it. And then m

woman can't go into men's offices asu

shops : 'tain't proper. No, God intend-^

ed woman to be the vine, and He intend^

ed man to be the upholding tree: H«j

never intended woman to go out intouK

world."

He told me much more about God-

intentions, which I only half heard, i

was trying to think out something fat

myself. I did, however, listen as l-

went on to tell about a woman, a book-

agent, who had been stopping with

last week. " She was agent for a med

ical book," he said. "She didn't mike

enough to pay her board : I had to kc-.p

her trunk and clothes. You'd better find

some other business."

I tried to speak, but found mysc'i

crying.

"Oh, you needn't feel downhearted:

you can find some other work."

"What?" I managed to articulate.

"Well, you can go out as sewing-giri

Don't you understand dressmaking T'

"No."

"Well, you can learn it."

Oh, what did he know about the pres

ent pressure and my empty purse, and

about Baby ? Three dollars a week !

was paying for her board.

"And you ought to learn it, so astn

make your own dresses. A person to

your circumstances ought not to hire he:

dressmaking: she ought to understand
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ng everything for herself. You'll al-

fs be hard pressed until you learn to

all sorts of work for yourself, instead

liring. Now, we need a dining-room

: ours left day before yesterday, and

pay good wages—two and a half a

:k to a first-rate girl."

Ui ! well, again, how was he to know

it I had been ? and indeed what

my had-heens have to do with the

Iter?

Our dining-room work is very light

lothing but play : everything's very

ivenient. I try to make everything

nfortable for my servants : they have

lings as well as other people. But I

l't believe you're strong enough for

work : you look sickly."

was too much tired then to remark

inconsistencies in his words. l was

ling so disheartened and fearful about

venture that had he said three dol-

i a week for a first-rate girl, or if Ba-

s board had been two and a half a

sk, I think I should have engaged for

dining-room place at once.

No," I said, "I must try the agency:

tave spent money for the outfit, and I

an to try it."

'What book are you agent for ?"

'Greeley's American Conflict."

"That is a very fine work, I have un-

:stood. There ought to be patriotism

ough in the country to sell that. If

u can succeed with any book, you can

h that. Every loyal man who loves

, country will take a copy. Get good

mes to start with."

'Will you subscribe for it ?" I had the

urage to ask. " Your name will be an

reduction to the boarders of the house

d in this neighborhood."

'No, no, I couldn't subscribe," he an-:

ered, looking nervous and uneasy,

d like to help you along. I believe

charity : I always help everybody I

n, but—"

"l will board out the subscription," I

ggested.

"That wouldn't help the matter any:

i have to pay cash for what you'd eat,

d for the wear and tear of things. I

-v'c to buy every mouthful that's eaten

this house, and provisions are very

Voi. XIII.—37

high : steak's eighteen cents a pound,

and I have to give all my boarders good

fare. I've given my best days to the

service of the Lord, and now I'm left,

like the old wornout dray-horse, to shift

for myself."

I almost expected to hear him add,

"The Lord is very ungrateful." "No,"

he continued, " I can't subscribe ; and

there's no use in my subscribing. It's

likely some of the boarders will take it :

it's their duty to, and I'll have a chance

to read it all I wish."

"Can you give me board?" I again

asked.

"Well, I suppose I must. I always

like to help a person along, especially

an unprotected female ; and you're a

sister in the Church. I suppose you

haven't any too much money;" and he

smiled as though he had made a good

joke. "A room on the third floor would

likely suit you."

l recalled the low, smothered look the

house had presented from the exterior,

and I could easily conjecture what a

room on the third floor was like. But

the days when I was allowed a choice

were passed.

" For the rooms on that floor I get ten

dollars a week—in advance."

That last word sent my heart into

my throat. I had but two dollars and

fifty cents in the world. I ought to have

known that my board would be demand

ed in advance, but I did not : I had

hoped that I should have a chance t;*

earn it before the end of the week.

"Can't you give me a little time to

earn my board ? You can hold my

trunk in pledge. If I have any success

whatever I shall earn my week's board."

I wish I could show you how that ex-

minister received this suggestion. He

screwed himself this way and that on

his chair; he ran his fingers through his

scant hair; he rubbed his hands to

gether; he buttoned his black alpaca

coat and unbuttoned it ; he crossed his

legs ; he uncrossed them ; he stood up ;

he sat down.

"No, no, I couldn't do anything of the

kind : it's no way to do business at all.

I've got my store-room full of pawned
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trunks already. If you were a man, you

might have something I could wear, but

your ribbons and fixings wouldn't be of

any use to me : I lost my daughter years

ago. Besides, it's against my rules and

principles to take in women without ref

erences. I don't want to be hard on

you, you understand, but I've got to look

out for myself. ' He that provides not

for his own household is worse than an

infidel.' You'll have to go somewhere

else. Put your trust in the Lord and

you've nothing to fear; but you can't get

board anywhere in this city on credit."

I took out my purse and handed him

the two dollars and a half. "This is all

I have," I said : " I suppose it will pay

my way till morning."

"Well, I don't.want to strain matters

■with you : you can stay till after break

fast to-morrow."

I rose, drew down my veil and left the

house. Now indeed I felt that I was

pursued : the wolf was verily on my

track. I must do something, and that

at once. I walked along the street

blindly, trying to recall something of the

"Instructions to Agents." I had sup

posed that I knew them by heart, but

they had all gone from me. On I

walked, because I knew not what else

to do. I looked at the magnificent trade-

palaces on either hand, filled with the

products of every clime and people, and

questioned why I was walking those

strange streets penniless, utterly wretch

ed except for my love of Baby and the

feeling that I must brave everything for

her. I looked again, and I was passing

between magnificent residences. "Ah!"

I thought, " if the women in these beau

tiful homes knew of the wretched spirit

passing by their steps, how the doors

right and left would fly open !"

But I hadn't time for such thoughts.

By persistent effort I succeeded at length

in recalling something in the " Instruc

tions " about getting influential names to

start with—the names of ministers and

pastors of churches. Then I stepped

into a corner grocery and asked to see

a city directory. Turning to the churches,

I took down the names of the city pas

tors, laughing a little at what I was plot

ting against them as they sal pcrkcti

quiet unconsciousness, in their seck*

found that I was in Washington >M

and one of my victims, a Presbnrt

minister, lived in Washington at

about five blocks up the street '. ast

tured by comparing numbers—si a;

half I found when I had walitcfttd

tance.

I never contemplated any bos4

such trepidation as that mnnsmi

think I know how a condemned enrt

feels at the first view of his prisn

never marched into the cannon s

but I believe I could do the thinrHI

happy heart compared with tk !■

carried up the steps of that nan*

house. He was at home, and II

shown at once to his study. !■

printed on the air between my acrl

his, were some lines from the " Isa

tions :" "Call the gentleman bt ■

introduce yourself with a respetrtfl

fearless voice and manner, astao^tl

were proud of your business.' 31

was I to do this when I was rs*

sink into the floor? I spoke. JM

sounded strange, and seemed » *

from I know not what quarter. «'

ready to cry, as, indeed, it seemec8'

I always was in those days.
"And what do you wish of ner'

ed the minister in a voice ah » c»

I wondered if that was the roc'

which he dispensed consolarjoE »■

flock.

" I should like to have yon s-'-^

for this book."

" I can't afford it," he replied!^

" I mean, of course, that 1

you with a copy of the boot ''

plained.

" You can't afford to do that

"The influence of your mw •=*

than compensate me."

" I cannot endorse a book&K

not examined. I cannot lend?1

blindly : I might mislead others

I respected the justice of osf*5*

and turned to go, forgetting jHt^

made arguments in the "Instrtfrf

The minister followed me to***

How contemptibly sheepish I W

" One of my elders lives in tint *

*
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ist across the street," the minister said.

He is one of the most benevolent men

i the city, and one of the most influen-

al. If you can get his name, it will go

mch farther than mine."

As I crossed the street to a grand

ouse with a stone front, I saw the mas-

ve door closing on a gentleman who

id just gone in. The bell was answer-

\ immediately by the same gentleman.

this is the most benevolent man in the

ty, he does not advertise his benevo-

nce in his face, I thought. It was thin,

nd caution was its prominent expres-

on. Politely but coldly I was invited

i a parlor. With a statuesque face he

card my story. Then he handed me a

ird.

" Come to the bank to-morrow morn-

ig at nine o'clock," he said.

There remained nothing for me to do

ut to leave the house. Mindful of the

istructions to start my list with influen-

il names, I decided to abide my in-

rvicw with the banker, and to return to

ly boarding-place, for it was now nearly

ve o'clock, and I was faint and hungry,

nt in the mean time I was not idle.

here was a map of the city in the

ouse, and I studied it faithfully.

The next morning, at a few minutes

efore nine, I found myself at the bank,

nd punctually at nine the gentleman

hom I was to meet came into the office,

lid good-morning to me in a reserved

ay, carefully inspected his office for a

w moments, and then sat down at his

tsk. How could I hope for anything

om that marble man ?

"I will subscribe for your book," he

lid.

My heart gave a sudden leap, and I

ied to say "Thank you," but not a

mnd passed my lips. I opened the

ibscription-book, laid it before him, and

ood by watching as he wrote "John S.

/addcll " in queer, cramped letters. I

iw the name in the same queer, cramp-

i letters many a time after this on bank-

leques, and never without an inclina-

on to carry it to my lips. He dried it

ith blotting-paper and handed the book

ick to me. I received it in silence,

tough feeling as if I should like to go

down on my knees at his feet. I turned

to leave.

"Wait, madam," he said, writing on a

card that he handed me. "Go to Mr.

Perkins : this is his address. You may

say that I sent you. He'll subscribe.

And this is Mr. Tomlinson's address:

he'll subscribe. Good-morning."

I could have hugged the man, but I

did not even say "Thank you." Of

course I waS crying.

Mr. Perkins's number was near by, and

I found the gentleman in his office. l

had the tact to make Mr. Waddell's name

the first word in my petition : " I am so

liciting subscribers for Mr. Greeley's his

tory of the rebellion." I didn't need to

remember the ready-made arguments in

the " Instructions."

Mr. Perkins said promptly, "Very

well, I'll give you my name ;" which he

did in a brisk, nervous way. "There!

use it wherever you think it will be of

advantage to you. I am pretty well

known in the city, and I am glad to en

courage woman in any honest work, for

there are very few avenues open to her,

and those are crowded. This work is

something that women can do, and I

consider it a perfectly legitimate busi

ness; but there are people who do not.

You'll meet with a great many rebuffs,

more refusals than acceptances by a

great many ; but put a hard face on and

keep at work, and you'll succeed." Mr.

Perkins liked to hear himself talk, and

I also liked to hear him when he talked

such words of cheer.

Just at this point a tall, heavily-beard

ed man entered the office. " Dennison,"

said Mr. Perkins, "here's a book you

ought to have for your boy—Greeley's

history of the rebellion. Sit down here

and write your name. It's sold only by

subscription."

Mr. Dennison gave me a hasty glance,

sat down in the indicated scat and wrote

his name.

Each of these three orders was for a

copy in half-calf binding, at fifteen dol

lars for the two volumes ; so that I had

made eighteen dollars in half an hour,

though the books, it is true, yet remain

ed to be delivered. I began to credit
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the stories of three hundred dollars a

month. My spirits were up among the

hundreds.

My next move brought me into a law

yer's office, for I thought I would can

vass the building before going to Mr.

Tomlinson, whose address the banker

had given me. As I entered the law

yer's office a youngish man sprang to

his feet, bowed in a polite, winning way,

and wheeling an easy-chair about said,

"Pray be seated, madam. The sight of

a lady this dull, sultry morning is very

refreshing."

I felt that he took me for a client. I

dreaded to tell him my errand, and I

ought to have known better than to' do

it. When I did, I can't tell you how dis

gusted and injured he looked.

My next interview was with a doctor,

on whose office-door was the title of my

story—" Deshler & Deshler." Both gen

tlemen were in. I addressed myself to

one seated near the door.

"You haven't a patient in me," I said,

wishing to avoid a repetition of the law

yer's disappointment, and smiled as well

as I could.

"What, then ?" asked the gentleman,

returning my smile with one very cheery.

"Oh," I answered, keeping up the

play, " I am one of those horrid creatures

that are permitted on earth to teach peo

ple patience." ,

"To what genus of the plagues do you

belong ?"

, " I'm a book-agent, and of course I

have the very best book that ever came

from the press."

"To be sure you have," he assented,

"but what's the name of it ?"

"Greeley's American Conflict."

"But it's too early for a good history

of the rebellion : in the year three thou

sand and one there maybe a well-sifted,

unbiased history of the war."

"In which," I added, emboldened and

brightened by his good-nature, "General

Grant may be shown to have been a pure

invention, and the identity of Abraham

Lincoln with the founder of the Jewish

nation be clearly demonstrated. But,

unfortunately, you may not be living

then to subscribe for that history."

" Perhaps not, but you and I may tall

it over in heaven."

" But you'll never go to heaven if yot

don't subscribe for this book."

" I don't believe it's worth subscrihit|

for. Greeley couldn't write an hours

history : he's a partisan."

" I'm sorry for the American who

not a partisan—who could maintain nei.-

trality in these momentous days," I sad

warmly. Glancing toward the lower end

of the room, I caught a look of approvil

in the eyes of the younger brother, (or

such I afterward found he was.

"But a partisan can't write a histo:y,

said the elder Deshler.

"All histories have been written by

partisans," I maintained. "Every hs-

toriarf draws his testimony from pa:r.

sans : he but weighs it, and strikes tht

balance of probabilities. Mr. Greeley'-

history contains a very careful analyse

of the causes of the war. This irate

the book valuable, let the history of it

rebellion be what it may."

" Mr. Greeley ought to be able to w:its

well concerning the causes of the wy

he had more to do with bringing it a

than any other man in America," laugi

ed the doctor.

" That is very high praise," I answer-

ed, " and if it is true it entitles Mr. Gree

ley to the gratitude of us all. So l1

make an appeal for the brave old edit*.

You see, I'm working for him as well a;

for myself : he has a percentage on every

sale I make. Subscribe for Mr. Greeley's

sake."

"Well, Greeley is an object of charity,

and I'll subscribe for his history, but ni

this morning."

"The sooner I get a good show

names the better for me and for 5k

Greeley. Your name will get me dota

of others among your patients," I argvti

" If it were a bottle of cough-medieae

you were selling, my name might h;if

a little."

"You understand that you are not k

pay for the books till delivered," l ex

plained, thinking his delay might be 1

matter of money. " I wish influents,

names to begin with ;" and I opened tbe

subscription-book.
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"No, I shall not subscribe now," he

ersisted. " Call here to-morrow morn-

ag-"

"Very well," I answered, wondering

,hat difference it could make to any

)ortal whether he wrote his name to-

ay or to-morrow.

"Why do you wish to give the lady

he trouble of coming again ?" asked the

ounger brother, glancing up from his

00k.

" Well, I should like to hear how she's

etting along," replied the elder gentle-

lan.

l don't know what kind of a look it

,as that came into the younger man's

ice at this reply, and I don't know

,nether it was meant for me or his

rother. It was such a look as made me

hrink from asking for his subscription,

nd I left the office.

In the hall my eye caught the sign

Agents Wanted " on a neighboring

oor. I made a call in the room, feel-

ig interested to investigate anything

ermane to my business. When I had

roposed to the young man whom I

iund within to subscribe for Greeley's

istory his interest seemed immediately

ngaged. He looked over the prospectus

ttentively, and asked me a multitude

f questions about my experience in the

usiness, my success, etc. Then he said,

I'll tell you what : when you come to

cliver the books to your subscribers,

ou'll wish you'd never heard of Hor-

ce Greeley. You'll find it an awful job,

le hardest work a lady ever undertook,

ve known ladies who had taken a large

st of subscribers get so discouraged

hen they came to delivering the books

tat they'd sell out for a song, or maybe

ley'd throw the whole thing overboard,

d advise you to give up the business at

le start. Did you ever canvass for

ooks issued in parts ? Well, it's ten

mes easier than working with volumes,

low, I run subscription-books that are

elivered in parts—one part a fortnight,

,nd it's no work at all to deliver them.

' part doesn't weigh much more than a

heet of music ;" and he took down some

parts" from a shelf in confirmation of

is words. "And it's easier to get sub

scriptions for a work in parts. Men are

frightened at the thought of paying ten

dollars in a lump for a book, but almost

anybody can pay twenty-five cents a

fortnight, and never miss it. Now, I

can give you the agency for a history of

the war that's published in parts ; and

it's a better history than Greeley's."

He talked until I was persuaded to try

canvassing for his history. So, equipped

with " Part First," I found myself again

in the hall, and again I was attracted by

a sign, "Agents Wanted." I found this

call was for picture-agents.

"Hurrah !" said the picture-man when

he saw "Part First" in my hand, "you

don't mean to say that you've gone into

this business? You'll find it the most

tedious, picayunish work that was ever

concocted. You can see yourself -how

it is. Suppose you always find your sub

scriber at home with the change ready,

you've got to call on him twenty-four

times to collect five or six dollars. But

you're more likely not to find him in,

and so you may have to call thirty or

forty times to make that collection. And

it's all nonsense about its being easy to

deliver these parts. I've tried it. If you

took along just one part at a time, it

would do to talk. But to make the thing

pay at all you've got to take two or three

dozen parts when you start out, and that

makes a big weight. You'll get awful

tired of the work, I tell you. Now,"

continued the speaker, " the picture-busi

ness is the prettiest business for a lady in

the world. You can start out with seven

or eight pictures, and deliver as you get

subscribers, and the whole work is fin

ished at one stroke. And the profits are

immense. Here's a picture—' Washing

ton's Prayer at Valley Forge '—sells for

two dollars and a half, and your com

mission is a dollar. Now, a man knows

what he's getting when he takes a pic

ture, but when he subscribes for a book

he is buying in the dark : he's got to

take the agent's word for everything ;

and people suspect every agent of being

a swindler."

" I get the same commission on Gree

ley's history."

"Yes, but you've got to take the ex
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pressage and the packing-boxes out of

that ; and you've got to rent room some

where for receiving your books: they

are very bulky. Then there comes in

the work of delivering them ; so you'd

be safer in calling your commission

twenty per cent., instead of forty."

And so he argued his cause until I

was again persuaded to change my work.

My next call was on a real-estate agent.

When I told him my business, showing

him the engraving, he broke into a coarse

laugh, and declared he wouldn't give

two dollars and fifty cents for all the pic

tures in the world unless he could sell

them again. Then I asked him to sub

scribe for Greeley's Conflict. He wouldn't

have the book as a gift—wouldn't lumber

up his house with books. I'd better go

to selling real estate—could make lots

more money than at books. Nobody

wanted books except a few literary folks,

and literary folks never had any money :

they were always poor, wore other peo

ple's old clothes, and were out at the el

bows at that. " Now, real estate is some

thing that everybody knows about,' and

wants—rich and poor, the wise and the

fools. I've got a hundred and odd lots

out at Riverside, the finest suburb of this

city. I'll give you fifty dollars on every

lot you sell." He brought forth maps

and diagrams and photographs, and

showed me a beautiful city, with parks,

boulevards, rustic bridges, fountains,

churches, seminaries, hotels, etc. Then

he told me of a young man who had

made a hundred dollars a day working

in Riverside real estate. " It's no trick

at all to sell two lots a day. Why, there

was a young fellow came in here the

other day—played out— told me he

didn't know where to get his dinner. I

urged him to try real estate. Well, in

one hour after leaving my office he came

back with a woman to have a deed made

for a Riverside lot he had sold her, and

he actually paid for his dinner out of the

fifty dollars commission he got on the

sale."

Fifty dollars at a stroke was very daz

zling, and then, as the Riverside-man had

said, one didn't have to "lug" the lots

round, as one must the books one sold.

He filled my hands with descriptive ci:

culars, maps, photographs, price-list, etc,

and I left his room.

I next found myself in the office of u

insurance-agent, and offered to sell hin

a lot at Riverside. He smiled: I ns

encouraged. I showed him the maps

and photographs and price list, and tilt

ed about the boulevards, the groves, tat

parks, the bridges, the seminaries, tht

churches, the hotels. The more I talked

the more he smiled.

"You're a good talker," he said at

length, " but do you know that this heal-

tiful city of Riverside is under wate:-

that there isn't a house there except Mrs;

shanties occupied by wharf-rats? Sii-

erside is a paper city, a swindle. Nov,

let me tell you something just in ahca-

ness way. I don't mean any fiatte.7.

you understand. You are one of tis;

best talkers I ever met ; you are evident

ly a lady ; you are easy and graceful c

your manners; you are handsome—ex

cuse me, I am talking business; there ii

an alternating brightness and pernio-

ness in your face and manner vert

taking ; your voice is music ; you're 1

Southerner, I suspect ; your manner 2

at once shy and brave ; there is an ap

peal in your plain black dress. Pleaa

don't resent what I am saying: l as

invoicing your stock in trade, and it'l

tremendous. Your very weaknesl

strength : men will listen to you when

they'd turn a man out of doors. So get

hold of the right thing, and youll mate

about the best agent that ever I saw, in-

I've seen a great many in my life. No*,

life insurance is a legitimate husir.ea

understood and admitted to be so hy

business-men the country over. Almcs

every man means to get his life insu:ei

some day, and needs only to be if

proached in the right way to be securri

Now, just let me show you ;" and -;

took out a pencil and drew a card 1

him. " I pay you ten per cent, comii*

sion. Say you get an insurance pote?

for fifty thousand dollars ; say the \f:

mium on that is three thousand ; ten f*:

cent, on that is three hundred dollars ;;

one stroke. Then I give you five pet

cent, on renewals—and almost every' kc
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s—and you have one hundred and

illars a year steady income as long

s policy is kept up. Now, you

get a fifty-thousand-dollar policy

alf hour's talk. Suppose you get

ch policies a month—and you can

-there you've got three thousand

> in hand for your month's work,

i income of fifteen hundred a year

ewals."

i, Baby ! if we only could !" cried

art.

id even if you get only one such

ith, at the year's end you're rich,

y it. I'll tell you how to work it."

oduced circulars, books, etc., and

a bewildering talk about average

, non-forfeiting policies, premiums,

nds, endowment plans, stock com-

etc.

ion't understand it at all," I said,

it you will with a little study," he

d me. "Just take these papers

and study them at your leisure "—

I my pockets and hands—" and be

ou come to see me again."

ft the office, and of course was de-

to go into the life-insurance busi-

I followed it for about two hours,

nsurance-agents will perhaps not

prised to learn that I did not hook

-thousand-dollar fish. At the end

t time I encountered a second in-

:e-man, who clearly explained to

y want of success : I had under-

to represent the most expensive,

ost unreliable, the most unpopu-

mpany in the United States. He

i by figures—and figures can't lie

his company was at the head of

nee companies—that the insured

twenty -five per cent., solicitors

:ure of success, etc. etc.

eard the great court-house clock

ig twelve. This was the dinner-

at my boarding-house, and I was

y : 1 had breakfasted at six. But

irsc was empty. I decided to work

:cause I knew not what else to do.

thing might happen before tea-time.

I out into the street, and walked on

:ame to a church. I had a feeling

I was off the track— that I ought

nk over matters and get my mind

settled. So I sat down on the church-

steps, and I said to myself, " This morn

ing you were doing well : you made

eighteen dollars in half an hour, but you

allowed yourself to be frightened and

coaxed into trying one thing and another

until you were bewildered and lost your

self. Now, the first thing that you've

got to do is to relieve present pressure.

Perhaps there is more money in the in

surance business, but there is more wait

ing, and it's more complicated. You

don't understand it : your brain is in a

whirl now about it. To save your life,

you don't know the difference between

a policy and a premium. Do you stick

to Horace Greeley's American Conflict

—for the present at least, until you can

find breathing-time." And myself an

swered, " I'll do it."

Then I left my seat on the church-

steps and went on, growing hungrier and

fainter every moment ; and I felt sheep

ish and guilty. It was not simply because

I was hungry — that I had often been in

my life—but that I was walking the street

like any beggar, hungry and with no

means of getting a dinner. I worked on

from one door to another, entering every

one on my way, finding myself ever and

anon in some uncomfortable situation—

in a barber's shop or a billiard-room or

a cigar-store, and once in a saloon. I

was unused to a crowded city, and was

not familiar with the characteristic shop-

markings. In a carpet-store I caught a

subscriber.

After a while I stumbled into a restau

rant thronged with gentlemen. I was

making a hasty retreat when I met Dr.

Deshler, Sr., entering the eating-room.

"Why!" he said in a tone of surprise

as he recognized me : then he added in

stantly, as if comprehending that I had

missed my way, "This is the way you

want to go." He put my hand under

his arm and led me through a side door,

and before I was aware of his design

we were seated at a private table in a

ladies' eating-room, and he was asking

me what he should order. I was greatly

confused, and I don't know what I said,

except that I couldn't, and I tried to

move back my chair.
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"Sit still a moment," he said. "You

haven't had your dinner, have you ?"

" No," I had to acknowledge.

"You must be careful to take your

meals regularly. We doctors know the

ill effects of irregular eating. It's nearly

three o'clock. Where do you board ?—

Why, that's old Bennett's !" he said when

I had given him the number. " My dear

madam, my heart aches for you. That

old skinflint will starve you to death.

Nothing less than the stomach of an

ostrich could digest the delicacies of his

table. I had a patient there once, and I

always had to take along something in

my pocket for him to eat."

Again I tried to leave my seat, saying

I must go.

"One moment, madam," he said: "it

will save you considerable time, a tedious

trip, a poor dinner, and, it may be, an

attack of sickness, to dine here to-day ;

and it will give me a great pleasure.

We'll take salt together, and then we

shall be friends."

" I'm greatly obliged to you, but—but

—I am a stranger."

By this time I had left my seat. Dr.

Deshler also rose, and accompanied me

to the door, saying, " Please let me order

some trifle to refresh you. This morn

ing you looked fresh and bright : now

you are absolutely haggard."

I stepped into the street and walked

away without speaking, and of course I

cried behind the veil I had drawn. I

thought I had left the doctor in the res

taurant, but he was still at my side.

"If you will go to old Bennett's, you

must ride," he said: "I will stop a car

for you."

I wished Dr. Deshler in Jericho. How

was I to pay my car-fare ? I tried to

banish the tears from my voice as I said,

" I don't wish to ride."

But he heard the tears, as anybody but

a deaf man would. " My dear madam,"

he said, " pray forgive me. I do not wish

to intrude, but you're in trouble. What

is the matter ? Perhaps I can help you.

Pray tell me your trouble."

"You're a stranger," I managed to

say.

"That is true. If you have friends in

the city, by all means take your trouhle

to them."

" I have no friends."

" Then tell me your trouble. Believe

me, I will respect your confidence. Is i:

about money ?"

The thought flashed upon me that i

should have to tell somebody, so I said

" Yes."

"Here is my office," he said: "cct:.e

in, and perhaps we can contrive sora.

thing."

The younger brother was in the mais

office, so I was conducted to one of the

consultation-rooms.

" Now tell me all about it," said mr

companion.

" This is all there is about it," I an

swered, trying to smile : " I haven't ani

money, not a single cent, and I've M

business to live."

" And have you no friends to look to T

he asked.

"No."

"That is strange. You are a delicate,

refined woman : it is very strange is:

such a one to be completely friendless.

I don't understand it. You must han

had friends some time."

" Yes, I have had friends."

"Are they all dead ?"

" No."

"Estranged?"

"Yes."

"You married against their wishes,

perhaps."

" No," I answered, resenting his ques

tions.

He felt the resentment in my voice

doubtless, for he said hastily, "I heg

your pardon. I haven't questioned y«

from idle curiosity, but I am interest*

and I want to help you. How can 1:

Can't I do something more than cr"

you money ?"

" I will tell you how you can help ntt:

you can subscribe for this book. Wis

your name now."

This he did, and then turned to me

with "Well?"

"Please indicate the style of hinding

you wish," I continued—" cloth, sheep

half-calf, or Turkey morocco."

"Which will give you the best com
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nission ?" he asked, not having noticed

he printed prices.

"The highest priced of course — the

Turkey morocco. That's expensive —

on dollars a volume, and there will be

wo volumes;" and I pointed to the

lublishers' prices.

"That's the kind I wish," he replied,

naking the entry. "What next?" he

isked.

"I have forty -per -cent, commission,

o that I shall make eight dollars on

our subscription, as you will see from

hese terms to agents ;" and I showed

lim the circular. " If you choose, you

nay advance me five dollars on your

ubscription. You will know that I shall

leliver the books, as it will be for my

nterest to secure the remaining three

lollars."

He took out his purse and handed me

:ight dollars: "Let me at least do so

nuch."

" Believe me, I appreciate your kind-

less," I said.

" And believe me, I appreciate the fa-

,or you have done in allowing me to do

his little thing."

" Now I'll go and get my dinner," I

said between laughing and tears.

" It is incredible !" and the doctor re

garded me with steadfast eyes. " Won't

you come in here sometimes and let me

know how you are doing?"

"Perhaps so : I should like to."

"And if you get into trouble, will you

come to me before any one else?" he

asked.

" It will be easier to come to you than

to any one else," I answered.

"And you may fall sick— I'm afraid

you will in this work : remember I am a

doctor."

Well, I went into the street, cried of

course, stopped a car and went to Mr.

Bennett's—paid my board for a week,

and sat down to a dinner of stewed beef

and rice pudding. My interview with

Dr. Deshler was a grateful relief : I felt an

outstretched hand. I worked that after

noon till six o'clock. I had all sorts of

things said to me, kind and unkind. l

cried at the kind things and at the un

kind. I did not get a single subscription.

Sarah Winter Kellogg.

[to ne continued.]

BURNING AND BURYING IN THE EAST.

A FTER various adventures by sea and

'V. by land, we had been resting and

uxuriating in the beautiful Anglo-Indian

Jungalows and amid the really good

English society in the old Burmese city

lf Rangoon. But we had not come so

ar across the waters to study the homes

ind habits of our own people, congenial

is are both, and pleasant to be met with

n that far-off land of the Tropics. So,

ifter having gratified our curiosity by in

lpecting all the " lions " of this quaint

:ity, once the pride of the Burmese mon-

irchs, with its kyoungs and pagodas, its

mge bells and far-famed " Golden Tem-

Jle," we called a cabinet council and

iecided on a tour among the Karens, of

whose primitive habits and strange re

ligious creed we had heard marvelous

accounts. These people, who are wholly

distinct from the Burmese, and in nat

ural endowments vastly their superiors,

occupy the jungles of the rocky prom

ontories of Aracan and the Tenasserim

Provinces, as well as the upper or moun

tainous portions of the empire bordering

on Thibet and Cochin-China. There, on

the misty mountain-tops, they have from

remote ages had their eyry dwellings and

lived in total isolation, social, religious

and political, even from the people in

nearest proximity to them. Very many

of their settlements, being in the vicinity

of small streams, are easily accessible
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by boats, and some of these we resolved

to visit. So, hiring a native sampan

measuring five feet by thirty, with six

stout men as rowers, we set about laying

in the comforts and necessaries that

would be required for a ten days' tour

through regions where, we were told,

we should find neither shops nor hotels,

nor probably even a convenient camp

ing-ground, unless we fancied the famil

iar proximity of tigers and cobra-di-ca-

pellos. We must expect therefore to eat

and sleep in our boat, and a stock of

mats and leather cushions was to furnish

us with seats by day and beds by night,

while a snug mosquito-net was fitted to

the boat's cover in a way to be folded

back or outspread at will as a protec

tion against the voracious attacks of

the myriads of insects that swarm about

these inland water-courses. A Bengal-

ese cook, who, according to the custom

of the country, came furnished with the

pots and pans needed to ply his voca

tion, was duly installed as master of our

commissariat ; a sufficient complement

of tea, sugar, "hard tack" and rice was

laid in to stand us in case of emergen

cies; while our daily supplies of fruit,

fish and poultry we thought we might

safely depend on purchasing from native

boats as we needed them. We did not

then know what we afterward learned

through experience, that hospitality to

strangers, and especially foreigners, is

the cardinal virtue of the East, and that

almost any Oriental, rich or poor, would

sooner starve himself than suffer his

guest to want. But so we ever found it,

even among the Karens, a wild, uncul

tivated people, most of whom are wretch

edly poor, paying tribute of labor and

goods to their Burmese lords, and de

riving but a scanty subsistence from

fishing and the cultivation of the little

patches of ground about their dwellings.

Yet these poor villagers, wherever we

stopped, loaded us with excellent jungle-

fowl, eggs, fruit and fish, generally de

clining to be paid for them, and only

consenting to do so when we refused

otherwise to receive the supplies.

We had bright moonlight for our jour

ney, and when the tide was favorable we

traveled at night, and lay over dun-?

the most oppressive hours of the day.

Rapidly sped our light bark up the pic

turesque little streams that form the delu

of the Irrawaddy, sometimes completel;

hidden in the tall grass that waved its

feathery heads above our own. We

spent a day at the Maubee villages, aai

then pushed on to Pantenan, where*:

fell in with an old Karen, who gave us

a singular account of the religion of his

people. Formerly, he said, the Kareis

had no God—"only a book that the;

worshiped," which was in a language

they did not understand ; but their an

cestors had taught them to "look for a

deliverer from the far West, from die

nation in whose language the book was

written." This deliverance, we were toic.

came at last with the missionaries, who

had given them a written language ami

taught them to worship the true God.

The garb of our informant was simple

but picturesque. A broad waist -cloth of

white cotton bordered with red fellbelo«

the knee, and a loose jacket of corre

sponding color and adornment nearly

to the hips, while about his well-formed

head was bound a scarf woven with a

border of bright colors, and finished

the ends with a long variegated fringe.

This is the ordinary dress of the mes.

The women wear scant petticoats wovet

in gay stripes, and long jackets plenti

fully embroidered or ornamented with

seeds and shells ; to which is added all

the jewelry they can possibly obtain or

manufacture from beads, wings of it-

sects and shells.

The house into which our new friend

invited us was a bamboo cottage, crectei

on bare poles about sixteen feet from th.

ground, I,t contained but two rooroi

had neither chimney nor window, only

a wide door, and was entered by meats

of a ladder that was drawn in at nigt;

as a protection against thieves and w.li

beasts. These primitive dwellings we

found everywhere among the Karons,

and however large the family there were

seldom more than two rooms. Furniture

there was none save a few cooking-p*

and the mats that served both as scan

and beds ; but nearly everywhere «
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bund one or more musical instruments

—very simple in construction, but giving

lut wondrously sweet sounds ; and the

ratives all seem to possess both ear and

/oice for singing.

We spent nearly two weeks in roam-

ng among these hospitable villagers,

neeting always a kindly greeting and

ivery accommodation the country afford-

;d, though often compelled to leave our

ioat and travel on foot through the jun-

;le. On the return voyage it was our

;ood fortune to reach Oo-twau, a village

wo days' journey north of Bassein, just

n time to witness the ceremonies of a

Karen funeral. As we entered the set-

Jement we heard the sound of instru

ments and " the people making a noise,"

ind we thought of the "ruler's daughter"

:aised by our Lord from her brief sleep.

Pressing forward with the multitude, we

earned that it was the copyist of the vil

lage— a most important personage in

lands destitute of printing-presses—who

«as dead, and every man, woman and

:hild seemed interested and moved.

Among the Karens everything per

taining to death is regarded with abso

lute horror. The clothes, books and

other possessions of the deceased are all

committed to the flames ; and any one

who should knowingly appropriate any

part of them would be considered un

clean for ever. Even the piece of work

on which a man or woman happens to

be engaged when a death is announced

to him must be at once abandoned, and

however valuable or costly it is never re

sumed. Thus, a house or boat in which

is invested perhaps nearly all a poor

man's little fortune ; a valuable web of

cloth that has cost some feeble woman

months of wearying labor; the harvest

of a field or garden which is just about

to repay the whole season's toil and

anxiety,—must be all alike consigned to

irredeemable destruction if their owners

should chance to be engaged on their

work when they see or hear of a death.

This copyist and his wife, a worthy young

couple, had been since their marriage

zealously engaged in trying to build

themselves a house, living meanwhile in

an old one near by. The frame of the

new building was already erected, but

funds were wanting for its completion,

and these the young couple were earn

ing, the man by writing, the woman by

weaving, when death put a stop to their

plans. A few days more would have

completed the books and the cloth, and

the sale of them would have supplied

ample means to finish the house. But

now the innocent volumes on which the

patient copyist had spent long days of toil

must, with the fine cloth of the poor wife,

be consumed by fire, and even the frame

of the new house would share the same

fate. To touch again any of them after

such a casualty would, in the estimation

of these superstitious Karens, involve a

curse more fatal than the poisoned tunic

of Nessus conveyed to Hercules, entail

ing calamity, not only to the corporeal

part, but to the soul through all future

states of being.

In accordance with the Karen custom,

as soon as the young copyist had ceased

to breathe, every part of the body, even

the face, was closely enwrapped in coarse

white cloth, and the corpse laid out on a

bench in the outer room, where all who

came in might weep over it. Rice was

poured down in piles at the head and

feet, together with fruit, tobacco, cigar

ettes and betel-nut ; and on one side of

the body was placed a basket containing

a drinking-cup, a knife and a spoon, and

some cooking utensils. The spirit of the

dead man was then invited to eat freely

as while in the body, and exhorted not

to be ashamed ; whilst all his deceased

friends who had preceded him to the

land of spirits were urged to return and

escort their brother to his destined abode.

Meanwhile, the nearest relatives, with

the young wife at their head, crowded

round the dead body, prostrated them

selves with wails and lamentations, and

implored the departed to return and

bless their longing ears once more with

the sound of his familiar voice. Others

sang dolorous ditties and chanted songs

in figurative language and in a peculiar

measure. During the singing a large

party of friends and relatives engaged

in a curious game called " Tiger and

Fowl," which, they told us, was design
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ed to symbolize the conflict of the dis

embodied spirit with the powers of the

air—i. e., witches, demons and hobgob

lins. Then followed in succession sun

dry marches around the bier, fresh pros

trations and more lugubrious ditties, and

hot water was poured out at the head

and feet to supply the deceased with

drink in his new abode. At nightfall

small tapers were lighted for a brief in

terim and placed near the corpse, while

one of near kin marched round it to pro

claim to the dead man the points of the

compass, the tops and roots of the trees,

and other important items of locality,

but always directly the reverse of their

true position, as the Karens believe that

the residence of departed spirits, unless

they are born again into another form,

is directly at antipodes with our earth,

which they hold to be a circular plane.

When these various ceremonies had been

completed the lights were extinguished,

and all, they told us, was to remain in

statu quo for about thirty -six hours,

when the burning would take place.

This interval was spent by the relatives

and friends in feasting and revelry.

While burning the body was separated

by a sort of kiln from the fuel that sur

rounded it, so as to prevent the mingling

of the ashes of the corpse and those pro

duced by the incineration of the wood.

This precaution is always taken where

the ashes are to be preserved ; otherwise,

all is consumed together, and the work

of demolition in either case occupies

scarcely an hour. But before the bones

have been reduced to ashes the Karens

select a single one, usually that of an

arm or finger, and carefully preserve it

till a convenient time for bringing the

relatives and friends together again. In

the case of the deceased copyist this meet

ing was to take place four days after the

burning of the body; and, wishing to see

the end, we concluded to remain in the

neighborhood, visiting Bassein in the in

terim, and returning to Oo-twau in time

for the concluding rites.

At the appointed time a great feast

was prepared, ceremonies similar to those

performed over the body were repeated

over the bone, its solitary representative,

and a solemn dirge was sung to frighten

ofi' Muk-ha, an evil spirit of whom the

Karens stand in special dread. Then one

of the silver bangles worn by the de

ceased on his wrists and ankles sai

hung up just over a vessel of cooked

rice, of which the departed spirit was in

vited to partake. On inquiring the rea

son of this ceremony, we were told tha;

if the bangle and the string by which i:

was suspended should remain perferJy

motionless, this would be received as aa

indication that the soul of the deceased

was a prisoner in hell, and the par.;

would break up in dismay. But if the

string should evince a tremulous motion,

the bangle turn round or the cord snap

suddenly in twain, the survivors vould

see in these tokens indisputable evidence

that the deceased had answered their

call. Fortunately for their credulity, the

bangle (moved no doubt by the passing

breeze) did turn suddenly around, and

the poor wife, with a cry of joy, pressed

it eagerly to her lips. The spirit was

then invited to the grave prepared fa:

the bone, which was buried with the food

and clothing the dead man was supposed

to require in the spirit-land, and money

with which to ransom himself if he

should chance to be taken prisoner on

the way by any evil - minded demon.

The whole company then clapped their

hands three times, saying, "Go in peace!

T/his grave is thy small house, but thy

grand and spacious mansion is on the

cool bank of the river Mandokwa, where

beauteous maidens recline on beds of

fragrant flowers, and all is cool, calm

and quiet." With this loving valedictory

the funeral rites ended, and the company

dispersed. The urn containing the pre

cious ashes was carefully laid away hy

the bereaved wife, but the grave in whict

the solitary bone had been deposited

could never be revisited. It was thence

forth not merely a spot devoid of ins-

rest, but one sure to endanger the well-

being of any rash enough to approach

it, even by accident.

Cremation of the entire body fa the

mode of disposing of their dead generally

practiced by the nations of South-eastem

Asia : the practice of the Chinese and a
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i of the Malay tribes, and occa-

rare instances among the Burmese,

er with the custom of the reserved

among the Karens, form the cx-

ns. The Malays generally fall

le habits of the nations with whom

ommingle, burying or burning as

>se around them. The Burmese,

some peculiar circumstances, oc-

ally inter, but unless the deceased

iccupied an exalted position the

is no sooner closed than all in-

in it ceases, and in a brief period

;ry locality is forgotten, even by

earest relatives. Another grave

re long be dug on the same spot,

cultivated, or a house reared above

ouldering dust, and none be aware

: fact. The Chinese always bury

lead : once a year the graves are

ed, and fresh offerings of food, in-

gilt paper and paper clothes burn-

;reon ; and the cemeteries are all

n perfect order. They usually occu-

asant sites on shady hillsides, while

nd beautiful plants, with flowers of

jorgeous tints as can be developed

jeneath those burning skies, twine

uxuriant tendrils around every tomb

;auteous mingling of life and death,

and reproduction. The tombs

haped in the exact form of the

: letter Omega (Si), which may pos-

have been selected by the imitative

tials to symbolize the grave as the

nation ofman's sublunary existence,

Greeks themselves used that letter

nify the end. Whether the Chinese

wed the type from them, or wheth-

adoption is merely a coincidence,

n now only conjecture. Among the

?se, Burmese, Cambojians, Pcguans,

e of Laos and all the surrounding

as the dead are not buried, unless

trvivors are too poor or too parsi-

ous to pay the priests' fees for burn-

and such cases very rarely occur.

:e arises the strange anomaly so of-

oted by foreign tourists, that in lands

ing with a population more dense

any other portion of our globe so

few cemeteries are to be seen. But

le beautiful hillside burial-places of

Chinese, the small, unpretending en

closure that marks the last resting-place

of a European traveler or missionary,

and the occasional priestly pagoda or

gorgeous mausoleum of some Mussel-

man rajah, one might suppose that the

tyrant Death had been exorcised from

those sunny lands, instead of lurking

unseen amid the perennial verdure and

among the petals ofevery fragrant flower.

Among the Chinese funeral rites are

performed in a manner peculiarly their

own. With the fondness for formal eti

quette that distinguishes the better class

of Celestials, they always speak of a de

ceased friend as "absent," "transferred,"

"walking among his ancestors," or hav

ing "changed worlds"—never as "dead."

Of an emperor or priest they say, " He

has become a guest of the upper regions ;"

and when so great a calamity as the

death of a reigning monarch occurs, a

proclamation is issued commanding all

classes and ages, of both sexes, through

out the empire, to refrain for a hundred

days from marrying, feasting, sacrificing

to the gods, attending theatres, playing

on instruments of music, shaving the

hair or beard and wearing ornaments ;

while for the same length of time all are

required to wear badges of mourning.

When a parent or aged relative dies, the

event is made public by hanging long,

narrow strips of white cloth on each side

of the front door, and a special courier

announces the demise to the entire fam

ily connection, inviting them to the scene

of mourning. All come, either attired

in white garments or having a piece of

white cloth tacked on the jacket just be

tween the shoulders, looking like an or

dinary patch—rather a capacious one,

and not very neatly put on, as some sort

of disfigurement is quite essential to the

Oriental's idea of mourning.

During one of my visits to the beau

tiful island of Singapore the death of

a wealthy Chinese merchant occurred,

and I was one of the foreigners fortunate

enough to receive an invitation to the

funeral. It was said to be one of the

grandest pageants ever seen in Singa

pore, and there were certainly ten or

twelve thousaijd people present — as

motley a concourse of nations and cos
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tumes as can be imagined. Pressing

through the crowd, I made my way to

the spacious apartment where the body

was laid out, robed in garments of heavy,

white figured crape, plenteously adorned

with natural flowers, from among which

peeped out the costly gold buttons that

served as fastenings to the breast and

sleeves of the jacket. The entire outfit

had been made years before by the order

of the owner, and in precisely the same

fashion as those worn by him in life, as

the Chinese use no shroud or special

burial-suit for their dead. The coffin

too had been in his best parlor for twen

ty years or more, and he had doubtless

often lain down in it to ascertain wheth

er it would still fit him, as he had grown

somewhat corpulent with his increasing

years and luxurious living. So univer

sally do the Chinese recognize the pro

priety of this forethought that a hand

some coffin is considered a very appro

priate present from a dutiful son to an

honored parent on any festal occasion ;

and one often sees in well -furnished

houses two or three handsomely - deco

rated coffins occupying conspicuous posi

tions in the reception-rooms of the family.

The design is not to keep death always in

view, but simply, as among us men make

their wills, to be ready when needed.

On inquiry, I learned that the body

of the old merchant was, according to

Chinese usage, laid in the coffin immedi

ately after being robed for burial, and

the lid was at once fastened down ; but

through the large glass plate all the up

per part of the body was so distinctly

visible that I believe I could have count

ed the buttons on his jacket. Below the

glass plate was one of silver, containing

the name and age of the deceased and the

inscription designed for the tombstone.

Over the coffin was spread a sheet of

pure white silk, elaborately embroidered

by his wife, and presented to him years

before as a birthday gift. It was design

ed for this very purpose, and had been

thoughtfully done in the days of youth,

ere the loving eye should be dimmed or

the deft fingers palsied by age.

But when the time o£ burial arrived

the Eastern mania for display triumphed

over decorum and good taste. On sta:t

ing for the cemetery the procession wis

headed by a band, whose performanct

on gong, tom-tom, cymbal and triangie

produced a din more insufferable thin

the screech of a pair of infuriated cats

or the hideous yells of the prowling

jackal. After the musicians (if such ei-

ecrable disturbers of the peace may h?

claim to the designation) came a hits

paper image about fifteen feet bigtr,

then the bearers of flags and pennons

on which were inscribed in flaming

and black characters the virtues, real

and imaginary, of the deceased, his po

sition, the offices he had held and some

of the leading incidents of his life; neit

followed a Chinese pagoda, with two

female images and mourning lanterns;

then another pagoda, with a train of

small boys dressed in white silk beann;

white and blue flags ; and then a sect

or more of miniature altars curtained

round with tinsel-paper and piled with

all sorts of eatables — barbacued pigs,

poultry fantastically dressed to repre

sent Booddhist priests, boiled rice, fait,

cakes and sweetmeats in endless variety;

and lastly, cigarettes, native and foreign,

and betel -nut, tobacco, and serie fr*

chewing. Next came the coffin, with

priests at the head and in the rear, and

immediately followed the wives, childm

and other relatives, all clothed in loose

garments of white sackcloth, put on over

the ordinary dress, and confined at the

waist by hempen girdjes, while thei:

long, glossy hair, usually so dainr.h

braided, now hung loose and disheveled

almost to the knees. The wives we:e

distinguished from the hired mourners

by large veils of white cloth being thrown

over their heads and nearly envclopir.;

the entire person. At the place of inte:

ment the body was placed under a she-4

near the grave, and the offerings brough;

for consecration in a similar one a little

farther off. Joss-sticks were then lighted,

waved over the corpse, and stuck in the

ground all around the grave ; full suitl

of paper clothes were burned, and the

ashes thrown into the receptacle; then

rice at the head and foot, water, betel-

nut and cigars ; then the coffin was low
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sprinkled with lime and covered

completely with the beautiful silk

before described ; jars containing

rice and fruit were placed at the

ids of the casket ; gilt papers were

d and thrown in, and, above all,

lerable bouquets of fragrant flow-

The ashes of the paper clothes were

nish raiment for the dead man in

nd of spirits, and those of the gilt

to be converted into money to pay

rryman's fare over the Chinese Styx

; shady groves and flowery plains

id. Prayers were next said by the

s, while the people prostrated them-

; to the earth, but sprang eagerly

:ir feet as the former threw about

:uls of the little coins called "cash,"

ivoring to secure one or more, not

cir intrinsic value, but as talismans

ep off witches and ghosts. After

.crambling match the grave was

up, a last deafening lamentation

vailed forth, and then the whole

adjourned to the other shed to wit-

the consecration of the delicacies

lich they were presently to partake

; former home of the deceased, a

being always the conclusion of a

rse funeral. The consecration was

-med by the priests placing an idol

.inded by joss-sticks in the centre of

Uablcs, and chanting over all some

dirges ; and the ceremonies were

uded by one unanimous prostration

oud wail, and then the assembled

any repaired to the house of the de-

d, where eating, drinking and rev-

>f all sorts lasted till daybreak.

weeks afterward I was invited to

ss the winding up of this grand

int. An elevated platform was

;d in front of the house, upon which

arranged all sorts of eatables, and

vhole, as well as the roof of the

was lighted up with huge lanterns

led silk painted in grotesque cha

rs. On the essence of the delicacies

pirit of the deceased was supposed

ist, while the substantial elements

devoured by those of his friends

were still cumbered with this mortal

Just within the house was a wood-

nage made to represent the dead

merchant, and before it stood three cups

of tea, three of wine and three of rice ;

and in near proximity were a score or so

of paper images, designed to symbolize

the spirits who were waiting to conduct

their brother to his future abode. Near

by were also a Booddhist idol and his

shrine, with several large baskets of gold

and silver paper and piles of paper

clothes. All these things, and a huge

paper house, in which were paper repre

sentations of the merchant, his wives,

children, servants, and even his favorite

horses, were consumed by fire for his

use in the spirit-land. A cask of sam-

shu (Chinese arrack) was then opened,

which was denominated "liberating the

dead man from earth's prison :" a priest

informed the deceased that all the cere

monies required by the gods were now

completed, and, his future wants having

been provided for, he was exhorted to

depart in peace. Nothing remained to

be done but to dispose in the most ex

peditious manner possible of the cask of

arrack, and I hastened to take my leave

before the "liberated spirit" should be

come disorderly. This funeral was said

to have cost about ten thousand dollars,

and was attended not only by natives,

but by nearly all the Europeans of the

settlement, for the old Chinaman was

one of the "merchant-princes" of the isl

and, universally respected by all classes ;

and few who visited Singapore during

the forty years that he resided there will

fail to remember Chek Whampoa as he

sat in his place of business with a digni

ty and courtliness of manner that Cau

casians would find it impossible to im

itate. He came to the island without ten

dollars in the world, and died worth half

a million or more.

Among the Burmese there are certain

religious prejudices opposed to the burn

ing of children who die in infancy and

women dying soon after they become

mothers. These are consequently buried,

and I witnessed the burial-rites of one

female while at Maulmain—a wife and

the mother of an infant only two weeks

old. The body, robed in the same gar

ments worn in life, but with the head

and feet bare, was laid on a long, nar
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row bench and profusely strewn with

flowers. Over it was a framework of

bamboo hung with tinsel-paper and deco

rated with such fringed and floral adorn

ments as the limited means of the fam

ily enabled them to procure. The rel

atives sat around weepingl assisted, or

rather led, by hired mourners ; but wheth

er the grief was real or only its semblance

could not be told, for custom requires the

dead to be loudly bemoaned, and from

the decisions of Oriental etiquette there

is no appeal. The hired mourners threw

themselves, with torn garments and di

sheveled hair, on the bare ground, weep

ing, wailing and howling till utterly ex

hausted, then lay writhing and panting

x long enough for their depleted energies

to be restored, only to repeat the same

frantic cries and gesticulations as before.

While the mourners were occupied with

in, others met in a shed outside the dwell

ing to construct the coffin, funeral-car

and paper adornments, and prepare offer

ings for the officiating priests. While so

engaged they sang ribald songs, gossiped

and jested about the deceased, her cha

racter and future prospects, in the most

disgusting manner. When their task

was finished the body was carelessly

placed in the rude coffin, laid upon the

extemporized car, and amid singing,

dancing and revelry of every description

was borne away to the place of burial.

Corpse and coffin were both covered

with flowers, the car gayly decorated with

tinsel, and sundry uncouth images of

genii, ghosts and demons were placed

as sentinels at each corner of the car to

keep off the spirits still more uncanny

than themselves, if indeed any such

could be found. Several Booddhist priests

headed the procession ; then came the

musicians with their clang of instruments ;

then the various offerings for the clergy ;

then a huge paper monster sufficiently

hideous in form and feature to frighten

off every possible and impossible spirit

of air, earth and water; then a minia

ture pagoda with an idol ; then the corpse

and mourners ; then a concourse of wo

men and girls carrying flowers, cups of

water, rice and betel-nut for the dead ;

and the rear was brought up by a motley

crowd — an incongruous mixture of all

sorts, ages, and conditions— who froa

inte*rest or curiosity had joined the pro

cession. At the grave intoxicating drink;

were freely distributed, and the bearer,

becoming exhilarated by the liquor, jump

ed and danced with frantic violence,

shaking and tumbling the corpse in ;

manner too shocking to be describee.

The musicians, under the influence of

the same excitement, yelled, shrieke:

and breathed forth such appalling strain;

of diabolical discord as might startle the

wine-god himself in the midst of his

bacchanalian revels. During the tumdt

the coffin was lowered into the grave;

each relative threw in a handful of soil;

water, rice and betel were poured at the

head and feet ; and then, amid the db

of drums and the wailing dirge of the

entire company, the hole was filled up.

As soon as this had been completed ill

bowed and worshiped ; and then, while

the band played a lively air, the people

dispersed, many of them intoxicated, ar c

all utterly careless and unconcerned.

Young children are disposed of with

even less solemnity, their little bodies be

ing thrown uncoffined, and almost nude,

into a hole scarcely two feet deep. '

have seen the earth thrown hastily in and

stamped down with a levity and rudeness

that thrilled my soul with horror. The

one redeeming feature of these heartless

scenes was that the tiny graves were lit

erally covered with fragrant flowers. But,

like withered buds, these little graves are

left untended and uncared for : no fonii

mother comes at eventide to weep for her

lost darling or hang fresh garlands on its

tomb, but the fierce hyenns soon scent

their prey, and the frail form is scarce

ly cold ere it is dragged from its shallow

grave and devoured by these monsters.

During a residence of several years

Siam, I neither saw nor heard of a singi;

burial in that country, nor did I me-.'

with more than three Siamese tomhs.

They were the "Tombs of Three Kings,

said to be centuries old, and all that I

could learn of their history was that he

neath those gorgeous monuments of

black granite, exquisitely chiseled and

adorned with mosaics in gold, silver,
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•r, ebony and ivory, reposed the

of three famous warrior-kings who

ordered their bodies to be buried

d of burned, in order that the sin-

ty of the circumstance might keep

emory of their virtues and bravery

resh in the hearts of their subjects,

ng is now, and has been for cen-

, the universal custom in Siam—

red, it is supposed, because of the

y- it affords for removing the pre-

dust of the loved and lost. In old,

;ratic houses I have seen arranged

family receptacle massive golden

:ontaining the ashes of eight, ten

•lve generations of ancestors ; and

are cherished as precious heir-

to descend through the eldest

branch. Once, while at Bangkok,

an opportunity of witnessing the

lg of a deceased priest of Booddh.

conducted like any other burning,

: that the car on which the dead

was placed was furnished with

i, to which ropes were attached

n the front and rear. Crowds of

: dressed in holiday garb pulled at

ropes, dragging the car first one

ind then the other, contending

for the honor of superintending

irning of so sacred a personage.

was an immense display of fire-

rockets whizzed and whirled in

direction, drums beat, and the

jde danced wildly ; and when at

te torch was applied, one loud,

nous cry of " He has gone to Nig-

filled the air. Then with shouts

imph the people dispersed, while

iciating priests proceeded to rifle

icral-car of its rich adornments for

nefit of the temple where their de-

brother had resided.

time, expense and character of a

g depend mainly on the rank and

of the parties, though the cere-

is always performed by the priests

[ways within the precincts of a

The only exception is in sea-

f epidemics or when the land is

iste by famine. Among the very

/here the expense of the obsequies

i the local authorities, the flesh is

iy as soon as the body is cold, and

l. XIII.-38

thrown to beasts or birds of prey, to be

devoured on the spot, while the bones

are reduced to ashes in the most expe

ditious manner possible, and scattered

to the four winds of heaven. Among

the better classes the dead body is laid

unmutilated, save by the removal of the

intestines, in a coffin, and it is more or

less carefully embalmed, according to

the time it is to be kept. If the deceased

belonged to a private family of moderate

means, the burning takes place from four

to six days after death ; if he was wealthy,

but not high-born, the body may be kept

a month, but never longer ; while the re

mains of a noble lie in state from two to

six months, according to his rank ; and

for members of the royal family a still

longer period intervenes between the

death and the burning. But, whatevei

the interval, the body must lie in state,

and the relatives make daily prostrations,

prayers and offerings during the whole

time, beseeching the departed spirit to

return to its disconsolate friends. When

the time for the funeral has arrived the

body is laid in a receptacle on the sum

mit of a stately pyramid, the form and

material of which indicate the wealth

and position of the deceased. It is thick

ly gilded, and the receptacle lined with

plates of solid gold when the body has

belonged to one of royal lineage and

well-filled coffers. The last is quite as

essential as the first to a gorgeous Orien

tal funeral, since for rank without money

an East Indian has ever the most pro

found contempt. Both requisites were

fortunately united in the person of the

queen-mother of King Pra-Nang-Klau,

the old usurper who occupied the Siam

ese throne previous to the accession of

the royal brothers who died in 1868. At

the funeral of this aged queen there was

such a display of Oriental magnificence

as rarely falls to the lot of Western eyes

to witness. The embalmed body lay in

state, under a golden canopy for the

space of eight months : the myrrh, frank

incense and aromatic oils used in its

preparation cost upward of four thousand

dollars, and the golden pyre about eighty

thousand. The hangings were of the

richest silks and velvets, trimmed with
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bullion fringe and costly lace, and the

wrappings of the body of pure white silk

embroidered with pearls and precious

stones. Incredible quantities of massive

jewelry decked the shrunken corpse, and

a diadem of glittering gems cast its pris

matic radiance over the withered features.

Tiny golden lamps, fed with perfumed

oil, burned day and night around the

pyre, while every portion of the vast sa

loon was decorated with rare and beau

tiful flowers, arranged in all the various

forms of crowns, sceptres, temples, angels,

birds, lanterns, wreaths and arches, till

Flora herself might have wondered at

the boundless resources of her domain.

Day and night musical instruments were

played, dirges wailed forth and prostra

tions perpetually performed ; while twice

every day the king, attended by his whole

court, made offerings to the departed

spirit, beat his breast, tore his hair, and

declared life " utterly unendurable with

out the beloved one." All this was kept

up for eight months, and then the scene

changed to one of festivity. For thirty

days, during most of which time I was

present, there was a succession of levees,

concerts and theatricals, with feats ofjug

glery, operas and fireworks; and then

the embalmed body, surrounded by per

fumes and tiny fagots of sandal-wood,

was consumed by fire, and the ashes col

lected by the high priest or his deputy in

a golden urn, and deposited, with other

relics of royalty, in the king's palace.

The golden pyre, with many other costly

gifts, was presented by the dutiful son to

the temple where the queen's obsequies

had been celebrated—given, doubtless,

as an expression of the gratitude he could

not help feeling toward the petulant and

tyrannical old termagant who had at last

condescended to relieve him of her pres

ence. For, if common report was to be

relied on, not only had the queen-moth

er constantly rifled her royal son's well-

filled coffers to supply her wants at the

gaming-table, but her domineering tem

per had robbed his life of domestic com

fort. And now that she had generously

consented to "exchange worlds " or " be

transferred," her remains must needs be

disposed of with regal magnificence,

since doing so required the time of onlr

a thousand persons for about a year, and

cost the nation but the trifling sum of

half a million of dollars.

At all funerals choice flowers, espe

cially tuberoses, the golden blossoms of

the clustering henna and the sweet-

scented dauk-mali, are profusely used:

and there is constantly a crowd of wet-

dressed people, for Orientals are aluat;

at leisure and always in a mood to c;,-

joy sight-seeing. When the pile is to be

ignited, lighted tapers are plentifully dis

tributed by the priests, and applied hr

all who are near enough to reach the

pyramid. During the burning mirth ami

music are at their height, the combined

performances, in which each strives ta

raise his own voice above all the res

producing an effect so ludicrous as would

seem to dislodge every solemn thought.

There is one other ceremony connect

ed with the incineration of the body :t

all Booddhistic funerals that I must net

neglect to mention. While the flames

are gleaming most fiercely, sending forth

their forked tongues of glowing fire, the

nearest relatives toss bundles of clothing

across the flaming bier, uttering mean

while, in low, plaintive tones, solemn,

earnest invocations, which can be hea:t

only occasionally in the pauses of the

wailing dirge and the fierce clang of in

struments. I had witnessed these strange

proceedings, so like child's play to us,

at several different funerals before I was

able to comprehend their significance.

To the imaginative Oriental they are no

unmeaning ceremony, but a species cf

necromancy, by means of which it

would peer into the unknown future to

catch a glimpse of the fate of the loved

and lost. All Booddhists believe e

transmigration, and their sacred book

tell them that six times at least the sods

of even the best and purest must crcs

the fiery gulf that separates this state «i

being from the Nigban for which ther

pine—the Elysian fields, where in shacr

groves and amid fadeless flowers the

faithful ever securely slumber in dream

less unconsciousness, insensible alike to

pain and pleasure, and utterly incapahlt

of volition, thought and action, yet not
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ad. When guilt has been incurred by

y breach of Booddhistic law the num-

r of probationary lives is increased in

^portion to the magnitude of the of-

lce — often, ay, generally, reaching to

ndreds and even thousands of states

being—till "by oft-repeated trials and

Terings the soul is purged from sin,

d rendered meet for the companion-

ip of the blessed." But six times, at

: very least, the soul must have inhab-

d an earthly body ; and if, in tossing

: bundles of clothing across the pyre,

;y fall not a single time, the survivors

lieve that the deceased has passed his

t ordeal, and is thenceforward safely

used in Nigban. But if the bundles

l, they read in this casualty an omen

additional states of trial and discipline,

st as many in number as the failures

catching the bundles. After eight or

l falls they give up in despair, think-

; it useless to peer further into the dis-

d future of one who has still so many

es of discipline before him. There is

childish trifling in this matter, as some

velers have supposed : it is an affair of

: gravest moment and of heart-thrill-

y interest, while its results are watched

with intense anxiety. In this ceremony

is doubtless to be found the reason why

a devout Booddhist never plays in any

game that requires a ball or other object

to be caught in the hands. To him such

pastime is a sacrilege, a profane trifling

with things sacred—sure to be visited, in

some future state, with a severe penalty.

I have spoken of the lack of ceme

teries, yet I have read many Oriental

epitaphs, engraved, not on pillars or

tablets of marble, but on those precious

gold and silver urns which to the imag

inative Oriental form the tangible links

in the chain that binds him to the dear

ones that have faded from his view ; and,

watering them daily with his tears, the

very spots where they rest become to

him hallowed ground. The epitaphs

are characterized by touching simplicity.

" The flower that once lay in my bosom,"

"The heart where I loved to nestle,"

" My withered bud," "Joy of the harem,"

" Earth's fairest flower," " Pure as a dew-

drop," "Sunlight of my home," and

"Sleep sweetly," without the name and

age of the deceased, are some of the in

scriptions I have read not without emo

tion. Fannie Roper Feudge.

TASSO TO LEONORA D'ESTE.

" Io non cedo in amar."

I DEEM my love not less, O lady dear,

Than theirs who dare their passion to disclose :

Concealed within my inmost life it glows,

And may not as its sweet spring-bloom appear.

Others proclaim their fealty sincere

By eloquent words and sighs, or in the flow

Of lofty verse, or by their reverence low,

When rapt they gaze on thy bright beauty clear:

Let them pursue thee still, from early dawn,

Summer and winter, to the close of day,

As follow hounds the timid hunted fawn :

I seek thee, dearest, where none other may

Behold thee—in my heart ! and boast alone

The hidden love and lasting faith I own.

Titus Munson Coan.
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CHAPTER IX.

MAX, meanwhile, strode rapidly out

of the gate, and, taking the least

frequented road, walked for half a mile

till he came to a sequestered wood-path,

down which he turned, knowing that

he would be unlikely to meet any one

for a mile and a half, when it ran into

a more public and beaten track. He

walked fast, with his head bent down,

feeling as if rapid motion and exertion

were a relief to him. He scarcely saw,

and did not heed at all, the exquisite

wood-flowers at the side of the path : he

never lingered to look down one of the

green tangled vistas of light and shade

that opened upon him at every slight

turn in the path. He hardly paused to

take breath till, as the path took a sud

den turn to the right, he came in sight

at once of the road into which it merged

and of a small house set back in the

woods. His eyes fell upon a woman

seated in a rocking-chair just outside

the door, with a child in her arms, slowly

rocking it to and fro, and singing softly

the while. He remembered suddenly

that this was the cottage of Mrs. Ralston,

the poor woman of whose child's illness

his aunt had spoken, and, moved by a

kindly impulse, he stepped forward to

the little gate, and leaning upon it said,

with sympathy in his voice, "Good-after

noon, Mrs. Ralston. How is your sick

child ?"

" He's much better to day, thank you,

Mr. Floyd," replied the woman. (She

knew Maxwell well by sight as the young

divinity student and the nephew of Mrs.

Bradford, and his profession lent an ad

ditional respect to the tone of her reply.)

" Poor little fellow ! I sit here with him

in the fresh air all my spare time : it

seems to make him more alive-like," she

added.

" So, that is the child in your arms ?"

said Max with some interest as he look

ed at the wan little face, and noticed

the lustreless eyes and hollow cheeks

CRESSIDA.

of the child as it lay on its mothers

lap.

"Yes, sir, this is the boy. I didn't

think four days ago he'd he here do«

The Lord is very merciful."

" It must have been very hard for yoa

all alone here," said Max, with a pang

of self-reproach going through him as V

remembered that one of the most sacred

duties of his future profession was a

help the sick, and yet he had hardy

given a second thought to this woma

in her trial till this accident brought ha

before him.

" You may well say that. sir. For tk

first day I was wellnigh desperate, what

with the other children here, and no osit

to help me at home or take them aw3\,

for of course it's a very dangerous dis

ease, and I couldn't look to have foils

running any risk for a poor body Ito

me. But after that, when that blessed

angel—I can't call her no other—can*

and took the night-nursing right off my

hands, and brought me food and drink,

and tied that stuff about the children's

necks too, so that they were protecti,

why then I got along better ; and ao*

the danger is all past, the doctor says.

Heaven bless her and her goodness »

me !"

" What do you mean ?" said Mai ir. i

bewildered way; and then, as a sudces

dread and suspicion seized him, he ei-

claimed, " Good Heavens, woman ! V*

don't mean that May—that Miss Brad

ford—has been here and run the tenfti

risk ?"

" No, indeed, I don't, sir," said V-

Ralston with a slight flush of resentme't!

at his tone. "Miss Bradford's a ns;

young lady, and I'm not for sayT

naught against her ; but she's not c#

of those to put their heads in a Ik**

mouth. No.no: it was the strange l*?

from New York. I don't rightly lou*

her name: she lives in the little lod?

on Mrs. Bradford's place."

"Tell me all about it, will you?" si
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[ax rather hoarsely, coming in the gate

nd leaning against the tree underwhich

Irs. Ralston was sitting, his face half

irned away from her.

"Well, sir, you see, I was sitting with

ic child in my arms that first evening,

nd the poor little creature was very ill.

he doctor had just been here and shook

is head over him, and gone away, and

le other two were asleep in their beds :

was the night of the day I saw Mrs.

radford and told her how the doctor

lid Willy had the diphtheria, and I felt

lore alone than ever before in my life.

knew no one would come to me for

lve or money with that disease in the

ouse, and when I thought of the long

ight before me my heart grew sore.

ist then a tap came at the door, and in

sme a lady all in white : she looked 'most

ke a spirit, and I stood up and said,

Vou'd better keep out of here, for there's

ckness here, and maybe death.' You

;e, I spoke short-like, for I thought she'd

0 at once when she heard what was the

iatter. ' That's just what brought me,'

lie said softly. ' I heard you were in

ouble, and as I am a neighbor I came

ver to see if I could help you.' ' Per-

aps if you knew it's diphtheria that's

ere, you wouldn't be so obliging,' said

, rather rudely I'm afraid. ' I've seen

before,' she said : ' I'm not afraid ;'

nd then she threw off a kind of cloak

ie was wrapped in, and in about five

linutes she had the boy in her lap.

omehow, she took the management

ght away, and when she had made me

,ll her what the doctor had ordered,

randy and beef-tea—things I hadn't, nor

ouldn't get—she went out and called a

oman who was waiting outside and

:nt her for them. Then she said, ' Mrs.

lalston, I came to help you take care

f this boy of yours, and I want to take

ie night-nursing, for I can't well be here

1 the daytime. You must go to sleep,

nd I will call you at five o'clock, when

must go home.' For all I could say,

he had her way, for somehow she was

ke a queen over me ; and you may

link it strange, but, though my boy was

a sick, I slept sound, for I was tired to

ly heart's core, and the lady gave me

a kind of feeling as if she knew what

she was about.

" It would be long to tell it all. She

came the next night and the next, and

then the doctor said Willy was going to

get well ; so yesterday she said, ' I won't

come to-night, Mrs. Ralston, but I'll see

you soon.' Ever since the sun seems to

have gone out of the cottage. She did

everything, and it's all along of her that

the boy got well and the children didn't

take it ; for she tied some strong-smell

ing stuff about their necks and about

mine and her own, and said it would

keep away the infection ; and so it has,

for we've none of us even a sore throat."

As Mrs. Ralston went on, amplifying

and repeating in a stream of grateful en

thusiasm, Max stood and listened like one

in a trance. He never moved or turned

his head as she spoke, but at length,

when she had for the hundredth time

said that " she was sent by the Lord, and

was an angel if ever there was one," he

said abruptly and suddenly, "Thank you,

Mrs. Ralston, for telling me : I sha'n't

soon forget it. Good-night !" and went

with quick steps out of the little gate and

down the road beyond.

Mrs. Ralston looked after him rather

astonished, and said to herself, after a

long meditative pause, " I wonder if he

was vexed at what I said about May

Bradford ? They do say she's to marry

him some day. Well, I can't help it.

I'll uphold it—for it's true—the lady at

the' lodge is an angel on earth if ever

there was one ;" and so she turned in

doors with her boy in her arms.

Max walked down the road till he

came to a little wood-path which he well

knew, and into which he turned. There

was an old log lying by the side : he re

membered it, and thought he would sit

there for a while. He must sit still and

think. Soon it was reached, and he sat

down on it and put his head in his hands.

His thoughts were chaotic at first, and

his brain seemed whirling : it was all so

incredible, so strange, yet it was true.

Yes, while he had been judging and

condemning Mrs. Penrhyn for her light

words, but had never once thought of

doing anything for the poor woman who
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was in such a strait, Edith had minister- I

ed to her, and had been even as one of

God's own angels coming and going in

secret and with power. How unjust he

had been to her! and how she must

despise him ! Ah, no wonder she thought

poorly of religious professions, she who '

was so much better a Christian than they

all, and who made no professions. A

cloud rolled from his eyes, a great light

shone around about him, and all his

hardness and prejudice and narrow-

mindedness toward her seemed to leave

him. The reaction was as intense as

the bias had been extreme, and as his

thoughts took shape they seemed to re

solve themselves into one idea : he must

go to her, must fall at her feet, must ac

knowledge his evil, unjust thoughts, and

ask her forgiveness. Like a convert of

old, he burned to make his confession

and hear words of absolution. As he

sat there, with every barrier broken

down, with his defences utterly destroy

ed, Love, who always finds out the way,

entered his softened heart and found no

rebel against his sovereignty. Max did

not say to himself, " I love her," but he

felt it. And why should he not love

her? His perversity and antagonism

of the past weeks turned their weapons

against him in her cause; and when at

last he sprang to his feet he was pos

sessed with one purpose, filled with an

intense, burning desire to seek Edith

and tell her all. He did not look be

yond that moment, he was mastered

by the first imaginative and passionate

emotion of his life, and he was "trans

ported beyond this visible present." He

trembled as his exalted fancy pictured

her scorn and indifference, and then his •

strong man's courage rose to help him :

he would convince her, in her own de

spite, of the sincerity and depth of his

feelings. He looked at his watch and

saw that the tea-hour was past : he would

go back at once, and as soon as he had

accounted for himself to his aunt he

would seek Mrs. Penrhyn at her cottage.

He could not speak to her alone at the

house.

So he set his face homeward. The

ground flew under his long strides, and

yet he could not compass the distaii:;

with sufficient rapidity to satisfy hio.

The avenue gate was fastened : he vanfc

ed over it, and ran the last few hund:r;

yards, only checking his pace as he as

in sight of the piazza, where he cix-

dimly discern several figures. Itwasul

dark to distinguish if Edith were thir.

and his heart gave a bound at the p

sibility ; but in a moment more he hi.

reached the steps, and saw that Mis

Penrhyn was absent. May and Mis

Bradford came forward to greet the:

runaway — the one with a playful it

monstrance, the other with an anxios

inquiry if anything had happened.

"Nothing, dear aunt. I forgot ha

far I was from home, and dreamed st-

an hour in the woods," was his ans««

to the latter ; and to May he replioi tf

a deprecating "You know, May, he»

restless I was, and I thought I had ben?

walk it off."

"Well, sir, come to your tea, bu: yen

must go up stairs first."

" Indeed I must," said Max, looking s

his rather dusty boots and tumbled fe-

with a rueful glance : it would take kr

half an hour more to make a toilet s

which he could approach his new-

goddess. He had forgotten his cooi

tion.

" I only want a cup of tea. May," &

called out as he ran up stairs three step

at a time. When he came down he ha

decided what his excuse should he K

going to the lodge, for excuse he rms

have : he would say that he had a hawi

kerchief of Mrs. Penrhyn's which K'

had found in the wood. This clnsni

and transparent device he looked vp*

as a triumph of art, and came dew

with perfect composure prepared to mak

his coup as soon as he had swallowed b

tea and chatted for a few moments *4

his aunt and cousin. But Max's fines'

was doomed to be a failure. Afterafc*

minutes of elaborately easy talk, he s:t

with as much carelessness as he coS

command, but with a rising flush whki

the kind darkness hid, "By the

where is Mrs. Penrhyn to-night?"

" She went home at once when tea »-

finished," said May.
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I ! I found a handkerchief of hers

wood, and might as well walk

to the lodge with it : it's early yet,

won't take me five minutes."

>u are very gallant, suddenly, Max,"

lay, laughing: "I suppose you're

ling to be sorry for the way you've

:ted Cousin Edith. But you must

II to-morrow to make amends, for

id she had a headache and didn't

my of us to-night."

c felt almost sickened at this sud-

isappointment : he could scarcely

and his voice to say in reply,

' well, I'll give it to her to-morrow."

was conscious, in spite of his im-

is desire to break through all ob-

5 and go to her, that, considering

rmer terms with Mrs. Penrhyn, he

not insist on intruding on her

ut rousing some suspicion in May's

as to his present state of feeling.

few minutes he sat without speak-

nd as he sat had formed his plan,

ould wait till bedtime—they kept

hours, thank Heaven !—and then,

once safe in the solitude of his

room, he could let himself down

i boughs of the walnut tree outside

;o to Edith : she would not be in

ind he would see her, if only long

;h for a word. He could not wait

-morrow. Then he set himself to

isk of making conversation, and

ged to amuse both the ladies most

ssfully. Never had an hour seem-

long to Max in his life as this one.

thoughts wandered perpetually to

i, and it took all his new-born pow-

dissimulation to conceal his pre-

jation. At last the clock struck ten,

jumping up briskly he said he had

writing to do, and had better be

This was such a common remark

iim to make at this hour that it in-

d no comment; and after a good-

: kiss to both he found himself in a

noments in his own room, the door

:d.

last he was free, and now to lose

me. He had soon swung himself

o the end of a bough, and a few

itcs sufficed to land him on the grass

le foot of the tree. Stealthily he

crept along under the shadows of the

avenue till he reached the little gate that

gave entrance to the enclosure immedi

ately about the lodge. He had satisfied

himself before he started, by a rapid re-

connoissance from his window, that no

light shone in Edith's bed-room, and he

felt sure of finding her in her little libra

ry. He crept to the window and saw

that the room was lighted only by a

cluster of wax candles on a table. Edith's

lounge was drawn under their light, and

she lay upon it reading.

As Max gazed on her and saw the

dark lines of fatigue under her beautiful'

eyes and noted the paleness of her cheek,

how his heart smote him as he thought

how that look had come to her face !

While his eyes were still riveted upon

her she let her book fall in her lap and

uttered a slight sigh of weariness. It

broke the spell, and Max quickly turned

back and opened the front door with a

rather tremulous hand. As he found

himself in front of the door of the libra

ry in which she was, his courage almost

failed him : he hesitated, and felt as if

even then he must turn back, when a

slight noise made by his hand on the

knob roused Edith from her reverie,

and she called out in her silvery voice,

"Who's there ?" There was no alterna

tive now but immediate entrance or igno

minious flight, and Max opened the door

and stood before her.

"You, Mr. Floyd!" exclaimed Edith.

" Is anything the matter ? is any one ill

at the house ?" And she half rose from

her sofa.

" No, no," he stammered, " nothing is

wrong;" and then, as the blood rushed

even to the roots of his hair, " I came to

see you for myself, Mrs. Penrhyn."

She made no reply, but remained

looking at him in mute astonishment.

"I saw Mrs. Ralston this afternoon,"

he went on hurriedly—all his meditated

eloquence had deserted him, he felt

almost choked—" and she told me about

you, and I came to beg your forgiveness

for my injustice—to tell you how much

I admire your conduct—to—to—." He

could get no farther.

Edith was beginning to see how it
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was, but her manner showed no sign of

the fact. "Thank you very much for

your.good opinion," she said calmly : "it

must be worth having or you would not

have insisted upon seeing me to-night.

They told you at the house, no doubt,

that I was invisible. What excuse did

you make to get here ?"

The suddenness of the question took

Max so by surprise that he found but the

truth wherewith to answer, and stammer

ed out, "I let myself down by the walnut

tree outside my window and came across

the avenue : they had all gone to bed."

» Edith smiled: "And risked breaking

your neck for a point of conscience ?

Really, Mr. Floyd, I could have waited

till to-morrow morning to be told that

you did me the honor not to think me a

heartless brute any longer."

It was too much for Max : her mock

ing tone struck a nerve and it quivered

through him. The tears would spring

to his eyes, though he tried hard to choke

them back as he said, "Oh, Mrs. Pen-

rhyn, you misunderstand me cruelly."

" Do I ?" she said quite gently, for his

emotion was too evident not to be visible

to her quick eyes. " Then sit down here

and explain yourself ;" and she motion

ed him to a stool at her feet. In a

moment he had thrown himself on his

knees, and with a broken voice he cried,

" Please take pity on me. I know I have

been an intolerable fool, and that I de

serve nothing but contempt from you ;

but if you but knew how I have suffered

since this afternoon, you would forgive

me ; and now that I see it all—all your

goodness and loveliness, and what a fool

I have been—I am punished enough by

the thought of my own obstinate, stupid

blindness, Mrs. Penrhyn. Only forgive

me ! Let me hear you say that some

day—not now, but some day—you will

like me a little. I will work for your

favor as no man ever worked, and you

will teach me to be what you like, now

that the scales have fallen from my eyes.

Only tell me that you do not quite despise

me, and I will ask nothing more now."

Edith was moved, or at all events

pleased, excited, interested. It was a

sensation, and she had had none for so

! long ! She had almost forgotten how r.

sounded to hear a man's heart in b

voice. . She put her hand lightly as

Max's bowed head and said, "Indeed,!

forgive you, if I have anything to forgirr.

I think you will never again judge a fei-

lowcreature by appearances."

" Never, never, so long as I live. Aid

you really forgive me ?"

"Yes: there is my hand on it;" and

she transferred her delicate fingers fron

his head—to his grasp, she intended, h j

he caught her hand and kissed it agas

and again, not quietly and softly, hi

with a young man's first burning love-

kisses. Edith felt that she must go r;

farther, and with her natural pone: of

retreating from a leap she said, with :

quick but not abrupt change of manne:.

"And now tell me about your eri

thoughts of me, and how good M:s

Ralston managed to disperse them."

Max, who was shy and simple as any

lad, obeyed her, and, seated on the stool

at her side, looking up into her face

while she lay back on her pillows, he

told her it had all come upon him ; and

then she told him about her device o:

the French novels being a pure fiction,

and how she had trembled when he

commented on her perfume, thinking he

might recognize it as a well-known ar -

matic drug used for such purposes ; arc

they laughed like a couple ofchildren ove:

her quick fabrication of " the new per

fume just from Paris." All was smoo:i

between them now—smooth as the grassy

side of a precipice. Edith was his queec

and he her subject, and she had a keen

pleasure in gazing into his mind a:ru

heart, always meeting her own reflectioc

therein mirrored.

Max was in Paradise : no douhts s

fears assailed him now. He was sailinf

on a summer sea, and with all sails sr.

toward some "golden isle of Eden.

The time went by till a little Fiend

clock beside them rang out the hour x

midnight. Max started : he had not ye:

forgotten his proprieties. "I must r.c

keep you up," he said. " I did not kno*

it was so late."

Edith rose without a word, and «vr:

with him to the door. The moon was
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g brightly and cloudlessly. Edith

i at it for a moment, and then

lalf to herself, " What a night for

iter !"

ould you go ? would it be too late ?"

laimed eagerly : his eyes said more

lis words.

can't resist it," she said with an

ionic at the moon : " wait till I get

aps." She ran back, and in a few

is they had started for the boat,

ater was still, the moon shone in

jlendor, and as Max slowly but

ly pulled the boat out under her

: and looked at Edith lying on her

s with the silver light upon her, he

it himself indeed in some enchant-

id. It was a night to remember,

d never forgot it. They talked but

He was silent from fullness of

t : for the moment his cravings

stilled, only to wake to fiercer life

; morrow. She was silent, partly

in instinct that told her she was on

rous ground, and partly because

lood was dreamy. It was very

she thought, to have some one

er who understood her well enough

■ to be silent with him. What a gen-

impulsive creature he was! And

liled a sweet grateful smile as she

ibered his burst of the evening,

lrning met his eyes fixed on her

lis soul welling out of them. For

ie Max was content : he only ask-

ove her. We all know how much

he love we give fills the heart than

hich is given to us, and his was

overflowing.

dangerous amusement," thought

as she laid her head down that

"but what is pleasure without a

>f danger ? I regard Mr. Floyd as

bar droit de congucte."

snow what heaven is like now,"

ured Max to himself as he fell

" I did not think there could be

ng so perfect on earth."

CHAPTER X.

Iax's prejudice had been extreme,

ilike great, the reaction that took

place in him was equally so. Heart,

mind and spirit seemed to lay down their

powers at her feet to whom he had at

last yielded unconditionally. The mo

ment that his love for Edith laid him

open to her influence his whole nature

became sensible of the contact of a su

perior in mind and cultivation. There

was something peculiarly delightful to

Mrs. Penrhyn's world -worn palate in

the fresh, pure draught which Max held

to her lips, and she enjoyed the rare

pleasure of teaching and guiding his

mind, as well as the more ordinary ex

citement of receiving his ardent homage.

She was everything by turns to him ; and

though it required no effort of the imag

ination for any man to make a goddess

of Edith Penrhyn, yet to no man had

she ever before seemed a saint. Max

regarded her as the incarnation of all

perfection, and sometimes Edith had a

strange half pang of self-reproach when

the boy would evidence his reverence

and adoration for her by some extrava

gant burst of feeling. Had she loved

him her feeling had been akin to that so

eloquently described by Victor Hugo in

his tragedy of Marion de Lorme. Di-

dier, her lover, ignorant that his mistress

and the celebrated courtesan are one

and the same woman, cries out in horror

at the sight of a book dedicated to Ma

rion on the table of the creature whom

he loves, and whose purity in his eyes

is also that of "the icicle that hangs on

Dian's temple." But she did not love

him : she took his love as he gave it,

freely and without thought of the future ;

but while his was the abandonment of

passion, hers was but the carelessness

of selfishness.

Max made no secret of his devotion

to Edith. He was with her incessantly,

and when not with her was reading her

books, thinking her thoughts, doing her

errands — in every sense of the words

"living unto her." He had come under

her intellectual influence at a most un

fortunate time of his life, and one by

one the convictions upon which his re

ligious faith rested sickened and died in

the deadly atmosphere of doubt which

Edith carried with her. Her mind was
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rich in all those destructive intellectual

missiles which, cast into any one's field

of thought, explode only to scatter dis

may and ruin about them. She planted

the roots of a negative theology in Max's

mind, and started him on a voyage of

discovery on a tempestuous sea, in an

open boat without either oars or rudder.

But while all this dreary work was going

on, Max was filled so full with love and

joy that he was unconscious of his losses.

The wealth of happiness Edith bestowed

upon him was so great that he had no

consciousness of any other want. To be

in her presence, to hear her voice, to

see her face, were to him the perfection

of happiness. He asked but little of

Edith, so far as the usual encroachments

of men go, and she appreciated, even

while it amused her, the exalted charac

ter of the feeling that made him kiss her

hand with a flush and tremor. " He will

outgrow all that," she said to herself :

"meanwhile it is very sweet."

Day by day Max's feeling for Mrs.

Penrhyn struck deeper and deeper into

his heart, while she plucked the blos

soms from the fair outgrowth only to

wear them a day and then cast them care

lessly away. But that time had not yet

come, and until it should come Max was

on a pinnacle of bliss. Mrs. Bradford

saw, as indeed she could not help seeing,

that he had fallen in love with her cousin,

and she was surprised and somewhat dis

pleased at Edith's acceptance of his de

votion. It did not suit her notions, and,

though Mrs. Penrhyn's nonchalant self-

possession afforded her no opportunity

of expressing her disapprobation, she

could not help showing it by a slight ac

cess of dignity in her manner to the of

fender. Mrs. Penrhyn took no notice of

this beyond staying rather more at home

and giving endless tete-H-tctes to Max

both morning and evening, instead of

persisting in her former custom of spend

ing her time with the family party. But,

although Max awakened no strong feel

ing for himself in Mrs. Penrhyn's heart,

nothing indeed beyond a fleeting fancy,

he roused what had lain dormant for

weeks past—her native love of excite

ment. Refreshed by its slumber, it rose

like a giant in its might within her, iv.

Max had no power to lay it. Edith hi

fed too long on stronger food for Ik

love of a boy to satisfy her, and what-

ever emotion she gained from the po.

session of his heart and soul soon waiwi

to a shadow when she had once fathoiT-

ed the depths and scaled the heights i

his nature. For a while, Max was real?

her object in life, so long as he was so

to her. No two hearts are just alike, ltd

while his individuality was unexhaua.c

she was absorbed by the possession oft

But when she had once learned the les

son of his nature, when she knew befo.f

hand what effect softness or coquetry ■

coldness would have upon him, her in

terest died out ; but with it the thirst W

excitement did not die, and she hegu

to wonder when she might safely hnsg

Dr. Wadsworth's prescription to a dose

and begin her old life again.

Poor Max ! He did not dream of thii,

and while he was still swimming in ;

sea of glory, one beautiful morning thc

mail brought Edith a letter which gi«

the clench to her resolution of hrak

ing up the monotony of her present lit

The letter was from Thornton Rayrof'i

Many a time Edith had thought of ha

that summer, and wondered if he hid

gone for ever. She did not want to k*

him. Since that fit of restlessness had

come over her she had thought often"

of him, and once began a notetohic

but changt d her mind and tore it tf

when half finished.

Edith's eyes sparkled as they had r.t

done for many a day as she ran ove

Raymond's characteristic note. It *-:

short and in these words :

" I cannot help writing to you. thou-.'

I've tried hard, Edith, but it's of nous;

everything and every one bores me st

out you. Are you not thirsty for tie

champagne you talked about ? Perhis

you have taken to drinking spring-wale

Don't be silent any longer : silence kS

me. Write and snub me if you like.h;

say something to give me an interest J

life again. You always have my add:ers

" Yours always, T. R-

Edith, who always allowed herself ti£
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;erous luxury of letting her impulse

way with her, wrote an answer with-

'e minutes after receiving this note,

only said :

'he spring-water is very good here,

nton — very pure, cool and fresh ;

f your champagne is very fine you

come and open one bottle for me.

1 promise to taste it, if no more.

" E. P."

ic letter was tossed into the mail-

and when Max met her at dinner

oticed that the languor which had

3ed over her of late had been sup-

ed by a sort of sparkle that played

her face and manner. His spirits

with hers, and when they started for

x which he had urged her to take

afternoon they were both as radiant

joyous as two children. The after-

was beautiful, Edith gracious and

tching, and Max felt as if the boat

a fairy boat, and hardly knew that

as pulling her along.

they nearcd the shore again, Edith

" I expect a friend of mine here

should like to know any one who

riend of yours," said Max tenderly,

lat is her name ?"

t's not a she," said Edith with a tinge

nbarrassment : " it's a he—Mr. Ray-

d of New York."

looked up quickly : " I did not

v you had any men friends : I mean,

intimate ones."

have a great many," she replied

posedly, " or have had : unfortunate-

ne has to speak of some friends as

;s of the past."

Then they were not real friends,"

I Max.

don't know," said Edith. "A feel-

nay be perfectly genuine and deep,

yet be ephemeral."

don't think so. But to go back

is friend of yours who is not yet, at

, a part of the past."

\e comes for a few days soon."

-low soon ?"

hardly know : as soon as he gets

etter he will start," she said mus-

r.

" Did you send for him ?" said Max in

a low voice.

Edith looked at him before she an

swered. He was white to his lips: it

was his first pang of jealousy. "This

won't do," she thought : " I can't have

my life made miserable by these two

men quarreling over me. I'll snub Max

now, poor fellow ! I hate to do it, but

he must learn that he can't keep a wo

man who doesn't love him to himself.

I believe, in my soul, that all men are

born Turks concerning women." These

thoughts passed through her mind with

lightning-like rapidity, and she answered

Max's question with but a slight pause,

looking at him still as she did so : "You

mustn't make a grand inquisitor of your

self, Mr. Floyd. I hate being catechised,

and never answer questions."

" 1 beg your pardon," muttered Max :

" I had no right."

" I hope you will like Mr. Raymond,"

Edith went on, not noticing his agita

tion : " he is rather a lion in his way,

and a very accomplished man of the

world."

Max tried to say something civil and

commonplace, and then instinctively be

gan to pull in shore. As they walked

toward the lodge, Edith talked about all

imaginable subjects easily and lightly,

but to no effect : the evil spirit would not

be laid. At the door they paused, and

Max was turning to go without a word

when Edith detained him by a gesture,

and looking into his eyes said softly,

"Are you jealous of Mr. Raymond ? You

need not be. Don't you trust me ?"

The words were simply chosen and

vague in meaning: they contained no

pledge, scarcely an assurance, but they

brought back joy to Max's heart, and

the sun shone again for him as he an

swered with all the soul in his voice, " I

trust you perfectly ;" and then stooping

he kissed her dress and was gone.

"That will not keep him from being

very unhappy while Thornton is here,"

murmured Edith to herself. "Well, I

will not attempt to manage things be

forehand. Let me see : he will be here

to-morrow night. I will have a late din

ner, and ask Max to meet him : that will
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please him and the proprieties at once.

Heigh-ho ! Poor Max ! he bores me a

little now. I never was meant to teach,

or to learn either, I fear."

Edith's invitation was duly given the

next morning, and accepted eagerly by

Max, who, in the simplicity of his heart,

thought, "She cannot care for Mr. Ray

mond or she would rather meet him

alone than ask me to join the party."

He understood nothing of the contradic

tion of feeling that induces a woman to

postpone the climax that she desires.

But Pain, the great teacher, was soon to

begin his education.

Edith spent the day alone : it was her

mood to be alone, and, like all her

moods, when it came she indulged it.

Max too longed for solitude, and spent

his day in walking far and wide, only

coming in to make a more elaborate

toilet than usual for the dinner to which

he was bidden.

Edith had sent a carriage to the sta

tion for Raymond, and he was shown at

once to a room on his arrival, with the

announcement that dinner would be

ready in half an hour. Edith was no

lover of Arcadian simplicity, and hated

to dispense with the lesser conventional

ities of life almost as much as she liked

to trample upon the larger ones. On no

account would she have received Thorn

ton dusty and wayworn from the train,

and the artificial atmosphere of form was

perfectly preserved, even in her simple

little menage at the lodge. " Luxuries

are never out of place when they are in

congruous with their surroundings : they

are only intensified," was one of Edith's

sayings, and she practically carried it

out.

When Mr. Raymond entered the par

lor he found Max and Edith already

there. Not a sign of the annoyance he

felt at not finding Mrs. Penrhyn alone

was to be seen in his manner : he greet

ed her frankly and cordially, and bowed

to Max courteously enough. So imper

turbable was his bearing that Max said

to himself, " He is only a friend, after

all," thinking that he could not have

greeted her so quietly had all the world

been standing by. So they went to din

ner, and for a while Edith and Thornton

played at the battledore and shuttlecock

of conversation lightly and gracefully

enough, while Max listened and wonder

ed how they learned the game, for some

how he had a dim sense that they vert

playing a game. He had never seen

the society side of Mrs. Penrhyn befor?,

and though she was charming to hira h

this way as in all ways, he had that un

easy, half-frightened feeling that aluay;

comes when one we love shows us s

side unknown to us before—the fear lest

this new creature will not love with tot

old love, till some look or tone of the c'i

self reassures our hearts.

But while Max was half bewildered

half charmed, Raymond's sclf-contrcn

began to melt like wax under the fire of

Edith's looks and tones. Never had sh;

been in a mood more responsive to hi-

influence, and he grew momently mor;

sensible of it, while with the conscious

ness came a rush of impatience and

irritation at her waywardness in havinj;

brought that fellow here just to thwart

him. He had not come for this, nos

would he bear it. Thornton had no

chivalry in his nature, and so none ii

his love, and there was an absolute want

of idealism in it too. His flowers m>"

always be plucked, and sometimes with

very rude hands : he never could content

himself with breathing in their fragrano;

and pasture his soul on the mere con

templation of their beauty. So, as the

dinner went on and the time went hy

his manner gradually lost its cordial ease

and grew abrupt and impatient ; his eyel

lost their inexpressiveness and sparkki

on Edith ; his mouth ceased to smile,

and quivered with eager feeling while l.;

strove to set it firm and hard.

Edith felt the change, and tried t:

keep him, in racing parlance, "steady;'

but he had got the bit between his teeth

and the pace grew harder as he went or-

As the wine went round, Max mechaj-

ically refused it after a glass or two, and

when he saw Edith allow the servant w

pour out glass after glass of champagne

and drink it in long draughts, he lookeo

at her with an involuntary expression of

astonishment. She did not see it, but
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lond did, and having reached a

of impatience when he was ready

r or do almost anything, he laughed

and said, " Mr. Floyd seems sur-

I at your powers as a wine-drinker,

ute belle, but he does not know you

II as I, or he would think nothing

ew glasses of champagne."

til that moment, although his tone

nanner had verged on familiarity,

d studiously addressed her as Mrs.

lyn, and his words were like a thun-

ilt in the ears of Max, who flushed

anger and moved restlessly in his

ymond was quick enough to inter-

tis expression of face, and had a

: sense of delight come over him as

Dught, " So she has made this young

love her, and he has the insolence

jealous of me ! I shouldn't won-

he called me to account shortly,

tie see if I can't make her choose

:en us."

ith's only reply to his comment was,

Floyd has learned already that I

ot made quite in conformity to set

Thornton. I don't think he is so

astonished."

intended no criticism by my looks,

'e me, on anything that you saw fit

, Mrs. Penrhyn," Max said, turning

- and speaking gravely ; and then,

ng across at Thornton, he said

;dly, "Pray do not interpret my

again, Mr. Raymond : we might

as to its meaning."

ery possibly," replied Thornton

r, "but -in a multitude of counsel-

ou know, lies wisdom."

x opened his mouth for an angry

ider, but Edith spoke quickly :

le, Mr. Raymond, confess that if a

5 house is his castle, a man's face

east as much his own property."

you will let me look at your face

:11 you what I see in it," said Thorn-

r ith a glance that brought the color

- cheeks, " 1 will swear not even to

»Ir. Floyd's. But, to go back to

" he went on, without waiting for

nswer which she strove to make,

n will you try my champagne as

romised ?"

"Not to-night, I think," said Edith

coldly.

"Oh, well, then, we must make the

most of this ;" and he motioned his ser

vant to fill his glass. Raymond was

growing reckless, and Edith longed for

the dinner to come to an end : there was

a storm in the air.

" What is your profession, Mr. Floyd ?"

said Thornton suddenly.

" I am studying for the ministry," re

plied Max, for the first time in his life

wishing he had some other answer to

make.

"Indeed! I did not know it. I fear

I have talked even as the ungodly. I

never dreamed of finding Mrs. Penrhyn's

table graced by one of the cloth. Don't

look as if I were misrepresenting you,

madam : we all know what you think

of clergymen as a rule. Let me tell you,

Mr. Floyd, what she said once, so that

you may fully appreciate the honor of

being an exception to such a rule ;" and,

spite of Edith's imploring " Thornton,

what are you saying?" he went on:

" This is her definition of a clergyman :

'A creature who disdains masculine

virtues only that he may feign feminine

ones, and who is in reality the possessoi

of neither.' Good ! wasn't it ? but severe."

" I hardly think Mr. Floyd can care

for a compliment to himself at the ex

pense of his profession," said Edith, hur

riedly stealing a look at Max, who sat

petrified.

"Oh, one can forgive a woman any

error in doctrine if she but believes in

one's self. Isn't it so, Mr. Floyd?" said

Thornton.

Max muttered something in reply, and

Raymond went on : " But, ma belle, I

haven't yet told you about the fancy ball

at Newport: it was a success in every

one's eyes but mine. I thought of noth

ing but the one last year, when you went

as a bacchante. Heavens ! how superb

you were ! I vow one could believe in a

religion of which such creatures were the

priestesses."

"Then you think me one of a crowd,

Mr. Raymond?" said Edith haughtily.

" You know what I think of you very

well, and that were I Bacchus I would
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have but one altar, and you should serve

it eternally ;" and his eyes glowed as

they rested on her. She returned his

gaze, and for one m'oment they both for

got that they were not alone. But for a

moment : the next, Max was on his feet,

his head whirling, his heart leaping with

in his breast, with just enough self-com

mand to say, "You will excuse me," to

Edith, " I must go ;" and then he had

left the room. For the first instant they

were both silent, Thornton surprised and

Edith startled — the next heard Thorn

ton's exclamation of " What luck ! I nev

er hoped for such success. Fairly driven

away ! See what it is to be ungodly."

" Come away from here : it is stifling

in this room," said Edith, and led him

to the library.

Max had burst away with one thought,

the desire to be alone while he grappled

with the knowledge that had come to

him. The veil had been torn from be

fore his idol, and lo ! its feet were of

clay. For an hour he wandered in the

woods, all the images evoked by Ray

mond's wild talk thronging about him.

Edith was dethroned in his mind. His

religion was shattered, for she had been

its living centre, and she was gone. She

had never lived : indeed, it had all been

a dream. What! the woman the hem

of whose garment he felt honored to kiss

could let that profane reveler speak to

her as he might to—and Max ground his

teeth at the thought—almost to his mis

tress ! And she had gone to a ball—

where this man and others like him

crowded round her—as a bacchante, the

type of license and unbridled passion !

Great God ! His head was on fire, his

heart was bursting. He laughed aloud

in bitterness. But he must drink the

cup to the dregs : he would see her once

more, and he would see her that night.

This resolution once formed, he threw

himself down under a tree and lay mo

tionless, his face buried in his hands,

till the time should pass. At last he

rose : it must be time now for that man

to go, and yet he would not trust his own

estimate. He looked at his watch : yes,

it was late enough for him to go back,

and he retraced his steps toward the

lodge. As he did so the memory rush

ed over him of the night when he had

stolen from his room, overflowing with

eager penitence, to gain forgiveness from

the woman who then seemed as if set

on an eminence above the world in his

eyes. How different now, when his hear,

was filled with naught but accusation and

bitterness ! He quickened his steps, and

soon reached the cottage. As he stood

without in the still night he could hea:

the low murmur of two voices within.

He had not gone, then ; but Max steeku

himself to wait : it could not be long

now. Half an hour went by, even' mo

ment seeming winged with lead to his

weary soul, and then the door opened

and a man's shadow fell upon the moon

lit step.

" What a night for the water '" said

Edith's voice.

"Will you go out on it?" asked Ray

mond.

"No, no, I'm too tired," she said soft

ly ; and then, " I've rowed a great deal

this summer."

"What! with your sprig of divinity T

laughed Raymond.

"Come now, Thornton, you behaved

very ill to him : confess it."

" Perhaps so, but I was not responsihle

You drive me mad sometimes. Edith."

" Don't put your sins on my shoulders:

I've enough of my own to carry. No«

g°"

"A demain" he said, kissing he:

hand.

" If I don't change my mind to-nigh:,"

she said with a smile. " Suppose we say

au plaisir ?"

" We won't quarrel about words," was

his answer. And so they parted.

Edith had gained the library door, a.iJ

her hand was on the handle, when 2

voice said behind her, " May I speak to

you ?"

She turned and saw Max's pale feet

like a Nemesis behind her.

"It is rather late," she said colciiy

"but come in, if you will."

Her manner was like ice. He follow

ed her into the library, and she thre*

herself into an easy-chair and motioned

him to a seat with the words, " Is it any
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particular, Mr. Floyd ? I'm so !

cold insolence of manner galled 1

the quick, as she meant it should,

ith, though she had given no sign, !

it Max was shocked, and resented

nly a woman like her can resent

eason. Nothing but despotism sat-

her. But as she had never real-

le heights upon which Max had

her, nor the depth of his feeling

, so she had no conception of what

•elation of that evening had been

i, nor what havoc it had wrought

his soul. He grew whiter than

as she spoke, and, refusing the

by a gesture, leant against the

)r an instant while she sat calmly

I. and then straightening his figure

ull height, said, "I could not wait

norrow to see you. I came to ask

e question : is it all true ?"

more explicit," she said coldly.

■what true ?"

that that man said—all that I

it I saw in your face ? Oh, Edith

. Penrhyn !" he cried, all the self-

I he had gained with so hard a

le swept away by his agony, " tell

it it was a lie—that I dreamed it—

was only to try my faith—any-

)ut that it is true."

ithless he awaited her answer ; it

slowly and distinctly : " I do not

ize your right to ask me such a

>n, Mr. Floyd; but I will answer

>r you are very young and very

py. It was all true that Mr. Ray-

said of me to-day. I am no saint,

have never posed for one in your

If you have mistaken me for one,

us pour vous. I am very sorry-

hard a lesson should come to you

h me, but I cannot hold myself

sible for it. Sooner or later you |

have learned that human beings

t made to be stretched on the Pro-

in bed of a narrow theology, and

3t learn it now ?" Her voice rang

md cold as she said these words.

; looked at her stupefied. Was

s Edith of the night before ? A

•f fury ran through his veins, and

laimed, " You cannot treat me in

this way ! My heart is worth something.

I will not let you wreck my life, and then

say, ' I am not accountable to you.' You

have taught me to love you. you have

accepted my love, and—"

" Stop one moment," said Edith rising,

"and listen to me, Mr. Floyd. I made

no effort to gain your love. I submitted

to your injustice and dislike with a good

grace: this you will confess. An acci

dent brought about a change, a reaction

in your feeling toward me—an accident

for which I was in no way responsible.

Then you idealized me. I told you

again and again that I was only a wo

man, and a very human one, but you

would have it that I was a goddess. It

made you very happy to have something

to worship, and I consented to serve as

your idol, for I too have been young,

and know what a luxury it is to indulge

in these delusions. Still, I did it under

protest. Am I to be held responsible for

not being what you chose to think me ?

Even if I had loved you "—and her

voice took a sarcastic tone under which

he winced—" I should not let you call

me to account for my short-comings.

Neither as a lover nor as a father con

fessor do I look for absolution from you,

Mr. Floyd. But I am very sorry for you,

and a little sorry for myself. Hereafter

you will think of me as the embodiment

of feminine wickedness, and make me

the scapegoat of all your future sins.

And why ? Because I happened to be

the first woman who turned out not to

be what your fancy painted her. Well,

I don't complain : it was your fate and

mine." She paused for a moment, and

then rising said, "Good-night ;" and be

fore Max could recover himself she had

glided from the room.

Edith had hardened into marble under

Max's tone of mingled accusation and

appeal, and no relenting softness had

overcome her in their short interview.

When she reached her room she threw

herself on a lounge, and half closing her

eyes ran over the events of the day. The

retrospect was not pleasant, and made

her moody. Why had she let this boy

hang about her ? Why had she sent for

Thornton ? As she asked herself these
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questions, and grew impatient at her own

answers to them, something slipped from

about her throat and fell tinkling to the

ground. She opened her eyes, and saw

on the floor the locket she had worn that

day, and which had become unclasped

without her perceiving it. In a moment

she remembered that it was the locket

into which she had shut Marston's sleeve-

button, and a cold shiver ran through her.

The most reasonable of us feel the effect

of coincidences in our own lives, and

Edith could not resist the half-supersti

tious feeling that crept over her at this

slight accidental occurrence. It struck

"the electric chain wherewith we are

darkly bound," and with one of those

singular transitions of feeling of which

some women are capable she buried her

face in the cushions of the lounge and

burst into a fit of low but passionate

weeping. Long she wept, and when a

lull would come, still the tears would

spring afresh at some new thought. The

taste of the Dead Sea fruit on which she

had been feeding was bitter in her mouth,

and her tears were bitter too. After a

while they ceased, and when she could

command herself she rose and opening

a drawer in her writing-table drew from

it Marston's letter. She read it through.

The tears did not come now, only a burn

ing flush spread over neck and brow.

"He knew me better than I chose to

know myself. Is it too late now ?" Low

she pondered with the letter in her hands,

and when at last she rose to put it away

the sky was red with the dawning da,

But before she lay down to rest she hsi

written the note that follows to Raymond,

and placed it on her maid's table with 2

line ordering its delivery the first thmg

in the morning. Then she slept heaviy

till long after midday.

" My words to-night were prophc::,

and their fulfillment is upon us. Do not

come to-morrow. I can never be to vx

again as I was this evening, and th*

being so we had better part without a>

other meeting. There would be no ta

in my attempting an explanation—ya

could not understand me—-but some day

I will ask you to forgive me. Adieu 1

" Edith."

While she slept, Thornton Raymoi.c'

was rushing fast away from the place in

an express-train for New York, vowk$

never to see her again, and MamH

Floyd was telling his aunt and cousia

that he was going to spend the las

weeks of his vacation with a friend ir.

the West. "Along-promised visit,' t;

said, heeding nothing of May's sad looks,

wrapt in the blank egotism of his to

keen sorrow. Francis Asheton.

[to bb continued.]

THE BRITISH CIVIL SERVICE.

SOME months ago the retirement was

announced of the most distinguish

ed member of the permanent staff of the

British civil service — the Right Hon.

Edmund Hammond, Under Secretary

of State for Foreign Affairs, who has

since been elevated to the peerage. Mr.

Hammond was in many respects a typ

ical civil servant. He was " cradled in

despatches," and the "F. O." was his

nursing-mother. His father knew Phil

adelphia as well as he did London, for

he was the first minister accredited fc

the United States from England, a:-i

the father of the present minister a

Washington, Sir Edward Thornton, «:

his attache1. Subsequently, Mr. Has-

mond, who married, whilst in this coun

try, an American lady, connected wri

the well-known De Lancy family of Ne*

York, was appointed to the same post

so long filled by his son.

Like all the other machinery of the

British government, the civil service has
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:d its present form and proportion

;h a gradual process of develop-

and has undergone many changes

lodifications in recent years. The

r Secretaries of State date from the

af Henry VIII. About 1540 two

iries were appointed, styled the

> Principal Secretaries. A third

ppointcd by Edward VI. in 1553,

lizabeth had only one ; and it was

1 1 574 that a second was again ap-

d. The title "Secretary of State"

not occur until the end of Eliza-

reign, and the earliest instance

is in a document bearing date

in which Burleigh's second son,

t Cecil, the first carl of Salisbury,

led "our Principal Secretary of

' After this three were occasion-

spointed, but the regular number

ued to be two until the period of

lion with Scotland, when a third

ppointed to attend to the affairs of

auntry. This secretariat was, how-

dropped in 1746, and from that

there were again only two until

the eighth year of George III.'s

when a third was appointed as

ary of State for the Colonies. In

he office of Colonial (or third) Sec-

was abolished, leaving again only

;cretaries. These had long been

n as Secretary for the Northern and

ary for the Southern Department,

orthcrn comprehending Northern

ie, the Southern, Southern Europe ;

ich were now added the colonies

lantations. But in 1782 a new ar-

ment was made : the Northern was

the Foreign Department, and the

cm the Home Department. This

med till 1794, when a third secre-

•as appointed for the War Depart-

In 1801 this secretary was made

ary also for the colonies, and this

jement continued until about 1856,

in consequence of the Crimean

he office of Secretary at War, the

r of which was not a Secretary of

was abolished, and a new office of

ary of State for War was created.

: salary of the Secretaries of State,

was fixed at six thousand pounds

15, when that sum was fully equal

ol. XIU.—39

to ten thousand pounds now, was re

duced in 1 83 1, the year of the first Re

form Bill, to five thousand pounds, at

which it remains.

The Foreign Office is regarded by its

members as being "the crack office"—

what the Guards are to the rest of the

army—and the majority of its clerks are

"highly connected," being younger sons

of good families, and apt to give them

selves airs which render them as un

popular with those above as with those

below them. The patronage of this of

fice, as of the diplomatic and consular

services, is in the hands of the Secretary

of State, who, when a vacancy occurs,

nominates such number of persons as

he pleases, generally three, to compete

for the vacant post. The candidates are

examined by examiners appointed by the

Civil Service Commissioners. Usually,

only the candidate who gets the most

marks obtains a clerkship, but where a

young man possesses great interest the

second candidate also has sometimes

been selected, if the Civil Service Com

missioners have professed themselves

satisfied with his attainments. A com

petent knowledge of French is the point

particularly insisted on, and some ac

quaintance with another foreign language

is demanded.

The salary commences at one hun

dred pounds a year, and rises very slow

ly, culminating eventually, when prob

ably the clerk is between fifty and sixty,

in eight hundred to one thousand pounds

a year. After some twenty-five years'

service he may retire with two-thirds of

his salary, and after fifty years' service

—the period which Mr. Hammond had

completed—with a pension equivalent to

his full salary. This applies to the ser

vice generally.

The Foreign Office hours are nominal

ly from eleven to five, but in fact they

are very irregular, necessarily depending

as they do upon the state of continental

affairs. Sometimes the clerks have next

to nothing to do, and at other times a

heavy press of business. There are in

the Foreign Office, besides the Secretary

of State, two Under Secretaries and an

Assistant Under Secretary. The parlia
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mentary Under Secretary receives fifteen

hundred pounds, and the permanent

Under Secretary two thousand, and Mr.

Hammond had five hundred pounds a

year extra as the manager and distributer

of the Secret Service Fund. If the Sec

retary of State is a peer, the Under Sec

retary' is a member of the House of Com

mons, and vice versa ; the object being

to secure a representation of the depart

ment in each branch of the legislature.

A very close union now exists between

the diplomatic service and the Foreign

Office. The Secretary of State is chief

of both branches, and some time ago

the Foreign Minister of the day conceived

the happy idea of sending Foreign Office

clerks to assist occasionally in the work

of legations. This has had a very salu

tary effect, by familiarizing them with oth

er countries and enlarging their know

ledge of the manners and customs of

foreign nations. Again, of late years

great use has been made of the British

attaches at foreign legations, by the Sec

retary of State requiring them to furnish

reports relative to the trade and industries

of the countries they are resident in.

These reports have proved most valuable,

being prepared by those whose position

gives them every possible opportunity of

procuring the best information.

The Home Secretary's is a very busy

and important office, whose appoint

ments have recently, we believe, been

thrown open, with some slight restric

tions, to public competition. Its staff is

on almost the same model as the For

eign Office.

The Colonial Office also closely resem

bles the Foreign Office in its arrange

ments. The examinations for entrance

are the hardest of all, but the salaries

arc somewhat higher, at least in the sub

ordinate clerkships, than those of the

Home or Foreign Office.

The Colonial Secretary appoints the

governors of colonies, and in what are

called "Crown colonies" he has the pa

tronage of some other offices. Crown

colonics are those which are still gov

erned directly by the home government,

instead of having, like Australia and

Canada, what is called " responsible gov

ernment;" which means a govc-ia

by their own legislatures, exactly til

English model.

The War Office is an enormo'j (

partment, whose patronage is eKS

vested in the Secretary of State for'*,

This department is. like the othss|

have mentioned, directly represe:!::

both houses of the legislature.

The remaining and most madam

the Secretaries of State's offices s i

for India, where there is a simuarf

liamentary representation, but a 1^

and more elaborate machinery, tt; a

retary of State being assisted by a M

cil composed of a number of genua

who are paid a salary of fifteen harui

pounds a year, to assist him in b

liberations. This council is coispa

of members who have had grex a

rience in Indian life, and of afc*a

nent commercial men, who actisi

visers to the Secretary of State iasa

cial affairs. This arrangement cara>

force when some fifteen vears it. I

charter of the East India Comply

pired, and the administration of tit J

ernment of that vast country

sumed by the Crown. The Senw-7

State for India is an officer of erKCB

power. He can override the oka* S

of the governor-general, and b ftt

cally an almost absolute monani

Parliament knows little and carft il

about the affairs of India, and is «>—

unless something very extraorda

arises, to leave the conduct of ticiJ

of that empire in his hands.

Besides the Secretaries of State*1

fices, there are two which are sj

importance—the Treasury and tie *

miralty. In continental counts I

Secretary of State for Foreign Afc3

generally the prime minister, be. ?

haps because England is so comnicrj

the monetary department is there i

over which the head of the govrrcs*

presides. There have, however, bus

few exceptions to this rule soct !

commencement of the reign of &"<;

III., when the government deparos

assumed their present form. Ths,

1761, while the duke of Newcastle *

First Lord, the premier was Mr.
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1 Lord Chatham), who held the

}f Secretary of State. Again in

rie year Lord Bute became pre-

hile Secretary of State, the duke

castle still remaining at the Trea-

From August, 1806, to January,

ie duke of Grafton was First Lord,

Mr. Pitt as Lord Privy Seal was

jremicr, and from February, 1806,

itcmbcr of the same year Lord

lie was First Lord, and Mr. Fox

r as Secretary of State,

minister to whom the actual su-

ndence of the revenue belongs is

mcellor of the Exchequer. Dur-

1 reign of George III. this office,

he premier was a commoner, was

Jnjointly with the office of First

if the Treasury, and Mr. Glad-

oassumcd it shortly before his fall,

ew five thousand pounds a year

: Lord of the Treasury and twen-

hundred pounds as Chancellor of

:hequer.

of the Chancellor of the Ex-

r's duties is to preside, in the ab-

:>f the Lord Chancellor, at the

)r what is called the Trial of the

The pyx is the box in which the

re contained that have been sc-

for trial or assay before the coin-

which they make part is allowed

sued from the mint. It is sealed

iree seals, and secured with as

ocks, the keys of which are kept

Master of the Mint, the Chanccl-

the Exchequer and the Queen's

r; and the trial is conducted in

:e of such members of the Privy

1 as may be summoned and of a

twenty-one freemen of the Gold-

Company, nominated by the

s of the company. The coins

lpared with the trial-plates which

)t in the ancient treasury in the

of Edward the Confessor in the

5 of Westminster Abbey.

f of the old customs connected

! Exchequer were, with true Eng-

lservatism, retained until a very

te. Formerly, when money was

the entry, after being made in a

vas transcribed upon a slip of

ent called "a bill," and then a

stick or rod of hazel or some other wood

was prepared, with certain notches cut

upon it, indicating the sum in the bill.

This was called "striking" or "levying a

tally." The tally was then cleft from

the head to the shaft through the notches,

and one of the two parts retained by the

Chamberlains of the Exchequer, while

the other, called the counter-tally, was

given to the party paying in the money,

and was his discharge in the Exchequer

account. The tallies were not abolished

and indented cheques substituted as re

ceipts until 1783, up to which time the

accounts at the Exchequer were kept in

Latin and in Roman numerals.

Formerly, there was a mighty function

ary called the Lord High Treasurer, but

for a long time his duties have been put

into commission and executed by the

Lords Commissioners of the Treasury.

The last Lord Treasurer was the duke

of Shrewsbury, who was appointed un

der remarkable circumstances on Friday,

July 30, 1 7 14, two days before the death

of Queen Anne. The dukes of Somerset

and Argyll presented themselves in the

council-chamber at Kensington, where

Queen Anne lay on her deathbed in an

adjoining room, and after they had taken

their seats, Tindal relates that a member

of the council represented how necessary

it was that in case the queen died the

post of Lord Treasurer (from which the

famous Harley, earl of Oxford, had been

suddenly removed three days before)

should be filled; "to which," he adds,

"the whole board assenting, the duke of

Shrewsbury was unanimously chosen."

The physicians attending the queen hav

ing been examined, and assured the

council that she was sensible, several

members were ordered to attend her and

lay before her its unanimous opinion re

garding the treasurership ; upon which

she warmly endorsed their selection.

The duke was subsequently confirmed

in his office by George I., but soon after

ward, on October 13, 1714, a patent was

issued for appointing Charles, earl of

Halifax, and other commissioners, in his

stead, and ever since the office has been

in commission.

This office commands all the fiscal ar
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rangements of the country, and no mon

ey can be got unless " my lords" give per

mission to draw Britannia's purse-strings.

The first lord receives five thousand

pounds a year, "the financial lord" two

thousand a year, and the junior lords

one thousand. The junior lords are usu

ally rising M. P.'s, and one is almost in

variably a Scotchman and another an

Irishman. The Treasury employs a large

staff of clerks, who rank as high socially

as those in the offices of the Secretaries

of State.

The Admiralty, too, is managed by

Lords Commissioners. The first lord re

ceives five thousand pounds a year, and,

like the Secretary of State for War, is

almost always a civilian. The junior

lords are, like their colleagues of the

Treasury, parliamentary supporters of

the government, and one is always a

naval officer of experience, who is com

monly called "the sea lord." There is a

political secretary with a seat in the

House of Commons.

The immense department of the Post

master-General is in "the city," far away

from the classic ground of Whitehall

and Pall Mall, where the departments

which we have been describing are sit

uated. It is not regarded as an aristo

cratic department, and except in its sec

retary's office the majority of the em

ployes are of a different social grade

from those at Whitehall. The patron

age is in the hands of the Postmaster-

General and the Treasury, but many of

the appointments are now thrown open

to public competition under certain re

strictions as to age, etc. The winter of

discontent is a perennial season in this

office, and has been ever since the ad

vent of the famous Sir Rowland Hill.

That gentleman's penny-postage scheme

proved at the outset a heavy loss to the

revenue, and has never from a financial

point of view been much of a success.

It is true that in the revenue returns it

has made a decent figure, but this has

often been accomplished by placing con

tracts for the carriage of mails to the

account of the Admiralty. Anxious to

make his pet scheme appear not only

incomparably convenient—as every one

readily admits it to be—but also luo

tive, Sir Rowland resorted to every p»

sible device with this end, and l*.- . .

thus adroitly saddling the Admiralty va

the expense of the Post-Office, he scr,v

ed and pinched and cheese-pared in a

office to the last degree. The result hi

been that the employes, very scanty

paid and hardly worked, never cast

from grumbling, and indeed are adua

ted to have very good reason for tfcq

murmurs. On the other hand, it is onj^

that were their places vacant, there w ,-i<

be ten thousand applicants for them u

next day.

During the last seven years the PsSI

Office staff has been greatly augmend

in consequence of the Post-Office 3*

vings Bank Act and the transfer of til

telegraphs to the department, and I

now on a colossal scale. The maci^

nery and general efficiency of the cita

is admitted to be unsurpassed by 22)

postal department in the world.

The Customs is another immense it

partment of the same sort of standing a

the Post-Office, and the majority of uJ

employes are drawn from similar classed

A very large office which came ;na

existence as a government departmcsl

only in 1858 is the Registry of the Coa^

of Probate. In that year, the old cosul

for proving wills, which had hitherto h<ti

attached to the archbishoprics and hu»

oprics, were all abolished, and in thtM

place was created the Court of Proha<

with a principal registry in London, oii

various smaller registries attached to

London office in the country. The LM

don office at Doctors' Commons had pnr

viously been the registry of the Preropj

tive Court of Canterbury, and its font*

employes were brought into the newfc-

partment, and many were added,

now it is one of the largest offices rail

the Crown. The whole of its appoa*

ments are vested in the judge of a<

court, and his office not being politic^

he is free to appoint just as he pkai*

without the slightest pressure being ft

upon him, and thus has the most agrtt-

able patronage of any man in Englwti

Besides the offices we have mentkxwt!

there are the Board of Trade, the Ducb
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icaster, the Woods and Forests

the Office of Works, the Privy

[ Office—whose education depart-

; very important, and filled only

versity men who have graduated

1 honors—and a host of minor

nents ; the number of persons

ed in the superior grades of the

being estimated altogether at

wenty thousand.

:at change came over the govern-

spartments in England about forty

igo. Up to that time a govcrn-

lerk was, except in two or three

political departments, generally a

the social stamp of a commercial

but as the gentleman class in-

l and multiplied and craved em-

■nt, and Army and Navy, Bar and

i, became overstocked, they began

a hungry eye toward the civil ser-

Until then ministers often used to

;rkships to the sons of their stew-

id butlers, and it has been com-

reported that the grandfather of a

rk in the Foreign Office, who mar-

earl's daughter, had served a no-

i in one of these useful capacities.

. il service appointments continued

bout 1825 to 1855 to be an excel-

ovision for unambitious, idle or

younger sons. Only get a nom-

and the thing was done. But

le latter year dates another great

:. Sir Charles Trevelyan, Lord

lay's brother-in-law—who is gen-

rredited with being the prototype

Gregory Hardlines, the austere of-

n Mr. Trollope's Three Clerks—

few other prominent people came

conclusion that the civil service

lly was sunk in the depths of ig-

e, inertness and incompetency,

it deal of talking and writing on

)ject ended in the appointment of

> known as the Civil Service Com-

i, created by an act containing a

to the effect that all who aspire to

t a retiring pension must pass

h its hands. At that time a great

ion took place as to the desire-

ss of competitive examination. In

rst report the commissioners said

t would be natural to expect that

so important a profession would attract

into its ranks the ablest and most ambi

tious." Mr. Waddington, then Under

Secretary for the Home Department,

laughed this statement to scorn. " He

believed it to be sheer absurdity to ex

pect, with the commissioners, that the

ablest and most ambitious youths in the

country could be tempted to enter it."

To show how slight was the inducement,

Sir Stafford Northcote observed that " for

the first five, ten or fifteen years noth

ing is required of the young clerk but to

copy despatches and fold letters." " Con

sider," said Sir Clinton Murdoch, now

one of the Commissioners of Emigra

tion, "the prospects of a young man en

tering the Treasury, or one of the Sec

retaries of State's offices, or any other

office of the same class. His duty will

be to copy papers, and he will seldom be

called on to do anything more. He will

continue at this work for not less, on an

average, than fifteen years, when he will

attain to a higher class, where he will

receive a higher salary and a somewhat

more important description of work, and

he will probably remain in this second

ten or fifteen years. After from twenty-

five to thirty years' service he will attain

to the first class, where he will at last be

called upon for the exercise of the high

faculties which his original examination

was intended to test." "The qualifica

tions required for the adequate perform

ance of this daily drudgery are," Mr.

Murdoch truly enough observed, "not

great intellectual attainments, but dili

gence, patience, accuracy, willingness."

" In many offices," said Mr. Romilly,

head of another department, "a clerk

may be there eighteen or twenty years

without its being possible for him to ad

vance himself by any effort of his own."

Experience has since proved that really

able young men, unless they are very in

dolent and unambitious or entirely de

void of patrimony, seldom desire to enter

government offices. Those who do are

generally found to be out of place there,

since they become thoroughly disgusted

with the eternal drudgery of routine work

and the hopelessness of their prospects

of rising. Many of those high officials
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who were so in love with the competitive-

examination system have, after experi

ence, ceased to be so, though all are

agreed on the desirability of an exam

ination which proves that a man can

write clearly, spell correctly and has

some knowledge of arithmetic.

The class, however, to whom the sys

tem of nominating several candidates to

i compete has proved a real boon are the

dispensers of patronage. Ministers and

influential members of Parliament, whose

lives were harassed by supporters and

constituents begging for places, find

themselves greatly relieved. The hon

orable member for Grampound is be

sought by a valuable constituent to get

his boy nominated for the Red Tape

Office. He buttonholes his friend, the

Patronage Secretary of the Treasury, in

the lobby of the House that evening.

" Have you any vacancies in the Tape

Office ?" he asks that bland and benig

nant official, so well versed in saying

"No" in the most delightful manner.

"The Tape Office? I'll see," says he.

"I think there's going to, be a competi

tion for a junior clerkship in a few days.

I'll let you know." Next day comes a

letter to nominate young Mr. Jenkins

from Grampound to compete for the

office. There are twenty other candi

dates. Perhaps poor Jenkins doesn't get

it, but that is not his member's fault: he

has done his best.

Although all candidates for the civil

service must pass an examination in

reading, writing and arithmetic, it rests

with the head of each department to say

whether the examination shall be com

petitive, and what further subjects than

these shall be required. Some heads of

departments, not believing in highly ac

complished clerks, have steadily declined

to raise the standard of examination for

their offices.

The majority of the clerks in the best

class of government offices arc quiet,

gentlemanlike, rather indolent men, who

take life easily, grumble a good deal at

their condition—which for the most part

is that for which they are best suited—

dance at balls and parties, and live in

lodgings about St. James's until they arc

thirty, when they usually many.E^

to less fashionable quarters, andsaki

most entirely out of the fine socaf

their bachelor days; for ahho^l

great Lady Rubadub is veTYgbd -l

young Mr. Plantagenet Montressorrfi

Tape Office at her balls in doss

Square, and to have him in reaairs

call her carriage and take her icn

supper, she "really cannot" kets^

acquaintance when he marries i*c J

to rear an impecunious brood uu

house in the depths of Belgrr,sa-i

wilds of Tyburnia.

The permanent Under Secre&Al

most always very able men, are «i

bred in the civil service, but,likeod

Mr. Herman Merivale, or Mr. Ru!

Herbert of the Colonial Office, af

sons of very superior calibre takes i|

the service at a mature period of m

their special qualifications.

The occupation which can be3 r<c

ried on in conjunction with drii aa

appointments is literary work, jk a

are successful in this respect Si: S3

Taylor, author of Philip .inxd

is a clerk in the Colonial Office:

thur Helps is clerk of the PrirTCa*

Mr. Herman Merivale was U«itrS

retary for India; Mr. Henry Re«l

itor of the Edinburgh, is regisKr :M

Privy Council ; and to these sa^

added Mr. Tom Taylor, Mr. Cass I

Mr. Anthony Trollops —who, k»*

tired, were long in public depara*0

and a host of lesser lights.

The great reason of the Engfc'S

service being, with all its dradjsr^

small emoluments, as highly vsa^

it is, lies in the certainty it ift«M

moderately comfortable prorate*^

Except for the gravest miscc-set-" <

employ^ is ever dismissed. Tk*j

1858, which created the Proto;

whilst vesting its patronage in ri*^}

did not empower him to disaus*fl

without the sanction of the Lorf^J

cellor. For a clerk in any drpa*

to lose his appointment in coaseq^J

of a change of administratwn s>"f

absolutely unknown.

Reginald Wtsw»
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A VISIT TO PASTA.

the autumn of i860 I was staying at I

omo with some friends, who inhab- I

in old palazzo overlooking the town

its picturesque port. The house,

1 had belonged in former days to

irincely family of Odescalchi, was

in the Gothic style of the fourteenth

ry. On either side of the entrance

1 queer-looking stone monster, sup-

I to represent a lion seated on his

:hes. The doorway was arched, and

with slips of red and white marble,

itaircase was wide and handsome,

he apartments on the first floor were

and vaulted, and had been origin-

rovered with frescoes, which were

Dartially hidden under a coating of

wash. The furniture was antique,

not remarkably comfortable, but

was a terrace overlooking the lake

shaded by a trellis of vines and

sia roses, which formed the most

f salon imaginable. Here we dined

pent the evening. The foliage was

ick above our heads that we were

:ly screened from observation, and

iews on all sides were of exceeding

y. Below was a busy little piazza,

unded on three sides with quaint,

nied houses supported on covered

:oes, and on the fourth side opening

e tiny port, which was always filled

pleasure- and fishing-boats, and vis-

ince or twice a day by a steamboat

Lecco and Bellaggio. Beyond lay

ike, bordered with innumerable vil-

nd backed by a mountainous out-

if exquisite beauty,

o Foscolo used to say, " When I am

irao I cannot study, for I am per-

lly tempted to rise from my books

run to the window to gaze at the

lificent prospect. It fascinates me,

it I lose all my time in studying its

fold loveliness." In.the early morn-

lie port was always crowded with

, and the piazza alive with peasants,

brought hither their fish, fruit and

ables to sell. This market scene,

with its constant bustle and jabber and

picturesque costumes, seemed the realiza

tion of a tableau in La Muette de Portici,

and one almost expected to see Masaniello

and Fenella threading their way through

the chorus, and waiting to begin a melodi

ous duct. The women of Lombardy wear

a much-pleated petticoat, a black velvet

bodice with white gigot sleeves made of

lawn, and a unique headdress formed

by a number of long pins with silver

knobs as big as walnuts stuck in a semi

circle round the chignon. Over these

they sometimes hang a long black veil.

Such a headgear wore the gentle Lucia

when she first captivated Don Roderigo,

and thereby occasioned much misery to

the unfortunate Renzo, as narrated in

that most charming of Italian novels, /

Promessi Sposi.

Our padrone di casa, Signor Locatelli,

was a personage of note, who in days of

yore had been chapel-master in the ca

thedral of Brescia, and intimate with the

great composers of the latter half of the

last and the beginning of the present

century. Zingarelli, Cimarosa, Caraffa,

Paesiello and Bellini had been among

his best friends, and he worshiped their

memories as well as their music. Into

this galaxy of illustrious masters he ad

mitted Rossini, Donizetti and Merca-

dante, but his hatred of Verdi was as

intense as that of an Exeter Hall May-

meeter for the name of the Scarlet Lady.

He looked upon the composer of Ernani

and // Trmmlorc as little short of a mon

ster, and used to boast that Verdi's mu

sic had never polluted his piano. In

person the Signor Maestro was not love

ly. He was long, lean and bald ; his

eyes were restless and keen ; and Nature

had given him the biggest nose I ever

saw on a human face : it was of Roman

architecture, and exceedingly roseate in

hue. Although not in clerical orders,

he dressed like a prior, and wore not

only a black flowing soutane, but also a

shovel hat as big as Don Basilio's. But
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if the maestro was not handsome, he was

intelligent and a profound musician, es

pecially learned in all matters concerning

vocal music and the art of singing. In

his den at the top of the house, where

stood his piano, an ancient but tuneful

instrument made in the days when it

was fashionable for pianos to possess a

drum pedal and surprise bells, I have

spent many a happy hour. The good

old gentleman took a fancy to me and

introduced me to gems of music now

known to few. He first made me ac

quainted with Zingarelli's Inez di Castro

and Gerusalemme, both noble works, full

of charming melodies. He also played

through the scores of Paesiello's Bar-

hiere and Serva Padrona ; Cimarosa's

Penelope, II Matrimonio Segreto and

Teodolinda ; Bach's Didone Ahhando-

nata ; Storace's Barhierc ; and Cheru-

bini's Medea. But there was one com

poser whom the maestro loved more

than all the rest united—Vincenzo Bel

lini. He possessed several letters and

some manuscript music of this divine

melodist, and showed them to me fre

quently, treating them the while with the

reverence of a priest handling sacred

relics.

Bellini passed several summers of his

short existence at Como, and doubt

less the lovely scenery of the lake in

spired many of the unsurpassed mel

odies of Norma and the Sonnamhula,

both composed upon its shores. Maes

tro Locatelli placed Bellini infinitely

above both his master Zingarelli and his

fellow-pupil Paesiello. Zingarelli had a

facile and graceful style, and once, in

the sacred quartette for four voices with

out instrumental accompaniment, reach

ed the sublime ; but he wanted original

ity. He boxed the ears of his scholar

Mercadante for saying that one of his

melodies was stolen from Mozart. Paesi

ello, on the other hand, wrote too much

and too rapidly. It is scarcely credible,

but nevertheless a fact, that before this

composer was thirty-five years of age he

had written fifty-five operas. When an

old man he was apt to forget both the

names and numbers of his compositions.

Paesiello, although a pupil of Zingarelli,

was a much older man than Bellini, who

was probably the last of the Neapolias

maestro's scholars. Paesiello was the

first purely Italian composer who used

those intricate embellishments so notice-

able in Cimarosa's music, and in this he

influenced Bellini greatly ; so much so

indeed that one may say Bellini con

tinued and improved Paesiello's stylr.

Rossini, a pupil of Cimarosa, on the

other hand, imitated his master, and

continued and improved upon his meth

od. Locatelli used to say that Italai

operatic melody reached its acme of pe:

fection in Cimarosa, Cherubini, Bellini

and Rossini : since their day it has gone

on a gradual decrescendo unul it has

reached Verdi and the screaming school.

The old maestro spoke lovingly ot

Bellini, telling how gentle and amiahle

he was, and how all who approached

him felt the attraction of his sweet natu:e

and strove for his good-will. Although

born at Catania, at the very foot of hum

ing Etna, and of Sicilian parents, Ed-

lini's hair was golden, his eyes blue and

his complexion as ruddy as that of a

Northman. He was a very delicate

creature, but neglected himself sadly, so

that death took him off when only thirty-

three years of age. Locatelli informed

me that of all Bellini's operas, Nona

was the one the composer loved hcs.

" I care little if all the rest are bum:,

he would say, " if Norma is saved."

The mention of Norma led naturaiiv

to that of the great artiste who had lira

represented the character, and who wal

now living in the neighborhood of Como.

Locatelli went frequently to see her, and

had much to relate of her affability and

genius. Twice he had asked me top

with him, but I had been obliged to re

fuse because otherwise engaged. I

about to give up the hope of seeing ha

when a young English lady of my ic'

quaintance arrived from Milan, whe:e

she was studying for the lyric stage, ','

pay a visit to Pasta and consult her a*

to the merits of her voice. She broug:'

with her a letter of introduction to the

once famous Diva from Madame Gfr

vannina Lucca, wife of the late Francer

co Lucca, the celebrated Milanese mi»'
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her, and aunt of Madame Pauline

of present popularity. As I hap-

. to be intimately acquainted with

ever and charming woman, 1 did

;sitate in accepting Miss Vaughan's

Lion to join her in her expedition,

ordingly, one lovely morning we

:ked for the Villa Pasta, stopping

short time on our way at the Villa

ma—Pliny the Younger's villa—the

of which are not extensive, having

ouilt into the modern residence of

incess Belgiojoso of Milan. This is

rb mansion, with marble staircases

□lonnades, fountains and terraced

us. One saloon struck us as very

irdinary. It was immense, lofty

-ell proportioned, but all the fur-

was covered with black velvet—

, canopies, tables, and even the

It was thus that the widowed lady

line — not the famous Julia, Prin-

Belgiojoso, the -clever writer and

of Beethoven, but her successor—

[it fit to manifest her sorrow for the

of her lord. Close by this villa a

ascade darts from the peak of a

tain and dashes headlong into the

elow. A little bridge spans it, which

[ to have been constructed by Pliny

year 69.

i'as nearly noon when we reached

cstination. The villa, or, rather,

of Pasta—for there are three of

— are agreeably situated on the

bank of the lake. They are sur-

ed by handsome gardens, neatly

ited, and, as usual in the moun-

is parts of Italy, constructed on

ial terraces. You enter by a gate

ng on to the lake, and then pass

little wood flagrant with the odor

■ pretty white and pink cyclamen,

first villa used to be rented to

;ers ; the second was a kind of

y, and I believe also the residence

priest ; the third house was that

ited by the signora. As we met

ic to inform us to which of the

s we were to direct our steps, we

red to knock first at the oratory,

ir summons a head was thrust out

upper window, and we were in-

d that the padrona was in the gar

dens above. We started in the direction

indicated, and soon reached a kind of

plateau planted with nectarine trees heav

ily laden with fruit. Beneath them were

gathered five peasant-women picking up

the delicious products and piling them

into big baskets. I asked one of these

women in the Milanese dialect if the

"sciora padrona" (the lady-mistress) was

in. She I questioned was of a medium

height, rather stout, and arrayed in an

old checked cotton gown, a white jacket

and a wide, coarse straw hat. She wore

no stockings on her feet, which were

thrust into those ancient heelless wooden

shoes, called broccole in Italian, which

were as common in the days of Pliny as

they are now. She held a long pole in

her hand, with which she was engaged in

knocking down the nectarines. " La son

mi la padrona" ("I am the mistress "),

answered she. At this unexpected an

swer Miss Vaughan and I were both

dumfoundercd. Could this common-

looking old country-woman be Pasta,

the famous Diva, the greatest lyric act

ress that ever lived ? We produced our

letters, the signora read them, and then

wiping her fingers, wet with fruit-juice,

stepped forward to greet us pleasantly.

She apologized for her costume, said she

was in the country and loved to live sans

gene, and, to break the ice completely,

offered us some of her nectarines, which

seemed to me the finest I had ever tasted.

Then she invited us to breakfast, and led

us within. Having introduced us into

the salon, she begged us to amuse our

selves as best we could whilst she went

to change her dress, adding with a laugh,

as she glanced at her broccole, " And put

on a pair of stockings. You English

people," she went on, "call this kind of

costume ' shocking.' I remember when

I was in London noticing how young

ladies, and old ones too, used to bare

their necks very low—so very low that

I used to think it ' shocking.' " It was

amusing to notice how clearly she pro

nounced the word "shocking," which is

so popular amongst foreigners. Pasta

spoke always in Italian, with a very pure

accent and much grace, but in a voice

unusually harsh and loud for a woman.
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This is a peculiarity often found in sing

ers and in persons accustomed to speak

in public.

In half an hour she returned. Her

appearance had undergone a complete

transformation. She quitted us a peas

ant—she returned a duchess. Her cos

tume was, however, very simple, being

of white muslin, and flowing around her

in the fashion of a morning wrapper.

On her head she wore a black lace veil,

which entirely hid her hair, so that I can

not say whether it was at all gray. Her

features were decidedly Jewish. She was

born of Israelitish parents at Sarrano,

near Milan, in 1798, and was consequent

ly sixty-two years of age at the time I saw

her. Her maiden name was Negri, and

she was educated in music by Maestro

Bartolomeo Lotte, chapel-master of Co-

mo Cathedral. She then passed under

the instruction of Asiola, director of the

Milan Conservatory of Music. In 1816

she sang in London in the Catalani

troupe. Of her debut a leading London

paper said: "A Madame Pasta sang in

the subordinate part of Arsinoe. Her

performance deserves no comment."

Eight years later her salary at Her Maj

esty's was fourteen thousand pounds for

the season. On one occasion she re

fused to sing three times in Norwich for

five hundred pounds : she wanted six

hundred. Madame Caradori Allen went

in her place for three hundred pounds.

She made an immense fortune, but lost

the greater part of it by the failure of

Gugmiillcr's bank at Vienna, and dur

ing many years after her withdrawal

from the stage she gave singing lessons

to support herself. Her best pupil was

Madame Parodi. The villas she had

purchased during the days of her for

tune were what saved her from utter

ruin. She had by dint of hard study

made herself what she was not naturally,

a great singer. She was by nature a su

perb tragic actress—one who equaled in

nobility of attitudes, depth of expression

and dignity the illustrious Sarah Sid-

dons. Talma said of her : " Pasta is a

woman I can learn something from."

As I have said, her features were Jewish,

the nose aquiline, the head beautifully

shaped, and the eyes extremely b:iilar;

and capable of infinite variety of exprel

sion. She was below the middle stanst

but her arms and hands were very i«.

and she was fond of displaying tkn

She was not only a woman of extraou

nary genius, but of blameless life, of

great charity and nobleness of hean-^

ornament alike to her profession and 1

humanity.

The breakfast was served in a pret:

little room leading into the garden. I:

was a plain and well-cooked meaL Fns

we had risotto, a Milanese dish of n:c

and cheese ; then came roast or steral

beef, and finally preserves and cote

I must not forget the wine, which w

excellent. During the repast the signca

spoke a great deal about singing aK

music in general. Like most Italian

artists of the old school, she did not a-

tertain a very favorable opinion of the

modern teachers and composers. "Ther.

are very few good singers now, and ail

fewer masters," said she. " People noi-i-

days sing in their throats, in their hcac-

through their noses—anywhere, in shot

but in the proper place, their chess.

Singing when properly managed is 13

excellent exercise. It opens the lunjs

and strengthens the chest. Then.agaa.

people no longer pay any attention s

the recitative. They gabble through t

as fast as they can, or they recite it is

a monotone. My recitative made mi

reputation. I declaimed it, I acted it, I

gave every phrase its full meaning. I

studied it thoroughly, and when l once

passed on to the stage l became for tht

time being the character I represenkA

I ceased to be Giuditta Pasta: I **

Medea, Dcsdemona or Norma,

there is another thing. Not only do ; -

young people eat {mangiate] the recti

tives, but you actually presume"—h-

the signora became much excited— y:

actually presume to alter the BUBO"

music. You, Miss G , and you, M

H- , have the courage to intmJ--'

your own vocal embroideries into ti!

compositions of a Bellini or a Doniirtt

k Iroppo. People do not pay to he-tf

your compositions : they pay to heit

you sing. A true artist has too mm."
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:ct for the composer to alter his

; excepting in such places as he has

I piacere for the purpose."

hilst we were sipping our coffee the

>ra told us this anecdote: "The

:," said she, "is secondary to the

in which it is used. I had not a

voice at all. It was one of great

Dass, but thick [yelata) and not at

exible, and I had great difficulty to

it in tune. I was not successful

lany years. I overcame all my dif-

:ies by hard study. Perseverance

.vonders for me : it will for any one

determines to battle all obstacles

conquer them. I had no natural

e or trill, and as the music of forty

j ago was very elaborate and full

hakes, this was a great drawback

e. For five years I struggled to ob-

the much-desired power of trilling,

day it came to me as by inspiration,

jld shake perfectly. I did not say a

1 about my victory to any one, being

rmined to exhibit it for the first time

re the public. I was then at Berga-

and acting in Niobe, an opera con-

ng an aria * which suited my voice

;ctly in every respect, but which I

been hitherto obliged to omit in part,

long trill obligatb opens the quick

ement or cabaletta. I did not ven-

even to admit the orchestra to the

vledge of my secret. I simply told

onductor to suspend the instruments

e passage in question, as I was going

troduce a long cadenza. That even-

vhen I came to the passage in ques-

I stood in the middle of the stage

commenced a shake in a low key,

ually increasing it in power, and

ly diminishing and ending it in a

nza which linked it to the aria with

:ct ease. The orchestra and the

ic were so surprised that for a sec-

or two there was a dead silence in

heatre, and then the musicians laid

i their instruments and applauded

a the echo. It was one of the proud-

lights of my life." \

adame Pasta alluded, I think, to the splendid

ra " Del suave bel contento" in Pacini's Niobe.

ade a great sensation whenever she sang it. It

imposed, however, for Rubini the tenor,

was afterward told that Madame Pasta con.

By this time we had finished our re

past, and Signora Pasta led us to the

saloon, a large and cheerfully furnished

apartment. The conversation turned on

the subject of Norma and the Sonnam-

bula, two operas with which Pasta's name

is for ever linked. "Norma," said she,

" was not a success on the first night." (It

was produced at the Scala at Milan.) " I

was the Norma, and Giulia Grisi, then

quite a girl, the Adalgisa. We all acted

and sang as well as we could, but there

was some cabal or other amongst the

Milanese to put the opera down, and it

was little applauded. The next night

was better, and within the week half the

town was singing ' Casta Diva.' The

Sonnambula pleased at once, although

the part of Amina was scarcely suited

to me ; still I did it well, and liked it.

Of all my characters, the one I preferred

was Desdemona. I used to act the last

scene famously. You know Othello gets

Desdemona out of her bed, and has a

struggle with her, and a duet too, before

he kills her." %

Madame Pasta remarked that most

people, when they study a song, never

pause to read and study the words, but

set to work at once upon the air. This,

she observed, was very absurd, and she

advised Miss Vaughan, before beginning

to learn an aria, to master the full mean

ing of its words, so as to give them their

right expression. "A song," she said,

" is a dramatic recitation ; only, instead

of speaking, you sing it. If it is cheer

ful, you must contrive, without exagge

ration, however, to phrase it mirthfully ;

if it be sad, sorrowfully ; and if tragic,

with as much dignity as you can com

mand." She then imitated, to our great

amusement, the ordinary young lady's

style of singing a sentimental ballad, in

a monotone about as expressive as a fish-

woman crying " Herrings."

When we were quite at our ease, Ma

dame Pasta invited Miss Vaughan to

sing. The young lady sang the con

tralto cavatina from Semiramide, "A

quel giorno !" The great artist was

tinned this shake during the prodigiously long period

of five full bars.

X Evidently Salvini obtained his idea of the last act

of Othello irom the libretto of Rossini's opera.
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pleased with her voice, and kindly un

dertook to sing passages from the same

air, in order to show her how she sang

it. The voice was gone, but the meth

od, the artistic taste and marvelous art

of declamation, still existed as fine as

ever. I shall not easily forget her grand

and expressive manner of singing the

recitative " Eccomi alfine in Babilonia."

One felt indeed that the Assyrian prince

Arsace would thus have pronounced

these words when after a long exile he

finds himself once more before the au

gust temple of Belus : " Si ecco di Belo il

tempio! Insolito terrore, sacro rispetto,

mi comuove il cuore." ("Behold the

temple of Belus ! At its sight my heart

is filled with terror and sacred awe.")

So great was the expression she threw

into the words "sacro rispetto" that I

should not have been surprised, nor

should I have smiled, had I seen her

prostrate upon the earth in an attitude

of Oriental devotion. But she stood by

the piano motionless as a statue, her

face calm and dignified. She was act

ing only with the voice, and not with her

person. This was very great art. To

convey to the hearer the full meaning

of a dramatic scene without any of the

ordinary contortions of face or body, to

be expressive to the utmost degree, and

yet remain in an attitude of perfect re

pose, is what very few of our modern

artists can do.

It was late in the afternoon when we

rose to take our leave. With graceful

politeness Pasta accompanied us through

the gardens, gathering as she did so

some beautiful roses, which she present

ed to us. As we were passing under a

vinc-trellis some dead leaves, bright with

the scarlet dye of autumn, fell to the

ground. The signora stooped and pick

ed them up, saying gravely, " The leaves

are already falling. I do not like au

tumn: it reminds me of death."

"But after winter comes spring," said

Miss Vaughan—"after death, eternity."

" Thank God for that, my child ! I m

an old woman. Addio !"

We were at the gate. A last hand

shake, another " Farewell," and our boat

quitted the shore. When we were son.t

way out on the lake we could see th.

white figure of the Diva passing through

the alleys of her garden and finally stand

ing still by her door. She saw our txti

and waved a kerchief : we waved ours u

return. Presently we glided round the

corner of a small cape and the villa aa

hidden from our sight. The sun *a

sinking fast behind the mountains, a

cool and pleasant breeze was abroad

and overhead the firmament was plenti

fully sprinkled with stars ere we reached

home.

I never saw Pasta again. The follow

ing year ( 1 86 1 ) Maestro Locatelli aen:

to join Zingarelli, Paesicllo and Berlin

On April i, 1865, Giuditta Pasta pass:

away quietly, closing her honorable life

by an edifying death. The funeral se:

vices in her honor were extremely mag

nificent. After a low mass in the chapel

of her villa the body was placed in a sua

barge and conveyed by water to Come,

where it was received by the bishops a" J

clergy, and borne in procession to the

cathedral. Here high mass or requiem

was sung in the presence of all the mil

itary and civil authorities, the governc:

of Milan and innumerable deputationl

from the various Italian musical societio

The society of Saint Cecilia in Rome or

dered a high mass to be sung for the re

pose of her soul in the basilica of then

patron, and all over Italy her death «as

mourned. R. Davev.
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FOREVER.

THOSE we love truly never die,

Though year by year the sad memorial wreath,

A ring and flowers, types of life and death,

Are laid upon their graves.

For death the pure life saves,

And life all pure is love ; and love can reach

From heaven to earth, and nobler lessons teach

Than those by mortals read.

Well blest is he who has a dear one dead :

A friend he has whose face will never change—

A dear communion that will not grow strange :

The anchor of a love is death.

The blessed sweetness of a loving breath

Will reach our cheek all fresh through weary years.

For her who died long since, ah ! waste not tears :

She's thine unto the end.

Thank God for one dead friend,

With face still radiant with the light of truth.

Who loves the graybeard as he loved the youth,

Through twenty years of death.

John Boyle O'Reilly.

FLIRTS AND

THE dictionary defines a flirt as "a

young girl who acts with giddiness."

Observe the incapacity of those who sit

in high places ! The dictionary mani

festly knows nothing about it. A flirt is

not of necessity a young girl, and can

not in the nature of things be the least

giddy. An contrairejustrment, she acts

with well-considered and deliberate pur

pose ; she possesses great steadiness and

force of character ; her patience and per

severance are indomitable ; and for years

she keeps in view an object of compara

tively trifling interest until it is tin fait

accompli. She assumes such moods and

characteristics as she deems most ef-

THEIR WAYS.

ficicnt in pursuance of her designs, and

plays a part with a verisimilitude which

often deceives the most acute. She is

a social Modoc, delighting in her cruel

achievements, and rating her prowess

by the extent of the wounds inflicted and

the number of scalps taken.

As with early potatoes, there are sev

eral varieties of flirts, and it is difficult to

decide which variety is preferable.

The dashing flirt does very heavy ex

ecution. She dances, rides and talks

with so keen an enjoyment in each that

it imparts itself to others : her interest

never flags, her tongue exemplifies per

petual motion, and her overflowing ani-
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mal spirits arc as exhilarating as a sea-

breeze. She is exceedingly imperious

and haughty, and rules everybody con

nected with her, from her mamma to her

maid, and from Captain Jones, whom

she delights to honor, to little Johnny

Wilkins, who hangs about her and de

votedly performs her behests for weeks

and weeks without receiving a kind word.

But then, when she does condescend, her

kindness is so delightful that all her re

tainers, from mamma and Aunt Lucy

and Captain Jones down, bask joyfully

in the "sun of sweet content." Loyal

Johnny Wilkins's fidelity and deft execu

tion of sundry commands are rewarded

by a charming little speech of recogni

tion, and he is most grateful and happy.

She is a person of great determination,

does as she likes best, and possesses an

insight into characters and motives which

enables her "to play upon them, seem

to know their stops, and sound them

from their lowest note to the top of their

compass ;" and is gentle or stern, coaxing

or bullying, affectionate or cold, as her

quick discrimination suggests.

She has great partiality and aptitude

for physical and out-door amusements ;

she waltzes with Captain Jones long after

that gallant officer is ready to faint from

heat and exhaustion, and mamma and

Aunt Lucy arc almost in spasms of ter

ror lest she should break a blood-vessel ;

and she plays croquet until it is so dark

that the gentlemen are compelled to tie

white handkerchiefs on the wickets in

order to see them, and her devoted slave

Johnny Wilkins holds a lamp for her, and

consequently has to bear the blame of

all her misfortunes in that exciting pas

time for not throwing the light farther

than it can shine. When she joins

aquatic excursions she always takes an

oar and pulls most doughtily ; she makes

herself very merry at the expense of

those timid young ladies who, one would

imagine, had the hydrophobia, so great

is their terror of water ; she jumps about

to tilt the boat from side to side, and at

their unaffected uneasiness laughs aloud

so liquid, so merry, so musical a laugh,

and withal looks so saucily beautiful,

that the attendant cavaliers, instead of

reprobating such heartless conduct, floe's

in numbers to her standard, and by a-..;

by receive the reward they merit. Thry

do anything and everything she wishe-;

steer in the direction she pleases; re«

rapidly or slowly as she is fresh or tired :

and their indulgence of her whims 3

received as a matter of course. She ei-

presses a desire for some lovely wate:-

lilies. Captain Jones hastens to gratis

her, and as he exerts all his strengths

break them from their tough stems, sht,

holding the rudder-lines, deftly turns the

boat a little to one side, and over gco

the adventurous Jones into the water.

The other gentlemen think this mfK

bewitching playfulness, and the ladies-

Oh, never mind them : who cares wfca

- they think ? In for a penny, in for 3

pound. Jones, wet through, swims aboa

and gathers all the lilies he can find, ri

turns to the boat and presents them to

his hicn aimee, who smiles prettily, thanks

him in the kindest manner, and tells him

he is like a great water-dog.

She has set her heart upon rid:ng

Captain Jones's beautiful and spirited

steed Black Auster, which he once in m

unguarded moment offered to lend her.

although her own pretty bay Donum is 2

charming palfrey, and much more sin-

able for a lady's use. She is bent upon

this because mamma and Aunt Lucy lure

positively refused their consent, combined

their forces and held out manfully again-?

a hot siege, and the miscreant Jones,de-

serting the cause of his liege lady, actu

ally, from some hidden recess of his inne:

nature, plucks up sufficient courage t

decline to lend her his wild and dange:

ous horse ; not because he douhts her

ability to ride Black Auster, but he can

not think himself justifiable in doing so

in opposition to her mother's and aun:':

express commands. To this speech she

replies, dropping her cheery voice to :

plaintive key with a disappointment qr.::r

touching, " I thought you would be pleased

to do me a favor : I beg your pardon.

" So I would ! so I would !" excitedly

declares Jones; "only your mother op

poses it so strongly."

She turns her back upon him as if she

intends to join the rest of the equestrian
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who are standing about in little

s, all engaged in cheerful and con-

discussions concerning the horses

quipments. " My mother opposes

eed !" she says, looking back over

loulder at him with scorn and in-

tion flashing from her eyes, " and of

! you care more for mamma's op-

>n than for my wishes. Hereafter,

e I may know better who are my

riends. Do you suppose if I had

Mr. Lester to lend me his horse in

of mine, he would not have gladly

an his head to that gate there and

nged the saddles in one moment?

he would, poor dear fellow !"

Jones, weak but not wicked ! With

e desire burning within him to break

^ester's head on which the young

epresented him as joyfully peram-

ng, he comes up close to her and

s for the millionth time a variety

timental vows, the burden ofwhich

he will do anything for her, even

:ing his own throat or Lester's or

:her man's.

1 !" scornfully cries the young lady,

omise so much, how little you per-

Such devotion, such affection, such

ificing spirit ! And when I ask you

nge a saddle you flatly refuse !"

io not refuse : I only hesitated on

nt of your mother's apprehensions

olent opposition ; but I will go and

e the saddles this instant. Come

lount before your mother finds us

nma, a thought suspicious from

xperience, is on the scene of action

the saddle is quite fastened on

Auster, and she and Aunt Lucy

istrate vehemently in strophe and

■ophe, in true tragic style, both with

fending damsel and Captain Jones.

Uter is for giving up the point and

ing the saddles back again, but the

ydung lady makes vigorous resist-

" Let that saddle stay where it is,

in Jones. No, mamma! No, Aunt

I will ride Captain Jones's beauti-

•se. Cannot manage him ? Pshaw!

1 ride a wild buffalo. Take Donum,

i ! I would as soon ride a sheep,

mind Aunt Lucy, captain : come,

put me up. You ought to know by this

time that when I say a thing, I stand to it.

Just listen to mamma and Aunt Lucy—

where's the stirrup ?—to hear them talk,

one would think 1 had never been in the

saddle before. My whip, if you please :

thank you. Come, captain : there is no

use in mooning round mamma and Aunt

Lucy : they will never forgive you if you

live until your life is a burden to you.

You are not to blame, indeed ! You of

fered me your horse, changed the saddles

with your own hands, and assisted me to

mount. Oh, you had nothing at all to do

with it, poor innocent ! Why, you are

the head and front of the offending, for

you first suggested the idea to me. But

don't look so downcast : get on your

horse and let us go. Why don't you all

make haste ?—the sun is blistering, and

Black Auster and I are dying to be off.

' Then mount, then mount, brave gallants

all !' Now, Auster, your best devoir.

Mamma, Aunt Lucy, I am very sorry

mourning is becoming to neither of you,

but it is all Captain Jones's fault. ' Adieu,

for evermore, my dears—adieu for ever

more.' "

The demure flirt catches many hearts

in the rebound from the above-described

variety. Indeed, most men who have

been "put through the mill" by the latter

undergo a total revolution of feeling, and

in future attach themselves to maidens

of gentle demeanor and timid nature.

The demure flirt is in many respects the

exact opposite of the dashing flirt. The

latter looks you straight and steadily in

the face with clear, unfaltering eyes : the

former has downcast orbs, sometimes lift

ed suddenly with great effect, and as sud

denly the white lids, with their long dark

lashes, fall. The demure flirt blushes a

great deal, and is quite simple and mod

est in manner. She is also of a lachry

mose tendency, and her eyes fill with be

coming tears on any suitable occasion.

She is affectionate and docile to a credit

able extreme, and deports herself on all

occasions in model style. She does the

"poor oppressed" in a telling manner,

and a man is a brute indeed if, after re

ceiving her soft confidence, he is not in

clined to do battle in her behalf against
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the whole world, and does not so ex

press himself to the extent of a hona

fide proposal " for better, for worse." It

is a most favorable circumstance for the

demure flirt if she is obliged for some

reason to reside with an aunt. This rel

ative is represented, under the strictest

vows of secresy, by the dutiful niece, to

be such a monster of iniquity and oppres

sion , and her su fferings under her sad trials

of so terrible a nature, that the. confidant

tears his hair and groans aloud that age

and sex prevent him from challenging

the indulgent and worthy old lady and

inflicting upon her condign chastisement.

While he fairly weeps at the piteous re

cital, she beseeches him to calm himself,

and says she must bear with what forti

tude she may the burden laid upon her.

Thereupon the afflicted youth madly

commences a speech with " my poor

angel " of which the result is obvious.

The demure flirt is essentially femi

nine. She shudders at the mention of

"woman's rights;" she is accomplished

to a very moderate extent ; she does not

ride at all ; she is afraid of the water ;

she screams and clutches the nearest

eligible young man if she sees a spider ;

she objects to a course of improving

reading on the principle of not unsex-

ing herself; and, in short, is seemingly

so innocent, so unassuming, so retiring,

that many unsuspecting youths are de

ceived thereby and come to grief.

The musical flirt of the first quality is

a very excellent variety. The class of

persons over which she reigns is more

choice than extensive, but so rare is the

cultivation to a very high extent of the

art among amateurs that she has but few

rivals, and is usually prima donna asso-

luta. And yet. she has other subjects

than the men versed in the mysteries

of cantahile and fioriture, sostenuto and

staccato, who raise their eyes to heaven

in ecstasy when hearing " In questo sem-

plice," and delightedly beat time and

wag their heads approvingly to " Come

per me " and its following allegro hril-

lante. Men who do not know do from

re or mi from sol lean on the piano or

sit by the harp, their chains riveted by

every molten, golden note that falls from

the enchantress's lips, because the wo

man is an orator and her singing 1 1

declamation, in the sweetest voice in the

world, of the finest verses in the langua,t

Why, did not little Tommy Tadpole «

beside her and shiver and weep aloud -a

her pathetic rendering of " Mary, go asd

call the cattle home"? and does he oa

entertain his friends in season andos

of season by warbling that less prets-

tious ballad, "Star of the e-e-venkf,

be-you-ti-ful sta-ar!" in humble inuu-

tion of her style ? Tadpole was whoUr

overcome and offered her his euphcn,-

ous name, himself, and his five hundred

thousand dollars, when she sang it*

song. He thought, no doubt, life wii

her would be a harmonious duet throngk

limitless eternity.

The literary flirt is, in her circle, a pe:

sonage of great distinction ; not tha

she has ever written anything, but her

supposed capabilities are great indeed

Her friends frequently ask her, as re

spectfully as if addressing a being of a

superior order, " Why don't you write 1

book ?" to which she modestly repl ft

" I am not capable of that sort of thing.'

Yet she thinks she is capable of w:ta;

such a production as Bacon's Essap if

she chose to give herself to the ta-k.

Her flirting material is somewhat sca:.t,

owing to the fact that numbers of youn;

men are afraid of her. But those*!*

bend at her shrine are of rather a highe

type than the general class of beam,

with better acquirements, professions,

ambitions, and withal more constatt

She flatters them by her preference, fori

is well understood she tolerates none hi

intellectual men ; she delights with ha

ready appreciation of a hon mot, plea*

with her sprightly and intelligent a*

versation, amuses with her charm:*

little originalities, and has always red

the newest books and criticisms; he:s-

ciety never fatigues, for her mind car

bines something of the strength ot »

man's with the alertness and vivace;

of a woman's. Altogether, the stool Ji

Minerva's feet is a most agreeable piW

of upholstery. She is always eager B

learn something new, to enter upon fete

of knowledge hitherto untrodden, hoi
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tunately for acquirements of perma-

value she is subject, like the rest

t sex, to whims, and constantly

ions one enterprise for another,

times a votary undertakes to teach

erman, and after months of patient

during which she makes consider-

jrogress, he is thrown over in favor

divinity student, who instructs her

■ Hebrew language. She has been

sitting on the lawn, a table before

irge and formidable folios scattered

, a broad hat on her head, a blue

ied round her throat, her most se-

expression on her pretty face, un-

le direction of a youthful neophyte

law, pitching into Blackstone with

siastic ardor. The poor young gen-

n, taking no precautions for the

:tion of his complexion, looked

like a ploughboy than a genteel

r lawyer before the finale of his

us labors. Alas for Judge Miner-

uture eminence ! she and her coun-

arned in the law disagreed in a

e on the point of marrying and

I in marriage, he taking the af-

tive and she the negative, and the

die Solon was dismissed before the

lction of the first volume of the

aining series.

; is often accused of writing and

litting to memory her brilliant say-

previous to their delivery before a

udience. I can neither confirm nor

adict this statement, but certainly

g the most stupid of her friends she

ices deceptions which she does not

pt in the presence of the literati.

Softhead's dull eyes opened as she

ipriated and glibly recited whole

; of that delectable text-book, Aber-

bie's Intellectual Philosophy ! The

ess youth afterward asserted to his

Is, in the slang peculiar to his class,

ihe was a " stunner on the talk, any-

and as pretty as a peach."

; looks down with great scorn from

levation of Latin and logic upon the

;d mental capacity and trifling pur-

of other young ladies, and induces

lilar feeling in the breasts of her ad

its, who desert all other damsels and

with them no more. She is sup-

/ol. XIII.—40

posed to be very ambitious in' the matter

of her future husband. She aspires to

a philosopher or savant of world-wide

repute, and regards a United States Sen

ator or general with much the same feel

ings as the dancing youth around her.

Not that she scorns the giddy pleasures

of galop or waltz. Aucontraire. Listen!

The band is playing the " Beautiful Blue

Danube" waltzes: she breaks off in the

most learned disquisition, with which she

is entertaining an appreciative professor,

on the subject of Aryan migrations and

civilization, taps her little satin -booted

foot in her eager anticipation, and de

lightedly whirls away with the most fea

ther-pated popinjay in the room, leaving

the professor to chew the cud of bitter

meditation upon the fickle and unstable

nature of woman in her best estate.

The pious flirt—ah, formidable she in

deed ! What man living can resist those

soft eyes, that gentle voice which ex

presses so kind an interest in his spiritual

welfare ? How sweetly she urges young

Brown to forsake this wicked world, its

pomps and vanities ! How she implores

him to attend regularly the house of wor

ship to hear that eloquent, that flVarman,

Rev. Mr. Yawn-your-head-off, hold forth,

while presenting him with those lively and

entertaining works, " Steps to the Altar"

and "Why am I a Churchman?" and

marking the effective passages ! How

eagerly he promises to read a psalm at

the same hour she reads the same psalm !

and how he astonishes his gay young

friends by breaking from them as the

clock strikes ten, leavingthem to imagine

he is fleeing from his creditors, madly

rushes to his room, locks himself in, and

gallops through the psalm before she

can possibly have read. a single verse!

How delicious it is to spend an evening

at her papa's mansion, to hear her soft

voice utter the most delightful encour

agements, to see her as she sits, an em

bodiment of youthful beauty and piety,

her soft jeweled fingers knitting a smok-

ing-cap for a Dorcas society ! How he

patronizes that Dorcas society, her sweet

blue eyes looking at him—well, certainly

very kindly !

The first symptom of his overthrow is
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his regular appearance at Saint Swithin's

every Sunday, rain or shine. He sits

near her, and watches her lovely Paris

bonnet and gracefully devotional atti

tudes during the service. As the sermon

proceeds his attention wanders from it,

and is concentrated upon her downcast

eyes and sweetly pensive face. He sits

quite still, behaving more decorously in

church than he ever did in his former life,

when he was often a fit subject to be led

out by the ear, and is apparently very

attentive, in hopes her thoughts are not

too high to notice this sacrifice, until the

preacher has completed his eighteenthly

and a few words by way of application.

He waits on the steps, and as she comes

out meets her and escorts her home,

listens to her eulogies upon the sermon,

and does his best to pretend to have

heard it.

He goes on step by step. He joins a

charitable society for the purpose of

sending tracts to the Modocs ; he gives

liberally to the pious beggars who set

upon him ; he reads quantities of books

on serious subjects, in order to be able

to interchange noble thoughts with his

beloved ; he takes a class in the Sun

day-school ; he gives up dancing, bil

liards, theatre- and opera-going, and all

sorts of pleasant things, because she

thinks they do not tend to edification.

And the end of that man is — peace ?

Not a bit of it ! She is very sorry he has

deceived himself: she will always love

him as a brother, etc. etc. ; and the end

of that man is that he consoles himself

after his own fashion, secedes from the

society for sending tracts to the Modocs,

buttons his pockets against the vampire

beggars, resumes his dancing, billiards

and other devices of Satan, surrenders

his class in the Sabbath-school without a

pang, declares openly that he will never

forgive her for having induced him to

read such an unconscionable quantity of

psalms under false pretences, and pub

licly denounces the Rev. Mr. Yawn-your-

head-off as a "long-winded old repro

bate" with an ardor that makes her say

she is afraid he is a very wild young

man, and that she had hoped better

things of him. And the end of that wo-

'

man ? Why, we all know she mamec

old Croesus Ever-so-much for his money,

after the approved manner of her sis:er-

hood.

The sympathetic flirt is one of tb;

most popular varieties. She is the csr.-

fittante par excellence of all the oppose

sex : to her the heart of man unhur

dens itself. She beguiles from the lorer

his recital of unrequited attachment, an-:

her sympathy tacitly intimates to hin

that perhaps there may yet be balm a

Gilead. In her appreciative presenct

the aspiring poet declaims his gknriau

verse ; to her the youthful politician con

fides his wild dreams of future greatness

others freely recount their projects, thee

disappointments, their ambitions, their s-

cret feuds ; and for each she has cox

fort or encouragement. She has a a

pacity of putting herself in one's pla«

and comprehending one's feelings, in

expressibly grateful to a wounded hear.

If a youth be plucked at the university,

how she abuses the faculty ! If an arm;

officer cannot obtain a furlough, she s

incensed against the obdurate "pouo

that be." If one's bill fails to pass eiii"

House, how her once high opinion at

the dignity and rectitude of legislative

bodies is lowered ! She retains her re

cruits perhaps longer than any other va

riety. They dare not desert her colois,

for she knows entirely too much of tfc;

secret workings of their hearts and mini

to be openly braved, and those who o:?":

enlist in her ranks surrender freedom 0:

speech and action.

The sentimental flirt is the kind oi

young lady with whom gentlemen art

always promenading on shady lawns aai

vineclad porches, or rowing in the moot

light on the river, or sitting on the be*i

tete-a-tete in the full glare of a sursmt:

sun while all other Christians are end

ing an afternoon siesta. She is no:*

all choice with regard to the mental ca

pacity, eligibility, or social status of i-

gentlemen whom she admits to the pn'-

ileges of her friendship. The feet t

she is so very susceptible that she dis

covers some extraordinarily meritorici::

quality In every beau that comes net

her, and if she were not equally incoc
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adoring Jenkins to-day and Thomp-

o-morrow, her heart could not sus-

iuch a multiplicity of tender emo-

Her chosen adherents are very

ently of that class of young men

1 is so insignificant in all respects

be almost ignored by other young

i in society. In conversing with

>f them the demure flirt does not

ion her aunt's name even once ;

ashing flirt notices them not at all ;

usical flirt excuses herself and says

. hoarse ; the pious flirt takes no in-

whatever in their souls ; the sym-

tic flirt understands perfectly that

ire foemen utterly unworthy of her

and, unlike Bulwer's ideal woman,

:r exalts nor consoles. The literary

5 accustomed to sit on a mountain

>ob for whale, and of course scorns

ntrapping of minnows to fortune

to fame unknown. But all is fish

:omes to the net of the sentimental

ind her hook is as warily baited for

tickleback as for a magnificent sal-

or trout.

5 is, on account of the universal

lation-system upon which she forms

ne of battle, a great belle. Some-

young ladies of unusual beauty and

did attire, with all their war-paint

nay lack the almost indispensable

er at ball or soiree simply because,

>me singular fatality, their sworn

rers, Captain Jones, Mr. Tadpole,

ire not present. The superior mode

lrfare of the sentimental flirt is de-

itrated by the fact that she never

iences so vexatious a contretemps :

finds her devotees in every class,

encourages them all, from young

isand-acres, whom she finally mar-

to the French dancing-master, who

ires her mise a ravir, or the Italian

I teacher, who lays his hand upon his

, turns his eyes wrong side out and

, " Com' e bclla /"

vain the rampant rage of her broth-

haughty young collegian, who lifts

is voice in vociferous objections to

;oods clerks, and her father, who

ids him, and represents that it is

ssible to dance vis-a-vis to such

ms in the Lancers and bow distantly

to them in the streets, but that receiving

them in more familiar intercourse is sim

ply out of the question. The sentimen

tal flirt acquiesces with apparent meek

ness, the domestic storm blows over, the

horizon is again clear, and she resolves

to pursue her designs in the manner that

best pleases her, malgre paternal advice

and fraternal commands.

She is not given to saying sentimental

things herself, but the amount of raving

nonsense and incoherent folly she in

duces young men to perpetrate would

secure them a place in the State lunatic

asylum if a disinterested listener could

overhear them. No man can truly know

himself (after the advice of the exacting

old Greek, who wanted other people to

do what he could not do himself), and

truly wish the acquaintance lessextensive,

until he discovers how silly, how languish

ing, how like the hero's rhapsodies of a

third-rate novel, his hitherto sensible con

versation can be in a vineclad porch,

with a sentimental young lady on his

arm, promenading to and fro. Her white

hand gleams on his coat-sleeve ; her dark

eyes look softly into his ; the moonbeams

glint upon her golden hair, hardly so

bright themselves ; he quotes, " I would

that little isle had wings ;" she sighs and

murmurs something almost inaudibly,

after which he plunges still deeper into

the slough of nonsense.

Although wise in my generation, it is

utterly beyond me to give an opinion

upon the relative merits of the foregoing

varieties. Like the almanac that chron

icles the transcendent virtues of each

variety of early potatoes, my trumpet

gives forth an uncertain sound, and like

the almanac I shake my head and sage-

ly opine all are good and none are best.

Yet something of moment can I impart.

Not long since I heard a retired flirt of

great brilliancy say that she had during

a long and successful career adopted

each role in turn, and if she could recall

the years of misdirected zeal and energy,

she would reduce her former elaborate

modus operandi to the following simple

regime : Buy a hogshead of prayer-books

and do the pious flirt.

R. Emmet Dembry.
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A CHILDREN'S BALL AT ROME.

THE Carnival is admitted on all hands

to have been a great failure this

year; and the accounts which have

reached us from the other cities of Italy

seem to agree in declaring that it has

been no better with them than at Rome.

Not that the social gayeties, the balls and

the pleasant gatherings of all sorts have

been at all less in number or in agreeable-

ness than in other years, but these are

not now specially a note of Carnival time,

as they used to be in the days when the

smallest attempt at the most quiet carpet

dance in Lent was sure to be stopped by

the intervention of the police. People

may dance now as much as they like,

and when they like ; so that, as far as

"society" is concerned, there is no dif

ference to be discerned between Lent and

Carnival. And among all classes this

necessarily takes from Carnival the sense

that was in it when it was really an adieu

for forty long days not only to the flesh-

pots, but to cakes and ale of every kind.

Other causes are, however, at work to

produce the same effect ; and it may be

safely prophesied that within another

generation Carnival will have become a

thing of the past. The nation, in fact, is

outgrowing it. And it is a curious and

suggestive fact in the social history of the

world that in the case of other nations

similar causes have produced similar ef

fects. All readers of English history will

remember how markedly that freedom

which dates from the English Revolution

was contemporaneous with the dying out

of popular sports and pastimes. The two

phenomena were so curiously linked to

gether, and were so entirely recognized

as connected in the relation of cause and

effect, that Charles I. and Archbishop

Laud endeavored to keep the old sports

forcibly alive by law—to compel the peo

ple to put up May-poles and dance round

them by authority. Of course the attempt

resulted in utter failure. It was found

that the stream could not be made to run

back toward the hills. At the time of tk-.

French Revolution the same phenome

non occurred. The French peasants cf

the old regime were slaves and were half

starved. But they danced and sang.ari

village-greens were festive with saints-

day revelry. They rose and guillotin;:'

their tyrants and became free, but it:-)

ceased to dance and sing. Andnowtht

same thing is happening in Italy. Tk

same causes are producing the same ef

fects. The old song tells us that "its

good to be merry and wise," but it seers

as if nations could accomplish only or;

of these good things at a time. Italy ii

following her elder sisters into (let is

hope) the wise stage of her existence

She is certainly "putting away her child

ish things," and Carnival revelry with

the rest of them. In a certain formal way

the thing is still kept up, for it is found v

pay. The spirit of the tlling is gone,

and a very great number of the Romans

consider the last days of Carnival I for it

must be understood that according to the

almanac Carnival lasts from the first day

of the year to Shrove Tuesday—i.t., to

forty days before Easter) an unmitigatci

nuisance. Hut English, American arJ

Russian gold is as much valued aseu-

it was, and shoals of visitors of the*

nations, especially the first two, are st1

attracted to Rome to witness the satur

nalia of the last ten days of Carnival.

The running of the " Rarberi " or rider

less horses has been abolished this ytr

for the first time since, some three hc--

dred years ago, they were, as a mcasr:

of humanity, substituted for the saw

number of helpless Jews, who were

fore that period compelled to amuse tV

Romans by a race in a similarly usi'

coutred con d i t i on . H uman i ty toward

wretched screws of horses which used 1:

rush in an agony of terror from oneerd

of the Corso to the other along a narra«

lane formed by the surging crowd hil

not been the only motive for putting an

end to the exhibition. A year nevei
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d without one or more accidents

e or limb among the crowd. This

to console the populace for the loss

le old spectacle, it came into the

icty head of somebody in authority

bstitute a race of velocipedes ! A

absurd idea was never conceived,

space available for their running

lardly more than ten or fifteen feet

for the crowd which filled the Cor-

ould, and indeed could, allow no

A race was therefore out of the

ion, and the wretched performers

: their stumbling way down the street

ifter the other at considerable dis-

•s, amid the hisses and derisive

ngs of the crowd.

spite of all such failures out of

i, " Society," as it calls itselfpar ex-

ice, was no less busy than usual in

iing itself indoors ; and there was

ally one fete among all the gala

;s which was so pre-eminent a suc-

and excited so much interest that it

:s a special chronicle. It had been

d that the Duchess Sforza was to

1 children's fancy-dress ball in honor

e little prince of Naples, the four-

old son of Prince Humbert and

:ess Marguerite, and the future heir

fore to the throne of Italy. But,

rtunately, only three or four days

e that fixed for the fete the old

less Torlonia, the aunt of the Duch-

forza, died, and it thus became im-

ble for the latter lady to open her

e for a ball. Think of the conster-

m, the wail that went up from all

mrseries of the upper ten thousand

e Roman patrician world ! Think

e lamentation of mammas over silks

satins and brocades and velvets cut

miniature "Marquise," "Brigand,"

npadour," "Mediaeval," "Pierrot"

" Watteau " costumes in vain ! But

: was a good fairy, well known for

:indly sympathy with mortal sorrows,

her the tears they cause trickle over

1 frills or tattered rags, and to this

;rful and benevolent being the Prin-

Marguerite made gracious applica-

In other words, the princess asked

1 Paget, the wife of the English

ster, to give the ball instead of the

Duchess Sforza. The time was short—

three or four days only to make all the

requisite preparations—but the good fairy

waved her wand in the most energetic

style. The day so anxiously looked for

ward to by all the curled darlings, from

four years old to fourteen or thereabouts,

came : the ball took place at the Villa

Torlonia, at the Porta Pia, the residence

of Sir Augustus Paget, the English min

ister ; and it was a success of the most

brilliant kind. The fete was wisely given

from two to six, instead of at night ; so

that the little ones were not deprived of

their due natural rest, and went away,

when the delight was over, as bright and

fresh as when it began. There is noth

ing in its way so pretty as a children's

fancy-dress ball. The crowd of little

flower-like faces, dressed with sunny

smiles, the agile little limbs, the brilliant

butterfly colors of the dresses, and the

sweet, fresh ringing sound of their prat

tle and laughter, are all pleasant sights

and sounds to world-worn eyes and ears.

Of course on the present occasion eti

quette demanded that the fete should not

begin, though the little ones were in their

places all ready, and- as eager as dogs in

leash for the dance, and the fiddlers had

bow in hand, till the hero of the day, the

little four-year-old prince, should arrive.

I wondered how many of the little patri

cian elves before me comprehended why,

when all was so evidently ready, there

should be still an awful pause. But the

Princess Marguerite did not keep them

long waiting. She entered the ball-room

accompanied by Lady Paget and her

ladies-in-waiting, looking, as she always

docs, frail as a lily of the valley, but ex

tremely pretty and superlatively gracious

and graceful in bearing and manner.

She was dressed in black velvet trimmed

with lilac, being still in slight mourning

for the countess of Syracuse, the king's

aunt, and wore a bonnet of the same

material. But all eyes were on this oc

casion turned on the little hero of the

fete. He is a bluff, bold-faced, florid,

wide-eyed, thoroughly healthy -looking

child, and wonderfully like his grand

father, the king—far more than he is like

his own father, Prince Humbert. He was
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dressed as a " chasseur " of the time of

Louis Quatorze, in white gold-laced coat,

mauve satin waistcoat, white breeches and

jackboots. Jackboots on those four-year-

old legs ! Surely Puck must have been

the shoemaker who supplied them. He

had a little white wig in due style and

form, a couteau de chasse and horn, all

en regie. He did not enter the ball-room

with his mother, having been already

consigned to the care of his destined

partner, the daughter of Sir Augustus

Paget, an extremely pretty and graceful

child ten years old, dressed as an " Un

dine " in white and silver bedecked with

lilies. If utter absence of shyness and

an air of entire fearlessness of any per

son or thing be a sign of innate royalty

of nature, the little prince of Naples is

"every inch a king." He marched in

in those wonderful jackboots, casting a

glance of somewhat surprised admira

tion at them occasionally, and now and

then a little embarrassed by his cou

teau de chasse, but never in the least

losing his perfect calmness and presence

of mind. To see the grace, care, tact

and total forgetfulness of self with which

his fairy-like little partner performed her

not very easy task of protecting, guiding,

steering a four-year-old royal highness

through the mazes of the dance and the

crowd of the ball-room was as pretty

and pleasant a sight as anybody could

wish to see. Hardly less so was it to see

the youthful hostess attending to her

royal baby-guest at the supper which

concluded the entertainment, a portion

of the day's pleasures which he seemed

very entirely to appreciate. "This is

very nice !" he was heard saying to his

partner as she sat by him at table, for

he talks English perfectly—even more

so than any other language, it is said ;

which may well be the case, for he has

had an English nurse. It was said that

he added, "Who is your cook?" But

this, I suspect, would have been an effort

too precocious for even royalty.

There have not been many balls dur

ing Carnival from which every one came

away so entirely pleased and contented

as they did from Lady Paget's children's

hal costume.

Pius IX. may almost say, in the wordl

ofthe poet, slightly altered, "Bishops max

fade and cardinals may die, but I run ot

for ever." The wonderful old man re

mains in excellent health, while the car

dinals he has created are dying around

him. Tarquini, the new Jesuit cardiri'

died of a sudden illness a few weeks ag:

and two or three days ago another, Hii

Eminence Cardinal Bernabo, died .S 

gout in the stomach. But while younger

men die, the Pope jokes. An English

man went the other day, with a party cf

others, to be presented to him, and wsi

very questionable taste chose to go ?.-

rayed in the showy uniform of a dep

uty lord lieutenant. The splendor of

the dress, all scarlet and gold and Tel-

vet, is in any case somewhat ridiculous!y

in contrast with the meaninglessness cf

the office which gives the right to weari:;

for the lord lieutenant of a county mav

nominate as many deputy lieutenant

as he pleases : the office carries with i;

neither duties nor emoluments. Abt

gentleman can, for the most part, g«

named by asking for it, and the poskk*

is very generally sought by persons goir*

abroad, who, not being entitled to use

any other uniform, think that the depiff

lieutenant's smart dress may be conve

nient for wearing at foreign courts. Well

the Pope's attention was attracted hy tk

splendor of the appearance of the gentle

man in question, and he looked attw-

tively at it, saying, after he had done le

for a minute, " Very superb ! The drew

of the marines, I suppose." It migh'

hardly have been supposed, perhaps, th*

His Holiness knew enough of Enlrlili

ways and things to admit of his pokit?

fun at his visitor in such a fashion.

T. A. T.

THE SOCIETY OF THE CINCINNATI

When, at the close of the Rcvolutiw

ary War in 1783, the American am

was disbanded on the banks of the rW

son, many of the officers united the:fr

selves into a society, the object of ahic;

in their own words, was "to perpetMK

as well the remembrance of this va>

event [the- establishment of independ

ence] as the mutual friendships whkl'
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been formed under the pressure

nmon danger." The origin of

ciety has been ascribed to Gene-

iox, Baron Steuben and Captain

but Knox is now known to have

s founder. Among his papers, now

possession of his grandson, Admi-

:nry Knox Thatcher, is one in the

riting of Knox, endorsed "Rough

of a society to be formed by the

can officers, and to be called The

nati. West Point, 1 5 April, 1783."

>ver, Jefferson writes in his diary,

16, 1 788, "Baron Steuben has been

illy suspected of having first sug-

the idea of the self-styled Order

icinnati ; but Mr. Adams tells me

n the year 1776 he had called at a

1 in New York to dine just at the

nt when the British army was land-

Frog'-s Neck. Washington, Lee,

and Parsons came to the same

1. He got into conversation with

. They talked of ancient history,

jius, who used to raise the Romans

the dust, of the present contest,

and Knox, in the course of conver-

, said he should wish for some rib-

j wear in his hat or in his button-

to be transmitted to his descend-

13 a badge and a proof that he had

t in defence of their liberties. He

: of it in such precise terms as show-

: had revolved it in his mind be-

This was previous to Steuben's

il in America.

c plan included separate State so-

s, or branches, and a general or na-

1 society. All officers of the army

had served through the war, or who

been honorably discharged after

years' service, to be members of

ociety upon payment to its funds of

>nth's pay : the right of membership

scend to their eldest male branches,

also to the male heirs of all officers

died in the service. The society

formed at a meeting of officers held

/est Point on May 10, 1783, Baron

ben presiding, and a committee, of

h Knox was chairman, was appoint-

) draw up a report, which still exists

ie handwriting of the secretary, Cap-

Shaw. The third paragraph is as

follows : " The officers of the American

army, having generally been taken from

the citizens of America, possess high

veneration for the character of that illus

trious Roman, Lucius Quintus Cincin-

natus, and being resolved to follow his

example by returning to their citizenship,

they think they may with propriety de

nominate themselves The Society of the

Cincinnati." A gold medal, as the badge

of the Order, was procured from Paris,

from a design by Major l'Enfant. It is

in the form of an eagle, with a shield of

white enamel, on which is the figure of

Cincinnatus being presented with a sword

by senators, and the motto, " Omnia re-

linquit servare rempublicam," which was

no doubt intended to signify, " He leaves

all to save the republic." This was sus

pended by a deep -blue ribbon edged

with white, denoting the union of France

and America. Memberships and badges

were sent to the generals and colonels

in the French army who had served in

America, and an auxiliary society of

seventy -nine members was formed in

France, most of them belonging to the

nobility. The society was approved by

the king of France, who permitted the

members to appear at court with the

new decoration ; the only foreign order

previously suffered to be worn in his

service being the Golden Fleece. The

Revolution in France put an end to the

existence of this branch of the society,

and many of its members perished by

the guillotine. It was, however, about be

ing revived just before the coup d'etat

of Louis Napoleon. Gustavus III. of

Sweden forbade his subjects who had

served in America to wear the insignia

of the order, "as it had a republican

tendency not suited to his government."

It will be seen that objections of a very

different character were made to it here

and in France.

Branch societies were formed in the

thirteen States, only six of which—Mas

sachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Penn

sylvania, Maryland and South Carolina—

are still represented at the general meet

ings. The other seven societies have

dissolved themselves or have died out.

The Massachusetts branch, always the
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largest, and originally consisting of three

hundred and forty-three members, now

numbers about eighty.

The association at once excited the

hostility of the civilians who could have

no place in its ranks, and of theorists

who feared it might endanger social and

political equality. A strong feeling was

aroused against it both in Europe and

America, and some of the officers them

selves refused to join the society. Judge

Burke of South Carolina published in Oc

tober, 1783, an able pamphlet, in which

he depicted the dangers to liberty lurk

ing in this brotherly association : the gov

ernor also of that aristocratic State, in a

speech to the Assembly, pointed out the

perils which hung over them from this

privileged order. The legislature of

Massachusetts denounced it, and Rhode

Island threatened its members with dis

franchisement. John Adams thought

that "the formation of this society was

the first step taken to deface the beauty

of our Temple of Liberty." Jay, Gerry

and Jefferson were opposed to it—the

last, whom some modern historians in

vest with superhuman wisdom, in a letter

of remonstrance to Washington in 1786,

ventures upon this prophecy : " Though

the day may be at some distance, yet it

will certainly come, when a simple fibre

left of this institution will produce an

hereditary aristocracy, which will change

the form of our government from the best

to the worst in the world." Even the

clear-sighted Franklin saw these spectres

in the distance, and in his humorous way

attacked the society, using his well-known

allusion to the predatory habits of the

bald eagle, which had been adopted as

its badge.

In France, Mirabeau and other revolu

tionists assailed the new "order of no

bility." Mirabeau writes: "The institu

tion of the Order of Cincinnatus is the

creation of an actual patriciate and a

military nobility : it is an institution which

must shortly undermine the public weal,

their liberty and their country, strip the

middle and lower ranks of life of all in

fluence and of all importance, consign

them to the most palpable contempt, and

reduce them to the completest nullity.

In less than a century this insritutioa.

which draws a line of separation hetween

the descendants of the Cincinnati aad

their fellow-citizens, will have caused

so great an inequality that the country,

which now contains none but citizens

perfectly equal in the eye of the constii-

tion and of the law, will consist altogether

of two classes of men, Patricians anc

Plebeians." This work, at Franklin':,

request, Mirabeau translated and puh

lished in London, and wrote of it, "It is,

of all I ever wrote, that with which I an;

least dissatisfied."

Concerning the outcry against the orde:,

and the pamphlet of Judge Burke, who

signed himself "Cassius," with the epi

graph, "Blow ye the trumpet in Zios."

Baron Steuben thus writes to Knox m

1783: "A ca, Monsieur Ie Cincinnatus:

Your pernicious designs are then unveil

ed ! You wish to introduce dukes and

peers into our republic ? No, my lord—

no, Your Grace—that will not do : there

is a Cassius more farsighted than thts

German baron, of whom you have mace

a catspaw to draw the chestnuts out ci'

the fire. Cassius knows only a pari «'

the secret. He makes me author asd

grand-master, thus whipping you ore:

my shoulders. But listen ! I will prorc

to Cassius that this dangerous plan had

its birth in the brain of two Yankees—

i. e., Knox and Huntington ; therefore.

Blow ye the trumpet in Zion. We know

very well these Bostonians and the pc>

ple of the Holy Land, who beneath 3

Presbyterian and modest air conceal th;

most ambitious designs. Cassius does ik :

know all the danger. When I shall ttfi

him that the young marquis Henry Km

is already promised in marriage to ,

princess of Hyder Ali, and that the younc

countess of Huntington is to marry ti.

hereditary prince of Sweden, that tin

king of Spain wishes to accept the plas

of treasurer of the order, then ' Blow yt

the trumpet in Zion !' "

The first general meeting of the so

ciety was held in Philadelphia, in Ma;.

1784. Washington was unanimously

chosen president, General Gates vice-

president, and General Knox secreta:y

Washington earnestly expressed himself
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I ing the corks, and three shillings for a

double bowl of punch. Although the

society at present does not meet at the

"Bunch of Grapes," it is believed that

the juice of that pleasant fruit is not

altogether unknown at their annual din

ners. After 1789, Concert Hall and the

Exchange Coffee-house were the places

of meeting until 1846. From that time

till i860 the society met at the United

States Hotel, and since at the Parker

House in School street, where less than

forty members usually collect. At the

meeting in 1789 relief was for the first

time granted to a distressed member, and

the standing committee was empowered

to use one-quarter of the interest of the

funds for this purpose. The number of

beneficiaries, which fifty years ago was

ninety, is now reduced to about twenty-

five, who receive annually over eighty

dollars each. The present president of

the Massachusetts society is Admiral

Henry Knox Thatcher. The only hon

orary members ever admitted to this

branch were William H. Prescott, Dr.

John C. Warren and Daniel Webster,

all of them descendants or representa

tives of Revolutionary officers.

Such is the modest history of this as

sociation, so much feared by the found

ers of the republic. It was well said by

Alexander Johnston, in a sketch of the

society published in the memoirs of the

Historical Society of Pennsylvania, vol.

vi. : "When General St. Clair and Col

onel Sargent, in 1789, gave the name of

their society to the three log-houses at

the confluence of the Licking and the

Ohio, then called Losantiville, they did

not imagine that they were enthroning

a Queen of the West, and erecting a

monument in honor of the Cincinnati

which will probably last longer than the

memory of all its members." S. C. C.

d to the hereditary part of the in-

1, interference with politics, hon-

lembership, and increase of funds

anations, and declared his deter-

>n to vacate his place in the so-

it could not be accommodated

feeling and pleasure of the seve-

tes. There is little doubt that he

have been willing to sacrifice the

to the public clamor but for its

ble provisions and its relations to

Dign officers, who had already had

:ing abroad. The general senti-

as in favor of concession, and the

ution, so amended as to abolish

reditary principle and the power

nitting honorary members, was

d, thirteen States concurring, ex-

cw York, which was divided. A

r letter to the State societies, urging

incurrence in the proposed alter-

was prepared ; also the form of a

:a. By this politic action, entirc-

tting any provision for the con-

;e of the society beyond the lives

founders, the storm was hushed ;

fter the adoption of the Federal

tution warfare . against it ceased,

ngton continued its president until

th, and at the second general meet-

Id in 1787, it was resolved that the

ions he had demanded could not

ie until they had been agreed to by

State societies. This sanction not

\ been obtained, it was declared at

neral meeting in 1800 that the in-

m continued to rest on its original

ttion.

nemorial volume of the Massa-

ts branch, by the well-known an-

y and historian, Francis S. Drake,

:en recently printed for distribution

; the members. The first meeting

> branch took place July 4, 1784,

s " Bunch of Grapes " tavern in

street. Mrs. Lobdell, the landlady,

1 to furnish the best dinner the

it would afford for four shillings

ead, lawful money. The society

led its own wine, which cost them,

e best Madeira, fourteen shillings

per gallon, and two shillings the

for claret : they, however, allowed

stess one shilling a bottle for draw-

SALT HILL.

Up to 1845 one of the features of the

London season, every third year—as at

tractive, to ladies at all events, as Ascot

or Goodwood— was "Eton Montem."

This was a curious ceremony, apparently

coeval with the foundation of Eton Col

lege in 1440, consisting of a procession
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of the scholars to a small tumulus close

to the famous old postroad to Bath. On

the way "tribute," termed "salt," was

exacted from every one along the route

and from the wealthier classes for miles

around, and hence the tumulus gained

the name of "Salt Hill." The proces

sion of scholars partook of a military

character. The boys of the lower forms

walked two and two with white staves

in their hands, whilst the fifth and sixth

form boys, attired in every sort of uni

form, acted as their officers, a lower boy

smartly dressed attending each as aide-

de-camp. The second boy of the school

led the procession, attired in a military

dress with a truncheon in his hand, and

bore for the day the title of "marshal."

Then followed the captain, supported by

his chaplain, the head scholar of the

fifth form, dressed in a suit of black, with

a large bushy wig, the fashion of the

higher clergy of a day gone by. A col

leger—i. e., boy on the foundation—and

oppidan—i. e., tov/n-boy, or boy not on

the foundation—were the two chief salt-

bearers. The latter was usually a noble

man whose prestige and connections were

likely to induce a liberal tribute of " salt."

They were dressed like the old-fashioned

"running footmen" of Queen Anne's

day, and each carried a silk bag, in which

was a small quantity of actual salt, to re

ceive the contributions. The money thus

collected, sometimes as much as eight

hundred pounds, was given to the head

boy on the foundation to assist in defray

ing his college expenses.

Research into the origin of this custom

has not been successful in exactly discov

ering its origin, but it is supposed to have

been derived from the custom prevalent

at Salisbury and other places of electing

a boy-bishop from the choristers attach

ed to the cathedral. It was remembered,

by persons not long dead, that it was a

part of the ceremony at Montem for a

boy in clerical garb, with a wig, to read

prayers.

This time - honored and picturesque

custom was brought to an end by Dr.

Hawtrey, and on Whit -Tuesday, just

thirty years ago, Salt Hill was for the

last time the scene of these festivities,

which are fondly remembered by olc

Etonians.

The last Montem is further memorahle

from the fact that it is believed to havt

been the very first occasion of the ap

plication of the telegraph to police pur

poses. The following extracts from she

telegraph-book kept at the Great West

ern Railway terminus, Paddington, Lon

don, are of interest as indicating the tira

intimation that thieves got of the elector

constable being on duty : " Eton Mos-

TEM Day, 28 June, 1844. The ComiE :

sioners of Police have issued orders tiiai

several officers of the detective fora

shall be stationed at Paddington to watch

the movements of suspicious persons

going by the down train, and give fifr

tice by the electric telegraph to the Slougi

station of the number of such suspec.-.c

persons and dress, their names if known,

also the carriages in which they xrc.

Then come the following : " Paddi.xo-

ton, 10.20 A. M. Mail train just started.

It contains three thieves, in first-class cai

riage." "Slough, 10.48. Mail train ar

rived. Officers have cautioned thieves.'

"Paddington, 10.50. Special left. Tw

thieves— Oliver Martin, Fiddler Diet.'

"Slough, 11.16. Special arrived. T.o

thieves in custody. 'Lady lost bag with

sovereigns. One, sworn to by lady, r;

Fiddler Dick's watch-fob." On the ar

rival of the train a policeman operc.

the door of the carriage which had bee

indicated by wire, and asked the pas

sengers if they had missed anything.

A search ensued, and a lady found in:

purse gone. " Fiddler Dick, you're wan

ed," was the immediate demand of the

officer. The culprit at once surrendered

thunderstruck. Later in the day gk

the following : "Slough, 11.51. Seven,

of the suspected persons who came N

the various down-trains are lurking ahc*

Slough, uttering bitter invectives agaird

the telegraph. Not one of those caot;tw-

ed has ventured to proceed to Montem.

Thenceforward the light-fingered gen;-'

found themselves compelled to abandot

the railway for the old-fashioned high

road on all great public occasions.

Within six months this same telegraph

from Slough did an even greater servicr.
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n the 3d of January, 1845, a clergy-

an residing at Salt Hill, having heard

tat a murder had been committed there,

id that the last person seen to leave

le house was attired in the garb of a

uaker, proceeded to the Slough station,

vo miles distant, to advise the station-

laster. As he entered, the Quaker took

is seat in a first-class carriage for Lon-

on. The station-master, acting on the

.ingestion of 'he clergyman, put the

ire in motion, and a detective was in

aiting at Paddington station, London,

'he Quaker took his seat in an omnibus,

no which the detective also mounted :

very movement of the murderer was

atched, and the following day, when

vidence sufficient to warrant an arrest

as secured, he was apprehended, and

ventually tried and executed. The tel-

graph up to this period was very little

ppreciated by the general public in Eng-

md, being regarded more as a curiosity

han anything else ; but this event placed

t before the world as a prominent in-

trument for the repression and punish-

nent of crime, and at once drew univer-

al attention to its vast capabilities.

A WARNING TO HUSBANDS.

Mrs. MeEKINS was very ill, and in

langer of death any day.

Mr. Peter Meekins, a nervous little

nan, knowing this full well, trembled

risibly when the doctor made him head-

mrse and said, as he took his leave for

he night, "Mrs. Meekins's mother is un-

lble to sit up to-night. She needs rest,

ind must have it. I must therefore trust

:verything to you, and I shall rely on

iour discretion and implicit obedience

0 my directions. Now listen well. Mrs.

Meekins must sleep: it is a matter of

life and death. She must sleep, mark

that ! Continue the powders every hour

until they are exhausted, which will be

it eleven or twelve o'clock. If at that

time—rememher !—she is not asleep, or

if she is not perfectly comfortable, ad

minister the opium freely. Don't be

afraid of it. Give her thirty or forty

drops—fifty won't hurt her : give her fifty,

or even sixty drops. I don't care if you

give her seventy : perhaps you had bet

ter give her seventy, to make a sure thing

of it. It will dp her no harm if you give

eighty drops. She must sleep. But of

course if she is easy after the powders

are exhausted, and seems in a fair way

of going to sleep, you will withhold the

opium. I shall rely on you, Meekins.

You can carry in your mind precisely

what I told you, can't you ?"

" Ye-ye-yes, I think I can."

" Think, man ! There's no thinking

about it. It is a matter of life and death,

I tell you, and everything depends on

you. Once more : if she is not perfectly

comfortable after the powders, give her

the opium. Don't be afraid of it : she

must sleep. But if she can get along

without the opium, why so much the bet

ter: don't give it. If, however, you are

forced to give it, don't be timid : let her

have eighty drops if necessary. Good

night."

Away went the doctor, leaving poor

Meekins to the darkened chamber, the

powders, the opium, Mrs. Meekins, and

"his own discretion." In his inmost

soul Meekins wished that all the world

knew what he knew—that he had no

discretion, never had had any, and

never expected to have any. " She must

sleep," said Meekins : " I remember that ;

and I must not be afraid about the opium.

I intend to do exactly what the doctor

told me, and, if things don't go right, /

shall not be to blame, at any rate."

He gave the powders until they were

exhausted. Mrs. Meekins was not asleep,

but she was comfortable : at least, she

said she was. "Never mind," thought

Meekins, "she'll go off presently." But

she didn't go off : on the contrary, she

turned toward him and began to talk—

quite cheerfully, too.

This alarmed Meekins. "My dear,"

said he, " the doctor said you must sleep."

" I know he did, but I can't sleep, and

I don't want to sleep."

This alarmed him still more. "My

love," said he, "your precious life is at

stake : the doctor said so. Now do, like

a sweet, good girl, try once more."

Thus adjured, Mrs. Meekins made the

effort faithfully, but to no purpose. The

more she tried, the less she wanted to
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sleep. At last, unable to repress her

restlessness, she wheeled over suddenly

and said, " Peter, I want to tell you some

thing."

Peter, answering never a word, rose

like a man and poured out what he

counted tremblingly as eighty drops.

She took it without a murmur.

"Compose yourself, my love, or the

result will be fatal : the doctor told me

so."

She composed herself : Peter petted

her, rubbed her, and, becoming quite

delighted at her long-continued silence

and stillness, said to himself, " In a few

minutes, now, she'll begin to breathe

heavily, then still more heavily—what

the doctors call ' stertorously.' But I'm

not going to be alarmed—I know the

effects of opium—and when once she is

fairly asleep she will knock it off stead

ily till to-morrow evening, and then she

will wake up well. Opium is a great

thing—a great blessing."

His mental praise of the great soother

was hardly ended before Mrs. Meekins

turned violently over with her face to

him, and said, or attempted to say, some

thing in a halting, strangely altered

voice: "I—I—I—I—a-a-a—"

Mr. Meekins's hands became cold as

ice with fear, but, feigning tranquillity, he

said, " Be calm, my love : you will soon

sleep."

On the contrary, Mrs. Meekins's face

assumed an expression of horror mingled

with indignation utterly unlike anything

her husband had ever seen before.

Again and again and again she at

tempted to say something: "I—I—I—

a-a-a—"

It ended in that, and at each repetition

poor Peter became more and more fright

ened. Finally she managed to articulate,

"I—I—I—ca-ca— ;" and the expression

of horror on her face increased visibly.

Crazy with fright, which he fancied

he concealed, Peter said in his sweetest,

soothingest, baby - talkingest tones, "I

know you can't talk, my own dearest

dear, but just you keep quiet and you

will soon slumber sweetly and refresl

ingly ;" and he began once more to jx

her and pat her.

She motioned him indignantly awai

and as he drew off began to make rapl

signs on her fingers. At this his la

fairly rose up. Then she began to mak

very slow and very emphatic sign

Aghast and idiotic with fear, Peter coui

only stare at her and mumble over bi

soothing admonitions about sleep. Th

was too much for Mrs. Meekins. H«

rage at Peter overcoming her anxid

about herself, she burst out, "I—ra-a

can't talk I Leave the room ! !" po;E

ing up stairs, where her mother slept

Peter, bounding up like an antelope

awoke the good old lady with, "Madaa

your daughter is dying. She is in coi

vulsibns now. I shall send at once k

the doctor."

The doctor soon came. " Well :" L

asked, as Meekins opened the front riea

for him.

" Convulsions have set in : all will soa

be over," said Peter with medical resi

dence.

" Convulsions ! What symptom a

convulsions has she ?"

"She can't talk." If Mrs. Meekia

couldn't talk, Peter knew her end ail

nigh.

" How do you know she can't talk:'

" She told me so with her own lips."

"'Told you so'!" echoed the doctc:

A brief struggle with his sense of polite

ness ended in thunder : " You infernal

fool ! to wake me up at this hour of tin

night to come and see a woman you ha,.

overdosed with opium ! I've a good ais.i

to take you straight to a lunatic asylun.

' Told you she couldn't talk ' ! Bah !"

Mr. Peter Meekins took it like a lamh

glad to be abused if only his wife's life

was saved. When he was called upo.'

to give her opium again, he got some

body else to drop it, and discovered that

in place of "stertorous breathing," in

cessant talking was one of the effects oi

the beneficent but perplexing drug.

R. E.
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Military Biography. By Charles

, , lis Chesney, Colonel in the British

id Lieutenant-Colonel in the Royal

' rs. New York : Henry Holt & Co.

. i a curious difference between the

..... i of a battle or a campaign which

the ordinary reader and that bare

f facts which suffices for the pro-

ritic or student. In the latter most

idents that stir the imagination and

" emotions are altogether excluded,

:rs take the form of mere factors in

ion. The essential features in such

• neither the pomp and circumstance

. or even, except in rare cases, indi-

roism or suffering, but simply the

ind conduct of the movements on

• e issue is considered as dependent,

nination of these is not, however,

y either abstruse or unimpressive,

ling principles of war, difficult in

are simple enough in theory, and an

if military operations may generally

intelligible without the use of tech-

ns or a demand for special knowledge,

nders the application difficult, and

access a less decisive test of know-

,d skill than in any other art, is the

lty in regard to important elements

i a plan must often be formed, the

of well - concerted combinations to

mgh the negligence of subordinates

gh the merest accidents, the necessity

nt decision in conjunctures where de-

>n seems almost equally imperative,

; weighty responsibility that attaches

> action and inaction. The greatest

ruler may commit errors which the tyro

:erward detect: the one stumbles in

k over obstacles which the other sur-

i the daylight. It is not sufficient

re, in criticising any operation of war,

it out errors or hold up failures: it

e shown that these were not inevitable,

lat in a compulsory choice between

nt courses the one adopted did not

he best chances of success. This is a

jn which it is sometimes impossible to

•, and which still oftener demands, in

Dn to a comprehensive knowledge, a

:al familiarity with details. Hence it is

OF THE DAY.

natural that soldiers should be impatient of

lay criticism, which yet the nature of war,

and its connection with the policy of states

and the safety of nations, so often invite and

in some degree justify. This is, of course,

especially the case during the progress of the

contest. After it is over, and when the pas

sions awakened by it have subsided, the task

of criticism is willingly surrendered to those

whose interest in disputed points, being purely

or mainly scientific, remains as keen as ever.

Colonel Chesney writes for intelligent read

ers of every class, and without aiming at pic

torial effects gives a graphic force to his de

scriptions by the lucidity of his statements and

of his style. His reputation as an authority

is firmly established, and as several of these

Essays relate to the American Civil War, the

book ought to attract as much attention on this

side of the Atlantic as on the other. The ob

ject, however, of this particular portion of it

is to correct certain prejudices and misconcep

tions still prevalent among the author's coun

trymen. "The conditions of war on a grand

scale," he remarks, " were illustrated to the

full as much in the contest in America as in

those more recently waged on the Continent.

. . . The actual fighting was in fact more stub

born, for no European forces have experienced

the amount of resistance in combat which

North and South opposed to each other.

Neither was the frequently indecisive result

of the great battles fought in America any

proof that they formed exceptions to the ordi

nary rules of military science. These actions

were so inconclusive, first from deficiency in

cavalry, and next because the beaten side would

not break up. ... In order to pursue there

must be some one to mn away, and, to the

credit of the Americans, the ordinary condi

tions of European warfare in this respect were

usually absent from the great battles fought

across the Atlantic."

In the first two Essays, on The Military

Life of General Grant and .4 Memoir of Gen

eral Lee, the author gives ungrudging praise

and deals out perhaps equal justice to both

these commanders, though the faultless strat

egy of Eee elicits naturally the warmer admi

ration. No direct comparison between them

is, however, instituted, nor, in view of the dif
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ference in their positions and in the nature

of their respective tasks, would it be easy or

profitable to attempt one. The review of the

two most memorable campaigns against Rich

mond seems, on the other hand, at least to

suggest a comparison between the two Union

generals, one of whom failed while the other

succeeded. The mere fact that McClellan

failed does not, for reasons we have already

noticed, demonstrate his inferiority in the eyes

of a professional critic, who is, indeed, likely

to take a lenient view of the mishaps of a com

mander who was undoubtedly thwarted and

overruled by his government, whose faults

were not direct breaches of military rules, and

whose ability both in organizing an army and

in handling troops secured him even in defeat

the confidence of his soldiers. " There is no

military reputation in the world," says Colonel

Chesney, " which would not be increased by

the manner in which that retreat to the James

was conducted from the moment it began."

On the other hand, every instinct of the sci

entific soldier rises in condemnation of those

bloody and vain assaults at Spottsylvania and

Cold Harbor — the latter "made along the

whole line and without any reserve " — in

which the rules of tactics seemed to be not

merely violated, but set at defiance.

It does not, however, follow that the pop

ular judgment on this matter is a mistaken

one. Adherence to rules affords no sufficient

criterion of a genius for war, nor is a tend

ency to underrate the enemy's strength or to

make too light of obstacles the defect that

augurs worst for the success of an offensive

movement. Napoleon, as Colonel Chesney

reminds us, was guilty on one occasion, at

least, of the same fault as Grant, under cir

cumstances that furnished still less palliation.

Lack of audacity, on the other hand, has nev

er been a characteristic of any really great

commander. Boldness is, indeed, the very

essence of offensive warfare, and the general

who doubts his own ability to clutch the prize,

or who fails to sec it when within his grasp,

will assuredly never gain the laurels of a con

queror. Colonel Chesney's comment on the

battle of the Chickahominy, that " McClellan

deserves sharp censure for not having sooner

made up his mind, and still more for his fail

ure to discover and use the absence of the

Confederates in his front, where his advance

in mass, according to General Magruder's

officially expressed opinion, ' would have en

sured his success and the occupation of the

works about Richmond, and consequetrjv j

city,' " is certainly not too strong a cook:

nation of that fatal lack of promptinuk c

vigor by which the most brilliant oppoitt-o

of the war was lost, and an invading irai

allowed to be outflanked and driven had a

a far inferior force, without the least ateci

being made against the adversary's waktai

front. The tactics by which Lee intimi&rJ

and foiled McClellan, Pope and Hooker*e:

never even tried against Grant, for the sra

reason that his persistent aggressive moveEeu

neither left time for the attempt nor alliici

the least hope that he would fall into the son

After the single vain attempt in the Wit

ness to arrest the onward march of thc

Union general he was destined to encour;&

Lee abandoned all thought of offensive 'libe

rations, and " for the rest of the campaign n

shall find him," says our author, "aeiiy

pursuing that defensive warfare which ii

great German writer Clausewitz poiDts £

for the natural course of the weaker pain,

and which here became especially ncosscn

to him, as he discovered that his new

onist was unsparing to a marked degree if

the lives of his men." . In a word, the sp.'.

was broken : the weaker party w as 21 las

brought to bay, and superiority of maatcs

and resources was no longer to be rendmi

null by a turning movement or a dcsi.fr

stration against the line of communicsl ^

Henceforth, as Colonel Chesney r;nuils

" the result could never be doubtful."

Of the remaining Essays, those on Fat

sac's Recollections of the Grand Arm; ffii

Henry von Brandt, a German Soldier^'-'

First Empire, are the most entertaining;

being little more than judicious and lively ~

sumes of the memoirs from which theyatt

entitled, they do not call for detailed Dofo

The greater number, if not all, of the papf'-

in the volume appeared originally in '!"

inhurgh Revinv ; but their republicaiioi. c

not but be satisfactory to the many re*^

who take an interest in the great even!* 1

which they treat, and who will find in Cote-

Chesney a trustworthy guide, sagacious k ,

judgments and candid in tone.

Holland House. By Princess Marie Lii

enstein. London : Macmillan & Co.

The name and fame of Holland Housed

part of the literary and social history of tl*

last century, and for at least half of that cik

it was the acknowledged centre of liheral pw
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. great deal of interest was therefore

y enough felt in the long-continued

Lenient of a history of Holland House

i Fox, and the marriage of that lady

; Prince Lichtenstein in the summer

gave rise to a renewed anxiety to see

jrd of all that had made her house and

riteworthy. Her book, in two volumes,

nade its appearance late in 1873, with

:of 1874, in two editions. The cheaper

ich enough in illustrations to make it

.ractive ; the dearer form is an tuition

, such as is hardly to be found on our

;lves. There are over one hundred

ngs, a few on steel, a few lithographic

iles of manuscripts, and the bulk of

ood-cuts of more or less merit, giving

f the house and its contents, portraits,

e, bric-a-brac, and all sorts of head-

1 -pieces. Unfortunately, these adom-

mly show more conspicuously the utter

f literary skill of the author, and the

mount of service that can be rendered

incompetent writer by even the most

helpers. It is a curious subject for

:>n that while so much has been so

Id and written about Holland House by

/ho were its guests, the noble owners

iled entirely to gain any name or place

roll of literary honor. The history of

ise itself is of no great antiquity, and it

deserves to be called one of the his-

houses of England. The accident of

m's marriage with one of its owners

[ a sort of place in the literary history

en Anne's time, but his connection with

mse and the families of its successive

tnts was of the briefest and most unim-

t kind. The connection of Charles

Fox was one of blood rather than of

ice, though his name served to attract

i of his fame and visitors who sympa-

with the school of politicians living

lis reputation.

: story of Holland House, as it is told

: Princess Lichtenstein, shows that its

is, even for her, only something reflect-

1 transmitted. Even the jests told about

nd House and its visitors are better re-

1 in a score of other books, and those

■re given in these volumes are almost

ut exception taken at second hand from

compilations as Lord Russell's Life of

% Jesse's George Sehoyn and Sydney

s Memoirs ; and most of them are spoil-

1 the telling. The description of the

dining-room, which had for years been the

scene of contests of wit on the part of all

the clever men and women of London so

ciety, is a mere dry catalogue of its furniture

and ornaments, not enlivened by even the

rude things the noble hostess said to her guests

or their only too modest rejoinders. The

clever people that went to Holland House

seem to have kept their bright speeches for

their own use in print, leaving nothing to be

said of them unless it was duly copyrighted.

The gift of writing well is clearly not part

of the dowry which Miss Fox took with her

from Holland House, and her book is little

more than the tribute of a very grateful daugh

ter to the home of her affection. There are

a dozen houses in London where better things

are said in a single evening than are reported

in these \wo volumes with their history of

two centuries, and yet lovers of letters will

look through them longingly, but in vain, for

the traditions of Holland House.

Chapters on Animals. By Philip Gilbert

Hamerton. Boston: Roberts Brothers.

In the preface to this volume Mr. Hamer

ton says, " I wrote these chapters, describing

what I had seen, rather than what other

writers had recorded." This originality ap

pears on every page, and is the charm of the

book, which should be read by every lover of

the horse and the dog, as well as those who

take a general interest in the brute creation.

The author thinks that almost all affection, ex

cept that of the dog for his master, is more or

less calculating and imperfect : of this he re

marks, " Heaven has accorded this affection

in the uncritical canine attachment, to which

there is but one exception—a good sporting

dog has always an intense contempt for a bad

sportsman," a trait of canine sagacity which

has been often remarked. He adds some

good words about the proper treatment of

dogs, and protests strongly against the stupid

mutilation of them by cutting their ears and

tails ; and says that this is best attacked by

ridicule. Another kind of cruelty he men

tions is giving dogs too much food and too

little exercise, and this we think is very com

mon, particularly in cities, where sporting

dogs, such as pointers and setters—creatures

whose organization demands constant activity

—are often chained up in stables from one

week's end to another. Then the dog is

taken to the field fat and scant of breath, and

with no more nose than his master, who prob
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ably blames the shortcomings of poor Don,

for which he is himself responsible. As to

cats, our author believes that their affections

refer wholly to themselves, hut their delicacy,

refinement and tact make them the least dis

turbing of animals, and their presence is posi

tively soothing to the student.

Mr. Hamerton thinks that the common idea

of the affection of the horse for man is a mis

take: he is not affectionate to mankind, hut

reserves his love for his own kind. The in

tercourse between man and horse is too small

to allow the growth of a mutual attachment.

" Their two lives are so entirely separated that

there can hardly be any warm affection : if the

horse loves any one, it is more likely to be the

groom than the master, but the groom has

often disagreeable manners, to which horses

are extremely sensitive." He thinks, how

ever, that if horses were, for generations, ad

mitted to the society of their masters, as dogs

are, an affection might spring up; and he

adduces the oft-reported love between the

Arab steed and his owner as, confirming this

view. It is also confirmed, we think, by the

love often existing between the cavalry horse

and his rider in war-time, when the two live

and sleep and die together. Mr. Hamerton

has so much to say about the vices of horses

that one is reminded of the statements of

Henry W. Herbert as to the superior docility

and good temper of the American over the

English horse.

There are chapters on cattle, pigs, asses,

goats, wild-boars, wolves, foxes and birds, and

a wonderful one describing the performances

of certain learned dogs which seem almost

incredible. The etchings are excellent. That

of the wild-cat is an admirable bit of work, as

are also those of the dead and dying horses

on the battle-field, the lone wolf stealing

through the snowy fields toward the quiet

farm-house, and the ducks reposing by the

water-side.
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THAT prince in the Arabian tale who,

on pulling aside his robe, revealed

his lower half turned to black marble,

was doubtless very happy when the en

chantment came to be canceled and the

warm red current began to steal through

his flesh of sculpture. So was I in re

covering the baron at Heidelberg. Ho-

henfels again, and again Heidelberg !

My thoughts began to knit, my stone

age at Marly buried itself in flowers and

became a forgotten loss, a dead period.

I declared that, after all, a stay-at-home

was a mere petrifaction, and that I only

found life again when I found my legs.

For me an effort was necessary in re

newing the old times - you cannot force

the fine corpulent heart-throbs of fifty

into the genteel waistcoat of nineteen.

But for the baron no such transvasation

was necessary : he became young, or he

remained young, and fell into perspect

ive with perfect ease. He was again my

Hohcnfels of the Carl Strasse, with the

nature of a milky opal, always a little

curdled and flawed. His long flaxen

hair, flowing like the "curled clouds" on

which an Ariel might ride, was hardly

changed : Hohcnfels' topknot, in fact,

was of the colorless sort which eludes

the approach of grayness, or conceals

grayness when it comes ; and I have

often looked at the pale picture of his

head, with its abundant fuzz and con

volutions, and thought it the perfect im

age of his brain. My friend's long spine,

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1874, by J. B. Lippincott & Co.. in the Office of the

Librarian of Congress, at Washington.
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his bent shoulders, his lank, aimless,

companionable legs, which I loved with

all my soul, were but the preserved fea

tures of his adolescence, and immortally

beautiful for me. They gave him, to my

notion, a lovable affinity with the por

traits of that fairy enchanter born to us

out of the Dark Ages, that undying boy,

that sole possessor in our busy time of

 

the gift of legend—poor Hans Andersen.

The discord in our exquisite union, the

alkaline drop in our cup, was of course

Mr. Berkley.

We essayed, however, to practice the

old duet. We sought together those

nooks and corners of the splendid ruin

known, as we fancied, to us alone. We

no longer regretted that the superb

schloss was red, not gray. Youth de

mands for its poems the hue of ashes,

but with the approach of age comes a

love for any spot of color where the eye

may warm itself. We sought our an

cient haunt, the summit of the Rent

Tower, where the lindens wave like

plumes from a cloven helmet, and where

Paul Flemming used to admire the Tree

of Life brought from America two hun-

I dred years before, and standing like 1

kingly Louisiana slave in its iron bosds

and fetters. Of all this beautiful deras

tation, Hohenfels was the voluntary hard

and interpreter. "Sull' orrida torre " he

perched, the troubadour. His ear had

not forgotten its nicety : he could pUy

as well as ever, and still preserved the

remarkable gift of singing and smokir.g

both at once.

The minstrel ought, perhaps, to have

sung the War of the Palatinate ; or Lot?

XIV., who undertook it to reclaim tie

dowry of his sister-in-law, wife of Phi

lippe d'Orleans ; or Marshal Lorges,

whose name is only remembered, lib

that of the aspiring boy who fired thi

Ephesian dome, because he laid in ashel

the castle of Heidelberg. We ought

perhaps, I say, to have sung these flames

of Troy. But we interpreted Heidelherg

in another manner. Among these tufted

walls, crumbling into melancholy beauty

beneath the touches of Time and His

tory, nothing seemed to us half so pa

thetic as the ruin of ourselves. It was

here we had met and sauntered, dream

ing young men, committed to lives at

scholarship or art. It must be pardoned

to us that what we looked at was the

pageant of our own boyhood, lying is

vision for us, bathed in sun, through any

and all of these rugged arches. For this

sort of sentiment there is just one perfect

expression ;. and we sang the "Grenier'

of Beranger. We sang it through to :tl

pensive close :

Quittons ce toit, oil ma raison s'enivre:

Oh, qu'ils sont loin, ces jours si rcgrettes !

J'echangerais ce qu'il mc reste a vivrc

Contre un des jours qu'ici Dicu m'a comptev

At each of the five repetitions of that

refrain which closes Beranger's stans;

with a heavy sigh — at each turn of tk

" qu'on est bien a vingt ans !"—I fancied

I heard a voice like a file. At the fifi

refrain the sound was no longer douit

ful : Berkley, whose existence we had

forgotten, and on whom Nature had con

ferred the ability to tie a cravat, but Ml

the gift of melody, was assisting behinc

us with the chorus.

" I see you both adhere to the poet of

the First Consul," he observed with his
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igreeable smile, " though his con-

Bonapartism makes him an un-

ne exponent of feeling just now in

ircles, and though his vaunt in the

imate verse, that 'jamais les rois

ihiront la France,' sounds nothing

tan derisory when sung to-day by

line."

e were trying to capture another

f kingdom," said Hohenfels. "You

Berkley, that Tacitus describes

rbarians by the Rhine as not only

^ themselves to warlike deeds, but

ing their ills, with a song. We

jnly endeavoring to hit upon the

y, and with it, if you will allow me

so, to enter the garret of Beranger."

our talk was off the hinge, and we

but converse on indifferent subjects

dusk. We both love that placid

if afterglow, that equipoise of day

ght, which our language, with one

nost poetical suggestions, calls the

ng. Berkley's endeavor to throw

it upon Beranger had had the nat-

ffect of fixing the minstrel firmly

minds, and I supposed the baron

lyself were equally possessed with

"ul saturation of Beranger while we

with Sylvester on politics or whey.

:, when a star shot, Hohenfels made

rig firework out of the sparks from

ie, and hummed—

Encore une etoile qui file.

Qui file, file, ec disparait 1

jt as he began this couplet, a

like Byron's "whetstone of the

monotony in wire," began to "file,

1 unison, or rather in discord, with

vn : it was Mr. Berkley, bent on

sympathetic, and contributing his

o the entertainment,

im reminded," the latter contin-

of some rather interesting facts in

story of star-worship, of which a

nt is plainly found in the tradition

jmc one dies when a meteor falls,

j time before Zoroaster—"

>n't go on with that, Sylvester,"

he baron easily: "we had rather

Jeranger. You know he says he

lade a poet by a thunderstorm :

orm made a swan out of the tailor's

"All poets thrive on rain," I observed.

" Burns was found by his biographer

open-mouthed with enjoyment under a

sort of waterspout, oblivious of the tor

rents that were filling out his galligas-

kin*"

"Your pleasantry about the tailor's

goose, baron," said Mr. Berkley, "re-
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minds me of the little poem ' Les Oies '

which Beranger's translator, Prout, puts

on the same page with his version of

'Shooting Stars.' Since you change

your vein by means of a witticism, the

satire of this little squib cannot be dis

agreeable. I will attempt a solo." And

he chanted, with a measured smile :

I hate to sing your hackneyed birds :

So, doves and swans, a truce !

Your nests have been too often stirred ;

My hero shall be, in a word,

A goose !

Can roasted nightingale a liver

Fit for a pie produce ?—

Fat pies that on the Rhine's sweet river

Fair Strasburg bakes. Pray, who's the giver ?

A goose !

He interrupted himself to observe that as

both his hearers had just passed through

Strasburg, where they had doubtless paid

the civic goose the compliment of at least

one indigestion, the poem would be ap

preciated. We looked at each other,

and hoped to get quit of the music by

the acceptance of this impeachment.

But in an instant another verse of the

canticle was fluttering laboriously through

Berkley's nostrils :
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An ortolan is good to cat,

A partridge is of use,

But they are scarce ; whereas you meet

At Paris, ay, in every street,

A goose I

There were six or seven verses, and

he faithfully gave us them all, remark

ing occasionally that he had hardly ever

sung before any one, and that his goose

song was therefore a very callow gos

ling. Berkley scientific was supportable,

but Berkley humorous was more than we

could bear. We abruptly rose and went

down the mountain into the city. Dur

ing the descent I contrived to say iriT

rogatively to the baron, "Fine feiloi

Sylvester."

" Oh, a heart of gold !"

"And yet I got along with him adm-

bly at Baden-Baden !"

"And yet I passed a capital nmevri

him here until you came."

What did this andyet mean if Berkk*

was a fine fellow and a heart of gok:

The fact is, like old friends as we «ta

we abused the laws of rhetoric in oa

talk and leaped to conclusions. U>

 

THE GOSLIK.

meant that Berkley was good, and even

companionable in a strait, but no com

rade for such a friendship and duality as

ours. We both esteemed him, yet both

would pay anything for an hour of free

dom.

The baron thereupon had a bright

idea: "Suggest to him to unstarch him

self : invite him to a studenten-kneipe."

The stratagem was successful. The

dissipations and, still worse, the philos

ophy, of a students' gathering were dis

tasteful to our mediator between na

tions, who had knelt at the old crucifix

of Baden-Baden. "My view may be a

biased one," he said, "but it seems to

me that, representing a country with a

state religion, my place can hardly be

among these disciples of Spinoza and

Strauss."

So we went bird's-nesting like a pair

of schoolboys, free and glad. We knew

OF MELODY.

well the old lane where the tavern *t

and entering by a garden we had a riei

into the hall without interruption, nw-

ally speaking : in reality, we could *-.

nothing at the window where we W

stationed ourselves, for the tohactfr

smoke. The nearest head alone a"--

recognizable, and to my surprise prcvri

to be that of an acquaintance. It ap

pertained to the hand that had thro*T .

shower of gold among the feasters

Allerheiligen—to my friend the srudt-

of pharmacy, as he had called him**

who tried to send me botanizing '

chickweed. He sat in a circle of ittff

tive listeners, who seemed to pay him-

good deal of consideration, and it **

easy to see that he was a bit of a her

among the students. Presently he tun

ed his face from profile to full, and thet

it was the baron's turn to be surprisec

"Why, it is Fritz!" he exclaimed
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on, Flemming, of a man whom I

known like a brother, the Lithua-

>aron Von Ramm !" And he tap-

: the window.

it young man turned rather angrily

attered slowly up to our casement,

ised the guillotine sash, stared at

tnkly a moment, said " Death to

hilisters 1" and let the glass fall

1 noise. Then he retired into the

Hohenfels tapped again, and

me it was the pharmacy-student

ooked around : my comrade had

out his card and held it against

f the small panes, where it was

1 like a picture. The student

y recognized the name, and we

an entry of considerable distinc-

ieing drawn by the collars through

ndow itself into the den.

•as a page of my youth brought

before my eyes again : it seemed

renewed crowd of callow students,

e same students, eternally young

cpt from change by some enchant-

There were the Mossy-heads, the

tncs, the Pomatum Stallions, the

s of Twilight. They were dis-

g the laws of the Broad-Stone and

utter ; they were screaming and

ing; some were in long yellow

ind braided coats, gorgeous and

some had white woolly heads,

ore the schlafrock. It was a great

for there were Austrians, Saxons,

ians, Hessians, Hamburgers and

mburgcrs present. They looked

alike, and the national differences

seen not in their faces, but in the

ns of the colossal pipes they carried,

illest men seemed to wear the nar-

: coats, those long, closely-button-

rious-looking garments : out of all

rtion with the long pipes and the

coats were the caps—the imper-

le caps, which, whatever wind may

rest fixed like a nail on the ex-

summit of the head, thanks to the

:ecl skill with which the German

it manoeuvres his neck. On the

was a chair, on the chair was the

ary known as Senior of a Lands-

schaft, and on the Senior a great

>f boots. "Silentium!" cried this

functionary: "the chorus will recom

mence."

" I think a chorus is an odd sort of

silentium," said Hohenfels ; and the

company began to sing a doggerel verse :

O Hans was Kost der Huat?

Dcr Huat der hat ein Thaler Kost,

Ein Thaler Kost.

Ein Thaler Kost,

Der Huat der hat ein Thaler Kost.

Und vier and funfzig Groot !

As each student had his allowance of

beer and butterbrod before him, of which

he partook without

minding the music,

the words of this song

were mostly uttered

with the mouth full ;

nor did the consump

tion of butterbrod at

all interfere with the

smoking, for a Ger

man student will

smoke and eat as eas

ily as my friend the

baron will smoke and

sing.

We stayed late. Be

fore leaving, Hohen

fels said to his young

acquaintance, "One

thing is necessary to

complete our joy in

Heidelberg. How

can we see a good

duel ?"

" How ? Oh, any

how," answered the

Baron of the Golden A FOX

Shower.

" But when will a duel take place, if

you please ?"

"When ? Oh, any day."

" Duels are accommodating to tourists."

With this remark Hohenfels relinquish

ed a subject which he thought his friend

seemed to surround with a certain ob

scurity. Conversing afterward among

the students, however, he learned that a

duel was really to happen in two days,

and that Von Ramm was to be the hero.

Hence his reticence. " It is with a young

Fox from the University of Bonn, a for

eigner. There will be several other
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matches, but they will be simply trials

of skill. Fritz has the only affair of mo

ment, good luck to him ! The other

man insulted our college." He was pro

ceeding to answer our questions as to

the hour and the place, when the round

face of the fat young student interposed

and emitted the following decree :

" Death to the Philisters ! These are

secrets of the college. Profane ears

must not hear where the university ;fc

fends its honor."

But we soon obtained an accurate c-

rection from an old familiar acquaintance

of mine. The ancient fire-tender ar.i

man of all work about the hotel was la

reality none other than the postilion wt;

had brought me into town at my firsi

visit to Heidelberg: this worthy hid a.

comrade, the wisest and best-inforeui

 

 

-
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THE STUDENTS.

cab-driver in the dominion. The char

ioteer knew all about the honorable af

fairs of die Herren Studenten, and a

duel with a baron in it was for him an

open secret of his profession. At the

appointed time we drove to the scene of

action, where we found already two pro

cessions of carriages converging upon

the spot from opposite directions. These

were filled with students of the rival

corps, their friends and their physicians :

they carried almost enough lint, band

ages and other surgical apparatus to dress

the wounds of a regiment in action.

It was the baron's excursion rather

than mine : I have never comprehended

the duello. Its logic, for us modems

appears to me incorrigibly faulty, h

the Middle Ages it was different : ths

Heaven fought with the just man, 8

Heaven in Hebrew times presided oW

the drawing of lots. But now, in tk

nineteenth century, it is obvious thai I

good conscience does not give a man a

experience of ten or a dozen years w.t.

small-swords. Technical skill may vc:

probably lie with the side morally weak

est. This mode of adjudication me'

therefore be rejected as spurious. I

yielded, however, with a good grace.
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ind went off with Hohenfels to the seat

lf war.

Some botanical specimens on the route

ittracted me, and the baron, best natured

lf men, conspired with me in my myrtle-

basing. When we arrived the friendly

natches were all over, and the serious

iffair between Von Ramm and the for

eigner was under engagement. The lat

er, whose back was toward me, smoked

1 pipe that out-Germaned Germany in

ts length and model, and he was lost in

a pair of burlesque cavalry gloves from

some theatre ; his horseman's boots sur

prised me, for they were made of alliga

tor's skin, and looked just fit to contain

a bowie-knife or so ; his pantaloons, too,

were unlike anything Rhenish, for they

were of a fine pin-striped jean, more fa

miliar to the Mississippi than the Rhine.

Except for a cuirass and fencing-mask

he was unprotected. His adversary,

however, whom it was difficult to recog

nize, was stuffed out into a state of de-
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fence that made him appear gigantic.

The student-duels on the Rhine are lit-

:rally a pillow-fight. This combatant

had a mattress on his breast, wadding

an his arms and cushions on his legs ;

for it is with wool pulled over his eyes,

and, I doubt not, cotton in his ears, that

the Renowner achieves his fame. A fine

meerschaum issued from Von Ramm's

wire-woven visor, like a lily from a flow

er-basket. A sufficiency of seconds and

students, their tinsel locks lying on their

shoulders like epaulettes, stood solemnly

around and contemplated battle's mag

nificently stern array. These assistants

are often so completely encased in leath

er and pads that they could be blown up

with gunpowder without much injury.

It is their duty to stand by with a sword,

intercept any unfair strokes, and stop

the fight if their principal is wounded.

The scars of a college duelist are gen

erally seen on his left cheek, and I un

derstood this fact when I observed the

play of Von Ramm, who seemed to be

continually trying to cut over the guard

of his opponent's sword-arm. He was

an expert and graceful fencer, a hun

dred times lighter in all his stuffings than

his unencumbered foe. The latter play

ed very singularly : he kept entirely on

his defence, with little or no exhibition

of swordsmanship, until the spectators

became tired of the monotony of his
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game. All were looking with interest at

the expert motions of the brilliant Lithua

nian, when finally, just as his second step

ped out to announce that the fifteen min

utes were up, the alligator-boots sprang

forward, lunged at his neck, and deliver

ed the point so strongly that the opposing

sword only succeeded in beating it down
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a little toward the shoulder. Von Ramm

staggered into the arms of his friends,

where he bled quite profusely from a

scrape over his collar-bone : seeing him

so unexpectedly hurt, Hohenfeis ran to

his side. I prepared to re-enter our cab,

very much disturbed and sickened, when

the victor, who was examining the red

dened point of his sword in an attitude

of impartial interest, said, in a nasal in

flection of my own language, "Guess

I've euchred him with my little snick

ersnee !" The clumsy conqueror in al

ligator boots was then an American !

I have never known a national victory

to give me so little satisfaction. With a

feeling of shame and self-condemnation

I returned alone to the hotel. We had

undertaken our escapade among the

students for the purpose of avoiding the

contact of a lower mind, as we fancied :

we wished to get among German phil

osophy, romance and Bohemianism.

The return, I felt, was the return of a

blackguard. I was frustrated. I fell

therefore repentant and civil toward

Berkley, whom I found at supper whet

I had removed the dust and issued fma

my chamber. It was at the public tahle :

Hohenfeis was still absent. By two

movements of the head the English

statesman and l expressed, on the me

hand deprecation, on the other pardor

and pity. A new-comer was sitting near,

and to my great surprise this strangn

nodded too, without, however, betrara-

the least intention of disturbing his hat

which was a small wide-awake set rathe:

back from the forehead.

" I saw you at the little unpleasant

ness :" this explanation he kindly added

to his salute. He proceeded : " It is dif

ficult to recognize folks through a wire

basket, but my memory for faces is good

I am something of an artist."

The nasal accent revealed the mr

with alligator's legs. One of those sat-

guinary brutes of the battle-field wal

doing me the honor to claim me as a

acquaintance, and to share my supps

red-handed. His present appearanc-

at least, was pacific : he had come o*

of his alligator skin, and he wore to

garment which the American tourist lis

ters like a victorious flag all round the

world, and which, made variously ol

gray, white or yellow, is known as the

linen duster. He was drinking coffee o','

of a larger cup than is usual for that he

verage at a European dinner, hut of -

size familiar on most breakfast-tahles t

the United States.

"You are noticing my cup: I cam

around. They make this cup at Dn;-

den very largely for the American trade

I am something of an importer. I ;afr

not enjoy my coffee out of one of the*

poppycock thimbles they give you a; 1

table-d'hote, and I must have my cow

just so : I'm something of an epicure.

I judged it necessary to say a word s

Berkley : "This gentleman, who appeau

to be my compatriot, has just pinked M

man in an affair with a person I hate

met before—a musical pilgrim at Act

ern, in fact, who joked with me on l*'-

tanical subjects in the character ol i

student of pharmacy."
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" No more of a pharmacy-student than

ny cane : I'm something of an apoth-

icary. He said our Western colleges

rere only primary schools, which it was

I State disgrace to charter as univer-

iities. He totally denied the merit of

\nn Arbor, asserting he had never heard

if it. A college where they pick up a

lew asteroid every fine night! I've

wen at Ann Arbor : I'm something of

in astronomer. I never fought before,

rut on that I asked him out for a walk,

ind I just waited for his jugular."

"You showed great coolness, certain-

y," I said in a kinder tone. I found

omething chivalresque in this young

tranger, who had nevQr fought a duel,

oolly engaging an old hand in de-

ence of his country's educational ad-

,antages.

"Yes, I am probably cool. I simply

vaited for his jugular. I had to wait for

learly all the quarter of an hour, but

hen he gave it me. You see, gentle-

nen, for a raw swordsman to engage an

ilder one is an interesting, not to say a

lifficult, problem in the correlation of

brces. My plan, which has succeeded,

vas, to go through the fight without try-

ngto make any thrusts, and confine my

ittention to parrying : I thus got an ad-

'antage of fifty per cent, over my man,

rtiose intellect was divided between

he two schemes of parry and thrust,

fhe watchfulness demanded in this ex-

rcise is simply the equal allotment of

leurotic power through the ncrve-

iranches of the whole body and limbs ;

his is harder than what is called pres-

nce of mind, which is only the concen-

ration of force in a single organ, the

irain. Thus, having put eyes, as it were,

II over my arms and legs, I felt per-

ectly calm and sure he couldn't touch

ne. I had decided beforehand on this

ame, and to uncover my sally-ports

nly at the last. I was kept aware of

he exact passage of time by my second,

/ho made a signal every four minutes :

nat was the fellow who rigged me out,

ome theatrical fool from Munich. After

ne third four minutes, knowing my ad-

ersary was tired and unprepared, I cut

ust as his second was stepping forward
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to stop the fight. I had luck, and I

reached his jugular or near it."

And calmly attentive to us, he poured

down a draught of coffee.

" My order of sensations," he continued

musingly, "was not

dissimilar to what

I have experienced

at the Stock Ex

change. There,

too, we are obliged

to combine ideas

with rapidity, to be

on continual guard,

and to be ready

wi t h the nerve-

force : I am some

thing of a specula

tor."

I looked anew

at this surprising, unsurprisable Amer

ican. I made sure that he was from the

West. His proportions were not quite

harmonious : his legs and his duster

were long and lean, but his trunk, hat

and head were squat. It is generally

said that the American race is ap

proaching in physique the character of

the native Indians, but it may be ob

served that if a certain class of my coun

trymen, led by temperament and predi

lection, are allying themselves with that

branch of our barbarous population,

there is a second class obviously assim

ilating with our other semi-civilized in

gredient, the negro. Who has not seen,

on American faces perfectly Saxon in

their white-and-pink pigments, the ne

gro's round nostril, blubber lips, curled

eyelashes and depressed skull, together

with the small, handsome, rudimentary

cars, like the bruised ears you find on

antique statues of Hercules ? Our new

acquaintance was of this type. His

nose was fat, his lips large, his hair pale

and bushy. There was something of the

albino in his appearance.

As he sauntered out picking his teeth

I called the man-of-all work. The old

fellow came up, decorated with his trous

seau of keys. I asked him familiarly if

he knew my young countryman. "Is

there anything peculiar about the habits

or luggage of this Yankee ?"
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"Faith, sir, he took a little corner

room in the garret, among the maids

and kellners. He travels with nothing

but a French horn, and a small bag

which is all papered over with the labels

of the express companies. One of the

cards is marked New Orleans, Louisiana,

Adams : the rest are distributed over
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Belgium and Germany, one of them

reading Brussels, one Liverpool, and one

Bonn. He is something of a Wandering

Jew."

" That is quite enough," I said, ashamed

to seem so inquisitive. "You understand

your station, and have made good use of

your eyes. Take this, and go off and

drink your beer with my man Charles."

It was the custom of Sylvester Berkley

to clamber up every morning to the

Molkenkur, where he drenched himself

liberally with whey. I once accompanied

him and enjoyed the spectacle : the un

certain and testy character of the Berk

leys was ameliorating sensibly under my

eyes with repeated washes of the emol

lient liquor. Sylvester went so far as to

bathe in it. With him, too, I chose B

visit the most coquettish and artifiad

part of the ruined castle, the Rittersai!

of Otho-Henry : its mixed Renaissance

style gave occasion for a hundred lec

tures to so good an antiquarian as Berk

ley was, and I came away

from his orations with a

increased respect for hr,:

a-brac. On the lower par

of its front are four state

—Hercules son of Jupite:,

Samson the lieutenant e.

God, David the brave a:..

prudent boy, and " Hencg

Joshua, who killed thirty-

one kings by the grace oi

the Lord." On the inside

this tower offered a scene

of lovely devastation

wild vines and flowers

hung with insolent grace

among the florid cane;

work of the doors, throng

which used to pass high-

stepping dames of the

Palatinate in sables an;

feathers, but whose guest;

now are owls and aw,

sometimes spotted or man

tled with ermine of sno«

Berkley, familiar wi±

Heidelberg, was indeed

the best of ciceroni. Vis

iting alone with him the

Rent Tower— which un

der the reminiscences of Hohenfels hac

seemed more of a grenier than au^n'

else— I comprehended its majesty( u

symbolizing the power of Frederick l

the Victorious, who beat Frederick IV.

and the German princes at Seckenheur

It was eighty feet high, its walls on ont

side twenty feet thick : this monstrou-

shell was crushed by Louis XIV. like

filbert, while at present, as if to keep th:

warlike deed of the French nut-cracke:

for a show, the rent portion is restrained

from crumbling in the mighty talons of

the trees. My diplomate knew all the*.'

doughty Palatines like ancestors. Afte:

Frederick the Victorious, he elucidates
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Ludwig V. and Frederick V. : their

statues lean against the shadowy wall

of what was built as the Great Tower.

Frederick V., who married the grand

daughter of Mary Queen of Scots, and

died in exile, retains on his marble brow

that crown of Bohemia which he ac

cepted after its re

fusal by the powers

of Austria, Saxony,

Savoy and Den

mark ; but he has

lost the two hands

with which he grasp

ed it. Ludwig V.,

whose figure stands

near by, is not less

gloomy : he seems

to know that the

Great Tower hangs

in ruin behind him

as he watches the

ivy advance little by

little over his stone

face. The man of

useful information

had for each of these

heroes a date and

an anecdote: he

gave a voice to all

the petrified chiefs

vainly standing in

defence before their

towers, from Charlemagne, who had lost

his globe, to Otho of Hungary, who has

but one leg, and Otho -Henry of the

bric-a-brac tower, who has been bereft

of his hand, and Frederick II., who is

broken in half, and Frederick IV., who

has dropped his sceptre, and Frederick

the Victorious himself, among whose

marble plumes the green leaves of ruin

are playing. It is in such a spot and

with such a guide that you learn how

history may be better than legend. If I

had had so wise a counselor here in

my student days, I should perhaps have

quoted less of Jean Paul and more of

Clio. But at this period my Mentor was

Hohenfels, then at his own cloudiest stage

of development, who adored Goethe and

insulted Tiedge, who knew the Niebel-

ungen-Lied by heart, but could only rid

icule the sketches, screech-owls, fallow-

deer and straddle-bug figures of worthy

Charles de Graimberg, the artist who for

thirty years collected here in his cham

bers a museum of prints and books and

pictures illustrating Heidelberg. I have

not yet heard Sylvester ridicule a work

of art : if the specimen be of a grand
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master, he respects it ; if it be art of

the Decadence, somewhat low, poor, im

proper and profane, he adores it, and

moves heaven and earth that he may

buy it—the true spirit of the connoisseur.

As we stood in the Rittersaal, the spec

tacle of the rosy Renaissance nymphs

and nereids evoked from him his very

best effort, an eloquence superior to the

Neues Schloss and a piety beyond the

stone Calvary. For my poor part, re

plete and saturated with historic lore, I

would not have exchanged the trumpet

of Fame herself against the flaring sil

very rim, bright with starch, of that all-

encircling cravat.

I would only have given a world pop

ulated with Berkleys for my dream-rid

den poet, my friend, my baron, the ac

complice of my student-life.

Heidelberg Castle is comparatively un
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hurt in front. The symmetrical profile

of its long facade, with gables and pin

nacles, the repose of St. Udalrich's chap

el and the be - ribboned' smartness of

Otho-Hcnry's palace, speak little of de

cay : it is like a fair mask lying in an

Egyptian coffin, and concealing a terri

ble heap of bones and broken jewels,

and tufts of dry hair and shreds of rich

clothing.

And then, what a satire it is that all

this stately masonry should be but the

 

" ONE FI$H-EALL.

complicated envelope of the biggest

drinking-cask in the world!

I prolonged my walks with Berkley

to the Schwalbennest (Swallow's Nest),

the square tower which leans so directly

over the Neckar from the heights of its

mountain at Neckarsteinach. The inex

haustible cravat of the philosopher was

still pouring out useful information from

its polished lip, and I was listening to

the tale of Bligger fhe Scourge, whose

soldiers closed up this tower and left him

to die when the pope excommunicated

him, when of a sudden I heard the notes

of a French horn from the river below.

I borrowed the field -glass which hung

eternally from Berkley's shoulder by a

leathern baldrick, and there in a little

boat I saw our Yankee, who was drifting

past us on the river and relieving his

soul w ith the soldiers' march from Faust.

I watched with amusement this versatile

pattern of my country's civilization. In

a moment he had thrown down his in

strument and had rowed himself care

fully into the current. This necessity

fulfilled, his mind seemed to be at peace

again, and he flung himself flat on hi;

back in the bows. Another instant, and

J a fresh wave of melody came up to is

I in our watch-tower : this time h was

| vocal, and the virtuoso was pouring or.

with the full power of his lungs to the

Vosges Mountains that classic morsel

known as " One Fish-Bail." Directly he

had exhausted this sensation too, but his

resources were not yet at an end ; un

folding a cast-net which lay beneath the

thwarts, he flung it skillfully out into the

broadest part of the stream ; and I hope

that the fishes of the Neckar, judicious

ly charmed by the noise of the horn and

the song, made no delay in engaging

their gills among the meshes of this en

ergetic young sportsman. Berkley, in

compliment to me, looked on at the

vagaries of my countryman with a sad.

forgiving politeness : I begged him to

finish his story of Bligger the Scourge.

It was now sunset, and when I looked

again for the Yankee, he was vanishing

like Hiawatha, high upon a sea of splen

dor, and teaching the echoes to repeat

the adventures of Jeronimus Jobs, here

of that original epic the " Jobsiad." Ten

minutes sufficed for my brilliant compa

triot to prove that he was something of

an oarsman, something of a fisherman,

something of a vocalist, and something

of a hornblower.

The linen duster was visible again at

supper, twenty-four hours after our first

meal with him. I sent him a mouthful

of my Prince Metternich by the trusty

Charles, and he grasped his hat and

came over to touch glasses with Sylvester

and myself.

"Your wine is not so bad, but in this

confounded country I can get nothing

but the superfluities—an intolerable deal

of sack and not one ha'penn'orth ol

bread. At Bonn, and here, too, I had

to dine without my crust."

"I have hardly noticed it," said \.

"but here I believe it has always been

so."

" I have seen the day when I would have

given a dollar for a corn-cake or a bit of

pone. They gave me at dinner with the

soup a pretty cake, a sort of brioche. I

just flung it at the man and asked for
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bread. Then he came up bringing a

little biscuit stuck full of aniseed. Then

I asked for bread again, and he brought

roe a turn-over full of plums and cher

ries, as if I had been Jack Horner, by

Jingo ! I stopped there, or he would

have offered me every tart and pudding

they turn out in the pastry-

shops. I vow I don't like

it : I am something of a ^

Orahamite."

"It is just the same at

our table," I said, apply

ing myself to a kind of

sausage or mince -meat

which I was consuming,

and which had prunes

in it.

" The Repast without

Bread," said Berkley,

who saw the chance for

an oration, " is an ancient

tradition of the country, a legend en

closing the finest political rebuke ever

made by the producing to the governing

classes. The present observance, though,

is probably an involuntary sequel to the

old proverb."

"Oh! I thought likely," said the

youth with a shrewd air, and indicating

my sausage, "that they just didn't give

hread with onefish-hall."

" Frederick the Victorious," pursued

Sylvester, disdaining the interruption,

" after conquering the robber-knights at

Scckenheim, treated them famously, and

had them all to a feast. Everything was

magnificent, but when the guests called

for bread, there was none to be had.

' My lords,' said Frederick, ' those whose

life's trade it is to trample the grain,

burn the mills and plant the fields with

corpses must not ask for bread : that

boon of industry is for other mouths

than ours.' And he resumed his courteous

talk as if nothing had happened. It was

a fine Corn-Law speech of the date of

1 46 1."

"Perhaps so," I agreed; "but it is un

fortunate that the lesson is not learned

yet in the country, and must be enforced

at the expense of strangers. By the by, a

pretty girl that," I said, willing to adopt

a slightly rakish tone with my young

guest, and winking indulgently as a

handsome laundress made her escape

past the dining-room windows, a kind

of Briareus of surreptitious stockings

tossing multitudinously from out of her

apron.

"Pretty girl! you must be fond of a

 

THE CAST-NET.

pretty girl !" sneered the stony-hearted

student, with his first exhibition of tem

per. " If all the pretty girls of Europe

were under the river in that seine of

mine, it would not be I who should draw

them out."

I felt surprised, and perhaps rebuked.

I assumed a rather grand manner : "Your

name must be Saint Anthony ! Apropos,

may we know how to call the guest with

whom the custom of the place lets us

share our cup, but not our loaf?"

"No objection," said the Yankee with

a business-like air ; and he opened his

pocket-book, from which a card fell be

side my plate. "Catch it! Not that,"

he said, and extracted another. I read

them both without particular intention.

On one was printed " John Kranich,"

on the other "Jean Kraaniff." "Ah,

now you have seen it," said the young

man, in an easy, unembarrassed way,

"and all the fat's in the fire. Well, we

are a good way from New Orleans, and I

may as well tell you all about it. You

are a literary man, I judge, and per

haps you can help me to utilize my

anagram."

" Your anagram ?" I asked.

"The anagram of Jean Kraaniff, you

observe, may be Jean K. Ffarina. I

think that will do for New Oilcans. I
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am known there as a wine and spirits

merchant. From bay rum to cologne

water is no great step. My game is to

ally myself with the Farina family, rep

resent in Louisiana the whole perfumery

 

" YOU AEE THE MAN OF THE TWO CHICEENS I"

business of Cologne and Paris, and some

day monopolize the Western States, South

America and the Pacific Islands. How

do you like the notion ?"

" I am the last man to consult in a

matter of trade," I replied : "your name

seems to have a superfluous letter."

"Oh, that 'A" will do for anything:

kind means a child, Koeln means Co

logne, you see—or I can drop the K.

That is not what troubles me. Unhap

pily, plenty of people have seen my old

card, the one you first read, and it will

be tough to ask them to believe, as I

mean to do, that I am a genuine Farina,

who arranged his letters into Kraaniff

because he was poor. Worse luck ! my

expectations come from the other name,

from Kranich. Yes, aunty's name is

Kranich, and be hanged to her !"

" I beg your pardon," said I, a sudden

thought striking me, "but I have long

known a lady of that name, and—"

" Have you ? It is not so difficult, for

she has lived in every capital of Europe.

Now it is Brussels ; a while back it was

Paris; my christening-cup she forwarded

from Frankfort. My ridiculous old uncle

was somebody, my absurd old father wa'

nobody, and so I was sent to exile with

the grand duke of Mississippi. My poc:

uncle the banker was as crazy as a loon.'

" I have seen him at a ball in a bed

gown."

" The ding-dong-deuce you have !" said

the duelist, very slowly and mistrustfullv.

" Frau Kranich was at Ems with hin

that season. He popped in to her ball

and fainted, and the duke of Mississippi

carried him to his chamber. But yonr

aunt is a good soul. I cannot forget ho«

she assisted me to the prettiest piece of

work I have ever done. It was a bit of

charity. Poor sweet little Francine! I

hope she will make no bad investment

of her dowry."

"Why, then," said the young man,

rising and looking very black, " you in

fernal, oily, amorous old hypocrite ! you

are the man of the two chickens f"

People have different ways of meeting

an outrage. I simply rose, conveyed rm

surprise and indignation in a look, and

left the table and the room. Between i

limb like this and a person of my agt

and phlegm no great insult was possibk

The young man turned on his bet.,

grasped his hat again, and went to joit

his companion, a German who had

served as second in his contest. It wa;

a student of pinched and beery appear

ance, I remember, with fingers blaitn;

with stones, ears hung with rings, and

between them a round face bejewelec

with gold eye-glasses.

Berkley would probably have gone

out with me, but at that moment Ho-

henfels came rambling in to supper,

cheery and star-gazing as usual, the

duelist Von Ramm interlaced with hra

like double cherries moulded on on*

stem. I had rather repulsed my .old

friend while in this companionship, and

now felt no appetite for duelists. " You'll

have but ill hred to your supper," I said

hastily in the door ; and leaving him this

choice pun, for which the baron would

soundly have trounced me had he un

derstood it, I went out with a little gesturc

of avoidance. Edward Strahan.

[TO be CONTINUED. ]
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TWO PAPERS.-

WE can think of but one British poet of eminence

who has described an American river from real

personal examination and intimacy, and that with such

memorable iteration that its praises are really bound

up with the great circulating volume of English song.

The residence of Arthur Hugh Clough in this country

was too short, too unsympathetic, and the print of

American scenery upon his verse was

too faint, for him to form an exception.

The exceptional river thus dwelt on,

and whose banks were habitually press

ed by British poet-feet, is the Schuylkill

River only : as for the poet, it is Tom

my Moore only. The laurels of this

paiticular invader will hardly keep any
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Themistocles of ours from sleeping. But such

as he was, Moore conquered the Schuylkill

shores to the domain of literature, and laid them hot-

.„' pressed and gilt-edged on every genteel centre-table

in England.

Doubtless the Dutch and negro dwellers by the river Vaal

in South Africa thought little of their stream until speculators

, * from afar came and showed its diamonds. For our own poor part

we had passed and repassed the basin of the Schuylkill in all kinds

of diameters, and had always thought of it—may the muse of Romance forgive us !
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—rather commercially than aesthetically,

when one day a party of bright beings

from another sphere—Bostonians in fact

—removed the scales from our eyes.

These visitors, very prudish in regard to
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landscape attractions, and very ready

with a don't-touch-me ! toward any nov

el sensation that should come forward

and try to impress them without a prop

er introduction, capitulated at once to

Schuylkill, which indeed laid itself out

with all its fascinations in their behalf.

With us, too, it was holiday week, if *c

remember right, and the river was asso

ciated with liberty and recreation. There

were maiden aunts in spectacles, like the

maiden aunt in Tennyson's Prautu;

tall, smooth-haired, q-

tensely grammatical

girls from Cambridge;

and a mild, intelligent

old man like a philc^

opher, to bring all to

gether their fresh and

candid eyes into criti

cism of the prospect

which to them seemec

a scene in the far South.

We need not say hoi

easily, under such influ

ences, our week became

a decameron. These

hyperboreans from the

Charles were never tired

of praising the beme:v

perfection of Schuylku

beauty. Our decamero;

was passed — no mati.'

how many Junes ago—

in the very pride anc

pomp of early summer

The hilly shores a«

tufted with trees, even

leaf of which, burst::.i

with sap and crisp *iti

rain and dew, danced is

the sunshine and twirled

its glossy side or is

d o w n y side out to he

admired: mostimmaa

late of rivers, the Schtnv

kill rolled its torrent oi

jewels between these

dark-green bank?-

banks where the leaf

ing blood of Nature

seemed to throb even

where with riot of w

and strength. The w,

neither hot nor cold, but elastic with tlx

cool crispness of morning, was resprc-

ble lusciousness : it was a delight to k:

it rattle through the linen draperies «

summer-time. The bees hugged the

flowers in the ladies' laps with thw

wiry legs. Everybody had houquets
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id fruits : it seemed a picture of the

imortal " Ladies' Garden" in the mas-

rpiece of Boccaccio, whose " variety of

ants, and how elegantly disposed, it

ould be needless to mention, since

ere was nothing belonging

our climate which was not

ere in great abundance. In

le middle of this garden, what

emed more delightful than

ivthing else, was a meadow,

ie grass of a deep green,

iangled with a thousand flow

's and set round with trees :

. . in the centre of this mea-

ow a fountain." The price-

ss charm of Schuylkill Val-

7 in June was observed to

e its limpid breath — an air

:emingly borne from bloom-

1g vineyards in Val d'Arno,

nd stimulating like wine.

'he company from Boston,

sed to the thinner, salter

reeze of the northerly coast,

ould not drink it eagerly

nough. It was a treat to

lear them praising this opu-

;nt atmosphere and this Ital-

an river in that high - bred

iew England accent which

las a sound of such distinction

fhen heard amid the more

izy dialects of the South.

Vnd it was pleasant to find

hese fastidious blues, at Niag-

ra afterward, comparing the

'arious delights of all their

ourney, and actually select-

ng this green bank of Schuyl

kill as the " captain jewel of

he carcanet." Memories of

die days so passed have a

elf- prolonging virtue; and now, in

lassing the same hills petrified to mar-

lle in the snow, we find them retaining

i tragrance of the remembered summer,

md only seeming harsher as dried rose-

caves are harsher than a rose.

The style of Thomas Moore, with ev-

Vf other word an adjective, is out of

ate at present. A sight of the Schuyl-

iill does a great deal more for its repu-

ation than all his epithets. There is

Vol. XIII.—42

something touching, however, when you

get over the verbiage, in Moore's con

fession of loneliness and homesickness

as he dwelt by the " flowery banks :" he

recites, in the principal poem dedicated
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to the river, his restless pacings up and

down the brink, feeling how far away

dear London was, and the friends he

loved there. Nothing reminded him of

home, he says, until, coming to sing his

own songs as he had sung them in many

an English parlor, he found that fine

American eyes would melt at his voice

and his words as the eyes of London

ladies had often melted before. No

doubt this discovery of his uninterrupted

1
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power was exquisitely grateful : no won

der he blessed the tear that showed him

how "like eyes he had loved was her

eloquent eye : like them did it soften

and weep at his song." Another of his

Schuylkill poems describes a perfect

wilderness. The land around "Tom

Moore's Cottage" was not cleared sixty-

seven years ago: he pictures the'kat

little wood," the hollow beech with tiic

woodpecker hammering at it, the spnn|

shadowed by the sumach, the wild-floi-

er cradling the "voluptuous bee," the

clump of elms completely hiding the

house, which is only revealed by its cod

of smoke : in a cottage like this he ia-
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timates he would like a residence and

"a maid.'' Moore was generally dis

pleased with what he saw of American

democracy, which he thought showed

" maturity in most of the vices," and a

"strife between half- polished and half-

barbarous life ;" but he excepted from

his strictures a little band of Philadelphia

gentlemen, who, we suppose, were pro

ficient in "the tear" and in paying atten

tion to his songs ; and he wrote to the

Hon. W. R. Spencer—

Believe me, Spencer, while I winged the hours

Where Schuylkill winds his way through banks of

flowers.

Though few the days, the happy evenings few,

So warm with heart, so rich with mind they flew.

That my charmed soul forgot the wish to roam,

And rested there as in a dream of home.

Such are the principal passages in which

Feramorz celebrates the Schuylkill. Ev

ery visitor to Fairmount Park knows the

homely little one-and-a-half-story hut in

which he lived, the authenticity of which

has never been creditably assailed. In

his day, when the river was alive with

fish, and the brawl of Schuylkill Fab

some two miles above, could be faiath

heard in the moony nights, it must ha*;

been a pretty retreat for a prophet l

search of a wilderness.

The incessant trains of the Read.t:

Railroad sweep near the cottage mac;

times a day. They command, here i

the easterly end of their route, the ofte:-

described scenery of Fairmount Reset

voir, the Park, and the Schuylkill threw

ed with quite a cat's-cradle of bridge

It is not every railroad that has the lad

to have a great park for a depot. A

Belmont Station one of the finest sweep

of the Park scenery is before the ty

while for foreground figures the hear

bronze groups of Pegasus and the Mnser.

originally intended for a Vienna IbeaCt

stand on guard upon their twin pedesuli

The river hereabout and hereabove n

pent in by the brimming dam of the

Waterworks, so as to look exactly like i
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Into its broad, unruffled mirror

le reflections of ancestral trees

i upon the old estates which corn-

he modern pleasure-ground, of the

ul gables of the aquatic club-houses,

he arbors and monuments of that

ious garden. Then—sharp satire

our diversions and pleasure-

ds ! — come the gardens of the

dead, the cemeteries, where they take

their leisure too, and go to rest from

their labors : the sinister beauty of Laurel

Hill, bristling with white obelisks among

its over-cultivated bowers, is a terrible

successor to Fairmount, like a moral

tacked on to a ballad.

The Falls of Schuylkill, which were

brawling cataracts until 1816, when the
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of the river was raised by the ob-

ion at the Waterworks below, give

name to an old-fashioned village,

rminus of many a hard-fought trot-

riatch, at the convenient distance of

niles out from Philadelphia. Noth-

nore funnily quaint and antique-

ig can be found in this country

the absurd little Old Falls House,

stelry of the Middle Ages, broad

ow, that stands forth and stares at

ailway-train as though with arms

t>o : the richly-mossed and ancient

e, too, that plants its gouty arches

gh the water, looks more like some

1 causeway over a Norman river

like anything American. The vil-

it the Falls is in fact an anachro-

which basks upon the water, en-

ed and sleeping. One fancies the

squire as a kind of lazy King of

>t : he must be ruddy, round,

paunchy, white-headed and exempt from

death, his municipal duties confined to

talking horse-talk with that race of men

who spend their lives in trotting out from

the city in light sulkies and in eating

huge meals of catfish and coffee in the

half a dozen old taverns that stud the

bank with their walls and their dooryard

trees. At this point comes purling into

the Schuylkill that true artist's rivulet,

Wissahickon, cold from the hills. It is

almost unspoiled by civilization, its steep

banks are plumed with pines, and it ex

pands, before losing itself in the larger

current, into a bright broad stream, cov

ered in summer with festal boating-par

ties, and musical with whole orchestras

of laughing girls ; then it curves grace

fully under the High Bridge and blends

with Schuylkill, happy to have reflected

so much human happiness before it dies.

Townlets with the quaintest of names
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— Pencoyd, Manayunk, Conshohocken

—intervene between the Falls and the

site of Penn's old Manor at Norriton.

 

These intrepid old settlements sit on ti-;

riverside like knitters in the sun, assici-

ously busy from morning till night, and

making no end of shirtings asi

sheetings, paper and cloth; nor ait

their many - windowed walls unpx-

turesque, up which the stain cf

the water creeps like a ha!:-

guessed design in a mould;

fresco, while their mirroM

I reflections remind voc
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vaguely of moated chateaux in France

or damp convents in Venice.

A grimy Vulcan, who rolls a great

deal of iron, is the city occupying

William Penn's demesne at Norriton,

changed by modern usage to Norris-

town. The site is celebrated mostly

for its industries, but there are beautiful

views in the hills around ; the soil from

here back to Plymouth is enriched with

statuary marble, breccia marbles and

limestone ; and the town, as centre to a

very old and prosperous farming region,

yields many a reminiscence and history.

The county (Montgomery) has still a

German-speaking population in itsncrtt;

ern part, descendants of families thi'

have not budged for two hundred ye»

It is near here that Mrs. Gibbons. :h

historian of the Pennsylvania Germar-

finds her most eastwardly settlement

strange and humble religionists. T>

Schwenckfelder community is settle

some seven miles out of Norristo«.

where its members practice the mi^

tenets of their European founder. Here

in their ancient and treasured volumes,

they keep the engraved portrait of their

prophet, dignified in furred robes and

patriarchal beard descending on
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t. Caspar Schwenckfeldt, a noble-

of Silesia, was born in 1490, and

lated a religion of quietism before

uakers, and a policy of non-resist-

anterior to Fox : his followers fur-

d many emigrants to the American

s, and these strayed with their com-

>ts into Pennsylvania. The dwin-

remnant of the sect, a sort of Ger-

speaking Quakers, lead humble

ral lives in this beautiful region,

very existence as a church having

afore escaped the knowledge of

those who are curious in American re

ligions.

A parallel branch of our railroad runs

up the river on its northerly side, and

ends here at Norristown : the Reading

Railway proper travels up the south

bank, only crossing the river at Phoenix-

ville. The river-scenery becomes finer

as we leave the thriving hamlets that ex

tend ^-estwardly, like a chaplet of beads,

from Philadelphia, and form a part of

its gigantic industries. As Nature begins

to assert her sway over the more distant
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waters of our chosen river, the charm becomes more

distinctly sylvan or bucolic. The current slips through

T a green garden, idle as a ribbon that lies on a beauty's

lap, and all is like a dream of contentment. Valley Forge

" s-—- — lies east of Phcenixville, opposite to the mouth of Perkiomen

Creek, which runs into the river with a babble of Pennsylvania

h, caught up the country among the Mennonites and Dunkers. The ideas

spread abroad hereabouts, and exert themselves in the tillage of the soil, are

: that are older than the American Revolution : the local intellect, the plod-

German mind, has hardly advanced for a century ; yet there is no recollection

le landscape of those heroic times, and the buttercups laugh insolently where
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Washington's famished heroes tracked

the snows with their bare feet.

There is nothing so fine in Ameri

can story, nothing so admirable in Wash-

ingtonian biography, as the episode of

Valley Forge. The patriotism that en

dures is a finer thing than the patriot

ism that acts. The men who bore fam

ine and pestilence here without mime;

were worthy of the general who *2i

enduring, at the same place and tiro?

the calumnies of the conspirators a

Reading and the intrigues of Gates ad

Lee for his overthrow. Hereabout;

William Penn named some of the hflls

I as Adam named the beasts, only «t
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a more jocular intention. Having lost

his way on one hill and recovered it on

another, he named them Mount Pleas

ant and Mount Misery—names they re

tain to this day, and names applied by

Washington, who never joked for his

part.

We pass through Pottstown and Doug-

lassville, and cross near their mouths the

Manatawny and Monocacy Creeks. The

river seems to grow more brilliant inch

by inch. Finally, three great hills, Mount

Penn, Mount Washington and Mount

Neversink, converge together to make a

handsome shelter for a town, and here

the river, after twisting into several

curves and loops, straightens out and

introduces the city of Reading.

A city of modern ideas, nnd of the

tastes and wants created by wealth, set

in the midst of a rural population par

ticularly marked with ignorance,—sod

is Reading, like Paley's famous vratck

throbbing with contrivance and enetj}

in the midst of the common. Surrouc;

ed by all the dull calm of Pennsylvania:

Germany, this centre of art and cob

merce is itself a focus of animation, «tJ

a social grade derived from the time-

when the first people of the country tic;

hither during the Revolutionary penoc

and held a republican court while thz

British menaced Philadelphia. It iras

laid out in 1748 by Thomas and Richarf

Penn, the Proprietaries. The world -

mineral wealth which it now distribute:

was unknown to these town - planters,

but they were not blind to its position

as a commercial strategic point. When

half a century after the Revolution, the

assignees of the Penn family attempted

to collect the ground-rents which had
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n originally reserved and afterward

leglected, great was the dismay in

Reading—stout resistance on the part

)f the citizens, threats of breaking up

he local titles from the claimants, and

iesperate diplomacy from the city au-

horities, all resulting at last in com-

aromise and peace. The imperiled pa-

riots who sought an asylum in Reading

*-hile Washington was in

lis utmost extremity at

:he Forge (and who, in-

ieed, quickly began plot-

ing for his removal from

:ommand), — these ar

dent revolutionists found

ihemselves in a place

which had been bedeck

ed by the loyal founders

with every monarchic

symbol: King street,

Queen street; Prince

street, Duke street, Earl

street, were the signs

painted on the very av

enues where they walkec

to air their rebelliou

thoughts. These feuda

names remained so late

as 1833, when they were

changed, "as more com

patible with the republi

can simplicity of our

present form of government." The re

form went to lengths less commendable,

even to changing names of streets like

that called after Hannah Callowhill, the

second wife of William Penn : it ex

hausted itself, too, in reducing the streets

to namelessness : it could not invent new

cognomens. This is the constant con

fession of weakness made by civic au

thorities in America, who seem to be

especially destitute of imagination : in a

hundred places besides Reading, when

called on for a similar suit of nomencla

ture, their invention gives out—they are

unable to name the streets, and are

obliged to number them.

There are the loveliest imaginable

drives and excursions to be taken in the

Reading vicinity. We would point out,

as we pass along, the spots particularly

attractive to the excursionist ; but the

danger at Reading will be that he may

cease to be an excursionist and become

a fixture. This was the case, we recol

lect, with a young lady of fashion who

passed through the place a year ago with

her just-accepted affinity. The bridal

tour included the stoppage for a day at

Reading : in the afternoon a short drive

was proposed, and in that drive the par-
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ticular charm of the spot found time to

do its work. The bride, fresh as she was

from Paris and Switzerland, found boule

vards to her liking in the city and heights

to her taste on the mountains around it.

Schuylkill River sang the epithalamium

of that bridal, for the intended pause of a

day was prolonged to many weeks. Such

are the arts of this poet-river to retain

those who once listen and linger.

Reading is laid out on the chessboard

pattern of Philadelphia, recalling Quaker

formalism in the rectangularity of every

street-corner. The Friends settled it first,

indeed, and worshiped here in a log ca

thedral so early as 1750. The early man

ners were practical and simple. One

Daniel Boas was applied to for a plan

on which to build his house : he got a

forge-hammer and handed it to the ar

chitect. " Build my house in the shape
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of this," he said to the surprised functionary; and the Forge-hammer House w*:

put up, to surprise the neighbors and instruct posterity, exactly in the figure of ?

blacksmith's tool.

Daniel Boas's forge-hammer has expanded since then in a

wonderful way. The city is now a forge of industry in mani

different kinds, the best representative of

its thrift being the railroad company's car-

shops and locomotive-works. The car-

building shop is an enormous hall, big

enough for a whole city to dance in, yet

dedicated to work as fine in its finish as

the joinery of a woman's jewel-box. In

locomotive-works you see the usual
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scene of impressive activity and clamor,

with the cylinders intended for mighty

engines humbly submitting to be pared

into shape in a lathe ; with cavernous

boilers opening their rusty bowels to the

skill of the repairer ; monstrous ham

mers falling like thunderbolts ; and

black dwarfs of machines, with iron

bones and refined motions, able to pare

steel into ribbons or to turn out a finish

ed implement with one tap of a polished

finger-nail. The Philadelphia and Read

ing railroad might be imagined as end

ing in this city, but the town of Reading

is but the beginning of a career for it

and its score of branches : from hence

it sends out feelers—west, to the cual

country ; north, to the Lehigh River it

Allentown ; and southwardly, to the State

capital. In the western suburb of Read

ing a very brilliant-looking terminus ha?

been built to receive these branch roads

almost too ornamental for a railroad-

depot, the building spreads over the

ground in a triangle of curved gallerie-

looking like a summer theatre, and pret

tily carved and painted.

As we pass up the river from Reading

the farm-lands begin gradually to strug

gle with the mountains, the latter getting

a final victory, with, of course, an ad

vantage in the way of picturesqueness.
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sntly the railway pierces Mount Kit-

ny, and emerges at Port Clinton, a

1 laid out in 1829. It is in the fork

le Schuylkill and Little Schuylkill

rs—streams which rise not far apart

ng the coal-hills, and describe two

t curves to meet at Port Clinton,

; uniting their arms full of moun-

,, like some bold Titanic marauder

ht with les pommes du voisin. Port

ton, provided with an antique-look-

and wonderfully sketchable railway-

an, and a nursery of young ever-

ns in the foreground, looks up at the

jps and down into the double river

torpid canal, rather idly lamenting

lay when railroads were not and the

\ was all in all. We are now com

ply in the toils of the mountains,

n this confluence of the Schuylkills,

y over to the opposite site of Cata-

a on the Susquehanna River, the

itry is rolled into mountain-chains

breakers on the sea-beach. The

er-Gap of the Blue Mountain is just

w us. Several of the spurs of the

;e show us their buttes, angular and

rly profiled, with the river coiling be

ll them, in a dozen miles from Port

ton. Then the giants of the Appa-

ian ranks appear—the river is no

er able to steal a passage across

■ broken ends, but is turned sharply

down from between two parallel ridges

—and the railroad likewise ceases to

maintain its direct westward course, and

begins to penetrate the long valleys with

a series of branches, seeking for coal as

the fibres of a root will seek for nourish

ment. This peculiar knot of streams,

valleys and road-junctions, twisting to

gether under the shadow of mighty hills,

has its group of neighboring towns, like

wise prone in the mountain-hollows—

Palo Alto, Schuylkill Haven, Mount Car

bon, and especially Pottsville.

We found Reading antique and mem

orable : the founding of it was a last

effort of the old Quaker rule pushed out

into the Indian wilderness. But 1824

came with its Argonauts ; the woods

were filled with seekers after that curious

black stone which people said would

burn ; the California of '49 was antici

pated in Pennsylvania ; some pioneer

laid out in the western part of the State

the mushroom village which Dickens

saw afterward and described as " Eden "

in Martin Chuzzlenuit ; and here, at the

head of the Schuylkill, in the mania of

speculative fever, a city spurted into life

out of the fire of John Putt's smelting-fur-

nacc. Two civilizations created the two

not distant towns—that, the mission of

Penn and the seventeenth century ; this,

the mission of Mammon and the nine-
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ith. Poet Moore, telling how much

' knew by the smoke that so grace-

f curled," had very little to tell : the

> of a million chimneys were lying

latent in Schuylkill's mountain - cradle,

but it brought him no such report.

John Putt (or Pott) built Greenwood

Furnace in 1827, a coal-vein being re-
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vealed in digging the foundation. The city which arose on

the site was called Putt's-ville, from his father,

Wilhelm Putt, who came to America in 1734,

in the ship St. Andrew, from Rotterdam.

Pottsville is still peopled with the de

scendants of the family, some of whom

grew rich by simply taking land and

holding it for a rise

in value. It

is to be
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noted as a singular fact that individuals

or private firms have not generally been

successful in the business of coal-mining.

The market is too uncertain, the strikes

among the workmen too capricious and

frequent, the various risks too damaging,

to be averaged with success on a small

scale. The bottom of the sea is not

strewn so thickly with sunken argosies

as these mountains with the wrecks

of private fortunes. The individuals

who have made money were those who

sold land to speculators, but the small

miners have gcr-r

under, and monop

oly alone seems to

be competent to

deal with such vast

machinery and such

armies of turbulen:

operatives.

The description of this

business, however, is not

our affair this month : we aim simply

to lead the reader through the gently-

rising channels of Schuylkill Valley,

and show him what admirable tourist-

routes the anthracite country will yield

The trade of a place like Pottsville is

only suited to our present purpose

when it is so old a story as to be a rem

iniscence. As Moore was too early ■

the field to be in anywise conscious 0;

coal, let us hear the humorist Joseph C

Neal, who was present in the full hurlv-

burly of the mining excitement. Heii

are some of his sentences :

" In the memorable year to which I

allude rumors of fortunes made at i

blow, and competency secured by a turn

of the fingers came whispering down the

Schuylkill. Every speculator had hi?

town laid out, and manv of them hail
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scores of towns. They were, to be sure,

located in the pathless forests, but the

future Broadways and Pall Malls were

marked upon the trees ; and it was an

ticipated that the time was not far dis

tant when the bears, deer and wild-cats

would be obliged to give place, and take

the gutter side of the belles and beaux

of the new cities. The other branch of

our adventurers turned their attention to

mining. To it they went, boring the

mountains, swamping their money and

themselves. The hills swarmed with

them, they clustered like bees about a

hive, but not a hope was realized. The

justices did a fine business. Capiases,
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securities and bail-pieces became as fa

miliar as your gaiter. The farce was

over, and the farce of The Devil to Pay

was the afterpiece. There was but one

step from the sublime to the ridiculous,

and Pottsville saw it taken."

The Pottsville of to-day, a town of

great elegance, has not its guide-boards

set up in an impenetrable forest. Every

thing shows wealth, ambition and those

exacting tastes that come in the train of

satisfied ambition. The goods in the

stores are choice and high-priced : each

building erected is handsomer than the

last. The streets, climbing actively up

from the river, are sometimes picturesque,

always gay and bright. Sharp Moun

tain drives its vast obtuse wedge into the

sky behind the town. Henry Clay on a

column, with a whole hill for a pedestal,
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looks amiably over the comfortable pop

ulation of old-line Whigs who roost and

burrow in the fat offices and places of

the town. Fine roads for driving wind

back among the hills, with superb turns

of view, with dusky villages of miners,

and a breadth and choice of mining-sce

nery that makes the whole of this strange

trade unwind before the visitor like a

drama. There is a little theatre in the

city, with a fair stage for the fortuitous

concert-troupe or star. Hotel-life is at

the level of the highest dreams of the

commercial traveler. There is at least

one preacher of conspicuous power,

Dr. Smiley of the Second Presbyterian

Church—a man with a true gift of ex

temporaneous eloquence, a sort of White-

field with the hills for his amphitheatre.

It is a strange surprise to find such a

city, an edifice of refinement, culture and

brightness, reposing on the shoulders of

 

the grimy miners, who are its true cary

atides and supports.

Mount Carbon, a continuation of Poas-

ville, is celebrated only for its hotel, a

house owned by the railroad company,

and the scene of many a noble feast at

which the corporation was the entertain

er. There are rare wines in stock here,

chosen by experts in such matters, and

the kitchen is adorned by the geniu;

of cooks worthy of Apicius's service

this house of call, the " Mansion." i-

large and handsome, making a good

effect as it stands like a carving in alto

relief against the green face of Sharp

Mountain. Not far away are the hy

draulics of Tumbling Run, where there

is a pretty lake, with dams to feed the

canal, the waste water escaping over the

rocks in such a way as to form a fine

cascade.

It is easily understood that the laying

out of railway-

levels among

these intricate

valleys mus:

be a difficult

feat of civil en

gineering. Let

the tourist

thank the en

gineer with all

his soul, then,

as he pene

trates by his

aid to ravins

almost inac

cessible by oth

er means, and

grasps in 3

day's idling a

quantity ofdis

tant points that

Natty BumpT

could hardly

compass in a

month with his leathern legs. The com

merce of anthracite seems hereabouts to have

acted in a kind conspiracy with the desire?

of the sight-seer, for nowhere is there a grace

ful opening in the view but a road seems to

lead straight up to it, while there is generallv

provided for the foreground a colossal coal-

breaker heavily dusted with sooty powder.
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presenting the general semblance of

Cleopatra's needle hung with black vel

vet, and capital for throwing off the dis

tance into aerial perspective.

We will leave the Schuylkill now, with

the graceful image of Pottsville reflected

in it, in order to give the artist's pencil a

short excursion amongst the Appalachian

valleys ; reserving the privilege, howev

er, of returning to Pottsville as a centre

of movement or pivotal focus, and also

that of taking up the river, if we shall

so choose, and going backward with it

quite to its fountain-head. Having en

joyed a long succession of river-scenes,

let us turn to the panorama of the moun

tains as mining industry has opened it

out to our approach. From Pottsville,

then, we may lake the locomotive over

a quantity of short mining-roads which

burrow away the coal-hills, or can com

mand a series of feeders which go out

from the same centre with a certain par

allelism, like the prongs of a fork, to

touch various coal-depflts on the Susque

hanna, such as Herndon (a small water

side town below Sunbury) and Dauphin.

Westward lie Ashland, Shamokin and

the bold opening of Ravino Gap. Near

Ashland you are carried over the Upper

and Lower Inclined Planes of Gordon,

two uphill inclinations of the road oc

curring close together. The Schuylkill

region employs four of these planes,

similar in operation to that which has

become so celebrated at Mauch Chunk

in ascending Mount Pisgah. The sen

sation of being caught by the little "bar

ney " engine which starts up behind you

at the foot of the hill, and pushes you

smartly up the rope, is quite odd and

magical to a stranger. The Lower Gor

don Plane, represented in the cut, carries

you a distance of 4755 feet, in which dis

tance you have risen 404 feet, and are

1 206 feet above tide ; the neighboring

LTpper Plane, somewhat shorter in length,

takes you up to a still greater altitude,

leaving you 15 19 feet above tide ; so that,

although on the rail all the time, you

have the height of a very respectable

mountain beneath you. Bearing in a

more southerly direction, an excursion

may be taken that will unveil a variety

of wonders, both mechanical and natural.

Leave Pottsville, take up its neighbor

Mount Carbon and Mount Carbon's

neighbor Schuylkill Haven, then double,

and proceed by the Mine Hill road, a

branch originally built independently,

now absorbed by the Reading Company.

You get the bold vase-like hollow and

the swimming distances of Germantown

Valley and Mine Hill Gap. At Cressona

you remark the monumental buildings in

stone put up by the Mine Hill road when

it was an independent corporation. Lor-

berry Junction commands a fine valley-

view, but it is eclipsed by the neighbor

view of Brookside, across Williams Val

ley. Here, while the disgorging mines

pile up their dust-heaps all around you,

and the dull mules clamber to the lofty

breakers with their loads of coal, the

eye commands a distance which is full

of enchantment. The direction of the

valley is so straight that you are sure

you can see all the way down to the Sus

quehanna River at Harrisburg. Along

the vista the inequalities of the parallel

mountain-walls jut out one beyond the

other, forming accents of fainter and

fainter blue, in an interminable perspec

tive, until everything faints in an horizon

of blinding azure and silver. In the

foreground, relieved in dark saliency

against the dazzling vision, are the ears

of a mule and the profile of a dust-heap,

black as a coffin under a pall. It is a

painter's opportunity, for toil and vision,

the practical and the ideal, arc most art

fully blended.

In our next paper we shall have

something to say about the vicissitudes

of a miner's existence and of the coal

mining industry, on which depend the

comfort and life of myriads each winter ;

and, having got the reader completely

lost to the friendly light of day in the

deepest recesses of a mine, it will be our

business to get him out, and return him

to his friends with some novelty of route,

not, however, completely losing sight of

the exquisite Schuylkill. The object in

the present paper has been quite uncon

nected with the special commerce of the

Reading road : we have undertaken a

vague relaxation of mind and matter.
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not the toil of mines and mattocks. We

wished to demonstrate that, in its irre

sponsible aspect of a mere tourist's route,

the valley of Schuylkill is full of hiRarr

interest and pictorial beauty.

TO A WILD FLOWER.

IN the green solitudes

Of the deep, shady woods

Thy lot is kindly cast, and life to thee

Is like a gust of rarest minstrelsy.

The winds of May and June

Hum many a tender tune, ,

Flowing above thy leafy hiding-place,

Kissing, all thrilled with joy, thy modest face.

About thee float and gl

Rare insects, hovering

And round thee glance thin streams of delicate grass,

Plashing their odors on th-D"iv they pass.

The sheen of hrilliar*

Songs or

The low, my

Through every sir- '

O bloom! all joy is th«-p r

All loves around the j t>"~r

The thousand hearts of " - thee.

Her thousand voices pr'

O bloom of pure

Flower of Love's gr

For ever keep thy pe"

For ever send thy*.- down the an.

I'll • '* ii. my song,

W a.i.thy joys along,

At which some sunny hearts may sunnier grow.

And frozen ones may gently slip their snow ;

For I am loved like thee,

Great joy doth compass me :

My life is like a wind of May or June,

Shot through with snatches of a charming tune.

James Maurice Thompson.
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IV GEORGE MACDONALD, AUTHOR OF " ANNALS OF A QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD,"

" ROBERT FALCONER," ETC.

CHAPTER XXIII.

ARMAGEDDON.

rHE home season of the herring-fish

ery was to commence a few days

fter the occurrences last recorded. The

oats had all returned from other sta-

ons, and the little harbor was one crowd

f stumpy masts, each with its halliard,

ie sole cordage visible, rove through the

lp of it, for the hoisting of a lug sail,

inned to a rich red brown. From this

nderwood towered aloft the masts of a

oasting schooner, discharging its load

f coal at the little quay. Other boats

ly drawn up on the beach in 'of

ie Seaton, and beyond it , ier

de of the burn. Men ana - : Ai

usy with the brown nets, laying them

ut on the short grass of the shore, rru;, . '

ig them wif> i...:ing-needles like

huttles, carrying huge burt'

n their shoulders in th

there were mending

leir boats, and J

ttings. AV

enture '- ana e\

li"- nopefullv. 'Vi^v..

. mpanied f -

..em horr'

ies v""' '

.1 «..«.«. . . Ai"'ile questionii

are; mothers had their sons again, to

atch with loving eyes as they swung

leir slow limbs at their labor, or in the

tenings sauntered about, hands in pock-

:s, pipe in mouth, and blue bonnet cast

irelessly on the head : it was almost a

ngle family, bound together by a net-

ork of intermarriages, so intricate as

' render it impossible for any one who

id not belong to the community to fol-

iw the threads or read the design of the

lcial tracery.

And while the Seaton swarmed with

" the goings on of life," the town of Port-

lossie lay above it still as a country ham

let, with more odors than people about :

of people it was seldom indeed that three

were to be spied at once in the wide

street, while of odors you would always

encounter a smell of leather from the

saddler's shop, and a mingled message

of bacon and cheese from the very gen

eral dealer's—in whose window hung

what seemed three hams, and only he

who looked twice would discover that

the middle object was no ham, but a

violin—while at every corner lurked a

scent of gillyflowers and southernwood.

Idly supreme, Portlossie the upper look

ed down in condescension—that is, in

half-concealed contempt—on the ant-

heap below it.

The evening arrived on which the

\ greatrn.rlart of the boats was to put off

essay. Malcolm would have

- ri :in the little fleet, for he be-

nLto his friend Joseph Mair's crew,

..o. been found impossible to' get

I tne new boat ready before the following

evening ; whence, for this one more, he

was still his own master, with one more

ichance of a pleasure for which he had

leen on the watch ever since Lady Flo-

tael had spoken of having a row in his

..ooat. True, it was not often she appear-

' ilon the shore in the evening ; never-

•i: ,vp.s he kept watching the dune with

a eyes, for he had hinted to Mrs.

Connfti., Terhaps her young lady

would like'iiys. -;ihe boats go out.

Although it was the fiftieth time his

eyes had swept the links in vague hope,

he could yet hardly believe their testi

mony when now at length he spied a

form, which could only be hers, looking

seaward from the slope, as still as a

sphinx on Egyptian sands.

He sauntered slowly toward her, by

the landward side of the dune, gathering

on his way a handful of the reddest
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daisies he could find ; then, ascending

the sand-hill, approached her along the

top.

" Saw ye ever sic gowans in yer life,

my leddy ?" he said, holding out his posy.

" Is that what you call them ?" she re

turned.

"Ow ay, my leddy—daisies ye ca'

them. I dinna ken but yours is the

bonnier name o' the twa—gien it be

what Mr. Graham tells me the auld poet

Chaucer maks o' 't."

"What is that?"

" Ow, jist the een o' the day—the day's

eyes, ye ken. They 're sma' een for sic

a great face, but syne there's a lot o'

them to mak up for that. They've be

gun to close a'ready, but the mair they

close the bonnier they luik, wi' their bits

o' screwed-up mooies (little mouths).

But saw ye ever sic reid anes, or ony sic

a size, my leddy ?"

" I don't think I ever did. What is the

reason they are so large and red ?"

" I dinna ken. There canna be muckle

nourishment in sic a thin soil, but there

maun be something that agrees wi' them.

It's the same a' roon' aboot here."

Lady Florimel sat looking at the dai

sies, and Malcolm stood a few yards off,

watching for the first of the red sails,

which must soon show themselves, creep

ing out on the ebb tide. Nor had he

waited long before a boat appeared, then

another and another— six huge oars,

ponderous to toil withal, urging each

from the shelter of the harbor out into

the wide weltering plain. The fishing-

boat of that time was not decked as now,

and each, with every lift of its bows, re

vealed to their eyes a gaping hollow,

ready, if a towering billow should break

above it, to be filled with sudden death.

One by one the whole fleet crept out, and

ever as they gained the breeze, up went

the red sails, and filled : aside leaned

every boat from the wind, and went dan

cing away over the frolicking billows

toward the sunset, its sails, deep-dyed in

oak-bark, shining redder and redder in

the growing redness of the sinking sun.

Nor did Portlossie alone send out her

boats, like huge sea-birds warring on the

live treasures of the deep ; from beyond

the headlands east and west, out thr

glided on slow red wing—from Scanr-

nose, from Sandend, from Clamrock,

from the villages all along the coast-

spreading as they came, each to its work,

apart through all the laborious night, t:

rejoin its fellows only as home drew then

back in the clear gray morning, lad«

and slow with the harvest of the su'-.

But the night lay between, into which

they were sailing over waters of heavir.

green that forever kept tossing up roso-

a night whose curtain was a horizon bu,,

up of steady blue, but gorgeous with pac

ing purple and crimson, and flashy

with molten gold.

Malcolm was not one of those to whom

the sea is but a pond for fish, and ih=

sky a storehouse of wind and rain, sun

shine and snow : he stood for a momen:

gazing, lost in pleasure. Then he turnnd

to Lady Florimel : she had thrown her

daisies on the sand, appeared to be deep

in her book, and certainly caught noth

ing of the splendor before her, beyonc

the red light on her page.

"Saw ye ever a bonnier sicht, nn

leddy ?" said Malcolm.

She looked up, and saw and gazed ia

silence. Her nature was full of poet:

possibilities; and now a formless though

foreshadowed itself in a feeling she did

not understand : why should such a sight

as this make her feel sad ? The vital

connection between joy and effort hac

begun from afar to reveal itself with the

question she now uttered.

" What is it all for ?" she asked drean-

ily, her eyes gazing out on the calm ec

stasy of color, which seemed to have

broken the bonds of law, and ushered a

a new chaos, fit matrix of new heavenl

and new earth.

"To catch herrin'," answered Malcolm,

ignorant of the mood that prompted the

question, and hence mistaking its pur-

port.

But a falling doubt had troubled trie

waters of her soul, and through the ripple

she could descry it settling into form.

She was silent for a moment.

" I want to know," she resumed. " wh>

it looks as if some great thing were going

on. Why is all this pomp and show?
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ething ought to be at hand. All I

is the catching of a few miserable

If it were the eve of a glorious

e now, I could understand it—if

; were the little English boats rush-

to attack the Spanish Armada, for

nee. But they are only gone to

1 fish ! Or if they were setting out

iscover the Isles of the West, the

try beyond the sunset!—-but this

canna answer ye a' at ance, my

y," said Malcolm : " I maun taktime

ink aboot it. But I ken brawly what

lean."

/en as he spoke he withdrew, and

ending the mound, walked away be-

1 the bored craig, regardless now of

far-lessening sails and the sinking

The motes of the .twilight were

iplying fast as he returned along the

e-side of the dune, but Lady Florimel

vanished from its crest. He ran to

x>p : thence, in the dim of the twi-

, he saw her slow-retreating form,

itom-like, almost at the grated door

e tunnel, which, like that of a tomb,

ared ready to draw her in, and yield

10 more.

Ay leddy ! my leddy !" he cried,

ina ye bide for 't ?"

2 went bounding after her like a deer,

heard him call, and stood holding

loor half open.

t 's the battle o' Armageddon, my

y," he cried, as he came within hear-

11stance.

The battle of what?" she exclaimed,

ldered. " I really can't understand

savage Scotch."

-loot, my leddy ! the battle o' Ar-

eddon's no ane o' the Scots battles ;

:he battle atween the richt an' the

lg, 'at ye read aboot i' the buik o'

Revelations."

Vhat on earth are you talking about ?' '

ned Lady Florimel in dismay, be

ing to fear that her squire was losing

enses.

t's jist what ye was sayin', my leddy :

pomp as yon bude to hing abune a

' battle some gait or ither."

.Vhat has the catching of fish to

vith a battle in the Revelations?"

Vol. XIII.—43

said the girl, moving a little within the

door.

"Weel, my leddy, gien I took in han'

to set it furth to ye, I would hae to tell

ye a' that Mr. Graham has been learnin'

me sin' ever I can min'. He says "at

the whole economy o' natur is fashiont

unco like that o' the kingdom o' haven :

it's jist a gradation o' services, an' the

highest en' o' ony animal is to contree-

bute to the life o' ane higher than itsel' ;

sae that it's the gran' preevilege o' the

fish we tak to be aten by human bein's,

an' uphaud what's abune them."

" That's a poor consolation to the fish,"

• said Lady Florimel.

" Hoo ken ye that, my leddy ? Ye

can tell nearhan' as little aboot the hert

o' a herrin'—sic as it has—as the herrin'

can tell aboot yer ain, whilk, I'm think-

in', maun be o' the lairgest size."

" How should you know anything

about my heart, pray?" she asked, with

more amusement than offence.

"Jist by my ain," answered Malcolm.

Lady Florimel began to fear she must

have allowed the fisher-lad more liberty

than was proper, seeing he dared avow

that he knew the heart of a lady of her

position by his own. But indeed Mal

colm was wrong, for in the scale of hearts

Lady Florimel's was far below his. She

stepped quite within the door, and was

on the point of shutting it, but something

about the youth restrained her, exciting

at least her curiosity; his eyes glowed

with a deep quiet light, and his face,

even grand at the moment, had a greater

influence upon her than she knew. In

stead therefore of interposing the door

between them, she only kept it poised,

ready to fall-to the moment the sanity

of the youth should become a hair's-

breadth more doubtful than she already

considered it.

" It's a' pairt o' ae thing, my leddy,"

Malcolm resumed. "The herrin 's like

the fowk 'at cairries the mate an' the

pooder an' sic like for them 'at does the

fechtin.' The hert o' the leevin' man's

the place whaur the battle's foucht, an'

it's aye gaein' on an' on there atween God

an' Sawtan ; an' the fish they haud fowk

up till 't—"
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" Do you mean that the herrings help

you to fight for God ?" said Lady Flori-

mel with a superior smile.

"Aither for God or for the deevil, my

leddy—that depen's upo' the fowk them-

sel's. I say it hauds them up to fecht,

an' the thing maun be fouchten oot.

Fowk to fecht maun live, an' the herrin'

hauds the life i' them, an' sae the catch-

in' o' the herrin' comes in to be a pairt

o' the battle."

" Wouldn't it be more sensible to say

that the battle is between the fishermen

and the sea, for the sake of their wives

and children ?" suggested Lady Florimel

supremely.

" Na, my leddy, it wadna be half sae

sensible, for it wadna justifee the grandur

that hings ower the fecht. The battle

wi' the sea 's no sae muckle o' an affair.

An', 'deed, gien it warna that the wives

an' the verra weans hae themsel's to fecht

i' the same battle o' guid an' ill, I dinna

seethe muckle differ there wad be atween

them an' the fish, nor what for they sudna

ate ane anither as the craturs i' the wat-

ter du. But gien 't be the battle, I say,

there can be no pomp o' sea or sky ower

gran' for 't ; an' it's a' weel waured {ex

pended) gien it but haud the gude anes

merry an' strong, an' up to their wark.

For that, weel may the sun shine a celes

tial rosy reid, an' weel may the boatie

row, an' weel may the stars luik doon,

blinkin' an' luikin' again—ilk ane duin'

its bonny pairt to mak a man a richt-

hertit, guid-willed sodger!"

"And, pray, what may be your rank

in this wonderful army ?" asked Lady

Florimel, with the air and tone of one

humoring a lunatic.

"I'm naething but a raw recruit, my

leddy ; but gien I hed my chice, I wad

be piper to my reg'ment."

" How do you mean ?"

" I wad mak sangs. Dinna lauch at

me, my leddy, for they're the best kin'

o' weapon for the wark 'at I ken. But

I'm no a makar (poet), an' maun con

tent mysel' wi' duin' my wark as I fin'

it."

" Then why," said Lady Floiimel, with

the conscious right of social superiority

to administer good counsel—"why don't

you work harder, and get a better house,

and wear better clothes ?"

Malcolm's mind was so full of fei

other and weightier things that the ques

tion bewildered him ; but he grappled

with the reference to his clothes.

"'Deed, my leddy," he returned, "yt

may weel say that, seein' ye was neve:

aboord a herrin'-boat ! but gien ye arc;

saw the inside o' ane fu' o' fish, whaur -

body gangs slidderin' aboot, maybe :

to the middle o' 's leg in wamlin' hema ,

an' the neist meenute, maybe, weet :

the skin wi' the splash o' a muckle ja*

(wave), ye micht think the claes gmi

eneuch for the wark—though ill fit, :

confess wi' shame, to come afore yc

leddyship."

" I thought you only fished about dost

by the shore in a little boat; I didr.t

know you went with the rest of the fish

ermen : that's very dangerous work—

isn't it ?"

"No ower dangerous, my leddy

There's some gangs doon ilka sizzoo

but it's a' i' the w'y o' your wark."

"Then how is it you're not gone fish

ing to-night ?"

"She 's a new boat, an' there's aniti-.r

day's wark on her afore we win oot.—

Wadna ye like a row the nicht, ov

leddy ?"

"No, certainly; it's much too late."

"It 'll be nane mirker nor 'tis; but I

reckon ye're richt. I cam ower by jisi

to see whether ye wadna like to gan-

wi' the boats a bit; but yer leddvskf

set me aff thinkin', an' that pat it ooto'

my heid."

" It's too late now, anyhow. Come to

morrow evening, and I'll see if I can:

go with you."

"I canna, my leddy— that's the fesk

o' 't ! I maun gang wi' Blue Peter tie

morn's nicht. It was my last chance

I'm sorry to say."

" It's not of the slightest consequence.'

Lady Florimel returned ; and, biddm;

him good-night, she shut and locked th.

door.

The same instant she vanished, for tin

tunnel was now quite dark. Malcoiro

turned with a sigh, and took his way

slowly homeward along the top of the
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dune. All was dim about him—dim in

the heavens, where a thin veil of gray

had gathered over the blue ; dim on the

ocean, where the stars swayed and swung,

in faint flashes of dissolving radiance,

cast loose like ribbons of seaweed ; dim

all along the shore, where the white of

the breaking wavelet melted into the

yellow sand ; and dim in his own heart,

where the manner and words of the lady

had half hidden her starry reflex with a

chilling mist.

CHAPTER XXIV.

THE FEAST.

To the entertainment which the mar

quis and Lady Florimel had resolved to

give, all classes and conditions in the

neighborhood now began to receive in

vitations—shopkeepers, there called mer

chants, and all socially above them, in

dividually, by notes, in the name of the

marquis and Lady Florimel, but in the

handwriting of Mrs. Crathie and her

daughters; and the rest generally, by

the sound of bagpipes and proclamation

from the lips of Duncan MacPhail. To

the satisfaction of Johnny Bykes, the ex

clusion of improper persons was left in

the hands of the gatekeepers.

The thing had originated with the fac

tor. The old popularity of the lords of

the land had vanished utterly during the

life of the marquis's brother, and Mr.

Crathie, being wise in his generation,

sought to initiate a revival of it by hint

ing the propriety of some general hos

pitality, a suggestion which the marquis

was anything but loath to follow. For

the present Lord Lossie, although as un

ready as most men to part with anything

he cared for, could yet cast away mag

nificently, and had always greatly prized

a reputation for liberality.

For the sake of the fishermen, the first

Saturday after the commencement of the

home-fishing was appointed. The few

serious ones, mostly Methodists, objected

on the ground of the proximity of the

Sunday ; but their attitude was, if pos

sible, of still less consequence in the

eyes of their neighbors that it was well

known they would in no case have ac

cepted such an invitation.

The day dawned propitious. As early

as five o'clock, Mr. Crathie was abroad,

booted and spurred—now directing the

workmen who were setting up tents and

tables ; now conferring with house-stew

ard, butler or cook ; now mounting his

horse and galloping off to the home-

farm or the distillery, or into the town to

the Lossie Arms, where certain guests

from a distance were to be accommo

dated, and whose landlady had under

taken the superintendence of certain

of the victualing departments ; for canny

Mr. Crathie would not willingly have the

meanest guest ask twice for anything he

wanted—so invaluable did he consider

a good word from the humblest quarter—

and the best labors of the French cook,

even had he reverenced instead of de

spising Scottish dishes, would have ill-

sufficed for the satisfaction of appetites

critically appreciative of hotch-potch,

sheep's head, haggis and black puddings.

The neighboring nobility and landed

gentlemen, the professional guests also,

including the clergy, were to eat with the

marquis in the great hall. On the grass

near the house tents were erected for the

burgesses of the burgh and the tenants of

the marquis's farms. I would have said

on the lawn, but there was no lawn

proper about the place, the ground was

so picturesquely broken—in parts with

all but precipices—and so crowded with

trees. Hence its aspect was specially

unlike that of an English park and

grounds. The whole was Celtic as dis

tinguished in character from Saxon. For

the lake-like lawn, for the wide sweeps

of airy room in which expand the mighty

boughs of solitary trees, for the filmy

gray-blue distances, and the far-off seg

ments of horizon, here were the tree-

crowded grass, the close windings of the

long glen of the burn, heavily overshad

owed, and full of mystery and cover, but

leading at last to the widest vantage of

outlook—the wild heathery hill down

which it drew its sharp furrow ; while, in

front of the house, beyond hidden river,

and plane of tree-tops, and far-sunk shore

with its dune and its bored crag and its
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tortuous caves, lay the great sea, a pout

ing under lip, met by the thin, repose

ful—shall I say sorrowful ?—upper lip of

the sky.

A bridge of stately span, level with the

sweep in front, honorable embodiment

of the savings of a certain notable count

ess, one end resting on the same rock

with the house, their foundations almost

in contact, led across the burn to more

and more trees, their roots swathed in

the finest grass, through which ran broad

carriage drives and narrower footways,

hard and smooth with yellow gravel.

Here amongst the trees were set long

tables for the fishermen, mechanics and

farm-laborers. Here also was the place

appointed for the piper.

As the hour drew near, the guests came

trooping in at every entrance. By the

sea-gate came the fisher-folk, many of

the men in the blue jersey, the women

mostly in short print gowns of large pat

terns—the married with huge, wide-frilled

caps, and the unmarried with their hair

gathered in silken nets : bonnets there

were very few. Each group that entered

had a joke or a jibe for Johnny Bykes,

which he met in varying but always surly

fashion—in that of utter silence in the case

of Duncan and Malcolm, at which the

former was indignant, the latter merry.

By the town-gate came the people of

Portlossie. By the new main entrance

from the high road beyond the town,

through lofty Grcekish gates, came the

lords and lairds, in yellow coaches, gigs

and post-chaises. By another gate, far

up the glen, came most of the country

folk, some walking, some riding, some

driving, all merry and with the best in

tentions of enjoying themselves. As the

common people approached the house,

they were directed to their different tables

by the sexton, for he knew everybody.

The marquis was early on the ground,

going about amongst his guests, and show

ing a friendly off-hand courtesy which

prejudiced every one in his favor. Lady

Florimel soon joined him, and a certain

frank way she inherited from her father,

joined to the great beauty her mother had

given her, straightway won all hearts.

She spoke to Duncan with cordiality : the

moment he heard her voice, he pulled

off his bonnet, put it under his arm, and

responded with what I can find no better

phrase to describe than—a profuse dig

nity. Malcolm she favored with a smile

which swelled his heart with pride and

devotion. The bold-faced countess next

appeared : she took the marquis's other

arm, and nodded to his guests conde

scendingly and often, but seemed, after

every nod, to throw her head farther back

than before. Then to haunt the going:

of Lady Florimel came Lord Meikleham

receiving little encouragement, but eager

after such crumbs as he could gather.

Suddenly the great bell under the highest

of the gilded vanes rang a loud peal, and

the marquis having led his chief guests

to the hall, as soon as he was seated the

tables began to be served simultaneously.

At that where Malcolm sat with Dun

can grace was grievously foiled by the

latter, for, unaware of what was going

on, he burst out, at the request of a wag

gish neighbor, with a tremendous bias

of which the company took advantage to

commence operations at once, and pres

ently the clatter of knives and forks and

spoons was the sole sound to be heard

in that division of the feast : across the

valley, from the neighborhood of the

house, came now and then a faint peai

of laughter, for there they knew how *

be merry while they ate ; but here, the

human element was in abeyance, for

people who work hard seldom talk while

they eat. From the end of an overhang

ing bough a squirrel looked at them for

one brief moment, wondering perhaps

that they should not prefer cracking a

nut in private, and vanished ; but the

birds kept singing, and the scents of the

flowers came floating up from the gardes

below, and the burn went on with its own

noises and its own silences, drifting the

froth of its last passion down toward the

doors of the world.

In the hall, ancient jokes soon began

to flutter their moulted wings, and musty

compliments to offer themselves for the

acceptance of the ladies, and meet with

a reception varied by temperament and

experience : what the bold-faced count

ess heard with a hybrid contortion, half
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neer and half smile, would have made

-ady Florimel stare out of big refusing

yes.

Those more immediately around the

narquis were soon laughing over the

tory of the trick he had played the blind

liper, and of the apology he had had

o make in consequence ; and perhaps

omcthing better than mere curiosity

lad to do with the wish of several of the

quests to see the old man and his grand

er*. The marquis said the piper him-

,clf would take care they should not

niss him, but he would send for the

, oung fellow, who was equally fitted to

lmuse them, being quite as much of a

:haracter in his way as the other.

He spoke to the man behind his chair,

ind in a few minutes Malcolm made his

ippcarance, following the messenger.

" Alalcolm," said the marquis kindly,

• I want you to keep your eyes.open, and

see that no mischief is done about the

place."

" I dinna think there's ane o' oor ain

fowl* wad dee ony mischeef, my lord,"

answered Malcolm; "but whan ye keep

:lpen yett, ye canna be sure wha wins in,

specially wi' sic a gowk as Johnny Bykes

at anc o' them. No 'at he wad wrang

yer lordship a hair, my lord !"

" .At all events you'll be on the alert,"

said the marquis.

" I wull that, my lord. There's twa or

three aboot a'ready 'at I dinna a'thegither

like the leuks o'. They're no like coun-

try-fowk, an' they're no fisher-fowk. It's

no far aff the time o' year whan the

gypsies are i' the w'y o' payin' 's a veesit,

an' they may ha' come in at the Binn

yett (gate), whaur there's nane but an

auld wife to haud them oot."

" Well, well," said the marquis, who

had no fear about the behavior of his

guests, and had only wanted a color for

his request of Malcolm's presence. "In

the mean time," he added, "we are rather

short-handed here. Just give the butler

a little assistance—will you?"

" Willin'ly my lord," answered Mal

colm, forgetting altogether, in the pros

pect of being useful and within sight of

Lady Florimel, that he had Nit half-

finished his own dinner. The butler,

who had already had an opportunity of

admiring his aptitude, was glad enough

to have his help, and after this day used

to declare that in a single week he could

make him a better servant than any of

the men who waited at table. It was

indeed remarkable how, with such a

limited acquaintance with the many

modes of an artificial life, he was yet,

by quickness of sympathetic insight, ca

pable not only of divining its require

ments, but of distinguishing, amid the

multitude of appliances around, those

fitted to their individual satisfaction.

It was desirable, however, that the sit

ting in the hall should not be prolonged,

and after a few glasses of wine the mar

quis rose and went to make the round

of the other tables. Taking them in

order, he came last to those of the rustics,

mechanics and fisher-folk. These had

advanced considerably in their potations,

and the fun was loud. His appearance

was greeted with shouts, into which Dun

can struck with a paean from his pipes ;

but in the midst of the tumult, one of

the oldest of the fisherman stood up, and

in a voice accustomed to battle with windy

uproars, called for silence. He then ad

dressed their host.

" Ye'll jist mak 's prood by drinkin' a

tum'ler wi 's, yer lordship," he said. "It's

no ilka day we hae the honor o' yer lord

ship's company."

"Or I of yours," returned the marquis

with hearty courtesy. " I will do it with

pleasure—or at least a glass : my head's

not so well seasoned as some of yours."

"Gien yer lordship's hed hed as mony

blasts o' nicht win', an' as mony jaups

o' cauld sea-watter aboot its lugs as oors,

it wad hae been fit to stan' as muckle o'

the barley bree as the stievest o' the lot,

I s' warran'."

"I hope so," returned Lord Lossie,

who, having taken a seat at the end of

the table, was now mixing a tumbler of

toddy. As soon as he had filled his

glass, he rose and drank to the fisher

men of Portlossie, their wives and their

sweethearts, wishing them a mighty con

quest of herring, and plenty of children

to keep up the breed and the war on the

fish. His speech was received with hearty
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cheers, during which he sauntered away

to rejoin his friends.

Many toasts followed, one of which,

"Damnation to the dog-fish!" gave op

portunity to a wag, seated near the piper,

to play upon the old man's well-known

foible by adding, " an' Cawmill o' Glen-

lyon ;" whereupon Duncan, who had by

this time taken more whisky than was

good for him, rose, and made a rambling

speech, in which he returned thanks for

the imprecation, adding thereto the hope

that never might one of the brood ac

cursed go down with honor to the grave.

The fishermen listened with respectful

silence, indulging only in nods, winks

and smiles for the interchange of amuse

ment, until the utterance of the wish re

corded, when, apparently carried away

for a moment by his eloquence, they

broke into loud applause. But from the

midst of it, a low, gurgling laugh close

by him reached Duncan's ear: excited

though he was with strong drink and

approbation, he shivered, sunk into his

seat, and clutched at his pipes convul

sively, as if they had been a weapon of

defence.

"Malcolm! Malcolm, my son!" he

muttered feebly, " tere is a voman will pe

laughing ! She is a paad voman : she

makes me cold !"

Finding from the no -response that

Malcolm had left his side, he sat motion

less, drawn into himself, and struggling

to suppress the curdling shiver. Some

of the women gathered about him, but

he assured them it was nothing more

than a passing sickness.

Malcolm's attention had, a few minutes

before, been drawn to two men of some

what peculiar appearance, who, applaud

ing louder than any, only pretended to

drink, and occasionally interchanged

glances of intelligence. It was one of

these peculiar looks that first attracted

his notice. He soon discovered that they

had a comrade on the other side of the

table, who apparently, like themselves,

had little or no acquaintance with any

one near him. He did not like either

their countenances or their behavior, and

resolved to watch them. In order there

fore to be able to follow them when they

moved, as he felt certain they would be

fore long, without attracting their atten

tion he left the table and making a cir

cuit took up his position behind a neigh

boring tree. Hence it came that he *.as

not, at the moment of his need, by his

grandfather's side, whither he had re

turned as soon as dinner was over in the

hall.

Meantime it became necessary to check

the drinking by the counter-attraction c-

the dance : Mr. Crathie gave orders uV.

a chair should be mounted on a table t.

Duncan, and the young hinds and fisher

men were soon dancing zealously with

the girls of their company to his strath

speys and reels. The other divisions of

the marquis's guests made merry to the

sound of a small brass band, a harp and

two violins.

When the rest forsook the toddy for the

reel, the objects of Malcolm's suspicion

remained at the table, not to drink, but

to draw nearer to each other and confer.

At length, when the dancers began to

return in quest of liquor, they rose anc

went away loiteringly through the trcci.

As the twilight was now deepening, Mal

colm found it difficult to keep them in

sight, but for the same reason he vi

able the more quickly to glide after them

from tree to tree. It was almost moor-

rise, he said to himself, and if they med

itated mischief, now was their best time.

Presently he heard the sound of run

ning feet, and in a moment more spied

the unmistakable form of the mad laird

darting through the thickening dusk of

the trees with gestures of wild horror.

As he passed the spot where Malcolm

stood, he cried out in a voice like a sup

pressed shriek, " It's my mither ! It's my

mither ! I dinna ken whaur I come frae.'

His sudden appearance and outcry so

startled Malcolm that for a moment he

forgot his watch, and when he looker

again the men had vanished. Not hai

ing any clue to their intent, and know in,,

only that on such a night the house » a-

nearly defenceless, he turned at once and

made for it. Ashe approached the front.

coming over the bridge, he fancied he

Jaw a figure disappear through the en

trance, and quickened his pace. Just as
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he reached it, he heard a door bang, and

supposing it to be that which shut off the

second hall, whence rose the principal

staircase, he followed this vaguest of

hints, and bounded to the top of the stair.

Entering the first passage he came to, he

found it almost dark, with a half-open

door at the end, through which shone a

gleam from some window beyond: this

light was plainly shut off for a moment,

as if by some one passing the window.

He hurried after— noiselessly, for the

floor was thickly carpeted—and came to

the foot of a winding stone stair. Afraid

beyond all things of doing nothing, and

driven by the formless conviction that

if he stopped to deliberate he certainly

should do nothing, he shot up the dark

screw like an ascending bubble, passed

the landing of the second floor without

observing it, and arrived in the attic re

gions of the ancient pile, under low, ir

regular ceilings, here ascending in cones,

there coming down in abrupt triangles,

or sloping away to a hidden meeting with

the floor in distant corners. His only

light was the cold blue glimmer from

here and there a storm-window or a sky

light. As the conviction of failure grew

on him, the ghostly feeling of the place

began to invade him. All was vague,

forsaken and hopeless as a dreary dream,

with the superadded miserable sense of

lonely sleep-walking. I suspect that the

feeling we call ghostly is but the sense

of abandonment in the lack of compan

ion life ; but be this as it may, Malcolm

was glad enough to catch sight of a gleam

as from a candle at the end of a long,

low passage on which he had come after

mazy wandering. Another similar pas

sage crossedits end, somewhere in which

must be the source of the light : he crept

toward it, and, laying himself flat on the

floor, peeped round the corner. His very

heart stopped to listen : seven or eight

yards from him, with a small lantern in

her hand, stood a short female figure,

which, the light falling for a moment on

her soft evil countenance, he recognized

as Mrs. Catanach's. Beside her stood a

tall graceful figure, draped in black from

head to foot. Mrs. Catanach was speak

ing in a low tone, and what Malcolm

was able to catch was evidently the close

of a conversation.

" I'll do my best, ye may be sure, my

leddy," slje said. "There's something no

canny aboot the cratur, an' doobtless ye

was an ill-used wuman, an' ye're i' the

richt. But it's a some fearsome ventur,

an' may be luikit intill, ye ken. There

I s' be yer scoug. Lippen to me, an' ye

s' no repent it."

As she ended speaking, she turned to

the door, and drew from it a key, evi

dently after a foiled attempt to unlock it

therewith ; for from a bunch she carried

she now made choice of another, and

was already fumbling with it in the key

hole, when Malcolm bethought himself

that, whatever her further intent, he

ought not to allow her to succeed in

opening the door. He therefore rose

slowly to his feet, and stepping softly out

into the passage, sent his round blue

bonnet spinning with such a certain aim

that it flew right against her head. She

gave a cry of terror, smothered by the

sense of evil secresy, and dropped her

lantern. It went out. Malcolm pattered

with his hands on the floor, and began

to howl frightfully. Her companion had

already fled, and Mrs. Catanach picked

up her lantern and followed. But her

flight was soft-footed, and gave sign only

in the sound of her garments and a clank

or two of her keys.

Gifted with a good sense of relative

position, Malcolm was able to find his

way back to the hall without much dif

ficulty, and met no one on the way.

When he stepped into the open air a

round moon was visible through the trees,

and their shadows were lying across the

sward. The merriment had grown loud

er, for a good deal of whisky having

been drunk by men of all classes, hilar

ity had ousted restraint, and the separa

tion of classes having broken a little,

there were many stragglers from the

higher to the lower divisions, whence the

area of the more boisterous fun had con

siderably widened. Most of the ladies

and gentlemen were dancing in the cheq

uer of the trees and moonlight, but, a

little removed from the rest, Lady Flori-

mel was seated under a tree, with Lord
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Meikleham by her side, probably her

partner in the last dance. She was look

ing at the moon, which shone upon her

from between two low branches, and

there was a sparkle in her eyes and a

luminousness upon her cheek which to

Malcolm did not seem to come from the

moon only. He passed on, with the

first pang of jealousy in his heart, feel

ing now for the first time that the space

hetween Lady Florimel and himself was

indeed a gulf. But he cast the whole

;hing from him for the time with an in

ward scorn of his foolishness, and hur

ried on from group to group to find the

marquis.

Meeting with no trace of him, and

thinking he might be in the flower- gar

den, which a few rays of the moon now

reached, he descended thither. But he

searched it through with no better suc

cess, and at the farthest end was on the

point of turning to leave it and look else

where, when he heard a moan of stifled

agony on the other side of a high wall

which here bounded the garden. Climb

ing up an espalier, he soon reached the

top, and looking down on the other side,

to his horror and rage espied the mad

laird on the ground, and the very men

of whom he had been in pursuit stand

ing over him and brutally tormenting

him, apparently in order to make him

get up and go along with them. One

was kicking him, another pulling his

head this way and that by the hair, and

the third punching and poking his hump,

which last cruelty had probably drawn

from him the cry Malcolm had heard.

Three might be too many for him : he

descended swiftly, found some stones,

and a stake from a bed of sweet-peas,

then climbing up again, took such effect

ual aim at one of the villains that he fell

without uttering a sound. Dropping at

once from the wall, he rushed at the two

with stick upheaved.

" Dinna be in sic a rage, man," cried

the first, avoiding his blow : "we're aboot

naething ayont the lawfu\ It's only the

mad laird. We're takin' 'im to the asy

lum at Ebberdeen. By the order o' 's

ain mithcr!"

At the word a choking scream came

from the prostrate victim. Malcolm ut

tered a huge imprecation, and struck a:

the fellow again, who now met him in a

way that showed it was noise more than

wounds he had dreaded. Instantly the

other came up, and also fell upon hiir.

with vigor. But his stick was too much

for them, and at length one of then:

crying out, " It's the blin' piper's has

tard — I'll mark him yet!" took to his

heels, and was followed by his com

panion.

More eager after rescue than punish

ment, Malcolm turned to the help of the

laird, whom he found in utmost need of

his ministrations—gagged, and with his

hands tied mercilessly tight behind his

back. His knife quickly released him.

but the poor fellow was scarcely lei?

helpless than before. He clung to Mal

colm and moaned piteously, every mo

ment glancing over his shoulder in ter

ror of pursuit. His mouth hung open z«

if the gag were still tormenting him ; now

and then he would begin his usual la

ment and manage to say " I dinna ken ;"

but when he attempted the wAaur, his

jaw fell and hung as before. Malcolm

sought to lead ium away, but he heW

back, moaning dreadfully ; then Mal

colm would have him sit down where

they were, but he caught his hand and

pulled him away, stopping instantly, how

ever, as if not knowing whither to turn

from the fears on every side. At length

the prostrate enemy began to move, when

the laird, who had been unaware of his

presence, gave a shriek and took to his

heels. Anxious not to lose sight of him.

Malcolm left the wounded man to take

care of himself, and followed him up the

steep side of the little valley.

They had not gone many steps from

the top of the ascent, however, before the

fugitive threw himself on the ground ex

hausted, and it was all Malcolm could do

to get him to the town, where, unable to

go a pace farther, he sank down on Mrs

Catanach's doorstep. A light was burn

ing in the cottage, but Malcolm would

seek shelter for him anywhere rathet

than with her, and, in terror of her quick
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caught him up in his arms like a

, and hurried away with him to Miss

i's.

h, sirs!" exclaimed Miss Horn, when

penedthe door—for Jean was among

lcrry-makers—" wha 's this 'at 's kilt

: 's the—laird—Mr. Stewart," return-

lalcolm. " He 's no freely kilt, but

han'."

fa ! weel I wat ! Come in an' set

loon till we sec," said Miss Horn,

ng and leading the way up to her

parlor.

ere Malcolm laid his burden on the

ind gave a brief account of the rcs-

ord preserve 's, Ma'colm!" cried

Horn, as soon as he had ended his

0 which she had listened in silence

fierce eyes and threatening nose :

't a mercy 1 wasna made like some

or I couldna ha' bidden to see the

"allow misguidet that gait ! It 's a

il mercy, Ma'colm MacPhail, to be

wantin' ony sic thing as feelin's."

: was leaving the room as she spoke

■eturn instantly with brandy. The

swallowed some with an effort, and

1 to revive.

h, sirs!" exclaimed Miss Horn, re-

ng him now more narrowly—"but

in an awfu' state o' dirt ! I maun

his face an' han's, an' pit him till 's

Could ye helpaff wi' 's claes, Ma'-

? Though 1 hacna ony feelin's, I

it some eerie-like at the puir body's

e last words were uttered in what

udged a safe aside. As if she had

his mother, she washed his face and

5 and dried them tenderly, the laird

itting like a child. He spoke but

vord—when she took him by the

to lead him to the room where her

n used to sleep. "Father o' lichts !"

d, and no more. Malcolm put him

2d, where he lay perfectly still,

ler awake or asleep they could not

then set out to go back to Lossie

e, promising to return after he had

1 his grandfather home and seen

ilso safe in bed.

CHAPTER XXV.

THE NIGHT WATCH.

When Malcolm returned, Jean had re

tired for the night, and again it was Miss

Horn who admitted him and led him to

her parlor. It was a low-ceiled room,

with lean spider-legged furniture and

dingy curtains. Everything in it was

suggestive of a comfort slowly vanishing.

An odor of withered rose-leaves pervaded

the air. A Japanese cabinet stood in one

corner, and on the mantelpiece a pair of

Chinese fans with painted figures whose

faces were embossed in silk, between

which ticked an old French clock, whose

supporters were a shepherd and shep

herdess in prettily painted china. Long

faded as was everything in it, the room

was yet very rich in the eyes of Malcolm,

whose home was bare even in compari

son with that of the poorest of the fisher-

women : they had a passion for orna

menting their chimney-pieces with china

ornaments, and their dressers with the

most gorgeous crockery that their money

could buy—a certain metallic orange be

ing the prevailing hue ; while in Dun

can's cottage, where woman had never

initiated the taste, there was not even a

china poodle to represent the finished

development of luxury in the combina

tion of the ugly and the useless.

Miss Horn had made a little fire in the

old-fashioned grate, whose bars bellied

out like a sail almost beyond the narrow

chimney-shelf, and a tea-kettle was sing

ing on the hob, while a decanter, a sugar-

basin, a nutmeg-grater and other needful

things on a tray suggested negus, beyond

which Miss Horn never went in the mat

ter of stimulants, asserting that, as she

had no feelings, she never required any

thing stronger. She made Malcolm sit

down at the opposite side of the fire, and

mixing him a tumbler of her favorite

drink, began to question him about the

day, and how things had gone.

Miss Horn had the just repute of dis

cretion, for, gladly hearing all the news,

she had the rare virtue of not repeating

things to the prejudice of others without

somegood reason for so doing : Malcolm

therefore, seated thus alone with her in

the dead of the night, and bound to her
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by the bond of a common well-doing,

had no hesitation in unfolding to her all

his adventures of the evening. She sat

with her big hands in her lap, making

no remark, not even an exclamation,

while he went on with the tale of the

garret ; but her listening eyes grew—not

larger—darker and fiercer as he spoke ;

the space between her nostrils and mouth

« idened visibly ; the muscles knotted on

the sides of her neck ; and her nose curved

more and more to the shape of a beak.

"There's some deevilry there!" she

said at length after he had finished,

breaking a silence of some moments,

during which she had been staring into

the fire. "Whaur twa ill women come

thegither, there maun be the auld man

himsel' atween them."

" I dinna doobt it," returned Malcolm.

"An' ane o' them 's an ill wuman, sure

eneuch ; but I ken naething aboot the

tither—only 'at she maun be a leddy, by

the w'y the howdy -wife spak till her."

"The waur token, whan a leddy col

logues wi' a wuman aneth her ain sta

tion, an' ane 'at has keppit {caught in

passing) mony a secret in her day, an'

by her callin' has had mair opportunity

—no to say farther—than ither fowk o'

duin' ill things ! An gien ye dinna ken

her, that's no rizzon 'at / sudna hae a

groff guiss at her by the marks ye read

aff o' her. I'll jist hae to tell ye a story

sic as an auld wife like me seldom tells

till a yoong man like yersel'."

"Yer ain bridle sail rule my tongue,

mem," said Malcolm.

" I s' lippen to yer discretion," said

Miss Horn, and straightway began :

"Some years ago—an' I s' warran' it's

weel ower twinty—that same wuman,

Bawby Cat'nach—wha was nae hame-

born wuman, nor had been lang aboot

the toon—comin' as she did frae naebody

kent whaur, 'cep maybe it was the mar-

kis 'at than was—preshumed to mak up

to mc i' the w'y o' frien'ly acquaintance

—sic as a maiden leddy micht hae wi' a

howdy—an' no 'at she forgot her proap-

er behavior to ane like myscl'. But I

cudna hae bidden {endured) the jaud,

'cep 'at I had rizzons for lattin' her jaw

wag. She was cunnin', the auld vratch

—no that auld, maybe aboot forty—hut

I was ower mony for her. She had thf

design to win at something she thouch:

I kent, an' sae, to cntcece me to open

my pock, she opent hers, an' tellt me

story efter story aboot this neebor in

that—a' o' them things 'at ouchtna to

ha' been true, an' 'at she ouchtna to hi

loot pass her lips gien they war true

scein' she cam by the knowledge o' them

as she said she did. But she gat rut-

thin' o' me—the fat-braint cat '.—an' sh;

hates me like the verra mischeef."

Miss Horn paused and took a sip 0!

her negus.

"Ae day I came upon her sittin' hi

the ingle-neuk i' my ain kitchen, haudin

a close an' a laich confab wi' Jean. I

had Jean than, an' hoo I hae keepit the

hizzy, I hardly ken. I think it maun be

that, haen' nae feelin's o' my ain, I h;e

ower muckle regaird to ither fowk's,

sae I never likit to pit her awa' wi'oe«

doonricht provocation. But dinna yc

lippen to Jean, Malcolm—na, na!—A:

that time, my cousin, Miss Grizel Cara-

mell—my third cousin, she was—hail

come to bide wi' me—a bonny yoor.g

thing as ye wad see, but in sair ill health

an' maybe she had her freits (,ii'kims

an' maybe no, but she cudna bide to st;

the wuman Cat'nach aboot the placr.

An' in verra trowth, she was to myse;

like ane o' thae ill-faured birds—I dinru

min' upo' the name o' them—'at hitu>

ower an airmy ; for wharever there

onybody nae weel or onybody died, there

was Bawby Cat'nach. I hae hard u

creepin' things 'at veesits fowk 'at 's no

weel—an' Bawby was, an' is, ane sk

like ! Sae I was angert at seein' he

colloguin' wi' Jean, an' I cried Jean :c

me to the door o' the kitchie. Bu: wi

that up jumps Bawby, an' comin' efte:

her, says to me—says she, ' Eh, Mis-

Horn ! there's terrible news : Leddy Los

sie's deid !—she 's been three ooks deid

—' Weel,' says I, ' what's sae tcmbl-

aboot that ?' For ye ken I never ha;

ony feelin's, an' I cud see naething s^e

awfu' aboot a body decin' i' the ord'nai'

w'y o' natur like. ' We'll no miss her

muckle doon here,' says I, ' for I never

hard o' her bein' at the Hoose sin' eve:
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min'.'—' But that's no a',' says she ;

I wad be laith to speyk aboot it i'

anse [passage). Lat me up the stair

an' I'll tell ye mair.' Weel, pairtly

was ta'en by surprise like, an' pairt-

I wasna sae auld as I am noo, an'

y that I was keerious to hear—ill 'at

it her—what neist the wuman wad

L did as I ouchtna, an' turned an'

up the stair, an' loot her follow me.

n she cam in, she pat tu the door

: her, an' turnt to me, an' said—says

' An' wha 's deid forbye, think ye ?'

hae hard o' naebody,' I answered,

a but the laird o' Gersefell !' says

' I'm sorry to hear that, honest

!' says I ; for a'body likit Mr. Stew-

' An' what think ye o' 't ?' says

wi' a runklin o' her broos, an' a

o' her heid, an' a settin' o' her roon'

;s upo' the fat hips o' her. ' Think

?' says I : ' what sud I think o' 't,

that it's the wull o' Providence ?'

that she leuch till she wabblet a'

like cauld skink, an' says she—

el, that's jist what it is no, an' that

le tell ye, Miss Horn !' I glowert at

maist frichtit into believin' she was

vitch fowk ca'd her. ' Wha's son 's

hump-backit cratur,' says she, ' 'at

es in i' the gig whiles wi' the groom-

think ye ?'—' Wha's but the puir

's 'at's deid ?' says I. ' Deil a bit o'

says she, ' an' I beg yer pardon for

tionin' o' him,' says she. An' syne

screwt up her mou', an' com closs

ill me—for I wadna sit doon mysel',

less wad I bid her, an' was sorry

ich by this time 'at I had broucht

up the stair—an' says she, layin' her

upo' my airm wi' a clap, as gien

an' me was to be freen's upo' sic a

1' foondation o' dirt as that !—says

makin' a laich toot-moot o' 't—' He's

1 Lossie's !' says she, an' maks a face

nicht hae turnt a cat sick—only by

1 luck I had nae feelin's. ' An' no

r 's my leddy deid nor her man fol-

; her !' says she. ' An' what do ye

: o' that '!' says she. ' Ay, what do

nak o' t.'at?' says I till her again.

■ ! what ken I ?' says she, wi' anither

euk ; an' wi' that she leuch an' turn-

iwa', but turned back again or she

wan to the door, an' says she—' Maybe

ye didna ken 'at she was broucht to bed

hersel' aboot a sax ooks ago ?'—' Puir

leddy !' said I, thinkin' mair o' her evil

report nor o' the pains o' childbirth.

' Ay,' says she, wi' a deevilich kin' o' a

lauch, like in spite o' hersel', 'for the

bairn's deid, they tell me—as bonny a

lad-bairn as ye wad see, jist ooncoamon !

An' whaur div ye think she had her

doon-lying'? Jist at Lossie Hoosc !'

Wi' that she was oot at the door wi' a

swag o' her tail, 'an doon the stair to

Jean again. I was jist at ane mair wi'

anger at mysel' 'an scunner at her, an'

was in twa min's to gang efter her an'

turn her oot o' the hoose, her an' Jean

thegither. I could hear her snicherin'

till hersel' as she gaed doon the stair.

My verra stamack turned at the poozh-

onous ted.

" I canna say what was true or what

was fause i' the scandal o' her tale, nor

what for she tuik the trouble to cairry 't

to me, but it sune cam to be said 'at the

yoong laird was but half-witted as weel's

humpit, an' 'at his mither cudna bide

him. An' certain it was 'at the puir wee

chap cud as little bide his mither. Gien

she cam near him ohn luikit for, they

said, he wad gie a great skriech, and rin

as fest as his wee weyver [spider) legs

cud wag aneth the wecht o' 's humpie—

an' whiles her efter him wi' onything

she cud lay her han' upo', they said—

but I kenna. Ony gait, the widow her

sel' grew waur and waur i' the temper,

an' I misdoobt me sair was gey hard

upo' the puir wee objeck— fell cruel till

'im, they said—till at len'th, as a' bod)

kens, he forhooit [forsook) the hoose

a'thegither. An' puttin' this an' that

thegither, for I hear a hantle said 'at I

say na ower again, it seems to me 'at her

first scunner at her puir lnisformt bairn,

wha they say was humpit whan he was

born, an' maist cost her life to get lowst

o' him—her scunner at 'im 's been grow-

in' an' growin', till it's grown to doon-

richt hate."

"It's an awfu' thing 'at ye say. mem,

an' I doobt it's ower true. But hoo can

a mither hate her ain bairn ?" said Mal

colm.
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"'Deed it's no wonner ye sud speir,

laddie ! for it's weel kent 'at maist mith-

ers, gien there be a shargar or a nat'ral

or a crookit ane amo' their bairns, mak

mair o' that ane nor o' a' the lave putten

thegither—as gien they wad mak it up

till 'im, for the fair play o' the warl'.

But ye see in this case, he's aiblins {per

haps) the child o' sin—for a leear may

tell an ill trowth—an' beirs the marks o'

't, ye see ; sae to her he's jist her sin

rinnin' aboot the warl' incarnat ; an' that

canna be pleasant to luik upo'."

"But excep' she war ashamed o' 't,

she wadna tak it sae muckle to hert to

be remin't o' 't."

"Mony ane's ashamed o' the conse

quences 'at's no ashamed o' the deed.

Mony one cud du the sin ower again, 'at

canna bide the sicht or even the word o'

't. I hae seen a body 'at wad steal a

thing as sune's luik at it gang daft wi'

rage at bein' ca'd a thief. An' maybe

she wadna care gien 't warna for the

oogliness o' 'im. Sae be he was a bon

ny sin, I'm thinkin' she wad bide him

weel eneuch. But seem' he 's naither i'

the image o' her 'at bore 'im nor him 'at

got 'im, but beirs on 's back, for ever in

her sicht, the sin 'at was the gettin' o'

'm, he's a hump to her, an' her hert 's

aye howkin a grave for 'im to lay 'im

oot o' sicht intill : she bore 'im, an' she

wad beery 'im. An' I'm thinkin' she

beirs the markis—gien sae it be sae—

deid an' gane as he is—a grutch yet, for

passin' sic an offspring upon her, an'

syne no merryin' her efter an' a', an' the

ro'd clear o' baith 'at stude atween them.

It was said 'at the man 'at kill*; 'im in a

twasum fecht {duel), sae mony a year

efter, was a freen' o' hers."

" But wad fowk du sic awfu' ill things,

mem—her a merried woman, an' him a

merried man ?"

"There's no sayin', laddie, what a han-

tle o' men and some women wad du. I

hae muckle to be thankfu' for 'at I was

sic as no man ever luikit twice at. I

wasna weel-faured eneuch, though I had

bonny hair, an' my mither aye said 'at

her Maggy hed guid sense, whatever else

she micht or micht not hae. But gien I

cud hae gotten a guid man, sic-like's is

scarce, I cud hae lo'ed him weel enet,-h

But that's naither here nor there, an' has

naething to du wi' onybody ava. The

pint I had to come till was this; 'It

wuman yc saw haudin' a toot moot (teal

muet?) wi' that Cat'nach wife was nane

ither, I do believe, than Mistress Stewar.,

the puir laird's mither. An' I hae as lit

tle doobt that whan ye tuik 's pairt, yt

broucht to noucht a plot o' the twasur

{two together) against him. It bod -

guid to naebody whan there's a coniur.:

o' twa sic wanderin' stars o' blackness as

yon twa."

" His ain mither !" exclaimed Malcolm

brooding in horror over the frightful con

jecture.

The door opened, and the mad hire

came in. His eyes were staring wide

but their look and that of his troubled

visage showed that he was awake orm

in some frightful dream. " Father c

lichts !" he murmured once and aga ."

but making wild gestures, as if wardin?

off blows. Miss Horn took him genth

by the hand. The moment he felt her

touch, his face grew calm, and he sub

mitted at once to be led back to bed.

"Ye maytak yeraith upo' 't. Ma'colm,"

she said when she returned, " she mea^

naething but ill by that puir cratur; het

you and me—we'll ding {defeat) her yet

gien't be His wull. She wants a gripo'm

for some ill rizzon or ither—to lock hiffl

up in a madhoose, maybe, as the villain*

said, or 'deed, maybe, to mak awa' «i

him a'thegither."

" But what guid wad that du her ?' sue

Malcolm.

" It's ill to say, but she waci hae hin

oot o' her sicht, ony gait."

" She can hae but little sicht o' him al

'tis," objected Malcolm.

"Ay ; but she aye kens he's whaur sh:

doesna ken, puttin' her to shame, i'

aboot the coontry, wi' that hump o' h -

Oot o' fowk's sicht wad be to her ok

a'thegither."

A brief silence followed.

"Noo," said Malcolm, "we come:

the queston what the twa limmers coulJ

want wi' that door."

" Dear kens ! It bude to be something

wrang—that's a' 'at mortal can say ; he:
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.y be sure o' that.—I hae hard tell,"

cnt on reflectingly—"o' some room

;r i' the hoose 'at there's a fearsome

afooot, an' 'at "s never opent on no

nt. I hae hard a' aboot it, but I

l rain' upo' 't noo, for I paid little

ion till 't at the time, an' it's mony

r sin' syne. But it wad be some

ich ploy o' their ain they wad be

it's little the likes o' them wad

sic auld warld tales."

'ad ye hae me tell the markis ?"

Malcolm,

a, I wad no ; an' yet ye maun du 't.

le no business to ken o' onything

j in a body's hoose an' no tell them

iye 'at he pat ye in chairge. But it

naething for the laird ; for what

the markis for onything or ony-

but himsel' ?"

e cares for 's dauchter," said Mal-

w ay!—as sic fowk ca' carin'.

:'s no a bla'guard i' the haill queen-

: wadna sell her till, sae be he was

auld encuch faimily, and had rowth

er. Haith ! noo-a-days the last 'ill

first, an' a fish-cadger wi' siller 'ill

icmtit a better bargain nor a lord

;n' 't ; only he maun hae a heap o'

cower the stink o' the fish."

linna ye scorn the fish, mem," said

olm: "they're innocent craturs, an'

1 smell waur nor they can help ; an'

> mair nor ye can say for ilka lord

me athort."

y, or cadger aither," rejoined Miss

1. "They're aft eneuch jist sic like,

nain differ lyin' in what they're de-

wi' ; an' 'deed whiles there's no dif-

ncre, or maist ony gait, maybe, but

set o' the shoothers an' the wag o'

angue."

in' what '11 we du wi' the laird ?"

Malcolm.

Ve maun first see what we can du

im. I wad try to keep him mysel'—

is, gien he wad bide—but there's

jaud Jean ! She's aye gabbin', an'

;in', an' cognostin' wi' the enemy,

[ canna lippen till her. I think it

be better ye sud tak chairge o' 'm

rl\ Ma'colm. I wad willin'ly beir

expense—for ye wadna be able to

luik efter him an' du sae weel at the

fishin', ye ken."

"Gien 't had been my ain line-fishin',

I could aye ha' taen him i' the boat wi'

me ; but I dinna ken for the herrin'.

Blue Peter wadna objeck, but it's some

rouch wark, an' for a waikly body like

the laird to be oot a' nicht some nichts,

sic weather as we hae to encoonter whiles,

micht be the deid o' 'im."

They came to no conclusion beyond

this, that each would think it over, and

Malcolm would call in the morning.

Ere then, however, the laird had dis

missed the question for them. When

Miss Horn rose, after an all-but sleepless

night, she found that he had taken affairs

again into his own feeble hands, and

vanished.

CHAPTER XXVI.

NOT AT CHURCH.

It being well known that Joseph Mair's

cottage was one of the laird's resorts,

Malcolm, as soon as he learned his flight,

set out to inquire whether they knew any

thing of him there.

Scaurnose was perched almost on the

point of the promontory, where the land

made its final slope, ending in a precip

itous descent to the shore. Beneath lay

rocks of all sizes and of fantastic forms,

some fallen from the cape in tempests

perhaps, some softly separated from it

by the slow action of the winds and

waves of centuries. A few of them

formed, by their broken defence sea

ward, the unsafe natural harbor which

was all the place enjoyed.

If ever there was a place of one color,

it was this village : everything was brown ;

the grass near it was covered with brown

nets ; at the doors were brown heaps of

oak-bark, which, after dyeing the nets,

was used for fuel ; the cottages were

roofed with old brown thatch ; and the

one street and the many closes were

dark brown with the peaty earth which,

well mixed with scattered bark, scantily

covered the surface of its huge founda

tion-rock. There was no pavement, and

it was the less needed that the ways were
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rarely used by wheels of any description.

The village was but a roost, like the

dwellings of the sea-birds which also

haunted the rocks.

It was a gray morning with a gray

sky and a gray sea ; all was brown and

gray, peaceful and rather sad. Brown-

haired, gray-eyed Phemy Mair sat on

the threshold, intently rubbing in her

hands a small object like a moonstone.

That she should be doing so on a Sun

day would have shocked few in Scaur-

nose at that time, for the fisher-folk then

made but small pretensions to religion ;

and for his part Joseph Mair could not

believe that the Almighty would be of

fended "at seein' a bairn sittin' douce

wi' her plavocks, though the day was

His."

"Weel, Phemy, ye're busy !" said Mal

colm.

"Ay," answered the child, without

looking up. The manner was not court

eous, but her voice was gentle and sweet.

"What are ye doin' there ?" he asked.

" Makin' a string o' beads, to weir at

aunty's merriage."

"What are ye makin' them o' ?" he

went on.

" Haddicks' een."

"Are they a' haddicks'."

" Na, there's some cods' amo' them ;

but they're maistly haddicks'. I pikes

them oot afore they're sautit, an' biles

them ; an' syne I polish them i' my han's

till they're rale bonny."

"Can ye tell me onything aboot the

mad laird, Phemy?" asked Malcolm, in

his anxiety too abruptly.

"Ye can gang an' speir at my father:

he's oot aboot," she answered, with a

sort of marked coolness, which, added

to the fact that she had never looked him

in the face, made him more than suspect

something behind.

" Divyc ken onything aboot him ?" he

therefore insisted.

'Maybe I div, an' maybe I divna,"

answered the child, with an expression

of determined mystery.

"Ye'll tell me whaur ye think he is,

Phemy ?"

" Na, I winna."

" What for no ?"

" Ow, jist for fear ye sud ken."

" But I'm a freen' till him."

" Ye may think ay, an' the laird nuy

think no."

" Does he think you a freen', Phemy ?

asked Malcolm, in the hope of comin;

at something by widening the sw eep cf

the conversation.

"Ay, he kens I'm a freen'," she replied

"An' do ye aye ken whaur he is?"

" Na, no aye. He gangs here an' he

gangs there—jist as he likes. It's at.

naehody kens whaur he is that I ken

an' gang till him."

" Is he i' the hoose ?"

"Na, he 's no i' the hoose."
"WThaur is he, than, Phemy?" said

Malcolm coaxingly. "There's ill leak

aboot 'at's efter deein' him an ill turn."

"The mair need no to tell !" retorted

Phemy.

"But I want to tak care o' 'im. Teii

me whaur he is, like a guid lass;:

Phemy."

"I'm no sure. I may say I dinsa

ken."

"Ye say ye ken whan ither fowk di.-

na : noo naebody kens."

" Hoo ken ye that ?"

" 'Cause he's run awa."

"Wha frae? His mither?"

"Na, na; frae Miss Horn."

"I ken naething aboot her ; but gia

naebody kens, I ken whaur he is we*

eneuch."

" Whaur than ? Ye 'll be duin' him ;

guid turn to tell me."

"Whaur I winna tell, an' whaur yo»

nor nae ither body s' get him. An' jt

needna speir, for it wadna be richt :.

tell; an' gien ye gang on speirin', yu

an' me winna be lang freen's."

As she spoke, the child looked straigfc

up into his face with wide-opened hk

eyes, as truthful as the heavens, ami

Malcolm dared not press her, for it wo.

have been to press her to do wrong.

"Ye wad tell yer father, wadna ye"

he said kindly.

"My father wadna speir. My father •

a guid man."

"Weel, Phemy, though ye winna trus

me, supposin' I was to trust you f"

"Ye can du that gien ye like."
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■>' ye winna tell ?"

>* mak nae promises. It's no trust-

gar me promise."

eel. I wull trust ye.—Tell the laird

id weel oot o' sicht for a while."

e'll du that," said Phemy.

n tell him gien onything befa' him,

1' to Miss Horn, for Ma'colm Mac-

may be oot wi' the boats.—Ye win-

rget that ?"

m no lickly to forget it," answered

ly, apparently absorbed in boring a

in a haddock's eye with a pin so

as to act like a brace and bit.

e'll no get yer string o' beads in

for the weddin', Phemy," remarked

olm, going on to talk from a desire

ve the child a feeling of his friend-

5.

Ly will I—fine that," she rejoined.

Srhan is 't to be ?"

)\v, neist Setterday. Ye'll be comin'

?"

haena gotten a call."

fe '11 be gettin' ane."

Div ye think they'll gie me ane ?"

\s sune 's onybody.—Maybe by that

I'll be able to gie ye some news o'

laird."

There's a guid lassie !"

Na, na; I'm makin' nae promises,"

Phemy. Malcolm left her and went

ind her father, who, although it was

day, was already " oot aboot," as she

said. He found him strolling in

litation along the cliffs. They had a

e talk together, but Joseph knew

hing of the laird.

lalcolm took Lossie House on his

: back, for he had not yet seen the

rquis, to whom he must report his

entures of the night before. The

is of past reveling were plentifully

ble as he approached the house. The

rquis was not yet up, but Mrs. Court-

je undertaking to send him word as

in as his lordship was to be seen, he

ew himself on the grass and waited,

mind occupied with strange questions,

rted by the Sunday coming after such

Saturday—among the rest, how God

uld permit a creature to be born so

itorted and helpless as the laird, and

;n permit him to be so abused in con-

I sequence of his helplessness. The prob

lems of life were beginning to bite. Ev

erywhere things appeared uneven. He

was not one to complain of mere external

inequalities: if he was inclined to envy

Lord Meikleham, it was not because of

his social position : he was even now

philosopher enough to know that the life

of a fisherman was preferable to that of

such a marquis as Lord Lossie-»-that the

desirableness of a life is to be measured

by the amount of interest and not by the

amount of ease in it, for the more ease

the more unrest. Neither was he in

clined to complain of the gulf that yawn

ed so wide between him and Lady Flo-

rimel. The difficulty lay deeper: such

a gulf existing, by a social law only less

inexorable than a natural one, why should

he feel the rent invading his individual

being ? in a word, though Malcolm put

it in no such definite shape, Why should

a fisher-lad find himself in danger of

falling in love with the daughter of a

marquis ? Why should such a thing,

seeing the very constitution of things

rendered it an absurdity, be yet a pos

sibility ?

The church-bell began, rang on and

ceased. The sound of the psalms came,

j softly mellowed, and sweetly harmonized,

across the churchyard through the gray

Sabbath air, and he found himself, for

the first time, a stray sheep from the fold.

The service must have been half through

before a lackey, to whom Mrs. Courthope

had committed the matter when she went

to church, brought him the message that

the marquis would see him.

"Well, MacPhail, what do you want

with me ?" said his lordship as he en

tered.

" It's my duty to acquaint yer lordship

wi' certain proceedin's 'at took place last

night," answered Malcolm.

"Go on," said the marquis.

Thereupon Malcolm began at the be

ginning, and told of the men he had

watched, and how, in the fancy of fol

lowing them, he had found himself in

the garret, and what he saw and did

there.

"Did you recognize either of the wo

men?" asked Lord Lossie.
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"Ane o' them, my lord," answered

Malcolm. " It was Mistress Catanach,

the howdie."

" What sort of a woman is she ?"

"Some fowk canna bide her, my lord.

l ken no ill to lay till her chairge, but I

wadna lippen till her. My gran'father

—an' he's blin', ye ken,—jist trimles

whan she comes near him."

The marquis smiled.

" What do you suppose she was about ?"

he asked.

"I ken no more than the bonnet I

flang in her face, my lord ; but it could

hardly be guid she was efter. At ony

rate, seein' yer lordship pat me in a

mainner in chairge, I bude to haud her

oot o' a closed room—an' her gaein'

creepin' oboot yer lordship's hoose like

a worm."

"Quite right. Will you pull the bell

there for me ?"

He told the man to send Mrs. Court-

hope ; but he said she had not yet come

home from church.

" Could you take me to the room, Mac-

Phail ?" asked his lordship.

" I'll try, my lord," answered Malcolm.

As far as the proper quarter of the at

tics, he went straight as a pigeon ; in

that labyrinth he had to retrace his steps

once or twice, but at length he stopped,

and said confidently—

"This is the door, my lord."

"Are you sure ?"

"As sure's death, my lord."

The marquis tried the door and found

it immovable.

"You say she had the key ?"

" No, my lord : I said she had keys,

but whether she had the key, I doobt if

she kent hersel'. It may ha' been ane

o' the bundle yet to try."

"You're a sharp fellow," said the

marquis. " I wish I had such a servant

about me."

" I wad mak a some rouch one, I

doobt," returned Malcolm laughing.

His lordship was of another mind, but

pursued the subject no farther.

" I have a vague recollection," he said,

" of some room in the house having an

old story or legend connected with it. I

must find out. I dare say Mrs. Court-

hope knows. Meantime you hold ysor

tongue. We may get some amusement

out of this."

" I wull, my lord, like a deid man an

beeryt."

"You can—can you ?"

" I can, my lord."

" You are a rare one !" said the mar

quis.

Malcolm thought he was making gan-.

of him as heretofore, and held his peace.

"You can go home, now," said hi-

lordship. " I will see to this affair."

" But jist be canny meddlin' wi' Mis

tress Catanach, my lord : she's no

mowse."

" What ! you're not afraid of an old

woman ?"

" Deil a bit, my lord !—that is. I'm no

feart at a dogfish or a rottan. but l wad

tak tent an' grip them the richt gait, for

they hae teeth. Some fowk thinks Mis

tress Catanach has mair teeth nor sh;

shaws."

"Well, if she's too much for me, IT

send for you," said the marquis good-

humoredly.

" Ye canna get me sae easy, my lord :

we're efter the herrin' noo."

"Well, well, we'll see."

" But I wantit to tell ye anither thing,

my lord," said Malcolm, as he followed

the marquis down the stairs.

" What is that ?"

" I cam upo' anither plot—a mair se

rious ane, bein' against a man 'at can ill

haud aff o' himsel', an' cud waur bide

onything than yer lordship— the pmr

mad laird."

"Who's he?"

" Ilka body kens him, my lord ! He's

son to the leddy o' Kirkbyres."

" I remember her—an old flame of mi

brother's."

" I ken naething aboot that, my lord:

but he's her son."

"What about him, then ?"

They had now reached the hall, and.

seeing the marquis impatient, Malcolm

confined himself to the principal facts.

" I don't think you had any business

to interfere, MacPhail," said his lord

ship seriously. " His mother must know

best."
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n no sae sure o' that, my lord ! To

Lething o' the illguideship, which

hae garred a minister sweer, it

e a cruelty naething short o' deev'-

> lock up a puir hairmless cratur

lat, as innocent as he 's ill-shapit."

~'s as. God made him," said the

lis.

e "s no as God wull mak him," re-

1 Malcolm.

tiat do you mean by that?" asked

arquis.

Stan's to rizzon, my lord," answer-

alcolm, " that what's ill-made maun

.de ower again. There's a day com-

lan a' 'at's wrang 'ill be set richt, ye

nd the crooked made straight,"

:sted the marquis, laughing,

oobtless, my lord. He'll be

;htit oot bonny that day," said

olm with absolute seriousness,

.ah ! You don't think God cares

about a misshapen lump of flesh like

that !" exclaimed his lordship with con

tempt.

"As muckle's aboot yersel' or my led-

dy," said Malcolm. " Gien he didna, he

wadna be nae God ava' (at all)."

The marquis laughed again : he heard

the words with his ears, but his heart

was deaf to the thought they clothed;

hence he took Malcolm's earnestness for

irreverence, and it amused him.

"You'vt not got to set things right,

anyhow," he said. "You mind your

own business."

" I'll try, my lord : it's the business o'

ilka man, whaur he can, to lowse the

weichty birns, an' lat the forfouchten

gang free.*—Guid-day to ye, my lord."

So saying, the young fisherman turn

ed, and left the marquis laughing in the

hall.

* Isa. Iviii. 6.

[to be continued.]

4E UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE.

tiE period between 18 14 and 1818

is one of the most obscure, though

is one of the busiest periods in the

ence of Samuel Taylor Coleridge,

biography, as given to the world by

riend Dr. Gillman and by his whilom

id Mr. Cottle, while full of the details

he first thirty and the last ten years

lis life, suffers almost a hiatus from

forty-second to 'his forty-sixth year;

it was during this period that Chris-

7, written years before, was publish-

that his drama Zapolya was com-

;d and given to the world, that the

iderful Lay Sermons were produced,

that the Biographia Literaria was

ten and issued. Two years before

beginning of this era his drama of

norse had been produced, by Lord

on's influence, at Drury Lane.

iome fresh light is shed not only on

literary labors, but on the conditions

his daily life, its miseries and vexa-

Vol. XIII.—44

tions, during a part of this period, by

the hitherto unpublished letters which

are here presented to the reader. They

were written to the members of a pub

lishing firm with which Coleridge had

intimate dealings, and relate directly to

the projects and engagements which led

to or grew out of the connection. They

are not, however, confined to business ar

rangements, to literary perplexities and

pecuniary difficulties, but contain many

characteristic passages, throwing light on

the personality of the writer, and exhib

iting both the subtlety of intellect for

which he was pre-eminently distinguish

ed, and the fatal infirmity of purpose

which was partly constitutional, partly

the result of a pernicious habit.

Coleridge had now taken up his resi

dence at the house of Mr. James Gill-

man, a surgeon who lived in the pleas

ant London suburb of Highgate, with

the avowed object of withdrawing him
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self from the temptations of opium, and

receiving the friendly and watchful care

necessary to cure him of his terrible

passion. His physician, in applying to

Mr. Gillman to accept the poet as his

guest, stated to him that "it is desirable

that he should fix himself in the house

of some medical gentleman, who will

have the courage to refuse him any laud

anum, and underwhose assistance, should

he be the worse for it, he may be re

lieved." On Mr. Gillman's compliance

with the request, Coleridge addressed

him a most touching letter, in which he

says: "The stimulus of conversation

suspends the terror that haunts my mind ;

but when I am alone, the horrors I have

suffered from laudanum, the degradation,

the blighted utility, almost overwhelm

me." He found Mr. Gillman's house a

cosily situated one, surrounded by trees

and shrubbery, with windows affording

a noble view of the vast metropolis, and

ample comfort in every household ar

rangement ; and in Mr. Gillman's family

the most thoughtful attention, sympathy,

and anxiety to wean him from the ter

rible habit to which he had so miserably

yielded, and in which it is probable that

he still at times surreptitiously indulged.

Of this fact there seem to be some in

dications in the letters which follow.

Some of these are undated, but all were

written between July, 1816, and some

time in 181 8. The following is address

ed to John Gale, the senior partner of

his publishing-house :

" Monday, 8 July, 1816.
" J. Gillman's Esqr., Higngate.

"Dear Sir, Under all the various

weights, whether of my faults or my for

tunes, which have of late years pressed

so preventively on the mainspring of my

powers, I have never forgotten the kind

ness and attentions which I received from

yourself and Mr. C , under circum

stances both of body and mind very dif

ferent from what, thank God, I at pres

ent enjoy. If I omitted this due acknow

ledgement, I should think myself less de

serving of the fortunate state of convales

cence, and tranquil yet active impulses,

which, under Providence, I owe to the un-

relaxed attentions, the professional skill,

and above all to the combined firm> -

and affectionateness of the medical met:

whose housemate I have been for i.

last five months, and shall, I trust, c, :

tinue to be indefinitely.

" From several causes my literary R..;-

utation has been lately on the increav

and as two dramatic pieces of mine «j

be brought out at Drury Lane at or he

fore Christmas, and as the poems of rr

maturer years, and my literary k

(which are printed and have passed l

revision of the first Critics of this cour

tly, and of those who exert most inv

oice in the higher circles from the:

rank, and on the Public by their cca-

nection with the most important of e-

works of periodical criticism) will aprx ._-

at the same time, I have every reason .

hope that the disposition to enquire a:V

my works will become still more extended

In consequence of this, I suppose, I ha.t

been spoken to by an eminent pubM

er concerning the republication of tti

'Friend.' My answer was: First, that

was my intention never to republish :

except under such alterations of form

and arrangement, of omissions and ad

ditions, as would almost amount to the

re-writing of it. To which I added, ths

a work which was never in any prop-.'

sense of the wotApuhlished could scarce

ly be said to be republished. Secondly

that I felt myself morally obliged t;

make the first offer to Mr. and yoc

I intend, 1. to have it printed in twe

pocket volumes^ of the same size as the

most common editions of the Rambler,

etc. 2. to divide it into short Essay;

somewhat, but not much longer tbx

those of the Rambler. 3. to bring to

gether all that relates to the same suh

ject, under separate heads, each sene;

forming a section ; to omit altogether

what could not be rounded and mad;

complete without extending the work he

yond a generally saleable size ; and, o:

the other hand, to add whatever is requ -

site to round and complete each distinc:

section of what is retained. 4. to entitir

the work, The Friend, or Connected Es

says on the importance of fundaments

Principles, and the grounds of righi

Judgment, respecting Politics, Morality
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and Taste, illustrated by Fictions and

exemplified by biographical Sketches.

" The Life and Principles of Sir A. Ball

will be among the articles retained and

concluded, and I shall do my best to

popularize the whole, as far as is con

sistent or compatible with the nature of

the work itself and the vital importance

of its object. The work I can go to the

Press with immediately ; and the con

ditions under which I would accede to

any reasonable proposals for the copy

right of the work are these : First, I make

over to the purchaser in the first instance

the entire property of the Friend, as it at

present exists, under the limitation that,

when the new and improved work is

published, the parts excluded I may

make use of in any other works ; that,

as it will be of equal advantage to the

purchaser and to my own reputation

that every opportunity should be afford

ed of improving the work, especially in

point of general Intelligibility, which can

in no way be so safely effected as by sub

mitting the Essays sheet by sheet to the

revision of disinterested Judges, and as I

have reason to hope that one gentleman

in particular, whom I hold the man of

the correctest taste and soundest literary

judgment in the country* will undertake

this friendly office, I propose ; Secondly,

that a Time shall be agreed upon be

tween me and the Purchaser for the pub

lication of the work, such as will allow

the printing to proceed at the rate of

two sheets, or 32 pages of letterpress per

week. For instance, suppose the work

to consist of about loco pages (3 vol

umes of 300 to 400 each) to be put to the

press by Monday morning, 15 July, 1816,

it should be completed and delivered on

the first of January 1816 (1817 ?), so as to

permit it to be ready for general sale on

or before the first of February. Third

ly, that one third of the Copyright Pur

chase shall be paid to the Author on the

making over of the Friend, as it exists,

by a Bill not exceeding four months—

the remainder by a Bill of the same date

on the delivery of the first sheet of the

Manuscript—it being agreed on my part,

that any delay of a month occasioned by

* This was John Hookham Frere.

me shall subject me to a forfeiture of one

third of the remainder, and a delay of

two months to a forfeiture of the whole.

"S. T. Coleridge."

The following letter to Rev. T. Curtis

is on the same subject, and is dated July

12, 1816:

" Friday morning, 6 o'clock.

" Dear Sir : The deep and solemn in

terest (rendered additionally lively by its

personal bearings on you)—the solemn

attractions and peculiar interest of the

subjects that occupied the first and larger

half of our yester-morning's conversa

tion, almost disqualified me for the busi

ness part that came laggingly up in the

rear ; if indeed a man can be rfzi-qualified,

who was never qualified. There are,

however, one or two points, which it is

necessary I should reconsider, previous

to any final arrangement. First, (as a

mere generality, which I have no other

object in introducing at present, but that

of preventing the appearance of incon

sistency) as to the question what are

equitahle terms between an individual

author and an individual publisher, my

answer was grounded on the considera

tion stated in my chapter of Exhortation

to youthful writers, that individuals find

the customs of trade, do not make, and

oftentimes cannot alter them. For in

an abstract view of the subject, as Author

ship and Booksellership, I have very dif

ferent feelings, I scarce dare call them

convictions, because it is probable that I

may be mistaken in the facts. For in

stance, in the case of sharing the profits ;

suppose that Mr. Murray sold as many

works of other publishers, as other pub

lishers sold of his— that if the country

booksellers received two-thirds of the

total number of any given book publish

ed by Mr. Murray from Longman & Co.,

Gale & Fenner, etc., and one third from

the original publisher, yet, if Mr. Mur

ray was sending off at the same time a

numher of books published by Longman

& Co. equal to the two thirds aforesaid,

it comes to the same point. We will

suppose the gross results of the money

paid by the reading Public for any small

poem to be ,£100, and that Mr. Cole
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ridge, the author, and Mr. Murray, or

(to drop all real names, in a case where

no persons are really meant) that Ca

daver, the Poet, had disposed of the said

Poem to Corvus, the Bookseller, on the

plan of sharing the profits—would not

the account stand something like this?

Paper, printing, and all other expenses,

,£50 ; allowances for publishing to coun

try booksellers, ,£05 : 25 per cent, to Cor

vus himself as London publisher, ,£25;

profits, £10. The three Irish halves,

therefore, would be £\o to Cadaver, ,£10

to Corvus, and ,£25 to the latter for the

trouble of halving it—in other words, as

j£io to ,£35 would be the Poet's profits

to the Publisher's. But I am writing

merely forma pauperis—seeking {or more

accurate information, not reasoning on

the supposition that I am already in pos

session of it.

" But now for my own scruples. There

is, I am fully persuaded, no respectable

publisher in London who if he thought

well of a work as a saleable commodity,

and considered the author as a man well

known in the literary world, would hesi

tate in acceding to the proposal of print

ing an edition at his own risk, on the

condition of sharing the net profits in

addition to all his gains as publisher,

bookseller, etc., especially as it often

happens that there has been no risk of

real loss to the publisher, even when

there have been few net profits, or none

at all. ... I cannot see the advantage,

or even meaning of any medium, or

middle thing, between a full and ultimate

transfer of copyright and the disposal

of a single edition on the plan of setting

the half of the net profits against a risk,

where of actual loss there is known to

be little probability. At least, / should

find not a moment's hesitation on the

part of more than one publisher. The

half copyright, therefore, I seem to my

self to give away without any considera

tion in return ; for surely to give a half

copyright of all my present and future

works for the mere advance of £200,

for which the absolute copyright of the

Friend, and the immediate possession

of my Life and Poems (Volumes 3—

Edition 750), with the pro tempore copy

right of the same till the ,£200 shall have

been liquidated, are to be pledged, would

be to borrow money at an eating Interest

indeed. I must adhere, therefore, to ray

original resolve, namely, to sell my works

outright, should my reputation become

such as to justify a prudent publisher in

offering me a liberal price, and if that can

not be done, or till that can be done, to

dispose of them by one or more editions

to any respectable publisher who enter

tains such a degree of confidence in the

existing quantum and progressive growth

of my literary reputation as would in

duce him to advance the money I want,

in return for the preference secured to

him as my one and only publisher in the

future. But I hope to see you on Mon

day. Mr. and Mrs. G. beg that you will

come with the intention of taking a fam

ily dinner at 4 o'clock.

"Your obliged, S. T. Coleridge."

Of the next two letters, the first, to

Mr. Curtis, is undated, but was evidently

written some time in 1816. Both afford

an insight not only into Coleridge's lit

erary perplexities, but also into his per

sonal habits and traits :

" Dear Sir. First, with regard to the

Life and Opinions—The moment any

thing occurs which is of more interest

to the House, and which it is imagined

that I can do, the language is, ' We must

suspend it—it will be but a few days.'

Instantly after this delay is spoken of

criminatively. But I trust that no pain

that I feci constitutionally in refusing a

request made to me will hereafter pre

vail against my resolve, never on any

occasion to undertake any work that is

to be finished within a given time. The

remuneration for the last was more than

I expected or wished ; but from the con

stant effect of a twofold fear—first, lest

it should not be done within the time

appointed, and second, lest I should he

chargeable with having slurred the work,

as those who labor by the piece are sup

posed to be under the temptation of do

ing— the consequence was that I be

came bewildered, wrote and wrote, and

destroyed and erased, till I scarcely knew

whether I was on my head or my heels:
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and then the first accident, a cold joined

to a vexatious unexpected incident, laid

me prostrate, and at the end my mise

rable account stands thus :

" In my favor—

Honorarium= ^

(put any sum you please from ,£10 to

£$<>),

" Against me—

"1. The honorarium to be returned

directly or by equivalent, in order to

prevent its preying on my spirits, and

in proof that it, however handsome the

sum, was not my motive in undertaking

the work.

" Secondly, the loss of all I should

have done in the Interim, and the dif

ficulties of which I had got over, and

the skiff being under full sail at the time

she brought to. Put this only at one col

umn leaded of a newspaper a day, and

this at two guineas per column.

"Thirdly The offence given to all par

ties, and the just complaints of the very

persons whom I had been struggling to

serve, and yet, N. B. Just complaints

notwithstanding.

"Fourthly, The interruption of my

own works and your complaints.

"Fifthly, Misery, Sickness, Despond

ence, etc.

" Again and again I repeat, that I am

not complaining of the complaints of

others, but merely and exclusively at

tempting to explain the motives of my

resolve never to make even a conditional

promise for the future.

"The introductory pages wanting for

the Life and Opinions I am now employ

ed on, and if I can finish it before I go

to bed I will. The remainder, should

there be any, I will endeavor to finish

in town to-morrow after eleven o'clock ;

for from Seven to Eleven I shall be en

gaged in going to and having an inter

view with Mr. Southey. I think there

fore, it would be better if you sent the

boy on Thursday Morning, as, on second

thoughts, I shall, if nothing unforeseen

should make it impracticable, take the

twelve o'clock stage and return to High-

gate as soon as I have quitted Mr.

Southey. But should I have finished it

by to-night, I will send off a porter with

it before 9 o'clock to-morrow morning.

" Second, with regard to the Friend. It

was only with regard to the first half of

the three volumes that I engaged to give

the copy in large masses. Of the latter

half, in which great part is original mat

ter, I never made any other engagement

than this ; that before this was required,

all my other business would be put out

of hand and I would give the main por

tion of my time to it ; but I expressly

stated that I could not furnish more

than three sheets per week. I have now

sent from eight to nine sheets ; one sheet

more will conclude the political section,

and the second Landing Place will con

clude the second volume. You had bet

ter therefore adjust the printing accord

ingly. If I receive three sheets a week,

I shall be able by the time the matter

which you will have now in hand shall

have been worked up, to send you the

remainder of the volume. But I cannot

after this undertake to supply you with

more than at the average of three sheets

per week.

" You are in the habit, dear Sir, of con

fidential communication with your excel

lent Brother, and in speaking to you I

know that I am speaking to him. Should

it be in my power to be serviceable, the

wish is as strong as ever ; but I am con

vinced that, in any thing to be done out

of hand, it would be incomparably more

to both our comforts if for the future he

would converse with me, take down from

my mouth whatever suited his ideas (just

as you did when the placards were in

question), put them together himself, of

which I know no man more capable, to

gether with his own thoughts — and I

know enough of myself to be convinced,

that after a morning so spent together

there would be less to do than would

appear probable at a first view — nay,

often less than there is to do after I have

been toiling for a month. For such is

my nature, i. e. that which (?) from com

plex causes, partly constitutional, partly

inflicted or acquired ah extra — to my

own unhappiness and detriment—that I

can do nothing well by effort. Hence it
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is, that I often converse better than I can

compose ; and hence too it is, that a col

lection of my letters written before my

mind was so much oppressed would, in

the opinion of all who have ever seen

any number of them, be thrice the value

of my set publications. Take as a spe

cimen 's Letters, which never re

ceived a single correction, or that letter

addressed to myself as from a friend, at

the close of the first volume of the Lit

erary Life, which was written without

taking my pen off the paper except to

dip it in the inkstand. You will feel how

much more ease and felicity there are

in these, compared with the more elab

orate pages of the Sermon, etc.

"In short, Life is too short, the pangs

which self-dissatisfaction inflicts too poig

nant, and the commands of Christianity

too positive, the first to allow time for

quarrelling, the second to render it ne

cessary (for who would scourge a raw

back, ulcerating from within ?) and the

third to make it consistent. Find out the

best, and turn it to the best purposes—

the rest belongs to Regret and a brother

ly Prayer.

" Yours with sincere respect,

"S. T. Coleridge."

" 22 Sept. 1816.

"Dear Sir. I concluded myprefatory

sheet, or letter of generalities, by ob

serving and regretting that motives of a

personal nature never help or strengthen

me in the performance of any attempt,

but often disqualify me from doing any

thing. So excessive Thirst has been

known to induce Hydrophobia. So the

more anxiously and eagerly we strive

to recollect a name, the less chance we

have to remember it. The Nisus, or

sensation of effort, stands between us

and the thing sought for, consumes the

attention, and, as long as it continues,

eclipses its own object with its shadow.

Knowing that no medical aid would

much profit me, I have endeavored to

prevent Mr. Gilhnan from knowing the

extent of my late illness. From his wife

I could not conceal it ; and she would

have convinced you, first, how earnest

and unremitting my efforts were in the

first instance to have sent you the ser

mon by the time wished for; 2nd, hos

severe have been the sufferings inflk:-

ed by the over exertion of that unfor

tunate night, under the goad of a dis

qualifying anxiety ; and 3rd, how, spite

of pain, of fluttering nerves, and of de

pression bordering on despondency, in

spite of the most severely annoying dis

quietudes from other quarters—in short

of a confluence of vexations—I have nev

ertheless gone on, day after day, from 9

in the morning to 4, and often till 5, :r.

the afternoon, doing my hest and utmc't,

" Forgive me, dear Sir, if I venture to

suggest, that to construe my promise

with regard to the time of delivery of

the Lay Sermon as absolute and un

conditional was to forget the natures

both of the Object and of the Agent. I

have for so many years rejected from

my mind every shallow and common

place thought and phrase, that I have

induced a kind of harrenness on my fac

ulties, that would sadly thin the ranks of

our trading authors, and make Quartos

shrink up into pamphlets,—so that, even

if I wished it ever so earnestly, it is not

in my power to write by mere dint of

memory and volition. Upon one point

only can I blame myself: that in my

eagerness to oblige you (you must knov

Sir! that in this business I could have

no personal motive), and in the first vivid

sensation of the inrush of thoughts con

cerning the subject proposed, I too hasti

ly believed that I could do it within the

time, because I had formerly done as

much or more within the same period,

and thus (which was the source of all

the after vexation) consented to its being

advertised.

"The knowledge of this, the agitating

reflection, It must be done at that time,

the personal considerations arising from

the recent agreement with you, all fill

ed my mind with fear and restlessness,

and the more I wrote the less I did

Had I not given way and let my thoughts

lead on to a different subject, and had

I not consented to have finished that

first, I am convinced that I might have

been working to this hour to no purpose,

instead of having to procure a frank to
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:nd off the first sheet of the Tract orig-

lally intended.

"But yet it would be difficult for me

i comprehend, with my natural disposi-

ons, how such an accident in a work

ndertaken with such motives, and at-

;mpled with such persevering industry,

ould have so discolored your mind to-

.ard me, but that, to a degree that even

aur months ago I never had suspected,

now find myself to have been the vic-

im of the most malignant slander.

"The scheme of my labors is this;—

laving despatched the Lay Sermon ad-

Lressed to the higher and middle classes,

o give three, or at the utmost four days

0 the Sermon addressed to the Laboring

lasses, and, if I do not succeed, to give

t up, and, a( all events, to commence

he next week with the matter which I

lave been forced by the blunder and

alse assurance of the printer to add to

he ' Literary Life,' in order to render

he volumes of something like the same

,ize. I not only shall not, but I cannot

hink of or do anything till the three

,'olumes complete are in Mr. Gale's

House. I could reprint the ' Remorse,'

laving secured that power by a special

irticle, in any collection of my poems

hat I might choose to make. . This done,

! shall go to work with the Friend, which

I look forward to as to a spot of sun

shine. N. B. Mr. Gillman made a mis-

lake ; it was not the Report on Educa

tion that I sent for, but that on the Police,

which I must have somehow or other.

Mr. G. returns in a week, and will take

hack to you the Report on Education

uncut, and you would oblige me by im

mediately sending me the Report on the

Police, together with the sheets of my

Life and Poems, and such papers as Mr.

Gillman's assistant will send to Messrs.

Gale and Fenner's for me. I was about

to have desired a copy of my Juvenile

Poems; but I must first explain what

weighs on my mind.

"When I delivered the remaining

copies of the Friend, with the Stamps,

etc., to your house, it was my known in

tention to have entered into a similar

engagement with it as I have lately

done. How binding I felt this on my

conscience, you have had proof. Ex

cepting the fragment of the Christabel

(and even this was a bargain made for

me during my illness), I have had no

concern with any publisher; and in re

curring to my former plan I had to con

quer not only the dissuasions of my

friends, but my own satisfaction in the

literary connections and highly polished

manners of the various men of rank and

consequence that I was sure to meet

with at Murray's. But I had one an

swer—I should not be easy in my mind ;

and I have a high opinion of Mr. Gale

and Curtis's principles; and I prefer

forming a connection with a religious

house. But I most distinctly remember

that there was nothing like a sale or a

bargain with respect to the copies of the

Friend. In consideration of the prefer

ence I had given to the house, and in

part from friendly feeling, ,£50 was lent

to me, and, as an additional kindness,

Mr. Gale and yourself offered, to en

deavor at the disposal of the remaining

Friends, not as publishers, but in the

way of friendship, at 18 shillings a vol

ume. Had they not been disposed of,

or in whatever the sale had fallen short

of the £y>, I was bound to repay, or,

as was then taken for granted, to have

deducted from the profits of my after

labors. It was from you that I was

twice informed that, by means of the

stamps, etc., the balance was in my fa

vor; and that whatever had been re

ceived by the house above the ,£50 was

my own.

Secondly, for the other works I had

asked ,£200 in ready money, and ulti

mately half the profits, deducting that

two hundred pounds. The sum was

brought down to ,£150, and to be spread

over a space of six months. Well, I

agreed. But, Sir, this money was no

loan. It was the produce of a direct

sale, for which I signed over to the

house the whole copyright of the three

volumes of my latest poems and of the

Friend, till such time as it should be re

paid. That the former .volumes have

been delayed, has been for the benefit

of the house ; the whole work is com

plete, and if it were thought proper to
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publish the 2d and 3rd volumes in one,

it might be published within a week.

. " The work is yours, not mine, and in

writing from 1 50 to 200 pages additional,

in order to set right the blunder of my

printer, I am, under circumstances of

much pecuniary perplexity, working for

nothing—that is, for the time being ;

when, by devoting that time to temporary

matters, I might relieve myself. In the

same time, nay, less, I could compile a

small volume of specimens of Rabbin

ical Wisdom, for which Murray offered

me 200 guineas. But, Sir, I never yet

suffered five times that sum to weigh as

a grain of sand against even a point of

delicacy. To make my Life and Poems

as respectable and saleable for Messrs.

Gale and Fenner was a motive far stronger

than a sum of money, even wanting it.

Assuredly, dear Sir, it cannot be said

that two large volumes, the latter con

taining all my poems that I acknowledge,

and corrected with all the force of my

maturest judgment, with the copyright

of the Friend, are not worth ,£150 in the

market—even if I were not to add the

quantity necessary to make it 3 volumes.

And yet I have even offered the ' Re

morse,' which would settle the thing at

once ; and of this £l$o I have received

but ;£lOO.

"Judge then, Sir, what must have been

my feelings, what my pain of surprise,

when Mr. Gillman, on meeting me, said,

' Coleridge, have you not made some

mistake ? Are you sure, you have not

misunderstood Mr. Curtis ?' ' In what ?'

I replied. 'Why, I understood you to

say that you had sold and signed over

the copyrights of the "Friend" in its

present state, and of your Literary Life

and Poems, for ,£150, till such time as

that ,£150 shall have been received by

G. and F. from the sale-profits, and half

the copyright afterwards, with a promise,

binding on your honor at least, to pub

lish whatever you may hereafter write

through that house, as long as no breach

of the contract appears on their parts.'

Well ! and so I have. ' Likewise that

there was a balance in your favor on the

score of the " Friend " from ,£25 to ,£30 ?'

' So Mr. Curtis assured me.' ' Then there

is a balance to you of £$0 + £25 to £yl7

' Exactly so.' ' Nay, I cannot reconcik

with all this what was said to me. As 1

friend, and as having called in your nam:

and on your business, it would be wet

ness to spare your feelings a3 to what

you must know some time or other. l

have procured a "Friend" for you, tat

by having it put down on my own ac

count. For Mr. Curtis plainly told mr.

that he could not desire or advise tk

house to put it down to yours !'

"Merciful heavens, Sir, what infamcc;

calumnies must you have listened Q

concerning me ? The affair between c:

and Messrs. Longman & Co. I expkir

ed to you, and waited only for the ex

pected restoration of my health to hav:

done what I told you it was my inten

tion to do. S. T. Coleridge.

"To Mr. Fennkr."

It would appear from the ensuing let

ter that Coleridge was the victim, or im

agined himself to be the victim, of the

designing trickery of dishonest men 01

business ; and this was one of man;

troubles, financial, literary, physical nd

mental, which seemed to afflict him L-.

these years. His letter bears no date

but the post-mark is February 28, 1817

It is addressed to Rev. T. Curtis :

" My dear Sir : But for the enclosed

letter from Mr. G- I should have an

swered your very kind note in persor

this morning. But I had to write to hio

and to Mr. L , the junction of whose

name with that (I fear) bad man's aficrt-

ed me almost to strangling, and render

ed me both in mind and body incapable

of finishing the work in hand. Bet I

shall, God permitting, wait on you to

morrow morning, with the remaininf

Desideratum for Mr. S. C. and £14 which

I have borrowed in order to meet G 's

demand for his own person. I desutvi

him to draw on you for the £14 due to him.

but refused to acknowledge him as the

agent of another, without any authorin

received by me from the latter ! I neve:

knew till lately that I owed either C

or L this sum—it had never been

communicated to me ; but from L .

who was my schoolfellow, and who
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sought me out at Bristol, I received

many acts of kindness, not one of which

was ever solicited by me, but all pressed

upon me, and I cling to the belief, griev

ous as even that is, that G has—I

can think of no more appropriate word

—basely belied me to him. At all events,

surely it can never be Law that a Printer,

having been paid all his demands, should

refuse to give up a work to the Proprie

tor, because he had discovered that the

Author owed a sum of money to some

one else ? Every thing that the vindic

tive feelings of a low and sordid mind

can realize I must expect from Mr.

G ; from a man who, after having

volunteered the printing, etc., of a work

without any profits, at the bare prime

cost to himself, and afterwards repeated

this to me under his own hand, should

then charge I know not what for paper

which I myself had bargained for at 26

shillings the ream.

" I feel convinced that a great change

is preparing for me*— to the Grave, is

the most probable. But neither in body,

mind, or estate can I remain such, where,

and as I am. The Almighty's visitations

in this life are always calls. The cloud

of griefs that have gathered of late thick

er and gloomier around me, and the

poisoned arrows of unprovoked malig

nity that have been shot thro' it — are

these urgencies to some revolution—that

I should be entire, decisive ? Such, I

know, is Mr. C 's conviction. O what

a dead palsy is Man unaided by Grace !

The sacrifice of his will is demanded,

and that not yielded, his very affections,

his gratitude, will serve the same pur

poses as vices : if they cannot blind,

they will entangle him !

" I feel your kindness deeply. If you

are disengaged to-morrow, I shall have

the advantage of passing any portion of

it with you ; if not, I will arrange for the

next day or the day after.

"I remain, dear Sir, with unfeigned

regard, your obliged

"S. T. Coleridge."

It would appear from the next letter,

written soon afterward, that his present

publishers had made a serious mistake

with reference to his drama of Zapolya,

a Christmas Tale, the writing of which

had occupied him during parts of the

years 1813 and 1814, but which had not

as yet been published :

" 17 March 1817.

" Dear Sir. I could scarcely trust

my eyes when I looked and looked

again, and still saw it was a sheet of

the Zatolya ! In order to prevent any

further delay in the publication of the

' Biographia Literaria ' and ' Sibylline

Leaves,' I consented that the Zapolya

should fill the gap—how reluctantly I

myself best know. Accordingly, I wait

ed on Mr. Murray, without whose con

sent it could not be done, and asked it

on the express ground of my fear and

dislike of having the Zapolya appear as

a separate work. It might go down in a

collection, I observed, but alone it would

neither be profitable to him nor credit

able to me. He gave his consent, on

the strength of my opinion. When, how

ever, as the result of the consultation

at Highgate between us (yourself, to

wit, and Mr. F., with me and Mr. Gill-

man), my German Letters were consign

ed to the purpose as in every respect

more appropriate, Mr. F. then spoke

of publishing the Zapolya as a separate

Poem. I instantly interposed my veto.

It was sufficient for me at that time to

state that I could not do this without a

fresh application to Mr. Murray, which

application I could not make without

giving the lie to the very grounds on

which I had made the prayer. Again,

for this purpose my friend put down the

,£50, in order that Zapolya might be re

claimed beyond dispute from any quar

ter. Since the conversation at Highgate,

I have never heard one syllable said

about the puhlication of it, or anything

concerning it except as to the terms on

which it originally came into Mr. Mur

ray's possession.

"There must be some great mistake,

which no doubt I shall hear when I see

you. If I published the Zapolya at all,

it should be with a dramatic essay pre

fixed, and two other tragedies, the ' Re

morse,' greatly improved, as one. It is
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late, and I will not detain the messenger

further than to say, I remain, dear Sir,

yours truly, S. T. Coleridge.

" Rev. T. Curtis."

It would appear that Coleridge did,

during his residence with Mr. Gillman,

succeed, to a large degree, in restraining

himself from the vice which had so long

enfeebled his will and paralyzed his pow

ers. Just before he went to Highgate it

had been proposed by some of his friends

that he should be placed in a private in

sane asylum : this was with his know

ledge, and he seems to have acceded to

the necessity, for he again and again

declared that he considered the vice to

proceed from "moral insanity." Hap

pily, the care of Mr. Gillman and the in

fluences of his household had the effect

of diminishing, if they did not extermi

nate, the evil. Coleridge, always eager

to confess, even to exaggeration, his

frailty, opened mind and heart freely to

his host, so that Mr. Gillman could from

the start treat the poet, who was his pa

tient, with something like medical pre

cision. Mr. Gillman concluded that Cole

ridge's tendency to opium was " a neces

sity of disease," and his treatment seems

to have been at least successful enough

to enable Coleridge to perform more lit

erary labor between 1814 and 1 818 than

in any other years of his life.

Among other projects of this period

was the Encyclopadia Metropolitana,

which was planned by his publishers in

conjunction with Coleridge, was intend

ed to be largely philosophical in charac

ter, and of which Coleridge was induced

to undertake the chief management and

editorship. He wrote a long prospectus,

full of metaphysical and theological dis

quisition, and thus came into collision

with other assisting minds, and, to his

chagrin, much of the prospectus was

stricken out. The following letters re

late to the details of the Encyclopadia

and his agreement with the publishers,

which seems to have been afterward re

scinded by mutual agreement :

" HlGHGATB.

"My dear Sirs, In reply to your

letter stating as follows, that from July

1, 1817, I am to furnish complete fortk

press and to superintend the same thro'

the press (which latter I understand to

mean correcting the proof sheets 1—

" I. 4 sheets of introduction, as pe:

plan, on or before July 21, 1817 ;

"2. 4 sheets of Grammar by Augus

1817, and moreover to prepare by thi

date the entire outline of 32 sheets 01

the same subject for the satisfaction of

the proprietors ;

" 3. Six sheets of the English Lexicon

on the scale of 3 vol. quarto of the En

cyclopedia Metrop. for the whole Lex

icon by October 1, 1817 ;

"4. And finally, that I am to give to

the superintendence of the work one

entire morning every fortnight, from 10

to 5, if required, and that I am to re

ceive on the presentation of the complete

copy of each the appropriate portion of

£500 a year ;

" I assent to the above, it being hott-

cver understood that for the interest of

the proprietors, amd as the necessary

means of making it possible for me to

devote my whole time to the Encyclo

pedia, an arrangement shall be forthwith

made between me and Mr. Fenner, that

he shall advance me £,yx>, at bills of

two months, the first ,£100 Bill from 25th

of June to 25th of August, the second

from 25th August to 25th of Oct., the third

from 25th Oct. to 25th of December , I

making over to him in pledge all my

share of the copyright of the Literaiy

Life, in 2 vols., of the Sibylline Leaves, ir.

one vol., and of the Friend (new edition ,'

in 3 vols. And likewise I have no objec

tion to make over the copyright of my

Lay Sermons, till such time as the prof

its that would have accrued to me from

all the works above mentioned shall

have liquidated the £yoo, when matterl

are to recur to the former agreement.

" Concerning the outline mentioned in

article the second I can have no objec

tion to comply with the article ; but Mr.

Fenner and Mr. Curtis will perhaps set

reason to postpone the delivery of such

outline till Oct. 1, for their own interest:

as in the nature of things it cannot hut

be greatly improved and more likely to

be serviceable to the proprietors in case
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f my death or other disablement during

le time I am devoted to the Lexicon.

" I sign' my name to the above, adding

lat I am with sincere regard, my dear

.irs, your obliged S. T. Coleridge.

" 18 June, 1817."

" Dear Sir, It is only for my own satis-

lction that I have endeavored to develope

nd open out the undoubting conviction I

iave of my conversation with you, (Mr.

Curtis present) concerning the advance of

he ,£300 being posteriorto the second and

inal negative as to my residing at Cam-

lerwell. This my absolute declining of

hat plan was communicated to Mr. Cur-

is in the small withdrawing-room on the

ight hand of the shop, when Mr. Curtis

ame down to me from the parlor up

tairs, where he had left Dr. Gregory.

•Yom that time to this the question as to

ny residence was never again brought

nto discussion. Expressions of regret

iave been used ; but the point of resi-

lence was settled finally, and so under-

itood. Long after this, and when the

ihare I was to take in the work was set-

ling in detail, reference was made by

ne to the advance, which by the by had

leen originally suggested by Mr. Curtis,

vho by this suggestion prevented my

raving declined any concern in the Ency.

Viet., as I should have done otherwise;

3ecause I knew that / could not, as an

lonest man, immediately devote my

vhole mind and time to it, but must in

iome way or other first procure a sum

.ufficient to discharge all claims upon

ne ; and I should never, never have, of

nyself, thought oi proposing such a loan

0 you.

" The first reference made to it, after

ny agreement to take the part in the

vork now assigned to me, was in the

:arlier part of the conversation ; and it

vas then that you asked me whether I

lid not include the Lay Sermons in the

lumber of the works which were to be

he redeemable pledge. The second ref-

:rence was towards the close of this con-

iultation, when Mr. Curtis proposed ,£400

nstead of ,£500, which I resisted, and

issigned as one of my reasons that with

he latter sum I mignt hope by gradual

I payments to accelerate the redemption

of my literary property, so as to have

liquidated the loan before I could hope

to see this effected by my proportion of

the profits from the sale of my works,

but that with less than ,£500 a year this

would be altogether impracticable. Now,

my dear Sir ! unless Mr. Curtis's or your

recollections can enable you to show that

this conversation took place hefore my

first meeting with Dr. Gregory, it must

have taken place after every thought of

my leaving Highgate for Camberwell, for

the present at least, had been finally

negatived and put to rest. In short, I

knew that without such an advance it

was quite out of my power to have made

such an engagement with you, and I

had every reason on earth to take for

granted that Mr. Curtis was under the

same impression. So had been his lan

guage (for instance, ' we would not, we

could not, make any arrangement by

which we were to rely on you for any

essential assistance, until we were assured

that you had no other claims on your

time and thoughts'). I knew, indeed,

very well that you would have greatly

preferred the plan of my residing at Cam

berwell; but, that having been put out

of the question, the next best was taken,

agreeing however with the plan first

proposed to me in the main point, that

equally with the former it was to occupy

my whole time, and to hegin immediately,

allowing one month only for the hurry

ing out of the Friend and the two other

works. In Mr. Curtis's last letter it is

made even imperative on me that this

engagement should give you a right to

my whole time, which I did not in my

reply think it worth while to notice as an

extension of the agreement, because I

was certain that it was impossible for me

to fulfil what I had undertaken in less

than my whole time ; otherwise, I should

certainly have said, ' If I deliver in the

appointed number of sheets, well and

ably executed, and give you my best as

sistance and advice one day every fort

night, what right has any one to enquire

whether I read, walk, sleep, or write in

the remainder ?' But it would have been

laughable ; it was on the face of things
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too evident that nothing less than my

whole time, even mental time as well as

almanac time, could suffice.

"The whole cause therefore of the ad

vance remaining unaltered, there being

the very same reason and the same ne

cessity for it, I should, tho' no conversa

tion had passed, have taken for granted

that the effect was to remain the same

—the object of the advance being ex

clusively the removal of the known ob

stacle to the practicability of my devoting

my whole time, and that too immediate

ly, to the work in contemplation. But

clear and irresistible as my recollections

are, I make no use of them as obligatory

on you, nor should I, even tho' I were

in possession of your hand and seal. It

would be sufficient for me that you wish

ed to decline the engagement, and saw

reason to believe that you could derive

the same advantages at a less price. For

assuredly a work, to which from 60 to

,£80,000 capital may be directed, and a

very large sum at all events put in haz

ard, is not a case in which any feeling

of personal friendship can be allowed to

have any influence. You have awful

duties to yourselfand your co-proprietors,

and if you engage me, it must and can

only {morally speaking) be, because you

believe that the engagement will on the

whole be the most advantageous to them

of all that had past under your consid

eration. For this reason, no withdraw

ing on your part would interfere with the

respect and regard with which I subscribe

myself, dear Sir, yours sincerely,

"S. T. Coleridge.

"P. S. I hope that I think of the

terms offered me with a due sense of

their importance and what is called lib

erality relatively and proportionally to

my fortunes and opportunities.

" If I have seemed resigned to the loss,

or as Mr. C said, ' took the missing

of ,£500 a year in a very easy manner,'

it is, first, because money does not act

upon my mind as on men in general ;

2nd, because the services to be perform

ed and the moral responsibility incurred,

were exceedingly awful ; and such things,

too, act on my mind in a degree, if not

in a kind, very different from what I have

observed them to act on the mnds 0

men in general ; and thirdly, perhapl

from human frailty, because Mr. C. ap

peared to speak of the terms relative;

to myself in a somewhat humiliating ton;

not the less painful from his acquaintana

with my circumstances and from the forn>

er colours of his language, that had «

casioned me to make myself transparrs,

to him.

" If the publication of the Zapolya, (k

net proceeds to be appropriated entire a

the liquidation of the loan (or if bai

could be spared for the writing of as;

popular work, as on the facts of anirm!

magnetism, the divining rod, etc., a

France, Italy and Germany at present ,,

could conciliate this difference, no pro. '

shall be wanting on my part of a wisi

to replace everything on the former fox

ing. And in the meantime I entreat yea

to make some allowance for the bosoa

feeling which my vivid recollection d

the posteriority of my conversations re

specting the advance to the date of the

first committee, and the ptiority of mon

than general professions, tho' certaisK

not positive promises, to the first menticc

of the Encyc. Met., have spite of myse'i

excited. But I am not now to learn frr

the first time, or to teach myself, tha:

positiveness, or the sensation of beinj

positive, is widely different from tit

sense of certainty."

" Dear Sir, You left me in a statt

of uncertainty and consequent disquie:

which you could not but be aware of;

nay, you left on my mind the irnpressioa

that you felt it strongly yourself, by your

determination to proceed immediately to

Mr. Fenner, instead of going straightnuy

home, and the expectation you excited

that I should see or at least hear from

Mr. Fenner in the shortest possible tinr.

If I had entered into engagements with

a man who never professed to havr.

other views than those of this world. !

could have resigned myself more easily;

but indeed, Sir ! you have justified me is

expecting from you a higher conduct o:

higher principles. On my part I have

shown myself willing to do every thing,

only not to deceive you. The £300 ras
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mi regarded from the beginning but

the means of enabling me to pledge

whole devotion of my time to you.

u were at least equally aware with

self that, with a load of anxiety on my

nd, my time could not be my own in

; first instance, and of course not ca

ble of being pledged to another. Yet

the Encyc. could be delayed for six

inths, I should entertain hopes of com-

; to it a free man. But, Sir ! I know

it the application of every moment of

f time would be barely sufficient to the

.filmc-nt of my engagements with you,

a manner that I could look back upon

th a satisfied conscience.

" Even now, the difference might be

nciliated, if the original plan, so strong-

urged by Dr. Gregory, were adopted—

i., that of publishing the 4th or Miscel-

neous and Lexicographical part after

e others, adding the Gazetteer to the

rmer three.

"If there has been any fundamental

fference of opinion between us, it has

ibsisted in this point : that you did not

ipear to entertain the same deep con-

ctions, as I did and do, respecting I,

le literary, 2, the mercantile, importance

f the English Lexicon ; 3, respecting its

ifficulty, and the quantum of natural

ilent and acquired variety of learning

:quisite for bearing out the promise so

istinctly and emphatically given to the

ublic in your prospectus.

" I wrote to Mr. Fenner soon after you

uitted me, and stated that, so far from

iving up the engagement with cool in-

ifference, I was ready to do every thing

a my power to remove the obstacle—for

nstance, the immediate publication of

be Zapolya—a bitter pill to my critical

eelings, I assure you, tho' perhaps the

loem might be more suited to the gene-

al reader in proportion as it is less suited

in its present state) to myself ; not to

nention that with a few easy alterations

I had the word of the Drury Lane com-

nittee that it should be brought out, pri-

lr to my having withdrawn it, after the

:onversation with you on your second

visit at Highgate. I mentioned likewise

my willingness to write any other work

which Mr. Fenner should think likely of

an immediate sale (as for instance, the

present state of the obscurer operations

of animate and inanimate nature, in the

facts of the divining rod, animal mag

netism, etc., on the continent, with the

reports given to the several governments

by committees of naturalists)—any thing

in short but that of incurring the guilt of

pledging myself on so very important a

scheme to exertions not in my power.

If however (as I have, pardon me, some

reason to believe) you have some other

plan or person in your eye, with which

or with whom you expect to carry on the

work more successfully, why not explain

the matter to me at once ? I have been

ever transparent to you in every, the

minutest circumstance, because I regard

ed you not as a mere tradesman, but as

a convinced Christian, in whose mind

the least insincerity, the least deviation

from childlike singleness of heart, would

be dearly and madly purchased by moun

tains of worldly treasure. And I have

repeatedly said that the awful responsi

bility which you injur, in every step taken

by your advice relative to an undertaking

of so great risk, would justify you in pre

ferring another to me, provided it was

your conviction that the success of the

work was interested in the transfer, and

that you were perfectly open and pre

cluded all injurious hope or expectations.

Whether I am intelligible to you or not

I cannot at present anticipate, but I

will at all events hazard the assurance

that my disappointment does not half as

much annoy me as the necessity of look

ing forward to the triumphant exultation

of a prophecy fulfilled on the part of

those who believe the profession of re

ligious motives a caveto for all who have

learnt human nature experimentally.

Why, Sir ! after all what has passed be

tween us, do you thus keep me in sus

pense ? The most explicit declaration

of your conviction that the interests of

the Encyclopedia require you to decline

my services would not disturb the feel

ing with which I have ever subscribed

myself yours sincerely,

"S. T. Coleridge.

" Monday Afternoon.

" Rhv. T. Curtis."
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The remaining letter is of interest

chiefly as showing Coleridge's views on

the subject of animal magnetism :

" HlGHGATE DeC. I l8l8.

" Dear Sir. Sometime ago, I ven

tured to recommend an article on Ani

mal Magnetism, purely historical, for

the Encylopedia Metropolitana. Since

then the celebrated Professor Blumen-

bach, for so many years the zealous an

tagonist ofAnimal Magnetism, has open

ly recanted his opinion in three separate

paragraphs of his great work on Physi

ology, which is a text book in all the

hospitals and Medical Universities of

Europe ; and this too happens to be in

the edition from which Dr. Elliotson has

recently translated the work into Eng

lish. Cuvier had previously published

his testimony, viz. that the facts were as

undeniable as they were difficult to be

explained on the present theory. The

great names of Hufeland, Meckel, Reil,

Autenrieth, Soemerring, Scarpa, etc., etc.,

appear as attesters of |he facts, and their

independence of the imagination of the

patients. To these must be added the

reports delivered in the Courts of Berlin

and Vienna by the several committees

appointed severally by the Prussian and

Austrian governments, and composed of

the most eminent physicians, anatomists

and naturalists of the Prussian and Aus

trian States. In this country, the rising

opinion of our first rate medical men is,

that the subject must sooner or later be

submitted to a similar trial in this coun

try, in order that so dangerous an imple

ment (if it should prove to be a new

physical agent akin to the galvanic elec

tricity) may be taken out of the hands of

the ignorant and designing, as hath al

ready been done on the Continent by

very severe Laws. Putting the truth or

falsehood of the theory wholly out of

the question, still it is altogether unique,

and such as no history of the present

age dare omit. Nay, it may be truly

said that it becomes more interestm;

more important, on the supposition 'i

its falsehood than of its truth, from t:

great number and wide dispersion t-t

celebrated individuals, of the highes

rank in science, who have joined mr

testing its truth ; especially as the largest

part of these great men were for a lots

time its open opponents, and all. «t-

the single exception of Cuvier, its avow

ed disbelievers. Add to this that as tr

article of entertainment, and as throwhg

a new light on the oracles and mysterier

of Greek, Roman, and Egyptian Pap

ism, it would not be easy to point out fc

rival. These are the grounds on whid

I rest my continued recommendation «

such an article as well worthy the atten

tion of the conductors of your great work.

One other motive will not be without is

weight in your mind. I have sens

grounds for believing that a work of ±s

kind- is in contemplation by persons frox

whose hands it ought, if possible, t;

be rescued by anticipation, as it will, I

know, be a main object with them tc

use the facts in order to undermine thi

divine character of the Gospel hister.

and the superhuman powers of its grK

founder ; a scheme which can be rat-

dered plausible only by misstatements

exaggeration, and the confounding c-l

testimonies,—those of fanatics and entk-

siasts with the sober results of guards!

experiment, given in by men of scien«

and authority.

" I remain, Dear Sir,

" Yours Respectfully,

" S. T. Coleridgr.

" Rnv. T. Curtis."

It is only necessary to add that the

originals of these letters, and of a ft*

others of minor importance belonging to

the same correspondence, are now r

my possession. Their genuineness

sufficiently established by the intend

evidence both of matter and style.

George M. Towlr.
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DESHLER & DESHLER;

OR, MY LIFE AS A BOOK-AGENT.

TWO PARTS.—II.

AS soon as I had taken my tea I went

out to work. This time I went up

the street among the residences, think

ing that the shops and offices would be,

in the main, deserted. But I found poor

fishing : almost invariably I was told

that the ladies were riding. The 'day

had been intolerably warm, and every

body was out for a breath of fresh air.

At last I found a lady who was not out

riding. She was very pretty and very

affable. She heard all I had to say about

the book, looked at all the engravings,

and asked numberless questions about

this general and that engagement. Were

all the pictures good likenesses of the

generals, or hadn't I ever seen all the

generals ? Didn't I think this one per

fectly horrid-looking, and that one per

fectly splendid ? La ! was that the way a

battle looked ? had I ever seen a battle ?

and didn't I think it must be perfectly

splendid ? Did I have to work for a liv

ing ? Wasn't it awful tiresome this warm

weather? But of course I didn't mind

it, I was so used to it : it would just kill

her, etc. She looked at the styles of

binding—cloth, sheep, calf and Turkey

morocco. "La!" she said, "I never

knew before that they made leather out

of turkey-hide." Then she handed me

back the subscription-book, with the re

mark that it must be a real nice history.

Would she subscribe for it ? I asked.

" Oh dear ! no. I never read histories,

they're so awful stupid. It's terrifically

warm." She yawned, rang a bell and

ordered her fan and an ice.

A second lady whom I found was

more encouraging. She asked just as

many questions, but they were not so

irrelevant—said she wanted the history,

and when I thought she had fully deter

mined to subscribe for it referred me to

her husband, giving me his office ad

dress, and explaining that once she and

her husband both bought the same pic

ture : if she should subscribe for the his

tory, he might do the same thing at his

office.

" I have only five names on my list :

you can see if your husband's is there."

No, it wasn't there.

I supposed of course she was satisfied,

and would enter her name.

" If I were to subscribe, he might not

think to look at the list, and might put

his name down too."

" But you can tell him when he comes

in this evening that you have ordered

the book, and of course he will not."

"Oh, you might go to his office and

get his name before he comes in : book-

agents are up to all sorts of tricks."

" I assure you, madam," I said smiling,

" I could never do such a thing. If by

any possibility such a mistake should

occur in any family, I should certainly

release one subscriber."

" Everybody can promise. You're a

stranger to nie, and the best way for you

to do is to go to his office and let him

sign for the book. Then, if it isn't good,

he'll have nobody to blame but himself.

Just take the car and go right down this

street to No. 120, and you'll be sure to

catch him. There's a car now."

I rushed out of the house to catch it.

When I reached No. 120 I found the

door locked and all the business streets

deserted. I took the car back to Mr.

Bennett's boarding-house. I went up to

my attic-room. It was directly under the

roof, and was stifling. I went to bed,

though it was not yet dark, and tossed

there all night without five minutes' sleep,

as it seemed to me. I was up with the

first gleam of the morning, unrefreshed

and weary. I dressed and stole down

stairs, for nobody was stirring. Unbolt

ing the front door, I sat down on the

steps. The twilight and hush of the
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sleeping city were very impressive, and

moved my spirit as its wild Babel never

could. There came to me an intense

realization of human weakness. Man

can rear massive piles of masonry, he

can make bold challenges and achieve

splendid successes, but how soon is he

wearied and worn ! For hours these im

posing streets which he has built pulsate

with enterprise, passion and hope, the

tide of life sweeps up in majestic strength,

but God's law is over all. As surely as

the tide of life rises, so surely it must ebb

and drop back in the ocean of rest, while

above, through the ages, watches the Eye

that never slumbers.

This day proved one of considerable

success. It was intensely warm, and the

men kept to the shadow of their offices

and shops, so that I had no trouble in

securing interviews. "A woman who can

work through this heat ought to b6 en

couraged," was the sentiment expressed

by more than one subscriber. On a cer

tain door I encountered a dispiriting

notice : " No insurance-agents or book-

agents wanted here." I wondered if the

poster of the card knew of something

discreditable in the nature of the 'busi

ness of which I was ignorant. I might

be forced to pursue a poor or shabby

business—if, indeed, a woman can find

any other— but I could never continue

in any that was really wrong. I deter

mined, if possible, to find out the nature

of the objection to book -agents enter

tained by that bill-poster. I found the

gentleman in : he was a broker.

" I am a book-agent," I said, " and I

wish to ask you, in all courtesy, the na

ture of your objection to my business."

He looked at me as if he wondered at

me—my audacity or something else. " I

am anxious to know, for I will not pursue

any business that is intrinsically wrong.

Will you tell me your objection ?"

" It would be offensive to you."

" No, your objection must be to the

business. You could have no objection

to me if I came to contract for a thou

sand hogsheads of sugar. So pray tell

me," I urged.

" Very well," he said. " Book-agents

are peddlers, and peddlers are cheats.

Book -agents don't show their wares:

they ask a man to buy in the dark."

" We show samples of everything that'?

to make up the book—printing, paper,

engravings, bindings. When you sell

coffee, what more do you show than a

handful of berries?"

"But I warrant satisfaction to die

buyer."

"And so does the publisher. In the

obligation to which you subscribe it is

stipulated that if the book does not prove

as represented by the agent the sub

scriber is released from the obligation

to take the book."

"Well, I don't want to be told what

books I ought to buy. When I want i

book I'll go to the book-store."

" If somebody didn't tell you in one

way or another, you'd never know what

books to buy. In the first place, you

wouldn't know what was published, and

of that which was published you wouldn't

know what was good. Book-triers are

as necessary as tea-triers."

"Well, I hate a peddler. . If you want

to sell books, why don't you open a

book-store ?"

" I haven't the capital."

" Well, go at something else—some in

door work. By Jove ! I hate to see a

woman pushing about among men for i

living. By every woman there ought to

stand a man."

" But you can't argue out of existence

the women who have to push about

among men for a living, neither can you

talk men into places beside friendless

women. Men don't want such womcL

for wives. They want the nestling whose

feathers have never been ruffled, the but

terfly whose down is undisturbed."

"Well, I don't want any."

"And," I added, "there are a great

many men who don't want any, and

numberless women who prefer not to

marry ; so marriage is not, to every wo

man, the way out."

He went into the hall, and came back

with the posted card which had attracted

my attention, tore it in two and threw r

into the waste-basket. " If all book-

agents were like you, I'd put up a card

inviting them to walk in," he said; and
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dded, "I suppose to you the way

5 through a big subscription-list."

far as I can at present see it does,"

ered.

til. I'm bound to help you out.

over your subscription-book."

tiy next call I failed utterly. The

nan interviewed was a cool, quiet

ho replied to everything I had to

shall not subscribe for the book."

uldn't argue, he wouldn't state his

ons ; so I had no chance whatever,

mend his course to people wish-

get rid of book-agents and insu-

solicitors.

le next office I found a man mov-

out in a petulant way, his face in

1. My impulse was to leave the

without making known my busi-

>ut he spoke before I had time to

I suppose you've got a book there

iu want me to subscribe for?"

s," I answered—"Greeley's His-

' the Rebellion."

■vouldn't subscribe for the angel

l's history of the rebellion in

i, or Satan's either," he said,

en you'd miss a good thing, doubt-

e got enough to do to read up the

r. of my own affairs. Everything

ne wrong to-day. Just look at that

nd!"

as on the carpet, broken to frag-

and in a pool of ink, and the car-

s a pretty Brussels. The man got

on his knees and was going at the

th his pocket handkerchief,

t me manage it," I said, arresting

erations.

h blotting-paper, a basin of water

n old towel I soon had almost

trace of the accident removed,

said I wouldn't subscribe for your

and I won't," the man said when

; washed my hands and was pre-

l to take my departure; "but I'll

)u where you can get half a dozen

fibers." He wrote a line to " Dear

)n," gave me the address, and said,

d luck to you !"

ent to " dear Walton :" he was in

graph office. "Of course I'll sub-

!," said "dear Walton." "Any-
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thing in the world to accommodate the

ladies and Jim Wheeler !"

Then he asked me to wait, and he'd

telegraph to a friend in another part of

the State : said friend had been high

private in the army, and was sure to

want "a history of the war in which he

had fought, bled and died." Click, click,

went the busy wires, "dear Walton"

wearing a smile meanwhile that looked

as if it might any moment explode into

roaring laughter. In a few moments the

answer to his despatch came back.

"Hurrah! he'll subscribe!" and then

the smile did explode into laughter, and

the smile of a fellow-operator likewise

exploded. " You'll have to go to another

part of the State to get the subscription,"

said " dear Walton." " There's the high

private, that handsome fellow with au

burn hair over there ;" and he pointed

to the other smiler across the room.

"Take him the subscription-book." So

I went over and secured the high pri

vate's subscription, which had been so

licited by telegraph, the despatch having

made a circuit of eight hundred miles to

reach an operator in the same room.

This incident put everybody in a good

humor, and in a few minutes I had left

the office with seven new names on my

list.

I had now orders for fifteen copies of

the history. It was advisable that I

should as soon as possible deliver the

books. I hadn't any money, I was a

stranger to the publishers, yet I should

need over a hundred dollars in ordering

the fifteen copies. I went to the office

of Deshler & Deshler : it was all I could

do. Both gentlemen were in : I wished

the younger had not been.

"Dr. Deshler, it seems hard that I

must come for help to a stranger, but

you have made it as easy as possible for

me. I must send to the publishers for

books. I am a stranger to them : of

course I must command some cash. I

shall need over a hundred dollars. Now,

may I, for just once, have the books ex

pressed to you ' C. O. D.,' and delivered

as you may direct, so that I can't run

away with them ? And will you lend

me the hundred dollars for a few hours ?
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for I can deliver the books and collect

all the money in a half day, I think."

" Certainly ! certainly !" said Dr. Desh-

ler cordially. "We'll have the books

delivered right here—there's plenty of

room^and we'll save time by telegraph

ing the order."

He sat down at a table and wrote

while I dictated. In due time the books

arrived, and I entered zealously upon the

work of delivering them. But not a

single copy did I succeed in delivering

at the first trial. I called at Mr. Perkins's

office four times before finding him in.

And this is an illustration of how the

matter went. It took more than a week

of hard work to deliver those fifteen

copies. Later, I learned how to manage

better. But during this week I was run

ning in and out of Deshler & Deshler's

office, every hour growing more and

more nervous and embarrassed about

the way in which matters dragged, and

more solicitous to escape from my an

noying position.

I had expected to clear the office of

the books in a few hours, and to reim

burse Dr. Deshler in the same time : in

stead, I had been using the office and

the money for a week. In this flitting in

and out I of course frequently met both

the brothers—the younger oftener, for he

was the office-physician : the older did

the outside work. When I did find the

elder brother, William Deshler, in the

office, he made things very comfortable

for me ; inquired in an interested way

how I was getting along ; urged me

earnestly to rest ; cautioned me against

overwork, etc. He would help me get

out my books, and would " load me up,"

as he expressed it, following me to the

door with words of sympathy and en

couragement. The work was too hard

for me — I was delicate, and needed

somebody to look after me, he would

say. Dr. Deshler, Jr., never said a word

about the hard work, and he never help

ed me about it. He would invariably

turn his back and look out of the window

when I was " loading up " and starting

off.

There were times when I felt very

sharply that I was in some way a griev

ance to this gentleman ; yet occasional;

he would open a conversation with ne,

and pursue it persistently and exhaust

ively, with evident enjoyment of sczie

nature. I used to think it was the -.s

joyment of the explorer and discoverer

for I always came from one of these in

terviews with the consciousness that it

had found out something about me

Try ever so hard, I couldn't keep nn-

self hid.

Well, the books were at length ddr,

ered. I settled with Dr. Deshler, asc!

had nearly fifty dollars in my pcrsi

The first pinching necessity was met. '.

had scarcely found time before to thik

of Baby. Now my heart began to cy

for her. My pretty bud was unfolding

and I was not there to see it. She fi-

developing so rapidly, I felt I could n :

be from her a day without missing sons

sweetness that could never come again,

In maturity, years come between frienis

and they meet unaltered, but in a chilu

each day brings some pretty changr.

The mother-yearning grew so intolerahfc

that I conceived the design of bringing

my baby to the city, though my judg

ment warned me that the country wil

safer for the summer. So, while I wori-

ed I was on the lookout for a boarding-

place where my child could be cared f :

during my absence, and also for a pbcf

to store my books.

Twenty-nine new names were on :ot

list, but my purse was getting low, aad

it had become necessary that I shonld,

as soon as possible, get on another sap-

ply of books. It seemed that I shoalc

be forced again to ask help of Dr. Desh

ler. I hadn't been in his office since )

had moved out the last of my books,

and I hadn't seen either of the brothers

since that time. Indeed, I had avoided

their locality, lest I might seem to he

seeking some favor of them. About this

time I learned, through a servant at mf \

boarding-house, that a gentleman hii

called and inquired if I was sick. The

next morning I found myself sick—nn<

alarmingly so, but there were some

symptoms that gave me serious solici

tude. It had been an ever-present drea-3

that I might fall sick in that great strange
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city. I dressed myself, and after a fruit

less attempt to swallow some breakfast

took a car to Dr. Deshler's office. The

younger brother, Gilbert Deshler, was in.

He started up in a confused way at see

ing me, and shook hands with me. "You

haven't been here for nine days," he said.

"My brother has feared you were sick."

Then it was he who had called at my

boarding-house, I thought. " I am sick

now," I answered, "and I have come to

you to cure me."

"Ah!" and he looked at me in an

earnest way, "tell me what the matter

is." I stated my symptoms. He in

quired about my sleeping-room and the

boarding-house fare. " Of course you're

sick with such living and with this con

founded work you're at. I've seen you

start out into the noon heat with six or

eight of those great books, and I've wish

ed sometimes that you'd—you'd— Nev

er mind. Wait here, and I'll step into

a drug - store and get something for

you."

He came back with a liquid mixture

in a bottle, which he set on the table. I

handed him a five-dollar bill: he pre

tended not to see it. I called his atten

tion to it.

" I don't want any money," he said.

"I accept the prescription from you,

Dr. Deshler," I said, "and thank you,

but not the medicine."

"Then you sha'n't have it, that's all."

"Well, if I die my blood will be on

your head !" I returned, laughing.

"You must think me a graceless fel

low if you can't accept this trifling favor

at my hands."

" I can and do accept it," I answered,

extending my hand for the medicine.

"And now I want you to do me another

favor. Do you know a Mr. Henchman

at 79 Sycamore street ?"

"Yes. Why?"

" Because I'm negotiating for storing-

room for my books in his office."

" You aren't going there," said the

gentleman bluntly—"that is," he added

quickly, "if you'll take my advice."

"Why?"

" Because I know the man to be a

scamp : he'd steal your books if he

could. Besides, it will be an unneces

sary expense for you. Why can't you

make this office your head-quarters ?"

" I and my books might be in the way

of your patients."

" We've two consultation-rooms besides

this : a box of books couldn't be in the

way ; and as for you, you're such an

outrageous worker you're never here but

a minute at a time."

"Your brother has not invited me to

make this my head -quarters," I sug

gested.

" He likes to have you here."

" But you don't."

" What makes you think so ?" he asked.

The entrance of Dr. Deshler, Sr., pre

vented my reply. " I'm delighted to see

you," he cried in a cheery way that was

most comforting. " I've thought several

times of calling at Bennett's to inquire

about you, but I've been driven to death."

Then it wasn't he who had called, after

all.

" Well, how are you getting along with

the Conflict? How many subscribers

have you caught ? Good !" he said when

I had told him. "Oughtn't you to be

sending for more books ? Have them

delivered right here, and I'll pay for them

just as before," he added, so cordially

that my last scruple disappeared.

I escaped the threatened sickness, los

ing but that one day from my work.

Dr. Gilbert Deshler called that even

ing to inquire about his patient, and or

dered me to change my room at what

ever cost. So I took one on the second

floor, for which I was to pay twelve dol

lars a week.

I was in the midst of delivering my

second installment of books when I one

day went into Deshler & Deshler's, very

tired. While resting I employed myself

in writing a letter to Baby full of mother-

talk: I was so afraid she would forget

me. As I finished the letter I looked

up, and my eyes met Gilbert Deshler's.

"What made you think I didn't like

to have you here ?" he asked abruptly.

" Because you always turn your back

on me when I come in for books."

" I hate to see you at this wretched

work," he said vehemently. "I can't
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see an Irishwoman bowed under her bag

of shavings without feeling ashamed of

myself that I don't take it on my own

back."

" Do you expect me to credit all this

chivalrous talk ?" I said laughing. "You

sit there, and look out of the window,

and smoke your cigar, without ever offer

ing to help me, as your brother does."

" I can't help you," he answered. "I

could never stand and pile those great

books in your arms, and see you go into

the street for men to stare at and wonder

at. If I started to help you I'd get a

wheelbarrow and deliver the books for

you ; and when I had done that you

wouldn't be helped : your greatest need

wouldn't be met."

"And what is that greatest need ?"

"Such shelter, such hedging, as pre

serves to woman the delicacy that is her

supreme charm."

l felt my face flush. Did he think

that I had lost or was losing this del

icacy? He seemed to understand the

application I had made of his words,

for he added hastily, " I do not say that

it is impossible for a woman to preserve

this delicacy in a public life that brings

her into intercourse with strange coarse

men, but I do say that it is thus en

dangered."

"And is it not as really imperiled in

the kind of intercourse maintained be

tween men and women in fashionable

life ? Think of the drawing-room flirt

ations, the dances, the familiarities of

watering-places, the freedom and license

that mark every kind of travel in this

country ! Publicity is not necessarily

demoralizing to a woman, nor is a legiti

mate intercourse with strange rough men.

Many a hospital-nurse is witness to this.

A woman may meet in a business way

the roughest men in this city and receive

no harm. It is half-loves—if I may coin

a word—familiarities without esteem, that

break down womanly delicacy. How

ever, I am not quarreling with your

words. No one can despise this scram

ble for money more than I, or more

cordially hate a life that dispels the

idealized atmosphere through which man

should regard woman, and woman man.

I thank God for the illusions of my ex

istence. I don't want to know humir.

nature. I never want the romance taker,

from my idea of man : I want to believe

him a hero, a knight—strong, brave and

noble."

"Yes, yes," the gentleman answereei,

"let's keep all the halos. Now, I don't he

lieve in educating girls and boys together

it does away with the glories. If thes-.

glories are moonshine, then moonshine

is better than sunlight. If I'm enjoying

a village landscape, I want to eat the fooi

alive who comes reminding me that ;bt

peaceful cemetery in the picture is over

grown with mayweed—that the cottagv?

are squalid and the children ragged."

"One would scarcely take this for j

physician's talk. Doctors deal so mud

with the material, we scarcely expect to

find the ideal in them," I said.

" It is because I deal with the matensi

and know its nothingness that I try to

believe in the glory elsewhere. Man is

happy in worship."

He had come up to the table where I

was sitting, and where my letter was ly

ing ready for mailing, addressed, "Mrs.

Caroline Shepherd. For my Baby."

I saw him glance at the letter inadve:t

ently, as it were, then he looked with

arrested interest, and raised his eyes :o

my face in a quick surprised way. He

saw that I knew he had read the ad

dress.

" Have you a baby ?" and he regarded

me with steadfast eyes. " Then you're a

married woman ?"

"What's the matter?" said Dr. Desh-

ler, Sr., entering the office. " Why, Gfl.

you look as though you'd been struck b)

lightning." The gentleman appealed te

looked flushed and confused.

" He's surprised to hear that I have a

baby, as if there could be any other rea

son why I am here at this work."

Deshler & Deshler were both looking

at me now, as though they meant to

look me through.

"Is your husband dead?" asked the

elder.

"He was killed in the war," I answer

ed, coloring with alarm as they approach

ed the grave of my secret.
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" Then you have a pension," persisted

the elder doctor.

I was ready to sink through the floor,

and I was conscious of showing the em

barrassment I felt. I did not reply.

" You're entitled to a pension," the

speaker continued. "Have you ever

applied for one ?"

I had to answer him. "No," I said.

" Well, you must have a pension. I'll

take you right up to my lawyer's now.

Come along."

"No," I answered evasively, "I must

go to work now : there's a subscriber

near by that I want to catch."

" Never mind the subscriber. I have

leisure now to see my lawyer : he's just

overhead, and he's in now. It won't

take but a few minutes for him to tell

you what you'll have to do."

" I can't go now," I said, growing mo

mently more embarrassed, and seizing

my subscription-book I hurried from the

office. Again I walked blindly along

the street with the familiar hunted feel

ing. I wished that I needed never go

back to Deshler & Deshler's office, but I

had two hundred dollars' worth of books

there. Perhaps that inquisitor might nev

er think of the pension-matter again, or

at least might never mention it.

But he did mention it again the follow

ing morning, and both the brothers were

present.

" Well, shall we go for the pension this

morning?" is what he said.

" I shall not apply for a pension, and

I beg that you will not allude to the sub

ject again." This was certainly not a

speech to allay suspicion. I knew that

both gentlemen were scanning my face,

but I "loaded up" and went away, won

dering what they were thinking and say

ing about me. " It's no matter what they

think," I decided. "I'll work hard and

make all the money I can here ; then

I'll go away with Baby into a retreat

where I shall not bother people nor be

bothered by them."

After this talk about the pension with

the brother-doctors, when my burning

cheek, evasive manner and faltering

tongue warned them away from the for

bidden ground, I perceived, even at our

next meeting, a change in the manner

of the two gentlemen, and the change

grew more evident as the days went by.

The younger, who had ever been reticent

with me, became still more reticent. He

rarely looked at me, and more rarely

spoke to me, though when he did it was

gently. He never asked about my work,

he never gave me a word of sympathy

or encouragement. He seemed every day

to be getting farther away from me. Dr.

Deshler, Sr., on the contrary, drew near

er to me—each day drew nearer in spite

of my effort to keep my distance. He

inquired daily how I was getting along

with my work, often looked over my

subscription-list, telling me something

about this man and warning me against

that one. He frequently gave me a line

to the head of some establishment that

would lead, perhaps, to my securing ten

or a dozen subscriptions. " Which way

are you going this morning?" he would

ask. " I've got a call off that way," he

would probably add, "and I can take

you right along in my buggy, and any

books that you wish to deliver;" and

thus he often lightened my way. As the

acquaintance progressed he became com

municative, telling me, at one time and

another, considerable about himself and

his brother. He acknowledged one day

that he was a rich man—had always been

rich : he practiced medicine because he

liked an active life ; his practice was

worth twelve thousand dollars a year;

his brother was a third partner; meant

to give him a full partnership in January,

and make him work more.

"Gil doesn't take as well with people

as I do, but he's a better doctor. There's

no half-knowledge with him : he knows

things to the very bottom. He's the best

anatomist I ever knew ; there's a splendid

surgeon in him ; he has just the prudence

and the pluck that a surgeon needs. But

people don't know him, and they do

know me, and so they run after me and

let him sit in the office. But I mean to

bring him out, and then I shall be laid

on the shelf."

"That's my house," he said to me an

other day, as we passed a handsome resi

dence with all those attractive surround
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ings that wealth and culture can procure.

"I keep bachelor's hall there." These

last words quickened my heart -beat

ings.

I had never known before whether or

not he was married. "I'm looking for

a housekeeper now : mine hasn't a single

home-instinct. What kind of a house

keeper are you ?"

" I'm no housekeeper at all," I answer

ed, coloring, though trying hard not to.

" I can't make bread, and bread-making

stands at the head of the rudiments."

" Oh, the cook can make the bread.

I mean, what kind of a home-maker are

you ? There are some women who make

a man's home a rest, a very haven, while

others, just as neat and orderly and provi

dent, render his house more fatiguing

than the tumultuous street. Which kind

are you ?"

" I'm sure I don't know. I'm not very

quiescent, and I like to talk. I don't

think I am very resting."

"The resting woman is not necessari

ly quiescent or silent. A dumb woman

would be very fatiguing. The resting

woman says and looks appreciation : she

is suggestive — a picturesque talker, per

haps. She is— Well, I can't paint her

portrait, but I recognize it whenever I see

it. She isn't necessarily very wise or

very learned or very handsome, but she

is very refreshing. I think you are a

resting woman. l like to hear you talk :

I like to watch your movements. A

man could no more tire of you than of

a live book. I think you could make a

home." He turned himself on the seat

and looked in my face, and I looked in

his. I don't know what he saw in my

eyes. I was conscious that they were

telling something of what was in my

heart, but I didn't know then, and I don't

know now, just what was in my heart.

"I am sure I don't know," I answered

because I had to say something : "I nev

er tried to make a home."

" What do you mean by that speech ?"

he demanded a little sharply. "You

made a home for some happy man,

though you may not have had a roof

over your head. Many a gypsy-tent has

doubtless been a true home."

" I must stop here," I said, glad and

sorry to leave him.

This conversation was a bitter-sweet

one to me : I wished it ended and want

ed it continued. The past, with its brief

joy and long heartache, was growing

more and more misty, and the shadow:

were gathering about the man to whoa

was linked the supreme happiness and

the supreme anguish of that past life. I

was beginning to live in the present, no:

alone in my work—this engaged me—

but something else was come into my

life. The realities to me in that teeming

city were Deshler & Deshler. The scores

of other people whom I encountered were

so many automatons grinding out bread

and weaving clothing for Baby and me

Deshler & Deshler, I have said, were

the only realities. They were both in

my thoughts ; and one was not pre-em

inent. Yes, one was pre-eminent, and

it was the reticent, inscrutable, evasive

younger brother. He shut himself from

me, and this kept him in my thoughts.

Once I had snatched a view of his spir.t

—had seen that it was knightly, and

then the trail was lost to me. I own I

was greatly bewildered by the attitudes

of the two brothers in regard to me—

both very pronounced and in markeei

contrast. I cannot convey in words whi:

I felt those attitudes to be. Were l a

painter I think I could sketch a picture

that would exactly tell the story, for, all

appearances to the contrary, I felt—

But what is the use of trying ? I never

can tell anybody what I felt. I never

would have asked Gilbert Deshler to

carry a book for me, but I knew that I

could trust him to peril his life for mint,

and that any other woman might so

trust him. Yet I felt, more than ever,

that I was a grievance to him.

So things came to be very uncomfort

able and embarrassing for me at Desh

ler & Deshler's. I could not go freely

in and out when one brother was turn

ing his back on me, and the other seem

ed each day to be getting nearer. I can

not tell you how I knew this. Friend

ship, affection, love grow insensibly as i

flower grows. You do not see the changt

from day to day, but when you thtni
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back to the dry seed, and then turn to

the swollen bud, you feel that soon there

will be a blossom of some nature. I

could not continue about that dear room,

which had come to be a kind of home,

a rest to me, after the words and looks

I had received from William Deshler.

Vet how I hated to go, to break the only

tie I had in the great city ! How my

heart begged to stay !

One morning, however, when they

were both in, I gathered courage and

spoke : " I have engaged storing room

for my books elsewhere." My voice was

very shaky, and a baby could have wrung

tears out of it with the least little squeeze.

I was ashamed and so vexed at the be

trayal of my feelings that I went on in a

savage tone : " You gentleman have been

very kind : l thank you." Then I forgot

to be fierce, and said, " I can never for

get your—" and then I broke down.

The younger Deshler picked up his

hat and went out of the office without a

word. The elder brother came up to

me with hands outstretched. I suppose

I put mine in his : I found them there.

I was feeling so utterly lonely, so ineffa

bly wretched, that I was ready to catch

at a straw. His face was beaming, his

eyes overflowing with passionate light.

"Oh, I love you !" he cried, kissing my

hands. "Come and make my home."

He opened his arms.

I sat down in a chair beside a desk :

" You don't mean what you say : I am a

stranger to you."

"No," he answered eagerly, drawing

a chair beside mine. "I know your sto

ry : I have guessed your secret. I hold

you guiltless. You trampled on man's

laws, it is true, but the laws of a nature

which God implanted in you are above

man's legislation, as the growth of the

oak is above it. You are innocent, while

I am guilty. You were a wife, though

unbound by man's laws : I am bound by

man's laws, yet I am no husband."

Now, Dr. Deshler, Sr., was no fool :

he was a leading physician in a large

city, yet those are the very words he

spoke to me. In one of those flashes

that come to women, and l suppose to

men, I saw how it all was. I did not

rise up in indignant scorn and say to

Dr. Deshler that he had wronged and

insulted me. He had put together some

suspicious, inexplicable things in the life

of a strange woman, had misconstrued

them, and made erroneous deductions.

That was all.

I put my head down on the desk be

side me. I was so disappointed in him !

A friendship, or affection, or something

—I know not precisely what the feeling

was, but it was a warm and grateful in

terest in him—had received a blow. I

grieved as for the dead. I lifted my

head, but I could not look at him : I

feared to find the face which had been

generous and manly to me changed,

with something ignoble in it.

"Dr. Deshler," I said, "you have mis

interpreted the reserve and embarrass

ment with which I have received your

inquiries in reference to my past life.

You could not understand why I did not

apply for a pension. I will tell you,

painful as it may prove to me : My hus

band was in the rebel army, and was

executed as a spy. That is all. I shall

endeavor to forget everything but the

many, many kindnesses you have done

me. God bless you !"

Then I went out into the street, and

walked on, block after block, going over

this new unhappiness and relieving the

old agony, my veil drawn to shut out the

world, but too utterly wretched this time

for tears. It was not simply my disap

pointment in William Deshler. Grievous

as this was, I knew that something else

had befallen me.

I made my way back to my little room,

and sat down on the carpet with my

arms and face on the solitary wooden

chair. Now, again, my little shallop was

drifting in mid-ocean. Not a sail could

I signal, be the storm ever so pitiless.

This is how it all came about. Until

seventeen years of age l had been rear

ed at the South, and life had been so

easy, so delicious, so dreamy, that I had

never thought of slavery as a wrong.

The relation of master and slave was as

unquestioned, seemed as natural, as that

of parent and child. I was sent to New

England, where I spent two years at
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school. There I received my first sug

gestion of the sin in slavery. There I

took my first lessons in life's realities.

There, indeed, I began to live: before I

had been dreaming. I came to hate sla

very as the most abominable lie that man

ever invented. I returned to the South

in the midst of the war, and married a

man to whom I had been three years

promised. He was with the rebel sol

diers. I knew they were fighting for a

lie : I pitied them as I pitied the blind,

for I remembered how ignorant I had

once been, and how ignorant I should

have remained but for those two years

in New Haven. I married a rebel, for I

loved the man, and I could not let poli

tics have anything to do with it. He

believed so in his cause ! He gave his

all and his wife's all, even to his dear

life, to prop a lie, and that made it so

much the harder for me. The friends

whom I had made in New England could

never understand how if l hated slavery

I could marry one who was fighting for

it. They brought out in evidence against

me the apologies I had made for my

dear native land, and the words of love

they had heard me speak for it when

their denunciations would grow unbear

able. They decided that I was two-

faced, and so I lost those friends. I

found my Southern friends so blinded,

so intoxicated with their zeal, so bitter,

so unfair to the North, that I could not

always maintain a prudent silence. I

had to speak for the North sometimes :

surely the very stones would have cried

out if I had held my peace. Then I

was taunted as traitor, abolitionist, spy !

When my husband met his untimely

death he was exalted to martyrdom.

Then more than ever unpardonable

seemed my apostasy. And so I lost my

Southern friends. I was crushed between

the upper and nether millstones. We

were all of us made penniless by the war.

I remembered the busy, free North, where

people dared to work. I ran the block

ade. To my surprise and joy, I found

almost immediately a teacher's place in

a seminary, and I turned the key on my

past life. But my secret was discovered

and my place lost.

And now again my place was los.

Once more I was nobody to all the world

except Baby ; but, said my heart, I am

all the world to her. My pretty bird!

my sweet darling! God helping me, I

will serve you to the death ! l can make

money for us at this work : I have de

monstrated this. I have money in bank.

We shall have comfort yet, my preny

one ! If I can make three thousand

dollars by this year's work, we can live

on the interest, and perhaps I may find

some womanly work that will not come

between us, and which will add some

thing for a rainy day.

" You must make three thousand dol

lars this year," I said to myself. "Yos

must let no day pass over your head

without getting three subseriptions : that

will give you twelve dollars a day, and

a margin for the time to be taken oat

in delivering the books. You must by

aside all feeling, and, as Mr. Perkins ad

vised you, put on a hard face. You've

got to stop crying. If people say hard

things to you, remember that you will

perhaps never meet them again in this

world. You are never to be sick, and

there are to be no rainy days in your

life. But first you must get your baby.''

I got up from the floor, washed my

face with a will, brushed my hair neatly,

put on my little black hat and veil, werj

down to the sitting-room and ran over

the advertisements in the morning paper.

I started straight out to answer one. And

I was in luck. I found a place for Baby

and myself together with a motherly

widow-woman, who would undertake the

care of Baby during the day. So I took

the first train into the country to get her,

and returned the same day in triumph

with my treasure. It was a very humbie

house I had engaged. Our bed-room

was small, but it was airy and neat : we

ate at a little square table with a patched

tablecloth. But how juicy and tender our

little steaks were ! how mealy the smok

ing potatoes ! how white and sweet the

homemade bread ! and what fragrant

amber coffee was poured from that bright

little tin pot ! And oh what sweetnesi

it was to wake with my darling's sunny

head on my bosom and her soft little
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hands on my cheek ! She had learned

to talk in the weeks she had been from

me, and that made me cry because I had

not been there to catch her first word.

The next day I entered upon a line

of such uncompromising work as few

women have ever pursued. It was the

middle of August, and the city was in

tolerably warm, for it was environed by

hills. But I never stopped for the noon

heat. I worked straight through it, eating

my lunch in the street-car or on a pile

of lumber or on church steps, wherever

the dinner-hour might overtake me. I

took my breakfast early, and went among

the residences to catch the gentlemen

before they could start for their offices

and shops. And such expeditions sel

dom proved fruitless. I remember one

morning a gentleman opening the front

door, his eyes sleepy, his hair uncombed,

in slippers, without coat or vest. He

stood in the hall while I made known

my business. I knew my ring had call

ed him out of bed, and I expected he

would resent it.

"You're an early bird," he said, "and

you shall have your worm." I handed

him a pencil, and he wrote his name in

the subscription-book. I had a copy of

the history with me : I delivered it on

the spot, and received the cash. I one

morning made twelve dollars before sev

en o'clock. And I worked late into the

night. The gentlemen sitting on their

porches and doorsteps made a hearing

certain. In spite of all resolutions not

to care what people thought and said, I

found it like crucifixion to walk up a

flight of steps in the face of gentlemen

and fine ladies fresh from their baths

and toilets, and I so dusty and worn.

Then would come a reminder of the days

when I had sat on some cool verandah, in

attire dainty and chaste and picturesque,

and watched some poor creature climb

the steps as I had now to do. I could

remember how all such creatures, all

who worked, had seemed—God forgive

me !—to belong to a race and a world

with which I had nothing to do. How

shadowy, how like a dream, all that now

seemed !

After a few trials among the ladies I

ceased trying to accomplish anything

with them. It was seldom I could get

an interview with one. They were lying

down, or canning fruit, or pickling, or

riding, or had a dressmaker or a sick

headache. And when I did secure an

interview, the lady was no judge of

books, or she had no money, or she

never encouraged peddlers, or she'd ask

her husband. Women showed me little

sympathy—nothing like what men man

ifested. I do not think it was because

the women had less kindliness or were

of less sympathetic natures ; but the men

knew what down-town life meant, knew

what it was to be in the whirl of busi

ness, and they pitied the woman who

was forced into it, as a soldier who knows

the hardships of war would compassion

ate a woman in camp. The ladies were

not unkind: they did not know.

Well, I did not lose a single day from

my work—nay, not a single hour. No

weather was ever so unkind that I did

not face it. I have been out in storms

when the streets were deserted, not a

woman to be seen for the day perhaps,

while occasionally, at intervals of hours,

I encountered a solitary man, who stared

at me as if wondering what the emer

gency could be to bring out a woman in

such a storm. Indeed, I learned to wel

come these stormy days as my harvest-

seasons. The men kept to the shelter

of their shops and offices, and I was sure

to find them in, with leisure to give me

a hearing, welcoming perhaps the diver

sion I created. One day, when there

was a persistent soaking drizzle from

dawn to bedtime, I obtained fourteen

subscriptions and delivered eight copies

of the history. My commission on that

day's work was over sixty dollars, thirty-

eight of which I carried home in my

purse. But I hadn't a dry thread on me.

"Yes, I'll subscribe for the book be

cause you're so plucky;" "I'll help you

along if I never help another mortal

while the world turns round ;" " I'll give

you a lift if it bursts me,"—such were

some of the things that were said to me.

" I've seen you pass our store about a

thousand times," said a young man in

a wholesale establishment opposite the
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room where I stored my books, "and we

boys have wondered and wondered what

in the world you're working so hard for."

Baby and I knew for what.

And I went everywhere—to factories,

and foundries, and mills, and lumber

yards, and pork-houses, and court-rooms,

and dockyards. I have passed day after

day without the sight of a woman's face

in all my work. Indeed, I think no oth

er woman's foot had ever trod some of

the places I visited. And yet through it

all would ring the words Gilbert Deshler

had said about sheltering and hedging a

woman's delicacy. I felt that the men

who applauded my pluck and industry,

and who called me brave, would have

liked me better in a sheltered life—that

while they said Bravo ! they held as out

of place the woman who was pushing her

way among men. But I kept on, push

ing as for my life, though I often walked

the streets with eyes streaming behind

my black veil, to be dried and cleared

up as, I turned on a venture into some

strange door. I gave myself no quarter.

Three subscriptions a day I pitilessly

exacted. I seldom failed of four, and

often ran up in the neighborhood of ten.

It was very hard—too hard to be ever

told—but I made money—for a woman,

a great deal of money. I was in a work

in which courage and industry won, and

not sex. As September was approach

ing its close I found myself square with

all the world, seven hundred and twenty

dollars in the savings bank, and over

two hundred dollars in books. At teach

ing it would have taken me about seven

hundred and twenty years to lay up that

amount. I was bound to make the three

thousand by the year's end, provided

Baby and I could keep well. The fear

of Baby's falling ill while I was away

from her was a ceaseless anxiety to me,

for I was away all day, never going home

to dinner. I knew Mrs. Allerton to be

careful, but whose eyes can watch as a

mother's? In particular, I feared the

croup, to which Baby had all her life

seemed disposed. I became especially

nervous as the damp, chill autumn ad

vanced. So I arranged that if she should

ever be taken sick during my absence, a

boy next door should bring word to the

room where I was receiving my books,

and where all my letters were addressed.

This office, which I made my business

head - quarters, was down town, and !

went in and out there every day.

October was now half gone, and I had

not seen either of the Deshler brother?

or heard one word from them. Though

I was so busy, I had moments of hean-

ache and longing and dreaming. I had

often a yearning to go by the office, and

yet had my way led by it beyond escape

I know I should have hurried past it zs

by a haunted graveyard. There was one

thing that gave me a start when I heard

it, and frequently recurred to my mind:

Mrs. Allerton showed me one day a let

ter advertised for me, but it was in a pa

per five weeks old. I had no correspond

ents except my publishers, and their let

ters were always delivered at my busi

ness-place. I inquired immediately it

the post-office for the advertised letter,

but of course did not get it. I thought

often about this letter. I did not believe

it was from my publishers, and nobody

else that could have any interest in me

knew I was in the city—nobody except

the Deshlers.

Of course, from what I have said, you

are prepared to hear that Baby did fall

ill. One afternoon I went into my

office for some books and found a note

from Mrs. Allerton : " Baby seems very

sick with something like croup. She

ought to have a doctor. Let me know

if I must send for one, or if you wli

bring one." The boy was waiting to

take back my answer. I sat down and

wrote a line to Ur. Gilbert Deshler, and

sent the boy off with it while I took ..

car home.

I had scarcely got Baby in my armJ

before I knew that this was very different

from any previous attack. She tried to

say " Mamma," but could only whisper

it. Her face was flushed, her breathing

hard, and she coughed in a tight, strug

gling way. I was greatly alarmed, and,

feeling the need of immediate help. I

had just asked Mrs. Allerton to run fo:

some physician in the neighborhood when

a carriage stopped at the door and there
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were swift steps on the stairs. Mrs. Al-

lerton's rooms were on the second floor.

I laid Baby on the bed, opened the door

into the hall, and my eyes met Gilbert

Deshler's.

"My baby!" I said: "you must not

let her die."

He walked immediately to the bed,

felt her pulse and put his ear down to

hear her breathing. He did not show

any anxiety in his face when he lifted it,

neither did he speak any alarming words.

He didn't say anything, but his silence

was sufficiently alarming, for I felt that

he would have said something reassuring

if he could. I knew too, by the prompt,

decided way in which he worked, that

there was danger. And I worked with

him as only a mother can whose love is

the strongest thing about her.

When the doctor had applied his rem

edies, and I was dreading to see him

leave, he sat down by the bed. " I will

watch the child to-night," he said.

Shall I confess it? I wanted to put

my arms about his neck : I longed to

kiss the hand interposed to avert from

me this threatened woe. So he and I

watched together through the silent hours

—I with a restful, grateful feeling that,

poor and alone as I was in the world, I

was to have all the help of science and

skill which riches and friends could bring

to any woman. There was supreme com

fort in the thought, yet I never forgot

that the contest was very unequal—Man

against impassive Nature.

It was about two o'clock in the morn

ing when I knew, from the way the doc

tor fought, that Baby was worse. I was

hanging over her, aching with every

breath she drew, and trembling with

each lest she might never be able to

draw another. I lifted her, thinking if

she must die she should die in my arms.

I sat down on a low chair, feeling that

if she went I could not stay. Suddenly

she threw up her little hands in a way

that yet haunts my dreams. I thought

I must die with the anguish in my dar

ling's face: "Oh, doctor! help!"

He was kneeling beside us: "Keep

quiet ! don't be alarmed ! Don't touch

me," he answered in firm, calm tones.

l saw the gleam of a knife, and the

next moment it was crimsoned with her

blood. I don't know how I kept on

living, I was so frightened, but Baby

was immediately relieved. The doctor

quietly wiped away the blood, adjusted

a silver tube, watched till breakfast-time,

and then went away. But he came again

that morning, and again at six o'clock.

Of course Baby got well, though she

was full two weeks about it. And how

shall I ever tell about all the bliss that

was crowded into those two weeks as we

were coaxing back the bloom to her

cheek and the radiance to her eyes ? It

was such happiness to tend Baby; to

watch for Gilbert Deshler's coming ; to

see her go into his arms ; to watch him

lay her in his bosom and caress her with

womanly tenderness ; to hear his strong

words with an undertone that puzzled

and thrilled ; to look into his eyes, that

always made mine waver ! Ah ! it was

all so sweet that I dreaded the day when

the witchery must be broken. I almost

trembled to see Baby getting well so fast.

It seemed to me that I could never go

back to my life of drudgery and toil :

the burden seemed too heavy for me

ever again to take it up. I didn't argue

against the imprudence of giving my

soul this feast. What if it must some

day starve ? Let it now, at least, take

its fill of joy.

We hadn't much chance for private

conversation during the doctor's visits,

for Mrs. Allerton was generally running

in and out. But he told me one day

that he had written to me soon after I

left Deshler & Deshler's, and that the

letter came back to him from the Dead-

letter Office, and he thought then that

he had lost me.

" What was the letter about ?" I asked.

"Oh, I wrote because I was conscience-

stricken. I had been such a bear to you,

and you our guest! I had just heard

your story from my brother. I would

have given a great deal then if I could

have gone down on my knees to you,

and I am bound yet to confess it—the

infernal interpretation I had put upon

things. You know the matter about the

pension ; and then there was this blessed
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baby, and everything had such a strange

look, so suspicious, that— Oh, perdi

tion ! I can't tell you what."

" You need not tell me — I know : I

gathered it from your brother. The cir

cumstances warranted all your suspi

cions. I was a stranger—there was no

life-record, as with an acquaintance, that

you were bound to respect. You were

not to blame : I was simply unfortunate."

" I was bound to respect my intuitions

and the magnetism of spirit and spirit."

Another day he told me that his bro

ther was married — that his wife was a

good woman and a handsome woman.

" But they couldn't adjust themselves to

each other, and they separated by mu

tual consent."

The dreaded day at length came. Dr.

Deshler pronounced Baby entirely cured.

I knew this already. There was not the

shadow of an excuse for his coming

again and for my shirking my drudgery.

Yet I heard the doctor's decision with a

stifled heart. This delicious intercourse

must end. He kissed Baby good-bye.

If he had been starting for Kamtchatka,

I couldn't have felt more like death.

He shook hands with me. " I'm glad

I've found you," he said. "Promise me

that you won't go away without letting

me know. I shall want you to settle

my bill as soon as you think you can

meet it."

This was a very strange, coarse speech,

that came to me like a stab.

" I can pay it at any moment," I said

hotly, throwing a haughty look at his

impassive face.

"Are you sure?" he asked. "I shall

demand a large fee."

" What is your bill ?" I asked. " I will

give you an order on the bank where I

make my deposits."

I was conscious of having made a

sounding speech, yet I trembled for my

few hundreds that I had worked so hard

for : the whole might go at one sweep.

He had performed a surgical operation,

and I knew that city surgeons made

large charges.

" But I'll pay his bill if I have to work

all the rest of my life for it," I thought.

He sat down beside me, took out his

pocket memorandum-book and a pen

cil: "Let me see: there's the operation

and twenty-six visits. Well, you mus

give me that blessed baby : I saved her

life, and I ought to have her. Then I

shall want you to take care of her; so

you must give me yourself. And vk

will : I've read my happiness in vow

sweet eyes—the sweetest eyes man ever

kissed."

He had us both in his arms, Baby and

me, kissing by turns her bright head and

my lips and eyes. Baby erowed and

cooed, and I—of course I cried.

"You bad doctor," I said when I couM

speak, " to scare me so ! I thought you

were going to take all my money and

Baby's. Of course Baby's life is worth it

a thousand times, and I could have paid

it to anybody else and not been hurr,

but it would have killed me to feel that

you could be willing to spend it for your

comfort. That money, somehow, seems

to have my tears and my heart's blood

in it."

" Poor little woman ! And what are

you ever going to do with it ? There's

no use good enough for it," said the

doctor.

" Yes, I know a use for it. I mean to

keep it on interest as a book-agents'

fund," I said laughing. " I shall suh

scribe for every book that is brought

along, if it's a good book : if not, I'D

give the agent his forty per cent. There

now ! You see I know how one suffers."

" All book-agents are not like you. I

saw the glories about you that first diy

you came into our office, and the halo is

yet here."

He smoothed my hair and kissed it

softly. Sarah Winter Kellogg.
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A CALL ON A BONZE.

I HAD been one month in the city of

Fukui, the capital of the daimio of

Echizen, and in that time I had been

the recipient of hospitalities from prince,

officer and merchant, and of kindness,

honor and attention from all classes.

The title which all bestowed on me of

sensei (" teacher " or " eldest born ") was

sufficient guarantee to these people that

their hospitality and the little gifts with

which they daily loaded my table were

not ill bestowed. From having been,

through excess of patriotism, haters of

all foreigners, their ways and works, they

had become as gentle as children and as

kind as mothers to their friend whom

they had brought from over sea and

land to teach the strange sciences of the

West. Even the Booddhist priests, who

were very numerous in the city, were

polite and hospitable to one whom they

could not but regard with suspicion. One

of them had even visited me to thank

me for my offer to instruct a few of his

pupils in Western science and language.

I was teaching a class of students in the

school established by the daimio for the

benefit of the sons of his two-sworded

retainers, and the prospect of having the

wearers and representatives both of the

sword and the gown before me daily was

novel and agreeable. After arranging

to send six of his most promising pro

spective bonzes, he pressed me to visit

him, bowed his forehead to the floor,

said his sayonara, thrust his fan in his

girdle, gathered himself up and retired.

The next day six lads in priestly robes

and brocade stoles, all with rice-fed faces,

rosy cheeks and shaven heads, bashfully

entered the school and listened to the

strange sounds of the foreigner's voice,

while their countenances beamed with

wonder or intelligence as the meaning

filtered through the interpreter's lan

guage. At the end of a few weeks I

found that four of them were very bright

lads, whose continuance in foreign studies

would be beneficial, while the other two

might shine as lights in the study of

Chinese, Sanscrit and Booddhistic lore,

but not of Western wisdom. Having

made known the fact to their guardian,

his Reverence Kun, he professed himself

satisfied, and again pressed me to visit

him, naming the day and hour. I re

solved to go.

On the appointed day I prepared to

make my call upon the bonze with all

dignity. A visitor on foot, in those days

of Japan, was nobody; a visitor in a

norimon (a Japanese palanquin) might

be somebody ; a visitor on horseback

must be a born nabob, since none but

the samurai or gentry of Japan were en

titled to bestride that noble animal. It

was in the days of feudal Japan, though in

the year of our Lord 1871. We repaired

to the daimio's stable to select our horses.

Every feudal daimio and his clan kept a

stud of horses, though none but samurai

could ride them, and even they only on

special occasions. We mounted in the

presence of half a score of grooms or

running footmen, clad in their usual

summer uniform—a suit of bronze-color

ed cuticle. Those who were to run with

our horses wore in addition blue cotton-

cloth socks. All, however, had on a

narrow white breech-cloth, while a few

had their backs tattooed with bright blue-

and-red dragons and war-heroes. One

evidently carried his sweetheart on his

back, for a female beauty of the ultra-

Japanese type, with roundest nose, ob-

liquest eyes, smallest mouth and fairest

skin, blushed and pouted on his left

shoulder, and lifted her round arm to

adjust her blossom-garnished hair on his

right. When a human face is painted

on a living human skin, the effect is pe

culiarly life-like.

The daimio's stable being at my ser

vice, after viewing the fifty or more horses

belonging to the clan, each one named

and numbered, I had chosen a horse

having a good reputation for speed and

kindness, and black enough to deserve
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his name of " Ink-stone." My interpre

ter aspired to ride a hard-mouthed ani

mal dubbed "Dragon-jaws." My guard,

who appeared in all the glory of silk,

swords, helmet and new sandals, mount

ed, to the admiration of all the grooms,

the fiery, spiteful " Devil -head." All

was ready, and we started off on our

ten -mile ride. The Japanese ponies,

fresh from feed and confinement, were

full of spirit. No one was unseated,

however, and we passed out of the castle

circuit and through the gates into the

city without accident.

Of my two companions, one was a

samurai, Miyoshi by name, a retainer of

the prince of Echizen. His ancestor

had followed Iyeyasu, the great unifier

of Japan, to those wars in which he re

duced every fractious daimio to submis

sion and brought lasting peace to the

land. As a reward for his valor he was

made an hereditary retainer or vassal to

the house of Echizen, and was entitled

to a perpetual pension of fifty koku (two

hundred and fifty-six bushels) of rice per

annum. His undegenerate scion was

Miyoshi, my companion, who had been

detailed by the prince's high officers to

guard the foreigner to the priest's resi

dence. Such a guard was one of honor

rather than of necessity, since, although

the day of the patriotic assassins called

"foreigner-haters"— a sort of murder

ous Japanese Know-Nothing party—was

not yet over, yet among the peaceful vil

lagers and farmers no harm could pos

sibly befall a quiet American citizen who,

unlike certain highly-civilized foreigners

in Japan, kept his boots, fists and temper

under control. By night and day, for

over a year, the only foreigner in the

province, I lived and moved in this in

land Japanese city, most of the time

without guards or companions, yet was

never injured or even insulted by any

one, though usually followed in my daily

walks by a crowd as large as hung round

the first Japanese who in 1860 sallied out

from the Continental to make purchases

and acquaintances in Chestnut street.

Miyoshi (" thrice good " or "three times

in luck") had been so named because

he was the third male child of his parents.

Tall, muscular, finely-formed, ever flash

of health and bubbling over with fun and

good-humor, Miyoshi neither belied his

name nor failed in duty or courtesy to

the foreigner with whom he daily a-alk-

ed as guard and companion. During

the many months of voluntary exile, in

which I never saw a Caucasian face,

Miyoshi was my trusty friend. He al

ternated his duties with three other rai-

unin or clansmen, to the longest, lantes

and leanest of whom I had given the

name of Don Quixote, and who gav;

themselves the collective title of "Com

pany G," which they had picked up wink-

on a visit to Yokohama. To-day, Mi

yoshi wore the usual picturesque dress

so becoming to the Japanese samurai,

which, to the horror and grief of civilized

people, they have in many cases doffci

for frock - coats, tight boots and thai

"plug" hat which not only makes tm-

malignant natives of Niphon look like

members of Captain Jack's band, bat

which demonstrates that the extremes

of barbarism and civilization may easily

meet. Miyoshi wore a hat (or rathe

helmet) of heavily-lacquered paper c-:

thin wood, red within, black without and

emblazoned with the gilt crest of the

Echizen clan. It flashed in the sun like

burnished metal, and was bound under

and over the chin by two thickly padded

fastenings of white. Like all the Jap-

anese head-coverings, which are called

"shades" or "roofs," the helmet in no

wise fitted the skull, but simply rested

upon it by two pads, between w hich, un

touched, in splendor of shaven scalr

and made into a rod by pomatum, lav

the sacred top-knot. His dress consisted

of the usual long cotton under-garmes:,

and over this a graceful silk garracn:

about the length of a frock-coat, oper

in front, having square flowing sleeves,

and slit up behind so as to allow the

polished scabbard of his long sword tc

project genteely behind. On each breas;

and on the back was his embroidered

family crest. Around his waist ar.ii

reaching to his ankles were the Aakami

or long loose trowsers made of stiff silk,

which indicated the social grade of the

samurai. (The lower classes of the peo-
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pie were, at that time, prohibited, on

pain of death, from wearing this garment

except at funerals.) Projecting from his

silken girdle were the traditional two

swords, their handles gold -inlaid and

covered with shark skin wound with silk.

One, the long blade, was for enemies,

and one, the dirk, to be sheathed in no

body but his own. Both swords were

cased in lacquered wooden scabbards.

As I have known of a score of instances

of genuine hara-kiri since I came to

Japan, and as I have seen the loyal de

votion of the Echizen clan to their lord

proved, I doubt not that Miyoshi would

have buried his dirk in his bowels in a

moment if ordered so to do by his idolized

prince.

My second companion was named

Iwabuchi ("Rock-edge"). Although a

samurai of lesser rank than Miyoshi, he

was far better educated, and proved his

equal right to belong to the samurai

class, since the real meaning of that

term is "military literati," arms and let

ters being almost exclusively their prop

erty. Iwabuchi served no prince, and

was therefore a ronin* or "wave-man."

His history had been somewhat chequer

ed. His father having been a writing-

master in the province of a petty daimio

near Yeddo, he had received an unusual

ly good education for a citizen of a coun

try in which calligraphy was the first ne

cessity and the last accomplishment, and

the writing and reading of the most dif

ficult written language on earth were

thought to be the end and aim of all in

struction. Of delicate frame and with a

face lighted by intellect, softened by

meekness, and only prevented from be

ing noble by a twinkle of slyness, Iwa

buchi seemed the type of the Oriental

man of letters. He had left his home

in boyhood to taste the new civilization,

to brush against the hairy foreigners in

Yokohama, and to learn their language.

He had mixed with the Briton, the Yan

kee, the Frenchman and the Russian.

• Some writers on Japan have erroneously used the

word ronin as synonymous with '' rough " or " bully."

The word means simply " wave " or " floating man,"

and is applied to any one leaving the service of his

master. Some of the renins I have met in Japan are

perfect gentlemen, and as harmless as doves.

When found by the writer, who imme

diately made a note of him, he was a

teacher in the English department of the

Imperial College in Yeddo. In his mer

ry moods he would occasionally astonish

me, and recall a whole chapter of home-

memories, by humming odd bits of tunes

picked up from his American friends. I

had scarcely been in Fukui a week be

fore I heard some Japanese boys attempt

ing to sing "Shoo Fly," which they evi

dently supposed to be the national hymn

of America.

We rode out from the city over the

"Happy Bridge," made of stone and

wood, five hundred and ninety-four feet

long, which crosses the "Winged-Foot"

River, and soon emerged from the city

limits into the world of blue and fleece

above and of azure and verdure beneath.

Broad leagues of young rice, like prai

ries, stretched away to the base of the

hills. Out of the irrigated squares rose,

like islands, spurs and knolls, on which

darkened the deep green of the tea-

plants above the tenderer hues of the

sprouting rice. Afar off, in cool distance,

clustered the solemn pines, stately cedars

and featherj' bamboos. Here and there

rose the massive gable of a Booddhist

temple or the sacred red portals which

invited worshipers to some Shinto shrine

in the deep recesses of the grove. Scat

tered about were the rude thatched dwell

ings of the villagers, occasionally relieved

by the white fireproof storehouse of the

well-to-do landowner. Crops of corn,

sorghum, tobacco, cotton and indigo va

ried the scene. Beneath us the hoofs of

our horses crushed the wild pink or way

side morning-glory, or "morning face,"

as the Japanese say. It was a lovely

spring afternoon, and ever-beautiful Ja

pan was in her robes of sun-glorified

green, while the mountains seemed bank-

ed-up masses of heaven. Dotting the

fields like animated white clouds, walked

unharmed at the side of the laborer the

spotless heron and the stately crane.

Every draught of air was medicinal.

Our horses shared the joy of their riders,

and dashed on, caring naught for their

burdens.

Japanese horses are surefooted except
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on pebbles. A rolling stone may gather

no moss, but it sometimes wins nobler

spoil. Nearly all Japanese roads are

more or less pebbly, and are flanked on

either side by the irrigated rice-fields, in

which the rich black mud is of the con

sistence of thickened milk. While dash

ing at full speed, Miyoshi's horse slipped

on a loose stone and fell. Being behind

him, the first thing I saw was the flash

of his long sword, which had left its

sheath and was flying before him into

the mud, where it stuck, point upright.

The next spectacle resembled a gigantic

flying squirrel moving through the air,

apparently with the object of self-im

palement upon the upright sword. By

a miracle, as it seemed, Miyoshi fell to

one side of the naked weapon into the

rice-ditch, thereby hopelessly flattening

two dozen sprouts of rice, to the loss of

the owner thereof, ruining his coat and

silk trousers, put on so lovingly by Mrs.

Miyoshi that very morning, demolish

ing his helmet, getting a mouthful of

the muddy coagulum, and looking, when

fished up, like an exaggerated sweet po

tato just grubbed up from Mother Earth.

We dismounted and scraped off our

unfortunate knight, who, after an hour's

stay in the inn of the nearest village,

and being literally washed and ironed,

was in tolerable good trim, and gave way

to despondency no not for a moment.

Indeed, in the height of his hilarity over

a cup of sak6 (rice-beer), Miyoshi hap

pened to be reminded of a little story of

two deaf men, which he told with an

evident expectation that it would pro

voke the hilarity of his hearers, as—un

der the circumstances—it did. Here it

is : Two men who were stone-deaf, but

not mutes, met in the street one day.

Post No. i: " Good- morning : are you

going to buy heer?"—Post No. 2: "No,

I am going to buy heer."—Post No. 3 :

" Oh, excuse me : I thought you were

going to buy heer''

We mounted again, and rode through

several villages, called " streets." As in

Eastern France, there are in Japan no

solitary houses, but all the farmers live

clustered together in hamlets. The coun

try-folk at this time were busy in thresh

ing wheat by striking it in bundles over 1

gridiron - shaped frame like a table, into

which flat bamboo bars, sharpened and

set edgewise, were fastened. After the

chaff has been fanned from the grain,

either by letting it fall to the groand

while a breeze is blowing, or by a ma

chine nearly identical in structure ami

principle with our wheat - fan, the grain

is spread out in the sun on mats laid j.

the street in front of the shanties. The

natives do not make bread of it, how

ever, but only such trifles as dumplings,

vermicelli, etc. The Japanese have no

word for bread, but use the Portuguese

word " pan." For sponge-cake, of which

they are very fond, and which they make

very well, they use the word "castira," a

corruption of Castile, the cake having

been first made in Japan by the Spaniards.

The honji or ecclesiastical residence

of the chief priest of the Nichiren sect

in Echizen was a temple-like structure

of the kind peculiar to Japan, and so

well fitted for a country in which the

chief concern is rather about subter

ranean "probabilities" than those in re

gard to the weather. The first duty of a

good house in Japan is not so much to

look beautiful as to keep on its legs. I

have seen some poorly-built houses made

giddy, reel and fall into a flatness that

makes a flounder round by comparison.

In a well-built Japanese house, however,

one is as safe during an eanhquake as

on a Cunarder in an Atlantic gale. My

clerical friend's house was evidently

earthquake-proof. From one massive

crest swept down on either side the heavy

roof of black tiles, making two colossal

gables on each side. To support this

awful weight of tiles, the roof timbers

are whole trunks of trees, so joined to

gether as to rock easily in an earth

quake. The uprights rest in sockets in

boulders set in the earth, so that when

an earthquake comes, the continuity of

the shock is broken by the joints and

not too tight transoms, while the inertii

of the heavy roof preserves stability un

til the shock has passed. That the Jap

anese understand the science of earth

quake-proof architecture is most evident,

since scores of their pagodas,
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wers have withstood the shocks

dreds of years. Any one knows

can balance a gold-headed cane

finger-tip, and move the base a

r more from the perpendicular

the heavy head scarcely changes

. r». The supports of a Japanese

seem frail and the roof danger-

lieavy, but the house is a gold-

d cane, and the earth the moving

In the earthquakes which we

i n Yeddo about twice or oftener a

1, the foreigner prefers to be in a

ese house.

host meets us in the soft-mat-

>om, with glistening skull freshly

n, and clad in new robes of finest

er-colored silk and gorgeous collar

ld-embroidered brocade, but hav-

iare feet. The mutual salutations

ime several minutes. An acolyte

s us cups of tea, then conversation

l hour or more ensues, during which

inner is served. Though in a priest's

abbot's dwelling, it was no anchor-

fare that was set before us. I would

nsinuate that all Japanese bonzes*

is luxuriantly as his Reverence Kun,

doubt whether any class of men in

n will average heavier in the scales,

lustrate better the laws of gravity if

should happen to fall outside a

um. Fasting is, of course, often

ticed, and some of the young bonzes

as pale and spiritual as those among

own students of theology who culti-

dyspepsia as a means of grace. In-

1, there is a very pale and handsome,

^-eyed young bonze, who performs

part of warden to the tombs of the

uns at Uyeno in Yeddo, and acts

:icerone to visitors, of whom one of

irty of young missionary ladies that

ted the tombs a short time ago nai've-

emarked, "What a splendid convert

A*ould make !"

Vhocvcr, in examining a map of a

anese city, notices the great number

The word " bonze " is a corruption of the Jap-

e word bbdtu (long 0. short n), which means a

idhist priest or shaven-headed person. The term

led to distinguish the BooddhUt priests from the

tuki or keepers of the Shinto (long o, never *)

ties. These latter wear their hair cut short, and

lout queue, curls or pomatum.

Vol. XIII.—46

of red spaces indicative of temple prop

erty and real estate owned by Booddhist

monasteries, may obtain an idea of the

enormous revenues arising from the rents

collected by the bonzes or their agents.

To see the immense number of priests

and nuns who are supported on these

endowments, and to compare the style

and quality of their dress and food with

that of the poor mite-payers, is to under

stand why so many make voluntary

choice of the monastic life. The recent

trustworthy census of Japan gives the

number of Booddhist priests at 211,486,

which is scarcely more than half of the

number prior to the diminution of their

revenues.

It is perhaps too trite to be a witticism

that the shortest way to a man's heart is

over his palate. At any rate, his Rev

erence seemed to open his heart wider

as successive courses of soups, fish,

fruits, vegetables, rice, etc. disappeared

from view from the lacquered bowls on

the tiny tables. His priestly dignity

melted into friendly garrulity. He had

promised to answer any questions which

I, an inquisitive foreigner, should put to

him, but I had not even hoped to get the

story of his life as he gave it to me that

night. Something else helped the fluent

utterance of the human heart that lay

under those priestly robes. It was the

universal alcoholic beverage of Japan

called sake, which being brewed from

rice, and therefore really beer, looks so

much like sherry and so little like barley

beer, and holds such a high social and

sentimental place on festal occasions,

that the Japanese like to translate the

word sake by wine. The various brews

from the different provinces, named ac

cording to color, quality, time of brew

ing, etc., would fill a volume, but it is

very certain that his Reverence could

tolerate none but the best brew. To

me, the "Target-Centre," "Unrivaled,"

"Leaping Carp," etc., and most of the

other brands which are quaffed with

such reverential gusto by native sak6-

bibbers, taste like a mixture of alcohol

and hot water, for the Japanese always

drink sake hot. My companion, Mi-

yoshi, who was a connoisseur, after every
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successive smack of his rather lusty lips

declared the drink to be " as smooth as

velvet, and fit for the greatest daimio in

the land." The three virtues of sake

usually set forth on the signboards pend

ent before the door are, that " it keeps out

the cold, appeases hunger, and wraps in

sleep him that drinketh thereof." Of

the first virtue there was no need, it

being spring and the evening warm, and

by reason of his having emptied many

bowls of rice and choicer viands, the

second could not be tested ; but that the

third existed in potency was evident.

Miyoshi soon careened over like a strand

ed ship, and was peacefully beached on

the shores of Dreamland. His Rever

ence, though he had drained full many

of the tiny cups, was still sprightly, and

the sake served only to oil the hinges of

his speech. Iwabuchi, always abstemious,

acted like a porous partition for the dif

fusion of gases, and the bonze, becoming

communicative beyond even my curios

ity, gave me the story of his life, which I

must condense in very few words.

His Reverence was born in the province

of Nagato. His father was one of the re

tainers of the prince of that province, and

an influential householder of the clan.

Having no children by his true wife dur

ing the first five years of his married life,

he availed himself of the expedient so

common in Japan—which is lawful and

against which there is no social ban—of

taking to himself a handmaid in hopes

of having an heir. Accordingly, he

chose for his concubine one of the beau

tiful and well-educated geisha (singing-

and dancing-girls), such as arc found in

every city of the empire, and who, though

of humble birth, are rather better edu

cated than the daughters even of the

higher classes. By this woman he had

a son, who grew up as the prospective

heir of his father's house and fortunes,

and received the education befitting a

samurai's son. Mother and child were

happy together until the boy was seven

teen years old, when blight and frost fell

on their hopes. The true wife bore a

male child

By law and custom this child became

the heir, but the Japanese Hagar and

Ishmael were not sent away. It was ex

pected that the handmaid would remair

with her lord, and her son act the pari

of younger brother to the heir. Soch

a position, however, in a country where

the law of entail obtains, is not always

pleasant, and in this case of disappoint

ed ambition it was. too galling to be en

dured. So the natural son, mortified at

first, submitted to destiny and became a

priest. Having shaved his head and

hung up his queue as a votive offering

in the temple, he left his native city of

Shimonoseki, and walking on foot hi

Kioto, visiting and praying at all the

celebrated shrines on the way, he arrive-i

in the sacred city and entered one of the

monasteries of the Nichire'n sect in that

great city of temples. Here he studied

and waited on the priest for twelve yean,

and was then sent to Echizen, where,

after five years of zealous service, he

was chosen chief priest or bishop of the

province, a post he had now held fe

three years.

" But did nothing ever tempt you to

leave the priesthood ?" I asked, wishing

to get his own account of certain things

rumored about him.

" Hai, saiyo de gozarimasu," said the

bonze, laying his right ear down on his

shoulder and meditating. " It will be

just eighteen years this summer since the

news came as quick as an earthquake

that a fleet of black ships had arrived

opposite Kanagawa, and that the ' hairy

barbarians,' as we called them then, had

landed on the soil of Japan. The es

citement was great. Every one's liver

burst, and all the priests were summon

ed to the temples to offer up prayers to

the gods to sweep away the barbarian;

My first ambition when a boy had been

to be a soldier, and I wanted at once n

take off my collar and robes, let my hair

grow again, stick my swords in my belt

and go and kill the American commo

dore Perry. I thought if I could but

kill him, and thus save my land from

pollution and ensure my own salvation,

I would gladly die. I borrowed tiro

swords from the armorer who lives on

Pure Water street, and sold my bedding,

which was all the personal property i
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possessed. I expected to hide the swords

in my robes and beg my way to Yoko

hama. I was just about to start when

the daimio's officer, hearing of my pur

pose, forbade me, and so I had time to

cool off a little. Dr. Kasawara, the old

est and most skillful doctor in Fukui, who

had been secretly studying the Dutch

language for years, persuaded me to wait

and see whether the barbarians were

really bad men. In a month or so word

came that Perry and his ships had been

driven away."

" My friend has greatly changed, since

to-day he entertains a hairy barbarian

and a countryman of Commodore Perry.

How came the change?"

"Well, Dr. Kasawara removed many

of my prejudices, but I never entirely

changed my opinions until I saw you;

and I can only say that now I do not

believe the foreigners came to Japan

either to conquer the country or to cor

rupt or kill the people ; nor are they at

all like beasts in their manners, as I

supposed; nor do they eat earth-worms

or snakes, as I had heard, and as many

of my parishioners really suppose. In

deed, our old proverb, ' Hearing is Para

dise, seeing is Hell,' seems to be reversed

in this case. I heard of devils and saw

a man. Hontoni (truly), I do not know

what the mothers of Fukui will frighten

their babies with. They will have to

fall back on the Tengu* again. Forgive

me for having been so stupid. Dozo o

negaimasu" (" Please may it be your wish

to do so").

The bonze had made a clean breast

of it, and I did not press him further in

regard to his first impressions of the for

eigners— a point on which I have ques

tioned so many Japanese. In friendly

retaliation his Reverence questioned me

concerning my first impressions of the

Japanese. They were easily told, and

doubtless they are the same as those of

the crowds who saw the carriage-loads

of shaven crowns proceeding up Walnut

street in the summer of 1860. When

further pressed to tell him what seemed

strangest to a foreign eye in Fukui, I

gave him the fullest inventory of won-

* A long-nosed imp supposed to kidnap children.

ders and incongruities I could extempo

rize. They were : houses without chim

neys ; hills without cattle ; fields without

fences ; the wearing of loose clothes by

men, and of tight ones by women ; chil

dren's heads shaved in all fanciful ways

and men with top-knots ; the great age

of the civilization of Japan, yet so little

accumulated wealth and so few dura

ble edifices ; the poverty of the people,

invariably joined with gentleness and

politeness ; the strange mixture of skep

ticism and superstition ; the rigid chasti

ty of wives and the moral laxity of hus

bands ; indecency on every side existing

with great refinement and modesty ; the

indulgence of parents and the perfect

obedience of children. I wondered at

birds without song ; so many flowers, so

few perfumes ; so many blossoms and

so little fruit ; so much sake, so few per

sons drunk ; mutual kindness, yet so lit

tle regard for human life ; such rigid dis

cipline of grade and rank and caste,

mingled with frequent instances of free

dom, and even of familiarity ; so much

moral teaching, yet such disregard for

truth ; so many swords worn, yet so sel

dom used. All these in their order gave

rise to many expressions of surprise, very

many naru hodos and so desu has ? and

kept Iwabuchi's ears and tongue busy

until the great temple bell boomed out

the hour of ten, when all good bonzes

should be on their quilts.

Miyoshi awoke at this time, and the

two samurai, taking their swords from the

rack and thrusting them in their girdles,

were ready. At the door the running

footmen were holding our horses, and

after many a "Please come again" and

sayonara we were off on the moonlit

road. It was toward midnight when we

passed over Happy Bridge and entered

the city gates. Riding past the long

mirror of the moats and the transfigured

towers and castle walls, we reached our

place of parting for the night. When I

was within my paper -walled room the

great bell of the temple of Kuanon

boomed out the hour of midnight, and

the sweet quiver which the air so lov

ingly prolonged wooed me to dreams of

home. William E. Griffis.
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SHE was christened Benedicta. Dur

ing the two months included between

the day of her birth and the performance

of the ceremony which made this name

her own, little else was spoken of by the

gossips of Twaddleton. In thus depart

ing from the customs of those who pre

ceded and surrounded her, the mother

implied a tacit disapproval of their taste

and opinions, and how could a chit of

eighteen presume to know better than

her grandmothers and great-grandmoth

ers ? How dared she attempt to over

throw the existing order of Twaddleton ?

and how could she expect her child to

grow up sensible with such an outlandish

name, when the grave respectability of

those ordinary cognomens, Catherine,

Prudence, Sarah and Martha, was scarce

ly sufficient to repress the giddiness of

their young possessors ? The innovation

was absurd, it was wicked : no natural

person could ever have thought of such

a thing. It certainly should not have

the sanction of Twaddleton. Thus, like

all pioneers, Selina Terry had to suffer

for her audacity.

It was indeed a singular name to ap

pear in this out-of-the-way village, but

who can tell whither the spirit of poesy

will stray in its erratic course, or how it

enters minds to kindle therein the fire

at whose flickering the unpossessed shake

grave heads and predict strange issues ?

Sometimes it leaves but a spark, that,

emitting a glare of mock brilliancy, is

then extinct for ever ; sometimes it sets

a beacon-light to guide those surrounded

by darkness ; sometimes an untamable

flame that consumes the recipient ; some

times a faint glow that warms only near

friends and the home-circle. However

its advent, it had lighted for a moment

the dim recesses of Selina's heart, and

for that moment she rose above the nar

row limits of herself, of her surroundings

and of Twaddleton, and became—was

it a prophet or poet, or was the idea but

an impulse of mother-love ?

The generosity of small towns in de

voting their best energies to straighte?.

and settle the affairs of their neighbors

has been frequently admired. Miss Fische

was a woman whom the world, by re

peated hard lessons, had taught how to

administer reproof. By a fitness of thingl

seldom found in our disjointed person

alities, she was possessed of a strong

voice, a rapid utterance, indefatigahle

perseverance, an analytic mind anil a

robust constitution, with very little busi

ness of her own, and plenty of spare

time to bestow on those who needed her

ministrations. This chosen instrument

spoke not only to the young mother, bat

also to the young minister of the village,

telling the former that the child would

grow up a reprobate, that she could see

a snare of Satan in her irregular act

and bold self-dependence ; while to the

latter she hinted that she should strong

ly suspect his doctrine if he did not re

fuse to baptize the little one by such a

name.

But the remarks of Miss Fische do not

particularly concern us, since Mrs. Tern,

nee Doubs—a young wife developed from

a spoilt child—though very ill and scarce

ly able to speak, held her own. Perhaps

it was from that very fact that she was ahle

to do so, for Miss Fische had never been

known to be routed in fair argument, he:

having no opposition to feed upon. ar,J

the lecture form of speech not having

yet found its way to that locality, she

had perforce to retire. And Selina dun;:

to her purpose with the same sw eet self-

will that had always guided her during

her short life in any unusually profitless

pursuit.

The baptism took place in her owe

little parlor : the bowl that held the wa

ter was a family piece, regarded as a title

to supergentility. It is pleasant to think

that so slight an act as the purchase of

a bit of china or a silver spoon may give

us a claim to the remembrance of pos

terity. The slim minister was pale on
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the occasion, but as that was his invari

able habit, it might be referred to the

chronic state of depletion in his salary,

which afforded small opportunity for in

dulgence in blood-making food. John

Terry stood by, big, good-humored and

smiling, with an opinion on the name

question quite coinciding with that of

our great poet.

In time the gossip died out from pure

surfeit, for at short intervals came, almost

treading on each other's heels, a Percy,

a Claude, a Manfred—the latter could

happily be shortened into Fred — and

two more whom the tired mother re

fused to name, for in these years life

had become a sad reality to Selina : she

now only exerted her will to protest, not

desire.

The father had already acquired a

habit of referring much to his little

daughter, whose wonderful surname he

had ingeniously changed into Bounce,

as being more homelike and convenient,

as well as suggestive of her fat figure

and active spirit. When this difficulty

presented itself he turned to her and

asked, " What shall we call the babies,

Bounce ?"

She thought a little, as one should who

suddenly has a responsibility thrust upon

him ; then said, " I think the boy should

be Johnny, after you, papa ; and the girl

should be Lucy, because, you know, she

had a little lamb in my primer."

Whether for this weighty reason or for

lack of better, the children did receive

these names, and Miss Fische was heard

to remark that " Trouble does some peo

ple good : Selina Terry has finally come

to her senses."

For trouble there had been—trouble

that will sometimes settle down on a de

voted family without evident cause or

conscious mismanagement, as if evil

stars had an influence, or the usually im

partial Fates had a spell of megrim, and

were venting their surplus ill-humor on

the first mortal that happened under their

eyes.

It was thus with John, only that irre-

pressibly cheerful man was not aware of

it. When he married his salary seemed

amply sufficient for two, but in five years

the two had increased to eight and the

salary remained stationary. But John

still worked on contentedly : when there

was not much, he did with little, and

though the whole village spoke of his

misfortunes, he was too busy to pay that

attention to them which many thought

they deserved. In fact, John had but

few opinions and fewer speculations, and

having once made up his mind on a

subject, he never took the necessary

trouble to unmake it. Having thought

himself fortunate when he married the

girl he loved, he considered that a set

tled point, and blindly continued to

think himself fortunate until the day of

his death.

Mrs. Terry's mind was capable of a

wider range, and her fine sensibilities

discovered many inconveniences in the

world which ruder people are not sup

posed to feel. Her discontent had been

of a remittent kind even while still a

girl, and as a wife circumstances had

tended to aggravate the disorder. She

had been a fair, blue-eyed beauty, such

as Time's rough fingers sadly mar in

touching; and she had many kittenish

ways in her youth that caused much

havoc among the hearts of men. One

of her sources of regret was that she

"might have done better." She often

told John that he had dragged her down

to his own level, but this bitter fact did

not annoy him any more than his other

misfortunes. The truth is, he did not

know where his own level was, but, like

a cork in water, he rose and fell accord

ing as new weights were added or old

ones removed, and was ready to come

to the surface whenever chance permit

ted. John was obtuse.

On some one suggesting to Mrs. Terry

that, in regard to her husband, she had

chosen for better and for worse, she

replied decidedly that she had "never

taken John for anything like as bad as

he was—that she had been utterly de

ceived. Could a woman imagine that

any man would stay in the same office

on the same salary for five years ?"

But it was not for five years only, but

for ten and longer, that Terry still stayed,

and Selina's little ways ended in rcsem
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bling the felines only in metaphoric

scratching, spitting and miauing. How

seldom their admirers realize the natural

development of kittens !

With the perversity of things in gen

eral, little beings still continued to arrive

at this house, which was already too

small to hold them, and little souls came

to the care and training of this uncareful,

untrained person. Whether it was from

being in contact with this newly-created

innocence, or whether peremptory duties

compel a pliant nature into a finer mould,

or whether continual appeals for help

cause sympathy to grow and selfishness

to fade, I cannot tell, but certainly some

more than usually subtle influence form

ed the character of Benedicta.

From the day of her birth she had

been a centre of confusion—calm from

the very force of the whirlwind about

her. At an age when children receive

care she was called upon to care for

others. It seemed as if her voice grew

soft in hushing the wailing of infants,

, and her patience became more liberal

as the demands upon it increased. What

persuasive power it required to quiet the

nervous storms of her mother! what

gentle decision to control that army of

boys ! what clear sense to meet the per

plexities of a household where two and

two invariably had to be forced into

making five !

Her education at the public school

was intermingled with rocking the never-

absent cradle and amusing the small

Terrys. As she grew older and more

capable of usefulness, book - lessons

ceased altogether until later, when she

took up the primer again as teacher for

her brothers and sisters too young to

walk to school. She was never popular

among girls of her own age : they could

not understand why she was always ab

sent from the playground or why she

never joined in their recreations. How

could they suspect that time, which was

to them so free a gift that they forgot to

reckon it, was one of her privations ?—

that the very air she breathed was in the

service of others ? Since she could walk

she had never had a moment of her own.

Or stop ! Now I think of it, when she

was about three years old sbdid in

dulge herself by stealing ofio a ditch

near the house to make mid-cakes, but I

the arrival of a new baby put an end to

that pastime. And games soon lost their \

charm for her from the too frequent use

she had to make of them to beguile tha:

interesting family at home. As to those

imaginative imitations of work, such as

building fire in the woods, cooking, wash

ing dolls' clothes or play-dishes, thai

children delight in, Bounce had been

behind the scenes and the illusion had

vanished. Dolls and their owners she

looked upon with a wondering surprise,

as if to say, Strange that the girls should

so delude themselves as to call suck

things babies ! Indeed, the only pleas

ure she cared for, and one that she rare

ly enjoyed, was to find a quiet corner

and sit down to rest.

During her school-days she made two

friends in her own characteristic way, or,

rather, circumstances happened to bring

certain of her qualities under the eyes

of two of her school-mates, and they

loved her.

Fanny Phillips, a girl of her own age,

had a fall from a high swing, cutting her

head and hands severely : Bounce knew

just how to bind up the wounds and

soothe the frightened child. Afterward

she took her home, repeating a wonder

ful story on the way to make her forget

her hurt ; and Fanny's warm heart ever

remembered the incident. Benedicta's

tenderness to any one in pain was a rev

elation not easily forgotten.

On another occasion, as she walked

late to school— and this her numerous

duties often obliged her to do—in pass

ing through a fragment of woodland that

lay in her way she came suddenly upon

two boys. The larger one, a malicious,

impudent, low -browed, heavy -limbed

fellow, the plague of the village and the

terror of the school, was punishing the

smaller for some imaginary offence—

making him hold out his hand that he

might strike it with a ruler.

Without a moment's hesitation the

girl stepped between them : there was

neither fear, indignation nor bravado in

her calm face as she gave the little boy
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icr hand and said, "Dry your eyes,

Peter, and come to school : you will be

late ;" and as they moved on, seeing

that he was too frightened to obey, and

that his cheeks were tear-stained and

soiled, she stooped and wiped them with

her apron.

This gave the other time to recover

his assurance. He joined them with an

oath : " See here ! will you let that freckle-

nosed boy alone, I say ?"

The little fellow pressed to her side

for protection as she asked, " What do

you want with him ?"

" I've not finished him, that's all," he

answered roughly. " Here, you Pete,

hold out your hand."

"Will not mine do as well?" said

Bounce serenely, at the same time offer

ing it in such evident good faith that the

young savage was puzzled. He paused

a moment and looked at her. There

she stood waiting, meeting his eyes clear

ly, just as if she had been asking the

most simple question in the world, one

little hard -worked hand extended to

ward him, the other giving confidence

to the trembling Peter half hidden by her

side. She was not thinking that he, Sam

Boggs, was a brute, nor that his conduct

was extraordinary, nor even that the lit

tle boy was much wronged, nor yet of

herself. She was merely acting from

the conviction that in the case it was the

only thing to be done.

It was a sort of justice Sam Boggs

could understand. His rights were not

infringed upon, his conduct had not been

assailed. He was in nowise daunted,

but he was satisfied, and finally said,

" You can go on. If you had been afraid

or had preached, I would have struck

you." Then the three proceeded ami

cably along the road together. After

walking a few rods, Sam asked abruptly,

" Why weren't you afraid ?"

" I don't know," was the response af

ter a moment's thought.

" Did you think I wouldn't hit you ?"

" No, I thought you would."

" You know I am a very bad boy," he

went on boastingly. " It's a wonder you

weren't afraid: people always are afraid

of me."

"Are they ?"

"Yes: you see I'm such a dreadful

feller. Why, I once pisoned a dog with

strike-nine." This with the tone of an

Ajax recounting his exploits.

" It was a pity, wasn't it ?"

"Well, mebby it was, but you see I

am one of them sort of chaps that I

don't care a bit when I does them

things."

"But I am afraid the dog cared," said

the girl meditatively. "I hope he did

not suffer much."

" I don't know : I didn't think of the

dog. It was to bother old Stack that I

did it. I'm a terrible boy, I am : the

whole town thinks I'm the baddest boy

here. Why, I swear more than a man,

I do ; and I'm so strong I could do

—I could do — anything ; and I'm not

afraid to do it, neither. Are you ever

afraid ?"

" I have not been yet—not that I re

member," she answered simply.

"Well, now, I thought you goody peo

ple were always afraid of something or

other ; but if you ain't afraid of me, why

you won't be of anything. If I was you,

now," he continued persuasively, "I'd

be just a little bad : it's awful fun, and

I'll tell you no end of tricks if you want

to know."

"I shouldn't like to kill a dog," she

answered decidedly, but with no tone of

reproach in her voice : she was speaking

for herself, not for him.

" Well, not just that," said Sam depre-

catingly, feeling for the first time in his

life a dawning respect for public opinion,

with Bounce for its representative. " But

on your way home you might let down

the bars in old Stack's pasture-field : it

wouldn't hurt the cows to come out and

have a holiday. The things must get

tired being milked all the time, anyhow,

and wouldn't it make old Stack mad?

Gosh !"

To this inviting offer the girl shook

her head, which so incensed Sam that,

concentrating all the scorn he was mas

ter of into four words, he exclaimed em

phatically, " You are too good !" Then,

after casting this terrible slur, and giving

it sufficient time to take effect, he at
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tempted to reason. "What's the use,

now," he said remonstratively—"what's

the use of not being afraid if you never

do nothing wrong ? You might as well

be like that sniveling Pete in your hand."

But their arrival at the school-house put

an end to further eloquence from Sam.

However, Bounce had made an im

pression on the rough lad, and one re

fusal did not deter him from planning

many of his amusements so that she

could share them with him, feeling sure

that she could not long resist their allur

ing influence. One day he overtook her

as she was going home, and without

preface accosted her thus : " Say ! do you

like apples ?"

"Yes," she replied.

"Then," he continued, lowering his

voice confidentially, "meet me here to

morrow afternoon. I know where we

can steal a sight. I wouldn't ask a boy

in school to join me, but you're such a

plucky one !"

" I can't come out to-morrow."

"Yes you can. Sneak off through the

back gate, and when they find you are

gone let 'em call and call. It's fun to

give 'em the slip ; and won't that old

mother o' yourn be mad ? Oh gosh !"

" I don't care to make her angry : there

would be no fun in that."

"Well, now, what would be fun for

you ?"

At this abrupt question Bounce was

perplexed : it was a subject she had

never thought about. She could only

reply, "I don't know."

Sam looked thoughtfully on the ground,

encouraging his brain to unusual activity

by kicking a hole in the brown path with

his heel. His hands rested lymphatically

in his hip-pockets, his lips wore a deter

mined pucker and his forehead a frown :

he was mustering up all his faculties to

fathom the problem of Bounce's peculiar

tastes. Suddenly, the tension relaxed :

he withdrew his hands from their resting-

place, took from his head the wisp of

straw that did duty for a hat, ran his

fingers through his bushy hair, as if to

fling off the weight of thought, then shut

one eye and gave a satisfied chuckle as

he announced his success : " I have it

now ! I bet a quarter you'll laugh when

you see it—that is, if you can laugh. Can

you ?"

" Oh yes !" said Bounce, good-humo:-

edly smiling.

"Just come along with me, then: i:

won't take you any longer to go home

this way."

In a few minutes he brought her to]

clearing in the woods from which the

underbrush had been burnt, and where

not even a blade of grass had yet grown.

In the centre of the bare spot stood a

large wooden rabbit-trap, to which he

pointed triumphantly, saying, "What do

you think of that 'ere trap, now ?"

" I think it is too long," replied Bounce

critically regarding it.

"That's just it," said the boy, cutting

a pigeon-wing in his delight, and laugh

ing vociferously. " Did you ever see a

longer trap in your life ? Hold two dozen

rabbits, wouldn't it ? Nice big one, ain't

it ?" He jerked out these questions he

tween the paroxysms, holding his aching

sides and acting as if demented.

"But why did you make it that wayT

asked Bounce, wondering at his grotesque

movements : " you can't catch anything

in it."

" Oh you ! It isn't my trap : it's Bill

Mason's."

"Why did he make it so large ?"

"'Cause I told him to," said Sam with

a consequential air. " I guess he thought

I know'd."

"And you told him wrong?"

" Well, you know, every boy ketching

rabbits makes rabbits skeerce," he re

marked slyly.

" But this is no place for rabbits, any

way," said the girl, looking about her

with the acute eyes of one who was

country bred and born. " There is no:

a bush nor a bit of grass near ; and. I

declare, if there isn't a fox-hole ! A rah

bit won't come near a fox-hole, surely."

"That's just it !" and Sam slapped his

knees and again exploded. " l told hhs

to set it here. I'll tell you all about it."

he continued, recovering his equanimir*

by clapping his hand over his capacwas

mouth, and holding it there until the

laugh gurgled itself out of hearing like
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a covered brook : " Hast Saturday I was

over at Mason's, an' says Bill to me,

says he, ' Sam, how do you make your

rabbit-traps ?' Then says I, ' As I'm here

I'll show you ;' an' we went to the wood

shed to choose the boards—purty thick

ones, you see. An' says Bill, a-layin' it

off on one of the boards with his hand,

like, 'About how long shall I saw it?'

An' then says I, ' Give it a good yard :

they likes 'em to be roomy.' An' when

he-measured it off, says he, 'That looks

mighty long;' and I stands back to ex

amine it out of one eye, very wise. Then

says I, ' You might make it a /tv-tle short

er, but not more nor an inch, else you'll

spile the whole thing.' An' he says,

' The thing 'll be monstrous heavy.' I

says, ' Heavy ain't the question : it's

whether it 'll ketch much rabbits.' Then

says Bill, ' So it is.'

"When the trap was about half made,

he axes me, ' How will I get the rabbits

out of it ? My arm won't be long enough

to reach 'em ?' ' Oh,' says I, careless

like, ' you don't take 'em with your hand.

You must carry a bag with you, an' cover

the mouth of the trap with it: behind

here you make a little hole for the trap-

stick to go through. Now, when you

come an' see the trap shut, an' you think

you have an animile all safe, and no

guessin' about it, you can just peep in

there, an' if one is in you take a willow

switch, put it through that 'ere hole,

tickle the rabbit, an' in he goes to the

bag straight, an' you can just pick him up

and carry him home, easy like.' ' Fact ?'

says Bill. An' now the narr will bring

his bag, an' if a rabbit should happen

to get into the trap, while he is at the

other end a-ticklin' it the critter 'll push

by the bag an' off."

At this climax Sam Boggs could con

tain his laughter no longer, and once

more he doubled himself up and gave

vent to extravagant mirth. But soon

noticing that Bounce was not joining in

his merriment—that, on the contrary, she

was looking at the trap with the most

sober expression possible — he hastily

straightened himself and remarked,

"Well, now, I believe you don't think

it's funny."

" Poor Bill will be so disappointed !"

said Bounce in her soft voice.

"But the rabbit won't be," replied the

wily Sam, quick to turn the situation of

affairs in his favor. " I guess now rabbits

don't like to be ketched, neither."

This bit of Machiavellism was beyond

reproof, and Bounce could say nothing

more, her tender heart being about equal

ly divided between the rabbit and the

boy. As for Sam, he was as much at a

loss as ever to know how to amuse her.

Knowing they would not be refused,

the villagers frequently called upon Ben-

edicta for neighborly acts of good-will.

She might not find time to attend the

wedding, but she would spare a few mo

ments to assist at the toilette of the bride

or at the spreading of the feast ; she might

not join the dancers of an evening, but

she would be the one whom the hostess

would ask to decorate the room or to

hang the lamps for the festival. In the

course of time people forgot to ask her

to take part in their gayeties, but in

periods of distress she was always re

membered, and mourners believed that

somehow their dead rejoiced in her touch.

With the exception of Sam Boggs,

who in his rough way did try to gratify

her, it seemed never to dawn on any

mind, her own not excepted, that Bounce

herself might have, hidden away, capa

bilities for enjoyment, or that any other

life than the one she was leading could

be possible for her ; although, had it been

otherwise, it would scarcely have availed.

I can imagine Mrs. Terry's reply to a

proposition for Bounce to waste time at

"those silly entertainments," and picture

good-natured John rubbing his brow and

saying, " I don't see how we can do with

out Bounce this evening: everything goes

wrong when she is not here." Indiffer

ence and love equally condemned her to

the same fate.

But in telling of Benedicta's life I

must not forget her one ball. It was

when she was about eighteen that a party

was given by the rich banker's wife, Mrs.

Phillips, to which Bounce was invited.

Not after the usual form, but with Fanny's

warm arms around her neck, and Fan

ny's glib tongue describing the delights
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of quadrilles and the intricacies of the

polka ; for chattering Fanny thought that

no place on earth could equal her own

father's house on the night of such a

festivity. She was one of the ablest little

women in town in ministering to the hap

piness of others, while Benedicta excelled

in ministering to their pain. And Joy

that day, in the person of Fanny, took

Pity captive in the person of Bounce, and

would hear of no release ; for when Joy

said that it would be depriving her of a

pleasure if Pity did not put on a smile

and come, the latter, who had never re

fused sacrificing herself in any cause

whatsoever, had to consent. The inde

fatigable Fanny fluttered in and out of

the Terry house daily to see that her

friend did not change her mind in the

interval before the feast ; and she was

so bright and gay that Mrs. Terry was

delighted with her, and took the occasion

to give a private scolding to Bounce—as

she was accustomed to do when unduly

moved, either pleasurably or otherwise—

telling her that she ought to be more like

Miss Phillips; and not "mope" as she

did. As if it was possible for the eldest

child of that numerous family and the

petted daughter of the wealthy Phillips

to resemble each other !

So Bounce went to the party, and,

owing to the mysterious charm that poets,

snowflakes and moonlight have given to

white of whatever fabric or style, she

looked well. All the members of the

house of Terry were gathered together

to look at her apotheosis. At her exit

two or three of the youngest set up an

inhuman yell to accompany her, and the

mother as a speedwell said querulously,

"You are leaving me in all this muss,

and the children to put to bed, and the

house to red up, and you a-pleasuring !"

Then Bounce made a rush back from

the door to take one child in her arms

and quiet it, when her mother put her

out 6f the house bodily, saying, "Yes,

that's right—spoil your dress that your

father has spent his hard-earned money

for !" and Bounce so far thought of her

self as to feel conscious of a dawning

sense of wickedness in her departure

from common habits.

It was as if some good little planet,

after traveling for thousands of years

around the universe with an untiring

and unthinking haste, should suddenly

stand still some fine day and see the

universe traveling around it. There was

her father, hat in hand, ready to escort

her; and her mother, though she did

scold, straightening her dress and smooth

ing her hair; and that unmanageable

trio, Claude, Percy and Fred, awed into

boundless respect. At the party also a

new world opened upon her. To go and

greet Mrs. Phillips, whom she had known

all her life, as formally as if she was a

stranger, was a pleasant novelty ; to hear

people making inquiries about the wea

ther, the state of your health or other in

different topics, instead of putting those

homely, troublesome questions that re

quire discussion and provoke conten

tion, such as she was only too well ac

customed to hear and answer ; to see

familiar faces lose their careworn lines

and look pleased and happy from under

new cap-frills or smart ribbons, or above

stiff neckties or bare dimpling shoulders,

—all this made Bounce think that par

ties are delightful affairs, which serve to

make us acquainted with what is most

lovely in every one—a sort of meeting

together to celebrate the rites of thanks

giving and contentment.

Sam Boggs was there too. He had

now become a respectable farmer on his

paternal estate, and, in spite of the mis

chievous promise of his youth, was nei

ther feared nor hated by his neighbors;

in fact, rather the contrary. When the

dancing commenced he made his way

in an awkward manner to where Bounce

was sitting, and speaking with his usual

abruptness accosted her with, "Say! will

you dance ?"

" I don't know how."

"You're afraid."

" No, I am not."

"Well, come on, then: I don't know

how neither, but I ain't afraid. Suppose

we do tramp on some feller's heels—

make him mad, good fun. Gosh '."

"You must behave here," remarked

Bounce severely.

"Well, ain't I behaving? Tell you
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," he went on, moved as of old to

jnfidential with Bounce, " I've put

tight pair of boots to-night, and

re hurting me awful. If that ain't

ving, I would like to know what

f you sit down they won't hurt you

uch," said Bounce sympathizingly.

lo, indeed," answered the still un-

ted Sam. "I came here to have

and I am going to dance."

:re Miss Fische bore down and in-

pted the conversation. This lady

now reached an age which a well-

arithmetic refuses to count, and al-

a would kindly veil under the sign

n unknown quantity. She was very

of gatherings of this kind, but, con-

to Bcnedicta's opinion, she thought

promoted a knowledge of our neigh-

shortcomings and defects. Prob-

the two regarded them from differ-

>oints of view.

er greeting to Bounce was the ex-

tation, " How on earth could you be

id from home ?"

was not spared—I just came," was

ruthful reply.

lust like the girls! — they think of

ing but themselves. I dare say now

mother is fretting herself to death

the children."

Do you think so ? Perhaps I had

;r go home," said Benedicta ner-

,ly.

*fo, you can't do that now : you

ild have thought of it before you

e. There, they are going to sing—a

and a man : it will be good singing.

a a judge : I always know, when

get up so spunky-like, that the sing-

is going to be fine. They don't sit

c in a corner, like you. I suppose

is the first party you have ever been

-you act as if it was. Do you sing ?

:ver see you sing in church. You

it to. I consider idleness a great

Why don't you try to be useful ?—

h Sunday-school and make pin-

lions for the poor; elevate your mind

/e mere pleasure ; join the Dorcas

sty : it is well conducted—I am prcs-

t—and none but the worthy get help

1 me, I can tell you. I told you the

music would be good : don't they drawl

it along pleasantly ?"

Fanny's bright face was just then seen

peering about in search of some one :

when she spied her friend she carried

her off before she could give an opinion

on the music.

" There is a gentleman who wants to

be introduced to you," whispered Fanny

as she drew her away. He asked me,

'Who is that young girl with a child's

face ?' — meaning you, my dear. I be

lieve he meant it as a compliment. You

have made a conquest, Bennie, and you

must become acquainted with him. He

is very nice too, but—" In the midst

of this breathless prattle Bounce found

herself standing before a tall gentleman,

and heard Fanny's voice saying, "Mr.

Macy, Miss Terry."

It was the first time in her life she had

been addressed thus. She hardly rec

ognized herself; and then he offered her

his arm—another new experience. What

was happening that she should receive

so much consideration ? She felt more

like the little planet than ever. For the

first few moments she was confused, but

her old habit of thinking that what oth

ers expected from her must be the proper

thing for her to do, was now of service ;

and as the gentleman seemed to expect

that she would walk, and also talk, she

did so. It appeared as if it was all a

dream, as if reality had vanished, as if

the charm she had felt from the begin

ning of the evening had deepened and

settled. The two silver candlesticks on

the mantelpiece seemed to represent un

told wealth ; the small band of Twaddle-

ton performed the music of the spheres ;

the ball-room, with its primitive deco

rations of evergreens and tissue-paper

flowers, was magnificent ; and even Miss

Fische, as seen through the glamour,

became pleasant to look upon.

He spoke in tones so different from

those about her, and behaved toward her

in some way like —like— Well, she

could only compare it to her own man

ner when she spoke to the little sick

Daisy, her youngest sister. She did not

dare look in his face, he was so tall

above her, and besides, it was enjoyment
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enough just to walk by his side, her hand

on his arm, and listen to his voice, which

sometimes, although she was so happy,

made her feel like weeping.

After a few turns and squeaks and

groans, the fiddles—in Twaddleton they

were not called violins—struck the pre

liminary notes of a new quadrille.

"Will you dance?" asked Mr. Macy.

"Oh, I cannot."

"Yes, you can," answered the harmo

nious tenor. " I will hold your hand :

you need not be afraid."

These were the very words she had

often used to Daisy when the child hes

itated about doing something that she

was anxious for her to do. Bounce

smiled at the recollection, and, reassured

by the voice, replied, "I will try."

And so they danced, her hand receiv

ing courage from his hand as they touch

ed in the figures of the quadrille, her

steps guided by the impulse given by

that meeting, and her smiles blossoming

into shy laughter under the enchantment

of his regard. He was more successful

in his efforts to please her than poor

Sam Boggs had been.

After the dance they walked again,

and in due time and in proper order all

the usual accompaniments of a ball went

on — mirth and noise and supper— but,

as it were, at a great distance from them.

Once, as they were leaning near a win

dow, a spray of lilac heavy with bloom

bent forward, and he broke a branch

and placed it in her hair, and each hour

of the happy night seemed more beau

tiful than the last to Benedicta, for he

never left her side, and they talked to

each other as if they had been friends

who had met after long waiting.

And Ronald Macy, what did he think ?

What would you think if, being a lover

of flowers, you perceived in some un

hoped-for place, some beaten track or

dusty roadside, a rare sweet bud just

opening, fresh, dewy, unperceived by

the loiterers up and down the highway ?

You would pluck it.

Well, he did not. There are some men

who are obliged to content themselves

with looking at the flowers in other men's

gardens, or with enjoying the sight of

wayside blossoms ; and Ronald was ore.

He had no plot of his own wherein a

remove an uprooted plant. Possessb;

would have been cruelty. But he could

admire it there where it stood in its love

liness ; he could rest his eyes gazing a

its beauty ; he could refresh his heart hy

a glimpse of its innocence, and leave j

no whit less perfect. This he did. Ti

him also it was a white night.

Often yet, when he sees a low moot

setting at the end of a dusky villag-

street, and perceives the scent of lilacs

on the air, he seems to feel again fe-

light touch on his arm, and he looks

down with a pathetic smile at the phec

where her hand had lain.

In her own little room, after taking ot

her white robe and unbraiding her hi-

Benedicta sat down to think over the

events of the evening. Perhaps the so;

consciousness that was struggling inti

light might have been recognized by Ik:

then, but Daisy moaned and cried, sL:

also having been disturbed by a drean.

Benedicta forgot herself in soothing the

child, and then they slept.

On the next day the willing hands

again took up their tasks, and the char.:;

for thought went by. Afterward she re

membered that evening only as the rine

when the universe had become disorder

ed and the world had done her homap;

in mistake. Thus her busy days passed

by, one after the other, just as our idk

ones pass, until finally came the last.

They say it was a fever that took htt,

but I have always thought it was an

angel that was sent. It is true there *as

an epidemic in town that year, and whk

the people were in trouble Benedicu'l

compassionate heart suffered for all.acd

she scarcely ate or slept, that she mijrbt

be with the mourners and nurse the sick.

It was chiefly among the children th^

the fever ran ; the house of Tern' w

much afflicted, but all were recoveria;

even the youngest, Daisy, when sir scd-

dcnly failed and sank. During the sei«

days that she lay between life and d&£

nothing but the cry of a child ccsH

wake her. There was a short interl il

of hope, but the physician said she had

no hold on life : she could not seize aad
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grapple with it as others might. If it

were possible to rouse her will to action, '

she might do well. But you see how it

was. She had never desired anything

for herself ; she could not even wish to

live ; and so the life so little cared for,

so slightly cherished, went out, and she

was dead.

The full development of creatures that

comes through self-knowledge and the

power of introspection never came to

her in this world, but was reserved for

one of the joys of her reward. When

the voices of the seraphim salute her by

name, a welcome, a blessing and a title

in one, with exultant surprise she will see

that she is like unto them ; and one of

the sweet delights of her heaven will be

the first consciousness of her own soul's

whiteness. Ita Aniol Prokop.

TO LESLIE, SINGING.

MY soul is an enchanted boat

Upon the river of thy voice,

That evermore doth float and float;

And still it hath no other choice,

Rut followeth thy airy singing

Into the pale blue sky of noon,

Up to the gateways of the sun ;

Or where, with ever-changing tune,

Beneath the boughs the streamlets run,

Their music echoed by thy singing';

Or where the glory of the night

Shines slow above the silent hills,

And with her cold and misty light

The world with ling'ring radiance fills,

Held breathless by thy wondrous singing.

Moonlight and music mingle there,

And down that bright enchanted stream,

Borne upon waves of golden air,

I glide into a happy dream,

Lost in the rapture of thy singing.

I slip from sorrow heavenly-sweet

Into an aching bliss again ;

Nor know, so tenderly they meet,

Whether it most be joy or pain

That lends such magic to thy singing.

My soul is an enchanted boat,

And wills this ever for its choice—

Into the heaven of heavens to float

Upon the waves of thy dear voice,

And pass away to thy .sweet singing.

Kate Hillard.
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SOCIAL LIFE IN ROME AT THE PRESENT DAY.

THE most remarkable change in the

social aspects of the Eternal City

which has resulted from the new order

of things in the political world is the

separation of its society into two por

tions. It is not only the change which

most strikes those who knew Rome under

its old rdgime, but it is to those who are

making their first acquaintance with con

tinental society the most peculiar and

novel feature in it. Certainly the state

of things which now prevails in this re

spect in Rome cannot be supposed to be

as strange to Italians as it would be to

Americans or English. For the time has

been when every city in the Peninsula

was divided between two parties, whose

feelings toward each other it would be a

libel on the animal creation to liken to

those of cats and dogs. The genius of

one whose every word has the privilege

of conferring deathless fame has made

the quarrels and the hatreds of the Mon

tagues and Capulets proverbial through

out the world. But every city in Italy

was divided and torn by party spirit as

fierce and unforgiving as that which di

vided Verona, and Rome had its Orsini

and Colonnas, not to speak of the in

numerable partisanships and jealousies

which arose from the intrigues bred in

the bosom of the Sacred College. More

recently, however, the society at Rome

was marked rather by a special unity.

The men who were sighing and secretly

plotting for the new order of things,

which has come at last, were not "in

society " at Rome at all. Society con

sisted exclusively of princes, cardinals

and their hangers-on, and foreigners ;

and, save in the meetings where the for

eign visitors made their own society for

themselves, dreadfully dull that very se

lect and dignified society used to be—

dull beyond the power of Transalpine

minds to conceive.

It was at the princely houses, for the

most part, that these indescribably sad,

and festive throngs used to assemble.

I am speaking, it must be remembered

of the old days when Gregory XVI.

pope, when all social matters were ver.

different at Rome from what they have

been since or ever will be again—when,

for example, the number of visitors frox

the United States was very small in com

parison with what it is now. The Eng-

lish were also- fewer; and I think I may

pay both those nations the complime-:

of saying that if their members had

thronged those vast and dreary drawing-

rooms in such numbers as they are no*

seen in at Rome, it would have been im

possible that the gatherings should have

been so deadly dull. However, there

was at least the advantage that every

body knew everybody ; and though ev

erybody had very little to say to any

body, bows and greetings were at leas:

good-humored, and there were no sojt

looks—no looking of daggers, though

more might occasionally have been usee

in the streets than was usual in other civil

ized communities. There were sure to be

from half a dozen to half a score or so

of cardinals, magnificent in their scar'.et

stockings and coats bound with scarlet

edging. They generally used to gather

together, and very frequently on a cold

evening on the hearth-rug, looking like

a covey of some sort of huge red-legged

fowls. The present writer, then a young

ster, well remembers how, his curiosity

having been excited by such a group, he

gradually edged himself into the imme

diate neighborhood of these specimens

of a class of humanity then quite new

to him, speculating much on the nature

of the words of wisdom which must have

been passing from such lips to such ears.

Presendy he was able to catch the fol

lowing utterances enunciated with much

deliberation, and in those pure and we!!-

articulated accents which have made 'Jk

"lingua Toscana in bocca Romans" fa

mous: "F. molto male, sai, di mangiart

troppo la sera." ("It is very bad, yci

know, to eat too much of an evening."]
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The speaker was a tall, meagre old man

with a retreating forehead and parrot

like beak, whose long nether limbs ex

hibited a magnificent expanse of scarlet

stocking. Then there followed a chorus

of assenting "Gias " and nods and grunts,

which seemed to indicate that sundry of

his hearers could testify to the truth of

that profound dictum from the depths of

their own sad experiences.

The drawing-room in which this oc

curred was that of one of the princely

houses, and its mistress was one of the

leaders of Roman fashion. It was a very

long room, and all the ladies sat in rows

against the walls. Every now and then

one of the " porporati " — as their Em

inences the members of the Sacred Col

lege are called, from the prevailing col

or of their dress—would march up to one

of this long file of noble dames and ad

dress a few words to her. Whenever

this happened not only the lady address

ed, but all those in her immediate neigh

borhood, rose and remained standing as

long as that gracious presence shone on

her, whilst any layman who might have

been speaking to her fell back.

These princely entertainments (?) of

the good old times were conducted, au

reste, in a very simple and unostentatious

fashion. Of the vulgarities of wealth it

must be owned one saw less in days

when no class had any cause to fear the

possibility of the class beneath it tread

ing on its kibes, than may be witnessed

in more progressive times. The only

manifestations of wealth consisted in the

grandeur of the locale, the superb show

of diamonds on the heads and necks of

the ladies, and the great number and

gorgeous liveries of the servants. The

rooms were not very profusely lighted,

and the refreshments offered to the guests

were of the simplest kind—a glass of

lemonade, with possibly a biscuit, or the

like. Nor was there ever the smallest

attempt at amusement of any kind be

yond the sparing exchange of a few

words of the very flattest and most hanale

description conceivable. Most of the

ladies present, the old not at all less than

the young—all of them probably save a

few who were understood to be going in

for a quite special and almost convent

ual degree of sanctity and perfection

of life — had "cavalieri serventi," who

were invited quite as a matter of course

wherever the ladies they served were in

vited. But no mistake would be greater

than to suppose that this circumstance

derogated in any degree from the severe

and almost austere proprieties of the as

sembly. The conduct of the "serving

gentlemen" to their respective ladies

would be that of a somewhat specially

attentive husband who has been married

a dozen years. As for any "scandal"

or remark of any kind, the only possi

bility would have been that if any one

of the cavalieri thus bound to service

had been observed on any number of

occasions to neglect his due "service,"

some grave word of disapprobation might

have been whispered by the princess of

This into the ear of the duchess of That,

in much the same tone as the neglect of

a husband might be censured in com

munities on the other side of the Alps.

Since the new order of things has fall

en upon these scarlet priests and priest-

descended princes and noble dames

with the crushing sense of a world fall

ing into ruin around them, there has

been an end to such gatherings as have

been described, and the state-rooms in

the magnificent palaces have been shut

up, or opened only to very much small

er and yet more select coteries of near

friends meeting to groan together over

the appalling cataclysm that has happen

ed. Larger assemblies, however select

and confined to approved members of

their own party, would have the appear

ance of festivity and pleasure, which is

held to be quite out of keeping with the

present mournful condition of circum

stances. When the Holy Father is in

sorrow and in eclipse, how should his

children join in revelry ? Mournfulness

and abstention from anything like gayety

or amusement is therefore the mark of

the highest "ton" and nicest attention

to the "convenances" among the faith

ful adherents of the old order of things.

It is considered de mise too, among the

members of the great papalini houses,

to affect an increased degree of sim
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plicity, and even of poverty, as marking

the period of eclipse through which they

are passing. We hear of a duchess being

received by a princess with a " Cara Ma

ria, how well that silk of yours looks

since it was turned !" It is understood

to be made manifest by such means as

these how utterly and fatally prosperity,

happiness, good order, and the very

framework of society itself, have been

smashed and overturned by Victor Em

manuel and his godless usurpation.

The effect produced by this condition

of social aspects, as regards the foreign

residents and visitors, is peculiar, and

often to the observant bystander amusing

enough. It is hardly in the nature of

English or Americans to remain long in

the vicinity of a contest without taking

part in it on one side or the other ; and

of course individual opinions and tem

peraments predispose different people to

opposite sides in a quarrel which involves

all the most important issues, both in the

sphere of politics and in that of religion,

which can present themselves to a man's

mind. But as a general rule it might be

expected that the great majority of both

Americans and English would find them

selves more in sympathy with the new

than with the old order of things in

Rome. The great bulk of our people are

Protestant ; they are citizens of free com

munities ; they cannot but think that the

great change which Italy has succeeded

in bringing about in her destinies and

fortunes is for her own happiness and to

the advantage of the world in general.

And doubtless the majority, the large

majority, of both Americans and Eng

lish arc anti-papal and well-wishers to

the new order of things in Italy. But

such is not universally the case. The

causes which operate to produce a se

lect body of papal sympathizers among

the American and English visitors at

Rome are twofold. In the first place,

there are some Catholics, either such

from their birth or " perverts," as it has

become the fashion to call them in

England, though we, not presuming to

pronounce theological judgments, may

be content to call them converts. Of

this class of sympathizers with the pope

we will not consider the present court

competent to make any further remark.

Our attention shall be directed to those

whose papal proclivities arise from the

second of the two causes above alluded

to. It is not altogether easy to mat;

this cause and its operation, which ire

palpable and intelligible enough to dwell

ers in the Eternal City, quite equally m

telligible to those who have never bees

so. Perhaps the shortest phrase which

can be used to convey my meaning is to

say that papal leanings are a speciallv

"genteel" thing in Rome. There are

various causes which tend to produce

this result. In the first place, " distinc

tion " is of course the aim of all the so

cially ambitious. But distinction achieved

by personal excellence or eminence is

not within the reach of us all. How,

then, shall plain Mrs. Tomkins, with her

three daughters, attain the social distinc

tion for which her soul pants ? She is

more or less dimly conscious that nooe

of them are specially beautiful or wittr

or endowed with that nameless quality

of manner which has the gift to charm.

Perhaps she is not even very rich. What

shall Mrs. Tomkins and Miss Mary, Miss

Margaret and Miss Lucy Tomkins do to

"distinguish " themselves—to draw some

hedging line around them which shil

mark them as not mere common crea

tures of the "undistinguished" crowd:

Mrs. Tomkins has already had her cards

printed as "Madame Lespinasse Torn-

kynnes," and the young ladies write

themselves respectively Miss Marie, Miss

Marguerite and Miss Lucie Lespinasse

Tomkynnes. (The " Lespinasse " is i

brilliant invention of Miss Marie, who

was at a Parisian school conducted hy

a lady of that name.) This judicious

modification of orthography has done

much, but not enough. The question

still arises, What shall Mrs. — we beg

her pardon, Madame— Tomkynnes do

to show forth to all men that she and

her daughters are not as other dowages

and daughters of dowagers are ? Turn

Catholic ? It is decidedly ion genre si

Rome. But that is a serious step. Same

reminiscences of the sturdy Protestant

ism of the dear departed John Tomkms
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oppose themselves to such a meas-

Then, too, the thing cannot be

without a certain amount of trou-

nd inconvenience. Above all, it is

lccessary to the end in view. It will

: the purpose equally well—indeed,

me respects, better—to have a lean-

oward Catholic doctrine with strong

1 sympathies, and a fund of tender

;ts for the "good old times," when,

ilgar fact, Mrs. Tomkins was the joy

>mkins's life in London or New York,

ivhen, according to the views of life

h now rule the family fancies, she

basking in the smiles of cardinals

bishops, and life at Rome was "Oh !

ifferent, my dear, from what it is

!" So Mrs. Lespinasse Tomkynnes

mes . "very high" (theologically

king), talks about monsignori, and

:ts to have special and private in-

lation from the Vatican ; and Miss

ie, Miss Marguerite and Miss Lucie

: silver crosses on their prayer-books

carry gold crosses as big as a bish-

on their fair bosoms. That in some

ects such a position as that assumed

ie Tomkynnes family has even great-

dvantages than those belonging to a .

ared convert is as true as that a fish

j on the bank engages less of the

:rman's attention than one which is

>ling at the bait.

ut there are, as has been said, other

ons why Romanizing proclivities are

eful aid to social ambition in Rome,

course, all the social sommites in

ie when Rome belonged to the pope

: intensely papal. In the days be-

the advent of the king of Italy and

new order of things the middle and

essional classes were those which

: hostile to the papal government,

lost all those of the Roman Upper

who were not cardinals or bishops

>relates of one sort or another were

ces or otherwise titled nobles of

ilies, while almost all of them have

ing and dated their wealth and great-

i from some one of the popes. The

esentatives of these families are great

magnificent in tolerably accurate

Dortion to the degree in which the

e their founder was grasping and

Vol. XIII.—47

shameless in the prostitution of his office

to the worldly aggrandizement of his

family. To all these men, and to their

families and friends and hangers-on, of

course the new order of things and the

deposition of the pope from his position

as a sovereign prince are gall and worm

wood. The time will infallibly come

when the legislation of the new kingdom

of Italy will put an end to the social

primacy of these noble families. The

law which compels the division of the

immense properties which have descend

ed in unbroken masses from generation

to generation for so many centuries will

in the course of a few years destroy these

great houses, or at least their predom

inance. This enforced division of prop

erty among all a man's children at his

death has been by far the hardest blow

of all which the great Roman families

have had to bear. It is the utter and in

evitable destruction of all that was dear

est to them. Meantime, while the glory

yet remains to them, they are, as may

be easily understood, violently and bit

terly papal ; and, as is always the case

with a small and beaten party, while

affecting exclusiveness they are well

pleased to welcome within their pale

sympathizers and adherents whom in the

days of their prosperity they would not

have cared to admit.

I once knew a little girl who, having

been naughty, was sent to sit by herself

in a back room, from whence she was

presently heard, calling out at the top of

her little voice to those who had exiled

her, " You sha'n't come into my parlor !

I send you all out of this parlor !" Now,

the adherents of the old regime at Rome

conduct their social lives very much on

the principle of this naughty little girl.

Finding that their opinions and sympa

thies condemn them to isolation, they

would fain persuade themselves and oth

ers that they are forbidding all the world

outside their own circle from coming

into their parlor. Yet they are all the

time very much pleased by applications

for admission to it, and very ready to

welcome the applicants. The Mrs. Tom-

kynneses of the world therefore find that

the affectation of papal sympathies ex
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pressed with sufficient warmth may en

title them to the much-coveted reward

of being admitted to a social circle which

is at the same time restricted and mark

ed as a specialty, and which consists

mainly of those who lately were, and

would still fain consider themselves, the

apex of the social pyramid.

The Tomkinses transformed into Tom-

kynneses and the Wigrams transformed

into Fitzwygrammes are not called upon

to make any sacrifice whatever to their

convictions and opinions. For the outer

world is by no means intolerant in the

matter, at least so far as the foreign vis

itors and residents, with whom we are

here chiefly concerned, have anything

to say in the matter. None of the Amer

ican or English Romans would in any

degree reject Mrs. Tomkynnes or her

daughters, especially if pretty, because

of their papalistic velleiies. A smile per

haps, or a word of gentle quizzing, may

mark their sense of the peculiarities of

those ladies behind their backs. And if

such occurred even before their faces, it

would only be attributed by the objects

of it to the natural jealousy excited by

their own privileged position.

It is a position which affords endless

opportunities for little social passages

indicating that the occupiers of it belong

to a sphere apart, a very select and ex

alted sphere, with the ways and manners

of which the world around them is whol

ly unacquainted. Take, for example, a

little scene sketched from the life as it

occurred not many days after the " meet"

at the tomb of Caecilia Metella which

was described lately in these pages.

The time is five o'clock in the after

noon : the scene is Mrs. Atkins's draw

ing-room on the third floor of a house in

the Corso, on the best— e., the left-

hand—side of the way as you go toward

the Piazza di Venezia. A long, steep

and rather dark stair conducts to Mrs.

Atkins's apartment. But nobody makes

any objection to that in Rome. On a

third floor you are farther out of the

noise of the Corso and farther from any

suspicion of malaria. Besides, first

floors could not be found in favored

situations for a quarter of those who

wish to spend their winter at Roir.r.

Mrs. Atkins's apartment is pretty, niceij

furnished, and filled with all those link

elegances and knick-knacks that give i

homelike look to a room ; for she his

passed many seasons in Rome—is. ifi-

deed, as the longer residents love to

style themselves, an "old Roman,'

Mrs. Atkins is a sensible woman, and

has not transmogrified herself into At-

kynnes; and Marian and Nora Atkins

are cleverish, well-educated girls, with

more brains in each of their little bro«r

heads than are located under all the abun

dant blond locks of all the Tomkynnes

family. It is Mrs. Atkins's " day." Ever,

dog has his day, the proverb tells us,

and at Rome as much or very near it

may be said of every lady. . It is the

day of the week on which visitors kno*

that they will find her "at home," anc

will also find tea and cakes on tho

table and a knot of common acquaint

ances assembled. On the present occa

sion there are Mrs. Tomkynnes and hei

two younger daughters, besides the Rev,

Athanasius Abbott, who is generally tc

be met wherever there is a possibilitr

of getting speech of Marian Atkins

The pretty Marian is rather disposed ij

use him as a quizzing-block, while Luc;

Tomkynnes decidedly sets her cap a;

him ; and he, with the usual perversity

of human nature, and despite what

ought to be the attraction of commo-

principles, very evidently prefers tie

gibes of Miss Marian to the blandish

ments of Miss Lucie. There are also

present little Reginald Courtney Smith,

good-natured, self-satisfied and vulgar a-

ever; an American artist, famous fa

knowing everybody and everything

Rome, and for being the prince of good

fellows ; old Miss Aldemey, an Engll?:

old maid of good family resident it

Rome from a time when the "memory

of men runneth not to the contrary "—

one of those persons who, for some inex

plicable reason, are permitted by socie:;

to do and say whatever they please w.:c

perfect social impunity ; and one or rmj

others. Miss Marie Tomkynnes has not

accompanied her mother. She is less

frequently seen in general society, and is
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lely understood to be very much oc-

;d by some still more vaguely-con-

:d operations, the ultimate result of

h is to be that the pope shall " enjoy

wn again."

iss Nora Atkins is busy at the tea-

: in a farther corner of the room,

scheming to get rid of Courtney

h, who hovers about her ready to

f tea-cups and cream-jugs at her be-

and torments her by his continual

tion of "Miss Norar" in accents of

purest Cockney tongue ; while the

:rican artist tempts her to laugh, and

•exes her, by gravely addressing her

an exaggeration of a similar pro

nation, of which imitation, happily,

Smith remains wholly unconscious,

r the fire Mrs. Atkins, Mrs. Tom-

les and Miss Alderney are sitting

ther. And near the window are

ian Atkins, the two Miss Tomkynncs

the Rev. Athanasius Abbott,

iss Marguerite Tomkynnes is en-

ng to her friend Miss Atkins on the

;lic sweetness and other saintly vir-

of the Principessa Clorinda Perevig-

at whose house she and her mother

been on the previous evening. None

le other persons present, except Mr.

inasius Abbott (and he but slightly),

: the honor and glory of knowing

of the members of that princely

;e ; and Miss Tomkynnes feels keen-

le triumph of knowing that fact, and

eing able to discourse from her own

iricnce of persons, things and places

hich the mere outside world cannot

;trate.

kVas it a hop?" inquires jovial little

rtney Smith, who has just brought a

of tea to Miss Marguerite Tom-

nes.

hat young lady rewards him with an

hilating glance, in which contempt

astonishment struggle for the mas-

Miss Lucie and the Rev. Athana-

exchange glances.

The balls at the Palazzo Pereviggini,

:h those who remember them know

! among the most splendid in Rome,

; not been given since the robber-

ps of the usurper entered the walls

Xome," says Miss Marguerite with

freezing dignity as soon as she is able

to recover herself. " I thought," she

adds with a withering sneer, "that every

body knew that, although there may be

persons incapable of comprehending the

lofty sentiments which force the prince

and princess to feel that such doings

would be inconsistent with either pro

priety or delicacy of feeling under pres

ent circumstances."

"But the receptions, I suppose, con

tinue in a quiet way ?" asks Marian At

kins.

" Receptions ? Well, the word seems

perhaps to imply something of a more

general and miscellaneous character

than the very small gatherings at the

Palazzo Pereviggini. We are never

above a dozen—more often not above

half that number. Last night there was

nobody but the prince and princess them

selves, the dear old cardinal and our

selves."

(N. B. Miss Marguerite is perfectly

well aware that Miss Atkins has not the

smallest idea what cardinal is intended,

and expresses herself in these indefinite

terms for the twofold purpose of indi

cating her own intimacy with the " dear "

individual in scarlet stockings referred

to, and of enjoying the sense of superi

ority afforded to her by her friend's igno

rance. Miss Marian, on the other hand,

is equally well aware of the existence of

these motives in the mind of Miss Tom

kynnes, and would not for the world

gratify her by asking which member of

the Sacred College graced the Perevig

gini salons on the occasion in question.)

After pausing a while in vain for the

expected inquiry, Miss Marguerite re

sumes : " It is impossible to imagine, my

dear, the charm of those little reunions

—the absence of formality, the abandon,

the simplicity. As for Clorinda—for the

princess, I mean," continues Miss Mar

guerite, pretending to pull herself up ab

ruptly and to be confused at making such

a slip outside of the pale of the select—

" I cannot tell you what she is—her grace,

her sweetness, her angelic patience, her

refined intimacy of manner."

"Ah, yes. Well, I can tell you, my

dears, what the Princess Pereviggini is—
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or was, rather," screams old Miss Alder-

ney, who, with her usual sharpness of

ear, has heard all that was passing from

the other side of the room : "/ know all

about her. She was the daughter of the

old Cavaliere Vacca, who had been the

late pope's barber ! His Holiness made

him a cavaliere, and the Percviggini man

made the daughter a princess."

"The stupid old thing is confounding

the late princess dowager with the pres

ent princess," says Miss Marguerite very

much under her breath, for she does not

wish to be again overheard. " There

was, I am aware, some story of a mis

alliance. But that was not even the

mother of the present princess. What

should that spiteful old maid know about

it ? I assure you the Princess Clorinda

is one of the most elegant women you

ever saw."

" I should think, from your descrip

tion, that the evenings at the Palazzo

Pereviggini might be perhaps a little

dull," says Miss Marian with a sly look

at the artist, who has just stalked across

the room from the tea-table to the win

dow where the group of people are

sitting.

"Dull! My dear girl, how little do

you know of the ways of that sort of

people ! Dull ! I never enjoy an even

ing anywhere else so much. There is

such a refinement, such a— I hardly

know how to make you understand what

I mean."

"I can't say I do quite understand it,"

says Miss Marian, again exchanging

glances with the young artist ; "but what

do you talk about—last night, now, for

instance ?"

" Oh, there are so many things ! When

people have subjects of common interest

you know there can never be any lack

of conversation. Then there is always

news from the Vatican. To us it is a

matter of the deepest interest to hear

from day to day how the Holy Sufferer

bears his martyrdom. And there is

hardly a day that the cardinal has not

been at the Vatican. He was telling us

last night that there never was anything

equal to the angelic resignation and pa-

itience with which that martyred prince

endures his sufferings. It is one of the

most touching things I ever heard. And

I have reason to know— I am hard!;

sure that I am at liberty to mention this

—one hears so many things in the set

we frequent that it would be the hlactr-i

treason to repeat—but I think I may

say this much—and I am sure you won't

repeat it—that the intention is that K;=

Holiness shall be canonized after his

death."

" Indeed ! I shall be sure not to raw

tion it," replies Miss Marian; "but tell

me, is the prince brilliant in conversation:

I must say he does not look like it."

" I was not aware, my dear, that you

had any acquaintance with the Perevig

gini," cries Miss Marguerite with the

sharp and snappish accent of one who

feels that his special and peculiar prop

erty is being invaded and encroached on.

"Nor have I, my dear Miss Ton-

kynnes, the least in the world. But I

saw an old gentleman all alone in a cai

riage once on the Pincian, and was tclc

that it was the Prince Pereviggini," re

turns Miss Marian.

" He is the most dignified of men ! the

most thorough gentleman ! a prince,

every inch of him !" exclaims Miss Mar

guerite with gushipg enthusiasm.

" And that is not saying much for him.

Miss Marg'ret, for there's not so very

many inches of him, all told," put; is

Mr. Courtney Smith. " I saw the dd

boy once," he goes on, unheeding asc

unconscious of the look of horror arii

disgust on the Tomkynnes' faces— " I

saw him down on his marrow -bones

in the Gee-soo ahurch— old fellow with

a sugarloaf head and a snout like 3

weasel."

" Mr. Courtney Smith is more ac

curate in description than elegant in

phrase," laughs Miss Alderney from the

other side of the room.

" Vulgar wretches !" hisses Miss Mar

guerite in a fierce whisper. " It is gte-

erally supposed," she adds aloud «n''-

crushingly cold sarcasm, "by those wt '

are accustomed to the society of sort

circles, that Prince Giulio Cesara Pere

viggini is a complete specimen ot the

finished gentleman."
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" Well, he does look pretty nearly fin

ished, poor old fellow ! and no mistake,"

returns the elegant Mr. Courtney Smith.

Miss Marguerite does not consent to

give any answer to this speech save a

superb toss of the head.

"As for the shape of his head and the

shape of his nose, they are not his fault,

poor old gentleman !" says Miss Mar

ian Atkins, anxious in her own house

to smooth matters between her guests;

"and I declare, for my own part," she

continues, with another shy glance at

her friend the artist, "that as far as my

own limited opportunities of observation

have gone, the type of head and nose

which Mr. Smith has so graphically de

scribed are very far from being unaris-

tocratic."

" Of course, my dear. Nobody would

suspect you of talking such vulgar non

sense," says Miss Marguerite, wholly

unconscious of the satire lurking in her

friend's little speech. " How I do wish that

it could be managed for you to know the

Pereviggini !" she adds in a grateful gush.

"Oh, thank you," replies Miss Marian,

rather alarmed ; " but it would be quite

out of our line, you know. We are d'un

altro mondo; and then, you know, though

I have no doubt your friends are very

distinguished people and all that sort of

thing, tutti i gusti son' gusti, and I am

afraid that we should find the evenings

at the Pereviggini palace just a little dull.

We are worldlings, you know, my dear

Miss Tomkynnes, and to introduce us to

the princess would be a mere casting of

pearls before swine."

" Oh, my dear, you must not say that.

But to imagine that such society can be

dull ! Of course if you refuse to inter

est yourself in the important matters—

in the hopes and fears, I may say, without,

I hope, breaking confidences which are

sacred—which occupy our thoughts—

But why should you not feel an interest

in them ?" pleads Miss Marguerite, who

has conceived the sudden idea of making

a convert of her friend.

" I am afraid we are not the right sort

for that kind of thing," says Miss Marian,

rising to break off a conversation which

is showing a tendency to become trouble

some.

And here we may drop the curtain

upon a little scene which may serve to

illustrate one of the phases of social life

in Rome as it exists at the present day.

T. Adolphus Trollope.

THE PALACE OF TEARS.

RISE, rainbow-arched and cloud-embraced,

Pale palace of my dream,

Whose misty outline once I traced

Afar, by night's chill gleam,

And, by some spirit earthward strayed,

Whose home the moon enspheres,

Was drawn a shade through halls of shade,

Where glistened only tears.

The dripping dome like silver glowed;

The walls with briny pearls

Were crusted o'er; the floor I strode

With countless eddying whirls

Of diamond-water-drops spun round ;

I moved a ghost, unheard—

Not freer from pursuit of sound

The shadow of a bird.
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And moving on, an open court

Appeared, where tossed and caught

Their molten gems in sullen sport

Dark fountains, jewel-fraught:

I stooped—my lips recoiled in haste :

The Lethean flow of years

Can never wash away that taste,

That bitter taste of tears.

As if by that one draught of dole.

My vision cleared, and lo !

The iron entered in my soul,

While in a wizard show

The weary, weary weeping train

Of mortal miseries.

The pilgrimage of human pain,

Defiled before my eyes.

And I, who grief had known in name

And sympathy in form.

Now trembled through my inmost frame,

A shaken reed in storm.

But, fascinated, in my fear

I saw each pallid face,

Where sorrow's burning, branding tear

Had left its ashen trace.

And, drawn resistless to the throng

By answering chords of pain,

I joined my minor to the song,

My trouble to the train ;

And still from hall to hall we trod,

And still our numbers swelled

The wild, weird labyrinth ; yet, O God,

Thy clue our fingers held.

At last a chapel door arched wide,

And, drawn by sense of sin,

Our restless-heaving human tide

Its weary wave rolled in,

And down the mighty aisle was lost,

Where light, through pillars hoar

And silver-edged shadows, crost

The consecrated floor;

A lambent light, a mystic moon,

Seemed brightening all the air:

'Twas like a dream in summer noon,

A peaceful dream and fair.

Our pain-wrought nerves relaxed to rest,

We sank upon the pave,

As lulled as children at the breast,

Or good men in the grave.
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And kneeling in the tender gloom,

A Presence seemed to grow

From out the chancel's shadowing room,

All luminous as snow—

A Man, most human, most divine,

Whose wondrous eyes down shone,

Full, bright and searching, into mine,

Twin-stars in twilight grown.

O gaze of healing ! balm-rayed eyes !

My heart was sweetly stirred,

Then nestled down with restful sighs,

As sinks to rest a bird :

Around me knelt a tearful throng

Of burdened brothers, yet

A subtle radiance, pure and strong,

Illumed their faces wet.

And still those Eyes, whose depths were clear

As heaven's pure ether, drew

Our hearts, as draws the moon's bright sphere

The ocean's surging blue ;

Till yearning, grown within our gaze,

Looked out in thirsting pain,

When lo ! those living Eyes o'erhaze,

And break in blessed rain.

He weeps ! He weeps !—a cross fire-rayed

Flames near Him, and He leans

The sacred Head by man betrayed,

Upon it. Intervenes

'Twixt us and our deserved woe

That strong God-sorrow white—

High Heaven's melted mountain-snow—

Till self is washed from sight ;

And broken-hearted for each tear

Our crimes have made Him shed,

Repentant love that casts out fear

Would fain abase its head

In dust, where those pure feet have been,

And hear in silver flow

The words, " Though" scarlet is your sin,

Yet ye shall be as snow."

* * * *

O Love ! whose palace-heights arise

Oft dim in mortal sight,

For ever blessed be the eyes

That catch their heavenly light.

Though sadly still, while Time rolls on

His sorrow-burdened years,

Hope sees, in fleeting rainbow-light,

Such vision through her tears.

Latienne.
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CHAPTER XI.

THREE months had gone by since

Geoffrey Marston parted with Edith

Penrhyn, and he stood again on the

steps of her house waiting to enter. He

had been brave and cheerful, and played

his part like a man through the hard

ships and labors of a scientific expedition

in which he had borne a responsible

and arduous part ; he had not allowed

himself to be diverted from the work

he had undertaken by any thoughts of

Edith ; he had, indeed, scorned delights

and lived laborious days ; but deep in

his heart burned a flame 'before her im

age which never flickered or waned. She

was the one woman of the world to him,

and as he stood before her closed door

on this autumn evening every nerve was

tense with expectation.

The door opened, and in reply to his

quiet "Is Mrs. Penrhyn at home?" the

answer came : " Mrs. Penrhyn is at a din

ner-party, and will not be home till late,

sir."

Marston stood motionless, and as if

waiting for something more : he did not

speak, but there was no mistaking his

manner. It was a voiceless demand :

the man instinctively added, " Will you

give me your name, sir ?"

"Mr. Marston."

" I thought it must be you, sir. Mrs.

Penrhyn told me last week that if you

came when she was out you were to

wait till she came in, if you please."

" When will she be back ?"

"About ten o'clock, I think, sir."

" I cannot wait," said Geoffrey hastily,

"but I will come back at ten o'clock.

Tell Mrs. Penrhyn this."

"Yes, sir, I will not forget," said the

servant respectfully ; and Marston turn

ed away from the door, which closed be

hind him with an ominous clang. He

could not wait quietly for the next two

hours : he had calculated his powers to

such a nicety that when this unexpected

lengthening of his suspense came, he

CRESSIDA.

had no steady strength with which to

meet it. His restlessness and impatience

would be lessened, he thought, if he were

not alone ; and with this idea he strode

away toward the club of which he was a

member, and where he could pass away

these few hours, that were more intoler

able in contemplation than weeks had

often seemed to him. He found, as

usual, a crowd of men talking, laughing

and drinking—light, noise, bustle and

distraction everywhere. He was greeted

cordially by some, courteously by all,

and plunged into a knot of smokers,

who were chatting together, as the fire:

refuge that offered from his own society.

As he lay back in an arm-chair, half ab

stracted from the current of talk, and yet

finding an amusement in watching the

faces of the men about him and noting

what they said, Thornton Raymond join

ed the group. As his eyes rested on

Marston, he colored and started as if ai

some memory connected with him ana

suddenly called up, but in an instant

had recovered himself, and shook hands

heartily with Geoffrey, who was quite

ready to meet him halfway. Marstor.

could not but observe a change in Ray

mond's appearance since he had last

marked his handsome face in the same

club-room. He looked worn and hag

gard, and there was a dash of feverish

excitement about his manner, like tha:

of a man who was habitually under the

influence of liquor. The talk went on,

and Raymond, perceiving that Marstor.

seemed rather in a silent mood, gradual

ly made one with the two or three men

of the party who were doing the talking

for the others.

Marston fell back into his lounging,

contemplative attitude, and smoked hard,

trying to keep quiet, trying to be amused,

and all the while wondering when the

hour for which he was waiting would

come.

By and by he rose, too nervous to sit

still, and crossed the hall to the door
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way of an opposite room. He stopped

there and leant against the door, while

he watched some men playing cards at

a table not far from him, and as he

watched them he fell into another reverie.

It had lasted about ten minutes when he

was roused by hearing a voice say beside

him, " I beg your pardon. I am almost

a stranger here : can you tell me if that

gentleman leaning with his elbows on

the table over there is Mr. Raymond ?"

Geoffrey looked across the hall and

through the open door of the room he

had just left, and which the stranger in

dicated by a gesture. "Yes," he said,

"that is Mr. Raymond leaning on the

table." As he spoke he looked curious

ly at his questioner. He saw a young

man of about twenty-three, with a hand

some open face—not distinguished-look

ing perhaps, but one that it was pleas

ant to look at. As Marston looked the

young fellow grew white to his lips and

half staggered. Geoffrey caught him by

the arm, saying kindly, " You are ill : let

me call Raymond for you."

Max—for it was he—recovered him

self by a strong effort, and said, " Thank

you, I am all right now : I've been sub

ject to slight attacks of giddiness lately.

I'll go across and speak to Mr. Ray

mond ;" and, declining Marston's prof

fered arm, he walked quickly to the

other room. Some sudden unaccount

able impulse drew Geoffrey after him :

he resisted it for the space of a minute,

and then yielded to it. But in that min

ute the stranger had accosted' Raymond,

and something had passed between them

which brought every man of the party

to his feet ; so that when Marston pene

trated the circle about the two men the

first words he heard were, " Clergyman

or not, I won't let any man insult me

with impunity." They were spoken by

Thornton.

" I am not a clergyman, and never

shall be. I stand on the same footing

as yourself, and you owe me satisfaction

for an insult."

"So you came to settle old scores?

Well, you are right there, and I like you

the better for having a good memory for

such matters. But see here, Mr. Floyd

—and I say it openly—I'll never quarrel

with any man for the sake of a heartless

jade who is no better than she should

be. I've sworn that, and never will ;

and if you'll accept my apology for my

rudeness that night at dinner, I'll beg

your pardon here before every man

present, and drink your health afterward

with them in a glass of champagne. I'll

not balk you if you want to quarrel with

me, be sure of that ; but it must be about

something better worth a man's blood

than that worthless gypsy Edith Pen-

rhyn. I'll never fight for her nor about

her."

There was a silence of a few moments

as Thornton ceased to speak. Max was

so astonished by this sudden turn of af

fairs that he did not for a moment grasp

the fact that he had received ample apol

ogy, and must accept it. He had come

there with the fixed purpose of resenting

Raymond's insolence, which had rankled

in him ever since its infliction ; and

Thornton's contempt toward Edith and

courtesy to himself, albeit of a coarse

kind, effected a total revulsion of feel

ing within him. Geoffrey Marston was

paralyzed : he stood listening still, but

speechless and motionless, a little behind

Max.

Max spoke frankly but awkwardly:

"I accept your apology, Mr. Raymond.

No gentleman could ask for more than

you have said. I quite agree with you

that the subject of our quarrel was a

most unworthy one ;" and he held out his

hand to Raymond, who grasped it with a

boisterous exclamation of " That's right !

Come, gentlemen, we will drink Mr.

Floyd's health in Roederer;" and in five

minutes the whole party was drinking

Maxwell Floyd's health in a series of

bumpers, and following it up by toast

after toast proposed by Thornton, who

meant to get drunk himself, and rather

enjoyed the prospect of companions in

the indulgence.

Raymond did not hesitate to introduce

Edith's name into his sallies : he had

determined to be open and outspoken in

his expressions of contempt for her, and

he rarely missed a chance of saying a

light or disrespectful word of her. She
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was not the woman he had loved, but

the woman who had made a fool of him,

and he conceived he had ample cause

for resentment, and owed her neither

gallantry nor forbearance. Although a

high-spirited and quick-tempered man,

he would on no account have let Max

well Floyd fix a quarrel upon him which

should have Mrs. Penrhyn as its cause,

however remote. He took a curious sat

isfaction in proclaiming to the world that

Mrs. Penrhyn was in his eyes a woman

who could claim no respect from men.

The wound that most men hide studi

ously from all eyes seemed to heal best

with him when exposed to all men's

gaze. He knew that Edith would feel

his contemptuous treatment of her name ;

he knew that he possessed the power to

injure her ; and he took his revenge as

he best found it.

Max had broken loose from all moor

ings since he had been disillusionized by

Edith ; he had pushed aside the prospect

of his profession as an irksome and dis

tasteful future ; and coming across some

wild associates, the autumn had found

him in New York, embarked in a career

of dissipation which had for its motive

and cause not the superabundant life of

youth, so much as the restlessness of an

embittered spirit. He had gained ad

mittance to the Club with the in

tention of meeting and quarreling with

Raymond, and his first w^ords to him had

been of an unmistakable rudeness. But

Thornton's apology had disarmed him,

and the utter contempt with which he

had spoken of Edith was grateful to

Max, who longed for every one to tram

ple her image under his feet. It never

would have come to Max of his own

prompting to introduce Mrs. Penrhyn's

name into conversation with any disre

spectful allusion, nor did he nourish any

purpose of injuring her in the eyes of

others, but he was easily led, and his

youth and wounded vanity played di

rectly into Raymond's hands.

Geoffrey Marston had remained stand

ing alone when the others trooped off at

Raymond's bidding. The words he had

heard struck him dumb for the time, but

as they kept on repeating themselves in

his brain with a damnable iteration, he

began to be capable of thought and ac

tion once more. What did this felkrsr

mean by the way in which he spoke of

Edith ? There was a positiveness, an

assumption of authority, in Raymond's

manner that spoke terribly to Marston.

Had he had no reason to speak so he

would never have dared to do it. But

the matter must be sifted : he would find

out, whatever torture it cost him, how

much cause Edith Penrhyn had given

any man to speak of her in a club-

room as a woman too worthless to quar

rel about. The resolution once taken,

he lost no time in executing it, but, with

out giving himself time to recoil from the

effort, walked into another room, where

he was sure to find some lounger to tell

him the truth. As he crossed the thresh

old the very man to serve his purpose

came in sight—a comrade of Raymond's

and "a man about town." "If this fel

low's words mean more than the low

insolence of a man stung by rejection of

his suit," thought Marston, " I can soon

find it out from Lorimer." Accordingly

he linked his arm through Mr. Lorimer's,

saying as he did so, " Can you spare me

five minutes alone ?"

" An hour if you want it, my dear fel

low. What can I do for you ?" replied

Lorimer, who was a genial, kindly man,

with plenty of idle time on his hands.

Marston led him into a small private

room which happened to be empty,

closed the door, and then, motioning

him to be seated, said, "I want you to

tell me what ground Mr. Raymond had

for what he said about Mrs. Penrhyn

to-night."

" Oh, well, I didn't hear what he said

to-night, but I suppose it's what he says

now-a-days whenever he gets a chance."

" I will tell you just what it was," said

Geoffrey, very still and quiet: "he said

that he would fight neither for nor abou!

a worthless gypsy like Mrs. Penrhyn,

and added other words, such as a man

speaks only of a woman who has for

feited his respect."

"Marston," said Lorimer, looking at

Geoffrey's face, which was set like death,

and moving uneasily in his chair, "you
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seem to care about it, and I don't want

to give you pain, but—"

"Go on," said Geoffrey.

" Well, I fancy Raymond isn't far out

in what he says of Mrs. Penrhyn. She's

no end of a flirt, and not very circum

spect, you know, about her relations to

men. She and Thornton were very in

timate, and now she has thrown him

over—for another man, he says, a young

divinity student up in the country. I

don't mean to say that I think it very

generous in Raymond to come down on

her now, but he was dreadfully cut up

by it, and he takes his revenge by boast

ing of his intimacy with her and sneer

ing at her in every way : he never misses

a chance."

"And you think that this man has the

power to injure Mrs. Penrhyn's reputa

tion, and that no one has the right to

stop him ?"

" I think any one who may choose to

constitute himself Mrs. Penrhyn's cham

pion has a perfect right to do so—the

place is vacant, certainly," replied Lori-

mer coolly— "but I don't believe any

one has the power, which is more to the

point. People are always ready to be

lieve evil rather than good, especially

about a pretty and attractive woman ;

and besides, my dear Marston, Raymond

has truth on his side, and half the men

in New York know that he has, while

the other half take their word for it."

"What do they know?" said Geoffrey

hoarsely.

" Nothing, perhaps, that would be con

sidered conclusive testimony in a court

of justice, but enough to make them let

Raymond have his say and not contra

dict him."

Geoffrey groaned aloud : " It is hope

less, then ?"

" Quite so. You may kill Raymond if

you like, Marston—and you look as if

you would—but, believe me, it won't do

Mrs. Penrhyn any good. When a wo

man once gives any man a right to speak

disrespectfully of her, there's no use in

trying to gag him."

"Thank you for telling me the truth,

Lorimcr," said Marston after a few mo

ments of agitated silence. " I don't at

tempt to disguise my feelings from you,

but I will ask one more favor of you:

speak to no one of this conversation."

"Not a word," said Lorimer, putting

his hand kindly on Geoffrey's shoulder.

"On my soul, Marston, I'm sorry. Hang

it, man ! women are all alike—not one

of them good enough to give an honest

heart like yours an ache."

Marston returned Lorimer's grip with

a silent pressure, and turned away with

an abrupt "Good-night."

CHAPTER XII.

As Mrs. Penrhyn tripped up the steps

of her own house that night the servant

opened the door with the announcement,

"Mr. Marston was here, madam, and

said he would be back at ten o'clock."

"Very well: show him up to the li

brary when he comes," was Edith's re

ply. As she entered the room the clock

on the mantel struck ten. " He will not

be very unpunctual," she thought with a

slight smile of proud pleasure, and seat

ed herself with a book which she picked

up at random from the table, that she

might have some apparent occupation

when he entered.

Her feeling for Marston was a mixture

of attraction and a sense of rebellion

against his demand upon her. She felt

that the love he gave her and asked in

return was different both in kind and

degree from the feeling she had given

to and received from other men ; and

although it charmed her, she struggled

against it. She was in twenty minds as

to how she would receive him, and end

ed at the close of a five minutes' medi

tation with the intention of following the

impulse that should be born of the mo

ment of his entrance. Long did she sit

there waiting that moment, but it did

not come: the clock had struck mid

night when she at last rose with an im

patient gesture, and ringing the bell or

dered the house to be shut up, and de

sired her maid's attendance. She was

disappointed, annoyed and irritated. She

could not imagine herself the subject of

a caprice with any man, least of all with
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Marston, and yet, think as she would, no

other reason for his absence suggested

itself.

The next day brought no explanation

of Marston's failure to keep his engage

ment, nor the next. On the third even

ing Mrs. Penrhyn went to a small par

ty : she had been half inclined to refuse

the invitation, but on second thoughts

decided to go, with a half-acknowledged

hope of hearing something of the truant.

She had settled in her own mind that

she would forgive him on his return, but

not without inflicting due penance. Never

had Edith's beauty been more brilliant

than on that evening and she shone the

admitted queen of all the women present.

After several hours spent in receiving the

easy homage of the world, and skim

ming over the surface of people's minds

and hearts as an accomplished skater

does over thin ice, she turned to go. At

the door she met Mr. Lorimer, and as

she paused heard him say over his shoul

der, to a man behind him, " The last time

I saw Marston was on Tuesday evening

at the club."

Here was her clue, and she seized it

at once, saying to Lorimer, " Is that Mr.

Geoffrey Marston, the scientific man, you

mean ? Then he has got back from

South America ?"

" Oh yes," said Lorimer, with a scrutin

izing look at her, "he got back on Mon

day night. He was at the club on Tues

day about ten : I haven't laid my eyes

on him since;" and then, "You might

spare me ten minutes, Mrs. Penrhyn."

"Not possible, Mr. Lorimer," said

Edith, moving on—"I am too sleepy."

At the foot of the stairs she brushed

against a gentleman coming down. She

looked up quickly, and met Maxwell

Floyd's eyes fixed upon her. He look

ed so like and yet so unlike himself that

she could scarcely help uttering an ex

clamation. He had colored when their

eyes met, but did not attempt to speak

to her, only bowed stiffly and stood aside

for her to pass him. As she entered the

dressing-room a lively conversation was

going on between Mrs. Willis and Mrs.

Chadwick, both women of society, both

gossips and both bright creatures enough.

It was easy for Edith to overhear them

as she was being cloaked, and what she

heard was this :

" He is certainly handsome, and rather

interesting."

" One cannot help being more excited

about a backslider than a penitent."

" Is he very dissipated ?"

"They say so — at least he is hand

and glove with Raymond and all of thai

set, and that's a sort of certificate of

profligacy, you know."

"Mr. Floyd won't be able to stand the

pace at which these men live. Isn't there

some story about his having studied for

the ministry ?"

" It may be so : if so, he is in a fair

way to be a practical illustration of the

saying, ' Les extremes se touchent."

Edith heard no more, but broke away

from the maid who was wrapping her

up, and hurried down stairs and into her

carriage, pursued by the remembrance

of Max's pale face and scornful mouth.

Her sleep was not tranquil that night.

For the first time a realization of what

part she had played in the lives of these

two men came over her fully and clear

ly, and it did not seem as easy to her to

thrust it aside as it had done at Glen-

wood. Strive as she would against it,

she could not but feel a shadow hung

over her—a shadow of remorse.

CHAPTER XIII.

Under the first shock of the revela

tion Lorimer had made to him, Geoffrey

Marston had rushed off to a small farm

house a few hours from New York, where

he had been accustomed to seek solitude.

He felt that a struggle with himself must

take place—a battle between every fixed

belief, every inherited tradition, even-

ideal feeling of his nature concerning

women on one side and his love for

Edith Penrhyn on the other. It was

true that he had seen, when he first knew

her, that her creed and practice with

regard to men were not those that he

thought worthy of her, and he had u:-

tered the earnest pleadings of his first

letter under the sting of that conscious
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ness. But, although his ideal of her had

been wounded by Edith as he had ob

served her, it was not a deadly wound :

now it had been struck to the heart, and

was writhing in its death-agony. Noth

ing could enable it to survive such a cruel

blow, and henceforth Marston knew he

must forswear the love of this woman,

or be content to love her merely with

passionate longing and tenderness, but

without reverence or worship—as a wo

man indeed, but no longer as a divinity.

It had always been Marston's most cher

ished faith—and this faith sprang from

the most essential part of his nature—

that a man who loved a woman should

find in her that food for his ideal aspira

tions without which life were not worth

living. In spite of Edith's shortcomings,

she was so well adapted by nature to

play the part of a goddess that he had

been sure of her response to his demand

if only he made it with sufficient energy

and earnestness.

He was a proud man and an honor

able one—not vain like Max nor arro

gant like Raymond. How could he

marry a woman whose reputation was

the football of a set of men whose eyes

he would like never to see raised when

his wife swept by them ? But he was a

man of strong passions and deep feel

ings, and his love for Edith was the

greatest passion and deepest feeling of

his life.

It was a terrible and protracted strug

gle. A hundred times he resolved never

to see her again, and then the wild long

ing just to breathe the air about her, pol

luted though it might be, made him re

coil from his determination. At last,

after a week of acute suffering, during

which he was torn asunder by contend

ing feelings, Marston sealed his own fate

by succumbing to the violence of his

passion ; and, thrusting the past behind

him with vigorous, impatient hands, he

called upon all the force of will within

him to help him to his end.

He was not a man of halfway meas

ures, and when he had once consented

to pay the price for the indulgence he

craved, though it was no less than the

silencing of the highest demands of his

soul, he determined to have no regretful

bitterness mingled in his cup. Deliber

ately he surveyed his position and ac

cepted it ; and perhaps nothing could

give a better proof of his power of will

than that, after he had once placed his

feeling for Edith on a lower ground than

it had hitherto occupied, he looked at

their future relations on the same level,

and in estimating his chances of success

with her did not omit the fact that few

men of his standing would contemplate

marriage with a woman whose reputa

tion had been breathed upon. Indeed,

no sooner had he ruthlessly severed his

love into two parts and cast away the

nobler one, than his feeling for Edith,

deprived of the spiritual sentiment which

had pervaded it, began to degenerate.

His hand did not tremble when he

rang the bell at Mrs. Penrhyn's door,

nor did his heart quicken its beatings ;

only, a flush was on his cheek and his

eyes gleamed with fire and resolve. He

was about to try his fate, but with a sense

of security to which he had been hith

erto a stranger. Yet, by one of those

strange revenges that the whirligig of

time brings about, while Marston's love

had lost its ennobling element, the wo

man on whom he had bestowed it was,

for the first time in her life, yearning for

what she had put it out of his power to

give—yearning so hungrily that to ob

tain it she would have made herself

worthy of the crown she had formerly

disdained with impatience.

The week that intervened between the

evening when she looked for his return

and been disappointed, and the one when

he came back to rivet his life to hers if

possible, had been passed by Edith in

bitter retrospect and self-humiliation. In

some one of the mysterious ways in

which Love does his work she had grown

to love Geoffrey Marston, and instinct

ively she loved him as he would be loved.

In the might of this true, deep feeling

she felt strong, and a new heart seemed

to have been given to her, that she might

give it to him. All her old restless

thirst for excitement and homage seem

ed quenched, and no girl of eighteen

could have loved more singly than did
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she. With the egotism that formed the

habit of her life, and which accompa

nies strong feelings in their early devel

opments, Edith thought more of her own

mistakes and errors as they affected her

self than as they had injured others, and

she found it easier to forget the wrong

she had done to Max and Raymond

than the fact that she had come far short

of Marston's ideal of her. She felt sure,

however, that Geoffrey would come to

her, and when the servant announced

him she rose to greet him with a very

creditable self-command.

Marston, always unconventional, was

less than ever capable of following the

indirect paths of society toward his ob

ject, and he entered her presence with

out a thought other than the achieve

ment of his purpose. For the first few

moments neither spoke : he remained

standing by the door, which he had closed

behind him, and she could distinctly hear

his repressed, long-drawn breaths. Such

a wild desire to clasp her in his arms, to

hold her close to his heart, that beat so

strongly with love, not fear, swept over

him that he had much ado to control it.

He forgot the bitterness of the struggle

he had passed through in the intoxica

tion of her presence, and the words he

had meant to say at meeting died upon

his lips. He had meant to tell her very

briefly that the old love was dead ; that

he no longer asked the hard things of

her which he had foolishly dreamed she

could give him; that now he was easier

to content, and would grasp at no floating

vision of perfection—would ask for noth

ing but herself, her beautiful exuberant

self, to fill his heart and steep his senses in

delight. For his soul—well, that might

starve a little, but what matter? Had

he said this to her even then, she might

have reinstated her image in its old place

in his heart : he might have found hope

and courage to lead her onward and up

ward ; for the germ that he had planted

in her heart, however small, had been

the germ of a noble feeling. But he

said not one word of all that he had

meant to say. Seeing his heaven before

him, he forgot everything but its near

ness, and with an impetuous burst of joy

and pent-up longing he told her only of

his love. Kneeling at her feet, her hands

clasped in his, he told her of his ardent

love. With all the vehemence and earn

estness of his nature he implored her to

marry him, and Edith listened and yield

ed, and abandoned her future into his

hands.

Their natures were strangely fitted to

complete one another, and but for the

perversity of circumstances, and that ag

gregate result of our actions which we

are pleased to term " fatality," they might

have made one another's perfect happi

ness. As it was, two beings so full of

attraction for one another could not come

together without at least glimpses of de

light and flashes of ecstatic joy. Such

moments were brief, but delightful. For

that evening, at least, Edith and Geoffrey

both forgot the irrevocable Past, but H

towered over their unconscious heads,

and threw a shadow as dark and deep

as the grave over their common Future.

CHAPTER XIV.

It would have been hard to say wheth

er Edith or Geoffrey was most eager in

putting aside all vestiges of the obnoxious

Past. They never spoke to each other

of the summer which had gone by while

they were apart, except most superficially,

and all their thoughts and actions seem

ed connected with a future which should

be entirely uninfluenced by anything in

their past lives. Edith, who was in love

for the first time in her life, was impatient

of everything that reminded her that she

had not always been as she now was ;

and Marston shrank from the pain that

came to him 'with every suggestion of

the reality that he had willed to forget.

But there was no understanding be

tween them, no silent comprehension of

one another's feelings ; only on one side

blind ignorance, on the other a closed

door. They were both eager to go abroad

and spend several years. Marston's sci

entific vent would find more scope in Eu

rope, and Edith had an almost childish

impatience to leave her old surroundings

behind her. She felt as if once out of
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sight they would be out of mind, and

everything about her life as a woman of

fashion was incongruous with her new

born temper of mind. Marston urged

their marriage, and was feverishly im

patient that it should take place. Mean

while, they lived a very quiet life, both

avoiding the world, and spending most

of their time together in a sort of dreamy

intoxication. When Geoffrey was under

Edith's personal influence he forgot ev

erything but his love for her, and no ill

thoughts troubled him ; but away from

her he was conscious that but for his

will, which barred the door against

them, black memories would harbor in

his heart.

Edith was happier than ever before.

The dim dread which had possessed her

lest Marston should exact from her a

spiritual elevation which she was not

prepared to give—lest he should be a

teacher even more than a lover—soon

disappeared when she found that he

seemed to take her as she was, and find

her most charming when most herself.

None of the severe requirements that she

had seen foreshadowed in his letter were

ever made of her. Little did she know

what a fall she had had in his estimation

before he could regard her as an exqui

site plaything, a creature made for his

fancy and senses to revel in—no more.

So each unwittingly helped to compass

the result they least desired. Marston

thought that Edith's ready conformity to

the tone he took was but a strong proof

of the wisdom and justness of his de

cision ; and Edith thought that he based

his demands, as formerly, on his own

desires, not, as he really did, on her ap

parent capacity to fulfill them. He had

committed the fatal error -of accepting

her at her worst, as unalterable ; and she

had no means of knowing that he had

endured mortal agony before relinquish

ing as hopeless the pursuit of what she

would have striven, and not unsuccess

fully, to give him. But as he alone had

waked the nobler soul in Edith, so when

he ceased to recognize its existence it

again slumbered within her, the more

heavily perhaps for its brief period of

conscious existence.

They were married privately and quiet

ly, with only half a dozen witnesses, and

sailed the next day for Europe. As they

lost sight of the shores of America, Edith,

who was standing by Marston's side on

the deck of the steamer, turned to him

with a joyous look and said, "Oh, Geof

frey, are you not glad we are to begin

our new life in a new world—that we

have left it all behind us ? We have no

Past now, only a Future."

"How can that be?" said Marston,

a sudden gloom overspreading his face.

"That is a child's thought. It is our

past, Edith, that makes our future."

" Don't»look so solemn, love," whis

pered Edith, clinging to his arm.. " You

have not looked so grave since we were

engaged."

Marston recovered himself, and an

swered gayly enough, but the cloud had

begun to rise in their sky, although as

yet no bigger than a man's hand.

CHAPTER XV.

Extracts from Geoffrey Marston's

journal kept during the first three months

after his marriage :

" Rome, January 4.

" I have wished a hundred times that

I had not begun this record, and yet

some irresistible power forces me to write

in it, whether I will or no. It would

have been wiser had I never begun it, *

but it was the habit of my life, and I

never thought of breaking it off. It does

me no good. As I turn over these pages

I see written down things that I would

have forgotten—momentary pangs, acute

at the time, but ephemeral had I not

registered them here.

"I was weaker than I thought myself

that night at the farm—shall I ever for

get it ?—when I vowed within myself to

put the past and its terrible memories

away from me. I cannot do it : every

thing, even the veriest trifles, fills me

with a sickening ache ; every look, every

word of my wife's suggests some ac

cursed and fatal train, of thought. She

never smiles at me but I think, So she

smiled at other men ; and then I pursue
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the fancy till I feel almost maddened.

Only yesterday she asked me if we should

invite Ashton, whom we had just met, to

go with us on an excursion to-morrow,

and when I said, ' I doubted his caring

to go, but would ask him,' she said,

' Then let me ask if you think it doubtful :

no man ever says no to me.' It was as

if a snake had uncoiled at my feet. She

must have felt the change in my manner,

though I tried hard enough, God knows !

to keep from showing my feeling. It

was an innocent speech enough, but

read by the light of the past it was—

" I know I have no right to be morbid

about her, and that I shall make her life

miserable if I cannot keep from this in

fernal retrospect ; but I seem pursued by

a Fate. All her references to her past

life fill me with a desire to rush away,

anywhere away from her, or else to take

her to some utter solitude, where no outer

world could penetrate, and there I might

be happy.

" I avoid every one, and I am conscious

that it would be more for Edith's happi

ness if I did not do so. I must battle

with this feeling or it will overwhelm me.

I will forget. I will trust her : she loves

me, and I will do better.

'"January 20. It is two weeks since I

opened this book last, and I do so now

to record my failure ; for I have failed.

Everything has conspired against me.

Edith herself—poor child ! I don't blame

her—has unconsciously helped to make

it impossible for me to succeed. I have

striven hard too : every day it grows

harder. How was it that I was so hap

py at first ? I suppose I was blinded by

passion. Yet I love her now as I loved

her then—better even, for is she not

mine now ? Ah ! there it is ! A hun

dred times a day I ask myself, How can

she belong to me more or otherwise than

she has belonged to others ? The mere

fact of physical possession I count as

little—as nothing—compared with the

virginity of soul I crave in my wife.

Madman that I was, to think that I could

be satisfied, be anything but most mis

erable, without it in the woman to whom

I gave my whole heart, for my whole

heart and soul are hers! If it were net

so I might be happier than I am—migfct

bear to live as we do. When I told her

that first morning that I must have all

and give all, and she listened to me, ther.

I spoke the truth, though I knew that she

could not realize my dreams. I was a

madman to seek her again. Oh, Edith!

I love you, l love you, and yet this life

with you is torture. To lead it long is

beyond my strength."

Two days later :

" How little you knew yourself, Geof

frey Marston, when you attempted to

make your happiness without faith iri

the woman you loved—an arch without

a keystone ! Your thirty - three years

had taught you little of your own nature

and its requirements. You should have

fled from her, knowing your faith gone.

What good could your love do you then ?

And now you are doomed by your own

act. But one way out of it, and that i

dark and narrow one — the way of the

grave. But why unpack your heart with

words ? why not bear it like a man ? I

should have despised this weakness in

another man, but it is eating my heart

out; and all the while I love her more, and

she seems more beautiful, more charm

ing to me. If I had only never known

—never gone to the club that fatal night!

I should still have believed her capable

of being what I once thought she might

be, and then I should have had the bliss

of ignorance. But I know—I know that

I can never have what I long for. Nev

er can I look into her eyes and see mir

rored back my own soul.

"Only to-day. she said to me, 'Geof

frey, I never dreamed of such happi

ness ;' and I forced myself to smile and

caress her. I could not have spoken :

everything was at war within me. How

will all this end ?"

The struggle partially revealed in the

foregoing extracts had its cause in Mars-

ton's peculiar nature. Of all men, be

was the last to accomplish the task he

had set himself. Twice in his life he

proved unequal to what was demanded

of him—the first time when he yielded

to Edith's attraction and sought her

against his conviction of her unworthi
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ness to fill the place in his life which she

must occupy ; the second when, having

grappled with this life, he found himself

ready to give up the contest and fly.

But the explanation of his failures is to

be found rather in his want of self-com

prehension than in his want of charac

ter. His will had always served his

turn, and he had counted upon its doing

so again. He had not known how dead

ly a wound he dealt his own soul when

he determined to marry Edith. But not

in quietness and silence would his high

er nature submit to be crushed, and its

struggle for life, its revolt against the

determination which shut it out of its

proper part in his relation to his wife,

was what caused him such intense suf

fering.

To a man like Marston moral suffer

ing is the keenest, and the very pain he

endured blinded him to the fact that

Edith was being, day by day, purified

and elevated by her deep, true love for

him. He could see nothing plainly, so

clouded was his sight by self-torture and

contending passions. Truly, his punish

ment was severe. His marriage had been

his first disloyalty to the ruling spirit of

his life, and it brought discord into his

soul. At first, with a desperate reckless

ness, he had abandoned himself to the

fascination of his wife's society, and for

a time had felt no sting of memory.

But honor and faith and purity had been

too long the guiding-stars of Marston's

life for him long to wander without their

light: soon his misery began, and grew

day by day. His moral logic was per

fect and gave him no rest.

Perhaps the blow was really dealt and

the mischief done when he first knew, or

thought he knew, that Edith was not

what he had dreamed ; and if that were

so, then it would not have availed him

to turn away from her. The arrow once

in the heart of the deer, the end is sure,

though pride and courage may yet carry

him many a step.

Something of this he dimly felt, and it

was at the bottom of much of his reck

lessness at first, and his want of courage

and hope now. But the end came soon

er than one would have thought, after

Vol. XIII.—48

all, even though it might be seen afar

off. Such things never seem near or

likely till they arc upon us, and. then

they strike us.

CHAPTER XVI.

Three more weeks went by—of such

a strange life to those two ! Edith was

happy, for she was absorbed by loving :

she had been loved before, but she now

loved for the first time ; and she was so

rich in her own wealth that she missed

nothing that Marston failed to give her.

Then, too, it must be remembered that

he loved her only too well—that his very

pain was born of his love ; and that she

was too unused to the possession of a

nature like his to be able to measure its

outpourings and detect when they came

short of the full measure. He made a

strong effort, and a successful one, to

conceal from her his unhappiness : it

was the easier that his fits of despairing

misery seized him when he was alone,

and alone he passed through them, while

when together the intoxication of her

presence and her love was enough to

make him forget everything but that she

loved him and that she was his own.

But all this while Geoffrey Marston's

heart was breaking under the terrible

tension. So it came to pass that one

morning in February he let Edith go

alone on a party of pleasure with some

friends, and stayed at home himself.

He had said he would go, and he meant

to go, but at the last moment a hunger

to be alone came over him, and he made

same excuse which answered its purpose.

This longing for solitude had grown on

him of late : he had got into a way of

wandering alone over Rome, sometimes

by day, sometimes by night ; and Edith,

whose tact was as perfect with him as it

had ever been with any of the men she

had known and did not love, took no

notice of his strolls to check them, though

they had begun to trouble her a little.

That morning, though he knew that

so soon as she left the house his misery

would begin, he longed for her to go,

and to her dying day Edith never forgot

the restless energy with which he expe
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dited her departure. At the door of her

room she paused and said, " Say good

bye here, love, not down stairs."

He caught her in his arms and held

her tight and close. He was her lover

always, and never met or parted from

her coldly, but this embrace was like the

clutch with which a drowning man seizes

his plank : she felt it to be so, and look

ed into his eyes tenderly and longingly,

saying, " Let me stay at home too."

"No, no, no!" he said vehemently,

" I would not have you." And so they

parted.

He sat a while brooding, his head in

his hands, then started up and went

down stairs, meaning, so far as he meant

anything definitely, to walk far and wide

till he should have walked off his mood.

As he passed through the hall of the ho

tel he heard voices in a little room which

opened from it. They were American

women who were in there. He knew

that at a sound, and paused instinctive

ly : as he did so he heard his own name.

He stood still and listened.

"So Mrs. Marston is here ?"

" Yes : George saw her name on the

books. Shall you call on her ?"

" I think not. Edith Penrhyn was very

fascinating, but I don't care to have her

acquaintance. Every one knows what

a scandal there was about her and Mr.

Raymond last year, and Heaven only

knows how many more ; besides, she has

been married quite long enough to be

ready to amuse herself with any one

else, and George is rather susceptible,

you know."

"You might indemnify yourself with

Marston," returned the other speaker

with a light laugh.

"No. They say he is infatuated about

her; which must be true, otherwise he

would have contented himself with be

coming Raymond's successor and not

have married her."

Here the voices grew nearer: the

speakers were coming out, and Marston

instinctively hurried from the hotel, that

he might escape notice.

Two hours later he returned, went to

his- wife's room and wrote a letter, which

he.laid on her dressing-table. Then he

went to his own room, locked the door,

sat down on the edge of the bed, took

Edith's picture in his hand and fixed his

eyes upon it, while with his other hand

he put a pistol to his head and pulled

the trigger. He fell backward with the

picture clutched convulsively in his hand.

Long before the door was reached by

the frightened servants he was dead,

and when they burst it open his body

was lying on the bed at rest.

Edith found his letter before she wa?

told of his death : they had judged ii

best, hoping that he would have broken

his dreadful purpose to her in it. ' He

had indeed done so, but she did not

seem to grasp his meaning, and when

she had finished it only rushed from the

room to ask wildly where her husband

was. She was told the truth as gently

as might be, and bore it as such w omen

do bear cruel blows — strangely well.

But it had been better for her had Mar

ston dealt with her as with himself.

He had been her beacon-light to better

things, her wings to soar, her sword to

strike with. She wasdeft without defence

or help, and she became—much what

she had been before she knew him.

There was added to her life a terrible

sense of emptiness and a desperate long

ing for the past, but also a bitterness that

sprang from the depths of her soul. " I

loved him," she thought, "and he did

not love me enough to forgive me or

trust me. And yet his was the best love

I ever knew : it is none of it worth

much."

Yet she read his letter every night of

her life before she slept, and there were

few nights when it was not blistered with

tears. With that letter this story must

end:

"Edith: I cannot bear to live any

longer, and, like a coward as I am, l am

about to end my life. When you read

this I shall be dead, yet read it to the

end before you scream or cry. I think

my heart is broken, and that is why I

am so weak. You will never believe how

I have fought against this despair that is

driving me out of life.

" It is the discord within which I can
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not reconcile that makes life unbearable.

I knew all, all about you, Edith, before

I sought you last, and I loved you so

much I thought I could take things as

they were, so that I might have you with

them. I was a madman to think it, for

from the first moment I was miserable.

You are not to blame, nor do I blame

you. It is I who should have known

myself better than to think I could tram

ple my honor under foot and fling my

ideals to the winds, and then throw my

self into your arms and be happy and

forget. Do not think it is to save my

self pain that I die : it is because I should

soon make you wretched. I should not

long have strength to play the part I

have played successfully since we were

married, and bitterness, distrust and

jealousy would come between us. I

cannot bear it : I love you so entirely

that to know you are not, cannot be,

mine as I am yours, kills me ; and so

why not die quickly rather than slowly ?

"I was never made to do this thing

that I have tried to do, and the struggle

has torn me in pieces. But you can

never understand how it all was, be

cause, though I love you perfectly, you

do not love me in the same way, and

our natures are different. If ever we

meet again, and you are able to love

me then as I love you now, I shall be

satisfied, but otherwise pass me and do

not turn your face on me.

" I feel happier at this moment than I

have felt for months. Strange—is it

not ?—when I shall never kiss your lips

again, and the pistol that is to end my

life lies coldly in my hand ! Yet is it

true—as true as that I love you and am

for ever yours, Geoffrey."

Her tears fell upon it night after night,

but they were barren and bitter, for she

said, "It was of himself he thought."

Francis Asheton.

OUR MONTHLY GOSSIP.

LENTEN SUPPER AT CHRIST'S HOSPITAL.

NOT a few old institutions have been

got rid of in England in these lat

ter days of irreverence and inquiry—

John Doe and Richard Roe, for instance,

and open voting, and the attached fam

ily servant, and cheap coals, and Mr.

Gladstone's administration, and—so on.

But the barrister still wears his wig all

day long in the stuffy little courts off

Westminster Hall, and the bluecoat boy

of Christ's Hospital still goes about bare

headed at all seasons and in all weathers.

Tradition does go for something in an

old country, even now-a-days, but it is

not tradition only that preserves the

special dress of either barrister or blue-

coat. In the former's case it is felt and

admitted that the wig and gown and

bands have a practical use, in taking the

advocate out of his ordinary self, so to

speak, when in court, and helping toward

the maintenance there of that gravity,

punctilious courtesy and dignity in act

and language that is so essential to the

due conduct ofjudicial business. And as

for the bluecoats, when it is urged that

a thick, long-skirted, heels-reaching blue

garment, bright yellow stockings and a

button-shaped cap—that, from the sheer

impossibility of getting anybody's head

into it, is never worn—do not exactly

make up an attractive or appropriate

dress for a set of schoolboys of all ages

from ten to eighteen, who, though col

lected together in the heart of a great

city, have, at any rate, five acres of play

grounds and the natural boy-desire to

use their limbs there,—when an appeal

of this sort, I say, is made to the gov

ernors of the hospital, there is sense and

reason in their reply that it is simply a
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necessity to keep up the uncouth and

distasteful clothing in order to preserve

the charity—for such most thoroughly

the education is—for the class who really

need it, by frightening off the well-to-do

folk of frugal minds who would other

wise struggle to appropriate for their

sons the advantages of first-class school

ing without school-bills.

All the great public schools of Eng

land have their own peculiar rites and

ceremonies. Eton had, till thirty years

ago—and would no doubt, but for railways

and the crowds they bring together, have

kept up to this day—that time-hallowed

festival known as Montem. Westminster

School performs its annual Latin play,

and with every Lent come round at

Christ's Hospital the Lenten Suppers.

One may live and die in London, no

doubt, without ever seeing or hearing of

these Lenten Suppers, but anybody who

can get a card of admission to the cere

mony, and fails to use it, will surely lose,

to my thinking, something that he or she

would not soon have forgotten. We, at

any rate, are bent upon taking advantage

of this white ticket that will give us a

title to admittance to the governors'

places this Thursday evening. I freely

own that I never yet met the man, wo

man or child who didn't or wouldn't, as

a rule, dislike eating a meal under the

eyes of a crowd of staring on-lookers.

I have known solitary diners at club and

restaurant to cut short their dinners in

despair, owing to the impossibility of

getting rid of the worry of the stony

glare of a parcel of attendant vacuous

waiters. But no scruples on this score

need make you hesitate to be present at

a Lenten Supper in the hospital. In the

first place, publicity is not "the rule,"

but very much the contrary, inasmuch as

the institution is confined to the Thurs

days in Lent, and half a dozen Thurs

days are as many as can be conjured out

of forty days ; and moreover it so hap

pens that the boys themselves are not

unnaturally in favor of the observance,

for these Thursday evenings are the oc

casions par excellence for the visits of

relations and friends to the school, and

for the accompanying flow of "tips."

It is half-past six p. M., and the gate;

leading into the front court of the hos

pital from Newgate street are just open:

so, turning our backs upon the gloom)

prison where the late famous Claimant,

already forgotten by the newspapers and

pigeon-shooters, sits unromantically pick

ing oakum, we hurry with the stream of

visitors to the appointed entrance-door,

and, mounting a stone stairway, find our

selves at once in the great hall. First,

to secure seats in that bank of benches

which rises at the farther end, and then

from that vantage-ground to survey the

scene. The hall itself the average visitor,

looking at its Perpendicular Gothic win

dows, its dusky wainscoted walls and

heavy-timbered roof, is likely enough to

ascribe to old Tudor days ; and the an

tiquated picture that extends along at

least a hundred feet of one wall may go

to strengthen the conviction. But in

point of fact the age of the building lies

only in appearance and London grime,

as it was erected less than half a cen

tury ago. But let that pass. From the

raised dais at our feet four or five rows

of narrow tables, now laid for the supper,

extend right down' the hall—which muf.

be between three and four hundred feet

long from end to end—to the screen be

low the organ-gallery. There is light in

abundance from half a score of large

gas-chandeliers, but nevertheless on each

table stand, presumably for decorative

purposes, two pairs of candlesticks pro

fusely decked with flowers. A few min

utes before seven o'clock the boys come

filing in. They are marshaled in wanii

—i. e., detachments of fifty or there

abouts who occupy a common dormiton

—and each ward, under the presidency

of its ward-matron, takes possession of

a separate table. Punctually at sever,

the governors, each carrying a blue

wand, and the head -masters, enter in

solemn procession, and take their place-

in a long line upon the dais, and stand, a:

do the rest of us, expectant. Of what :

The question is soon solved. One c;'

the bigger boys appears in a pulpit that

stands against the side - wall halfway

down the hall, and in a clear, unfalter

ing voice bids the assembly sing the OW
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Hundredth psalm. Obediently the or

gan strikes up the well-known air, and,

the school-choir posted in the gallery

leading, boys, masters and visitors give

out the familiar words. Then the occu

pant of the pulpit reads a short lesson

from the New Testament, and then all

the boys fall on their knees while he

reads a series of prayers, in which con

stituted authorities of many kinds, from

the lord mayor down to the masters who

have the teaching of "us poor children,"

are most amply remembered. They

rise. Now, at last (one begins to think),

the "poor children" will be allowed to

attack the food and drink that they have

be.en all this time looking at.. But no,

not jwst yet. First we must sing a hymn

together, and listen to a lengthy grace

front, the boy-minister; and then, as all

things have an end, the supper has a

beginning. The moment the boys are

Seated the visitors are allowed to leave

their places and flow at will into the aisles

between the tables. Relations and friends

are quickly at the side of their own par

ticular boys, and many an acceptable

half-crown changes hands and pockets. '

Meanwhile, those who haven't the'

tractions of table and tipping to jittend

to are at work upon the refrcshrnertt' of

their inner boydoms. It is a frugal Tn&al'

enough, and the same this evehiig as^

pjhers, barring the garlanded candle

sticks. Each boy has just a bowl of'

jfriilk, a substantial cubic parallelogram '

.'ttf bread, about as long and broad as

this page, and atf&ast an inch thicjc, and '

a good-sized pffo,-of butter. One can-

hardly help noticing with some amUsef;.

ment the different ways in which'the*

somewhat unmanageable hunk of bread-f

is attacked. Most of the bigger boys—&

who are not very unlikely to' have private

extra stores of one kind or another else

where—first travel round the outside of

their parallelograms, cutting off the crust,

anil so advance inward till appetite cries

Hold ! while others, and notably the little

ones, who have no idea of leaving any

thing but the knife upon their plates^

methodically work from the top, cutting-'

out horizontal slices, and apportioning

the butter-pat beforehand, that it may

last for the lubrication of the whole lump.

So passes a twenty minutes' space, and

then, each boy in his place bearing a

hand, the fragments of bread and butter,

the leavings of milk, the bowls and

plates and knives, are quickly collected,

the tablecloths are brushed and rolled

up, and by. the time the visitors have re

sumed their seats everything is in readi

ness for thtf after-supper portion of the

programme to begin. Three sonorous

slaps with a piece of wood upon a table,

like those which prelude the curtain-

rising at the Theatre Francais, and,

silence obtained, the pulpit occupant

gives out an anthem, which is executed

very creditably by the choir. Then a

solehin grace after meat, and last of all

the bowing to the governors. A mag

nate of the beadle-usher kind takes up

position at the head of the table nearest

to the chairman of the evening, and

marshals the bowing procession in due

form. The wards advance in turn. First

one of the tiniest in stature comes for

ward solus, bearing in either hand one

of the flower-decked candlesticks, and,

- stopping six feet off the chairman, makes

him.a low bow, in .arcoliVpiishing which

he comes within ah. <u:c of burning his

hair in his own candies, and then trots

off, followed closely by the ward-matron,

and blowing out his lights as he retires.

Next advances ahd' bows the basket-

hearer of the ward, generally a big boy,

bearing in traditional fashion on his back

a long wicker plate-basket ; then a pair,

one carrying on his right arm the knife-

basket, the other, with ludicrous effect,

hugging under his left the bolster-like

roll of the ward's tablecloth ; and then

: the unofficial members of the ward, two

and two, each pair demurely bowing to

the chairman and receiving an acknow

ledging nod from him. Tramp, tramp,

tramp, the long procession goes on till

one's head swims with the repetition of

candlestick-, basket- and cloth-bearers,

and ofie begins to wonder how the chair-

mart- manages to keep on nodding all

.'this/JkUhfi- without mechanical assistance.

There- $re no less than seven hundred

and fifty bluecoats in the school, re

member, and full seven hundred of them
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are present in the body of the hall ; so

the good chairman's task is obviously no

trifling one.

Meanwhile, musical influences have

been at work to tone down the feelings

of the assembly from the grave and rev

erent pitch of the prayers and anthems

to the ordinary secular keynote. Ob

serve the gentle stages by which we have

been let down. First, a fugue on the

organ ; next, after an interval, an out

burst, from a different part of the same

gallery, of a band of wind-instruments

(the performers all members of the

school), but demurely breathing out a

strictly classical composition ; then an

other pause ; and then, just as the inde

fatigable chairman is nodding to the last

pair of candlesticks, the horns and trom

bones, recklessly brazen, break out into

the merry jigginess of an Offenbach

march. The spectators, who have been

still and silent hitherto, find their feet

and tongues under the influence of the

comically incongruous melody, and 'mid

a very babel of clattering the hall begins

to empty. Gracious ! what means this

sudden storm of cheering, every blue-

coat, without any (to strangers) apparent

cause, all at once exercising his lungs in

the heartiest of hurrahs ? The head

master at our side soon descries the cause.

An ex-Cistercian (so the boys delight to

call themselves, in claim of their school

occupying the site of what was once in

early Tudor times a Grayfriars' mon

astery), who has lately won credit for

his old school by carrying off at Oxford

Dean Ireland's university scholarship,

has chanced to be discovered in the

crowd, and his former schoolfellows,

with true scholarly warmth and hearti

ness, are determined to let him know

their pride and pleasure in his success.

The hall is soon cleared, and outside

in the dark stranger visitors are losing

themselves hopelessly in the cloisters

and quadrangles, imploringly begging

to be pointed the way out, while the boys

file quietly off to their various wards.

They will be going to bed directly, but

the head-master's offer to show us the

interior of a ward is by no means to be

refused ; so, waiting a moment till he

has doffed his bands and cassock, ift

enter one of the red -brick dormitory

blocks, and, mounting one floor, peer

into one of the wards. A large room

this, but closish quarters, one can't help

thinking, for half a hundred boys. The

beds, each covered with a dark-green

coverlet, stand side by side down the

whole length of the room against the

side-walls, and two more rows of there

back to back, run down the centre. At

every bed-head hangs a spare gown-

garment of the substantial all-covering

blue cloth, and at every bed-foot stands

a little wooden locker, not much more

than twice the size of a Webster's dic

tionary, which is the sole and whole al

lowance of space that a boy has for all

his other paraphernalia. But it must be

borne in mind that not much luggage as

wardrobe accommodation can be requi

site where each boy is bound by the fun

damental rules of the hospital to wear

no other dress than his blue gown, knee-

breeches, gamboge stockings and shoes

three hundred and sixty-five days in the

year, and both at the school and away

from it alike. The ward-matron has her

room at one end of the ward, and there

are a "Grecian" (Sixth -form boy) and

three monitors, each distinguished by a

silver medal dangling by a blue ribbon

on his chest, to answer for each ward's

discipline. The Grecians are very dig

nified and powerful personages. They

have their Lenten Supper apart, unseen

by the curious crowd, and each has his

own little private study in a corner of

the ward to which he is attached. Very

many of them gain exhibitions and

scholarships at the universities, and rise

to eminence in after life. The present

head-master of the hospital was himself

a bluecoat, and (he told us) occupied,

as Grecian, the tiny study opening out

of the very ward we visited.

There has been talk many times of

transplanting the hospital into the coun

try ; and there can be little doubt that,

sentimental considerations apart, it would

be well on many grounds that some such

scheme should be carried out. The very

heart of a great smoky, foggy city is ob

viously not quite the place for between
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seven and eight hundred boys to work

and play in. Indeed, matters have gone

so far that only two years ago Parliament

authorized an intended metropolitan rail

way (which, however, proved abortive)

to run right through the hospital proper

ty and buy it up. Still, so far as looks

and appetites can betoken .health, the

present generation of Cistercians do not

suffer physically from their city position.

I for one never wish to see a brighter,

healthier, happier set of faces than on

Thursday evening, the 19th of March, in

the present year of grace, sat at the hall

tables at Christ's Hospital's Lenten Sup

per. VV. D. R.

A LETTER FROM ROME.

On the 23d of March all Italy, and

Rome especially, was celebrating the

twenty- fifth anniversary of Victor Em

manuel's accession to the throne. I

do not mean to inflict on your readers

any description of the gala doings which

marked the occasion, for the programme

of such fetes in the cities of continental

Europe is too well known for a new re

hearsal of it to be worth the space it

would occupy. The streets all aglow and

picturesque with flags, the bands of music

(very mediocre, though this is "the land

of song ") in every other piazza, the royal

receptions, the deputations, the addresses,

the hurrying to and fro in the street of

splendid uniforms, the appearance at

strange hours of swallow-tailed coats

and white chokers, whose wearers' faces

eloquently express all the usual misery

of a day of general rejoicing, the ban

ners carried through the streets, the illu

mination at night,—all this followed its

usual well-known course, and was got

through with not more than the usual

amount of trouble and annoyance to

quiet folks who wished to attend to their

own affairs. But though the mode of

expressing national rejoicing is always

much the same, the thing intended to be

expressed is not always the same. And

it is worth recording that the ovation

offered on this occasion by Italy to her

king was not merely, in the stereotyped

official phrase, "enthusiastic," but was

really and truly a very heartfelt expres

sion of the genuine feeling of the na

tion. Not only here in the capital, but

in every city throughout the Peninsula,

the people strove to make it such, and

to render the expression of their mean

ing unmistakable. To understand right

ly the genuine depth and warmth of this

feeling, it is necessary to bear in mind

the leading facts of Italy's wonderful his

tory during the last twenty - five years,

and to remember that amid the crowd

of petty kings and princes who again

and again deceived and disappointed

the nation with lying promises and false

oaths, Victor Emmanuel alone has re

ligiously kept faith with the nation, and

by virtue of the confidence so inspired

has been able to lead it on to that con

summation of national unity and inde

pendence so long sighed for, so long

deemed a dream to be realized, if ever,

only by a happier generation. All this

and all the emotions such reflections

were calculated to produce were in the

hearts of the people as they thronged

the way that led from the theatre, where

there was a gala-night, to the Quirinal

Palace on the king's return, and when

they shouted on the Quirinal Hill while

he was receiving the addresses of all

classes of his subjects within. I said I

would take up none of your space with

details, but I must mention one, because

it is so rich in couleur locale. The ladies

of Rome subscribed to give the king a

nosegay. A nosegay is a pretty offering

always, and especially so to a monarch

from his female subjects ; but one would

not have supposed that much subscrip

tion was necessary to accomplish it.

Only the nosegay in question, composed

entirely of violets, pansies and mignon

ette, was between six and seven feet high,

and was borne into His Majesty's pres

ence by six stout porters. It consisted

of a base some three feet square, a stem,

and then a vase of graceful shape, with

an appropriate inscription, the whole

composed entirely of the above-mention

ed flowers. This, too, is a sort of " mo

saic " for which Rome is famous. Pity

it is somewhat less durable than the other

kind, the eternity of which makes it a

fitting product for the " Eternal City."
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The number of windows from which

on this occasion floated the Stars and

Stripes indicated in a striking manner

the fact that the American colony in

Rome is becoming every year a larger

and more important one. Another evi

dence of the same fact is beginning to

attract very general attention here. The

Americans will have the honor—no small

matter in the eyes of the religious world

—of building and possessing the first

Protestant church ever established with

in the papal city. Of course the English

residents have for very many years had

a place of worship here ; but it is merely

a room, and not a very handsome one,

and it is outside of the Porta del Popolo,

the papal government having never per

mitted the Sacred City itself to be dese

crated by the existence within its walls

of an heretical place of worship. Now, of

course, "nous avons chang6 tout cela,"

and the Americans have been the first

to profit by the change. The building,

situated in the very best part of the new

quarter of the city, is just beginning to

peer over the boarding which surrounds

it. Some days ago I visited it in the

pleasant company of the Rev. R. T.

Nevin, the accomplished clergyman of

the principal American congregation

here, and I was, I own, fairly astonished

at the magnificence—the word is not too

strong a one — which will characterize

the completed edifice. The ground was

bought for something over twenty thou

sand dollars on the 12th of March, 1872.

This sum was raised entirely among the

Americans in Rome ; the principal con

tributor, I believe, being Mr. W. H. Her-

riman. The work was begun on the

5th of November in the same year ; and

those who know the requirements of'

buildings in Rome in the way of sub

structures, who have seen the truly

grandiose manner in which these require

ments have been provided for at St.

Paul's (that is the name of the new

church), and who also are aware of the

usual rate of progression accomplished

in such matters in this take-it-easy city,

will be of opinion that wonders have been

done in the time. I have had some little

Italian experience of such matters my

self, and I am very sure that the activity,

vigilance and solicitude of Mr. Nevin,

under whose superintendence and man

agement the whole work has been done,

must have been arduous and incessant.

Copying from the statements put forth

to the public, I may say that forty-eigh:

thousand dollars have been raised already

for the building, and that eighteen thou

sand dollars more are yet needed to com

plete the work, as estimated. It is the

hope of Mr. Nevin that by incessant de

votion of his laborious care to the work,

and by watchful superintendence, he will

succeed in causing these estimates not

to be exceeded. But looking to the ex

tremely costly nature of the ornamenta

tion and finishing which it is intended

to bestow upon the building on the one

hand, and to my own knowledge of the

small trustworthiness of the estimates of

Italian architects on the other, I cannot

but believe that a considerable supple

mentary sum will be found necessary;

and I do not doubt that it will be forth

coming without difficulty, for, as l have

said, the number of visitors from the

States who winter at Rome is annually

on the increase, and they will assuredlv

all feel proud of such an evidence of

American taste, liberality and enterprise.

I do not say anything about piety, for

very sincere worship may be offered up

from very humble walls. But this church,

surprising as the statement may seem,

will be one of the most beautiful in this

city of churches. And it will ow e this

distinction not, of course, to its sire

(though it will not be a small building,

seating eight hundred commodiously—

nave, one hundred and seventy feet in

length, supported by six columns and

seven arches on either side ; tower, one

hundred and forty feet in height), but to

the charms of its proportions, the punty

of its architectural style, and the rich

ness and beauty of its ornamentation

and finishing. The style is the Early

Lombard Gothic. The exterior facing-

material is travertine stone from Tivoli,

the interior finishing of stone from Aries,

and a very beautiful stone this is. The

whole of the finishing of the interior,

comprising a great amount of rich and
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delicate carving in this stone, is to be in

this pure and charming architectural

style. The ground will furnish abun

dant space for the erection of an addi

tional building to serve the purposes of

lecture-room, library and apartment for

the clergy, all which it is part of the

present plan to erect, and which are to

be connected with the church by means

of an extremely graceful cloister. The

tout ensemhle will be charming, and

creditable in no ordinary degree to all

who have contributed to the realization

of the project.

Mr. W. W. Story has just completed

a new statue which the general voice

here declares, with more unanimity than

is often met with in such matters, to be

the finest work he has yet produced. It

is an Alcestis — or, as it is the modern

fashion to write, and as Mr. Story writes

on the base of his statue, Alkestis. The

heroine is represented as moving forward

slowly and doubtfully at the moment of

her return to earth ; and the idea of this

half-bewildered, hesitating motion is so

vividly impressed on the imagination of

the beholder that it is difficult to per

suade one's self that as the figure stands

so it will continue to stand for ever.

While the right hand gathers the folds

of her drapery around her bosom, the

left hand hangs listless by her side, and

the amount of expression of doubt, hes

itation and but half-recovered conscious

ness which that hand is made to express

is simply wonderful. The drapery is

evidently of some very soft material, the

simple and elegant folds of which, de

scending to the naked feet, so as to re

veal only a portion of them, are admi

rably managed. The face is beautiful

of course. That is the most easily at

tained and the commonest merit of all.

But there is a mysterious and almost

weird expression in the wondering eyes

and about the scarcely opened—and I

had almost said quivering—lips, which

tells the tale as it might well have been

supposed impossible for marble to tell it.

The statue has not yet been put into its

eternal form. The tale I have imper

fectly repeated to your readers was told

to me by the clay. That first expression

of the artist's thought has within the last

few days been- destroyed, to give place

to the plaster phase of the statue's exist

ence. The putting it into marble will be

at once proceeded with. T. A. T.

"WORTH MAKES THE (WO)MAN."

To write of female dress in Paris with

out mentioning Worth would be to de

scribe court life without speaking of the

sovereign. Over the vast realm of the

toilette he has for years ruled with a

sway which, if often questioned and

challenged, is nevertheless as secure as

it is extensive. Between the dresses

from his ateliers and those from the

houses of other first-class Parisian dress

makers there exists as wide a difference

as between the latter class of dresses

and those of average American manu

facture. Singularly gifted with taste for

peculiar combinations of color and start

ling varieties of form, he acknowledges

no supremacy of the mode of the day,

but is a law unto himself, arranging tints

and shapes to suit his own ideas; and

the bewildering varieties of style which

his show-rooms display can scarcely be

imagined save by one who, as I have

done, has seen fifty dresses shown in a

single morning, no two of which were

alike. It is said that Worth studies his

effects of color from the vast book of

Nature herself. The changing colors of

the clouds, the contrasted tints in a bou

quet, the shaded hues of a petal, all pro

vide him with hints which he afterward

utilizes in silk and satin and gauze, to

the bewilderment of feminine brains and

the depletion of masculine pockets.

The establishment of M. Worth is sit

uated at No. 7 Rue de la Paix, a locality

sufficiently indicated to the stranger by

the rows of carriages that are usually

stationed before the door. Three floors

of the large building are appropriated to

his use, one being taken up by show

rooms and fitting-rooms, while the oth

ers are devoted to work-rooms. One

thousand employes find work in these

vast ateliers, of whom sixty take their

meals on the premises. The first suite

of rooms that one sees on entering is

plain and business-like, and but for the
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rows of shelving on either side piled to

the ceiling with silk and satin in the

piece, and the number of well-dressed

shop-girls who are moving about, it

might, with its high desk and sober-

looking clerks, be taken for the offices

of some great financier or the ante

chambers of a bank. Here the more

ordinary business of the establishment

is transacted, here dressmakers seeking

for patterns are received, and here too is

to be found a small show-room where oc

casional specimens of the master's art are

displayed. This is by no means a place

where the ordinary shopper, intent on

seeing and not on purchasing, can meet

with any success. Unless the intention

to buy is very clearly defined, the barred

doors of the great wardrobes that con

tain these treasures of dress are kept

closely shut, and only unclose at the

"Open sesame" of a probable order.

Up stairs are to be found the show

rooms, hung with dark green reps and

furnished with carved walnut and green

plush, while immense mirrors meet the

eye at every turn. At the very end of

the suite is a small carpeted room, fur

nished with a green velvet sofa, a few

chairs, a large wardrobe stretching across

the whole of one end of the apartment,

and a mirror reaching from floor to ceil

ing. This is the work-room of Worth

himself. Hither he comes to plan his

combinations and to arrange his trim-'

mings. The skirts of dresses are usually

decorated in this wise : One of the shop

girls puts on the skirt in its perfectly

plain and unadorned state, and mounts

a short step-ladder with a broad top

which is placed in the centre of the

room. M. Worth then proceeds to pin

on and arrange the ruffles, laces, flounces,

etc. of which the trimmings are to be

composed, and in this way makes ex

periments and tries new effects and com

binations. When the trimming is com

pleted in accordance with his ideas, the

young lady descends from her elevated

post and the skirt is sent to the sewing-

rooms to be finished off.

This renowned King of the Dress

makers and ruler of the world of dress

is, as is well known, an Englishman. He

is of medium height, with dark eyes,

moustache and hair, and a florid com

plexion, and is, I should say, about forty-

five years old. His manners are simple,

straightforward and pleasant, and entire

ly lack the fonvardness and impertinence

which would naturally, one might think,

be induced by the coaxing, cajolery and

familiarity with which he is constantly

approached. The story is told of a cele

brated foreign princess and leader of

fashion that, being unable to pay her

bills, she compounded the matter by

giving Worth the entre6 of her salons

and her opera-box, to the intense indig

nation of the dignitaries of the court of

her native country, and she narrowly

escaped social ostracism on her return

home. It is also told of this same dash

ing elegante that, being anxious to make

much display at comparatively little cost,

she made an arrangement with Worth

whereby she was to take dresses from

his establishment, wear each of them

once, and then return them to him to be

sold to those ladies who were anxious

to imitate the toilettes of the celebrated

Madame de M . As she was setting

the fashion in those days, and her dresses

were everywhere noted and copied, she

had no difficulty in making the desired

arrangement, paying a stipulated sum

for the use for a single occasion of each

garment.

The King of Dress is not himself in

different to the charms of the toilette.

His fingers blaze with rings—one a su

perb diamond solitaire, and another a

large square antique gem set in fine dia

monds. He is also very fond of build

ing, and spends much time and great

sums of money in altering, arranging

and redecorating the splendid house

which he possesses in the environs of

Paris. He is a man of tireless activity:

every department in his immense estah

lishment is under his direct supervision,

and it is almost impossible to obtain

fifteen minutes' uninterrupted conversa

tion with him, so continual are the calls

upon him ; for, as he rather impatiently

remarks, his work - women cannot so

much as put a sleeve in a polonaise

without coming to ask him about it. He
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not only plans and designs the dresses,

but supervises the work-rooms and at

tends to all the purchases of material,

besides being constantly summoned to

attend to the wants of purchasers, who

refuse to give their orders without having

the benefit of M. Worth's judgment and

supervision while making their selections.

They are right, too, for he understands

wonderfully well the shapes and colors

best suited to different forms and com

plexions, though he has rather a per

verse penchant for arraying blondes in

certain bright shades of yellow.

" And what are the prices one is forced

to pay to this sovereign of silks ?" me-

thinks I hear an impatient reader cry.

It must be confessed they are rather

startling. Style has to be paid for in

Paris as well as silk and lace, and com

mands a relatively higher price, so that

Worth's dresses range from forty to fifty

dollars higher than toilettes of the same

materials and for the same occasions

purchased elsewhere. Exclusive of laces,

the cost of which may be run up to any

limit, his price for a silk walking or even

ing dress may be computed as being

from two to three hundred dollars, ac

cording to the style of trimming, while

a cashmere or silk grenadine costume

may be obtained for about fifty dollars

less. Even at these prices he is literally

overwhelmed with orders, and his rooms

swarm with eager clients, Americans and

Russians being his best customers, though

Paris furnishes him with no inconsider

able number. There are ladies in the

United States who import all their dresses

from Worth ; and when one adds to the

original cost of these garments exchange,

price of gold and the sixty-per-cent. duty

payable in gold, the probable cost of

-their wardrobes becomes rather startling

to the imagination. Add to the cost of

such toilettes the prices of the bonnets

of Mcsdames Ode and Virot, which range

from twenty to thirty, and even forty,

dollars a bonnet, and one will see that

dress is an expensive item, even when

the articles are purchased in the land of

their creation.

And in truth there is no limit to the

amount that a lady may spend on her

dress in Paris. As soon as lace is em

ployed in trimming, the cost of a toi

lette may be run up to any sum one

chooses to give for it, for instances have

been known of a single lace flounce

costing sixteen thousand dollars, and

point d'Alencon at two and three hun

dred dollars a yard is by no means a

scarce article or difficult to find. An ex

travagantly disposed female may, if she

likes, get up a dress which will cost two

or three thousand dollars without any

difficulty. This is one extreme of the

scale : the next division is to be found in

those establishments which have a rep

utation only second to that of Worth,

and where the prices are from two to

three hundred francs less on each dress

than are those of his renowned atelier.

Dresses either for dinner, balls or prom

enading may be obtained at these houses

for prices ranging from one hundred to

one hundred and sixty dollars—this, of

course, not including rich laces—while

elegant and tasteful bonnets may be pro

cured for sixteen, eighteen or twenty dol

lars. From this point downward the

gradation is gradual till one reaches the

Bon Marche and the Coin de Rue for

dresses and the Passage du Saumon for

bonnets.

Now comes the second question : On

how little can a woman dress in Paris

who can make neither her own dresses

nor her own bonnets ? She can buy

very wearable undergarments for a mere

trifle. Her linen handkerchiefs, marked

with her initial in embroidery, will cost

her . thirty cents each, her two-button

gloves eighty cents a pair, if kid. Her

suit, in fine silky-looking, pale-colored

mohair of the fashionable shades, neatly

made and prettily and elaborately trim

med, will cost her fifteen dollars, and she

can get a black silk costume for forty

dollars, and a long black silk house-

dress with trimmed front for thirty-fiv.\

A good silk underskirt, prettily trim

med, for wearing under polonaises, wash

dresses, etc., can be had for twelve dol

lars; and very elaborately trimmed it

will cost her fifteen. If she wants a very

cheap suit for ordinary wear, she can get

a thoroughly nice and reasonable one,
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comprising an underskirt with two or

three ruffles, and an overskirt and jacket

plainly finished off round the edge, for

from eight to ten dollars. Her bonnets

will cost from five to seven dollars each.

Boots are expensive, and not nearly so

good or so handsome as they are in the

United States. The smaller fineries, such

as collars, ribbons, cravats, fans, etc.,

are proportionately reasonable ; so that

a woman who has three or four hun

dred dollars per annum to spend on her

dress could really do a good deal with it

in Paris, even allowing that she could do

none of her own sewing. As for a lady

who could make up her own dresses and

bonnets, what marvels could she not

achieve in a land where good silk can

be bought as low as a dollar a yard, and

two dollars and a half a yard represents

a very handsome article, while worsted

goods and mixed fabrics may be pro

cured at from nineteen cents upward !

Parisian ladies do not set as much

store by costliness of dress as do Amer

icans, their chief aim being elegance of

style, novelty, and, above all, perfect and

irreproachable freshness ; while our coun

trywomen seek more for richness of ma

terial. The reason for this is obvious : a

new dress in Paris not only costs much

less than it does with us, but is far easier

to obtain. An order to one's dressmaker

is all that is necessary for procuring a

new toilette here, while at home the pro

cess is a troublesome one, involving se

lection of the material, the style in which

it is to be made up, and, last and most

troublesome search of all, a skilled dress

maker. It is the same with bonnets. A

New York lady must perforce select her

bonnets at the very beginning of the sea

son, or else be content with articles of

American manufacture, while a Parisi-

enne can step round the corner and select

twenty chapeaux in a morning, paying

twelve and fifteen dollars for the articles

for which her American sister must give

forty or fifty. Durability and richness of

material, therefore, are distinguishing pe

culiarities of the latter's toilettes, while

freshness and variety characterize the

dress of the former.

The prevailing modes of the day show

some tendency to a return toward that

simplicity of style which has so long been

absent from the fashion of our garments.

Not that flounces, puffs, ribbons and

fringes are banished, or even about to

take their departure ; but to-day, for the

first time in many years, it is possible to

wear a perfectly plain dress without look

ing odd or old-fashioned. Even Worth's

show-rooms display dresses whose at

tractiveness consists in the quality of the

silk of which they are composed, and no:

in the amount of frills and fussing with

which they are loaded—rich, heavy bro

cades, with long plaited trains, the sleeves

and train being formed of plain silk

matching the color of the brocade, and

not a particle of other trimming any

where, as the edge of the corsage is sim

ply finished with a cording of the silk.

Such a dress would have been regarded

as a dismal piece of antiquity five years

ago. It may be that republican simplici

ty is creeping into the fashions of Paris,

as well as into its institutions, but French

fashions change nearly as rapidly as do

French governments. L. H. H.

THE PARENTS OF CHARLES DICKENS.

The following letter, which we are per

mitted to publish, though not written

with this design, contains some particu

lars that may not be uninteresting to

many readers of Mr. Forster's Life of

Dickens :

17 Rivers street, Bath, England.

My dear : I hasten to comply with

your request that I should give you some

information respecting the family of poor

Charles Dickens. I became acquainted

with his father and mother, Mr. and

Mrs. John Dickens, in 1850, and Mr.

Charles Dickens having requested my

husband's medical attendance upon old

Mr. Dickens, who was rapidly failing in

health, both the father and mother came

to live with us in 34 Keppel street, Lon

don. Mr. Dickens died under our roof

March 31, 1851. He was a kind-hearted

man, but fearfully irascible. His fits of

temper lasted, however, but a very short

time, but whilst they did they were terri

ble. I remember on one occasion some

private theatricals were given at the St.
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James's Theatre, in which Charles Dick

ens took the principal character, and old

Mr. Dickens was appointed bill-distrib

utor for the evening. Charles had given

strict orders that no one should be al

lowed behind the scenes. The elder Dick

ens, returning to the green-room, was

surprised and indignant to see a man,

as he thought, standing at the other end

of the apartment. His blood boiled up

in an instant, and he flew at him. His

anger increased at seeing the figure

advance toward him, and he rushed up

to it and struck out with all his might—

hitting a looking-glass with such violence

that he had sore knuckles for some days

afterward. The resemblance between

old Mr. D. and Mr. Micawber was very

slight. It consisted only in one or two

peculiar traits, exaggerated in the de

scription, and in the use of a pet phrase

to the effect "that something was sure to

turn up." The day previous to his death

he seemed unusually well, and we none

of us expected he would pass away so

soon. He was first seriously taken ill

whilst at dinner, and after he was put to

bed I sent off immediately for Charles.

He came as soon as possible. I was in

the room when the old gentleman died.

He expired about five o'clock in the

morning, with little or no pain. Charles

Dickens had been with him for hours,

standing or sitting by the bedside, and

holding his hand. He was much affect

ed, and behaved throughout with great

tenderness.

Mrs. Dickens was a little woman, who

had been very nice-looking in her youth.

She had very bright hazel eyes, and was

as thoroughly good-natured, easy-going,

companionable a body as one would

wish to meet with. The likeness be

tween her and Mrs. Nickleby is simply

the exaggeration of some slight peculi

arities. She possessed an extraordinary

sense of the ludicrous, and her power of

imitation was something quite astonish

ing. On entering a room she almost un

consciously took an inventory of its con

tents, and if anything happened to strike

her as out of place or ridiculous, she

would afterward describe it in the quaint

est possible manner. In like manner

she noted the personal peculiarities of

her friends and acquaintances. She had

also a fine vein of pathos, and could

bring tears to the eyes of her listeners

when narrating some sad event. She

was slightly lame, having injured one of

her legs by falling through a trap-door

whilst acting in some private theatricals

at the Soho Theatre, London. I am of

opinion that a great deal of Dickens's

genius was inherited from his mother.

He possessed from her a keen apprecia

tion of the droll and of the pathetic, as

also considerable dramatic talent. Mrs.

Dickens has often sent my sisters and

myself into uncontrollable fits of laugh

ter by her funny sayings and inimitable

mimicry. Charles was decidedly fond

of her, and always treated her respect

fully and kindly. In the hour of her

sad bereavement his conduct was noble.

I remember he took her in his arms, and

they both wept bitterly together. He told

her that she must rely upon him for the

future. He immediately paid whatever

his father owed, and relieved his moth

er's mind on that score. To my hus

band and myself he expressed himself

in the warmest manner as grateful for

what little kindness we had been able to

show his parents. He sent my husband

a magnificent silver*snuff-box lined with

gold, on which was engraved this in

scription :

"To Ronert Davky,

A poor token of gratitude and respect,

in memory of my dear father.

Charles Dickfns."

This heirloom is now in my eldest son's

possession. It was accompanied by a

beautiful and touching letter full of ten

derness and terms of filial affection.

Mrs. Dickens was very fond of her

daughter-in-law, Mrs. Charles, and has

often told me that she believed " there

was not another woman in all England

so well suited to her son." Her daugh

ter Letitia, Mrs. Austin, was often at our

house at this time. She was an ad

mirable woman, and greatly beloved by

all who knew her.

Charles Dickens called frequently in

Kcppel street, and sometimes stayed to

dinner. He was not a very talkative man,
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but could be extremely pleasant when he

chose. Mrs. Dickens does not seem to

have foreseen the future celebrity of her

son in his childhood, but she remember

ed many little circumstances afterward

which she was very fond of relating.

Once, when Charles was a tiny boy, and

the family were stayingdown at Chatham,

the nurse had a great deal of trouble in in

ducing him to follow her when out for his

daily walk. When they returned home,

Mrs. Dickens said to her, "Well, how

have the children behaved?" "Very

nicely indeed, ma'am— all but Master

Charley." "What has he done?" "Why,

ma'am, he will persist in always going

the same road every day." "Charley,

Charley, how is this ?" " Why, mamma,"

answered the urchin, "does not the Bi

ble say we must walk in the same path

all the days of our life ?"

The little Dickenses were all fond of

private theatricals, and even as children

they constructed a small play-house in

which the drama was represented by

puppets. Charles was the reader, and

his brothers moved the marionettes.

Those early years were doubtless very

sad, for I know the whole family was in

very reduced circumstances ; and to one

so sensitive and imaginative as Charles

deprivations and slights must have been

indeed hard to bear. I am of opinion

that the troubles he met with in his child

hood, and the great success won by his

genius in after times, made him anxious

to have his home so ordered as in some

degree to efface his early impressions;

and I fear his father's ungovernable tem

per prevented his being as often received

in his son's house as he might otherwise

have been. But, whatever may be said

to the contrary, his conduct toward both

his father and mother struck me as ad

mirable. Poor old Mrs. Dickens died in

1863. She had been for some time ail

ing. She sleeps by her husband in High-

gate Cemetery. I saw little of her after

her husband's death, as I left England

two years later for the Continent, and

only returned a year or so since.

E. Davey.

LITERATURE OF THE DAY.

Alide : An Episode of Goethe's Life. By

Emma Lazarus. Philadelphia : J. B. Lip-

pincott & Co.

The same strong magic which drew the

child Bettina through countless obstacles to

the presence of the wonderful old man whom

she had never seen, has worked on the ardent

imagination of a young poetess of our own

day ; and the fond partisanship with which

Goethe's view of his higher destiny and im

munity from the trammels of ordinary obli

gation and responsibility is tacitly adopted

by Miss Lazarus, betrays an indulgence of

the same order as Frederika's and Lilt's. \ No

special sympathy with this subjection to the

master-mind of modem times need color our

views of the performance. There was great

risk in taking for a theme a love-passage in

the life of a renowned poet—one, too, which

had been faultlessly treated by himself in hw

autobiography—and so elaborating the cha

racters and incidents as to swell the story

to the dimensions of a book. Any amplifi

cations supplied by pure invention, any elu

cidations based upon a theory inconsistent

with the simple facts, above all, any ambitiocs

attempt to penetrate deeply into Goethe's

character or depict him in the broad full light

which the realistic novelist casts upon his fig

ures, would have jarred with the conceptions

and offended the taste of a cultivated reader.

Yet mistakes of this kind are too common

not to render the avoidance of them a matter

of just commendation ; while the ingennity

and skill with which every hint and sugges

tion of the original has been worked out in

consistent and not top ample detail, merit

still warmer praise. |Nor is the book inter-
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esting merely as a successful piece of literary

embroidery. In the character of the heroine

Miss Lazarus had a legitimate field and fair

scope for the exercise of her imaginative

powers ; and she has used this opportunity in

a way to justify strong expectations in regard

to any venture she may hereafter make on.

the broad seas of fiction under her own flag.}

The figure of Alide is not a copy, but the de-'

velopment of that of Frederika ; and there is

no doubt a large class of readers who will

never open Wahrheit und Dichtung, or any

other of Goethe's works, for whom this pa

thetic tale of a true-hearted, innocent girl,

with its idyllic background of Alsatian life,

will have a tender charniij It is a pity,

therefore, that some slight defects have not

been corrected. Miss Lazarus should not

use the word " health" for "toast," and she

should bear in mind Dr. Holmes's advice to

all his country-people, not to say "how" for

" what." The style not unfrequently has the

air of a translation, and not a very fluent

translation, from the German : the very first

sentence is an example of this, and it pre

vails throughout. Perhaps it is intentional,

and meant to lend local color to the sub

ject, but it is a mistake. It would have been

better, too, not to have tried to improve

on the homeliness of the real German ru

ral life. The description of the parsonage

is very pretty, but more like that of an

English than a Rhenish home: the cha

racteristic primness of the latter is lacking.

The graceful litter of the sitting-room, with

its " charming disorder " of open harpsichord,

scattered books, drawing-materials and em

broidery, does not belong to a German in

terior, and the presents sent by Goethe to his

village love never rose to the height of new

books and rare engravings. But these are

mere details. The human interest is keenly I

felt : there are power and truth in the analysis I

of the conflict which arises in each nature as I

the one perceives that he cannot sacrifice his

future to his love—the other, that there is no

future for her but in hjs love, and that it is

drifting from her. It is a striking touch, too,

toward the end, when the heart-stricken girl

goes early to the cathedral to gather strength

and calm, and sees another woman kneeling

near the door in the abandonment of grjefj

One feels sorry that anything comes of this :

it was more artistic as a mere incident, such

as almost every memorable scene in our lives

presents. It is a graver fault that while ad

hering so closely to history in her narrative,

Miss Lazarus should have introduced such an

important apocryphal event as even an in

formal betrothal, which when known to the

parents must, according to German custom,

have been immediately followed by the usual

family ceremony. Nor can we understand

why she should have omitted the answer

of the serene and resigned Frederika when

urged in after years, although still young, to

marry : " It was enough to have been be

loved by Goethe." - That reply makes her

story the most touching of all the numerous

similar " episodes" in Goethe's life. We are

deeply moved by the grief of the bewitching

Lili, but we know she is a mundane little

lady, and are not surprised to hear that she

has made a good match after all. Frederika's

perpetual maidenhood gives a sacredness to

her early love and sorrow, which are here en

shrined anew in no unfitting niche.

England, Political and Social. By Auguste

Laugel. Translated by Professor James

Morgan Hart. New York : G. P. Put

nam's Sons.

It is easy to see that M. Laugel has studied

England more closely, both from books and

through personal observation, than the most

intelligent and best-informed of his country

men are in the habit of doing. He knows

its history, he understands its institutions, he

comprehends the causes of the struggles and

oscillations amid which the government passes

from one party to another, still retaining its

blended character of conservatism and re

form. He sees in the diversity of classes and

of interests the affinities and mutual adaptations

that give solidity to the mass and strength of

purpose and unity of action to every national

movement. He estimates truly the various ele

ments of the English character and the forces

that have acted upon it, merging and adjust

ing, yet hardening and preserving, its peculi

arities. His book is consequently not only

almost wholly free from blunders of detail, but

it is still more remarkable for its freedom from

the misconceptions and wild speculations and

deductions into which a writer is sure to

fall who examines the condition and manners

of a foreign people through the medium of

his own national prepossessions and ideas.

In this respect the work contrasts favorably

with Taine's English Notes, while destitute

of the wit and rhetorical brilliancy that gives

piquancy to the fantastic generalizations of
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the latter. There is, in fact, little in it to

betray its French origin, and one might sus

pect the author of helonging to that small

political sect that sees in the English consti

tution a model which France has only to fol

low in order to attain to the equilibrium and

acquire the stability which she so much needs.

However this may be, the value and instruct-

iveness of his exposition are distinctively for

his own countrymen. For a well-informed

American it contains nothing of mark. The

very facility with which it passes scrutiny in

dicates its lack of novelty. The remarks on

race contain a good deal which one sets reso

lutely aside. Such a sentence as the follow

ing, " Outliving the centuries, the Celtic ele

ment still crops out above heavy Saxon Teu-

tonism : we seem to see a touch of it in Eng

lish humor, the universal fondness for gaming

and betting, this grain of folly amid so much

wisdom," might stimulate contradiction of

the theory expressed in it, were it not that

the mistaken use of the term puts argument

out of the question. But in general what

M. Laugel has to say on these points is only

what all determined theorizers on the subject

are constantly putting forth. What there is

of certainty in it passes current without much

emphasis or comment. For the corrective we

must turn to Emerson's English Traits, and

take note of the " limitations of the formidable

doctrine of race . . . which threaten to un

dermine it, as not sufficiently based."

The Circuit-Rider : A Tale of the Heroic

Age. liy Edward Eggleston. New York :

J. B. Ford & Co.

The "heroic age" depicted in this book is

not that of Greece or Rome, but of Southern

Ohio and adjacent regions, where social life

at the beginning of this century exhibited

"sharp contrasts of corn-shuckings and camp-

meetings, of wild revels followed by wild re

vivals," " a melange of picturesque simplicity,

grotesque humor and savage ferocity, of aban

doned wickedness and austere piety," that

" can hardly seem real to those who know

the country now." In such a picture it is not

the hunter or the pioneer who becomes the

central figure, but the circuit-rider, or travel

ing Methodist preacher, representing, as he

does, the element of civilization which is in

time to overmaster and transform the wild

minds and lawless habits here brought to

gether in anarchical confusion. His task is

that of the missionary monk of the Dark

Ages ; and if, like his prototype, he is distin

guished rather by a fervent zeal and uncom

promising devotion than by intellectual pow

er or mental culture, his sympathies with his

hearers are all the keener, his comprehension

of them more instinctive, and his influence

over their minds and hearts more direct and

irresistible. Such a state of society, it will be

conceded, affords ample material for graphic

and striking delineation. The peasant life of

the Schwarzwald and the Vosges, which An-

erbach and Erckmann - Chatrian have con

strained the world to become familiar with,

must be reckoned far less rich in incident and

far tamer in coloring. Unfortunately, this

comparison makes only too palpable the lack

of imagination which has prevented Mr. Eg

gleston from giving to his pictures the vivid

ness and harmony essential to that strong im

pression and sense of reality which is the

main object of the novelist's art. We do nrt

doubt that the principal scenes have a founda

tion of fact, that, in the author's own words

"whatever is incredible in this story is true,"

or that local manner and dialect have been

faithfully presented. But this is, after all, a

mere superficial truthfulness — giving as at

the most, pecu!iarities of circumstance, not

revealing any of the subtle workings of hu

man nature as thus acted on. The characters

in the book are not individualized by any

delicate distinctions ; their thoughts and emo

tions are not probed ; their lives run in par

allel or divergent lines, without the complica

tions or the conflicts that bring hidden qual

ities and impulses into play. Perhaps we

ought simply to accept the book without de

mur as a series of sketches of a kind of life

now all but extinct, making due acknowledg

ment of a certain vivacity and "scratchy"

vigor sufficient to sustain the interest. The

author seems to us, however, to have aimed

at something higher than this, or rather to

have mistaken this for the proper aim of one

"worthy," in his own language, " to be call

ed a novelist."
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